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FOREWORD

All praise and glory is due to Allah Almighty, our Creator and Master, Revealer of the Holy Qur’aan for our guidance, and choicest Darood and Salaams on Hazrat Muhammadur Rasulullah Sallallahu Alihi Wasallam, the noblest creation of Allah Almighty, the Holy Qur’aan personified, the absolute guide for our success in this world and the Hereafter.

The Holy Qur’aan is Allah Almighty’s final message for the guidance of mankind. Before one can put its message into practice, one has to understand it. Thus, it is an incumbent duty of every Muslim to read this message, understand it and then act upon it. This task is proving very difficult for us because there is no translation or commentary in English, which is Sunni orientated, other than a translation of Ala Hazrat’s translation — Kanzul Imaan. This, too, is just a translation without commentary. All the other translations and commentaries that we have in English are not only scanty, but they are full of inconsistencies. In short, they do not cater for our needs. Many renowned commentators of the Holy Qur’aan like Imam Baidawi, Imam Jalaluddeen Suyuti, Maulana Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dehlvi (May Allah be pleased with them) and the like, are of the opinion that the Holy Qur’ aan can only be understood if the commentator of it has a deep love for Allah Almighty - its Revealer, the Holy Prophet Sallallahu Alihi Wasallam —its teacher, his illustrious Companions — the direct recipients of its message and the pious saints who are an embodiment of the Holy Qur’ aan.

With this in mind, Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Akbar Hazarvi Saheb, the religious and educational head of the Darul Uloom Pretoria, in consultation with renowned international Sunni scholars like Hazrat Allama Shaiikh ul Qur’aan and Hadith Maulana Sayed Hasceanudddeen Shah Saheb, the Chancellor of Islamic University Jamia Razvia Rawalpindi (Pakistan) and Hazrat Ustadhul Ulama Mufti Gui Rahman Saheb of Birmingham (UK) showed a keen desire to have TAFSEEER NOORUL IRFAAN of Mufti Ahmad Yaar Khan Badayuni translated into English, as it is a brief, but comprehensive, commentary based on the Sunni way of life. After much effort, trying to convince the officials of the Darul Uloom and the Pretoria Sunni Institute, it was finally decided to undertake this monumental task. Mufti Saheb then approached me for this important work. A meeting was then arranged between the officials, Hazrat Mufti Saheb and my self, in which this onerous and highly responsible task was placed on my shoulders.

It is purely through the Grace of Allah Almighty and the Bounties of the Holy Prophet Sallallahu Alihi Wasallam that I have embarked on this huge task. How it came to my lot to be chosen for this blessed work, is beyond my imagination.

This translation is thus a humble effort made possible through the infinite Mercy and Grace of Allah Almighty, as well as through the constant assistance and guidance of Hazrat Mufti Akbar Hazarvi Saheb. May Allah Almighty and His Beloved Nabi Sallallahu Alihi Wasallam shine the torch of guidance upon me to complete the task that I have undertaken. Aameen!

Mohamed Hoosain Mukaddam
A humble student of Mufti M. Akbar Hazarvi
Darul Uloom Pretoria
The under mentioned Mashaa’ikh and Ulama share similar sentiments regarding this Translation and Commentary of the Holy Qur’aan.

**Mashaa’ikh-e-Izaam**
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- Hazrat Pir Allama Mufti Abdul Malik Luqmanvi, Haripur, Pakistan.
- Hazrat Allama Pir Mufti Muhammad Akhtar Raza Khan Al-Azhary, great grandson of A’la Hazrat Imam Ahmad Raza Bereily (may Allah be pleased with him) the author of the original Urdu translation Kanzul Imaan.
- Hazrat Qiblah Pir Sayed Muhammad Ameen Mia, Darbar Aliyah Mahrehra Sharief, India.
- Hazrat Allama Maulana Muhammad Ebrahim Khushtar, Founder and Patron of Sunni Razvi Society International
- Hazrat Allama Pir Habib-ur-Rehman Mahboobi, Bradford U.K.
- Hazrat Allama Pir Ameen-Ul-Hasanaat Shah, son of Zia-ul-Ummat Pir Muhammad Karam Shah Sahib (May Allah be pleased with him), Bheira Sharief, Pakistan.
- Ghaazi-e-Miljat Hazrat Allama Sayed Muhammad Hashmi Mia Ashrafi, Khachacha Sharief, India.
- Hazrat Qiblah Pir Harun-ar-Rashid, Mora Sharief, Pakistan.
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- Hazrat Sheikh Khalifa Saeed Ahmed Chopdat, Sultan Bahu Centre, Johannesburg South Africa
- Hazrat Pir Soofi Muhammad Saeed, Soofi Darbar, Durban, South Africa.

**Internationally acclaimed Ulama-e-Kiraam**
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- Hazrat Allama Mufti Abdur Rasool Mansoor, Redditch UK
- Hazrat Allama Sahibzada Faizul Aqtaab Siddique, Principal Hijaaz College, U.K.
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- Hazrat Allama Doctor Kaukab Noorani Okarvi, Founder and Patron, Okarvi Academy International.
• Hazrat Allama Qari Khalil Ahmed Haqqani, General Secretary, Jamaat Ahic Sunnat, U.K.
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• Hazrat Allama Turaabul Haq Shah, Principal Darul Uloorn Amjadiyyah, Karachi, Pakistan.
• Hazrat Allama Sayed Muhammed Zaakir Hussain Shah, Founder and Principal Jamia Zahra Ahle Sunnat, Rawalpindi, Pakistan.
• Hazrat Allama Sayed Zia-ul-Haq Shah, Principal Jamia Muhammadiyah, Rawalpindi Pakistan.

The under mentioned also expressed keenness to ensure fruition of this Publication

• Hazrat Allama Abdul Gafoor Chishti, Sheffield, UK
• Hazrat Allama Hafiz Abdul Gafoor, Edenborough UK
• Hazrat Qari Abdul Ghani Sacedi, Bartley, UK
• Hazrat Allama Qazi Abdul Khabier Abbasi, Harrow, UK
• Hazrat Allama Abdul Khalick Mujaddidi, Halslough, UK
• Hazrat Allama Qazi Abdul Mateen al-Azhari, Derby, UK
• Hazrat Qari Abdul Qadir Sindhi, Francistown, Botswana.
• Hazrat Allama Qari Abdur Raheem, Bury, UK
• Hazrat Allama Abdur Razack, Scotland, UK
• Hazrat Allama Mohammad Abdur Razack, Rawalpindi, Pakistan
• Hazrat Allama Qari Abdus Shakoor, Oldham, UK
• Hazrat Sahibzada Aftaab Ahmed, Ayelsbury, UK
• Hazrat Allama Mufti Akbar Zeerak, UK
• Hazrat Ailama Hafiz Muhammad Akram, Harrow, UK
• Hazrat Qari Muhammad Ameen Chishti, South Hall, UK
- Hazrat Allama Arshad Jameel, London, UK
- Hazrat Qari Muhammad Ashraf Sialvi, London, UK
- Hazrat Sahibzada Ateeq-ur-Rehman, Scotland, UK
- Hazrat Allama Sayed Azmat Ali Shah Hamdani, Karachi, Pakistan
- Hazrat Allama Khwaja Bashier Ahmed, London, UK
- Hazrat Allama Bashier Ahmed Sialvi, Oldham, UK
- Hazrat Allama Baustaan Qaderi, Birmingham, UK
- Hazrat Hafiz Faqeerullah Chishti, Slough, UK
- Hazrat Allama Hafiz Farooq Chishti, Birmingham UK
- Hazrat Allama Sayed Farooq Shah Sialvi, Birmingham, UK
- Hazrat Qazi Mohammaad Farooq Siddique, Luton, UK
- Hazrat Allama Fazal Ahmad Qaderi, Derby, UK
- Hazrat Qari Fazal Rasool Chishti, New York, USA
- Hazrat Allama Mufti Fazal Subhan Qaderi, Manchester UK
- Hazrat Allama Ferogh Ahmed Qaderi, Glasgow, UK
- Hazrat Allama Ghulam Rabbani Afghani, London, UK
- Hazrat Allama Ghulam Rasool Chakswary, Birmingham, UK
- Hazrat Qari Ghulam Rasool, Manchester, UK
- Hazrat Allama Qari Hafeez-ur-Rehman Chishti, Leicester, UK
- Hazrat Allama Mufti Hassan Raza, Bradford, UK
- Hazrat Allama Muhammad Iftikhaar Hazarvi, Sydney, Australia
- Hazrat Allama Pirzada I'jaaz-ul-Hasanain, Woking UK
- Hazrat Allama Sayed I'jaaz Hussain Shah, Dundee, UK
- Hazrat Allama Imtiaz Raza, Harare, Zimbabwe
- Hazrat Hafiz Inayat Alli, Dudley, UK
- Hazrat Allama Muhammad Ishaq Naeemi, UK
- Hazrat Allama Muhammad Ishaq Zafar, Rawalpindi, Pakistan
- Hazrat Allama Hafiz Qari Jamshed, Ilford, UK
- Hazrat Allama Mufti Jameel Ahmed Noushahi, Bradford, UK
- Hazrat Qari Jameel Ahmed Chishti, Leicester, UK
- Hazrat Allama Javed-ul-Qaderi, Harrow, UK
- Hazrat Janab Javed Iqbal, New Zealand
- Hazrat Qari Khadim Hussain Chishti, Oldham UK
- Hazrat Allama Qari Khalid Mahmood Shirazi, Bradford, UK
- Hazrat Allama Liyaqat Alli, Woking, UK
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION

In the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful

All Praise be to Allah Almighty and choicest blessings and salutations on the Final Prophet and Messenger, Hazrat Muhammad Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam and upon his Family and Companions (May Allah be pleased with them).

The Holy Qur’aan is undoubtedly the Word of Allah Almighty, communicated to humanity through the Beloved Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam and is from the Heavenly Books. It is still in its original form and is protected, and will always be protected against any change, to this effect, that not even a single dot has or will be removed form it, because Allah Almighty has taken it upon Himself to protect the Holy Qur’aan. Since Hazrat Muhammad Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam is the Final Messenger of Allah Almighty, the Holy Qur’aan is the closing episode of Divine revelation. It is a proclamation that, now humanity has no other choice but to receive guidance from the Holy Qur’aan. The beautiful style of language and order of the Holy Qur’aan is unique and there is none second to it.

The Holy Qur’aan challenged all its opponents, Arab and non-Arab alike, to produce a single verse like that of the Holy Qur’aan, but they had to decline. It is a glittering miracle, which removes the darkness of evil and sin.

The Holy Qur’aan is certainly the most read book in the world and its many translations and exegesis have been written hitherto. Imam Ahie Sunnah Maulana Ahmad Raza Khan’s (May Allah be pleased with him) translation Kanzul Imaan is considered to be the best in Urdu translations. It deserves to be translated into other languages, particularly into English. This was accordingly carried out by Professor Shah Faridul Haq of Pakistan. Maulana Naeemudddeen Muradabadi wrote brief, but valuable notes on this rendering, which were later developed by Mufti Ahmad Yaar Khan (Rahmatullah Alaihe) under the title “Noorul Irfaan”. The credit for presenting this worthwhile work goes to Maulana Mufti Muhammad Akbar Hazarvi and his colleagues, especially Br. Mohamed Hoosain Mukaddam, who is the translator of this work.

Maulana Mufti Muhammad Akbar Hazarvi’s origination is from Ghazi Khot in Mansehra, Pakistan. He completed his Dars-e-Nizami course at Jamia Razvia Zia-ul-Uloom (Rawalpindi) and obtained his M.A. degree in Arabic from the
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International Islamic University in Islamabad (Pakistan). On the invitation of the late Abdul Haq Saleh Muhammad of Lenasia (Johannesburg), he travelled with me to South Africa in 1988 and I was asked to allow him to stay on in Laudium (Pretoria) for the education of the Muslims there. This was done on condition that a Darul Uloom is established, and the Darul Uloom Pretoria, of which Mufti Hazarvi is Principal, is now doing remarkable Islamic work.

They have commenced with the publication of books and this translation is a masterpiece in this series. Congratulations must go to the translator Mohamed Hoosain Mukaddam for the sterling work he has done, as well as to Mufti Muhammad Akbar Hazarvi and Hafez Muhammad Ismail Hazarvi and Maulana Abdul Wahhab Wookay.

I pray that Allah Almighty, through the intercession of His Beloved Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam, accepts the efforts of Mufti Hazarvi, Mohamed Hoosain Mukaddam, their colleagues as well as the officials of Darul Uloom Pretoria in producing this work. May Allah Almighty always keep them safe and under His Protection. Furthermore, I advise the purchase and distribution of this Tafseer as a means of sending Esaale Sawaab on the souls of your kindred, who have departed from this world.

Abul Khair Sayed Haseenuddeen Shah
Principal, Jamia Razvia Zia-ul-Uloom
Rawalpindi,
Pakistan.
A Brief Profile on Maulana Shah Ahmad Raza Khan

Ala Hazrat, Imam Ahmad Raza Khan, a great jurist and a learned scholar of Islam, was born in 1858 at Bareilly (India) and died in 1921.

Imam Ahmad Raza Khan was a born genius. He read the Holy Qur’aan when he was only four years old. Later, he became astonishingly well-versed in more than fifty branches of learning pertaining to the Ancient and Modern Sciences, Hadith, Fiqh, Islamic Jurisprudence, Mathematics, Economics and many more. He left contributions in all these academic disciplines. He was a prolific writer and wrote about one thousand books relating to various aspects of Islam. He is considered to be the most learned and authentic authority on the Qur’aan, Sunnah and jurisprudence.

Although he was well-versed in scores of branches of knowledge, yet in his later years, he restricted his interest to the following branches of religious learning:
1. To support and defend the Holy Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam.
2. To uproot and rectify the innovations prevalent in Muslim Society.
3. To issue religious decrees according to the Hanafi School of jurisprudence.

Ala Hazrat’s religious works have no parallel in his time. His ability, farsightedness and depth of thought have been recognized by the Ulama of the four schools of jurisprudence. Although he has written a large number of books on numerous topics, his two most famous works are the translation of the Holy Qur’aan in Urdu and Fatawa Razvia in twelve volumes.

It is an accepted fact that the revealed Arabic words of the Holy Qur’aan cannot be actually transformed in any other language. A literal translation of the Arabic Qur’aan conveying the same meaning is not only difficult, but also impossible. Therefore, the translation of the Holy Qur’aan in any other language is usually an explanatory translation.

Ala Hazrat’s Urdu translation, known as KANZUL IMAAN is an explanatory translation. This explanatory translation of the Holy Qur’aan into Urdu was completed in 1910. It is the most famous and accepted Urdu translation in the world. In his translation, Ala Hazrat has tried to assign such meanings to the words of the Holy Qur’aan that there may not be any contradiction in the meaning of the words and verses of the Holy Qur’aan. The other thing which he has kept in mind while translating the Holy Qur’aan is that such a meaning should be selected that may not slight the status and dignity of Almighty Allah and His Prophets.
A Brief Profile on Mufti Ahmad Yaar Khan

Tafseer Noorul Irfaan is the first complete and comprehensive exegesis written in Urdu. Its author, Hazrat Mufti Ahmad Yaar Khan, the son of Maulana Muhammad Yaar Khan was born in 1906 and passed away on the 3rd of Ramadaan, 24 October 1971 in Gujarat (Pakistan). He received his primary education from his learned father and then studied at Madressa Shamsul Uloom in Badayun, India. Thereafter, he proceeded to Muradabad, also in India, to study under Sayed Muhammad Naeemuddeen at Jamia Naeemia.

Besides this prominent work, he produced several other scholarly works mentioned hereunder:
1. Naeemul Ban Fi Inshirah-al-Bukhari
2. Mirat Sharah Mishkaat
3. Jaa Al-Haq
4. IlmulMiraas
5. Shaan-e-Habibur Rahman
6. Islami Zindagi
7. Ilmul Qur’aan
8. Risala-e-Noor

A true commentary of the Holy Qur’aan requires a thorough knowledge of Arabic grammar, semantics, lexicology, tradition, jurisprudence as well as various other branches of knowledge. Sheikhu Tafseer Hakeem ul Ummah, Mufti Ahmad Yaar Khan Naeemi was no doubt qualified in all the required branches of knowledge. The author studied all previously written exegesis and his work sums up concisely the major points discussed in these commentaries. Further, he has particularly summarized the contents of Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan of Maulana Sayed Muhammad Naeemuddeen Muradabadi. A great number of religious scholars have paid tribute and benefited from his immense knowledge.

Professor G.A. Haq Muhammad
Islamic Research Institute
International Islamic University
Islamabad, Pakistan.
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SECTION I

Allah in the name of the most affectionate, the merciful.

1. O people! Fear your Lord undoubtedly, the tremor of the Hour is a thing very hard.

2. Fear should be inculcated by becoming believers and giving up infidelity, the sinners should become pious and the pious should remain steadfast on their piety. Every person should fear Allah Almighty.

3. By this tremor is meant a specific tremor which would be taking place near the time of Qiyamah, prior to the rising of the sun from the west. It would be severer than all the tremors. Or it could denote the very tremor of the Day of Judgement.

4. The day when you would see it. Every suckling woman shall forget her infant whom she suckled, and every pregnant shall cast away her burden and you will see men as they are drunk and they will not be drunk, but the torment of Allah is severe.

5. This means the condition of the fear of Qiyamah would be such that if there were any pregnant or foster mothers at that point in time they would have lost their babies and would have forgotten about them. Otherwise, on that day there will neither be anyone pregnant nor any suckling baby, because forty years before the Day of Judgement child birth would have come to an end. If by this tremor is meant the tremor at the time of the rising of the sun from the west prior to the Day of Judgement, then there is no need for any explanation because at that point in time there will be taking place to pregnancies, etc.

6. Rather it is due to the Fear of Allah Almighty that people would have lost their senses. Even from this, too, the special devotees of the Holy Prophet ﷺ are excluded.

3. And there are some who dispute about Allah without knowledge, and follow every rebellious devil.

6. Like Nadar ibn Harith who had accepted the angels as the daughters of Allah.
Almighty and was always having an argument with the believers over this issue. From this we learn that in a debate, the one who is false will always be arguing to prove his point, while the one who is on the path of truth will not waver from the Truth. Both cannot be called quarrelsome persons. This verse was revealed concerning Nadar bin Harith.

7. From this we learn that to debate about the Personality and Attributes of Allah Almighty is not proper. Believe in Him

4. For whom it has been written that who will befriend him, then he will necessarily misguide him and will guide him towards the torment of Hell.

8. By keeping evil beliefs, or doing evil deeds, or keeping friendship with evil people. In short, having a liking for evil things, and keeping friendship with evil people is equal to loving the devil, just like having love for the friends of Allah Almighty is equal to loving Allah Almighty.

5. O people! if you have any doubt the Resurrection, then consider that We created you from dust, We from a drop of water (sperm). Then from the clot of blood, then from a piece of flesh fashioned and un-fashioned, so that We may manifest to you Our signs. And We cause whom We will to remain in the womb of mothers till an appointed time, then we bring you out as infant, then in order that you may reach your maturity, and of you is one who dies early and is one who is put to a worthless age so that after knowing knows nothing. And you see the earth withered up then when We sent down water upon it, it was freshened and swelled up and grew every beauteous pair.

9. This means Oh infidels! and rejectors of the Day of Judgement! because the topics
which follow are in accordance with these.
10. This means Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace), because creation of the father is indirectly the creation of the children. Or it means a person's creation is from a sperm, the sperm is from blood, the blood is from nourishment, the nourishment is from the sand.
11. In this verse the procedure of the creation of man is described, while in the creation of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) is done by the Hand of Providence. Hence, there is no inconsistency in the verses. This verse cannot be used to prove that Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) was created from a father, as is understood by the Qadiyans.
12. By this is meant that at first the clot of blood does not have any form, then it assumes form. By this is not meant any miscarried pregnancy, fashioned or un-fashioned because through this, no birth takes place. Hence, the verse is crystal clear.
13. These are things for you to ponder over, that what you were at conception and what you have become now. How did these changes take place?
14. From this we learn that during pregnancy, the period of keeping the foetus is not restricted to any given length of time. This is left entirely to the wishes of the Almighty. Some children remain in the wombs for six months and some as long as two years. In it there is a hint that the mother's womb was not a permanent place of rest for you but a temporary one. Likewise, this world, too, is not a permanent place of abode, but it is just a transitory place which you have to leave. You were placed in the mother's womb so that your physical structure could be fully formed, while in the world for your spiritual development.
15. Upto the first six years the child is
6. This is so because Allah is the Truth and that it is He who Will give life to the dead and that He can do all things 21.
21. The essence of this comparison is to show that just as the parched earth becomes lush green through rain water, in the same called an infant, thereafter he is called SABEE-infant boy (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).
16. The prime of life is from the time of puberty until the age of thirty, during which one obtains full maturity.
17. Prior to the prime age or after this age comes to an end i.e. some die in their infancy and others in the prime of their age.
18. This means until old age. It should be remembered that the true meaning of age is the habitation of the body.
19. Hazrat Ikrarah (May Allah be pleased with him) says any believer who is a habitual reciter of the Holy Qur'aan, will not experience this i.e. worthless age. Hence, the august Prophets and the chosen friends of Allah Almighty are not included in this law. If the blessed Prophets of Allah Almighty in their old age had experienced this condition, then propagation would not have remained obligatory on them and Prophethood would have been taken away from them. Otherwise, there would have been a possibility of an error in propagation. But these great personalities remain Prophet's by receiving revelation till their very end. Thus these great Prophets are protected from this.
20. This means even if all types of seeds are sown in the ground, but if the ground is not watered, it will remain dry. Likewise, even if a person may perform many deeds, without the blessings of Prophethood, it would be useless. The earth remains lush green with water and the heart with the blessings of the pious. After Hijrah and prior to the conquest of Makkah, Muslims were deprived from living in this holy city. Migration was obligatory, because although the Ka'ba is the house of Allah Almighty, at that point in time it had not been brightened by the light of Prophethood.

مَارْفَات
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7. And because the Hour is to come, there is no doubt in it and because Allah will raise those who are in the graves. 22

22. By grave is meant the world of Barzakh which is between death and the Day of Judgement and not just a hollow or a cave which is the burial place of the corpses. Thus, all these bodies which had been burned or drowned, etc. will all be resurrected. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

8. And from mankind there are those who disputes about Allah with out having any knowledge and without any guidance 23 and with out any enlightening Book. 24

23. From this we learn that to enter into battle with the infidels in support of the Religion for the sake of Allah Almighty is better by having full knowledge. The teaching and learning of knowledge in a systematic way is beneficial, it equips you to debate with the infidels for the sake of Allah Almighty. We further learn that the real disputers are those who are on the path of falsehood and not the one who is on the path of Truth, as such a person is the supporter of Truth. If there is a battle between the police and the robbers, the police would be the upholders of the law, while the robbers are the breakers of the law.

24. This verse was revealed concerning Abu Jahl and the infidels, like him, who would argue with the believers about Tauheed. Here, knowledge denotes natural sciences while guidance indicates knowledge of reason and argumentation. By book is meant knowledge of revelation. All this shows that their nature and vision is evil, and away from revelation. If this is the case then, from where will they obtain intelligence and understanding.

9. Turning his neck 25 from truth so that he may mislead others from the path of Allah For him there is humiliation. 26 in the world and on the Day of Judgement. We shall make him taste the torment of burning.

25. This means such a person proudly leaves the august gathering tries his best to mislead the believers, and prevent the infidels from accepting faith. From this we learn that those who run away from the gatherings of the pious will not come on the path of guidance.

26. Death in the Battle of Badr and curse of the believers until the Day of Judgement.

10. This is because of what your Hands 27 sent forth and Allah oppresses not His bondmen.

27. From this we learn that the minor children of the infidels who die in this condition, will not go into Hell, because this is set aside for those who die in infidelity and doing evil deeds. These children are not guilty of either thing. Also, sending those into Hell without being guilty of sin is declared here by Allah Almighty as an act of injustice, and that Allah Almighty is indeed pure of any form of injustice.
SECTION 2

11. And some men worship Allah on an edge, 28 then if any good reaches him, then he is content 29 their with and if trial befalls, turn round on his face; there is loss of the world and hereafter both. This as I manifest loss 30.

28. This verse was revealed regarding those Bedouin converts who would accept faith. If after accepting Islam, they would obtain children, wealth and health, they would say Islam is a true religion. If things were contrary to this, then they would say Islam is a bad religion (May Allah forbid) i.e. ever since we have accepted Islam we found ourselves in difficulties.

29. Here the word 'good' denotes all worldly bounties, and contentment denotes contentment of the heart i.e. these people have understood the comforts of the world as the proof of Truth and slightest hardship makes them disgusted with Islam.

12. They worship beside Allah such that which can neither do no bad or good to them 31. This in indeed straying a-far

31. This means to call upon them and worship them, is bereft of any worldly benefit or loss. These deities will neither provide benefit by worshipping them, nor cause any loss by not worshipping them. However, their worship will prove extremely disastrous in the Hereafter. On the contrary, the moon, the sun, the rocks, etc. provide benefit as well as loss.

13. They worship such that whose harm is more 32 expected than his benefit. No doubt, what an evil patron and no doubt what as evil comrade!

32. In this verse the word 'harm' denotes harm in the true sense of the word i.e. death in the world. and Hell in the Hereafter, while

30. From this we learn that sometimes the pious servants of Allah Almighty, too, have to endure hardships in the form of a test. Says Allah Almighty "And necessarily We shall put you to test with something of fear and hunger and with some loss of wealth and lives and fruits; and glad tidings to the patient" (S2:V155). Without, doubt piety and purity ward off calamities and are a means of obtaining mercy of Allah Almighty. Says the Holy QUR’AN: "And he who fears Allah, Allah will make a way for his deliverance. And will provide for him whence he expects not" (S65:V2-3).

Numerous tasks are completed through the use of stones, but if these are used to harm someone, these can cause great damage. Likewise, there are thousands benefits derived from the sun, while at times this very sun can cause harm as well. Thus, there can be no objection raised at the verse.
14. Undoubtedly, Allah will cause those who believed and did good deeds to enter gardens beneath which rivers flow. No doubt, Allah does what He will.

33. It should be remembered that Faith is the cause of entry into Paradise, while good deeds are the means of obtaining its bounties and high status. The mention here is made of acquiring Paradise i.e. Paradise acquired through one's effort of faith and good deeds, because conferred Paradise would be awarded to the minor Muslim children and, we, sinner through some good deeds.

15. Whosoever imagines that Allah will not help His prophet in the world and the hereafter: let him stretch a rope upward and let him see that for which his heart so buring.

34. This tells us that Allah Almighty will give assistance to the Holy Prophet in this world as well as in the Hereafter. The assistance in the world would be to make his religion prevail over all other religions, and provide honour for his devotees, while in the Hereafter, He would accept the Holy Prophet's intercession and grant him the Lofty Place and the Desired Status promised to him.

16. And thus we have sent down this Quran as Manifest signs and that Allah guides whom He will.

35. From this we learn that if anyone becomes enraged or talks nonsense he will not cause any harm to the Holy Prophet's personality. No matter how much nonsense you may talk about the sun it will continue to shine brightly. The devotees of the Holy Prophet will continue to prosper in this world and the Hereafter.

36. This tells us that the desire for guidance is not for everybody but permission for guidance is for all i.e. Allah Almighty loves that everyone should come on the path of guidance, but His intention is that some person should be on the path of guidance and some person should remain misled. There is a big difference between intention, love and pleasure. It is for this reason that everyone is given the command to seek guidance, but everyone is not provided with guidance. Many times a command is given against one's intention. Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) was given the command to sacrifice his son, but that was not His intention.
17. Undoubtedly, Muslims and Jews and the sabians and the Christians 37 and the Magians and the polytheist 38, verily Allah the polytheists, verily Allah will judge 39 between them on the Day of judgement. Undoubtedly, every thing is before Allah.

37. From this we learn that the Jews and Christians are neither believers nor infidels like the polytheists and fire worshippers. It is for this reason that Allah Almighty has mentioned them separately and their religious ordinances differently e.g. it is permissible for the believers to marry the women of the People of the Book, animals slaughtered by them are lawful to eat, while all this of the polytheists is unlawful. Furthermore, if you accept everything, but detach yourself from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم it will not be regarded as faith. Observe, the Christians had been believers in the Day of Judgement, the Angels, Paradise, Hell all other Prophets, the Personality of Allah Almighty and many of His Attributes, but they have not been called as believers. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the basis of Faith.

38. This means the worshippers of stones and trees. Thus there is no contradiction in the verse because, although, the Jews and Christians are polytheists, they do not worship stones.

39. This means practical decision i.e. the believers will be sent to Paradise and the infidels to Hell. Otherwise, the verbal judgement has been made in this world as well. Thus, there is no objection against the verse.

18. Have you not seen 40 that to Allah prostrates who so ever is in the heavens and in the earth, and the sun, and the moon, and the stars, and the mountains, and the trees, and the beast, and many 41 are those upon whom the torment is already justified, 42 none 43 is there to give him honour. Undoubtedly, Allah does what He pleases.

40. This tells us that every creation between the heavens and the earth is visible to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and he is seeing their worship and deeds. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم himself, says "your Rukus and Sujoods, your fear of Allah Almighty and humility are not hidden from me". In short, he is aware of every action and movement of the believers until the Day of Judgement.

Regarding the two inmates of the grave, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had informed that one was a backbiter, and the other was a shepherd who would not protect himself from the chintz of urine.

41. From this we learn that besides man and jinn there is no infidelity among any other creation. All prostrate and worship Allah Almighty. Regarding man Allah Almighty has used the word 'many' This restriction is not used as a relative pronoun that it may contradict this verse: "And there are few in My hands that are thankful" (S34:V13), but it is used to state the actual condition i.e. there are many believers and many infidels. Also, the purpose of the Sajdah in this verse is not the subservience to affairs of creation, because
even the infidel does that. This Sajdah signifies Sajdah of worship.

42. It is important that one should offer Sajdah after reciting this verse so that you would be included in the first 'many' i.e. believers and not in the second many i.e. infidels. May Allah Almighty bless us!

19. There are two parties who disputed concerning their Lord. As for those who disbelieved, the garments of fire were cut out for them, and boiling water will be poured down on their heads.

44. This means these five types of infidels and believers are enemies among themselves and their enmity is linked with the Personality of Allah Almighty. From this emerge two issues:
1. There can never be real unity between an infidel and a believer because Allah Almighty has called them enemies.
2. Dispute regarding the Holy Prophet

20. Where by that which is in their bellies will be melted and their skins too.

21. And for them are the maces of iron.

45. This tells us that clothes of fire, bathing in boiling water, drinking boiling water, being beaten with iron mace, are punishments of the infidels. May Allah Almighty protect the believers from these. Some sinful believers would be sent into Hell to purify themselves of their sins just as impure gold is purified in fire.

22. When they will wish to greet out of it due to anguish, again they will be turned back into it and it will be commanded to them, taste the torment of the fire.

46. Sometimes it will happen that the gate of Hell would open and its inmates would run towards it to escape. After much difficulties when they would reach there, the gate would close. This will always take place.

SECTION 3

23. No doubt, Allah will cause those who believed and did good deeds to enter Gardens beneath which
streams flow 47, they will be made to wear bracelets 48 of gold and pearls. And their apparel there is of silk.

47. Four rivers of water, milk, honey and pure drink, as mention of these is made in the other verses.

48. "...to wear the bangles i.e. up to their elbows.

49. This tells us that evil is spoken by people themselves while pious things are spoken through Divine guidance, in this world, in the grave as well as in the Hereafter. "They were guided" tells us that pure speech was due to Divine inspiration. This 'pure speech' includes Kalima Tayyibah, recitation of the Holy QUR'AN, Darood Shareef, Na'at recitals, true and pious talks.

50. This is the same Path which is followed by the Prophets and the Saints of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "The Path of whom Thou hast favoured" (S1:V6). Allah Almighty further says: "And be with the truthful" (59:V119). Only by treading in this Path will you find Allah Almighty. May Allah Almighty guide us on this path and keep us firmly on it.

51. Prevent the infidels from accepting faith, the believers from worshipping Allah Almighty or those believers who wanted to perform their Umrah prevent them from this. Under the third condition this verse refers to Abu Sufyaan and his companions who had prevented the believers from entering the sacred city of Makkah on the occasion of the Treaty of Hudaibiya. This verse is of Madinite period. From this we learn that nobody should stop anyone from entering the sacred Mosque. It is for this reason that even at night, the doors of the Haraam Shareef are kept open.

52. The Sacred Mosque is referred to as the Ka'ba as well, as well as the Mosque in which the Holy Ka'ba is situated, to the entire city of Makkah as well as to boundaries of the Haram. According to those of Hanafi school the place referred to here as Makkah Muazzamah, while to those of Shafee school it refers to the sacred Mosque only. It is for this reason in the Hanafi school the sale and rental of the places of Makkah is unlawful, but the Shafees regard it as lawful.

53. The citizens and non-citizens all have the right to perform Tawaaf and Salaah there at all times (Suwaafa) or the citizens and the non-citizens both have residential rights in Makkah (Hanafi).

54. Reason for its revelation: The Holy Prophet sent one of his Companions Hazrat Abdullah ibn Anees with an Ansar. They discussed their family greatness between themselves which angered Abdullah ibn Anees and he killed the Ansari and abandoning his faith, he fled to
SECTION 4

26. And when We informed Abraham the right place of the house and ordained, associate not anything with Me and keep My House clean for persons making round of it and those who bow and prostrate.

56. This means at the time of the construction of the sacred Ka'ba i.e. Allah Almighty appointed a portion of the cloud to remain at the place of the Ka'ba while the wind cleansed that much place from which Hazrat Ebrahimm (On whom be peace) understood as a place for the construction of the Ka'ba. It should be remembered that Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was the first person to construct the Ka'ba which had disappeared in the Flood of Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace). Thereafter Hazrat Ebrahimm (On whom be peace) was commanded again to rebuild it and in this way that place was shown.

57. This means they should firmly refrain from polytheism. Otherwise, the Prophets of Allah Almighty do not commit polytheism for even a single moment. They are totally innocent and sinless as well.

58. From this we learn that to sweep inside the mosques, to maintain their cleanliness and to beautify them is the Sunnah of Hazrat Ebrahimm (On whom be peace) and an excellent act of worship. Says Allah Almighty: "They only inhabit the mosques of Allah who believe in Allah and the Last Day" (S9:V18). Also, that Salah, Tawaaf, I'tikaaf are an-crest acts of worship, and that trustees of the mosque should be pious people.

27. 'And proclaim among people the pilgrimage. They will come to you on foot and on every lean camel coming from every distant track.'

59. Thus Hazrat Ebrahimm (On whom be peace) stood on Mount Abu Qubais, called out once in all four directions that "Oh servants of Allah Almighty come towards the House of Allah". Every soul that would be born until Qiymah heard this call. The Number of times each soul responded with LABBAIK 'I am present', that is the number of Hajj the person would be performing. Any soul which had remained silent will not be performing Hajj (Tafseer Roohul Manani, Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan). From this we learn that call in absentia from far is permissible. Thus we can say YA RASOOLALLAH. Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) called Hazrat Saria from Madina Munawwarah, although he was engaged in Holy War in Nihawand. Or this is a command to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم to declare the obligation of Hajj to the believers.

60. This tells us that going to the Holy Ka'ba is like going to Hazrat Ebrahimm (On whom be peace). Furthermore, the effect of the call of Hazrat Ebrahimm (On whom be peace)
would remain until the Day of Qiyyamah. Also, this is a miracle of our beloved Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) that his blessed voice will reach East and West and would be heard by those present and those not yet in existence. Such a miracle has been manifest by some saints as well. It should be remembered that the sacred Ka’ba has been constructed five times: Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) first constructed it; then by Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace); then by Qureish about fifteen years prior to the prophethood of the Holy Prophet, thereafter by Hazrat Abdullah ibn Zubair (May Allah be pleased with him) and finally by Hajjaj bin Yusuf. The present structure of the Ka’ba is the construction of Hajjaj (Tafseer Roohul Manani).

61. From this we learn that the walking Hajj is superior to Hajj in a conveyance. Hajj performed through hardship is superior to Hajj done in comfort and Hajj of those who come from far is superior to the Hajj performed by those who live nearby (Tafseer Roohul Ma’ani).

28. That they may get their own benefits 62 of it and may mention the name of Allah during the known days 63 over the mute quadrupeds that He has provided for them. So eat yourself there-of and feed the distressed needy. 64

62. Hajj provides religious as well as material benefits. Trade, accommodation, travelling, etc. are material benefits, while obtaining salvation, being cleansed of sins, and doing worship, etc. are religious benefits.

63. To recite the Takbir BISMILLAH ALLAHU AKBAR at the time of slaughtering the sacrificial animal from the 10th till the late afternoon of the 12th of Zill Hajj. The Zikr here does not mean TALBIYA because recitation of Taliyina ends with the pelting of Jamaraatul Aqabah.

29. Then let them cleanse 65 their dirt and fulfill their vows 66 and make round 67 of the free House.

65. This means to take a haircut, cut the nails, shave the hair below the navel because at the time of coming out of the Ihraam it is obligatory to take a haircut while all the other things mentioned are desirable.

66. To fulfill the supplication (MANNAAT) is obligatory - provided it is for Allah Almighty and for which a thing is made obligatory. The mannat of Giyarwi Shareef, etc. is not a religious supplication but a verbal supplication i.e. a gift whose fulfilment is a virtuous act.

67. Here Tawaaf refers to Tawaaf-e-Ziyaarat which is performed after coming out of the Ihraam, once the haircut is taken. Its time begins from the 10th Zill Hajj until the late afternoon of the 12th Zil Hajj.

30. The thing is this, and who so respects 68
the sacred things of Allah, then it is good 69 for him with his Lord. And the mute quadrupeds are made lawful to you save those whose prohibition are being rehearsed 70 to you, the filth of the idols and avoid the word that is false 71

68. Those things which are worthy of veneration, should be shown full respect. In it all these things are included: the Holy Ka'ba, the Holy Qur'aan, the month of Ramadaan, the sacred Mosque of Makkah, every nook and corner of Madinatul Munawwarah, every blessed Sunnat of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Their respect is in reality showing respect for Allah Almighty.

69. This tells us that the veneration for the things of Allah Almighty is the root of all worship. If there is veneration and love in the heart then that worship is worthy of acceptance. If the heart is bereft of these virtues then that worship has no worth in the eyes of Allah Almighty. The worship of the devil was rejected solely because he had no respect for Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) in his heart.

70. This verse points out to the following verse of Surah Ma'idah "You are forbidden (to eat) the dead, and blood" (5:3). 71. By having defective beliefs, devouring unlawful wealth, and by speaking lies.

31. Being one for Allah, associate 72 none with Him. And who so associates anything with Allah it is as he fell down from the sky and if the birds have snatched him away or the wind blows him away to a distant place.73

72. Just as gold, milk, etc is wholesome which is pure, so is that faith accepted which is in its pristine purity, free of any mixture of infidelity of an infidel.

73. This is a compound comparison: Faith is loftiness while infidelity is a deep cave, whoever falls into infidelity the devils of the bases soul cut it to shreds, let him wander in every evil spot, without letting him find any sanctuary.

32. The thing is this and who so respects the signs of Allah, and then it is from the piety of hearts 74

74. This tells us that the external acts of Ibadat are the piety of the external body, while veneration for the pious and their blessed relics in one's heart is the inner piety. May Allah Almighty bless us with it! Further, any animal and stone which is associated with the venerated they become the symbols of Allah Almighty. The Holy Qur'aan has called the sacrificial animals of Haj as symbols of Allah Almighty because they are associated with the

Holy Ka'ba, and the Hills of Safa and Marwa as symbols of Allah Almighty because of the blessings of Bibi Hajirah (May Allah be pleased with her) who is linked with the Holy Ka'ba. It is stated in Tafseer Roohul Bayaan that the graves of the pious, too, are symbols of Allah Almighty, and those who get linked with the beloved personages of Allah Almighty all become His symbols.
33. For you there is benefit in quadrupeds for an appointed term, then they are to reach 75 to the fee house. 76

75. Here those sacrificial animals are mentioned which can be slaughtered at the Haram Shareef only. This is the accepted ruling according to the Hanafi school. Qurbani which is obligatory upon the wealthy can be afforded anywhere says Allah Almighty:
"Therefore offer prayer for your Lord and do the sacrifice" (S107:V2). Neither is there any place stipulated for Salaah, nor there is restriction of place for Qurbani. These act can be performed everywhere. However, the Qurbani of the Hajj is different issue and the DHAMM or penalty for contravening the Wajibaat is different. The issue of Udhiyya is different and normal Qurbani is different. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم always offered his Qurbani in Madina Tayyibah.

76. This means those Hady animals which you take to slaughter at the Haram Shareef, you can ride on them out of necessity, drink their milk, etc. and after slaughtering them you are allowed to eat their meat, use their skins and wool, etc. It should be remembered, that before sacrificing the Hady animals they should not be ridden unnecessarily nor you should drink their milk.

SECTION 5

34. And for every nation We Appointed 77 a sacrifice that they might mention the name of Allah over the mute quadrupeds that He has provided to them, but your God is one God 78, then submit to Him only and O beloved! Give glad tidings to the humble.

77. From this we understand that before Islam, too, Qaabeel had also offered Qurbani. Says Allah Almighty: "And narrate you to them the true news of the two sons of Adam, when they each offered an offering" (S5:V27).

78. Thus at the time of slaughtering take His name only.

Religious Issue: At the time of slaughtering, if any other name is joined with the name of Allah Almighty, that animal will become unlawful. If one omits to take the name of Allah Almighty unintentionally, that animal is lawful for consumption but if it is done intentionally then that animal becomes unlawful.

35. That when Allah is mentioned 79 their hearts are filled with fear and bear whatever befalls them and they, observe prayer and spend 80 out of what we have Provided.

79. The following are all included in this: recitation of the Holy Qur’aan, religious lectures, collective Zikr, remembrance of Allah on individual basis.

80. In this spending are included the expenditure on Zakaat, Sadaqatul Fitr, Qurbani, constructing mosques, upbringing of children.
36. And we made the sacrificial bulky animals camel and cow among the symbols of Allah for you. In them there is good for you. So mention the name of Allah over them while standing in line with three legs and ties up with one leg, then when their sides fall down, eat thereof and contented and feed the beggars, thus we have subjected them to you may be thankful.

81. This means the cows and camels are symbols of Allah Almighty and therefore show them respect. From this emerge a few issues:
1. That a cow, too, is a Qurbani animal as it is used in the word ‘bulk animals’;
2. That Qurbani can be offered everywhere, not just in Makkah Muazzamah;
3. It is permissible to decorate Qurbani camels, cows and to display them as this is showing respect for the symbols of Allah Almighty. Those who reject the sacrifice of cows, or say that Qurbani can only be made in Makkah Muazzamah should take a lesson from this.

82. From this we learn a thing which is linked with a venerated object becomes a symbol of Allah Almighty - Safa, Marwa have become worthy of respect because of the blessed feet of Bibi Hajira, and the Hady animals through their association with the Holy Ka’ba. The respect of the symbols of Allah Almighty is the basis of true faith. The respect of Qurbani is to make the animal fat and corpulent, slaughter it with joy, refrain from riding it unnecessarily, refrain from drinking its milk, after slaughtering it, eat its meat as a 37. Neither their flesh reaches to Allah nor their blood, but your piety reaches Him. Thus We subjected them to you that you may glorify Allah for that He has Guided

benediction.

83. Qurbani is beneficial both in this world as well as in the Hereafter. Eating its meat, using its hair, skin, wool, etc. are its worldly benefits, while Sawaab in the Hereafter is its religious reward.

84. When slaughtering the camel, it is Sunnat that its one foot should be tied to the thigh and let him stand on three feet and cleave its neck in its length. This is called Nahr. This procedure is not followed in the case of cows and goats.

85. If you so wish, because neither is it obligatory upon oneself to eat the Qurbani meat nor to feed it to others. This is desirable in both cases. Even if no one eats the meat, one would still be relieved of the obligation of Qurbani.

86. That despite having strength, these animals still walk to obey you, they do not oppose you. Observe, the fly and mosquito are not within our control, but the camel, elephant and horse are within our control. Allah Almighty did not place strength and boldness together. If this was the case, we would have been destroyed.
you. And O beloved! Give glad tiding to the righteous.

87. From this there is a hint that if your intention is to convey the reward of the food to some, the actual food will not reach him, only its reward will, which is due to the result of one’s piety. Those who mock at the concept of IESAAALE SAWAAB should take a lesson from this verse. The conveying of reward through charity has been proven by inference as well as traditions. For a detailed discussion on the subject consult JAA-AL-HAQ. We further learn that no good deed is accepted without intention.

38. Undoubtedly, Allah removes the calamities of Muslims. Verily, Allah loves not anyone who is treacherous and ungrateful.

88. Calamities are warded off due to the blessings of one’s good deeds or through the medium of the pious servants of Allah Almighty or Allah Almighty does this through His own kindness and will do so in the Hereafter as well as is proven from Quranic verses and authentic Ahadith.

SECTION 6

39. Permission is given to them with whom the infidels fight because they were oppressed. And no doubt, Allah is necessarily Powerful to help them.

89. The infidels were persecuting the Noble Companions in the sacred city of Makkah. Everyday the Noble Companions would come in the presence of the Holy Prophet there where either someone’s head was broken, or hand was badly damaged, or someone’s foot was bandaged. They were trying to seek permission from the Holy Prophet to retaliate but the Messenger of Allah would exhort them to exercise patience as Allah Almighty had not as yet granted permission for Jehad - to wage war against the infidels. After the arrival in Madina, this verse was revealed after which permission was granted to the Noble Companions for Jehad (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan). From this we learn that without Divine permission, Jihad is not permissible. When Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) struck one Qibbi prior to Divine order he expressed regret for his action, although striking an infidel is a rewardable act.

40. those who were driven out from their homes without right only on this pretext that they said, ‘Our Lord is Allah. And if Allah had not removed men one by means of other, then necessarily, the cloisters and churches and synagogues and mosques where in the name 92 of Allah is mentioned much would have
been pulled down. And undoubtedly, Allah will necessarily help him who will help His religion verily Allah is necessarily, Powerful, Dominant.

90. This means the believers spoke the truth for which they were unjustly persecuted by the infidels and banished from the land of their birth.

91. This is in respect of that period when religions of Hazrat Isa or Hazrat Musa (On them be peace) were not as yet abrogated. Synagogues and churches were still worthy of respect. Now, they are neither worthy of respect, nor is there prohibition for demolishing them. If Christians of any locality accept Islam they can demolish their church and construct a mosque in its place. However, Muslims are not allowed to demolish places of worship of others. What it means is, if holy wars had not been waged in the past, then neither the places of worship of the Christians nor that of the Jews would have remained protected.

92. This means that in the previous times, too, churches, synagogues, monasteries etc. too had been protected from the infidels due to the blessing of Jihad. Now, too, these places of worship can remain safe through Jihad. For the protection of human beings kill the serpents and scorpions, while for the protection of the faith wage holy war. Break the glass of the acquaintance with his own stone.

41. Those, if We give them control 94 in the land they would establish 95 prayer and pay the zakat (poor-due) and command good and forbid 96 evil. And for Allah is the end of all affairs. 97

94. By granting them victory over the infidels made them kings and rulers over them.

95. From this we understand that the empire of the believers is not for personal glory but for the establishment of Allah's religion. The war of kings is revolution and devastation. The war of believers is based on Prophetic Sunnah. Thus, the nature of war differs from people to people.

96. Through power and strength because the ruler should stop through power and the religious scholar through oral communication, and the general public should shun evil with heart and soul. Thus, the verse does not mean that if the believers do not have a kingdom they should not engage in doing propagation work. If you want to see the commentary of this verse, then study the rule of the Khulafa-ar-Rashideen as they are the living example of it.

97. The meaning of the verse is that the assistance of these Muslim warriors is the responsibility of Allah Almighty. These warriors do not engage in lustful activities after obtaining a kingdom. But they fill the land of their kingdom with the worship of Allah Almighty and stop the people from sinful activities. The people of Pakistan should take a lesson from it. They should seriously think that after gaining Pakistan, what have they really done to render services to Islam?

42. And if they belie you, then no doubt, before them the people on Nuh and Aad and Thamud have already belied.
43. And the people of Ibrahim and the people of Lut.

44. And the dwellers of Madyan 98 and Musa too was belied, 99 then I let loose the infidels, then I seized them, so how was My torment.

98. Madyan is the name of the colony/settlement of Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) which was established by Madyan ibn Ebrahim.
99. He was falsified by people of the

45. And how many towns We destroyed 100 that they were unjust, so now they are fallen down on their roofs, 101 and how many wells are lying neglected and how many places are deserted.

100. This tells us that due to the evil deeds of people, the other creations get destroyed as well, because on whichever localities Divine punishment had come, the animals therein, too, had been destroyed. Says Allah Almighty: "The mischief has appeared in the land and sea because of the evils earned by the hands of men" (S30:V41). Because the real object in creation is man, and they are the object of destruction, then it will serve no purpose to preserve the other things in creation.
101. They are in the same condition to this day, and these people constantly have a look at them during their journeys.

46. Have they not travelled in the land 102 that they should have hearts with which to understand, or ears with which to hear? 103 Certainly it is not the eyes that becomes blind but hearts 104 which are in the breasts.

102. This is a negative question i.e. these people always pass through these destroyed localities, yet they fail to take a lesson from what they observe. From this we understand that we should always visit the Mazaars of the Friends of Allah Almighty so that the beauty and splendour of these blessed places will instill in us the desire to do good deeds. For the sake of instilling fear, go to the places of Divine punishment of the infidels. To attain hope, visit the graves of the pious where Divine blessings had descended.
103. This means that although the infidels have eyes, they are bereft of insight. Sight is obtained from outer eyes but insight is gleaned from the eyes of the heart. Guidance is based on insight. The collyrium of insight is the remembrance of Allah Almighty, companionship of the pious, recitation of the Holy Qur’aan, hunger, Tahajjud Salaah, the recitation of Istighfaar in the morning (Tafseer Roohul Ma’ani).

Marfat.com
104. This verse is commentary of the following verse: "And you cannot guide the blind from their error" (S27:V81). Here by 'blind' is meant those who are blind of insight i.e. whose hearts are blind. Similarly, it is a commentary of the following verse: "And who so ever is blind in this world, he is blind in the Hereafter" (S17:V72). Thus even if the infidel has eyes, he is seeing blind, while even if the believer is physically blind, he sees with the inner eye. The living infidel is dead, while the slain martyr is alive.

47. And they ask you to hasten the torment, and Allah shall never fail in His promise 105, and undoubtedly, there is with your Lord such a day like a thousands years in your reckoning 106

105. From this emerge two issues:
   1. That the punishment on the infidel is a mercy for the believers, therefore the word promise is used and not censure.
   2. That breach of censure is not possible for the infidels, just as breach of promise is not possible for the believers. However, breach of censure is not impossible for the believer but a matter of fact (Roohul Ma'ani). Thus the promise of punishment for the infidels was fulfilled at the Battle of Badr, while the punishment of the Hereafter is still to be meted out to them.

106. It should be remembered that in this world the days of winter are shorter, but the days of summer are longer. Likewise, one day of the Hereafter is equal to one thousand years and the duration of the Day of Judgement is fifty thousand years. Thus there is no inconsistency in the verses. Yet, some people will feel this day to be a few minutes.

48. And how many towns that we let them loose that they were unjust 107, then I seized 108 them and to Me is the return.

107. This means the dwellers in these places were tyrants, i.e. they were infidels. Because man is highest and noblest in the creation of Allah Almighty, and the rest of the creation are subservient to him, these localities of tyrants and on the coming of the Divine punishment, all were destroyed.

108. Thus, you should not be deceived by the delay. Though the wheel of wrath grinds slowly, it grinds very fine.

SECTION 7

49. Say you, 'O mankind; I am but a clear warner 109 to you'.

109. From this emerge two issues:
   1. The Holy Prophet is the Prophet for the entire creation. His prophethood is not restricted to any specific people.
   2. The Holy Prophet is the Prophet for all times and ages. He warned some from the punishment of the fire of Hell and some from separation of the Beloved.
good works for them. Is forgiveness and an honourable provision.

110. Guidance to do good deeds in the world; to make the person the object of honour and respect in the eyes of people: to grant him

51. And those who strive in our signs with the intention of victory and defeat, they are inmates of Hell. 111

111. From this there is a hint that if any stubborn scholar tries to prove a false thing as true and try to substantiate this with verses of the Holy Qur'aan will be an inmate of Hell. Similarly to enter into debate for the purpose of personal victory and which is not intended for the proclamation of truth and the service of religion, is the work of the infidels. However,

52. And we sent as many Messengers 112 or Prophets, on all this incident has occurred sometimes, that when they recited then the devil added something from his own side in their recital towards the people. But Allah removes what the devil casts forth, then Allah firmly establishes His signs 114 And Allah is Knowing, wise.

112. There is a difference between a NABI and a RASOOL. Prophet is general, Messenger is specific i.e. every Messenger is a Prophet but every Prophet is not a Messenger. Thus, it is said that there are approximately one hundred and twenty four thousand Prophets, while Rasools are three hundred and thirteen.

113. From this we learn that Ibriimees can never assume the facial appearance of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم but he can make his voice sound like that of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم said: "He who has seen me has in reality seen me, because Shaitaan cannot assume my form". But when even the Devil tries to imitate voice to place you in an error, then Allah Almighty removes this doubt, and thereafter no doubt remains.

114. Reason for Revelation.

Paradise in the Hereafter; the vision of Allah Almighty; the intercession of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

 whatsoever is sent in the way that is best" (S16:V125). Allah Almighty further says: "Who quarreled with Ebrahim about his Lord because Allah gave him Kingdom" (S2:V258).

When Surah Najm was revealed, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم recited it in Masjid e Haram slowly so that the people could listen to it attentively and ponder over it. When he recited "And the third Manaat" (S53:V20), and waited, the devil whispered in the ears: "These idols are of a lofty status, and there is a hope of their intercession". The infidels mistook this to have been said by the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. They therefore prostrated with joy and gratitude saying that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had praised our idols. At that time, this verse was revealed. This is the authentic saying on which there is no objection. It should be remembered that at that time people would hear the voice of the devil, and at times they would be deceived by it. In the battle of Badr the devil had told the infidels: "No man is to
prevail against you today" (S8:V48), while in
the Battle of Uhud he had uttered that the Holy

53. That He may make what the devil
casts forth a trial 115 for those in
whose hearts is a disease and whose
hearts are hardened. And undoub-
tedly the oppressors and quarrel-
some 116 to the end.

115. Thus the polytheists and the infidels were
placed in further doubt and confusion by this
incident when the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم
refuted their idols saying that the Messenger of
Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had gone back against
his words. May Allah
forbid. However, this did not worry the
believers at all, because they were not
deceived by the voice of the devil. It should
be remembered that the voice of the devil in
this incident did not resemble the voice of the
Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because
everything about the Prophet of Allah

54. And so that those who have been
given knowledge may know that it is
the truth from your Lord, so they
believed in it, then their hearts 117
may submit to it, and undoubtedly,
Allah guides the believers to the
straight path.118

117. This means that this mischief of the devil
became the means of strengthening the faith of
the believers, because they know that the devil
had behaved in the same way with the
previous Prophets as well, which Allah
Almighty had rendered useless. This is the
proof of the Truth of the Holy QUR’AAN.

55. And the infidels will remain in
doubt about it. Until the Hour comes
on them suddenly 119 or there comes
to them the torment of a day the fruit
of which may not be good for them.

116. This means that they are such staunch
enemies that they can never become your
friends. Thus, do not even try to make them
your friends.

118. This means in the Hereafter He guides
towards Paradise, and in the world He guides
towards doing good deeds. Otherwise, they
have already been guided towards correct
beliefs and they have become believers. Further
acquisition is not possible.
110. From this emerge two issues:
1. For an eternal infidel, no proof would be beneficial. He will be continuously wandering in doubt and uncertainty:

56. The Kingdom on that Day is of Allah's only. He will judge between them. Then those who believed and did good deeds, they are in the gardens of comfort.

120. In that on that day nobody will lay any claim to kingship, and no king will be laying any rules, besides the rule of Allah Almighty. Otherwise, the true kingship even today is that of Allah Almighty.

121. This means their end was also on Faith because in Shariah credibility is given to the person's end (death). Also, it should be remembered that entry into paradise is based on the person's Faith and the status therein is dependent on one's good deeds. This Paradise is an acquired property, otherwise some people will go into it without doing any good deeds, eg minor children of the believers, or that new convert to Islam who dies after accepting Islam.

57. And those who disbelieved, and belied our signs, for them is the torment of humiliation.

122. From this we learn that although Allah Almighty will punish some Muslims in Hell, but He will not disgrace them there, because disgrace is the punishment of the infidels. If Allah Almighty wills, no one will be aware about the punishment of the believer.

SECTION 8

58. And those who left their homes, in the way of Allah, and were then slain or died, Allah will necessarily provide them with a goodly provision. And undoubtedly, the provision of Allah is the best.

123. This leaving of the homes is prior to the Conquest of Makkah when migration was obligatory upon the believers in Makkah. Or it would be in respect of that period when the believers would be besieged in police state (DARUL HARB) where they would not find religious freedom. Otherwise, migration is not a condition for Jihad. The object of the verse is to show that when a believer migrates to an Islamic state, then whether he is martyred in Jihad, or dies a natural death Allah Almighty will reward him. This tells us that at that time migration was necessary and anyone who did not migrate without a valid reason was a sinner.

124. Here "Provider of sustenance" means one who stands surety for sustenance. In accordance with this meaning some become the providers of sustenance of others like the parents are providers of the children, the master stands responsible for the slave. However, the surety of Allah Almighty is greater than all of them, as He provides without any limit, without
any displeasure and at all times. The verse does not mean that there are too many creators.

59. Most certainly, He will carry them to such place, which they will like. And undoubtedly Allah is Knowing, forbearing.\(^{125}\)

125. Reason for its Revelation:
Some Companions had asked the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم that those who had been martyred in Holy Wars had achieved great status. But we are with you in all the battles, and will continue to do so, if Allah Almighty wills. So if we die without gaining martyrdom, then what is the order regarding us. In

60. The thing is this, and who so takes revenge the like of which he was tortured, and again he is transgressed again then surely Allah will help him. Undoubtedly Allah is Pardoning, Forgiveness.\(^{126}\)

126. Reason for its Revelation:
On, at the end of Muharram, the polytheists had attacked the believers. Because during those days battles were prohibited in the sacred months like Muharram, etc. the believers did not want to fight. But the polytheists would not listen and began the war, forcing the believers

61. And that is because Allah causes the night to enter into the day, and causes the day into the night and that Allah is all hearing, all Seeing.\(^{127}\)

127. In this there is a hint that just as the day at times is longer than the nights, similarly, at times the infidels are in control and sometimes this control is in the hands of the believers. Thus this vicissitude should not dishearten the believers. Allah Almighty is ever Watchful and all Seeing, and there is a wisdom in whatever he does.

62. And that is because Allah is the only truth, and whom so ever they worship beside Him, it is the false,\(^{128}\) and because Allah is the High, the Great of sustenance and Allah Almighty is better than

\(^{125}\) in to it. Through the help of Allah Almighty, the believers became victorious. This verse was revealed regarding the above incident in which the believers were comforted that they were not at any fault for defending themselves in this confrontation.

\(^{126}\) in to it. Through the help of Allah Almighty, the believers became victorious. This verse was revealed regarding the above incident in which the believers were comforted that they were not at any fault for defending themselves in this confrontation.

\(^{127}\) in to it. Through the help of Allah Almighty, the believers became victorious. This verse was revealed regarding the above incident in which the believers were comforted that they were not at any fault for defending themselves in this confrontation.

\(^{128}\) in to it. Through the help of Allah Almighty, the believers became victorious. This verse was revealed regarding the above incident in which the believers were comforted that they were not at any fault for defending themselves in this confrontation.
fictitious. This verse has no connection with the Prophets and saints as they are true because they belong to the One who is Truth. Says Allah Almighty: "The Truth has come to you from your Lord" (S10:V108). The Holy Prophet said: "Whoever sees me has seen the Truth", because the relative pronoun 'that' is used to denote inanimate and none-thinking things. Thus although Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Uzair (On the infidels, this would not result in these two great personalities to be called false. They are indeed Truth. Every action of theirs is true. Or the verse means that the worship of those other than Allah Almighty by the infidels is false. In that case the pronoun MA would be an active noun. Or you could say that the People of the Book in reality were not worshipping the Prophets but rather their statues, pictures and the cross and all these things in reality are false.

63. Have you not seen that Allah sent down water from the sky, then in the morning the earth became green? Undoubtedly, Allah is Holy, Aware.

129. He let the rain come down from the sky or due to heavenly causes. Otherwise, truly speaking, rain does not come from the sky, rather through the heat of the sun, the water of the oceans goes up in vapour form. Then, due to condensation it forms into clouds. But all this takes place at the command of Allah Almighty.

130. Likewise, on the Day of Judgement, the dead will be raised to life, and if Allah Almighty will, the believers after their weakness will gain strength just as the dry earth becomes lush green after it receives rain. However, due to the rain water this vegetation changes into different forms. Fruit grows, due to it. In the same manner, a man may earn temporary honour and power, but the permanent and true greatness is achieved through the blessings of Allah Almighty only.

64. To Him belongs all that is in heavens and all that is in the earth. And undoubtedly, Allah is the Self-Sufficient the laudable.

131. True and permanent sovereignty belongs to Allah Almighty. But due to His bounty, some gain temporary ownership.

SECTION 9

65. Have you not seen that Allah has subjected to you what ever is in the earth. And that the boat runs in the river by His command? And He has withheld the sky that it may not fall on the earth but by His command undoubtedly, Allah is most Loving, most Affectionate towards human beings whom be peace) are being worshipped by
these provide benefit for you.

133. This verse can be the commentary of the following verse: "Undoubtedly Allah has withheld the heavens and the earth lest they move" (S35:V41). This means the sky cannot come into complete motion just before the Day of Judgement, when it will come into movement and fall on the earth. What this

66. And it is He Who gave life 135 to you, then He will cause to die, again He will give life to you. Undoubtedly the human being most ungrateful. 136

135. Creating sperm from lifeless sand, then creating a human being through this sperm and gave him life for action and practical activities. Then, on termination of life, will cause him to die. Thereafter, He will grant him eternal life for the purpose of reward or punishment.

67. To every nation We made principles of worship that they should observe 137, so they neglect let not dispute with you in this matter and call them towards your Lord. 138 undoubtedly, you are on the straight path. 139

137. Reason for its Revelation:

Budail ibn Waraqa, Bashir ibn Sufyan, etc. had said that you are very strange people! because those animals which are slaughtered by you, you call them lawful but these which are killed by Allah Almighty you regard them as unlawful. This verse was revealed as an answer to these people (Tafseer Khazainul Hifzan). What it means is this type of issues were found in all Divine religions. So why are you raising the objection against the Muslims only? It should be remembered, that every animal is given death by Allah Almighty, but that animal whose blood flows in the name of Allah Almighty is lawful. Other than this, the rest are unlawful.

138. The great Saints say that all the Prophets invite the creation towards the attributes of Allah Almighty, but the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم calls them means is neither is the sky placed upon anyth-

136. Here 'human beings' denote infidels or negligent Muslims or the human race, but the blessed Prophets and the Saints of Allah Almighty are excluded from it. Says Allah Almighty: "No doubt, he was a great thankful bondsman" (S17:V3).

towards the Personality of Allah Almighty. It is for this reason that Allah Almighty has called him And an "inviter towards Allah" (S33:V46). It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is giving this invitation until the Day of Judgement. The propagation of all the Saints and the Ulama is the invitation of the Messenger of Allah Almighty صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

139. This means the Path on which you are treading is indeed the Straight Path. Oh Prophet, you are the proof that it is the straight Path. "Undoubtedly my Lord has shown me the straight Path" (S6:V161). This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم's blessed personality and character is indeed the Straight Path. Or, Oh My Beloved Rasool, those people will reach you who are on the straight Path. Thus those who want to reach you should be on the Straight Path.
68 And if they dispute with you, they say, 'Allah knows well what you do'.

140 This means, do not enter into debate with them. Just warn them of the Divine Punishment. This tells us one should not enter into debate with every talkative, quarrelsome person. Allah Almighty did not give reply to the proofs of the devil, but instead said: "Get out from Paradise, for you are rejected" (S15:V34).

69. Allah will judge between you, on the Day of judgement regarding that you are differing. 141

141. Now, in this world at the time of death, and on the Day of Resurrection, he will not enter into a quarrel. All will accept Islam. From this we learn that the quarrelsome person is he, who rejects the Truth, while those who follow the Truth are not the disputers. If there is a fight between the police and the dacoits, then the disputers are the dacoits, not the police.

70. Did you not know that Allah knows whatever is in the heaven and is in the earth? Undoubtedly, all this is in a Book. Verily this is easy for Allah. 142

142. That all the unseen incidents have been recorded on the Divine Tablet and this writing is there so that those pious devotees of Allah Almighty who have the power to read this Divine Tablet can now be given information about the Unseen. Otherwise, there is no danger of Allah Almighty forgetting it.

71. And they worship beside Allah that for which He has not sent down any authority and that of which they have themselves no knowledge 143. And for the oppressors there is no helper.144

143. From this we understand that any knowledge which is not in accordance with actual happening is ignorance, which is called "False Pretentions to Knowledge", because in their knowledge they know few deities. But their knowing of this was not called knowledge.

144. This tells us that Allah Almighty has provided helpers for the believers, because the absence of helpers is a punishment for the infidels.

72. And when Our bright signs are recited to them, then you will see symptoms of denial in the faces of those who have disbelieved. 145 it is
near that they may attack on those who recite Our signs to them. Say you, 'shall I inform you of what is worse than of your this condition? That is the Fire. Allah has promised it to the infidels. And what an evil place of return? 147

145. From this we learn that the face is the mirror of the heart. Feelings of the heart appear on the face. Furthermore, the recognition of the believer is on his face. On hearing the Hamd (Praises of Allah Almighty) and Praises of the Holy Prophet i.e. Naat Shareef the face of a believer glows with joy, while that of the infidel distorts with displeasure.

146. This means that at the moment you become enraged on just hearing about Hell, etc. but when you will actually see Hell you will be exceedingly enraged. The condition of the inmate of Paradise is opposite to this, its mention makes the believer happy, while its sight will make him totally elated.

147. Here the word promise is used to denote warning. Allah Almighty has given those who die as infidels, a positive promise of Hell. Although the sinful believers have been warned about Hell, they have also been given hope of forgiveness. He says: "Undoubtedly Allah forgives not that infidelity be done with Him, and whatever is besides infidelity He shall forgive whomsoever He pleases" (S4:V48). Thus this verse is applicable to the infidels only.

SECTION 10

73. O people! A similitude is related, listen to it attentively. 148 there whom a fly though they should all gather 149 for it. And if they fly snatch away something from them then they would not be able to recover it from it 150. How weak is the desire and that which was desired 151

148. It means ponder over it. This tells us that the excellence lies not in the listening of the Qur'aan but in pondering over it. Says Allah Almighty: "Hear it patiently and be silent that you may have mercy" (S7:V204).

149. This verse is revealed concerning the polytheists. Here, prayer denotes worship and not to call, because calling upon those other than Allah Almighty is permissible. Allah Almighty has called upon the mountains and the earth. He has commanded us: "Call them after their fathers" (S33:V5). Therefore, to apply this verse to the blessed Prophets and Saints of Allah is an inreligious act.

150. Thus, the infidels would rub saffron and honey on the idols as a result of which flies were buzzing over them. Hence, to worship such helpless things is an act of stupidity. Worship Him who is All-Powerful and controls everything. It should be remembered that nobody worships the Holy QUR'AAAN, the Holy Ka'ba, the Black Stone, the Mazaars (Shrines) of the pious - These sacred things are shown the highest respect. Says Allah Almighty: "And whoso respects the signs of Allah, then it is from the piety of hearth"
74. They valued not Allah as He should be valued. Undoubtedly, Allah is Powerful, Dominant.

152. Therefore they had accepted that Allah Almighty cannot maintain administration of such a huge universe all by Himself. He certainly requires helpers and partners (Allah forbid). Though these infi-delis looked at the world they did not ponder over the majestic status of Allah Almighty. Their example is like that primitive village lad who after seeing the seventy carriages of a goods train, says that it cannot be propelled by just one engine. He has seen the carriages, but not the power of the engine. Those who have gained some understanding of Allah Almighty say that the Almighty has the power to create and run hundreds of worlds like these.

75. Allah chooses Messengers from amongst the angles and from amongst the men. Undoubtedly, Allah is Hearing, seeing.

153. For the purpose of revelation, some angels brought revelation to the Prophets and these Prophets have received the revelation in order to assist the religion of Allah Almighty and thereby gain lofty status. This tells us that Jinn do not become prophets. This selection is an eternal habit of Allah Almighty. This does not mean that in future we would be selecting them to show the possibility of the continuation of prophethood. Those whom He wanted to choose He had chosen, and those who He had chosen have become Prophets for eternity, because the status and greatness of a Prophet is never abrogated. However, neither the greatness of our Holy Prophet ﷺ nor his Shariat is abrogated nor his Shariat. Just as there is no possibility now of selecting an angel for this work, in a like manner there is no possibility of selecting any man for prophethood now. Thus, the Qadyamis cannot use this verse as a proof for continuation of prophethood.

76. He knows what is before them and what is behind them. And the return of every affair is towards Allah.

154. Therefore, whatever status a person has been given is granted to one who is capable of it and not to one not fit for it. Allah Almighty is totally pure of this. Also, anything bestowed upon those who are not worthy of it will not benefit from it. In fact, it will waste the bestowal. "Just as pure water filtering through an unbaked container soils the earth, likewise, the company of the worthless tarnish the image of the intelligent.

77. O believers! Bow and prostrate and worship your
Lord, and do good deeds ¹⁵⁶ haply you may be relieved.

155. It should be remembered that whenever the command for Sajdah in the Qur'aan appears with Ruku, then it denotes Sajdah of a Salaah. Thus, here according to the Hanafi school Sajd-e-Tilawat is not obligatory.

78. And strive in the path of Allah as is for striving ¹⁵⁷. He has chosen ¹⁵⁸ you and has not laid upon you any narrowness ¹⁵⁹ in religion, the faith of your father Ibrahim. Allah has named you Muslim in earlier books ¹⁶⁰ and in this book too, so that Messenger may be your custodian and witness ¹⁶¹ and that you may be witness against mankind; so establish the prayer and pay the poor-due (zakat) ¹⁶² and hold fast the rope of Allah. He is your Protector, and what an Excellent Helper.

¹⁵⁷. Strive against your baser self, your evil friends and bad children to bring them on the Straight Path. And strive against the infidels with the sincerity and correctness of intention, which should not be for mere show and territorial aggrandizement.

¹⁵⁸. For the sake of holy war and for ones acts of worship because you are the Ummah (followers) of the beloved Prophet of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

¹⁵⁹. As it was placed on the previous Ummahs. You have been given easy and convenient laws. The entire earth is made as a mosque for you, Tayyamum with sand is made permissible for you, you are presented with Qasr in your Raka'ats of Fard Salaahs during a journey.

¹⁶⁰. From this emerge two issues:

¹⁶¹. At this place the preposition 'on' is not used for loss, and testimony does not denote adverse testimony. In fact, testimony would be in accordance with the Ummah. At the same
time it would give verification of the Ummah, that this Ummah is just and not sinful. Hence, the preposition on is used. On the Day of Judgement the Ummah will give testimony in favour of all the previous Prophets, that Oh Allah! these Prophets had conveyed Your message to their people. These people are liars who say that Your Messengers had not come to us. Thereafter, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم will testify that the testimony of these Muslim is correct.

162. So that you would be worthy of giving testimony on the Day of Judgement, because the testimony of the transgressors is not acceptable.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION: 1

1. Undoubtedly, the believers \(^1\) reached to their goal.

1. They achieved faith and thus became entitled to Paradise and its bounties, deserving of the vision of Allah Almighty. Or, in the world they became people whose Dua was accepted in the court of Allah Almighty and their lives became successful. This tells us that faith and piety are a means of obtaining success of both worlds. Through these the prayers get accepted, calamities are warded off and all the desires are fulfilled. Says Allah Almighty: "And he who fears Allah, Allah will make a way for his deliverance" (S65:V2).

2. Those who beseech in their prayers \(^2\).

2. By weeping in Salaah means, their hearts are filled with the fear of Allah Almighty in the state of Salaah, their limbs are in a state of peace, their sight is riveted to the place of Sajdah, they do not engage in any useless activity in it, their attention is fully focussed in Salaah. This is the true meaning of establishing Salaah. May Allah Almighty bless us with this type of Salaah.

3. And those who turn away from vain talk \(^3\).

3. This means they do not engage in those types of activities in which there is no worldly or religious benefits. It should be remembered that detrimental activities are futile, and useless activities are absurd. For the sake of developing piety, both of these activities should be avoided.

4. And those who are active in paying Zakaat (poor-due) \(^4\).

4. This means they always give Zakaat.

5. And those who guard their private parts \(^5\).

5. By protecting their private parts means they safeguard themselves from adultery and other sexual activities so much so that they do not cast a glance on the private parts of a stranger.
6. But from their wives and from their lawful handmaids who are the property of their hand for (in their case) they are not to be blamed.

7. Then who so desires anything more than these two, they are the transgressors.

7. From this we learn that Mut'a or temporary marriage is forbidden, because any woman married according to Mut'a is neither a maid slave nor a legal wife. Thus, there is no divorce. Khula - divorce obtained on wife's initiative; Zihahar - divorce effected by elevating the wife to the status of a mother, sister, etc. lela, with such a woman, nor is she entitled for her status turning to her is included in "whoso desires anything more than these two". After, Hijrah Mut'a was allowed for a little while, just as permisibility of alcohol was a temporary one.

8. And those who regard their trusts and their covenant.

8. In that they never breach the trust of Allah Almighty and their fellow human beings. It should be remembered that our limbs are trusts of Allah Almighty. To commit sins with them is a breach of trust with the Almighty.

9. And those who are watchful over their prayers.

9. There are three ways of safeguarding Salaah: To perform it regularly; to perform it punctually; to perform it accurately; with all its requirements of Wajibaat, Sunnats, Mus'tahabbats. The excellence is not in just performing Salaah, but in establishing it as a pillar of Religion and safeguarding it. In the way of life of a Sufi, the safeguarding of Salaah means to refrain from such sins which cause the ruination of pious deeds. To earn wealth is good, but after earning it, to look after it is much better. May Allah Almighty guide us to safeguard our Salaah, Fasting, Hajj, etc. until the time of death. May these possessions reach their destination safely.

10. They are indeed the inheritors.

10. The inheritance of our illustrious father Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace).
Hence Paradise is only for human beings. Or that believers would take the infidel's share of Paradise as well. It should be remembered that inheritance is the highest means of gaining property which can neither be annulled nor be made null and void, nor be lost. For this reason, the word inheritance is used.

11. Who shall inherit the Paradise, they shall abide therein 11.

11. By everlasting, means neither will they die nor will they be expelled from it.

12. And assuredly, We made man from the extract of clay 12.

12. By this is meant nourishment is made from sand, from the nourishment, blood is made, from blood sperm is made and from sperm the human being is made.

13. Then We made him a drop of water and put it in a strong serenity 13.

13. This means the sperm was placed safely in the womb of the mother. Therein it underwent different changes and it eventually developed into a human.

14. Then We made the drops of water a clot, then We made the clot a piece of flesh, then We made the bones 14, then We developed it into another shape 15. So blessed is Allah, the Best Creator 16.

14. It should be remembered that the above mentioned changes take place after every forty days. A forty day period is indeed a very blessed thing.

15. Then the soul was breathed into it and granted him the power to hear and see. Allah be praised!

15. Here the word 'made' denotes to give it a form and shape. Says Allah Almighty: Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) has said: "I make a form out of clay for you" (S3:V49). If it is used for creating them, no comparison nor contrast is intended here because to describe the excellence of an object in Arabic this grammatical tense is used. Says Allah Almighty: "Allah is the best of providers" (S63:V11). This verse does not mean there are many creators from whom Allah Almighty is the best. This would amount to absolute polytheism. It is important to respect Arabic idiomatic usage because the Holy Qur'aan has been revealed in this language.

16. Then after this necessarily you are to die 17.

17. After completing his life span, and at that point in time the life span of Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) had not been completed, hence he had not experienced death. Age is
completed by living in this world. Therefore, the period spent in the mother's womb is not

16. Then you all shall be raised up on the Day of Judgement 18.
18. Raised from the grave to go to the place of reckoning for the purpose of receiving reward and punishment. Thus, this verse is not

17. And assuredly, We made seven ways 19 above you, and We are not heedless of creation 20.
19. This means seven skies in which there are routes for the angels to move to and fro.
20. This tells us that the servant is unmindful of Allah Almighty, but Allah Almighty

18. And We sent down water from the heavens according to an estimate
21. then caused it to stay in the earth
22; and undoubtedly, We are potent to take it away 23.
21. From this emerge two issues:
1. The original source of water is the sky. Says Allah Almighty: "And in heaven is your provision that you are promised" (S31:V22), while the ocean is its reservoir or treasury. Money is kept in a treasury, but it is not manufactured in it - it is manufactured in the mint.
2. Allah Almighty sends that much rain to every country which would be sufficient for its needs. That is why Bengal receives greater rainfall than Punjab. During every period, "Allah Almighty has been sending rainfall

19. Then We created therewith your gardens of dates and grapes for you therein. For you are abundant 24 fruits, and you eat from there 25.
24. There is a Great variety of fruit. This could be the proof of Hazrat Imaam Abu Hanifa (May Allah be pleased with him) to exclude grapes and dates from fruit, because they have nutritional value. Thus, if anyone who has vowed not to eat any will not be committing perjury if he eats grapes or dates because Allah Almighty has separated them from the other fruit.
25. This means some portions of fruit are eaten by you, while others become fodder for your animals. You throw away their skins and pits. It is subtly hinted that a portion of your wealth should be given away as Zakaat - do not try to eat the entire wealth.

20. And created a tree that springs a forth from the Mount Sinai, that grows oil and a sauce for those who eat.

26. This means olive trees because these are more beneficial than others. Although these trees grow in many places its original place of growth is a hill or a mount i.e. Mount Sinai. Hence, this tree and this place has been mentioned with such distinction.

27. Olive oil is used to burn the lamp. It is used for medicine. It is eaten like a curry. These are some of its wonderful qualities.

21. And undoubtedly, in there is a lesson for you. We give you to drink what is in their bellies, and you have in them many benefits and of them you have your food.

28. This means when dry chaff and grass reached its stomach, these helped to produce milk. If this very fodder is eaten by another animal, it will not help to produce milk. This is the Power of Allah Almighty.

29. This means their hair, skin, bones all are beneficial for you.

30. In this there is a hint that some parts of the lawful animal are unlawful like their blood, gall bladder, testicles, etc. because in 'of them' the preposition 'from' is used for part of the limbs. This means that you do eat some limbs of these animals. It could also mean that although external benefits are received from all the animals, from these, only a few are lawful for you.

31. This means Allah Almighty makes it possible for you to be transported on these animals and ships. By yourself you cannot be transported. It should be remembered that you cannot transport things on every animal. Only camels, oxen, etc. are suitable for this.

22. And upon them and on a boat you are borne.

SECTION: 2

23. And undoubtedly, We sent Nuh towards his people, and he said, 'O my people! Worship Allah, there is no god for you besides Him. Do you not then fear?'
24. Then the chiefs of his people who disbelieved said, ‘He is not but a man like you, he desires to become superior to you. And if Allah wills, He would have sent down His angels, we have not heard this amongst our forefathers.

34. This tells us that to regard the Prophets as people like us and to disregard their special attributes is the way of the infidels. It is for this reason that they continued committing infidelity.

35. From this we learn that infidelity destroys one’s intelligence. The polytheists were accepting trees, stones, etc. as their deities, yet they were wavering to accept a human being as a Prophet. They were under the impression that a weak creation like man is unable to bear the heavy burden of prophethood.

25. He is not but a mad man, wait, therefore, concerning him for a period.

37. In which they could obtain cure for this madness of theirs, and they could refrain from saying these non sensible things.

26. Nuh submitted, ‘O my Lord, help me for that they belied me.’

38. Helping him by destroying his people. It should be remembered that he did not pray for their faith, but for their destruction because he knew that they would not become believers.

27. Then We sent revelation to him, ‘make the ark within Our sight and by Our Command. Then when Our Command comes and the oven boils take into it two of every pair and your family. But those of them against whom the word has already gone forth; and do not talk to me regarding those who are unjust. They shall be surely drowned.'
39. This means construct an Ark in accordance with Our teachings, guidance and safety. It should be remembered that Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace) is the inventor of ships. He built this ship in accordance with Divine knowledge and not from manmade knowledge.
40. When water begins to boil by natural means from the oven near the Central Mosque of Kufa, then immediately board the ark, as this is the sign of coming of the deluge.
41. Wife, children, or all the believers. These are the most obvious people in the family.

28. Then when you have firmly seated yourself and those with you in the Ark, then say, ‘All praise is to Allah who has delivered us from these unjust people.’

45. This tells us that the infidels are worse than the dogs and cats, because permission had been granted for these animals to go on board the Ark, while the same was denied for the infidels.
46. This tells us that the punishment and destruction of the infidels is a blessing from Allah Almighty for the believers, for which they should be grateful. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had offered Sajdah of thanks-giving at the death of Abu Jahl and observed fast on the Day of Ashoorah i.e. 10th Muharram because on this day the Pharaoh was drowned.

29. And submit, ‘O my Lord, disembark me to a blessed land and You are the Best of those who Disembark.

47. Where sustenance of the body and soul can be obtained. Thus his Dua (prayer) was accepted. Said Allah Almighty: “O Nooh get out from the Ark with peace” (S11:V48). And there was so much blessing in his offspring that all human beings, thereafter, are from his progeny. It is thus obligatory upon every traveller to recite this Dua when reaching his destination.

30. Undoubtedly, in this necessarily are signs, and verily We were necessarily to test you.

48. For the believers as well as for the infidels. The infidels should understand that the opposition of the blessed Prophets will result in this type of destruction. Believers should firmly believe that devotion to the Prophets of Allah Almighty is means of salvation. Also, it is necessary to migrate from evil places. It is for this reason that most Prophets had emigrated. Furthermore, infidels do not benefit from the greatness and eminence
of their parents and children. There are many

31. Then after them We produced another generation 49.

49. This means that after Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace) many nations came into this world to whom Prophets had come, and due to their hostility to these Prophets they had been destroyed by Allah Almighty. Likewise.

32. Then We sent to them a messenger from 50 amongst themselves saying that 51, ‘Worship Allah, there is no god for you besides Him. Do you then not fear?’

50. Like Hazrat Hud and Hazrat Saleh (On them be peace). The majority of the Prophets were sent to their own people.
51. From this we learn that all the Prophets are unanimous in matters of belief but

SECTION: 3

33. And the chiefs of those people who disbelieved 52 and belied the presence of the Hereafter and who We gave comfort in the life of the world and said, “He is not but a man53 like you”, he eats what you eat and drinks what you drink 54.

52. From this we learn that those possessing wealth, leadership and worldly respect had always been found to be the enemies of the Prophets. The poor and destitute had formed the bulk of the believers. Even today, this is clearly evident i.e. it is the poor who are generally found to be engaged in doing religious work.
53. This tells us that to regard the Prophets as humans like us and to assess them on just their eating and drinking without understanding their hidden mystical nature, has been the work of the infidels from earliest times. The first person to call the Prophets an ordinary human being was the devil. Thereafter, the infidels continued uttering this.

other benefits of this as well.

the present day infidels, too, who are showing hostility and enmity towards our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are entitled to be destroyed.

were different in matters of practical aspects of worship. Any act which is found in the legal code of any Prophet does not become an act of polytheism, because Prophets had not come to teach polytheism.

Looking merely at the casing of the Holy Qur’aan is the work of the neglectful people, while looking at the inside of the casing of the Holy Qur’aan is the habit of the believers. Abu Jahl did not become a Companion, but Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) did. Although both looked at the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, Abu Jahl looked at the human side of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم while Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) saw the light enveloped under human form.
54. This means that if these were prophets, then like the angels, they would not have had any desire for eating and drinking. They saw the beginning of their eating and
34. and if you obey a man like you, then necessarily you are in loss 55.

55. Thus, foolish people saw failure in the obedience to the Prophets and success in the
worship of the stones. This tells us that infidels are terribly stupid.

35. Does he promise you that when you will die and will become dust and bones? After this you shall be brought forth again? 56.

56. By raising them to life from their graves. This tells us that these infidels were burying their dead, and not cremating them as is the practice of the Hindus.

36. It is far away; it is far away, as to what is promised to you 57.

57. This means the Qiyamah, etc. about which these Prophets make promises is far beyond our imagination, or is far from taking place.

37. That is not but our life of this world that we die and we 58 live and we are not to be raised up 59.

58. By someone being born, someone experiencing death, which continues to take place at all times. This tells us that the infidels did not believe in the destruction of the soul, that after death the soul is destroyed.

38. He is not but a man who forged a lie 60 against Allah and we are not going to believe him 61.

59. Neither in the Hereafter, nor in the world do they have to come in the form of a dog or a cat. This tells us that those people believed in the destruction of the soul, that after death the soul is destroyed.

60. That he made himself known as the Prophet of Allah Almighty, but the information of his resurrection after death, he had linked to Allah Almighty. From this we understand that these infidels were believers in Allah Almighty, they were not atheists.

61. This tells us that by rejecting the Prophet of Allah, acceptance of everything else is not faith. These infidels had not said that we are not accepting Allah Almighty, but had said that we are not bringing faith in the Prophet. As a result of this, they were afflicted with Divine punishment. Shaitaan believes in everything besides the Prophet of Allah, as a result he is an infidel.
39. He is submitted, ‘O my Lord 62, help me for they have belied me.’

62. Allah Almighty assisted him by destroying them because He knew that they would not accept faith. Otherwise, He would have prayed for their guidance.

40. Allah said, ‘In a little while they will meet the morning repenting’ 63.

63. They would be ashamed of their infidelity after seeing the Divine punishment. But the embarrassment of that time will not be of any help to them. There is a time set for repentance after which, it will not be accepted.

41. Then a true uproar 64 over took them and We made them like rubbish of grass. Be away from the unjust 65.

64. The scream of Hazrat Jibreel (On whom be peace) destroyed them. This tells us that a human being cannot bear the scream of an angel. If man can die from the crash of lighting and the roar of thunder, then a scream of the angel is much more devastating. From this we learn that the people of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace), the Thamood are denoted. Otherwise, the people from Aad were destroyed by a terrible storm.

65. From this we learn that the Divine punishment only comes to the infidels after they take the curse of the Prophet. No matter how rebellious they may be prior to this, punishment would not come. Says Allah Almighty: "And We were not to torment them, until We have sent a Messenger" (S17:V15).

42. Then after them We raised other 66 generations.

66. Like the people of Hazrat Shuaib and the people of Hazrat Lut (On them be peace)

43. No nation can go ahead of their period, nor can they remain behind.

44. Then We sent Our Messengers one after the other. Whenever a messenger came to any nation they belied him, then We caused their latter to meet the former 67, and We made them tales 68, then he away 69 the people who do not believe.

67. This means both were plunged into destruction. Otherwise, the infidels would neither be found together in Hell nor in Barzakh. Different types of infidels would be...
found in different places. Hence, there is no objection at the verse.

68. In that not a single person from those people was spared. Only their tales remained,

45. Then we sent Musa and his brother Haroon with Our signs and a clear authority 70.

70. This means miracles like the walking stick and the shining hand. It should be remembered that these miracles were bestowed upon Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) only. But they have been attributed to both these pious persons.

46. To Firawn and his courtiers 71, but they boasted and were nations who were already possessed with dominance 72.

71. This tells us that Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was a Prophet to all the Egyptians, irrespective of whether they were Israelites, the Copts, or the magicians. Therefore, even this is mentioned at another place that he was the Prophet of the Israelites.

72. From this we understand that if you are receiving worldly bounties despite the sins, then this is punishment from Allah Almighty. Just as in spite of the pious deeds at times, the coming of worldly calamities is due to the special mercy of Allah Almighty as was the case of the difficulties that came to the blessed Prophets and Saints of Allah.

47. Then they said, ‘Shall we believe in two men like ourselves 73 while their people are serving us 74.

73. The intelligence of the infidel is destroyed, for although they had accepted Pharaoh, a human being like them to be god they refused to accept Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) as a Prophet, despite seeing the miracles. From this we learn that claim of equality with the Prophet stops the person from accepting faith. First the love and greatness of the Prophet is inculcated in the heart, then the fear of Allah Almighty is instilled in it.

74. From this we learn that the disgrace of the believers is an added cause of the infidels going astray, as they take this as a proof of Islam being false and they are on the path of truth. Therefore one should always offer this Dua: "Oh our Lord, make us not a test for unjust people" (S10:V85).

48. Then they belied both of them and they were from the destroyed ones 75.

75. This means the cause of their destruction was due to not believing in these two pious Prophets. This tells us that worldly punishment comes due to disobedience to the
49. And undoubtedly, We gave Musa the Book that they might be guided.

76. This means may the Israelites obtain guidance to do good deeds because the holy Taurah was given to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) after the destruction of the Pharaoh, and by that time all the Israelites had accepted faith.

50. And We made Maryam and her son a sign and gave them shelter on an elevated land where was a place for abiding and running water before sight.

77. From this we learn that Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) was created without a father, because if he had a father then he would have been linked with his father. Says Allah Almighty: "Call them after their fathers" (S33:V5). For this reason the Holy Quraan has not mentioned any woman's name besides that of Sayyeda Mariam.

SECTION: 4

51. O Messengers! Eat pure things and do good deeds. I know your deeds.

79. This means Oh Messengers! Eat and drink to your satisfaction all the tasty and lawful things. To make lawful things unlawful is against piety. However, true piety is abstention from unlawful things. Some people do not eat meat, yet they do not perform their Salaahs, and abstain from lies. These are not Sufis.

80. This means We had given this order to the Prophet of the time during all periods. This tells us that to obtain lawful and wholesome sustenance is an act of great worship. This generates a great deal or taste in all acts of worship.

81. This tells us that worship was obligatory upon the blessed Prophets as well. No matter what status and category they may be, no one can be exempted from worshiping Allah Almighty.

52. And assuredly, this religion of yours is one religion and I am your Lord therefore fear Me.

82. Because all the heavenly religions are common with regard to beliefs. The difference was in the practices. It should be remembered that religion is the name of beliefs, while deeds are termed as creed. The meaning of piety is not giving up the eating of wholesome and tasty things, but abstention from unlawful deeds.
53. Then their people cut up their affairs among themselves. Each group is happy over that what is with them.

82. This means the Christians and Jews were divided into opposite seats and began to call one another infidels.

54. Therefore leave them in their intoxication for a time.

85. Until the time of death. From this we learn that it is not permissible to force the infidels to accept Islam.

55. And they imagining that by the wealth and children with which We are helping them.

86. This means the infidels were deceived. They thought that if infidelity was evil, and if Allah Almighty was displeased with us, then in spite of our infidelity, why has He given us children and wealth, and how would the Muslims be, generally poor? This makes it seem as if infidelity is a good thing. To this day, the negligent and the infidels fall prey to this type of deception.

56. We hasten to give them good? Nay, but they are not unaware.

87. That these infidels have taken the children and wealth to mean the mercy of Allah Almighty, although this very concept had been the cause of their punishment.

57. Undoubtedly, they are those who tremble because of the fear of their Lord.

88. By fear is meant that though they do good deeds, they still have fear. In fact, the higher the status of a believer, the greater is his fear.

58. And those who believe in the signs of their Lord.

89. This means they regard all these as true and thereby act upon them (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). Thus, action is included in this.

59. And those who do not make any partner with their Lord.

90. This means they keep far away from Polytheism in respect of beliefs (infidelity) and polytheism is in respect of action and deeds (hypocrisy or false pretensions).
60. And those who give what they give and their hearts are trembling because they are to return to their Lord.

91. This tells us that to do good deeds and fear Allah Almighty are signs of excellence of faith. There is no greatness in expressing fear after committing a sin. Even the devil had expressed "Verily I fear Allah, Lord of the Worlds" (S39:V16). The heart, he continued sinning. However, to express fear after committing a sin as a means of giving up sins is an excellent thing. And not expressing fear after committing a sin is a criminal act.

92. We do not know what our reckoning would be, and whether these deeds would be accepted or not. Due to fear of this, we should not be proud of our deeds.

61. These people hasten on to do good, and they are first to attain them.

93. In this verse, two attributes of pious people have been mentioned:
1. To make haste in doing good deeds.

62. And We do not burden any soul but according to its capacity and with Us is a Book that speaks the truth and they shall not be wronged.

94. By this book is meant The Divine Tablet, or the book of deeds of every person. It should be remembered that speaking the truth by this book is not for the knowledge of Allah Almighty, but it would be for fixing the contents of the doer of the deeds.

95. Not in a way that they would be punished without them having committed sins, nor in a way that the reward of their good deeds be withheld from them, without any reason. It should be remembered that the non-acceptance of anyone's good deeds would be due to the person's own negligence. Thus, there can be no objection raised against this verse. From this verse we learn that the minor children of the infidels will not be the inmates of Hell because they had not committed any sin, and meting out punishment without sin is declared unjust by Allah Almighty.

63. Nay, but their hearts are heedless of it, and their deeds are separate from those works that they are doing.

96. This means from the Holy Qur'aan or from their record of deeds.
97. This means that the deeds of the evil doers are different to that of the pious. These are distinguished from the evil deeds.
64. Until, when We seized their rich people in agony \(^{98}\) then they began to cry for help.

98. It is apparent that by this punishment mean the punishment of Hell i.e. first Allah Almighty will place the leaders of the infidels in Hell. Those subordinate to them would be engaged in observing, coaxing.

65. Cry not this day, you shall not be helped \(^{99}\) by Us.

99. This tells us that the believers would be obtaining help from Allah Almighty - the intercession of the pious and the minor children.

66. Assuredly, My signs were recited to you, and then you used to turn back on your heels.

67. You boast on the service of the sacred place, telling absurd stories they’re by night leaving the truth \(^{100}\).

100. In this verse three sins of the infidels are mentioned: not to listen attentively to the Holy Qur’aan sayings that they are the residents, of the Haram Shareef and as such no punishment would come to us, instead of engaging themselves in the remembrance of Allah Almighty when gathering around the Ka’ba keeping themselves busy in worthless story telling; and making fun of the Holy Qur’aan. From this we learn that staying at sanctified places is not beneficial to the infidels. The devil was staying with the angels, yet he was totally destroyed.

68. Did they not ponder over the words? Or did their come to them what had not come to their forefathers? \(^{101}\).

101. This means before you, Prophets had come into the world and their religions were conveyed to the people. Why then are you so surprised at the coming of the Holy Prophet ﷺ?

69. Or did they not recognise their Messenger \(^{102}\); therefore they are refusing him?

102. This tells us that every attribute of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is a proof of his Prophethood and the Messenger of Allah ﷺ appears before all like a light, all of which will remain until the Day of Judgement. Here, the interrogative is used for negation i.e. means they did recognize.
70. Or do they say, 'There is madness in him?' nay but he has brought them the truth and both of them are averse 103 from the truth.

103. This means that calling of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم as mad or something else by the infidels was because they did not like the truth, hence they disliked the one who brought the message of Truth. Here, Truth either means Islam or the Holy Qur’aan, or all the injunctions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم or all his attributes. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is truth himself, his every word and action is truth personified.

71. And the truth had followed 104 their desires, then necessarily; the heavens and the earth and whosoever is in them 105 would have been ruined. Nay, but We have brought them that thing in which there was fame for them 106 but they have turned their faces from their own prestige.

104. From this we learn that truth is not within the control of human desire. However, there are some pious servants of Allah Almighty whose opinions and wishes become in accordance with that of the Divine Being like Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) at whose wish about fifteen laws of Shariah have been revealed eg. Purdah or veiling of women, prohibition of alcohol, Maqaaame Ebrahim near the Holy Ka’ba being made into a sanctified place for worship, etc. We further learn that there is a big difference i.e. between mere desire and positive opinion. Desire is a name given to selfish wishes, while opinion is a view point guided by faith. Truth is not in accordance with selfish desire, but it is according to viewpoint guided by faith.

105. It is because the infidels desire polytheism, infidelity, injustice, etc. If such laws had been revealed in the Holy Qur’aan and people had indulged in infidelity, polytheism, injustice, disobedience to Allah Almighty by acting upon them, then most certainly Divine punishment would have come down.

106. This means the Holy Qur’aan in which there was fame for them in this world and the Hereafter and would have been entitled for Paradise by acting upon it and would have become world leaders.

72. Do you ask them any recompense, but recompense of your Lord is the best 107; and He is the Best Provider? 108.

107. This means the reason for the infidels not accepting faith is not that you ask of them wages for accepting it, which they found burdensome, but it is due to their rebelliousness. This tells us that no Prophet had taken wages for propagating the religion of Allah Almighty.

108. This does not mean that there are many providers of sustenance and that Allah Almighty is better than all of them. On the
contrary, in the Arabic language when one wants to describe anything of absolute excellence then such an expression is used. An example of this is the following verse: "So blessed be Allah, the Best Creator" (S23:V14). The purpose of this verse is not to show excellence in any comparative form, but it is the expression of Divine excellence. Or it could mean that of the means that are available for obtaining sustenance, the most superior is the worship and remembrance of Allah Almighty. The servants of the kings and the wealthy obtain their sustenance by serving them. Hence, these wealthy people have become a means of obtaining their sustenance.

73. And undoubtedly, you call them towards the straight path.

74. And undoubtedly, those who do not believe in the Hereafter, necessarily they are deviated from the straight path 109.

109. From this we learn that the fear of the Day of Judgement helps the person towards piety while the lack of fear for this Day is the root of all sins.

75. And if We had mercy on them and relieved them of the affliction that has touched them, then necessarily, they would persist in their contumacy going astray 110.

110. Due to the prayer of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, Makkah Muazzamah was plunged into seven years of severe famine, so much so that in order to survive, people were eating the bark of trees. Thereafter, the leader of the city approached Hazrat Abu Sufyaan to plead to the Holy Prophet ﷺ to pray for rain. Hazrat Abu Sufyaan said to the Holy Prophet ﷺ that you claim to be the mercy unto the world, yet you are seeing how the Makkans are being destroyed by hunger. Pray that Allah Almighty ends this famine. Then the Messenger of Allah ﷺ prayed for an end to this famine. Reference to it is made in this verse. Allah Almighty says that these people practice flattery temporarily, and after they are relieved of the hardship, they will not come back to you. From this we learn that even the infidels knew that the prayer of the Holy Prophet ﷺ can ward off calamities. Thus, any person after claiming to be a Muslim turns away from the court of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is more foolish than the infidels.

76. And undoubtedly, We seized them in agony, but neither they did humble before their Lord and nor they entreat 111.

111. From this emerge two issues:
1. That to disobey Allah Almighty even at the time of difficulties is a proof of one who is wretched.
2. To turn to the court of the Holy Prophet ﷺ to seek material benefits only, is an act of selfishness and not piety. Observe, Abu Sufyaan had come to the Holy Prophet ﷺ when in need, but
Allah Almighty says he had not submitted himself in obedience.

77. Until when We opened on them the door of any severe torment, now that they are lying despared therein.

112. By this severe punishment is either meant punishment at the time of death, the punishment of the grave, or the future Muslim victories which are a punishment for the infidels. In any case, it denotes the future punishments. They have been linked with the future because they are destined to come, without any doubt. Because this verse is Makkian, it cannot be said with certainty that these verses were revealed after the Battle of Badr.

SECTION: 5

78. And it is He who made for you ears and eyes and a heart. Very little you are grateful.

113. So that you can listen to the Truth, see the Truth, understand the Truth. Those who have not utilised their ears, and their eyes intellect on this, they have not expressed their true gratitude for receiving these bounties.

114. The more the Muslims thank Allah Almighty, it is less in comparison to the intrinsic values of these bounties i.e. one cannot thank Allah Almighty enough for providing us with these bounties. Our entire worship of a lifetime is not enough for thanking our Creator for providing us with just one glass of water. The infidels do not express gratitude at all, because even their outward forms of thanksgiving is not gratitude at all.

79. And it is He who has spread you in the earth and to Him you are to be raised.

115. By 'spread you' is meant Allah Almighty has established all the people in different countries, and granted everyone sustenance according to their needs. Or it could be by increasing the progeny from one person and spreading it. From this we learn that the original place of man is the earth, although there are some who are temporarily dwelling in the heavens, like Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace). But this dwelling is temporary just as Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was in Paradise, or the going of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم to the heavens on the night of Me’raj.

80. And it is He who gives life and causes death and for Him the alternation of night and day. Do you not then understand?

116. By this is meant Allah Almighty has no associate in giving life and causing death. Raising the dead to life by Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) was by the permission of Allah Almighty. Thus, he was only its apparent cause. There is no inconsistency in the verse.

117. All these changes of hot and cold, of
increase and decrease, of light and darkness,

81. Nay, but they said what the former used to say.

82. They said, 'What! When we are dead and become dust and bones, shall we indeed be raised up again?'

118. This is a question of contradiction i.e. this can never happen because the previous Prophets had made the promise of the Day of Judgement to our forefathers, but it had not come. From this one can understand that some teachings of the previous Prophets had come to them and that they had remembered some of these.

83. Undoubtedly, this was promised to us and before us to our forefathers. This is not but the same former fables.

119. This expression is that of those infidels who were believers in the existence of Allah Almighty. Some among them were atheists as who were saying: "And none destroys us but time" (S45:V24). This is not their answer. Hence, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

84. Say you; 'whose is the earth and whatever is in it if you know.'

85. Now they will say to Allah. Say, 'Do you not ponder' 121.

120. This means that these infidels accept all these qualities in respect of Allah Almighty: of territory, of dominio. Hence, they admit this without any hesitation, yet they do not obey Allah Almighty.

121. Why do they not believe in Allah Almighty.

86. Say you, 'Who is the Lord of the seven Heavens and the Lord of the Throne.'

87. Now they will say, 'This is the Grandeur of Allah.' Say you, 'Why do you not fear then?'

88. Say you, 'In Whose hand is the control of every thing' 122 and He are all from Allah Almighty.
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gives refuge and none can give refuge against Him, if you have knowledge?" 123.

122. There are many differences between territory and dominion: control over the body is under territory, control of the soul is under dominion; outer control is under territory, inner control is under dominion; control of the property is under territory, control of the creation is dominion. It is for this reason that territory can be proven for the creation as well, but dominion is for Allah Almighty alone. A king has control over jail and death sentence, but life, sickness and cure are in the control of Allah Almighty alone.

123. This means that after acknowledging all these things, they are still polytheists because they accept some servants of Allah Almighty equal to Him. Thus they would be speaking to their idols on the Day of Judgement in the following way: "When we made you equal to the Lord of the worlds" (S26:98). Also, one of the beliefs was that some servants have a bluff over Allah Almighty. Because Allah Almighty is alone and cannot control the management of the world by Himself, He has therefore made them His associates in His management. This belief has been refuted in the following verse: "And none is the supporter of Him because of weakness" (S17:111). Hence, they have become polytheists. Some infidels believe that Allah Almighty has a wife and children. Also, if anyone after rejecting the Holy Prophet accepts all the attributes of Allah Almighty, he is a similar polytheist as the one who believes in several gods. The infidels of Arabia became infidels due to their beliefs in these things without accepting the medium (WASEELAH) of the Holy Prophet. The true reality of Faith is that one should believe in the Personality and Attributes through the medium of the Holy Prophet. Says Allah Almighty: "It is He Who has sent His Messenger with guidance and the religion of Truth" (S48:28).

89. Now they will say, 'This is the Grandeur of Allah.' Say you, 'in what delusion are you lying in?' 124.

124. That after having accepted everything, they still do not become believers, do not abandon polytheism. Your condition is like that person who has been put under a magical spell.

90. Nay, but We have brought them the truth, and undoubtedly, they are liars 125.

125. This means that all their beliefs, sayings and deeds are false because they are deniers of the Day of Judgement and upholders of polytheism. They regard unlawful as lawful. Or it could mean they say few things, truthfully, but they are liars, just as the hypocrites who would say to the Holy Prophet that you are the Messenger of Allah, yet they were talking lies. They were not his sincere followers. Likewise, these infidels would verbally say that Allah Almighty is the Creator and the Master, yet inwardly they were liars and rejectors of these attributes of Allah Almighty.

91. Allah gas not taken any child 126 for Himself, and nor is there any other god along with Him. If it were
so, each god 127 would have taken whatever he created and each would have wished superiority over the other. Glorified is Allah above all that which they attribute Him.

126. The Christians believe that Allah Almighty has a son and the polytheists of Arabia would say that the angels are the daughters of Allah Almighty. In these verses all such beliefs are refuted.

127. This tells us that it is absolutely necessary for God to be a Creator. This means that when a country is distributed amongst a few kings, and had there been a few creators, they would distribute the country made by them. There would not have been one Creator for the entire world. No lord would have been under control of the other, nor would he have been obedient to another, nor would he have been independent.

SECTION: 6

93. Say you, 'O my Lord, if you would show me with what they are promised' 128.

128. By this punishment is meant worldly punishment, i.e. if in my presence and during my worldly life, if worldly punishment were to be sent on the infidels, then Oh Allah keep me safe from it.

94. O my Lord; then put me not with the unjust people 129.

129. By saving me from the beliefs, doings and punishment of the infidels. This prayer is there to be taught to the Ummah (followers) of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Otherwise the blessed Prophets, and especially the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are free of all sins. In his presence no unseen worldly punishment will come to the infidels. Says Allah Almighty: "And Allah is not one to chastise them, while (oh beloved Prophet) you are in their midst" (S8:V33). Thus coming of Divine punishment is just as impossible as there being two Gods.

95. And undoubtedly, We are Powerful to show you that which We are promising to them 130.

130. The purpose of this verse is to show that Allah Almighty has full power to show the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم in his own life time, punishment on the infidels in the form of Muslim victories over them. Allah Almighty had shown all this to His beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Here it does not denote punishment of devastation because regarding this, a promise has been made that this type of punishment would not come to them in the presence of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Hence, this verse in no way can be taken as a proof for possibility of a lie. Stones coming down upon them from an unknown source, mutilation of the facial forms etc. are Divine punishments which did not
come on these infidels of Makkah as per Divine promise, was not possible to come to them.

96. Repel the evil with that which is the best 131. We know well what they attribute 132.

131. This means eradicate their polytheism through Tauheed (Oneness of Allah Almighty), their sins through piety and purity, evil through goodness, darkness through light, objections through proofs, their cruelty through mercy and benevolence, their moral deficiencies through your lofty conduct, ignorance through knowledge, cruelty through Jihad - (Holy War).
In short, there is great dimensional scope in this verse. In this word "best" hot, cold, propagation. Jihad - (striving in the path of Allah) severe punishments, etc. all these are included. The operation performed by the surgeon on the patient is the best form of obtaining a cure. Thus, this verse is not abrogated but is firm and everlasting.

132. Between you and Allah Almighty, because they try to prove partners, or children for Allah Almighty and they call you insane or a pretender. Allah Almighty says "We will punish them for this".

97. And say 133 you, ‘O my Lord, I seek refuge in you from the evil suggestions of the Satan.

133. In this there is a mystical hint e.g. in order to make your Dua effective, you require a pure tongue or the permission of one who is of pure tongue because "I, my Lord, I seek refuge in You" is a prayer, and in ‘Say’ the hint is to the pure tongue of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. This means, Oh My Beloved, the prayer should be one instructed by Us, but the tongue should be yours. The bullet fires effectively from a rifle.

98. And O my Lord; I seek refuge in You lest they come to me 134.

134. From this we learn that through the bounty and blessings of Allah Almighty, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is fully protected from the temptations and evil suggestions of the devil. Also, the devil is out of bounds from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because Allah Almighty has taught him this prayer which the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم asked, and it was accepted. Furthermore, even the greatest of person should not regard himself safe from the devil. When the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم sought the refuge from the devil, then who are we?

99. Till when death 135 comes to anyone of them, he says that, ‘O my Lord; send me back 136.

135. This means that the infidel remains firm on his infidelity until death. At the time of death he expresses a desire to return to the world, which is not fulfilled. This tells us that a believer does not show the desire to come back to the world, besides the martyrs whose desire is to return once again to the world to fight for the cause of Allah Almighty as is found in Hadith Shareef.

136. Here, the plural form is used for the
sake of respect as in "Undoubtedly, We sent it down in the night of Power" (S97:V1), or the call is to Allah Almighty and the request is to the angels who were bringing them from the world to here.

100. Happily, now I may earn some good in that what I have left behind 137. Never, this is only a word which he utters 138. And in front of them is a barrier until the Day when they shall be raised 139.

137. By this it is meant that world, or the wealth, or children i.e. whatever deficiencies I had left behind in your life, your wealth or your children, I would like to rectify that.

138. But this desire of his will not be fulfilled. After death no one comes back for performing deeds. The raising of people to life by Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace), while Hazrat Uzair’s (On whom be peace) coming back to life is not included in this. His returning to the world was not for the desire of doing good deeds again, but it was done by Allah Almighty to show His power.

139. Barzakh is the name given to the period after one experiences death, until the resurrection on the Day of Judgement. This is a cover which prevents the person from returning to the world.

101. Then when the Trumpet shall be blown there shall be no relationship 140 among them, nor will they ask after one another.

140. The Holy Prophet’s genealogy is excluded from it. The genealogy of the Holy Prophet will be of benefit for the believers as is recorded in authentic Ahadith (DARRUL MUKHTAR). In fact, on the Day of Judgement, after the calm is restored, the closely related believers, too, would be interceding.

102. Then whose scales are heavy, they would reach to their goals 141.

141. These are those pious people whose good deeds are heavier than their sins.

103. And whose scales 142 are light, these are they who put their souls in loss. Forever they will remain 143 in the Hell.

Minor children, pious parents, religious mentors, the teachers, etc. would be interceding for their dear ones. Says Allah Almighty: "Firm friends shall be foes to one another on that day, but the God-fearing" (S43:V67). It is further said: "We joined them with their offspring" (S52:V21).
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142. This means the infidels who never had any good deeds, or they had but they were not accepted, like the charities of the infidels, etc.

143. From this we learn that there would be weighing in for some of the infidels. At another place it is said: "And We shall not establish any weight for them on the Day of Judgement" (S18:V105). By this it is meant some other infidels. Or, this verse could mean that the good deeds, charities, etc will be weightless - they would be light, because the weight of the good deed is due to faith and sincerity.

104. The flame of the fire shall smite their faces and they shall glower therein 144.

144. From this we learn that the fire of Jahannam will not be able to disfigure the face of the believers, it will not be able to burn the parts of Sajdah, especially as is reported in Hadith Shareef. Here, the burning of the face, etc. is declared as the punishment for the infidels.

105. Were not My signs recited to you, you then used to belie 145 them?

145. This means the burning of the face is the punishment for your infidelity and rejection of faith.

106. They will say, 'O our Lord; our misfortunes overcame us and we were people misguided'.

107. O our Lord; take us out of the Hell, if we do the same again, we are then unjust 146.

146. The inmates of Hell would be calling upon Malik, the gate keeper of Hell for forty years. Thereafter, in reply, he would tell them to stay in Hell. Then they would call upon Allah Almighty for a period of double the lifespan of the world, to which they would receive the reply which is stated in the following verse. The life span of the world is three hundred and sixty thousand years (Tafseer Khazainul Irjaam).

108. The lord will say, 'remain lying 147 despite therein and speak not to me.

147. The following verse: "And the praying of the infidels is not but in wandering" (S40:V50), could be a commentary of the verse under dis-discussion. i.e. in the Hereafter, the prayers of the infidels would be in vain, as they have no credence, but some of their prayers are answered in this world. The devil's prayer for the extension of life was granted with some modification.

109. Undoubtedly, a group 148 of My bond-men used to say, 'O our Lord;
we believed so forgive us and have mercy upon us and You are the Best of merciful.

148. These are those pious believers who despite being pious would look upon themselves as sinners and would seek forgiveness from Allah Almighty.

149. This means that when some of Our servants were seeking forgiveness in Our court, as sinners, although they were pious, you were

mocking at their prayer. From this Dua we learn that we should offer prayer in the court of Allah Almighty through the medium of our faith as it appears from "we believe". What it means is "Oh Allah we are sinners, but not rebels. We are believers. Through the blessing of our faith forgive us."

110. 'Then you made them a laughing stock, until in making them such, you forgot My remembrance and at them you used to laugh',

150. From this we understand that to make fun of the pious is not an ordinary but a severe form of infidelity, because this leads to the negligence of the heart as a result of which a person would never worship Allah Almighty. This type of crime is unpardonable, and Allah Almighty takes severe retribution for this. This verse was revealed against those infidels of Quraish who were making fun of the poor Companions. Hazrat Ammaar, Hazrat Yaseer,

111. Undoubtedly, this day I recompensed them for their patience that they alone are triumphed'.

152. That type of compensation which is beyond your imagination. For this reason, full description of the nature of recompense is not given.

112. Allah said, 'how long did you stay in the earth by numbers of years 153.

153. Allah Almighty would say this to the infidels. It should be remembered that the infidels were stopped from indulging in

113. They said, 'We stayed for a day in the earth or part 154 of day, therefore ask those who count 155.

154. Because the period of comfort seems very little. The world was a place of comfort
for the infidels. Or, in contrast with the life of
Hell, the worldly life would be felt very little.

114. Allah said, 'you stayed not but
little, if you would have knowledge'.

156. This means if you had been aware of this
in the world, that the life of the world in
comparison to that of the Hereafter is very little,

115. Do you then think that We made
you in vain and you are not to return
to Us?

157. From this we learn that by not worshipp-
ing Allah Almighty is regarding oneself as
useless, because the true purpose of our life is
the worship of Allah Almighty.

158. This address would be made to these
infidels who were rejectors of the Day of
Judgement, like the common polytheist, or to
those infidels, who after believing in the Day of
Judgement, were not preparing themselves for
it, like the Jews. Christians, etc.

116. Then EXALTED HIGH is
Allah, the True King, there is no god
except He; the Lord of the Honoured
Throne.

159. Although Allah Almighty is the Lord of
every particle of this world, the demand of
respect is that His Divinity should be connected
to His creation. Do not call upon Him as the
Lord of the infidels, but instead as Lord of
Muhammad, صلى الله عليه وسلم.

117. And whosoever worships any
other god beside Allah, for whom
he has no proof, then his account
is with his Lord. Undoubtedly,
the infidels have no rescue.

160. This verse is a commentary of all those
verses in which to call upon all those besides
Allah Almighty has been prohibited. This
means do not call those other than Allah, as
Allah Almighty, and do not worship them.
Otherwise, Allah Almighty Himself has called
upon His servants and has given them
permission to call upon these pious servants.
How can mere calling be polytheism.

161. By 'proof' here is meant the instruction
of the Prophet. This means no Prophet had
given a false proof as a command for
polythiesm. Otherwise, the infidels were
uttering much intellectual nonsense on
polythiesm, which they are presenting as proof.

162. This means the true punishment for
polytheism would be received by the
polytheists only after the Day of Judgement,
after the reckoning, the difficulties of the
world and grave are not the actual punishment
for polythiesm. The severity of the cell is not
part of the punishment, the period of jail only
begins after the completion of the case.
118. And you submit, 'O my Lord forgive and have mercy and You are the best of merciful.

163. For my Ummah (followers), or for all the believers - whether from this Ummah or from the previous Ummah. In it there is a proof for the Holy Prophet's intercession i.e. the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the intercessor.
1. Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) wrote to the people of Kufa to teach Surah Noor to their womenfolk. Hazrat Ayesha (May Allah be pleased with her) says that the Holy Prophet said, do not allow your womenfolk to sit on the balcony without purdah, teach them to write, to use the spinning wheel and teach them Surah Noor (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan, etc), because in this Surah are found laws pertaining to modesty and chastity. Therefore learning of this Surah is emphasized.

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

1. This is a chapter (surah) that We have sent down, and We have made obligatory its commandments, and We have sent down bright signs in it so that you may take heed.

2. Collection of these verses which has been given a name is called the Surah. The Makkan Surahs were revealed before the Hijrah (Migration) while the Madinite Surahs were revealed after Hijrah.

3. On the believers because most laws of this Surah are not for the infidels.

2. The adulteress and adulterer, then flog each of them with hundred stripes, and you should not be compassionate for them in the religion of Allah if you believe in Allah and the Last Day, And let a party of Muslims be present at the time of their punishment.

4. This means, pertaining to this form, the clear verses concerning the important laws have been revealed by means of which almost the entire penal system is established e.g. punishment for committing adultery, and accusing an innocent person of adultery and matters relating to it.

5. This verse is taken as a proof by the Hanafis that the punishment of this type of adultery is only a hundred lashes, and banishment for one year is not included in this penal ordinance. In those Ahadith in which there is an order of banishment of a year, is a punishment action i.e. if the judge considers it appropriate, he could mete out this punishment. Hence, there is no inconsistency between the verse and the Hadith. In this verse religious
legal limits are mentioned, while in the Hadith the punitive action is described.

6. In it address is made to the authorities because the religious legal system is established and maintained by these authorities only. Here by adulterer and adulteress is meant those who are not chaste because the punishment of a chaste adulteress is stoning to death. A chaste person is that person who is free, a believer, has come of age, and has had sexual intercourse with his wife through legal marriage.

7. This means in maintaining legal punishments do no show anyone favouritism, nor pardon a weak person out of pity. Neither should you be ever awed by a person of social standing and thereby allow him to go free. This tells us that showing favouritism in meting out religious punishments is the way of the infidels. In addition, this type of favouritism will increase the crime rate in the world, bringing about instability in the country's law and order.

8. This means punish the criminals in public so that it becomes an object lesson for the onlookers.

3. The adulterer should not marry but an adulteress or an associates and marry not an adulteress but an adulterer or associator, and this deed is forbidden to the believers.

9. This verse is abrogated in two ways. First, in the early days of Islam, marrying an adulteress was forbidden, then this verse: "And perform marriage of those among you who have not been married" (S24:V32) (Roohul Ma'ani, Khazainul Irfaan), abrogated it. Second now a believer cannot enter into marriage with a polytheist. Says Allah Almighty: "And marry not idolatresses until they accept faith" (S2:V221).

4. And those who blame chaste women, then bring not four witnesses flog them with eighty stri pes and never accept any evidence of theirs, and it is they that are the dis-obedient.

10. Reason for its revelation: So poor immigrants (Muhajereen) had shown inclination to marry the wealthy immoral idolatresses of Madina in order to benefit from their wealth and that these women coming into marriage with them may repent from their evil ways. In response this verse was revealed in which they were stopped from this (Roohul Ma'ani, Khazainul Irfaan).

4. And those who blame chaste women, then bring not four witnesses flog them with eighty strips and never accept any evidence of theirs, and it is they that are the dis-obedient.

11. This means that any person who slanders a chaste Muslim lady by saying that she has committed adultery, and fails to produce four eye witnesses shall be given eighty lashes for making this false accusation. The accusation could be explicit i.e. such and such a lady had committed adultery, or implicit i.e. the child of such and such a lady is illegitimate.

It should be remembered that if three people say that they had seen such a lady committing adultery, they too would be given this punishment, because four witnesses have not testified this. Even if two thousand people were to make this allegation without an eye witness, then all would be liable to this punishment as well.
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12. From this verse a number of issues emerge:
   i. The proof of adultery would be determined by four witnesses all of whom have to be eye witnesses.
   ii. If any person who accuses a chaste woman of adultery is unable to prove it, he is liable for HADDE QAZAF i.e. punishment for false accusation.
   iii. This punishment constitutes of eighty lashes.
   iv. Such a slanderer's testimony will not be accepted in future, he will always be regarded

5. But those who repent thereafter act aright, undoubtedly, then Allah is forgiving, Merciful. 13

13. This means if the slanderer repents after receiving his punishment, he will no longer be regarded as a transgressor. However, his testimony would not be accepted. 'But

6. And those who malign 14 their own wives and they no evidence except themselves, then the evidence of any such of them is that he should bear witness 15 four times in the name of Allah that he is truthful.

14. Of adultery, or say that I have seen my wife committing adultery, or say that the child she is carrying is not mine, but it is illegitimate.

7. And fifthly this that the curse of Allah be upon him if he be a liar.

8. And the punishment 16 shall avert from the wife if she bears witness four times in the name of Allah that the man is a liar. 17

15. This means to say I bear witness about Allah would be equivalent to an established testimony.

16. Here punishment denotes the punishment of adultery i.e. RAJAM or stoning to death, while testimony does not indicate religious testimony, but to take an oath four times on one's chastity and purity. From the style of the verse it can be seen that these oaths of the woman will only be useful to save her from the punishment. These oaths will have no bearing on the man.

17. In making this accusation.
9. And fifthly this that the curse 18 of Allah be upon the woman if the man is truthful.19

18. It should be remembered that cursing any Muslim by name or offering prayer of wrath for him is prohibited with the exception of mutual cursing in the case of adultery. No matter how sinful a Muslim may be he does not deserve to be cursed.
19. This is called mutual cursing. If the husband accuses his wife of adultery, and both are entitled to be witnesses and the wife demands her right, then LEAAN or oath of condemnation, becomes obligatory upon the husband and if he refuses to take this, he would be imprisoned until such time that he takes this oath or admits that he is a liar. If he admits his lie, HADDE QAZAM (eighty lashes) is the obligatory punishment to be meted out to him.

10. and if the grace of Allah and His mercy 20 had not been upon you, and that Allah is Relenting. Wise, He would have opened your secret.

20. Then you would have fallen in difficulty and you would not have known the laws pertaining to LEAAN, etc.

SECTION 2

11. Undoubtedly, those who have brought this big slander 21 are a party 22 from among you. Consider it not an evil for you; rather it is good for you. 23 For every one of them is the sin that he has earned, 24 and among them he who took the greater share, 25 for him is the mighty torment. 26

21. Here by 'big slander' is meant accusation levelled against Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her). Because she is the mother of all the believers, and slander against the mother is the highest form of depravity for the son, hence this is called big slander. The gist of this incident is as follows. In the Fifth Hijri the Battle of Banu Mustaliq took place in which Hazrat Ayesha (May Allah be pleased with her) was with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. On returning to Madina, the Muslim soldiers stopped at one place. Before dawn, Hazrat Ayesha (May Allah be pleased with her) went to relieve herself at a secluded spot where her necklace broke. Due to the search for the necklace, there was a delay in her return. While this was happening, the soldiers set off without her because they were unaware of her problem. When she came back and found that the soldiers had departed she sat at that spot. Hazrat Safwaan was kept behind to pick up all the belongings of the soldiers which may have been left behind, as was the custom in those days. When Hazrat Safwaan reached the spot and saw Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her) he cried out "To Allah we belong" as she had dozed off. On hearing the cry, she got up. Hazrat Safwaan then made his camel sit down for her to ride on.
Then holding its reins, he walked in front of the camel until he caught up with the army. On seeing this, the evil-minded hypocrites began to wag their tongues in accusation. Some simple minded Muslims became party to this deception. However, Bibi Ayesha (May Allah be pleased with her) was totally unaware of this slander and had been ill for a month. During this period, she came to know of this slander from Umm Mastah, which accentuated her illness, and she went back to her parents' house. She cried so much, that she could not sleep for nights. These verses were revealed on this occasion in which Allah Almighty Himself testifies to her chastity and purity. Even prior to the revelation of these verses, the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the believers were fully satisfied about Hazrat Ayesha’s (May Allah be pleased with her) purity and innocence. Thus the Holy Prophet ﷺ had said that he is fully aware of the purity and chastity of these wives of his (Bukhari Shareef). Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) had said that if Allah Almighty could safeguard the pure body of the Holy Prophet ﷺ from flies because they sit on filth, then how could He not save him from evil women. Hazrat Uthman Ghani (May Allah be pleased with him) says that Allah Almighty had prevented the shadow of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) from falling on the ground so that no foot could step upon it, then how is it possible that He would not safeguard the honour of his wife? Hazrat Alli (May Allah be pleased with him)

12. Why it did not happen when you heard it that the Muslim men and Muslim women would have thought good of their own people, and say, ‘this is the manifest slander’.  

27. In it those people are addressed who had remained silent out of hesitation over this incident. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the sincere believers did not have any anxiety or worry about it, otherwise, Allah forbid, they, too, states that when the blood of a lice had touched him, the Holy Prophet was asked to remove his blessed sandals, then how would He tolerate the impurity of his wife? In a like manner sincere believing men and women had sung many praises of her purity and honour (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan, Roohul Ma’ani).

22. Those believers who accept the words of mere Kalima reciters due to national affinity, e.g. the hypocrites, of those through religious affinity who are in your community, are like those Muslims who had fallen prey to the deception of the hypocrites at the time of this incident.

23. Because you had become aware of the many issues concerning slander, and due to the blessings of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her), the honour of all Muslim women is safeguarded.

24. This means everyone will be punished according to his deeds. Someone may have slandered, someone may have remained silent, someone had laughed at hearing something doubtful. In short, a person would be punished in accordance with his sin.

25. It was Abdullah ibn Ubay bin Solool, the hypocrite, who had created this storm and given it publicity.

26. In this world and the Hereafter. In this world he would be given eighty lashes, and his testimony would no longer be accepted. In the Hereafter, he would be punished in Hell. This tells us that insulting the dignity of the pious people results in severe punishment.

لَوْلَأَ إِذْ سَيِّطَنَّ أَنَّكَ حَثْتَ عَلَىً يَدْمَجُونَ وَالْمَوْسِلَاتُ إِنْ تَفْحَمُوهُمْ خَيْرًا ۚ وَقَالُوا هَذَا إِبْلَ مُحُبَّةَٰ

would have been included in this censure. We further learn, its false slander was not something concealed, but it was obvious which Allah Almighty has referred to as ‘manifest-open’. Thus, how could it have remained concealed from the Holy Prophet ﷺ.
13. Why did they not bring four witnesses against it? Therefore since that did not indeed liars, in the sight of Allah.

28. This means the manifest and the concealed, both are liars, and if they had obtained any testimony they would not have remained manifest liars. Although in reality, all of them and their witnesses were proven liars. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

14. And if the grace of Allah and His mercy had not been upon you, in this world and Hereafter, then a mighty torment would have touched you for the muttering into which you plunged.

29. In it address is made to those who had joined in the slander or had remained silent out of hesititation. This means you shall have the respite for repentance, and the promise of forgiveness after offering repentance. For this reason you have been saved from the punishment.

15. When you brought such talk on your tongues hearing from one another, and uttered with your mouths that of which you had no knowledge and thought it light, while it was great in the sight of Allah.

30. In that neither did you see any evil, nor heard it from the one who had seen it. What has been said was said out of mere suspicion.

31. From this we learn that sin and error had been committed by some Companions but they never remained with it. Thus this is true that every Companion is just, and everyone has said that about them: "And Allah has promised good to all" (S4:V95). Allah Almighty further says: "Allah is pleased with them and they with Allah" (S58:V22). It is obvious that Allah Almighty will not be pleased with the transgressors, nor does He make a promise of Paradise for them. Furthermore, the chastity of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her) is not something hidden but it is proven by concrete testimony. This was such a clear testimony, that those who were doubting it were censured, like Hazrat Hassan, etc.

16. And why it did not so happen, when you heard it you would have said,' it is not befitting for us to speak
about such things? Allah, Hollowed be you; this is great slander.\textsuperscript{32}

32. From this we learn the accusation of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her) becoming a slander became totally apparent. Therefore, those who did not call this accusation as slander, and those who hesitated in this matter were reprimanded. Thus, how could the purity and chastity of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her) have remained concealed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ? However, the Holy Prophet ﷺ was totally exempted from this order. Because this was his household matter. This reprimand is for others. The Holy Prophet ﷺ did not have the slightest doubt in Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah, (May Allah be pleased with her), but he remained silent until the coming of the revelation. If he had given the information about Hazrat Ayesha’s innocence based on his own knowledge then the hypocrites would have said that the Holy Prophet ﷺ was siding with his own family. For this reason Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) also maintained silence. In fact, even Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her), herself, did not disclose her innocence to the people, although she was certain about her purity and chastity.

17. Allah admonishes you now never repeat like of it if you believe.\textsuperscript{33}

33. It should be remembered that regarding this matter of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her) there were three groups of believers. The one became party to the slander, the second group remained hesitant, while the third group openly said that this is an obvious lie, like Hazrat Alli (May Allah be pleased with him) and the rest of the Rightly Guided Caliphs (May Allah be pleased with them). The first group was punished, the second group was reprimanded and the third group was showered with mercy and blessings. If the Holy Prophet too (May Allah forbid!) had remained doubtful as is claimed by the Wahabis, then he would have been included in the second group (May Allah protect us). This tells us that the Holy Prophet ﷺ was fully aware of his wife’s total innocence, but he did not disclose it immediately because it was his personal matter, as was the case with Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique as it was the matter concerning his beloved daughter. From this we learn that if any person now accuses Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her), or remains in doubt about her purity, he is not a believer, but an infidel.

18. and Allah explains to you His signs clearly\textsuperscript{34}. And Allah in Knowing, wise.

34. The verses are about the laws of Shariah, or the signs and symbols about the honesty and purity of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her).

19. Those who desire that scandal should spread \textsuperscript{35} among the Muslims, for them is the painful torment in this
world and the Hereafter and Allah
knows and you know not.

35. Like Abdullah ibn Ubay and his fellow
hypocrites whose only work was to

20. And if there had not been the
grace of Allah and His mercy 36 upon
you and that Allah is Kind enough,
Merciful to you, (then you would
have experienced its hardship).

36. Then oh you slanderers! you would have
plunged into such exemplary punishment which
till today had not come to anyone, because

SECTION 3

21. O believers; follow not the
footsteps of the devil 37 (Satan). And
whoever follows the footsteps of the
devil (Satan) then he will indeed tell
you only indecency and evil 38 things.
And if there had not been the grace
of Allah and His mercy upon you, no
one of you could have ever been
cleansed. 39 yes Allah cleanses
whosoever He like. And Allah in
Hearing, Knowing.

37. This means do not do deeds like that of
the devil, because accusing the chaste women,
and to create anxiety and hesitation about the
pure Mothers of the Believers is a special
mischief of the devil.

38. This tells us that the one who rejects
the greatness of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May
Allah be pleased with her) is the follower of the
devil, is totally deprived, wicked and evil. Can
there be a more shameless person then the one
who accuses his mother?

39. By this is meant that the ones who made
accusations and the ones who were hesitant
would not have been given respite to repent, or
that none of their repentance would have been
accepted.

22. And swear not those among you
who are men of excellence 40 and of
means 41 against to the kinsmen and
to the needy and to the emigrants in
the way of Allah; and let them forgive
and overlook. Do you not love that
Allah should forgive 42 you? And
Allah is forgiving, Merciful. 43

40. From this we learn that the status of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) is great in the sight of Allah Almighty. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم in his last stages had chosen him to lead the congregation in Salaah. Only the most superior person is chosen as Imam. Furthermore, Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) is the greatest person after the Prophets in the entire creation of Allah Almighty because Allah Almighty had emphatically called him as the possessor of complete excellence without any restriction. Thus, he is a person of total greatness and piety. It should be remembered that the address in 'From you' is made to the household of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and his noble Companions so that you should understand that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique is superior to all of them. Remember, also that 'of means' did not come after 'from you' Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique was not wealthier than all the Companions.

41. This means Allah Almighty had blessed him with elegant virtues of this world and the Hereafter.

Reasons for its revelation:
This entire verse was revealed in favour of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) when he had taken an oath that he will have no dealing with Mastah because the latter was party to the slander against Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her) Hazrat Mastah was a poor emigrant and a relative of Hazrat Abu Bakr (May Allah be pleased with him) and was living on the allowance given to him by Hazrat Abu Bakr (May Allah be pleased with him). But, inspite of this, he had joined in the slander against Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqah (May Allah be pleased with her) for which he was given eighty lashes. Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) is told in this verse: "Oh Abu Bakr! you are what you are and he is what he is. Do not stop the allowance you give to Mastah, because you give him this for the pleasure of Allah Almighty".

42. From this we learn that even a major sin does not take a believer out of the fold of Islam. Furthermore, you should show kindness to your sinful brother. Also, that Allah Almighty makes a recommendation on behalf of His servant. In addition, Allah Almighty is kind to that person who is kind to his servant.

43. When the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم recited this verse to Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) he said that it is certainly my desire that Allah Almighty grants me forgiveness. Saying this, he re-started the allowance of Hazrat Mastah and gave atonement for his vow.

23. Undoubtedly, those who malign, unaware chaste believing women, are cursed in the world and the hereafter. And for them is the mighty torment. 44

44. By this is meant either that the wives of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are pure, or all believing women are chaste and pure. From this we learn to accuse pure believing women of indecency is a major sin.

24. On the day when their tongues 45 and their hands and their feet will bear witness against them as to what they used to do.
45. Before their hearts are sealed, and after that their hearts will be sealed. Hence,

25. On the day Allah will give them true Punishment in full, and they will know that Allah alone is the manifest truth.

46. To which they would become legally entitled. This tells us that in Arabic the word DEEN is used to denote punishment as well. It is for this reason that QIYAAAMAH is called Day of Judgement.

26. Dirty women are for dirty men and dirty men for dirty women and clean women are for clean men and clean men for clean women: they are free from what they are saying for them is forgiveness and honourable provision.

47. This means indecent women, indecent habits, indecent conversation, slander, etc are for indecent people. Good people abstain from this.

48. The purpose of the verse is to show that no kind father gets his children married to any evil indecent woman. He gets them married after careful investigation about the character of these women. Thus, if a kind father can do this then how can the Kind Lord get His Beloved Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم married to any bad woman? Good women are suitable for good men, and bad women are suitable for bad men. Or, it could mean indecent people choose evil habits and decent people choose good habits. This being the case, how then can the mother of the believers, the wife of the Emperor of all Prophets and the beloved daughter of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him), Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqua (May Allah be pleased with her) even intend doing anything evil?

49. From this we understand that Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqua (May Allah be pleased with her) is superior to Sayyada Mariam, because the testimony of Sayyada Mariam's chastity is given by Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) while the testimony of Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqua (May Allah be pleased with her) is given by Allah Almighty. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم is superior to Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) because Hazrat Yusuf's (On whom be peace) testimony was given by a child while the testimony of the Holy Prophet's صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم wife is given by Allah Almighty Himself. Furthermore, Hazrat Ayesha's being an inmate of Paradise is just as certain as the Oneness of Allah Almighty, and the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم because this verse implicitly conveys this information of her being an inmate of Paradise. There are thousands of things special about Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqua (May Allah be pleased with her), some of which are as follows:

1. She is the only virgin wife among all the wives of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم.
2. She was the most learned, pious and a commentator of the Holy Qur'an.
3. Hazrat Jibraeel-e-Ameen had brought her image on a silk cloth, and presented it to the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم saying that she is your wife in this world and the
Hereafter.
4. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عیبھ وآله وسلم breathed his last while resting on her chest.
5. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عیبھ وآله وسلم is buried in her room.
6. Allah Almighty had testified about her chastity.
7. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عیبھ وآله وسلم had received a revelation while resting on her bed.
8. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace would extend greetings to her.)

9. She was born pure and remained pure throughout her life.
10. Until the Day of Judgement her blessed room will remain a place of visit of man, jinn, and angels because this very room has become the Roza-e-Mubarak of the Holy Prophetصلی الله عیبھ وآله وسلم. May Allah Almighty through the medium of this pure chaste and truthful mother bless the sinful children like us. The bad children of good parents do receive forgiveness. "And their father was a noble man" (S18:V82).

SECTION 4

27. O believers! enter not houses other than your own, until you take permission 50 and salute the residents thereof. This is better for you, haply you may be heedful. 51

50. From this we learn that we should not enter a stranger's house without his consent, even if you get informal permission, or greet loudly, or say AL-HAMDOO LILLAH or SUBHANALLAH. On meeting, first greet, then talk.
51. From this we understand that no one is allowed to enter a Muslim home without permission neither an ordinary person, or a police officer, a king, a spiritual guide nor a beggar. This is a general rule, while entering the abode of the Holy Prophetصلی الله عیبھ وآله وسلم without permission is not allowed, even for an angel. Says Allah Almighty: "O believers enter not the houses of the Prophet unless you get permission" (S33:V53). The angels, too, are included in this command.

28. But if you find not anyone 52 therein, then also enter 53 them not without the permission of the owners; and if you are told to go back 54, then go back, this is cleaner to you. and Allah knows your deeds.

52. Who would grant you permission to enter.
53. This means do not enter an empty house, unless the owner of the house gives you the permission to enter it.
54. You should neither take offence nor insist on obtaining permission. The author of Tafseer Rooloh Bayaan has stated that the reason for the revelation of these verses is that once a lady came to the Holy Prophetصلی الله عیبھ وآله وسلم and said sometimes I am in such a state in my house that I dislike seeing anyone.
Some enter my house under such conditions.

29. There is no sin on you that you enter those houses, which are not specially for anyone’s residence, and you have discretion to use them. and Allah knows what you disclose and what you conceal.

55. Reason for its Revelation:
After the revelation of the previous verse, the Noble Companions enquired from the Holy Prophet about those guest houses which are built between the holy cities of Makkah and Madina or on the road to Syria, whether these, too, cannot be entered without permission. As a reply, this verse was revealed. These signify guest houses, and public homes, etc.

56. Because these are founded for public use in which one has the right to stay, to bath, to rest, etc.

57. In this there is a hint that one should not frequent these places with any evil intentions. Anyone who goes there with the intention of stealing or seeing strange women shall be punished.

30. Order the Muslims men to lower down their sights a little and to guard their private parts. This is cleaner for them, undoubtedly, Allah is Aware of their deeds.

58. This means to avoid looking at things not permissible to see. It should be remembered that to look at a beardless boy in a sensual way is a sin. To look at the body of a strange woman, too, is a sin. However, a doctor for the sake of medical examination, is allowed to do so, as well as that person who intends marrying a woman, can secretly look at her (Tafseer Madarak, Ahmedi, etc.).

59. By protecting the private parts means protecting oneself from adultery and acts associated with it. He should conceal his nudity from all, besides his wife or personal maid servant.

60. This means to keep your gaze down. To safeguard oneself from erotic places, and to go away from places of slander is an excellent thing.

31. Order the Muslim women to lower down their sights a little and guard their chastity and show not their adornment but as much which is itself apparent and remain putting their head coverings over their bosoms. And disclose not their adornment but to their husbands, or the fathers of their husbands, or to their sons, or the
sons of husbands or the sons of their brothers or the sons their sisters or the women of their religion or their handmaids who are the property of their hands or servants provided they are not men of sexual desire or the private parts of the women; and put not their feet forcibly on the ground that hidden adornment any be known. And repent to Allah, o Muslims all together, haply you may get prosperity.

61. From this we learn that these injunctions are for believing women. The unbelieving women are under the same law as the men. A believing woman should remain aloof from a non-believing woman. Furthermore, just as a man cannot see a strange woman, a woman should do likewise. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم did not allow a blind person to enter the house when Hazrat Ayesha, etc. said that they are blind, the reply was: Are both of you blind?

62. This means if these women are required to go out on duty out of necessity, then they should go following these restrictions. Otherwise, leaving the homes without any need is not good for them. Says Allah Almighty: "And remain in your homes" (S33:V33). When the wives of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم who are true mothers of the believers, are commanded to stay in their homes, then imagine how important it is for the ordinary women to follow this instruction.

63. That they should safeguard themselves from adultery and other erotic devices, so much so that they should not even make their voices heard to a stranger, do not wear jewellery from which sound emanates. For this reason, a woman cannot give Azaan.

64. It is stated in Tafseer Ahmadi and Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan that this command is regarding Salaah i.e. when in Salaah a woman is not restricted from concealing her face, her wrists, parts below her ankles. But this does not mean that she should reveal these parts to any strange men. Says Allah Almighty: "And when you ask them anything of use, ask it of them from behind a curtain" (S33:V53). This means when you ask anything from the wives of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم then ask from behind the curtain. Truth of the matter is, that these three limbs do not form part of SATR-E-AURAT - i.e. parts obligatory to be concealed. However, to display these to a stranger is unlawful. It should be remembered that here the word 'adornment' refers to place of adornment e.g. the head is a place for the forehead jewellery, the hand is a place for bangles, the feet are the place for anklets with small bells the nose is a place for septum rings and the ear is the place for earnings.

65. From this we learn that wearing just a Kurtha shirt is not sufficient. She has to wear a scarf so that no one would able to determine the shape of her body. Furthermore, the scarf must not be to cover just the head, it should be so big as to cover her head, her chest and her back. Also, the scarf should not be of such a thin material which would not be able to cover
the body.
66. Here the word 'father' denotes one's grand father, forefathers, etc. of the family lineage, while sons indicate off-spring of these, i.e. grand sons from paternal and maternal sides. The essence of this discussion is that there is no privacy from the husband and those not eligible for marriage. A Mahraam is that person with whom marriage is totally unlawful at all times on the basis of kinship, whether he is of uterine relationship or not.
67. This means step-sons who, too, become Mahram for her even though they may not be from her womb.
68. Paternal and maternal uncles, etc are included in this law because there is no privacy from them.
69. From this we learn that a believing woman should veil herself from the non-believing woman. Hazrat Umair (May Allah be pleased with him) had given an order that non-Muslim women must not enter the bathroom with Muslim women.
70. This tells us that the lady of the house should maintain privacy with her female slaves because the suffix 'A' denotes maids, slave girls.
71. Very old men, provided they are pious and have no sexual desires. It should be remembered that privacy from impotent men and indecent eunuchs is obligatory. Believing women should not go in their presence.
72. This means those small boys who had not yet attained the age of maturity. This tells us that Islam orders privacy from MARAHIQ i.e. those boys who are nearing the age of puberty.
73. From this we learn that even the sound of the jewellery should not reach the ear of the stranger. If this is not allowed, then how would it be permissible for her voice to reach his ears? It is for this reason that giving Azan is totally forbidden for a woman. Likewise, it is totally forbidden for ladies to sing, to deliver lectures on loudspeakers and radios, etc.
74. This tells us that in the first instance, a woman should not wear jewellery with sound, and if she wears them she should walk so slowly that the sound of such jewellery should not be heard by a stranger. The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) said: "Allah does not listen to the prayer (Dua) of that people whose women wear anklets with small bells" (Tafseer Khazainul Hifzan).
75. From this emerge two issues:
1. A person does not go out of the fold of Islam due to his sins because Allah Almighty had given the order to these people who had infringed the above mentioned laws, but called them as believers.
2. The collective seeking of repentance has greater acceptance by Allah Almighty. We also learn every believer should repent, whether he commits sins or not.
32. And perform marriage of those among you who have not been married 76 and of your suitable servants 77 and handmaid 78. If they are poor, Allah will enrich them out of His Bounty 79. And Allah is Ample; knowing
76. Man or woman, unmarried or married. This is a general command for legality of marriage, which at times becomes obligatory when there is a fear of committing adultery. This tells us that male and female slaves cannot marry without the permission of their masters.
77. Those who are fit for marriage, or those who are pious. Do not get wretched people married who will cause misery to you and their wives.
78. From this we learn that a slave can be linked to those other than Allah Almighty to mean a servant. Hence you can say Abdun Nabi, Abdur Rasool. There has been a slight prohibition mentioned about it in the Hadith just as it has been prohibited to call grapes a
33. and let those who have no means to marry, restrain themselves until Allah provides them both means of His Bounty, and from among your servants and hand maids the property of your hand those who wish that you should write for them freedom on the condition that they may earn some wealth, then write it for them if you know some good in them, and help them out of wealth of Allah which He has given to you. And force not your maids to prostitution when they desire to live in chastity on order that you may get some goods of this world's life. And who so ever will force them then undoubtedly, Allah after this that they remain in compulsion is Forgiving Merciful.

80. This means those who are unable to marry due to helplessness and poverty should safeguard themselves from sodomy, temporary marriage, masturbation etc. because all these acts are totally prohibited. In the Hadith such poor persons have been ordered to keep fast because fasting weakens the basic desires and lust.

81. In this there is a hint that Muta (temporary marriage), is unlawful, because a destitute person is ordered to exercise patience, he is not granted permission for Muta. Furthermore, Muta is not permissible even under helpless conditions. Alcohol and pork become permissible under extreme difficulty, because here there is a danger of losing one's life. A person will not die without a wife. Under such circumstances one should observe fast. This helps to refute the Maudoodi's belief in a clear manner, because this ignorant person had given permission for Muta under such circumstances. Also, it establishes the prohibition of sodomy and masturbation as well.

82. From this we learn that sometimes a command is used for Mustahab (desirability), though Allah Almighty is counselling His servants, i.e. granting freedom here is not obligatory, it is left to your discretion and desirability.

83. Reason for its Revelation: Sabeel, the slave requested from his master Huwaisab bin Abdul Uzza to grant him freedom. He refused at which this verse was revealed in which the Muslims have been counselled, if you think if the servant would repay the wealth then grant him freedom as there is no harm in it.

84. This verse is the commentary of the following verse: "And for Debtors" because one cannot really
give Zakaat to one's slave. This means give Zakaat to the one seeking freedom so that he can use this wealth to gain his freedom.

85. Reason for its Revelation:
This verse was revealed concerning Abdullah ibn Ubay bin Salooq who would force his maid servants to commit indecent acts to procure wealth therefrom. These maids complained to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم about this. Remember, that this is a unanimous restraint and not one of evasion. It does not mean that if they wish to refrain from this immoral act they should not be forced into it, and that if they wish to commit this immoral act, they should be given permission to do so.

86. This means the one who forced them to commit adultery would himself become a sinner and not those maids who had committed the sexual act. This order is regarding that woman who had been forced to commit sexual intercourse through death threats. This command is not for a man. It is for this reason "they remain in compulsion" is used.

34. And undoubtedly, we have sent down to you manifest signs 87, and some description of those who have passed away before you 88, and admonition for those who fear.

87. In which the laws regarding lawful and unlawful are described in detail.
88. In this the previous pious servants are included as well, on whom the mercy of Allah Almighty had been showered, as well as the infidel nations on whom the punishment of Allah Almighty had descended. So that one can seek hope and fear from Allah Almighty.

SECTION 5

35. Allah is the light 89 of the heavens and the earth. The similitude of His Light 90 is as a niche 91 where in is a lamp. The lamp is in a chandelier (of glass) 92. The chandelier is as it were a star glittering like a pearl: it is lighted from the blessed olive tree, which is neither of east nor west. 93 it is near that its oil may flare up even though the fire touches it not. 94 Allah is upon the light. 95. Allah guides to His Light whom so ever He wills. 96 And Allah narrates examples for the people, and Allah knows the people, and Allah knows all things.

89. This means He is the Originator of the Heavens and the Earth. He is the Existence of
Light and the non-existence of darkness. Or, He is the giver of Guidance to those who exist between them, or He is the giver of light to the heavens and the earth, through the sun, the moon, etc. or that He is the Granter of light to them through the light of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

90. By Noor of Allah Almighty is meant the Holy Prophet ﷺ because otherwise Allah Almighty is without comparison. Allah Almighty Himself says: "Nothing is like him" S42:V11. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is the Light of Allah Almighty. Or one could say that the Beauty of Allah Almighty is Light, and the Holy Prophet ﷺ is its shade. If there is a coloured shade over the lamp, then wherever the light of the lamp would reach, the colour of the shade would also reach those parts. Likewise, the light of Allah Almighty covers every nook and cranny of the universe, but the colour is reflected is that of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, because he is the reflection of Allah Almighty.

91. This means just as a secured lamp is protected by the arch and the lampshade from being extinguished by the wind, in the like manner no power can extinguish the NOOR-E-MUHAMMAD صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Also, just as the light from olive oil does not have any smoke, in a like manner Islam, too, does not have any smoke or dust i.e. it is pure.

92. This means this olive tree is neither found in cold regions or hot regions but it is

36. In those Houses 97, which Allah has ordered 98 to be raised up, and in them his name is remembered. Allah is glorified there in the mornings and evenings. 99

97. By homes is meant homes of Allah Almighty i.e. the Mosque. The Holy Ka’ba is included in this. From this we learn that the place to hold Zikrullah is the Mosque.

98. By lofty means, the buildings of the Mosque should be higher than the other buildings. Also, they should be kept clean and tidy. The Mosque should be given the highest respect and honour. Worshy businesses should not be transacted therein. In short, this verse is the basic source for the respect of the Mosque.

99. This tells us that mornings and evenings are excellent times for the remembrance of Allah Almighty, as these are
times for opening and closing the shop of life. Furthermore, sanctified places and appropriate

37. By men whom neither trade nor business 100 diverts from the remembrance of Allah and performing of prayer and paying of the poor-due 101. They fear a day 102 in which hearts and eyes shall be turned about. 103

100. In this there is a hint that women should offer their Salaahs in their homes and the men in the mosques, because the word mentioned here with remembrance of Allah Almighty in the mosque is men. Says Allah Almighty regarding women: "And stay in your homes". (S33: V 33) We further learn those who are caught up with worldly affairs, their worship is greatly liked by Allah Almighty.

101. From this emerge few issues:
1. A person should not remain idle, but engage in some business activities.
2. Among all the business activities of the world, trade is most superior, because Allah Almighty has mentioned it specifically.
3. One should not engage in worldly activities

38. So that Allah may recompense them for their best works 104 and give them more reward out of his Bounty 105. And Allah provides whom so ever He will with out reckoning.

104. This expression is concerning glorification of Allah Almighty i.e. these people glorify and remember Allah Almighty not for any show, but to gain His rewards and pleasure.
105. It should be remembered that Paradise

39. And those who disbelieved, their works are like a mirage in a desert 106 that the thirsty one thinks it to be water 107 until when he came up to it 108, he found it to be nothing and found Allah near him, then He paid

by neglecting the remembrance of Allah Almighty, neither abandon the world nor the Religion.

4. Salaah is superior to Zakaat because Allah Almighty has mentioned it before Zakaat.

102. The pious do good deeds as well as fear Allah Almighty concerning their deeds i.e. whether they are accepted or rejected by Him. Also, they take cognisance of the fact that they had not been able to do full justice to their worship.

103. The heart will shift from its place and get tangled in the throat, and the eyes would burn or burst?

and its bounties are the reward of one's good deeds, while the vision of Allah Almighty in it would be His favour. Or it could mean reward of one good deed is seven hundred, more than that would be His favour. This increase in rewards is beyond our imagination.
him his account in full. And He is Swift in reckoning.

106. From this we learn that the good deeds of the infidels are dead and useless, just as it is useless to water the branches which are cut off from their roots. However, one should remember that the good deeds of the infidels would be rendered useless, but their sins would remain intact: just as the sins of the believers would be forgiven and their good deeds would remain intact, if Allah wills.

107. This is called mirage. In the afternoon, sand from far appears like water. The thirsty person goes there, thinking it to be water, but when he sees it as just sand, he becomes terribly disappointed. The same would be the condition of the charitable deeds of the infidels which would prove useless on the Day of Judgement.

108. This means the wrath of Allah Almighty, or His punishment and displeasure.

109. By this is meant by granting the infidel the comforts of this world as rewards for his good deeds, Allah Almighty has made his reckoning outrageous. (Allah forbid)

40. Or it is like the darkness in a deep sea, above which is a wave, above wave another wave, above which are clouds there are layers of darkness one upon the other. When he puts out his hand. It seems not to be visible; and to whom Allah gives not light, for him there is no light anywhere.

110. This means just as obscurities gather beneath the sea on a gloomy cloudy night; the obscurities caused by water, waves and the clouds. In the same manner, many obscurities have gathered upon the infidels: infidelity, the baser self, evil friends, comforts of the world, teachings of evil leaders etc. And these have taken such a strong hold over them that they are unable to think straight. The dispeller of all these darkesses is the true sun of Madina.

SECTION 6

41. Have you not seen that all who are in the heavens and earth glorify Allah and so do the birds spreading their wings. Every one knows his prayer and his way of glorifying and Allah knows their deeds.

111. This means that anyone who has not received the guidance of being obedient to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, he will not receive guidance to do good deeds. Or, anyone who had been cut off from the chintz of Divine Light on the first day of creation, he shall not be blessed with faith in this world. Or, he whose faith is not decided by Allah Almighty, he shall not find anyone to give him guidance.
112. In it, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is addressed and it is a question of negation from which it is understood that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is looking closely at the glorification of the entire creation. The Noble Companions say when we were having our meals we would listen to the glorification of the food. If this is the condition of knowledge of the particles, then imagine the knowledge of the sun of Prophethood.

113. It means the entire creation in the heavens and the earth, with the exception of the infidels, all sing the praises of Allah Almighty.

114. This means between the heavens and the earth in the state of flying in the air.

115. This tells every animal recites Tasbeeh at its own disposal which Allah Almighty has taught them inspirationally. It does not denote involuntary Tasbeeh. We also learn that every animal has its own Tasbeeh which he knows in a natural way. A dog does not eat grass, a goat does not eat meat.

116. In it there is a reprimand for those who do defective deeds and have defective beliefs because an animal may remember Allah Almighty, while man, the noblest creation of Allah Almighty, should commit evil. How shameful this is that after knowing the deeds of Allah Almighty we are not doing them?

42. And it is for Allah only the kingdom of heavens and earth 117 and to Allah is the return.

117. It should be remembered that to whatever places the kingdom of the Sultan extends, the Prime Minister's control extends likewise. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is indeed the Prime Minister of the kingdom of Allah Almighty, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is His Messenger. Therefore, the attribute of Allah Almighty is Lord of the Worlds and that of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is Mercy unto the Worlds.

43. Have you not seen Allah drives the clouds 118 softly, then joins them together, then piles them one over the other so that you see that rain 119 comes out from the midst of there of? And he sends down from the sky where in are mountains 120 of ice, some hails out of them; then cast it over whom He will and turns it away from whom He will 121 it is very near that its flash of lightning may take away the sight 122.

118. And He sends it there where rain has been ordered.

119. Just as water falls from the strainer. For this reason it has been observed after a torrential rain that the cloud remains the same as it had been formed. If the cloud itself had come down as rain, then the cloud should really come to an end. Thus, the verse is crystal clear and correct. The philosophical deceptions are not worthy of credence.

120. This means He lets mountains of hail stones fall from the sky, or like there are mountains on the earth, there are mountains of ice in the heavens from which hail stones fall down.

121. This means these hail stones destroy
some people's fields, homes, animals or even their lives, while others are spared from this destruction.

122. This means that the glare and sparkle

44. Allah turns about the night and day. Undoubtedly in it a lesson for those who have eyes.

123. By this it is meant that when the night goes day comes, when the day ends night comes. Or, sometimes the nights and days are bitter cold and sometimes hot. Or, sometimes the night is big and the day becomes short, and

45. And Allah has created every beast from water. Of them is one that walks on its belly. And of them is one that walks on his two feet some that walk on four legs. Undoubtedly Allah can do everything.

124. Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) were excluded from this law. Regarding Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) Allah Almighty says: "From a smog which was in reality black, smelling mud" (S15:V26), and regarding Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) it is said: "The likeness of Iesa (On whom be peace) is like Adam. He created him from dust, then said: "Be and he became" (S3:V59). Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) was not created from a sperm, neither of that of a mother nor of a father, and if by water is meant that water which is the origin of the universe, then there is no need for any distinction. It should be remembered that law is something else but the Power of Allah Almighty is something else. We are duty bound and restricted by law, not Allah Almighty. Burning effected by fire is in terms of its natural law, but it's not burning Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) is the Power of Allah Almighty. Likewise the requirement of sperms for all living beings for conception is in accordance with natural law, while birth of some without the sperm is the Power of Allah Almighty.

125. Like snakes, fish and other insects.

126. Like human beings, birds, etc. It should be remembered that the jinns have four hands and four feet, but they walk on two feet like the human beings and they procreate.

127. Like the cows, buffalows, goats and majority of the grazing animals. It should be remembered that the creation of four hands and feet procreates, while others lay eggs with the exception of the lizard which, although it has four hands and feet, lays eggs.

128. Thus, a great deal of the creation of Allah Almighty is beyond our knowledge. In the book AJAIBUL MAKHLOOKAT mention has been made of strange and marvellous species in the creation of Allah Almighty.
46. Undoubtedly, We have sent down clear explanatory signs and Allah guides whom He pleases to the straight path. 129

129. This means there are three types of human beings: believer inwardly and outwardly; an infidel inwardly and outwardly; the third is outwardly a believer but inwardly an infidel i.e. a hypocrite. From these Allah Almighty has provided guidance for the believers, while the other two remained non-believers.

47. And they say, 'We have believed in Allah and in the Messenger and we obeyed, then some of them turn away after this 130. And that are not Muslims. 131

130. This verse was revealed regarding the hypocrite named Bashar who was involved in a quarrel with a Jew regarding land in which the Jew was the rightful owner and the hypocrite was false in his claim. All were aware that the court of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم was based on truth and justice, hence, the Jew sought the decision from this court, while the hypocrite requested the case to be settled by Ka'ab bin Ashraf, a Jew. On this occasion, the above verse was revealed.

131. From this emerge two issues:

48. And when they are called towards Allah and His Messenger 132 that the messenger may decide between them that very time a party of them turns away. 133

132. From this we understand that the court of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is indeed the court of Allah Almighty. Making yourself present by him is being present in the court of Allah Almighty because they were called towards the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم which Allah Almighty refers to as called towards Allah Almighty and His Prophet. Also, the command of Allah Almighty is indeed the command of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم against which there is no possible appeal. To turn away from the order of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is indeed turning away from the command of Allah Almighty.

133. This means such is the condition of the hypocrites in whichever cases they are proven as liars, they do not accept the Prophet of Allah صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم as their judge, while in the cases in which they are correct, they come running to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم for his judgement. They are followers of their whims and fancies. The same condition is that of those Muslims of today who use Islam for their own gains.
49. And if the right be upon their side, they would have come to Him submitting.

50. Is in their hearts a disease? Or do they fear that Allah and His Messenger will be unjust to them? but, they themselves are unjust. \[134\]

134. This tells us who ever calls the Prophet a tyrant he is calling Allah Almighty a tyrant. We also learn just as doing an unjust act by Allah Almighty is an intellectual absurdity, in the same way injustice by the Holy Prophet ﷺ is too is an intellectual impossibility. No type of injustice is linked by Allah Almighty towards Him or His beloved Prophet ﷺ. He is true and his Lord too is true. Anyone who casts a suspicion or distant towards the Holy Prophet ﷺ, he is casting such a reflection on Allah Almighty Furthermore, attaching remembrance of the Holy Prophet with the remembrance of Allah is the way of Allah Almighty. Thus, you can say Allah Almighty and His Prophet treat you well. Allah Almighty and His Prophet bestow bounties upon people.

135. This means these hypocrites do not have the fear that the Holy Prophet ﷺ will pronounce unfair judgement, but they have full belief that they themselves are unjust in this case. Because the Holy Prophet ﷺ would give the judgement against them, therefore they were avoiding coming to him.

SECTION 7

51. the saying of Muslims so only this, when they are called towards Allah and Messenger that the Messenger may decide between them then they say, we have heard and we abbey and these are they who attained to their goals \[136\]

136. From this we learn, do not allow your intelligence to interfere with the commands of the Prophet i.e. if it is unacceptable to the intelligence, you would reject it. In fact, just as the patient hands himself over to his physician, you should hand yourself over the Prophet of Allah. This thought is beautifully expressed by the poet in the following line: “Make your intelligence an object of sacrifice upon the beloved Mustapha”. If you act on this, you would be succesful in this world and in the Hereafter. Our eyes, intelligence and knowledge may be tiny, but he (Mustapha) is the king of the truthful, is indeed the embodiment of truth.

52. And who so obeys Allah and His Messenger and fears Allah and guards himself from evil, then such are people who are successful. \[137\]
53. And they have sworn by Allah with utmost strength in their oath that if you will order them, necessarily, then they would come out for religious war, say you, ‘swear not; abidance is required according to religious dogma Allah knows what you do’.  

54. Say you, ‘Obey Allah and Obey His Messenger; therefore, if you turn your face, then for him which was made incumbent on him and for you is your burden and if you obey the messenger, you will be guided, and upon the is Messenger but to deliver clearly.

140. This means obey Allah Almighty and His Prophet totally. Accept every command of theirs. It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) is the object of absolute obedience. Every order of his is to be obeyed at all times. Besides him, no other person’s obedience is absolutely compulsory. In fact, only their lawful commands are worthy of obedience, and unlawful commands are to be rejected. It should further be remembered that although one has to show reverence to Allah Almighty, His beloved Prophet , the authority of the day, the Ailm (scholar), but only the commands of the Holy Prophet would be carried out by following on his footsteps. Anyone else, cannot be followed. The meaning of ITA’AT is to obey a command while by ITTIBA-A is meant to emulate the deeds of any person. It is for this reason that the Holy Qur’aan has mentioned regarding the Holy Prophet’s (Peace be upon him) emulation as “Follow me” is follow the Holy Prophet . We cannot, physically, follow the footsteps of Allah Almighty. In a day and night thousands die at the command of Allah Almighty. If we become the cause of one person’s death, we
will find ourselves in great difficulty.

141. This means only propagation is obligatory upon the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم but he is not responsible for the guidance. Oh man, if all of you become infidels, it will not cause any harm to him.

142. From this we learn that guidance is dependent on the obedience to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Only if you follow in his footsteps will you obtain guidance.

143. This means your guidance is not his responsibility. If you were to remain infidels, it will not cause any harm to him, because he had discharged his obligation i.e. propagation.

55. Allah has promised those among you who believed and performed good deeds 144 that He will surely give them power to rule in the earth 145 as was given to those who were before them 146, and He will surely consolidate their religion which He has chosen for them, and will surely change their after war fear with peace 147 and security they should worship Me and associate not anything with Me. And who so is ungrateful after this, then they are the people disobedient. 148

144. Reason for its revelation.
The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم preached for the first thirteen years in Makkah where the noble Companions bore the ill-treatment and persecutions of the infidels. Then, when he migrated to Madina Munawwarah, the infidels did not leave the believers in peace there as well. They also threatened them with war, as a result of which they were always under duress. One of the Companions said that will there ever come a time when we will have peace? In response to it, this verse was revealed.

145. By Khilafat is meant vicegerency of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Allah Almighty will grant the external vicegerency to the apparent Khulafa-e-Rashideen, while the hidden or internal vicegerency will be granted to all the Saints of Allah Almighty. From this we learn that the four Righteous Khalifs were all pious and God-fearing people, because the granting of leadership was a promise for the pious people. By giving them leadership, Allah Almighty regarded them capable of it.

146. As He granted the Israelites leadership of Egypt and Syria after the destruction of the Pharaoh.

147. Thus, Allah Almighty fulfilled this promise as Rome and Persia were conquered during the caliphate of Hazrat Umar and Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with them) and Islam spread throughout the East and West. The caliphate of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique lasted for two years and three months and that of Hazrat Umar for ten years and six months. Hazrat Uthman's rule lasted for twelve years, while that of Hazrat Ali for four years and nine months. Hazrat Imam Hassan's caliphate lasted for six months.

148. It means the promises of these victorious and peaceful conditions are on the basis of these people being of correct beliefs and pious deeds. Thus these pious people established a fine example of steadfastness in religion and in return, Allah Almighty fulfilled His promise.
56. And establish prayer and give the poor-due (Zakat) and obey the Messenger haply; 149 You may be shown mercy.

149. From this emerge two issues:
1. With Salaah and Zakaat, obedience to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم too is obligatory. Do not merely place your trust in these deeds by remaining aloof from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.
2. Obedience to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is an absolute obligation, whether these injunctions are in accordance with the Holy Qur'aan or not. It is for this reason that Hazrat Alli was forbidden to marry anyone in the lifetime of Hazrat Fatima (May Allah be pleased with her) and Hazrat Abu Khuzaima's testimony was equal to two.

57. Never think that the infidels may go out of control in the earth 150; and their destination is Fire and indeed what an evil end it is.

150. This means that the peaceful conditions of living enjoyed by these wretched infidels is not because they are out of the control of Allah Almighty, but because Allah Almighty is giving them respite.

SECTION 8

58. O believers; let those servants your own 151 and those 152 of you who have not reached puberty 153, ask leave of you three times before the morning prayer, and when you put off your clothes at the noon 154 and after the night prayer 155. After these are three times of privacy for you 156. After these three there is no sin on you or on them. they come and go about one to other. 157 thus Allah narrates His signs for you. and Allah is Knowing, wise. 158

151. Reason for its Revelation:
The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم sent an Ansaar slave, Madeeh bin Amr to call Hazrat Umar one afternoon. Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) at that time was relaxing at home, and Hazrat Madeeh bin Amr went in without knocking at the door which made Hazrat Umar think that how he wished that the
slaves could have been ordered to seek permission before they enter a home. At that point in time, this verse was revealed (Tafsir Khazamul Irfaan). In this verse, both believing men and women are addressed.

152. This means your maids, slaves and children reaching maturity should enter your homes with your permission during these three times. Besides these times, they can come and go without permission.

153. In fact, they are still far from maturity. It should be remembered that the maximum age for maturity in the Hanafi Mazhab is fifteen years. The minimum age for a girl is nine years and for a boy is twelve years.

154. By this is meant to be completely naked, and not just naked, because exposing yourself in private unnecessarily is prohibited. One should be shameful of Allah Almighty. What this means is that during these times people normally are not so particular about maintaining privacy in matters of clothing.

59. And when the children among you reach puberty, then they should also ask leave 159 as asked those before them 160. Thus Allah narrates to you His signs, and Allah is Knowing, Wise.

159. From this we learn that a mature son or brother should not approach his mother or sister unexpectedly, because it is possible that due to some reasons they might be without purdah (unveiled) or undressed.

160. This law is regarding free men. Even if the slave has reached maturity, he can go to the lady of the house if she is unveiled, besides these three times. Therefore, the prefix 'from you' is used with 'boys' i.e. from your free people. Thus, it becomes known that if you have a young daughter and mother, etc. in your house, then enter the house by making your presence known. However, if only the wife is at home, then you can enter without permission because the husband has no privacy from his wife, while modesty and privacy has to be maintained with respect of mother, daughter, etc. It is not lawful to see any of their parts exposed. Besides the face, hands and feet.

60. and the old retired women 161 (past child bearing) who have no desire for marriage, no then there is no sin that they may lay aside their outer clothing when they display not
their adornment. And to abstain from that even is better for them. And Allah is Hearing, Knowing.

161. This means those old women who have passed the menopause stage, but can still bear children. This age is generally fifty five years. In those days, such women generally would lead a retired life. Hence, they have been called "old retired women". It should be remembered that this order is only for the old women.

162. This means that such old women are permitted not to wear a scarf or sheet on their heads. But, even they are not allowed to keep their calf bones etc. exposed. By 'adornment' is meant places of adornment and display.

163. This means it is even better for such women that they should wear their scarves, etc. The first order was for a religious verdict, the second one is for piety.

61. There is no harm for the blind and there is no harm for the lame and there is no restriction on the sick nor on any one of you, that you eat in the houses of your children or the houses of your farther, or the houses of your mothers or the houses of your brothers, or the houses of your sisters, or the houses of your uncles or the houses of your paternal aunts, or the houses of your maternal aunts, or from those places of which the keys are in your possession or from the house of your friend. There is no blame upon you whether you eat together or separately: then when you enter my house, salute your own people, a nice greeting from Allah at the time of meeting, blessed, pure.

Thus Allah narrates to you His signs that you may understand.

164. Reason for revelation:
When the Noble Companions would accompany any the Holy Prophet on holy war, they would leave the keys of their homes with those disabled Companions who were unable to participate in Jihad, so that they could look after their homes in their absence. They were given permission to eat and drink from what ever was found in the house. These noble Companions would regard
such expenditure as burdensome for the people of the house. Regarding them this verse was revealed.

165. It should be remembered that the homes of the children are houses of the parents, and their income is the parent's income. The Holy Prophet said to one Companion that you and your wealth are the property of your father. Here, the same is meant, because no person hesitates being in his house and eating whatever is found therein. Mentioning this, would not have been of much benefit. Thus, by our home should mean homes of our children. Similarly, the house of the husband and the house of the master are homes of the wife and the children respectively (Tafsir roohul Bayaan etc.).

166. The paternal and maternal grandparents are included in father and mother.

167. This means when the sister marries and establishes her own house, after which a brother visits her or out of necessity stays there as a guest. It is not religiously unlawful for him to eat and drink in such a home. Some unintelligent senseless people regard it as a disgrace to eat at their sister's place. Such people should pay careful attention to this verse. This is a Hindu custom to regard eating at the daughter or sister's house as improper. In fact, if the daughter or sister is wealthy, and the father or brother is poor and disabled, it becomes obligatory upon these wealthy daughters and sisters to take care of the material needs of the father and the brother. But these women must spend this out of their personal wealth as they cannot spend from the husband's wealth, without his permission.

168. Generally one does not feel any shame or regard it as improper to eat from these homes.

169. In this, the guardian, the head of the house, and all the workers of the house are included, who are allocated duties in the management of the house.

SECTION 9

62. These are the only believers who have believed in Allah and His 173

170. This means you have the permission to eat and drink from these homes, either with the household members or in their absence on condition that you are fully aware that they are happy with your indulgence in eating and drinking. In those days it was a common practice for a friend to take things which he liked from his friend's home in his absence. When the owner would come to know about it, he would be pleased. Nowadays because generosity is missing from our way of life, it is therefore not allowed to eat without permission (Tafsir Khazainul Irfaan, Madarik, and Jalalain). Hurat Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah be pleased with him) said that if any person having a uterine relationship, were to steal at the house of a close relation with whom marriage can not take place, his hands would not be cut off. This verse could be its proof. What this means is that since these people have the permission to move in and out of the house, then whatever goods are left in the open are not secured from them. Thus, if any goods left unprotected get stolen, the thief's hands would not be cut.

171. This means when entering the house extend greetings to the household members, even if they are your parents, brothers and sisters, children, wife etc. provided they are not of defective beliefs. 

Religious Issue: If you enter an empty house recite the following: Peace be upon the beloved Nabi and the blessings and bounties of Allah Almighty. Hazrat Mullah Ali Qari has stated in his SHARAH SHIFA. The Holy Prophet's blessed soul dwells in the empty house of a believer. For this reason greeting therein is extended to the Messenger of Allah . 

172. The word Tahiyyat means life, i.e. to offer prayer for life and its protection. This means Allah Almighty taught you this greeting because it is the prayer of life which provides joy for one another.
Messenger, and when they have come to the Messenger regarding any such matter for which they were collective affairs then go not away until they have asked leave of you. Surely Those who ask leave of you those are they who believe in Allah and His Messenger then when that ask leave of you for some affairs of their own, give leave to whom you will from among them and ask forgiveness of Allah for them. Undoubtedly, Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

173. This means accomplished believers are those who possess the praiseworthy qualities which are described later i.e. they are staunch in their beliefs and pious in their deeds.

174. This means if the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had assembled them to give advice on matters related to Jumuah, Eid, Holy war, and battle strategies, then they should not leave without the permission of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

175. From this we learn that the etiquette of the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is that none should leave without his permission. Thus, even today those who visit the blessed Roza-e-Mubarak of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم seek his permission to depart in the form of reciting the farewell Salaam there. At that point in time, the departure takes the form of Qiyamat like grief.

176. This means the sign of the believers is that they seek the Holy Prophet’s صلى الله عليه وسلم permission before leaving his blessed company, while the hypocrites depart without permission. The seeking of this permission to stay away from Jihad is the sign of hypocrisy. Says Allah Almighty: "Those only ask you this leave who do not believe in Allah and the Last Day" (S9:V45).

177. From this we understand that the respect of the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم i.e. one comes by seeking permission and leaves with permission as is the procedure of the slaves in the court of their masters.

178. This tells us that Allah Almighty Himself is teaching us the rules of etiquette to be observed when in the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. He has completed a set of rules for observing respect, which are established for all times. Even the angels never present themselves in His holy court without His permission, and since the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is totally independent, he reserves the right of admission.

179. From this emerge a few issues:
1. The intercession of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is an absolute reality, because Allah Almighty has already granted him permission to intercede;
2. This intercession of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is only for the believers; the infidels are cut off from it;
3. Allah Almighty is extremely kind towards the believers and has instructed His beloved Rasool صلى الله عليه وسلم to pray for them;
4. Allah Almighty is only compassionate and forgiving to him for whom the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم would be
interceding. Therefore His forgiveness is mentioned after that of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم
5. Every believer is totally in need of the Holy Prophet’s صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم

63. Make not the summoning of the Messenger among yourselves 180, like one calls the other among you. Undoubtedly, Allah knows those of you who slip away quietly taking shelter of any excuse 181; therefore let those who do against the command of the Messenger fear lest some trial 182 befall them or a painful torment overtake them 183

180. This means do not regard the summoning and solicitation of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم like the call of common people i.e. respond to it or refrain from it. You should immediately respond to his call even if you are engaged in Salaah or any other work. Allah Almighty says : "Respond to the call of Allah and His Messenger, when the Messenger calls you" (58:V24). Or, it means do not address the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم in such common terms which you use for calling one another. Do not address him as brother, father, uncle, an ordinary human being, etc. Call upon him as Oh Messenger of Allah, Oh intercessor of sinners, etc. with respect and dignity.

181. Reason for its revelation
When the hypocrites would find it difficult to listen to the sermon of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم they would silently creep away towards the end side of the mosque, then finding an opportunity they would slip out under some cover from the blessed gathering. This verse of reprimand was revealed regarding them.

182. Hardships, murders, earthquakes, rule of tyrannical kings, dreadful incident. From this we understand that the enmity of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم will become the cause of worldly punishments. The punishment of the Hereafter are besides these.

183. It means the punishments of the Hereafter, or not getting the good fortune of dying on faith. The word painful is used for showing one of the two. There is a possibility that both punishments can be brought together.

64. Take it for granted, undoubtedly, it is of Allah, ' what ever is in the heavens and earth. Undoubtedly, He knows in what condition you are, And on the day when they be returned to Him, then He will tell them whatever they did. And Allah knows everything. 184

184. This means that Allah Almighty is fully aware of everything. This punishment of the infidels is to embarrass them on the Day of Judgement.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION: 1

1. Immensely Blessed is He Who has sent down the Qur’aan to His Bondsman that he may be a Warner to the entire world.

1. The word blessed signifies abundance in blessings in the world and the Hereafter. Through the Personality and Attributes of Allah Almighty you shall obtain blessings and bounties of this world and the Hereafter in great abundance.

2. This means on the Holy Prophet who is so immensely lofty in his slavehood, that through this specific word everyone’s thought is centred on the Holy Prophet It should be remembered that there is a great difference between slave, and His slave. A slave always awaits the mercy of Allah Almighty, while the mercy of Allah Almighty awaits His slave. His bondsman is he through whose slavehood the excellent states of Allah Almighty’s Divinity became known. The Holy Prophet is the matchless servant of Allah Almighty. A dog is a contemptible, debased animal, but ‘their dog’ meaning the dog of the People of the Cave. It has gained respect and due to its link with these pious servants of Allah Almighty and has gained eternal blessing, life and sanctity.

3. By warning the sinners through practical manner, and warning the angels and the pious through their destiny and obligation, that if you disobey Allah Almighty you will be caught under His law. This can be seen from what Allah Almighty said to the Prophets on the Day of the Covenant: “Now who so turns away after this, then they are the disobedient” (S3:V82). Hence there is no such doubt on the verse that the angels are not worthy of being conveyed with a warning.

2. He for Whom is the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and He has not taken a son for Himself and He has no partner in His Kingdom. And after creating every thing, He has ordained it on a right estimate.

4. In it is a hint that the prophethood of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) too, has covered the heavens and the earth because the Prophet of Allah is like the Prime Minister of the entire realm of Allah Almighty. Thus, wherever divinity of Allah
Almighty is found, the Holy Prophet's prophethood will also be there. Hence, this verse is a proof of the previous verses that the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) is the Prophet for the entire creation.

5. In it is the refutation of those idol worshippers who were associating partners with Allah Almighty, or they were trying to prove off-spring for Him because the idol worshippers of Arabia would say that the angels are the daughters of Allah Almighty, while the (Nasara) were believing in Hazrat Iesu (On whom be peace), and the Yahud were taking Hazrat Uzair (On whom be peace) as sons of Allah Almighty. (May Allah protect us from such beliefs).

6. This means Allah Almighty provided each creation with things according to their needs.

7. True God can only be Him Who is the Creator. Thus the acknowledgement by the polytheists of their idols as gods but not as creators is totally wrong even according to their own views.

8. Let alone these lifeless stones providing any benefit or harm to you, they are totally helpless from removing anything that may be harmful to themselves. Some people try to apply this verse to the Saints of Allah Almighty. But this is totally wrong. To apply verses concerning the idols to the Prophets and Saints of Allah Almighty is the way of the deviators from Islam. No believer ever worships the grave of the Saint. There is a great difference between respect and worship. We devotedly respect the Holy Kaaba and the Holy Qur'aan but no one says that they cannot ward off any difficulties (they do not have the power to even literally, get rid of the flies). Therefore what respect can we show for them.

9. This means no one's life and death and resurrection after death is within the control of these idols. Hence in what way can they be regarded as deities. Even the polytheists acknowledge this, yet they regard them as deities.

4. And the infidels said, 'This is not but a calumny which he has fabricated and some other people have helped him in it, undoubtedly, those unjust people have brought more falsehood.'

10. Like Nadar bin Harith, Abdullah bin Umayyah, Maufal bin Khaudid and their followers, who were saying that the Holy Qur'aan is the creation of the Blessed Prophet

11. This means Yahud like Addas and Yasaar, who had shown the Holy Prophet past incidents from the
deerah which the Prophet of Islam is translating in Arabic and telling the people and calling them as Qur'aan (May Allah Almighty protect us from it).

12. This tells us that it is a terrible injustice to accuse the Holy Prophet of slander, as well as a major lie. This is a worse sin than all other sins.
5. And they said, ‘These are fables of the ancients which he has written, so that they are read to him morning and evening.'

13. This means the polytheists are also saying that just as tales about Rustam and Alexandra the Great, etc. are found in books of myths, the Holy Qur’aan too constitutes of such mythological tales which have been given religious form and importance.

6. Say you, ‘It has been sent down by Him Who knows every secret thing of the heavens and the earth. Undoubtedly, He is the Most Forgiving and the Most Merciful.’

14. This means the Holy Qur’aan contains prophecies of the unseen which are beyond human intellect. It does not only provide historical data only. From this we understand that the presence of prophecies of the unseen in the Holy Qur’aan is a proof of its safety. He who rejects the knowledge of the unseen of the Holy Prophet is in reality rejecting his prophethood.

7. And they said, ‘What happened to this messenger; he eats food, and walks about in the market. Why was an angel not sent down to him that he might be a Warner with him?’

15. This means if they were prophets then they should have been free of want of eating, drinking and visiting market places like the angels. Because the angels are prophets therefore they do not indulge in eating and drinking. Since they call themselves as prophets then why do they eat and drink? These foolish people did not know that the angel is a prophet in the sense of being sent as a messenger to convey the messages only, and that too, to the Prophets only, while these are Prophets, meaning fountain head, who have been delegated with the duty of reforming the people and only the person of one’s own kind can reform his fellow beings.

16. Just look at the foolishness of the infidels, in that they can accept stones and sticks as deities, yet they make such excuses for rejecting prophethood and wanted to see Divine attributes in the Prophets. For instance, the Prophet should refrain from eating and drinking and from frequenting market areas.

17. This means there should be such an angel accompanying the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) who should be visible to us and who should tells us this is a true Prophet. Otherwise, angels would descend upon the Holy Prophet whom the Noble Companions and even the infidels had seen in human form and had become aware of their presence.
have any garden that he may eat therefrom 18. And the unjust people say, ‘You follow not but a man who has been bewitched 19.

18. Their aim was why did Allah Almighty not make His Beloved Prophet free of the want of eating and drinking. Or that he should not have any desire for food, and if he had, then this should have been satisfied from the unseen sources. This, too, they said from their outer observance. Otherwise, the Holy Prophet had unseen treasures under his control. He also had gardens of Paradise under his control. The Holy Prophet says "I have been given the keys of the treasures of the earth". Allah Almighty says: "O beloved! Undoubtedly. We have bestowed you abundance of good"

9. O beloved; see what kind of similitude they are coining for you, therefore, they have gone astray 20. Now they cannot find anyway 21.

20. This means those who were labelling him with such nonsensical things were all misguided. and would not find guidance in the future. They will never find the Straight Path.

21. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. To look only at the outer eating and drinking of the Prophet without observing his inner greatness is the way of the infidels.
2. To seek miracles without pondering over them is the way of the infidels.
3. Allah Almighty complains about His servants to His Beloved Prophet. This is for expressing His love for him.

SECTION: 2

10. Blessed is He Who, if He pleases, will do better for you then that; Gardens beneath which flow streams and He makes palaces for you 22.

22. This means Allah Almighty has full power to grant these things in their outer form.
but this is contrary to His law. If this is granted

11. Nay, they belie the Hour \(^{23}\), and for him who belies the Hour, We have prepared a blazing fire.

23. This means these people are not just rejecting you, they are rejecting Quran,

12. When it will see them from afar, they will hear its bubbling and shrieking \(^{24}\).

24. From this verse we learn that people will have the sense of perception like intelligence, sight, hearing, etc. Its fire will distinguish

13. And when they will be thrown into any narrow place thereof tied with chains, they will there request for death \(^{25}\).

25. From this emerge two issues:
1. The infidel would be pushed into Hell from the edge, with his hands and feet tied. He would reach its bottom in a fall.
2. The infidels would wish for death in it, but death will not come to them. Both these punishments would not come to the sinful believers. Insha-Allah sinful believers will neither be pushed from on top, nor wish for death

14. It will be said, ‘Do not request for one death today but request for many deaths’ \(^{26}\).

26. This means offer many supplications of death because death is only one and not more. Or this address is in the form of censure.

15. Say you, ‘Is this better or the abiding garden which is promised to those who fear, That is their reward and end \(^{27}\).

27. This means by law Paradise would be given to the pious as a form of reward, while the minor children of the believer would be going therein due to the bounty of Allah.
Almighty. Similar would be the case of some of the sinners going into Paradise after their

16. For them is therein all that they desire 28, they will abide therein forever. This is the promise made by your Lord as prayed for 29.

28. From this we learn that inmates of Paradise will not seek the forgiveness for their infidel relatives at all. Also, no desire of any evil will enter their hearts, because NAFSE AMMARAH - the baser soul, will not be found there. Therefore, whatever they say that will be accepted. Due to this baser soul, people express desire for evil things in this world, but every desire in Paradise will be expected.

29. This means the Paradise is worth seeking.

17. And the Day He will assemble them and those they worshipped besides Allah 30, then He will say to those gods, 'Have you led these Bondman of Mine astray or they themselves strayed away from the path 31.

30. By this it is meant that idols of the polytheists, stones, wood, moon, sun, etc. Hazrat Iesa and Hazrat Uzair (On them be peace) are not included in this, because the pronoun 'these' is used here which is used for inanimate objects. Says Allah Almighty:

"I undoubtedly you and whatever you worship besides Allah, are all the fuel of Hell" (S21.V98)

31. This question would be asked to disgrace the polytheists, otherwise, Allah Almighty knows that these stones, moon, and sun, had not instructed the polytheists to worship them.

18. They will say, 'Glory is to you, it was not befitting for us that we should take besides You any other patron 32, but you did allow them and their forefathers to carry on until they forgot 33 Your remembrance. And these were the people to be ruined.

32. This means when we ourselves did not accept anyone as a deity besides You, then how can one give such an instruction to them?

33. The purpose of this is not to raise an objection on Allah Almighty, but to express that these wicked people had taken undue
advantage of Your leniency, i.e. instead of
being grateful, they became infidels.

19. Now therefore the gods have
belied your sayings, you can neither
avert the torment nor can you help
yourselves 34. And who so amongst
you is a wrong doer, We shall make
him taste a big torment 35.

34. This means Oh disbelievers! you called
your deities gods, but they proved you liars.
Now neither will these deities be able to help
you, nor will We help you and nor will you be
able to help one another. From this we learn
that if Allah Almighty wills, the sinful
believers would be given help.
35. Here the word wrongdoer denotes infidels
and those who influence others towards
infidelity. Other than that, every infidel is a
wrong doer.

20. And as many messengers We sent
before you, they were all the same 36,
they ate food and walked about in
the markets 37. And We have made
one of you a test 38 for the other, and
O people! Will you have patience, and
O beloved! Your Lord is watching.

36. This means the present day infidels who say
that if he is a Prophet then why does he eat and
drink, why does he visits frequent market places?
This non sensible talk of theirs does not deserve
any attention. Every Prophet while in the world
used to eat and drink and would had been visiting
frequent market places. In what way can this
serve as an objection against prophethood?
37. However there is a great difference
between frequenting of the market by a Prophet
of Allah and us. We only go to such places to
promote our baser self i.e. to indulge in
materialistic activities while the Prophets go
to there to seek the pleasure of Allah Almighty.
Even if they trade, it is a form of propagating
the religion of Allah Almighty through which
people can learn the lawful principles of
commerce. Likewise, there is immense
difference in our spirit of worship and their's.
The passengers sit in the ship to be transported
to their destination, while the captain's duty is
to see that they reach their destination. Thus,
the passengers travel by paying their fare, while
the captain receives a salary for his effort. The
travellers in the ship of Islam are both the
Prophet and his followers but we are travelling
to reach our destination and the Prophet is to
pilot us to our destination.
38. This verse was revealed regarding Abu
Jahl, Walled bin Uqba, Aas bin Waaal, Nadar
bin Harith, etc. the leaders of Quraish who on
seeing the destitute companions Hazrat Bilal,
Hazrat Abu Zar Ghaffari, Hazrat Ammaar bin
Yasir, etc. (May Allah be pleased with them)
said that if we were to accept Islam, then these
poor Companions will have a higher status
than us because they had accepted Islam
before us. Or that we too will become poor
like them. In other words, these wretched
people had become a source of mischief for
these unfortunate persons. There are many
more traditions regarding the reason for
SECTION: 3

21. And those who do not hope to meet Us said 39, ‘Why not angels 40 are sent, to us, or we see our Lord’ 41. Undoubtedly they have become proud of themselves and they have become greatly contumacious 42.

39. This means the rejecters of the Day of Judgement, whether they may be rejecters of Allah Almighty or not. The second point seems more reliable, as is understood from the following subject matter.

40. This means man should not have been made a Prophet, instead prophethood should have been conferred upon the angels. Or it could mean why did the angels not appear before us to testify about the Holy Prophet 43.

41. By seeing is meant the vision of Allah Almighty would have made the medium of the Holy Prophet unnecessary. The servants would have received the blessings and bounties of Allah Almighty directly. This tells us that rejection of WASEELA or intercession is the way and habit of the infidels. We further learn that if the desire for the vision of Allah Almighty is for the purpose of love and pleasure, it is the way of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), but if it is on the basis of rejecting the Prophet, then this is the way of the infidels.

42. This means these Yahud had regarded themselves as important people that they were worthy of receiving bounties from Allah Almighty and the angels directly; and in this way became rejecters of the Holy Prophet's intercession.

22. The Day they will see the angels 43, that will not be a happy day for the guilty 44, and will say, ‘O Allah! Set a barrier forbidden between us and them 45.

43. At the time of their death or on the Day of Judgement because due to the blessings of the Holy Prophet the angels do not come into the world with Divine punishment.

44. This tells us that for the believers their death is an occasion of joy for them. It is for this reason that the day of death of the pious is regarded as their Urs or the day of their wedding.

23. And whatever work they had done 46, We have purposely made them minute particles 47 or dust scattered that are seen in the sunlight of the ventilator. 48

46. Good deeds, e.g. giving charity. maintaining good relations with one's relatives
and close friends, caring for the orphans, etc. as the sins of the infidels would be kept back, only their good deeds would be destroyed. For the acceptance of the pious deeds faith is a pre-requisite just as Wudu is the condition for Salah.

47. That the duration of their sins would not in any way be decreased by their good deeds. However, the punishment of some infidels does become lighter due to some of their good deeds, eg. Hazrat Abu Talib would be punished out of Hell because of his service to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم or that where he will enjoy privacy with his wife and children. Or else, MUSTAQAR would signify the world and MAQEEEL the Hereafter. The believer spends his life in the mosque and the infidel in the temple of idols. Of these the mosque is so much better. Or by MUSTAQAR is meant the places after reckoning and MAQEEEL is the place while giving reckoning.

24. Fellows of Paradise on that day will have a good destination and after the noon of reckoning a good place of rest 49.

49. Either by 'destination' is meant the grave, and by 'place of rest' is meant Paradise. The grave of the believer is a garden of Paradise, and his eternal abode is Paradise itself. Or by both these words means two sections of Paradise: MUSTAQAR is that place where the inmate of Paradise would be meeting his friends, while MAQEEEL is the section where he will enjoy privacy with his wife and children. Or else, MUSTAQAR would signify the world and MAQEEEL the Hereafter. The believer spends his life in the mosque and the infidel in the temple of idols. Of these the mosque is so much better. Or by MUSTAQAR is meant the places after reckoning and MAQEEEL is the place while giving reckoning.

25. And on the day the sky shall be split as-under with the Clouds 50 and the angels shall be sent down fully in large numbers 51.

50. This means the sky will be torn asunder and those cloud would become visible which are above the skies and under this cover (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

51. By this it is meant first angels from the first heaven will descend whose number will exceed the total population of men and jinns. Thereafter the second and third heavens will be torn apart and angels from there will descend. The number of angels of every heaven will exceed those from the heaven above them (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan and Roohul Ma'am). such a long day for the believer would spend the time taken for performing four Rak'aats.

26. The true Kingdom on that Day is of the Most Affectionate. And it is a hard day on the infidels 52.

52. On that day besides Allah Almighty, no one will have the sovereignty as was the case in the world. That day will be extremely severe on the infidels and very easy on the believers. Such a long day for the believer
27. And in the Day the wrongdoer will bite his hands saying 'O! Would that I had taken a way with the messenger.

53. Reason for its Revelation;
This verse was revealed regarding Uqbah bin Haf that at first had recited the Kalima and accepted Islam then became an apostate by listening to Ubay bin Khalf. The Holy Prophet had prophesied about his death, according to which he was killed in the Battle of Badr. Ubay bin Khalf was his friend about whose friendship Uqbah would be ashamed on the Day of Judgement. Although the purpose of revelation of this verse is specific but its injunction is general.

28. Ah! Woe to me would that anyhow I had not taken such a one for a friend.

54. From this we understand that two things are important for Faith - to inculcate love for the pious and to show complete dislike for the evil. It is for this reason that the infidels would be expressing regret at both of them. To keep religious friendship with the infidels is an act of infidelity, and worldly friendship is weakness of faith.

29. Undoubtedly, he led me astray from the admonition after it had come to me. And Satan will leave men deserted.

55. This tells us those who have gained the nearness of Allah Almighty will not abandon those who seek their intercession, but will help them. Hence it is important to befriend the pious while in the world whose help will prove beneficial in the Hereafter.

30. And the messenger said, 'O my Lord. My people have taken this Qur'aan as something to be abandoned.'

56. The Holy Prophet himself complained about this in the world to Allah Almighty, or would do this on the Day of Judgement.

31. And thus We made for every prophet an enemy from amongst the culprits. And your Lord is sufficient to guide and to help.

58. By this is meant that the infidels at all times had been enemies of the Prophets. Thus you should not become narrow-minded because of their enmity. He always gains more publicity whose enemies are more. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was created in opposition to the Pharaoh, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) in opposition to Namrod, the Holy Prophet him in opposition to Abu Jahl so that obedience to the Prophet can be seen.

59. It is He who will help you. It should
be remembered the help of those dear to Allah Almighty is indeed the help of the Divine. These sages are the reflections of the help of Allah Almighty. Thus, this verse does not necessarily prove that one cannot take the help of a servant of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "And help each other in righteousness and piety" (S5:V2).

32. And the infidels said, 'Why was the Qur‘ān not sent down all at once to them? 60. We have thus sent it down gradually that We may strengthen 61 your heart there with, and We recited it with gradual recitation 62.

60. This means just as the Taurah and the Injeel were revealed instantly, why was the Holy Qur‘ān , too, not revealed likewise. This objection is based on foolish assumption, because its revelation in stages is the biggest proof of it being a miracle. By opposing each verse it is revealing the helplessness of the infidels.

61. From this it is understood that the method of revelation of the Holy Qur‘ān is twice better than the method of revelation of the Taurat and Injeel. Firstly, those books were revealed instantly, while Qur‘ān was revealed in stages, secondly, those books were revealed in written form, while the Qur‘ān was revealed verbally. By coming in stages it became very easy for its followers to act upon it and it kept the line of communication between Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet open for all times. One can glean those meanings thorough verbal revelation which is not possible to obtain through written books, because many different meanings come to the fore through intonation and pronunciation. Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) said regarding the moon and the sun. "This is my Lord! " (S6:V78). If this expression is for information, then it is polytheism, but if it is in an interrogative tone, then it is pure faith. 62. In that He revealed it in a period of twenty three years. This tells us that the work of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty is indeed His work, because recitation of the Holy Qur‘ān was the work of Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) yet Allah Almighty says he recited it. In it there is a hint for the people that the Holy Qur‘ān should be recited slowly. Says Allah Almighty: "And recite the Qur‘ān slowly and thoughtfully". (S73:V4) Thus, do not recite the complete Qur‘ān quickly in a day in such a manner that nothing can be understood.

33. And they will not bring you and saying but We shall bring you the truth and a better explanation 63.

63. Here the word 'saying' signifies objection while the word Truth signifies its reply i.e. whatever objections the infidels would raise against the Holy Prophet We will give an excellent reply to these.

34. And those who shall be driven up upon their faces towards the Hell,
their destination is worst and worstly misguided from the path. 64.

64. From this we learn that just as the believer walks in this world, he would in a like manner walk freely on foot towards Paradise. In fact, some will be riding towards it. Only the infidels would be driven upon their faces to complete the road, because whatever has been mentioned in the Holy Qur'aan as punishment for the infidels, Allah Almighty will protect the believers from these.

SECTION: 4

35. And undoubtedly, We gave Musa the Book and his brother Haroon as Minister.

65. From this emerges a few issues:
(i) Taurah was revealed to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) only and not Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace). The latter was given the order to propagate the Taurah.
(ii) All the Prophets are not of equal rank - some are emperors while others are their ministers.

36. Then We said, 'both of you must go towards the people who have believed Our signs,' 66. Then We perished them after reckoning.

66. Here people refers to the Pharoah and his people, but the verses do not signify verses of Taurah Shareef and the miracles of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) because these had not reached Pharoah. Instead, the verses refer to the signs of Allah Almighty which point to the Oneness of Allah Almighty.

67. From this we learn that the Divine law is that no punishment has come upon any nation without them believing the Prophet of Allah.

37. And as to the people of Nuh, when they belied the Messengers 68. We drowned them and made them a sign 69 for the people. And We have already prepared a painful punishment for the oppressors.

68. Because not believing in one Prophet is equal to falsifying all the Prophets. Hence there is nothing objectionable about the verse.
69. In such a way that their stories have been related to the coming generations. Or that

38. And the 'Aad and the Thamud and the people of the well 71 and

(iii). No Prophet can become the minister of Allah Almighty because a minister is that person who helps the king to fulfil his needs and is able to bear the responsibilities of the kingdom. Allah Almighty is free from all such wants. He is totally Independent.
many generations in between.

71. The Aad are the people of Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) the Thamood are of Hazrat Salih (On whom be peace) and the people of the well are that of Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace), whose houses were situated near the well. They had closed this well with a heavy stone, and would open it at a stipulated time to take water out of it.

39. And We narrated examples to all and We obliterated all after complete annihilation.

72. Incidents about the destruction of the previous people, and the verses of fear and hope from which the listners and thinkers can take a lesson.

40. And necessarily, they have already visited the town where an evil rain came upon them. Had they not seen it? Nay, but they had no hope to be raised up alive.

73. These are settlements of the people of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) on whom stones had fallen and had been overturned. People of Arabia who would go to Syria for trade purposes would see the remains of these devastated and overturned settlements. From this we learn that for proof of historical incidents, reputable reports about them are sufficient, because the Arabs had known about the conditions and whereabouts of these ruins from personal observations and not from the verses of the Qur’aan.

41. And when they see you, they take you for mockery. Is this the one Allah has sent as a Messenger?

74. This tells us that to make a mockery of the prophet or look at anything of his with contempt is the way of the infidels.

75. Those who do not possess worldly glory and wealth. This tells us that prophethood cannot be seen from the outer-sight. It requires the discerning eye of faith.

42. It was near that he would have made us astray from our gods if we had not preserved towards them. Now they wish to know, the day when they shall see the torment that who was astray from the path.

76. From this we understand that even the infidels had acknowledged the strong influence
of miracles. They would say that had they not been fully obstinate, they would long ago have been driven away from their infidelity. This tells us that treatment of obstinacy is impossible. 77. Either the infidels or the believers.

43. Have you seen him who has taken as his god 78 to be his own desire? Will you then take the responsibility of being a guardian over him? 79.

78. It was the custom of the polytheists of Arabia that everyone from them had been worshipping one stone. After a while when they found a better stone, they would discard that stone and begin worshipping the new one. Thus everyone was totally free to follow his own desires and did as he pleased. This has been discussed in this verse. This tells us that freedom is a good thing but non-restriction and lawlessness is detrimental. Here the word ILAH denotes one who is obeyed and HAWA signifies that desire which is contrary to Quranic order.

44. Or do you think that most of them hear and understand? 80. They are not but like cattle, nay, but they are the worst astray from the path 81.

80. Not at all. This verse is the commentary of the following verse: "Nor you make the deaf to hear the call" (S30:V52). This tells us that in these verses the blind, the deaf and the dead denote the infidels whose hearts are dead and the eyes and ears are blind and deaf, unable to see and hear the Truth.

81. From this verse is understood any intelligence which is unable to recognize Allah Almighty and His Messenger is stupidity, because they are the true objectives of life. We further learn that their recognition is not achieved merely from one's intelligence, but it is truly achieved through the bounty of Allah Almighty. Observe, the stones and dry wood recognized the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) but those who failed to believe in him were people like Abu Jahl. They became worse than the animals because the animals recite the glory of Allah Almighty, they obey and recognize the masters who feed them, they understand things which are beneficial and harmful, they recognize their home. But the infidels fail to understand any of these.

SECTION: 5

45. O beloved! Have you not seen your Lord 82 that how He has spread the shadow 83. And if He had willed, He would have made it stationary 84.

The infidels called polytheism, guidance and faith as apostasy. Allah Almighty replied to them in their own expression that in future they themselves would be able to decide who had gone astray, and who have been on the path of Truth.

To eat and drink, without fasting, in the month of Ramadaan would be included in HAWA, not giving Zakaat when this is due, too, is HAWA. 79. Not at all. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is the custodian and pleader for the believers, because the lack of custodian for the infidels is being mentioned here. Says Allah Almighty: "Undoubtedly We sent towards you a Messenger who is witness over you" (S73:V15).
then We have made the sun guide over it 85.

82. This tells us that the Holy Prophet saw Allah Almighty with his own eyes, and has seen the entire creation being created because the Holy Prophet is the first in the creation of Allah Almighty and everything is created in his presence. Therefore, on the occasion of the first Revelation, the Holy Prophet recognized Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) as an angel and whatever he spoke as Divine Revelation. Thus if the Holy Prophet had not recognized him, the verse "Recite with the name of your Lord who created" (S96:V1) would not have remained a certainty.

46. Then We rolled it up towards Us slowly, slowly 86.

86. Thus as the sun began to rise, darkness began to fall away and light began to spread.

47. And it is He who has made for you the night a covering 87 and the sleep a rest 88 and made the day to rise up 89.

87. In that the night conceals all sorts of people and all types of deeds. It should be remembered that here the word covering does not denote religious covering. Hence, wearing clothes even at night is obligatory. You cannot offer Salaah in the darkness of the night in the nude.

88. Sleep for the general people is rest for the body and for the specific people it is rest for the soul, for they are privileged by seeing Allah Almighty and the beloved Prophet while in this state.

89. By this is meant that during the day do your work and seek your sustenance. You will be raised after death on the Day of Judgement in the same way.

48. And it is He Who has sent winds bearing glad tidings 90 before His Mercy, and We sent down water from the sky 91 purifying 92.

90. The Holy QUR’AAN refers to wind of mercy as RAYAAH and the destructive wind as REEH. Hence here REEYAH denotes winds of mercy which bring forth rain, brings benefits to the creation as is understood from the next verse.

91. From the sky or due to the sky, in that, from the heat of the sun He made vapour from
the waters of the oceans. Then, He raised this vapour upwards to cause condensation. Then He let it come down as rain. May Allah be praised.

49. So that We may thereby give life to a dead city, and give it for drink to Our created many cattle and men.

93. It should be remembered that due to the blessing of the rain, water gathers into wells, ponds, rivers, etc. Therefore, all these dry up during a drought. In some places people only drink rain water. Hence, the verse is crystal clear and no objection can be raised against it.

50. And undoubtedly, We have fixed turn of water amongst them that they may take heed, but most of the people accepted not but being ungrateful.

94. In that sometimes it rains at one place and at other times at another place. Then it comes each time in due course. Similarly, the

51. And if We had willed, We would have sent a warner to every town.

95. Yet He did not do this. Instead, He made only the Holy Prophet the guide for entire mankind. All the Prophets were stars, but you Oh My Beloved.

52. Obey then not the infidels and wage war against them with this Qur’aan mighty war.

96. The major Jihad takes different forms: verbal form is propagation, to refute the infidels and their deities, to abhor them whole-heartedly to remain aloof from all of them. Not to maintain links of love with them, etc.

53. And it is He Who caused to flow two seas together, this one is sweet, very palatable and this one saltish, bitter in taste, and placed a barrier in between them and a forbidden ban.

97. From this we understand that Wudu and Ghusal are permissible by using rain water, as well as from other water which is like rain water.
97. Some portion of the ocean are salty and bitter while other parts are sweet. Yet the sweet and the salty does not mix into one another, though water by nature mixes easily. In this Allah Almighty has reflected His absolute Power.

98. This means from the sperms of the parents He made bone structure from the sperm of the father and the meat from the sperm of the mother. Therefore family lineage is from the father and not from the mother. Hazrat Adam, Bibi Hawa and Hazrat Iesa (On them be peace) are excluded from this natural law and this separation is brought about by the Holy Qur’AAN. Thus law is one thing but Divine Power is another. We are duty bound to the law, not Allah Almighty. Regarding Hazrat Iesa (On whom be peace) Allah Almighty says:

55. And they worship besides Allah that which can neither do well to them nor can harm them 100 and the infidel helps the devil against his Lord 101.

100. This means that there is no benefit from their worship, nor is there any harm from their abstention of worship. In fact, the matter is the opposite. There is benefit in not worshipping them and harm in worshipping them. Otherwise stones, trees, moon, the sun, etc render many benefits. Hence nobody can raise this objection on the verse that why did Allah Almighty refer to these beneficial things as useless.

101. This tells us that indulging in infidelity and polytheism is aiding the devil and confronting Allah Almighty.

56. And We have not sent you but as a bearer of glad tidings and a Warner 102.

102. The Holy Prophet ﷺ would give glad tidings of Paradise and warning of fear about Hell. He does not prophesy about any prophet because there is no prophet that would be coming after him. Thus the Qadyanis cannot use this verse as a proof because here 'bearer of glad tidings' is used with Warner, not with verification. Wherever mention is made of the verification by the Holy Prophet ﷺ no mention is made of his prophecy.
this but whosoever wills may take away towards his Lord 103.

103. This means your acceptance of guidance and being an obedient servant of Allah Almighty is indeed my reward, because Allah Almighty would be rewarding me for that. And that is the meaning of this verse:

58. And rely you upon the living One that will never die 104 and glorify Him admiring. And Sufficient is He, Aware of the sins of His bondmen.

104. Here the word TRUST is trust as stipulated by Islam i.e. to act in accordance with the resources, and to place absolute trust in Allah Almighty. Trust in the mystical life is the abandonment of motives and material resources.

59. Who made heavens and earth and whatever is between them in six days, 105 then He settled Himself on the throne befitting His dignity? The Most Affectionate Ask you then concerning Him anyone who knows 106.

105. This means amounting to six days, otherwise at that point in time there was no sun. Days and nights are caused by the movement of the sun. In this respect there is education for man that he should not become hasty in any matter. Any work which is done with calmness is always done well.

106. This means Oh those who recite the Holy QUR AAN ask the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم about praises and laudation of Allah Almighty because Allah Almighty is One who is praised and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the most commendable in respect of praise. Likewise, ask Allah Almighty for Na'at (praises) of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because Allah Almighty is the One Who Praises the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is His praised one! Thus the address here is made to the believers, while 'anyone who knows' refers to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

60. And when it is said to them, prostrate 107 yourself before the Most Affectionate, they say, 'what is the Most Affectionate, shall we prostrate to such whom you bid to us? And this order increased their aversion 108.

107. Offer Salaah to gain the pleasure of Allah Almighty. Here the word Sajdah denotes the entire Salaah. Because Sajdah is the lofty essential of Salaah, it has been mentioned here. From this we learn that the infidels are duty-bound to worship by Allah Almighty. It is obligatory upon them to accept Islam and perform their Salaah.

108. This tells us that the teachings of the Prophet proves a greater means of aversion to
those who are wretched; just as the eyes of the
SECTION: 6
61. Most Blessed is He Who made
constellations in the sky and placed
therein a lamp and a shining moon 109.

109. The word Siraj denotes bright by itself and
Muneer signifies brightened by someone. The
sun is bright on its own while the moon receives
brightness from the sun. Hence Allah Almighty
has referred to the sun as Siraj and the moon as
Muneer. It should be remembered, that Allah
Almighty has also called the sun as Siraj and our
Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم as "brightening
sun" (S33:V46) because everyone received light
from the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم but the
Messenger of Allah صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم was not
illuminated by anyone in the creation. In
addition, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم
coming in this world is like the rising sun
which obviated the need for any light. It should
be observed that the sun extinguishes all lights
but it illuminates the insignificant specks. The
Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم abrogated the
religions of the previous Prophets, but he
illuminated the Ulama and the Saints of Allah
Almighty. It should be remembered that the
sun, the moon, etc are in the orbit of the sky
and not in the sky itself. The sky is very far
from them.
62. And He it is Who has made
the night and day changing 110 one after
the other, for him who wishes to pay
attention or intends to be grateful 111.

110. In that the night is the successor of the sun
and the sun is the successor of the night. Thus,
the worship left out in the night must be offered
as Qaza in the day, and that of the day at the
night (Tafsir Khabanul Irfaan). The coming
of the day and night one after the other reflects
the Power of Allah Almighty.
111. This means that the intelligent believer
obtains full benefits from the things of the
world because through these means he acquires
knowledge of Allah Almighty. The unmindful
person remains totally bereft of this type of
reflecting and deliberating. Every particle of
the world to the believer is a book of the
mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty.
63. And the bondmen of the Most
Affectionate are those who walk on
the earth modestly 112 and when the
ignorant addresses them, they say,
'peace' 113.

112. This means the manner of movement of
the believers is one of humility and politeness
i.e. when they walk they lower their gaze, and
walk with slow steps. They neither knock nor
stamp their feet, nor walk with vanity and pride.
113. By this greeting is meant greeting of
desisting and not of salutation. It is like saying
to someone Salaam to you from far. This mild
conversation is for your own. If, in the affairs
of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet's
صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم honour are at stake, then
one becomes dutybound to adopt a hard line.
Says Allah Almighty: "They are hard against
the infidels" (S48:V29).
64. And those who pass the night for their Lord in prostration and standing.

114. From this emerge several issues:
1. That Salatul Tahajjud is an excellent prayer.
2. That Qiyam and Sajdah in Salaah are its lofty essentials.
3. A little worship in Tahajjud gains the reward of the worship of the entire night.

65. And those who request, 'O our Lord', avert from us the torment of the Hell; undoubtedly, its torment is insupportable.

115. This means that the believers seek refuge from Hell despite their intense worship and performing mystical exercises. They are never proud of their worship nor boast about it.

66. Undoubtedly, that is vile place of abode.

116. This means for him Hell is the place of punishment and his abode. For those angels or inmates of Paradise who would be going into Hell to take the sinful believers out of it, the Hell would not be a place of punishment.

67. And those who when they expend neither exceed the limit nor they are straitened and remain in between the two on the middle path.

117. By Israaf - wastage - is either meant spending wealth on unlawful things, or to spend in excess on lawful things. To lessen the spending on the stipulated rights by Allah Almighty is miserliness. One should remember that to spend excessively in order to attain piety should not be regarded as wastage. A person on seeing a pious person giving excessive charity remarked: "There is no piety on wastage" On hearing this the pious man replied: "There is no wastage on gaining piety".

68. And those who worship not any other god along with Allah, and kill not the same that Allah has forbidden unjustly and do not commit adultery; and whosoever does this shall get the punishment.

118. They remain totally aloof from infidelity, polytheism and defective beliefs. It should be remembered that mention has been made of polytheism because this is the worst form of defective beliefs, the other defective beliefs are subordinate to it.

119. To kill a wicked person. Similarly to sacrifice an honourable life for the sake of truth is also permissible. Hence it is lawful to kill the infidels in a battle. To kill a Muslim thief and an adulterer is also allowed.
69. The torment shall be multiplied to him on the Day of Resurrection, and he shall abide therein forever-disgraced 120.

120. If he committed these sins by regarding them as lawful acts then he would become an infidel, and an infidel, would remain in Hell eternally. But if he did them with the knowledge that they are unlawful acts, then he will remain in Hell for a very long period. The first meaning is more apparent because further on, with repentance, bringing of faith is also mentioned.

70. But he who repents 121 and believes and does good deeds 122 then Allah will change 123 the vices of such persons with virtues. And Allah is the Most Forgiving and the Most Merciful.

121. From this we learn that repentance can be sought in matters of murder, but only with Divine right. As far as human rights are concerned, it is important to seek the forgiveness from the person concerned. In other words, to pay blood money to the heirs of the victim and seek forgiveness from them would be the repentance of murder.

122. From this we learn that a prerequisite for repentance is to change your bad deeds thereafter. Express remorse at the previous sins, and safeguard yourself from the sin in future. These are two pillars of repentance.

71. And whosoever repents and does good deeds, the he turned towards Allah in a manner, as it was necessary 124.

124. This means true and sincere repentance is of that person whose deeds become pious after offering repentance and whose character becomes in accordance to what he says.

72. And those who do not give false evidence 125 and when they pass by anything vain pass on keeping their dignity 126.

125. In that they keep their distance from the gatherings of dishonest and evil doers so that they do not get the chance of testifying for the liars. It is for this reason that our Ulama say do not go to listen to the lectures of those whose beliefs are defective and refrain from the
fun fair of the infidels, because all these things are included under falsehood. 
126. This means they do not attend evil gatherings. If they happen to come across evil 
73. And those who when they are 
reminded of the signs of their Lord fall not there at deaf and blind 127.

127. From this emerge two issues:
1. With regards to verses of the Holy Qur'aan, one should either ponder and reflect if one has the knowledge and ability for it, or else follow those who have the knowledge. Says Allah Almighty: "Then Oh people! ask the men of knowledge if you know not" (S16:V43).
2. To understand the Qur'aanic injunctions

74. And those who submit, 'O our Lord', grant us from our wives and offspring the coolness of eyes 128 and make us the leader of those who guard themselves against evil 129.

128. This means Oh Allah Almighty grant us such pious wives and children who will cool our eyes and gladden our hearts at seeing their piety. It should be remembered that the piety and fear of Allah Almighty of the children of the believers provides coolness to the graves of their parents. As a result they obtain peace and paradise in the grave. Due to such pious children the rank and status of the parents continue to grow.
129. From this we learn that it is commendable to seek religious leadership.

75. Those shall be rewarded with the highest upper apartment of the paradise, the recompense 130 of their patience, and they will be received there in with greetings and peace 131.

130. Because they had performed such excellent deeds that they themselves became pious and made their wives and children pious as well.
131. That at their time of death angels would lead them. Or that at the time of entering the grave or Paradise, their time of death would be one of delight and happiness. May Allah Almighty grant the same for sinners like us as well. Amin. Oh Lord of the worlds
grant this to us through the medium and Waseelah of Your Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم

76. They shall abide therein forever, what a decent place of abode and habitation 132.

132. This means only those would be deriving benefit from Paradise who would find a place to stay there. Otherwise, infidels would be shown Paradise in the graves then it would be snatched away from them which would overwhelm them with grief.

77. Say you, 'you are of no value 133 to my Lord if you do not worship Him 134, then indeed you belied 135 therefore now there will be a cleaving torment 136.

133. This means those who do not worship Allah Almighty, have no value and respect in the Divine court. From it we reach this conclusion that the pious and worshipping believer has great value and respect by Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "The honour is for Allah and His Messenger and the believers" (S63:V8). This respect and honour would be in accordance with their degree of piety and worship.

134. A human being is a heap of sand or water. The light of faith is a praiseworthy thing found in him. "If the light of Godliness is not found in man, then what value is there for this

scented heap of water and mud. Thus, the value and respect of man is linked with his faith and worship.

135. For the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم Just as he is the leader of all the Prophets, his rejecters are the worst infidels among all the infidels, and his followers are the best Ummah (people) among all the nations and people.

136. This means necessary and eternal punishment, or on the occasion of worldly battles, like the Battle of Badr, etc. or in the grave or on the day of Judgement, or after reaching Hell.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION: 1

1. Ta, Seen, Mim

2. These are the signs of a bright book 2.

2. By 'the Bright Book' is meant the Holy QUR'AN. Because it was crystal clear that the Holy QUR'AN is the Book of Allah Almighty, therefore all Arabia had become helpless at opposing its Divinity. Hence, it is described as 'bright'.

3. Haply you will lay down your life in the grief that they believed not 3.

3. In this there is an expression of the intensity of the Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم being the beloved of Allah Almighty. In addition, mention is made of the Holy Prophet's صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم intense kindness for the creation. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is kind to the followers, and Allah Almighty is kind to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. This means Oh My Beloved! Are you going to give up your life due to grief because they do not want to accept faith? Do not grieve at all! It should be remembered that until the Day of Judgement our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم becomes grieved at our sinful deeds. Says Allah Almighty: "Heavy upon him is your suffering, he ardently desires your welfare" (S9:V128).

4. If We willed, we could send down any sign upon them from the heavens, so that their high ones could remain bowed down before it 4.

4. When the infidels of Makkah did not declare faith in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم it became extremely unpalatable for him. In response these verses were revealed in which it is reported that he should not be saddened by their infidelity. You did your duty of propag-
5. And there comes not to them any new admonition ⁵ from the Most Affectionate, but they will turn their faces from it ⁶.

5. It should be remembered that the coming of admonition to them is new. Or else, the Holy QUR’AAN is an ancient Book of Allah Almighty.

6. This means the reason for the infidels remaining on infidelity is that they listen to Quranic verses inattentively - they listen to it with outer ears and not with their inner ears.

6. Therefore, undoubtedly they belied, now soon there is to come to them the tidings of their mocking at⁷.

7. This means that they would soon be plunged into punishment of Badr, their death,

7. Have they not seen the earth, how many noble pairs have We caused to grow their in ⁸?

8. Human pairs, males and females, fortunate and wretched, black and white; animal pairs - beneficial and harmful, lawful and unlawful pairs in plants - beneficial and harmful. Or there is in every botanical species

8. undoubtedly, therein necessarily is a ⁹ sign, but most of them are not to believed.¹⁰

9. That water, the earth, the sun and the air, are all one, but the things which are created from them are different. From this one can understand the absolute Power of Allah Almighty.

10. Because Oh My Beloved he who did not declare faith in you can in no other way understand Allah Almighty. Those among them who believe in you, will surely understand and know Allah Almighty. It is for this reason that the word 'often' is used. It should be remembered this 'often' is not supplementary because most people of Arabia did eventually accept Islam. Just a few died as infidels. Here the word 'often' is used to denote many.

From this we learn that the Holy QUR’AAN should be listened to with utmost attentiveness. To show inattentiveness and unwillingness, is the action of the infidels. Wherever Muslims are engaged in business and are unable to pay attention to the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN, it is not permissible to recite it at such places.

of the grave or of the Day of Judgement.

a male and a female. In all these pairs there are good as well as the bad and the Creator of all of them is Allah Almighty. But mention is made of the good in order to bestow honour on them.
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9. And undoubtedly, your Lord necessarily He is dignified, Merciful.

11. Punishing the evil doers is the expression of Allah Almighty's honour and sectional concerns.

SECTION: 2

10. And recall when your Lord called Musa saying, 'go to the people unjust'.

12. In the valley of Aman while going from Madyan to Egypt, when he was bestowed with prophethood.

11. The people of Pharaoh (Firawn) Will they not fear?

13. The Qibtee people. Although Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was the prophet to the Israelites as well, but the special message they are mentioned here was for the Qibtees. Therefore they are mentioned.

12. He submitted, ' O Lord', I fear that they will belie me.

14. This 'fear' denotes anxiety, i.e. the fear of oppression of the oppressor. This type of fear is not against prophethood and in the verse 'no fear upon them' where fear denotes obedience.

13. And my breast straitens and my tongue does not move fluently, therefore make Haaroon a Messenger.

15. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) expressed three reasons for the prophethood of Haaroon (On whom be peace): the fear of Pharaoh's oppression, tightness of the heart at the time of being falsified by Pharaoh, i.e. great deal of emotional outbreak and much fear which could bring about a hinderance in his preaching, his handicap of stammering which obstructed clarity of speech. It has been stated in TafsirTunweerul - Mayyats that by tightening

14. And they have a charge against me, so I fear they may kill me.

17. Murder of the Qibtee (Pharaoh's man). From the pronoun 'they' we understand that the murder of the Qibtee was not a crime according to religious law, but it was a criminal act in terms of Pharaoh's law.

18. There are many types of fears: fear of
15. (Allah) said, ‘not 19 so; go both of you with Our signs, We hear with you 20.

19. This means from now neither will you stutter, nor will you experience tightness of the heart, nor will they ever have control over you. From this we learn that Prophets are never dumb, deaf, nor of tight heart. We further understand that they are under a special gaze of kindness of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty to His Beloved Prophet "Verily you are before Our eyes" (S52:V48).

20. From it we learn that Allah Almighty is with His beloved servants and is found near them. If you want to seek Allah Almighty, then go to the doors (Mazaars) of the pious.

16. Therefore go to Pharaoh 21 (Firawn) then say to him, ‘both of us are the Messenger of Him Who is the Lord of the worlds 22.

21. The name of this Pharaoh was Waleed bin Musib. His appellation was Abul Abbas and he lived for four hundred and sixty years (Tafseer Roohul Ma’ani). There are many other statements regarding his name and age as well.

22. Although Hazrat Moosa and Hazrat Haroon (On them be peace) were both Prophets, but because Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace) was his minister, the singular form of the noun is used. Hearing this, Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) left for Egypt. At that time he was wearing a cloak of expensive woollen cloth, he had a walking stick in his blessed hand, on the edge of the stick was a bag in which were things needed for the journey. Firstly he went to Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace) and informed him about his prophethood and gave him glad-tidings that he had been bestowed with prophethood. He asked him to accompany him to the Pharaoh. His beloved mother became frightened on hearing this and said that the Pharaoh is searching for him to have him killed, but Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) did not stop. In the morning he came to Pharaoh’s court and delivered the message of Allah Almighty.

17. That sends you the children of Israel with us 23.

23. From this we learn that even the infidels are duty bound to certain laws. It had been made obligatory upon the Pharaoh to free the Israelites.

18. (Firawn) said, ‘did we not bring you up among us in your childhood, and you did pass among us many years of your Life 24?

24. For thirty years Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) had been using Pharoah’s food, clothes, homes. From this emerge a few issues:
1. Anyone whose earnings are mixed with lawful and unlawful things, it is permissible to eat at such a person's home.
2. It is permissible to eat from the infidels. If those things were unlawful, then

19. And you did your deed you did and you were ungrateful.

25. That is, he killed the Qibtee.
26. He did not express gratitude for our

20. (Musa) said, 'I did it when I was unaware of the path'.

27. This means I did not think that this wretched Qibtee would die with just a single slap of mine. In short, Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) says that he had no intention of killing Pharaoh's man, but to teach him good manners.

21. Therefore I went away from you when I was afraid of you, then my Lord bestowed me wisdom and made me one of the Messenger.

28. He left Egypt and went to Madyan.
29. At the time of coming from Madyan to

22. And this is any grace of which you speak to me that you have enslaved the children of Israel.

30. This means Oh Pharaoh, you are expressing your kindness for my upbringing, and are accusing me of the murder of a single

23. (Firawn) Pharaoh said, 'and what is the Lords of the worlds?

31. From this question we learn that the Pharaoh has rejected Allah Almighty. In fact, he had declared himself as lord of the worlds. His objective was to declare that I am the lord of the worlds and I have not made you the prophet, then how have you become a prophet? Or its purpose was to outline the qualities of the Lord of the worlds.

24. (Musa) said, 'the Lord of the Heavens and the earth of all that is between them if you would believe.'
own ability. The Pharaoh was acquainted with the physical world, but he was totally ignorant of the world of Light, the world of matter, the spiritual world, etc. Therefore, Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) mentioned about the physical world only, and that, too, regarding things between the heavens and the earth about which he was aware. Otherwise, Allah Almighty is the Lord of the entire universe,

25. (Firawn the Pharaoh) said to those around him, ‘do you not hear carefully 34? 

34. At that time, five hundred special people in decorative dressings of jewellery were sitting around him on chairs that were joined to one another. These people were of the belief that the Pharaoh was the creator of the heavens and the earth. Or, they believed that the heavens and the earth were eternal, the ancient does not require a creator, hence they did not believe in a creator for them.

26. (Musa) told, ‘your Lord and the Lord of former fathers 35’

35. This means if you believe in the heavens and the earth to be ancient, then your ancestors are not ancient and are in need of a creator. Allah Almighty is He who created you and them and took care of you.

27. (Firawn) said, ‘your this Messenger who has been sent to you has necessarily, no wisdom 36.

36. Because they are believing in someone else as god besides ME without having seen Him. It should be remembered that the Pharaoh’s calling of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) as a prophet was simply to make fun of him, while his saying of ‘your prophethood’ denotes that even if he is a Prophet, he may be yours, not mine because I am lord (Allah forbid).

28. (Musa) said, ‘the Lord of east and west and whatever is between them if you have wisdom 37.

37. This means rising of the sun from the east and setting in the west. This points to the change in seasons and harvests. That these are not ancient but they are under the control of a supreme power. Hence it is clear that you cannot be their god, because they are in existence before you. You have absolutely no effect over them. Hence, He who brings them into motion, accept him as your Lord (Allah be praised!).

29. (Firawn) said, ‘if you will take a god beside me, then I certainly whether they be physical worlds or any other.

33. Positive proof is spoken of about matters of knowledge. It is for this reason that knowledge of Allah Almighty is not called definitive. What it really means is Oh people of the Pharaoh, if you have the ability to ponder over the verses or signs of Allah Almighty, then try and understand your Lord through these.
imprison you.  

38. This conversation is revealing the helplessness and weakness of the Pharaoh and the awesome power of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), because Pharaoh gave no reply to the proofs provided by Hazrat Moosa.

30. (Musa) said, what, even though I bring you something bright?

39. This means my miracles, which are the manifest proof of my Prophethood. The purpose is to show that through the blessings of Allah Almighty, you cannot even imprison me.

31. (Firawn) said, 'bring it then, if you are truthful?'

32. Therefore (Musa) threw down his staff hence it became a serpent manifest.

40. From this we learn that miracles are presented as proofs of prophethood and not to destroy the infidels. Otherwise, the stick of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) turning into a snake could have swallowed the Pharaoh. Our beloved Prophet, upon him be peace and salutations, split the moon but did not destroy Abu Jahl by splitting his heart. You should also remember,

33. And he drew forth his hand, henceforth it was shining light to the beholders.

41. By stating 'beholders' it is shown that only the palm of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) would shine. The back of the blessed palm which would always be facing towards him would remain normal.

SECTION: 3

34. (Firawn) said to the chiefs, 'undoubtedly, he is a magician learned'.

42. This means that the absence of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) for so many days denotes that he had gone somewhere to study witchcraft and has now come back fully acquainted with it. He said this so that his courtiers may not believe in Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace).
35. He desires to expel you from your land by the power of his magic, then what you advice 43?

43. For the first time the Pharaoh sought their advice. Prior to this, he would do everything according to his own wishes (Tafseer Roohul Ma'ani).

36. They said, ‘make him and his brother stay and send collectors in the cities 44.

44. So that he could assemble all the magicians of Egypt who could oppose Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). The purpose of this was to prove through magic that such miracles are not the proof of prophethood. Such feats are performed by our magicians also, but they are not prophets (Allah forbid).

37. That they may bring to you every big magician learned 45.

45. This tells us that at that time, magic wielded great power. Accordingly, Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was given such miracles. If Mirza Goolam Qadyani, had been a prophet, then in his time, science was the power of the day and he should thus have been given miracles based on it.

38. So the magicians were assembled together a fixed time on an appointed day 46.

46. On the day of the fair of the people of Pharaoh at midday.

39. And it was said to the people, ‘will you assemble’?

40. Haply, we may follow 47 these magicians if they over come 48.

47. This means if the magicians overpower Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), then we should, in keeping with the obedience of the magicians accept the Pharaoh as god. The magicians were worshipping the Pharaoh and the same obedience is meant here, and not accepting him as their king. And if Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) is victorious, then we will neither obey him nor give up the worshipping of the Pharaoh. Therefore, no mention is made of victory of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). Today, those who attend debates with the intention that if our false Alim gains victory we will joyously accept it, but if the opposing Alim overpowers him, even if he is on the right path, we will not accept him. If the purpose of the debate is merely to embarrass the truthful, then these people would be following this method of the people of Pharaoh.

48. His objective was to stop the people from following Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), and not to accept the religion of the magicians. The magicians themselves were
following the religion of the Pharaoh by

41. Then when the magicians came, they said to Firawun, ‘Will we get some wage if we over come?’

42. (Firawun) said, ‘Yes, and at that time you will be our near ones.‘

49. If you gain victory, you would be given special honor in Pharaoh’s court. You would be allowed first to come to the court, and last to leave it. Ministerial positions would be your possessions. This was the highest form of respect by him. But, eventually the magicians became the true devotees of Allah Almighty and gained His nearness, through the blessings of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace).

43. Musa said to them, ‘Cast you down what you have to cast’.

50. From this we understand that for the sake of disgracing a person, a magician can be given the permission to practise magic or to prove someone as false, one can seek the assistance of a fortune teller. The true objective there was to show the weakness between

44. Therefore they cast down their ropes and staves and said, ‘By Firawun’s honor, undoubtedly, we are the winners.

51. Because we are the most famous magicians of our land. Today we had used

45. Then Musa cast his staff, henceforth it began to swallow those fabricants.

52. This means all their ropes, sticks and beams which were appearing in the form of snakes were all swallowed. Afterwards, when Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) held it, it became a stick once again, neither increasing in size nor weight. This tells us that when the stick would assume the form of a snake, it too would eat and drink. These were the laws, governing this shape. The Holy Prophet is the light of Allah Almighty, but his eating, drinking, sleeping, and being awake are the outer laws of this human form.

46. Now they fell down prostrated.

53. From this we learn that no knowledge is evil. These magicians obtained faith through their knowledge of magic. They had differentiated between miracle and magic. However, to cast a spell through magic is a sin. The scholars of Islam go on to state that
wherever there is a strong influence of magic, it is necessary to equip yourself with this type of knowledge in order to repudiate its influence.

47. The magicians said, We believed in the Lords of the worlds.

48. Who is the Lord of Musa and Haroon 54?

54. This tells us that the Prophet is the identification of Allah Almighty. He is the true Lord whom the Prophets and the pious servants have accepted as lords, because human intellect sometimes accepts the moon and the sun as god. The magicians had proclaimed that the Lord of the Worlds is He whom Hazrat Moosa and Hazrat Haroon (On them be peace) have accepted and as such Pharoah and other things are not deities.

49. (Firawn) said, 'have you believed in him before I give you leave 55? Undoubtedly, he is your big one who taught you magic; now you are to know, I swear, undoubtedly I shall cut off your hands and your feet’s an alternate sides, and shall crucify you all 56.

55. Here the word 'before' denotes without meaning why did you declare faith in Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) without my permission. It does not mean that the Pharoah was going to give the permission to the magicians to accept faith. It should be remembered that at that point in time the Pharoah did not say anything to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). This was the revelation of that same Divine promise that the Pharoah will not say anything to you. Otherwise he regarded Hazrat Moosa’s (On whom be peace) fault greater than that of the magicians.

56. The promise of Allah Almighty was fulfilled in that though the Pharoah had crucified the magicians, he said nothing to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace)

50. They said, 'there is no harm we are to return to our Lord 57.

57. This tells us that the death of a believer is a joy for him, as by means of it he meets Allah Almighty. Therefore, the death of the pious is called Urs or wedding, as it is the means of meeting of the beloveds. The death of an infidel is like the arrest of an escaped prisoner (Allah be praised). As soon as the magicians accepted faith, there was no fear left in their hearts besides that of Allah Almighty. "There is no fear nor any grief upon the friends of Allah" (S10:V62).

51. We are greedy that our Lord may forgive our sins since we have believed first 58.
58. Because the reward of the first good deed is greater. Thereafter all those who would be doing the good deeds, is in response to the first person, that person would receive all the rewards, as well as the doers of the good deeds, their reward would not be decreased in any way. What they meant was we are the first to declare faith in Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). From this we learn that a believer does not fear anyone besides Allah Almighty. As soon as these magicians gained companionship with Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), they attained the highest rank in faith. In a single day they became believers, saints, companions, people of patience and martyrs. "Oh mindful man, seek not religion in the books, knowledge and wisdom are in books, but religion is obtained through the gaze of the pious".

SECTION: 4

52. And we revealed to Musa travel by night with My bondmen, undoubtedly, you are to be followed 59.
59. This means take the Israelites and go out of Egypt. The Pharaoh will come in pursuit

53. Now Firawn sent collectors in the cities 60.
60. A person who would be gathering the army of Pharaoh. This army should go out in pursuit of the Israelites and capture them. If it requires battle with them, for this purpose they

54. That these are a small party 61.
61. At that time, the Israelites numbered six hundred and seventy thousand, but the army of the Pharaoh was to great a number. He called the Israelites few because of the hugeness of

55. And indeed they are engraining us 62.
62. In that when they stayed in Egypt, they did so opposing us, when without our permission they went out of Egypt. At the time of departure they took our gold as well. From

56. And undoubtedly, we all are vigilant 63.
63. They are fully armed, and prepared and are in no way negligent of it. Thus, today

57. Therefore We turned them out 64 from gardens and springs.
64. This tells us that wherever there is the holy grave of a Prophet, no Divine punishment can come there. In Egypt there were graves of Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) and his brothers. For this reason the Pharaoh was not punished while he stayed there. But this came to him after he had left Egypt. The other people were punished while they were staying in the settlements. Egypt remained safe due to the blessings of the pious.

58. And treasures and fine abodes.

65. This means outwardly the soldiers of Pharaoh were pursuing the Israelites, but in reality they were running towards their own captivity.

59. We did thus. And made their heirs to the children’s of Israel.

66. Thus, immediately after the drowning of the Pharaoh or during the period of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace), the Israelites went back and settled in Egypt and seized all the properties of the people of Pharaoh. If these people had come to Egypt during the reign of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace), then it means that the Israelites had become immediate owners of Pharaoh’s wealth, but took possession at a later date. Because no punishment had come to Egypt, therefore it was permissible to stay there.

60. Then the people of (Firawn) followed them at the sunrise.

67. Thus the Pharaoh arranged the army in such a way that six hundred thousand soldiers were in front, six hundred thousand behind, six hundred thousand on the right side and six hundred thousand on the the left side. In addition, a huge number of soldiers were in the middle, while Pharaoh himself was in their centre.

61. Then when the two groups saw each other, the people of Musa said, ‘they over taken us’.

68. In front is the sea and behind is the army of the Pharaoh.

62. (Musa) said, ‘not so, undoubtedly my Lord is with me, he guided me just now.

69. This means Allah Almighty is with me, and I am with you, thus Allah Almighty is with you as well. And he with whom Allah Almighty is, he cannot be captured by anyone. From this we learn that a prophet is the highest means of getting to Allah Almighty. Without Prophets Allah Almighty is inaccessible.

63. Then We revealed to Musa, strike with your staff the sea. Hence the sea was parted, and every part was
like a big mountain. 71.

70. By this is meant the sea became divided into twelve sections out of which came twelve dry roads. This was the Red Sea, which is part of the Persian Sea. From here, Egypt is a distance of three days.

71. This means on both sides of these twelve roads stood mountains of water (Allah be praised).

64. And We brought others nearer to that place.

72. For the Pharaoh and his army. By the time the Israelites crossed the roads, Pharaoh and his army were right in the middle of the sea.

65. And We saved Musa and all those with him.

73. From this we understand that the true purpose was to get Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) across to safety, while the others reached to safety, because they were with him. Hence, the words "and those with him" are used through the blessings of the word, iron also floats. The companionship of the pious is the means of salvation in this world and the Hereafter.

66. Then We drowned the others.

74. This means when Pharaoh and his men reached the centre of the sea and the Israelites had crossed to safety, then all the pillars of water were ordered to come together.

67. Undoubtedly in it necessarily, is a sign. And most of them were not Muslims (momin).

75. By seeing the believers of those days, and subsequent people, hearing about their tale, in fact, by looking at the corpse of the Pharaoh, because afterwards his corpse was preserved by embalming. Says Allah Almighty: "Today We shall save you in your dead body, so that you might be a sign for those after you" (51:21-22).

76. From the people of Egypt only three people accepted faith: Hazrat Asiya, wife of the Pharaoh, Hazrat Kharbeel, believer of the family of the Pharaoh and Bibi Mariam bint Namoosha who had informed Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) about the whereabouts of Hazrat Yusuf’s (On whom be peace) sacred grave.

68. And undoubtedly your Lord, He is the Mighty, Merciful.

SECTION: 5

69. Recite to them the news of Ibrahim.

77. This tells us that the Holy Prophet has prior knowledge of
the Tauheed (Unity of Allah Almighty) of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). The
mention of these events is for the information of the common people.

70. When he said to his father and his people, ‘what do you worship?’ 78?
78. This question of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) was for the purpose of rebuke,
otherwise, he knew fully that these people were polytheists.
71. They said, We worship idols, then we remain sitting devoted before them.
72. He said, ‘do they hear you’ when you call?
73. Or do they do you any good or harm you? 79
79. Since none of these is found in these idols what benefit is there in their worship?
74. They said, ‘nay we found our fathers doing so’ 80.
80. This means we do not worship the idols through any thinking but in emulation of
our forefathers.
75. He said, ‘do you then see, what you worship’?
81. From this we understand that if disobedient persons happen to be our relatives, they are
the forefathers of these people were the forefathers of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace), and even these people were his relatives. Yet, he called all of them his enemies.
76. You and your forefathers 81.
82. From this emerge a few issues:
1. You should detest everything about the polytheists. Their idols and their temples are both contemptible things.
2. Hypocrisy is against the way of life of the Prophets. Although Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) at that point in time was alone and all his people were against him, he did not conceal his religion.
83. Prophets are granted strength of heart in a natural way. If Mirza Goolam Qadyani was a prophet, he should not have given up Hajj due to the fear of people.
83. Because these people were worshipping Allah Almighty as well as their idols, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) stated this distinction that idols are my enemies, while Allah Almighty is my Lord.
its purpose is to impress upon the people that they should abstain from polytheism and worship Allah, the Lord of the worlds whose attributes are these.

78. He who created me therefore, He will guide me 84.

84. This tells us that Allah Almighty is the guide of the Prophets to the Straight Path. The medium of a book or angels is not for them. Allah Almighty has said regarding the Holy QUR'AN: "In it there is guidance for the

79. and He who feeds me and gives me to drink 85.

85. From this we learn that Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) did not commit polytheism even for a moment. The Prophets are safe-guarded from all types of defective beliefs and sinful deeds. For further clarification on the matter refer to the book ISMATE AMBIYA.

80. And when I am ill, it is He who heals me 86.

86. From this we learn that one should link evil towards oneself while excellence and goodness should be linked towards Allah Almighty. Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) linked sickness with him but cure towards Allah Almighty. Otherwise, hardship and comfort are both from Allah Almighty. This was Hazrat Ebrahim's (On whom be peace) high standard of conduct.

81. And he who will cause me to die, then will make me alive.

82. And He who, I long will forgive my sins on the day of Requital 87.

87. These words of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) are for the purpose of educating others, so that people can learn to recite, to seek the pardon of Allah Almighty. Otherwise, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) himself, is totally free of sins. Or error sin denotes error that may take place in terms of the status of the Prophet. The error of those near to Allah Almighty are better than the good deeds of the pious people. In this statement, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) has hinted that any person, no matter how pious he may be, should not be certain about his forgiveness, but instead he should hope from Allah Almighty for it. It is for this reason that the word 'I long' is used by him.

83. O my Lord! Bestow wisdom on me 88 and join me with those who are able of your proximity 89.

88. The word 'wisdom' here denotes knowledge and wisdom or prophethood. From this, one understands that this entire talk of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) is prior to
being bestowed with Prophethood.
89. This request is also for the purpose of education, otherwise the special servants of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) were very pious i.e. they are all worthy of special proximity of Allah Almighty. Hazrat Yusuf and Hazrat Moosa (On them be peace) had made Dua for this proximity. To offer this Dua is the way of the Prophets.

84. And give me a true reputation among the later generations 90.

90. In that I should be remembered well by the future generations, and there should be prophets and saints born from them. From this we learn that to achieve a good name and being well spoken of in this world is a blessing of Allah Almighty. Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) had prayed for this, and his Dua was accepted so effectively that even today he is held in high esteem by people. All the People of the Book call themselves followers of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). The polytheists of India remember him in praiseworthy words as Krishna. The polytheists of Arabia too had attached themselves to him.

85. And make me among those who are the heirs of gardens of comfort 91.

91. This means grant Paradise through Your Bounty and Kindness. In it has been hinted that Paradise is obtained through the bounty of Allah Almighty, and not just through one's good deeds, just as an heir receives the share of his inheritance, simply because he is an heir and nothing else. The same is the case with Paradise. May Allah Almighty be praised! Or it could mean every inmate of Paradise will take control of the portion allocated to the inmate of Hell. This control or possession is like the inheritance.

86. And forgive my father, undoubtedly he has gone astray 92.

92. This means Oh Allah grant my uncle Azar the guidance to accept faith and repentance by means of which he can become entitled to Your forgiveness. He made this Dua because Azar had promised his father to accept faith. Says Allah Almighty: "And Ebrahim's asking forgiveness for his father was not but on account of a promise he had made to him" (S9:V114) (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan). Otherwise it is prohibited to make Dua of forgiveness for a polytheist. Therefore, it is unlawful to call him one who has been forgiven. (MAGHFOOR) and one who is blessed (MARHOOM).

87. And disgrace me not the day when all shall be raised 93.

93. This Dua of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace), too, is for educating the people, otherwise if Allah wills, the servants of the servant of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) are safeguarded from the embarrassment on the Day of Judgement.

88. The day when neither wealth nor son shall avail 94.

94. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement to be bereft of the help of one's wealth and children is for the non-believers. The believers would receive benefit from both.

Marfat.com
If Allah wills! as it is understood from the distinction made later. The children of the
89. but he who comes before Allah with a sound heart 95.

95. This means that anyone who has come before Allah Almighty with a sincere heart, his
wealth will be beneficial to him as well as his children. By sincere heart is meant to safeguard
the heart from defective beliefs. By the great

90. And the heaven shall be brought near to dutiful 96.

96. At the time of death, or in the grave, or on the Day of Judgement, because the believer

91. And the hell shall be made apparent to those who have gone astray 97.

97. This means an infidel at the time of death, in the grave and on the Day of Judgement.

92. And it will be said to them. Where are those whom you used to worship 98?

98. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement, the false deities will disappear from their devotees, while the Prophets and Saints will remain closer to their followers, and

93. beside Allah? Will they help you or will retrieve themselves 99?

99. Take their revenge from you, i.e. the sun, the moon and your idols will increase your

94. Then they were thrown in the hell, they and those who have gone astray.

95. And the army of the devil all together 100.

100. This means all the idols, the idol-worshippers, the devil and his progeny, all will

96. They shall say while they will be disputing therein among themselves 101.
101. From this one understands that the inmates of Hell will recognize one another on reaching there, and will censure one another.

97. By God, undoubtedly, we were in manifest error.

98. When we made you equal with the Lord of the worlds 102.

102. This tells us that the infidels after believing in Allah Almighty as the Creator of the Universe, its Master and Planner, and the idols as His servants, became polytheists because they would believe some servants to be equal to Allah Almighty, some to be His children and some as His partners. A further reason for their polytheism was that they would believe in Allah Almighty without the Prophets.

99. And none led us astray but the culprits 103.

103. The leaders of infidelity who had invited us towards infidelity and polytheism,

100. Then we have no intercessor now 104.

104. As Muslims, we have many intercessors like the Prophets, the Saints, the minor children of the believers, the Holy Ka‘aba, the month of Ramadaan, etc. For a detailed discussion on intercession refer to Tafseer Naeeemi.

101. Nor any sympathising friend 105.

105. This tells us that lack of intercessors and absence of help from friends is for the infidels. The friendship of the believers will prove beneficial, and they will have many intercessors.

102. Then any how we might return again 106 so that we would have been Muslims 107.

106. To do good deeds in the world, so that we may become pious believers in the Hereafter.

107. This means from the people of Babel only Hazrat Lut and the daughter of Namrood believed in him (Tafseer Roohul Ma‘ani). Hazrat Sarah, too, believed in him.

103. Undoubtedly in it necessarily there is a sign, but most of them were not believers.

104. And undoubtedly, you’re Lord: he is the Mighty, the Merciful.
SECTION: 6

105. The people of Nuh belied the Messengers 108.

108. The name of Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace) is Shareef Yashkar. He is the fourth Prophet of Allah Almighty. He was the Prophet for all the human beings. He had reached the highest age in the entire creation - he preached for more than a thousand years.

106. When their compatriot Nuh said to them, 'Do you not fear' 109?

109. From Allah Almighty or from the Prophet, or from infidelity and polytheism and

107. Undoubtedly, I am a Messenger trusted for you 110.

110. Prior to the announcement of Prophethood, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم was already accepted by his people as truthful and trustworthy. He was also the trustworthy being in respect of the revelation of

108. Therefore, fear Allah and obey me 111.

111. It should be remembered that here piety denotes Faith, and by obedience is meant piety. Thus, there is no contradiction in the verse. This means first believe in me, thereafter obey me in matters of pious deeds.

109. And I ask of you no wage for this, my wage is only upon Him who is the Lord of the worlds 112.

112. It should be remembered that the Prophets did not use Prophethood as a means of earning worldly things. They always declared "we do not require wages for propagating the Religion of Allah Almighty". Our Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, too, had declared this on numerous occasions that people must not think that prophethood is a pretext of earning worldly things, or it is a form of an occupation. In fact, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had declared Zakaat unlawful during which time only seventy two outsiders, and eight people from his family believed in him. Because falsifying one prophet is equal to falsifying all the prophets, the plural form MURSALEEN is used.

إذ قَالَ اللَّهُ ﷺ لَهُمْ أَخْفِفْمُ نُوحَ ﷺ آَتَائُكُمْ أَنْ تَذْكَرُونَ

from My disobedience.

إِلَيَّ كِتَابًا مَّسْؤُولٌ آَيَتُهُ

Allah Almighty and Prophethood. It should be remembered that it is absolutely necessary for the prophet to be a man of his word, as well as absolutely trustworthy.

فَأَتِنَا اللَّهُ وَأَطِيِّبُونَ

This tells us that Prophets are worthy of absolute obedience. Every injunction of theirs is obligatory to be carried out, because their obedience is declared absolute, without any restrictions.

وَ مَا أَسْتَلَمْ عَلَيْهِ مِن أَجْرٍ إِنَّ أَجْرَيْنَ إِلَّا عَلَىٰ رَبِّ الْعَلَمِينَ

for his progeny, until the Day of Judgement i.e. those among his wealthy have been made obligatory to pay Zakaat, but those among his poor have been prohibited from taking Zakaat so that no one can say that Zakaat has been institutionalised for the upkeep of his poor progeny. Contrary to this teaching, Mirza Goolam Qadyani used prophethood as a pretext to amass worldly wealth, and after his death had declared the sale of graves in Qadyan as a means of sustenance for his progeny.
110. Therefore fear Allah and obey me.

111. They said, 'shall we believe you while the mean persons have followed you 113.

113. This means the poor and the destitute with whom we feel ashamed to keep company. From this emerge two issues:
(i). At all times the poor had always been the first to obey the Prophets.

(ii). To regard the believer as contemptible and to call him mean and vulgar are the ways of the infidels. No believer is mean, all are noble and honourable. On the other hand, no infidel is honourable.

112. He said, 'what knowledge has I of what are their deeds 114?

114. This denotes ignorance, having no links i.e. we have no link with the worldly occupations and trades. This in no way proves Hazrat Nooh's (On whom be peace) lack of knowledge, because he was fully acquainted with their occupations and trades. He was living among them. He was fully aware even with the good fortune and wickedness of children in the wombs of the mothers and the loins of the fathers. He himself says: "Undoubtedly, if you would allow them to live, they will lead astray. Your bondmen and they will beget none but an evil doer, and ungrateful" (S71:V27).

113. Their account is only upon my Lord, if you have sense 115.

115. This means that Allah Almighty who would be rewarding and punishing them does not call them base and vulgar, then who are you to call them vulgar?

114. And I am not to drive away the Muslims 116.

116. From this emerge two issues:
(i). To keep in the company of the poor and the destitute is the Sunnah of the Prophets;

(ii). One should not pay heed to whatever a person says in respect of obedience to Allah Almighty.

115. I am not but a plain Warner.

116. They said 'O Nuh! 117, you will not desist, then, necessarily, you will be stoned.

117. Through siding with these poor and destitute and through preaching and propagation.

117. He said, 'O my Lord, my people has belied me' 118.

118 .This Dua was made much later when he became despondent about his people's faith, and fed up with their rebelliousness.
118. Therefore decide completely between me and them and believe me and those Muslims with me 119.

119. Due to the misfortune and punishment of evil deeds of the infidels.

119. Then we saved him and those with him 120 in a laden ark 121.

120. From this we learn that the true salvation was for Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace), while that for his companions was due to the blessing of the great Prophet. Hence the words ‘those with him’ are used. To be with the Prophet is a means of obtaining success in this world and the Hereafter, and this attachment can either be physical or spiritual.

121. Ship that was full with believers, animals and with all their requirements. In short, Allah Almighty had gathered the whole world in this ship.

122. Then afterwards We drowned the rest 122.

122. For the infidels and all the other animals which could not take sanctuary in this ship. It should be remembered that due to the sinful human beings, innocent animals were destroyed. Says Allah Almighty: "The mischief has appeared in the land and sea because of the evils earned by the hand of man" (S30.V41).

123. This means very few from the people of Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace) accepted faith, and those believers were on board the Ark. The rest who had remained infidels were all drowned. In it, the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) is comforted that at all times it is the few who had been accepting faith and guidance. Says Allah Almighty: "And there are few in My bondsmen that are thankful" (S34.V13).

124. And undoubtedly, your Lord He is the Mighty, the Merciful.

SECTION: 7

123. Aad belied the Messenger.124

124. Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) is the Prophet of the people of Aad. Between the destruction of the Aad and Thamood is a period of five hundred years.

125. When their compatriot Hud said to them, ‘Do you not fear 125?’

125. By stating the Prophet as brother was only to show that he was from them. This does not mean that they were given permission to call him a brother. It is obligatory to address the Prophet with the appropriate words.
125. Undoubtedly, I am a trusted Messenger of Allah for you. 126

126. From this emerge two issues:
(i). The Prophets of Allah Almighty would first introduce themselves to the people, then they would introduce Allah Almighty and their religious injunctions. In his very first preaching, our Holy Prophet sali Allahu alihi wa sallam asked the question what do they have to say about him, because faith is dependent on the identity of the Prophet;

(ii). It is absolutely necessary for the Prophet to be truthful and trustworthy, so that he is able to convey the message of Allah Almighty correctly;
(iii). To express gratitude to Allah Almighty, and to acquire the people with one's true status, it is permissible to talk of one's attributes personally. In fact, this is incumbent upon you.

126. ‘Therefore fear Allah and obey me’. 127

127. From this we learn the very name of piety is the obedience of the Prophet. This is commentative conjunction, without obedience to them you cannot obtain piety.

128. Do you build a sign on every height to laugh at the way farers. 130

129. And I ask you no wage 128 for it. My wage is only upon Him Who is the Lord of the worlds. 129

128. This means no one asks for a salary for propagating the Religion of Allah Almighty. Thus, if a Prophet accepts payment for any other thing it would not be going against this. From this we learn that it is prohibited for a person to seek payment for a thing which is obligatory upon him. Many religious laws are arranged on this principle.

129. Because He who has sent me for conveying this message will reward me for it.

130. The people of Aad had constructed tall buildings alongside the road so that they could mock at the travellers and make them miserable. This very thing is discussed in this verse. Based on this verse, some scholars have commented that it is prohibited to construct vain and useless buildings. They maintain that why construct buildings which are useless and which give you no peace of mind? (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

131. From this we learn that there is no prohibition on putting up strong buildings. However, it is prohibited to forget Allah Almighty through these buildings. This means you get so engrossed in constructing these buildings, as if death will not come to you.

130. And when you lay hands 132 on any one you lay hands tyrannically.
This means if you go against someone, you oppress him a great deal by killing.

Therefore fear Allah and obey me. 133

This means abstain from these acts and believe in me. From this emerge two issues:
1. Even the infidels are duty-bound to

And fear whom Who helped you with those things which are known to you.

He helped you with cattle and sons.

And gardens and springs. 134

From this we understand that receiving material blessings for the infidel is the beginning of Divine punishment. These

Undoubtedly, I am afraid of coming on you the torment of a great Day. 135

The day on which punishment would come upon them, or the Day of Judgement. This

They said, 'it is equal to us weather you admonish us or be not of the admonishes. 136

We will not accept what you say. This in itself is an admission of the severity of their

This is not but the same habits of the ancients. 137

This means constructing excellent buildings, and committing such sins had been done by those before us too. Or, others before

And we are not but to be tormented. 138

This means no matter what we do, no punishment can come to us, neither in this world nor in the Hereafter. This is a statement

whipping and destroying in a heartless manner.

accept faith and refrain from tyranny.

(ii). No matter what piety you may achieve, you will fail in it if you do not obey the Prophet, because it will not be regarded as piety.

bounties in reality are not a blessing, but a hardship for them. The people of And were very wealthy and had many children.

day is called great because in it great punishment is to come to them.

infidelity.

you, too, had been preaching like you, yet the Day of Qiyamah had not come.

of security on Allah Almighty, which is infidelity. Hope and fear are pillars of faith.
139. Then they belied him therefore We destroyed them. 139 Undoubtedly in it there is necessarily a sign; but most of them were not Muslims. 140

139. From the punishment of the wind.
140. This means very few people from Aad accepted faith, and they were saved. The majority of them remained infidels and were thus destroyed. This does not mean that among those who were destroyed some were believers, because all the believers had been saved from the punishment.

140. And undoubtedly, your Lord He is the Mighty, The Merciful.

SECTION 8

141. The people of Thamud belied the Messenger. 141

141. These people were from the progeny of Thamood bin Abee’d bin Aus bin Aad bin Iram bin Saam bin Nooh (On whom be peace).

142. When their compatriot Saleh said, ‘do you not fear?’ 142

142. This means Saleh (On whom be peace) himself was from these people and a resident of this place and had not come from another area.

143. Undoubtedly I am a trusted Messenger 143 of Allah for you.

143. This tells us that the noble Prophets are the trustees of the secrets of Allah Almighty, as well as of the honour, respect, wealth, etc. of the people. Mistrust and prophethood cannot be found in one spot. The polytheists of Makkah had called our beloved Prophet Muhammad صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم the Trustworthy, from his youth, and from his young days would keep their possessions in his care, and would make the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم as their arbiter.

144. Therefore fear Allah and obey me.

145. I ask you no wage for it; my wage 144 is only upon Him Who is the Lord of the worlds. 145

144. This means the reward by Allah Almighty is based on Divine Kindness. From this we learn that it is incumbent and obligatory to give reward to those subordinate to you. But this obligation is based on the promise and kindness of the Lord of Compassion and Beneficence which He has done out of His bounty, and not because of anyone’s obligation.
145. And because He is the Lord of the Worlds, His reward is a certainty and is all comprehensive. We further learn that only Allah Almighty can give reward to the
146. Will you be left secure amid the good things of here? 146

146. This means to be left secure eternally to enjoy these bounties, or that these bounties remain with you eternally. This will not happen.

147. In gardens and springs. 147

147. By springs is meant wells and rivers, because the people of Thamood would obtain water during winter from the wells and during summer from springs (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

148. And cornfields and palm tree whose blossoms are soft tender. 148

148 By this is meant high quality dates like ḫarrā dates. Literally, this word means good fruits (Tafseer Roohul Ma'ani).

149. And hew out houses in the mountains skillfully. 149

149 Skillfully means out of pride because these people were experts at construction work. This tells us that to construct very strong structures by neglecting other facets of life is an act of transgression.

150. Therefore fear Allah and obey me.

151. And follow not the bidding of those who exceed the limits. 150

150 Do not emulate the polytheists and the infidels. From this we learn in order to be a true believer it is obligatory to obey the Prophet and remain aloof from the non-believer. True worth lies in the purity of the things. A true believer shall enjoy the honour and respect in the world as well as in the Hereafter.

152. Who spread disorder in the earth 151 and reform not

151 They themselves commit sins and create a desire for sin in others. Due to this, there is a fear of Divine punishment descending on the earth. Or, that they spread disorder through stealing and highway robbery.

152. They said, 'you have indeed been bewitched. 152

152 Not just one, but many times spells had been cast, due to which he was not in his senses. Therefore they did not use the bewitched but instead called one who has been bewitched. It should be remembered that magic has an effect on the mind and intelligence of a prophet. They cannot become demented through magic.
154. You are indeed a man like us, therefore bring any sign, if you are truthful.  

153. This tells us that to call a Prophet a human being for the purpose of equality, is an act of infidelity, because this was one of the things Allah Almighty has stated among the heretical statements. It should be remembered that the word BASHR (human being) in respect of the Prophet has either been used by Allah Almighty, the Prophet himself, or the infidels. Thus, the one who now calls him a human being is certainly not Allah Almighty, nor a prophet, so he must be an infidel.

154. This means show us such a miracle which would reveal that you are a true Prophet.

155. He said, this is a she camel, a day of drinking is for her and fixed day of drinking is for you.

155. This she-camel was created from a stone, as a miracle of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace). The size of its breast was sixty yards. Time was fixed for using the water of the well; that one day these people would drink its water and the following day would be the turn of this she-camel. On her day, the she-camel would drink all the water.

156. And touch her not with evil, lest the torment of great day will overtake you.

156. This tells us that any animal which is linked with Allah Almighty becomes worthy of our respect. Observe, today, too, the animals of Qurbani (sacrifice) are held in high esteem.

157. But they hamstrung her, and then they remained repenting in the morning.

158. Therefore the torment overtook them. Surely in this, too, there is a lesson but most of them were not to believe

157. It should be remembered that in the Religion of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) the camel was a lawful animal. It was permissible to slaughter it. However, the slaughtering of this particular she-camel and eating its meat was declared unlawful, because it was a means of harm for them. Even today, the prey from the fields of some holy sages have proven to be harmful, has been avoided. The proof for it is this she-camel.

158. This means even after the highest propagational effort of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) very few people had accepted faith. Therefore My beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم even if all the people of Arabia do not accept faith, you should not be despondent about it. This would not mean that there is any weakness in your effort of propagation, but that it is these people who are such wretches.
159. And undoubtedly, your Lord He is the Mighty, the Merciful.

SECTION 9

160. The people of Lut belied the Messengers. 159

159. Here the word 'people' does not mean people by lineage, but those people to whom Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) had conveyed the Message of Allah Almighty and to whom he was sent as a Prophet. In truth, the family lineage and country of birth of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) was different to theirs. By this nation is meant Sadoom and by place is meant localities in its vicinity.

161. When their compatriot Lut 160 said to them, 'do you not fear.' 161

160. Here 'brotherhood' denotes affection and benevolence. Otherwise Hazrat Lut was the nephew of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace), i.e. the son of Hazrat Harun (On whom be peace). He, too, accompanied Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) by migrating to Syria and was bestowed prophethood through his supplication.

161. Fear for Allah Almighty and His punish-

162. Undoubtedly, I am a trusted Messenger of Allah for you. 162

162. This tells us that his Prophethood was restricted to the people of Sadoom only. Therefore, the pronominal suffix 'for you' has been used. The Prophethood of our beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is for the entire universe. He whose Lord is Allah Almighty, his Prophet is Hazrat Muhammad صلى الله عليه وسلم.

163. Therefore fear Allah and obey me.

164. I ask you no wage for it 163, my wage is only upon Him Who is the Lord of the worlds. 164

163. My only reward is that you should accept faith through which I would be credited in the Hereafter.

164. From this we learn that sodomy is the creation for the people of Lut. This was not practised before by anyone. For this reason this abominable practice has been called LAWATAH (derivation from Lut). Furthermore, even an animal does not indulge in this filthy practice. As is understood from "from among the creatures". A sodomite is worse than an animal. Also, the infidels, too, are duty bound to such laws because these are laws included in general behaviour. They are only excluded from laws pertaining to worship, and a few social ordinances.
165. Do you commit unnatural offence with males from among creatures?

166. And leave your wives whom your Lord has created for you? Nay, but you are a people exceeding the limits.

165. The verse under discussion is a commentary of the following verse: "These women of my people are my daughters if you are to do" (S15:V71). This tells us that the word 'My daughters' refers to daughters of the people signifies their wives.

166. From this we understand Mu'tah or temporary marriage, lesbianism, sodomy, masturbation, etc are acts which are totally forbidden because this is exceeding the limits of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "And who seeks others save those two, then they are the transgressors" (S70:V31).

167. They said, O lut', if you desist not, then you shall necessarily be expelled out.

167. By this is meant expelled from this locality. This tells us that fortunate people regard the presence of pious people as a blessing for them because their existence is a means of obtaining Divine mercy. While the wretched people regard them as a form of misfortune and thus seek to distance themselves from them, as if they are seeking their own death by themselves.

168. He said, 'I am disgusted of your doings.

168. From this emerge a few issues:
1. To Taqiyya feign piety is against the way of life of the Prophets.
2. Allah Almighty grants His Prophets such great strength and valour that they are least worried about the opposition of their entire people.
3. To express disgust at the evil doers is the way of life of Prophets.

169. O my Lord! Save me and my family from their doings.

169. This means save me from the punishment for evil deeds. This supplication is for the education of others because Allah Almighty protects His Prophets from the sins and from the evil of the sins. By family members is meant family members of faith. His infidel wife is excluded from this prayer, as she became involved in this punishment.

170. Therefore We delivered him and all his family member.

171. But an old women who stayed behind.

170. Because she was happy with her people's immoral practice. In fact she was their
helper, though she was the wife of a Prophet. From this we also learn that the wife is included in the household members, otherwise the distinction of contiguity would not have been mentioned here.

172. Then we destroyed the others.

173. And we rained upon them a rain, therefore what an evil rain it was for those who were warned. 172

171. From this we learn that sodomy is a severe criminal act as a terrible punishment was sent because of it. Thus, it is obligatory upon the judge to pass the severest punishment on a sodomite like killing him by throwing him down from a high building, beheading him with a sword, etc.

174. Undoubtedly, in it necessarily, there is a sign. But most of them were not Muslims. 173

173. This means despite Hazrat Lut's (On whom be peace) extensive propagation, very few people believed in him. Only a few family members and a handful of others accepted faith.

175. And undoubtedly, your Lord He is the Mighty, the Merciful.

SECTION 10

176. The people of the forest belied the Messengers. 174

174. AKAH is a name given to that cluster of trees found in a jungle. Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) was the Prophet of the people of the forest.

177. When Shoaib said to them, 'do you fear'?

178. Undoubtedly, I am a trusted Messenger of Allah for you. 175

175. This pronominal suffix 'for you' denotes that Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) was a prophet of the people of the forest only. Therefore inspite of staying by him, Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) did not become his follower as he was from the Israelites, the people of Egypt.

179. Therefore fear Allah and obey me. 176

176. 'Fear Allah' points towards faith and 'obey My order' towards all good deeds, i.e.
180. And I ask you no wage for it; my wage is only upon Him Who is Lord of the worlds. 178

177. It should be remembered that no Prophet sustained himself by accepting payment for discharging the duties of prophethood. Every Prophet had followed some type of profession or skill to earn his living. Only Mirza Qadyani who claimed to be a prophet was excluded from this, because prophethood itself was a bluff for earning wealth and pleasing his masters, the British. To know more about what profession was followed by which Prophet, consult Tafseer Naeeemi.

178. It should be remembered that the appointment of a Prophet is done through Divine choice. Therefore, their payment is not the responsibility of the creation. The appointment of the Caliph is done through the choice of the people, hence it is they who are responsible for the financial well-being of the Caliphs. The Four Righteous Caliphs took payment for their duties as Caliphs besides Hazrat Uthman (May Allah be pleased with him). Although these Caliphs were successors of the Holy Prophet, they were entitled to financial benefits.

181. Fulfill the measure and be not of those who give less. 179

179. This tells us that even the infidels are duty-bound to laws pertaining to general affairs, though they are not under obligation to perform religious duties i.e. Ibadaat. Thus, a judge can punish them for robbery, stealing, cheating in weight, etc. as they are forbidden for them, as well.

182. And weigh with a straight balance. 180

180. Do not give half measures when weighing and measuring nor use a scale whose balance is interfered with. Thus, in meaning both are equal.

183. And give not the Things 181 of the people decreasing, and wander not in the earth spreading mischief. 182

181. So that your weight may be less. In short, Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) had given three instructions to the people: weigh correctly, do not weigh less; use a scale which is correct not the one whose balance is interfered with; weights used must be correct - not less. Thus, there is no contradiction in the verses.

182. Do not indulge in highway robbery and stealing, do not devastate or lay waste the fields of the people. These people had all these faults in them, therefore these instructions were given to them. This tells us that a prophet does not come to teach about acts of worship only, but disseminates reforms regarding high moral precepts, politics and social dealings as well. May Allah Almighty guide us to follow these.

184. And fear Him Who created you and the earlier people.
183. Since you are duty bound to give the parents the rights due to them, who are but the creation of Allah Almighty, then imagine how much more rights of Allah Almighty are upon us who is our Creator and our Sovereign Lord in respect of obedience.

185. They said, 'you are being bewitched.'

184. Because you are stopping us from spending our wealth. Such words can only be spoken by idiots and demented persons. The wealth is ours so we can spend it as we deem it necessary.

186. You are not, but a man like us, and undoubtedly, we consider you a liar.

185. This tells us that to call a Prophet a human being like us is the way of the infidels. Wherever this expression is found in the Holy Qur'aan it was used by the infidels.

186. Here the word presumption is used to mean suspicion or conjecture. To be suspicious of the Prophets of Allah is an act of infidelity.

187. Therefore cause to fall upon us a fragment of the sky, if you are truthful.

187. In respect of claims to prophethood, or in that information that punishment would be coming upon us. The wretches seek death with their own mouth.

188. He said, 'My lord knows well what are your doings.'

188. This means I have not come to bring Divine punishment, but to bring mercy unto you. It is your evil deeds which would usher in punishment. It should be remembered that the Prophets of Allah Almighty bring His mercy, if people turn it into punishment, it is up to them.

189. Then they believed him, therefore, the torment of the day of shadow overtook them. Undoubtedly, it was a torment or a great day.

189. The form of this punishment was as follows: For seven days they were plunged into extreme heat from which they obtained no sanctuary anywhere. On the eighth day, a black cloud appeared in the shape of a canopy below which was cold air. All the people gathered there. Then fire fell from it, which burned all of them to ash.
190. This means most of the people of this nation remained infidels and were destroyed.

191. And undoubtedly, your Lord He is the Mighty, the Merciful.

SECTION 11

192. And undoubtedly, this Quran has been sent down by the Lord of the worlds. \(^{191}\)

191. Which had come gradually in twenty three years. For this reason the word 'sent' has been used.

193. The trusted \(^{192}\) spirit has descended with it.

192. The title of Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is Roohul Amien because he is entrusted with revelation and revelation is spirit.

194. On your heart \(^{193}\) that you may warn.

193. From this we learn that the revelation of the meaning of the Holy QUR’AAN took place on the blessed heart and that of the words on the blessed ears of the Holy Prophet.

195. In bright Arabic language. \(^{194}\)

194. This tells us that the translation of the Holy QUR’AAN is not the QUR’AAN. Even if you were to translate it into an Arabic language it will also not be the QUR’AAN. The recitation of this would make the Salaah invalid. Its recitation would not be forbidden for a person requiring Ghusal of Janabat. Reciting then would not gain the person the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN. Only that is the Holy QUR’AAN which Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) had recited to the Prophet.

196. And undoubtedly, its discussion is on the former Books. \(^{195}\)

195. By the personal pronoun it signifies the Holy QUR’AAN or the Holy Prophet.

197. And was it not a sign for them, that the learned ones of the children

Very few who had accepted faith, were saved.
of Israel know this prophet? 196

196. The infidels of Makkah Muazzamah had sent their representatives to the Jewish scholars in Madina Munawwarah to get more information about the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم from them. Those scholars said this is the period for the coming of the Final Prophet whose attributes are described in the Torah. This verse was revealed regarding it.

198. And if We had sent it down to any of the non-Arabs 197.

197. It should be remembered that Arabia is a name given to the land consisting of five provinces. The rest of the entire land of the world is called Ajam: Hijaz, Iraq, Najd, Bahrain, Yemen.

198. The purpose of the verse is to show that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is Ummi re; he did not acquire knowledge from any human being. This being the case he recites such exquisitely eloquent verses that all the orators of Arabia are helpless to produce one verse to match it. This is the proof of the Holy QUR’AAN being the Book of Allah Almighty. But these infidels are so stubborn that even if We were to reveal the Holy QUR’AAN on a non-Arab who would be totally ignorant of the Arabic language, and if he were to recite eloquent words to them they would still not believe in him and would have said it to be magic.

200. Thus We have placed denial in to the hearts of the culprits. 199

199. This means due to their evil deeds We have created stubbornness and enmity in their hearts. It should be remembered that the creation of this stubbornness is like creating death in the murdered person after the murder. In the like manner, these people here are criminals. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

201. They will not believe in it until they see the painful torment. 200

200. But their faith of that time would not be of any credence, because Faith upon the unseen is reliable.

202. Then they will say, “shall we be respired?

203. Then they wish to hasten Our torment?” 201
So that we may now accept faith and do good deeds. If we don't, you will not get another chance. This is, because they accepted this opportunity as a blessing from Allah Almighty.

Do they then wish to hasten our torment? 202

By expediting punishment means they supplicate for Divine punishment before its time. Says Allah Almighty: "You then rain down upon us stones from heaven?" (S8:V32).

Well see then, if We allow them to carry on for some years.

Then there comes to them that with which they are promised.

What they will gain only that they enjoyed. 203

Long life spans and abundance of wealth are not beneficial for the infidels. Neither will this relieve them of the punishment, nor will they be able to decrease it. It should be remembered that the long life and wealth of the believer would be beneficial for him, because due to them his good deeds increase, while for the sinful infidel both are a means of punishment, because they help to increase their sins.

And We destroyed not any town but it had its Warner's. 204

In some places there was one Warner, in some there were two or more, because in those days in one locality there used to be a number of Prophets. Observe, in Egypt there were two Prophets: Hazrat Moosa and Hazrat Haroon (On them be peace).

For admonition and We oppress not. 205

From this emerge two issues:
1. Without the coming of a prophet, no nation is given punishment. The only cause of Divine punishment is the people's opposition and hostility to the Prophet;
2. The minor children of the infidel who die, and the people who believed in the Oneness of Allah Almighty during the age of

And this Quran has not been brought down by the devils (Satan). 206

The infidels of Makkah Mukarramah had been saying, just as the devils come down on the soothsayers and acquaint them with heavenly things, in the same manner (Allah forbid), the devils were bringing the Holy QUR'AN down to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. This verse was revealed in the refutation of the above.
211. And they are not worthy 207 of it, and nor they can do so.

207 This means they should reach the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم or try and bring anything like the Holy QUR’AAN.
The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم

212. They have been indeed removed very far from the place of hearing. 208

208 This means Allah Almighty has safeguarded the revelations of the Prophets in such a manner that until the angels do not bring these to them, the devil cannot even hear them (Khuzaimi Irfan).

213. Therefore worship you not another god beside Allah 209 lest you should be tormented. 210

209 This verse serves as a commentary of those verses in which there is a prohibition upon those other than Allah Almighty i.e. do not call upon anyone as Allah Almighty nor worship them. Thus to call upon servants of Allah Almighty for assistance or to draw their attention is not unlawful.

210 This verse is addressed to common people, and not the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم first preached to his own relatives, thereafter to the people in general. This is the best method of propagation.

214. And O beloved, warn your nearest Kinsmen 211.

211 This tells us that a preacher should first propagate to his own family, then to the others, otherwise propagation will not prove effective. It is for this reason that our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is so lofty, the devil would run away from Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) who was just a devotee of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. 

215. And spread your wing of mercy 212 for your follower Muslims 213.

212 Do this by forgiving their errors: accept their excuses, offer prayer for them, if they sin against you, forgive them; if they sin against Me then intercede to have their sins forgiven; if hardship befalls them, relieve them of these; grant them ease in their difficulties; listen to their complaints, redress their grievances; In short, do that which is in accord

216. Then if they disobey you 214 say them, ‘I am quit of what you do.

214 By disobedience means they did not believe in you. Sinful Muslims are excluded from this, because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is fully aware of their sins, and
he would intercede on their behalf. Says Allah Almighty: "And when they do injustice to their souls, then O beloved! they should come to you and then beg forgiveness of Allah and the Messenger should intercede for them, then surely, they would find Allah Most Relenting, Merciful" (S4:V64).

217. And rely upon him Who is the Mighty, the Merciful 215.

215. From this we learn that to gather resources is not going against reliance, because after revelation of this verse, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had gathered resources of war as well as the soldiers. The true meaning of Reliance is act upon available resources, but keep Allah Almighty in sight.

218. Who sees you when you stand 216.

216. Either for the Tahajjud Salaah or for every Salaah and Dua. This tells us that at all times Allah Almighty’s gaze is on His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. He who attaches himself to the blessed feet of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم too, is the favourite of Allah Almighty.

217. This means when you roam the streets of Madina Munawwarah in the latter part of the night to inquire about those Companions offering their Tahajjud Prayer, We are seeing it. Or when your blessed Light was moving in the pure stomachs of the pure generations from Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) until Hazrat Abdullah, We are looking at it. Or when you move in Salaah from Qiyaam, Ruku, Sujud, We fully gaze at thee. Or, that in the state of Salaah when your blessed eyes move, We look at its movement, that your eyes see equally what is in front and behind. However, the other meanings are more appropriate, because this Surah is Makkah, while there is no proof of enquiry of Tahajjud performance before Hijrah. This was the Holy Prophet’s period in Madina Munawwarah. Likewise, the arrangement of Salaah in congregation started in Madina. From this we learn that all the blessed predecessors of our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم were believers, monotheists and devotees of Allah Almighty. None of them were infidels and sinners.

219. And your movements among those who offers prayer 217.

220. Undoubtedly, He is the Hearer, the knower.

221. Should I tell you on whom the devils (Satan) descend?

222. They descend upon every big sinner and sinner 218.

218. This means those soothsayers on whom the devils descend, end in bad conditions. Such people are dirty, defiled, liars, deceitful and habitual sinners and people detest them when they see them. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the pinnacle of purity, purity of soul and chaste. The devil does not come near such persons.
219. The devils take to their heels after hearing something from the angels, then they add some lies to what they have heard and tell

224. And the misguided ones follow the poets. 220.

220. In this there is a rebuttal of the nonsensical utterances of the infidels that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is a poet. It has been stated here that those who make false verses of the poet as custom are liars and tramps like these. While those who obey the Holy Prophet ﷺ are like Abu Bakr and Umar Farouk (May Allah be pleased with them) who are pure of soul and chaste. Look at these pure souls and you will know the truth of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. From this we learn that the purity of the Companions is a proof of the Holy Prophet’s truth.

225. Have you not seen that they wander about in every valley 221?

221. They give information about false things and verify all worthless things. Sometimes they praise a person. Then they

226. And they say what they do not act 222.

222. Some poets recited an obscenity poem to Abdul Malik bin Marwaan. After listening to it, he said that he should get punishment of adultery because you yourself are admitting to

227. But those who believed and did good deeds 223. And remembered Allah much and took revenge after they were opposed 224. And now the unjust will soon know as to which side they shall return 225.

223. From this we learn that to recite Na’at and Hamd and recite verses concerning educational issues is an act of worship. Those poets who have been criticised for false verses, while the verses of satire of the infidels are included in the first group. We further learn that it is not an evil act to satirise in opposition to satire. This, too, is one form of revenge.

224. In these verses the following types of poets have been separated from previous injunctions: poems on praises of Allah Almighty, writers of Natiya poems, those who write religious issues in verse form. Those who write satires to confront the infidels, those who write verses to instil zeal and enthusiasm in the Muslim fighters, etc. Hazrat Hassan (May Allah be pleased with him) would write poems in praise of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and would then recite it to him. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ would raise a platform for him in the mosque and Hazrat Hassan would stand on it and recite the poems. 225. In it there is a prophecy that those who
satirise about the Holy Prophet ﷺ would very soon be receiving punishment. It took place exactly as was outlined.

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION: 1

1. TA, SEEN. These are the verses of the Quraan and the Bright Book ¹.

1. The Luminous Book is the commentary of the Holy QUR’AAN. Or by it, it means the Divine Tablet, because the Qur’anic verses were first kept in the Divine Tablet.

2. A guidance and glad tidings for the believer ².

2. Here, guidance means pious deeds, the guidance to the path of paradise which is only obtained by a believer. Guidance towards faith is for all.

3. Those who observe the prayer ³ and pay the poor due (Zakat) ⁴ and they have firm faith in the hereafter⁵.

3. By this is meant they perform Salaah regularly, correctly and punctually as well as with humility.

4. They give it happily in the knowledge that Allah Almighty has made us worthy of giving Zakaat, not receiving it. It is an expression of gratitude to Allah Almighty.

5. By keeping firm faith in the Hereafter means to accept all the articles of faith. Through the part, the whole is intended. Otherwise, even the Christians, the Jews and many of the infidels, too, believe in the Hereafter. From this we understand that faith is a condition for the correctness of good deeds, like Wuzu is a condition for Salaah.
4. Those who don’t believe in the hereafter. We have made their works good looking 6, so that they are wandering perplexed 7.

6. This tells us that to regard evil as good, and to boast about one’s good deeds is the way of the infidels, the believers should safeguard themselves from this.

7. Thus, the infidels themselves have no confidence in their faith and good deeds. If they happen to find worldly comforts they think that their religion is true and if they find themselves in any hardship they begin to say that their religion is false i.e. if it was a true religion they would not be experiencing the hardships. Says Allah Almighty: "And some men worship Allah on an edge" (S2:111).

5. There are those for whom there is evil torment 8 and they are alone the greatest losers in the hereafter 9. 

8. In the world they would be given severe punishment, they will not obtain guidance to the Straight Path, to be killed and imprisoned at the hands of the believers, their hearts would not be at ease, to appear in a horrible form at the time of death, the pangs of death would be severe, their graves would be made very narrow, the darkness of the grave and its heat, etc. Then the severity of the heat on the Day of Judgement; severity of reckoning; then all types of punishment of Hell. The word evil torment includes all these punishments. From ‘for them’ we learn that if Allah Almighty wills, sinful believers would be protected from this severe torment.

9. By greatest losses means their good deeds would not be accepted, nor would their sins be forgiven. Sinful believers would not be in this condition. In short, the infidels are in great loss in this world and the Hereafter. Says Allah Almighty: "Undoubtedly man is in a state of loss, but those who believe" (S103:2-3). Thus without faith there is nothing but loss.

6. And undoubtedly, you are being taught QUR’AAN by the wise, the Knowing 10.

10. From this we learn that Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) was not the teacher of our Holy Prophet. He is the direct pupil of Allah Almighty. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is the servant and courier. We further learn that no one can understand the Holy QUR’AAN like our Holy Prophet because all others learn the Holy QUR’AAN from the creation, but our Holy Prophet studied it from the Creator.

7. When Musa told to his housewife 11. I have perceived a fire 12, soon I shall bring to you any news of it or I bring you any bright spark that you may warm your self-13.

11. This tells us that the wife is part of the household.

12. This is the incident of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) going from Madyan to...
Egypt. During this journey he experienced one night of intense cold and darkness, due to which, he had lost the road. In this condition, his wife Lady Safoorah began to have labour pains. Then Hazrat Moosaa (On whom be peace) saw a distant light and mentioned this to his wife.

13. This means that if there was someone at the fireside he could’ve asked him for directions and get some fire as well. If he could not find anyone there, he could at least

8. Then when he came to fire, a call 14 was made then, Blessed is he who is in the place of manifestation of fire i.e. (Musa) and those who are around it 15 i.e. (angels). And glorified is Allah Who is the Lord of entire worlds 16.

14. This sound which he heard, emanated from a tree, in the valley of Sinai.

15. This means Oh Moosaa! You as well as the angels around you are all blessed. From this emerge two issues:

1. The pious servants of Allah Almighty are all blessed people.

2. The believers residing at sacred places are all blessed people.
Thus the believers of Madinah Munawwarah are more blessed than we are.

16. Those fires are lights which brighten themselves by appearing from the tree of Sinai.

9. O Musa! The thing is this that I am Allah The Mighty, the wise 17.

17. Hazrat Moosaa (On whom be peace) was listening to this sound coming from a tree. That tree was not Allah Almighty, but it was a reflection of His Divine voice. Likewise, those

10. And cast down your staff, then Musa saw it wriggling as it were a serpent 18, he set out turning 19 his back and didn’t look behind. We said, ‘O Musa fear not’, undoubtedly, the Messengers have no fear in My presence 20.

18. This means that the snake in terms of physical appearance was a huge python, but in terms of movement it was slithering like a lean serpent i.e. as if it is a lean serpent. This does not mean that the walking stick was not a

serpent but it merely appeared as if it was a serpent.

19. This tells us that to show fear for the distress of an oppressor is not going against the status of prophethood. However, no fear
11. Yes, whosoever shows high handedness, then substitutes good for evil, then undoubtedly, I am Forgiving, and Merciful.

21. This is a statement of broken distinction. By it those persons other than the Prophets are meant, because the Prophets are totally free of sins.

22. This means fear is for those persons who engage in actions which are a mixture of good and evil. Such persons fear the punishment for their evil deeds, and hope for forgiveness. You are a true Prophet. You are totally free of sins and therefore you need not fear punishment nor of any accountability. Through this many issues have been solved.

12. And put your hand into your bosom, it shall come forth white shining without any defect, among nine signs towards Firawn and his people. Undoubtedly, they are the people disobedient.

23. This means the whiteness of your blessed hand would not be due to leucoderma or any such skin disease, but this is your second miracle.

24. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was blessed with nine miracles: the walking stick, shining white hand, to split the sea, coming down of manna and salwa (wonderful victuals with which the Israelites were fed during the Exodus), sending of lice on the people of Pharoah, these people plagued by huge frogs, by blood, by severe storms, etc. however, six thousand miracles of our Holy Prophet are just described in the Taurah alone. Only Allah Almighty knows about the rest of them.

25. Especially, because Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was a Prophet to the Israelites as well.

13. Then Our signs came to them visibly, they said, 'this is a clear magic.'

26. The first two miracles, thereafter the others.

27. This means the magic of the walking stick and the Bright White hand is so apparent that there is no doubt in it.

14. And they denied them unjustly and proudly, while their hearts were convinced of them. Then see how became the end of mischief mongers.
28. Because of this certainty, they would always complain to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) about every hardship of the Pharaoh and seek help from him. From this emerge two issues: 1. Without the verbal acknowledgement of the Prophet, mere acceptance of this in the heart would not be regarded as faith.

SECTION: 2

15. And We bestowed great knowledge to Daud and Sulaiman 30, and both said, 'all praise to Allah Who has excelled us over many of their believing bondmen' 31. 

30. That Allah Almighty granted Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) knowledge without the tuition of any teacher, of making armour, central politics, knowledge of judiciary, knowledge about the incantations of the mountains and birds; and taught Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) the language of the animals and birds. Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) was born a hundred and seventy three years after Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) (Tafseer Roohul Ma'ani). It should be remembered that some obtain knowledge of Rhetoric (dealing with metaphorical usage of language) while some obtain clear and manifest knowledge. The Prophets receive clear knowledge (Tafseer Roohul Ma'ani).

31. Here 'people of faith' denote the blessed Prophets. The use of many is used to show that some Prophets are superior to these two Prophets, like our beloved Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Here reference is not made to believers in general, because Prophets excel over all the believers and not just many, discussions of which is to be fol-lowed in "We have been taught". Thus the Rafzis cannot use this verse as a proof for their claim.

16. And Sulaiman became the successor 32 Daud and said, 'O people We have been taught the language of the birds 33, and we have been bestowed of everything 34. Undoubtedly, this indeed is a manifest grace 35.

32. From this we learn that the inheritance of the Prophets is not distributed, because besides Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) had many other sons, but only Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) was blessed with inheritance, knowledge and prophethood. Here inheritance does not denote wealth but it signifies inheritance of knowledge and prophethood i.e. inheritance of details and excellence as is mentioned in the following subject.

33. By detail is meant I am able to understand the language of the birds and the birds are able to understand my language. However, Allah Almighty had blessed our Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم with the knowledge of the language of every animal, in fact, of plants and stones as well. Birds, camels, wood etc. had lodged their complaints with the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and
O Beloved! Undoubtedly, We have bestowed you abundance of good’ (S108:V1).

35. From this we learn that Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) did not say these words out of arrogance but to express gratitude. He had been made emperor of the entire world. He had total control over man, jinn, birds, animals, etc. Strange and marvellous things were invented during this period. The author of Roohul Bayaan has stated that he had ruled the world for seven hundred years.

17. And they were gathered for Sulaiman his armies amongst the jinn’s and men and birds, then they were hold back.

36. This means his army was so huge that those in front would be halted so that those at the back could meet up with them and not get separated.

18. Until when they came to the valley of the ants, and said, ‘O ants, enter your houses; lest Sulaiman and his armies may crush you unknowingly.

37. This valley of the ant, is situated about twenty miles from Laif. Even to this day it is called the Valley of the Ant. I (the author, Mufti Ahmed Yaar) was able to reach the vicinity of this jungle but could not reach the valley itself.

38. This ant was the leader of all ants and was called Munzarah or Takiya.

39. From this emerge three issues:

1. It is the faith of even the ant that the Companions of the Prophet will not oppress anyone. If they trample upon the ants, it would be done inadvertently. Hence the Shiias have less sense than the ants.

2. A Prophet can hear from afar the sound of the ant. Thus, why is it astonishing to believe that our beloved Prophet listens to his devotees from Madinah Munawwarah?

3. That the Prophets understand the language of the animals, just as our beloved Prophet was able to understand the language of all the animals, e.g. he would listen to the complaints of the camels: the branches of the trees had spoken to the Holy Prophet.

19. There upon he smilingly laughed at her works, and said, ‘O my
Lord, grant me guidance that I may be grateful for Your favour which you have bestowed upon me and my parents and that I may do such good works as would please You and admit me out of Your mercy among those bond men who deserve your proximity.

40. It should be remembered that today such sophisticated telescopic equipment is invented through which minute things are able to be seen. Yet, no such instrument has been invented through which the sound of an ant can be heard. Hearing this sound is indeed the miracle of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), where human intelligence is helpless.

41. Granted him prophethood and kingdom and instilled in the hearts of the animals that we do not oppress anyone. Good publicity among the people, too, is a Divine blessing.

42. This means appoint me to do such deeds or grant me guidance to perform abundance of good deeds, because the Prophets at all times are extremely pious people. From this we learn that to seek guidance towards piety is the way of the Prophets.

43. This Dua is to educate sinners like us. Thus from this verse acquiring an acquired thing does not become obligatory.

20. And he received the birds, that he said, ‘that happened to me that’ I don’t see the hoopoe (Hud-Hud)? Or he is really not present.

44. This means he does not see it here, otherwise the pious servants of Allah Almighty see everything far and near upon the entire earth. Asif bin Barkhiya saw from Syria the throne of Bilqees in Yemen and brought it to Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). This is the meaning of those absent i.e. he is absent from here but not from my gaze.

21. I shall surely punish him severely or shall slaughter him or he should bring me a clear authority.

45. From this emerge two issues:
1. All the birds would leave the court of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) with his permission.
2. He had the power to punish the birds for disobeying his order of leaving the court without permission. By severe torment means to pull out all its feathers, to imprison it, etc. because mention about death appears later.

22. Then the hoopoe (Hud-Hud) did not stay long and he came and said, ‘I have seen that which you haven’t seen and I have brought to
you a certain news from the city of Saba.

23. I saw a woman reigning 49 over them and she has got of everything 50 and she has a great throne 51.

49. The name of this woman was Bilqees, daughter of Sharceel bin Malik Rayyaan. The author of Roohul Bayaan has stated that she was born from the womb of a Jinnyah (of jinn) who was the wife of Sharceel. Allah Almighty and His Rasool know best.

50. She is in possession of all types of resources of a kingdom.

51. The length of which is eighty yards and the width is forty feet. Its front portion is made of gold and its rear portion is of silver and topaz. It is studded with jewels and is very expensive. On all four of its sides are red rubies (Roohul Ma'aun).

24. I found her and her people prostrating before the sun leaving Allah and the Devil (Satan) adorning their deeds 52 in their eyes has barred them from the straight path 53 so that they don’t find the way 54.

52. This means their beliefs too are defective, and their deeds are devilish. This tells us that the Hud-Hud of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) was fully aware of defective beliefs and deeds due to the blessings of the company of a Prophet. Anyone who does not regard the Companions of the Holy Prophet as possessors of faith, will regard the blessings of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم less than that of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), because even his pet (animal) too was a believer. Then how is it possible that our Holy Prophet’s صلى الله عليه وسلم human Companions cannot be believers” (Allah forbids).

53. This means because these people had not obtained the blessings of a Prophet, therefore they were regarding their infidelity as faith, their sins as good deeds. This tells us that human intelligence alone is not sufficient to distinguish between good and bad and between pretty and sin. This requires the bountiful assistance of prophethood, just as our own sight cannot differentiate between genuine and counterfeit gold. It certainly requires touchstone, an instrument for testing alloys.

54. This tells us that even those animals who live in the Company of a Prophet become aware of faith and articles of faith as well as of infidelity and polytheism and obtain guidance through these august personalities. Observe, Bilqees obtained faith through Hud-Hud a bird of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace).

25. Why they prostrate not before Allah Who brings forth the hidden things of the Heavens and the Earth 55 and knows what you conceal and what you declare?

55. I.e. rain, harvest fields, etc. It is quite apparent that these are words of Hud-Hud which Allah Almighty has recorded in acknowledgement.
26. Allah is, besides Him there is no true deity, He is the Lord of the Magnificent throne 56.

56. This too is the statement of Hud-hud i.e. Allah Almighty is He in Whom these three attributes are found; to give like, to be aware of every unseen thing, to be Lord of the Mighty Throne and the entire creation. It should be remembered that the knowledge of the Prophets and the Saints in comparison to Allah Almighty is a drop in the ocean.

27. Sulaiman said, ‘now we shall see whether you have spoken the truth or you are amongst the liars 57.

57. This tells us that the judgement of the ruler is based on investigation and not on his personal inner manifestation and the inspired knowledge. Even on the Day of Judgement, Allah Almighty too would be passing judgment through investigation and testimonies, etc. Hence this does not necessarily prove that Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) was not aware of Bilqees.

28. Take my this edict and cast it to them 58, then moving aside from them see what answer they return 59.

58. This means do not come back immediately after the delivery of the letter, but move away and listen to her conversation. Take stock of the situation then give me full information. Allah Almighty be praised! The company of the Prophet can instil so much intelligence in animals. This tells us that Hud-Hud had come to understand human language.

59. Thus, taking this blessed letter, Hud-Hud went to Bilqees. At that point in time she was with her ministers and nobles, where he placed the letter in her lap. This letter carried the seal of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). On seeing his seal and the obedience this bird displayed for him she began to shiver and said the following words as a form of counselling.

29. The women said, ‘O chiefs undoubtedly there has been cast a noble letter towards me 60.

60. Because this letter commenced with the full Bismillah, and terminated with the seal of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), she called it a letter of respect and dignity.

30. Undoubtedly, it is from Sulaiman and it is buy the name of Allah, the most Affectionate, the Merciful 61.

61. From this we learn that we should commence every good deed with Bismillah. The Hadith of Bismillah gains strength from this blessed verse. The Holy Prophet too on the occasion of signing the Treaty of Hudaibiya commenced with Bismillah. The end result of commencing any good deed with the blessed name of Allah.
Almighty is success. Through its blessing, Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) was given a wife like Bilqees.

31. That you may seek not exaltness against me and came to me submitting 62.

62. Submitting means come to My court in total respect and submission. Or present yourself in Allah Almighty's court in prostration and faith. The first meaning is stronger. From this we learn that the door of the Prophet is not a place of arrogance, but it is a place of humility and respect.

SECTION: 3

32. She said, 'O my chiefs advice me in this matter, I decide not any matter firmly until you are present with me 63.

63. This means I do everything in accordance with your counselling. This tells us seeking advice is a good act because Allah Almighty has related the statement without any alteration.

33. They said, 'we are men of great strength and of severe 64 fighting and the authority is yours, therefore see what you command' 65.

64. This means that if you are thinking of war, we are prepared for war, because we are very bold soldiers, not cowards.

65. This means we are not controlled by advice, but by your command. Do not seek advice from us but give us an order. Bilqees felt that these people are inclined towards war, while it is against the grain of prudence and expediency to seek military confrontation with Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace).

34. She said, 'undoubtedly, when the kings enter 66 any towns ruin it and disgrace its honourable inhabitants and thus they do' 67.

66. Enter victoriously by waging war

67. They devastate populated establishments and put the ministers and nobles to the sword, or imprison them in disgrace. Thus, war under no circumstances is appropriate.

35. And I have to send a present 68 to him, then I shall see what answer the messengers bring back 69.

68. These gifts included five hundred slaves, five hundred maids, fully dressed in splendid golden outfits, five hundred bricks of gold, a throne studded in jewels and a large
quantity of exquisite musk and ambergris (Roohul Ma‘ani).

69. If Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) is only a king, then he will accept my gifts and would be softened by these. And if he

36. Then when he came to Sulaiman he said, ‘do you help me with wealth? But that which Allah has given me is better than that which He has given to you. Nay, it is you who rejoice in your gift.

70. This means my wealth is much more than yours. Thus, before these envoys carrying these gifts, could arrive, Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) had twelve square miles flooring of gold bricks. Around this floor he had walls of gold and silver put up and gave orders to the beautiful animals of the land and sea to stand with utmost respect.

37. Return to them, we shall therefore, bring that army to them against which they will have no power and we shall necessarily turn them out of the city they will be humbled.

72. From this we learn that any person with whom you do not wish to make peace, you should not accept his gifts. Otherwise accepting gifts is the way of the Prophets. Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) ordered the envoys to take the gifts back.

73. From this emerge three issues:
1. Through the blessing of Allah Almighty, there is no fear in the heart of a believer for an infidel.
2. The etiquette of faith demands that you speak with harsh words with the infidels. The flattery and cajoling of the infidels is against the way of life of the Prophets. Softness for the believer and severity towards the infidels is the conduct of the Holy Prophet. Says Allah Almighty:

38. Sulaiman said, ‘O chiefs, which is of you who may bring her throne to

is a Prophet he will not accept these gifts. Instead he will request me to accept Islam. I will wait and see what replies my envoys bring back.

71. This tells us that there is no importance given to material wealth and possessions in the hearts of pious sages of Allah Almighty, nor are they proud of these. They neither express joy at obtaining these transitory things nor are they saddened by their loss. May Allah Almighty grant us eternal joy! Amien.

"They are hard against the infidels and tender among themselves" (S48:V29). What it means is even if the devil and all his followers did not accept faith and present themselves, their fate would be the same.

3. The battle of the believers is not to gain wealth but to gain the pleasure of Allah Almighty.

Thus the envoys returned and related an eyewitness account to the Queen and conveyed the majestic message of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) and said that we do not have the power to wage a war against him. Then, locking her throne safely in her seventh palace, she set out to meet him. When Bilqees was just a mile from his palace, Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) informed this to his courtiers.
me before they come to me submitting 74?

74 So that he would test the intelligence and wisdom of Bilqees, whether she could recognize his throne or not, and that this should serve as a proof about his miracle and prophethood through which her faith would be strengthened. From this we learn that it is

39. One big evil jinn said 75, "I will bring you that throne before you rise from your sitting 76; and undoubtedly, I am powerful over trustworthy 77.

75 The name of this jinn was Zakkwaan, whose one foot would reach the very end of one’s sight (Roohul Bayaan). He had a huge body like a mountain.

76 This means before noon, because his procession would take place until midday.

40. One who had knowledge of the book 78 said, "I shall bring it to you before twinkling of the eye 79, then when Sulaiman saw the throne set before him said, 'this is of the grace of my Lord 80 that He may try me whether I am grateful or ungrateful 81. And whosoever is grateful is grateful for his own good. And whosoever is ungrateful, then my Lord is self-sufficient, all virtuous.

78 This was Asif bin Barkhiya. By book is meant the Divine Tablet or the Taurah or the Scrolls of Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) i.e. Hazrat Asif had become a saint by acquiring knowledge from these Books. And why not, because he was the pious student of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). By knowledge of the book means the hidden knowledge which is knowledge of Tawawuf or mystical knowledge because superficial knowledge does not bring about Samthood and inner strength. The author of Roohul Bayaan states that it is the belief of the Molizula sect that he was Jibrail, because they deny the miracles of saints. In following this sect, some Wahabis and Deobandis have expressed similar views.

79 From this verse the power of a saint, his swift movement and him being omnipresent and omniscient is made known. Hazrat Asif without asking anyone for the address of Bilqees and without any transport brought such a heavy throne in the wink of an eye. It should be remembered that the bringer of this throne is
not Hazrat Jibrael (On whom be peace) but the words "who had knowledge of the Book" tells us that the throne was not brought through an angelic power but through spiritual human power. It did not come just by the Dua of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) as can be seen by "I shall bring it to you". If the saint of the Israelites has so much power, then imagine the power of the saint of the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم, power of a Prophet, and power of the Seal of the Prophets صلى الله عليه وسلم.

41. Sulaiman ordered, ‘make the throne of the woman strange before her changing its shape, so that we see whether she gets the right way or is one of those who remain misguided 82.

82. From this it is learnt that whoso ever is to be married, is better to test his/her intellect, under standing and wisdom. This tells us that to test a person is the way of life of Prophets. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم too had tested the intelligence and wisdom of his Companions. Furthermore, it is permissible to spend from someone’s wealth without his permission provided the intention is good, and not to cause mischief. This can also be said that since this throne was to come under his possession, therefore he changed it.

42. Then when she came, it was said to her 83, ‘is your throne like this? She said, ‘as it is the same; and we were given knowledge before this and we have already submitted 84.

83. The thing is the same, but there is difference in colour and paint. For this reason the words ‘as it is’ has been used. You could also say it is the same, also it could not be that. She had spoken in brevity but comprehensively. Allah be pleased!

43. And that she used to worship beside Allah had stopped her. Undoubtedly she was of a disbelieving people 85.

85. This means Faith had already seeped into the heart of Bilqees but she only reveals it today in the court of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), because she had feared her people in that they would be infuriated by her change of faith. Due to the previous polytheism she did not have the courage to oppose everybody. This courage and boldness to declare her faith, only came to her after she came under the protection of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). Praise be to Allah!

80. It is indeed the grace of Allah Almighty that He has created such saints among my students. From this we learn that sainthood is a thing of certainty, so are the miracles of the saints.

81. From this emerge two issues:
1. Sometimes Allah Almighty takes back the bounty from His servant to test him, and sometimes grants him wealth to test him.
2. The true servants of Allah Almighty always regard bounties as a means of test. They are never proud of material possessions.

84. This means we have received prior information about your prophethood and we had set out reciting your Kalima in our heart. I reiterate that I am your obedient follower and the believing servant of your Lord.
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44. It was said to her, 'come to the courtyard'. Then when she saw it, she thought it was a deep water and uncovered shanks. Sulaiman said, 'it is a soft courtyard set with glasses.' The woman said, 'O my Lord I have wronged my soul and now I submit with Sulaiman before Allah who is the Lord of the entire world.

86. This court yard was made of glass Below it was clean water. The glass was so clean that nothing but water was visible seen. For this reason, Bilqees wanting to cross the water rolled up her pyjamas which revealed her calf.

87. Because Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) wanted to marry Bilqees, and seeing his fiancée is not unlawful. Someone had said that there are hair on her legs. Thus, to ascertain this he wanted to satisfy his curiosity through this way without her knowing it. From this there is a hint that to see the person through her physical features in such a way that she is not aware of it, is the way of the Prophets. In Islam, too, this is permissible. But it should be remembered that you should see some pretext.

88. Here tyranny denotes infidelity and polytheism. Says Allah Almighty: 'I undoubtedly, the association with Allah is a tremendous wrong' (S31 V13). The polytheist due to his polytheism makes him entitled to be an inmate of Hell, thus, he is causing tyranny to himself.

89. This means I did not come to Your court without any medium. I am coming through the medium of a Prophet, Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). Although I am not worthy of acceptance, but through the blessing of my blessed Companion accept me. Bilqees on seeing the kingdom of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) ascertained the Power of Allah Almighty. The apparent is the ladder of reaching the reality. Bilqees accepted Faith and married Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace).

From her, Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) was born (who died during the life time of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) ascended the throne at the age of thirteen and died at the age of fifty three. Thus he had ruled for forty years. His demise took place five hundred and seventy five years after Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). Bilqees had died a month after the death of her illustrious husband (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

SECTION: 4

45. And undoubtedly, We sent towards Thamud their compatriot Saleh that worship Allah, then henceforth they became two parties contending.

90. Through heart and body, bring faith through the heart and do good deeds and worship through the body. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

91. One group of believers, the other of infidels-everyone had been saying in its favour.
46. Saleh said, 'O my people why you hasten the evil before the good? Why you don’t ask forgiveness from Allah haply you may be shown mercy?

92. This means why are you seeking punishment before forgiveness. It should be remembered here that 'good' denotes forgiveness. They had been saying that when punishment would come to us we will then seek forgiveness.

93. Do this by declaring faith by seeking forgiveness. Repent from all types of immoral activities and become pious. Other than that, the repentance of an infidel is not accepted.

47. Said, 'we took a bad omen from you and your companions. He said, 'your bad omen is with Allah, rather your people are lying in temptation.'

94. Because rain was withheld from the people of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) due to their immoral practices, while they, accused the believers for being the cause of it.

95. This tells us that infidelity is an inauspicious thing, due to which punishment is sent into the world.

96. This tells us that the Prophets and believers are auspicious people through whose blessings the mercy of Allah Almighty descends. To call them inauspicious is mischief-making of the highest order. Or it can mean that the withholding of the rain is a test upon you. Sometimes Allah Almighty tests us by giving, sometimes by taking. In that case mischief would signify a test. Says Allah Almighty: "Your wealth and your children are only a trial" (S64:V15).

97. This means that in Hjur, city of the Thamood, lived nine people. Here the word RAHT denotes people who are Bazel bin Abdur Rabb, Ghanam bin Ghanam, Baab bin Mohraj, Masda bin Mohraj, Umail bin Kardiya, Asim bin Makhrima, Sabit bin Sadka, Sahl bin Safee, Qidaar bin Salif. Qidaar was their leader.

He killed Naaqah. This establishment was found between Arabia and Syria.

98. This means these people were genuine mischief makers and would do no useful work. Thus, after mischief, mention has not been made of peaceful measures.

48. And there were nine persons in the city making mischief in the earth and didn’t like rectification.

49. They said swearing by Allah among each other, 'we shall necessarily fall upon Saleh and his household by night. Then we shall say to his heir; we were not present at the time of murder of the
members of this family and undoubtedly, we are the truthful 101.

49. This means we will kill Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace), his family and all his followers by sniping them at night. This tells us that these people had not rejected Allah Almighty, but were practising polytheism after believing in Allah Almighty, otherwise they would not have taken an oath of Allah Almighty.

100. This means from the heir of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) who would have the right to demand blood money for him. This tells us that during that time, the custom of awarding capital punishment and payment of blood money was in vogue.

101. This tells us that, liars are the foundation of all crimes. First, the criminal makes the intention of telling a lie, thereafter he commits the crime. To try and prove the foundation of crimes, like a lie to Allah Almighty is indeed the worst form of infidelity.

50. And they plotted their own plot and We made Our secret plan and they remained unaware 102.

102. This tells us that Allah Almighty is the Protector and Helper of His special servants and He saves them from the secret evils.

51. Then see how was the end of their plot, We destroyed them 103 and their entire people 104.

103. In that Allah Almighty would send angels to protect the house of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace). When these people had come there fully armed, the angels had destroyed them. It should be remembered that this scheme of these wretches had taken place after the killing of the she-camel, when Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) had told them that they would be destroyed within three days. In reply, they had spoken that before they were destroyed, they would destroy Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) (Tafsir Roohul Ma'ani, Khazainul Irfan). Hence, there is no inconsistency in the verse. The entire people of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) were destroyed through Divine punishment, while these nine were killed in this manner.

104. The entire people were destroyed through a frightening sound, and these nine men were destroyed by the angels. There are other traditions regarding the killing of those nine men at the door of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace). That these men had hidden behind a huge rock with evil intentions. They were crushed to death by the same rock.

52. Then these are their houses overturned the recompense of their oppression 105 undoubtedly, in it there is a sign for the people who know.

105. This tells us that the proof of historical things are made known through fame, which does not require any categorical Quranic injunction or an eye witness. That these desolate settlements were of those destroyed people had already become famous. Allah Almighty had acknowledged it reliability. The verses do not mention where these various
people had stayed. Thus now the mere fame of these historical monuments, relics, genealogy,

53. And We rescued those who believed and used to fear 106.

106. From this there is a hint that all the companions of the Prophets are always believers and pious because Allah Almighty

54. And to Lut, when he said to his people 107, do you come to indecency while you are seeing?

107. The people of whom he was the Prophet, i.e. the residents of Sodoom. It does not mean people by nationality, because Hazrat

55. Do you approach men lustfully leaving women 108? Rather you are a people ignorant.

108. Due to homosexuality, man is of no use to a woman. Thus, he has to give up the woman. Or it can mean that you show no inclination towards them. From this we also learn that to show no inclination towards your wife and to leave her suspended is prohibited.

56. Then there was no answer of his people but that they said, expel the family of Lut from your city; they are they who wants cleanliness 109.

109. By stopping us from indulging in this

57. Then We delivered him and his family but his wife. We destroyed her that she is among those who stayed behind 110.

110. Because she was a friend of the infidels and held them dear to her. From this we learn that the friendship of the infidels can bring about Divine punishment. Also, that

58. And We rained upon them a rain, therefore, what an evil rain was of

is sufficient to accept them as such without any separate need of a categorical statement.

had forgiven all these believers. This tells us that all these believers were pious and numbered four thousand.

Lut (On whom be peace) had migrated here from Kufa.

You have to maintain contact with her. In four months, you should have sex with her at least once. If there is no obstacle in this. In fact, if the husband is impotent and is unable to satisfy the needs of the wife, she can file a case against him to annul the marriage.

immoral practice.

household members of the Prophet are in dire need of faith. It is insufficient to be just a household member without faith.
those who were warned.

SECTION: 5

59. Say you, ‘all praise belongs to Allah and peace upon His chosen bondmen. Is Allah best, or their made associate?

111. This means you should express gratitude to Allah Almighty for the destruction of the previous people. This tells us that the destruction of the unfaithful becomes a means of joy for the believers.

112. These august personalities are the Holy Prophet and his beloved Companions and his noble household members. We say this too: Al-hamdo Lillah, and this as well: YA NABISAI AAM ALAIKA. Oh Beloved Prophet! Greeting unto Thee! This is because the Holy Prophet is the chosen servant of Allah Almighty and as such we are commanded to extend greetings to him. Thus, in the beginning of Salah we recite AL-HAMDO LILLAH and at the end we recite (Peace be upon you), Oh Prophet! And through the blessing of the Holy Prophet Salallahu Alayhi Wa Salam greeting is extended to all the chosen servants of Allah Almighty.

60. Or He Who made heavens and earth, and sent down for you the water from the heavens, then We caused to grow there with gardens full of loveliness; you had no power to cause their trees to grow. Is there any other god along with Allah? Nay they deviate from the path.

113. The heavens and the earth are the original and most beneficial centres of the outward world. Therefore, it is mostly their discussion which is found.

114. This means that Allah Almighty organized all these arrangements for you and not for Himself. You benefit from it. Thus it becomes your duty too, to do something to seek the pleasure of Allah Almighty.

115. Because the needs of the harvest fields and gardens would not be satisfied by mere wells, until there is no rain, they will not be able to remain green. Also, the water of the well too comes from the rain. If there is no rain these wells, too, become dry.

116. After having so many proofs about the Oneness of Allah Almighty, these people accept polytheism without any proof. This tells us that not reflecting on the proofs regarding Oneness of Allah Almighty is great deprivation. True intelligence is that which is used to recognize Him through seeing His Powers.

61. Or He Who made the earth for habitation and set amidst it streams and made for it anchors.

ألف بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم

قل الحمد لى وسلمة على عبادة النزنين

أضرل الله خير أنت نسبكم

مَلَكُ اللَّهِ الْمُحْتَضِرُ الْمُخْتَلِفُ

Beloved Prophet! Greeting unto Thee! This is because the Holy Prophet is the chosen servant of Allah Almighty and as such we are commanded to extend greetings to him. Thus, in the beginning of Salah we recite AL-HAMDO LILLAH and at the end we recite (Peace be upon you), Oh Prophet! And through the blessing of the Holy Prophet Salallahu Alayhi Wa Salam greeting is extended to all the chosen servants of Allah Almighty.

آمن بن تلق السلوان و أمرض

أنزل كنتم من السماء ماءً فأتبنائنا به حمداً دافنا ذاك بهجة ما كان كنتم أن تُشْيِّشْوا مجرحاً عالَّغةً مَّعَ اللهَ بل

فَمَّ كُمْ يَسْبِيلُونَ

Or He Who made the earth for habitation and set amidst it streams and made for it anchors.
(mountain) and a barrier between the two seas. Is there any other god along with Allah? Nay! Most of them know not.

117. In that all of you are habitated on the earth, or that the earth is habitated, it does not have movement otherwise you would not be able to settle on it. The natural orders would be shattered through earthquakes.

118. This means the earth was on water in such a way, like the ships on the sea. Therefore, there would be movement and motion in it. Then huge mountains were placed on them so that due to their weight the earth would be stabilised. From these verses we learn that the earth is motionless and stationary. By dropping the anchor of the ship, it comes to a halt.

62. Or He who listens to destitute when he calls upon Him and removes the evil and makes you successors in the earth. Is there any god along with Allah? Very little you reflect.

121. From this we understand Allah Almighty accepts the Dua of one who is restless. Among the conditions for the acceptance of Dua is restlessness. Therefore, there is an order that let the restless pray for you. The prayer of the travellers, the sick, the oppressed, those in debt are virtually certain to be accepted.

122. In that you became owners of the lands of your predecessors while those coming after you will become heirs of your lands. Pure is He whose possessions are beyond decline.

63. Or He Who guides you in the darkness of the land and the sea and He Who sends the winds bearing good tidings before His Mercy? Is there any other god along with Allah? Exalted is Allah above what they associate with Him.

123. From this we learn that when Allah Almighty had created the stars, etc. as guides for worldly journeys, then why should He not create guides for the Hereafter in the form of Prophets, Saints, the Ulama? In this verse there is a prophecy about future inventions, i.e. things like mariner's compass, etc. would be invented for providing guidance for travellers during darkness of the night, as is the case today.

124. Here the word mercy denotes rain and winds signify those winds which bring about monsoon rains, etc. and through whose blowing people become hopeful of rain. In the Holy
64. Or He who originates the creation, and shall thereafter makes it again? And who gives you sustenance from heaven and earth? Is there any other god along with Allah? Say you, 'bring forward your proof that you are truthful.'

125. The polytheists of Makkah were believers in the concept of origin of creation, and had accepted Allah Almighty as their Creator and Master, but they did not believe in the concept of resurrection. But since the repetition of this has been substantiated with proofs, hence it is correct to state this negative interrogation. Thus, there is nothing objectionable about the verse.

126. This means that from the heavens He provides rain and the light of the sun, the moon and the stars, and provides all produce from the earth like fruit, grain, nourishing food, medicinal herbs, etc. or that the heavens and the earth have a hand in the production of all of these. i.e. the sand of the earth becomes fertile due to the rains and sunlight from the heavens, or that the earth provides the physical body, nourishing foods, wakefulness, sleep, comforts, hardship, etc. and the heaven provides spiritual nourishment, faith, good deeds etc. through prophethood.

127. From this we learn that it is permissible to seek proof from the infidel to prove him false. However, it is infidelity to seek proof based on the probability of truth i.e. perhaps he may be on the path of truth. E.g. if a person claims to be a prophet for which another person seeks proof, with the thought that he might be true in his claim, the seeker of the proof is out of the fold of Islam. Such a verdict by a jurist is not in contradiction of this verse.

65. Say you, 'however are in the heavens and earth do not know themselves the unseen but Allah'. And they do not know when they will be raised up.

128. In terms of apparent meaning, this verse is against the Wahabites too, because even they believe in partial knowledge of the unseen for the Holy Prophet. Hence the actual meaning of this verse is that Allah Almighty alone in the true sense of the word is the Knower of the Unseen. Thereafter, whomsoever He chooses, He may inform and due to His information others gain this knowledge as is stated by Allah Almighty: “There is no judgement but of Allah” (5:12 V40). This means the true and absolute Judge is Allah Almighty, but through His blessings others too are judges. In the Ruku that follows, the following verse is found:

"And as many unseen of the heavens and the earth are there, all are in a Book disclosing" (52:7 V75). All the unseen are found in a Book upholding the unity. And that is not a book. This means it is the revealer of all the unseen to His beloved bondsmen. This serves as the proof for the knowledge of the unseen of Prophets and Saints.

129. This entire verse is revealed as a reply to the question of the polytheists that, when would the Day of Judgement take place? By means of the plural form it has been hinted that this knowledge shall not be given to the common people.
66. Has their knowledge reached to the knowing of the hereafter? Nay they are in doubt about it, rather they are blind to it.

130. This means are these people convinced about the Day of Judgement that they are enquiring about its date and time? What it means is that this question of theirs is merely for the sake of making fun and not for the sake of investigation.

SECTION: 6

67. And the infidels said, ‘what, when we and our fathers will become dust, shall we be brought forth again?’

132. This means that they would be taken out of their graves for the purpose of giving account of their deeds. It should be remembered that by graves is meant period of the grave and not the inmates of the grave, because those who had been buried, too, would be resurrected from their places.

68. Undoubtedly, we have been promised this and before us our fathers, this is not but the tales of the ancients.

133. This means the previous Prophets had promised our ancestors about the coming of the Day of Judgement, but it has not come as yet. This thinking of theirs was a height of foolishness. It is like a person saying about a tree that has just been planted: Why doesn't it bear the fruit the same day? Every work takes place on its time. The Day of Judgement, too, would take place on its time.

69. Say you ‘travel in the earth and see, how were the end of the culprits’.

134. From this we learn that to see the ruined establishments of those nations destroyed by Allah Almighty for the sake of taking a lesson is beneficial. Similarly to undertake a journey to visit the sacred Mazaars of the Saints of Allah Almighty in order to inculcate a desire for the worship of Allah Almighty as well as to strengthen hope is excellent. The meaning of the Hadith that besides visiting the three mosques do not undertake a journey elsewhere, is that, do not go there with the understanding that the rewards therein would be greater than other mosques besides these three mosques. Thus, there is no contradiction between the Hadith and the Holy QUR‘AAN.

70. And grieve you not over them, and not be straitened on their plotting.
135. From this we learn that one should not express sorrow at the punishment of the infidels, but instead one should express joy, as they are the enemies of the believers. One should be happy at killing a snake.

136. This means do not be saddened by the schemes of the infidels to destroy Islam and the Muslims because they will not be successful in their efforts. It is your sun that would be on the rise. And this is what had happened. From this we learn that the power of infidelity is less than its bark. You should always be prepared to oppose it. Do not be disheartened by it.

71. And they say, 'when this promise will be fulfilled 137, if you are truthful'.

137. Of the victory and aid of the believers, or it is about the punishment of the world and the Hereafter of the infidels. In the first instance it refers to the promise, while in the second instance it refers to threat of censure. It should be remembered that this question of the infidels was merely for the sake of ridicule and jest. To ask a question with this intention, too, is an act of infidelity.

72. Say you, it is near that some of the things you are hastening for, may have come closed to you 138.

138. The reason for stating 'some' is to show that some of the punishments on the infidels would be meted out in this world quickly, while the punishments of the grave and the Hereafter would come later. Thus, the first punishment these infidels received at the hands of the believers was in the battle-field of Badr.

73. And undoubtedly, your Lord is graceful for mankind 139 but most of them are not grateful 140.

139. Here the word 'mankind' refers to people in general, which includes the believers, as well as the infidels. Gracious refers to worldly bounties. Worldly bounties are distributed to all the people, but Faith and piety have been specifically given to the believers.

74. And undoubtedly, your Lord knows what is hidden in their breasts and what they disclose 141.

141. Many of the infidels were inwardly regarding the Holy Prophet to be true, but were verbally rejecting him. Regarding them Allah Almighty said: "We are fully aware of both conditions of theirs". Or it could mean that in their hearts they have envy for you and verbally they utter insults. We are aware of both things and shall give punishment for both.
75. And as many unseen of the heavens and the earth are there, all are in a Book disclosing. 

142. It should be remembered that the Divine Tablet is called 'disclosing' because it reveals all types of knowledge and secrets to those people who have been blessed with the vision to see it. If the Divine Tablet was not visible to anyone, it would not have been called discloser. In fact, these statements are there for those people who gain all the knowledge by means of this book whose gaze is on it, otherwise Allah Almighty has no need for these. He is free from forgetfulness, errors, etc. In this blessed verse there is great proof about the knowledge of the unseen of the Prophets and Saints. In fact, angels too, know these by Divine endowment because their sight is on the Divine Tablet.

76. Undoubtedly, this Qur’aan explains to the children of Israel most of those things in which they differ.

143. Previous incidents and religious laws. Thus, in the prophethood of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), the incident of the Companions of the Cave, the story of Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace), the People of the Book had differed. The Holy QUR’AAN by verifying them put an end to this dispute.

77. And undoubtedly, that is guidance and mercy for the Muslims.

144. It should be remembered that the true guidance and mercy of the Holy QUR’AAN is specific for the believer, but its guidance is for all, for every believer and the infidel alike. Just like the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم who is a mercy unto the worlds, but to the believers he is a special mercy. Says Allah Almighty: "And We had not sent you but as a mercy for all worlds" (S21:V107), and further says: "And to the believers is most kind and merciful" (S9:V128).

78. And undoubtedly, Your Lord decides between them by His command, and He is the Honourable, the Knowing.

79. Therefore put your trust in Allah. Undoubtedly, you are on clear truth.

145. This means your being on the path of truth is so apparent as the sun at noon. Only the blind will try to reject you. By stating 'clear truth' categorically we learn that every belief, action and saying of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is correct. Falsehood has not tarnished any of them. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is the fountainhead of truth. From a gold mine you will not get copper. Falsehood does not come from the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم.
80. Undoubtedly you can not make the dead hear 146, and nor you can make the deaf to hear the call, when they turn showing their backs.

146 Here corpses denote death of the heart i.e. by infidels and the blind is meant their hearts are blind. Otherwise they would not have been contrasted with faith. The listening of the corpse is proven from the Holy QUR’AN and the Ahadith. Its commentary is the following verse "Certainly it is not the eyes that are blind but blind are the hearts which are in the breasts" (S22:V46). It is for this reason that it is Sunnat to extend greetings to dead in the cemetery. It is obligatory to extend greetings to the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم in Tashahood, although extending greeting to the deaf, or he may be able to hear but is unable to reply is not permissible.

81. And you cannot guide the blind from their error 147. You can make only those to hear who believe in Our signs and they are Muslims 148.

147 Those whose hearts are blind, or those who are blind, of eyes, whose eyes can outwardly see, but they fail to see your miracles. Otherwise the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم had blessed many blind people with the light of faith.
148 This means those who are believers due to Divine knowledge and those in whose destiny Faith is written. Thus, there is no objection on the verse. From this verse we learn that there is a difference between Islam and faith, because there is a difference in the subject preceding and following the adverbial prefix Fa.

82. And when the word will fall upon them 149. We shall bring forth for them out of the earth a beast 150 than shall talk to them 151 because the people had not believed in Our signs.

149 By this is meant that people would give up religious propagation because of it, and they will have no hope of the infidels ever reforming. This time will come just before the Day of Judgement. At that point in time there will be believers in the world, but the control of the infidels would be greater.

150 The name of this animal is JASASAH. It has been born. Some of the noble Companions had seen it where the DAAJJAL is imprisoned. The verb 'We shall bring forth' has been used i.e. at this point in time it is imprisoned but at that time it would be set free. This animal will come out of custody after the setting of the sun (Tafseer Roohul Bayaun). It would have in its possession the walking stick of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) and the ring of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). He would touch the forehead of a believer with the walking stick through which a bright light would appear and this would be a sign of the person dying with faith. He would touch the forehead of the infidel with the ring of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) due to which a dark mark would appear and this would be the sign of him dying an infidel.

151 From this we learn that near the Day of Judgement, the coming out of DAABATUL ARDH from the earth is correct. This has been mentioned in Hadith Shareef. It would be a
very strange looking animal. It would appear from the Hill of Safa. This does not signify any human scholar as has been misconstrued by present day CHAKRALDWI sect, otherwise its talking to the people would not seem so strange and astonishing.

SECTION: 7

83. And the day when We shall raise from every group of people a troop \(^{152}\) of those who belied Our signs, then their first comers shall be stopped that those coming after may meet them.

152. Here the word ‘every group’ denotes, those
groups of every prophet to whom they were sent.

84. Till, when all would have come \(^{153}\), Allah will say, ‘did you belie My Signs while Your Knowledge could not reach to them \(^{154}\). Or what you used to do? \(^{155}\).

153. That is where accountability would be taking place. From this we learn that on the Day of Judgement the accountability of the infidels would be taking place in the open for the purpose of disgracing them. If Allah Almighty wills, the accountability of sins of the believer would be done in solitude, but their good deeds would be accounted in the open.

154. This means that you have rejected the Day of Judgement, and verses or signs of Allah Almighty without any thinking. If you could have exercised slight hesitation you could have brought faith. Thus this is not that type of ignorance due to which man becomes known as disabled, but by this, it means not exercising slight delay and self-reflection.

155. This means you did not even consider why you have been created and what work you are doing. There is a purpose for the creation of everything, but did not even consider the purpose of your own creation.

85. And the word has already fallen upon them because of their wrongs, so now they speak nothing \(^{156}\).

156. This tells us that there will come a time on the infidels on the Day of Judgement when they would not be able to talk, while at other times they would be able to talk. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

86. Have they not seen that We have made the night that they must rest therein \(^{157}\), and the day sight giving? Undoubtedly, in them necessarily there are signs for those who believe \(^{158}\).

157. For this reason the night has been left for darkness, because darkness or lesser light helps to induce sleep. From this we learn that resting during night too is an act of worship, if done with good intention. Furthermore every rightful person should be given his dues.
Worship and mystic exercises are rights of the spirit; rest is the right of the self; order is given here to fulfill both rights. However, just as one takes little rest during the day, one should engage in little worship at night. If you can engage in Tahajjud Salah you will most certainly be very fortunate.

158. The believers fully understand that just as one gets up after sleeping, in the same manner one will need to get up after dying. Just as light appears after the completion of the night, there is life after death. Just as night is created for rest, day is created for work. But the work has to be for the pleasure of Allah Almighty. Just as day and night have not been made useless, there are many wisdoms associated with them. In the like manner, we and our deeds are not made futile. There should be some type of wisdom associated therewith. It should be remembered that the sleep of some is superior to the wakeful state, their death is better than living, while the wakeful state of some is better than sleep and living is better than death.

87. and the Day when the trumpet shall be blown 159, then all those who are in heavens and those in the earth shall be unnerved 160 but he whom Allah wills 161. And all were present before Him showing humility 162.

159. The first trumpet would be the total annihilation of everyone, and the second time would be to resurrect everyone.

160. If this is meant the first trumpet, then by unnerved would mean the fear of death i.e. they would die out of fear. But if it means the second blowing of the trumpet, then fear would denote the fear of the Day of Judgement which will be for everyone, besides some special servants of Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that everyone will die from the first blowing of the trumpet besides Hazrat Israeel (On whom be peace) and some other angels, as their death will take place later through Divine Command. Likewise, the first to be resurrected would be Hazrat Israeel (On whom be peace) and some angels as per Divine Command. Thereafter the rest of the people would come to life, through the blowing of the second Trumpet. It is for this reason that 'he whom Allah wills' is stated thereafter. Thus, this objection of Dayanand Saraswati is totally incorrect that if everyone would be annihilated through the Trumpet, then what would destroy the Trumpet.

161. From this we learn that the pious servants of Allah Almighty will have no fear of the Day of Judgement. Says Allah Almighty: “The Great Terror shall not grieve them” (S21:V103). It is further stated: “And they are secure on that Day from bewilderment” (S27:V89). The martyrs are also included in them.

162. This means all will be present in the court of Allah Almighty, some to receive punishment, some to gain rewards, some to gain pardon and some to pardon the sinners.

88. And you shall see the mountains, you shall think that they are fixed, but they will be passing (like) the passing of clouds 163. This the work of Allah Who made every thing with wisdom. Undoubtedly, He is aware of your works.

163. Like how the moon and the stars seem stationary to us, whereas in reality they are
moving swiftly. The movement of big objects

is not felt immediately.

and according to the deed of the servant.

166. This means due to fear of the punishment which would be at seeing Hell. Otherwise, the awe and dread of the Day of Judgement would be experienced by the pious believers too, besides those very special servants. Thus there is no objection against the verse. It should be observed that the time of entry into Paradise is included in the Day of Judgement. Thus, to experience fear regarding this day is most appropriate.

90. And whoever brought evil, then their faces were lied down in the fire\(^{167}\). What reward you will get but of only that which you used to do \(^{168}\).

punishment would be severe, while that of the milder infidel would be of a lesser degree

2. The minor children of the infidel who had died in their infancy, would not be punished in Hell, because the punishment of Hell would be due to one's evil deeds as is understood from the use ‘of that’. It should be remembered that the punishment of leading someone astray too is due to the punishment of ones own deed i.e. of misleading.

91. I have been commanded only to worship the Lord \(^{169}\) of this city, Who has sanctified it \(^{170}\) and His is everything, and I have been commanded to be of obedient\(^{171}\).

169. Because the sacred city of Makkah is the place of birth of our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and the place of Hajj, it has been elevated to this position, otherwise Allah Almighty is the Lord of everything.

170. By sanctified means He has prohibited to hunt and to cut the grass therein. Or it means that city is one of dignity and sanctity.

171. From this we understand no matter what status one may reach, he cannot remain unmindful about his good deeds. If the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is commanded to
be obedient to laws of Allah Almighty, then in what category are we? It should be remembered that the word Muslim denotes one who is obedient and not a true believer, because the Holy Prophet ﷺ is indeed Faith personified. We are believers while the Holy Prophet ﷺ is the true meaning of faith. Thus, you cannot prove from this verse that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is our brother. But every Muslim is a brother unto one another.

92. And that I recite Quraan 172; therefore whoever got guidance got it for his own good 173 and whoever went astray, then, say you, ‘I am only a Warner’ 174.

172. So that through my recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN you may obtain guidance.
173. He will certainly find the reward of it, although the provider of guidance will also receive rewards for providing the guidance. Hence this verse does not stop you from conveying rewards of good deeds to the departed souls.
174. Thus I will not suffer any loss due to your going astray. This tells us that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is totally independent of us. It is we who are totally dependent on the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

93. And say, ‘all praise belongs to Allah, soon He will show you His signs, then you will recognise them175. And O Beloved Prophet; your Lord is not unaware, O people, of your doings.

175. By these signs is meant those miracles of the Holy Prophet ﷺ which were to appear in the future like the splitting of the moon, the re-appearance of the sun when it had set, the recitation of the Kalima by stones and rocks, etc. Or it could mean those unseent things which would be appearing later like the defeat of the infidels, in the Battles of Badr and Hunain, and the victory of the believers in these, or the befalling of calamities on the infidels, like famine, etc.
1. Surah Al-Qasas is Makkan. It consists of nine Rukus (sections) eighty eight verses, four hundred and forty one words and five thousand eight hundred letters. It should be remembered that from this Surah verse eighty four was revealed during the Hijrah in the vicinity of Madinah Munawwarah, and another four, verses fifty two to fifty five, were revealed in Madinah Tayyiba. The rest of the verses were revealed in Makkah.

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1
1. TA -Sin-Mim

2. These are the verses of the luminous book.

2. It means that of the Holy QUR’AAN. It should be remembered that the Divine Tablet too is called the luminous Book and so is the Holy QUR’AAN, but the difference is that

3. We recite to you the true news of Musa and Firaww (pharaoh) for those who believe.

3. Because the stories of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) and the Pharaoh very well known, so much so that they had become household tales and the Israelites had brought in many fabrications to these. To rectify this, Allah Almighty had revealed these stories in various parts of the QUR’AAN in different ways. In these there is proof of our Holy Prophet’s صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم prophethood, as well as that without reading and assistance of any historians, he is able to narrate such stories. Indeed, he is a true Prophet who is doing this by means of revelation.

4. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم was fully aware of these stories in advance. Their revelation in the Holy QUR’AAN is to give this information to the believer. For this reason “for those who have faith” is stated here. We further learn that only the believers would benefit from them and not the infidels. In addition, we learn that to narrate and listen to historical events is an act of worship, as they become a means of obtaining piety.

4. Undoubtedly, Firaww had got control in the earth and made its
people his subordinates, he sought to weaken a group of them, slay their sons and let their women live. Undoubtedly, he was mischief-maker.

5. 'Exaltation on the earth' is called that controlling power in the Holy Qur'an which is for giving air to one's ego and its end result is cruelty and tyranny. This is what is meant here. "Desire not exaltation on the earth nor disorder" (S28 V83). If this control is intended for the sake of religion, it would be an act of worship. Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) told the king to grant him the control over the treasures. Here the word 'Earth' signifies the ground of Egypt.

6. This means for one group from the inhabitants of Egypt as they were Israelites.

7. Thus the Pharaoh had between eighty and ninety thousand innocent male infants from the Israelites killed (Tafseer Roohul Ma'ani);

7.1 so that the girls who were spared would serve him when they came of age. He had no fear from the girls because the sooth-sayers had given him this information that one boy, from the Israelites will put an end to your kingdom. Here 'their women' denotes their small daughters who would become women in time to come.

5. And We desired that We should be gracious to those weakened and make them leaders and should make them the inheritors of their country and wealth.

8. This tells us that prophethood and kingdom are some of the major favours from the kind offices of Allah Almighty.

9. Religious as well as worldly, so that Israelites should obtain guidance from Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) while others should obtain it from the Israelites.

10. Here the heir does not denote inheritance.

6. And We should establish them in the earth and show to Firawn and Haman and their armies the same, which they fear, from them.

11. By earth is meant the earth of Egypt and this is the commentary of this inheritance. Or by ground is meant the lands of Syria, Egypt, etc.

7. And We inspired the mother of Musa, suckle him, When you may

in terms of religion because a believer cannot be an heir of an infidel. Also, there was no genealogical relationship between the Qibitees (people of the Pharaoh) and the Israelites. Instead, it denotes inheritance in the absurd way, i.e., becoming an heir of his wealth after his death.

7.1 And We inspired the mother of Musa, suckle him, When you may

12. The decline of his kingdom as well as his own destruction at the hands of one son of the Israelites. This tells us that fate does not escape through any planning or course of action.
have fear for him\textsuperscript{15}, then cost him into river and fear \textsuperscript{16} not and nor grieve; undoubtedly, we shall return him to you and shall make him Messengers. \textsuperscript{17}

13. Through a dream or an angel. Or he placed it into their hearts. There are a great deal of divergent views on the name of the mother of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). Generally the accepted name is Yohaiz and she is from the children of Ladi Bin Hazrat Yacoob (On whom be peace) (Tafsir Khazaimul Irfaan and Roohul Ma'ani).

14. For a few days Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) did not cry while hidden from everyone, and no one besides his sister Marium come to know about his birth, not even the neighbours (Khazaimul Irfaan).

15. This means after a few days your neighbours will come to know and they will inform Pharaoh about it. At the time you should take this course of action. From this we learn that the mother of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was a complete Saint, and the saints of Allah Almighty are provided knowledge of the unseen from Him. Thus Yohaiz suckled Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) for three months. Thereafter those incidents came to pass which are described later.

16. From this we learn that Yohaiz had been given information of the following: Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) would not die now; you yourself would be taking care of him; Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) would be made a Prophet. All these things are from the knowledge of the unseen. This tells us that Saints of Allah Almighty are bestowed with knowledge of the unseen.

17. From this we learn that the wife can be called a member of the household, because Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was picked up by Hazrat Asiya the wife of the Pharaoh, who had been called the family of Pharaoh. Thus the Holy Prophet’s wives are included in the family of Hazrat Muhammad . It should be remembered that Yohaiz had placed the box in the river in the evening which reached the place of the Pharaoh in the morning.

8. Then the family\textsuperscript{18} of Firawn picked him up that he may become their enemy and grief. Undoubtedly, Firawn and Haman and their armies were wrongdoers. \textsuperscript{19}

18. In the word LEYAKOONA the letter LAAM is consequential like it is said the thief steals in order to go to jail. This is not the intention of the thief, but the consequence of his action. In the same way, the Pharaoh had picked up Hazrat Moosa عليه السلام with the intention of making him his son not his enemy. But this was the consequence. It should be remembered that in the word ‘for them’ Asiya (wife of the Pharaoh) is not included, but rather the Pharaoh and his followers.

19. Those who regarded Hazrat Moosa عليه السلام as an heirless child included those saints or those heirs; or it could mean those people were terrible criminals, and now that person has reached the house who would be punishing them i.e. Hazrat Moosa عليه السلام.
9. And the wife of Firawn 20, said, 'this child is the comfort to you and me, 21 slay him not perhaps he may profit us 22 or we may take him for a son 23, and they were unaware.

20 This tells us that by rendering service to the Prophet, sunken ships came to the fore. This is the reason why Hazrat Asiya had been bestowed with the greatness i.e. she saved the life of Hazrat Moosa عليه السلام and served him. Hazrat Asiya was childless. Whoever would see Hazrat Moosa عليه السلام would fall in love with him.

21 This means after seeing him, I am beginning to love him, and so are you. The full name of the wife of Pharaoh is Asiya bint Mazzaham, bin Ubaid, bin Rayyaan bin Waleed. This is the same Rayyaan bin Waleed who was the king of Egypt during the time of

10. And next morning the heart of the mother of Musa became impatient 24. Surely it was near that she might have disclosed his condition, if we had not solaced her heart, 26 that she might remain believing on Our promise.

24 When she heard that her beloved son had reached the place of Pharaoh. But this impatience was a natural one, and not due to unawareness because she knows that her son would return safely to her, as has been outlined above.
25 By uttering in a fit of ecstasy. Oh my son!
26 From this we learn that sometimes the response of ‘it had not’ comes before its utterance

11. And his mother said to his sister 27, ‘follow him’, then she remained observing from a far, and they were not aware. 28

27 The name of Hazrat Moosa’s (On whom be peace) sister is Mariam bint Imraan and her husband’s name is Ghalib bin Yosha (Tafseer Roohul Ma’ani) The name of the mother of Hazrat Isaa (On whom be peace) too is Mariam bint Imraan. But the two Imraans

Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) (Roohul Ma’ani).

22 It is stated in Tafseer Roohul Bayaan that Hazrat Asiya had one daughter having leucoderma. When she applied the saliva of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) on her leucoderma, she was cured of it. On that occasion he said that we will receive many blessings from this child. Allah Almighty knew best. However, it is well known that she was childless. It is possible that she might be an adopted daughter.
23 Because we have no son and he would become the light of our house.

Thus in the verse of Surah Yusuf: "And he would also have desired her, if he would not have the proof of his Lord" (S12 V24), 'if he would not' is the latter condition while 'he would also have desired her' is requital which receives priority. What this actually means is that if Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) had not seen the proof of his Lord, he would have desired Lady Zuleikha.
are different persons. Between these two Imraans there is a time difference of almost two thousand years.

12. And We had already forbidden all wet nurses to him them she said, ‘shall I tell you of such a household who may bring up this child of yours, and they are his well wishers.

29. From this we learn that sometimes miracles of the Prophets take place in their childhood too. Refraining Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) from suckling anyone’s milk besides that of his mother is indeed his miracle. These are called ERHAAS i.e. the talking of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) in his infancy.

13. Then We returned him to his mother that his mother might be comforted and not grieve, and she might know that the promise of Allah’s true, but most of the people know not.

31. In that Hazrat Mariam went to call her mother Yo Haiz at Pharoah’s instructions. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) immediately began to breast feed after going to his mother and slept peacefully thereafter. Prior to this, the Pharoah carried him and tried to castrate him, but the baby continued to cry for milk and remained restless. This, was causing anxiety in the Pharoah as well. When the Pharoah asked Yo Haiz why the child has accepted her milk and what relation she had with the child she replied, that there seems to be a great deal of purity in this baby and because I keep myself clean he is inclined towards me. Thus the Pharoah fixed wages for Yohaiz and made arrangements for her provisions and told her to take the baby home where she should take care of him in a princely way. Allah Almighty be Praised! (Khazainul Irfan)

32. This means to recognize after seeing him, otherwise she was certain, prior to this, now it became positive knowledge.

33. They doubt the promises of Allah Almighty. They are believers about the concept of possibility of a lie regarding Allah Almighty (Allah forbid!) While breast feeding Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) stayed with his mother for which Pharoah paid her one ashrafi (gold coin) per day.

SECTION 2

14. And when he reached his grown up age and attained his full strength, We bestowed him judgement and knowledge. And thus We reward the good doers.
This tells us that Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was blessed with Inspired Knowledge which he had obtained without a teacher as is understood from 'We gave him' This knowledge was granted to him before prophethood. It should also be remembered that here command and knowledge do not denote prophethood because this was only bestowed upon Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) on the way while he was coming from Madyan to Egypt. This is that knowledge and wisdom which was granted to him before prophethood.

This means from the beginning Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was pious, virtuous, righteous and God-fearing. "We had granted him this knowledge and wisdom in the reward of this". From this emerge two issues: 1. All the Prophets are pious and God-fearing before they are bestowed with Prophethood and the Divine Book, and constant worshippers of their Lord. When the first revelation came to the Holy Prophet he was sitting in the Cave of Hira, totally engrossed in the remembrance of Allah Almighty. Please tell me who had taught the Holy Prophet this form of worship and the Cave of Hira? 2. Due to the blessings of good deeds you may receive comprehensive knowledge and it grants increase in the good deeds of the Alim. The Ulama should ensure that they engage in good deeds.

And he entered the city at a time when the people of the city, were unaware in their noon’s nap, and found there two men fighting, one was of Musa party, and the other of his enemies, then the one that was of his enemies therefore Musa gave a blow to him and put an end of him; he said, ‘this is of the work of the evil (Satan) undoubtedly, he is an enemy, a clear misleader.

He entered Egypt through Pharoah's fort because his fort was on the edge of the city or just outside it. Or he had come to Egypt to Mansaf. Ain Shams (names of cities) Mansaf was situated within the boundary of Egypt. Its name in that language was SAFAH, while Ain Shams is found about two kilometers from Egypt (Tafseer Roohul Ma’ani & Khazamul Irfaan).

37 This means in the afternoon when usually all the roads, alleys and market places are empty as people are resting during this time.

38 This means he was from the Israelites. The author of Roohul Bayaan states that this was Saman. Outwardly, he was from his people but he ended up being a reprobate. He made the golden calf and became the cause of the Israelites going astray. This means he was from QIBTEES. This Qibti was oppressing the Israelites. His name was Fatoon who was the chef of the Pharaoh. He was telling this Israelite to take the wood to the kitchen by force. The Israelite refused. (Tafseer Roohul Ma’ani). The Holy QUR’AAN refers to Shiah as an infidel group of people. This word appears eleven times in the Holy QUR’AAN. Says Allah Almighty: "And undoubtedly, Ebrahim belongs to this same group" (S37:V83). In the infidel group Allah Almighty sent Prophet like Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) said: "I find you and your people in manifest error" (S6:V74). It is further stated: "Undoubtedly, you are manifestly a misguided people" (S28:V18).
39. First Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) tried to explain to Fatoon to refrain from oppressing. When he refused, he was given a hard slap.

40. From this we learn that Allah Almighty gives His Prophets both spiritual and physical strength. Thus, the Qibti was unable to withstand the power of just one slap of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). In fact, their strength is greater than that of the angels. Even Hazrat Israeel was unable to withstand the power of one slap of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). It should be remembered that it is not a sin to take the life of an oppressive infidel. Also, his intention was not to kill this Qibti.

41. The oppression of the Qibti against the Israelite was the work of the devil, and not his killing, because it is important to punish a cruel infidel. Also, Prophets are totally innocent and sinless, before and after receiving prophethood (Khaizainul Irfaan).

42. This means the devil is leading the Qibtees astray.

43. This statement of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) is based on humility and politeness. Our Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ وسلم would always recite: "O my Lord, I have exceeded the limit against my soul" (S28:V16). The purpose of this was to teach others the method of seeking repentance. This does not mean killing the Qibti was an act of tyranny, because killing a confederate infidel is an act of worship. They had killed thousands of Israelite babies. Also, if this killing was tyranny, then Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) would have been liable for capital punishment, blood money or seeking pardon from the heir of the one killed. In fact, he himself would have handed himself over to the Pharaoh for punishment.

44. This verse means that this wrong of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), i.e. the killing of the Qibti has been forgiven. This killing in the first place was not a sin as has been stated earlier. Also, the crime of murder is never forgiven without capital punishment, paying blood money or forgiveness by the heir. In fact, what it means is, he has been made one forgiven and innocent. Says Allah Almighty: "That Allah may forgive the sins of your former and your latters on account of you" (S48:V2). The forgiveness of the Prophets means they are sinless.

45. This means save me from staying by the Pharaoh because by sitting with him, too, is like accepting his help eg. if an Alim, today

46. Then he passed the night in the city fearing and waiting anxiously what happens, when he saw that he who had sought help the day

47. Just by uttering words of repentance would not have been enough for repentance because this was part of human right.
before is crying for help. Musa said to him, undoubtedly, you are manifestly a misguided man. 48

46. This tells us that to fear the wickedness of the wicked is not against the status of prophethood, just as Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) had shown fear for the snake. A Prophet does not have any fear in his heart for a human being. "There is no fear nor

19. Then when Musa wished to lay hold of him who is an enemy to both, he said, O Musa, do you intend to kill me as you did kill a person yesterday? You only intend to become violent in the land and intended not to reform. 50

49. This means Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) wanted to catch the Israelite and separate him from the Qibti. But the Israelite misunderstood this thinking that Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) wanted to beat him up. So he began to scream and said this. It should be remembered that he said the Qibti was an enemy of both i.e. of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) and the fighting Israelite, because an infidel is always an enemy of a believer.

20. And a man came running from the far side of the city. He said, O Musa, undoubtedly, the chiefs are counselling together to kill you, therefore get away; I am your well wisher.

51. The person's name was Kharbeel who had secretly brought faith in Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). He was a Qibti. This fact had been mentioned in the Holy Qur'aan at various places with great respect. Because the fort of Pharaoh was on the edge of the city, and this person had come from there, therefore the words 'a corner' are used. Or it could mean, the royal police came from the straight road and this servant of Allah Almighty came to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) crossing different alleys so that he would reach him before the police.

52. This means the Pharaoh and his courtiers are planning your arrest and death sentence. Therefore you must leave Egypt and
cross over the boundaries of Pharoah's kingdom.

21. then he got out of the city fearing and waiting anxiously what happens now. He submitted, 'O my Lord, save me from the oppressors'.

53. From this emerge a few issues:
1. To escape from dangerous places and to plan to save one's life is the way of the Prophets.
2. To act and plan according to motives is not against placing trust in Allah Almighty.
3. To fear the wickedness of the wicked is not going against the status of Prophethood. However, the Prophets and the Saints of Allah Almighty had no fear of obedience for a human being, they only feared Allah Almighty. Thus this verse is not against verse sixty two of Surah Ten.
4. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was justified in killing this Qibt, otherwise he himself would have handed himself over to the king for capital punishment. It should be remembered that even prior to receiving prophethood, the Prophets are completely innocent. In any event, it is criminal for a murderer to escape the death penalty.
54. From this we learn that every supporter of Pharoah was an oppressor in respect of this intention to kill Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), because according to religious law, the death penalty was not obligatory upon him. Also that at times hardship takes a person towards good. Outwardly, Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was running away from the Pharoah, but in truth, he was running towards his Lord as this journey of his proved to be one of success and victory. The company of Hazrat Shuabe, marriage to Bibi Safoorah and receiving prophethood were all bestowed upon Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) on this very journey.

SECTION 3

22. And when he diverted his attention towards Madaian, he said, 'it is near that my Lord may tell me the straight path'.

55. Solely due to the guidance of Allah Almighty, because neither was Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) aware about Madaian, nor about the road towards it. It should be remembered that Madaian is that very place where Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) was staying. This place is about eight days journey from Egypt (during those days). This place was established by Madaian bin Ebrahim (On whom be peace) and it was thus known as Madain. This place was outside the jurisdiction of the Pharoah. He was travelling without food or any guide or assistant, surviving on the leaves of trees without knowing where he was going.

56. This tells us that his face was towards Madyan but his heart was towards the Creator of Madyan.

23. And when he came at the water of Madian, there he saw a party of the people are watering their animals, and at the other side of them, he saw two women that they are holding back their animals;
Musa said, ‘What is the condition of you two?’ they said ‘we do not water until all shepherds take way their animals after watering and our father is very old.’

57. That well was out of the town. People at fixed times were obtaining water from it. They would close its opening with a heavy rock, and go away so that nobody could open it.

58. This means far from men, towards the side where Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was standing.

59. In their religion, Pardah (use of the veil) was not compulsory, just as it was not obligatory in the beginning of Islam. Or out of necessity these maidens were going in their veils to the well to fetch water. From this we learn that if women need to go out due to necessity, then they should remain apart from men and not become part of the crowd. The name of one of these young maidens was Satioorah and the other was Layya and they were daughters of Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace).

60. Because these people are very strong. When they leave, it would be our turn. From this we learn that in times of need one who is a stranger may speak to the male to fulfill the need. Also, a Prophet is free from evil intention and is protected from it.

61. Thus, he is unable to do the outside work by himself and we do not have any brothers who could do this work. Therefore we have to do it ourselves. This tells us that under difficult circumstances a woman can leave the house to seek employment (Books of Jurisprudence).

24. Then Musa watered their animals for them both, then turned back towards the shade, and said, ‘O my Lord, I am in need of that food which You may send down for me.’

62. By this is meant that Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) used the second well which was nearby and whose opening was covered by a heavy rock and which was used by the rest of the people who would gather water to provide for themselves after removing the huge rock from it by himself. In these wells water would be filled in two days which was used by the people to drink and let others drink.

63. Because Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) had not eaten for a whole week the stomach had got very thin. At the house of Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) when he asked the daughters the reason for coming earlier than usual they narrated the whole incident. He asked one daughter to call this person.

25. Then one of the two came to him walking bashfully and said, ‘My farther invites you that he may give you wage for that you have watered our animals’. When Musa came to him and related to him the story, he said, ‘fear not; you have been rescued from the oppressors’. 67

64. This tells us that in time of need a woman can call a stranger, maintaining
modesty and discretion. Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) did not have a son who could do his outside work. For this reason, the daughters had to perform these tasks.

65. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was not keen to take wages nor was anything fixed in this regard. It was an excuse to meet Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) as well as to find a good companion and a sympathetic comforter which was forcing him to go there. Thus he went with Bibi Safoorah leading the way. Because there was the fear of the wind lifting the clothes from her feet, he told her to walk behind him and continue to give verbal guidance. In this way he reached Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace). Since the food was ready, he extended to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) hospitality telling him that you are our guest and extending hospitality to our guest is an ancient practice of this family. The offer was readily accepted.

66. The murder of the Qibti and the intention of Pharoah to execute the death penalty and Hazrat Moosa's (On whom be peace) departure from there.

67. From this we also learn that the Pharoah was cruel in his intention of executing this penalty, because this penalty was not obligatory upon Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). This place was out of Pharoah's jurisdiction. From this we learn that report by one person or one person's testimony is reliable, because only one daughter had said that our father is calling you which was accepted by Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). Secondly, at a time of need, it is permissible for a pious and God-fearing person to walk with a strange lady with discretion and piety.

26. One of the two women said 68 'O my father'. Employ him'. 69 Undoubtedly, the best employee is he who is strong and trustworthy'. 70

68. The older daughter, Bibi Safoorah who was later married to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace).

69. The Ulama have stated that this choice of the daughters of Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace), the choice of Hazrat Asiyah to adopt Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) as her son, the choice of Hazrat Abu Bakr and Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with them) for caliphate all proved very auspicious and blessed.

70. Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) enquired from Bibi Safoorah that how did you come to know of his strength and trustworthiness? She replied that he lifted the heavy rock alone which could not be lifted by ten men. This is his strength. On seeing me, he lowered his gaze and did not give me permission to walk ahead of him in the road. This is indeed his trust and integrity. Hearing this Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) became very happy to offer him employment.

27. He said, 'I intend that I may marry to you one of two daughters on the condition of such a dower that you may serve me for eight years 71. But if you complete full ten years, then it will be from your side 72, and I do not desire to put you in hardship 73. It is near if Allah wills you would find me of the righteous. 74
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71. From this we understand a few issues:
   1. Although the Sunnat method is that the proposal for marriage should come from the boy, if it comes from the girl's side it too would be acceptable.
   2. This verse is a proof for the current custom of engagement because in the engagement the promise of marriage takes place, not the marriage.
   3. In marriage, nomination of boy and girl is necessary while in engagement this is not obligatory.

4. One must look for a pious boy for a girl, not so much a wealthy boy. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was a traveller not a wealthy person, but after seeing his religious disposition Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) gave his daughter in marriage.

5. To stipulate conditions for marriage is permissible. Thus eight years of employment was not the dowry, but a marriage condition. Therefore he said 'work for me'. The dowry is the property of the wife, not of the father.

Dowry can only be in terms of wealth. Says Allah Almighty "Seek them in exchange of your properties" (S4:24). Allah Almighty further says "And give the women their dowries willingly" (S4:4). Give the dowries to the women themselves.

72. This means I would be grateful to you. This condition is not from me. The great Sufis state "Outwardly, Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) kept his word".

28. Musa said, 'this has been agreed between me and you. Whichever of the two terms, I fulfill, then there is no demand against me. And Allah is responsible over what we say'.

75. This means that as per my promise I am fully responsible for eight years, but I am not responsible for the remaining two years. That will depend on my wishes.

76. Thus, neither of us will break our promise because we have given surety of Allah Almighty. Thereafter, Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) said to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) 'Go in to the room, there are kept many sticks. From these, take one stick. The stick which came in the hands of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) for looking after the grazing sheep, was the same walking stick which Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) had brought from Paradise and which had passed from generation to generation and had come to Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace)." (Tafseer Roshul Mo'ami and Khazainul Irsham).
Then, within that period Hazrat Shuabe (On whom be peace) got his elder daughter Safoorah married to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace), who completed the employment period of ten years. Thereafter, there came a desire in his heart to visit his mother, brother and sister. He was under the impression that by now the people of Pharoah must have forgotten the incident of the killing of the Qibti.

SECTION 4

29. When Musa fulfilled his term and departed with his wife 77, he observed a fire 78 from the side of the Tur (mountain). He said to his household, 'stay you here, I have observed a fire 79 from the side of Tur, perhaps I may bring you some news from there 80, or I may bring to you any brand from the fire that you may warm yourself 81.

77. From this we understand that a wife is called household member because at that point in time Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was accompanied by his wife only. Thus, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم beloved wives are included AHLE BAIT.

78. One night while he was travelling, it became dark and very cold. Due to this, he lost direction. The blessed wife was going through labour pains. In this anxious state, he suddenly saw fire glowing from a far. This jungle was called the Valley of Tawa and this fire was appearing from the direction of Mt. Sinai.

79. He did not take his beloved wife with him because in that condition she was not fit for walking. Allah be Praised! It was the wish of his Lord to call Allah's interlocutor i.e. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) alone so that He could talk to Kaeemullah in total privacy.

80. Road light or light of some nearby settlement, because there may be someone at the fire side. What if there was fire only and no person.

81. This tells us that fire from the jungle can be taken without seeking anyone's permission, because fire is an insignificant thing and no one will refuse to give it.

30. Then when he came to it 82, a call was made from the right side of the valley in the blesses side, out of the tree 83, 'O Musa, I am, I am Allah 84, the Lord of the entire world' 85.

82. When he arrived there Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) saw light instead of fire which was appearing from a jujube tree which is a dark red colour. The tree was in its correct state and shape - it was neither burning, nor was any smoke emanating from it.

83. This was either a jujube, berry, acacia tree, olive tree, or aloes tree which is called weeping willow. It is also known as Jewish tree which is accorded great respect by the Jews. (Roohul Bayaan)

84. This tree was not talking, but Allah Almighty was speaking this. The tree was the communicator of this speech. Likewise, those Saints who had uttered 'I am Allah' were not speaking this by themselves. The speaker was
Allah Almighty, while they were the communicators. Hazrat Maulana Rumi says in his Mathanawi: When the utterance 'I am Allah' is permissible from a tree. Then when a blessed saint utters the words 'I am Allah' then why is that not acceptable.

85. This speech of Allah Almighty was spoken to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) directly and not through the angels. It is for this reason that his title is Allah's interlocutor.

31. And cast down your staff. Then when Musa saw it wriggling as it were a serpent 86, he set out turning his back and did not look behind 87. O Musa', come before and ear not, undoubtedly, you are secure. 88

86. In physique it was as huge as a python, but in speed and writhing movement, it was like a thin snake. For this reason it was perhaps called a snake. Otherwise, the walking stick had in reality turned into a snake, it was not at an optical illusion. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

87. Out of fear for the snake. This fear was on the basis of harm and disposition. This verse is not contradicting verse sixty-two of Surah Ten.

88. Here as well as in the presence of the Pharaoh, at the time of death as well as on the Day of Judgement. In short, this sentence is appropriate for this world and the Hereafter because it is an expression for all times.

32. Put your hand on your bosom, it will come out white shining without defect 89, and put your hand on your chest for removing the fear 90. So these are the two arguments of your Lord 91 toward Firaww and his chiefs. Undoubtedly, they are disobedient people. 92

89. It means this whiteness of the hand, leukoderma, etc will not be due to any disease, but will appear in the form of a miracle. It should be remembered that his hand was not only white, it was shining brightly like the sun. Therefore, the adjective used here is 'shining white' and not 'white'. Also, this miracle was reflected in the right hand only and not in both the hands. Hence, the singular form i.e. your hand is used.

90. This means in future whenever you become frightened then place your hand on the chest. This practice is a proven remedy even today, or place your hand on the chest to get rid of the fear of the snake, or place this shining hand on the chest so that it can assume its original form, and this fear that has been caused by this brightness can then disappear. However, the first explanation lends greater weight.
91. From this we learn that at the present moment just two miracles have been bestowed. Later, seven more miracles had been added i.e. the coming of punishment on the Pharaoh, in the form of blood, lice, frogs, etc. Thus, there is no inconsistency in this verse and the one in which nine miracles are mentioned.

92. Although Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was a Prophet to both the Pharaoh and his people, as well as to the Israelites, these Israelites were under the clutches of the Pharaoh. Had he not gone astray the courtiers, too, would have been saved. Therefore, this has been mentioned here specifically. The subject which follows also applies to these courtiers i.e. these people are tyrants and wicked.

33. He said, 'I have killed a person from among them, I therefore, fear that they may kill me.'

93. It should be remembered that the Prophet as well as the Saint does not have fear of obedience of anyone besides Allah Almighty. But they can experience fear of harm which creates dislike. The fear that Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) had for Pharaoh was one of harm, i.e. he could cause harm to him, but not one of obedience to the wicked king. Hence, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

34. And my brother Haroon, he is more eloquent is speech than me, therefore appoint him a Messenger for my help that he may confirm me, I fear that they will belie me.

94. Hazrat Haroon was the elder brother of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) would stammer because in his childhood he had placed a piece of burning coal in his mouth while he was staying with Pharaoh.

95. From this we come to know a few issues:
1. To seek assistance from the servants of Allah Almighty is the way of the Prophets and not an act of polytheism.
2. Through the prayer of the pious you can obtain those bounties which would not be possible to obtain from there. Observe, the prophethood of Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace) is due to the prayer of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). No one can obtain prophethood through his pious deeds.
3. In matters of Divine works one can seek the assistance of His servants. Says Allah Almighty: "And help each other in righteousness and piety" (S6:V2). (S5: V2)

35. He said, 'It is near that We shall strengthen your arm with your brother and shall give you both...
dominance 98, then they could not harm you on account of Our signs 99. You both and those who will follow shall triumph 100.

97 This tells us that you are not forbidden to strive, or to offer prayer of obtaining prophethood and caliphate for your children and relatives. Thus those pious persons who nominate their children as their successors are not sinners as is the case with Hazrat Muawya, as well as the Saints and Kings in general.

98 Awe and fear in the hearts of the unfideels, love in the hearts of the believers or 

36. Then when Musa brought to them Our bright signs, they said, 'this is nothing, but magic fabricated 101, and we did not hear the like among our earlier fathers 102.

101 The Pharaoh accused Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) of having gone to study witchcraft and after ten years of its study he had returned. Now you desire to rule Egypt.

37. And Musa said, 'my Lord knows well him who brought guidance 103 from Him and for whom will be the home of the Hereafter. Undoubtedly, the unjust reach not to the goal 104.

103 This means the end result of the tyrant is always bad. You are a tyrant! If you did not pay heed to me today, tomorrow, time will force you to change. Fortunate are those who change through the advice of the pious, and wretched are those who are compelled by time.

38. And Firawna said 'O chiefs, I know not for you any god besides myself; therefore, O Haman, after burning clay (bricks) build for me a high palace 105 that perhaps I may ascend and peep into the god of Musa 106, and undoubtedly, I

... kingdom and Caliphate with prophethood.

99 This means that they would not be able to cause any harm to you due to this walking stick and the shining hand. This tells us that keeping resources with you is not against the concept of trust in Allah Almighty.

100 In that you will overpower the Pharaoh and your people, the Israelites, will overpower his people.

\[
\text{كَلَّا تَعْمَرُونَ مَوْعِدَتَيْنِ رَبِّيَّةَنَا تَحْتَهَا قَالُوا مَا هَذَا إِلَّا يَخْرُجُ مَفْتَرِى وَمَا سَيَعْقِبُهُ\,}
\]

... under the pretext of prophethood.

102 We had not heard this before, that there is a God besides me or there is such a thing as prophethood.

... to change.

104 This means that Allah Almighty is my Witness that I am on the path of guidance, and that you are a tyrant and your end is going to be horrible, though he did not say this clearly.

...
imagine that indeed he is a liar’.

105. This tells us that fully baked bricks were first produced by Pharaoh. Furthermore, it is permissible to use the things invented and produced by the infidels. Today, the world is benefitting from baked bricks, railway lines, etc. 106. From this we learn that a rejector of the Prophet can never recognize Allah Almighty. Because the Pharaoh bore hatred in his heart for Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace)

39. And he and his wished unjust greatness in the land and thought that they are not to return towards Us.

108. This tells us that the word height conveys the same thought as described in this verse, i.e. falsehood tries to seek greatness. Greatness which is bestowed by Allah Almighty is true greatness. Allah Almighty Himself says: “Whereas the honour is for Allah,

40. Therefore We seized him and his army and cast them into the river. See them, how became the end of the oppressors.

110. This means the people of Pharaoh were like concrete and stones in front of us, and despite their numerical strength and grandeur We drowned them in the Red Sea in total contempt. This tells us that if man does not possess faith, he is completely worthless.

111. This means "Oh reciter of the Holy QUR’AAN! Ponder over the horrible fate of these faithless people!" Thus, by sight means to ponder, to reflect, i.e. the sight of the inner intelligence. From this we learn that to reflect on the infidelity of the infidels is a Divine Command, and an act of worship. Or it could mean, "Oh My Beloved see how horrible has been the end of these wretched infidels". This tells us that the sight of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is on everything past, future, present, and things still not in existence. On the night of Me’raj the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had seen those people being punished in Hell who were to be born many centuries after him and would be punished only after the Day of Judgement. Hazrat Jibrael (On whom be peace) said these are the devours of usury from your Ummah, these are the Ulama who did not practise what they preached, etc. For a complete discussion on the subject read the book JAA-AL-HAQ.

41. And we made them leaders of the people of Hell that they call towards
the Fire \( ^{112} \) and they shall not be helped on the Day of Resurrection.

112. From this we understand that on the Day of Judgement, the leaders of the infidels and the believers would be taking their followers into Hell and Paradise respectively. Says Allah Almighty: "The day when We shall

42. And We set on curse \( ^{113} \) to follow them in this world; and on the Day of resurrection theirs is the ugly condition. \( ^{114} \)

113. This tells us that bad publicity of anyone in the world is a curse from Allah Almighty while good publicity is a mercy from Him, as is the publicity being accorded to the Prophet, the saints and the pious. At the same time the bad publicity of the devil is a curse of Allah Almighty for him, so much so that even the infidels are aware of the devil’s disgrace and infamy, because if anyone calls them a devil they regard that as abusive language.

114. By ugly condition means that everything beneficial would be kept further from these infidels and all types of evils would be brought closer to them. Thus, through the grace of Allah Almighty the believers would be nearer to everything good and distanced from everything harmful.

SECTION 5

43. And undoubtedly, We gave a Book to Musa after We Had destroyed earlier generation \( ^{115} \), in which there are evident arguments for the people and guidance and mercy so that they may accept admonition. \( ^{116} \)

115. Like the people of Nooh, the Aad, the Thamood, etc. This means the period of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) came before the destruction of these people, while he received the Taurah after the destruction of Pharaoh and his people.

44. And you were not on the western \( ^{117} \) side of Tur, when we sent the command of Prophethood to Musa and nor you were present at the times. \( ^{118} \)

117. Place where Allah Almighty spoke to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). The essence of it is whatever secret conversation took place between Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace)...
and Allah Almighty, "Oh Israelites you are fully aware of it". He can show you and inform you about these. Yet Allah Almighty tells our beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم that the conversation We had on the night of Me'raj is not disclosed to anyone. "Now He revealed to His bondsman whatever He revealed" (553:V10).
118. This means with this body. Otherwise, every past, present and future incidents are all within the Holy Prophet's صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم focus (Tafseer Saawi).
Says Allah Almighty: "O beloved, have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the companions of the Elephant?" (S105:VI). The gist of this is that, Oh My beloved Rasool صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم though you were not present, there in this blessed body, nor did you meet any scholars. Despite this you are narrating these incidents so accurately. This tells us that our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is indeed a true Prophet.

45. But it so happened that We produced generations and a very long period 119 passed over them, and neither you were a dweller among the people of Madi'an, reciting Our sign to them, yes We became the Sender of messenger. 120

119. It means after Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) many other Ummahs had come who were given long life spans. But in spite of a long life they had forgotten the teachings of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). It should be remembered that the religions of previous Prophets would become obsolete after a certain period of time, his religion is still firmly established and the Holy QUR'AN is still in its original form - unaltered and without any distortion. May Allah Almighty preserve it for eternity.
120. For this reason he had been bestowed with all types of knowledge of the unseen. This tells us that Prophets are given knowledge of the unseen which became the proof of their prophethood.

46. And nor you were at the side of Tur, when called 121 yes it is the mercy from your Lord (H gave you the Knowledge of the Unseen) that you may warn a people to whom no warner came before you, 122 haply they may be admonished.

121. No one knew about this call besides Me and Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). But We have informed you about it because Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) was My KALEEM but you are My HABEEB (most beloved)
122. From this we learn that no Prophet had come to Hijaz - (Arabia) before our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم except Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace). There is no place for the stars in that sky on which there is the sun. The religion of those people before the advent of our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم Gradually its teachings, too, became obsolete. Now belief in the Oneness of Allah Almighty i.e. Tauheed was sufficient for them as is the case with naturalists. Our Holy Prophet's صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم parents were
adherents of this Tauheed as well as some remaining teachings of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). They were not polytheists but were firm monotheists. For further investigation of this subject consult Tafseer Naemi, First Para. The meaning of this verse is that Oh My beloved at the time when these events took place, you were not present in your

47. And had it not so happened if any calamity would have touched them for what their hands have sent before\(^{123}\), they would say, ‘O our Lord, why did you not send any Messenger towards us that we might have followed your signs \(^{124}\) might have believed. \(^{125}\)

\(^{123}\) This means that if this had not taken place, then when the infidels of Makkah are given the punishment in the Hereafter due to their polytheism and infidelity, they would have said that no Messenger had come to them. If this was the case, then We would not have sent you as a Messenger. This tells us that the coming of the Prophet is for the sake of silencing the infidels.

\(^{124}\) After your coming, these infidels will not have an opportunity for making an excuse.

\(^{125}\) Here the letter FA is used for narrative order and not for verbal order because the Prophet had come already while the punishment will only take place in the future.

48. Then when the truth came \(^{126}\) to them from Us, they said, ‘why they were not given \(^{127}\) the like of what was given to Musa \(^{128}\). Had they not rejected what was given to Musa before \(^{129}\). They said, ‘two magic’s supporting each other;’ and they said ‘we are rejecters of all the two’ \(^{130}\)

\(^{126}\) From this we learn that one of the blessed names of the Holy Prophet is Truth, because every action of his reflects truth. The previous and subsequent verses are trying to establish that by Truth is meant our Holy Prophet.

\(^{127}\) They were cut off from it because of their enmity and hostility. Otherwise Allah Almighty had bestowed such wonderful miracles on him, that in their presence there was no room for any doubt

present physical state. So these events have been revealed to you so that these sciences of the unseen can become a proof of your prophethood through which people can believe in you and obtain your counselling. The revelation of these events is not for your guidance but for the guidance of your followers.

128 The walking stick and the shining hand, or receiving the Holy QUR’AAN at once, just as the Taurah was given to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) at one sitting.

129 In this state the focus of attention are those Jewish scholars who were teaching the Qurash to raise such an objection. In line of this, they had taught the Qurash to ask the Holy Prophet that why was the Holy QUR’AAN not revealed in one sitting like the Taurah. In response, Allah
Almighty says that since when did the leaders of these teachings ever accept the Taurah. Hence, this objection cannot be raised against this verse that the people of Makkah had not falsified Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) 130. The infidels Quraisy had enquired about the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

49. Say you,' bring them any book from Allah which is a better guide 131 than these two, I shall follow it, if you are truthful,' 132

131. To bring another book in opposition to this original uninterpolated Taurah and the Holy QUR’AAN. It should be remembered that the original Taurah is a source of guidance even today, which is giving guidance to believe in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Its other laws have been abrogated and no longer serve as guidance.

132. This tells us that the possible can be dismissed over an impossible because it is impossible to have a book greater than the Holy QUR’AAN and it is just as impossible to follow that book other than the Holy QUR’AAN. It should be remembered that some people enter into a debate with the infidels on the condition that if they were to be defeated we will accept infidelity. This is totally forbidden, because for us to lose is not impossible. This is like suspending your infidelity over something that is impossible. We cannot make this verse as a credential for our own way or procedure.

50. Then if they accept not your saying, know you that they only follow their own desire 133. And who is more astray than one who follows his own desires separates the guidance of Allah 134. Undoubtedly Allah guides not unjust people.

133. It should be remembered that the saying of 'know you' here is neither used in connection with Allah Almighty nor with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because Allah Almighty had known that they would never bring anything like the Holy QUR’AAN, and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was fully aware that these people were pursuing their own sensual desires. All this, in fact, is for the common people. You should also remember that the text of the Taurah was not a miracle but its guidance was a miracle. It is for this reason that the words 'then these two' are used, while the text of the Holy QUR’AAN and its guidance, both are miracles. Regarding the Holy QUR’AAN Allah Almighty says: "Then bring one chapter like it" (S2:V23).

134. From this we learn that sensual desire is of two types: one is in accordance with truth, the other is in opposition to truth. To act upon the second desire is sometimes forbidden and sometimes it is an act of infidelity. To act upon the first desire is a meritorious act full of rewards. Therefore the restriction placed here is one of 'without guidance'. Some pious servants are those whose desire is fully in accordance with Truth. There are many verses found in the Holy QUR’AAN which have been revealed in accordance with the wishes of Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him).
Even prior to the advent of prophethood, our beloved Prophet ﷺ was engaged in the remembrance and worship of Allah Almighty. That desire of the Messenger of Allah too was in complete conformity with Truth. In short, there are different types of NAFS, their desires are different, and the laws pertaining to them are different.

SECTION 6

51. And undoubtedly, We have sent for them the word in continuation that they may give heed.

135 This tells us that there is a close connection and relevance between the verses of the Holy QUR’AAN, though at some places this connection is not fully apparent. The meaning of the verse is that We have revealed such a glorious text for their guidance, which is not against the principle of continuity. It could also mean We have revealed a text which is continuous.

52. Those to whom We have given the Book before it, they believe in it.

136 Forty people accompanied Hazrat Jaffer bin Abi Talib from Abyssinia to the court of the Holy Prophet ﷺ in Madinah Munawwarah and accepted faith at the hands of the Messenger of Allah Almighty. These were scholars of Christianity. When they saw the hardships that were experienced by the believers, they told the Holy Prophet ﷺ that we have a great deal of wealth in our country. Give us permission to bring this wealth with which we can help the Muslims. Permission was granted and they brought their wealth which proved very beneficial to the believers. These verses were revealed in their honour. Some Ulama state that these verses are concerning Sayyedina Abdullah bin Salaam and his companions (Khaizamul Irfaan).

53. And when these signs are recited to them they say, ‘We believed in it, undoubtedly, it is the only truth from our Lord, We have already submitted even before.

137 This means Oh the Leader of Prophets we had brought faith in you before your blessed advent, after reading your praiseworthy qualities in the Taurah and Injeel.

54. They will be given their reward twice the recompense of their patience, and they repel evil with good, and spend out of what We have provided them.

138 Because their action is also twofold
1 of believing in their revealed Book, 2. of believing in the Holy QUR’AAN.

139 They exercised patience at the persecutions of the polytheists after forsaking their former religion and accepting Islam.
140. They ward off sins through obedience to Islam, or infidelity through Faith, or repulse the oppressions of the infidels through knowledge; or overpower polytheism through Tauheed (Oneness of Allah Almighty) or remove darkness through light (These verses are Madinite).

55. And when they hear vain talk, they turn away it and say, 'for us our works, and for you, your works; peace be to you, we seek not the ignorant'.

141. The polytheists of Arabia and the People of the Book were constantly hurling verbal abuse against the believers. But these pious people were ignoring it in such a way as if they had not heard it, giving them total deaf ears. This verse is regarding them.

142. This does not mean that your deeds are beneficial to you because there is no benefit in infidelity and polytheism. They are at all times harmful. What it really means is our wealth is our deed while your wealth is your deed. Everyone will be made to see the reward and punishment of his own deeds.

143. From this emerge two issues:
1. One should not enter into a debate with every ignorant person. They should be greeted from a far by remaining aloof from them. Observe, Allah Almighty did not reply to the proofs of Shaitaan but instead said 'Get out from here!'
2. Do not extend greetings of love to the infidels, because this greeting for them is not out of love but out of disgust and dislike, as is said sarcastically: 'Greetings!

56. Undoubtedly, this is not that you may guide whom so ever you like on your own accord, yes, Allah guides whom so ever He will. And he knows well who are the guided.

144. This verse was revealed concerning Abu Talib. At the time of his death, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم asked him: "Oh my uncle! Recite the Kalima so that on the Day of Judgement I can testify about your faith. "In reply Abu Talib recited these two couplets, the meaning of which is: "I have not the slightest of doubt that the Religion of Muhammad is better than all religions. And I would have accepted it, if I had no fear of being rebuked for accepting it. "After uttering these words Abu Talib died. In response, this verse was revealed (Khadaiseh Irfana). From this emerge a few issues:
1. Abu Talib accepted and believed in the Message of Truth of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم Therefore he had eulogized many verses of praise about his blessed nephew, but at the time of request did not acknowledge this verbally, his faith is not given any credence in the light of Shariah. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم did not give him the traditional burial rites. Without faith, no good deeds are granted acceptance. Although Abu Talib had served the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم with such aplomb yet he would be deprived of Paradise because he had not accepted faith. It should be remembered that there is a conflicting opinion among the Ulama of Ahle Sunnat with regard to the Faith of Abu Talib. He was not a believer in terms of Shariah. The writer of Tafseerul Bayaan has stated: He is a believer in the sight of Allah Almighty. During the Farewell Pilgrimage, the
Holy Prophet. In addition to his parents made Abu Talib alive and blessed them with faith. Others have stated that those people whom Allah Almighty will free from Hell and place into Paradise without any mediation are those people who have not declared faith in terms of Shariah but were believers in the sight of Allah Almighty. In short, the decision about Abu Talib is that he is not a believer in terms of Shariah, yet one should not say anything disrespectful about him as he is a true devotee of the Holy Prophet.

145 It should be remembered that this verse was revealed for the purpose of comforting the Holy Prophet. Abu Talib’s death without accepting faith had indeed given the Holy Prophet great deal of grief. Therefore this was said to him. Here in opposition to love, Divine will is stated i.e. he does not obtain guidance whom you love, because you love all on the basis of being a mercy unto the worlds. However, only that person will obtain guidance in whose heart there is sincere love for you. In the same way that all those persons will not obtain guidance whom Allah Almighty love, because in His capacity as Lord He loves every servant. But really speaking only that person will obtain guidance whose guidance is desired by Allah Almighty. For this reason He did not say ‘give guidance to whom He loves’. From this we learn that worship that is acceptable in the court of Allah Almighty is not our property, but they belong to Allah Almighty. Thus they are neither property of this world nor are they transitory. In fact, they are included in ‘things by Allah Almighty’.

146 Those in whose fate there is guidance.

57 and they say, ‘if we follow guidance with you we shall be taken away from our land by the people’ them a place in the safe sanctuary towards which all kinds of fruits are brought, a provision from Us? But most of them know not.

147 Harith bin Uthman bin Nauafil bin Abd Manaf had said that we are aware that your Religion is true, but we are faced with a danger that if we were to declare faith, then the people of Arabia will overthrew us. In response to it, this verse was revealed.

148 This means they should have thought that though elsewhere in Arabia there is plunder and pillage, but in Makkah there is peace and stability. And despite any natural growth in this sacred city, sustenance reaches here from everywhere. If by staying under the sanctuary of the Ka’aba they are receiving security and sustenance, then had they connected themselves with the Beloved of the Ka’aba and lived under his shelter, they would receive greater security and sustenance. The Ka’aba is a sanctuary of the body, but the Holy Prophet is the sanctuary of the Faith where you find the fruits of Divine Personality and Attributes.

58. And how many a city have We destroyed that behaved boastfully on their luxurious life. Then these
are their homes \(^{151}\), which were not a little \(^{152}\). And only We are inheritors.\(^{153}\)

149. What is meant is there is peace and security in the obedience to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, while opposition to him will bring about destruction. These people took a lopsided view of that by obeying the Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم there will be instability and destruction and by opposing him there will be peace and security. The testimony of history is completely opposite to this view. Read the history of the previous people.

150. Some traces of whom are still to be found and these ruins are visible to you at all times during your journey to there.

151. Some travellers and wayfarers take shelter in these ruins for a while then move on leaving them empty. It does not mean that these destroyed nations take shelter in these ruins for a short while.

152. This means no heir of theirs was left behind who could have rebuilt their houses after destruction.

153. From this emerge two issues:
1. Divine punishment does not come without the curse of the Prophet.
2. It is not necessary that a Prophet should come to every establishment. The coming of the Prophet to one large establishment is sufficient for all the neighbouring small establishments.

59. And your Lord destroys not the cities until He sends in their real resort a Messenger \(^{154}\) who may recite Our signs to them \(^{155}\), and we destroy not the cities but when their inhabitants are oppressors \(^{156}\)

154. By verses for propagation here means the verses from the new or the previous book. Or every Prophet's own revelation, because every Prophet was not given a new book.

155. Who would be the infidels and the rejectors of the Prophet.

60. And whatever thing you have been given in the provision of this worldly life and its adornment, \(^{157}\) and whatever is with Allah is better and more enduring. Have you then no sense?

156. In it the infidels are being addressed that all your wealth shall perish. With the grace of Allah Almighty, the wealth of the believers is not a worldly wealth but that of the Hereafter, and his life is the eternal life of the Hereafter.

157. It is not so, in fact, the difference which exists between the world and the Hereafter is the difference that is to be found between the materially orientated man and religiously orientated man. From this we learn that if the believer and the infidel are not equal, then how will the Prophet, through whose grace all these blessings and bounties are found, be equal to an ordinary person?
SECTION 7

61. Is then he whom we promised a goodly promise with which he will meet like him whom we allowed to enjoy the provision\(^{158}\) on the Day of Resurrection he will be presented arrested? \(^{159}\)

\(^{158}\) It should be remembered that all will be presented before Allah Almighty for punishment, but the believers will present themselves with joy, while the infidels will be brought forward by force, like the criminals, whose sentence is death by hanging, are presented to the judge.

\(^{159}\) Allah Almighty will say this directly Himself, or indirectly through the angels. This statement would be to express wrath and not one of mercy. Thus, it is in no way against this verse "Neither it talked to them" because there it is a negation of a statement of mercy.

62. And the Day when He will say, 'where are my those partners \(^{160}\) whom you so imagined'?

\(^{160}\) Saying about these idols as His partners will be out of anger, just as the Holy Prophet would be saying about the apostates that these are my Companions. There is no lack of awareness nor will it be there. This is how we sometimes in a fit of anger sarcastically say, he is my elder brother. It should be remembered that the apologists of Denbrand try to apply all such verses to the saints of Allah Almighty. They say that it will be said to the Peers - bring forth all your disciples. Whereas in reality this verse is regarding the idols and the idol-worshippers. It is stated in Bukhari Shareef to apply verses of the infidels on the believers is the way of those who are out of the fold of Islam. As such these people too are deviating from Islam.

63. Those against whom the word has been proved will \(^{161}\) say, 'O our Lord', these are they whom we led astray, we led them astray as we were astrayed ourselves \(^{162}\). We return to you being disgusted with them. They worshipped us not', \(^{163}\)

\(^{161}\) This means the purpose of the leaders of the infidels is to say, Oh Allah our own companions led us astray. At every step they were obediently following us. If only they had not accepted us as their leaders this pride and haughtiness would not have crept into us.

\(^{162}\) This is the second excuse of these leaders, we just as we had gone astray on our own volition, these people too have gone astray according to their own desires. We had not forced them to go astray. Hence they cannot accuse us of it.

\(^{163}\) In fact, they were totally ruled by their whims and fancies and controlled by their desires.
64. And it shall be said to them, 'call your partners, therefore they will call, but they shall not hear them, and they shall see the torment. What a good thing would have been if they had got the way?

64. This tells us that just to call upon someone even if it is for the purpose of help, is not polytheism. Otherwise, Allah Almighty would not have given permission for it. Says Allah Almighty: "And call upon all your helpers other than Allah" (S2:V23). This means for the sake of opposing the Holy QUR’AAN call upon your helpers to give you assistance. The call which is polytheism is that which is in respect of worship. It should be remembered that here the associates are those idols which were being worshipped by the polytheists, like the moon, the sun, the stars, the trees, stones or the big idols, etc. in whose names the idols had been made. This verse has no link with the Prophets and Saints, as is taken by the Wahabies.

65. And the Day when he will call upon them, He will say, 'what answer did you give to Our Messengers?'

65. While the first question was connected to Tauheed, the second question of Allah Almighty is linked to the prophethood of the Prophet. This tells us that the infidels would be punished for their polytheism and for opposing the Prophet. The plural noun Prophets has been used to show that this question would be asked of the followers of every Prophet.

66. Then all news will become black to them on that day, and they will not even ask each other.

66. This means the infidels would not remember what the Prophets had said to them and what replies they had given. This would be one period. At another time things will be different to that. Thus there is no inconsistency in the verse.

67. This tells us after death the infidels will forget their religion too. Thus in reply to the questions in the grave he only says: 'I do not know'. In short, the matters regarding religion will remain in use on the Day of Judgement as well. Only sensual links will be broken off. On the other hand, the believer will fully remember his religion in the grave, on the Day of Judgement and at all such places. He will be able to recognize his Lord, his Prophet and even his religious Guide and teacher.

68. And your Lord creates what so ever he will and chooses. They
have no choice, sanctified and Exalted is Allah from their association.

Wahied bin Mugheerah had been saying why had Allah Almighty chosen the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم for the position of Prophethood? This QUR'AN should have been revealed to any wealthy person of Taif meaning himself or Urwah bin Masood. In its refutation this verse was revealed (Khazanul Irtaim), in which it is stated by Allah Almighty that He has full right, in matters of creation, selection of Prophets and no one has any right to raise any objections regarding these, eg no one can object why has he been created as a male, or why is he black, or poor, or wealthy? Or why have I been given so many girls, or so many boys, why not almost of equal number. Similarly he cannot object why was such and such a person not chosen as a Prophet.

This means no one has any objection regarding choice of a Prophet i.e. whom he.

And your Lord knows what is hidden in their breast and what they disclose.

This means in the hearts of these infidels there is jealousy for the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم. They are taunting prophethood with their tongues. Allah Almighty is aware of both of them, though deep down in their hearts they, too, acknowledge that Allah Almighty has blessed the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم with prophethood. He who denies the choice of Allah Almighty is an infidel. It should be remembered that to taunt anything of the Holy

And He is the only Allah there is no god beside Him. His is only Praise in the world and in the hereafter, and His is only command and to him you shall be returned.

By this it is meant the Prophets, the Saints and Ulama sing His praises in the world.

likes he can choose as a prophet. However, sometimes a Prophet has prayed to choose another Prophet, and Allah Almighty had upheld their choice and made that person a Prophet out of His bounty as Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) had made Dua to choose Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace) and Allah Almighty had accepted the Dua in favour of Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace). It should be remembered that Prophethood is Divine vicegerency whose choice is made by Allah Almighty alone, while Khilafat is vicegerency of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم whose choice is made by the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم or by the followers through simple majority. If the Khaliph too were selected by Allah Almighty, then there will be no difference between a Prophet and a Khaliph.

Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم is an act of infidelity because every deed and every attribute of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم is selected by Allah Almighty. Thus, when the people began to raise objections at the marriage of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم Allah Almighty said in reply “We have married her to him”. (533: V 137) i.e. “We had married Zainub to you. Tell them now to raise objection to Allah Almighty.

while in the Hereafter every creation will sing His praises.
172. This refers to creational laws, or forgiveness for the pious intercession for the sinners by the pious.
173. The pious will go joyously and the sinners will be under compulsion i.e. without any choice, have to go before Allah Almighty. Fortunate is that servant who turns to Allah Almighty joyously in this world too.

71. Say you, 'look to it, if, Allah makes the night continue over you till the day of resurrection 174 then who is god besides Allah who would bring you light175. Do you then not hear? 176

174. By stopping the sun from its movement or by making it lose all its radiance so that when it rises it will have no light, or give the sun movement at the bottom corner of the sky, or destroy the sun in its entirety. Whose hand can reach there to take out the sun?
175. This means, O polytheists! Even you ack-knowledge that your false duties have no power to bring about any change, then why do you still worship them? It should be remembered, that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had made the sun that had set to re-appear, but after he had prayed to Allah Almighty for it. This incident is not contradictory to the above.
176. The inner ears should be the means of faith.

72. Say you, look to it, if Allah makes the day 177 continue over you till the day of resurrection, then who is god beside Allah who would bring you a night where in you might rest,' Do you not then see? 178

177. In that you should have the power to stop the sun in the centre of the sky, or let the sun move above the sky.
178. From this verse emerge two issues:
1. It is possible for the sun to stop, to lose its radiance, not to set, to come to an end. This statement of philosophy that motion and movement is obligatory for the sky is one of infidelity and blasphemy.
2. Day and night are blessings of Allah Almighty only when they continue to take place. If they stop, they become a source of torment.

73. And out of His mercy He has made for you the night and the day179, that you may rest in the night and you may seek his bounty in the day 180 and for this that you may accept the truth.

179. Through this statement of approximation we learn that night precedes the day. Thus in Islam the day changes after sunset, after darkness then comes the light. Ignorance precedes knowledge, first is non-existence, then the existence.
180. From this we learn that man must not think that sustenance is the result of his effort to seek it but should regard it as the bounty from Allah Almighty. The effort is merely the means of obtaining this bounty. We further learn that every type of sustenance is good, do not keep your limbs idle. Also, that it is better to allocate the day for earning the sustenance and the night for resting. Do not remain awake in the night without a valid reason. Similarly, do not remain idle during the day. If due to unforeseen circumstances a person has to sleep during the day and work at night, this would be overlooked, eg. those who are employed for night duty.

74. And the Day when he will call upon them, He will say then, 'Where are my those associates whom you talked idly'.

181. From this emerge two issues:
1. The infidels would be made to give account of their sins and defective beliefs openly, thus the word 'will call' is used, so that they would be disgraced thereby. the good deeds of the believers would be accounted for in the open but their sins would be accounted for in secret, so that this would not become a means of disgrace for them.
2. It is permissible to make fun of the infidels. The statement of Allah Almighty: "Do I have partners", would be said to embarrass these infidels.

75. And We shall after drawing a witness from every people say, bring your proof, then they will know that the truth belongs to Allah and that which they used to fabricate will be lost from them.

182. This means their Prophets would be a witness on the good and evil deeds of their respective Ummahs. From this we learn that the Prophets are fully aware of the open and concealed deeds of their Ummahs. That is why their testimony is reliable.

183. Clear witnesses i.e. call upon your false deities and evil supporters who can testify in your favour.

SECTION 8

76. Undoubtedly, Qaroon (Korah) was of the people of Musa, then he showed high handiness against them, and We gave him so much treasures whose keys were a heavy burden over a party of strong men, when his people said to him, Exult not, undoubtedly Allah loves not those who exult.

184. Qaroon was the son of Hazrat Musa's (On whom be Peace) uncle Yeshar. He was an outstanding scholar of the Taurah, very handsome, hospitable and polite. But after
gaining wealth, he became a hypocrite. Like Samari, his genealogy is Qaroon, son of Yeshar, son of Fahish, son of Ladi, son of Hazrat Yacoob (On whom be peace). The following is the genealogy of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace): Moosa bin Imraan bin Fahish, bin Ladi bin Yacoob (On whom be peace) (Roohul Bayaan). Qaroon's title was Munawwar due to his handsome appearance. For reason Qaroon is described here as the countryman of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). Otherwise an infidel cannot be the countryman of a believer. Here genealogical nationality is intended.

185. In that he desired to have eminence over the believers, as well as the post of Haroon (On whom be peace) for himself i.e. becoming the supervisor of sacrifices so that all the Israelites can present their sacrifices to Allah Almighty under his supervision.

186. Because his keys would be loaded on forty mules and every key was of one complete treasure (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

187. From this we learn that boasting is forbidden i.e. to become conceited. But happiness out of gratitude is an act of worship. Says Allah Almighty: "Say you, only with Allah's Grace and His Mercy, on it therefore let them rejoice" (S10:V58). The happiness of Qaroon was due to his arrogance. Likewise, to become happy or committing a sin is forbidden, to become happy after performing an act of worship is better. Also, to celebrate through unlawful means is forbidden i.e. to dance joyously, while celebration through lawful means is good like giving charity happily, etc.

77. And seek by means of that treasure which Allah has bestowed to you, the home of the Hereafter, and forget not your share in the world and do good as Allah has done good to you and seek not mischief in the land. Undoubtedly Allah loves not the mischief makers.

188. This means by showing gratitude to Allah Almighty and giving charity to the poor, so that this wealth can go with you.

189. The share of worship, because whatever worship man performs should be offered in the name of Allah Almighty. What he takes is his own share, the rest is for the unrelated person. It is important to regard and appreciate youth before old age, life before death, health before illness and leisure before pre-occupation.

190. On the servants of Allah Almighty as this is the means of expressing gratitude to Him.

191. This means do not spend your wealth and your life on sinful deeds as this leads to the creation of mischief. This tells us that sin is the cause of mischief. Says Allah Almighty: "The mischief has appeared in the land and sea, because of the evils earned by the hands of men" (S30:V41).

78. He said, this indeed has been given to me because of a knowledge which is with me and does he not know that Allah has destroyed before him such generations who were stronger in strength than him and greater in accumulation and the
culprits shall be questioned of their sins. 195

192. By this knowledge is intended knowledge of the Taubah or knowledge of alchemy which he had obtained from Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). He would make silver from tin and gold from copper. Or knowledge of commerce, or agriculture or knowledge of other types of trades. By this is meant, what knowledge of Allah Almighty is upon me? I have earned all this wealth through my own knowledge.

193. Qaroon thought that because he had possessed knowledge, wealth, power, pretty, society, etc. no one could harm him, nor can Divine punishment come upon him. This verse repudiates his thinking i.e. the infidels before you had more skills, power and organizations with them, yet because of their disobedience to Allah Almighty when Divine punishment came to them, no one was able to ward it off.

194. By 'to accumulate' is meant accumulation of wealth or big congregations, while strength signifies physical strength and health. This means the people of Aad and Thamood were very brave, and the people of Namrood were very wealthy, but their strength and wealth could not save them from Divine punishment.

195. This will take place at one time. At another time reckoning will take place. Or it could mean it is not necessary for Allah Almighty to ask, asking them would be for the purpose of embarrassing them. On the Day of Judgement the infidel would be recognised from his own face. Every person would be able to distinguish the believer and the infidel from their faces.

79. Then he came out if his people in his adornment 196. Those who desire the life of the world said 197. any how, we would too had the like for that Qaroon has been given, undoubtedly he has a great fortune! 198

196. In the latter part of his life Qaroon set out one Saturday in all his dignity and splendour in such a manner that he himself was riding on a white mule. He was wearing an elegant purple dress sitting on a gold saddle. Accompanying him in procession were his ninety thousand servants and maids all smartly dressed in silk cloths and on horse back. In short he had set out in a grand procession.

197. The weak and aged believers from the Israelis. This demise of theirs was due to human demand, which is not infidelity or a major sin. It should be remembered that even in worldly bounties it is forbidden to be enviously inclined. But this type of envy is lawful in religious affairs. Jealousy is totally forbidden, whether in worldly bounties or regarding bounties of the Hereafter. By this is meant to place oneself in an enviable position by seeing another person's bounty, while jealousy is to wish the destruction of the bounty of others and desire the achievement of it for oneself.

198. This tells us to view the world of those immersed in material things with greed and to desire it for oneself is indeed the work of those who are unmindful and negligent. Always regard yourselves inferior to those who possess the wealth of this world, while in religious matters look upon those who are superior to you, as is stated in the Hadith Shareef.
80. And those who were given knowledge said, 'woe to you', 200
Allah’s reward is better for him who believes and does good work, and it is given only to those who are patient. 201

199. This means those scholars of the Israelites who were bestowed with knowledge and action.
200. You should not desire this because it

81. Then We caused him and his home to sink into the earth, and he had party with him that it may help202 him to save against Allah, and nor he could take revenge.

202. The incident which led to sink him into the ground is as follows: When the Israelites were given the command to pay their Zakaat, Qaroon came to Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) and said I cannot give one quarter of my wealth, in Zakaat. However, if you tell me to take out one thousandth part I will do so. Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) agreed to receive that. When he came home and calculated one thousandth part of his wealth he found that also to be too much. He could not bear to give that as well. Eventually, he called all his friends to inform them that now Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) wants to take control over your wealth to make you poor. Devise such a plan that will take the respect for Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) out of the hearts of Israelites. They had obtained the services of a beautiful lady by giving her one thousand pieces of gold and the promise of many other things to accuse of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) of this despicable crime. The following day they had assembled the Israelites and called Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) under the pretext of delivering a sermon. He came and delivered a sermon in the assembly in which referring to the punishment of various crimes said that if the adulterer is a bachelor he should be given a hundred lashes; if he is a married person, he will lead to your destruction.

201. From this we learn that in order to be worthy of rewards require three things: Faith, good deeds, and patience with gratitude.

On hearing this Qaroon spoke that the Israelites are of the opinion that you had (May Allah forbid) committed adultery with a certain woman. To this Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) replied "Call this woman." She came forward but on seeing KALEEMULLAH she began to tremble with awe, and said that Qaroon had given me one thousand pieces of gold to make this slanderous accusation against you. But without doubt, you are innocent and free of any fault. On hearing this Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) fell into Sajdah and he cursed Qaroon. At this, the command of Allah Almighty came to him that the earth is in your control. Whatever command you are going to give, it will respond. He then lifted his blessed head from the Sajdah and said: Those who are with Qaroon should sit by him, but those who are disgusted with him should move away from him. Hearing this all the companions of Qaroon, besides two moved away from him. Thereafter he said: "O earth! catch them". Thus, they were sunk into the ground up to their knees. Again Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) said 'catch them'! They were know sunk up to their waists. On the third command they were sunk up to their necks. Some people began to wag their tongues that Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace) wants to seize the wealth
of Qaroon. On hearing this, KALEEMULLAH commandes: ‘Oh earth! seize the treasures and
82. And in the morning 203 those who had longed his position the day before began to say, ‘it is strange’ Allah increases the provision for how so ever of his bondmen he please and straitens 204 for whom so ever He pleases, if Allah had not been gracious to us, we too had been caused to sink. Ah’, there is no good for infidels 205

203. By day before is meant recent past.
204. This means that today our eyes opened to the fact that obtaining abundance of wealth is not the proof of gaining Divine pleasure. May Allah Almighty bless us with true faith.

SECTION 9

83. This home of the hereafter, 206 We assign it to those who desire not exaltation in the earth, nor disorder 207. And the end is only for those who are pious. 208

206. This means Paradise would be bestowed upon those believers who had lived according to the wishes and pleasure of Allah Almighty in the world and did not desire any evil for themselves nor did they spread mischief on the earth.
207. This tells us that to seek the boosting of one’s ego is a cause of mischief, while trying to gain religious upliftment is an act of worship. Says Allah Almighty “And make us the leader of those who guard themselves against evil” (525:74).
208. This tells us that sometimes a cruel and wicked sinner gains temporary success. But the rise to success in the Hereafter would be eternal for those who have gained the nearness of Allah Almighty. Falsehood is a cloud, Truth is the sun. Falsehood is foam of water, while Truth is the pearl in the oyster.

84. Who ever brings good, for him is better than it, 209 and who ever brings evil, the doers of evil shall not be recompensed but what they did. 210

209. This means that, that person who goes with faith and good deeds to the court of Allah Almighty on the Day of Judgement will receive such virtues which is beyond his imagination.
The reward of one good deed is a minimum of ten times; if it is going to be more, there is no limit to it. Then it is eternal - there is no end to it. The beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet ﷺ and excluding these. In short its exact description is not possible.

210. From this emerge two issues:

85. Undoubtedly, He who has made the Quran 211 binding on you will bring you back where you desire to return. Say you, ‘my Lord 212 knows him well who has brought the guidance and him who is in open error. 213

211. This verse was revealed at Hajjah when the Holy Prophet ﷺ was migrating from Makkah to Madina. He was very sad at leaving Makkah, the city of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). In this verse he is promised that he would once again come back to Makkah in great splendour and glory. Thus, Allah Almighty fulfilled His promise and the Holy Prophet ﷺ conquered Makkah (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan).

212. Any person at the time of leaving his home on a journey recites this Dua, he will return to his home safely and successfully just as the Holy Prophet ﷺ returned to Makkah victoriously.

86. And you did not expect that the book 214 would be sent to you, yes your Lord showed His Mercy, therefore never be a backer of the infidels. 215

213. The infidels of Makkah said to the Holy Prophet ﷺ “You are in open misguidance” (Allah Forbid) In reply to them this verse was revealed in which it is stated that you would not understand who really is in misguidance, and who is on the path of guidance or not, and whether the infidels are misguided or not. Allah Almighty had taken oaths that Oh My Beloved! you are on the Straight Path, you are a Messenger. The Holy Prophet ﷺ is aware of all human beings i.e. who of those will die with Faith and who will die as infidels. For details regarding this consult the book JAA-AL-HAQ.

214. This means in respect of outward sources you had no hope of obtaining prophethood, but only through the mercy of Allah Almighty you not only had hope, but positive belief. Your prophethood is not achieved through Dua like that of Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace) nor like that of Hazrat Yahya and Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) who had inherited theirs, but it was received solely through the mercy of Allah Almighty. Thus, this verse does not prove that he was unaware of his prophethood. Already from his blessed childhood trees and stones were extending greetings to him and addressing him as Prophet of Allah. Baheerah, the monk, had given information about his prophethood in
his blessed childhood, The Holy Prophet himself had said: "I was already a Prophet while Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was still being moulded in clay."

218 Outwardly, the address is to the Holy Prophet but in reality it is to the believers. From this we learn that to aid the infidels in general, and specifically against the believers, is totally sinful. However if it is intended to persuade them towards Islam, then it is no longer of help.

87. And let them never bar you from the signs of Allah after they have been sent down to you, and call towards your Lord and be never among polytheists.

216 This means do not pay any attention to the nonsense uttered by the infidel which will bring about a difference in your remembrance of Allah Almighty.

217 From this we understand two issues:
1. The Holy Prophet is an eternal prophet of the entire creation because here it is not stated that call such and such a people until such and such a time. What it means is to call the entire mankind to Islam all the time. Even today, too, the Holy Prophet is calling all towards Allah Almighty.

88. And worship not another god with Allah. There is no god besides Him. Everything is perishable save His being. His is the Command and towards Him you shall be returned.

219 This verse is the commentary of all those verses in which calling upon all those who are detached from Allah Almighty has been prohibited. This verse has shown that to call upon someone as a deity is prohibited and not just calling him.

220 Besides Allah Almighty, everything is perishable with its personality, even though when someone's death does not occur like those who have destroyed themselves in the love of Allah Almighty, because for them He grants immortality.

221 The Command of creation is with Allah Almighty alone while that by the angels. Saints and Prophets is through the permission of Allah Almighty, while the absolute orders are only for Allah Almighty although in a metaphorical sense, kings, officials, etc. are rulers as well.

222 This means that you may run wherever you want, but eventually you will have to return to your Lord. The believers turn to their Lord while they are in the world.
SECTION 1

In The Name Of Allah, The Most Affection, The Merciful.

1. Alif-Lam-Mim

2. Are the people proud of thinking that that they will believe alone because they say, 'we believe' and they will not be tested? 2

1. This verse was revealed regarding those believers who would become dejected at the persecutions of the Makkans. In it is stated do not fear, this is a test of your Faith. This is a Makkas verse.

2. From this we learn that to test the believers according to their strength of faith is in accordance with Divine Law. Illness, helplessness, poverty, hardship are tests from Allah Almighty through which distinction is made between the sincere and the hypocrites. A believer always remains firm on Divine wishes.

3. And undoubtedly We tested 3 those before them, therefore Allah will necessarily, see the truthful 4 and will necessarily, see the liars. 5

3. Some servants of Allah Almighty are dissected with a saw, some are cut into pieces by iron forks, some were put into the fire, some were told to slaughter their sons with their own hands. But, these great personalities remained totally steadfast and resolute like the mountains.

4. Here the translation of the word knowledge "to see" is most appropriate. This is called manifest knowledge, because the Knowledge of Allah Almighty is before time immortal, but seeing is done after its appearance. Some have said that by knowing Allah Almighty is in reality knowing His beloved servants. After being in the fire the impurities of the gold disappear.

5. This means that these tests are signs of you being true or false. It should be remembered that these signs are for our knowledge and not for the knowledge of Allah Almighty. The purpose of these tests is to make certain that tomorrow on the Day of Judgement nobody would raise an objection regarding anyones reward and punishment, eg. When Imam Hussain (May Allah be pleased with Him) would be given the leadership of the inmates of Paradise, no one must say why he did not get it. Karbala had made his claim apparent.

4. Or those who do evil deeds 6 have taken it for granted that they would
get away from Us. What an evil order they pass
6. Infidelity and polytheism and sin with infidelity. In it the focus is on the infidels and not on the sinful believers.
7. In that We may not have the power to
5. Whosoever hopes to meet Allah, then undoubtedly, the term of Allah in necessarily to come and he is the Hearer, the Knowing.

8. Here 'hope' is used to signify certainty, or it denotes the mercy of Allah Almighty i.e. he who is hopeful that he would be presented in the court of Allah Almighty and He will forgive my sins, this true hope is of his is true. Without doubt. He is Most Forgiving and Most Merciful

6. And whoever strives in the path of Allah only strives for himself. Indeed, Allah is independent of the worlds.

9. By 'term of Allah' is meant the Day of Judgement, or the death of every person. This means man should see to it that he is prepared for it. A mere verbal acceptance of the Day of Judgement without preparing for it is a terrible mistake

7. and those who have belived and have done good deeds, we shall necessarily remove their evils, and shall necessarily recompense them for the best work with their doing.

9. From this we learn that some good deeds become the atonement for some sins, just as some sins destroy some good deeds. Says Allah Almighty “Let your good deeds become in vain while you are unaware” (S49 V2) And it is further stated “No doubt good deeds obliterate evil deeds” (S11:V114)

10. From this, emerge two issues

1. There will be two benefits from faith and good deeds, one is the forgiveness of the sins, while the other is the receiving of rewards.
2. No one will receive reward according to his good deeds, but far in excess to the deeds. Allah Almighty will not be rewarding us by looking at us but He will be rewarding us according to His Exalted Status.
8. We have insisted on man to be kind towards parents. And if they strive to make you associate with me of which you have no knowledge, then obey them not. To Me is your return, then I will inform you, what you used to do.

13. This verse was revealed regarding Hazrat Sa'ad bin Abi Waqqas (May Allah be pleased with him). He was extremely obedient to his mother. When he accepted faith his mother told him to give up Islam or she would not eat and drink nor sit in a place of shade. I will die due to hunger and thirst and you will be responsible for my death. Saying this, she gave up eating and drinking and sat in the heat. She remained like this for 24 hours in which time she became very weak. At this the son said Oh mother even if you possessed hundred lives and you were to sacrifice all, one by one, I will still not give up my faith. When the mother become totally despondent, she resumed eating and drinking. This verse was revealed on that occasion (Khazainul Irfaan).

14. This tells us that the children must execute parental rights even if they are infidels. We further learn that rights due by the son are acknowledged by every nation of the world. For this reason "We have insisted on man" has been stated here. We further understand that in matters of religious issues there is no consideration for family as can be seen from this verse. Thus one cannot give up Salaah or fasting on the instruction of the parents.

15. By polytheism is meant absolute infidelity i.e. do not commit infidelity because your parents say so. When there is no consideration for parents in matters of infidelity, then what about others?

16. Do not give up faith nor obligatory worship on the instruction of your parents. Optional worship can be given up at the insistence of the mother. Likewise, you cannot undertake the journey for optional Hajj without the permission of the parents. From this we learn that there is no Taqleed ( emulation) in matters of Faith.

17. This verse serves as a proof for the previous verse that since you have to return to Allah Almighty, it is therefore obligatory upon you not to displease Him in order to please another person.

9. And those who have believed and have done good works, necessarily we shall admit them among the righteous.

18. This means if Allah Almighty pleases, the resurrection of the pious will be with the Prophets, the Saints and the Martyrs. Here the pious denote Prophets and Saints, while by 'those who do good deeds' is meant believers in general. Thus, there can be no objection raised at the verse because what does it mean to include those who do good deeds themselves with the pious. From this we understand that those who want to seek the companionship of the pious should do good deeds. There companionship will not be obtained through just link or connection, but through good deeds.
when they are meted with any
affliction in the way of Allah, they
consider the persecution of the people
as equal 19 to the torment of Allah.
And if help comes from your Lord 20
then they shall surely say, ‘We were
with you’ 21 Does Allah not know
well what is in the hearts of the
people of entire world? 22

19. This means just as the believers give up
sins due to fear of Allah Almighty, the weak
persons, too, give up their faith through fear of
the tortures of the infidels. These are
hypoerites, or weak believers. The first
meaning has greater strength because this verse
is Makkah, while the hypocrites were in the
sacred city of Madina, not in Makkah. Or it is a
future prophecy.
20. This means victory, spoils of war, or
worldly wealth, etc.

11. And surely Allah will disclose the
believers 23 and will surely disclose the
hypoerites.

23. Here the word ‘knowledge’ signifies to
give information. Otherwise Allah Almighty
at all times is All-Knowing and Omniscient.
From this we learn that Allah Almighty had
given the information to the Holy Prophet
and the believers about

12. And the infidels said to the
Muslim’s, ‘follow our path 24 and we
shall bear your sins’. Whereas they
shall not bear anything out of their
sins. 25 Undoubtedly, they are liars.

24. The infidels of Makkah had told the
believers in general to return to the religion of
their forefathers. If there is any punishment for
doing this, we will bear it, but will not let you
get the punishment. In response to it, this
blessed verse was revealed in which their
nonsensical prattle is beautifully refuted.
25. This means they will not bear it out of
their own free will. However, burden of their
subordinates would be placed on them. This is
being mentioned in “They shall surely bear
their burden” (529.V13) or it could mean that
they will not bear the burden of others in this way that the actual sinner would become free.

13 And undoubtedly, they shall surely bear their burdens, and along with their own burdens other burdens. And they shall be ugly questioned on the Day of resurrection concerning that which they used to devise falsely.

26. This means they will be bearing the burden of their sins whom they had led astray. It is stated in the Hadith Shareef that anyone who had introduced a new way in Islam, then the introducer would bear the burden of all the sinners until the Day of Judgement, while the burden of the sinners would not be lightened.

27. This means they would be punished for this nonsensical talk of theirs which was uttered by them i.e. we would bear your burden, because this is adding a lie to Allah Almighty which is an infidelity. It should be remembered that this asking of Allah Almighty from the people is for the purpose of censure and not on account of His lack of information.

SECTION 2

14. And undoubtedly, we sent Nuh towards his people, then he stayed among them there he stayed for a thousand years less fifty years. Then the Deluge over took them and they were oppressors.

28. The name of Hazrat Nooh (on whom be peace) was either Shareef Abdul Ghaffar or Yashkar or Shaakir. He gained the title of Nooh due to his excessive weeping out of fear of Allah Almighty. He was born sixteen hundred and forty two years after the advent of Hazrat Adam (on whom be peace) on the outskirts of Iraq. He was blessed with prophethood at the age of forty. He preached for nine hundred and fifty years. After the destruction of the infidels he lived for several hundred years. His blessed grave is found in a place called Kurk, a territory of Syria. This servant (the author) has visited it (Tafseer Roohul Ma’ani). He was the Prophet for all the people inhabiting the earth.

29. His period of propagation is nine hundred and fifty years and not his age. His full age was fourteen hundred years.

15. Then We saved him and those in the ark, and made the Ark a sign for the entire world.

30. The total believers were eighty including his family members. Through this, the Holy Prophet (may Allah bless him and his family) is comforted that he should not be saddened by the obstinacy of the Makkans. Observe after such a long period of propagation of Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace), only a few people accepted faith.
31. By this is meant that the Ark of Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace) remained until the time of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم on Mt Jaddy, although there is a gap of three thousand nine hundred and seventy-four years between Hazrat Nooh (On whom be peace) and our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

16. And sent Ibrahim 32 when he said to his people, 'Worship Allah 33, and fear Him.' There is good for you in it if you would have known.

52. Remind the people. From it we learn that to read, hear and learn the incidents of the pious people is an act of worship like Salahah and Tasting, because this is a means of obtaining purity.

17. You indeed worship idols 34 besides Allah and you fabricate pure lie. 35. Undoubtedly, those whom you worship besides Allah have no Power to provide for you. 36, then seek your provision from Allah 37 and worship Him 38 and be grateful to him. You are to return towards Him.

34. These people were worshipping Namrood, his photos, idols made in his name, stars, moon and the sun. It should be remembered that WATAN is that idol which is carved in human form from wood, stones and minerals like gold, silver, iron, etc. while TAKHLIQOOO is a general term both in human shape or in any other form, whether just a statue or a mere photograph (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

35. This means you are worshipping idols made from your own hands and making them partners of Allah Almighty. From this verse we learn that the word KHALAQO means to make or to fabricate. Here the word TAKHLIQOOO too, denotes to fabricate, to make. Thus, when Hazrat Isma (On whom be peace) says AKHLOQOOO HAKIM and Allah Almighty’s saying AIHANOOO KHALIQQOON the meaning taken should be to shape, to design, to invent, etc.

36. In your beliefs as well, because these people were not accepting these idols as creators and sustainers, but worshipping them as their mediators only. Therefore, they did not reply to Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) that these were the lords of their sustenance. From this we learn that to accept someone as the servant of Allah Almighty, but make him in some ways to be equal to Allah Almighty, too, is an act of polytheism. To glean full details about polytheism refer to the book ILMUL QUR’AN - The Knowledge of Quran.

37. By declaring faith in Him, and obeying and worshipping Him. This teaches us that faith and worship are blessings and a means of obtaining bounty in one’s sustenance.

38. It should be remembered that true thanks is for Allah Almighty, while worldly thanks is for other benefactors. Says Allah.
Almighty "That give thanks to Me and to your parents" (S31:V14). But worship cannot be for anyone besides Allah Almighty, because worship is a true act and there can be no room

18. And if you believe 39 then many of the people have already belief before you. And the Messenger is not responsible but to deliver the message manifestly. 40

39. Like the people of Hazrat Nooh, Saleh and Hud (On them be peace) and what end they had met. You are aware of that too. It seems that these people had some knowledge of the historical events.

19. And have they not seen, how Allah originates creation 41. Then He will reproduce it? Undoubtedly, it is easy for Allah. 42

41. First He distorts the seed in the soil by letting it perish in it. Thereafter, He sprouts a sapling from it. Likewise, He will disintegrate your body in the sand and will resurrect you in the Hereafter. In this very way the sperm is made into congealed blood, which is then made into a lump of flesh which is then given shape and form.

20. Say you, ‘travel in the earth, 43 then see, how Allah makes first, then Allah up brings the second growth 44. Undoubtedly Allah can do everything

43. This tells us that travelling for the purpose of visualising the creative power of Allah Almighty; by looking at the wonders in the sea, the mountains and in the earth; is an act of worship as this is the means of obtaining His mystical knowledge.

44. This means since you have understood

21. He torments whom he pleases 45 and shows mercy on whom He

metaphorical deity. for an outward appearance in it. Thus, besides Allah Almighty there is no apparent or original worship.

40. And I had fulfilled this obligation. Thus your guidance therefore, is not my responsibility. Hence accept faith for your own good and not for my benefit.

42. This is the result of the first statement, i.e. you should deduce this from it, because no one has seen the resurrection that would be taking place. Or, by seeing is meant to ponder and not merely seeing through the eyes. If you look at it in this manner then its meaning would become quite obvious.
pleases, and you are to return only to him.

45. This means that He can punish any sinful believer and forgive anyone out of His Mercy. In this is included the forgiveness of the Prophets as well as those whose salvation has been promised. Likewise, the infidels are not included herein, because the punishment of the pious and the forgiveness of the infidels is absolutely impossible. Thus, this verse cannot

22. And neither you can get out of the hold in the earth and nor in the heaven, 46 and neither you have any friend on need and nor any helper save Allah 47.

46. This means even due to some impossible means you reach the sky you will not be able to save yourself from Him. Or it means that the inmates of the heavens and the earth are not out of His control.

47. Verses like these are addressed to the infidels stating that you infidels have no helpers. The commentary of it is the following verse: “And the unam just have no helpers” (S2:V270). Or, it could mean if you oppose Allah Almighty you will have no helper. The believers have many helpers from Allah Almighty.

Sayys Allah Almighty: “Undoubtedly, Allah is your friend and His Messenger” (S5:V55). No work in the world can be done without a helper. The same will be the case in the Hereafter. The world is a sample of the Hereafter.

SECTION 3

23. And those who believed not38 in My signs and meeting with Me, It is they who have no hope of My mercy and for them is the painful torment. 49

48. They did so by rejecting the Qur’aan and the Hereafter.

49. This means the infidels, the rejecters of the Day of Judgement, despair of the mercy of Allah Almighty. They do not believe in any reward for their pious deeds. Since they reject existence of Paradise, and the Day of Judgement, then how will they acknowledge divine Mercy and reward? This blessed verse is regarding the infidels who believe that after death, both the body and soul perish, therefore they do not accept reward. The polytheists of India do acknowledge reward for one’s deeds, but through others in this world. This tells us that the worst form of despair is infidelity and that infidels are full of despair. They will be punished severely on account of their disobedience.

24. Then his people could answer nothing but that they then Allah rescued him50 from the fire 51,
undoubtedly, in it are surely signs for the believers.52

50. By throwing alive in the fire. It should be remembered that it is forbidden in Islam to burn a living thing. The leaders of those people told this to their followers. From this we learn that the one who is defeated becomes ready to fight, he does not reply verbally. This is a proof of helplessness or being powerless.

51. Here part of the passage is concealed, i.e. they hurled Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) into the raging fire but We made this fire into a garden of unexpected relief to save him. Allah Almighty be praised! Other verses are a commentary of this verse.

52. Because the cooling of such a huge raging fire in an instant and its instant transformation into a garden in a wink undoubtedly reveals the absolute power of Allah Almighty, but only for the believer.

25. And Ibrahim said, ‘You have indeed taken besides Allah these idols with which your friendship is within the span of the life of the world’ 53. Then on the day of resurrection you will deny each other and will curse each other 54 and the abode of you all is the Hell 56 and you will have no helper.57

53. This means your friendship with these deities is temporary, for afterwards you will become their enemies. This tells us that the friendship which the believer has with Allah Almighty increases after death, not decreases. The mutual friendship of polytheists is of a temporary nature, which after their death will turn into enmity. This tells us that the friendship between believers do not end with death, but they become stronger and will be of benefit for them in the Hereafter.

54. This tells us that in the Hereafter worldly friendship will end, but friendship based on faith will continue. Says Allah Almighty: “Fast friends shall be foes to one another on that day, but the God-fearing” (S43:V67).

55. This means the idols or the idol-worshippers, on the idols or some polytheists on some.

56. Neither the idols nor the idol-worshippers. The idols will go to inflict punishment and the idol worshipper will go to receive punishment in Hell.

57. Neither these idols nor your leaders, because they themselves would be seized. And when Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) emerged safely from the fire, they were powerless at seeing this miracle.


58. Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) was either the cousin or nephew of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan) and the son of Baraan. Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) was the very first person to declare faith in Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace).
The Faith in terms of Shariah otherwise, the first person really to believe in him, before he began the prophetic mission was his mother. This is also the case of Hazrat Khadija (May Allah be pleased with her) who was indeed the first person to acknowledge the prophethood of our Holy Prophet. After he was bestowed with the honour of being the first person to accept Islam after the Holy Prophet, he migrated from Iraq to Syria.

27. And We bestowed him Ishaq and Ya’qub and we put priesthood, and the Book in his offspring, and We gave him his reward in the world. And undoubtedly, in the Hereafter, he is amongst those who are worthy of Our proximity.

61. From the womb of Bibi Sara came Hazrat Ishaq (On whom be peace) and from the loins of Hazrat Ishaq (On whom be peace) was Hazrat Yaqob (On whom be peace). Because the birth of both these pious persons took place during the time when he was very old, he has been mentioned here in a special way. Otherwise, Hazrat Ismail, Madyan and Madaain are also his sons.

62. From this we learn that after Hazrat Ibrahaim (On whom be peace), priesthood had been perpetuated from his progeny only. Hence Mirza Qadyani can never be a prophet because he is not from the progeny of Hazrat Ibrahaim (On whom be peace). We further learn that to be the children of the pious, too, is a bounty from Allah Almighty, when they are believers. It is stated in Sura Ibrahaim that Hazrat Ishaq (On whom be peace) was called by Allah, and so were his sons.

28. And when Lut said to his people, "Undoubtedly you commit indecency which none among the entire with Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) and Bibi Sarah. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Migration is Sunnah of the Prophets.
2. To go to that land where there is no restriction in the worship of Allah Almighty, is in reality going to Allah Almighty. This does not mean that Allah is not at the place from where a person is migrating, and that Allah Almighty is there where a person is migrating to.

60. Hence there are thousands of wisdom associated with this migration.

The status is specifically bestowed on the progeny of the Holy Prophet by Allah Almighty. Hazrat Ghause Paak (May Allah be pleased with him) is Hassani and Hussaini Sayyed.

63. By granting them pure and pious children, priesthood was made a specialty from his progeny. He made their remembrance among every religion an act of blessing until the Day of Judgement. He established firmly their way of life. He included their names with the name of our beloved Prophet in Salaah in Darood Ebrahim, and above everything else, he created Hazrat Muhammad Mustapha from his progeny and he perpetuated for posterity his customs in Hajj.

64. He will be from enterprise and resolute Prophets.
world has done before you 66.

65. This means the people whose Prophet he was, were told because Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) was neither from the family of that people nor from their country. He had come from Iraq while these people were from Syrian territory. There are many meanings attached with the word QAUM.

29. Do you commit unnatural with males and cut off the ways 67; and commit evil deeds in your assembly 68? Then his people’s answer was nothing, but that they said, ‘bring upon us the torment of Allah if you are truthful 69.

67. By looting the possession of the travellers, or you behave badly with the travellers. For this reason, travellers gave up passing through these places. Or you are destroying your off-spring because a sodomist, eventually, is of no use to a woman (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).
68. To use offensive language, to whistle, to drink alcohol, to mock at one another. This tells us that even infidels are duty bound to observe the good conduct in matter of friendship because an Islamic governor can punish them for infringing its rights.
69. This means these ways of ours are good. If they are evil let there be punishment for them. They had said all this in a mocking way.

30. He submitted, ‘O my Lord, help me against these mischievous people 70.
70. This means let punishment descend upon these people, let them be destroyed. Destruction of the infidels is the help of the believers. Allah Almighty destroyed them through the angels. This tells us that the help of Allah Almighty's servants is in reality help of Allah Almighty. These sages are the reflection of Allah's powers.

SECTION: 4

31. When our angels 71 came to Ibrahim with glad tidings 72. They said, ‘We shall surely destroy 73 the people of this city’. Undoubtedly, its inhabitants are oppressors 74.
71. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) and some angels with him.
72. Of the noble birth of Hazrat Ishaaq (On whom be peace) and his son Hazrat Yaqoob (On whom be peace). From this we learn to convey the glad tidings of the birth of a
Prophet is the way of life of the angels. This is the very objective of Meclid Shareef as well. We further learn that a pious son is a great bounty from Allah Almighty for which it is very important to express gratitude to Allah Almighty.

32. He said, *in it indeed is Lut.* The angels said, *we know well who is in it, we shall surely deliver him* and his family but his wife, she is among those who remain behind.

75. While the Prophet is there in their midst, no punishment comes to the infidels. It is for this reason that he asked with astonishment that Prophets dwell there, so how will punishment come there? The reply he received was that they would be separated from them prior to the punishment. In short, he did not intercede for the infidels.

76. This is an excellent translation because 16:43 does not mean that we know more than you. The knowledge of angels is not more than that of a Prophet. Thus knowledge is not superior in comparison to Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace).

77. This tells us that deeds of Allah Almighty can be linked to His special servants.

33. And when our angels came to Lut their coming became unpleasant to him and on account of them his heart was straitened, but they said, fear not and nor grieve, undoubtedly, we shall deliver you and your family but your wife, she is among those who remain behind.

79. They reached there in the form of handsome boys so that the culprits could be caught in the act of crime.

80. Not because of the arrival of the guests, but because of considering the wickedness of his people of how he would be protecting his guests. This tells us that the protection and respect of the guests is the responsibility of the host. From this we learn that sometimes a Prophet does not recognize an angel. However, when this angel comes with a revelation, it is imperative for the Prophet to recognize him. Otherwise revelation will not remain binding and categorical.

81. This means do not be afraid of the people, do not be saddened over us because we are not human beings, but we are angels.
82. To provide salvation is the work of Allah Almighty, yet the angels had said that we will provide salvation.
83. His wife will remain behind in that place and will be destroyed with infidels and die on infidelity. From this emerge few issues:
1. Allah Almighty has given knowledge of the unseen to the angels. They know where and in what manner a person would experience death.
2. An infidel does not derive blessings from the company of the Prophets, it is thus useless for an infidel woman to be the wife of a Prophet.
3. Any person who has love for another person, he will be with that person. The wife of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) loved the infidels, she was thus destroyed with them.

34. Undoubtedly, we are going to bring down upon the people of this city a torment from the heavens, the recompense of their disobedience.
35. To send down punishment is the work of Allah Almighty, but it is linked to the

36. And undoubtedly, We have left remained from it a bright sign for a people who understand.

84. Thus fountains of black water began to flow there whose heavy stench was smelt from far. The stones which fell upon them had the names of those people written on them. Those stones remained in existence for a long time. The noble Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had seen them (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). Their ruined homes did not remain because the layer of that land was turned over. Because only those who possess religious intelligence can benefit from these symbols, therefore mention has been made of them. By intelligence is meant religious intelligence which can guide towards truth leading to faith, not that intelligence which leads to the invention of guns and cannons as well as aeroplanes.

36. And to Madian We sent their compatriot Shoaib 86, then he said, ‘O my people, worship Allah, and hope for the last day, and wander not spreading mischief in the land’ 88.

86. This means Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) did not come from another place to become a Prophet here. He was from the same people, of the same family lineage and the same country. This does not mean it is permissible for the people to address him as a brother.
87. This tells us that the Day of Judgement for a believer is one of hope, but to the infidel it is one of fear. The meaning of the verse is accept faith and prepare for it.
88. Do not spread mischief in the land through infidelity and weighing less because they are the cause of the coming of Divine punishment.
37. Then they belied him 89, therefore the earth quake over took them, then in the morning they remained lying prostrated 90.

89. This tells us that without belying the Prophets and being disobedient to them, Divine punishment does not come down, no matter how much disobedience is shown to Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty, "And We are not to torment until We have sent a messenger" (S15:V73). It should be remembered that the people of Hazrat Shuaib(On whom be peace) were given the punishment of a loud scream which became like an earth tremor from which the hearts of the people sank with shock. Thus,

38. And destroyed Aad and Thamud and you have already known their dwellings 91, and the Devil (Satan) make their work appear fair-seeming 92 to them and kept them back from the path though they could see clearly 93.

91. Because you see these territories during your travels.
92. From this we learn that it is an act of kuf and the work of a devil to regard evil as good. It should be remembered that even the devil does not regard evil deeds as good, but does them to show people He is not a polytheist himself, but makes people to be polytheists.
93. This means that the people of Thamood and Aad were intelligent, but in matters of religion, they did not use their intelligence. They used their entire intelligence in worldly matters. This tells us that the correct utility of intelligence is religion.

39. And Quaroon 94, and Firawn and Haman 95 (We destroyed). And undoubtedly, Musa came to them with bright signs, then they showed haughtiness in the land 96, and they could not outstrip Us 97.

94. This tells us that the infidelity of a person who rejects one aspect of religion is equal to a person who rejects every aspect of religion. Here. Allah Almighty has mentioned Quaroon, who had only rejected Zakaaat, with Hamaan and Pharaoh who had rejected all religious injunctions i.e. Tauheed (Oneness of Allah Almighty), Prophethood, etc. Therefore,
Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) declared war on those who had rejected the institution of Zakaat and pardoned them after they had repented. He had declared war on Musailama the Liar, and his followers because they had become apostates by accepting Musailama as a prophet.

95. Here, mention of Qaroon is preceded because he was of noble descent, and a relative of Hazrat Moosa (On whom be peace). From this we learn that genealogical and family respect will not be able to save a person from punishment, if your deeds are not good. The

96. This means He seized everyone from the infidel nations. Here not only these above mentioned three are meant, as can be understood from the following verse.

40. Then We seized each of them on account of his sin, then as to some of them We sent the storm of stoning, and as to some of them, a roaring blast overtook them and as to some of them We buried in the earth and as to some of them, We drowned. And it was not befitting to the Dignity of Allah that He would have oppressed them, yes they themselves oppressed their souls.

98. This means that no one was caught through the infidelity of another person, but due to his own infidelity. For this reason believers were moved out from all these places then punishment was sent upon them. It should be remembered that the minor children of the infidels were destroyed by remaining with their parents. Thus, there can be no objection raised at the verse that for what sins were their minor children being punished. Like these children, the animals in these places, too, were destroyed due to these infidels. It should be remembered, that punishment in the world descends upon some innocent people because of the sinners. The weevil too, is crushed with the wheat. However, in the Hereafter sinners like us would be pardoned through the blessings of the pious, but the innocent will not be punished due to evil doers. Every person will be punished for his own sins.

41. The examples of those who have made guardians other than Allah, purpose of this was to explain to the Quraish that do not be proud of being the descendants of Hazrat Ebraham (On whom be peace), if you want salvation, then accept Islam.

99. Thus, stones fell upon the people of Lut, roaring cries destroyed the people of Thamood, Qaroon was sunk in the ground and the people of Nooh were drowned. One should take a lesson from these incidents.

100. This means that We did not send these punishments on them without reason. In fact, through their own evil deeds they invited these like a person calls for his death by committing suicide. It should be remembered that an infidel and an evil doer oppress others, while oppressing himself would mean to spend unlawfully from the wealth of others, or deprive someone of his rights. Our souls are the property of Allah Almighty and these souls have rights over us. Thus a criminal commits a crime by unlawfully utilising the property of Allah Almighty, thereby depriving the soul of its rights. Thus, from every point of view such a person is an oppressor.
like the spider. She has made a house of cobweb. And undoubtedly, the frailest of all houses is the house of the spider. What a good thing it would have been if they knew these idols by themselves could not be of assistance to them under adverse conditions. But they did not think about this i.e. just as they were calling upon Him in their times of difficulties, they should have done so in their times of comfort as well. Here complaint is made about this. Our seeking of police help during difficulties or seeking the help of Saints and Prophets to ward off calamities is not included in this, because we take them as those reflecting the removal of difficulties and providers of assistance by Allah Almighty. This seeking of help is not polytheism. If a sinful believer goes to the mazaar of the Holy Prophet to seek forgiveness through him, it cannot be regarded as polytheism. Moulana Jami states "Oh Messenger of Allah, though I am totally insignificant and my sins are huge as a mountain, I have come to your court to seek forgiveness for them".

42. Allah knows whatever they worship besides Allah. And He it is the Mighty, the Wise.

43. And these examples We narrate to the people, and none understand them but learned.
107. These examples are not for you Oh beloved Rasool صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. You

44. Allah has made the heaven and the land with truth 108. Undoubtedly, in it, there is sign for the Muslims 109.

108. Here, the word ‘truth’ denotes One possessing Wisdom. Thus this verse is not contradicting the Hadith that besides Allah Almighty everything is false. There falsehood signed to perish.

45. O beloved! Recite 110 the Book that has been revealed to you, and establish prayer 111. Undoubtedly, the prayer forbids one from indecency and evil thing 112. And no doubt, the remembrance of Allah is the greatest 113. And Allah knows what you do 114.

109. Because only believers can obtain the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty by reflecting over the creation of the heaven and the earth, therefore they have been mentioned. Otherwise, this is not a lesson for everybody.

110. Recite it yourself to obtain the rewards, to understand its meaning and to raise your status. Or recite it to others so that people can learn to recite the Holy Qur’aan from you. This tells us that recitation of the Holy Qur’aan is an act of worship and its dissimulation is absolutely important.

111. This means Oh My Beloved صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم you should establish and rectify the Salaah of your followers by letting them observe you performing it so that they can imitate you. It should be remembered that both the captain and the passengers are in the ship, but the passengers are there to go to their destination while the captain is there to enable them to reach their destination. Thus, the passenger pays his fare while the captain receives a salary for their travels. In the ship of Islam both the believers and the Prophet are travelling. But, the purpose of the believers is to reach their destination and the Prophet - to guide them to their destination. We perform our Salaah to obtain our salvation, while the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم performed it to educate us. It is obligatory on both the follower and the Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, have been creating possessing all the knowledge, but the nature of obligation is different.  

112. Anything which is regarded bad by inference is indecent, while that which is prohibited on a religious basis is prohibited, e.g. adultery and polytheism. True Salaah which is performed punctually and with utmost sincerity will certainly enable one to give up ones evil habits. These performers of Salaah who do not abstain from evil habits, do not really perform their Salaah in the true sense of the word. The hypocrites, the present day Qadyanis, etc. do appear to be very punctual with their Salaah, but not from abstaining from acts which are indecent and disapproved. This is because they are not performing their Salaah correctly. The true devotees say that here the letters Alif and Laam in AL-SALAAH are definite article and it denotes that Salaah which is established by the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم i.e. that Salaah protects the performer from all types of indecent and disapproved acts which Oh My Beloved Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم you have established in their hearts. These benefits cannot be achieved by Salaah established by us. In short, there is no inconsistency in the verse.
113. By remembrance of Allah is meant Salat. i.e. Salah is superior to all other acts of worship. Or it could mean general remembrance of Allah Almighty, because the reward of worship is Paradise, while the reward of remembrance of Allah Almighty is Divine Remembrance. Says Allah Almighty: "Therefore remember Me, I shall remember you." (QS 82:1) Or it could refer to the Holy Qur'an too. If the Muslims do not object to the Prophet i.e. the Holy Prophet is the most superior in the creation of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "And sent down for you an honour, the Messenger." (QS 65: 9-10).

114. You will do good or bad deeds in your lifetime, in your grave or in the Hereafter.

46. and O Muslims! Dispute not with the people of the Book but in a better manner, except those of them who did wrong and say, 'we have believed in that which has been sent down to us and our god and your god is one and we have submitted before Him.'

115. By producing strong proofs, and by showing good conduct. From this we learn that one should refrain from using strong language, vulgar language and language of jest and mockery in a debate. We further learn that debating is an act of worship, therefore it is good to acquaint yourself with the knowledge of debate.

116. Those who trouble the believers or insult the dignity of the Holy Prophet or those who become negligent in paying their Jizya (Poll tax) rebuke them and if need be declare war on them. Thus, this verse is not abrogated, but is firm.

117. Based on this order and classification emerge two issues.

1. That our faith is first on the Holy Qur'an then on the other heavenly books.

47. and O beloved! In the same manner We have sent down the Book to you. Then those whom we gave the Book, believe in it and there are some of these persons who believe in it. And no one denies Our signs but the infidels.

119. This means just as I had revealed books on the previous Prophets, I have revealed these books, then why do the People of the Book object about the revelation of the Holy Qur'an.
120. In future, when you would be in the sacred city of Madina, because this verse is Makkah. By giving the Book is meant by bestowing the beneficial knowledge about the Book. By this is meant eminent scholars like Hazrat Abdullah ibn Salaam as well as other Jewish scholars who had accepted Islam.

121. Some people from the polytheists of

48. And you did not recite the Book before and nor you use to write down anything with your hands, in that case the followers of falsehood would have doubted before, therefore he has produced the Qur’aan on the strength of his knowledge. And the Ulama of the People of the Book would have said that among the signs written about the Final Prophet in our scriptures is that he will not be able to read and write, but he is a learned person. Thus, he is not a true Prophet (May Allah forbid). Now, that he is not an educated person, therefore nobody should have any doubts. It should be remembered that to be educated is one thing, but to be a scholar is a different thing altogether.

49. Rather it is bright signs in the breasts of those who have been given knowledge. And none denies Our signs but the unjust.

125. This means that this blessed Prophet is one possessing bright signs which are safe in the hearts of the People of the Book because they had prior knowledge about the Holy Prophet. Ibn Abbas (May Allah be pleased with him). Or that Qur’aan is a bright sign which is protected within the hearts of Ulama and Huffaz until the Day of Judgement. Besides the Holy Qur’aan, no other book was like it in status and grandeur (Tafseer Khataaimul Irfaan).

From this, emerge two issues:

1. The status of the Ulama and Huffaz is great because the treasures of the Holy Qur’aan are in their hearts. If any paper on which verses of the Holy Qur’aan are written is sacred, then imagine the sanctity of those hearts which are the store house of these verses. The paper on which the verses of the Qur’aan is written cannot be touched by an impure person. Likewise, the heart in which there is the Qur’aan cannot be touched by the impure devil (If Allah wills).

2. There can never be any distortion in the Holy Qur’aan because changes and distortions can take place on paper, never in the hearts.

126. The infidels of Makkah who have gone beyond the limits in their infidelity and rebellion.
50. And they said, 'Why were the signs not sent down upon them from his Lord?' 127. Say you, 'The signs are with Allah. And I am indeed a clear Warner'.

127 By this is meant those miracles which were being studied by them. Otherwise, the miracles of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم are more than all the Prophets of Allah Almighty.

128 The miracles of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم fall into three categories. The first are those which appear from him at all times without his control eg his blessed body was shadowless, sweet fragrance of musk and amber emanating from his bless

51. Does it not suffice them that We have sent down upon you the Book 129 that is recited to them? 130. Undoubtedly, there is a mercy and an admonition to the believers 131.

129 This means that the Holy Qur'aan is the greatest miracle of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم. If this miracle was not convincing to them, then they will not bring faith after seeing any other miracle requested by them and become entitled for destruction. as not accepting faith after seeing miracles of their request is a means of descent of Divine Punishment. Thus, not showing miracles requested by them too is a mercy of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم.

130 Today as well as until the Day of Judgement. The purpose is to show that the miracles of the Prophets have remained as perspiration;

2. In the second group are those miracles over which he was given no choice like the verses of the Holy Qur'aan.

3. And miracles in the third category were performed by the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم through his own control and choice, like making the stones recite the Kalima, the splitting of the moon, the sun that had set reappeared at his instruction. Here, miracles of the second category are mentioned.

آو لم يُؤْمِنُوهُمْ آنَ أَنْلُوْنَ عَلَيْكُمْ الكِتَابَ يُؤْمِنُوهُمْ إِنَّ فِي ذَلِكَ لَرُحْمَةٌ وَذَكْرِي كَلِمَةٌ فَرُؤُومٌ ۖ (Q:21:107)

52. Say you, 'Allah is sufficient as a witness 132 between me and you. He knows what is in the heavens and in the earth' 133. And those who believed in falsehood and denied in

SECTION: 6
the existence of Allah, they are the people who are in loss.

132. Pure is Allah Almighty! The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the Testifier of the Oneness (Tauheed) of Allah Almighty, and Allah Almighty is the Testifier of the Prophethood of our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. It should be remembered that to testify about the Ulama and the pious until the Day of Judgement is the testimony of everybody. Likewise, the appearance of the miracles through the Holy Prophet is the testimony of Allah Almighty, just like a person having a university degree, and the uniform, belt medal and badge.

53. And they demand you to hasten the torment. And if there had not been an appointed term, then most certainly the torment would have come upon them. And necessarily, it shall come upon them suddenly, when they shall be unaware.

135. Reason for its Revelation: People like Nazar bin Harith would mockingly say that we did not declare faith in you, yet, no stones fell upon us from heaven. In reply to them, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan, Roohul Bayaan).

136. By this period of time either denotes Qiyamah, or their death, or the future battles and Jihad in which the infidels would be disgracefully killed. In this there is a hint that now those unseen punishment would no longer descend, which had come upon the followers of the previous Prophets, because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the mercy unto the entire creation.

137. The great Sufis say that the death of a negligent person occurs suddenly even if it takes place after a long illness because he does not prepare for the Hereafter. But, the death of an intelligent believer is not sudden even if he were to die of heart failure in his sleep because he is always ready for it.

138. The revered Sufis say that infidelity, enmity and evil doings are worldly hell which has surrounded the negligent and the infidels (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan), just as faith and good deeds for the believers are worldly heaven. In

55. The day when the torment will cover them from above them and from below their feet, and He will
say, 'Taste what you have done' 139.

139. From this, emerge two issues

1. Although a sinful believer would be going to Hell, yet he will not be surrounded by punishment. His forehead, heart, and parts of Sajda (prostration) will remain safe. The

56. O My Bondman! Whoever has believed, no doubt, My land is spacious 140, therefore worship Me alone 141.

140. This means Oh believers of Makkah if you are unable to worship Me openly and unhampered in Makkah due to the obstacle brought about by those infidels, then migrate from there because the earth of Allah is very spacious and move to those places where you would be able to worship Allah Almighty unhindered and in total freedom. That is the complete migration which is for the freedom of worship of Allah Almighty and not for just physical protection and comfort.

141. From this we learn that is it obligatory to migrate from that place where there is no freedom of worship. To remain there under false pretences is forbidden. This cuts the very root of deceitful piety. If Arabia had become such a place of infidelity during the Caliphate of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique and Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with them) where Hazrat Ali (May Allah be pleased with him) had to reveal true faith, and show the original Qur’aan, or people would not have had the the power to worship Allah Almighty freely, then it was compulsory on him to migrate from there, rather than to live there under false pretence.

57. Every soul shall have a taste of death 142, and then to Us you will return.

142. From this, emerge two issues

1. Every living thing will experience death, whether it be human, or jinn or angels. Everything besides Allah Almighty would perish, whether living or inanimate. Therefore, the word soul is used here, while at the mention of perish, soul is not used. In fact says Allah

58. And undoubtedly, those who have believed and did good deeds, certainly We shall aloft them in the lofty parts of Heaven, beneath it streams flow, they shall abide therein forever 143. What an excellent reward for the good doers 144.

143. From this we learn that there is loftiness in Paradise. The more good deeds a person has accumulated, the higher will be his

144. This means there is good reward for the Ulama, in this there is a hint that the

punishment which surrounds is the punishment of the infidel.

2. The deceased minor children of the infidels will not be sent to Hell because they did not commit evil deeds.
Ulama will achieve paradise through justice while some of the non-Ulama will receive it through the bounty of Allah Almighty eg. the minor children of the believers, the demented who have died without doing any good deeds, and those new converts to Islam who have died immediately after accepting Islam as well as those people who had accepted faith at the time when Laws of Shariah had not yet been revealed and died in that period.

59. Those that have preserved and rely only upon their Lord 145.

145. Reason for its Revelation:
When the believers had been given the command to migrate from the sacred city of Makkah, some had said that where will they go and how will they go? We do not have a home anywhere nor any arrangement of boarding and lodging. Who will feed us? In response to it, this verse was revealed in which believers have been taught to put their trust in Allah Almighty.

60. And how many there are who move on the earth that they have not their provisions with them 146; Allah provides them and you also 147. He is the Hearing, the Knowing 148.

146. The Ulama have stated that only three living beings collect their sustenance: the ant, the mouse and the human beings. They eat less but produce more. Besides these, no other animal accumulates sustenance, although some animals eat a great deal on a daily basis like the elephant, rhinoceros, etc.

147. This means that the amount of sustenance Providence has allocated to you will come to you without any doubt, no matter where you may be. You are not the Sustainer. Allah Almighty is the true Sustainer.

148. The Holy Prophet said if you put your full trust in Allah Almighty, you will receive your sustenance like the birds who wake up hungry in the morning, but return to their nests in the evening fully fed.

61. And if you ask them, who has made the heavens and the earth and made to serve the sun and the moon, then they will certainly say, ‘Allah’; then where are they going perverted? 149.

149. From this we learn that anyone who acknowledges the Unity and all the attributes of Allah Almighty, while rejecting the Holy Prophet is not a believer but an infidel and a polytheist. Observe, these polytheists accepted Allah Almighty with all His attributes, yet they were polytheists. It is because they rejected the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him). The devil believes in the Oneness of Allah Almighty, His attributes and all matters related to beliefs, yet he is an infidel and a polytheist. Why? It is due to his rejection of the light of the Holy Prophet reflected on the forehead of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace).

62. Allah expands provision for which He will of His bondman and straitens for whom He will 150.
Undoubtedly Allah knows everything 151.

150. This means that whosoever He likes He makes wealthy, and whom He does not like He leaves him poor. Or it could mean He can make a single person rich when He likes, and poor when He likes. The blessed Sufis say He makes the friends poor, then He looks upon them with kindness. On the other hand, He makes the enemies wealthy, then declares His wrath upon them. The wealth of the infidel is wrath for him while the believer's poverty is a mercy for him.

63. And if you ask them, who has sent down water from the heavens and there-with revived the earth after its death. They shall certainly say, 'Allah' 152. Nay! Most of them have no wisdom 153.

152. Despite all these declarations they are polytheists because they make some servants equal to Allah Almighty. Thus, they themselves will admit on the Day of Judgement: "When we made you equal to the Lord of the worlds" (52:6 V98) The polytheists were calling the angels the daughters of Allah Almighty, the Christians and the Jews were saying that Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace), and Hazrat Uzair (On whom be peace) as sons of Allah Almighty.

153. That in spite of this acknowledgement, they were making some servants of Allah Almighty equal to Him. Says Allah Almighty: “Yet the infidels ascribe equals to their Lord” (56:6 V1).

SECTION: 7

64. And the life of the world is nothing but sport and play 154. And undoubtedly the home of the Hereafter necessarily, that is the true life. What a good thing it was if they knew? 155.

154. But the life of the believer is not the worldly life. This life is a means to his Hereafter. Thus he is not included in this. The world is zero to him, but the Hereafter is an object of value. If the zero remains separate it is of no consequence, but when it is joined with the numbers its value increases ten fold. The detached from the Hereafter. Hence his world is play and amusement and the world of the believer is the means for his Hereafter.

155. Anything which causes you to be negligent is called sport and anything worthless and useless is called play (LA’AB) translated they would mean amusement and
play 'HAYAWAN' denotes that life in which there is no mortality (death) destruction or hardship. The life of the Hereafter denotes either life of the grave (barzakh), or that after the Qiyamah or the life of the believer in this world, because a believer annihilates his nafs through FANA FIL LAH to obtain the status of immortality with the Divine. A true believer never dies. Says Allah Almighty: "But they are alive, although you will not understand"

65. Then when they embark on boats they call upon Allah having exclusive faith upon Him. But when He brings them safe to the land, hence forth they begin to associate.

156. And there is a fear of drowning when the air becomes an enemy.

157. Here sincerity and religion do not denote conventional meaning because they were irreligious infidels. The infidels do not have faith. What it means is at that time of calamity they pray to Allah Almighty, they do not call upon their idols. This tells us that they are imperfect even in their infidelity. We have seen that whenever a Hindu is in severe pangs of death, his relatives call a Muslim to make him recite the Kalima. Even they know that in times of calamities the names of Allah Almighty and His beloved Prophet are a means of warding off calamities, and at that point in time their idols are of no benefit to them.

158. When the polytheists of Makkah would travel at sea they would take their idols with them. When they got caught up in a storm, they would throw away all the stones (idols) and pray to Allah Almighty. Then after they reach the shores safely, they would once again engage in polytheism. Reference here is made to this foolishness of theirs.

66. That they may be ungrateful to that which We have bestowed on them and they may enjoy themselves now that they know.

159. It should be remembered that there are three types of people: those who remember Allah Almighty in their difficulties; some remember Him in their times of comfort, some in all conditions; the third type are intelligent.

67. Have they (infidels of Makkah or polytheist of sacred Haraam) not seen that We have made the sanctified Land secure and the people around them are snatched away? What! Then they believe in falsehood and are ungrateful to the favour of Allah.

(S2:V154). For this reason we recite in the Kalima: Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah Almighty. If the Holy Prophet was not alive then it would have been said he was the Messenger of Allah. When the Kalima has not changed, then most certainly the person of the Kalima,too, has not changed. In short, there is death for the physical body but the life of faith is beyond death.
160. This means Allah Almighty's great favour is upon them that he made them residents of the Sacred Haram which is revered by all. There is complete protection in it from plunder, killing and destruction. This tells us that to stay at a sacred ground is a bounty from Allah Almighty. Fortune is that believer who can get burial in Madina Layyiba. May Allah Almighty grant it to a sinner like me.

161. Here "Favour of Allah" signifies the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and falsehood denotes idols. Among all the favours the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is the exalted favour because all the favours of the world are bound to perish, while the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is the eternal favour i.e. faith. Divine knowledge, the Holy Qur'aan are all through the blessings of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم.

68. And who is more unjust than one who forged a lie 163 against Allah or belied the truth 164 when it came to him? 165. Is there not an abode for the infidels in Hell? 166.

163. By truth is meant the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم because every saying and action of his is based on truth. He is a personification of truth. That which becomes attached to him is also truth. If acts of worship become detached from him, then they are false. If our sins become linked with him, they would be truly forgiven.

164. With the outward physical appearance, like the appearance of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم before the infidels of Makkah, or through resplendent, luminous and spiritual state like the appearance of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم before forlorn devotees like us.

69. And those who struggle in Our path, surely We shall guide them in Our ways 167. And no doubt, Allah is with the righteous.

167. The mercy of Allah Almighty and His forgiveness and His kindness is with those who are pious. Its commentary is the following verse: "Surely the mercy of Allah is near to the good-doers" (57:56).

162. There are many examples of forging a lie against Allah Almighty! An infidel who worships idols saying he has been commanded by Allah Almighty to do so; laying false claim to prophethood saying Allah Almighty has made me a prophet, distorting the book of Allah then saying that this distorted book is the Book of Allah; to reject the Prophet saying that Allah Almighty has not made him a Prophet (May Allah forbid); to give a false verdict saying that it is the order from Allah Almighty; etc. All these examples are forging a lie against Allah Almighty. From this we learn that every form of a lie is wicked, but when this lie is linked with someone exalted then it becomes a major sin. To fabricate a Hadith then attribute it to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is a serious crime.
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SECTION 1
In The Name Of Allah, The Most Affection, The Merciful.

1. Alif Laam Meem.

2. The Romans have been subdued 1.

1. The Romans were Christians. The Persians were fire-worshippers. For these reasons the believers had desired the victory of the Romans, and the polytheists of Arabia wanted Persian victory. Once, there was a sudden war between the Romans and the Persians, in which the Persians gained victory over the Romans. This saddened the believers and gladdened the infidels. The infidels began to wag their tongues that our brothers, the Persians defeated your Roman brothers. If a battle were to take place between you and us, we will be victorious over you. On that occasion this verse was revealed in which information is given that a few years later there will once again be war-taking place between the Romans and the Persians and this time the Romans would be victorious. O infidels! Do not become happy on this temporary victory. It should be remembered that here Rum (Romans) is the plural of Rumi (Roman). The Romans are the descendants of Rum ibn Isa ibn Is’haaq ibn Ebrahim (On whom be peace). There are other Romans, too, who are descendants of Rum ibn Yunaan ibn Yafath ibn Nuh (On whom be peace). The Persians are the descendants of Faris bin Saam bin Nuh (On whom be peace). Here, the first Romans had been at war with the Persians.

3. In the adjacent land 2, but after their subjugation they will soon overcome 3.

2. Whose territory is near Arabia. Because these Romans were settled on a peninsula between the Tigris and the Euphrates. At that time the Persian king was Parwaz ibn Harmaz bin Nausherwaan ibn Qayyaar. It should be remembered that the Persian Emperor killed during the reign of Hazrat Umar Farooq was Yazdojard ibn Shehrayaar ibn Parvez while during this battle the Roman king was Heracles. (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). It means that in the next war the Romans will gain victory over the Persians.

4. In a few years 4 the Command is of Allah, only before and after (the defeat) 5. And on that day the believers shall rejoice 6.

4. The word “Bidun” is used to denote from three to nine. Here, nine years are denoted. Thus, after the revelation of these verses Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique said to the infidels that our Holy Prophet has informed us that very soon the Romans would
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defeat the Persians. Ubay ibn Khalaf, a Makkan infidel, refused to accept this. Eventually there was a bet of hundred camels between Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique and Ubay bin Khalaf that if within nine years the Romans gain victory over the Persians then Ubay would give hundred camels to Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique and if they do not gain victory within this period then Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique would give the same number of camels to Ubay. On the day of the Treaty of Hudainiyah Allah Almighty granted victory to the Romans. Thus, Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique collected the hundred camels from the heirs of Ubay bin Khalaf. From this we understand that it due to a sinful contract wealth of an infidel Arab comes in the hands of a believer then that wealth would be lawful to the believer e.g. interest etc. This is the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifa and Imam Muhammad regarding the matter. (Ta'assur Khazwamul Insan). It means the victory of the Persians over the Romans. Then the victory of the Romans over the Persians is all due to Divine intention.

6. Happiness of gratitude is an act of worship, while that of pride is a means of punishment.

From this, emerge two issues: 1. The People of the Book are better than the polytheists. 2. It is a praiseworthy act to express gratitude at the receiving of Divine bounty. Thus, the expression of joy at Meelad Shareef is a lofty act of worship.

5. With the Help of Allah. He helps whom He pleases. And He is the Mighty, the Merciful.

It means on that day, too, the believers will gain victory over the infidels-and at the same time news will come of the Roman victory over the Persians. This will double the happiness of the believers.

6. (This is) the promise of Allah. Allah never breaks His promise, but most of the people do not know.

7. They just have the knowledge of outer appearance of the worldly life, and they are fully unaware of the Hereafter.

Those people think that the one who is victorious today will be victorious at all times.

8. Have they not pondered within themselves? Allah has not created the heavens and the earth and whatever is between them, but with truth and for an appointed term. And undoubtedly most of the people are disbelievers in the
meeting with their Lord.

10. We, too, at times are ill and at other times well. Sometimes we are in a lap of luxury, at other times in difficulties. Sometimes we are wealthy, and sometimes poor. This is the condition of the nations of the world. Permanency is for Allah alone. 11. Since Allah Almighty had not created the heavens and the earth and everything between it within wisdom, then we, who are superior in His creation, cannot be created as useless and unsound. There is a definite purpose for our creation. If we can fulfill the purpose of our life than we are alive, otherwise we would be worse than the dead.

12. It means he has not created them forever. Eventually they will perish. Therefore they are created weak. Just as the travellers pitch up temporary shacks which are weak, likewise these bodies of ours are temporary shacks. This tells us that that they have been created to perish.

13. It means in spite of these proofs, those people who still reject resurrection and the Day of Judgement though they are in accordance with one's intellect and reasoning. 14. From this we understand that go and see the ruined territories of the reprobates in our land to inculcate in one's heart fear of Allah Almighty. Similarly, go and see the established places of the blessed servants of Allah Almighty that it may inculcate hope in you. To do this is permissible and to undertake a journey for this purpose is permissible. To travel for the purpose of Urs Shareef is proven from it. The statement which is found in the Hadith that undertaking a journey besides visiting the three mosques is not allowed, is crystal clear i.e. to undertake a journey besides visiting these three mosques with this understanding that rewards of visiting the other mosques would be greater is wrong e.g. reward of one Salaah on them would be equal to fifty thousand, like in Masjide Nabawi, is totally unlawful.

9. And have they not travelled in the land to see what was the end 15 of those before them? They were more powerful 16 than these. They tilled the soil and built 17 on it in greater abundance than these have built. And their Messengers brought to them bright signs 18. Then it was not befitting to the Dignity of Allah to oppress 19 them, but it is they who used to oppress themselves.

15. In that, all these infidels had been destroyed because of their opposition to their Prophets. In the same way, if the infidels of Arabia, too, oppose the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم their fate would also be the same. From this we learn that analogy (Qiyas) is perfectly true i.e. on the basis of common ground to issue a verdict regarding the existing matter in the light of the original, is Qiyas.

16. Thus, the people of Aad and Thamud were very brave and physically strong. They also had very long life spans. They were experts in constructing buildings and had established many cities. They were much more socially advanced than the Makkans.

17. Because their land was not barren like that of the Arabs and were suitable for agriculture and gardens. These people, too, were not unintelligent and immature like the Arabs.
They were intelligent and were experts in the field of agriculture. For this reason they had made tremendous progress in developing their lands. 18. Thus, during every period the Prophet of that nation showed miracles that were for that time. During the period of medical advancement, Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) brought the dead to life and cured the lepers. When witchcraft was in vogue, Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) changed the stick into a snake so that those who were experts in this field would surrender and be forced to accept and acknowledge the power of the Prophet. If Mirza Qadyani had been a Prophet, then during this present scientific era he should have shown a scientific miracle, which would have defeated the scientists.

19. By "oppression" is meant to spend and exercise power of implementation in a thing without the owner's permission. The infidel's eating, drinking, walking are acts of oppression because he is using these favours of Allah Almighty by rebelling against Him. All these deeds of the believer are acts of worship because he is subservient to Allah Almighty.

10. Then the end of those who committed evil to their limit was thus that they began to belie the signs of Allah and to mock 20 at them.

20. The great Sufi sages say that anyone who omits Sunnah will one day begin to omit the Faraid (the obligatory duties), and the one who gets into the habit of omitting obligatory duties will eventually give up correct beliefs. One who succeeds in demolishing the first wall will begin to burgle other homes by breaking their walls. Thus, the first wall of Islam is Sunnah - take good care of it. Otherwise all other things will not be safe. Observe, these infidels get trapped into incorrect beliefs because of their incorrect practices.

SECTION 2

11. Allah originates the creation, then He reproduces 21 it, then you shall be returned 22 to Him.

21. Because invention is difficult but to make it for the second time is easy. Since you do believe that the inventor of the creation is Allah Almighty then why do you reject His power to recreate everything on the Day of Judgement?

12. And on the day when the Hour (of doom) shall be established, the culprits shall be in despair 23.

22. You are subservient out of free will, but are disobedient out of force. Thus, it is better that you go towards your Lord out of joy as Moulana Rumi says: "A friend goes to his friend cheerfully."

23. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement, no matter how severe the conditions may be, the believer will never lose hope. He will place his hope in the intercession of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم and the mercy of Allah Almighty. The loss of support will be especially for the infidels because the false deities will not intercede for them, but our Beloved Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم will intercede for us.
13. And these associates shall not be their intercessors and they will deny their associates.

24. This tells us that intercession is not for the false deities. The Prophets and Saints of Allah Almighty will intercede for the creation.

25. The infidel begins to reject the divinity of his false idols at the time of death, and believe in Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet.

14. And the day when the Hour shall be established is the day that they shall be separated.

26. The believers and the infidels would be separated on the Day of Judgement to such an extent that thereafter they will never meet again. The commentary of it is the following verse: "And today: be separate, you culprits." (S36:V59).

15. But those who did good deeds, they shall be entertained in the rosy garden.

27. Like the guests, but they will be owners of Paradise. This verse is a commentary on separation.

16. And those who disbelieved and the meeting of the Hereafter, they shall be brought into the punishment.

28. For eternity, because the punishment will neither be taken away, nor lessened. Thus, this verse is only for the infidels. No matter how big a sinner a believer may be, his punishment will not be permanent but just temporary. Both the coal and impure gold go into the furnace, but the gold goes for purification and the coal for staying there and not coming out of it. Only gold will come out of it, after it is purified.

17. Therefore glorify Allah when you enter the evening and when you enter the morning.

29. It means recite His glorification in these times has been described as highly virtuous. Or, during these times perform Salaah because it is both glorification and praise. During these times changes take place in life. Therefore it is highly recommended that each condition should commence with the remembrance of Allah Almighty. For more details on the times of the Five Daily Prayers and the points regarding the number of rak'ats, consult the book ASRAAR E AHKAAM. 30. In the evening, Maghrib and Esha Salaah and then the Fajr Salaah. These give you a total of three Salaahs.
before the setting sun and when you enter the noon 33.

31. This is a statement of objection i.e. everything between the heavens and the earth during these times are engrossed in the recitation of glorification (Lasbeeh) and praise of Allah Almighty. O man, you are most superior in His creation. Then why are you negligent of this during these times? Or, it could mean that the praise of Allah Almighty is obligatory upon everything between the heavens and the earth, because He is their Creator and their Sustainer.

32. In the word “setting of the sun” Asr Salaah is denoted, while in “noon” is indicated Zohr Salaah, because Zohr is made from Zaheerah.

19. He brings forth the living from the dead, and He brings forth the dead from the living 34. And He gives life to the earth after its death 35. And in the like manner you shall also be brought 36 forth (to life).

34. In that from the living He creates a lifeless sperm or an egg. From the believer He creates a pious, from the infidel a transgressor and from an intelligent person He creates a negligent. From the sperm or an egg He creates the living, from the infidel He creates a believer, from the negligent an intelligent, and from the transgressor He creates pious servants. Of what lofty splendour is He! Allah be Praised!

35. By sending down rain He grows vegetation from dry and parched ground. By pouring the rain of mercy of Prophethood He creates in it the verdure of faith and piety. 36. On the Day of Judgement they would be resurrected from their graves. It should be remembered that after death wherever the servant is established, that place is his grave. The grave is known as the world of screen (Burzakh). Thus, there cannot be this objection that these people who are not buried from where and how they would be resurrected.

SECTION 3

20. And one of His signs is that He created you from dust 37. Then you as human beings scattered 38 in multiples in the world.

37. Either that He created your great grandfather Adam out of sand, or that you were created from a sperm, and the sperm from nourishment and the nourishment from sand

38. It should be remembered that sand is included in minerals and human beings in animals. Between the minerals and animals there is a huge gap. Thus this creation is very astonishing and marvellous.
created for you couples after childbirth) are such diseases during which they have to stay at home. 41. In accordance with nature, love has been placed between husband and wife, though prior to marriage they may be strangers to one another. In fact, due to marriage two families, and sometimes two countries come together. Therefore this union is called NIKAH i.e. an act that unites. From this we learn that the love between the relatives of the wife and the husband is indeed a mercy of Allah Almighty, while disunity and disagreement between them is Divine punishment.

22. And one of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth. And the diversity of your language and colours. No doubt, in it are signs for those who hear.

43. In that your intellect up to now has been unable to find out from what elements, sand and the sky are made up of.

44. Besides man, all the animals display uniformity in matters of nourishment, speech, and appearance. Man is different in these things. Then Islam brought them under one platform, in that the Kalimah, Salaah, Prophet, Ka’bah of every believer became one. In short, human beings have been diversified in matters of colour, passions, dialects, physical appearance, and these diverse human beings were then united by the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

23. And one of His signs is your sleeping by night and by day, and your seeking of His bounty. Surely in it are signs for people who hear.

45. In that He made the night for you to sleep and the day to earn your sustenance and to seek
the bounties of Allah Almighty, so that after a hard day’s work you can sleep in comfort during the night. Since there will be no working and tiredness in Paradise, therefore there will be no night and sleep in it.

24. And one of His signs is that He shows you lightning for fear and hope, and sends down water from the sky, and gives life therewith to the earth after its death. No doubt in it are signs for people who understand.

47 At the striking of lightning there is a hope of rain and the fear of it striking an object. Thus, it is the comprehensive usage for both hope and fear.

48 This tells us that knowledge and intellect are two major gifts of Allah Almighty, only when they are used to find out about faith and matters relating to faith. Otherwise knowledge and intellect can be destructive as well. Says Allah Almighty: “And Allah led him astray despite his knowledge” (45:23). Observe, Allah Almighty had said in these verses that from these things people of knowledge and intellect (wisdom) derive benefits. It is due to knowledge and intellect that man is superior to the other creation.

25. And one of His signs is that the heavens and the earth stand firm by His command. Then when He will call you from the earth you will come forth.

49 From this hint, one also knows that the heavens and the earth are not in motion. Both are stationary. Only the stars are moving. Says Allah Almighty: “And each one is floating in an orbit” (56:40) because movement is opposite to being stationary.

50 It means He will call you out from your graves, in that at the time you are being called you would be in the world of graves and not the caller as is being said: “I have called from the house” meaning from Zaid’s house, not from the caller’s house.

51 After coming alive from the grave you will be sent to the Field of Accountability where the Day of Judgement would take place e.g. to the field in Syria. From this emerge two issues:

1. The deeds of the pious servants of Allah Almighty are accepted as Allah’s deeds. At that point in time Hazrat Israeel will do calling out and announcing, but Allah Almighty says He will do the calling.

2. All will be resurrected from the earth, no one will be coming down from the heavens. Hazrat Israeel (On whom be peace) would come down to the earth and would be buried in it.

26. And to Him belong whomsoever is in the heavens and the earth. All are under His Command.

52 It means in matters of creational laws all will be subservient to these laws although in laws of Shariah some will be disobedient.
matters of Salaah, Fasting, etc. Allah Almighty has given us power. Thus, some perform it and others do not.

27. And it is He who creates, then He reproduces it (after death). And it is most easy for Him. And for Him are the most exalted attributes in the heavens and the earth. And He is the Honourable, the Wise.

53. On the blowing of the Trumpet by Hazrat Israeel (On whom be peace), i.e. on the blowing of the first Trumpet everything will perish, and the second Trumpet everything will be re-created. In short, the beginning of creation was slow, but its recreation will be sudden.

54. Praise be to Allah! What pure translation it is! because the object of the verse is not to show that the beginning of creation was difficult for Allah Almighty and that its creation would be easy. There is nothing difficult for Him. But it is the definition of that law with which the creation has full experience i.e. for the creation the invention is difficult but it's remake is easy. But O you foolish people! You do accept this that Allah Almighty is the maker of everything, yet you think that recreation is not possible. How unintelligent you are!

55. In that every attribute and splendour of Allah Almighty is much superior and lofter than the attributes of the creation. Thus, this verse is not against the verse: "Nothing is like Him". There is a difference between resemblance and example. In the verse: "The similitude of His light is as a niche..." (S24:V35). In this verse there is similitude of Allah Almighty's light and not a resemblance.

SECTION 4

28. He narrates for you an example from your own condition. Have you, among those whom your right hand possesses made partners in what We have provided for you, so that you will become equal therein, and you fear each other? Thus do We explain the detailed signs for people who understand.

56. In it address is made to the polytheists who would believe in their false deities as servants of Allah Almighty and then believe in them as His associates i.e. servitude and partnership cannot be brought together.

57. From it we understand that the existence of polytheism is dependant on believing a human being to be equal to Allah Almighty i.e. to believe that He has children or that He is dependant on anyone. Without equality in terms of belief, polytheism is not possible.

58. Thus the polytheists of Arabia believed in the deities as bullies and authorities over Allah Almighty, i.e. He is afraid of them. If they become displeased then His kingdom will not be administered. For this reason mention is made here of fear. The intercession of this force has been refuted by the Holy Qur’aan. The intercession of love and honour has been proven for some pious servants.
29. Nay, the unjust follow their own desires without knowledge ⁵⁹. Then, who will guide such a person, whom Allah has led astray ⁶⁰? And they have no helpers ⁶¹.

⁵⁹ From it we learn that in matters of beliefs no credence can be given to conformity, supposition, and conjecture. Beliefs should be certain and well ascertained.

⁶⁰ This is due to the punishment of the lower self, apostasy was created in him, otherwise Allah Almighty does not lead any astray

⁶¹ He does not order him to become an apostate.

⁶² In this world and the Hereafter, at the time of coming of the punishment. From it we learn that Allah Almighty has made many helpers for the believers, or having no helpers is a punishment for the infidels.

62. O My beloved! by seeing you people should straighten themselves. Or, O believers! At all times be on the straight path. Or, O infidels! straighten yourselves.

⁶³ In that there should be no mixture of any irreligiosity in you, and you should not be inclined towards any irreligious person. Pure gold is valuable, and pure faith is worthy of honour.

⁶⁴ Thus every child is born on this Oneness of Allah Almighty and on Islam of which he had promised on the Day of Covenant.

31. Turn to him ⁶⁷ in repentance, and fear Him and establish ⁶⁸ prayer, and be not of the polytheists ⁶⁹.

⁶⁷ It means do not be satisfied with the natural religion, but under all circumstances keep yourself turned towards Allah Almighty because there is no credence given to inherent faith. That faith is not dependant on forgiveness. That is why there is no Salaatul

65. In that for any child to be born on infidelity is impossible. However, after he reaches the age of reason some remain believers and others become infidels.

⁶⁶ Which is the Straight Path to reach Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that this verse is not contrary to that Hadith in which it is stated that that child who was killed by Hazrat Khuz (On whom be peace) had been born an infidel because, here, being born an infidel means that his nature at birth was inclined towards infidelity.

Janazah for the deceased child of the infidel nor burial, etc. The Sufi sages say that after sinning the servant should turn to Allah Almighty, and after doing good deeds should place his hope in Him. He should not place his trust in his good deeds. If He accepts them
then the way is clear for you.
68. In that perform your Salaah regularly, correctly, with full presence of mind, cheerfully. Do not regard it as a burden. All these aspects are part of establishing Salaah as an institution. May Allah give us the guidance to establish Salaah as an institution.
69. This tells us that not performing Salaah is polytheism in a practical form. Some scholars have stated that omission of Salaah is infidelity. Their proof of this opinion is based on this verse and the following Hadith: "He who omits Salaah intentionally has committed infidelity". But the truth of the matter is that sin cannot be infidelity. Says Allah Almighty: "And if two groups of Muslims fight each other, then make peace between them" (S49:V9). To fight among ourselves is from the major sins, yet these people in the verse are called believers. The meaning of the verse and the Hadith is to show that to omit Salaah is the practice of the polytheists. Therefore do not make yourselves like them.

32. They are those who have split up their religion and have become many sects. Every sect is happy with what they have with them.
70. By their religion is meant their polytheism and cutting it to shreds is meant all of them are not firm on one belief. Some believe in two gods, and some believe in three, and others believe in more than three. In the same way every sect has fabricated different religious laws, yet they themselves are not agreeable on one law.
71. It means all of them are false, yet from them every sect is expressing joy by regarding his own falsehood as truth and truth itself as falsehood. This verse has no connection with differences of opinions of the Islamic jurists. Being a Shafa’ee, Maliki, Hanafi or Hambali, is not creating division in religion. There are differences in subsidiary issues but this difference is based on research and investigation and not on the basis of selfish motives. Likewise, it has no connection with the difference in opinions of the Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. It should be remembered that the original religion of all the Prophets was one, but there were differences in practices. Thus, this verse cannot be applied to the Prophets. However, it does include those Islamic sects, which have reached the boundaries of infidelity, like the Qadyanis, Chakraldwis, etc., because they have cut religion to shreds. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم had said: "My Ummah will be divided into seventy-three sects. Besides one, all the others will be inmates of Hell".

33. And when any hurt touches mankind, they call their Lord turning towards Him. Then when He lets them taste mercy, then a group of them start to be polytheists, associating partners with their Lord.
72. Here, people denotes the infidels and polytheists and by difficulties is meant hardships e.g. sickness, famine, etc. as is evident from the subject matter that follows.
73. Many times during their time of difficulties the infidels of Makkah would present themselves before the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم and request him to pray to Allah Almighty on their behalf. Even the Pharaoh would ask Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) to pray for
34. Thus, they become ungrateful for what We have given them. So enjoy (a while) then soon you are to know its result.

35. Have We revealed to them any authority that speaks in favour of that they become Our associates?

36. And when We cause mankind to taste mercy, they rejoice in it. And if any evil befalls them as a result of what their hands have sent forth, they become despairsed.

37. Have they not seen that Allah expands the provision for whom He wills and curtails it for whom He wills. Verily, in the provision of Allah there is a clear blessing.

75. It means that some infidels repent when in difficulty and then become believers, while others revert back to infidelity and polytheism. Says Allah Almighty: "And when He brings them to safety, then some of them keep to the middle course..." (S31:V32). For this reason the word "group" is being used here.

this is a meritorious act. However, to seek proof thinking that perhaps he may be on the path of truth is an act of infidelity. Thus, the verdict of the jurists is not contrary to this verse

76. From this we learn that to forget Allah Almighty during your days of comfort and to remember Him in your difficult times is the practice of the infidels. A true believer is he who remembers His Lord under all conditions.

77. It means of Polytheists! If you have any proof for this infidelity and polytheism then present it. From it, one understands that it is permissible to seek proof from the liars, infidels etc. in order to disgrace them. In fact,

78. It means expressing joy out of pride is evil. Not the joy out of gratitude which is an act of worship. Allah Almighty has commanded us to express joy on receiving bounties. He says "Say you only Allah's grace and only His mercy on it therefore let them rejoice That is better than all your wealth" (S10:138). Allah Almighty further says "And publicize well the favours of your Lord" (S93:V11). Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

79. From this we learn that the mercy of Allah Almighty is obtained through His grace and favour, while hardships come as a result of our sins. We further learn that to become despondent in difficulties is the practice of the infidels. Muslims should never lose hope. Says Allah Almighty: "Despair not of the mercy of Allah " (S39:V53). Also, that just as good deeds bring about the blessings of Allah Almighty, evil deeds bring about calamities.
plesases, and shortens for whom He pleases? Surely in it are signs for the people who believe 80.

80. That in spite of having education and profession, some people remain poor while others are wealthy, although they have no

38. Therefore give the kinsman his right 81, and to the needy and the wayfarer 82. This is better for those who seek the pleasure of Allah, and it is they who become prosperous 83.

81. This blessed verse is giving a command to fulfill the rights of all the kith and kin. From it we learn that there is a right for every relative, who is entitled to how much can be ascertained from jurisprudence. This includes the in-laws as well as the family relations. 82. This includes extending hospitality as well as showing kindness to the needy.

39. And whatever you pay as usury (interest) that it may increase the wealth of the givers, and then it will not increase 84 with Allah. And whatever you give as charity (Zakaat) desiring Allah's pleasure 85, and then it will increase manifold 86.

84. Here, the word riba (interest) does not denote religious meaning, that is, usury, but is used literally. This verse was revealed regarding those people who would give a present and gift with the intention that they would receive greater compensation in return for it. Although this type of thinking is permissible, it is not good because this has not been declared forbidden here, but instead, it has been said that such a person will not receive any reward for it. This tells us that gifts and presents given on the occasion of weddings are permissible, but not commendable. This command is for us, because for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to give such gifts was forbidden. Says Allah Almighty: "And bestow not favour to anyone seeking increase" (S74:V6). Gifts and presents should be given for obtaining the sole pleasure of Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that the sole purpose of giving a gift purely for obtaining Allah's pleasure is charity, while that in which the object is the pleasure of a person and is given to make the person happy is a present or a gift.

85. Charity is that which is given to the needy on the basis of his poverty, for the sole purpose of gaining the pleasure of Allah Almighty. Charity given to the needy is a gift, just as giving charity to the wealthy is a present. The continuous charity can be used by both the wealthy and the needy, but the obligatory charity should be consumed by the poor only. The optional charity is appropriate for the poor only.

86. By two-fold increase is meant it is greater.
that what you have given by either one fold or two fold. Thus, this blessed verse is not against

40. Allah is He Who has created you, and then provides for you. Then He will cause you to die, and then He will give you life. Then is there any of your associates who may do any of these things? Glorified and Exalted is He, free from what they associate.

87 For your continued existence He has provided outward nourishment and for your spiritual continuance He has provided the inner nourishment of faith and piety. He has provided physical nourishment from world fields and gardens while the nourishment of faith has been conveyed from the sacred ground of Madina.
88 At the time of the blowing of the Second Trumpet This life is for accumulating deeds while that life would be for the purpose of compensation and retribution. This life is transitory, but that life is permanent. This life is physical, but that life is spiritual. That is why mention of death is not made after that life.
89 Even in your belief no idol of yours does this work because the infidels of Makkah had accepted Allah Almighty alone as the creator, sustainer and provider of life and death.

SECTION 5

41. The mischief has appeared on the land and in the sea because of the evils earned by the hands of man, so that He may make them taste some of their doings, that they may turn back.

90 Thus, due to infidelity and sin, famine, disease, calamities, sicknesses, floods and infernos, decrease in sustenance, become rise, and due to no rain the aquatic animals become blind, no pearls form on the oysters. In short, due to sins, the earth becomes parched and hardships befall the aquatic creatures. Nowadays the forests and jungles become dry as well as oceans experience calamities. Nevertheless, the verse is absolutely correct, no objection can be levelled against it.
91 From this it can be understood that some of the calamities of the world are due to sins of man and some are punishments. The actual punishment would be meted out in the Hereafter. Or, it could mean that Allah Almighty forgives most sins, but in some there is punishment.
92 This tells us that due to the transgressions of man, sometimes calamities are inflicted on animals. The chaff is ground with the wheat, just as at times we receive rain due to the animals. Widespread adultery causes death and destruction. Non-payment of Zakat causes drought. Less in weighing causes the appointment of oppressive rulers, eating interest causes earthquakes, etc. (Tafsir Rooli Mu’ani)

42. Please declare, travel through the land and see what was the end of
those before you. Most of them died polytheists 94.

93. By "earth" is meant the grounds of people inflicted with Divine punishment which were frequented by the Makkans during their travels, while, by "seeing" is meant seeing with the sight deriving lesson, and not by mere movement of the eye.

94. Here, by "majority" is meant all. From it we learn that by undertaking a journey to see the ruined buildings of the infidels with the intention of instilling fear of Allah Almighty in one's heart is an act of worship. Likewise, travelling to the mazaars of the saints in order to inculcate in oneself hope and taste for worship, too, is an act of worship. From this there is a proof for undertaking a journey for visiting Holy shrines and Urs gatherings.

43. Therefore set your face 95 straight to the right religion, before there comes a day from Allah, which cannot be, averted 96. On that day they shall be divided 97.

95. O Muslims! After declaring faith engross yourself in the worship of Allah Almighty. No believer is exempt from worship of Allah Almighty. Or, O My beloved! Keep your blessed face fixed on Religion so that due to you, all their faces will be turned towards it, because where you are gazing Allah Almighty's gaze too falls there, as well as on the entire creation.

96. That is the time of death, or the Day of Judgement.

97. In that after death, all your relatives would leave you. Or, during the Day of Judgement the believers, the infidels and the pious people would be sifted from one another.

44. Whoso commits infidelity 98, the burden of his infidelity is on him, and those who do good they are preparing it for themselves 99.

98. It means that due to his infidelity others would not be held guilty. Only, he himself would be caught. From this we learn that the minor children of the infidels would not be sent into Hell due to the infidelity of their parents.

45. In order that He may reward those who have believed, out of his grace 100. Undoubtedly He does not love 101 the infidels.

99. This tells us that the pious believer will certainly be rewarded for his piety. Even if he conveys its rewards to others he will not be deprived of it.

100. This tells us that the reward of a pious deed is totally dependent on the grace and blessings of Allah Almighty. Deeds are the cause of the reward and not their end result. Thus, nobody should be proud of their good deeds. We further learn that faith precedes good deeds, because faith has been mentioned before deeds.

101. In fact He is displeased with the infidels on account of which He will severely punish them. The absence of love for Allah Almighty is incumbent for hatred (Tafseer Roohul
46. And one of His signs is that He sends the winds as bearers of glad tidings, and in order that He may cause you to taste His mercy. And that the ship may sail with His command. And that you may seek His grace. So that you may be grateful.

102. Since the blessings and bounties of the world in comparison to those of the Hereafter are insignificant. Allah Almighty has described the world bounties as things to taste of what is to come in the Hereafter.

103. In those days ships were propelled by the winds. For this reason the Holy Qur’aan often mentions that even today, ships are beset by severe unfavourable winds. When heavy storms are experienced at sea they cause the ships to sink. In short, it is very important to have favourable winds for a successful journey at sea.

104. That by undertaking a journey at sea you can engage in trade to earn your sustenance. From this we learn that although sustenance should be earned through our effort, but its success is out of the bounty of Allah Almighty. Expressing gratitude to Him for this is obligatory.

47. And certainly We sent so many Messengers before you, towards their people, and they brought them open signs. Then We took vengeance from the culprits. And it is Our right to help the believers.

105. Here, the word “people” denotes people of one nationality, of one country, of one religion. It is common to all. For this reason some Messengers were from those people and families for whom they were made Messengers e.g. Hazrat Saleh and Hazrat Hud (On them be peace). Some are those who came from another place to become the Messenger of those people, like Hazrat Ibrahim and Hazrat Lut (On them be peace). In addition, those people who had obeyed these Messengers, they are Messengers of them as well as those from the people who opposed them. Those who obeyed are called compliant followers, while the hostile followers are followers of invitation. The entire creation is the followers of our Holy Prophet.

106. It means the miracles through which their Prophethood can be proven. From this we learn that no Prophet had come without a miracle. Every Prophet has most certainly shown a miracle.

107. Even if there is a delay but the end result is a Muslim victory, if there is sincerity in the intention. Says Allah Almighty: “And the end is in the hand of the God-fearing” (57:128). It should be remembered that there are a few ways of help for the believers: victory over the infidels in Jihad (Holy War), to obtain victory in a debate over their opponents; when the believers find themselves in difficulties Allah Almighty calls them towards Him, not leaving them to fall into the hands of their enemies. Thus, Hazrat Imam Husain (May Allah be pleased with him) is victorious and triumphant and the wretched Yazid is vanquished and at a loss. Therefore, there is no objection against the verse.
48. Allah is He who sends the wind that lifts the clouds in the sky as He pleases, and breaks them into fragments. Then you see the rain is pouring from its midst. Then when He causes to reach on whomever He pleases of His devotees. Behold! They rejoice.

108. Brought it from the oceans through the command of Allah Almighty.

109. It means Allah Almighty sends so many clouds, which covers everything. Sometimes they appear like pieces. Air is one, but its functions are different.

110. In that the clouds pour down the water like from a strainer. After a torrential rain the cloud remains the same, then disappears.

49. Before it (rain) is sent down upon them, they remain in despair.

112. Because quickness of fear, quickness of despair is human nature. Thus, this verse is not only for the infidels, but is generally for all.

50. Look on the effects of the Mercy of Allah, how He gives life to the earth after its death. No doubt He will give life to the dead. And He has power over everything.

113. Here, death of the earth signifies its total parchedness, while life denotes its verdant state. Description of all its qualities is in accordance with the object it qualifies.

51. And if We send any wind by which they see the harvest yellow, even after that they would certainly be ungrateful.

115. This tells us that in Quranic terminology, the wind of mercy is called REEYAH and that of punishment is called REEH. Observe, at first REEYAH was used where mention was made of rain, and here, in the situation of punishment the word REEH is used.

116. It means that the infidels are not grateful during prosperity and patient during adversity. In fact, they are arrogant and boastful on receiving any bounty and when afflicted with calamity they become impatient.
52. Surely neither can you make the dead hear 117, nor can you make the dead to hear the call when they turn away showing their backs.

117. He who does not fulfill the object of life is dead, even if he is alive, and the one who has fulfilled the object of life is alive, even if outwardly he is lifeless. Thus, the living infidel is dead and the martyr, who has experienced physical death, is alive. Just as medicine will not benefit the one who is dead, likewise no counselling will benefit these infidels. Thus, this verse does not prove in any way that the corpse does not hear, because here the dead signifies the infidels and by not listening means they are unable to derive any benefit.

53. And nor can you guide 118 the blind from their error. You make only those to hear who believed Our signs, and they have already surrendered 119 (to faith).

118. It means those unfortunate wretches who are inwardly blind and faith is not in their lot, they will not obtain guidance from you. From this we learn that anyone who is not a wretch from the beginning, the Holy Prophet will provide guidance for him. The one who says that the Holy Prophet can not provide guidance, is acknowledging that he is an eternal wretch.

119. From this last portion we learn that, here, dead denotes infidels and not the deceased. Otherwise, they would not have been compared with the believers, because the believer is opposite of an infidel and not of the deceased. That the dead can hear is proven in the Holy Qur'aan. Says Allah Almighty "And ask those about Our Messengers who we sent before you" (34:35). Also, Hazrat Shuaib and Hazrat Sulaiman (On them be peace) had addressed the dead people. If the meaning of this verse is taken at the literal level then it would become incumbent to believe that the Holy Prophet was unable to provide guidance to the blind, although in reality there are millions of blind Muslims. Thus, just as "blind" here denotes the infidels, likewise the dead too denote the infidels. The commentary of this is found in the following verses: "They are dead, not alive and they know not" (16:207). At another place, Allah Almighty says "The condition of both parties is like the one is the blind and deaf and the other seeing and hearing" (11:24). Believe in the Qur'aan as Qur'aan. The Holy Prophet addressing the slain infidels of Hadhr, asked "Tell me, whatever I had said is true or not?" Today too, there is an order that when you enter the cemetery extend greetings to the inmates of the grave. Everyone offering Salaah extends greetings to the Holy Prophet (Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam) in it. In short, regarding hearing of the dead, the Islamic law has compiled many regulations. The Holy Prophet says, "After the burial, the deceased can hear the footsteps of those who had attended the burial.

SECTION 6

54. Allah is He who made you weak 120 in the beginning. Then He gave you strength 121 after such weakness. Then after strength causes
weakness of old age. He creates what He pleases. He is the All-Knowing, the All-Powerful.

120. A human baby at birth is much weaker and less intelligent than the offspring of every animal. It is much later that it begins to gain strength.

121. In that after childhood He granted youthful years. Thereafter his physical strength and intelligence was of such quality that he is able to overpower lions, tigers and began to take control of the air and water. Allah be Praised!

122. In his old age man becomes physically and mentally weak. All his limbs weaken. Once physically well and educated the human being suddenly becomes senile and foolish. From this we learn that there is a superior being controlling us.

55. And the day when the Hour shall be established, the culprits will swear, that they stayed only for an hour. Thus they were turned away (from the right path).

123. Or, because the world in comparison to the Hereafter is a fleeting moment. Or, because every previous period seems so short, or, because the period of rest seems short and the period of hardship seems so unending. In short, those people on that day would be speaking out of rough estimate. The purpose of the verse is to show that do not be proud of worldly comforts, these lapse so quickly like the gust of wind. This tells us that the infidels on the Day of Judgement will be hopelessly out in their estimation of their worldly life.

56. And those who were given knowledge and faith, said: “Surely you have stayed according to the Book of Allah till the Day of Resurrection”. This then is the Day of Resurrection. But you did not care to know.

124. The blessed Prophets and the angels, or the Islamic scholars and the pious persons.

125. Here, to know is used to denote to accept, i.e. while in the world you were not accepting the Day of Judgement, and were believing in what the Prophets and Islamic scholars had been telling you. From this we learn that on the Day of Judgement the believers will have an accurate assumption of their life in the world and their stay in Barzakh (grave) and what transpired in these two places, because a believer will be removing the misunderstandings of the infidels.

57. But on that day, their excuses shall not benefit the oppressors, nor will anyone demand them to please Allah.

126. It should be remembered that excuse is common from repentance. Although every
repentance is an excuse, every excuse is not repentance. The statements that I did not transgress, or did so out of helplessness because I had such a constraint, are mere excuses, not repentance. And to say, please forgive me, I will not do it again is both repentance and an excuse (Talib Ruhul Mian).

58. And certainly We have set in this Qur'aan every kind of example for mankind. If you bring them any sign, then the infidels would surely say: “You are not but on falsehood.”

128. From this we learn that Quranic examples are there to make the people understand, not for the understanding of the Holy Prophet (SAW) because he has a prior understanding of the Qur'aan. Similarly, the Holy Qur'aan is guidance for the people and not for the Holy Prophet (SAW) because the Messenger of Allah (SAW) has been guided beforehand. It is “guidance for mankind.” We further learn that to provide understanding through examples is the Divine Way.

129. The great Sufi sages say that there are three categories of sin. The lowest is when the sinner commits sin by acknowledging that he is a sinner and when spoken to about it, the least he does is feel ashamed about it. Such a sinner, if Allah wills, would be forgiven. In a category above this is when a person becomes totally callous about his sins. After committing a sin, he is not sorry. Such a sinner never bothers to think what he is doing. Cure from this disease is very difficult. At the top level is he who thinks good about his sins and expresses indignation at the good of others and arrogance at his own sins. He also taunts about good deeds. This is a means of sealing the heart and is thus beyond treatment. Here, the third category is denoted.

59. Then does Allah seal the hearts of those who have no knowledge.

131. It tells us that to believe the Prophets or their devotees to be liars and false is the sign of the heart being sealed. May Allah Almighty save us from this.

60. Therefore, have patience, undoubtedly the promise of Allah is true, and let not those who have no certainty, hold you in light estimation.

132. There is not the remotest possibility of Allah Almighty’s lie. He who believes in the possibility that Allah Almighty can talk a lie is not a believer.

133. It means that the hardships and persecutions inflicted by the infidels should not
cause you to become angry that out of anger and passion you begin to curse them and cause the destruction of all the infidels. Taking this to be its meaning, this verse is not abrogated, but firm. Today too, Muslims should exercise tolerance and forbearance.

SURAH LUQMAAN
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
Verses 34 and 4 Sections 548 Words, 2110 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Alif Laam Meem

2. These are the verses 2 of the Book of Wisdom

2. The Name of the Holy Qur‘aan is The Book as well as Book of Wisdom. From this we learn that even those other than Allah can be given Allah Almighty’s attributive names.

3. They are guidance and mercy for the righteous 3.

3. It means the Holy Qur‘aan is a guide for the actions of the believers, while for the pious it is
a guide to Paradise. From it we learn that worship is not obligatory upon the infidels. All

4. They are those who establish prayer and pay poor-due (Zakaat) and have firm faith in the Hereafter.

This tells us that only he will derive full benefit from the Holy QU'RAN, who is a believer as well as pious. Furthermore, the Holy QU'RAN is not a guide for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because he is on guidance from before its revelation. Prior to the advent of Prophethood, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was already a perfect believer, an embodiment of piety and totally religious. When the first verse of the Holy QU'RAN was revealed to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم he was engrossed in Salaah and I'tikaaf, for he was fully knowledgeable about both

5. They are on (the path) of guidance from the Lord and they shall be successful.

From this, emerge two issues

1. In order to achieve success, good deeds are necessary for it. Being certain of success by remaining indifferent to good deeds is like being certain of reaping wheat after sowing harley

2. Guidance is obtained merely through the bounty and grace of Allah Almighty. One's personal knowledge and intelligence are sufficient for it. Highly educated scholars become infidels while uneducated people become believers. May Allah Almighty shower His grace upon us. In order to obtain Paradise correct both your heart and your mouth

6. And there are some among the people who buy words for mere playing that they may mislead others from the path of Allah, without knowledge and to make fun of it. For them is a humiliating punishment.

This tells us that musical instruments, card games and alcohol are forbidden. In fact it is forbidden to sell all the instruments of play and frolic as well as to purchase them, because this verse was revealed about their evil. Similarly, buying and selling of forbidden novels, pornographic magazines, cinema tickets, costumes for plays etc. are forbidden, as are these are part of "words for mere playing".
REASON FOR ITS REVELATION
This verse was revealed concerning Nadar ibn Harith ibn Kaleedah who would travel outside Arabia for business. There he would purchase the novels and illustrated storybooks of the foreigners. Then he would come back and tell the people that Muhammad Mustapha صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is telling you stories of Aad and Thamud, but I am telling you stories about Rustam, Isfandyaar and the foreign kings.

8. The Sufi sages say that anything that takes you away from the remembrance of Allah Almighty is included in "words of mere playing" and is thus forbidden. Observe, after the Jumnah Azaan commerce and worldly activities which become an obstacle for the preparation of Salaah is mere amusement, so much so that is the children who become an

7. And when Our Verses are recited to him, he turns proudly away, as though he did not hear them, and as if there was heaviness 10 in his ears. Therefore give the news of a painful punishment.

10. Every Quranic issue should be heard with a great deal of fervour and enthusiasm. To engage oneself in worldly activities at the time of its recitation is showing indifference to it, which is the practice of the infidels. You should also remember that listening attentively to the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN is

8. Undoubtedly, those who believe and do good deeds, for them there are gardens 11 of bliss.

11. According to the law Paradise should be granted to the pious, but bounty enables the sinners, too, to obtain Paradise through the

9. Wherein they will abide forever. The promise of Allah is true. And He is the Honourable, the Wise.

10. He has created heavens without pillars that you can see 12 and put in

obstacle in the remembrance of Allah Almighty, it will be included in fun and amusement. Get rid of this obstacle. The author of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan states a musical instrument is forbidden or sometimes not forbidden. If it is mere amusement then it is forbidden, otherwise it is not. Observe, the drums of the Islamic warriors are lawful because they are not mere objects of amusement. Likewise, if Qawwals is given the status of sheer entertainment it will be forbidden like the present day Qawwals in general.

9. This tells us that the punishment of the one who leads you astray is very severe. The vexation of every apostate will fall on him. Observe, Nadar ibn Harith ibn Kaleedah was made a butt of terrible Divine censure.

و إذا سئل علية أبينا ولي مستكيرًا كان لَم يسِعَهَا كان في أَذْنِهِ وقَلْأَ

FARD E KIFAYA. Where people are helpless to listen to its recitation, they are engaged in business activities, the QUR’AAN should not be recited aloud there. It should be remembered that the rules and regulations of the recitation of the QUR’AAN are different to those for the instruction of it.

إِن الْزَّينَةِ أَمَّنَوُا وَعَمِلُوا الصِّحْبَةِ

Ltum ja’tatul tu’dulm

medium of the pious. Here, mention is being made of law. Thus, this verse is not in contradiction to the others.

خَلَقَ السَّلاَتِ يَقُولُ عَبْدَ اللَّهِ تَرْضُونَهَا وَ
it anchors, lest it shakes 13 with you, and He has scattered 14 therein all kinds of animals. And We sent down water from the sky 15, the We caused to grow in the earth every fine pairs 16 of plants.

12. It means the sky has no pillars that you might see. This does not mean that there are pillars, but you are unable to see them. 13 From this it is hinted that the earth is stationary and does not move, because the mountains are made for this purpose, to provide anchorage for it. The purpose of the anchor is to keep the ships motionless, thereby obviating any movement. 14 Some animals live in water, some on land, while some live in the air. But all of them are found on the ground, because water is land while the wind too is connected with land. By spread is meant that all the animals are created at different times.

15. From the sky or through heavenly means. Thus, there is no objection against the verse that the rain does not pour down from the sky but through vaporization of the water of the ocean, when this vapor reaches the sky it comes down as rain through the process of condensation. In fact, the atmospheric heat gives to the formation of vapor and clouds.

16. This tells us that in grass, trees, etc., there is a great deal of femininity. When it comes into contact with the male tree and when, through the wind, it touches the female tree, then it brings about reproduction of fruit.

11. This is the creation of Allah; show me what others 17 have created besides Him. Nay, the unjust are in clear 18 error.

17. It means O infidels! You too have this belief that Allah Almighty has created this entire creation. You further believe that your idols have not created anything. Then why do you still worship the idols?

18. That by deliberately believing in a non-creator to be equal to a Creator, then you worship it.

SECTION 2

12. And undoubtedly We bestowed upon Luqman 19 wisdom 20 saying: “Be grateful 21 to Allah”. And whoever is grateful is grateful to the good of his own self 22, and whoever is ungrateful, then surely Allah is Self-Sufficient 23, Praised.

19. There is a difference of opinion of the commentators of the Holy QUR’AN regarding Hazrat Luqman (On whom be peace). Some have stated that he is Luqman ibn Bahoor, ibn Taarukh. This Taarukh is the father of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). He had lived for one thousand years and was the compatriot of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace). But, others are of the opinion that he is Luqman ibn Anqa, ibn Siroon and he was from the people of Heya. He was a black slave. Yet another group of scholars have stated that he was a judge and from the pious persons of the Israelites. There are some who have stated that
he is the nephew or maternal cousin of Hazrat Ayub (On whom be peace). But, the truth of the matter is, he was a man of wisdom, not a Prophet. Wisdom refers to the mystical knowledge or the inner light. Intelligence and understanding, too, is called wisdom. Here, wisdom could have two meanings.

20. The knowledge of Hazrat Luqman was Divinely inspired and God-given which Allah Almighty provided directly to him.

21. Expressing gratitude for all His bounties, especially for providing wisdom as this is the most superior of all his bounties. Or, be grateful to Him for being blessed with the companionship of a Prophet.

22. Because expression of gratitude results in the increase in the bounty. Says Allah Almighty: "If you will be grateful, then I shall give you more" (S14:V7). Thus, expressing gratitude is for the benefit of man.

23. Here the word KUFR is constructed from KUFIRAN, meaning ungrateful i.e. the ingratitude of man will in no way be loss to Allah Almighty. Instead, it will cause harm to man himself.

13. And remember when Luqman said to his son, while he was advising him: "O my son, associate not anyone with Allah". Undoubtedly, the association with Allah is a tremendous wrong.

24. The name of the son of Hazzrat Luqman is Anam or Ashkam (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan).

4. Here, polytheism denotes infidelity because he is trying to stop his son from infidelity. This does not mean that do not indulge in polytheism. But you can continue with other infidelities.

5. You can tell a believer not to indulge in infidelity i.e. remain firm on your faith.

6. To remind people about the teachings of the previous sages and to narrate their sayings is the way of Allah Almighty.

25. This is a faultfinding statement, which was spoken during the time when the teachings of Hazzrat Luqman was being mentioned. It tells us that service of your parents is a lofty act of obedience. Furthermore, even if the parents are infidels, their parental rights are still obligatory upon the children.

26. Weakness of the action, weakness of labour pain followed by difficulty at childbirth.
under the feet of your mother and that you and your wealth belong to your father.

27. The period of breast-feeding is two years. It should be stopped at the end of the second year. Where the period of it is mentioned to be thirty months, it includes six months of pregnancy.

28. Because Allah Almighty is our Lord while

15. And if they both strive to make you associate with Me a thing which you have no knowledge of; then do not obey them, but keep company with them in all the worldly affairs. And follow him who turns to Me. Then to Me is your return, and I shall tell you what you used to do.

29. It means do not associate any partner with Allah because no one has any knowledge of this association. He is our Lord, the One, without any partner.

30. This tells us that in disobeying Allah there is no obedience to parents. i.e. you should not commit infidelity by listening to them. Do not abandon the obligatory acts of worship.

31. In this one statement is included the service and obedience to parents. To spend your wealth on their welfare, to serve them through your physical limbs, to endure their severity, being kind and gentle to them i.e. maintaining cordial treatment with your polytheist parents. However, follow the path of the pious.

16. "O my son! Even if it (the evil) were the weight of a grain of mustard seed, and even though it may be in a rock, or in the heaven, Allah will bring it forth. Certainly, Allah is the Knower of every subtlety, All Aware."

33. Once again mention has been made of the teachings of Hazrat Luqman.

34. Hazrat Luqman’s son had asked that "Dear father if sins are committed in secluded spots, then how will Allah Almighty come to know about it?" In reply to it he said those words. Its purpose is no matter how insignificant a good or evil deed may be, and
no matter at what secluded places they might be committed they will be revealed to the people on the Day of Judgement. There will be accountability on them, whether there will be reward or punishment for them, but they will have to be accounted for. This is law, and its commentary is the following verse: "Then whosoever has done good of an atom’s weight, shall see it" (S99:V7). And the bounty of Allah Almighty is that sins of some people would be changed into good deeds and then presented.

35. Thus, He is fully aware of all your doings, wherever you may be. The appointment of angels to record the deeds is to silence the transgressor and not because of the lack of knowledge of Allah Almighty.

17. “O my dear son! Establish prayer and bid the doing of good and forbid evil and be patient over whatever befalls upon you. Surely, those are affairs which require determination."

36. This tells us that Salaah was obligatory upon those previous Ummahs as well, although the method of performance of these Salaah by them was different from our method. Salaah is the most ancient act of worship.

37. In this there is a narrational order. The Islamic scholar and the preacher should first do good deeds themselves, and then ask others to do them. The discourse of a person who does not practice what he preaches fails to exercise any influence on the listeners. Also, every believer should become a propagator of Islam. Whatever issue he knows he should convey it to others. Propagation is not the duty of the Ulama alone.

38. Everything of hardship, sorrow, grief, illness and helplessness should be met with patience, especially in matters of propagation, that which is inflicted upon you by the ignorant. Do not abandon it out of dejection.

39. There is a great reward on acting upon these. This tells us that propagation, too, is an ancient act of worship. All the Prophets and scholars of their Ummah and every follower who knew any religious issues had been involved in propagation work.

18. And neither turn your cheek crooked while talking to anyone nor walk in the earth haughtily. Surely, Allah does not love any arrogant boaster.

40. Speak sweetly with all the poor and the rich. Do not turn your faces away from the poor. Do not show arrogance towards them by regarding them to be contemptuous.

41. This tells us that to adopt the appearance of the pious and to emulate their way of life is in itself an act of piety, while imitating the evildoers physically and emulating their mode of life is an evil act. The present day Muslims should pay heed to this, especially those who are emulating the ways of the arrogant Christians. Imitation of the arrogant, too, is evil. Emulate and imitate the modest, which will benefit you. Nowadays, blowing one’s own trumpet and walking pompously is a sure way of the arrogant. Every Muslim should safeguard himself from such behaviour. To walk briskly without any valid reason, too, is
included in this as it smacks of arrogance.

42. Self-praise and aggrandizement, too, is a
form of arrogance, i.e., pride of knowledge, beauty, sweetness of voice, family lineage, oratory, etc. and to be proud of external achievements, too, is extreme arrogance, like

19. And walk moderately and lower your voice. Surely in all voices the most hateful voice is the braying voice of the ass.

43. Neither walk too briskly, nor too lethargically, because the first quality reflects childishness while the second quality smacks of pride and arrogance.

44. If speaking loudly was a virtuous act, then the donkey would have been the embodiment of virtuousity because no one brays louder. But, the fact of the matter is that donkey is a contemptuous beast. In it there is a hint that if a high-pitched voice is used for recitation of Zikrullah it is good, but if it emanates out of some hardship it will be intolerable. Observe, the donkey screams out of lust. That is why the moment the braying of the donkey is heard La HAWLI is recited, while the rooster recites Zikrullah aloud. Therefore that sound is pleasant. At that time one is ordered to offer dua.

SECTION 3

20. Have you not seen that Allah has made subservient for you whatever is in the heavens and the earth and had bestowed upon you, in full, His Bounty, open and hidden? And among people are some who dispute about Allah without knowledge and with no wisdom and without a Luminous Book.

45. There is much discussion evolved around outer and inner bounties. Either, beautiful appearance is an outer bounty or the beautiful character is an inner bounty. Or, correctness of limbs is an outer bounty or the correctness of beliefs is inner bounty. Or, Islam and the Holy QUR’AN is a visible bounty and mystical knowledge of the Divine inner bounty. Or, Shariah is visible bounty and Tareeqat is inner bounty. Or, the propagation of the Holy Prophet is outer bounty and the love for the Holy Prophet is outer bounty, etc. (Khazainul Irfan). From this we learn that with Shariah, Tareeqat, too, is very important. Shariah is outer bounty while Tareeqat is inner bounty. For the continued existence of Shariah we have the Ulama, while for that of Tareeqat, Allah Almighty has created the Sufi sages and the Saints. Shariah is the name given to the physical details of the Holy Prophet's life, while Tareeqat is the appellation given to the spiritual state of the Holy Prophet.
46. Circumstances Of Its Revelation
This verse was revealed regarding Nadir ibn Harith and Umayyah bin Khalaf who were extremely ignorant. They would quibble with the Holy Prophet ﷺ regarding the Personality and Attributes of Allah Almighty. From this we learn that ask an ignorant scholar about an issue but don’t enter into a debate with him because this is the way of the infidels.

21. And when it is said to them: “Follow 47 what Allah has revealed”. Then they say: “We shall follow that on which we found 48 our fathers”. What? Even though the Shaitaan may be inviting them towards the punishment of the burning fire 49.

47. The Holy QUR’AN and Hadith, because both of these are revealed by Allah Almighty. The words of the Holy QUR’AN and their meanings are all revealed by Allah Almighty, while Allah Almighty has revealed the subjects of the Hadith in the blessed mind of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, which he had described in his words. Thus, the Chakralswi sect cannot use this verse to establish any proof.

48. This tells us that to adopt the customs of the ignorant forefathers in opposition to Shariah is the way of the infidels, while to adopt the ways of the pious forefathers is an act of piety. Says Allah Almighty: “And be with the truthful”(S9:V119). Thus, this verse has no connection with the concept of Taqleed of Islamic law.

49. It means the devil was misleading your ignorant forefathers due to which they had been moving towards Hells. The resplendent light of Prophethood has come to you, so why are you still obeying the devil? This tells us that following the evil people is equal to following the devil.

22. Therefore whoso submits his face towards Allah and is kind 50 to others, and then undoubtedly, he has caught hold of a strong handle 51. And towards Allah is the end 52 of all affairs.

50. Here, the word Islam denotes worship, while Ihsaan signifies faith i.e. doing good deeds after accepting faith. Or, Islam means worship and Ihsaan means presence of the heart by Islam is meant believing in Allah Almighty, and Ihsaan denotes believing in the Holy Prophet ﷺ i.e. whoever believes in Allah Almighty should do so by believing in the Holy Prophet ﷺ because believing in Allah Almighty by rejecting the Holy Prophet ﷺ is futile.

51. The Sufi sages say that all of us are in a state of lowliness. The Holy Prophet ﷺ is the strong rope of Allah Almighty. Whoever has firmly held unto him has reached the state of loftiness, while whoever has cut himself off from him will remain in a state of lowliness. A bucket or human being who has fallen in the well is drawn up by means of the rope.

52. It means eventually it is what Allah Almighty desires will take place. Or, that everyone’s end is to reach the court of Allah Almighty for the purpose of accountability.
23. And whoso disbelieves, let not his infidelity grieve you. To Us is their return. Then We shall tell them what they used to do. Surely, Allah knows what is inside the breasts.

53. Because you will not be questioned regarding his infidelity as to why he has remained an infidel. That is his own loss. Says Allah Almighty: "And you shall not be questioned about the inmates of Hell" (S2 : V119).

Also, like in the case of the other Ummahs no one would lodge a complaint that you did not propagate the message of Allah Almighty.

54. From this we learn that no matter how opulent the world may be, its opulence is insignificant. Says Allah Almighty: "Say you, the enjoyment of the world is little" (S4 V77).

But, when the world becomes connected with the Hereafter it becomes abundant.

55. This tells us that although the sinful believer would be punished, it would not be severe torment, as this is for the infidels only.

By severe torment is meant either everlasting punishment, or punishment of disgrace or the punishment of the severe regions of Hell. If Allah wills, even if a sinful believer would be placed into Hell it will be for a little while and that, too, in the upper most region of Hell where the punishment is light.

56. From those infidels who do believe in the existence of Allah Almighty, because some infidels of Makkah were atheists, who did not believe in the existence of Allah Almighty at all. Says Allah Almighty: "We die and we live and none destroys us but time" (S45 V24).

Thus, this verse is not in contradiction with the other verses.

57. From this we learn that to believe in Allah Almighty as the Creator, the Master, the Controller of the Universe, etc. with all His Attributes is not sufficient for faith, as even the devil believed in all this. True faith is based on the faith in the Prophet. The polytheists of Arabia had believed in the Personality and Attributes of Allah Almighty, but they were polytheists because they had rejected the Holy Prophet .

58. It means that among them there were people who in spite of believing in these things about Allah Almighty, they had been committing polytheism, while others were accepting faith, or that before the advent of the Holy Prophet they had not committed polytheism but had remained monotheists like his parents and forefathers and the other monotheists. For this reason the word "most" has been used here.
26. To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth. Undoubtedly, He is Self-Sufficient, Praiseworthy.

59. From the reckoning nature of the verse it can be understood that besides Allah Almighty no one is self-sufficient and praiseworthy in the true and absolute sense of the word or worthy of absolute praise. He who had obtained any

27. And if all the trees in the earth were made pens, and the seas were ink, with seven more seas added after it, the Words of Allah would not be exhausted. Undoubtedly, Allah is Honourable, Wise.

60. REASON FOR ITS REVELATION
The Jews of Madina had once told the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم that Allah Almighty says that He has provided you with little knowledge and the Holy Qur'an, too, says that he who has been given wisdom, has been provided with tremendous good. He further says that in the Taurat there was knowledge given about everything. Thus, there are contradictions in these verses. In reply, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said that in comparison to the knowledge of Allah Almighty, all these aspects of knowledge are very little, although in number they are more. In which it is being said that if the entire trees on the earth were to become pens, and the

28. Neither your creation, nor your raising on the Day of Resurrection is only like a single soul. Undoubtedly, Allah is All-Seeing, All-Hearing.

62. REASON FOR ITS REVELATION
This verse was revealed in a reply to that question of the infidels that Allah Almighty had made us in different ways in the world, sometimes through sperm, sometimes from concealed blood, sometimes this and sometimes that. If this is the case, then how will He resurrect all of us at once on the Day of

riches, it is provided by Him. Whoever is praised, it is out of His kindness. Says Allah Almighty: "It is Allah and His Prophet who have enriched them"(S9:V74).

seven oceans were to turn to ink and all the human beings, jinns and angels were to become writers, everything else would be completed but the branches of knowledge of Allah Almighty will not be exhausted. It should be remembered that this question and answer had taken place after Hijrah because this verse is Madinite.

61. In it are included both the Praise (HAMD) of Allah Almighty and the Praise (NA'AT) of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. The praise of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are words about Allah Almighty, even though they emanate from the tongues of men. In fact, those words, which are accepted by Allah Almighty, are really His words.

Marfat.com
29. O listener! Did you not see that Allah turns night into the day \(^{63}\) and returns the day in the night \(^{64}\) and He makes the sun and the moon serve you? Each one pursues the course till an appointed term \(^{65}\), and Allah is aware of your deeds.

\(^{63}\) This tells us that the study of Mathematics, Astronomy, etc. is beneficial in order to ascertain power of the Divine and come to know the knowledge of the Power of Allah Almighty. The increase and decrease in day and night and the causes thereof is understood through mathematical calculations. Through this branch of knowledge we are able to determine times of Salah, Fasting, etc.

\(^{64}\) In that during winter the day is short and the night is long, while in summer the day is long and the night is short, i.e. directly opposite to it. This is because part of the day sometimes becomes added to the day and sometimes is included with the night.

\(^{65}\) From this we learn that neither the earth in motion nor the sky. Both are stationary. It is the moon, the stars and the sun, which are moving in the orbit. Says Allah Almighty: "And each one is floating in the orbit" (S36 V40). Thus, modern philosophy, i.e. Science and the ancient philosophy are both false. These people regard the earth or the sky stationary solely because according to them the rendering of the sky asunder is impossible while the modern philosophy totally denies the existence of the sky. They maintain that the sky is non-existent. Both of them are false in their claim. Only Allah and His Beloved Rasul are true in this regard.

30. This is because Allah is the only Truth and that which they worship besides Him are all falsehood \(^{66}\). This is because only Allah is the Highest, incomparably the Greatest.

\(^{66}\) Here, the word truth denotes eternity and falsehood signifies transitory. Or, truth means one who is true and falsehood denotes one who is false. It therefore means Allah Almighty is eternal and these idols are temporary. Or, that Allah Almighty is absolute Truth and the idol deities are false. The proof of this is following; the true deity should be one who is the possessor of every loftiness and greatness. The idols are neither lofty or possess any greatness. Therefore, how did they become objects of worship? One should also remember that some people worship the Prophets, yet the QUR’AN has not declared them to be false because these Prophets are the embodiment of Truth. For this reason Allah Almighty in this verse has used the pronoun "that which" which is used on inanimate objects i.e. your stones, trees, etc. are false deities. The pronoun "that" is used subjectively to state that your worship of all these deities besides Allah Almighty is false.

SECTION 4

31. Have you not seen the boats
move in the river by the Grace 67 of Allah, that He may show some of His Signs 68. Undoubtedly, in it are signs for everyone who is patient and grateful 69.

67. It could have two meanings:
1. The ship in the sea sails solely through the bounty and blessings of Allah Almighty, otherwise there are thousands of perils to be found there for it, which can be an obstacle for its smooth sailing and which can cause it to sink.
2. The ships sail at sea loaded with your merchandise, although water is a thin fluid, which is hardly capable of bearing their weight. Or, that through the blessings of Allah Almighty the ship of Shariah sails in the sea of Tareeqat and safely reaches the shore under Divine guidance.

68. The true pleasing and charming scenery of the sea and the huge sign of Divine power is that the ship reaches the shores safely and all the travellers alight on the land unharmed.

69. It means for every intelligent believer, because only a believer is patient and grateful, and only a believer ponders over the signs of the powers of Allah Almighty.

32. But when any wave befalls them like mountains, then they call upon Allah having pure faith 70 in Him. But when He brings them safe towards land, then some of them keep to the middle course 71. And none shall deny Our Signs except a deceiving and ungrateful person.

70. From this we understand that to remember Allah Almighty during one's difficulties and to forget Him during prosperous times is the practice of the infidels. A believer remembers Allah Almighty during all conditions.

71. Some Islamic scholars have stated that this verse is regarding Hazrat Ikramah bin Abu Jahl because on the day of the Conquest of Makkah the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم granted amnesty to all the infidels of Makkah besides these four persons: Ikramah bin Abu Jahl, Abdullah bin Hamal, Qais bin Sababa and Abdullah ibn Sa'd ibn Sarh. Regarding them it was proclaimed that wherever they are found they should be put to the sword. On hearing this proclamation, Hazrat Ikramah escaped by boarding a ship, which was surrounded by unfavourable winds. There was a severe storm at sea at which the passengers began to say to him that, now, besides Allah Almighty no idols of yours would be able to save you. Therefore, beseech Allah Almighty to protect you. Hazrat Ikramah said that if nobody can save you besides Allah Almighty at sea, then it is He alone Who can save you on land. O Allah! If You spare my life out of this difficulty I will somehow go to Your Beloved Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and accept Islam. Allah Almighty showered His blessings upon him and the ship reached the shore safely. Hazrat Ikramah accepted Islam, but the other passengers did not fulfill this promise of theirs (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani & Khazainul Irfain). Under this circumstance this would be a Madinite verse although Surah Luqman is Makkan.

33. O people! Fear Allah 72, your
Lord and have apprehension of the day when neither a father will be of any benefit to his son, nor any affectionate son will be able to provide and benefit 73 to his father. Undoubtedly, the promise of Allah is true 74. Therefore, let not the life of this world deceive 75 you concerning Allah.

72 O believers and infidels! Fear your Lord in such a manner that the infidels should accept Islam and the believers should remain steadfast on the faith and persevere to do good deeds.

73 The order in this verse is for the infidels because it Allah with the believing children of the believers will be of benefit to them. Says Allah Almighty: "Fosters shall be foes to one another on that day, but the good of the good."

74 Allah Almighty further states: "We reward them with their offspring and diminish not anything from their deeds' 1852 V211. Therefore, Paradise would be granted to the minor children of the believers due to the faith and good deeds of the father. In fact, the wealth of the believer and his household members, too, will be beneficial to him because their Zakat and charity will be extremely beneficial in the Hereafter. Prophets, Saints, the Imam and the Peer-e-Murshid would intercede for the believers.

34. Surely, with Allah is the knowledge of the Hour (of Doomsday) and He sends down rain 76 and knows what is in the wombs of mothers, and no soul knows what it will earn tomorrow, and no soul knows in what land it will die. Undoubtedly, Allah is the All-Knowing, All Aware.

76 Reason For Its Revelation
Harith bin Amro came to the Holy Prophet and began to prattle that if you are a true Prophet then inform me when the Day of Judgement will be taking place. I have sowed seeds in my land so tell me when the
rain will come down. My wife has fallen pregnant; inform me whether she will give birth to a boy or girl? Tell me what I will be doing tomorrow and inform me of my place of death? As a reply to these questions this verse was revealed.

77. The word **TADRI** is derived from **DARAYET** and darayet denotes to understand something through mental estimate and calculation i.e. these five are those branches of knowledge of the unseen which cannot be understood through one’s intellect, assumptions and calculations. They can only be understood through Divine revelation. And since permission is not granted to disclose such revelations, their knowledge cannot be revealed to common people. Thus, this verse is totally in accordance with its reason for revelation. There is no contradiction in it.

78. This cannot be understood by means of human intelligence and assumption. The angels of death are fully aware of the place of death of each person. Sayeddah Sara and Sayeddah Mariam were given the glad tidings of the birth of a son by Hazrat Jibraeel (On who be peace). Hazrat Zakariya was given the glad tidings of the birth of Hazrat Yahya. All this was through the knowledge provided by Allah Almighty, and not through any assumption and conjecture. In short, from this you cannot necessarily assume that Allah Almighty has not granted these branches of knowledge to any of His servants. Says Allah Almighty: "The Knower of Unseen reveals not His secrets to anyone, except to His Chosen Messengers" (S72: Vs 26-27).

79. The information of the place of death of each infidel was given by the Holy Prophet ﷺ a day prior to the Battle of Badr, or the proclamation by the Hoori of Paradise that do not fight with your husband because he would be returning to us, or the angels recording fate of everyone i.e. what is in the womb of the mother is due to the knowledge given by Allah Almighty. Thus, this verse is in no way contradictory to the concept of the knowledge of the unseen.
SURAH AS-SAJDH (THE PROSTRATION)
(MAKKAN) Revealed before Hijrah
3 Section 30 Verses 380 Words, 1518 Letters

1. Alif Laam Meem

2. The revelation of the Book is undoubtedly from the Lord of the worlds.

1. Surah As-Sajdah is Makkah, besides verses 18-20. This Surah consists of six Rukus (sections), thirty verses, three hundred and forty words and one thousand five hundred and eighteen letters.

2. From this we learn that Hazrat Jibreel (on whom be peace), the Holy Prophet's father and all the Noble Companions are the embodiment of trust and trustfulness, because the Holy Qur'aan has reached us, passing through these three stages. If anyone from these three is not worthy of trust, it will make the Holy Qur'aan doubtful. Different verses of the Qur'aan have reached us through different Companions. Hence, the Noble Companions are trustworthy. Hazrat Amr Munawiyah was a scribe of Revelation.

3. In it, there is a hint towards the Holy Qur'aan being sent for the entire universe because it is from the Lord of the worlds. At another place it has been stated: "A guidance for the worlds”. Likewise, the Holy Prophet is the Messenger for all the worlds. Says Allah Almighty, "That he may be a warner to the entire world" (S25 V6).

3. What! Do they say it has been fabricated by him? Nay, it is the truth from your Lord, that you may warn such people to whom no warner came before you that perhaps they may get the way.

4. The infidels had no consistency in any word of theirs. Hence, they would sometimes call the Holy Qur'aan as magic, sometimes as poetry, sometimes as a fable and sometimes as fabricated words of the Holy Prophet. This was the clear proof of their refutation. Says Allah Almighty: "Now it has no stability" (S14 V26).

5. It means that the words of this Qur'aan are from Allah Almighty, is a reality. It should be remembered that although Hadith Shareef, too, is from Allah Almighty but its words are of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم while its subject matter is from Allah Almighty.

6. Because from the time of Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) up to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم no new Prophet had come to Hijaz or Arabia. And those Prophets of th-
Israels who had come elsewhere were not the Prophets of the people of Hijaz but of the Israelsites, while the people of Hijaz were the children of Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace). Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) himself says: "And he shall be a Messenger to the children to Israel" (S3:V49). Or, it could mean that after Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) no Prophet had come, as a result of which infidelity and obscurity had spread a great deal. This period in between i.e. between Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is called FATRAT and those people are called people of Fatrat. Although the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلاء وسلم is the Prophet for the entire mankind, he was a warner first to his kith and kin, then to the people of Arabia and then to the entire mankind. Thus, this verse is not against his Prophethood for the entire mankind.

7. This hope is due to outward credence and in accordance with the people, otherwise Allah Almighty is fully aware as to who will accept faith and who will remain as infidels. Likewise, due to the bestowal of Allah Almighty, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم too, has full knowledge about who is a believer and who an infidel. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلاء وسلم has even given the status of the believers. He said: "Faatimah is the leader of the ladies of Paradise" and "Hassan and Husain are the leaders of the youth of Paradise". Says Allah Almighty: "And this Messenger is your guard and witness over you" (S2:V143).

8. So that the creation can be provided with education that they should become hasty in their deeds. By six days is meant that there is that much time, otherwise at that point in time there was no sun, nor moon nor day and night.

9. It means Allah Almighty gazed at the Great Throne, otherwise its literal meaning of sitting up straight on the Throne is against Godly status.

10. In it address is made to the infidels because without faith on the Day of Judgement people will not have helpers and intercessors. But Allah Almighty would appoint many helpers and intercessors for the believers. That intercession would be through the permission of Allah Almighty.

11. In that He handed over the management of the heavens and the earth to the angels and assigned different duties to them. Thus, the actual administrator is Allah Almighty while the metaphorical and visible management is in the hands of His angels. Thus, the verse is not in contradiction to: "Then they manage the affairs" (S79:V5). Likewise, the visible affairs of the world are assigned to kings and governors and the inner affairs are connected to the creational Saints. Among them some are Gauth, some are Qutub, and their duties, too, are different.
All these are managements of Allah Almighty.

12. Every management and every arrangement, i.e. on the Day of Judgement the management would be that of Allah Almighty, but the angels would be carrying these out under Divine instructions.

13. Some of the infidels would feel the

6. He is the Knower of every unseen and seen, the Honourable, the Mercyful.

14. The Creator and the provider of all the arrangements is that very Lord who is the

7. Who made everything best that He has created, and (it is) He who initiated the creation of man from clay.

15. Thus, whoever has been given the shape and appearance has been correctly provided and every limb of the body appropriately joined. Allah be praised!

16. Although the animals, too, are created from sand, but man's creation from sand is the reflection of the unique power of Allah Almighty. Hence, his creation has been mentioned specifically. Our being from sand could mean that our ancestral father, Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) is created from sand. Or, that we are created from sperm, the sperm is from nourishment and the nourishment is from sand.

8. Then He made his progeny from the extract of insignificant water.

17. It means a single drop of sperm and the semen is worthless as well as impure because its creation renders the human being impure.

9. Then He completed him and breathed into him of His spirit, and gave to you ears and eyes and hearts. What a little gratitude you acknowledge?

18. It means Allah Almighty blew the soul in him in the mother's womb after his correct bodily formation. From this we learn that the works of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty are His works because formation of the child in the mother's womb and breathing the soul in it is the work of the angels, but

Duration of the Day of Judgement equal to fifty thousand years, to some it would be like a thousand years, but to the believer it would be less than the time of one Fard Salaah. Thus, there is no inconsistency between the Quranic verses and Ahadith.

ذَلِكَ عِلْمُ الْغَيْبِ وَ الْمُهْمَادَةُ الْغَيْبِ

الْرَجْمِ.

Knowers of every hidden and apparent arrangement.

الذِّنِيْنِ أَخْسَنَ كُلُّ شَيْءٍ خَلْقَةً وَ بَدَأَ خَلْقَ الإنسانِ مِن طَيْنٍ

And unfit to enter the mosque or touch the Holy QUR'AN.

كَمْ جَعَلْ نَسْلَةً مِّن سُلْطَةٍ فِي مَلَكَ

ος

and unfit to enter the mosque or touch the Holy QUR'AN.

كَمْ سَوْتَهُ وَ نَزْجَهُ فِي وَرَوْجِهِ وَ جَعَلَ لَكُمَ السَّمَّاَءَ وَ الأَرْضَ وَ الْاَلْجَلَّادْ، فَبِلاِّ ما تَشْتَرُونَ

Allah Almighty refers to these as His works.

19. Although eyes, ears, heart have been provided for the animals as well, these limbs of the human being are most distinguished, because with the eyes and ears man sees and listens to Divine signs and verses and his heart is the seat of the Friend's refugence. Due to this, he is the noblest in the creation of Allah.
Almighty. It is for this reason that these limbs
of man have been mentioned specifically.

10. And they say: "What, when we be merged
in the earth, shall we become new creation
again?" Nay, they even deny 20 the presence
(meeting) before their Lord.

20. It means that this enquiry of the infidels
from the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ عیلیه وسلم
was not for the purpose of belief, but for
obstinately rejecting it.

11. Please declare: "The angel 21 of
death who has been appointed 22
over you causes you to die, then you
shall be returned 23 to your Lord.

21. Hazrat Izrael (On whom be peace) who
has been assigned with the duty of taking
the souls out of everybody. He is aware of
everybody's time and place of death. Hence, he
does not cause anybody to die before his time
and at a wrong place. These things are
connected with the five branches of unseen
knowledge. If this is the condition of the
knowledge of Hazrat Izrael than how much
greater will the nature of the knowledge of our
Holy Prophet صلی اللہ عیلیه وسلم not be?
22. This tells us that Hazrat Izrael is present
at one given time at various parts of the world
and at one time is able to be actively engaged in
hundreds of thousands of places and keeps
under his gaze the entire world, because
without this he cannot function correctly.
Furthermore, the soul of every human being is
taken out by Hazrat Izrael (On whom be
peace), while the souls of the rest of creation is
taken out by his companions, who assist him in
it. Thus, this verse is not against that verse:
"Our angels take his soul and they do not fail"(S6:V61), and another verse: "Allah takes
away the souls at the time of their death"(S39:V42) because Allah Almighty is the
true causer of death.

23. You will be presented on the Day of
Judgement on the Field of Accountability i.e.
the Syrian ground for the purpose of
accountability. Some, however, will present
themselves happily, while some will come
compulsively as prisoners. Some will be riding
and others will be on foot. In short, their
conditions will be different.

SECTION 2

12. And if you could see when the
culprits 24 will be hanging by their
heads 25 before their Lord saying:
"O our Lord! Now we have seen and
have heard 26, so send us back again
that we may do good, now that we
are convinced.

24. It means, the polytheists and the infidels,
because use of the absolute denotes the
complete list and the complete criminals are the
infidels whose heart and soul is guilty of crime.
infidelity and rejection.
25. It should be remembered that on the Day of Judgement everyone would be standing in the Court of Allah Almighty with lowered heads, but the infidels would do this out of shame and regret, while the pious believer would do so out of respect of the Court. Here, standing with bowed heads denotes shame.
26. It means after the resurrection seeing the things of the Lord of the Unseen with our eyes and hearing the speech of the angels with our ears, we are now convinced that whatever the Prophets had said was true. But this belief would not bear any credence, and neither would believing in them be regarded as faith, because faith is that which places trust in the Prophet and accepting all unseen things through him.

13. And had We desired, We would have given every soul its guidance 27. But My word has been already established that I shall necessarily fill the Hell with jinns and people, altogether 28.

27. In that they would provide help and guidance, which they happily adopt, which are beneficial for them. Thus, there can be no objection raised against the verse.
28. In that some human beings and some jinns would commit infidelity and polytheism out of their own free will and go into Hell. From this we understand that even the infidel jinns would go into Hell to receive punishment. Also, that Hell would be filled with infidels only. The sinful believers would not go into Hell to fill it. The sinful believer’s going there will be of a temporary nature.

14. Now you taste (Hell) for you forgot the meeting 29 of this day. We too, have forgotten you. Now taste the everlasting punishment as a penalty of your deeds 30.

29. Because you had been opposing your Prophets. This tells us that forgetting the Hereafter is the root of all sins.
30. From this, emerge two issues
1. Eternal punishment in Hell is specifically for the infidels.

15. Only they believe 31 in Our Signs who, when they are reminded of them they fall down prostrate 32, praising their Lord, expressing His Glory in full humility 33 (Sajdah Tilawat becomes obligatory upon one reciting it or hearing its recitation).

31. It means, O infidels! Even if you are sent in the world for the second time you will not become believers, nor achieve piety. Only they can become believers in whom these qualities
are found.
32. To offer prostration for being blessed with faith or prostration for expressing the glory and greatness of Allah Almighty. In any case, the prostration here is not meant Salaah, thus here, Sajdah-e-Tilawat becomes obligatory.

16. They keep their sides away from the beds (they do not rest) 34 and they call upon 35 their Lord in fear and hope, and spend 36 in charity out of what We have provided them.

34. In that, during the latter part of the night when everyone is asleep, they get up in Salaah and weep to their Lord. At that time their beds are empty because they are on the Musalla.

From this, two issues are hinted:
1. Tahajjud Salaah should be performed after getting up from sleep.
2. Salaah should not be performed on the bed, but in the place of Salaah at home or on the Musalla. Allah and His Rasool know best!

35. From this, emerge four issues:
1. Tahajjud Salaah is an excellent act of worship.
2. Your duas get accepted at that time; therefore your duas should be made at that time.
3. At the time of making dua you should have the hope of its acceptance and fear of its rejection, but hope should be predominant. If these things are found at the time of dua, then if Allah wills, it will most certainly be accepted.
4. There should be no show and hypocrisy in worship. It should be offered for the sole pleasure of Allah Almighty. There should be hope of its acceptance or fear of its rejection. The pleasure of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is indeed the pleasure of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "Allah and His Messenger has greater right, but they should please him, if they had faith"(S9:V62).

36. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. Charity should be given from lawful wealth.
2. The entire wealth should not be spent in charity. Some should be kept for one's own use.
3. Charity should be given at all times, just once is not sufficient.

These issues have been understood from the preposition "From" the pronoun "what" and the verb "spend" being used in the present tense and the sustenance being linked with Allah Almighty. The great Sufi sages say that give charity from one's wealth, condition and skills. The pronoun "what" is common to all.

17. And no soul knows 37 what joy for the eyes has been kept hidden for them as a reward for their (good) deeds 38.

37. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is not included in this, because on the Night of Meraaj he had seen the entire Paradise. In this is included people like us. By knowledge is denoted entire knowledge and its details, because through the blessing of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم we have some knowledge of the bounties of Paradise, though in an abridged form, which we believe. In short, neither does this verse negate the knowledge of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, nor rejection of our faith, i.e. no believer has full knowledge of these bounties in their entirety.
18. Will then he who is a believer be like him who is disobedient? They are not at all equal.

Reason For Its Revelation
Both these verses had been revealed in verification of Hazrat Ali (May Allah be pleased with him). Waheeda ibn Aqba ibn Muheet had once said to him that he had greater strength, wealth and was elder in age than him. You are just a child and a destitute. In reply, Hazrat Ali said those things on which you are expressing pride, none is worthy of any pride. You are an infidel and a transgressor, while the excellence of man lies in his faith and piety and not due to wealth and strength. The believer and an infidel and the pious and the transgressor are not equal. On that occasion, these verses were revealed (Khadimul Ithaam).

19. As to those who believe and do good deeds, for them are gardens (Paradise) to live, and best entertainment for their days.

20. And as for those who are disobedient, 40 their destination is the Fire. Whenever they will wish to come out of there, they will be thrown 41 back into the same, and it will be said to them; “Taste the punishment of this Fire which you used to believe.”

40. By “FISQ” is meant to go beyond the limits, the sinful believer going beyond the limits of piety, the infidel exceeding the limits of faith. In fact, one who insults the dignity of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) is out of the limits of humanity. Here, the word FISQ is used to reflect the second meaning, i.e. infidelity.

41. In that the inmates of Hell would be jumping in the blazing flames so high that they would be coming to the mouth of Hell, very near to coming out of pain. The angels would immediately strike their bodies with a mace, with which they will fall back into Hell. This...
does not mean that they try to come running out of Hell, because there is no possibility of running out of it.

42. It means enjoy the taste of your infidelity forever. From this we learn that this specific punishment, mentioned here, will not be for the sinful believers, if Allah wills. Nor will the believer be in such a Hell eternally, because he was not a rejecter of it.

21. And certainly We shall make them to taste the nearer 43 punishment, before the greater punishment, so that the one who sees it, may hope that just now may turn back repenting.

43. From it there is a hint to prove the punishment of the grave. It is lighter and before the punishment of the Day of Judgement. It should be remembered that in the grave will be the punishment of Hell but being away from it, in that the smoke and heat will come from it, while after the Day of Judgement the punishment will be meted out by going into Hell. Thus, the punishment of the grave, in comparison, will be much lighter than the punishment that will be meted out after entry into Hell. It should be remembered that the infidel would be punished in the grave until the Day of Judgement, while the punishment of the grave for the believer will be temporary, which is removed from the prayer, etc. of the living believer. Some scholars have stated that, here, punishment denotes worldly punishment and the infidels of Makkah because they were inflicted with severe famine, murder, etc. in the world.

44. So that the infidels on hearing about these two types of punishment can turn away from their infidelity, so that those infidels, seeing these punishments of the world, could accept faith.

22. And who is more unjust than he who has been reminded by the signs of his Lord, and then such a one turns 45 away his back from them? Undoubtedly We shall punish the culprits.

45. In that they neither pondered over the Quranic verses, nor did they accept faith.

SECTION 3

23. And certainly We bestowed 46 the Book upon Musa. You therefore, do not doubt 47 seeing Him. And We made it a guidance 48 for the Children of Israel.

46. In that the Tauraat Shareef was the very first revealed book to come in the world and was given to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). Prior to him, the Prophets were granted the SAHEEFAS or scrolls. The first Prophet with a Book is Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace).

47. It means that do not have any doubt that He...
had met Musa (On whom be peace) and had spoken to him, because that meeting was not in a dream. From this we understand that the pious people after death meet the living pious persons, they speak to them, they reply to their questions and they listen to their speech. Furthermore, that the Holy Prophet met Hazrat Musa and on the Night of Me'raj spoke to him, in fact, due to his help the fifty Salaahs were reduced to five for us. This tells us that even after their demise, the pious servants of Allah Almighty provide help.

48. To Musa (On whom be peace), or to the Book of Ta'aurat. From this we understand that Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) is the Prophet for the Children of Israel only, and that, too, during a specific period.

24. And We appointed from amongst them some leaders (Imams) that they guide by Our Command, while they themselves endured patiently and firmly believed in Our Signs.

49. In the presence of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) and after his demise, He created Ummah and pious sages in the Children of Israel, who could help keep them on the path of guidance.

50. From this verse, emerge a few issues:
1. Religious scholars and Saints are the leaders of the Ummah.

25. Undoubtedly your Lord shall decide between them on the Day of Resurrection concerning that in which they used to differ.

51. Practical judgement will take place on the Day of Judgement i.e. the believers will be sent to Paradise and the infidels to Hell. But verbal judgement is made in the world as well. But, here, the judgement will not be of punishment.

26. And they have not been guided right by this that We have already destroyed many generations before them in whose dwellings they are today walking about. Certainly, in it are signs. Will they not then hear?

52. The infidels of Makkah, during their journeys, would go past the desolate settlements of the previously ruined nations and they had gained information from educated people and those having knowledge of History that at this time a certain nation had settled.
another nation had settled at another place. They also knew that these people had always disobeyed Allah Almighty and opposed their Prophets for which they were destroyed. Here, mention is being made of this. From this we understand to look at the desolate settlements.

27. And do they not see that We send water towards dry land, and produce thereby crops, of which their cattle and they themselves eat. Do they not then see?

53. In that, after their demise, We will bring them back to life. They should freshen their faith by reflecting over these things.

28. And they say; “When will this victory take place, if you are truthful?”

55. The infidels were asking, will Allah Almighty decide between the believers and the polytheists? Would the believers be given victory over them? So when would this victory be granted? This question was being asked by the polytheists for the sake of jest and amusement. The above matter is mentioned in this verse.

29. Please declare; “On the Day of Victory the faithfulness of the infidels shall not benefit them, and nor will they get time.

56. If by "victory" is taken to be the Conquest of Makkah, then from this issue we understand that if the infidels at the specific time of slaying, declare faith to protect their lives; then this faith of theirs will not be accepted. Instead, such a person would be put to the sword, just as faith after seeing Divine punishment is not reliable. Thus, on the day of the Conquest of Makkah when the people of Kanana tried to escape, Hazrat Khalid bin Waleed surrounded them. They began to express faith in Islam but, Hazrat Khalid bin Waleed did not accept their declaration of faith in this condition and put them to death (Tafseer Jamal and Khazain). But, if by "day of victory" is meant the Day of Judgement, then the meaning of the verse is apparent, that on this day all the infidels will bring faith, but it would not be accepted.

57. From this verse we understand that if any infidel in the state of war and in captivity declares faith to deceive the believers, then this faith of his is pure deception and will not be accepted. In fact, to slay such people is permissible, e.g. during war an infidel tries to escape, but when he is arrested, he recites the Kalimah to save his life. In spite of this recitation, he is slain. Muslims at the time of the creation of Pakistan suffered greatly from the deceptive show of faith of the Hindus. Similarly, any person who continues to change his faith, or after reciting the Kalimah escapes to meet with the infidels, then after he is arrested he quickly recites the Kalimah again, it becomes the incumbent duty of the Muslim to slay such a person.
30. Therefore turn 58 away from them and wait. Undoubtedly they are also waiting.

58. Do not wage Holy War on them. Thus, this order is abrogated from the verses of Jihad. Or, if its meaning is taken to be "do not turn to them with friendship", then this verse is accepted as firm. Even today, it becomes the duty of the believers not to reply to the absurdity of the infidels with absurdity.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. O Prophet! (Communicator of the hidden news)! Continue fearing Allah, and do not listen to the infidels and the hypocrites. Undoubtedly Allah is All-Knowing, the Wise.

1. From this address three issues emerge:

1. To address the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم merely with his personal name is against the practice of Allah Almighty as He has addressed His beloved Prophet with excellent attributes.

2. The personal names of the Holy Prophet are Muhammad and Ahmed صلى الله عليه وسلم. His titles and illuminating attributes are numerous. Nabi, too, is one of the attributive names of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

3. In the court of Allah Almighty, the respect of our Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is greater than all the Prophets. Because Allah Almighty addressed other Prophets by their blessed names, while our Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was addressed with his blessed titles.

2. The highest quality of fear of Allah Almighty was already in the heart of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. In this verse the command is to remain firm on this fear. It is impossible to acquire a thing, which is already acquired.

3. Even if it is apparent revelation, i.e. even if the Qur’ān or a concealed revelation (Hadith), because the Holy Qur’ān, Hadith and every inspirational revelation of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are all Divine revelations. Every deed of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the obedience of Divine revelation.

Reason for its Revelation

Once Abu Sufyaan, Ikrarah, Abul Aiwar Aslami etc. came to Madina secretly and put up at the house of the hypocrite, Abdullah bin Ubay. They sought amnesty from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and then came to his court and entered into a dialogue in which they said that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم should not deride their idols, but say that these idols would intercede for their worshippers. In such an event, we will not say any word against your Lord. The hypocrites supported and pleaded on behalf of the polytheists. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was greatly displeased by this talk and Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) showed the intent of slaying them, but the Messenger of Allah
stopped him, saying that these people have come to seek sanctuary. Hazrat Umar Farooq then expelled these people out of Madina Munawwarah. This verse was revealed on this occasion (Tafseer Roodad Baraan, Khazainul Irfan, etc.)

3. And (O Beloved Prophet) rely on Allah. And Allah is Sufficient as Protector.

4. Allah has not placed two hearts inside a man, nor has He made those wives of yours whom you pronounce as equal to your mothers, your real mothers, and nor has He made your adopted sons your real sons. This is only the saying of your mouth. And Allah speaks the truth. And only He guides you to the (right) way.

4. The Reason for its Revelation
Abul Umar Humayn Ibn Hadi had an excellent memory. For this reason, the Arabs would say that he was a possessor of two hearts. But in the Battle of Badr, he ran from the battlefield in such a manner that he had one shoe in one hand and one on his foot. When Abu Sulaam asked him why he was so nervous and confused, he replied that he was not aware that he had worn the other shoe. He was under the impression that he had worn both shoes. At this, the people realized that their impression of him was wrong. Also, the hypocrites had been saying that the Holy Prophet  possessed two hearts, one with them and the other with the blessed Companions. This verse was revealed in refutation of them. This hints towards the fact that a human being can only be a believer or an infidel because his heart is only one. Thus, the hypocrites should refrain from practising double standards.

5. Reason for its Revelation
The Arabs would regard the adopted son as their own son and the ZIHAARI wife as a mother and would give them the inheritance of that of a son and a mother. They would regard the wife of an adopted son as unlawful. In refutation of this view of theirs, this verse was revealed. The meaning of ZAHAAR is to refer to one’s wife as a mother or a sister.

6. It has no real importance. Just by calling someone as father, brother or son, he does not really become a father, brother or a son. Neither should their wives become unlawful, nor should their mothers become lawful nor should they be given inheritance.

7. Reason for its Revelation:
Hazrat Zaid bin Harith was a purchased slave of the Mother of the Faithful Hazrat Khadijaat Kubra, whom she gave to the Holy Prophet . The Holy Prophet  freed him. Even after gaining his freedom, he refused to go in his father but stayed with the Holy Prophet. Out of love, the Messenger of Allah would call him as his own son. The people, too, would call him as Zaid, son of Muhammad. Hazrat Zainab bint Jahash was the wife of Hazrat Zaid. When Hazrat Zaid divorced her the Holy Prophet  took her.
in marriage. At this, the hypocrites and polytheists began to taunt that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had taken his
daughter-in-law in marriage. This blessed verse was revealed in response to it.

5. Call them after their fathers. This is more justified in the sight of Allah. But if you do not know their fathers, then they are brothers in faith, and your friends 9. And there is no sin on you regarding which you made a mistake unintentionally 10. But that is a sin which you may commit with the intention 11 of your heart. And Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

8. From this we understand that Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) did not have a father. Otherwise, he would not have been called as Isa, son of Mariam. Mariam is his mother. Says Allah Almighty: "Call them after their fathers" (S33:V5).

9. This means that if you don't know the fathers of the children, then, too, you should not call them as son of the patron, but rather as a brother, and if he is free, as MAULA (free slave) or "Oh our friend" or Maula of so and so. Maula is used for a friend as well as for a
freed slave and for a master.

10. This means prior to the command of prohibition your calling him Zaid ibn Muhammad, or if you utter such a thing erroneously, or if you call by error someone's son as your son, it should not be regarded as an act of sin.

11. This means that after its prohibition has been declared, if you intentionally continue to call unadopted children as the sons of their patrons, then you will be a sinner.

6. The Prophet (Muhammad) is more worthy of the believers even more than their own selves 13, and his wives are their mothers. And blood relations are nearer 14 to one another in the Book of Allah, then the rest of the believers, as well as emigrants 15, except those with whom you do any usual favour 16 as your friends. This is inscribed 17 in the Book.

12. The word AWLA means more dear, more near, more deserving. Here, all three meanings are correct. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is present in the heart of every believer (Haaiz-Naaiz); as he is nearer than the believer's own soul. Says Allah Almighty: "Assuredly there has come to you a Messenger from among yourselves" (S9:V128).
We also know that the command of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is more enforcing upon a believer than that of a king or parents, because the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم has the greatest right over us. Or it could mean that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the provider of the greatest comfort to the believers than their own selves in this world and the Hereafter.

13. From this we understand that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is not our brother because the wife of your brother is your sister-in-law and not your mother. In fact, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is our spiritual father, while the believers are brothers unto one another. And these wives are the mothers of the believers who had become blessed by gaining nearness of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Whether they are his wives or his maimservants. But their status is not given to those who came into marriage but were then separated, like Umamah bint Jundah. It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had not given the wives becoming the mothers of the believers is based on two orders. The first order is for the sake of extreme respect, prohibition of marriage, inheritance and with them. The second is prohibition of children in these.

7. And O Beloved! Remember when We took covenant 18 from the Prophets, and from you, and from Nuh and Ebrahim and Musa and Isael of Mary. And We took from 19 them a firm covenant.

18. No covenant was taken from our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم regarding obedience to any Prophet. In fact, such a covenant to obey our Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was taken from the other Prophets. Says Allah Almighty "And remember when Allah took from the Prophets a covenant whenever I should give you the Book of Wisdom then comes to you the Messenger confirming your Books" (S3:V81). Only, he can confirm about Almighty Allah who will be the last to come. That personality ordinances they are not regarded as mothers. Thus, this verse does not contradict the following verse. "Their mothers are only those who gave birth to them" (S58:V2), because their true relationship is taken into account. Thus, their daughters are not the sisters of the believers and their brothers are not the maternal uncles of the believers.

14. This means family inheritance will be given to the relatives.

15. This means inheritance now will not be given to them due to the connection of faith and migration. Prior to this, inheritance was received through adopted brotherhood. This verse nullifies this existing order.

16. In that you should instruct a non-heir to prepare a will for one third of the wealth. In short, the wealth of the deceased should be distributed among the principal heirs, then among the distant relatives. If there are no distant relatives, then it should be distributed among the principal heirs again. Thereafter, it should be given to uterine relatives and then to the freed slaves. (Tafseer Ahmed and Khazamul Bari).

17. This means this ordinance regarding inheritance is recorded on the Divine Tablet.
covenant i.e. the covenant regarding propagation or repeated for the purpose of emphasis. Thus, even the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is included in this. Or, by it is meant the covenant regarding obedience to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآلاء وسلم, which was taken from the other Prophets. In that case, by Prophets is meant all the other Prophets, and not only our Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

8. That He may question 20 the truthful regarding their truth, and He has already prepared a painful punishment for the infidels.

20. This question is asked from the Prophets or from those who have declared faith in them regarding this propagation or ask a question from the prophets regarding the infidels as to what reply they had given, concerning the Message conveyed to them.

SECTION 2

9. O Believers! Remember 21 Allah’s favours upon you when some armies pounced on you. Then We sent on them a strong wind and an army 22 (of angels) which you did not see. And Allah observes your deeds.

21. Which he had asked on the day of the Battle of Ahzaab, also known as the Battle of the Trench. This battle took place one year after the Battle of Uhud.

10. When they (infidels) came upon you from above you, and from below 23 you, and when your eyes dazzled in amazement, and hearts rose up to your throats 24, and you began to think diverse thoughts 25 about Allah (of hope and despair).

22. All the polytheists and People of the Book, e.g. the Qurais, Banu Ghatfaan, the Jews, Banu Quraijah, Banu Nazeer, etc.

24. The Battle of the Trench took place in Shawwaal 4 Hijri when the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had banished Banu Nazeer from Madina Munawwarah because of their breach of promise. These Jews went to Makkah and urged the Qurais to wage war on the believers.
Then these very Jews went to the tribes of Ghattaam, Qais, Ghanlan, etc. and made them ready for war. When all the tribes were ready to declare war on the Muslims, then some people from the tribe of Bani Khaza came to give information of all these preparations. On receiving this information, the Holy Prophet, on the advice of Hazrat Salman Farsu, arranged for trenches to be dug around Madina Munawwarah, in which he himself took part. After they had just completed the digging of the trenches, an army of twelve thousand pounced on the believers. However, at the sight of the trenches, they were taken aback. Prior to this, the Arabs were not aware of such trenches. In short, they had laid siege to Madina Munawwarah for twenty-four days, which had caused a great deal of hardship for the believers. At that point in time, the monetary condition of the believers was very tight. But Allah Almighty helped the believers by sending upon the enemy cyclonic winds, severe colds and frightening darkness of the night which uprooted the tents of the infidels.

11. That was the place where the believers were tested, and they were with a severe shaking.

26. This means during the Battle of the Trench, the believers were faced with innumerable hardships, helplessness, the danger posed by the Jews of Madina and the attack of the external enemy. In addition, their own lack of preparation was such an obstacle, which was enough to dishearten the strongest person. But the devotees of the Holy Prophet remained firm under such adverse conditions.

12. And when the hypocrites and those in whose hearts was a disease said; “Allah and His Messenger promised us no victory, but a delusion.”

27. It should be remembered that the hypocrites were inwardly staunch infidels, but Muslims by word. They were always living under inner doubts and misconception, i.e., sometimes they would say Islam is a true religion and sometimes they would say that Islam is a false religion.

broke their tent ropes and uprooted their pegs. Their animals ran in all directions and people fell down on the ground. The appearance of angels created terror in the hearts of the infidels to such an extent that all of them took to their heels. But, this wind was only in the camp of the infidels. Beyond them, there was nothing. In this defeat the infidels were unable to take their possessions with them, leaving behind a great deal of wealth, which came into Muslim hands (Tafeer Khuzaimul Irjaan, Jameel, etc.).

25. You were under the impression that the Muslims would be totally obliterated from the world because the infidels had attacked you with all their might. This despondency and hopelessness was a natural reaction of theirs, and not because of the possibility of false promise of Allah Almighty. It is due to this, that Allah Almighty did not censure them, and in declaring these pious personages, praised their patience and forbearance. Thus, the Raza cannot deduce any proof to substantiate their false claims.
13. And when a party of them said: "O people 29 of Madina you cannot stand 30 for much longer, therefore go back to your homes". And a party of them asked permission 31 of the Prophet saying; "Our homes are unsafe", but they were not unsafe. They wished not but to flee 32 away.

29. This tells us that it is inauspicious, now, to call Madina Shareef as Yathrib. This is the practice of the hypocrites. To make haste with the promises of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is beyond the status of the believer. Their promises are true, even if some are fulfilled with a delay. Now, Madina Munawwarah should be referred to with endearing words like Tayibah, Batha, and Madina etc. The reason being, the word Yathrib means a place of hardship. Here, it is stated that the hypocrites, as well as those of weak beliefs refer to the people of Madina as people of Yathrib. Wherever the pious people have used Yathrib for Madina, there the readers must take the word to mean Madina. Either these people did not receive the Hadith prohibiting this habit, or they refer to the surrounding areas of Madina as Yathrib, but not to the city of Madina. The writer of Roohul Bayaan has stated that the people of Amaliqa had settled in this area.

14. And if the armies were entered upon them from the sides of Madina, and they would have asked 33 to wage a war on them, they would not have occupied it (battlefield) except for a little time.

33. This means that if our homes become so insecure that anybody can get into them as they please and the enemy can get into them and force the inmates to give up their faith. Then these people immediately became apostates because there is no faith in their hearts.

15. And certainly they had already pledged with Allah before their leader was Yathrib bin Abeel bin Mohla Beel bin Aus bin Amilaq bin Laado bin Eram. Therefore this area was called Yathrib. Or, this word has been formed from THARB - meaning hardship.

30. The hypocrites had told their friends that power of the infidels had increased; therefore, they should not stop there any longer, but instead return to their homes. In response, all the hypocrites left the field. Those who remained behind became identified as the sincere believers, while those who ran from there were the hypocrites.

31. The tribes of Bani Salmah and Bani Haritha made flimsy excuses to seek permission to return from the battlefield. The first group had departed without permission to leave. while the second group was seeking permission.

32. Allah Almighty had included both these groups among those who had ran from the battlefield and declared them as equal culprits.
17. Please declare: ‘Who is that besides Allah, if you do not find for yourselves a helper other than Allah, if He be your Lord?’

18. Death is certain to come and you cannot escape it. After running away from the battlefield, death will certainly strike you, just as it has struck all those who were killed in Jewish times. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

19. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

20. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished.

21. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

22. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

23. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished.

24. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

25. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

26. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

27. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

28. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

29. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

30. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

31. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

32. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

33. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

34. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

35. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

36. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.

37. Your flight will never profit you. You will be found dead or killed, and the one who is found dead will not be allowed to enjoy life in the world and will be punished.

38. Please declare: ‘This means that through the running away from the battlefield and the flight of the enemy, you will not find any worldly benefit. If you are killed, you will certainly be in a better state than those who are killed in the battle. Whether you are killed in the battle or die of natural causes, you will be punished. The people of the Book, who believe in God and His Messenger, are the closest to the people of this world and time, but a little of the world.
18. Undoubtedly, Allah knows those of you who hinder others (from Holy War) and say to their brothers, come to our side. And they come not to the battle but a little.

39. The Jews had sent a secret message to the hypocrites that we are your sincere supporters. If you stay with the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم, then Abu Sufyaan will destroy you completely. But, if you come to us you will not be harmed. The hypocrites secretly warned the believers of the frightening consequences of a confrontation with the Quraysh. But the more the hypocrites tried to instill fear in the believers, the more resolute became their faith and their fortitude would increase. They would say that since we all have to die, than what better way to die than at the feet of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم.

40. Even that was for show or an endeavour to deceive or dampen the spirit of the believers. Thus, their participation in holy war is not an act of worship, but an act of infidelity.

19. They are reluctant in helping you. But when the time of fear comes to them, you will see them looking at you. Their eyes are rolling as if death has approached them. Then when the time of fear has passed away, they began to taunt you with a sharp tongue, being greedy of the booty. These people have never believed, therefore Allah has nullified their works, and this is an easy thing for Allah.

41. Like at the time of drowning or death, the eyes turn as if they are swimming in water.

42. The colour of their faces reveal the fear in their hearts, while in a similar situation, signs of contentment are seen on the faces of the believers.

43. In that the believers should be victorious and the spoils of war should come into their hands.

44. And they say that they should be given a greater portion of the spoils of war, because we had fought boldly, and that you were victorious because of us.

45. This tells us that not giving support on time and making verbal claims of love, is the practice of the hypocrites. The dignified
manner of the believer is that they speak little, but act more. Therefore, Allah Almighty has given us one tongue to speak, but two limbs to do other work.

46. He would destroy the pious deeds of the hypocrites. This tells us that no good deed is accepted with faith, while all the good deeds and charities of the hypocrites and infidels are in vain, just like the house is ruined with the foundation. It should be remembered that, here, by causing to destroy is meant to reveal the destruction. Otherwise, from the beginning their good deeds were correct.

47. Therefore, Allah Almighty has the power to reject the good deeds in a split of a second, and forgive the evil deeds of a lifetime within a second.

20. They are thinking that the allies 48 of infidels have not yet gone, and if the allies come again, they would wish to be in the desert with the Arabs (Bedouins) enquiring 49 about your news. If they would have been among you, even then they would not have thought 50 but a little.

48. This means the condition of cowardice of these hypocrites is such that after the infidels had run away from the battlefield due to the severe winds and the help of the angels, yet, their hearts still do not accept it. They are under the impression that the enemy has not yet run away from the battlefield, but are waiting to come.

49. This means the discouraging and cowardly nature of the hypocrites is such that, though impossible, if the army of the infidels were to attack Madina Munawwarah again, then on this occasion they would leave Madina and run into the villages and would ask the people about the outcome of the battle. By themselves, they will never have the courage to come to Madina Shareef! It should be remembered that this statement is by way of an obligation, because our Holy Prophet ﷺ had given the information after the Battle of the Trench that, in future, if Allah wills, we were to attack them, they would not be able to attack us. With the bounty of Allah Almighty, the same had taken place.

50. This means had there been another Battle of the Trench, and they had gone to participate in it, it would have been only for a show. This statement is based on fate and obligation.

SECTION 3

21. Certainly you have an excellent model in the following 51 of the Messenger of Allah, for him who hopes in Allah and the Last Day, and (who) remembers 52 Allah in abundance.

51. This tells us that the Holy Prophet’s ﷺ entire life is an example for the entire creation from which no aspect would be excluded. It could also mean that Allah Almighty had made the entire life of the Holy Prophet ﷺ an example...
of His power. This tells us that a truly successful life is that which is designed on his footsteps. If our living, dying, sleeping, staying awake are all designed on the footsteps of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم, then all these activities would be an act of worship. There are five things found in a model: it is completed in every respect; it is kept clean from foreign impurities; it is not kept hidden; its inventor becomes happy on its praise; the inventor becomes displeased with the one who tries to find fault in it. All these five points are found in the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم. 52. The Islamic scholars say that if these three qualities are found in any believer: obedience to the Holy Prophet, places hope in Allah Almighty and abundance of remembrance of Allah Almighty, he would be able to stay in comfort in this world and the Hereafter. Such a person will always obtain patience in adversity and gratitude in prosperity.

And when the believers saw the allies (of the infidels) they said: “This is what Allah and His Messenger promised us.” And Allah and His Messenger spoke the truth, and it only increased them in faith and submission (to the pleasure of Allah).

Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas (May Allah be pleased with him) said that the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم had already informed them that the army of the enemy would be attacking you within nine or ten nights. When the believers saw these armies, their faith had gained greater strength because they had seen the Prophet before their eyes.

Among believers are men who have made true the pledge they had made with Allah. There are some of them, who have fulfilled their vows, and some are still waiting, and they do not change in the least.

Like Hazrat Uthman- e-Ghani, Talha, Saeed ibn Hamzah, Hazrat Mus'ab ibn Umar (May Allah be pleased with them) as these persons had made a promise to all that if they got the opportunity of participating in Holy War, they would remain firm. When the time came, they did exactly as they had promised. From this we learn that the good deeds of the Noble Companions have been successful because Allah Almighty has verified their success.

In that they gained martyrdom in the state of being firm on the battlefield, like Hazrat Hamzah and Hazrat Mus'ab bin Umar (May Allah be pleased with them).

It means that up to now they have not yet gained martyrdom, but they are longing so much for it, like the groom who looks forward
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have not abandoned their faith. When Hazrat Anas ibn Nadar heard, in the Battle of Uhud, that the Holy Prophet had been martyred, he said now there is no taste left in life, I will also follow the same path. Saying this, he attacked the enemy. When his body was found after the battle, it had eighty-three wounds.

24. That Allah may reward the truthful for their truth, and punish the hypocrites if He so wills, or may turn towards them with mercy. Undoubtedly Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

Thus, the reward, which Allah Almighty had given to them in this world, is before our eyes in the manner that their devotees annually remember them. Time destroys everything, but their remembrance has not been erased.

25. And Allah turned back the infidels in their hearts burning. They did not obtain any advantage. And Allah sufficed the believers in the fight, and Allah is Powerful, Honourable.

This means that the infidels of the Battle of the Trench who had come with the hope, did not find the fulfillment of these. Instead, they had to leave the battlefield in total disarray and shame.

26. And brought down those of the people of the Book, who had helped them from their fortresses, and He cast terror in their hearts. You slew a group of them, and you made captive the others.

In this verse there is a discussion on the Battle of Quraisyah which had taken place in the Takbeers of the angels. From this we learn that if Allah Almighty so wishes, He can save the believers from the infidels through strong winds and His Beloved Prophet's prayer, or remove the Pharaoh through the weak web of the spider. If He so wishes, He can remove the Pharaoh from a strong fort and cause him to drown and destroy the elephants through the swallow-like birds.
had entered into a treaty with Banu Quraizah that they would not help the enemy opposing the believers. In the Battle of the Trench they broke this agreement. When the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم returned successfully from the battle, he was washing his blessed head in the afternoon at the house of Hazrat Zainab (May Allah be pleased with her). At that time Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) came and said "Oh Messenger of Allah صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم you have already disarmed yourself, yet the angels are still armed. It is the command of Allah Almighty that you should wage war on the Bani Quraizah". In response, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم declared in Madina Munawwarah that all the believers should march to Banu Quraizah and perform Salatul Asr there. On learning this, all got ready. After Asr, some departed and some reached there after Esha, but performed their Asr on reaching there; at which no one objected. This tells us that on error of jurisprudence, there is no punishment. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم appointed Hazrat Abdullah ibn Umme Maktoom his deputy in Madina Munawwarah, gave Hazrat Alli the flag of Islam and besieged all the buildings of Banu Quraizah. This siege lasted for twenty-five days. Eventually, after their patience became exhausted, they came out of the fort at the suggestion of Hazrat Sa’id bin Muaz who ordered that their women and children should be captured and their youth should be put to the sword. Thus, trenches were dug in Madina Munawwarah and all their youths who had reached the age of puberty were slain. These numbered six hundred. The women and children captured were seven hundred. The believers seized their property and wealth as spoils of war. Rehana bint Shamool was presented to the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم in captivity. She was freed and married to him. In this battle, fifteen hundred swords, three hundred armours, two thousand spears, five hundred shields and an abundance of wealth, livestock and land came into Muslim hands (Tafseer Roohul Bayaaan and Khazainul Irfaan)

64. This tells us that there is a natural awe in the hearts of the infidels for the believers. The greater the faith, the greater would be the awe. In fact, the awe of the believers was in the hearts of the animals as well. A lion came in the presence of Hazrat Safeenah, wagging its tail like a dog.

65. Their youth should be slain and their women and minor children should be captured.

66. This tells us that the abandoned lands of the infidels is the property of the Islamic state and Muslims can bring them into use by the permission of the state.

67. It has been intended by Allah Almighty to grant the believers much more land than that belonging to Banu Quraizah, where their feet had not yet reached. By this land is meant either the land of Khaibar which came into Muslim control immediately after the Battle of Banu Quraizah, or it refers to the general Muslim conquests which took place during the period of the rule of the Companions, or due to the Muslim conquests until the Day of Judgement. Allah Almighty has fulfilled His promise.

SECTION 4

28. O Prophet (Communicator of the hidden news) say to your wives 68:
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"If they wish the life of this world and its adornments 69 then come, I provide you wealth 70 and leave you in a handsome manner 71."

68. Reason for its Revelation

The wives of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had once requested him for worldly goods and an increase in their house allowance, which seemed unbearable to him, as his homes were an embodiment of piety and contentment. In response to this, a verse was revealed in which the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم were given authority, which is mentioned hereafter. It should be remembered that at that point in time, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had nine wives, five were from the Quraish families: Hazrat Aisha, Hazrat Hafsa, Umme Habiba bint Abu Sufyaan, Umme Salmah bint Abu Umayyah, and four were non-Quraish: Zainab bint Jashash, Maimoonah bint Harth, Safeenah bint Hay and Juwairiyah bint Harth Mutaqiyah (May Allah be pleased with them) (Tafsir Khazamul Ithna).

69. This means that if your desire is for worldly comforts then take divorce from me, but if you desire the nearness of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, then you should bear the hardship and poverty of our homes. Learn to exercise patience and contentment.

70. From this emerge two issues:

1. To give the wife the power of divorce.

29. And if you desire company of Allah and His Messenger and the home of the Hereafter 72, then undoubtedly Allah has kept prepared the doers of good among you a great reward 73.

72. This tells us that to choose the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is in reality choosing Allah Almighty and the Day of Judgement. He who has obtained the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has in reality obtained Allah Almighty and His entire creation. He who distances himself from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has indeed distanced himself from Allah Almighty.

73. The مَنْ in the pronominal suffix 'from you' is for the narrative and not for subordination, because all the pure wives of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are the leaders of piety. From this we learn that...
reward of the pious deeds of the pure wives of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is greater than the rewards of the pious deeds of the entire world. Its commentary is the Hadith:

30. O wives of the Prophet! Whoso of you dares 74 to do open indecency (against modesty) shall have double 75 punishment in comparison to others. And this is easy 76 for Allah.

74. Here, the words “against manifest modesty” denote the disobedience of the husband because by "the modesty" is meant adultery or sodomy while immodesty is meant common sin.

75. From this we learn that the pious wives of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم are superior to all the ladies of the world because the punishment of the sin is there because the bounties of Allah Almighty upon them are greater. This censure is like when Allah Almighty on the Day of the Covenant has said to the Prophets: "Now, any who turn away from this, then they are the disobedient" (S3:V82). Thus, the Rafis cannot declare any proof for their wrong beliefs from this verse.

76. This tells us that the punishment for sins of a person of higher status is more severe, because Allah Almighty showers His Mercy and Kindness more upon them. Thus, we should make every effort to abstain from evil deeds.

31. And whoso of you remain obedient 77 to Allah and His Messenger, and do good deeds, We shall double 78 your reward, in comparison to (wives of) others, and We have kept prepared ready for you an honourable provision 79.

77. This means you should continue to obey Allah Almighty and His Beloved Rasool صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and remain firm on it. Here, too, the preposition 'from' is for narration purposes and not brevity, because all the pure wives of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم are totally obedient to Allah Almighty and His Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. This tells us that the obedience of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is in reality obedience of Allah Almighty.

78. In that while those who receive the reward of fifty thousand in Madina for one good deed, you will receive the reward of one hundred thousand. This is because one part of the reward would be obedience and piety and the second portion would be for obtaining the pleasure of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم which is available to you, but not to others. From this we learn that in the matter of this command, the pure wives of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم are superior to his children, because their reward for a good deed is double.

79. This means that besides this double reward, there is a special sustenance for them in Paradise, specified for them only. From this we learn that the pure wives are superior to the pious children, because they would enjoy the company of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم in Paradise and would be entitled to special sustenance, about which no one has any knowledge.
32. O wives of the Prophet! You are not like other women. If you fear Allah be not so polite in your speech lest some in whose heart is a disease should feel tempted. And yet, speak good words.

80 In fact, you are superior to all the women of the world, before you and after you. From the time of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) until the Day of Judgement, no woman will equal your status. We further understand that the pure wives of the Messenger of Allah صل الله عليه وسلم are superior to his blessed children because of their connection with the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم. Here the word woman refers exclusively to the wives of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم. We also learn that since there is no woman who can be compared with the wives of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم in status, then in the same token no one in the entire creation can be compared to the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم.

Those people who claim to be like the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم should reflect on this verse.

81 Here the word 'if' is not used for doubt, but for expressing the importance of the subject e.g. if a father tells his obedient son, if you are my son, remain obedient to me.

82 From this emerge two issues:
1. In times of need these pure wives were allowed to speak to wretched infidels.
2. Although they are the mothers of all the believers, yet they had been commanded to speak from behind the curtain. The manner of speech should not be supple and sweet and the tone must not be delicate and coquettish.

33. And stay in your houses and be not unveiled like that of the unveiling of the days of ignorance (Period of Jahiliyyah). And establish prayer and pay Zakaat and obey the Commands of Allah and His Messenger. Allah only desires to keep you away from all uncleanness O people of the house (of the Prophet) and keep you well purified after cleansing you thoroughly.

83 From this we learn that covering up or 'hijab' is obligatory upon the women and it is forbidden upon them to leave their homes without any valid reason. Also, the blessed wives of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم are his household members - AHWAL BAAL because the homes of the Messenger of Allah صل الله عليه وسلم are linked to him. It should be remembered that here the homes linked to them are in terms of residence, not as worship, because the property of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم is under the laws of inheritance.

84 This means like the women before Islam would leave their homes and in full make up. How nice it would be if the women of today could take a lesson from this, because they are certainly not greater than these mothers of the believers. The author of Roohul Bayan has stated that the former period of Jahiliyyah is between the time of Hazrat
wives and children of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are all his household members. The inclusion of the children in the household members is deduced from the following Hadith: "Oh Allah, they are my household members". The inclusion of the pure wives, especially Hazrat Aisha (May Allah be pleased with them) is understood from the following verse: "And remember, O Beloved, when you came out from the house in the morning, assigning to the believers..." (S3:V121). The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم left for the Battle of Uhud from the house of Hazrat Aisha Siddiquah whom Allah Almighty has called "your household".

88. In that He did not allow you to be polluted with the impurities of sin and immoral habits. It does not mean - May Allah forbid! That up to now you had sinned, but now He has purified you. From this verse emerge two issues:

1. The blessed wives and children of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are pure from all sins. The participation of Hazrat Aisha (May Allah be pleased with her) in a battle against Hazrat Alli (May Allah be pleased with him) was not a sin, but an error of interpretation, because all the wives of the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم have been purified from all sins.

2. The wives of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are indeed his household members, because all these verses are addressed to them.

And remember what is recited in your homes from the revelations of Allah and His Wisdom. Surely Allah knows every subtlety and is All-Aware.

This means Oh you blessed wives, your homes are mines of information of the Holy Nura'an and the Hadith Shareef, from which the sun of Prophethood is shining brightly. It therefore, becomes your duty that you should excel every woman in piety.
and women, all the believing men and women, and the obedient men and women, and the truthful men and women, and the steadfast men and women, and the humble men and women, and the almsgiving men and women, and the fasting men and women, who guard their chastity, and men and women who remember Allah much, for all of them Allah has kept prepared forgiveness and a great reward.

90. Reason for its Revelation
When the beautiful attributes of the blessed waves of the Holy Prophet were revealed in the above verses, Hazrat Asma bint Amees and some other believing women said that "had there been any good qualities in us, then such verses would have been revealed regarding us, and we too would have been mentioned in the Holy Quran." In response to it, this verse was revealed (Fathur Rashed Bahadur).

91. In these verses, ten virtues of men have been mentioned with the women. Here, 'Islam' denotes obedience to Allah and His Messengers. صبره وروى وطاعة by 'Faith' is meant correct beliefs. 'Faith' signifies inner obedience. "Iman" denotes being firm in the obedience of Allah Almighty and opposing inner desires and not to show fear at the time of hardship. The word 'humility' reflects being in Salaah with the entire presence of mind. The other attributes mentioned are self-explanatory.

92. Remember Allah Almighty with your heart and tongue, or to remember Allah Almighty in other ways besides Salaah, or to remember Allah Almighty at all times during the day and night, or establishing Tahajjud Salaah as part of the daily routine, or to be engaged in the acquisition of religious knowledge. All these activities are included in abundant remembrance of Allah Almighty. In short, there are many forms of abundant remembrance.

36. And it is not befitting for a Muslim man and a Muslim woman, when Allah and His Messenger have decreed something that they should have any choice in their matters, and whoever disobeys Allah and His Messenger he has strayed away manifestly.

93. Reason for its Revelation
This verse was revealed regarding Hazrat Zainab bint Jahash, her brother Abdullah bint Jahash and their mother, 'Ummamah bint Abdul Muttalib, the aunt of our Beloved Prophet. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had sent a proposal of marriage to Hazrat Zainab for Hazrat Zaid bin
Harith, his adopted son. Hazrat Zainab turned this down. Regarding it, this verse was revealed, after which Hazrat Zainab accepted the proposal and got married to Hazrat Zaid.

94. This tells us that there is a difference between the command and counselling of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Everyone has to submit to his command, but he has the right to accept or reject the counselling. It is for this reason that "When Allah and His Messenger have decreed" is used here. At another place it has been stated: "And consult them in the affairs" (S3:V159).

95. This tells us that before the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, the believer has no consideration over his own personal affairs. If the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم makes the lawfully wedded wife of Hazrat Ka'b unlawful, then she will be unlawful for him. In 37. And O Beloved! Remember when you did say to him upon whom Allah bestowed a favour 97, and you had bestowed 98 a favour, keep your wife with yourself 99 and fear Allah 100. And you had in your heart what Allah willed to disclose 101, and you were afraid of the people's taunting 102 remarks. And Allah has the greater right that you should fear Him 103. But when Zaid severed relations with her, and gave her in marriage 104 to you, so that there should be no difficulty upon the believers in respect of the wives of their adopted sons when they have accomplished their purpose with them. And Allah's order is bound to be fulfilled 105.

97. This means Hazrat Zaid bin Harith upon whom, even, Allah Almighty had bestowed His blessings by granting him faith, mystical knowledge and picity. My Beloved, you too have bestowed favours upon him by making him your pious Companion, bear with all his ways. Or, that faith, mystical knowledge and companionship are the favours of Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

98. From this we learn that it is permissible to say that Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم granted
this favour upon me, of Allah Almighty and His Rasool made us wealthy. Says Allah Almighty "That Allah and His Messenger have enriched them" (89 Y74).

99. After the marriage of Hazrat Zaid and Hazrat Zainab had taken place, they could not maintain a cordial relationship with each other. Once Hazrat Zaid complained about Hazrat Zainab's harsh mood. His reason was obvious. Hazrat Zainab was a very attractive woman. She was the cousin of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم, and came from a noble family. Hazrat Zaid was dark looking and poor. It was well known that he was a freed slave. For that reason she could not maintain cordial relations with him. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم advised Hazrat Zaid to remain good to his wife and not to separate.

100. Do not accuse your wife, nor detame her.

101. Revelation had already come to the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم that Hazrat Zainab will not be able to maintain cordial relations with Hazrat Zaid and it will eventually result in divorce. She will then marry the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم, so that the custom of the Days of Ignorance, that the wife of the adopted son is unlawful, would be abolished through it. However, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم did not disclose this Divine order. From this we learn that although the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم is fully aware of everything, but due to wisdom, he does not disclose all of them that, although the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم is fully aware of everything, but due to wisdom, he does not disclose all of them.

102. This means that the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم feared that if he gets married to Hazrat Zainab, the people would taunt him that he had entered into marriage with his daughter-in-law. From this we learn that to safeguard oneself from the taunting of the people and to protect your honour is the practice of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم.

103. This tells us that worldly considerations should be sacrificed for religious considerations, because even if there was fear of taunting in this marriage, the important thing was to reveal one religious issue through it. Thus, no consideration was given to any such taunting, etc.

104. From this, an important issue emerges:

I. The deeds of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم are indeed deeds of Allah Almighty. Observe, marriage to Hazrat Zainab was entered into by the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم, but Almighty Allah says it was He who made it happen. When the parents get their children married to evil women, then how did Allah Almighty get His Beloved Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم married to evil women.

105. This means that through this marriage of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم an example will be established for all times until the Day of Judgement. After this, the believers will not hesitate to get married to the wives of their adopted sons because, neither are adopted sons our biological sons, nor are their wives our daughters-in-law. Thus, after the period of Iddat, Hazrat Zaid himself was sent with the proposal by the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم to seek the hand of Hazrat Zainab in marriage. Hazrat Zaid in total humility, respect and shame conveyed the proposal. To this, Hazrat Zainab replied, "I do not have any view to express in this matter. What is acceptable to my Lord, will be happy with it".

38. There is no hindrance for the Prophet regarding that which Allah
has appointed 106 for him. Such has been the practice of Allah among those who have lived before 107. And the Command of Allah is the ordained destiny 108.

106. This means Oh My Beloved! Do not worry about the taunting of the people. That which Allah Almighty has made lawful, no one has the right to question it.

107. In this verse there is a reply to the taunting of the Jews and Nasara that since the believers are only allowed to marry four wives, why is the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم keeping more wives? In reply, it has been declared that the blessed Prophets have specific laws. Before the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had many wives; e.g.

39. Those who preach the Message of Allah and fear Him, and fear none except Allah. Then Allah is Sufficient as a Reckoner.

109. These great personalities are never afraid of anyone in matters of devotion and obedience.

40. Muhammad 110 is not the father 111 of any of your men. But He is the Messenger 112 of Allah, and the last of the Prophets. And Allah knows 113 of all things.

110. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم possesses one thousand names from which Muhammad and Ahmad are personal names, while the others are attributive names. The word Muhammad in terms of the number of letters and none of the letters bears a dot, is most appropriate to the word Allāh. The numerical value of the word Muhammad in Semitic language is 313. The same number of Rasools had come into the world. The number of Companions who participated in the Battle of Badr is also 313.

111. In this verse there is a reply to the objection of the infidels that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم married the wife of his son Zaid, because in Arab custom the adopted son was regarded as one's own son, and marriage to his wife was regarded as unlawful.

112. From this we learn that a minor child cannot be called a man, because the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had a few sons, but they died in their infancy. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is their father, but they are not men. Also, the Prophets are the fathers of their entire Ummah, but not their brothers. Hence, Prophethood has been mentioned with father; i.e. they are the spiritual fathers of their respective Ummahs. Thus the word
learn that there can be no other prophet after our Holy Prophet ﷺ. If anyone, now, believes in the coming of another prophet or gives the status of Prophethood to any other person, then such a person is an apostate - out of the fold of Islam. Just as LA-IlAAH-IlLAH means that none can be worthy of worship besides Allah Almighty, similarly LA-ABA-BA-TH signifies that no prophet can come after our Holy Prophet ﷺ. Both of these are impossibilities of one type. Likewise, there was no prophet during the time of our beloved Prophet ﷺ; nor could there have been one, because the SEAL OF PROPHETS is one who comes at the end.

SECTION 6

41. O believers! Remember Allah with much frequency.

42. And glorify Him morning and evening.

43. It is He who sends blessings on you, and so do His angels that He may take out of darkness into light; And He is Merciful to the believers.

114 This means he was engaged in glorifying Allah Almighty at all times or especially during the morning and the evening, because at these times the angels of the day and night meet.

115 From this emerge two issues:

1. All the noble Companions and especially Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him), are people of great status because Allah Almighty is sending blessings upon them.

2. It is permissible to send Darood on the progeny and Companions of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, صلى الله عليه وسلم, using his blessed name.

Reason for its Revelation:

When the blessed verse LA-ABA-BA-TH was revealed, Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq asked “has Allah Almighty bestowed special honour upon us humble Knowledge and Wisdom.” From this verse we servants through your medium”! In response, this blessed verse was revealed (Khuzaemul Ifraaum). From this we learn that those who regarded the noble Companions as misguided are rejecting the veracity of this verse.
44. Their salutation on the day they meet Him is “Peace” 117, and He has kept prepared for them an honourable reward.

117. This means they would be greeted by the Angel of Death at the time of their death; or by the angels at the time of resurrection from their graves; or by Ridwaan at the time of entering Paradise, or Allah Almighty will at the time of meeting extend greetings to them. These people will stay with peace and security.

45. O Prophet of Allah (the communicator of the hidden news). Surely, We have sent you as witness and a bearer 118 of glad tidings and a warner 119.

118. The word SHAHID-witness is from MUSHAHIDA-witnessing the Divinity, i.e. We have sent you as the witness of both the worlds. Or sent you as one present at all places where your knowledge and use would continue at all times, e.g. it gives light to the sun at all places. Or sent as a witness over all the believers and infidels so that on the Day of Judgement, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم would be an eyewitness over their deeds, or he gives information in the world of who would be an inmate of Paradise and who would be an inmate of Hell. Thus, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has said: Abu Bakr Siddiq is an inmate of Paradise; Hazrat Hassan and Hazrat Husain are the leaders of the youth of Paradise. Or it could mean that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is present in everybody's heart. This means that he is sent as an eternal beloved of all creation. It is for this reason that wood, camels, etc. cried due to separation from him. And even today, millions of people are his devotees without seeing him.

119. It should be remembered that all the Prophets were witnesses of Allah Almighty, givers of glad tidings of His mercies and blessings and warners of His punishment. Because the Messenger of Allah had seen Paradise and Hell with his own eyes and bore testimony about them. In the testimony of the eyewitness everyone's testimony is verified and there is no need for any other witness. Therefore, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the Seal of the Prophets, whose testimony is final. Says Allah Almighty: "This day I have perfected your religion" (S5:V2). In the presence of the sun, there is no need for a lamp. In the presence of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, there is no need for Mirza Qadyani.

46. And an inviter towards Allah by His Command 120 and blazing 121 sun.

120. From this emerge two issues:

1. The creation is invited towards the personality of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم not only towards his attributes.

2. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the caller and the Prophet of the entire creation because, here, his Prophethood is mentioned without any introductory discussion.

121. The sun of the sky, the light of the heart and the light of the grave are unable to make the day. This true sun of Madina is able to provide light there as well as through his illumination, light is provided in the grave and brightness is created in the heart.
47. And give glad tidings to the believers, that for them is a great bounty of Allah.

122 In that, from all the believers, the believers of the Holy Prophet have the highest status, because they have been blessed with the servitude of the Final

48. And do not do anything for the pleasure of the infidels and the hypocrites, and overlook their annoyance. And put your trust in Allah. And Allah suffices as the Accomplisher.

123 Until the revelation regarding Holy War is not sent. Thereafter wage holy war against the outward infidels, with the sword.

49. O believers! When you marry Muslim women and then divorce them before touching them. In that case you have no period of waiting, which you may count against them. So give some benefit for them and leave them in a noble manner.

124 From this we learn that it is better to marry a believing woman although marriage is permissible with a woman belonging to the People of the Book (Khazainul Irfan).

125 This tells us that even if the husband dies before sexual contact, there is a period of Iddat - seclusion, but in such a divorce, there is no Iddat. We further learn that Iddat is due to the right of the husband. Thus, if the wife is not maintained conjugal rights for a long time, then too, after the divorce she has to observe Iddat, even if there is no possibility of pregnancy.

126 In that if their dowry was determined, and divorce was given before sexual contact, it is compulsory to give them a suit of clothes, otherwise it is optional (Khazain).

127 In that you should fulfill all their rights, to the extent of paying maintenance during the period of Iddat. And if there is no Iddat upon them, then don’t stop them. Let them get married elsewhere without any delay.

50. O Prophet (Communicator of the hidden news)! We have made lawful for you those of your wives
when you pay dower 128, and those women whom your right hand possesses out of those whom Allah has given 129 to you as prisoners of war; and the daughters of your paternal uncles, and daughters of your paternal aunts and the daughters of your maternal uncles, and the daughters of your maternal aunts 130 who migrated 131 with you; and the believing woman, if she presents 133 herself to the Prophet and the Prophet desires to marry her. This provision is especially for you 134, and not for the believing men 135. We know what We have appointed 136 for them concerning their wives and the possession of their hands, the slave girls 137; this specially is yours so that there may not be any hardship 138 on you. And Allah is Forgiving, Merciful 139.

128. From this we learn that it is better to determine the dowry for the marriage and to pay it as soon as possible. But even if none of these is done, Nikah will still be correct and the customary dowry will become obligatory.

129. Whether you marry them after freeing them; e.g. the case with Hazrat Safeenah and Hazrat Juwairiah or keep them like a maid; e.g. Hazrat Mariah Qibtiyah. All these were lawful for the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم did not marry any one of them (Roohul Bayaan).

130. It should be remembered that there are six uncles of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and six aunts. The following are his uncles: Harith, Abu Talib, Zubair, Abdul Ka'bah, Hamzah, Maqoom (Mugheerah), Daraa, Abdul Uzza (Abu Lahab), Abbas, Qisas, Eezak and Hajal. From these only Hazrat Abbas and Hazrat Hamzah accepted Islam. The following are the names of his aunts: Umme Hakeem (Banda), Atika, Bar rah, Awry, Umaymah and Safeeyah. Of these, only Hazrat Safeeyah accepted Islam. There is a doubt about the faith of Atika. He had eight cousins (uncles' daughters): Sabaina, Umme Hakam, Umme Hani, Jamanah, Umme Habibah, Amina, Safeeyah and Arwa. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم did not marry any one of them (Roohul Bayaan).

131. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم did not have any blood maternal aunt or maternal uncle, hence here; Hazrat Amina (May Allah be pleased with her) is regarded from the family ladies, i.e. girls of Bani Zohra who are from the children of Abd e Manaf.

132. In that she migrated from Makkah Muazzamah to Madina Munawwarah because no one migrated with the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم besides Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him). Some scholars have mentioned that only those paternal cousins were lawful for marriage to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم who had migrated from Makkah. It is for this reason that he did not marry Umme Hani because she did not migrate to Madina. Proposal for her by the Messenger of Allah صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم...
was prior to the revelation of this verse. This restriction is one of the distinctive features of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and His Prophet know best (Tafsir Roohul Bayan).

133. In that she should come into marriage with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم without any condition or dowry and he should have accepted her like Maimona bint Harith, Khaliqah bint Hakeem, Umme Shareek, Zainab bint Khuzaimah (Tafsir Ahmed). From this, emerge a few issues:

1. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was not duty-bound to such marriages and dowries.
2. Marriage to any Jewess, Christian or lady from the People of the Book was lawful to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because of the restriction of believing women (Tafsir Roohul Muzammil). This is from the distinctive features of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

134. From this, emerge a few issues:

1. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has been given permission to marry more than four wives.
2. If the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم marries any woman with dowry, then he is not duty-bound to pay it.
3. Even in the matter of laws of Shariah, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is not like us. In matters of Kalimah, Salaah, fasting, marriage, etc., the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم enjoys special peculiarities, which are not for common believers.

135. If a believer marries a woman without determining her dowry, he would be duty-bound to pay the customary dowry. Likewise, he would be duty-bound to the administration of justice.

136. From "upon them" is understood that these laws are for the believers, i.e., in terms of every behaviour and treatment, justice has to be obligatory, dowry to be obligatory with a certainty. From this, we further understand that a minimum amount is to be determined, i.e., ten dinars, there is no limit for its maximum. This is in accordance with the Hanafi school of thought.

137. Although the rights of the marriage are not obligatory on the master of the maid, he is duty-bound for her maintenance. Thus this verse does not contradict the Hanafi school of thought. Similarly, it is obligatory upon the master not to punish the maid slave and not to exact work from her, more than her physical capability.

138. This means these distinctive features with regards to marriage of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم: like marriage without dowry, without justice, permissibility without restriction of the number of wives, were there as not to make things difficult for him.

139. The author of Roohul Bavan has stated that there are thirty women who had given themselves to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, but he did not accept them. He married thirteen wives in the following order: Hazrat Khadijatul, Hazrat Sauda, Hazrat Aisha, Hazrat Hafsa, Hazrat Umm Salma, Hazrat Umm Habibah, Hazrat Juwairiya, Hazrat Safiyah, Hazrat Zainab, Hazrat Maimona, Hazrat Zainab bint Khuzaimah, then a lady from Bani Hilal, then one from Bani Kilaab (May Allah be pleased with them).

51. You may put behind any of your wives you select and may give place near 140 you any of them you like. And if you desire to have any one of those whom you have put aside, there is no blame 141 on you. This is nearer than that their eyes may be cooled and that they may not
grieve, and they may be pleased with what you have given them. And Allah knows what is in the hearts of you all. And Allah is Knowing, Forbearing.

140. From this we understand that the Holy Prophet was not duty-bound to equality in terms of the number of wives and turns due to them. This, too, is his distinctive feature. In spite of this, the Messenger of Allah maintained the highest form of justice with his pure wives, so that people can learn a lesson from it.

141. This means that those wives to whom Huzoor gives revocable divorce or separates them from the right of divorce, or annuls their turn. Thereafter if the Messenger of Allah desires to turn to them, he is given the permission to do so.

142. This means that when these wives come to know that the above-mentioned rights are not his responsibility. Those to whom he grants these rights, they would be regarded as imperial grants. When they understand this, their hearts would be content and thereby no wife will have any complaint against any other wife.

143. Oh believers! We are aware that your hearts are more desirous towards some wives, yet you maintain every care to maintain justice in their treatment. Do not infringe any wife's rights.

52. Thereafter other women are not allowed for you, and nor take other wives in exchange of them, though their beauty please you, but the slave girl, the possession of your hand. And Allah is watchful over everything.

144. This means after these nine wives whom you had given the choice, they had chosen Allah Almighty and His beloved Rasool. The scholars of Islam say that just as the number of wives permissible for a believer is four, likewise the number for the Holy Prophet was nine.

145. This means Oh Prophet! do not give divorce to any of these present wives, because at the time of choice all of them chose you. Hazrat Aisha Siddiqah says this restriction was abrogated from this verse: "Oh Prophet! the Communicator of unseen news, We have made lawful for you those of your wives when you pay dower..." (S33:V50). The Holy Prophet was granted permission for further marriages, but the Holy Prophet declined.

146. It means this restriction is for marriage. There is no restriction on keeping a maid. Thus, after this blessed verse Hazrat Maria Qibtiyyah came into marriage with the Holy Prophet. From her a son was born, whose name was Ebrahim, who died in infancy. Or it could mean that the marriage to a Christian or Jewess was not lawful for the Holy Prophet so that they could not get the status of Mother of the Faithful. However, if anyone from them becomes his maid, then there is no harm in that.
SECTION 7

53. O believers do not enter the houses of the Prophet unless you get permission for a meal, not waiting for its preparation. Yes, when you are invited then enter, and when you have taken your meal then disperse, not this that you may sit down and amuse yourselves in talks. Surely this was causing inconvenience to the Prophet, and he had regard for you. But Allah is not shy of saying the truth. And when you ask them anything of use, ask it of them from behind a curtain. This is for purity of your hearts and their hearts. And it does not behove you that you should annoy the Messenger of Allah, and nor should you ever marry his wives after him. Undoubtedly this is a grievous thing in the sight of Allah.

147 It is that order in which some angels, too, are included. In those houses, even Jibrael Ameen would not enter without permission. Even the Angel of Death sought permission to enter. The sanctity of these houses was next to the Divine Throne. Now, that part of the ground, which is connected with a sacred body, is more sanctified than even the Holy Ka’bah and the Lotty Throne.

148 The Holy Prophet had nine rooms, one for each wife, all of which are now part of Masjid-un-Nabawi. From this blessed verse we learn that the houses of the Prophet were his property, but not his wives. But they had the right of living therein. For this reason these houses, in another place, have been linked to the wives in the following words “These are your houses.”

149 Reason for its Revelation

When the Holy Prophet married Hazrat Zainah, he extended a general invitation for the Waleema. The Companions would come in groups, eat and go. Eventually three people remained seated after completing their meal. Their conversation became lengthy. The blessed house was small and as a result, the household members and especially the Holy Prophet were inconvenienced. The Holy Prophet walked to the other rooms. When he came back, these people were still sitting there. They realized their error and moved away from there. Thereafter, the Prophet went into the house and pulled the curtain in response to it, this verse was revealed.

150 This means after the invitation, do not be present until you have not been called. In short, come after the food is cooked. Come when you are called, after the food is prepared.
In some areas, the custom is to call the people after the food is ready; this custom is based on this blessed verse.

151. This means as soon as you had eaten your meal, go immediately. This tells us that the abode of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is that sacred abode that Allah Almighty Himself is teaching the ways of according respect for it, and the respect of this sanctified abode is carried out by the angels, jinns, humans and animals. In fact, by the entire creation.

152. From this we understand that if the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is caused difficulty through any permissible work, then that work becomes unlawful. In fact, even if the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is caused inconvenience by anyone’s Salaah, then his Salaah becomes unlawful. It is for this reason that Hazrat Ali was forbidden another Nikah, in the lifetime of Bibi Fatimaz Zahra (May Allah be pleased with her). This Nikah was a means of causing displeasure to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Observe, it was not forbidden to talk after eating the meal, but it became forbidden as it caused inconvenience to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

153. Because this great personality is the embodiment of high conduct. Due to this high sense of gracious conduct, he accepts hardships upon his blessed self. He does not tell his guests to go. From this we learn that the guest should realize that they should not stay so long at the place of the host, so as not to become a burden to him.

154. This means at that point in time, it was a correct thing to take you out of the Holy Prophet’s صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم house, and there is no shame for doing something that is right. Thus, the verse does not mean that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم concealed the truth. In fact, it was the excellent conduct of the Messenger of Allah صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم that he did not ask these men to go away, but to remove these men from there was the right of Allah Almighty.

155. This tells us that although the pure wives of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم are the mothers of the believers, the Purdah was obligatory upon them. Thus the wife of the religious and the teacher should maintain purdah with the murheed (disciple) and the student. When those pure and pious ladies were asked to maintain privacy from such pious people as the Noble Companions, then Muslims today should be very cautious in this matter.

156. In maintaining this, there is no chance for the devil to cause any mischief or any person to cause any doubt.

157. This is a general rule that any act that may cause any displeasure to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is forbidden.

158. This means after the worldly demise of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

159. This major sin is absolutely forbidden and to doubt it is infidelity.

54. Whether you disclose anything or conceal it, surely Allah knows 160 all the things.

160. Thus if any person even thinks of marrying the pure wives after the worldly demise of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم, he will be punished severely.

55. There is neither any harm for them in respect of their fathers, or their sons, or their brothers, or their
brothers' sons, or their sisters' sons, or the women of their own faith or their maids (slave women.) And remain fearing Allah. Undoubtedly, everything is in the sight of Allah.

161 Women should be in the presence of these kith and kin and speak to them because they are their uttermost relatives, as well as their close relations with whom they need not maintain privacy.

162 There is no privacy (purdah) between believing women. This means that there is privacy between the believing woman and an infidel woman. Similarly, it is incumbent to maintain privacy with the sinful and loose woman (books of jurisprudence.) For this reason "their women" is used here.

163 Some scholars have stated that a mistress should not maintain privacy with her slave. Hazrat Aisha Siddiqah had said the same. It is for this reason that she had told her slave Zakwaan to lower her into the grave, and after he comes out of the grave he is free. But, the majority of scholars state that there is privacy with him as well. Thus, maidservants are denoted here.

56. Undoubtedly Allah and His Angels send blessings on the Prophet of Allah (the Communicator of the hidden news). O you who believe send blessings upon him and salute him fully well in abundance.

164 From this, a few issues emerge.
1. Recitation of Darood Shareef is superior to all the orders, because in no other command has Allah Almighty included Himself and the angels, i.e., we are doing it and you, too, should do the same, other than Darood Shareef.
2. All the angels, without distinction of rank, are at all times reciting Darood on the Holy Prophet. We are in reality, imploring Allah Almighty to shower His mercy upon us.
3. The descending of Mercy of Allah Almighty upon the Holy Prophet is not dependent on our prayers. When nothing was in existence, at that time, too, Allah Almighty was bestowing His Mercy and Bounty upon His Beloved Messenger. Our recitation of Darood Shareef is a means of begging from Allah Almighty. Through seeking favours of the Holy Prophet, we are in

4. The Holy Prophet is eternally the living Prophet and is therefore listening to everybody's Darood and Salaam (salutations) and giving reply thereto, because the one who does not hear it is forbidden to extend greetings to him, e.g. the one who is engaged in Salaah, or the one who is sleeping, etc.

5. Every believer, at all times and under all conditions, should recite Darood Shareef upon the Holy Prophet, because Allah Almighty and His angels are reciting Darood Shareef at all times.

165 The angels have been assigned to different duties, after the creation of man. Prior to this, they had only two functions for millions of years. To make Saydah and to recite Darood Shareef.
166. It is stated in the Hadith Shareef that in order to complete the Darood Shareef, it is important to mention the progeny of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in it. Thus, in this verse, Darood denotes reciting Darood Shareef on the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and on his beloved progeny (Sawaa-ique).

167. It is obligatory to recite one Darood in one’s lifetime. In every gathering in which the name of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is mentioned repeatedly, it is incumbent (Wajib) to recite Darood Shareef at least once. In Salaah, to recite Darood after Attahiyaat is Sunnat, while to recite Darood Shareef at all times is Mustahab.

168. From this, a few issues emerge:
1. The status of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is greater than that of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace), because the angels prostrated to him once only, but Allah Almighty and His entire creation send Darood Shareef on our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم at all times.
2. In the Darood of Allah Almighty and His angels, Salaam is included. Therefore, only SALAAT is mentioned for them, while for us, SALAAT and SALAAM both are ordered.
3. Only that Darood Shareef is complete which consists of both Darood and Salaam. In Salaah, Darood-e-Ebrahim does not include Salaam because Salaam has been extended in Tashahud already. SALLAH in its entirety is under one injunction. Outside of Salaah, recite those Daroos, which include both Salaat and Salaam. Where the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had taught Darood-e-Ebrahim, it was for the purpose of reciting it in SALLAH. In short, Darood-e-Ebrahim is complete for SALLAH, but incomplete outside it, because it does not contain Salaam.

57. Undoubtedly, those who annoy Allah and His Messenger, Allah’s curse 169 is upon them in the world and the Hereafter. And Allah has kept prepared for them a degrading 170 punishment.

169. From this we learn that any work which causes annoyance to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is forbidden, even though outwardly it may appear to be an act of worship. If anyone’s Salaah causes annoyance to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, his Salaah would be unlawful. But if it causes the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم joy at another person’s omission of Salaah, it is compulsory to omit that Salaah. It is for this reason that the sacrificing of Asr Salaah on the occasion of the Battle of Khaibar, for the sake of not causing any disturbance to the sleep of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, is the highest form of worship.

170. Causing annoyance to Allah Almighty would be by mentioning such attributes of His from which He is pure or to annoy His chosen servants. To cause annoyance to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم would mean to view any action of his as trivial or to taunt it or to stop the holding of programmes to honour him, or attribute any defect to him. Such types of people are worthy of cause in this world and the Hereafter.

58. And those who hurt 171 the believing men and believing women without any reason, they are guilty of false association and an open sin.
171. This verse was revealed regarding those hypocrites who were causing harm and pain to Hazrat Ali Murtaza (May Allah be pleased with him). The scholars state that it is forbidden to harm animals as well. Man, especially the believers, and more especially the progeny of the Holy Prophet ﷺ possess a very lofty status (Khadzamul-Irshad).

172. From this, two issues emerge:

1. Causing pain to the believers, at times, is right, but on other times, it is wrong. To give punishment for wrongdoings is permissible, but it is wrong if it is administered without any valid reason. However, causing pain to the Holy Prophet ﷺ under any circumstances is wrong, because Allah Almighty has used here: “Without doing anything” as a restriction.

2. To cause harm to the believer without any reason is transgression, not infidelity. However, to cause harm to the Prophets is a severe form of infidelity. For this reason, it is referred to here as calumny, while in the previous verse, it has been declared as the means of curse and punishment.

SECTION 8

59. O Prophet! Tell your wives and daughters and Muslim women that they should keep a part of their headgear covered over their faces. This will be more proper, that they may be recognized and they should not be given any trouble. And Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

173. From this we learn that there are more daughters of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. If Fatimaz Zahra (May Allah be pleased with her) were the only daughter, then the plural form of the noun would not have been used. We further understand that the Purdah was obligatory upon the wives and daughters of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, even though they are paragraphs of purity and piety. Purdah is one bounty from the bounties of Paradise. Says Allah Almighty, “There are honors, confined in tun” (55:72). Everybody in Paradise would be pious, yet even there, Purdah will be used. Being without Purdah is the punishment of Hell because in it men and women will be naked in front of one another.

174. The Holy Prophet ﷺ had eight daughters. Four were his own daughters born from Hazrat Khadijah (May Allah be pleased with her), namely Zainah, Ruqayyah, Umme Kulthum and Faatimah (May Allah be pleased with them).

Hazrat Zainah was married to Abu Al-As, Hazrat Ruqayyah and Hazrat Umme Kulthum were married to Hazrat Uthman-e-Ghani, one after another and Hazrat Fatimaz Zahra was married to Hazrat Ali Murtaza (May Allah be pleased with them). All the daughters, except Hazrat Faatimah, left this world during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

175. Hazrat Fatimah (May Allah be pleased with her) left this mundane world six months after her blessed father’s demise. The Holy Prophet ﷺ had four stepdaughters, Burraah, Salmah, Umrah and Warrak, who are the daughters of Umme Salma (May Allah be pleased with her) (Tafsir Roohul Mu’mini).

176. These ladies are free and not slave-made.
because these maids would leave their homes without covering their faces.
177. The hypocrites were in the habit of teasing and harassing these maids. Then, a command was given whereby the free ladies should distinguish themselves before leaving their homes. From this we learn that it is forbidden for men to adopt the mode and style of women and the same applies to women.

60. If the hypocrites and those in whose hearts there is a disease 178, and those who circulate 179 lies in Madina do not desist, We shall surely give you authority 180 over them, then they will not remain with you in Madina but a little 181.

178. A debauched transgressor is a person of evil thoughts and loose manners. It should be remembered that these types of people were indeed the infidels and the hypocrites. No Noble Companion is a transgressor.
179. Those who spread false information about the Islamic army in Madina Munawwarah; that the believers are defeated and the infidels are victorious; or that many believers have been killed, etc. were doing so in order to dishearten the children of the soldiers as well as those who had remained behind in the sacred city of Madina.
180. You would be granted permission to slay them and to banish the others.
181. They would be expelled from Madina Munawwarah. Then they would be able to stay in Madina as long as it takes to empty the city.

61.Cursed they are wherever they are found they shall be seized and be slain 182 one by one.

182. Then their condition would be such that the existing peace would be over. It should be remembered that there was no permission to
distinguish herself from the maid slaves, then it is most important for her to distinguish herself from men. Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) punished that maid who would leave her home wearing the Hijab, like that of free women. We also understand that Purdah is not obligatory upon the maid.

62. This has been the practice of Allah regarding those who have gone before 183. And you shall never find a change in the practice 184 of Allah.

183. The hypocrites of the previous Ummahs would do those types of deeds for which they would be punished.

63. The people ask you concerning the Hour. Please declare: “Its knowledge is with Allah alone,
and what you comprehend about it”. Perhaps the Hour may be near 186.

185 Reason for its Revelation
The polytheists were asking, as a jest, and the Jews were testing the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to find out on which day, date and year, the Day of Judgement would be taking place. This verse was revealed to refute their nonsense. The object of the Jews was that if the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم gave them information about the Day of Judgement, they would be able to say that he is not the true Prophet because this day has been kept a secret in the Lurah. One of the signs of the Final Prophet is that he will not disclose to the people information about the soul, the Day of Judgement and the exact number of the People of the Cave. But if he did not inform them,

64. Surely Allah has cursed the infidels and has kept prepared for them a blazing 187 fire.

187 Because instead of preparing for the Day of Judgement they are wasting the time in play and amusement and waiting to make fun of Islam. This is a sign of being a cursed nation.

65. Wherein they shall abide forever. They shall not find therein any supporter nor any helper 188.

188 This tells us that being permanently in Hell and being without helpers on the Day of Judgement would be for the infidels and the hypocrites. Allah Almighty will save the believers from both these calamities.

66. The day that their faces shall be turned in the fire, they will say: “O would that we had obeyed Allah and obeyed the Messenger 189.

189 Two issues emerge from this
1. All the infidels will be experiencing embarrassment and regret in the Hereafter
2. This regret of theirs will not be beneficial to them, because the place of repentance and regret is the world. Planting a seed out of season will not be of benefit, i.e. it will not bear fruit

67. And they will say: “O our Lord we obeyed our chiefs and our elders 190, and they led us astray from the way”.
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190. Therefore, do not punish us, but instead punish our leaders. Here, the leaders denote the leaders of the infidels who turned their heads in the world towards infidelity. To include the saints and pious sages in this is the height of deception and irreligiousness.

68. "O our Lord, give them double punishment of the Fire and curse them with a great curse 191.”

191. Because we have only gone astray, but our leaders have themselves gone astray and have led others astray.

SECTION 9

69. O believers! Be not like those who had annoyed Musa, then Allah exonerated 192 him of what they spoke 193 of him. And Musa is honourable 194 in the sight of Allah.

192. From this we learn that any person, who looks upon any action of the Prophet with an eye of objection and causes harm to him, is against the dignity of the believers.

193. The Israelites would take a bath in the nude in front of everybody. When Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) would bathe separately in an enclosure, these Israelites would wag their tongues that Musa is suffering from inner diseases and to conceal it, he is taking a bath in privacy. Once, when Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was taking a bath, the stone on which his clothes were kept, ran away with the power of Allah Almighty. When he ran after the stone to grab his clothes, the Israelites then saw that Hazrat Musa had no inner disease. This incident is discussed in the above verse.

From this, a few issues emerge:
1. At all times, a bath must be taken alone in total privacy. This is the blessed practice of the Prophets.
2. To add defects to the Prophets is the ancient practice of the infidels.

3. Allah Almighty removes the objections of the people through His Prophet. To show the faultless physique of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), Allah Almighty had granted the stone the power of movement.

4. In times of need, it is permissible to reveal your body. Observe, even today, the doctor can see any part of the body for the purpose of examination. The mid-wife can see the nudity of the woman. The seeing of the exposed body of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was for the purpose of saving their faith.

194. This tells us that the Prophets of Allah Almighty in His presence are people of great honour and beauty. Those who regard them as dishonourable in the Court of Allah, are dishonourable themselves. Regarding Hazrat Ilsa (On whom be peace), Allah Almighty says: "He shall be dignified in this world and the Hereafter" (S3:V45). In fact, Allah Almighty, through their blessings, grants honour and dignity to their devotees.

70. O believers! Fear Allah and speak the right word.

195. From this we learn that to keep the tongue under control and to safeguard it from lies.
backbiting, tale bearing, using abusive language, etc. is extremely important because Allah Almighty has mentioned the controlling of the tongue, specifically after prayers (Takwa). Otherwise, even this had been included in the concept of prayer. Control of the tongue is the root of all virtues. Thus, for every type of deed there are two limbs, but for speech there is only one, and that is enclosed within the gates of the lips and restricted within the boundary of the thirty-two teeth. Hence, do not keep the tongue unguarded.

71. He will set right your deeds for you, and will forgive you your sins. And whose obeys Allah and His Messenger has achieved great success.

196. He will grant you greater guidance for doing good deeds. Though upholding the obligatory deeds guidance is provided for doing the summats. By holding firm on the summats, a person is guided to do the optional deeds and granted safety from committing sins.

72. Undoubtedly, We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, but they refused to hear it, and were afraid of it, and man bore it. Surely he is the bearer of cruel hardship, the ignorant.

198. By trust, here, is meant all types of religious laws concerning acts of worship, affairs and dealings with the fellow human beings, etc. Or it could mean the fire of Divine love. This is the blaze of that light which urges the entire creation to serve its Master. However, love of Allah Almighty has been bestowed in the heart of man. It should be remembered that, although, the entire creation obeys and sings the praises of Allah Almighty. His obedience is not religiously incumbent upon it that acting upon it is rewardable and omitting it will be punishable. Thus, their acts of worship are neither religious nor included in the trust.

199. This rejection was not due to rebelliousness, but for the purpose of apology because Allah Almighty did not make fulfilling the trust for them obligatory, but they were given the choice.

200. If they were unable to fulfill it, they would be punished. They began to say we do not desire reward and punishment.

201. In that it was asked of Adam (On whom be peace) that the heavens, the earth, the mountains, etc. had refused to accept this trust. So, is he prepared to accept it? Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) replied in the affirmative.

202. Both these words are not used for expressing displeasure, but for expressing love and affection like the Arabic word baraka, heavy voiced, etc. because upon obedience descends mercy, not anger. It is as if Allah Almighty is saying happily about them that this man is really cruel and ignorant in accepting the trust. Which the heavens, the earth, and the mountains refused to hear, especially when he is so weak in comparison to these. It is quite

These conditions and rewards are not the same.

197. From this we learn that a truly successful life is that which is spent in the obedience and service of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet.خلال الله عز وله وسلام.

إذا عرضت الأئمة على السماوات والأرض والجبال فأنى أن يعتصمتها وآشقتها منهما وحليها الإنسان. إنما كان نعمًا جهولاً.
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apparent that by this trust is not meant 'Khilafat' (succession), which was already assigned to Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) from before. Some scholars have commented that the words unjust and ignorant are used for those who had breached this trust, like the infidels and the hypocrites. Therefore, they are mentioned in the next verse. In this case, the address is for censure.

73. So that Allah may torment the hypocrites, men and women and the polytheist men and women 203, and that Allah may accept the repentance of Muslim men and women 204. Allah is forgiving, Merciful.

203. In the word LIYUAZZIBA: So that He may torment, the letter LAM is of consequence and not of purpose, i.e. the consequence of bearing this trust was that those infidels and hypocrites who breached the trust became entitled for Divine punishment, while the believers became worthy of reward.

204. Those who did not breach this trust remained faithful to Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet ﷺ. The gist of it is that this trust became the means of sifting the believers from the infidels.
SURAH SABA
(MAKKAN) Revealed before Hijrah
Verses 54 and Sections 6 833 Words 1512 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful

SECTION 1.

All praise is to Allah, to Whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth, and His is the praise in the Hereafter. And He is the Wise, the Aware.

1. This means every type of praise and excellence is for Allah Almighty, whether indirect or direct, because the praise of the Prophets and Saints, too, in reality, is the praise of Allah Almighty. Who has bestowed these praiseworthy qualities upon them.

2. In that everything is His creation and, in reality, His property because ownership of others is of temporary and apparent nature, while permanent and real ownership is His. Thus, there is no objection on this verse that even we are permanent owners of many things.

3. Two issues emerge from this:

1. On the Day of Judgement nobody will sing the praises of men of the world. Only Almighty Allah’s praises will be sung.

2. The praise of those who are beloved to Allah is, indeed. His praise, because on the Day of Judgement the praise of the Holy Prophet would be sung in abundance. Says Allah Almighty “It is near that your Lord makes you stand at a place where all should praise you” (S17:V79). But, because this praise is indirectly the praise of Allah Almighty, therefore, the reckoning of the verse is correct. It should also be remembered that the praise of the infidels is infidelity or disobedience and impurity. Or forgiving the helpless, praise of those beloved to Allah Almighty is the essence of faith or an act of worship. In the Kalimah Tayyibah there is the praise of the Holy Prophet which is the essence of faith. In Salat, too, there is the praise of the Holy Prophet which is an act of worship.

4. Thus, your indulgence in praise will not go in vain. In fact, you will receive abundant reward for it.

2. He knows what goes into the earth and what comes from it, and what descends from the heavens and what ascends into it. And He is the Merciful, the Forgiving.

5. Like the corpses, treasure troves, and mines. Or, like the raindrops, grains, sperm, etc. In short, Allah Almighty has full knowledge of every hidden thing, whether big or small.

In short, everything from the earth comes forth through His Knowledge and Power.
7. Like water, hail, snowfalls and angels, the revealed Books of Allah Almighty, fate, sustenance, etc. all descend through His Knowledge and Intention.
8. Like vapours, mist, etc. or like angels, the prayers of those beloved to Allah Almighty, or their souls and pious deeds are all within His Knowledge. Almighty Allah is such an excellent Lord who has full knowledge of that which is most lofty and most trivial.
9. Thus, He is worthy of absolute praise. This verse is the proof of the previous verse.

3. And the infidels said: “The Hour 10 will not come to us”. Please declare: “Why not, by my Lord, it will no doubt come to you”. He knows the unseen 11. Not an atom’s weight in the heavens and in the earth can escape 12 from Him, nor anything less than that or greater, but everything is in the Clear Book 13.

10. This means in all His creation or on all the believers. Their purpose was to show that the Day of Judgement would not come to them; they will die before the Day of Judgement because they were rejecting the very concept of the Day of Judgement. Thus, there is no doubt about the discussion that is to follow.

11. Knower of the Unseen is the noun in apposition to Lord. This means that by the oath of the Lord, the Knower of the Unseen, the Day of Judgement shall come. Thus, the meaning is quite clear.
12. The rejectors of Qiyamah had this objection regarding it that after the limbs of the human beings had disintegrated, in such a way that any limb or body of one person may reach that of another person. In this verse the reply to this objection is given in such an exquisite manner, i.e. you have looked at the disintegration of the creation but not at the power and knowledge of the Creator who is fully aware of every part of all the bodies.
13. Two issues emerge from this issue:
1. That every incident of everything in the world is recorded in the Divine Tablet:
2. The Divine Tablet is not concealed from the pious servants of Allah Almighty, but is fully revealed to them.

4. So that He may reward 14 those who believe and do good deeds. These are for whom there is forgiveness and a honourable provision 15.

14. This is the second proof of the Day of Judgement that when you can take an account from your servant for the goods that you have given to him; reward those subservient to you, punish the culprits; then why can’t We reward our beloved servants with rewards? The day of distribution of this reward is called the Day of Judgement. Allah be praised!
5. And those who try hard to defeat Our Signs, for them is the suffering of a painful punishment.

6. They tried to stop the propagation of the Holy Qur’an by calling it magic and poetry.

7. There are two types of efforts in respect of verses of Almighty one is beneficial, the other is destructive. To understand them, or to explain these, to deduce religious issues from them, to extract mystical issues etc. is an act of worship, but to disprove them, to show inconsistency in them, to falsify them, etc. are efforts which lead to infidelity. Here, this second type of effort is indicted. Or the use of verses by stubborn people to defeat and make people helpless is totally forbidden as what takes place in the present day debates. This verse could mean this as well.

8. And those who have been given the knowledge know that what has been revealed to you from your Lord, is the truth and guides to the path of the Honourable, the Laudable.

9. The Noble Companions, or those scholars of the Ummah who declared faith in the Holy Prophet or the Islamic scholars coming up to the Day of Judgement from this, two issues emerge:

1. The status of the Islamic scholars is very high.
2. Only that knowledge is beneficial which leads to the understanding of the Path of Almighty.

10. "Who have been given knowledge" is the object of "who know" the Islamic scholars regard the Holy Qu’raan as the Book of Truth. This tells us that any scholar who does not regard the Holy Prophet and the Holy Qur’aan to be true is, really, no scholar at all, but rather an ignorant person. To understand the Holy Prophet is the true meaning of knowledge.

11. This means Prophethood, the Holy Qur’aan, Hadith, inspired knowledge and true dreams (Tafsir Roolul Mu’ani). Thus, you cannot label this objection on the verse, that since the Holy Qur’aan was revealed gradually, why is the word 'revealed' being used?

12. This means that He shows the path of faith to the infidels, for believers He shows the path of piety, for the true lover He shows the path of union with the beloved and for the devout mystic He shows the path towards the vision of Almighty.

7. The infidels said: “Shall we point you a person who will inform you that when being torn into pieces you become small particles, you are then to be recreated?”

22. From this we understand that to call the Prophet with common words like 'Bashur' or human being, is the practice of the infidels. It is obligatory upon the believers to remember this august personality with such dignified titles which are not even used to call kings, e.g, Prophet of Allah, Messenger of Allah, Intercessor of sinners, etc. Says Allah.
Almighty: "Make not the summoning of the Messenger among yourselves, like one calls the other among you" (S24:V63).

23. This tells us that a shapeless substance is false and meaningless; while parts which cannot be further disintegrated are true, because the meaning of becoming totally into particles is that these particles will not be disintegrated any further. And such a particle,

8. Has he forged a lie against Allah or is he afflicted with madness 25? No, but those who do not believe in the Hereafter are in the punishment and gone too far in error 26.

25. This tells us that a Prophet can never become insane. Prophets are protected from becoming deaf and dumb because they will not be able to fulfill the obligation of propagation if these parts are disabled. However, they can suffer from temporary unconsciousness. Says Allah Almighty: "And Musa fell down uncons-

9. Have they not seen what is before them and what is after them of the heavens and the earth 27? If We will, We may cause them to sink 28 in the earth and cause a piece of the sky to fall upon them. Surely, in it is a sign for every repentant devotee.

27. This means that they are under the total control of Allah Almighty from all sides and are encompassed within the heavens and earth. They stay in My land, yet they oppose my Prophet.

28. Like how Qarun was caused to sink in the ground, with all his treasures.

29. From this we learn that it is possible for the sky to fall and burst. In fact, at the time of the Day of Judgement, this will take place. It in reality, is one that cannot be disintegrated any further (Juzza La Yatajazza). However, if it can break, then it will no longer be 'small particles'.

24. This resurrection will be on their original limbs, but the body will be different in form and shape, i.e. black believers will become white and white infidels will be black.

8. أَفَتَرِى عَلَى اللَّهِ كِنَبًا أَمْ بَدْلًا جَنًّا
بِلْ الْذِّيْنَ أَنْ تُؤْمِنُوا بِالْآخِرَةِ فِي
الْعُذْبَةِ وَالْعَذَابِ الْكَبِيرِ ۩

9. ۗ اَيْنَ يَرُوُّا إِلَى مَا بَيْنَ نَفْسِهِم وَنَفْسٍ
خَلَقُوهُمْ قَبْلَ السَّآئِ وَالأَرْضِ "إِنِّي أُسْقِطُ
تَخْسِيفَ بَيْنَكُمْ وَالْأَرْضَ أُوْسَدًۡاً
عَلَيْهِمْ كَسَافًا قَبْلَ الْسَّآئِ "إِنَّ فِي ذَلِكَ
لَا يَنْيِمُ عَنْ عِبَادِي ۚ يَا بُني ۗ

10. And undoubtedly, We gave to Dawood an excellent grace 50 from

SECTION 2

10. And undoubtedly, We gave to Dawood an excellent grace 50 from
Us. O mountains! Turn towards Allah with him. O birds! Repeat Allah’s Praise with him. And We made the iron soft for him.

In that he blessed them both with Prophethood and kingdom and bestowed special things upon them, which are mentioned later.

In that, when Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) engaged in Lasheeh and Lahseel (glorifying Allah Almighty), then all the mountains and birds would do likewise, in a manner in which they could be heard Otherwise every creation in their own way is glorifying Allah Almighty at all times.

That when it came into the hands of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) it would become soft like candles or dough. Whatever he desired, he could mould without heating or melting it. This took place because once an angel told him that he was a very good person. How I wish he would not take your sustenance from the public treasury. To this, Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) prayed: “Oh Allah! Provide things for my sustenance from an unknown source, so that I need not take anything from the public treasury for my personal use”. In response to this, he was given this miracle. Thereafter, he made armour and made a living from its sale.

11. To make wide coats of mail, and keep regard of the measurement in making, and you all do righteousness. Surely, I see all that you do.

This means that We had taught him to make armour, without the help of a teacher, whose circles would all be equal. He made these armours in accordance with every size and of different kinds.

12. And We made the wind subservient to Sulaiman. Its morning course was of a month’s journey, and its evening stage was of a month’s journey. And We made a stream to flow of molten brass for him. And the jinns worked before him by the Command of His Lord. And those of them who did not obey Our Command, We shall make them taste the punishment of the burning fire.

In the morning he would fly on his throne from his capital city. Damascus and take his afternoon rest in the Persian city of Istakhar and rest in the evening in Kabul (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani and Khazamul Irfan). He became the king of the entire world (Roohul Mu’ani).

This means just as an iron would get soft in the hands of Dawood (On whom be peace), copper was made soft in the hands of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). This means that at his wish, copper would come out of the mine and flow like water (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).
36. Although the jinns were under the control of Hazrat Sulaiman, only a few of them were really artisans. Therefore, the adverb 'few' is used after the preposition 'from'. Thus, there can be no objection raised from this that only a few jinns were under his control and not all the jinns.

37. That those jinns would sit in front of him, in total obedience, doing all the work that was asked of them. However, when they were out of his sight, they would become rebellious. It is for this reason that Allah Almighty had kept the blessed corpse of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) in a standing position, so that the jinns would, obediently, carry out all their duties.

38. This tells us that his dominion was over man, jinns and the air. But, the Prophethood of our Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is obligatory upon every creation. There is a big difference between Prophethood and dominion. Every creation is the follower of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. We are subjects of the kings, not of their followers.

39. In that anyone who disobeys Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) would be punished in Hell for his disobedience. Hazrat Shaikh Sadi says that one angel at the side of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) at all times, would be spitting fire with the mace, striking the jinn who was rebellious. This was, indeed, the punishment of Hell (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). In short, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

13. They made for him what he desired, lofty palaces 40 and statues 41 and troughs of the size of big tanks 42 and anchored 43 cauldrons. O members of the family of Dawood! Give thanks 44. And there are a few 45 of My devotees who are thankful.

40. Their homes and the magnificent mosques, which included the Baitul Muqaddas Shareef. Thus, these jinns built beautiful cities for Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) in Syria and Yemen, as well as forts of Harwaaj, Marwaaj, Sulmeen, Sindh and Faltoom, etc. which have either perished by now or remain as ruins (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

41. Statues of birds out of copper, glass, stones, etc. Likewise, drawing pictures of angels, the blessed Prophets, etc; because in his religion, painting and keeping of pictures and images was not prohibited.

42. From one trough, a thousand people would be able to eat. It should be remembered that JIFAAN (troughs) is the plural of JIFEENAH (trough). A very big trough is called JIFNAH, one smaller than that is called QAS’AH, then SAFPHA and the smallest is MAIKALAH (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

43. Which could not be removed due to its weight and size. These would be climbed by means of steps. These deghs (huge cooking pots) were found in Yemen.

44. By 'progeny' of Dawood (On whom be peace) is meant Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), his entire family and brethren; while by 'gratitude' is meant expressing gratitude, both practically and verbally.

From this, two issues emerge:
1. Gratitude is a great form of worship, which was continued in the times of the previous prophets.
2. The more the bounties of Allah Almighty that are bestowed upon His servants, the more grateful the servant should be to his Creator. Observe, Zakaat is compulsory on the wealthy.

45. You, too, are from these thankful servants. From this we learn that a handful of pious people are better than a large number of sinful people. Mullah Ali Qari, in his 'Sharah Fiqh Akbar' states that believers who design their lives according to the Noble Companions, form the true majority and they should be followed in terms of religious issues.
14. Then when We decreed 40 death for him (Sulaiman), We did not inform the jinns about his death, except the termites 47 of the earth that used to eat his staff. So when he came down on earth, the reality was known by the jinns. If they had known the unseen 48, they would not have been in this degrading 49 punishment.

46. It is stated in some books of commentaries that Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) left this world nine years after the construction of Beitul Muqaddas. Others have stated that this happened while the sacred house was being built. In all probability, the construction had taken place, but plastering and painting had remained incomplete. When the time of his demise came close, he offered dua to Allah Almighty "Oh my Lord, the construction of the Mosque is still incomplete". In response to this dua, Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) was instructed to stand, making the intention of Salaah. He stood in Salaah, taking support from his walking stick. His noble soul was captured in this very state. Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) stood against the stick for one full year. The jinns did not suspect that the great Prophet had passed on, because they were used to seeing him perform Salaah for days in this condition. Therefore, they continued to complete the construction of the Mosque. After a year, when the ants devoured the stick, it fell to the ground. With it, the blessed body of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) dropped to the ground. Seeing this, the jinns disappeared, but by this time, the construction of the Mosque had been completed.

47. From this, we learn that the blessed bodies of the Prophets are saved from decay after their physical demise. Observe, the ants ate the stick, but did not touch the blessed body of

Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). In this light, how could the wolf have eaten Hazrat Yusuf? We further learn that it is permissible to delay the burial procedure of the Prophets after their death, due to religious reasons. See, Hazrat Sulaiman's blessed body was not given the burial rites for one whole year, for the sake of the completion of Beitul Muqaddas. Thus, if the burial rites of the Holy Prophet were delayed due to the issue of Khilafat, it was within the rights of the law.

48. The jinns had claimed that they had the knowledge of the Unseen, but they realized how wrong they were in their assumption.

49. The construction and completion of the Mosque was regarded by these devils as a terrible punishment. Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) had reached the age of fifty-three. He ascended the throne at the age of twelve and ruled for forty years. Two issues emerge from the last verse:

1. You can employ non-believers for the construction of the Masjid, as architects, artisans, etc. Observe, Beitul Muqaddas was built through the labour of the jinns.

2. The believers, alone, obtain benefits from the construction of the mosque, not an infidel. The construction of Beitul Muqaddas is declared as punishment for the devils. Says Allah Almighty "They only inhabit the mosques of Allah, who believe in Allah." (S9:88).

15. Undoubtedly, for Saba (Sheba) 50 there was a sign 51 in their own dwelling place, two gardens on the right hand and on the left. You
eat of the provisions 52 of your Lord and are grateful to Him. Fair is your clean city 53 and a Forgiving 54 Lord.

50. SABA was the name of one of the Arab tribes who are the children of Saba, ibn Yashjab ibn Ya’rab, ibn Quttaan, ibn Amir, ibn Shalikh, ibn Saam, ibn Nuh (On whom be peace).
51. These gardens were found in the city of Ma’arib. Ma’arib is situated about three manzils from Sana’a (a manzil is equal to one stage of a journey). Bilqees was the queen of Saba (Sheba), who married Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).
52. In that these gardens were spread far from her city, forking on both sides of the road.

16. But, they turned 55 away. We sent against them a fierce flood 56 and we exchanged 57 their two gardens with two other gardens, yielding bitter fruit and tamarisk and a few lote 58 trees.

55. In that He sent thirteen Prophets to them, who had reminded them of the Bounties of Allah Almighty. In spite of this, they did not accept faith and totally denied receiving Divine Bounties.
56. Then Allah Almighty punished them by sending severe floods, which destroyed their gardens. Their homes and buildings were buried under the sand and that territory was ruined to such an extent that the Arabs would recite its destruction as an example.
57. This tells us that ingratitude is a means of destruction of bounty. The people of Saba, at one stage, were living in the lap of luxury, but due to their ingratitude, Allah Almighty snatched everything from them.
58. This means how edible plants and trees, generally, grow in jungles, but their fruit is not tasty at all.

17. We rewarded them in this way because of their ungratefulness 59 and We punish only the ungrateful.

59. This tells us that man brings hardship upon himself due to his ingratitude.

18. And We placed between them and the cities that We had blessed, many cities along the way 60 and fixed measured 61 stages (for journey), saying: “Travel in them night and day in safety 62”.

These were laden with such an abundance of fruit that if a person walked in the garden with a basket on his head, it would be filled with the fruit (Khazainul Irfan).
53. Its weather, too, was excellent and it was free from mosquitoes, bugs, snakes, scorpions, etc. The cleanliness and purity of the city was such that any person passing through it would be purified of the lice found on his clothes and on his head (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan).
54. That Allah Almighty forgives most major sins through repentance.
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This means we had established cities between Saba and the Syrian territory, because in this path there were no long jungles so as to ensure that the people of Saba would not find difficulty in travelling, etc. By cities is meant the villages of Syria wherein there were an abundance of fruit and flowers.

This means that from Saba to Syria, cities were established in such short distances that it would not be necessary for the travellers to carry any food or other necessities for the journey. They would take their breakfast in one city and would reach the next city for lunch, by nightfall they would reach the next city. The journey from Yemen and Syria could be undertaken quite easily.

So that there is no danger from rubbers and wild animals. During the day, no fear of hunger and at nightfall, safety and security.

But they said: “O our Lord! Put longer distances in our journeys”. And they wronged themselves. Therefore We made tales of them, and We broke them into pieces with full confusion. Surely in it are signs for every steadfast and grateful person.

The wealthy people of Saba became envious that due to these amenities, there is no longer any difference in travelling conditions between the poor and us. If these settlements were far apart, we would have been able to take with us food, slaves and maidservants and enjoy our journey. There would have been a difference in our mode of travelling and that of the poor. Therefore, they made this dua.

From this we learn that when people’s difficult days are near, they begin to lose their intelligence. They then offer duas, which are harmful to them. Thus, one should always offer duas, which are well known Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet {peace be upon him} are our best well-wishers.

And undoubtedly Iblis (Shaitaan) proved his conjecture true to them. So they followed him, except a party that were believers.

The devil had said in the Court of Allah Almighty that he would mislead man by means of lustful desires, envy, greed, etc. He revealed this action in respect of, not the people of Saba but the infidels in general. This tells us that some conjectures of the infidels are true.

Thus, the verse does not mean that all the Muslims are not on the path of guidance, but just a few. What it really means is that all human beings are not on evidence, but some are. Believers. Here the preposition “from” is used for a few. What it means is that some believers are sincere and pious, and some are the opposite. The first group did not get into...
the trap of the devil; the second became his victims (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

70. Allah be praised! What an exquisite translation! Upon them is the antecedent of infidels, while by knowledge is meant manifested knowledge, i.e., creation of the devil is not without wisdom. Also, the devil does not have divine control over the infidels. Those who themselves have the capacity to go astray, are being led astray. Fire burns that thing which has the capacity to burn. Therefore, stones and sand are not burnt by fire.

71. The rejecters of the Day of Judgement, too, have no certainty about their faith. They are groping in the dark.

72. Thus, all these things are for the knowledge of the people. Allah Almighty is watchful over all things from all times. He is All-Knowing and Omniscient. This word is the explanation of that 'We may show'.

SECTION 3

22. Please declare (O Prophet): “Call upon those whom you assert, besides Allah”. Neither are they owners of even an atom’s weight in the heavens or in the earth, nor have they any share in either of them and nor is anyone of them a helper to Him.

73. This means; Oh idolators! Call upon your false gods in your difficult times and see whether they would respond to your call! They will not listen to your complaints. In this there is no permission for infidelity, but their evil beliefs are discussed.

74. This tells us that not having ownership of anything is for the idols. Prophets and Saints of Allah Almighty, through His bestowal, are the owners of everything. Says Allah Almighty: "Oh Beloved! We have bestowed upon you an abundance of good"(S107:V1). Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) had said: "That I make a form for you out of clay"(S3:V49). In fact, Allah Almighty has ordered the believers that in times of difficulty; they should seek the court of His Beloved Prophet.

Says Allah Almighty: "And when they do injustice unto their souls, then O Beloved, they should come to you, then beg forgiveness of Allah and the Messenger should intercede for them. Then surely, they would find Allah Relenting, Merciful"(S4:V64). In short, this verse is for the idols and not for the Prophets and the saints.

75. These idols are neither partners with Allah Almighty in the process of creation, nor in ownership and disposal of things.

76. These idols would not give assistance to their worshippers, either in this world or in the Hereafter. On the contrary, they would become their enemies in the Hereafter.
23. And no intercession awaits with Him except for him whom He permits, until after giving permission the bewilderment of their hearts is removed, they will ask: “What is it that your Lord has said?” They will say: “Only the truth.” And He is the Exalted, the Great.

77. From this we learn that both intercessor and the interceded require Divine permission. Thus, the permission of intercession is granted to the pious only, to intercede on behalf of the believers only.

78. On the Day of Judgement, the intercessor and the interceded among the believers would at first be plunged into anxiety and fear, but when the permission would be granted to the pious for intercession, then the hearts of the believers would be relieved of this anxiety. It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet ﷺ and some special pious sages are excluded from this fear. Says Allah Almighty, “This Great Terror will not grapple them” (S. 21 V. 103).

24. Please declare: “Who provides for you from the heavens and the earth?” Please declare: “Allah! And surely either we or you are on the right guidance or in clear error.”

81. In that He causes rain to fall from the sky, which causes vegetation to grow, which serves as physical sustenance and through heavenly Prophethood and earthly samothood, he provides spiritual sustenance.

82. In the first instance, the infidels themselves would give this answer that they, too, acknowledge him. If they do not give this reply, then they should do so.

83. This means both you and us are not on the path of guidance, because contrary things cannot be brought together. Similarly, neither can both of us be on heresy, because both contrary things cannot be dismissed. Here, the conjunction "or" is not used for doubt. Any believer, who has doubt in his faith, is an infidel. In fact, this is to get acknowledgment from the infidels that anyone who believes in the Oneness of Allah Almighty and accepts
Him to be the Creator and Master, is without doubt on the path of guidance. Anyone who

25. Please declare: “You will not be asked about our crimes 84 nor shall we be questioned 85 about your deeds”.

84. In your opinion, not in the actual happening because Prophets are free of sins.
85. Because we had preached to you. If you

26. Please declare: “Our Lord shall bring us together. Then He will decide 86 between us with truth”. And He is the Greatest Judge, All-Knowing 87.

86. On the Day of Judgement everybody, at first, would be gathered at one place. Thereafter, believers would be separated from the infidels. Allah Almighty would say: “And today be separate, O you culprits”(S36:V59). This separation would be the practical decision of Allah Almighty. Verbal separation, however,

27. Please declare: “Show 88 me those associates that you have joined 89 with Him”. By no means can you do it. Nay, He is Allah, the Most Honourable, the Most Wise.

88. Here ‘to show’ does not mean apparent showing, because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم always looked at these idols. But here command is given to provide proofs about idolatry, in order to embarrass these idol worshippers, i.e. to tell and show these idols proofs about divinity.
89. They can never prove the divinity of these idols.

28. And (O Beloved Prophet) We have not sent 90 you but for the entire mankind, as a bearer of good news and a warner, but most of the people do not know 92.

90. This tells us that other people have come into this world; while the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم has been sent. Thus, we are responsible for ourselves, while Allah Almighty is responsible for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. An example of this is, going to another country on his own and going to that same country as an ambassador of his country. In short, all have come into the world, but there is a difference in the nature of their
Giving warning is for all creation, while giving glad tidings about Paradise is specifically for man. Thus, there is inconsistency between this verse and other such verses. It should be remembered that if the Holy Prophet ﷺ is sufficient for everybody, there is no need for any other prophet. Just as Allah Almighty is the Lord of the entire universe, there is no need for another Lord.

29. Instead they say: “When will this promise be fulfilled, if you are truthful?”

30. Please declare: “For you is the promise of a day from which you can neither remain behind for a single moment, nor can you go ahead of it.”

By “that day” is meant the Day of Judgement, or the day of their death. It should be remembered that the day of death could be extended through the dua of the pious person. In fact, even the life of Ihis is extended through his own dua. Says Allah Almighty: “He said, You are given time” (87 V15).

SECTION 4

31. And the infidels said: “We shall never believe in this Qur’aan, nor in those Books which were before it.” And if you could see the unjust % will be made to stand before...
their Lord, throwing back on one another the blame. Those who were deemed weak will say to those who were arrogant: “It is but for you 97, otherwise we would surely have been of the believers 98”.

95. This is the statement of the idolators. Otherwise, the People of the Book believed in the Tauraat and Injeel. From this we learn that it is necessary for us to believe in all the heavenly revealed books.

96. On the Day of Judgement the infidels will be made to stand by force to listen to their judgement. The believers will stand happily.

97. And they were not stopping us from accepting faith (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan).

98. Because we had seen the proofs of the Truth of Islam. But because of your heretical talk, we had not accepted Islam. This tells us that such excuses are not acceptable in the Court of Allah Almighty.

Prophets will be interceding for their devotees. These infidels claim that this discussion, on the Day of Judgement, would be taking place between the Peer (religious mentor), murheed (disciple), Prophet and his followers. The interesting thing is that the Murshids themselves have their own disciples. In short, this is not true, but the distortion of the truth. It is stated in Bukhari Shareef that the worst form of infidels are those who apply verses of the infidels for the believers. It should be remembered that these verses are connected with the infidels and their leaders.

32. Those who were swelled with pride will say to those who were deemed weak: “Did we turn you away from the guidance 99 after it came to you? No, you were guilty 100 yourselves”.

99. Never! You are liars. From this we learn that the friendships of the world would be changed into enmities of the Hereafter. Only that friendship will remain which is for the sake of Allah Almighty as has been declared by the Holy Qur’aan at many places.

100. This means in heresy you are equal to us. Thus both of us should be given similar punishment. This verse is the commentary of those verses that say that on the Day of Judgement no one would be interceding, i.e. of the infidels. In fact, those who they hoped would be their intercessors, would become their enemies. Some ignorant people use this verse to disprove that the believers, saints and

33. And those who were deemed weak 101 will say to the boastful: “No, it was your plotting 102 of night and day, when you used to bid us that we should disbelieve in Allah, setting up equals 103 for Him”. And they will conceal remorse when they see 104 the punishment. And We shall put
shackles on the necks of those who had disbelieved 105. What they shall be awarded is but only to the extent of their deeds 106.

101. They had become infidels by following others. This includes those poor infidels who had accepted infidelity because of the wealthy, as well as those ignorant infidels who sold their faith because of the learned. 102. This means day and night you had kept yourselves busy in devising plans of misleading people and were always running after us. In short, the infidels would be revealing the faults of one another. 103. From this, emerge two issues: 1. The rejection of the Holy Prophet by Allah Almighty is indeed the rejection of Allah Almighty, because these infidels were not really rejectors of Allah Almighty, but of the Prophet of Allah. 2. The infidels regarded the idols as equal to Allah Almighty or like Him. For this reason they had become idolators. Says Allah Almighty that they would be saying to their idols: "When we made you equal with the Lord of the Worlds" (S26 V48). 104. This tells us that infidels would try to conceal their regret, but Allah Almighty had revealed it.

105. This tells us that sinful believers will not be carrying shackles in their necks, even though they would be sent into Hell to receive some punishment. This shackle has been determined as a form of punishment for the infidels. We further learn that on the Day of Judgement believers would be distinguished from the infidels. Having shackles in the neck would be the sign of the infidel, while being without it would be the identification of the believer. Says Allah Almighty: "The culprits shall be recognized by their faces" (S55 V41). In short, the punishment of the sinful believer in Hell will be in the form of censure, while that of the infidel would be in the form of both censure and punishment.

106. This tells us that the minor children of the infidels would not be sent into Hell because they did not commit infidelity or evil deeds. Like Paradise, Hell too will not be received without deeds. However, some fortunate people would be receiving Paradise without having performed good deeds.

34. And whenever We sent a warner to any city, the wealthy 107 people thereof said: "Surely we disbelieve 108 that with which you have been sent".

107. From this we learn that in most cases it is the wealthy who oppose the Prophets and the poor become their devotees. This principle will remain until the Day of Judgement, that the wealthy leaders will be in the forefront of piety, or as Allah wills. Even today, this is seen May Allah Almighty grant us wealth from the treasuries of Hazrat Uthman-e-Ghani (May Allah be pleased with him).

108. Reason for its Revelation: These were persons living during the time of the Holy Prophet who were business partners. One went to Syria for business while the other remained in the holy city of Makkah. When the Holy Prophet had proclaimed his Prophethood and its news reached Syria, the Syrian partner wrote to his business associate in Makkah that he should keep him informed about the Holy Prophet. The one in Makkah replied that he had laid claim to Prophethood, but only the poor have accepted him. When this Syrian came to Makkah, Muazzamah he went to the Holy Prophet and after listening to the blessed lecture, he accepted Islam and
said that I bear witness that you are the true Messenger of Allah Almighty. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم asked him, "How did you come to this conclusion?" He replied: "I am the scholar of previously revealed Books wherein I have read that it is always the poor who had always been first to believe in the Prophets." In confirmation of this, the above verse was revealed (Khazainul Irfan).

35. And they said: "We have greater wealth and children, and we are not going to be punished".

109. Just as we are enjoying better comforts in the world than the believers, in the Hereafter, too, we will enjoy the same superiority over them. They were saying this in the form of accusation because they did not believe in the punishment of the Hereafter.

36. Please declare: "Undoubtedly, my Lord expands the provision for whom He pleases, and straitens it for Whom He pleases. But most of the people do not know".

110. The comforts and poverty in the world is not as a result of good deeds and faith. However, comforts and hardships of the Hereafter will be due to one's deeds. Grain and chaff will be found together, but after the thrashing, the grain and the chaff are separated. The world is thus a tillage field to separate the good from the evil.

SECTION 5

37. And neither your wealth, nor your children can bring you near Us in ranks, but those who believe and remain righteous will have double reward for their deeds and they shall be secure in lofty mansions.

111. Oh infidels! The saintly children of the infidel father would not save him from Divine punishment.

112. His wealth and children are a means of obtaining nearness to Allah Almighty, because of the pious deeds of the children the status of the parents is increased. By giving charity and Sadaqah, wealth too helps to gain the same. In fact, every expenditure of the believer is a means of obtaining the nearness of Allah Almighty.

113. He receives the reward of his own good deeds as well as that of his children whom he had made pious before departing from this world. Thus, the pious deeds of the entire Ummah are the means of the Holy Prophet's صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم lofty status, because he establishes the entire garden of piety and faith.

114. Directly or indirectly, his own deeds are directly his, while that of the pious children are indirectly his. Thus, there is no objection against this verse.
38. And those who try to defeat Our Signs; they shall be brought to face the punishment.

115 In that they try to falsify the Quranic verses, silently.

116 This tells us that to enter into debates for the sake of victory or defeat and to recite verses for it is the practice of the infidels and a means of becoming an inmate of Hell. Divine verses should be recited for the purpose of propagating the Religion of Allah Almighty.

39. Please declare: “Surely my Lord expands provision for those whom He pleases of His devotees and straitens from whom He wills”. And whatever you spend in the way of Allah, He will replenish it with more. And He is the Best of Providers.

117 In that sometimes Allah Almighty grants the same person prosperity and adversity.

118 Either only in the Hereafter or both in the Hereafter and in the Hereafter and in the world. i.e. sometimes there is blessing in the worldly wealth. Thus there is no inconsistency in the verse. The Holy Prophet said: “Spend so that it will be spent only because charity does not decrease wealth”.

119 It means, the means through which sustenance comes to you, e.g. the wife receives through the husband, the subjects through the king, the slaves through the master, and the poor through the wealthy. Among all of these, Allah Almighty is the Greatest Sustainer. Thus, you cannot raise objection against this verse that through it, many sustainers are being proven. This is idolatry, because all these are metaphorical mundane sustainers, while Allah Almighty is the True Provider of sustenance. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet said: “Spend in the way of Allah, and whatever you spend in the way of Allah, He will replenish it with more” can be attributed with the qualities of intercessor, benefactor, etc.

40. And (remember) the day when He will gather them together. He will then say to the angels: “Did those men worship you?”

120 On the Day of Judgement, everybody will be assembled together at first. Thereafter all categories of infidels will be separated. After

41. They shall submit: “Glorified be You. You are our Protector, not they”. In fact, they used to worship
the (devil) jinn, as most \textsuperscript{122} of them were believers \textsuperscript{123} in them.

121. Because they were obeying these devils in their worship. Thus, secretly they became the worshippers of these devils and not Us.
122. Here the word 'most' denotes all, because all the infidels were believers of the devils. Or, them is the antecedent of man, in which case it would mean most human beings were believing in the devils, and just a few were believers (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).
123. Here the word faith is used literally and not in terms of religious laws.

42. So, today \textsuperscript{124} none of you shall have power \textsuperscript{125} to do good or bad for one another. And We shall say to the oppressors \textsuperscript{126}: "Taste the punishment of this fire that you had denied".

124. Oh infidels and the devils! This means neither should the infidels provide benefit to the devils, nor should the devils provide benefit to the infidels. Also, that they would be causing harm to one another. All will be plunged into Divine punishment. All of them will be harmed and punished by the angels. Thus, the meaning of this verse is crystal clear.
125. From this we come to know that on the Day of Judgement some believers, with the permission of Allah Almighty, would benefit some other believers, because here this has been said for the infidels. Says Allah Almighty: "The day when neither wealth nor sons shall avail. But he comes before Allah with a sound heart"(S26: Vs 88-89). Some pious sages would be interceding for the sinful believers. For further investigation of this, consult the author's book 'Ilmul Qur'aan'.
126. This means Allah Almighty is saying to the infidels: "Undoubtedly the association with Allah is a tremendous wrong" (S31:V13). This tells us that there will be no talk of taunts with the sinful believers in Hell.

43. And when Our Clear Verses are recited to them they say: "This is not but a man \textsuperscript{127} who desires to turn you away from that which your fathers worshipped \textsuperscript{128}". And they say: "This is nothing but a lie, which is fabricated \textsuperscript{129}". And the infidels say about the truth when it comes to them: "This is nothing but open \textsuperscript{130} magic".

127. This tells us that in trying to claim equality to address the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as man, human being, brother, etc. is the practice of the infidels.
128. From this, emerge two issues:
1. To give priority to the traditions of the ancestors over religious injunctions is the work of the infidels.
2. Any heart, which is bereft of love and dignity for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم can never have the dignity of the Holy Qur'aan.
129. If these people had understood the love and honour of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, they would never have called the Holy Qur’aan calumny. For this reason the Holy Prophet in his very first address of propagation asked of the infidels: “How do you find me to be?”

130. This tells us that the infidels were not certain about anything of theirs; sometimes they called the Holy Qur’aan calumny, sometimes as magic and at other times as poetry and even as a story. Even today, the irreligious sects hold similar views about the Holy QUR’AN, and they too are not sure about any view that they hold. Mirza Qadri sometimes thought he was a prophet, at other times he thought he was Krishna, at other times Allah Almighty, sometimes as Christ, at other times as Husain and at other times as a menstruating woman.

44. And We neither gave them books, which they studied 131, nor did any warner 132 come to them before you (O Muhammad).

131. From this we learn that prior to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, neither heavenly book nor any prophet had come to the entire territory of Arabia. At first, the people were adhering to the religion of Ibrahim (On whom be peace). Thereafter, the majority of them became idolators. The sky, which is lit by the sun, does not require any stars.

45. And those before them rejected (the truth) and these had not yet attained one tenth of what We had given 133 them. But they belied My Messengers. Then, how was My disapproval?

132. After Hazrat Ismael (On whom be peace), Tauheed was sufficient for the adherents of Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace). In this, too, the status of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is apparent. An equally greater reformer is sent to an area, which is steeped in greater evil.

SECTION 6

46. Please declare: “I give you a warning 134 about one thing that you rise up for Allah’s work in twos and singly, then reflect 136. There is no insanity in your companion 137 (Muhammad), who is only a warner to you before 138 a severe punishment.”
134. Just one word of counselling is sufficient for faith, mystical knowledge and piety.

135. They became bereft of stubbornness just for the sake of seeking the path of Truth. This tells us that to stand, sit and assemble for the sake of piety is an act of worship. Religious schools and religious gatherings are all a means of obtaining rewards. For this purpose, private and public gatherings are all acts of worship. From this there is a hint that for the purpose of reflection and pondering, being alone is better than being in a crowd.

136. This tells us that to ponder about the blessed and pure incidents and events in the life of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, too, is an act of worship and a command of Allah Almighty. This gives freshness to one's faith.

47. Please declare: “Let the reward I ask you for it be yours 139. My reward is only upon Allah 140, and He is witness 141 over everything”.

139. Congratulations, keep it safely by you. This means I never requested any payment from you for the purpose of propagation. Or it means whatever requisition I have made in gratitude propagation of the Prophetic mission is beneficial to you yourselves, i.e. to show love for the progeny of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Says Allah Almighty: “Say you ‘I ask not of you any wage for it, but affection in respect of my kinship”(S42:V23); because love and affection for the progeny of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is without doubt beneficial for us (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). However, the forthcoming subject confirms the meaning of the first one.

140. From this we learn to do propagational work without any wages is the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم.

141. Here the word 'witness' does not signify religious witness who can testify in the presence of the judge in favour of the plaintiff. Allah Almighty is the greatest of all Judges, thus in whose court will He testify. In fact, what it denotes is one who witnesses. This means that Allah Almighty is witnessing your and my deeds in such a way like the eyewitness sees the incident. Or it means that just as I am the eyewitness of the Oneness of Allah Almighty in His Personality and His Attributes, in the like manner, Allah Almighty is the witness of my Prophethood and my attributes. He has acknowledged my Prophethood after testifying to it. Blessing the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم with the many miracles, declaring about his love and excellence in the Holy Qur'aan are all examples of Allah Almighty's testimony. Thus, by 'everything' is meant all the excellent qualities of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Thus, there is no objection against the verse that since Allah Almighty is the witness, who is the judge that can give judgement on His testimony. This testimony is formal, which is required for confirmation and lending strength to the claim. It is not religious testimony, which is required for decision-making.
48. Please declare: “Surely my Lord utters only the truth, the Great Knowers of the unseen things”.

142. The Truth is in my heart now, as well as before the revelation of the Holy Qur’aan. Allâh Almighty Himself taught the Holy Prophet about Truth. Thus, the Messenger of Allâh is not tutored by any person.

143. By ‘Truth’ is meant the Holy Qur’aan, Allâh Almighty fulfilled this promise. Until the Day of Judgement, there will be infidelity and idolatory found in Makkah and Madina. No idols will ever be found in the Holy Ka’bah.

144. If I err for myself to my own loss, and if I have been guided, it is on account of what my Lord has revealed to me. Undoubtedly, He is All-Hearing, All-Watching.

145. In it the Holy Prophet has made mention of himself, but it denotes others, i.e. he who had gone astray is due to his own misfortune and he who had obtained guidance, he has done so due to the revelation of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him). Thus, the burden of anyone’s going astray will not be on anyone, but on the one who has gone astray.

146. This means the guidance received by me and the people of the world is due to the revelation received by me.

51. And could you see when they shall be terrified in confusion. But there would be no escape and they would be seized from a nearby place.

147. The fear that the infidels would be experiencing at the time of their death, or at the time when they would be coming out of the grave or on the day of the Battle of Badr

52. And they will say: “We now believe therein”. But how can they get back to it from such a distant place?
get back to it from such a distant 149 place?

149. This means that at that time when they see Divine punishment they would declare faith. Because that place is not for action,

53. That they had disbelieved in it before and they utter conjecture with regard to the unseen from a distant 150 place.

150. This means such baseless babblers who had been uttering nonsense about the dignity of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, which is far from the truth.

54. And a barrier shall be placed between them and that which they desire 151, as was done with the like of them before 152. Surely, they were in deceiving 153 doubt.

151. This means that they would like to repent and accept faith, but they will not be able to do so. A distance would be created between them and repentance.

152. Thus, the Pharaoh declared faith at the time of drowning, but his faith was not accepted. Other nations who were destroyed also tried to declare acknowledgement and acceptance of their Prophets, but it was not accepted.

153. This means that they had no certainty in faith and matters relating to faith. An infidel does not obtain the certainty, which a believer obtains in religion. Most infidels recite Kalimah at the time of their death.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. All praise be to Allah, the Originator of the heavens and the earth, the Appointer of angels as message bearers, who have two, three or four wings. He increases in creation what He pleases. Undoubtedly, Allah is Potent over everything.

The journey from the heaven to the earth within a second. You should also remember that the mention of numbers is not for the negation of limitation or increase. Some angels have many more wings. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had seen six hundred wings of Hazrat Jibreel. The wings of the angels are not like the wings of the birds. Only Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم know their true condition. Observe, the wings of the bat are flesh and blood and it is unique to other birds.

2. Whatever Allah grants from His Mercy for mankind, there is none to withhold it, and whatever He withholds none can release it. And He is the Most Dignified, the Wise.
6. Thus His power in these existing things is not limited, but they are far beyond our imagination. Here, the word 'thing' denotes possibility and not existence.
7. Religious mercy or worldly. Faith, mystical knowledge, sustenance, rain, wealth, image and character are all included in this. Thus, place your trust in Allah Almighty.
8. The commentary of this verse is the following Hadith: "Oh Allah, no one has the power to stop what You can give to anyone".

3. O mankind! Remember the favour of Allah upon you. Is there any creator besides Allah who provides for you from the heavens and the earth? There is none worthy of worship than He. Why then are you turning back?

9. Thus, whatever He has given to anyone has been given with a great deal of wisdom. The one who raises objection to His grant is an ignorant person.
10. This tells us that to remember the bounty of Allah Almighty is an act of worship. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the highest bounty of Allah Almighty, which makes his remembrance an act of worship as well, whether done individually or collectively.

4. If they belie you, then no doubt Messengers have been belied before you. And all affairs return to Allah.

11. In it there is a refutation of the Mu'tazillah sect who regard the servant as the creator of his deeds. This tells us that even our deeds, too, are the creation of Allah Almighty, although we are the causes of them.
12. No one! Thus, in search of sustenance connect your heart with Allah Almighty. All other things are causes of the sustenance, not the Sustainer.

13. Thus do not worship sustenance, nor the causes of it. The idolators worship the harvest, earth, sun, clouds, etc. In the same way, they worship the seasons, as well as the causes of sustenance. This was the very condition of the polytheists of Arabia.
14. Thus, you should not grieve, because the letter 'FA' in the word 'FAQAD' is not one of compensation, but is used to describe the cause of the concealed reward, i.e. do not grieve over their rejection, because the infidels have always been trying to falsify the Prophets, while they had been exercising patience at this. From this we learn that to relieve the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم of his grief is Divine practice.
15. Thus, Allah Almighty will most certainly reward the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم for his propagation and punish the infidels for its rejection.

5. O mankind! Surely, the promise of Allah is true. Therefore, let not the life of this world deceive you and let not the arch deceiver deceive you, regarding the respect of Allah.
6. Undoubtedly the devil (Shaitaan) is your enemy. So, take him only as your enemy. He only assembles his party that they are among the Companions of the burning fire.

19. Because of you he had become the cursed one and was expelled from Paradise. The great Sufi sages say that because of us Allah Almighty expelled the devil (our enemy) from our house, i.e., Paradise. Now it becomes our duty to expel the devil from the house of Allah, i.e., our heart.

20. At no time should you be unmindful of his danger. He has misled many pious worshippers.

7. For the infidels there is a severe penalty and those who believed and have done good deeds, for them is forgiveness and great reward.

22. Eternal disgrace and the punishment of the angels, from which, if Allah wills, the sinful believers will be protected.

23. From this, two issues emerge:

SECTION 2

8. What! Will he whose evil deeds appear fair to him, so much so, that he considers them good, be like him who is guided? Allah leaves such one go astray as He Pleases and guides whom He pleases. So do not
waste yourself in grief for them. Allah Knows well what they do.

24. This verse was revealed in connection with the polytheists of Makkah, like Abu Jahl, who would commit infidelity and sins and then be proud about their actions. They would regard their evil doings as good and the good deeds of the believers as evil. Present day Wahabis, Chakraldis, Mirzaís are included in this category, who express joy by regarding their irreligiousness as religion and their evil deeds as piety. This is the worst type of sin.

25. Here, the Holy Prophet is being addresses, stating that he should not regret that these wretched miscreants have not accepted Islam. By not accepting it they are not harming the Holy Prophet in any way.

9. And Allah is He Who sends the winds that raise the clouds. Then We drive it to a dead land and give life to the earth therewith, after its death. This is how resurrection would be.

26. From its place, because wind, too, has its place of origin. The wind, which is with us at all times, is of a different nature. The author of Tafsir Roohul Bayan has stated that by IRSAAL is meant to send, to open, to leave.

27. By 'dead city' is meant dry and barren ground. Even in this, too, there is a discussion of the power of Allah Almighty, in that clouds come from one place and pour elsewhere. This tells us that it functions in accordance with command of the One Who is All-Powerful.

28. In that if a seed is sown in the ground it will grow. But, if nothing is sown, that natural, wild vegetation will begin to grow, which makes the land green.

29. A few issues emerge from this:

1. Analogy is absolutely correct because Allah Almighty has ordered us to speculate about the conditions of the Hereafter from the conditions of the world.

2. That absolute analogy is reliable in matters of faith. That absolute analogy which is not reliable in matters of beliefs is that analogy which is found to be defective.

10. Whoever desires honour, then (remember) all honour belongs to Allah. Towards Him ascends all pure words, and He exalts the righteous works. And those who plot evil, for them is a severe punishment. And their evil plans will all perish.

30. In this verse there is no negation of bestowing honour upon anyone. Through Divine grant Prophets and their devotees are granted honour. Says Allah Almighty: "Honour is for Allah and His Messenger and the believers" (S63:V8). What is meant is in order to obtain honour, you will have to come to the door of Allah Almighty.

31. This means that Allah Almighty raises in honour good deeds, as they reach faster in the
11. And Allah created you from clay, then from a drop of sperm, then made you pairs of male and female. And no female bears, nor does she give birth, but with His knowledge. And no one whose life is lengthened has life extended or the age of whose is curtailed (can extend it). All this is in a Book. Verily, it is easy for Allah.

34. Or in this way that He created Adam (On whom be peace) from clay and then his children from sperm or that first He created nourishment from the sand, then blood from nourishment, then sperm from the blood, then the human being from the sperm. Thus, the meaning of the blessed verse is clear, without any objection. In this verse proof is provided about the second way of resurrection on the Day of Judgement.

35. Males, females, black, white, fortunate, unfortunate, believers, infidels, sinners, pious Allah Almighty has created pairs of souls as well.

36. In this verse mention is being made of the lofty nature of Divine Knowledge, that He is fully aware of every infant's conception, birth, age and every condition of his. In fact, he whom Allah Almighty provides with His knowledge is also aware of these matters.

37. From the beginning the age would be kept long or short, or the age could increase through the prayer of the pious or through pious deeds, or it could decrease through evil deeds or someone's curse. All this is recorded on the Divine Tablet. Through the prayer of the devil, his lifespan has been increased. Says Allah Almighty: "Allah said, certainly you are of those that are granted respite till the day of the known time." (53:8-9). From the letter P, we learn that this increase in his lifespan is due to his dua.

38. From this we learn that these pious sage whose gaze is on the Divine Tablet, are fully aware of everyone's lifespan, as well as their destiny. In fact, all these are recorded on the Divine Tablet for their information. There is no risk of Allah Almighty forgetting these things. This means recording of lifespan, etc. and all the information of the unseen on the Divine Tablet, or increasing or decreasing anyone's lifespan is very simple for Allah Almighty. Likewise, informing His beloved servant about these matters is very simple.
12. And the two seas are not alike 40. One is palatable, sweet and pleasant 41 to drink, and the other is salty 42, so bitter. And from each you eat fresh meat and take out ornaments 43 to wear. And you see the ships therein, cleaving 44 the water so that you may seek 45 His Bounty and that you be grateful.

40. They are neither equal in taste, nor in benefit, as pearls are taken out from salty water.
41. From this we learn that just as water is the same in appearance but is different in taste; similarly, all human beings are the same in appearance, but some are believers and some are infidels. If sweet and salty oceans are not the same, then how will the believing and non-believing human beings be the same? How can the Prophet and non-Prophet be equal?
42. It should be observed that the fish is a morsel of flesh, which should be eaten when it is fresh. It becomes bad on keeping it. For this reason it is called fresh meat. But, just fish on its own will not be called fish. Therefore, if anyone has vowed not to eat meat, mere eating of fish will not break his vow. As an example, the QUR'AN has called dua as Salaah, but in common terminology, Salaah refers to Namaaz. Thus, this juristic issue does not contradict this verse.
43. Like corals and pearls, which are obtained from salty oceans, yet taking them out is linked with both. Although women wear these ornaments, they are wearing them for men. Therefore, the wearing is linked to men. It should be remembered that pearls are permissible for men to wear, but gold and silver jewellery are forbidden. For further details about the subject consult Fataawa Naeemi.
44. Although the ship is heavy and water is thin and light, the ship does not sink. This is due to the splendour of Allah Almighty.
45. Worldly favours like commerce and business and favours of the Hereafter, like journeys for Hajj and visiting the mazaars of the pious. This tells us that whatever a person receives is from the grace and favour of Allah Almighty.

13. He merges the night with day and He merges 46 the day into the night. And He engages 47 the services of the sun and the moon that each one runs up to an appointed 48 time. This is Allah, your Lord. His is the Kingdom 49 of the entire universe. And those who you worship besides Him, own not even the husk 50 of a date palm.
46. In that during winter the nights are long and the days are short, while in summer the nights are short and the days are long. The cause of this is that the portions of the night are included in the day and that of the day in the night.

47. They never take leave, nor do they go for repairs after becoming defective. This control is beneficial for you.

48. This tells us that the moon, sun and the stars are in motion, not the sky or the earth. These two are completely stationary. Thus the ancient philosophy, which acknowledges that the sky is in motion, is false. Modern science, which advocates that the earth is in motion, is also wrong. By 'appointed time' is meant the Day of Judgement.

49. The demonstrative pronoun "that" does not point to sense or perception, because Allah Almighty is free of sensory perceptions, i.e. He is Lord of immense grandeur and a true King.

50. The Wahabis take the meaning of this verse to be that those Prophets and saints whom you are calling do not listen to you, nor is any Prophet or saint the owner of anything or the provider of needs. On the Day of Judgement these Prophets and saints would deny this call of yours. In other words, they apply verses regarding the infidels to the believers, and those regarding the idols to the Prophets and saints. But, if you ask these foolish people that at the time of the revelation of this verse it was the period of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, so tell us which Companion was calling upon Prophets and saints in his time of difficulty, thus becoming polytheists?

The verb "you worship" is in the present tense. Thus, according to your commentary, all the Noble Companions are polytheists. In addition, this translation of yours is against Quranic verses and Ahadith. Says Allah Almighty. "O Beloved! Undoubtedly, We have bestowed upon you an abundance of good" (S107:V1). The Holy Prophet ﷺ says that I have been given the keys of all the treasuries of the earth. Says Allah Almighty: "To whom Allah bestowed a favour, and you had bestowed a favour" (S533:V37).

The Holy Prophet ﷺ said, "I will intercede for the sinners." In the light of this, can you say that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is not the owner of anything, and will He not be beneficial to us on the Day of Judgement? (May Allah forbid).

14. If you invoke them they will not listen 51 to you, and even if they hear, they cannot grant 52 your wish. And on the Day of Judgement they will deny 53 your associating in their worship. And none can inform 54 you like the (one who is) All Aware.

51. Stones, water, trees, the moon, the sun, etc.
52. Because they are lifeless, inorganic minerals.
53. This has been said regarding the idols. Prophets and saints have been given the capacity to hear and to give a reply. It is for this reason that we extend greetings to the Holy Prophet ﷺ.
54. This means that the conditions of both worlds and the eventual end of the believers and the polytheists, about which We can give information that no one else will give. It should be remembered that the example meant is of informing and not the example of Allah Almighty, as He is free from example and comparison. He says Himself that there is nothing like Him.
stand in need of Allah, and Allah only is He Who is All Independent, All Praised.

55. This means that everyone at all times and under all conditions, is dependent on Allah Almighty. If anyone is in the position to relieve the difficulty of others, it is due to His

16. If He pleases, He may take you away and bring a new creation.

56. In that instead of disobedient, infidel people, you were created into another obedient nation. Or, after destroying this world, He creates another world.

17. And this is not anything difficult for Allah.

18. And no soul bearer of burden will bear the burden of another. And if anyone heavily loaded any other to share its load, no one will bear anything from its burden even though he may be a near relation. O Beloved Prophet your warning is only useful for those who fear your Lord without seeing and establish Salaah. And whose purifies purifies for his own good. And to Allah is the return.

57. On the Day of Judgement no person will be responsible for another person's sins, so that the actual culprit could go free. The leaders of infidelity would be carrying the burden of sins of their followers. This would be the punishment for misleading them.

58. This means that no one out of his own free will would be prepared to carry the burden of anyone. But, at the instruction of Allah Almighty, the burden of the heretics will be on the shoulders of those who were misleading them.

59. Allah be praised! What exquisite translation! the Holy Prophet is the Warner of all the worlds, but only the believers are deriving its benefit. The qualities of these will be mentioned later. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

60. This tells us that only that belief and worship is worthy of acceptance, which is based on the unseen, without any publicity. After their death all the infidels would declare faith, but it will be in vain, because that would be faith of doubt. We further learn that faith on the unseen is an act of excellence. The faith of the Holy Prophet is Faith with excellence of vision, because the Holy Prophet had seen all the concealed worlds, especially during the night of Me'raaj.

61. In that they perform their Salaah regularly with the full presence of heart and mind. This tells us that fear of Allah Almighty is developed through establishing regular Salaah.
62. His heart is purified from the impurities of 
detective beliefs and his body from the impurity 
of evil action.

19. And the blind and the seeing are 
not equal. 

64. Those who can see and those who are blind 
are not the same. E.g. believers and infidels, 
learned and ignorant, those who praise the Holy 
Prophet and those who speak ill of him.

20. And nor the darkness and the 
light. 

65. This means infidelity and Islam. Because 
there were many categories of infidelity, but 
only one faith and Islam. ‘Darkness’ is in the 
plural and ‘light’ is expressed in the singular.

21. And nor the shadow and the head 
of the full sun. 

66. This means truth and falsehood, or 
Paradise and Hell, or reward and punishment, 
or comfort and hardship, or staying in the 
shadow of the Holy Prophet.

22. And the living and the dead can 
ever be equal. Undoubtedly 
Allah causes him to hear whom He 
Pleases, but you cannot make 
those who are lying in their graves 
to hear.

67. By the living is meant the believers, while 
the dead signify the infidels. 

68. If Allah Almighty wishes He could enable 
His beloved servants to hear soft sounds from 
a distance, like Hazrat Sulman (On whom be 
peace) who could hear the sound of the ant 
from a distance of three miles. And if He so 
desires He would not let a person hear the 
sound of the cannon from nearby, by making 
the person totally deaf. If He desires He can enable 
the dead to hear and if He desires, He could 
make some of those that are living to be deaf.

23. You are but a warner. 

70. Hence the Holy Prophet will not be questioned about the 
infidels as to why they had not accepted faith. The 
commentary of this verse is the following verse. 
“You shall not be questioned about the 
inmates of Hell” (S2:V119). The verse does not 
mean that besides being a Warner, the Holy 
Prophet does not possess other 
qualities. The Holy Prophet
worlds, as well as the possessor of innumerable comprehensive attributes. This is limitless

24.O Beloved Prophet! Surely, We have sent you with truth as a bearer of good tidings and as a warner. And for every Ummah a warner has been appointed.

71. Giver of glad tidings of reward to the pious, Warner of punishment to the evildoers. Here, glad tidings do not denote the glad tidings of the Holy Prophet, because that is done with verification.
72. It is stated in Bukhari Shareef that Prophets are from an elevated family. Other families are subservient to them. Thus, the verse does not mean that a Prophet has been from people of differing social status. Here, the word 'warner' is used in the general sense, which includes Prophet, a learned person, a lecturer, etc.

25. And if they belie you, then those before you have already been falsified. There came to them their Messengers with clear proofs, and with the scriptures and the shining Books.

73. Thus, Oh My Beloved! Do not grieve when the infidels try to belie you. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is so beloved to Allah Almighty that He keeps His Beloved happy and content.
74. Those miracles from which their Prophethood is proven.
75. Like Hazrat Shuaib, Hazrat Idris and Hazrat Ebrahimm (On them be peace), who were given Scrolls (SAHIFAH) and Hazrat Musa and Hazrat Dawood (On them be peace), who were given Books. From this, there is a hint that the Scrolls and Books of the previous Prophets had not come in the form of a miracle, like the Holy QUR’AAN is the miracle of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

26. Then We seized the infidels, then how was My abhorrence?

76. This means Allah’s punishment, which had come in different forms.

SECTION 4

27. Have you not seen that Allah has sent down water from the sky and then We bring forth therewith fruits of different colours. And in the mountains are streaks white and red of different colours. And some raven black.
there are paths of white stones, black stones and red stones. These, too, are the examples of Divine Power. In the like manner, the world also has colourful paths of Shariah, based on Islamic Law and Tareeqat (path leading to the realization of Allah Almighty). Then we have Hanafis, Shafis, Malikis and Hanbalis, the four branches of Shariah; and Qadris, Chisulis, Naqshbandis and Soharwardis, the different Sisilahs (chains leading to the realization of Allah Almighty).

82 From this we learn that religious scholars are people of great honour and status, so that Allah Almighty has vested His awe and fear in them. Whoever would be blessed with the fear of Allah, it would be done through the means of the true and pious scholars. Says Allah Almighty: “Say you, are these who know equal to those who know not?” (33:9). However, by men of knowledge are meant those scholars who possess knowledge of religion and whose beliefs and deeds are correct. In the word ‘Al-Ulama’ the letter LAAM is periodical.

83 This tells us that recitation of the Holy QUR’AN is an act of worship. In fact, it is an excellent form of worship because Allah Almighty had mentioned it first. In any case, recitation of the Holy QUR’AN is an act of Ibaadat, whether you understand its meaning or not. Because recitation is kept absolute. It should be remembered that whether you recite the Holy QUR’AN for the purpose of blessing, or in the form of wazzejlah, it is rewardable in either way. Although making small children recite the Holy QUR’AN is an act of worship and a means of obtaining reward, the laws of recitation are not obliged upon them (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ann). Expressing ‘who recite’ in the common tongue has been stated that recitation of the Holy QUR’AN should be done at all times.

84 This means that they recite it regularly and accurately.
85. In the path of Allah Almighty. Poor-due (Zakaat), charity (Sadaqah), Hajj, etc. are all included in it. From the preposition 'from us' it is understood that you need not spend all your wealth. You should save some for your children and family. From this we learn that some charities should be given publicly and some in a concealed manner. Obligatory charity should be given publicly, while it is better to give optional charity without any publicity. For instance, Jummah Salaah and Eidain Salaah should be performed publicly. While Tahajjud Salaah is offered without publicity.

86. From this emerge two issues:
1. Worship should not be performed for worldly name and fame, but solely for the pleasure of Allah Almighty and the benefits of the Hereafter.
2. Do not be certain that your good deeds are going to be accepted, instead, fear their rejection and hope for their acceptance. For this reason, the word 'hope' is used here.

30. That We may give them their reward 88 in full, and give more out of His Bounty. Surely, He is Forgiving, Appreciating.

88. In place of one, He has given ten, or seven hundred, or even more than that. Besides this reward, He blesses the person with His Vision, which will be purely His grant and not the reward of any of our deeds.

31. And the Book We revealed 89 to you is the Truth confirming 90 the Books before it. Verily, Allah is Aware of His devotees and is Seeing them.

89. In the words "from the book", the preposition 'from' is narrational. Also, keep in mind limited because the Holy Prophet's sayings (Sunnah) is not limited to the Holy QUR'AN. The sayings of the Holy Prophet, too, are Divine Revelation. From this we understand that the Holy QUR'AN is the final Book of Allah Almighty, because this Book verifies only, and does contain prophecy about the coming of any Book or a Prophet. As always, the previous verifies the one coming after. If there were any other Prophet or heavenly book to come after the Holy QUR'AN, then its prophecy would have been given by the Holy QUR'AN. Thus, Ghulam Qadyani is a liar. The Holy Prophet had said: "After me, thirty Dajjals (false prophets) would come into the world, who would claim to be prophets, although I am the Seal of the Prophets. There will be no prophet after us".

32. Then We made Our selected devotees 91 the inheritors 92 of the Book. But, amongst them are those who wrong themselves, and of them are those who take a middle course; and of them is he who excels 93 others in righteousness by Allah's permission. This is indeed the greatest grace.
This means that Allah Almighty has chosen the scholars, hujjaz, saints, etc from the Ummah of the Holy Prophet as the scholar, hujjaz, commentator, and protector of the Holy Qur’aan. In it is reflected the honour of this Ummah by giving it the opportunity of serving the Holy Qur’aan and making them superior to all the other Ummahs. From this we understand that the scholars of Islam are the heirs and deputies of the Prophets, as well as the heirs of the Holy Qur’aan.

This tells us that the Ummah of the Holy Prophet is superior to all the previous Ummahs and those who are serving the Holy Qur’aan are better than the rest of this Ummah. The Holy Prophet said: “The best among you are those who study the Qur’aan and then disseminate its knowledge to others.” Service to the Holy Qur’aan is the great bounty of Allah Almighty. May Allah Almighty grant it to us.

These three groups belong to the believers. Sincere, actively engaged believers are included in “those gone ahead in doing good deeds”, those doing good deeds for show are included in the group taking the middle course and those who do not express gratitude to Allah Almighty are included in the group who wrong themselves. The Holy Prophet said: “Our doers of good are indeed people of pity to ages gone by, those who take the middle course would be salvaged and those who did wrong to themselves would be forgiven.” He also said: “The predecessors of good deeds would enter Paradise without any reckoning, from those following the middle course an easy reckoning would be taken, while those who had wronged themselves would enter Paradise after some difficulty.” The Sufis says that those who have absolute and unflinching faith in Allah Almighty are from the first group, those of positive knowledge belong to the second group, while those having convincing knowledge belong to the third group. In short, this has eleven different explanations.

They will enter the gardens of eternity. They will be made to wear bracelets of gold and pearls there. And their dress therein will be silken.

All three of them, although a few of them would enter Paradise earlier and some would enter after serving some punishment. From this we understand that every believer would obtain salvation, no matter how much sin he may have committed. The eternal punishment in Hell is only for the infidels.

And they will say: “All praise be to Allah Who has removed our grief. Undoubtedly, our Lord is Forgiving, Appreciating.”

He had relieved them of worldly grief and agony, so that now there is no fear of rejection of the good deeds, the danger of being punished for the sins, the terror of the Day of Judgement, nor any other type of agony. From this verse we learn that there will be no work performed in Paradise. However, the praise of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم would be taking place the
97. This means our obtaining Paradise will not be due to our own excellence, but it will be due to Divine grant. Accepting our good deeds and forgiving our sins is solely due to the bounty and grace of Allah Almighty.

35. Who out of His Bounty 98 has made us settle in a place of comfort wherein no trouble 99 reaches us and nor any weariness affects us.

98. From this we learn that obtaining Paradise is due to the grace of Allah Almighty, and not merely due to our good deeds. Thus, no pious person should be proud of his piety. Although the nourishment and clothes, etc. in Paradise will be only due to Divine grace and not the reward of any deed.

99. Disease, death, quarrelling, mischief, religious hardships, and the mischief of the baser self have been removed forever.

36. And those who committed infidelity 100, for them is the fire of Hell. Death will not be decreed for them so that they may die 101, and nor will the punishment be lightened 102 for them. Thus do we punish every ungrateful 103 person.

100. That until death they remained infidels and their end was on infidelity, because credence is given to the person's end. Or, it could mean that those who become infidels in matters of Divine knowledge and whose names have been entered in the list of infidels. Thus, there is no objection in the verse.

101. Become free from punishment after death. From this we understand that sinful believers after entering Hell will die and their bodies will become coal. Then, after the period of punishment is completed, they would be placed near Paradise and heavenly water would be thrown on them, as a result of which they will grow in such a way like the grain sprouts in water.

102. This means whichever punishment they would be thrown into, it would be eternal for them. There would be no decrease in it.

37. And they will be crying 104 therein: "O our Lord! Take us out of this that we may do good contrary 106 to what we used to do.

However, some infidels from the beginning would be given lighter punishment, like Hazrat Abu Talib, Hatim Tai, Nausherwaan, etc.

103. This means to die on reaching Hell, punishment becoming lighter; staying in Hell eternally is the punishment for those who are extremely ungrateful, i.e. the infidels. Some scholars have used this verse to prove that there will be no death in Hell for the infidels. The sinful believers will die on entering Hell. This can also be corroborated from the Hadith in which the Holy Prophet ﷺ had said that when the inmates of Paradise would bring the believers out of Hell they would already have been transformed into coal. When the Water of Paradise would be thrown on them, they would grow in such a way like how grain sprouts grow through water.
before. And did We not give you a life in which he who wishes to reflect, should reflect 107? And a warner had come 108 to you. Now, therefore taste your penalty. There is no helper 109 for the unjust.

104 This means that they would be screaming in Hell or sometimes they would be complaining to the gatekeeper of Hell and sometimes to Allah Almighty. Sometimes they would be rebuking one another and at other times they would be crying. In short, their wailing and screaming would be of different types.

105 Send us back into the world because besides the world there is no other place of action. It should be remembered that the inmates of Paradise would bring the sinful believers out of Hell but the inmates of Hell will not be given respite from it, for even a moment.

106 Here, by action is meant inward action; re-consider beliefs as well as changing action. We now we will accept faith and do good deeds.

SECTION 5

38. Undoubtedly, Allah is the Knower of every secret thing of the heavens and the earth. Surely, He Knows what is in the hearts 110.

110 Thus He is fully aware even if you were to go into the world, you will still indulge in

39. He it is Who made you successors of the earth 111. Therefore he who commits infidelity will suffer for his infidelity 112. And the infidelity of the infidels will not increase with their Lord, except disgust 113. And the infidelity of the infidels increases nothing except loss 114.

111 In that your forefathers left everything behind at the time of their death and you became inheritors of all their wealth

112 This means that in the Hereafter the punishment of infidelity will be meted out to the infidel only, although when punishment

107 Some Islamic scholars have made this verse as a basis to prove that the minor children of the infidels would not be sent into Hell but instead, they would be made inmates of Paradise. The reason being, before their death they did not have any opportunity to think rationally.

108 This tells us that those who were following the way of nature to whom no Prophet was sent, would not be sent into Hell. The belief in the Oneness of Allah Almighty is sufficient for their salvation.

109 By ‘aranis’ is meant the infidels. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement and thereafter, the infidels will not have any helpers. On the other hand, Allah Almighty will appoint many helpers for the believers.

إنه الله غلاب في السموات والأرض

ألا ترى عيني بذات الصدوم

infidelity A banana tree will never bear mangoes

لا ترى تينيك كفرتم عند نبينا فإنا نغناكم

لا ترويت الكفرين كفرتم إلا حسانت

متعة
Present in him. As an example, in the presence of illness, a tasty meal too, can make it to become worse.

114. Just as nourishment of the patient can worsen his illness, similarly, miracles, Quranic verses and signs etc. are the means of increasing the infidelity of an infidel.

40. Please declare: “Well, ask your associate gods whom you worship besides Allah. Show me what position of the earth they have created, or have they any partnership in the heavens or have We given them any Book so that they are on clear proofs thereof? Not the least. What the unjust people promise to each other, is nothing except deceit.

115. Idols. Thus, this verse has no connection with the Prophets and saints of Allah Almighty. The polytheists of Arabia had never believed in the Prophets and the saints.

116. This question was asked of the infidels, because they, too, had not accepted their idols as the Creator. They had always called Allah Almighty as the Creator of the world. It is for this reason that they had not said that the earth is the creation of such an idol of theirs.

117. In that they had jointly created the skies with Allah Almighty. Or that, Allah Almighty is in need of help in the creation of the sky. If there is no such thing, then how do the idols become the partners of Allah Almighty, and why do you then worship them? It should be remembered that there is a big difference between to follow and to worship and obey. Obedience i.e. to carry out an order can be that of Allah Almighty, the Prophet, the saint, parents, Islamic ruler, but implicitly obedience is of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم only, and worship is for Allah Almighty alone.

118. In which it is written that these false deities are true, i.e. they neither have rational nor written proof of polytheism.

119. This means that their elders have made them understand that these idols would intercede on your behalf in the court of Allah Almighty. They have placed their trust in this belief.

Undoubtedly, Allah upholds the heavens and the earth lest they deviate. If they deviate there will be none to hold them except Allah. Indeed, He is Allah, the Clement, All-Forgiving.

20. This tells us that neither the earth nor the sky is in motion. Only the stars, the moon and the sun are in motion. Says Allah Almighty: And each one is floating in the orbit"
false, so is modern philosophy which accepts that the earth moves on its own axis.

124. In that there are none who can move it from its place or put it on its place.

125. Despite your polytheism Allah Almighty has kept the earth and the sky in anchorage, although due to the wickedness of these polytheists He should have made these to break.

42. And they swore by Allah, with the utmost strength 123 of their oaths that if a warner came to them, they will certainly be better guided 124 than any of the other Umms. But when a warner came to them, it increased them not, but in hate (for him).

123. Before the advent of our Holy Prophet the Qurash had heard that the Jews and the Christians had believed their Prophets and disobeyed them at which they said: "May Allah curse these people for rejecting their Prophets. If a prophet were to come to us we will not be like them. We will obey the Prophet." The above incident is being described in this verse. By 'strength of oaths' here, denotes that they swore by Allah Alma-

43. Behaving boastfully 125 on earth with evil plotting. But the evil plotting 126 encircles its plotters 127. But what they are awaiting for, but for the same precedents 128 of the ancients. But you will never find the laws of Allah changing, and will never find Divine laws altering 129.

125. From this we learn that haughtiness and arrogance are such terrible diseases, which deprive man of following the Prophet. Faith is the means of reaching the court of the Prophets which has to be done with humility and lowliness. The cause of infidelity of the infidels of Makkah was this very disease, i.e. they began to regard themselves as better than the Prophet. They said that we are wealthy but they are poor. In fact, many of them called the

apart, thereby putting the order of the world into total chaos. The author of Tafseer Roohul Basyaan says that Allah Almighty is tolerant with the infidels and compassionate and forgiving to the believers. Who does not make haste in meting out punishment. Forgiving is that Being Who does not punish at all, but rather grants pardon.

و أَفْسَنُوْا بِاللَّهِ جَهَدٌ أَيْمَانَهُمْ لِيُنَّٰجَيْهُمْ جَاءَهُمْ كُرُونُ لَكُمْ أَهْدِيَ مِنْ إِخْوَنِكُمْ أَمِّيٍّ، انِّيَنَا جَآءَهُمْ نَزِيرُ مَا كُرُونَ إِلَّا لَقَوْمِ أَلْفٍ

ightly after late afternoon near sunset, in the Holy Ka'bah.

124. This means that we will be on the path of guidance more than all of them. Here, this word 'law' is used in the plural sense because when the word "ALLAH" becomes known, then it is used for the general (Tafseer Roohul Basyaan). For this reason 'from the community' is not used here.

126. This means that instead of following the Holy Prophet, the infidels of Makkah began to play tricks with him.

127. This is Divine Law that the tyrant of
frey to his own tricks. Those who dig a whole for others, they themselves fall into it. Observe, the infidels at Badr had come to crush the believers, but they themselves got crushed.

128. Which these infidels were seeing during their journeys to Syria, Iraq, Yemen, etc.

129. It should be remembered that the miracles of the Prophets like the walking stick changing into a snake, being born without a father, not burning in the fire, too, are ways of Allah Almighty and not shifting laws.

44. Have they not travelled in the land and seen how has been the end of those before them who were stronger in power than they? Allah is not such that anything in the heavens and the earth could go out of His Control. Undoubtedly, He is All Knowing, All-Powerful.

130. This proves two issues:

1. It is permissible to travel to ruined localities in order to visualize the punishment of Allah Almighty. Similarly, it is permissible to travel to the cities of the beloved and pious servants of Allah Almighty to visualize His Mercy.

2. The proof of monuments and memorials lies in their fame only. For this you do not require an eyewitness, a Quranic verse or Hadith. It was well known amongst the infidels that this locality belonged to a certain infidel nation. Thus, the Holy Qur’AN regarded proof of it as sufficient. Thus, tangible proof is not necessary for the relics of the pious.

131. The delay in punishing the culprit is not due to any weakness on the part of Allah Almighty, but in this respite, there are numerous wisdoms.

132. This statement is the proof of the previous one, i.e. the escaping of the culprit from the control of the officer is due to his negligence. Or, due to his weakness. Allah Almighty is free from both these faults and weaknesses.

133. If everyone were punished for every sin, then there would not have been the law of forgiveness and respite.

134. This tells us that in creation the true purpose was man, every other creation is subservient to him. Thus, if the human being had been destroyed, then everything else would have been destroyed. We further learn that the evil influence of man’s sins falls on the other creation as well. Aquatic creatures as well those in the air, too, are plunged into difficulties. Says Allah Almighty: “The mischief has appeared in the land and sea, because of the evils earned by the hands of
Due to the Deluge of Nuh (On whom be peace), animals were also destroyed. By appointed time is meant the time of their death, or the Day of Judgement or the coming of the worldly punishments.

136 Thus, the servants, too, should practice fortitude and patience.

**SECTION 1**

1. Yaseen

There are many virtues of Surah Yaseen. It is the heart of the Holy QUR’AAN. Recitation of one Surah Yaseen is equal to the reward of reciting the Holy QUR’AAN ten times. The Holy Prophet ﷺ had said: “Recite Surah Yaseen for the person on the death bed as it eases the pangs of death.”

2. By the Wise QUR’AAN

It should be remembered that Allah Almighty has mentioned the truth of the Holy QUR’AAN by swearing on the heavens and the earth. Says Allah Almighty: “By the heaven from which rain pours down and the earth, I undoubtedly the QUR’AAN is necessarily a decisive word” (QUR’AAN: 53:1-13).

And He has mentioned the truth of the Possessor of the Holy QUR’AAN. His Beloved Prophet ﷺ by swearing on the Holy QUR’AAN. This tells us that the Beloved of Allah is superior to the Book of Allah, because the one who looks and reads the QUR’AAN is called a QARI, but the one who looks at the blessed face of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is called a SAHABI (Companion), but the condition is that he must look with the gaze of Hazrat Abu Bakr Suddique.
3. Undoubtedly, you are of the sent ones.

1. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم Prophethood is so vitally important that Allah Almighty declared it by swearing on the Holy QUR’AAN, i.e. "By the greatness of the QUR’AAN, you are a true Prophet". 2. Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet are inseparable.

4. (Who) have been sent on the Straight Path.

4. It should be remembered that the devil is sitting on the straight path in order to rob the believer of his faith. Says Allah Almighty: "I (the devil) shall necessarily sit on your Straight Path in wait for them"(S7:V16). The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and his devotees are sitting on that same path to give guidance and obviate the danger of the devil. The power of the police has to be stronger than the robbers. Thus, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the Saints of Allah Almighty should have greater knowledge and power than the devil. Allah Almighty is at the Straight Path, i.e. you will find Him there.

5. Sent by the Most Dignified, the Merciful.

5. This tells us that the Holy QUR’AAN has come from Allah Almighty, gradually over twenty-three years and is revealed, i.e. t came with awe and grandeur because 'to send down' refers to something that has come from on top. From this it does not necessarily mean that Allah Almighty's abode is on top, as when we say that Allah Almighty sent rain from above.

6. That you may warn people whose fathers were not warned, that they are unaware.

6. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم conducted systematic propagation: first to his own kith and kin, then to his countrymen and then to the entire creation. Here, mention is being of the second type of propagation.
2. No prophet had come to Arabia prior to our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. After Hazrat

7. Certainly the word has been proved true against most of them, but still they do not believe.

7. If the personal pronoun 'them' is linked with the people of Makkah, then the word 'most' does not signify the majority, because due to the blessings of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم the majority of the Makkans had accepted Islam and just a few died as
infidels. If it refers to all mankind, then it denotes the majority because in the entire mankind most are infidels and a few are believers. Says Allah Almighty: “And there are very few in My bondmen that are thankful” (Q. 3:14 V. 13). This began from the time of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace).

8. We have put on their necks chains reaching their chins, so that they become unable to raise up the faces.

8. Reason for its Revelation

This verse was revealed regarding Abu Jahl and his two friends from the Makhzoom tribe. Abu Jahl had taken an oath that if he sees the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم offer Salaah, he would trample upon his blessed head. When he saw the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم performing Salaah, he picked up a big stone and walked towards the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم. When he came near, his hands got stuck to his neck and the stone darted forth out of his hand. Seeing him in this condition, Walied bin Mugheerah said that he would do this work. When he came carrying the stone, he became blind and could not see the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. The third person then asked for the stone. When he came with it, he suddenly became totally disorientated and ran backwards, saying that there was a huge bull in front of him. If he had moved forward it would have harmed him. Mention of it is being made in this verse (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan and Jamali).

9. And we have set a barrier before them and a barrier behind them and covered them from above. Therefore, they see nothing.

9. And it is equal for them whether you warn them or do not warn them, they are not to believe.

9. This means you will not be given equal to them. You would be given the reward of propagation under any circumstances, whether they reap benefit from it or not.

11. You warn only him who follows a reminder and fears the Most Affectionate without seeing. So give him good news of forgiveness and a respectable reward.

10. In that they should ponder and meditate on the Quranic verses and sermons of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, listen with utmost attention. This does not denote pious deeds because firstly, a person deliberates and meditates on the personality and attributes of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

Thereafter he declares belief in the Quranic verses and his blessed sermons and then performs good deeds. The Warning of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has priority over our deeds. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.
before it comes. Although you have not seen Allah Almighty, you should fear Him. Or, when people in their privacy when they are not seeing Him, they should fear Allah Almighty. Remember, the wrath of the Affectionate, too, is more dangerous than that of the Tolerant. May Allah protect us! For this reason the word Affectionate is used here (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

12. Without doubt, we give life to the dead and we are noting down what they have sent forward 13 and what signs they have left behind 14. And We have already kept counted everything in a Clear Book 15.

13. From this we understand that the works of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty are indeed His works. Observe, the recording of deeds is the work of the angels, but Allah Almighty says We are recording it.

14. The charities of continuous reward, or had created beneficial and evil ways on which the latter people are acting. From this, emerge two issues:

1. To originate a beneficial innovation is good and that of an evil innovation is evil. Therefore, they, too, are being written.

2. As long as people are acting upon these customs, the originator will continue to accrue reward or punishment as has been stated in the

SECTION 2

13. And narrate to them signs of the people of a city 16, when there came to them Messengers.

16. By 'city' here is meant either Intakia or Roomiya. Intakia was established on twelve square miles. It contained many fountains and mountains. It was strong and was fortified with well-protected walls (Khazainul Irfan). Its citizens were polytheists. Roomiya, too, was a big and beautiful city. In it there were one thousand public baths and one thousand hotels. These cities are situated within the boundaries of Rome (Roohul Mu'ani).

14. When We sent 17 to them two (Messengers) 18 they belied 19 them. So We strengthened them with a third 20. Now they all said: "Surely, we have been sent to you as Messengers".

Hadith Shareef. The reason for its revelation is stated as follows:
The Banu Salama were settled far from Masjid e Nabawi. They wished to leave their locality and settle near the sacred Mosque, so that they could join the congregation for Salah, quite easily. The Holy Prophet told them to remain in their homes because "your feet are being recorded". In this condition this verse is Madinite (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan).

15. This means on the Divine Tablet. The reason for calling it an 'open book' is because it is open in front of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty.
15. They replied: “You are not but men like us, and the Most Affectionate has sent down nothing. You are only lying.”

17. By Murzuliten is meant the messengers or envoys of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace), Saadiq, Sadoq and Shamoon who were sent to propagate in Intaka or Romiyah. Saadiq and Sadoq went earlier and Shamoon went later. Some have said that the names of these two were Yahya and Yunus. Saadiq and Sadoq were there appellations (Vahdat Roohul Muraqat).

18. The two disciples of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) were called Yahya and Yunus. When they reached Constantinople, they met an old man crazing sheep at the edge of the city. His work was to carve idols. Therefore, he was called a designer or carver. His present appellation is because he has been mentioned in Surah Yassin in the following words: “And from the remote part of the city there came a man running.” (S36 V20). These two preached to Habeeb Najaar, who asked them the proof for them being on the path of truth. They replied that they provide cure for the blind and the lepers, with the permission of Allah Almighty. On hearing this, Habeeb presented his sick boy to them, whom they cured. Seeing this, Habeeb accepted faith. This news spread quickly in the city and soon a huge crowd began to gather around these two pious servants of Allah Almighty, seeking cure. In this way many people turned to them and accepted faith.

19. The king’s name was Yammatsu and his appellation was Shalahan. His courtiers belied him and the king imprisoned the two disciples.

20. In that, when Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) received the news of the imprisonment of Yuhanna and Yunus, he sent his third disciple, Shamoon, there. Through a clever plan, Shamoon sought presence before the king and became one of the king’s personal disciples. Due to this clever plan, he freed both the disciples and brought them to the court of the king. When the king requested a miracle from them, they brought a dead person back to life. Thereafter, the three of them preached to the king, which resulted the king and many of his courtiers accepting faith. But, the majority of the people remained infidels and they were destroyed through Divine punishment.

21. To call the Prophets ordinary people like themselves has always been the practice of the infidels. However, these august personalities calling themselves as human beings, is an act of excellence on their part.

22. This is the conversation of those people who did not accept faith. The author of Roohul Bayaan has written that even the king was unable to declare his faith, due to the fear of the people. From this we learn that the rejection of the Companions of the Prophet is rejection of the Prophet, and the rejection of the Prophet is indeed rejection of Allah. The people of Intaka were destroyed because they had rejected the Companions of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace).

16. They said: “Our Lord Knows that surely we have been sent as Messengers to you.”

23. They had come as propagators on behalf of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace). Because the rejection by the people was severe, those pious servants had to swear an oath to establish the truth.
17. "And on us is not but a clear deliverance of a message."

24. What we had said is through proofs. In fact, by showing miracles in order to reveal our truth upon you. Now if you do not accept faith, then you would be responsible for your own destruction. From this we learn that even under such dangerous situations, the pious servants did not put up a pretentious front. Since the disciples of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) are free from pretensions, then how could the pure household members of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم put up a pretentious act? The Rafzis need to take a lesson from this.

18. They replied: "We surely augur evil fortune from you. If you do not desist, we shall surely stone you, and a painful punishment shall surely fall on you, at our hands."

25. Because since you have come here it has not rained. It should be remembered that rain had been withheld because of their infidelity and hostility. These wretches had linked this to these pious servants. When Allah Almighty snatchest one's faith, He also takes away one's intelligence.

19. They (Messengers) said: "Your evil fortune is with you. Is it that you are made to understand? No, you are a people exceeding the limits."

26. Through the propagation of faith. Thus, you must either go away from here or refrain from propagation.

27. In that we will not just stop at using abusive language or destroying you with a few stones; but we will harm you in ways other than stoning you.

28. This means your infidelity and disobedience is the cause of rain being withheld from you.

20. And from the farthest part of the town came a man running. He said: "O my people! Follow the Messenger."

29. In that instead of being grateful to us, you are ill-treating us and causing us grief.

30. Habeeb ibn Naijaar who had already declared faith in them, was engaged in the worship of Allah Almighty in a cave situated about twelve miles on the outskirts of the city. When he came to know that the people had surrounded these two pious men, he left his worship and came running there. The author of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan says that Habeeb ibn Naijaar was from the children of Alexander. This is the same Habeeb who was responsible for the establishment of Madina Munawwarah. During one journey, when he passed through this place, which at that point in time was just an empty ground, he said that this place would one day be the residence of the Final Prophet of Allah Almighty. He had with him twelve thousand men, from whom four thousand were scholars and officers, all of who had settled there. Hazrat Abu Ayub Ansari (May Allah be pleased with him) is from the children of Habeeb. On the very place where Habeeb had pitched his tent, Hazrat Abu Ayub Ansari had built his house.
21. Follow those who do not ask any reward from you. And they are on the right course.

22. And what reason do I have that I should not worship Him Who has created me and to Whom you all are to return.

31. The people said to Habeeb ibn Najaar after listening to his preaching, that has he also declared faith in them? To this, he gave the reply: 'By created me' is meant He made me existent from non-existent. He granted me faith through His bounty and the blessing of those pious servants by keeping them on the natural religion.

32. You have been forcefully turned towards Allah Almighty and I will go happily towards Him. For this reason the plural form in the passive voice is used, in which no mention is made of Him whom Allah Almighty gives permission to intercede, they will be interceded. This is called intercession with permission. The infidels were accepting forced intercession regarding their idols. To accept such a type of intercession is total infidelity.

33. By forced and bullying should be remembered that intercession and force, both are negated for the idols, while for the pious servants the negation regards force only and a proof for intercession. Thus, the verse is crystal clear.

23. Shall I take apart from Allah others for worship? If the Most Affectionate intends any harm to me, their intercession shall not avail me any relief, nor can they rescue me.

34. This tells us that the people of Intaka were not atheists, but polytheists. Otherwise, such a conversation from them could not have been beneficial.

35. This tells us that false deities like the idols etc. will not intercede for anyone. From this we understand that those pious servants of Allah Almighty who have been given permission to intercede will most certainly intercede. By intercession is not meant that those whom Allah Almighty wants to punish, He declares them as intercessors. This is opposing Allah Almighty. Those regarding whom Allah Almighty gives permission to intercede, they will be interceded.

24. Undoubtedly, then I am in clear error.

36. Thus you are in pure heresy. Hearing this, the rebellious people surrounded Habeeb and began to stone, kick and punch him. When he was sure that his martyrdom was a certainty then he spoke to the disciples of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace).

25. Surely, in that case, I believe in your Lord. So, listen to me.
37. Oh messengers! I declare faith in that Lord towards whom you are calling me. Listen to me and be witness over my faith. From this we learn that the pious servants of Allah Almighty are His proof. True Lord is He who is the Lord of the Prophet of Allah. It is for this reason that he said your Lord. Thereafter, Habeeb was martyred.

26. It was said to him: “Enter Paradise”. He said: “Would that my people knew”.

27. How my Lord has forgiven me and has included me amongst the honoured ones.

28. And We did not send against his people, after him, any army from the heavens, nor do We ever need to send down any (army).

29. It was only a blast and they were extinct.

30. Alas! Woe on those servants that when any Messenger comes to them they merely mock at them.

31. But the angels or Allah Almighty said to Habeeb - enter Paradise.

32. From this we understand that after death, a believer remembers his people. He is not totally unaware of this world because Habeeb ibn Najjaar, after entering Paradise, wished that his people could see him in this condition, so that they too could declare faith.

33. But the one that had not committed any sins after accepting faith.

34. The loud shriek of Hazrat Jibrael. During the Battle of Badr, the angels had not come to destroy the infidels, but to give respect and encouragement to the believers.

35. That no one had remained even to bury him. Habeeb’s grave is in Intakia, which is a place of visitation by common and special people.

36. On the people of Intakia, or of Makkah, or upon all the people in general. The third
meaning is more likely
44 This tells us that to mock at the Prophet or anything belonging to him and to look at them
31. Have they not seen 45 that how many generations before them We have destroyed? Surely they are not to return 46 to them.
45 The inidels of Makkah most certainly must have seen them during their journeys, but they did not take any lessons from them
46 So that they could perform good deeds Thus, they should regard their life span as a favour If they can reap benefit from it, they should do so. In this verse there is an exquisite refutation of the theory of reincarnation. We further learn that those Shia apostates who believe in conservatism reject this verse. They say that close to Qiyamah Hazrat Ali (May Allah be pleased with him) will return to the world
32. And surely, all of them shall be made to appear before Us
SECTION 3
33. And a sign for them is the dead earth. We gave life 47 to it and We bring forth grains from it, then they eat there from.
47 Just as rain causes the dry earth to come back to life, similarly the dead hearts come alive through the rain of Prophethood and the
34. And We made gardens of dates and vines therein. And We cause to gush forth springs therein 48.
48 Rain causes the growth of nourishment and fruit as well as the formation of fountains. In this very way Prophethood causes the growth
35. That they eat the fruits thereof, though their hands 49 did not make it. Will they then not be grateful 50?
49 This means that they have not created these grains and fruit, although they had provided the means for the trees. Thus, there is no objection against the verse Some scholars have said that in 'it is not made' the word '444' is a relative pronoun and its meaning is so that the people may eat the fruit and those bounties which they prepare with their hands, like the grape juice, pomegranate drink, etc. (Tafseer Roodiah Mu'ammi)
50 In that they must bring faith on Habeeb. This tells us that no matter how much gratitude the polytheist may express outwardly, he will always be ungrateful. Expressing gratitude
Allah Almighty is being obedient to His

36. Sanctified is He Who has made all pairs of what the earth grows and of themselves and of those things, which they have, no knowledge.

51. From this we learn that the Lord of the worlds has placed pairs in His creation e.g. sweet, sour, cold, hot, good, evil, etc. Only Allah Almighty is without a partner. Says Allah Almighty: "And We have made pairs of everything" (S51:V49). In fact, in some trees there are male and female which can be identified as well.

52. In that He grants to some sons only and to some daughters only, and to some He grants both sons and daughters. This tells us that all are dependent on His grant.

53. Much of the creation is created, but man has no knowledge of it, and much of it is not as yet created, but will be brought into creation in future.

37. And a sign for them is the night from which We draw out the day, and lo! They are in darkness.

54. In that the atmosphere by itself is black and dark. By means of the sun Allah Almighty dresses it in bright white. When the sun sets, this dress is removed from it and the world then

38. And the sun moves on prescribed course. This is the Commandment of the Most Honourable, the Most Knowing.

55. This tells us that the heavens and the earth are anchored and the stars are floating in them. There is no established proof regarding the movement of the heavens and the earth. The movement of the sun, too, is until its appointed time, i.e. until the Day of Judgement.

39. And We have appointed stages for the moon till it becomes like an old branch of a palm tree again.

58. There are twenty-eight stages, which it completes in twenty-eight nights. If the month has thirty days, then it remains concealed for two nights. If it consists of twenty-nine days, then it remains concealed for one night. The discussion on this has taken place in Surah "Al-A`rāf.

59. During the latter nights of the month, the moon becomes thin and slanted and looks pale, as it was in the earlier nights of the month. This is the intervening condition of man. In his old age, he is unintelligent and he tends to become weak, just as in childhood. Pure is He who is free of any change.
40. The sun is not permitted to overtake the moon, nor can the night overtake the day. And each one is floating in an orbit.

60. In that the sun should rise at night to take away the light of the moon and snatch away its kingship or move swiftly like the moon. However, the stages, which the moon completes in twenty-eight days, are completed by the sun in one year. If the sun were swift as the moon, then the seasons would not be formed correctly.

61. In that the time of the day should appear before the period of the night is completed so that the night does not become so long that it will not allow the day to take place. This, of course, will not take place. It should be remembered that only on the Day of Judgement would the sun and moon be brought together. Says Allah Almighty: "And the sun and the moon will be jotted together" (Sura Yousuf 74:9).

62. This tells us that the orbit of each planet is different and that the stars are floating in such a way like the fish in the sea. But, the sky itself is stationary.

41. And a sign for them is that We carry their offspring in a laden ship.

63. By this ship is meant the ark of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) which was loaded with goods and human beings. These people were

42. And We have created for them similar vessels on which they ride.

64. This means after Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) until the Day of Judgement, boats and ships would continue to be made. The origin of all these is the ARK of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace).

43. And if We so please, We can drown them. Then there will be none (to come) to their help, nor shall they be rescued.

65. This means that the coming of these ships to the shore is due to the kindness of Allah Almighty. If He so desires they can sink, as can be seen daily. Thus, you should not feel

44. Except as a mercy from Us and a convenience for a time.

66. By "time" is meant the ages of men. All the equipment of the land and sea will only be beneficial during your lifetime. After your death, they are of no use to you. Thus, do not...
become over-indulgent in them that you forget your Lord.

45. And when it is said to them: “Be pious for what is before you and what is to come behind 67 you, that perhaps you may receive mercy.

67. Either, ‘punishment before you’ denotes punishment of the previous people and there is a fear that they could be repeated, and the punishments to come would mean the punishments to come to them about whose occurrence they are afraid. Or, the former punishments denote the worldly punishments and the punishments to come refer to the punishments of the Hereafter or the punishment of the grave.

46. And when there comes to them no sign from the signs 68 of their Lord, but they turn away their faces from it 69.

68. By this is meant the Holy Qur‘AAN, or the miracles of the Holy Prophet, or those worldly things, which point towards the power of Allah Almighty, like abundance of provisions or scarcity thereof, etc.

69. In that they do not reflect on it. This tells us to reflect upon Divine verses is an act of worship and not doing so is an act of disobedience.

47. And when it is said to them, spend some out of that which Allah has provided for you; the infidels say 70 to the believers: “Shall we feed 71 those whom Allah would have fed, if He had so willed? You are not but in manifest error 72”.

70. They give this reply to the believers in a mocking way.

71. This tells us that the rejection of the medium (Waseela) is an act of infidelity. Those infidels were saying the very thing that the poor do not require the medium of help of the wealthy. Allah Almighty Himself can give them sustenance without anyone's medium. But, they fail to understand that Divine power and Divine laws are two different things. The demand of law is that grace and mercy should be sought through a medium.

72. The believers were saying to the infidels of Makkah that the portion of your earning, which you are taking out in the name of Allah Almighty as per your thinking, you should give to the poor and destitute, as it is their share. In response, they would reply as has been mentioned in the above blessed verse: that since giving wealth to the poor and destitute is against Divine will and intention, as the Almighty wants to keep them dependent, then why should we make them wealthy? This nonsensical talk of theirs was for the purpose of mocking and derision, or due to their miserliness and greed. From this explanation we learn that by 'spending' here does not mean Zakaat or religious charity, because the order of Zakaat had not been revealed before Hijrah. Also, the infidel is not fit for Zakaat nor Sadaqah (charity). The believers had said this to prove the lies of the infidels, that you are eating that which you have taken out in the name of Allah Almighty.
48. And they say: "When will the promise be fulfilled 73, if you are truthful?"

73 The Day of Judgement, accountability and reward and punishment about which you make a promise to us. This question was not for the purpose of verification, but for the purpose of making fun.

49. They do not wait. But only a blast 74 will seize them when they will be busy 75 in disputes.

74 The first blowing of the trumpet through which everything will be destroyed.
75 In that the time of blowing the trumpet.

50. Then neither will they be able to make a will 76, nor will they return to their families.

76 This means when the Day of Judgement comes, people would be leaving all their activities incomplete. Neither would they be able to complete these themselves, nor would the people of the world be engaged in commerce and eating and drinking.

SECTION 4

51. And the trumpet 77 shall be blown, and 78, they will run from their graves 78 towards their Lord 79.

77 The second trumpet will bring everyone back to life. It will be blown forty years after the first, i.e., the period between the blowing of the two trumpets would be forty years.
78 Thus, where they were buried, and if they were not buried, then wherever their original limbs were found at that point in time. This would take place as follows, before Allah Almighty raises them. He would gather the original limbs of every corpse where it was buried or cremated or where it was devoured by a wild animal or swallowed by the fish.
79 Towards Syrian territory where the Day of Judgement would be established. Some will arrive there slowly, some speedily, some on foot and others by conveyance.

52. They will say: "Ah! Woe 80 to us, who has awakened us from our slumber 81?" This is what the Most Affectionate had promised 82 and the Messengers spoke the truth 83.

80 From this we learn that rising for the Day of Judgement would be full of sadness for the infidels, but full of joy for the pious servants.
their days of death are regarded as days of Urs or wedding. The angels say to them, sleep like the groom. Therefore, the discussion on the inmates of Paradise follows separately.

81. This would be the statement of the infidels. In this period of forty years Allah Almighty would raise the punishment of the grave as a result of which these infidels would be sleeping peacefully. Now, when they are resurrected they would be saying this (Tafseer Khazain and Khazainul Irfan). Otherwise, where were the infidels ever sleeping in their graves, they were in severe punishment. Or, it could mean that on seeing the severity of the Day of Judgement, these infidels would be saying that the punishment of the grave was light (Tafseer Khazain).

53. It will be but a horrible blast 

84. Lo! They all shall be brought before us.

84. The blowing of the second trumpet is the commentary of the following verse: "And the trumpet shall be blown", and not its repetition. Or, by this horrible shrieking is meant that sound of Hazrat Israfeel which he will utter by standing on the mountain saying: "Oh bones that have rotted! Oh dishevelled hair! Oh scattered joint Stand up and come together, assemble to give account for your deeds". In short, this verse is not a repetition.

54. And on that day no soul shall be wronged and you shall not be rewarded except what you used to do

85. This address would be made to the infidels. From it, emerge two issues:
1. The minor deceased children of the infidels would not be punished because they had not committed any evil deed;
2. The believers would be rewarded for their good deeds as well as the favours of Allah Almighty. Says the Lord: "And there is yet more than that" (S50:V35).

55. Undoubtedly, the dwellers of heaven on that day will be happy with their entertainments comfortably

86. Hundreds of bounties, feasts from Allah Almighty, the pleasant environment of heavenly trees, the company of the beautiful damsel of Paradise, the sacred vision of Allah Almighty and the companionship of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم (Tafseer Khazain).

56. They and their wives will be in pleasant shades reclining on raised
couches.

87. In these wives are included the lawfully wedded wives of the world as well as the hoors of Paradise. From this we learn that the hoors will not be like the maidservants, but they will have the status of wives. Says Allah Almighty: "And We got them married to black-and-bright large maidens." (S44:V54).

57. They will have fruit therein and they will have what they ask for.

88. Because the baser self would be destroyed in Paradise, none of its inmates would desire any evil thing.

58. "Peace be on you" will be a word of greeting from the Merciful Lord.

89. Allah Almighty would be extending greetings to the inmates of Paradise, either directly or indirectly through the angels. But, this greeting would not be in the form of a prayer as Allah Almighty is pure from offering dua. This would be for His own pleasure and for expressing the loftiness of the inmates of Paradise. Through this greeting, a desire of obtaining Divine vision in the hearts of the believers would be fulfilled.

59. And today stand apart O you culprits.

90. By culprits is meant the infidels. i.e. Oh infidels stand separately from the believers. The believers would be standing on the right side of the Divine Throne and the infidels on the left side. Or, it could mean Oh infidels of Hell! Every type of infidel would be staying separately in Hell.

60. Oh Children of Adam, had I not made a promise with you that you should not worship Shaitaan. Certainly, he is your open enemy.

91. You had been ordered through the Prophets not to worship more than one god. It should be remembered that to worship anyone besides Allah Almighty is equal to worshipping the devil as this is due to his deception.

92. Because he became cursed through you. How would he now become your friend? He desires to take you along with him to Hell.

61. And that you should only worship Me. This is the Straight Path.

62. And undoubtedly, he (Shaitaan) had led astray many people from amongst you. Why did you then not understand?

93. This means all the previous infidels should have thought about it, that due to following the dictates of the devil, the early Ummah (nations) were destroyed. You should take a
lesson from this. Thus, the verse is very clear. It should be remembered that this address

63. This is the hell, which you were promised 94.

94. Now that you have seen Hell, verify it.

64. Enter it today, due to your infidelity 95.

95. This tells us that placing your full trust in the Prophet is the essence of faith. After seeing the Hereafter, the infidels would believe in

65. This day We shall set a seal 96 on their mouths and their hearts will talk to us and their feet will bear witness 97 of their doings.

96. This will be for them who would be denying their sins. This tells us that Allah Almighty will not just reward or punish persons in accordance with His Divine Knowledge, but will do so through the testimony of witnesses.

97. It should be remembered that the angels are recording the deeds, the books of records themselves as well as the heavens and the earth will testify against the infidels, but when they

66. If We had so willed, We could have mutilated their eyes. Then they would have rushed towards the path. But how would they be able to see 98?

98. This means if We so desire, We will make the eyes of the infidel go blind, just like their hearts. But, We do not make this to happen. In

67. If We will, so We would have deformed them in their faces 99, and they would not have been able to go on or return back.

99. In that they could have been made into stones, or monkeys, or pigs, etc. like it was done with the rebellious infidels of the previous people. It should be remembered that in the

would be made to the infidels as well, that the devil had misled them in different ways.

But, this verification would not be beneficial.

everything, but that belief would not prove beneficial, because now they are believing what they are seeing and not in the Prophet.

96. This will be for them who would be denying their sins. This tells us that Allah Almighty will not just reward or punish persons in accordance with His Divine Knowledge, but will do so through the testimony of witnesses.

97. It should be remembered that the angels are recording the deeds, the books of records themselves as well as the heavens and the earth will testify against the infidels, but when they

will try to deny them, their own sins will be made to testify against them. This tells us that even the tongues of the infidels will not refrain from telling lies. But, their other limbs will talk the truth. The tongue of the infidel is a great culprit. The seal on the lips will not be eternal; it will be broken through the testimony of the limbs. Therefore, they will scream loudly when they are in Hell.

spite of their infidelity and hostility, We have still bestowed Our bounties on them, for which they are duty bound to show their gratitude.

process of metamorphosis, only the face is changed, the soul remains the same. Thus, it has no connection with transmigration of souls (reincarnation) or general physical
transformation, because according to the Aryans, in metamorphosis the soul also undergoes a change. A human soul changes into an animal soul. This is impossible.

SECTION 5

68. And to whosoever We gave long life, We revert him in a weak condition of creation. Do they then not understand?

100. It means that if He can make the old persons unintelligent and weak like children.

69. And We have neither taught him (Muhammad) poetry 101, nor is it befitting for his dignity 102. It is but a reminder and a clearly Luminous QUR'ÅAN 103.

101. Reason for its Revelation

The infidels of Makkah were saying that the Holy QUR'ÅAN is the work of poets. They were calling the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم a poet. Says Allah Almighty: "Rather it is his own fabrication that he is a poet" (S21: V5). In this verse, their claim has been refuted. In Arabic idiomatic expression, a false but pleasant expression and thoughts are termed poetry. Novels and novelists are called poets, although they do not have much truth, but their passages have to be pleasant. Here, 'knowledge' signifies skill and habit, i.e. the Holy QUR'ÅAN is not a novel and the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is not a novelist. This does not mean that We have kept the beloved Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم unaware of the truth about novels. This is like a father says, "I have not taught my children to swear", i.e. I have not got them in the habit of uttering abusive language. But, this does not mean that he is unable to identify abusive language. Thus, this passage in no way proves any decrease in the knowledge of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. In fact, it prooves about his purity (Talseer Khursain Roshu Mu'amin, Muddarik Jamal, etc).

102. This means that reading novels is beyond the status of the Holy Prophet, but not the understanding of poetry, because knowledge of poetry is neither against the status of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, nor beyond the status of Allah Almighty. If this was evil, then neither would the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم have known it, nor would Allah Almighty.

103. That which the infidels of Makkah regard as poetry, is the Holy QUR'ÅAN and an admonition. This tells us that by poetry the infidels did not mean poems, because there is no poem found in the Holy QUR'ÅAN, so how could they have called it poetry? What they meant was false and pleasant stories. It should be remembered that although some verses of the Holy QUR'ÅAN do reflect poetic metre, it is incidental, not intentional, e.g. S3: V93; S61 V13, S109 V1. In a like manner, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم expression, too reflects metre and rhyme, but it is coincidental, e.g. "ÑÊA NABIYU LA KAZIB, ANABHI ABHIL MUTHALIB, etc. Thus, this is not a poetic verse, because in a poetic verse there is a restriction of rhyme scheme. You should further remember that the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم did not have any inclination to reciting poetry with tune; yet, he had knowledge of differentiating between intelligent and worthless poetic verses. This here it is not the negation of knowledge, but negation of ability.
04. That it may warn one who is alive and feels. And that the Word may be proved against the infidels.

105. The proofs of Islam become crystal clear, or the promise of the punishment is fulfilled.

71. And do they not see that Our Hands have created for them cattle? So, are they their owners?

106. By 'hand' is meant absolute power, i.e. We have created all the animals through our power only. No help was sought from any associate in their creation. To place the children in the womb of the mother is through the order of Allah Almighty, which, in reality, is the doing of Allah Almighty. Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was created by Allah Almighty, without the means of the angels. Says Allah Almighty: "That which I make with My own hands" (S38:V75). For that reason he is being called a human being (BASHAR), i.e. a being created by Allah Almighty.

107. This means that although We have created the animals, you are using them. For this, you should be grateful.

72. And We have subjected the same for them that some of them ride, and some others slaughter to eat.

108. That strong animals like the elephants and camels etc. are being driven by the children of man. This is the power of Allah Almighty.

109. Just as an elephant is useful only for riding and the chicken, etc. are for the purpose of eating. Camels, oxen, etc. are useful for eating as well as for riding.

73. And there are in them other benefits, and also drinks for them. Will they not then be grateful?

110. In that their milk, meat, skin, wool, hoo-

ves, bones, tenoons, etc. all are of use to man.

74. And they have taken besides Allah other gods for worship, that perhaps they might get help.

111. In opposition to Allah Almighty, i.e. when Allah Almighty wants to give punishment, these idols try to stop this punish-

ment. To accept this is polytheism. This verse has no connection with prophets and saints.

75. They (the gods) cannot help them, but they shall be brought, being arrested as their allies on the Day of Judgement as an army of their
and the idols to administer this.

76. Therefore, let not their speech grieve you. Surely, We Know what they conceal and what they reveal by proclamation.

113. You should not be disheartened at the infidelity of the infidels or at your rejection and inflicting of harm by them. This tells us that the Holy Prophet is the greatest beloved of Allah Almighty, as the Lord Haman is comforting him.

أوَلَمْ يُرِي الأئِناَنَ أَنَا خَلِقْتَ مِنْ أَلْقَةٍ
أَنَا هُوَ خَلِيْمٌ عَزِيزٌ

"Yes, He will most certainly be resurrected, and send you to Hell." In this verse Allah Almighty is acknowledging what had been told by the Messenger of Allah. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet is fully aware of the eventual end of the people. Thus, he said that you will go into Hell.

77. And does not the human being see that We have made him from a drop of semen, but yet he openly disputes it.

114. Reasons for the Revelation
This was revealed regarding Aas bin Waal or Abu Jahl or Umay bin Khalaf who had come with a decaying bone to debate with the Holy Prophet. He was continuously breaking the bone and repeatedly asking, 'Will Allah Almighty bring its body to life again?' The Holy Prophet replied.

78. And he coins for Us similitudes and forgets his creation. He says: "Who will give life to the bones, when they are totally decayed?"

115. That by showing a decaying bone he was rejecting Our power.
116. After creating him from scattered sand.

79. Please declare: "He will give life to them, Who created them the first time. And He Knows every creation fully well."

117. This means that Allah Almighty has full knowledge about creation, or He is fully aware about the scattered limbs of the deceased. Thus, He will recreate the entire creation in such a way that no one's limbs or body will mix with another person. Since His knowledge and His power are absolute and perfect, why are you hesitating to believe in the Day of Judgement?

80. He who produces fire for you
out of the green tree, and behold!
You kindle fire there from 118.

18. Generally, every green tree burns after it becomes dry, but in Arabia there are two trees Murgh and Affaar. Murgh is male and Affaar a female. When their green branches rub against each other, fire emanates from them, yet there is so much moisture in them that water drops from the branches. Observe the greatness of Allah Almighty that He combines fire and water at one place (Tafseer Roohul Mu'tani and Khazainul Irfaan). The acacia tree burns when it is moist as well; the coal in the train burns very well when it is wet. In a like manner, Allah Almighty has placed loved, burning passion and skills in the lush green trees of human nature.

19. And what! How He Who created the heavens and the earth has not the power to create others as the like of them 119? Why not? He is the Great Creator, the All Knowing.

20. Wherever the words 'like' and 'what!' have appeared in the QUR'AN, the reciter of these words should say 'BALAA- without doubt!' Here, the QUR'AN itself uses this word.

21. Surely, His Command is that whenever He intends to create anything, He says 120 to it: “Be” and it comes into being 121 immediately.

22. The word ‘Be!’ denotes the intention of creation and the power of Allah Almighty, while in “in seven days” period and time of creation is mentioned; while in the verse "from ringing clay, which was of the black smelling mud"(S15:V33) mention is made of the origin of creation. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

23. Therefore, Glorified is He in whose hand is the Governance 122 of every thing and towards Him you will all be returned 123.

24. Everything has one apparent and one hidden. The outer thing is called an object and the hidden thing is the controlling power of the object.

123. After death, or on the Day of Judgement, for the purpose of reward and punishment, the believer would be returning with joy and the infidels with compulsion.
SURAH AS-SWAFFAAT: (THE RANKS)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
182 Verses: 5 Sections 860 Words, 3826 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By those who arrange themselves in close ranks.

By those is meant those angels who stand in rows in the presence of Allah Almighty in worship or stand in wait of Divine Command, or those worshippers who stand to offer congregational prayer or those soldiers of Islam who stand in rows at the time of Jihad. This tells us that Allah Almighty loves Salaah in congregation and Holy War, as He has taken an oath by them (Tafsir Roohul Mu'tani, Khaazanul Hifzan)

2. And those who drive (then By) vigorously.

This means those angels who drive the clouds and winds by clapping. Or those Islamic soldiers who ride their horses on the battlefields scolding and chiding.

3. And those who recite the Rememberance (the Holy Qur'an).

In Salaah or at the time of giving a lecture or at the time of fighting in Jihad. This tells us that the recitation of the Holy Qur'an is an excellent act of worship which should not be abandoned during any journeys. In fact, during Jihad one needs more acts of worship, because there one is staring at death. The Noble Companions had never given up their congregational Salaah in the heat of the battle. In fact, on such occasions they would even offer Salaatul Khuff. How woeful it is of those who give up congregation and even Salaah itself.

4. Undoubtedly, your God worth worshipping is the One only.

5. The Lord of the heavens and the earth and is in between them, and the Lord of the Easts.

Allah Almighty has declared His Oneness and attributes by taking an oath on those things but the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet He has declared by taking an oath on the Holy Qur'an. In fact on Him.

"By the wise Qur'ān. No doubt.
have been sent on a straight path" (S36: Vs2-4).

And surely We have decorated the heaviest heaven with the adornment of the stars.

Because to the observers, all the stars on the heaviest heaven appear in such a way as if colourful pearls are scattered on a blue sheet. Although the stars are found on different levels, they beautify the first heaven. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse because all the heavens are clear and transparent like a mirror.

They cannot listen from the upper atmosphere and are pelted from every side.

By "heavenly world" is meant the angels who discuss among themselves the events, which will be taking place in the future. The devils try to get there stealthily to listen to this conversation, but are beaten up and removed from there.

Except those who eavesdrop and are pursued by shooting flames.

Before the advent of the Holy Prophet, the devils would go to the heavens, but after this advent, they were stopped, as is described in Surah Jinn. From this we learn that the blessed advent of the Holy Prophet became the cause of changes in the heavens and the earth.

Every day the sun rises from a different place, therefore east has been presented in the plural form.

because the stars have been made to provide light, protection, to ascertain time and road and not for the purpose of obtaining information of the unseen and to foretell omens.

Live coals, which are like flames.

the Day of Judgement, they will be given eternal punishment, which would be given in Hell.
From the polytheists of Makkah who had rejected the Day of Judgement, as well as reward and punishment.

13. The polytheists of Makkah believed in the existence of angels, accepting them as the creation of Allah Almighty and His daughters. They also believed in their power and strength. This question is for rebuking them. There is no objection to the verse.

14. In that He created Adam (On whom be peace) from this sand and every human being through Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace).

The author of Roohul Bayaan states that the origin of the human being is the sticking clay by which clinging and embracing is found. Hence, clinging is found in the nature of man, whether he clings to the world or to his religion, to the devil or to the feet of the Beloved of Allah Almighty.

12. But you wonder and they ridicule it.

15. This means "O My Beloved! You are astonished at their rejection and the infidels are laughing at your astonishment. Your astonishment is an act of worship, but their laughter is infidelity.

13. And when they are admonished, they do not pay heed.

16. He who fails to understand, after your explanation, he will never understand, because the Holy Prophet ﷺ is the final stage of guidance and understanding.

14. And when they see any sign they ridicule it.

17. It means, instead of accepting those magnificent miracles of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, e.g. the splitting of the moon, returning of the sun, which had set, reciting of the Kalimah by stones and rocks, they are making fun of it.

15. And they say: “This is not but an open magic”.

18. Although magical power is not effective in the heavens and through magic a thing does not undergo any change. Both these qualities are not to be found in the miracles. Observe, once the walking stick of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) had changed into a snake, it swallowed all the snakes of the magicians, but those snakes were unable to swallow it because this walking stick had turned into an actual snake. As a result, it began to eat, while those snakes were, in actual fact, ropes that appeared to be snakes.

16. “What! When we become dust and bone after death, shall we be certainly raised again?”

19. This means, most certainly not. This question is for rejection. Asking a question with such an intention is infidelity.

17. “And along with our forefathers?

20. They were finding it difficult to understand the resurrection of their predecessors because they had died a long time ago.
18. Please declare: “Yes, and then you shall be the disgraced ones”.

21. From this there is a hint that the disgrace of the Day of Judgement is specially set-aside for the infidels. Although the sinful believers would be punished, Allah would not disgrace them there.

20. Then it will only be a single horrible shout. Henceforth they will begin to see.

22. The recreation of the world and the resurrection of the dead will take place in quick time after the blowing of the trumpet.

21. This is the day of final decision, which you used to belie.

23. From this we learn that there are many words used for Qiyamah. These names are according to the functions of the day. Because it is the day for rewarding and punishing, and for deciding the fate of the creation, it is called the Day of Requital. Also, because it is the day of decision-making or creating distance and separation, it is called the Day of Judgement.

SECTION 2

22. Drive (O angels) and bring together the wrong doers and their companions, and (those) whom they used to worship.

24. By oppression is meant the infidels and by their companions is meant those devils that had misled them. Every infidel would be chained with his devil and taken into Hell. Or, by oppressor is meant infidel and by companion is meant another infidel of their own gender, a polytheist would be chained with a polytheist and the atheist with an atheist.

25. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Uzair (On whom be peace) are not included in this, because the pronoun 'what' indicates inanimate objects. From this we learn that the stones, trees, sun and the moon which were objects of worship of the infidels will all go into Hell, not for the purpose of being punished, but to give punishment. Thus, there is no objection to the verse that what sin was committed by the idols that they should go into Hell.
24. And stop them; they are to be questioned. 26.

26. Walimy has reported from Hazrat Abu Saeed Khudri that people will be questioned about the love for Hazrat Ali and the Ahle Bait, because the Holy Prophet said: “I ask not of you any wage for it but affection in respect of kinship”. Thus, this verse is referring to the lofty position of the Ahle Bait (Sawa’ique). Or, this question will be put to these polytheists.

25. What has happened to you that you do not help each other?

27. Like how some of the infidels had been helping some in the world or promising them help. Allah Almighty is repeating the statement of these infidels, which they were making in the world “We shall take revenge altogether” (8:44). In any case, this verse does not apply to the Saints of Allah. On the Day of Judgement, the Prophets and saints will give assistance, but only for the believers. Say Allah Almighty “Fasts friends shall be foes to one another on that day, but the God-fearing” (S43 V67) The intercession of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is an absolute certainty.

26. But on that day they will surrender themselves.

27. And some of them will address others, questioning each other.

28. They will say 28: “Undoubtedly, you used to approach us for misleading you from the right side.”

28. This conversation will be between the leaders and their subservient infidels and not between the believers and the Prophets and the saints. The Prophets and the saints will not be made to stand at the edge of Hell. They will pass from it like lighting with their devotees. Thus, the commentaries of the present day Wahabis are incorrect.

29. This means you people had been compelling us to commit infidelity using your physical and monetary power. Here, the word ‘right side’ denotes power and in power both physical and monetary is included. Tafseer Khazala Itfajn Roohul Mu’am. From this we learn that a compelled infidel is also an infidel. Under compulsion there is permission to utter words of infidelity, not for becoming an infidel.

29. They will reply: “You, yourselves, were not believers.”

30. This means that you yourselves were true infidels. Our force was not on your hearts. From 30. “And we had no control over you, but rather you, yourselves, were wrongdoing people”.

31. We were only your helpers and supporters.
31. Now the word of our Lord has been justified against us that we are certain to taste (punishment).
32. Those who are gone astray as well as those who had been misled will have to taste the punishment. Here, the word 'taste' is not used for decrease in punishment, but for sarcasm, just as the judge says to the criminal; now enjoy the taste of your doings.
33. And we misled you for we, ourselves, had gone on the wrong way.
34. Only heresy was available from us. So, why did you come to us? A mango is not obtainable from the acacia tree.
35. Surely, thus do We deal with the culprits.
36. Both the leaders and their followers would be partners in the punishment, even though there will be a difference in the nature of the punishment, as both your partners in infidelity in the world.
37. Undoubtedly, when it was said to them: "None is to be worshipped besides Allah, they turned away with pride.
38. This means that they did not believe in the Oneness of Allah and the Prophethood. From this verse we learn that all this description has been about the infidels and not about the believers and the pious servants of Allah Almighty. The Wahabis need to comment by seeing this verse.
39. Saying: "Shall we abandon our gods because of the saying of a mad poet?"
40. From this we learn that in their expression "verse" did not denote a poem because the Holy Prophet did not recite poetry, but this is meant false speech. The people of Arabia had regarded all prose-type of words as poetry. This verse is the commentary of the following verse from Surah Yasin: "And We have not taught him to compose verses" (S36:V69). Thus, it is wrong to use Surah Yasin to prove lack of knowledge of the Holy Prophet .
41. Nay indeed, rather he has brought the truth and he has confirmed all the previous Messengers.
42. You are deserving of the punishment.
38. Undoubtedly, you are going to taste a painful punishment.

39. And you shall only be awarded according to your own doings.

40. This means that Paradise would be obtained through the grace of Allah Almighty, but Hell will be obtained through His justice. Thus, the minor children of the believers would not go into Hell, because they have not committed any sins.

41. Except those who are the chosen devotees of Allah.

42. This means the believers and the pious. By this, only the human beings are denoted.

43. For whom is a provision, which is in Our knowledge.

44. Fruits and they will be of every kind shall be their honour.

45. This tells us that the inmates of Paradise will not be given ordinary food, but a variety of fruit, because nourishment is eaten to satisfy hunger, but the fruit is to derive taste. Thus, there will be no hunger in Paradise. Thus, there will be no grain, but grapes, etc.

46. In the Paradise of delight.

47. Among the great bounties of Paradise is to be blessed with honour and respect because the sustenance of the dehonourable is the information about the coming of the Holy Prophet. The advent of the Holy Prophet had proven their veracity. Or, that the Holy Prophet had called every one as true Prophets, and taught the creation to do likewise. Observe, only those Prophets gained fame who were brightened by the Holy Prophet.
44. Where they will be on couches, face to face 45.

45. This tells us that the inmates of Paradise would be sitting in circles. The Zikr groups in the world are groups of the inmates of Paradise.

45. A cup to the full brim, from the spring shall go around them.

46. White coloured, delicious 46 to those who are the drinkers.

46. The alcoholic drink of this world is of bad odour and of bad taste.

47. Neither dulling the senses, nor intoxicating to exhaustiveness 47.

47. The alcohol of the world causes pain in the stomach, discomfort while passing urine and dizziness. It causes one to feel nauseous, to vomit and stifle the intelligence, through which the drunkards fight with one another. However, the drink of Paradise is pure, without any of these effects.

48. And they shall have chaste maidens, who will not look 48 except towards them, having beautiful large eyes.

48. This means that there will be a veil in Paradise. No woman would look at a stranger. There is a veil from pious, God-fearing persons. Although everyone in Paradise would be pious, the hooris therein would be maintained a veil from them. Those homes in which the veil is maintained are indeed heavenly homes and wherein immodesty and openness is practiced, are homes of Hell.

49. As if these are preserved 49 eggs.

49. The colour is pure and pleasant, free of any dust (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan).

50. They will address each other, questioning 50 one another.

50. When the inmates of Paradise would be speaking with love and affection with one another, they would suddenly remember about some of their heretical friends, at which they would say that go and peep into Hell to see their condition. Accordingly, they will go to where Hell would be clearly visible.

51. A speaker from among them will say: “Surely, there was a mate 51 of mine”.

51. Neighbour, or the close companion who was the rejecter of the Day of Judgement, and who had been debating with one on these issues.
52. "Who used to say: 'Do you take it (Resurrection) to be true?""

52. You believe in the certainty of the Day of Judgement, its accountability and the reward and punishment thereof. This question of yours was for the purpose of reproof.

53. "What! When we will be rotten and become dust and bones, shall we then get the reward and punishment?"

53. The Word Madeen is derived from DAIN, i.e. reward and retribution. You are speaking something strange, that dry bones would be rewarded and punished. According to our observation, reward and punishment has been meted out in one's lifetime and not after death. How will Allah Almighty give us reward and punishment?

54. He (Allah) will say: "Will you peep and see?"

54. In Hell, what is the condition of my companion? Saying this, all of them will get up and peep into Hell. This tells us that Hell would be very low and Paradise will be very high, because one who is in the upper region peeps into one below it.

55. Then he will look down and see him in the midst of Flaming Fire.

55. This tells us that the eye-sight of the inmates of Paradise would be very sharp, because they would be able to see from such a high region the inmates of Hell who will be in such a low region, as well as to speak to them. For light, far and near is the same.

56. He will say: "By Allah, you cause me to perish!"

57. In that in the world you lead me astray and punished me, I would have been seized and ruined.

56. And had it not been the blessings of my Lord, I would surely have been seized and ruined.

57. This means that one does not obtain guidance through one's personal excellence and knowledge. This is granted by Allah Almighty and obtained through the medium of the Holy Prophet.

58. What, are we not going to die?

58. This means that I would have been with you in Hell. This tells us that companionship of the pious and to safeguard oneself from the evil is a special kindness of Allah Almighty. Fortune is he who is granted this.

59. But our first death and that are we not to be punished?

58. The inmates of Paradise will ask the question to the angels at the time when they
would be seeing death being slaughtered in the form of a sheep. A declaration would be made that from now on there will be eternal life. From now on no one will experience death.

60. Surely this will be the supreme triumph 60.

60. This conversation, too, is of those inmates of Paradise, i.e. the wealth and children of the world is not true success. The true success is that which we achieve.

61. Therefore let the strivers strive 61 like this.

61. This conversation is that of Allah Almighty which is being told today, i.e. Oh My servants! Strive to achieve this success, about which you had been told.

62. Is this hospitality 62 better or that of the tree of Zaqqum 63 (cactus, of bitter taste)?

62. It should be remembered that you would be entertained in Paradise like guests, though these inmates would be the owners of their things. Calling them guests would be for the purpose of extending hospitality and not from the point of authority. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

63. Undoubtedly, We have made it a test 64 for the unjust.

64. The infidel’s say that how will there be lush green trees in Hell. Therefore they reject all these things. The Zaqqum tree (bearing bitter, ill-tasting and sour fruit) is for the rectification of man.

65. Certain, it is a tree grown in the bottom 65 of hell.

65. Its branches reach all the regions of Hell with which the inmates of hell are fed.

66. Fruit (spikes) of which are like the outer bodies, and they were devils in human form, hence the punishment given to them was of the same type.

67. This question, too, would not be for the sake of interrogation, but would be a joyous one, for increasing the happiness.

67. The inmates of Hell would be experiencing the food of the inmates of Hell would be full of stench, of bad taste, extremely thorny which will injure the tongue, the palates and even the stomach.

68. And indeed they shall eat of it, and fill their bellies 67 with it.
such intense hunger, that Allah save us! They would not be seeing what they are eating. They would be compelled to eat such thorny food.

67. Then, without doubt, for them there is addition to it, a mixture of boiling water.

68. Because this thorny food would get stuck in their throats, they would feel extremely thirsty to let the food go down their throats.

69. Then their return is certainly towards the Flaming Fire.

70. This tells us that inmates of Hell will be taken to a separate place from their abode to feed them with cactus fruit and boiling water to drink. Thereafter they would be brought back to their places.

71. Surely they found their fathers on the wrong path.

72. That they hurried in their footsteps.

73. From this we learn that following the preaching of the heretics is the cause of destruction, just as following the pious is the means of obtaining guidance. Says Allah Almighty: "And be with those who are Truthful" (S9 V119).

74. And without doubt, We sent warners to them.

75. But they did not give up following their ignorant forefathers, and did believe in the Prophets. This is the condition of the present day infidels.

76. Except the chosen devotees of Allah.

SECTION 3

77. And certainly Nuh called Us, and what an excellent answer did
We give.

73. This means it is the prayer for the destruction of his people. Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) is the very first Prophet with Shariah, and his people were the first to be punished.

74. In that by accepting his prayer Allah Almighty drowned all those people. The plural form is for the purpose of respect.

75. From this, emerge two issues:
1. After preaching for fourteen hundred and fifty years, just a few of his household members believed in him, who had obtained salvation.
2. Children, too, are among one's household members. In fact, even the wives of the sons are also part of the household members.

76. Due to drowning or due to the harm caused by the people. This tells us that the destruction of the infidels is the mercy for the believers.

77. From this we understand that those Muslims who were on the ark did not perpetuate any progeny - all the progeny after the deluge is from Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). For this reason he is called Adam II. The entire world is made of children of his three sons. Thus, in Arabia, children of faris Rome are children of Saam; in Sudan, Sindh, India and Abyssinia are children of Haam, and

78. And We made his children the only survivors.

79. Thus, after him, the noble Prophets had engaged themselves in the praise and glory of Allah Almighty. Even now, his blessed remembrance is continuing. This tells us that auspicious remembrance after death in the world is indeed a mercy of Allah Almighty. People go out of their way to do things whereby they would be remembered after their death, like by constructing mosques, wells, bridges, Musafir Khana (guest house) etc. Books are being written. May Allah Almighty accept these religious books of the author Ahmad Yaar Khan and make them a means of salvation in the Hereafter. Aameen.

80. Without doubt, then do We reward the righteous.

81. Thus, the blessed remembrance of the pious remains behind. Angels, too, extend
81. Surely he was amongst My most dignified, fully believing devotees 81.

81. Either the word believer is used in the literal sense, i.e. the provider of protection for the believers, or in the technical sense this will be in the varying degree of faith, i.e. Prophets are in the highest category of faith, and the common people in the lowest degree.

82. Then We drowned 82 the others.

82. That is, besides the believers all the other infidels were drowned. This is for the arrangement of continuity; i.e. then they, then... etc.

83. And undoubtedly Ebrahim 83 belongs to his group.

83. The word Shurah has been mentioned at eleven different places. On each occasion it refers to the infidel people. Here, too, it means the same, because Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) was born among infidel people. He himself says “I find you and your people in manifest error” (S:6:V:74).

84. When he came to his Lord with a sound 84 heart.

84. This means that Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) is from the children of Islam, and from the method of worship of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). It should be remembered that Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) appeared in the world two thousand six hundred and forty years after Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). During this long period only two Prophets had come to the world, Hazrat Huz and Hazrat Saleh (On them be peace).

85. When he said 85 to his father and his people: “Whom do you worship?”

85. By father, is meant his uncle Hazrat Ibrahim’s (On whom be peace) father’s name is Idris, who was a believer and a monotheist. For a detailed discussion of this topic, consult the author’s commentary Tafsir Nacemi. This statement of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) is for the purpose of converting. This tells us that in matters of religion there is no concession or favour. Furthermore, that a believer and an infidel would be regarded as compatriots in terms of nationality, family ties, occupation, etc., but not in terms of religion. Our religion nationality is as Muslims only, no matter which country or city one may belong to.

86. “Do you solicit false 86 gods besides Allah?”

86. The moon, the sun and the statues of Namrood, which you are worshipping.

87. What do you think 87 about the Lord of the universe?”
37. Will He leave you without punishing you for your infidelity and polytheism? This type of thinking of yours is wrong. This tells us that relationships with the Prophet will not save you from Divine punishment.

38. Then he cast a glance at the stars.\(^{88}\)

38. The people asked Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) that tomorrow we are holding celebrations outside the city of Babul and we would like you to come there and enjoy with us. It is possible that after participating in our revelry you will stop condemning us on our polytheism. On hearing this, he looked towards the sky, while the people thought that Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) was trying to obtain future information from the stars. Those people were believers in the influential effects of the stars, as many among them were astrologers. This blessed action of his was, so as to say, one of concealment of real feelings.

39. And said: "I am going to be sick.\(^{89}\)"

39. By "I am about to be sick" there are two possibilities; one is that I am sick or I am terribly disheartened by your behaviour and my sickness is turned to sadness. The other is, I would become a victim of infectious disease. These people were very scared of infectious diseases, like the present day ignorant people are over-cautious about smallpox and cholera, fearing their infectious effects. In the blessed talk of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) there is concealment, not falsehood. At the time of need such concealment is permissible. In the use of puns, the meaning further from the literal meaning should be taken.

40. But they turned away from him.

40. Thus they did not take Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) with them so that his disease would not infect them. Religious issue: Astrology is a true science. To prepare Salah times and fasting timetables, through it, is acceptable, but to extract information of the unseen from it is totally forbidden.

41. Then he (Ebrahim) walked towards their idols secretly and said: "Do you not eat?"

41. After they had departed for their funfair, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) went to their temple. He saw that various types of food were placed as sacrificial offerings before going to the funfair. They had intended to eat those as sacred food. Seeing this, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) said these words to the idols.

42. "What happened to you that you do not speak?"

42. He uttered these words in a state of irritation. Otherwise, he was fully aware that these stones did not possess the power of speech.
93. Thereupon he started to strike them with his right hand.

94. He struck at these idols, breaking all of them and placing the axe on the shoulders of the biggest idol, left untouched.

95. Then the infidels rushed towards him.

96. When the infidels came to learn of this, they asked him, why did you break these idols, which are the object of our worship.

97. He said: “Do you worship what your hand carved out?”

98. Thus we learn that we are the doers of our actions, and their Creator is Allah Almighty.

99. They said: “Build for him a high wooden structure, then cast him in the flaming fire”.

100. Hence construct a concrete building, which would be thirty yards long, twenty yards broad and thirty yards high. Burn countless sticks in it to make a bonfire, and then throw Hazzat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) alive into the bonfire. This tells us that burning someone alive is the way of the infidels. A strict warning against such a practice is reported Hadith Shareef.

101. Then they intended an evil design against him, but We humiliated it.

102. By making the fire a garden for Hazzat Ibrahim (On whom be peace). Allah be praised! If Allah Almighty so wishes, He can change the fire of Ibrahim into resplendent light, and if He so wishes, He can change River Nile into an object of destruction for Pharaoh.

103. And he said: “I am approaching my Lord, Who shall guide me”.

104. He said, after gaining salvation from the fire that now I have been commanded to migrate from this place. I will go to such a place where I will have religious freedom.

105. This tells us that to go anywhere in order to please Allah Almighty is like going towards place of migration.
100. “O my Lord, bestow upon me a righteous 101 son.”

101. Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) offered this dua after reaching Syria and after he had obtained a great deal of wealth and also the kingship.

102. So We gave him good news of a prudent 102 son.

103. Glad tidings were given about Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) who would be born from Hazrat Hajirah. To give the information about the birth of a son beforehand is not only from the knowledge of the unseen, but it is in fact, from the Five Branches of Divine Knowledge. This tells us that the pious and beloved servants of Allah Almighty do give information about these five branches of knowledge.

104. Then when he became able 103 to work with him, he said: “O my son, I have seen a dream that I am sacrificing you. Now look, what is your opinion 105?” He replied: “O my father, do as you are commanded 106, Allah willing, you will find me steadfastly 107 firm.”

105. At that point in time, Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) reached the age of thirteen (Tafseer Roohul Mi’ani).

106. In that I am making arrangements of slaughtering you. Or, Allah Almighty has commanded me to sacrifice you. Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) had this dream in the holy city of Makkah on the 8th night of Il-Hajj, then on the 9th night and on the 10th night. Then on the morning of the 10th day of Il-Hajj, he said to his son.

107. It should be remembered that the fulfillment of an obligation is not dependent on an opinion. Even if Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) had rejected this (May Allah forbid) that time, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) would not have delayed in sacrificing his son. He sought this opinion because the act of slaughtering became an act of worship for Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace), while the sacrifice of Hazrat Ismail becomes an act of worship for him, because without intention, there is no worship.

108. This tells us that even the dream of the Prophet is a religious injunction. In fact, in the dreams of some pious servants of Allah Almighty, religious laws are issued. Observe, Azaan had been seen by the Noble Companions in their dream. Ibn Qayyum has written in ‘Kitabur Rooh’ that the consensus of the dreams of the pious believers is like the consensus of the Ummah. At times, like that of a well-known Hadith.

109. That at the time of being slaughtered, I would not writhe in pain. This tells us that saying of “If Allah wills” is the practice of the Prophets. It is proven from authentic traditions that at the time of martyrdom, Imam Husain (May Allah be pleased with him) did not flinch a bit, but fulfilled the promise of his illustrious grandfather.
(the son) down by his forehead.

108. This tells us that the dream of the Prophet is equal to revelation and due to their dreams the law of Shariah can be annulled. Killing of a child, without any crime, was forbidden in terms of Shariah, but this dream of Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) made the sacrifice of Ismail (On whom be peace) obligatory upon him. It should be remembered that this slaughtering of the son was not an injunction of his religion, but the fulfilling of the dream was. Just as Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) was duty-bound to perform the prostration as he had seen in his dream.

104. We called 109 to him: “O Ebrahim”.

109. This incident took place at Mina on the 10th Zil-Hajj. Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) ran the knife on the neck of Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace), but the knife did not work. Not even a hair of Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) was cut.

105. “Most certainly you have fulfilled 110 your dream. Thus do We reward 111 the righteous”.

110. From this we learn that the resolve of doing a good deed is a firm resolve because this readiness to slaughter is declared as slaughter by Allah Almighty by saying “Undoubtedly, you have fulfilled your vision”.

111. From this we learn that the command and intention to seek pleasure are all separate things. One is not necessarily obligatory upon the other. Here, the command was for slaugh-

106. No doubt, it was a clear 112 test.

112. It should be remembered that Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) had already offered physical, monetary, and patriotic sacrifices before this. This is the sacrifice of children offered by him. This son was granted to him in his old age, after offering many duas.

107. And We ransomed him with a great sacrifice 113.

113. This means the heavenly sheep. It has been called thus because it became the sacrificial animal of one who is highly beloved

108. And We left a good 114 name for him in all successive generations.

114. This tells us that to establish the remembrance of very important events is a religious injunction. Salatul Firdos was a sacrifice during this day and Takbeerat Tashahh

in the court of Allah Almighty. He was the beauty of his house, brought up in his lap, the light of his eyes. This is the son that he was ready to sacrifice. This was indeed the severest test upon him.

115. And We made him to be a sign for the worlds.

116. In the sight of Allah Almighty. That which is connected to the lofty, becomes lofty itself.

117. “This is only for the benefit of the people.”

118. In the sight of Allah Almighty. That which is connected to the lofty, becomes lofty itself.
Peace be upon Ebrahim.

And thus do We reward the righteous.

It should be remembered that running between Safa and Marwa during Haj is the remembrance of Bibi Hajirah, Qurbani and to recite Takbeere Tashreek are both in remembrance of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace). At the time of bringing the sheep, Hazrat Ibraeel called out ALLAHU AKBAR (Allah is the greatest). On seeing the sheep, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) recited LA ILAHA ILLALLAHU WALLAHU AKBAR (There is no god but Allah and Allah is the greatest). Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) at the freeing of his hands and the success of the test recited WA LILLAHIL HAMD (And for Allah is all praise). Our present day Takbeere Tashreek is the collection of these utterances.

Surely he was among our full-believing devotees.

And We gave him the glad tidings about Is'haaq, a Prophet and one of the righteous men.

This tells us that by "the great sacrifice" is meant Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) and not Hazrat Is'haaq, because his glad tiding is given after this sacrifice.

And We blessed him and his son, and among their next generations, some are righteous and some clearly wrong themselves.

By granting Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) with the religious and material bounties, made him the illustrious forefather of our Holy Prophet and made many Prophets from the progeny of Hazrat Is'haaq (On whom be peace). Thus, all the Prophets up to Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) are children of Hazrat Is'haaq (On whom be peace). Only our beloved Prophet is from the progeny of Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace). From all of this we learn that sometimes Allah Almighty commands His Prophets to do things beyond the law, on which they act immediately. Then, when these Prophets ask Allah Almighty things beyond the law, Allah Almighty too responds to them. The sacrifice of the son is beyond the law, but Ebrahim (On whom be peace) carried it out. Thus, when Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) prayed that "Oh Allah show me how You bring the dead to life, or when Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) prayed "Oh Allah bless me with Your vision"; Allah Almighty responded to them, although these prayers are beyond the law.

It should be remembered that in Eid ul Fitr the expression of joy is granting us the opportunity of worshipping Allah Almighty in the month of Ramadaan. Thus it is also called small Eid, because we are small and our worship is small. But, Eid ul Adha is called big because in it lays His joy as Hazrat Ebrahim and Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) successfully passed the test. They are big, so their remembrance is big.

In that in the progeny of Is'haaq (On
SECTION 4

114. And undoubtedly We bestowed favours upon Musa and Harun.

120. In that He granted all the Israelites freedom from a cruel person like the Pharaoh.

115. And We saved them and their people from the great distress.

116. And We helped them, so they became victorious 121.

121. On the Pharaoh and all his followers, the Qibtes.

117. And We bestowed upon both a Clear Book.

122. This means the sacred Jaurah, which was granted directly to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), and to Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace) through Hazrat Musa.

118. And We guided them to the Straight Path.

123. That He had protected them from the beginning from infidelity, polytheism and sin.

119. And We left their good names in later generations.

120. Peace be upon Musa and Harun.

124. All these things are meant to be information, i.e. the creation will continue to extend greetings upon these two pious sages and will always remember them. Or, they would always be in the sanctuary of their Creator remembrance and safety in the world.

125. Surely, thus do We reward the righteous.

125. This tells us that, in addition to the rewards, the pious are blessed with their utmost dignified and fully believing devotees.

126. Surely they were among Our most dignified and fully believing successfully, while the Prophet is there to pilot them to their success. Thus, there is a difference in the purpose.
23. And undoubtedly Ilyas 127 is one of the Messengers.

27. His name was Hazrat Ilyas bin Yasin bin Basheer bin Fakhaas bin Ghairar bin Haroon (On whom be peace). He was sent as a Prophet to Balbak and its surroundings. He is from the children of Hazrat Haroon (On whom be peace). His advent was many years after Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). This is the most accurate information about his advent. It should be remembered that four Prophets are alive; two are in the heavens, Hazrat Idris and Hazrat Isa (On them be peace), and two are on land, Hazrat Khizr and Hazrat Ilyas (On them be peace) (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).  

24. When he said to his people: "Do you not become pious?"

25. Do you worship your god Baal 128 and leave the Best of the Creators?

128. Baal is the name of the famous idol of this city. It is due to this idol that the city is called Balbak, which is in Syria. This idol was made of gold. It was twenty yards long and its eyes rubies were placed. 100 devotees of this idol were staying in the temple. The devil was speaking from the stomach of this idol, which these devotees would memorize and explain to the people (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani).

26. Allah Who is your 129 Lord and the Lord of your forefathers 130.

129. The word 'creators' either refers to the sculptors and designers, or creator in accordance with their beliefs, because they believed that some were small gods, but Allah Almighty was big God who was ruler over there.

130. This tells us worship the Lord of your believing forefathers, as those people are the means of identity of Allah Almighty. The children of Hazrat Yaqub (On whom be peace) had said: "We shall worship He Who is your God and that of your fathers, Ebrahim and Ismail" (S2:V133). Furthermore, their forefathers were believers and worshippers of Allah Almighty. Thus he said the God they were worshipping, you should do likewise.

27. But they treated him as a liar. So certainly they will be arrested 131.

131. They will be eternally in Hell, from the Day of Judgement. This tells us that a believer will be present with respect.

28. Except the chosen devotees of Allah.

29. And We left 132 his good name in later generations.

132. Thus, until today, Hazrat Ilyas is remembered in the world.

30. Peace 133 be upon Ilyas.
133. Hyasen is one of the praises of Hazrat Ilyas (On whom be peace), just as Sana and Sineen are names of Mt Sinai. However, Ilyasen is not the plural of Ilyas. Therefore verse 132 states: "Verily, he is among Our most dignified fully believing devotees" where the personal pronoun 'he' is in the singular.

134. The author of Taseer Roohul Bayaan has stated that Hazrat Khizzi has been given the control of the oceans and Hazrat Ilyas that of the land. They will experience death just before the Day of Judgement. Some pious sages were fortunate to meet them.

135. And certainly Lut 135 is among the Messengers (of Allah).

136. When We saved 136 him and his family members.

137. For his daughters and those who had believed in him.

138. Then We utterly destroyed 138 the others.

139. They were punished by stones pouring upon them from the unseen and their localities were turned upside down.

140. And verily you pass by (their ruined habitations) in the morning.

141. And by the night 139. Why do then have no wisdom?

142. Oh people of Makkah! During your business journeys you pass upon these localities, day and night. You see those places in utter destruction and topsy-turvy. You should take a lesson from this.

133. Surely, thus do We reward the righteous 134.

132. Without doubt, he was among Our most dignified, fully believing devotees.

133. And certainly Lut 135 is among the Messengers (of Allah).

135. His blessed name is Lut bin Haaran. He is the nephew of Hazrat Ibraheem (On whom be peace). He was sent as a prophet to Sodom and its nearby territories in Syria.

136. Except an old woman 137 who was among those who remained behind.

137. The name of Lut's wife was Waeelah. She was an infidel, as well as a treacherous woman who was guilty of embezzlement.

138. Then We utterly destroyed 138 the others.

139. They were punished by stones pouring upon them from the unseen and their localities were turned upside down.

140. And verily you pass by (their ruined habitations) in the morning.

141. And by the night 139. Why do then have no wisdom?

142. Oh people of Makkah! During your business journeys you pass upon these localities, day and night. You see those places in utter destruction and topsy-turvy. You should take a lesson from this.
140. His name is Yunus bin Mati. He is from the children of Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace). His title is Zun-Nun and one swallowed by the fish. He was the Prophet sent to the locality of Nineveh, a place situated in Musil, on the banks of the river Tigris. He preached for forty years, but the people did not refrain from polytheism. Thereafter he informed the people about the coming of Divine punishment in the next three days, by the order of Allah Almighty, after which he himself went far away from that place.

141. When he ran away towards the laden ship.

142. On the way he reached a river. He sat in a boat to cross the river. When the boat reached the middle of the river, it stopped. The sailors said that there is a slave in this boat who has run away from his master, which has caused the boat to stop. When the boats were drawn, Hazrat Yunus's name came out. He said it is me who has run away from his Master by leaving the place without awaiting revelation. Saying this, he dived into the river (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

143. And when he drew lots (as to who should be thrown into the sea), he was among the rejected (to be thrown into the sea).

144. Then the fish swallowed him, while he was blaming himself.

145. He was pushed by the drawing of lots and not by any human being. In the Shariah of our Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه و骆 وسلم, such type of decision-making is unlawful. This was either in the Shariah of Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace), or a special order.

146. For the purpose of trust and not for the sake of food. Since worms and sand cannot devour the bodies of Prophets, then how can the fish do this? Observe, the termites destroyed the stick of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace), not his feet. For this reason the word 'swallowed' is used here and not 'ate him'.

147. That is why I left the place without Divine revelation. In it there is a sign of acceptance of repentance.

148. And had he not been among those who glorify Allah.

149. He read the following incantation n the belly of the fish: LA ILAHA ILLA ANTA SUBHANAKA INNI KUNTU MINAZ ZAILIMEEN.

From this, a few issues emerge:

1. Calamities and difficulties are eased through

144. He would have surely remained in its belly until the day when the people shall be resurrected.

145. In that neither Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) nor the fish died, because after resurrection on the Day of Judgement no one
will experience death. This tells us that immortality for some is possible. Thus, not

145. Then We cast him on a barren shore, as he was sick (having remained in the belly of the fish).

147. Took him out of the belly of the fish after forty days. The fish came to the shore and spewed him out from his mouth. Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) came out of the belly of the fish on Friday, the 10th of Muharram.

148. Due to staying in the belly of the fish, he became very weak. At the place where the fish had spewed him out, there was no shade and did not spread on the ground, instead, this tree like other saplings was somewhat high and under its shade Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) would rest. Everyday a goat would come by Divine command to provide milk for him, until such time that his hair began to grow on his blessed body and he gained strength. Thereafter, he returned to his people.

149. The shadow of the gourd tree is dense. Very little dirt or flies are found on it. Its shrubs are soft. Some connoisseurs say that the pumpkin dish is full of blessings. Our Holy Prophet loved the pumpkin dish. His Noble Companions loved it too. Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) rested under this tree. It should be remembered that the shrubs of this tree grew for Hazrat Yunus with great respect and honour.

150. Like before. We sent him to his people.

148. And they believed. Then We allowed them to enjoy life for a time.

151. In that after seeing the signs of punishment, they repented. After his return, they became true devotees.

149. Now ask them to pronounce, has your Lord daughters, while they have sons?

153. This address is directed at Bani Jahmeyyah and Bani Salmah, who had been calling the angels the daughters of Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that the experiencing death has been placed among the people of Arabia loved boys, but had much fear for daughters. In fact, some would bury their daughters alive.
150. Or, did We create the angels females, while they were witnessing that they are daughters. Then how can you say such a thing?

154. This means that neither have you seen angels being born so as to know whether they are daughters, nor have any of the Prophets said that they are daughters. Then how can you say such a thing?

155. To forge calumny against Allah is a terrible sin. From this we learn that Almighty Allah's being free of offspring and partners can be understood from one's intelligence as well. He, unto whom the teachings of the Prophet have reached, should bring faith in him.

152. Allah has begotten (children). But, surely they are liars.

153. Has He chosen daughters in preference to sons?

154. What is the matter with you? How do you judge?

156. This means; 'Oh you foolish people! How stupid you are! Every person deserves boys to perpetuate his progeny and for support in his old age and not daughters'. Allah forbid! If Allah Almighty had a need for any children, why would He choose daughters instead of sons, so as to perpetuate progeny through them and who would be of help to Him in times of difficulties. This verse does not mean that boys are good and girls are evil, as was being said by the polytheists of Arabia.

155. Will you not pay heed?

157. That children are there to perpetuate the progeny. He who will experience death needs progeny. Observe, if the sun, moon and stars have no children, then why should Allah Almighty be in need of them.

156. Or, have you a clear authority?

157. So bring your book, if you are truthful.

158. Here, 'Book' does not denote heavenly book because those people were not from the People of the Scripture. What it means is bring proof for your claim.

158. And they have set up a blood kinship between Him and the jinns. And undoubtedly the jinns know that they shall be presented (before Him).
159. Sanctified is Allah, above what they attribute.

160. Except the sincere 161 devotees of Allah.

161. This means the pious believers would be protected from Hell.

162. Cannot mislead 162 anyone against Him.

162. This means through your efforts, as well as from the efforts of the idols. Only they go astray in whom there is a matter of infidelity. He in whom this type of matter is not found, will not go astray. Companionship is a type of fire container. Only that container is able to burn to a glow in which there is oil beforehand. The companionship of the pious is like this. In Abu Jahl there was no presence of such oil and light, thus he was unable to receive faith from the Holy Prophet.

163. Except such one who is to be burnt in Hell 163.

163. From this we learn that any person on whom there are the blessings of Allah Almighty, he will not go astray. It is for this reason that Prophets are regarded as innocent and saints are said to be protected.

164. They (angels) say: “Everyone of us has an appointed station 164 there”.

164. This means you call the jinns and angels as daughters of Allah Almighty. Their declaration is that they worship Allah Almighty that their ranks are different from where they engage in His worship, as they are told. Or this means the rank and worship of every angel is different. Some are in perpetual Ruku, some are engaged in constant prostration and some are sitting in a crouching position. Or, every angel has a different status. The status of angels who enjoy the special nearness of Allah Almighty is different to the angels appointed to execute the commands of Allah Almighty.

165. “And undoubtedly, we wait 165 for the command, spreading our wings”.

165. Or, they are engaged in worship in straight rows. This tells us that rows should be
straightened in Salah and in holy war as in this
166. “And surely we are those who
167. And undoubtedly, they used 166
glorify Him”.
to say:
166. The infidels of Makkah before the advent
168. “If we had a remembrance like
169. “We would surely have been the
167. This means that if a heavenly Book had
ded of Allah”.
choose the chosen 167 devotees of Allah”.
come to us, we would not have gone astray and
be rebellious like the Jews and Christians. In¬
stead, we would have been devotees of Allah
170. But they would have disbelieved it. They shall soon know it.
171. And without doubt, Our Word
has already gone to Our devotees 168,
the Messengers.
168. In that before the creation of the heavens
and the earth this has been recorded in the
172. Certainly, only they shall be
helped 169.
169. This means in holy war the victory would
be granted to the Prophets and their devotees.
Thus, no Prophet was killed at the hands of the
173. And surely our armies would be
victorious 170.
170. The army of Allah Almighty is that group
which should always make a firm resolution to
do work of Allah Almighty, whether they are
Islamic scholars, soldiers of Islam or believers
general who take the responsibility upon
themselves to serve the Religion of Allah
Almighty. The end result will always be in
their favour. Although the apparent victory at

So turn 171 away your face from
174. them for a while.
171. This means until the laws concerning Jihad (holy war) are not revealed, tolerate the cruelties of the infidels, i.e. do not engage in war with them. Thus, this verse is abrogated from the verse concerning Jihad.

175. And watch them. And soon they will see.

172. They will receive Divine punishment in this world, at their time of death and in the Hereafter. From this we learn that the punishment of the grave and that of Hell is not hidden from the vision of the Holy Prophet.

176. Do they ask Our punishment to be hastened? 173

173. This verse is revealed regarding those infidels who would say, out of jest, where is the punishment of Allah Almighty. Why doesn’t it come on us?

177. But when it will descend into their courtyard, what an evil morning will that be for those who were warned.

174. Thus those infidels of Makkah were severely punished with famine, defeat in wars.

178. So turn away from them for a while.

179. And see. They will soon see (their end).

175. This means do not reply to the jest and taunting of the infidels as yet. In future give them a practical reply when they would be punished at your hands, or when punishment would come upon them from unseen sources. This verse is not in contradiction of the previous one, wherein it was said that do not declare holy war on the infidels as yet, where it is said that do not worry about their taunting. However, this verse, too, is abrogated from the verse concerning holy war.

180. Sanctified is your Lord, the Lord of Dignity, from what they attribute.
181. And peace be upon the Messengers (of Allah).

177. From this, emerge two issues:
1. The words on whom be peace (Alaihis Salaam) should be used after the names of Prophets, e.g. Musa Alaihis Salaam. This should not be used after the names of pious sages, like Imam Husain Alaihis Salaam, because this is used for Prophets only.
2. To greet the Holy Prophet with the words YA NABI SALAAM ALAIKA or ASSALAMU ALAIKA AYYUHANNABI is permissible. This verse is the basis for it.

182. And all praise be to Allah, the Lord of the universe.

178. Every person at all times and in every manner should recite the praises of Allah Almighty. He should terminate his lecture and his sermon with the praises of Allah Almighty.
SURAH SWAD (MAKKAN)
Revealed Before Hijrah
5 Sections : 88 Verses  732 Words, 3067 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION I

1. Swad. And I call witness by this renowned 1 Qur'a'an.

1 In this verse the word ZIKR denotes publicity, fame and being renowned. The public

2. But the infidels are in false pride 2 and are in full hostility 3.

2 From this we learn that any honour which one gives in opposition to Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet is a form of punishment, while any honour gained in their servitude is a reward. Says Allah

3. How many a generation We had destroyed 4 before them. They cried (for mercy), but it was too late 5 to escape.

3 Because they were saying that a human being cannot be a prophet. Prophethood should have been given to the angels, although, they were worshipping stones as deities.

4. And they were surprised that a warner 6 has come to them from among themselves, and the infidels said: "This is a magician and a great liar 7".

4 Because declaring Faith at the time of seeing Divine punishment is futile; just as sowing seeds out of season will not bear fruit.

5. What should we think of those who say, "Our Lord! Only send us from among us a warner 8 who shall come to us and say, 'We believe in what you believed in, and we shall not associating anything with your Lord.'"

5 Makkah became scared of the rising power of Islam. A delegation of twenty-five leaders under Waid bin Mugheerah came to see Abu Talib to mediate between them and his nephew Abu Talib called the Holy Prophet Muhammad and said that if he refrain from condemning their angels, they would never opposing him. On hearing this, the Holy Prophet Muhammad replied, "Why should I refrain when it is my duty to warn them?"

6. Because they were saying that a human being cannot be a prophet. Prophethood should have been given to the angels, although, they were worshipping stones as deities.

7. Circumstances of its revelation After the conversion to Islam of Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him), the infidels of
Prophet replied, if these people recite Kalimah Tayyibah and become believers, Allah Almighty will make them the masters of the world. Hearing this, the infidels left, thinking that the Holy Prophet 5. Has he (Prophet Muhammad) made many gods to be one God? Surely, this is a strange thing.

6. And their (Makkah) chiefs departed saying: “Go and stick to your gods. Certainly, this is a thing designed”.

8. Saying this, they left Abu Talib.

9. This means that although you have become helpless against the Holy Prophet regarding proofs, and you were unable to answer him, yet you are continuing to worship nonsensical idols without any proof. This is an open acknowledgement of defeat by the infidels.

10. There are many explanations and interpretations of his statement. Of these, the most appropriate is the one, which is hinted by the blessed translator, Al-HaZRAT. This means the Holy Prophet who had been spending so much time on preaching. This tells us that it would seem as if this was of some worldly benefit to the Holy Prophet .

7. “We have not heard about this even in the latest religion of Christianity. This is but a new fabrication”.

11. The Christians, though being from the People of the Scripture believed in the trinity of God the father, the son and the Holy Ghost. If Tauheed (Oneness of Allah Almighty) was beneficial, then why did the People of the Scripture not acknowledge it?

12. The proof of which was not even found in the previous heavenly books. This tells us that the devil misleads in many ways.

13. This is the envy of the infidels of Makkah on the Holy Prophet , i.e. since we are so wealthy and firmly established, then why did Prophethood not come to us. It should be remembered that receiving of and brought all the gods together in one god, as one god is not enough for the entire creation. The above, blessed verse was revealed on this occasion (Tafseer Khazaimul Iraan, Roohul Mu’ani).
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of Islam was due to its truth and not through any material power.

14. That sometimes they are calling the Holy Qur’aan to be poetry, sometimes as magic, sometimes as false, sometimes as the fabrication by the Holy Prophet. مَسْلِكَ فَلَتَوْلَى وَهِيْ مِنْ أَثَرَهَا

9. Or, do they possess the treasures 16 of the mercy of your Lord, the Honourable, the Great Bestower?

16. So that He would give Prophethood to whomever He wishes. Prophethood is the special grant of Allah Almighty. From this we learn that Prophethood is not an acquired thing, but one which is bestowed. Sanamhood is sometimes a pure grant or sometimes acquired.

10. Or, is the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and what is in between them, theirs? If so, let them ascend by any means 17.

17. Its purpose is to allow that sometimes the bestowal of worldly bounties assumes unnatural means. Sometimes totally ignorant people are wealthy and the educated are left destitute. Then how would Prophethood be dependent on any means?

11. This is (a disgraced gathering) from among the allies who shall be made to be routed 18 to the same place.

18. It means these enemies of yours are a distributed army. Prior to your advent, they were from the group confronting and opposing other Prophets.

12. Before them, the people of Nuh 19, and Aad 20 and the Pharaoh 21, the lord of stakes, have already treated them (the Messengers) as liars.

19. To whom Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) had preached for nine hundred and fifty years, but the people did not listen to him.

20. To whom Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) had preached for a long time.

21. This means whenever the Pharaoh would become angry with someone, he would have his hands and feet tied in chains and them whipped. He would leave them in same condition in the sunlight so that it could become dry and be destroyed. Wretch had Hazrat Asiya put in the pit (Tafseer Ruhul Ma‘ani).
3. And Thamud and the people of that and dwellers 22 of the forest. Those are the parties 23.

2. The people of Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) who were inhabited in the reeds.

3. Those who stood to confront the Prophets

4. Every one of them treated the Prophets as liars. So, My retribution became inevitable 24.

4. This tells us that no punishment can come until the people had not belied the Prophet. Says Allah Almighty: "And We are not to torment until We have sent a messenger" (S17:V15).

SECTION 2

5. And they wait for a single blast 25 from which no one can turn away.

5. At the blowing of the First Trumpet everybody would be destroyed.

6. And they said: "O our Lord, hasten to us our shares before the Day of Reckoning 26".

6. Circumstances of its Revelation

Bear with patience 27 what they say and remember 28 Our devotee Dawood, a man strong handed. Certainly, he always turned 29 (to Allah).

7. Do not give reply to their nonsensical talks until command for Jihad (holy war) is not revealed. All the verses of patience against the enemies have been abrogated from the injunctions of Jihad.

8. He was given the guidance to perform the highest form of worship. He would fast on every alternate day. He would spend two thirds of the night in worship. He would rest in the middle portion (Khazainul Irfaan). Here, Allah Almighty has first mentioned about the high degree of worship of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace), then about his error, then granting repentance from it.

29. He turns to his Lord under every condition.

Certainly We subjected 30 the mountains to him that they, with him, glorified 31 Allah at nightfall and sunrise 32.
30. In that they were leading their lives in accordance with his order, as was the case with Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) (Tatweer Rosulul Muhammed)

31. The mountains were reciting the glorification of Allah Almighty with him in such a way that he would listen to it. This was his second miracle.

32. This tells us that although we should be engaged in the glorification of Allah Almighty at all times, this should be done without during the morning and evening. For the reason that punctuality in establishing Fajr and Asr prayers is absolutely important.

33. And the birds assembled to him; all were obedient to him.

34. When Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) would sit to recite Fiszbeeh, the birds would gather around him to do the same. They would coherently sway to and fro, due to his melodious recitation. A melodious voice was also one of his miracles. This tells us that it is excellent to perform worship with the proud servants of Allah Almighty. The Prophet has control over the unintelligent and the inanimate objects as well.

35. And we strengthened his kingdom and bestowed wisdom upon him and decisive judgement.

36. This means no one's kingdom was so fortified as that of Dawood (On whom be peace). Forty thousand soldiers in armour were guarding his palace (Tatweer Rosulul Muhammed)

37. And had the news of the disputants reached you when they came into his Mosque, climbing over the walls.

38. Those angels who had come to his court in human form as plaintiffs and complainants. To call them as claimants was on the basis of apparent form.

39. Where Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) had been worshipping he would sit to decide the cases of the people. This tells us that a judge can sit in the mosque to perform the function of administration of justice.

40. When they entered upon Dawood, he became confused of them. They said: “Fear not, we are the two disputants, one of us has aggressed against the other. Therefore, judge between us with justice and be not unjust and guide us to the right path”.

41. Therefore, judge between us with justice and be not unjust and guide us to the right path”.
39. Because the door was close, and these two went in. The great Sufis say that his fear was with Allah Almighty. From the presence of the angels he had understood that their presence was meant as a reprimand for him (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

40. Because he is from those upon whom there is no fear. Due to his blessings others are relieved of their fears. So, why should he himself be afraid?

41. From this, two issues are understood:
1. In order to obtain a verdict, it is not false to invent an imaginary situation, like it is said that

23.“Surely, this is my brother 43, who has ninety nine ewes and I have one ewe. Yet, he says: “Give this one also to me 44” and wants to dominate me by arguments”.

43. This means he is either a religious brother or an assumed brother, i.e. assume that he is your brother, like it is said Zaid has given divorce to his wife. This is regarded as logical view. This is an imaginary vow, not of verification, neither is this a statement of inspiration. Thus, in it there is no possibility of truth and falsehood.

44. The actual incident was: Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) had ninety-nine wives. In addition, he sent a proposal of marriage to yet another woman, who was proposed to another man. This woman married Hazrat Dawood. Others have stated that she was in marriage to another person. Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) obtained her divorce from that person and then married her, as was the common practice in those days. Since Prophethood is an elevated position, Allah Almighty drew his attention towards it. Allah be praised! (Khasaimul Irfan). The name of that lady was Manshawa daughter of Sha’e and her husband’s name was Auriya ibn Khaibana (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

42. This means tell us to show kindness to anyone that is due to him without refusing it. From this we learn that you can say such words to the Mufti at the time of seeking a verdict and to the judge who is listening to the case. In this, there is no insult of the judge.

45. This means he is either a religious brother or an assumed brother, i.e. assume that he is your brother, like it is said Zaid has given divorce to his wife. This is regarded as logical view. This is an imaginary vow, not of verification, neither is this a statement of inspiration. Thus, in it there is no possibility of truth and falsehood.

46. The actual incident was: Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) had ninety-nine wives. In addition, he sent a proposal of marriage to yet another woman, who was proposed to another man. This woman married Hazrat Dawood. Others have stated that she was in marriage to another person. Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) obtained her divorce from that person and then married her, as was the common practice in those days. Since Prophethood is an elevated position, Allah Almighty drew his attention towards it. Allah be praised! (Khasaimul Irfan). The name of that lady was Manshawa daughter of Sha’e and her husband’s name was Auriya ibn Khaibana (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

Zaid gave his wife a divorce.

2. Even Allah Almighty and His angels honour the dignity of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as the attention of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) was sought in this way. Thus, if any person taunts or objects to any of his blessed actions, is indeed a disrespectful wretch.
It was called high-handedness and not cruelty because creating a desire of sale of his thing in the owner is not an act of cruelty. By high-handedness is meant going against the commendable practice.

Because this was a verdict not the decision, as such he did not listen to the testimony of the second person. It is like the complaint that Huria, wife of Abu Safyaan, had made to the Holy Prophet. She complained against her husband that he does not give her spending allowance. She was told to take the money out of his pocket although Abu Safyaan was not present to listen at that time. Fatwa or verdict can be given on the testimony of one person as well.

From this we learn that if an error does take place by pious persons, you should not taunt or criticize them. Rather, you should ask them for an explanation, keeping in mind their respect and honour (Khazainul Irlaam).

This prostration of his was one of repentance. We should offer Sajdah (prostration) of gratitude at this place, where the repentance of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) was accepted.

Then We forgave him 49. And verily he had indeed nearness to Us and an excellent resort 50 (to repent).

Lovers were due to error and not due to sin. The Prophets of Allah Almighty are exalted from sins.

In this world and the Hereafter. This tells us that if an error is made by the beloved servant of Allah Almighty it does not in any way diminish their lofty positions. Even after eating the wheat, Adam (On whom be peace) still remained the vicegerent of Allah Almighty. In fact, this error became the cause of his coming into the world as the vicegerent of Allah Almighty.

O Dawood! Certainly We made you a vicegerent 51 on earth. Therefore, decide 52 between mankind with justice, and do not follow your desire 53. Otherwise it would cause you to go on the wrong 54 path from the path of Allah. Verily, those who go on the wrong 55 path from the path of Allah, will have severe punishment, for they have forgotten 56 the Day of Reckoning.

Made him his deputy so that in addition to Prophethood he was granted the kingdom of knowledge.

Gave judgment after listening to the testimony of both parties not only from your own knowledge. The judgment of the judge being based on testimony and administration of oath is true judgment. Even on the Day of Judgement Allah Almighty will not pass the judgment based on His Divine knowledge but each case will be decided on testimony, proof, etc. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم decided the case of slander against Hazrat Aisha (May Allah be pleased with her) after Divine revelation, although the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه و وسلم at no time had the slightest doubt of the chastity of Hazrat Aisha (May Allah be pleased with her).

By ‘desire’ is meant sensual desires of the people and not his personal desire, because the
personal desires of these pious sages had been annihilated, in seeking the pleasure of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "And He speaks not of his own desire. That is not but the revelation revealed to him" (S53: V3-4). It is further stated: "No doubt, the soul wants to command but that on whom my Lord has mercy" (S12: V3).

54. Because following the dictates of personal desire does not allow him to look at the proofs of the contending parties. Thus, it is necessary for the judge to take out from his heart the love of the creation. His decision should be based on pleasing Allah Almighty only.

55. Either in beliefs, or in deeds or in the judgement of cases.

56. Had they remembered the Day of Judgement, they would not have accepted defective beliefs or evil deeds. Or, they should not have accepted bribes from people to give false decisions.

SECTION 3

27. And We have not made the heavens and the earth, and what is in between them in vain. This is the view of the infidels. Therefore, woe be to the infidels, because of the Fire.

57. In fact, in it there are hundreds of wisdoms. The infidels, infidelity, devil and transgression are all evil things, yet their creation is not evil. In this creation there are thousands of wisdoms. All are included in that which is between them.

58. Anything about which there is no accountability has indeed been of no avail. Thus, there is no objection against the verse.

28. Shall We make those who believe and do righteous deeds similar to those who spread disorder in the earth, or shall We treat the pious ones like the wicked?

59. Circumstances of its Revelation

The infidels from the Quraish had been telling the believers that if the Day of Judgement were to take place, then what you would receive would be given to us as well. This verse was revealed to refute their baseless claims.

60. This will never take place. Even an intelligent king, too, cannot do this, i.e. making the disobedient wretches equal to those who are obedient. The dignity and status of the One who is the greatest of all judges is unique.

61. From this we understand that if the pious and the transgressors are not equal, then how can the prophet and a common person be the same. Their difference in status is a certainty. The scholars and saints of the entire world do not come near the respect and status of the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet.

62. It should be remembered that the information of the unseen is called a blessing.
and that in which this is included is
auspicious. The Holy Qur'aan is auspicious
and so too is the Possessor of the Holy
Qur'aan Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace)
had stated "And He made me Blessed"
(S19 V31). In those who are beloved to Allah
there are auspicious things of the unseen.
63. From this we learn that to reflect on the
verses of the holy Qur'aan, to obtain good
counselling by reflecting upon them, to deduce
religious laws through careful deliberation on
those verses is not in everyone's power. Only
those who are imbued with religious
perceptions, i.e. the religious scholars and more
especially those who are jurists, can do this.
The common people should make it their duty
to seek this from the scholars of Islam.

30. And We bestowed to Dawood,
Sulaiman 64 who was an excellent
devotee. Surely, he always turned 65
to (Allah).

64. This tells us that the pious son is a special
favour from Allah Almighty. Although Hazrat
Dawood (On whom be peace) had other sons,
mention is only made of the granting of Hazrat
Sulaiman (On whom be peace) to him because
he was a Prophet and an heir to the knowledge
of Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace). We
further learn that pious children are a special
bestowal of Allah Almighty and not in
exchange of any good deed. For this reason
"We bestowed" had been used here. Says Allah
Almighty "He bestows daughters on
whomsoever He likes and He bestows sons on
whomsoever He likes." (S42: V49). Tafseer

31. Then there were exhibited before
him in the afternoon 66 poised
(standing) racehorses.

66. This means one thousand horses were
presented to Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be
peace) after Zohr Salaah, for the purpose of

32. He said: "I have the love for these
good horses endearing 67 me (and
distracting) in the remembrance of
my Lord". Then he ordered to drive
them until they were hidden from his
sight 69, behind the veil.

67. Because these horses are a means of Holy
War and since Jihad is an act of worship, its
provisions, too, are dear.
68. The love for these horses is not for worldly

 gain, but for the sake of Allah Almighty. This
does not mean that Hazrat Sulaiman (On
whom be peace) neglected Salaah; to take care
of these horses, as has been stated by some


Roshul Mu'uni)

65. This means one who continues to
remember Allah Almighty under all
circumstances. Hazrat Dawood (On whom be
peace) attained the age of one hundred years.
His demise took place suddenly. At the time of
his demise, he was in prostration. The fruit of
such an auspicious tree should be auspicious as
well. This tells us that the sudden death for the
beloved of Allah Almighty is full of mercy. But
for those who are negligent, such a death is a
problem because they do not prepare
themselves for the Hereafter.

Holy War. These horses were very expensive
and good quality animals.
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Commentators. This type of behaviour is against the status of Prophethood.

9. It is the horses that had hid and not the sun, because no mention has been made here of

8. He ordered: "Bring them back to me". Then he began to pass his hand over their legs and necks.

10. This means now that I have seen them, bring them back.

11. He placed his hands on the horses with a great deal of love. Or, to find out about the qualities and weaknesses of the horses. He did not slaughter them as is mentioned by some commentators. The horses were innocent. Also,

12. And verily We tested Sulaiman and placed on his throne a lifeless body, but he returned (to Allah).

12. In that on one important occasion he did not remember to say INSHA-ALLAH (If Allah wills). This tells us that even the errors of the Prophets, too, become a means of achieving a elevated status from Allah Almighty.

13. Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) had three hundred wives and seven hundred handmaids (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). Once he said that I would go to ninety wives. Every one will conceive and give birth to a son and all of them would be soldiers. However, due to the will of Allah Almighty, he forgot to say Insah-

15. He said: "O my Lord forgive me and grant me a kingdom, which may not merit anyone else after me. Truly, You are the Bestower."

14. And forgive me for not saying Insha-Allah. This tells us that the Prophets of Allah Almighty seek forgiveness for forgetting even optional deeds.

15. This means do not give the hardships of the general kingdom to any Prophet besides me. For this reason the words "not suit anyone" are used. Or, it could mean that this kingdom is a miracle for me, and a miracle is a
to destroy the goods on it and to destroy the military equipment was against the status of Prophethood (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). This tells us that a horse is a noble animal and to love it for the purpose of Jihad is the way of the Prophets.

Allah, as a result of which only one of the wives conceived, who gave birth to an abnormal child. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم said that had he said Insha-Allah, all these wives would have given birth to sons, who would have fought in the path of Allah Almighty. Here, the word 'body' denotes abnormal and stillborn baby. From this, two issues emerge:

1. Allah Almighty provides a great deal of manly power
2. These great personalities have the power to exercise justice.

76. This tells us that one should always recite praises of Allah Almighty when offering a prayer. The praises of the Almighty should be equal to the nature of your dua. The word 'WAHAB' means Greatest Bestower; i.e. Bestower of skills and perfection of kingdom and governorship.
36. Then We subjected to him the wind blowing to his order, wherever he desired.

This means Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) exercised command over the air as well. This tells us that it is permissible to say that rain fell at the command of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

This tells us that the beloved servants of Allah Almighty rule the world. Through Almighty Allah's grant they make things happen according to their wishes. These things belong to the Lord of the creation, but they become the servants of these pious sages. Hazrat Ghauri, Paek says that the cities of Allah Almighty are within my dominion.

37. And (subjected) the devil (jinns), every builder and diver.

From this, a few issues emerge:
1. That among the jinns there are many skilled workmen and highly efficient craftsmen.
2. The reach of the jinns is to the depth of the oceans.

38. And others bound in fetters.

This means the mischievous and rebellious jinns were placed in chains and held captive by Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace). From this we learn that although the jinns do not come into our control like fire and air, they cannot gain freedom from the control of the pious servants of Allah Almighty. Hazrat Abu Huraira, a Companion of the Holy Prophet, had captured the Devil.

39. This is Our gift. Now you do favour upon whom you like or withhold. There is no account of it.

This tells us that Allah Almighty gives to the Prophets and they distribute it among the creation, with the order of Allah Almighty. We further learn that in this distribution they are given total authority. The Holy Prophet ﷺ says: "Allah Almighty gives the bounties and I am the distributor of these bounties." Says Allah Almighty: "Allah and His Messenger have enriched them out of His grace." (S9: 74)

This tells us that he was from those beloved servants of Allah Almighty upon whom there is no accountability. He can spend what he desires and how he desires. He can give to anyone what he likes and in what quantity he likes. Or, he can withhold the bounty from whomever he wishes. We also learn that Zakaat was not compulsory on the Holy Prophet. ﷺ; Zakaat was not made obligatory upon any Prophet. The saying of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace), "An enjoined on me prayer and poor-due (Zakaat so long as I live") (S19: 51), is for the purpose of purity of the soul.

40. And undoubtedly he has nearness to Us and a handsome resort.
83. This means that in the court of Allah Almighty the love for Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) and the bounties of the Hereafter are far greater than the dominion of this world. From this we learn that the blessed Prophets are persons of great respect and dignity in the court of Allah Almighty.

SECTION 4

41. And remember My devotee Ayub 84. He called his Lord 85 that Shaitaan had afflicted 86 me with weariness and oppression.

84. His blessed name is Ayub son of Asos, son of Raazech, son of Rum bin Aydh bin Is’haaq bin Ebrahim (On whom be peace). His mother is from the children of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace). His wife is Hazrat Rahmah daughter of Ifrasheem bin Yusuf (On whom be peace). Ifrasheem, the son of Hazrat Yusuf (on whom be peace) was born from Hazrat Zuleikha (Tafsir Roohul Mu’ani). He had reached the age of ninety-three in which only three persons had believed in him (Tafsir Roohul Mu’ani).

85. This means after overcoming the hardships of severe illness. Of seven years The details of this illness had been discussed in Surah Al-Anbiya- The Prophets.

86. This tells us that the devil possesses the power of inflicting illness, just as some types of food affect illnesses. Thus, the beloved servants of Allah Almighty, too, have the power of effecting cure. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) had said: "I give cure to the blind and the lepers with the permission of Allah Almighty". Their powers are greater than the creations of fire.

42. We said: "Strike 87 your foot on the ground. Here, is a cool stream for bathing 88 and drinking".

87. This tells us that even the water touching the feet of the pious servants of Allah Almighty is a means of effecting cure. Therefore, it has been declared as a medium of cure.

43. And We bestowed him his family and as many more with them, in addition, as a mercy 89 from Us and as a reminder to the men of understanding.

89. In that He granted his wife, Rahmat, health once again and brought his deceased children back to life and granted him the same number of children. All this is ascertained from "his family and others like him".

44. And We said: "And take in your hand a dry bundle of bushes and strike 90 therewith and do not break 91 your oath". Surely, We found
him steadfast. What an excellent devotee he was? Certainly, he was always turning (to Allah).

40. During the period of illness his wife, Hazrat Rahmat, once came late to him. At this he took an oath that once I am well I will beat you with a hundred lashes. After gaining his health, Allah Almighty commanded him to strike her with a broom in which there should be a hundred dark and greasy thin reeds. Remember, that in those days there was no

45. And remember Our devotee Ebrahim and Is'haaq and Yaqub, the men of authority 92 and vision.

92. From this there is a hint that Allah Almighty has bestowed upon His beloved servants His power and His knowledge through which they are aware of the world, and they use these powers for the benefit of the world. For further discussion on it, consult 'Jawal-ul-IHaq'.

93. In that their hearts are totally indifferent to worldly matters, and abound in the remembrance of the Hereafter, as well as with the remembrance of Allah Almighty. This tells us that to ponder over the Hereafter and the remembrance of Allah Almighty is a great bounty. Fortunate is he who is blessed with these

47. And surely they are chosen 94 and the best in Our Sight.

94. In that they are solely Ours and We are theirs. Those who desire to meet Us should do so through their mystical knowledge. This tells us that every statement and action is well liked by Allah Almighty. Hence, to criticize and mock at any work of the Prophet is an act of infidelity.

48. And remember Ismaeel and Al-Yas'a 95 and Zulkifli 96. And they were all excellent ones.

95. His name is Yas'a ibn Akhtoo. He was the deputy of Hazzat Iljas (On whom be peace). Thereafter he was given Prophethood (Tafsir Roshul Mu'ami).

96. Zulkifl is the cousin of Hazzat Yas'a. It is a fact that he is a Prophet. His residence was in Syria (Tafsir Roshul Mu'ami).

49. This is a reminder 97. And surely the resort of the pious is good.
97. This means that remembrance of the pious servants of Allah is indeed remembrance of Allah Almighty, if it is done with greatness. Through such remembrance one obtains thousands of advices. We further learn that through the remembrance of these beloved servants, the hearts gain peace, contentment and tranquility. Says Allah Almighty: "Behold, in the remembrance of Allah alone there is the satisfaction of the heart" (S13:V28). In fact, even the stones and pebbles find inner satisfaction from the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم

50. Paradise of eternal living, the gate thereof is open 98 for them.

98. The doors of faith and piety are opened for them in the world, at the time of their demise and in their graves windows of paradise are opened for them for letting in heavenly breeze and in the hereafter doors are opened for them to enter Paradise and will remain open. They will not have to work to open them.

51.Reclining 99 therein, they shall ask 100 for plenty of fruits and drinks.

99. They will be sitting on their thrones, studded in moulds of gold; i.e. they will not be engaged in any work, but would be just resting, as they had already completed their hard work in this world.

100. They ask their servants, i.e. they will not have to get up to bring anything. The servants would make whatever they need available to them. By 'drink' is meant different types of drinks like milk, water, honey and the pure drink. It does not refer to alcohol of this world.

52. And they will have chaste women 101 who look towards none save their husbands 102 and of equal age.

101. Those wives of theirs of this world who had died in their marriage, as well as the hooris and the believing wives of the polytheists and infidels who would be the inmates of heaven.

102. This tells us that the veil and modesty would be practiced in Paradise as well. It is obligatory to remain in the veil from the pious; because everyone in Paradise will be pious, yet there would be Purdah from them as well. We further learn that a woman should not look at a stranger; i.e. a man must not look at the woman and the woman must not look at the man. The places in Paradise will be for the purpose of Purdah and not for their protection.

53. This is what you are promised for the Day of Reckoning.

103. All the women are equal in beauty and age. In fact, the worldly wives will excel the hoories in beauty and the age of all the women would be thirty at all times.

54. Undoubtedly, this is Our Provision, which will never be exhausted 104.

104. From this we learn that the fruits of Paradise will not depend on seasons. Every type of fruit would be available at all times, in abundance. The gardens of Paradise will not
55. This is for them 105 (believers). But, certainly, for the transgressors is an evil resort 106.

105. All that has been mentioned here is for the pious believers. Observe, now, the opposite of this.

106. This tells us that Hell is not the permanent abode of the sinful believer; it is only temporary place. Hell is the permanent abode of the infidels only.

56. The Hell in which they shall burn, what an evil cradle.

57. This is for them (the infidels). Therefore let them taste the boiling water and intensely cold, stinking 107 drink (pus).

107. All this will be flowing from the bodies, wounds, and filthy places of the inmates of Hell. They would bear a strong pungent odour and be of bad taste. This would be their food. May Allah Almighty save us from this!

58. And other torment, coupled with punishments of similar 108 nature.

108. Every form of punishment would be inflicted in pairs. The punishment of eating would be pus and cactus. The punishment of drinking would be boiling water and blood.

59. (They shall be told): “This is the multitude rushing in along with you 109”. There will be no welcome for them. They must roast in the fire.

109. The leaders of the infidels would be in front and their followers would be behind them.

60. They will say: “Nor you! No open place 110 for you. You brought this distress to us. Therefore, what an evil destination it is.”

110. The leaders will curse the subordinates, who in turn will curse the leaders, i.e. they will censure and taunt one another. This tells us that love and unity among one another is the mercy of Paradise and dissension is the punishment of Hell.

61. They will say: “Our Lord, whose brought this distress to us,
increase for him double punishment in the Fire”.

112. The sub-ordinate infidels will say to Allah Almighty about their leaders, that Oh Almighty Allah they are infidels, as well as promoters of infidelity, but we are infidels only. Thus, give them double of our punishment.

62. They will say: “What has happened to us that we do not see the men whom we used to count among evil ones?”

113. The infidels will talk among themselves that why are Muslims not seen in Hell, whom we looked at with contempt in the world. From this we learn that the infidels would be able to identify one another, and remember their worldly talks.

63. “Is it because we treated them in ridicule, or have our eyes missed them?”

114. This means our looking down upon them in the world was wrong. Our eyes led us astray to understand them in the true sense of the word. They have not come into Hell today, but have reached a place of honour.

64. Undoubtedly, such disputing together of the people of the Fire is a truth.

115. They are certainly here in Hell, but we are unable to see them. Or, that when in the world, our eyes were unable to see their true identity. We were unable to understand their true status.

65. Please declare (O Muhammad): “I am only a Warner, and there is none worth worshipping except Allah, the only One, the most Dominant”.

116. Thus, this discussion and argument of the infidels would be taking place. There is no possibility of an error in Divine Knowledge.

66. “The Lord of the heavens and the earth, and whatever is in between, the Honourable, the Great Forgiven”.

119. Because this is the only world before us, therefore mention is made about it. Otherwise, He is the Lord of every creation.
67. Please declare: “That is a great news 120”.

120 Of Allah Almighty being One, or my being the Prophet, or the Day of Qiyamah.

68. “Of which you are negligent”.

69. “What knowledge I have about the heavenly 121 world, which they had disputed 122”

121 If it had not been the Prophet possessing revelation, then how would I have known the information about the heavenly worlds which had taken place before the creation of man, because the information about these incidents cannot be obtained from history, newspapers, etc or any such sources. However, I have full knowledge about them, with which I am acquainting you. This proves beyond any doubt that I am a true Prophet and possessor of revelation.

122 By ‘heavenly world’ is meant the angels, and by their ‘quarrelling’ is meant saying to Allah Almighty “They said, will you place such who will spread disorder therein and shed blood?” (S2 V30) This tells us that it is not improper for the beloved servants of Allah Almighty to quarrel with him. In fact, it is to bear with their fancies (Tafseer Resulul Akram). Some commentators have stated that by quarrelling of the angels denotes quarrelling among themselves regarding taking some of the good deeds of people as is stated in the Hadith: “I have seen my Lord in the most beautiful countenance. My Lord asked me Oh Muhammad, what are the angels quarrelling about?” I replied, You Oh Lord! Know best about it. Allah Almighty then placed His hand of kindness upon me chest, whose effect I found in my heart. As a result of this everything between the heavens and the earth came within my sphere of knowledge. Allah Almighty again asked ‘Now tell me regarding what are the angels quarrelling?’ I replied, ‘In matters of Kaffaarni or to overcome the shortcomings’. These include remaining behind in the mosque for a little while after completion of the Salaah, to walk to the mosque for congregational prayer; to perform proper wudhu during winter. Such a person’s life will be good as well as his death and he will be purified from all his sins (Darami, Tirmidhi, Khazainul Irfuan).

70. “I am only revealed that with which I am a distinct warner 123”.

123 I receive all the revelations because I am a Prophet, a warner and giver of glad-tidings. Without the knowledge of the unseen the functions of Prophethood will not be fulfilled.

71. When your Lord said to the angels: “I am creating 124 a man from clay”.

124 I will shape the blessed body of Adam (On whom be peace) with My Hand of Power.

Paradise, Hell being a certainty is information.
72. "So when I fashion him completely, and breathe into him My Spirit, you shall fall down in prostration to him".

125. From this, emerge two issues:
1. The preparation of the body of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) took place after a set time and was completed in forty years. Thereafter, the soul was breathed into the body.
2. This verse is the origin about the blowing of the pious sages on the people for cure and blessings.

126. This tells us that this prostration was not only for the body of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace), but for his blessed soul as well. But,

73. Therefore, the angels fell down in prostration, all of them together.

127. From this, emerge two issues:
1. This prostration was for Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) only in the form of prostration of respect. If the prostration was for Allah Almighty and Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was made its direction, then the pronounal preposition 'for him' would not

74. Except Iblis, who became boastful that he was among the infidels.

128. From this, emerge two issues:
1. To regard oneself greater or equal to the Prophet is the work of the devil;
2. The one who insults the Prophet, whether he is a scholar or a Sufi or a devoted worshipper would be regarded as the devil. The devil was everything, but after insulting the Prophet he was reduced to a zero.

75. He said: "O Iblis! What prevented you from prostrating before that which I made by My Own Power? Are you boastful that you consider yourself the exalted one?"

130. This tells us that the body of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was not shaped by
arrogant, or you were always arrogant before this. This tells us that sometimes the One who is All-Knowing and Omniscient does ask us questions. This enquiry is not the proof of our lack of knowledge.

76. He (Iblis) said: “I am better than him. You have made me from fire and created him from clay.”

133 This means fire is superior to sand and he who is created from the superior element, is, in this case, superior as well. Both these principles are incorrect. Sand is superior to fire. Gardens are set out with sand, not with fire.

77. He (Allah) said: “Get you out (from Paradise), for you are rejected.”

134 From this, three issues emerge:
1. To speculate about anything, which is in opposition to Allah Almighty, is the work of the devil and a means of obtaining Divine curse.
2. Do not give a reply with proof to every derogatory person. In fact, keeping him far away is the way of Allah Almighty.
3. Some prayers of the infidels, too, are accepted in the court of Allah Almighty. The long life span of Iblees is the result of some of his duas. This command of Allah Almighty, “And every dua (prayer) of the infidel loves its way” (S13 V14) is regarding the Hereafter. Thus, through the prayer of the pious sages, too, life spans can increase. In fact, it can get them life after death. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) raised the dead to life.

78. “And surely My curse is on you till the Day of Judgement”.

79. He said: “O my Lord, if it is so then grant me respite till the day when they shall be raised.”

135 So that I can mislead the children of Adam and save myself from death.

80. Allah said: “Certainly, you are of those who is granted respite”.

81. “Till the appointed day.”

136 By this is meant the first blowing of the Trumpet before the Day of Judgement. When everybody would perish with it, the devil, will perish.

82. He said: By Your Dignity, I shall certainly lead all of them astray.”
37. This means for all human beings. By this purpose was that he would take the father’s revenge from the children. It is due to him that have been expelled from Paradise, so I would stop billions of his children from going into Paradise. By ‘beguile’ is meant having defective beliefs, or stopping from doing good deeds.

38. From this we learn that the devil did not show hypocrisy, did not speak a lie, but spoke openly about what he wanted to do. However, the devil did show hypocrisy to Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) by deceiving him in the guise of a well-wisher human species as well. Although some jinns, too, have been saints and Companions.

39. This means among the human beings.

40. From this we learn that the devil has no influence over the Prophets and some pious sages, by trying to make them commit infidelity.

41. Whatever We are describing is followed after this.

42. This tells us that there is absolutely no possibility of a lie in the words of Allah Almighty. A lie from Allah Almighty is just as impossible as Him having a partner. His blessed personality is free of all defects.

43. From your progeny, like infidel jinns.

44. From the infidel humans because Hell will not be filled by sinful believers.

45. So that the burden of Islam and guidance will fall upon you. This tells us that the Prophets at all times carried out the duty of propagation without any compensation for it. Even today, there is a prohibition for taking compensation for propagational work.

46. This means all my attributes are given by Allah Almighty. I am pure from all types of show and ceremonial behaviour. The moon is beautiful on its own; it does not need any jewellery to beautify it. From this, there is a hint that if an Islamic scholar does not have any concrete knowledge about a religious issue, he should remain silent. He should not express any personal opinion about it as this, too, is included in show.
87. That (Holy Qur'aan) is not but a Remembrance to the entire universe\(^{147}\).

\(^{147}\) This tells us that the Holy Qur'aan and the Prophethood of our Holy Prophet is not restricted to any time or place. The Holy Prophet Muhammad ﷺ is the eternal Prophet for the entire creation of Allah Almighty.

88. And you shall certainly know \(^{148}\) its truth after a while.

\(^{148}\) After death or on the Day of Judgement, or in the world itself and on the occasion of the Battle of Badr etc... you will see for yourselves the unseen information of the Holy Qur'aan before your eyes.

\[\text{Sura Al-Zumar } 1 \text{ – (The Troops)}
\]
\[\text{(Makkah) Revealed before Hijrah}
\]
\[\text{8 Sections: 75 Verses 1172 Words, 4908 Letters}
\]

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. The revelation of the book is from Allah, the Most Dignified \(^{2}\), the Most Wise.

\(^{2}\) This means the sender of this blessed Qur'aan or this Surah is the Most Dignified and Wise. The Angel bringing it is dignified and the receiving messenger is dignified. Thus, the one acting upon it, too, would be dignified in this world and the Hereafter. The greatness of the speech (Book) can be ascertained through the greatness of the speaker (Tafseer Rodh Muan'i).
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Surely it is We Who have revealed this Book to you with truth. Therefore, worship Allah, being sincere to Him in obedience.

The bringer of Revelation is Hazrat Musa, but since his work is, in reality, the work of Allah Almighty, it is said 'We have brought it down'. From this we understand that first the Holy Qur'an was kept at a very lofty place, because what is on top is brought down.

Remember that sincere obedience is exclusively to Allah alone. And those who have taken protectors other than Him say: "We worship them only that they may bring us nearer to Allah. Certainly, Allah will decide among them concerning that wherein they differ. Surely, Allah does not guide him who is ungrateful liar.

There are many meanings of the word DEEN. Here, it means to worship, i.e. besides Allah Almighty, nobody is worthy of worship. Or, it could mean the acceptable worship is that which is offered with sincerity.

Here, the word 'Protectors' denotes deities, as is understood from the following word 'we worship'. In it, there is a refutation of the polytheists who are caught up in polytheism. This word has no link with the true friends of Allah.

This means the polytheists of Arabia say "we do not worship these idols by taking them as our creator and lord". We accept Allah Almighty only as our true Creator and Lord. We worship these idols as a means of leading and gaining us the nearness of Allah. This is their polytheism. It should be remembered that it is no polytheism to regard someone as a medium of gaining the nearness of Allah. This, in fact, has been commanded by Allah Almighty in the following verse: "Oh believers, fear Allah and seek the means of approach to Him." (Q5:43). Polytheism is to regard the medium of the idols as deities. To regard the object of medium as a deity and to worship it is polytheism. To prostrate facing the Ka'bah is the essence of worship. To drink the water of Zam-Zam with the intention of gaining the nearness of Allah Almighty is an act of reward. But, prostrating towards the idol, drinking the water of the River Ganges with reverence is polytheism. This verse is for the infidels. Do not connect it to the Prophets, Saints of Allah and to the believers.

From this, emerge two issues:
1. It is infidelity to accept the enemies of Allah Almighty as the medium of reaching Him.
2. It is polytheism to worship the object of medium. You should worship Allah Almighty alone. The infidels regard their deities as small gods and Allah Almighty as the big deity. They had worshipped these small deities by regarding them as a means of their compelling intercession. All this is polytheism.

In that He will let the believers enter Paradise and the infidels will go into Hell. Otherwise, the verbal decision has already been
made in the world
10. This means as long as the infidel remains

4. If Allah intended to take a son for himself, He would have chosen whom He had willed out of His creatures, and Sanctified is He. He is Allah, the only One, the Most Dominant.

11. Here an impossible is being suspended upon an impossible, that is, argument Allah Almighty had any desire for children. He could have chosen that according to His own wish and to wretches not according to your plan.

12. One who is in reality One who has the upper hand over everyone, is pure and free of children, because the son is the same genus as his father and is like him. In addition, the one who is subdued or conquered chooses a son, or is overcome by sexual desire, or one who is afraid of death or an enemy. Since Allah Almighty is free of all these weaknesses, how then will He have children?

5. He created the heavens and the earth with truth. He makes the night cover the day and He makes the day cover the night; and He has employed the sun and the moon into service. Each moves on its course to an appointed time. Do you hear? He is the Most Exalted in Power, the Most Forgiving.

13. One who without anyone’s help can reflect thousands of wisdoms, what need does He have for children.

14. In summer, He lengthens the day by including a portion of the night in it, and in winter, He lengthens the night by including a portion of the day in it. This is the meaning of the word; tills.

15. This tells us that the moon and the stars are in motion not the heavens and the earth. These are stationary. Thus the ancient and the modern philosophy are incorrect. Their movement too is established on a set order. After reaching a point, the sun turns back.

6. He has created you from a single soul, then He created its mates from that and sent down for in infidelity he will not gain guidance towards doing good deeds or gaining Paradise.

Or, their movement is not for all times, at the time of the Day of Judgement, this order will come to an end. Eternity is for Allah Almighty alone

16. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Allah Almighty’s mercy and forgiveness has overpowered His wrath and punishment. Therefore, He does not mete out punishment quickly.
2. The forgiveness of Allah Almighty is with honour. If He was to forgive millions of culprits it neither harms Him in anyway, nor can anyone question Him about it.
you eight species of cattle in pairs. He creates you in the wombs of your mothers, creation after creation in threefold darkness (of the womb). This is Allah your Lord. He is the authority. None is to be worshipped besides Him. Then where are you turning away?

17. In the physical world created all human beings from Adam (On whom be peace), and in the true sense He has created the entire universe from the Light of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as is reported in the Hadith Shareef. But, in this instant the first meaning is apparent as is revealed from the subject that follows.

18. Created Bibi Hawa from Adam (On whom be peace). From this we understand that man is the origin of woman, and as such he is superior to woman. This has been interpreted in other ways as well, e.g. man has been created through the soul, and through this soul He created his attached heart.

19. Camels, cattle, goats, sheep, their males and females. In this way he has made eight pairs. One pair is from male and female; the other is from female and male (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). Says Allah Almighty: "And that it is He who made pairs, male and female".

7. If you ungrateful, then surely Allah is Self-Sufficient, and He does not like the infidels amongst His devotees. But if you are grateful to Him, then He likes it in you. And no soul shall bear the burden of another. Then to your Lord is your return. And He will inform you of what you used to do. Undoubtedly, He Knows well the secrets of the hearts.

24. Because your worship and gratitude does not increase the dominion of Allah Almighty, one bit. Similarly, your disobedience does not harm Him in any way. He is independent, but you are dependent on Him.

25. Here, by servants is meant believers and non-believers. Nobody likes ingratitude, because this is harmful to man.
26. This tells us that approval is something else and intention is something else. There is no approval about infidelity, but it is an act of his intention.

27. This means nobody will carry the burden of anyone willingly, so that the actual culprit could go free. Otherwise, those who mislead would be burdened with their own sin and those who they had misled. Says Allah Almighty: "And undoubtedly, they shall never bear their burdens, and along with their own burdens other burdens" (S29:V13). But the culprits will not be absolved. In short, there is no inconsistency in the verse, nor are authentic Ahadith contradictory to them.

8. And when any trouble 28 befalls a person, he calls upon his Lord, leaning towards Him. Then when He grants him any favour from Himself, such a person forgets what he had prayed for before 29. And (he) initiates 30 to assign equals to Allah that he may lead (mankind) on the wrong path, away from His path. Please declare: "Enjoy life a little 31 with your infidelity. Certainly you are the inhabitants of Hell." 

28. Here, the word man signifies Abu Jahl or the common infidels as is ascertained from the subject that follows, while 'trouble' denotes worldly difficulties, illnesses, etc.

29. This tells us that to exercise fear of Allah during the time of comfort, by remembering previous hardships is the way of the believers.

30. By this is meant false desires, which are in a way linked to the friends of Allah. Neither is this verse revealed regarding the believers. To attach verses of the infidels to the believers is the way of the Kharijites.

31. This means that even if the infidel, despite his infidelity, obtains some benefits in the world, he will be an inmate of Hell in the end.

9. Can someone who remains in the hours of the night in devotion 32, prostrating and standing in fear of the Hereafter and hoping for the Mercy of his Lord, be like the one who is disobedient? Please declare: "Are those who know equal to those who do not know?" Surely, only those understand who are wise 34.

32. From this we understand the virtue and supremacy of Salaatul Tahajjud. Furthermore, Qiyam (standing posture) and Sajdah (prostration) are the highest postures and essentials of Salaah. We also learn that the one offering Salaah and the one who is pious, both should have fear of Allah Almighty. He should not be proud of his worship, but instead should continue to fear Allah Almighty.

Reason for its revelation:
This verse was revealed in honour of Hazrath Abu Bakr Siddiq and Hazrat Umar Farooq.
(May Allah be pleased with them). Some have said that Hazrat Uthman Ghani (May Allah be pleased with him) too, is included in this, as he was extremely regular with the performance of Tabajjud Salah. He would not awaken any of his servants during this time. Whatever work had to be done during this time, he would do it himself.

33. This tells us that the scholar of religion is superior to the worshipper. The angels were worshippers, but Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was a scholar. The worshippers were made to bow down to the scholar. Here, an absolute command is given that a scholar is superior to one who is not a scholar; whether he is a worshipper or not. He is superior to a worshipper. It should be remembered that by 'scholar' is meant scholar of Islam. Their virtues are mentioned in the Holy Qur'aan and the Hadith. It is for this reason that Bibi Aisha (May Allah be pleased with her) is not only superior to all the pure wives of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, but to all the women of the world, because she was a great scholar of Islam.

34. In this it is hinted that an intelligent person is he who can derive benefit from the teachings of the Prophets. That intelligence which cannot lead to the feet of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is ignorance and foolishness.

SECTION 2

10. Please declare: "O My devotees who believe, fear 35 your Lord. There is good for those who do good in this world 36. And Allah's earth is spacious 37. Most certainly, the steadfast shall be fully rewarded without 38 measure".

35. From this we understand that piety and good deeds come after faith. The good deeds of the infidels are in vain, just as it is useless to water the branches, which have been cut off from the roots. There are four conditions to this fear, and four types of people are entitled to it. The piety of the special people is not the same as the piety of the common people; while the piety of the very special people is superior to the other two.

36. The word 'good' is the subject and 'in this world' is the predicate of precedence, i.e. the pious person will obtain good in this world as well as good health, sustenance, salvation from calamities, etc. and in the Hereafter, too, they will receive good. Says Allah Almighty: "And he who fears Allah, Allah will make a way for his deliverance. And will provide for him whence he expects not"(S65: Vs 2-3).

37. Thus the place where you do not have

11. Please declare: "I have surely been commanded 39 to worship,
being purely His devotee 40*.

39. And through the blessing and medium you, too, have been given the command. This tells us only that worship is worship in the true sense of the word and only that deed is a good deed, which is obtained through the knowledge and medium of the Holy Prophet. 

40. To be the pure servant of Allah Almighty is the highest status of sincerity. This status is acquired through the Holy Prophet.

12. “And I am commanded to submit (as a Muslim), first 41 of all”.

41. This tells us that in his Ummah the Holy Prophet is the very first worshipper and mystic possessing intimate knowledge of Allah Almighty. The great Sufis say that in the entire world the Holy Prophet is the very first worshipper, he was a worshipper prior to his blessed birth, in the world of souls, and remained a worshipper until the end.

13. Please declare: “Certainly I fear to disobey my Lord, for the fear 42 of punishment of the Great Day”.

42. Reason for its revelation

The infidels of Makkah would ask the Holy Prophet, “Do you not see the leaders of your nation worshipping the idols? Can such people ever be inmates of Hell?” In response to it, this blessed verse was revealed.

14. Please declare: “I worship Allah exclusively, being sincere to Him in my religion”.

15. “You may worship 43 what you like besides Him”. Please declare: “Surely they will be losers who ruin their own selves and their families on the Day of Resurrection. Yes, remember that it will be a clear loss 44*.”

43. In it there is no permission for polytheism, in fact there is a strong expression of anger against it, like how a kind father becoming fed-up with his disobedient son says - go and continue with your evil deeds.

44. This tells us that among the infidels the worst is he who is infidel himself and so are his family members. Similarly, the fortunate believer is he who is himself pious and so are his family members. The greatness of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (On whom be peace) is that he himself is a Companion, his parents too are Companions, all his children are Companions and his grandchildren are Companions. He enjoys the honour of having Companions in four generations, just as Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) is the Prophet of four generations.

16. They will have coverings of fire over them, and beneath them of the infidels are futile because they have done them through the medium of the Holy Prophet.

كل إلى آخاف إن عصيت سبي عذاب

قل إني آتاني مخلصا له وديني

أنا هادي ما يشكن من دونه. قل إن الذي

الخاصين النورين خيرا أنسه وتقولون

أهله يوم القيامة. آلا ذلك هو

الشركاء النهرين

كلهم فقورهم ظن فقيرتابا وعين
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will be similar coverings \(45\) of fire. With this, Allah warns His servants: “O My devotees, you be pious \(46\) with Me”.

\(45\). This means they would be immersed in fire from all four sides. The commentary of this verse is the following verse: "the day when the torment will cover them from above and from beneath their feet"(52:55).

\(46\). Piety and dread is that fear which should become the means of obedience. On this fear depends faith. Otherwise, even the devil too has absolute fear of Allah Almighty. He had said: “I fear Allah, the Lord of all the worlds”(52:28).

\(17\). And those who saved \(47\) themselves from worshipping idols and turned \(48\) towards Allah in repentance, for them are glad tidings \(49\). So, give good news to My such devotees.

\(47\). In that he should remain aloof from him in matters of belief and practice. It should be remembered that Taghoot (devil) includes all things, which evoke in a person sedition and rebellion. Hence the devil, the leaders of infidelity and idols are all part of ‘Taghoot’. It is important to remain away from all of them. This word is derived from ‘Tagha’ to denote rebelliousness. It shows the hyperbolic pattern of the noun. Those who regard Prophets as persons who mislead, is an eternal wretch. These august personalities are fountains of guidance.

\(48\). This tells us that turning to Allah Almighty is given credence to those who safeguard themselves from defective beliefs. Darkness and light cannot gather in one place. It is not possible to link yourself with Allah Almighty as well as with those who are faithless.

\(18\). Who listen to the word attentively and follow the best \(50\) thereof. It is they who Allah has guided \(51\) and it is they who possess wisdom \(52\).

\(50\). By ‘sayings’ is meant the sayings of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Each one of them is great and an embodiment of excellence. This restriction is that of narration of the incident and not of division. Or, it could mean that people act upon these sayings of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم which are excellent and worthy of practice for them, e.g. the wealthy act upon the command of giving Zakaat, the healthy and strong carry out the command of Jihad. In short, there is no objection on the verse.

\(51\). Reason for its revelation
Both these verses were revealed regarding Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him). After accepting Islam, he informed Hazrat Uthman, Hazrat Abdur Rahman bin Auf, Hazrat Talha, Hazrat Zubair, Hazrat Sa’d bin Abi Waqqas and Hazrat Saeed bin Zaid (May Allah be pleased with them) about him accepting faith. Furthermore, he invited them to accept Islam. They responded to his preaching and entered into the fold of Islam. Allah be praised! Fortunate is that tree which
bears such fruit (Ibtiser Khazanul Irtan, Rodhul Mu'am). These verses mean that whatever good Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq hears from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and these people hear from Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq, they put it into practice.

52. This tells us that excellent intelligence from which Religion can be obtained. That which is merely used for gaining the world is not complete.

19. Then, is one who has deserved the decree of punishment (fit to be saved)? Can you rescue such a one who is in the fire?

53. From this we learn there will be no intercession for the infidel for his forgiveness, though punishment for some infidels would be lighter due to intercession, e.g. Hazrat Abu Lahab. Although he did not accept Islam formally,

20. But those who fear their Lord, for them are lofty chambers, over which are built further chambers, beneath which flow streams. That is the promise of Allah. And Allah does not break His Promise.

54. By practice and by belief. Thus, in this piety, both faith and action are included.

55. This tells us that those servants, whom Allah Almighty had promised Paradise, like the Blessed Prophets and some of their followers, for them to be inmates of Hell is just as impossible as there being a partner with Allah Almighty. He is true and His promises are true. We further learn that the sections of Paradise are high and low. The higher the piety, the loftier is his status.

21. Have you not seen that Allah has sent down water from the sky, and then made springs in the earth from them? Then He causes to grow thereon crops of diverse colures. Thereafter it dries up and you see that it turns yellow. Then He breaks it into small grains. Surely, it is a lesson for men of understanding.

56. From the sky, i.e. from the place of lightness, or from heavenly causes, i.e. from the warmth of the sun

57. Thus, when there is no rain, the wells become dry, the fountains of water become dry

he had served the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and as a result of this, he will be given a light punishment away from Hell, as is reported in the Hadith Shareef. For this reason, the word 'rescue' is used here.
59. After the fields become lush green and
turn into yellow harvest, it is cut and the grain
is separated from the chaff.
60. The flourishing state of this world and the
phases of human life are likewise - in the
beginning they are beautiful, thereafter they
perish. Therefore, do not place your trust in
their glitter, because all that glitters is not gold.

SECTION 3

22. Cannot such one, whose heart
Allah has opened for Islam 61
(peace), possess a light 62 from his
Lord? But woe to those whose
hearts are hardened 63 from the
remembrance of Allah. They are
clearly on the wrong 64 way.

61. This tells us that that Light of Guidance is
different to all these lights. This very light is
the means of obtaining the Kalimah and the
Holy Qur’aan. The name of this light is Divine
Guidance.

62. In some, this light is like a lamp from
which he himself derives benefit, in some it is
like a gas lamp. In some it is like electricity,
like the Noble Companions and the Friends of
Allah Almighty, and in some it is like the sun,
from which the entire world derives benefit,
like the Noor of the Holy Prophet 
 صلى الله عليه وسلم. In fact, the Holy Prophet
 صلى الله عليه وسلم is the creator of light. His
very attribute is the bright sun.

63. Those whose hearts do not become soft
from the remembrance of Allah Almighty, the
advice and counselling of the pious have no
effect on them. In fact, it helps to make their
hearts harder, e.g. through the warmth of the
sun, the candle becomes soft and the salt
becomes harder. May Allah protect us!
(Khazaimul Irfaan).

64. They themselves do not engage in the
remembrance of Allah Almighty, nor allow
others to do so. They declare the
remembrance of the pious sages as haraam
(unlawful), reciting Darood Shareef and
Kalimah Tayyibah as bid’at (innovation). They
condemn gatherings of auspicious
remembrance like Meelad gatherings, Khatam
of the pious, like Khatme Khwajagan, etc. as
shirk (polytheism). This is the identification of
a severely hard heart. The pious sages say that
indulging in excess eating, sleeping and talk
makes a person hard-hearted and obstinate. If
you eat less, your illness will be less, if you talk
less, your sins will be less. If you recite Darood
Shareef in abundance, you will not die an
infidel (Shah Abdush-Shakoor Salimi).

23. Allah has revealed the best Book
that is alike from beginning to the
end (in beauty, truth and fairness),
having repeated description 65
(promise of reward and award of
punishment) at which do shiver 66
the skins of those who fear their
Lord. Their skins and hearts soften
towards the remembrance of Allah.
This is the guidance of Allah. He
guides therewith whom He Pleases
67. And he, whom Allah leaves to go
on the wrong 68 way, there is none to
guide him.
65. The following attributes are of the Holy Qur’aan: (1) It is the best Book, (2) It is eloquent and (3) it is elegant.
66. It has two-fold discussions with promise, It gives warning of punishment, with mercy there is discussion of Divine punishment, with light there is mention of darkness. Or, ‘two-fold’ here means the more you recite it, the more you want to recite it, or every time you recite it creates a new enjoyment in the reciter, or that it will not end after time has passed. Or, by praise is derived that it should be praised for all times just as the word Muhammad is derived from Hamad - to show one who is to be praised for all times. Those who praise him will die, but his praise will remain for all times.

24. He who will make his face to undergo the great punishment on the Day of Judgement is not equal to him who will be saved. And it will be said to the oppressors: “Taste what you earned.”

69. This would be the condition of the infidels. Their hands would be tied to their necks. In the neck would be a burning mountain of sulphuric acid. They would be thrown into hell with their faces lying downwards (Lazar Khuzamul Idrar).

70. Suffer the consequences of your infidelity.

25. Those who falsified before them, faced punishment whence they knew not.

71. This tells us that negligence is one of the vices of the infidels, i.e. due to their rebelliousness, they remain ignorant of their end.

26. Therefore, Allah made them to taste humiliation in the life of this world. But the punishment of the Hereafter is the greatest. What a good thing it would have been if they knew.

The condition of the Friends of Allah Almighty is such that the remembrance of Allah Almighty, especially the recitation of the Holy Qur’aan, brings upon them such awe of Allah Almighty that it makes their hair stand out. His fear, their bodies begin to shake and shiver, but their hearts become content, creating softness and compassion in the heart.

67. This means the Holy Qur’aan provides guidance to all, but not all obtain guidance from it.

68. In that due to their evil actions create in misguidedness, e.g. only after the animal is slaughtered that death is created for it. Thus, there is no objection to the verse.

آمنَّ بمَلِّكِ يَتَجِبُهُ نَذْرَاءِ الْمَأْمَارِ يُؤْمِنُ الْقُلُوبُ وَقَدْ لَمْ يُقْتِلِ شَيْئًا مَا كَانَ كُتِبَ وَقَدْ لَمْ يَكُنْ مَعَهُ شَيْئًا.

And evil deeds. From this, emerge two issues:
1. The minor children of the infidels and polytheists would not be sent into Hell.
2. The infidels would be punished for their evil deeds performed in this world. Although they were not duty bound to these in terms of Islamic law, but they will get punished for it.

كَفَّارَةُ الْأَزْوَاجِ مِنْ قَالُوهُمْ قَاتِلُوهُمُ الْمَأْمَارِ وَقَدْ لَمْ يَفْعَلُوهُمْ.

What a good thing it would have been if they knew.
72. The faces of some people became metamorphosed into lower species, some were caused to sink into the earth, some were punished with floods and on some others, stones were poured from the sky.
73. From this we learn that sometimes the punishment for sins is received in this world,

27. And surely We have narrated in this Qur’aan all types of examples for mankind, in order that they may take heed.

74. It should be remembered that the Holy Qur’aan makes mention of all these: proofs, examples, glad tidings, warnings, ecstatic love for Allah Almighty, praises of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Since the Holy Qur’aan has been revealed for the entire mankind, some accept it through proofs, some through the fear of Allah Almighty, some through covetousness, some through ecstatic love. The Holy Qur’aan has made provision for everybody’s needs.

28. It is an Arabic Qur’aan, wherein there is no deviation from reality, that they may become pious.

75. From this we learn that the translation of the Holy Qur’aan is not the textual Qur’aan, because the actual Qur’aan is in Arabic. In fact, it is not permissible to write the transliteration of Quranic verses because you will not be able to maintain the distinction between Ha-He, Sin, Tha, Swad, etc., as changing the MAHKRAJ of these letters will change the meaning of the Holy Qur’aan.

76. Neither are any of its verses lacking in eloquence, nor is there any inconsistency in them. Neither is its unseen information incorrect, nor is there any weakness in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم on whom it was revealed.

29. Allah sets an example: A servant belonging to disagreeing rude masters, and another belonging solely to one master. Are they both equal in condition? All praise be to Allah. But most of them do not know.

77. In the same way, the believer is the acknowledger and accepter of the Unity of Allah Almighty while the polytheist is the slave to many deities. The guest of two homes is always hungry and the servant of many masters will always remain in anxiety and perplexity as he does not know which of these to please and to whom should he present his needs. The slave of one master always enjoys himself, so does the believer attach himself to one Master. The infidel is full of anxiety in this world and will remain the same in the Hereafter.

30. Surely, you shall die, and surely they shall also die.
81. In truth, this is just for a moment and not for eternity. Otherwise the Holy Qur'an states regarding the martyrs: "And they are alive, but you are unaware." (S 2:154)

82. It should be remembered that there are two conditions of death - the separation of the soul from the body and the other is to leave the use of the soul in the body, to terminate the process of upbringing. The demise of the Prophets is of the first category, i.e., the departure of the soul from the body, while the death of common people is from both categories. Thus, because the soul of the Prophet leaves the body, they are given Kafan, burial, etc., but their soul continues to take care of their bodies and to utilize them. It is for this reason that their bodies do not decay and they recognize those who come to their mazaar s, they listen to their greetings, they remove their difficulties and fulfill their needs.

31. Then on the Day of Resurrection you will most certainly dispute with each other before your Lord.

80. In that the blessed Prophets would be the plaintiffs of propagation and their rebellious people will be the defendants and the followers of the Holy Prophet will be the witnesses of the Prophets and the Holy Prophet will be the witness of his followers. And on the testimony of the Holy Prophet will depend the decree of the Prophets and the punishment of the infidels.

SECTION 4

32. Who is then more unjust than he who utters a lie against Allah and falsifies the truth when it comes to him? Is not in the Hell an abode for the infidels?

81. In that he should prove children and associates for Allah Almighty, then say that Allah Almighty has given us this very command. This tells that falsehood can be verbal, practical as well as in beliefs. Of these, the worst form of falsehood is related to beliefs.

82. By 'truth' is meant the Holy Qur'an because every verse of it is true. Or, it could denote the Holy Prophet.

33. But those who come with truth and confirm it as truth, these are among the pious.

84. Thus we learn that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq is a person of a very lofty status. It is narrated in Sawaaq-e-Muhabbat, on the authority of Ibn Anak, that Hazrat Ali's recitation of it is "Walaati Sadqaya bihi". "And (Abu Bakr Siddiq) is he who declared truth about it." Hazrat Ali explains this verse as "The one who is the bringer of truth in the Holy
4. For them is what they desire. This is the reward of their goodness.

5. Allah be praised! He said regarding His beloved: "Your Lord will grant you so much that you will be pleased and fully satisfied with it." And regarding Abu Bakr Siddiq, He said: "For them is what they desire." At another place, He says: "And undoubtedly, soon your Lord shall give you so much that you shall be satisfied" (S93:V5). From this we learn that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq is the reflection of loveliness of the Holy Prophet.

6. The words "remove from them" are connected with the righteous. It means that those who receive this reward whose purpose of doing good deeds is to obtain forgiveness of their sins, and not for any show or publicity (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

7. The sinful deeds done by them before accepting Islam when they were in a state of ignorance. Or, all their errors and shortcomings after accepting Islam. Thus, there is no objection on the verse, because what sins were committed by Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq.

8. This means all errors of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq, prior to acceptance of Islam, are forgiven and his good deeds as a believer are accepted in the court of Allah Almighty. In fact, even his minor good deeds, too, have the highest status in the eyes of Allah Almighty (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

9. Is Allah not sufficient for His devotee? Yet, they frighten you with others besides Him. And whom Allah leaves to go on the wrong path, for him there is no guide.

10. This question is for negation, while the word 'servant' signifies the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. By means of it, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is being comforted that the infidels will not be able to harm you in any way. Allah Almighty reassures him that we are sufficient for you.

11. Reason for its Revelation
The infidels, trying to instill fear in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم for their idols would say that you should talk ill of them, otherwise they will cause harm to you. In response to it, this verse was revealed. The author of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan says that this verse has been revealed twice, once for the sake of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and on the second occasion it was revealed regarding Hazrat Khalid bin Walid (May Allah be pleased with him) who was sent by the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم to cut down that tree which was being worshipped. When he reached the tree, the infidels began to say that one idol is dwelling in it, which will cause you to become mad. Without paying any attention to them, Hazrat Khalid fell the tree. In its root was a very ugly looking man who came out from it and ran away.

91. In that due to his evil deeds, create
misguidance in it, like Allah Almighty creates death for the animal as a result of it being slaughtered.

37. And whom Allah guides, for him there is none to mislead. Is not Allah the Most Honourable, the Master of Retribution?

92. By guidance is meant the light of Faith, which is created in the hearts of believers from Allah Almighty. As a result of this, he becomes ready to obey the Prophets and keeps himself aloof from the evil people. This light is the special blessing of Allah Almighty. He, who obtains this light, can never go astray.

38. And if you ask them who created the heavens and the earth, they will certainly say: “Allah”. Please declare: “Tell me then that those whom you worship besides Allah, if Allah desires any harm for me can they prevent His harm? Or, if He desires mercy for me, can they prevent His mercy?” Please declare: “Allah is enough for me. In Him the trusting ones put their trust”.

93. In this verse those infidels are intended who had acknowledged the existence of Allah Almighty and had accepted him as their Master and Creator. Then, in some instances, they would regard their idols equal to Allah Almighty and worship them. Thus, they were polytheists. Says Allah Almighty: “Yet the infidels ascribe equals to their Lord” (S6 V11). On the Day of Judgement they themselves would be saying to the idols: “When we made you equal with the Lord of the worlds” (S26 V98).

94. It was the belief of these polytheists of Arabia that although our idols are unable to ward off the calamities sent by Allah Almighty, at the same time they would also say that they will deceptively push it back to Allah Almighty to ward it off, because Allah Almighty is in need of their help, just as the king is in need of his ministers. The refutation of this belief of theirs is found in this verse: “And say: All praise to Allah Who has not taken Him a son and no one is a partner in His kingdom, and none is supporter of Him because of weakness and proclaims His Greatness magnificently” (S17 V111). Thus, this verse has no connection with the blessed Prophets and their intercession.

95. From this we learn that the help of the creation, too, is the help of the Creator. Thus, there is no inconsistency in this verse and the following verse: “O Prophet! The communicator of the hidden news! Allah suffices you and all those Muslims who follow you” (S8 V64). This means Allah Almighty and all the believers following you are sufficient for you.

39. Please declare: “O my people, continue to act in the best way, and
act in my way. Soon you will come to know 97.”.

6. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. It is permissible to call the infidels your people, but this will be as your countrymen and people of your nationality. But not your compatriots in religion.
2. Propagation should be conducted in a polite manner as these blood-thirsty people were being addressed as “Oh my countrymen!”
3. Every command is not for obligation. Observe, here the word ‘work’ is a command.

40. On whom is imposed a disgraceful 98 penalty and on whom falls punishment 99, which is everlasting 100.

98. Punishment of embarrassment, or the punishment of Wednesday, or the punishment of the Hereafter. In the second condition one would understand from it the issue that Allah Almighty will not embarrass the sinful

41. Undoubtedly, We have revealed upon you the Book of guidance 101 for mankind with Truth 102. Then, whoso gets its guidance that is for his own good and whoso errs, he errs for his own loss 103. And you are not but a custodian 104 over them.

101. It is not for your guidance because you were on the path of guidance prior to the revelation of the Holy Qur’aan. From this, two issues emerge:
1. The guidance of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is not dependent on the Holy Qur’aan. He was born with the full knowledge of the Holy Qur’aan.
2. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم did not hide any verse of the Holy Qur’aan from the people.
102. Here, "We have sent down" is used to mean, "We have sent down gradually". "ZAAL" means to send down all of it at one time, while the Holy Qur’aan was revealed to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

yet it is neither for obligation nor for permission, but to express censure and displeasure, i.e. do whatever you want to, you will not cause any harm to me.

97. Who is true and who is false? To ascertain this will either be done in this world or on the occasion of holy war, or at the time of death; or in the grave or on the Day of Judgement, on seeing Divine punishment.

believers. Embarrassment of the Hereafter is especially set-aside for the infidels.

99. From Allah Almighty.

100. This means punishment in Hell, which will be eternal for the infidels.

103. From this we learn that our guidance or misguidance is of benefit or harm to ourselves. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is totally independent on this. Although our guidance conveys rewards to him, he is not in need of it.

104. Because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم...
did not show any shortcoming in the propagational work. Parents are only questioned about the sins of their sinful child-

SECTION 5

42. Allah takes away the souls (of human beings) at the time of death and also those who do not die while they are in their sleep. Then He withholds those against whom He decrees death, but sends back the others till an appointed time. Undoubtedly, in that are signs for those who reflect.

105. By life is meant the soul and by death is meant taking out the soul, i.e., at the time of death, Allah Almighty takes out the soul from the body because it is not the means of nourishment of it.

106. From this we learn that one soul goes out of the body when in the state of sleep, through which sensory perception is maintained. It should be remembered that there are two souls found in the human being. The one is stationary or regal soul and the other is the travelling soul. From the first soul, life is maintained and from the second soul, sense and understanding.

43. Have they taken some intercessor besides Allah? Please declare: “What! Even though they neither have control over anything, nor do they understand?”

110. From this we learn that idols, etc., are intercessors other than from Allah Almighty, while the Prophets and the pious are intercessors from Allah Almighty. To accept intercessors other than those appointed by Allah Almighty, is infidelity. While to accept those from Allah Almighty is faith, like the friends of Allah Almighty and the others are intercessors.

44. Please declare: “All intercession belongs to Allah. For Him is the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. Then you are to return to Him.”

Friends of Allah Almighty and the others are intercessors, whereas those other than Allah Almighty have no authority for intercession, or to cause harm or provide benefit to anyone. Then, on what ground do you worship them?
12. To whomever He desires He will grant permission to intercede. Since He has not granted this permission to the idols, then how will they intercede?

13. The believers would be returning with joy, but the infidels will return under compulsion.

14. And when Allah alone is mentioned, the hearts of those who do not believe in the Hereafter, are filled with resentment. And when those besides Him are mentioned, behold, they (infidels) rejoice.

14. In that the discussion of Tauheed—(Oneness) of Allah Almighty displeases them and this is shown on their faces.

46. Please declare: “O Allah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth, Knower of the unseen and seen. You alone can decide between Your devotees, concerning that in which they differ.”

115. Those besides Allah Almighty signify the idols of the infidels, and not the Prophets and the saints.

47. And if those who are the wrongdoers had all that is in the earth and the likes thereof, in addition to it, they would certainly have offered all of it as ransom to get saved from the severe punishment on the Day of Resurrection. But there will appear to them from Allah
that which they never imagine 120.

118. By oppressors is meant the infidels, i.e., the punishment of Hell for the infidels will be so severe that on that day if they had all the treasures of the world in their possession, they would gladly give these to lessen this torment.

119. So that he can give this wealth to save themselves from Divine punishment. This means the insincerity of the infidels is only in the world. When they see the torment in the Hereafter they will forget about their misery.

48. And their own earned evils will become apparent 121 to them, and they will be encircled by that which they used to mock 122 at.

121. This tells us that the sins of the infidels would be found there, but their good deeds would be obliterated, because infidelity destroys good deeds.

122. This means those punishments that

49. So, when any harm 123 touches human beings, they call on Us. Then, when We grant someone any favour from Us, he says: “It came to me because of my own intelligence 124”. In reality, it is only a trial, but most people do not know 125.

123. By human being is meant an infidel, or a negligent person. An intelligent person is always obedient to his Lord.

124. This means the abundance of wealth is due to man. This is wrong thinking, because many skilled persons are found to be poor and many unskilled persons are found to be wealthy.

125. The wealth of the world is a respite from Allah Almighty to the infidel. In fact, it is a punishment for him. To the believer, this is a test for his being grateful. Sometimes, Allah Almighty tests you with hardships, sometimes through prosperity.

50. Those before them said 126 so, but all that they had earned did not benefit 127 anything to them.

126. Thus, this very statement of Qarun is reported in the Holy Qur’aan. The Pharaoh, Shaddad etc. were also under this false belief.

127. In fact, the wealth had become a heavy burden for them. Anything that makes you unmindful of Allah Almighty is a heavy burden. May Allah Almighty bless us with the wealth from the treasuries of Hazrat ‘Uthman-e-Ghuri and not with the wealth of Qarun.
1. So, the evil (consequences) of their earnings overtake them. And those who are unjust among them, too, should be overtaken by the evils of their earnings, and they cannot escape it.

28. In that by means of this wealth, the doors of sins opened upon them. Eventually, this wealth made them sink. This tells us that the wealth of the believers opens the doors of worship for them, while that of the infidels, the doors of sin.

129. These oppressors are from the infidels of Makkah, found during the time of the Holy Prophet. Their condition, too, will be like this.

2. Do they not know that Allah enlarges the provisions for whom He pleases and restricts it for whom He pleases. Surely in it are signs for the people who believe.

30. This means that they are certainly aware of it because sometimes skilled persons are poor and the unskilled are wealthy. Also, at times the same person who is wealthy becomes poor. This tells us that the control of all this is in the hands of someone else.

SECTION 6

53. Please declare: "O My devotees, who have committed excesses against their own souls, do not despair of the Mercy of Allah. Surely Allah forgives all the sins. Indeed He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful".

132. From this, emerge two issues:

1. Every believer is the servant and devotee of the Holy Prophet. ( صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم )

2. A servant can be linked to those other than Allah Almighty. But, under that condition, the meaning of the word ABD will be slave. Says Allah Almighty: "And perform marriage of those among you who have not been married of your suitable servants and handmaids" (S24:V32). The name of the Sheikh of the author of Durre Mukhtar was Abdun Nabi. Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar says: "I was his (the Holy Prophet’s) slave and servant. For further information refer to the book JAA-AL-HAQ.

133. Here, this very translation is most suitable i.e. Oh my servants! Meaning servants of the Holy Prophet ( صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم ) because if this denoted servants of Allah Almighty, then one has to accept that what Allah is saying is
concealed in it, because prior to it "Say you" is used. Then, even the infidels would be included in it because they, too, are servants of Allah Almighty and they had exceeded the limits. In reality, the infidels are excluded from it.

134. By this is meant the sinful believer and not the infidel, because although the infidel is a servant of Allah Almighty, he is not the servant and devotee of the Holy Prophet. Here, like the previous verses, the address is made to the servants and devotees of the Messenger of Allah.

135. From this emerge two issues:
1. Through the blessings of Islam, minor or major sins of infidelity are being forgiven.
2. After accepting Islam, the human rights infringed in the time of infidelity will not be forgiven. Thus, after accepting Islam, the infidel will remain duty-bound to settle the wrongs incurred during the period of infidelity, which are something else, but rights are a different matter altogether.

136. Reason for its Revelation
Some of the polytheists asked a question to the Holy Prophet: "O Messenger of Allah, if I accept Islam, will my sins committed during the period of infidelity be forgiven?" If so, I will accept Islam; if not, I will not.' The Holy Prophet said, "If you accept Islam, let me tell you a prophecy about you - you will be killed by a sword." They said, "Such is the torture of the infidels; we will not accept Islam!"

54. And turn towards your Lord and submit yourselves to Him; before there comes to you the punishment, and then you shall not be helped.

137. Seek repentance. The infidels should seek it by accepting Islam, the sinner by expressing regret and remorse at his previous sins, the pious with the thought that my worship is not worthy of the Divine Master. In short, everybody should turn to Him at all times.

138. This means obey your Lord sincerely.

139. By this is meant the punishments of this world, or that of the grave or that of the Hereafter.

55. And follow the best, which has been sent to you from your Lord, before the punishment overtakes you suddenly, while you perceive it not.

140. Allah be praised! What an exquisite translation! Here, the genitive case is used for emphasis, because the entire Qur'an is excellent and obligatory to be followed.

141. By this punishment is meant defeat in wars, famine, calamities, etc., as these are visible punishments. It could be that it may denote death, because the death of the infidel is a Divine punishment. It does not denote concealed punishments.

56. Lest any soul should say: "Ah, woe to me for falling short of my duty to Allah. And surely I used to laugh."
42. This tells us that to be unmindful of the rights of the Prophet is really being unmindful in fulfilling the rights of Allah Almighty, because these infidels, in most instances, were negligent in fulfilling the rights of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. This has been declared as being negligent of fulfilling Divine rights. Likewise, fulfilling the rights and duties to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is in reality, fulfilling the rights and duties of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "Whoever obeys the Messenger, has indeed obeyed Allah" (S4:V80).

43. Mocking about the Religion of Allah Almighty, His Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, and His Book. This tells us that, here, discussion is about the infidels.

57. Or, lest someone should say: "Surely, had Allah guided me 144, I would have been among the pious ones".

144. Would have given guidance to accept the Truth. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

58. Or, lest someone should say seeing the punishment: "If I could turn 145 back, I would have been among the benevolent".

145. From this we learn that the world is the place for performing actions and not the Hereafter, because the infidels will express a desire to return to the world to do good deeds. They will not say that ‘Oh our Lord, we will do good deeds here’.

59. Yes, why not? Surely My Signs 146 came to you, but you falsified them and became boastful and you were among the infidels 147.

146. Verses of the Holy Qur’an, or the miracles of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم or both. The third meaning is more effective.

147. The infidel is blameworthy here, by committing infidelity through his own power and will.

60. And on the Day of Resurrection you will see those who fabricated lies 148 against Allah, that their faces will be black 149. Is not the Hell an abode for those who are boastful?

148. That he tried to prove a partner and children for Him. Or, that he said His Prophets are false. To call the Prophets liars, is in reality, calling Allah Almighty a liar, because Allah Almighty is calling them true. The Verification of a liar, too, is false.

149. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Blackening the faces would be for the infidels. Although the sinful believers will be kept in Hell for a while, Allah Almighty will not blacken their faces, as in it there is disgrace for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.
2. On the Day of Judgement there will be a complete visible distinction between the believers and the infidels. Without asking, it would be made known. Thus to say that on the Day of Judgement the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه و وسلم will not be able to identify between the believers and the infidels. Says Allah Almighty: "The culprit will be recognized by their faces" (S55:V41).

61. And Allah will save them who fear in their place of deliverance. No evil shall touch them, nor shall they grieve.

By 'God-fearing' is meant pious believers. From the place of salvation is meant Paradise wherein there is safety from all types of hardships. From this there is a hint that a believer of Paradise will not have a liking for an infidel of Hell, even if he is his son. Otherwise, such a person of Paradise would be saddened by this knowledge, and there is no place for sadness in Paradise.

62. Allah is the Creator of everything and He has authority over everything.

Infidelity and faith, piety, sin, mercy and the devil are created by Him. This tells us that it is not an act to create evil things. There are thousands of wisdoms in it.

He also has this authority to grant some of His servants full powers. But, if He does not grant this power, it is not out of any weakness.

63. To Him belong the keys of the heavens and the earth. And those who rejected the Signs of Allah, they are the people who are in loss.

This means He is the Master of mercy, sustenance, rain, etc. He can grant when and how much He may desire. No one can stop Him nor has anyone any right to raise any objection against Him. The great Sufi says that the meaning of مالك and مالکی is keys. By Him are the keys of the unseen. In Mafateh, the first letter is Meem and the last letter is Ha and in Maqasid, the first letter is Meem and the last letter is Dal. If you take all these letters, it forms the word مالکی (Malaki). This hints towards the personality of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, صلى الله عليه وسلم. He is the key of all the treasures of Allah Almighty in the heavens and the earth.

In this world as well as in the Hereafter, in this world, none of their good deeds are accepted. In the Hereafter they will not obtain salvation. What bigger loss than this!

SECTION 7

64. Please declare: "Do you bid me to worship other than Allah? O you ignorant ones!"
356. The infidels of Makkah had been saying that accept our deities and in return we will accept your Lord. In this way there will be peace between you and us. In this verse there is a refutation of their claim.

357. These infidels have been called ignorant, because they have no knowledge of the lofty status of the Prophet, i.e. polytheism and idol worshiping by a Prophet is just as impossible

65. And undoubtedly, it has been revealed to you, and to those before you that if you associate other gods with Allah, then surely all your deeds shall go in vain, and you shall certainly remain in loss 158.

158. In it, the address is to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and the objective is the one who listens. If its purpose is to denote the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم only, then this is making a possible dependent upon the impossible, as it is found in the Holy Qur’aan that if Allah Almighty had a son then I (the Holy Prophet) would be the first to worship him.

66. Instead, you should worship Allah alone and be amongst those who are thankful 159.

159. Oh believers! Be thankful and be from those who are grateful. Do not leave them. Or, 'O My Beloved!' Remain steadfast in the same way engaged in the worship of Allah Almighty and His gratitude.

67. And they do not honour Allah as is due 160 to Him. And He will roll up 161 the entire earth on the Day of Resurrection. And all the heavens shall be rolled up by the authority of His Right Hand. And Glorified be He as He is Exalted from what they associate (with Him).

160. From this we learn that the one who cannot really understand the true honour and respect of the Prophet will not understand the value and honour of Allah Almighty, because the infidels were denying the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم the respect and honour due to him. Says Allah Almighty: "And the Jews did not know the estimation of Allah as was necessary for Him" (S6:V91).

161. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم says that on the Day of Judgement Allah Almighty would fold the heavens and place them in His hand of power and would say: "I am the King! Where are those who had claimed to be kings and governors?" Then He will fold the regions of the earth and declare the same. By 'hand' is meant that hand which is in accordance to His lofty grandeur.
68. And the trumpet shall be blown, and all who are in the heavens and all who are in the earth will be senseless except those whom Allah will exempt. And then it will be blown the second time and lo! They shall stand up from graves awaiting.

162. By this is meant the first blowing of the Trumpet, which would be for the purpose of destruction and to render everything unconscious. The second blowing of the Trumpet will take place forty years thereafter, which would be for the purpose of bringing everything back to life and consciousness. The Holy Qur’aan has mentioned about the blowing five times. The first is when Allah Almighty blew the soul into Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) then the blowing of Hazrat Ibrahim in the breast of Habu Mariam for granting her a son, the blowing of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) on the birds shaped out of clay to grant life to them, the blowing of Zul-Quram on fire to melt the steel and the blowing of the Trumpet by Hazrat Israeel (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

163. They are Hazrat Ibrahim, Ismaeel, Israeel and Israeel whose death will not take place through blowing. In fact, it will occur after blowing through the command of Allah Almighty. On, it means the martyrs, or Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) who had become unconscious on Mt. Sinai, or the looters of Paradise. Ridwaan and the angels in charge of Hell and the snakes and scorpions from them (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan, Tafseer Roohul Bayaan etc.)

164. The second blowing will take place after forty years. By ‘forty years’ is meant the time span of those years, otherwise the sun by then would have been destroyed.

165. This means they would be raised from their graves. They would be in a state of shock, or looking with raised eyebrows awaiting what would happen next. They would then be walking towards the Plains of Reckoning. For the believers, there would be conveyances waiting at their graves on which they would be riding to the Plains of Reckoning. Says Allah Almighty, “The day We shall carry the duty-bound (pious) towards the Most Affectionate as guests” (51:10-11) (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan). The very first to emerge from the earth will be the Holy Prophet Huzrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) will be the first to receive the garment of Paradise (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). The Holy Prophet would, in fact, emerge from the grave fully clad (Munafiq).

69. And the earth shall shine with the Light 166 of its Lord and the Book shall be laid down and the Prophets shall be brought, and the witnesses too, and true judgement shall be given between them equitably and they shall not be treated unjustly 166.

166. The ground of the Plains of Reckoning, which would be in addition to this earth. Says Allah Almighty, “The day when the earth shall be changed other than this earth” (51:14). It will be illuminated from the Light of Allah Almighty. The sun, the moon and the stars will
be without any light. Thus the nature of this Light is beyond description. Only by looking at it will one be able to know it. Insha-Allah.

167. The Divine Tablet would be placed before everybody, or everybody’s deeds would be placed in their hands, those of the believers in their right hands and those of the infidels in their left hand.

168. On the Day of Judgement, the noble Prophets would appear as plaintiffs, the Ummah of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as state witness as the outcome of the entire world would depend on his blessed testimony. Allah be praised! What an incredible scene that would be! May Allah Almighty show this to us with His Grace and Favour!

169. That the innocent will not be found guilty or the pious will not be subjected to punishment.

70. And every soul shall be paid in full what it did. And He knows best what you do.

170. No one's piety will be rewarded in lesser quantity, nor will evil be punished more than its due. Thus this verse is neither against the forgiveness of sins nor against the increase in reward of piety.

171. This means, his testimony is not for the knowledge of Allah Almighty as He is Most Knowing and Omniscient.

SECTION 8

71. And the infidels shall be driven towards Hell in groups. Until when they shall reach it, its gates will be opened and the keeper shall say to them: “Did not Messengers come to you amongst you, reciting verses of your Lord, and warning you of the meeting of this day of yours?” They will say: “Why not?” But the words of punishment would be justified on the infidels.

172. They would be dragged very severely, like prisoners with their leaders. The infidels would be with their leaders, some on foot, some fallen flat. May Allah Almighty save us from this!

173. Because the groups of the infidels in the world were different. In the like manner, their departure for Hell would take different forms.

174. The seven regions of Hell each have separate doors, which are kept closed. Each door will only be opened at that time when a group of people will be arriving there to enter it. The doors of the jails, too, are not opened unnecessarily. Only when the need arises will they be opened.

175. The infidels will be made to stand and firstly this will be spoken to them to disgrace them. Then, after the interrogation, the doors will be opened.

176. From this, emerge three issues:

1. Prophets have always been sent to human beings.
2. Knowing the Islamic scholars is like
knowing the Prophets, because all the infidels had not seen the Prophet, but his propagation had reached all of them.

5. Those people to whom the propagation of the Prophet had not reached, will not be sent to Hell if they believe in the Oneness of Allah (Tawheed). Thus the blessed parents of the Holy Prophet are inmates of Paradise as the message of the Holy Prophet had not reached them, but by faith they were monotheists.

72. It shall be said to them: “Enter the gates of Hell to reside forever therein. Evil is the destination of those who are boastful.

180. This tells us that the believer will not be in Hell permanently, no matter how severe a sinner he might be.

73. And those who remained pious to their Lord: their conveyances shall be escorted to Paradise in groups. Till they reach there, the gates shall be opened and the keepers will say to them: “Peace be upon you. Excellent were you, so enter Paradise to abide therein forever.”

181. In that they will go on a conveyance from their graves. It should be observed, in all the believers are included. The good deeds of the believer will be his means of conveyance. Some conveyances will be swift, some slow, based on the sincerity of the action. On some conveyances there will be one, on some there will be two, on some there will be three, when the same deed has been performed collectively.

182. The group of the pious will be with their leader, e.g. the Shafites, the Hanafis, the Malikis, the Hanbalis, the Chishtis, the Qadirs, etc. will be with their leaders. Says Allah Almighty, “The day when We shall call every people with their leaders” (S17 V71). He who will be without a leader, his leader would be Shaitaan. Thus, a believer should make it his duty to align himself to a group and not remain alone. Says Allah Almighty: “O believers, fear Allah and be with the truthful” (S9 V119).

183. The doors of Paradise would be opened for the Holy Prophet. Muslims Allah be praised and blessed. The believers on reaching there after the message of Allah, Muslims Allah be praised and blessed, would find them open. For this reason the conjunction ‘and’ is used here, i.e. “And shall be opened.” Hazrat Ali Murtaza (On whom be peace) states that near the door of Paradise is a tree under which flow two fountains. The inmates of Paradise would be bathing in one and drinking from the other. From the physical drinking all inner
things would become purified. They will be welcomed at the door of Paradise by the angels (Tafseer Khazain).

184. That he should stay in the world under the protection of the Prophet because only he has stayed there successfully who had linked himself to the protective control of the Messenger of Allah صل الله عليه وسلم .

185. Whoever has entered Paradise for the purpose of reward will never be out of it.

74. And they will say: “All praise be to Allah Who has made good His promise to us, and made us inherit the land so that we may dwell in Paradise, wherever we please. Excellent is the reward of the activities (in piety).

186. From this we learn that the believer in Paradise will occupy his place as well as that of the infidel. Similarly, the infidel will occupy his place in Hell as well as that of the believer. A place has been kept in Paradise and Hell for every person. This verse is its explanation. "That My righteous bondsmen will inherit this land" (S21:V105). By 'land' is meant the land of Paradise.

187. The Paradise of a common believer will be ten times larger than this entire earth. So, the superior class of believers is beyond human estimation.

75. And you will see the angels surrounding His Authority, glorifying the praise of their Lord. And it will be decided between them justly. And it will be said: "All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the universe".

188. O Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم ! On the Day of Judgement when the angels would be raised back to life (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani) they would be respectfully circumambulating the Great Throne, like how the pilgrims make Tawaaf of the Ka‘bah.

189. The pronominal suffix 'them' in 'between them' points towards the human beings and not towards the angels, because there the decision will be that of the human beings and not of the angels. The angels were neither duty-bound to laws of Shariah nor were any from them a sinner. There will be no decision in favour of Jinn in respect of Paradise. The sinful among them will be sent into Hell, but the pious among them will be saved from Hell. Thus, these verses are crystal clear.

190. This tells us that there will be praises of Allah Almighty sung in Paradise - but it will be for the purpose of deriving taste and not encountering any difficulty.
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1. begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Ha - Meem.

2. The revelation of this Book is from Allah, the Most Honourable, the Most Knowing.

3. The Forgiver of sins, Acceptor of repentance, severe in punishment, the Most Bountiful.

There is none worthy of worship, except Him. Towards Him is the return.

4. One who is the forgiver of everyone’s sins at all times, because there is no restriction in the word ‘JAFIR’. Accepter of penitence, or in the word ‘JAFIR’, sin, as is the case in AL-HAMDULILLAH (All praise be to Allah).

5. The repentance of the infidels through their infidelity, the repentance of the believers from their sins, because from the sins of the infidels their repentance will not be accepted.

Thus, the meaning of the verse is crystal clear.

It should be remembered that the denial of sins by a sinner is an act of disgrace, confessing the sins knowing oneself as culprit and regretting is repentance. This is true repentance, which is meant here (Talbfer & Roshul Mu’ami).

4. None dispute the Verses of Allah, except the infidels. Let not then (O Beloved Prophet) their going about in the cities deceive you.

knowledge. The one who works to serve the QUR’AN shall obtain respect in this world and the Hereafter. Because the Holy QUR’AN was revealed gradually, the word ‘Sending down’ has been used.

كنافر الذنوب و قابيل التوبة شموئيل
الواثق ذئ التولى لا إله إلا
كوة إليه التحصير

5. The wrath on the infidels would be due to their infidelity. It should be remembered that the obedient servant is being censured while the infidel servant is given punishment. The rebellious servant of the state is given severe punishment. The infidels are rebels of the Divine state.


7. Believers return to Allah Almighty joyously, but the infidels go back reluctantly, out of compulsion. Death to the believer is a call from his Beloved, but to the infidel it is a warrant.
3. Here, 'argument' denotes rejection of the holy QUR’AAN, or mocking at it, or calling it magic, poetry or a tale. The deduction of religious issues from the Holy QUR’AAN by the Islamic scholars, basing these verses for religious debates and discussions, simplifying difficult verses by commenting on them, is not an act of argumentation, but it is reflecting on the sciences of the Holy QUR’AAN, which is indeed a superior form of worship. The Holy QUR’AAN states: "Therefore, take heed, O ye with eyes" (S59:V2). The same theme is presented in another place: "Therefore, fear Allah, O men of understanding" (S65:V10). Thus, this verse is crystal clear.

5. Before them the people of Nuh and other groups after them belied (the Prophets). And every Ummah aimed that they may seize their Messenger and dispute with false arguments that they may render the truth null thereby. So, I seized them. How then was My Penalty?

8. In spite of this, they haven't been blessed with long lives, abundance of wealth and worldly greatness. Refer to the history of the people of Nuh, the people of Aad and Thamud, etc. to understand this point.

11. And stop them from propagation by killing or imprisoning them. This tells us that with every flower there is a thorn. With every Prophet there had been people to falsify him. It is this enmity of these people, which had helped to reveal the greatness of the Prophets.

12. Just as the Pharaoh had tried to confront the power of the walking stick of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) through magic, the infidels of every period tried to oppose the Prophets through their material strength.

13. To erase the names of the Prophets from the world by trying to make prophetic miracles as acts of magic.

14. Ponder carefully, as none of these people had survived. Just like that these infidels, too, would be meeting a similar fate, i.e. they would accept Islam or they would be destroyed. This is exactly what had taken place.

18. Otherwise, many infidels, having accepted Islam, have become leaders of the inmates of Paradise.
Nothing 20 everything in mercy and knowledge. So, forgive those who repent 21 and follow your path 22 and save them from the punishment of Hell.

16 Today, there are four angels carrying the Throne of Allah Almighty. On the Day of Judgement, eight angels would be assigned to this duty. Says Allah Almighty: “And on that day the eight angels will bear over them the Throne of your Lord.” (56:17)

17 Those angels who circumambulate the Great Throne are called Karrabeen. Allah Almighty alone knows their exact number.

18 First they recite Tasbeeh, thereafter they glorify Allah Almighty (La-hmaa) by reciting: “Glory be to Thee, Oh Allah! I recite your praises; for You are all praise. Upon Thy Likeness after Thy Knowledge.”

19 From this emerge a few issues:

1. The intercession of angels is a certainty, because even today they are praying for the forgiveness of the believers.

2. The believers are people of great honor, because in the court of Allah Almighty, their praises are being sung through the tongues of the angels and these angels make prayers of forgiveness for them.

3. It is the duty of the believers that they should remember these angels in good works and offer dua for their well-being. Because, reward of prayer is piety. “Is the recompense of good not good?” (55:60).

20 To pray for believers in their absence to offer dua without having any relation with them is the way of the angels and a means obtaining Divine pleasure.

21 To pray for your Muslim brothers who are going to sacred places with the praises of Allah Almighty is virtually assured of acceptance. The pilgrims should make it their duty to pray for the well-being of all the Muslims by holding the Golden Door of the Ka’bah, i.e. Multazam.

22 This tells us that reciting the praises of Allah Almighty prior to offering the dua is the way of the angels.

23 From infidelity or from one’s sins, pray be to Allah! What a beautiful act of worship, repentance, as the angels pray for acceptance.

24 This tells us that mere verbal repentance is not enough.

8. “O our Lord! Admit them into eternal Paradise, which You have promised them, as well as those who are righteous to their parents and wives and children 25. Undoubtedly, You are the Most Honourable, the Wise 26.”

25 This tells us that the inmates of Paradise will live with their believing wives and children in Paradise.

26 A few issues emerge from this:

1. When Allah Almighty decides to bestow a gift on any person, He gives an order to His beloved servants to pray for him. He tells them “And pray for them” (59:103).

2. The bounties of Allah Almighty are obtained through His beloved servants. If we wanted to give without the mediation of pious servants, He would not have instructed angels to pray for them. Says Allah Almighty: “And when they do injustice to their souls, O Beloved, they should come to you and beg forgiveness of Allah” (54:64).

3. The Prophet ﷺ said Allah Almighty is in the high medium for the entire world.
The servants are shown favours to please their masters. The angels are praying for the believers only so that the Great Master of the Green Dome and the inmate of the Golden Chamber would be pleased with them. We could also make it our duty to offer prayers for the Companions, the noble progeny and the residents of Madina, in order to gain the pleasure of the Holy Prophet. We should have public discussions about them in the best possible way. This is the very purpose of holding Urs of the pious.

And guard them from evils. And You guard from the evil on that day, certainly You show Your mercy upon such one. And this is the greatest success.

In this way the sinners are given the chance to repent and to accept their repentance. This tells us that Almighty Allah's size of kindness is on the sinners.

SECTION 2

Certainly the infidels shall be informed that of course the displeasure of Allah is greater than our own hatred to each other day, when you had been called towards the faith, but you disbelieved.

Two issues emerge from this: The sins and misdemeanours of the infidels will be openly called out on the Day of Judgement, in order to embarrass them. No mention will be made of their good deeds.

The good deeds of the believers would be disclosed openly, while the reckoning of their sins will be done secretly.

They shall say: "O our Lord, You have caused us to die twice and have given us life twice. Now, we confess our sins. Is there then any way of getting out (of the fire)??"

The commentary of this verse is the following verse: "Whereas you were dead, He gave you life, then will cause you to die, then again will He give you life."
31. This would be its reply. Now neither will your repentance be accepted, nor is their any way for you to go out of Hell. From this we understand that even if the sinful believer sent into Hell, he will come out of it by the intercession of the pious.

12. That is because when Allah alone was called upon as the One, you disbelieved. But, when partners were associated with Him, you believed. Therefore, now the Command is only for Allah, Who is the Highest, the Greatest.

32. This means the cause of your permanent abode being Hell, is your infidelity and not listening to the message of the Prophets, but accepting what was told to you by the infidel leaders on which you acted in the world. In the proclamation of One Allah include all the essentials of Faith, the worship of Allah Almighty, the obedience to the Prophet upon the Holy Prophet upon the time of extending salaam - ASSALAM ALAIKA AYY HAN NABI - Greetings to you, Oh beloved Prophet.

34. This means that the order to create is of Allah Almighty alone, or on the Day of Judgement the only authority will be that of Allah Almighty. The kingship of every worldly king would have come to an end. The blessed Prophets are by the authority of Allah Almighty, governors of law of Shariah in the world. Some special saints became reflection of Allah Almighty's creative power in the world, i.e., whatever they say, take place accordingly.

13. It is He Who shows you His Signs, and sends down for you provisions from the sky. But none pays heed except him who returns (to Allah).

35. So that you make them the means of understanding the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty. Everything in the world is a book of the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty.

36. Or it could mean He causes the rain to fall which is the cause of sustenance. Or that every person's sustenance is recorded in the heavens which Allah Almighty sends down through the angels. Says Allah Almighty, "And in the heavens are your provisions" (SS1 V22).

14. Therefore, submit only to Allah being sincere to Him, even though
The infidels 38 may be averse to it.

4. This means you must make an effort of attaining the nearness of Allah Almighty. Do not worry about pleasing anyone else. If He is Most Exalted with His Highest Authority 39. He casts the spirit of faith (the revelation) by His Command upon whom He Pleases 40, out of His devotees, that He may warn of the day of meeting.

9. From this we learn that Allah Almighty, out of His Bounty, changes the lower status of a person to a higher status, but He does not lower the higher status of anyone without any reason. Softness of status is granted to the Prophets, and through them to their devotees. Says Allah Almighty: "The honour is for Allah, and His Messenger and the believers" (S63:V8).

10. Here, the word 'rooh' (spirit) denotes Divine Revelation. For this reason the Holy JUR’AAN has been called The Spirit. "And likewise We have revealed to you an invigorating thing (S42:V52). Thus, whomever He likes, He makes him a Prophet, and sends the Revelation upon him. This tells us that Prophethood is not earned through one's effort. It is bestowed by Allah Almighty. However, some Prophets were granted Prophethood through the prayer of other Prophets, e.g. Hazrat Harun (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace).

11. The Day when they will fully come forth 41. Nothing concerning them shall remain hidden from Allah 42; Whose is the Kingdom today. Of One Allah, All Dominant 43.

43. When all the human beings would have perished, Allah Almighty will then say: "To whom belongs the Kingdom today? Who is there who can reply to this question?" Thereafter, Allah Almighty Himself will reply: "To Allah, the All-Dominant.

7. Today every soul shall be rewarded 44 what it earned. There will be no injustice 45 to anyone on his day. Surely Allah is swift in reckoning 46.

15. Here, 'deeds' signify sins, which had not been forgiven, and those good deeds, which had not been wiped out because there would be no compensation for these good deeds and sins. Thus, the pronoun 'which' remains in its normal function. This verse is not in contradiction with the verses concerning forgiveness of sins and the confiscation of good deeds. Says Allah Almighty: "Without doubt Allah forgives all sins" (S39:V53). He further states: "Lest your
works become vain while you are unaware" (S49 V2).

45. Here, the word unjust denotes the punishment of sins to be more than its limits and to decrease the reward of the good deeds as set aside for it. To forgive the sins and to increase the good deeds is His Compassion and Kindness.

46. That is, He will complete the reckoning of the entire creation in a matter of four hours. The rest of the Day of Judgement is going to be utilized to reveal to the creation the lofty status of the Holy Prophet. Hundreds of years won't be spent in search of the intercessor. Then, Holy Prophet would be placed on the Place of Praise, after which the reciters of praise of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم will commence with the recitations of Naat Shareef. Says Allah Almighty: "It is near that your Lord may make you stand at a place where all should prostrate you" (S17 V79).

18. And warn them of the approaching Day of Calamity when the hearts will reach to the throats 47 full of grief inwardly. The unjust shall have no friend nor any such helper whose request may be acceded 48 to.

47. Either its apparent meaning is intended - the hearts will shatter from their place and will be blocked in the throats so that they will neither be able to come out nor go back to their place. But, despite this, death will not take place. It denotes severe grief and sorrow.

48. It would be said to our beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم: "Oh My Beloved tell them whatever you say will be accepted. Intercede for your intercession will be accepted." It should be remembered, that whosoever the Lord listens to, or will listen to,

19. He knows the rebellious eyes 49 and what is concealed in the breasts 50.

49. By 'rebellious eyes' is meant to look at ladies which are unlawful for man. There is a punishment for this as well, because an evil eye sows the seed of lust in the heart. It is stated in the Hadith Shareef, any gaze, which falls unintentionally, is forgiven, but if it were intentional, it would be punishable. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم says: "The first gaze is for you, the second one is upon you."

20. And Allah decides 51 with truth. But those, whom they worship besides Him, decide 52 nothing.
Undoubtedly, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing 53.

61. Thus, all the religious laws are correct, whether we understand them or not. All the decisions that would be made in the Hereafter would be correct.

62. Because they are lifeless stones, which can neither, talk nor listen.

SECTION 3

21. Have they not travelled in the earth, and seen how was the end 54 of those before them? They were greater than them in might and in the impressions 55 they left on the earth. Yet, Allah seized them for their sins. And there was none to save 56 them from Allah.

54. From this, emerge two issues:
1. To undertake a journey to see the symbols and signs of Almighty Allah is commendable. Says Allah Almighty: "Travel in the earth, then see how Allah makes first, then Allah brings up second growth" (S29:V20).
2. If, to frequent the localities of the infidels for the purpose of seeing the effects of punishment is an act of worship, then being in the localities of the beloveds of Allah for witnessing Divine mercy, too, is an act of worship.

55. Very strong buildings, rivers, bridges, etc. through which their strength, wealth and skills are being revealed.

56. This tells us that Allah Almighty will appoint many servants to save the believers from the punishment.

22. This is because their Messengers came to them with clear arguments, but they disbelieved. So, Allah seized 57 them. Surely Allah is Mighty and severe in punishment.

57. This tells us that the Divine punishment comes due to disobedience to the Prophet, not without it. Thus, Pharaoh of Egypt, for four hundred years, claimed to be a god, but during this period he never became ill, but when he opposed Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), he drowned.

23. And undoubtedly We sent Musa with Our Signs and a clear authority 58.

58. Because Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was like the emperor and Hazrat Harun (On whom be peace) was like the minister. It is for this reason that Hazrat Harun (On whom
be peace) is not mentioned here. Also, specific miracles were given to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) only.

Furthermore, the rejection of one pillar of Islam similar infidelity like rejecting all its pillars. Observe, Quran at first had rejected obligation of Zakat only, yet he has been mentioned with the inverterate infidel like Pharaoh (On whom be peace) would not be born. But he failed miserably in this plan of his. In fact, the Pharaoh himself raised him in his palace. Now, he started killing the people in order to stop them from accepting Islam. To work is the same, but the objective is different.

24. To the Pharaoh and Haman and Qarun. But they said: “He is a magician, a liar 59”.

59 From this we learn that Qarun, too, at first disagreed with Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) on the issue of Zakat, thereafter he rejected the true Prophethood. From this we learn that sometimes disagreement of just one religious issue leads you to infidelity.

25. And when he brought to them the truth from Us, they said: “Slay the sons of those who believe 60 with him and keep their women alive 61”. And the design of the infidels is nothing but a wasteful effort.

60 By this is meant the Pharaoh and people like him. Qarun is excluded from this, because he did not become party to such advice.

61 It should be remembered that prior to the birth of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), the Pharaoh had thousands of children of the Israelites killed because of him, so that Musa (On whom be peace) would not be born. But he failed miserably in this plan of his. In fact, the Pharaoh himself raised him in his palace. Now, he started killing the people in order to stop them from accepting Islam. To work is the same, but the objective is different.

26. And Pharaoh said 62: “Leave me alone that I may kill Musa and let him call 63 his Lord. I fear that he will change 64 your religion or he will cause disorder in the land 66”.

62 From his group, only for the purpose of establishing his respect and honour. Otherwise, in reality he was afraid of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). On the day of the confrontation he ran away, leaving behind his shoes.

63 This statement of the Pharaoh was for the purpose of showing that although he has the power of taking the life of Hazrat Musa, he is not doing this due to the counselling of the people. But, in reality, he was helpless in doing this. That tyrant who had taken the life of thousands of innocent babies, for him to take one more life is not difficult.

64 This means he stops you from worshipping me, and makes you worshipping of Allah Almighty, the One Most Dominant.

27. And Musa said 65: “I take refuge in the Most Merciful, Maker of mischief.”
with my Lord and your lord from every arrogant person who does not believe in the Day of Reckoning”.

37. He said that in response to the threats of the Pharaoh in order to pacify the crowds.68. A few issues emerge from this:
1. One should not express his own greatness in reply to the cruelties of the faithless people.
2. The believer should place his trust in Allah Almighty. He will save you from the mischief of everybody.

SECTION 4

38. And a faithful 69 Muslim from amongst the people of Pharaoh who used to conceal 70 his faith said: “Do you slay 71 a man because he says: ‘My Lord is Allah’. And he has indeed brought for you clear signs 72 from your Lord. And if he is a liar, then the curse of his lying is upon 73 him, but if he is truthful, then some of that which he promises 74 you with, shall befall you”. Surely Allah does not guide the one who is an extravagant and a shameful liar 75.

39. Shamaan was the paternal cousin of Pharaoh who had declared faith in Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), but due to fear would conceal his faith from the Pharaoh.
70. This tells us that some of the Qibtees, too, had accepted faith. Also, that it is permissible to conceal one’s faith from the enemy in times of danger in order to save one’s life. Furthermore, such a helpless person should not participate in any polytheistic activities, because this believer did not give advice to kill Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). Thus, this verse has no link with the beliefs of Rafzis about TAQIYYAH (pretentious behaviour in the name of religion). TAQIYYAH of the Rafzis is that for the purpose of selfish gains it is permissible to stay among the infidels, to support them, to deceive them in order to gain worldly benefits. They try to prove this to be the belief of the progeny of the Holy Prophet (SAW) Allah forbid! You should also remember, that uttering words of infidelity at the time when one’s life is in danger is permissible, on the condition that faith is firm in one’s heart.
71. This question is for the purpose of rejection and rebuke, i.e. don’t do this, or you will not be able to do this. This tells us that supporting the Prophet is a quality of believers.
72. From which even you had inwardly accepted their truth, even though you do not want to acknowledge it. This statement, in reality, is a form of propagation in which it has been clearly stated that your Lord is not the Pharaoh, but He who has sent Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) equipped with miracles.
73. This is pending an impossible upon the
impossible Hence it will not be regarded as
infidelity This is the same as: "No, you will fast in
worst to worst, there had been a sin to the
Most Misguided." (S.R.B. 81)

74. In it is pending the obligatory upon the
obligatory through which an order is intended
re: they are mostly true, and without doubt.

29. "O my people, yours is the sove-
ignty today. You have dom-inance
in the land. But who will save us
from the punishment of Allah, if it
comes upon us?" Pharaoh said: "I
show you only that which I see, and I
do not tell you except that which
leads to the "way" of goodness.

76. This means you are the king of Egypt but
you have ascendency over the Israelites as well.
For this position you should be more grateful to
Allah Almighty so that your kingdom and
control remains fully established.

77. The speaker is excluded from this, e.g. "I
am the leader of the children of Adam." The
appropriate method of a lecture should be for
the speaker to include himself among the
transgressors when speaking so as to clarify the
good intentions of the speaker. An example

30. And he who believed said: "O
my people, surely I fear for you a
day like that of the former factions."

79. If you kill Musa (On whom be peace) or
trouble him in any way, or if you do not bring
faith in Musa (On whom be peace)
80. By "group" is meant the previous
people (Armmah) who had been destroyed because of
their opposition to their Prophets, e.g. the

31. "Which fell on the people of Nuh
81. Thamud and those 82 after them.
And Allah does not desire injustice 83
to His devotees."

81. This tells us that the Pharaoh and his
people were fully aware of history and they had
full knowledge about the destruction of the
previous people. One Qibtee is narrating the

historical events and the rest of the people are
standing in silence. 82. Like the people of Lut and Shu’aib, etc.
33. By this is meant that He does not destroy my people without sending a Prophet to them. This speech, too, is of the same believer. In it is said that the Pharaoh is not a god. The Lord of power and One Who is unparalleled is indeed Allah Almighty.

34. "And O my people! I fear for you the day 84 of calling and crying".

84. This means, on the Day of Judgement when the angels would be calling one another, or when the angel would be calling out by standing at The Heights, that even death has been slaughtered today. From now, the inmates of Paradise would be staying in Paradise and the inmates of Hell in Hell eternally. This, too, is the preaching of the same believer who is warning the people about the Day of Judgement.

35. The day when you shall flee 85 turning your backs. There shall be none to save 86 you from Allah, and whom Allah leaves to err, there is none to guide him 87).

85. From the graves to the Field of Reckoning. Or, after the reckoning, towards Hell. It tells us that this believer is fully acquainted with all the beliefs.

86. From this we learn that having no saviours on the Day of Judgement would be for the infidels. Allah Almighty will appoint many saviours for the believers as this has been mentioned concerning the punishment of the infidels.

36. And certainly Yusuf came to you before 88 this with clear 89 arguments, but you remained in doubt 90 about that (message) which he brought to you, until he passed away, and you said: "Never shall Allah send 91 any Messenger after him". Thus Allah leaves such ones to go on the wrong way, who become transgressors 92, and remain in doubt.

88. Nine hundred years before Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) had come to your predecessors to give the Message of the Oneness of Allah. It should be remembered, that the age of the Pharaoh was over four hundred years, while Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) had come about nine hundred years after Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

89. From this we learn that during the time of the Pharaoh there was still some influence of the propagation of Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be
peace to be found in Egypt. Therefore, this believer was narrating these events basing it on the message given by Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace). By 'bright signs' is meant the miracles of Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace). some of which were the talking of a suckling baby, interpretation of dreams, administration of affairs of the land, without any secular education in such an organized manner, etc. That is, as you had called him a magician, a poet etc. yet you had been unable to make any correct decision about him. Thus, this objection can be raised against the verse that infidels did not have their doubts about him. They were certain that he was not a Prophet. Since we did not obey Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace), therefore no other person would be able to lay claim to Prophethood. And if he were the true Prophet, then Allâh Almighty would not send another Prophet because we are not from those who accept the message of Prophets. This tells us that the dignified state of the believer is that he believes in the present Prophets, as well as in all the previous and future Prophets. The true believer, now, is he who believes in the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه و آله وسلم, as well as in all the previous Prophets.

92. This tells us that the one who tries to falsify the Prophet will never obtain anything true, nor will he obtain guidance towards true beliefs.

35. Those who dispute concerning the signs of Allah, without any authority received by them, it is greatly hateful to Allah and to the believers. Thus Allah seals the heart of all the boastful and the arrogant ones.

93. In that they falsify the miracles of the Prophets. By dispute is meant to falsify.

94. This narration is the description of the incident in the opponent of the Prophet is always baseless, and makes a hue and cry without any proof.

95. This tells us that expressing disgust against infidelity and the infidels is the practice of Allâh Almighty and the believers. To be pleased with the infidels is the way of the infidels.

96. Of infidelity about which there is the ability of accepting the guidance in his heart, just as iron begins to rust in water. Thus this infidel whose heart is sealed is also a criminal, because why did he commit sins, which have resulted in his heart becoming sealed. The meaning of the verse is very clear.

36. And Pharaoh said 97: "O Hamaan, build for me a lofty tower that I may reach the ways".

97. This was said foolishly to Hamaan.

98. In that first make hard-baked bricks, then build the palace with them, which should be very high. Allâh Almighty has recorded this statement of his at another place as follows: "O Hamaan, after burning clay (bricks) build for me a high palace" (52:8).

37. "The ways to the heavens so that I may peep at the God of Musa. And surely, I think he is a liar.

100. And 101.
And thus his evil deed was made to look attractive in the eyes of Pharaoh and he was barred from the (right) way. And the design of Pharaoh ended in ruin.

99. That is, I should be able to use this high palace as a ladder by means of which I would get in to the sky.

100. This tells us that believing in Allah Almighty to be at a specific place is the way of the infidels. Allah Almighty is not at a specific place, nor at all places. He is pure from space and place. The heaven is our place of sustenance, not that of the Provider of sustenance.

101. This nonsensical words of the Pharaoh were there to reveal what type of a criminal and sinner he was; otherwise, inwardly he had already acknowledged from the bottom of his heart that Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) is a true Prophet, and the One who has sent him is the true Lord. For this reason he is speaking with such humility. Otherwise, he would have blurted out: "there can be no other god besides me. I am the master of the heavens and the earth". If he were an atheist, he would have said: "The heavens and earth have been created by themselves. In short, this passage reveals his helplessness and oppression.

102. To falsify the Prophet, to claim divinity, to be engaged in sinful deeds became the cause of his present foolish state.

103. The devil and his baser self stopped him from accepting the path of truth, due to the above evil doings.

104. This means in all the schemes, which the Pharaoh tried against Musa (On whom be peace), he failed miserably. Eventually, Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) achieved victory. This Divine practice will continue until the Day of Judgement.

SECTION 5

38. And he who believed said: "O my people! Follow me, I will guide you to the way of goodness">

105. This means, I am obeying Musa (On whom be peace) and you must obey me. Guidance is by me. From this we learn that just as obedience of the Prophet is obedience of Allah Almighty, in the same way the obedience of the Ulama and religious guides is obedience of the Prophet. Furthermore, that even during the time of the Prophet, the Ulama should be obeyed. Thus, the non-jurist Companions would obey the Companions who were jurists. It is for this reason that the jurists of Islam say that during the lifetime of the Prophet there is no credence given to consensus of the Ummah, but there is credence given to analogy (Qiyaas) of the jurists. When the Holy Prophet sent Hazrat Muaz bin Jabal (May Allah be pleased with him) as governor to Yemen, he asked him: "On what would you base your judgement?" The reply was: "On the Book of Allah Almighty". If you do not find it in the Book of Allah, then what would you consult?" The reply was: "From the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah". "What if it is not found in it?" The reply was: "I would then deduce it from my own opinion". On hearing this, the Holy Prophet expressed great joy (Tirmizi).

39. "O my people! This life of the world is only a temporary enjoyment, and the Hereafter is
certainly the home for permanent 107 residence”.

106 The first guidance given by this believer was to make them aware of the evils of this world and its ephemeral nature because love of the world is the root of all evil. It is this euphoria and love of the world, which made the arrogant Pharaoh claim divinity and Mirza Qadri make himself a prophet. May Allah Almighty protect us from this.

40. “Whoso does an evil deed, shall be awarded only with the like 108 of it; whoso does righteous deeds, whether male or female, and be a believer 109, shall enter 110 Paradise and they shall be provided therein without account 111.

108 This means there will be no increase in the punishment of the sins. From this we understand that the minor children of the infidels would not be sent into Hell.

109 Two issues emerge from this:
1. Faith is such a condition for good deeds like wudhu is for Salah.
2. After accepting faith, no person is absolved from doing good deeds. The obligation of doing good deeds will always remain with him.

110 It should be remembered that one would obtain Paradise only through the bounty of Allah Almighty. Faith is the key to its entry and good deeds are a means of obtaining a higher status therein. The children of the believers will obtain status in Paradise due to the faith and good deeds of their parents.

111 This means they will obtain so much that it would be beyond calculation. Or, the eating and drinking there would be so excessive that you would not be able to keep count of it in comparison to the control in this world. Or, count is meant estimation, i.e. they would be given sustenance beyond estimation.

41. “O my people! What happened to me that I call you towards 112 salvation, while you call me towards the Fire”.

112 Obedience towards Hazrat Musa, which is a means of obtaining Paradise. Here, the use of the expression “What happened to me” is similar to that used by the Arabs “What happened to me that I am seeing you so sad?” 113.

42. “You call me that I should disbelieve in Allah and associate with Him that which I have no knowledge of 113, while I invite 114 you towards the Honourable, the Great Forger”.

113 This means if there are comforts in Hereafter, they are going to be eternal, and there were torment, it, too, would be forever. For this reason the discussion that follows regarding good and evil deeds as they are the means of the comforts and torments of Hereafter.

الله العلي العظيم

Allah’s blessings be upon you.
114. This tells us that calling towards the Prophet is, in reality, calling towards Allah Almighty, because this believer has called the people towards Musa (On whom be peace), to obey him.

115. This could also mean that no preacher came from these false deities. Many Prophets were sent to propagate and call the people towards Allah Almighty. From this emerges his issue that the blessed Prophets, the Islamic scholars and the great Sufis are the proofs of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "It is He who has sent His Messenger with guidance and the religion of truth" (S48:V28). The true Lord is He towards Whom the true Prophets are inviting the people.

116. After death, for the purpose of reward and punishment. Thus, make every effort to please Him.

117. This means you regret, when seeing Divine punishment you will recall my counselling. But, your regret at that time will not benefit you. This tells us that friend of Allah knew that these people would not be accepting faith. Furthermore, he also knew that Divine punishment would be coming to them. Allah Almighty provides Knowledge of the Unseen to His beloved servants.

118. Instead of accepting the advice, the Pharaoh began to threaten this believer that we will kill you. In response, he said this. This dua should be recited at the time of every calamity and when confronting any enemy, as it is very beneficial.

119. This pious Qibtie obtained salvation with Hazrat Musa, even though he was from the people of the Pharaoh. In addition, even that Qibtie who disguised himself to look like Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) also obtained salvation. Just for disguising himself to assume the facial look of Hazrat Musa, he was saved, as is found in Mirqaat Sharah Mishkat of Mullah Alli Qari in the Hadith of "Whoever imitates the ways of people..."

120. Thus, that pious believer, Shanam or Herbeel, left the people of Pharaoh and entered
a cave in the mountain. He made the intention of Salaah. While in Salaah, Allah Almighty appointed beasts and other animals to guard him. The Pharaoh had sent one thousand soldiers in search of him and when they came to the mouth of the cave, some of them were torn apart by these beasts and some ran away and came to the Pharaoh and narrated this incident. He ordered these soldiers to hanged so that this secret would not be reached to Pharaoh. (Tafsir Khaznimul Irfan, Ruhul Bayan).

121 In that they were drowned with Pharaoh in the world, while they would receiving severe punishment in the grave of the Hereafter.

46. The fire to which they are exposed, in the morning and evening, and the day when the Hour shall come, it shall be ordered to cause the people of Pharaoh to enter the most grievous punishment.

122 In that while the heat of Hell will be in their graves at all times, but every morning and evening a reminder would be given to them about the fire of Hell until the Day of Judgement. By ‘grave’ is meant the world of Barzakh. From this emerge three issues:

1. The punishment of the grave is a certainty
2. The punishment of the grave will not be inflicted by entering into Hell, but from far away through feeling the heat of Hell
3. The reckoning of the grave is limited to matters of faith, but the reckoning of the Hereafter will be regarding both faith and deeds. Therefore, mention in this verse is made of that punishment, i.e. being reminded everyday about Hell is prior to the Hereafter, while being sent into Hell will be at the Day of Judgement.

123 On that day, the angels of punishment would be commanded openly.

124 From this we learn that the punishment of the infidels would be taking different forms. The punishment of the obdurate infidels would be severe, while the punishment of less vehement infidels would be lighter, as understood from the word grievous.

47. And when they will argue with one another in the Fire, then the weak shall say to those who became boastful: “Surely, we were your followers. Will you relieve us of any portion of the Fire?”

125 The Pharaoh and his people, or all the infidels. This tells us that these types of disputes are a specific part of the infidels. Although sinful believers would be sent into Hell, they will not be mocking one another - if Allah wills.

48. Those who were boastful will say: “We are all in it”. Surely, Allah has already judged between His servants.

126 We became infidels because of you therefore do something for us today. The nonsensical prattle will take place after that will become totally disheartened from our source of help.

لَتَذَاكُونَ لِلرَّبِّ الْعَظِيمِ إِنَّكَ كَانَ تَغْفِرُ ْلَا تَحْسَبُ اللَّهُ نَافَئًا وَلَوْ غَفَّرَ ْلَهُمْ هَلْ يُمَسِّكُونَ عَنْهُ ْلَوْ كَانَ مِنْ أَقْلَمِ الدَّعَاءِ
27. This means we, too, are in the fire from all sides, so how can we take your fire in us.

28. The inmates of Paradise and the inmates of Hell have already gone to their places. Now, there is no question of making the punishment lighter. From this we learn that the hardship which the infidel will feel on entering Hell, will continue eternally. It will not be felt less as is the case in the world where upon getting used to hardships its effects seem to become less.

49. And those in the fire shall say to the keepers of Hell: “Pray 129 to your Lord that He may lighten for us the punishment for a day”.

129. This tells us that infidels of Hell, on going there, will begin to acknowledge the medium of the pious after being sent there, although they had been rejecting this, while they were in the world. Thus, they would be requesting the angels of Hell to pray for them.

50. They will say: “Did not your Messengers bring to you clear signs?” They will reply: “Yes”. They will again say: “Then you yourselves pray 130”. And such praying of the infidels will only be in vain 131.

130. They will say that we do not pray for the forgiveness of the infidels. From this we learn that it is prohibited to pray for the forgiveness of the infidels.

131. This means that the prayer of the infidels in the Hereafter will not be accepted. There is a difference of opinion about the acceptance of their prayer in this world. Truth of the matter is that some of their prayers are accepted in the world.

SECTION 6

51. Surely We shall help Our Messengers and the believers 132 in the life of the world and on the day when the witnesses 133 shall stand forth.

132. In that their proofs will be made stronger, their religion will be made more dominant over all other religions, vengeance will be sought from their enemies. It should be remembered, that sometimes the vanquished state of the believers is for the purpose of a test. Then eventually, success is granted to the Muslims. Says Allah Almighty: "And you are the very same who shall overcome, if you have faith"(S3:V139).

133. On the Day of Judgement when the angels and the Ummah of the Holy Prophet (صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم) would be testifying about the propagation of the previous Prophets and about the rebelliousness of the infidels. Similarly, Allah Almighty helps the believers at the time of death and in their graves by keeping them steadfast on their faith. It is due to His help that the believer dies on faith and is successful in his grave. Says Allah Almighty: "Allah keeps firm the believers on the right word"(S14:V27).
52. The day when the excuse of the unjust people will not profit, and for them is the curse, and for them is the evil abode.

134 From this we learn that the repentances and excuses of the believers would be accepted in the Hereafter as well. The faith of the infidel is not acceptable at the time of death, but the repentance of the believer at the time of death is acceptable. For the believer there will be mercy and an excellent abode.

53. And undoubtedly, We bestowed guidance upon Musa and made the Children of Israel the inheritors of the Book.

136 By guidance is either meant the Taurat, or miracles. The third meaning is most appropriate i.e. We made Musa (on whom be peace) a true guide. From this we understand that every person finds guidance through the Prophet of Allah and the Prophet finds guidance from Allah Almighty. The sun provides light for the world, but Allah Almighty Himself has directly illuminated the sun. The Prophets are on guidance prior to their advent of Prophethood and revelation of the Book upon them. During his upbringing in the palace of the Pharaoh, Musa (on whom be peace) was always on the path of guidance, as he was constantly rebuffing.

137 By 'book' is meant either the Taurat or those Books and scrolls given to the Israelites indirectly through Prophets. From this we learn that the Ulama (Islamic scholars) are heirs of the Prophets. We also learn that monetary inheritance of the Prophet is not distributed because their legacy is not monetary, but one perfection take perfection from them. This legacy will be obtainable at all times.

54. As guidance and a reminder for the persons of understanding.

138 This tells us that only intelligent people obtain benefit from the teachings of the Prophets. Here, the word 'intelligence' denotes that intelligence which leads a person towards religious guidance.

55. Therefore (dear Prophet), be steadfast. Surely, the promise of Allah is true. And ask forgiveness for your (followers') faults from your Lord, praising Him in the morning and in the evening.

139 He will most certainly make your religion dominant over all the religions. Allah Almighty fulfilled this promise.
declared as sins by the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم like it is said that stealing is in Islam, i.e. that which has been declared by Islam as sin. Or, this link is based on responsibility like the attorney states that this is the case.

41. By 'morning and evening' is meant at all times. Says Allah Almighty: "And for them there is their provision morning and evening" (S19:V62) i.e. the inmates of Paradise will be given their provisions every morning and evening. This means, either at all times or it could denote the five daily prayers, or the azkaar recited during the morning and evening, because at that point in time, the angels of morning and evening assemble.

42. This means the infidels Quraish who try their best to falsify the verses of the Holy QUR’AAN. Thus, from these the true commentators of the Holy QUR’AAN by the learned Ulama and their religious services are excluded, because these do not create mischief, but instead they eradicate mischief.

43. Those who had deprived them from the obedience of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم saying that since we are the leaders of the people, why should we obey anyone. It should be remembered that engaging themselves in holy war against the infidels with pride by the believers is an act of worship. To express arrogance in opposition to your Muslim brother is forbidden, while arrogance in opposition to the Prophet of Allah is infidelity. The devil's arrogance was in the third category, as a result of which he was destroyed.

44. In fact, they will be disgraced. This is exactly what had happened to them.

45. This tells us that we should seek refuge from the evil of the envious. Says Allah Almighty: "And from the evil of the envious when he envies me" (S113:V5).

46. This is in your opinion; otherwise the power of Allah Almighty is equally controlling everything big and small. Says Allah Almighty: "For Him is this only that whenever He intends anything, then He says to it: 'Be!' and it becomes at once" (S36:V82). The purpose of the verse is the intimation of Allah Almighty, that since We had created the heavens and the earth already, what difficulties will it pose to re-create them.

47. This tells us that not making religious analogy is a sinful act. The infidels did not presume about their re-creation on the basis of the re-creation of the heavens and the earth. For this they have been censured.
58. And neither the blind and the seeing are equal, and nor those who believe and do righteous deeds are equal to the evildoers. How little do you remember?

148 This is the description of the blind and those who see; here the blind are the infidels and those who can see are the believers.

59. Surely, the Hour is to come. There is no doubt in it, but most of mankind does not believe.

149 Another name given for the Day of Judgement is the Hour, because for the believer, this long day will seem like a moment. Or because the Day of Judgement will occur all at a sudden, in a matter of moments.

150 There are thousands of proofs that have been established about the Day of Judgement.

60. And your Lord says: "Pray to Me, I shall acknowledge your call. Certainly those who are too proud to worship Me, will soon enter Hell, disgraced.

151 This means worship Me. I will accept it as is understood from the verse that follows. Or, offer your dua to Me, I will accept it, or, call upon Me, I will respond to it, or, beg. I will grant you your wishes. In short, to offer a dua, and to seek everything small or big from Allah Almighty is an act of worship, as we have been ordered to do so. It should be remembered that there is a Divine order for the acceptance of this worship and dua. Says Allah Almighty: "Towards Him ascend all pure works" (S35 V10)

152 In that they regard it as their insult in worship of Allah Almighty. They regard it as disgrace to come to the mosques and to stand with the poor, as was the condition of the general leaders of the Quraysh. Thus, there was no objection on this verse.

153 This tells us that indignity and disgrace would be felt by the infidels. Although the same believer would be sent into Hell, he would not be disgraced therein. Nobody will know about his condition.

SECTION 7

61. It is Allah Who has made for you night that you may get rest in it, and He made the day, enabling you
see 155. Surely, Allah is Bounteous to mankind, but most of mankind are ungrateful 157.

4. Weep in the first night and obtain its physical and spiritual comforts in the last night the court of Allah Almighty. This tells us not to spend the night in games and plays is an act of sin. In fact, it is not appropriate to remain awake without any valid reason, as has been reported in the Hadith Shareef.

5. So that you can earn your provisions bringing it and complete every work with ease.

6. This tells us that whatever anyone has obtained is through the grace of Allah Almighty and through his personal effort.

157. It should be remembered that the expression of every bounty is different. The gratitude for time is that every moment of it should be spent in doing lawful things, as well as spare some time for the remembrance of Allah Almighty and for the service of Islam. The great Sufis have stated that for everything there is Zakaat.

2. Such is Allah, your Lord, the creator 158 of everything. None is worthy of worship, except He. Where are you turning 159 away?

158. From this we learn that Allah Almighty is the Creator of everything, small, big, good, and evil. Anyone who regards the creator of everything, anyone other than Allah Almighty is opposing this verse, like the Mu'tazillah sect, which believes that man is the creator of his actions. Furthermore, the creation of everything is not evil. The devil is evil, but his creation is not evil. There are thousands of wisdoms in this.

159. You are worshipping the idols by cutting off your links with Allah Almighty. From this we learn that the path of the Prophet of Allah is the straight path, which leads the people to Allah Almighty. The rest of the other paths are of misguidance.

3. Thus, turned away those who deny 160 the Signs of Allah.

160. By signs of Allah is meant either the verses of the Holy QUR'AAN or the miracles of the Holy Prophet (صلی الله عليه و آلِه وسلم). Rejecting means not believing or accepting them. Or, by signs means proofs of the powers of Allah Almighty, which are spread in different parts of the world. Rejecting them means not reflecting upon them, or regarding them as the creation of someone else. The purpose of the verse is that anyone who has been deprived of Islam, will always be doing evil actions. Only when the heart is sound, will the person be right. When one's beliefs are correct, the actions, too, would be correct.

4. Allah is He Who made the earth a resting 161 place and the sky as the roof 162 and shaped you. Then made your shapes perfect 163 and provides 164 you good things. Such is Allah, your Lord. So, blessed
is Allah, the Lord all the worlds 165.

164. Lawful and tasty things. Chaff is not into fodder for the animals while you may thousands of types of nourishments from law. From this we learn that to refrain from lawful and tasty provisions is not austerity, but a austerity is a different type of virtue or excellence. The Holy Prophet (sa) has sometimes partaken of chicken meat well.

165. Big and small, all are dependent on Him while He is totally independent. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty is the Lord of the worlds while His Beloved Prophet (sa) is the mercy unto the worlds. He, for whom Allah is the Lord, the Holy Prophet (sa) is the mercy.

65. He is Ever Living 166. None is to be worshipped except Him. So, worship Him, being sincere 167 only to Him in the religion. All praise belongs to Allah, Lord of all the worlds.

166. Only Allah Almighty is truly living, is eternally living and will be living eternally. The rest are alive, either for a temporary period, or in a worldly sense. Similarly, the true Accomplisher is Allah Almighty, while His beloved servants are accomplifiers under His authority.

167. Safeguard yourselves from all types of known and concealed forms of polytheism.

66. Please declare: "I have been forbidden 168 to worship those whom you worship besides 169 Allah, since clear 170 arguments have come to me from My Lord. And I have been commanded to submit 171 only to the Lord of the all the worlds.

168. Before coming into the world, because the Holy Prophet (sa) never worshipped anyone besides Allah Almighty before the advent of Prophethood, nor before the revelation of the Holy QUR'AN.

169. Here, the meaning of the word (Prayer) is not just calling, but worshiping as well, because in opposition to mention is made of Islam. Also, prior this, mention has been made.
worshipping; "I have been forbidden to worship". In Islam, worship of anyone besides Allah Almighty is polytheism, not just calling upon someone. For a detailed discussion of this, consult the book Jaa-al-Haq.

70. Here, 'clear signs' denotes the proofs of unity of Allah Almighty which had been explained to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم prior to its revelation by Allah Almighty, not just the verses of the Holy Qur'aan (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani) because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was from the Natural Religion prior to the advent of Islam and the sincere devotee and worshipper of Allah Almighty. Thus, this verse does not mean that after the Qur'aan was revealed, the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم gave up the worship of the idols. Observe, in his blessed childhood, Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) on seeing the setting of the sun, the moon and the stars said that how can they be gods; as is stated in the Holy Qur'aan.

71. This means worship and obey Him. In it, is included all types and forms of worship. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is fully aware of all modes of worship.

72. It is He Who made you from dust. Then from a drop of semen, then from a blood clot, then brings you forth as an infant, then causes you to live so that you may attain your full strength. Then you become old, though some of you is lifted up even before it and that you may reach an appointed term and perhaps you may understand.

73. In that He created Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) from sand, then his progeny from sperm. Or, that He created nourishment from sand, the sperm from the nourishment and man from the sperm. In short, there is no inconsistency in the verse. It should be remembered that although there is water in the nature of man, there is fire as well. But, these are subservient to sand just as water is required to prepare the dough for the baking of bread.

74. The sperm, after forty days, changes to a clot of blood in the womb of the mother. Forty days thereafter, it becomes a piece of flesh and then a foetus.

75. Adolescence is the name given to man between sixteen and thirty years. Some have written that this is the youthful age of man, while after twenty-one the age is one of strength (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

76. From fifty years until death, the age is called old age. Some have said that until eighty it is called old age, thereafter it is called HARM, i.e. when a person's thinking snaps off. This is known in different ways in Urdu, Punjabi, etc. Allah and His Messenger صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم know best!

77. Death can take place before old age, or before one reaches the prime of one's life. This, too, is the power of Allah Almighty that some strong people die earlier and some weak people live much longer than them.

78. By 'appointed promise' is meant death. In that case, it is the discussion of the previous topic. Or, it denotes the Day of Judgement, in
which case it would mean that just as you had been staying in the world until a stipulated age, likewise you would be staying in Barzakh (the world of graves) for a stipulated period. There is no permanence in Barzakh as well.

179. The true Creator is He Who is giving them momentum and through Whose power the world is experiencing continuous change.

68. It is He Who gives life and causes death; and when He decrees a thing, He only says to it: “Be” and it comes into “Being” [180].

180. In it, mention is made of Divine Power, while in the first verse, intention was being made of Divine Laws, i.e. there is Divine Law in existence. Making the human being from sand, sperm, etc. reflects Divine Power, and “Be, and it becomes!” Or, there the discussion is about the creation of bodies, while here the discussion is about the world of order.

SECTION 8

69. Have you seen those who dispute in the signs of Allah? How they turn away?

181. In that they make an effort to disprove the verses of the Holy Qur'ān, i.e. the infidels. The verse has no connection with the difference of opinions of Ulama with regards to jurisprudence because their differences are for the purpose of ascertaining the verification of the verses. For this reason “those who dispute the signs of Allah” follows after this.

182. The baser self and the devil deviates them from the Path of Truth. The wolf only devotes that sheep which is separated from its flock.

70. Those who reject the Book with which We have sent Our Messengers. They shall soon know.

183. By this is meant the Books of the Prophets, their miracles or their beliefs. From this we learn that it is obligatory for us to declare faith in all the Prophets, their books, their miracles and their status.

71. When in the iron fetters and chains around their neck, they shall be dragged [184]

184. This tells us all these three types of punishments are specifically set-aside for the infidels. The sinful believers would be protected from them. These punishments are iron collars in their necks, chains in their feet and being dragged and thrown into Hell like dead dogs.

72. Into boiling water, then burnt in the fire.

185. This tells us that at first the infidels would be made to dip into boiling water, thereafter he would be sent into Hell. The angels would all these works.
73. Then it will be said to them: “Where are those gone, who used to associate partners with Allah?”

186. The idols, the moon, the sun, etc., or their leaders in infidelity. In short; this verse has no link with the Prophets.

74. “Besides Allah?” They will say: “They are lost away from us, but rather we never worshipped anything before.” Thus, Allah leaves the infidels confused.

187. All these things would be found in Hell, but none of them would be able to lend any assistance to the infidels. In fact, the sun, the moon, etc. will provide them with additional punishment.

188. This could have two meanings. The one is the saying of the infidels that we were not worshipping any idol at all, in which case they deny being polytheists. Or, the second meaning is those, which we were worshipping, were absolutely nothing. We were merely hoping for their help, but today we have come to realize that they cannot do anything.

189. That today they had even forgotten their polytheism. Or, that while in the world they had taken falsehood to be truth.

190. That is because they enjoyed on the earth without right and because they behaved boastfully.

191. In that, they were proud of their polytheism and had been expressing joy about it.

192. Every group of the infidels can enter Hell through whichever door it is entitled to enter. There are various regions of Hell and every region has its own doors. The same is the condition of Paradise.

193. Those who have been expressing arrogance against the Prophets, the Saints and the pious Ulama of Islam, those who had regarded it as their insult, to sit with them and obey them. From this we learn that expressing arrogance on the presence of the Prophet of Allah is infidelity. It is a place to assume humility.
77. So you should be patient. Surely, the promise of Allah is true. Then whether We let you see something of what We have promised them or should We cause you to die before? In any case, they are to return to Us.

194. Do not declare holy war on the infidels because of their cruelties or do not make haste in their punishment. All this will certainly come on its time. In the first condition this verse is abrogated, but in the second it is lasting and firm.

195. This is why it is not because of the knowledge of Allah Almighty. He is All-knowing and Omniscient. Its true objective is to show that some of the punishments will come upon the infidels during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وسلم, like the defeat at Badr, Humain and some after the earthly life of the Holy Prophet and during the time of the Noble Companions, especially during the time of Hazrat Umar Farouk (May Allah be pleased with him) the disgrace of Muslim victories in the Battle of Yarmuk, Qadisiyah, etc. This was to show with the outer eye in the blessed life, otherwise, the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وسلم, to this day in seeing everything taking place in the world.

78. And certainly We sent many Messengers before you (O Muhammad). But there are some of them whom We have mentioned to you, and there are some whom We have not mentioned to you. And it is not for any Messenger that he should bring any argument without Allah's permission. But when the Command of Allah comes, the matter is justly decided, and then the people of falsehood and vanity shall remain losers in grief.

196. Clearly described in the Holy QUR'AN. It should be remembered that some names of the Prophets are mentioned clearly in the holy QUR'AN, but no mention is made of any incidents of theirs, like Hazrat Yusa' (On whom be peace). Incidents of some have been mentioned, but their names have not been mentioned, like Hazrat Hzaseel and Khuz (On them be peace). Some Prophets' names and miracles have been mentioned like Hazrat Musa and Hazrat Iesa (On them be peace). But nothing has been mentioned about other Prophets like Hazrat Danyaal, etc. However, all Prophets have been mentioned jointly. It should be remembered that only nineteen Prophets have been clearly mentioned in the Holy QUR'AN.

197. Here, negation is not being made of the knowledge of the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وسلم, but the negation is made of being mentioned in the Holy QUR'AN. Otherwise, our Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وسلم, is the Seal of the Prophets, صلى الله عليه وسلم, and the Messenger of Allah, صلى الله عليه وسلم, and the Messenger of Allah, صلى الله عليه وسلم, and the Messenger of Allah, صلى الله عليه وسلم, and the Messenger of Allah, صلى الله عليه وسلم.
aware about the condition of every Prophet. Says Allah Almighty: "And all that We relate to you of the tidings of the Messengers" (S11:V120). On the Night of Me'raaj, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم met all the Prophets. He would even speak to them. Says Allah Almighty: "And ask those of Our Messengers whom We sent before you" (S43: 45).

198. Reason for its revelation: The infidels of Makkah were seeking new miracles from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم all the time. They were not satisfied at what they had already seen. They were requesting for mountains of gold, etc. This verse has been revealed in refutation of it. It should be remembered that all the miracles have been performed with the permission of Allah Almighty. In the performance of some miracles, the Prophet is given the choice like the stick turning to a snake, while in some there is no choice as in the revelation of Quranic verses.

199. This means these will only believe now after they see the punishment or death, and the faith of that time would not be accepted. Otherwise, seeing one miracle is enough for the acceptance of faith. But those infidels have the opportunity of seeing thousands of miracles.

SECTION 9

79. It is Allah Who has made for you the cattle, that you may ride on some and eat the meat of others.

200. This means some animals of your use are those on which you ride only, but are not eaten by you, e.g. the horse and mule. Some are only eaten by you and not ridden, e.g. goat, chicken etc. Some of them are both eaten and ridden by you, like the camel and oxen. This restraint is not for the purpose of total prohibition.

80. And you have other advantages in them, that you may attain the desires of your hearts. On their backs and on ships you are carried.

201. Their milk, wool, eggs are being used.
202. That you had your merchandise on them and accrue profits from them.

81. And He shows you His Signs, and then which of the Signs of Allah will you deny?

204. Learn to ascertain from these conveyances about the modes of transport. Just as the journey at sea is impossible without the ships, similarly the journey of the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty is not possible with the ship of Shariah.
205. This means these signs are so visible and evident, or become so evident that there will be no room for its rejection. Only he who is bereft of basic intelligence would reject it. Thus, believe in the Unity of Allah Almighty and in the veracity of all His Prophets.

82. Have they not travelled in the
land 206 that they might see how was the end 207 of those before them? They were more numerous 208 and stronger in might than these. But, what they earned did not benefit them 209.

206 From this, emerge two issues

1. To travel on land for the purpose of seeing Divine punishment on the desolate localities of the infidels is not only permissible, but it is a commendable act. The Hadith Shareef in which it is mentioned that do not undertake a journey to visit any other mosque besides the three, i.e. Masjidul Haram, Masjidul Nabawi and Masjidul Aqsa, means do not go to any other mosque with the intention of obtaining more rewards than these three mosques.

207 From this we learn that for the veracity of any historical incidents or monuments, there is no need for proofs from QUR’AAN and Hadith; its fame of being historical will be deemed sufficient. Observe, Allah Almighty did not provide geographical localities of these people, but instead said that obtain lessons from seeing their desolate places. People of Arabia only knew about these people and their localities from verbal fame. Thousands of issues can be deduced from this. Genealogy, encomium, relics of the pious became known through mere fame, they do not require concrete proof for their verification.

208 This means the number of these infidels was much more than you, and their wealth and property far exceeded yours, and their symbols and buildings, which they have left behind them, too, are far more than yours. But, when Divine punishment came upon them due to their opposition of the Prophets, none of these things of theirs was able to save them. Then on what ground are you opposing the Prophets?

209 In the same manner these infidels, too, would not be saved by their wealth and their groups from the punishment of Allah Almighty. This tells us that analogy is true and absolute analogy helps in the matters of beliefs as well, i.e. to give a joint decision in matters of joint affairs is permissible.

83. When their Messengers came to them with clear signs, they kept rejoicing 210 in what knowledge 211 they had. But, what they mocked 212 at, overtook them.

210 This tells us that to express joy in opposition to the Prophet of Allah is an act of infidelity, just as expressing joy out of love for the Prophet of Allah is an act of worship. Furthermore, to regard oneself as a greater scholar than the Prophet of Allah is an act of infidelity. There, neither your knowledge nor your intelligence is taken into account. Only your obedience will be able to hold you in good stead.

211 Here, knowledge denotes their polytheistic beliefs, which is literally 'knowledge' and technically called ignorance. Or, their mental faculties of knowledge, which were contrary to the teachings of the Prophet. Like how today's scientists are claiming that the heaven is a non-entity or that the earth is in motion, or that Me'raj is not possible, because in this they are opposing the Holy QUR’AAN and Hadith Shareef.

212 The punishment of Allah Almighty in the world, which they were regarding
the grain of intelligence.

But when they saw Our punishment, they said: “We believe in only One Allah and we deny all that we used to associate with Him”.

This means now they had accepted faith after seeing Divine punishment. This is not faith in the unseen, which is absolutely necessary.

But their belief was of no use to them when they had seen Our punishment. This is Allah’s Law, which is prescribed to His devotees. And the infidels thereupon lost (all).

From this we learn that bringing faith after seeing Divine punishment has no credence. The people of Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) had brought faith after seeing the signs of Divine punishment, therefore it was accepted, and not after seeing the actual punishment. Similarly, if the infidel declares faith after seeing the signs of faith, it would be accepted, but if he does so after seeing death or the angels of punishment, it would not be accepted.

The law of acceptance of faith is that it is not given any credence after seeing death or the punishment. If anyone’s faith is given credence even after death it is out of Divine mercy and not due to the law. An example of this is when our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم brought his beloved mother back to life to bless her with faith, which became accepted in the court of Allah Almighty. Now she is a believer and among the Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.
SURAH HAA- MEEM- US- SAJDAH 1 (THE PROSTRATION)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
6 Sections: 54 Verses  796 Words, 3250 Letters

1. begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1


2. This is a revelation from the Most Affectionate, the most Merciful ².

2. From this, two issues emerge
1. The QUR’AAN was revealed gradually over a period of twenty-three years
2. The Holy QUR’AAN is an absolute reflection

3. A Book whose Verses have been fully explained ³, a QUR’AAN in Arabic, for the people who understand.

3. Examples, promises, censures, verses of Personality and Attributes are being mentioned

4. A bearer of good ⁴ news and a warner. But most of them turn away and do not listen ⁵.

4. This tells us that the Holy QUR’AAN, by text, is only in Arabic. Thus its translation will not be regarded as the Holy QUR’AAN. You cannot recite its translation in Salat even if you are the laws of QUR’AAN applicable for the recitation of the translation Sajdah Tilawat will not become Wajib when reciting the translation. Furthermore, the Holy QUR’AAN has been revealed for the guidance of mankind and not for the guidance of the Holy Prophet ⁶ صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was already on the path of guidance prior to its revelation.

5. Here, ‘listening’ means to listen attentively to listen for accepting. From this, there is a hint that at the time of the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN, silence must be observed.
5. And they say: "Our hearts are in covers from that to which you invite us, and in our ears is a heaviness, and between us and you there is a veil. So, you do your deed and we do our 8 deeds".

6. The infidels were babbling this nonsense on the basis of mockery and arrogance that we are so staunch in our infidelity that your teaching has no effect on our hearts. This tells us that when bad times come, then man begins to regard weakness as a skill. This is the case with some of today's Muslims who make fun of those who are regular with their Salah, but are proud about their going to the cinema and participating in worthless activities. May Allah protect us from this.

7. These statements of theirs were absolutely correct about which even the Holy Qur'an has mentioned at different places. But, uttering this truth was infidelity. This tells us that sometimes truth, too, is infidelity, e.g. the devil said: "Oh Allah, you made me an infidel!". Although this is truth, but the devil's statement of it made him an infidel. Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) said: "Oh our Lord! We have wronged ourselves, if you forgive us not, and not have mercy on us, then certainly we are among the losers" (S7:V23). This was against expectations. Prophets are never tyrants or wrongdoers. The words of Hazrat Adam are there to establish faith and repentance. The great Sufis have deduced many issues concerning love for Allah Almighty.

8. This means you do deeds of faith, we will continue with our infidelity. Or, do what you can to harm us and we will do everything within our power to cause harm to you.

6. Please declare 9: "I am a human being, indeed like you 10. To me it is revealed that undoubtedly for you, only One Allah is worthy of worship 11". Therefore, be firm 12 before Him and beg His Forgiveness 13. And woe be on the polytheists 14.

9. Here, the word 'say' has been used for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to say it. No other person has the right to address the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم as an ordinary human being. Says Allah Almighty: "Make not the summoning of the Messenger among yourselves, like one calls the other" (S24:V63).

Some Prophets had called themselves as wrongdoers or being at a loss. If we remember them with these words, we will become infidels.

10. I am neither Allah, nor the son of Allah Almighty, but a genuine servant of Allah. This is an added restraint in respect of divinity. This does not mean that I am neither a Prophet nor an intercessor nor controller of the world, but just and ordinary human being like you. It should be remembered that the one who called the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم as a human being like you is either Allah Almighty, or the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم himself or the devil and the infidels. Now, if anyone calls him a human being should carefully think what he is. 11. From this, emerge two issues:

1. Revelation is the big distinguishing factor between the Prophet and us they are possessors of revelation, we are not. This difference of revelation has made the Prophet so superior to the follower, like speech has made the human being superior over the lower animals. One cannot really say that there is no
difference between a human being and an animal; the only difference between them is speech and intelligence. In a like manner, it cannot be said that what difference is there between the Prophet and us besides revelation.

2. There is a huge difference in the belief of Tauheed of the Prophets and our belief. They understood and accepted Tauheed through revelation while our belief in Tauheed is based on their teachings. Their teacher is Allah Almighty whilst our teachers are these blessed Prophets.

12. This means keep those beliefs and do those deeds, which will lead you towards Allah Almighty. This path is called The Straight Path. It is the path which the Prophets brought into the world.

13. The infidels should seek forgiveness for infidelity, the sinner from sins. The polytheists should seek forgiveness even after doing good deeds, that Oh my Lord my good deeds can not become worthy of Your lofty court.

14. At such places, polytheism denounces infidelity. Thus, the verse does not mean the denunciation is only for the polytheists and not the infidels.

7. Who do not pay 15 Zakaat and they disbelieve in the Hereafter.

15. In that they do not accept faith. Faith is the Zakaat of the body, because this verse is Makki and the laws regarding Zakaat had been revealed in Madina Shareef. i.e. Zakaat became obligatory in Madina Tayyibah. Or, they do not regard Zakaat to be obligatory, or that the laws regarding the obligation of Zakaat which would be revealed in future, they would not be regarding it as obligatory. Otherwise, it is not obligatory upon the infidel to pay Zakaat.

8. Surely, those who believe and do righteous deeds shall have endless 16 rewards.

16. That which is unending, i.e. the eternal bounties of Paradise or that believer who does good deeds, but then due to old age, physical disability or some helplessness is unable to perform these deeds, shall continue to receive such rewards (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan). Or, due to Sadaqa-e-Jariyah - leaving behind a portion the believer will continue to receive rewards of those in their graves.

SECTION 2

9. Please declare: “Do you disbelieve 17 in Him who created the earth in two 18 days? And do you set up equals 19 to Him? He is the Lord of all the words 20.

17. In that they do not believe in His Prophet, because the polytheists of Arabia had not denied the existence of Allah Almighty.

18. This means within the period of two days, because at that point in time, there was no sun. In one day the earth was created, on the other it was spread. Says Allah Almighty; “And as that He spread out the earth” (S79:V30).

19. Although the Lord of such absolute power is not dependent on anyone’s help. But, since you regard your idols as helpers of Allah, you are regarding Him as helpless.
Since every creation is being taken care by Him, then how can they become equal to Him?

22. And He set therein firm anchors rising above it and placed blessings in it and He ordained therein provisions for its inhabitants, all this in four days. This is for those who enquire.

23. He created the earth in two days and the provisions in two days, which adds to four days, i.e. Sunday to Wednesday (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani). From this we learn that the creation of the sustenance has been done before the one to be sustained. Therefore, why should man be much concerned about it? The soul has been created four thousand years before the body (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani - Ibn Abbas).

24. This means if the people question you, give them their reply so that it would provide proof about your Prophethood.

25. Then He turned towards the heavens and it was a smoke. Then He said to it and to the earth: “Come both of you willingly or unwillingly”. They both submitted: “We come willingly”.

26. This tells us that the creation of the earth is before that of the sky, which is there in the form of foam where Makkah Muazzamah is presently situated. The sky is water vapour, which is in the form of smoke.

27. This means be obedient. This is the other meaning of it. This command has been given to the heavens and the earth. Both of them have understanding and intelligence. They understand not only Allah Almighty, but his pious and sinful servants as well. They weep at the death of a believer. Says Allah Almighty: "And the heavens and the earth did not shed tears for them" (S44:V29).

28. This means on Thursday and Friday giving a total of six days. Saturday was not used.
29. He had allocated appropriate duties to all the angels of the heavens. Hence, some angels are in a perpetual state of standing, some in a state of bending (Ruku) some in prostration (Sajdah) and some are in a sitting state (Qadah). The collective name given to their worship is the Islamic Sajdah (Tawwir Roohul Muani). In addition, from one heaven comes light, from another comes sustenance and from one comes death. It should be remembered that by 'order' here, is meant creational order, and not one of legal order or overwhelming responsibility. Thus, the angels do not gain rewards for their worship.

30. Here, the lower heaven is meant the first heaven, while the lamps denote stars.

31. From this, it is meant it is not permissible to

13. But if they turn away their faces, then please declare: “I warn you of a thunderbolt, like the thunderbolt faced by Aad and Thamud”.

32. That after listening to such eloquent orators, they did not accept faith.

33. Because the people of Makkah had seen the ruined localities of the Aad and Thamud. The Aad and Thamud were compromisers of their Prophets, but despite this, they were destroyed because of their infidelity. Relationships with their Prophets did not save them. For this reason, mention has been made of these two nations specifically. It should be remembered

34. Then their Messengers came to them from before them and behind them saying: “Worship none except Allah”. They said: “Had our Lord wished so. He would have sent down angels. So we disbelieve in what you have been sent with”.

35. This means the Prophets of these nations were trying to convey to them the Divine Message through all possible ways, and giving the guidance through every possible method to ascertain information of the destiny and unseen matters from the stars, because they were not created for this purpose. Hafaaza me to protect, i.e. the stars are a means of protection of the heavens. The heavens established through them. It is due to them that the devils cannot gain access to it. When stars will disappear, the heavens would perish.

36. There are thousands of wisdoms being appointing angels and commands on each of the heavens.

37. That after the advent of our beloved Prophet, descent of common heavens punishments have been discontinued, but this can come to certain specific people. In fact, this will come towards the end of the world. Thus, this warning is absolutely correct. And this verse does not prove the issue of forced the possibility of a lie against Allah Almighty.

38. From this we understand that polytheists and the infidels are duty-bound to accept faith, but only after accepting faith they become duty-bound to the laws of Islam.
his is because the Prophets had ordered them to accept faith.
7. This means if Allah Almighty wanted to take anyone a prophet, he would have made angels His prophets and not human beings like us. The status of Prophethood is greater than that of human skills. These people were

5. And as for the Aad 49, they became unjustly 40 boastful in the land and said: “Who is stronger in might than us 41?” Did they not know that Allah Who created them, is stronger 42 than them in might? But, they continued to deny Our Signs.

9. Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) was the Prophet sent to those people who had settled in Ahaaf, a city within the boundary of Yemen.
40. From this we understand that sometimes pride can be correct or sometimes incorrect. The one, which is true, is good, while the one, which is false, is bad. The believer’s pride, in opposition to the infidels, in order to regard them as disgraceful and to regard himself as a person of honour due to his faith, is an act of worship. However, to regard oneself greater than the Prophets, saints and pious devotees of Allah Almighty is either forbidden or an act of infidelity.
41. In the people of Aad, an ordinary person was over fifty feet tall. One person could pick up huge boulders. They were under the impression that if punishment were to descend upon them, they would be able to defend themselves due to their physical strength.
42. When a person is bereft of faith, he fails to understand such words of wisdom.

16. So, We sent upon them a furious 43 cold wind in the days of their misfortune 44, so that We made them taste the penalty of being degraded in the life of this world. And undoubtedly, the penalty of the Hereafter is more degrading 45 and they shall not be helped 46.

13. In which there was only strong wind and thunder, but not any rain. The wind was so cold that only Allah Almighty could give you refuge from it. From this we learn that Allah Almighty can destroy people with mighty strength with a simple thing. He can destroy the mighty Mamrood through a tiny mosquito and the powerful elephant through a small swallow.
44. This tells us that some days are inaus-

picious. The days on which punishments had descended are full of misfortune. Also, the days on which one does not get guidance to do good deeds, too, are inauspicious. In truth, inauspiciousness are the evil deeds of man. Punishment on the people of Aad commenced on Wednesday 22 Shawwaal and continued for eight days and seven nights, i.e. until Wednesday 29 Shawwaal (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).
comforts in the Hereafter.

46. This tells us that there will be no help for the infidel. Having no helpers is a form of punishment for the infidels.

And as for the Thamud, We guided them, but they preferred blindness to guidance. Therefore, the thunder of the degrading penalty overtook them as the earning of their doing.

It tells us that the work of the Prophet is indeed the work of Allah Almighty. The people of Thamud were shown the guidance by their Prophet Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace), but Allah Almighty says that We had shown it to them... Thus there is no objection against the verse, because when Almighty Allah becomes the provider of guidance, then it means to lead the person to obtain his goal and that after obtaining this guidance it would be impossible to go astray.

In that Hazrat Jibrael shrieked loudly at them as a result of which all of them were destroyed. Since this shriek was a destructive sound it is called thunder, because sometimes thunder kills people... It is possible that first the shriek of Hazrat Jibrael came to them and followed by thunder and lightning from the sky. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse and the following verse: "Then a thunder overtook them" (S23:V41). In verse, a particular type of punishment is meant and in the other verse another type of punishment is being mentioned.

The punishment descended upon the infidels due to their evil doings and evil beliefs while their minor children, their animals and their lands suffered the punishment due to actions of these wretches.

And We save those who believe and remain pious.

These people were the companions of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) who had believed in him. They were hundred and ten in number (Jahangir Rashid Muradi). The method of salvation was that before the coming of the punishment the Prophet would leave that area with his followers. It is only after their departure that punishment would come to that place. This tells us that the presence of the pious servant in any area is the means of being safe from Divine punishment. Says Allah Almighty, "If they had been separate necessarily then We would have punished the infidels among them with a painful punishment" (S48:V25). If the poor believers had left Makkah, then Allah Almighty would have punished them.

SECTION 3

And on the day that the enemies of Allah shall be driven towards the Fire; then those who will come first shall be stopped till those coming next should meet them.
1. That the angels would drag them towards Hell in such a disgraceful manner, like how the others drag the animals towards the abattoir.

2. This tells us that the infidels would be rea-

3. Till when they reach there (whence) their ears and their eyes and their skins will bear witness against their doings.

4. That is every limb of theirs would say that they had used me to commit such and such a sin.

5. And they will say to their skins: ‘Why did you bear witness against me’? They will say: ‘Allah made us speak, He Who bestowed speaking power to everything’. And He created you the first time and towards Him are you to return.

6. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement the tongue of the infidel will speak lies, while the rest of the limbs would be speaking the truth. Thereafter, the tongue will complain to these limbs, which are mentioned here. But, despite this, all the limbs will be put into Hell because they were accessories to the sins with the tongue. Furthermore, to have a court case, to ask for witnesses, etc. is no proof of the lack of knowledge of the judge. Sometimes this is done to silence the criminal. Thus, when the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم sought witnesses to investigate the case of slander against Hazrat Aisha (May Allah be pleased with her), it does not prove his lack of knowledge.

7. This verse is on its apparent meaning i.e. the hands, the feet, the tongue will be literally speaking with apparent eloquence. In the world too, trees speak, whose speech the special servants of Allah Almighty bear.

8. Now you would be entering Hell, which you had been denying in the world. Now, look at it to know its certainty.

9. Had they regarded Allah Almighty as Omniscient in their beliefs or through their deeds, and then they would not have had the courage to commit the sins.

10. Some of the infidels of Arabia had this thought, that although Allah Almighty is aware...
23. This was your conception, which you formed about your Lord, and it had ruined you. So, now you are amongst the losers.

60. That you became bold on sins by this type of thinking. But today you are going into Hell aware of the complete details, but not of minor details.

24. Then, if they endure, the fire is their destination. And if they beg for a favour, none will favour them.

61. In that in the world refrain from complaining aloud of the punishment. Exercising patience in the world was a means of gaining reward. Today, patience and impatience are equal for them.

62. This means, if the infidels exercise patience after being in Hell, they will still remain in Hell. And if they scream out of impatience, then they would still be in Hell. May Allah protect us from this.

63. Today, Allah Almighty is telling them that they are not listening, but tomorrow when they would be pleading with Allah Almighty, He will not respond to them.

25. And We have appointed some comrades, who made to appear fair in their eyes what is before them, and what is behind them, and the sentence was justified against them, along with those groups that had already gone before them from amongst the jinns and mankind. Certainly, they were the losers, to perish.

64. Their companion, the devil, and evil people had been appointed for them in the world. This tells us that an evil friend is a punishment from Allah Almighty for the person, while a good friend is a mercy of Allah Almighty.

65. By making the suns appear as good in this world and made them reject the Hereafter.

66. By this is meant the following narration of Allah Almighty: "Surely those of them who will follow you, I will fill Hell with all of you." (87:17)

67. From this, emerge two issues:
1. The infidel jinns will be sent into Hell and will remain there eternally in punishment.
2. Infidel human beings will be with that type of infidels as per their category of sin, as the polytheists will be with the polytheists, the Nasara (Christian) and Yahud will be with their type, even though they may have been in different places and different times in the world.
SECTION 4

And the infidels say 68: “Listen not to this QUR’AAN and make absurd 69 noise therein. Perhaps you may get the upper hand 70”.

68. The leaders of the infidels had advised their subordinates that neither should they listen to the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN nor allow anyone else to do so. They would hurl abusive language at the believers or the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم while the Holy QUR’AAN was being recited, or play musical instruments, etc. They would do any possible means to suppress the recitation so that the QUR’AAN does not seep into your hearts and thereby you do not turn away from your religion. This tells us that even the infidels were acknowledging the influencing power of the Holy QUR’AAN.

69. From this we understand that to create a din at the time of the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN to make it difficult for the reciter is the practice of the polytheists. Thus, it is totally forbidden to play drums, etc. in the vicinity of the mosque at the time of congregational Salah, as well as creating a commotion at the time of Quranic sermon. From this, many issues can be deduced. Likewise, it is forbidden for a few people to recite the QUR’AAN aloud collectively. In short, at the time of recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN it is obligatory to refrain from all those activities, which hinder one from listening to it.

70. So that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم would delay the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN because of your commotion.

Certainly We shall make the infidels taste a severe 71 punishment. And We shall surely award 72 them for their worst deeds that they used to commit.

71. In that these infidels giving such advice would be severely punished. They have been said as infidels that this action of theirs is an act of infidelity.

72. Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas (May Allah be pleased with him) reported the severest punishment was given to the infidels on the Battlefield of Badr, while the punishment for their infidelity in the true sense of the word would be given to them in the Hereafter. Thus, there is no contradiction in the verse.

That is the reward of the enemies 73 of Allah, the fire, wherein they shall abide eternally 74, as the punishment for denying Our Verses.

73. From this we learn that the enemy of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم and the Holy QUR’AAN, is the enemy of Allah Almighty. Observe, these infidels tried to suppress the sound of the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN; through which they had been declared as enemies of Allah Almighty.

74. Or, it could be that the region of Hell in which they would be initially placed, they would remain in it eternally. Or, that they would remain in Hell forever, though the regions would continue to change.
29. And the infidels shall say 75: “O our Lord, show us those among the jinns and men who mislead 76 us that we may trample 77 upon them under our feet, so that they may remain amongst the lowest 78.”

78. After they are in Hell, they would say this. But because its happening is a certainty, it has been interpreted with the past.

76. Some have said that by these two are meant Qabil and Iblees. Because it is Qabil who had been the first to commit an unjust murder and Iblees is established in infidelity and polytheism. It tells us that these two wretches.

30. Undoubtedly, those who say: “Our Lord 79 is Allah, then remain firm 80 on it, the angels descend 81 upon them saying: “Fear not, nor grieve 82 and be glad in Paradise, which you were promised 83.”

79. Accepting Allah Almighty as Lord means to accept all His Prophets to be true, just accepting your father as a father means to honour and respect all those who are dear to him and regard his relatives dear to you. You regard his mother as your grandmother and his brother as your uncle. Also, you learn to exercise patience at the calamities sent by Allah Almighty and express gratitude at the comforts provided by Him. What comes from the Beloved should be regarded as beloved.

80. Until the time of death. In that you carry out His injunctions. Do the good deeds with sincerity. You do not move away from Him in sadness or joy, in comfort or in hardship.

81. That which provides contentment during the time of every hardship in the world. These providers of contentment are called SAKINA. Says Allah Almighty. “Then Allah sent down His satisfaction on him” (59:40). Through this satisfaction, you do not feel the pangs of the time of death. And they give glad tidings in the grave and on the Day of Judgement.

82. Do not fear the future, nor grieve about the past. Your world is good and your Hereafter, too, is good. You will be bestowed with Paradise.

83. This glad tiding is given to the believer at the time of his death, which gives him immense joy. It is for this reason that the day of death of the saints is called Urs, i.e. the day of the wedding. May Allah Almighty provide this to us! Some received the glad tidings in the world.

31. We are your friends in the life of this world and in the Hereafter 84. And for you therein is that which you yourselves desire 85, and you shall get therein that which you may ask 86 for.”
bounty in Paradise, which you would desire. Here, the soul under discussion is not the baser self, because that would be made to perish by then. Thus, the inmate of Paradise will not desire anything which is evil, so much so, that a believing father would not desire the salvation of his infidel son.

86. In the first statement, mention was made of desire and wishes, while here, mention is made of verbal request. Thus, there is no contradiction in the verse. The meaning is the same as mentioned above.

32. "Hospitality" from the Forgiving, the Merciful ^87_

87. The inmates of Paradise, in terms of entertainment, would be the eternal guests of Allah Almighty.

SECTION 5

33. And who is better in speech than him who invites ^88_ towards Allah and does righteous ^89_ deeds and says: "I am a Muslim ^90_?"

88. In it, first on the list is the Holy Prophet ^صلي الله عليه وسلم_ and through his blessings would be the Saints and Ulama who engage themselves in the propagation of Islam. In fact, it includes the Muazzin, the Mukabbir and every believer who calls the creation of Allah Almighty towards any piety. This tells us that Allah Almighty loves the speech very much, which gives invitation towards good, even if his voice is heavy and his words are simple. May Allah Almighty bless us with this.

89. By 'piety' is meant piety of the heart as well, i.e. having mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty as well as piety of the body, in other words all types of worship. In this one statement Shariah and Tareeqat are included.

90. From this, two issues emerge:
   1. No believer should conceal his religion. His speech, his actions, his physical appearance and his character should reveal that he is a Muslim. To practice hypocrisy is the way of the devil.
   2. Do not say that Insha-Allah I am a believer, but regard oneself as a believer with certainty.

34. And the good and the evil are not equal ^91_. Repel ^92_ (the evil) with that which is best. Then the one, whom between you and him is enmity, will become as such as if he was your bosom ^93_ friend.

91. This means good and defective beliefs and good and evil deeds are not equal. Good and evil statements are not the same. Good and evil behaviour are not the same. The end result of good things is good and the end result of evil is evil. Therefore, how can a Prophet and an ordinary person be equal?

92. In your personal matter remove the evil
with much kindness and pardoned all their faults. May Allah Almighty grant us such excellent virtues.

This tells us that possessing excellent virtues is a great bounty from Allah Almighty. Gaining wealth is easy, but obtaining good deeds and excellence is difficult.

And among His Signs are the night and the day and the sun and the moon. Prostrate neither before the sun nor the moon, but prostrate before Allah alone. Who created them, if you are His devotee.

Pray by seeing these things, learn to ascertain the power of Allah Almighty and your own meekness and meek nature. If the night and day, the sun and the moon are not the same at all times, then how will you be kept in one condition? Do not fear in the face of hardships or be boastful in comfort.

Here, prostration denotes Sajdah (prostration) of worship and not the Sajdah of respect.

Otherwise, the word 'you worship' would not have been used here. The prohibition of Sajdah of respect is proven from many traditions (Ahadith), but it is not proven categorically from any Quranic verse. It is for this reason that the rejecter of this prohibition cannot be called an infidel. However, one who

35. And none are made to receive it, except the steadfast, and none are made to achieve it except those who have a great fortune.

94. All those who have the power to suppress their anger. It should be remembered that exercising patience because you are helpless, is different to being patient by possessing the power of exercising it. The second form of patience is of greater quality. When the brothers of Hazrat Yusuf bin whom he was to be taken away were in Egypt, they treated them

36. If any provocation of the devil reaches you, then seek refuge in Allah. Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.

95. In it, Mushrikun in general are being addressed. The devil under such circumstances persuades you towards naming evil then
performs Sajdah of respect is a terrible sinner, a transgressor and a cursed person who is entitled for divine punishment and wrath. It should also be remembered that the one making a Sajdah of respect to the sun, is also an infidel, because this practice is that of a polytheist. Any action, in which there is a sign of polytheism, is infidelity, like prostrating to an idol.

99. Worshipping the moon, the sun, day and night. The one worthy of worship is the Creator, not the creation.

100. This tells us that in all the worships, Salaah is most superior, and in Salaah, Sajdah (prostration) is most superior. This prostration is the sign of man's slavehood and devotion. It should be remembered that it is for the sake of a command and not for the purpose of doubt, i.e. without any doubt you are indeed Allah's bondsman, therefore worship him.

38. And if they become haughty \(^{101}\) (then remember) that those close \(^{102}\) to your Lord glorify His Praises, night and day and do not grow weary \(^{103}\) (of doing this). (After reciting this verse, Sajdah Tilawat becomes obligatory on one who recites it and the one who has heard its recitation).

101. By following the Holy Prophet ﷺ and worshipping Allah Almighty. Thus, the infidels who reject Allah Almighty as well as the polytheists.

102. This means those angels who enjoy the nearness of Allah Almighty. Here, 'nearness' does not denote nearness of place because Allah Almighty is pure and free from place and space.

103. Among these favourite angels some are in Ruku, who are in this position for millions of years, some are in Sajdah, some are in Qiyaam and some are in Tashahhud as was previously stated.

39. And among His Signs is that you see the earth lying worthless \(^{104}\), but when We send down water in it, it becomes fresh, fertile and productive. Surely, He Who gave life to it, shall certainly give life to the dead. Undoubtedly, He has Power over everything.

104. Such is the condition of the human beings that anyone who is not touched by the rain of Prophethood, his deeds are not accepted in the court of Allah Almighty and he himself is worthless.

40. Undoubtedly, those who deviate \(^{105}\) from the right way concerning Our Signs are not hidden from Us. Is he better than that (person) who shall be thrown in the Fire \(^{106}\), or is he who shall come safely \(^{107}\) on the
Day of Resurrection? Do what you desire⁹⁸. Certainly He is Seeing⁹⁹ your deeds.

⁹⁸ From this we learn that sometime an order is given for the purpose of expressing anger. Says Allah Almighty: "And whoso will let him disbelieve" (S18 V29). Because this verse does not mean that Allah Almighty has given you permission to do what your heart desires.

⁹⁹ This means do as you please, but do it with the understanding that We are looking at you and what you are doing. If you have this thought and keep it at the back of your mind then, if Allah wills, you will never commit any sin. In the same vein, if the believer remembers that my Prophet is looking at me, then he will never commit a wrong deed.

41. Certainly those who deny the Rememberance (QUR’AN) when it comes to them (are losers) as, without doubt, it is an esteemed Book.

Zikr denotes Rememberance of Allah Almighty meaning the Holy Prophet. The name Zikr is a prompt of the Holy QUR’AN.

There are many ways of rejecting them, rejection of the original Prophecy of the Holy Prophet, or rejecting any of his blessed attributes, or disobeying his orders.

⁴¹ From this, there is a hint that he unto whom Prophecy or the message of the Holy QUR’AN has reached this order is not for him like those people in the period prior to the advent of our Holy Prophet. Those who had believed in the Oneness of Allah.

⁴² In which no falsehood can be inserted, either from its front or from its rear. It is a revelation from the Wise, the Praiseworthy.

Any one who says that the Companions have added or deleted any verse is an infidel. Almighty Allah has created a compilation and propagation of the Holy QUR’AN.
43. Nothing will be said to you (O Prophet), out which was not said to the Prophets before you. Undoubtedly, your Lord confers the forgiveness and also awards the punishment.

115. This means that Allah Almighty has given you the command to propagate the Oneness of Allah Almighty and matters of faith as was given to previous Prophets before you. Otherwise, there is a great difference in injunctions. The titles and attributes of our Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم are most superior to that of the other Prophets. Thus, there is nothing objectionable about the verse.

116. This is the commentary of the previous statement, i.e. the other Prophets were told, and it is being said to you as well, that Allah Almighty is Most Forgiving and the Vanquisher. He is Most Merciful to the believers and Most dominant over the infidels.

44. Had We made it, the QUR’AAN, in a foreign language, they would definitely have said: "Why have its verses not been made clear?" "Why, this is a foreign language, but you (Prophet) are an Arab?" Please declare: "That is a guidance and a healer for the believers. But the infidels have deafness in their ears and blindness in them. They are like those who called from a far-off place.

117. The infidels were saying why had the Holy QUR’AAN been revealed in Arabic and not in any other language. In this verse there is a most appropriate reply to it.

118. This means that at one moment the infidels want to know why had the Holy QUR’AAN been revealed in Arabic and not in any other language. Had it been revealed in a non-Arabic language, then they would say how surprising it is that the Prophet is an Arab, but the QUR’AAN is not in Arabic. This can never happen. In short, they will neither believe in the QUR’AAN now, nor any time later. It should be remembered that all the Prophets had been sent according to the language of the people, and the Book in the language of the Prophet. It has never happened that the language of the Prophet was different to the language of the Book revealed to him. Of course, Mirza Qadyani claimed to be a Punjabi.
SECTION 6

45. And certainly We bestowed upon Musa a Book, but differences were made therein. And if a Word had not gone before from your Lord, then the matter would have been decided between them. And surely, they are in a confusing doubt about it.

125. In that some believed in it, others did not. The means: We have already taken the decision that the infidels would be meted out with their punishment after the Day of Judgement. It is for this reason that such punishments don’t come to them. Or, Our Lord is that Oh My Beloved Prophet, after your advent, unseen punishments of general nature will not come to them.

46. Whoso does righteous deeds, it is for his own good and who commits evil deeds, it is for his own discredit, to bear its guilt. And your lord is not at all unjust to His servants.

127. He will definitely be rewarded, although others too will receive benefit from it. Thus this verse is not against the concept of Sawaah (conveying the rewards to the souls).
out justice to the infidels and bounty to the believers.

47. The knowledge of the Hour is referred to Him alone. And no fruit comes forth from its sheath, and neither any female bears nor brings forth (a child), but He has the knowledge about it. And on the day when He will call them: "Where are My associates?" They will say: "We have already professed to You that there is no witness among us for them".

429. This means that all these Prophets and Saints, who are asked about the knowledge of the Day of Judgement, refer it to Allah Almighty saying, "Allah knows best". Or, it means that without Allah Almighty's knowledge, there is no other source to know about the Day of Judgement. It is stated in sawi Shareef that Allah Almighty has given full knowledge of the Day of Judgement to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, but the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was ordered to keep it concealed as it is from the special mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty. It is stated in Tafseer Roohul Bayaan that the great Sufi sage states: "Allah Almighty bestowed the knowledge of Qiyamah upon His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had disclosed the signs of Qiyamah, its day, date and month, i.e. Friday the 10th of Muharram. If the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had not been given the knowledge about it, then how did he disclose its signs and the day, date and month? However, he did not disclose after how many years it would be taking place. This is from the Divine secrets.

430. This means Allah Almighty is fully aware of the condition of the fruit before their sheaths appear, i.e. whether it would be imperfect or perfect. He is fully aware about the pregnancy of the female and what its period and condition, i.e. when will the baby be born, how will it be, how long will it live, what will it be eating, what will it be doing, etc. If you doubt it and believe that even an astrologer can provide this information, and on many occasions even the saints of Allah and those possessing psychic knowledge can disclose this information, which prove to be absolutely correct. The reply to this is that the information given by these Hindu priests, astrologers, etc. are merely based on conjecture. Most of it is found to be incorrect and a few predictions, which turn out to be true, are co-incidental. The information provided by the holy Saints is absolutely true, but this is not from their personal knowledge, but that which is given to them by Allah Almighty (Tafseer Khazain and Khazainul Irfan).

431. This call will be proclaimed by Allah Almighty through the angels, for the polytheists. By associates is meant the idols made by them.

432. This means that today there is none from us to give this testimony that You have any associate. We are witnesses that You are One, without any partners.
worship before 133, will be lost from them and they will know 134 for certain that they have no place of escape.

133. This demonstrative pronoun 'these' refers to their idols made out of wood and stones. Otherwise, the claim of their prophets would be against them.

49. A human being does not tire 135 in praying for good, but if any evil touches him, then he loses hope, becoming full of despair 136.

135. Here, the word 'MAN' denotes an infidel and the word 'good' refers to worldly possessions like good health, wealth, children, etc. This means the infidel is greedy about the world. It is never satisfied about the wealth of this world. His desires about the world are never satisfied. Possessions of the world are said to be good for the purpose of outer credence, otherwise all these things are evil for them.

136. By 'evil' is meant hardships of the world, i.e., an infidel loses hope quickly from Allah Almighty when faced with hardships. It is for this reason that he resorts to committing suicide. A believer, on the other hand, always relies on Allah Almighty. The commentary of this verse is the following verse: "No doubt, none despair of the mercy of Allah, but a people disbelieving" (S12 V87)

50. And if We make him taste Our Mercy after hardship befalls 137 him, he will certainly say: "This is my own due 138, and in my opinion the Hour will not come. And even if I am returned to my Lord, certainly for me there is good 139 with Him. Surely, We shall then tell the infidels all that they did 140, and We shall undoubtedly, make them taste 141 hard punishment.

137. From this emerge two issues
1. Comfort in this world is little, but hardships are many. Therefore, tasting mercy has been called here as providing comfort
2. Hardship comes upon a person due to his own evil actions, but mercy is bestowed as a bounty of Allah Almighty

138. It is my right. I have obtained it through my own skill and excellence. This means they regard pain as a result of their own excellence, while loss, they link to Allah Almighty. Or, now this bounty has become my own property and will never be snatched away from me. The thoughts of the believer are totally opposite to both of these

139. This means firstly, the Day of Judgement will never take place and although impossible, if it were to come, like these believers are saying. I will be in comfort there as well, because Allah Almighty has provided me with
comfort in the world.

Its purpose is to show that the comforts of the Hereafter will be due to the good deeds done in the world. Thus, they would be thrown into Hell after showing them their evil deeds,

And when We bless a human being, he turns away withdrawing aside, and when evil befalls him, then he offers long prayers.

Here, too, 'man' denotes infidel and withdrawn face indicates to forget Allah Almighty, to boast about their bounties and commit countless sins.

"Oh Zafar, man will not understand Him, no matter how intelligent he may be,
Who fails to remember Allah Almighty in his comfort, and has no fear of Him in his fit of anger".

From this we learn that to forget your Creator in your prosperity and to remember Him in your adversity only, is the practice of the infidels. Allah Almighty dislikes this. Here, there is no censure of offering dua, but censure is made for not offering dua in your days of comfort.

Please declare: “Tell me if this QUR’AAN is from Allah, but yet you reject it?” Who is more on the wrong way then the one who is in extreme dissent?

It should be remembered that to suspend an obligation is done for the purpose of emphasis and not for the sake of doubt, just as suspending the impossible is for the purpose of change. The purpose of the verse is to show that without any doubt, the Holy QUR’AAN is from Allah Almighty and by becoming its rejectors you are proving to be very stubborn

We shall soon show them Our Signs in the horizon and in themselves, till it becomes clear to them that it is the truth. Is it not sufficient that your Lord is witness over everything?

The purpose of these verses is the things of the world, or the punishment, which had come on the locality of the previous nations, which had been destroyed.

Thousands of attributes in their personalities, or the defeat at Badr, etc. The great Sufis say that the entire world is included in the human being. This requires a great deal of pondering and self-reflection.

By this is meant the Holy QUR’AAN,
54. Listen, they are certainly in doubt of meeting with their Lord. Behold! He encompasses everything.

149. This means that there is no doubt after these infidels, but it is they who are in doubt, which has surrounded them from all sides and they cannot find a way to get out of it. If the ship is in the sea it will come to the shore, but if the sea gets into the ship, it will sink. This is the very condition of these infidels.

150. The Knowledge and Power of Allah Almighty has encompassed everybody, but Allah Almighty Himself is pure from the concept of encompassing.
SURAH AL-SHURA (THE CONSULTATION)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah  
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1. According to the majority of the commentators, this entire Surah is Makkan. But Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas (May Allah be pleased with him) says that four verses beginning from verse twenty-three are Madini-
ted, the rest are Makkan. It constitutes of five Rukus, fifty-three verses, eight hundred and sixty words and three thousand five hundred and eighty eight letters. 

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful. 

SECTION 1 

1. Haa – Meem. 

2. Ain Seen Qaaf. 

3. Thus He reveals to you, and to those before you. Allah is the Honourable, the Wise. 

2. This tells us that there can be no Prophet after our Holy Prophet ﷺ. Otherwise, mention would have been made about it. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) is among the previous Prophets. His second coming, closer to the Day of Judgement, is not in contradiction of this verse. Here, the comparison is the spirit of revelation, not in the revelation i.e. just as We had sent Our revelation to the Prophets before you, We are sending Our revelation on you too. Then why are the infidels especially the People of the Book so surprised about it? He did not say We will send the revelation to the future Prophets. This is because there would be no Prophet coming in the future. 

4. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. He is the Exalted, the Great. 

4. This means that the entire physical world and the creation of Allah Almighty and in the true sense His dominion. But in a worldly sense, if some people are granted temporary ownership, it is not contradicting this verse. 

5. This means the status of Allah Almighty is lofty, so is His power and wisdom. Thus, these are two separate attributes. Allah Almighty has bestowed greatness upon His special servants. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is the greatest in the entire creation. The religious mentor is greater than his disciples and the king is greater than his subjects (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).
5. (It is near) that the heavens may rend from above it, but the angels glorify their Lord with His Praise and beg forgiveness for those on the earth. Behold, Allah is Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.

8. This means that the awe and grandeur of Allah Almighty is so supreme that a great creation like the sky sometimes is on the verge of splitting out of fear and awe of Allah Almighty.

9. This means all the angels, whether those who are near to Him or those executors of the commands of Allah, all are engaged in reciting the praises of Allah Almighty. This tells us that those who perform Salah are great like the angels.

10. This means for the sake of the believers. From this emerge a few issues.

1. The intercession of the angels is a certainty.
2. The angels have already received permission for his intercession. And today they are interceding for the believers. Then, what delay is there in the intercession of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم?

3. When Allah Almighty decides to grant a person with something. He bestows it through the prayer of His beloved servants. Observe, that since Allah Almighty desires to forgive His believers, He has instructed the angels to ask forgiveness for them. If you want to please the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, then offer du'a to his devotees. In order to seek the pleasure of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم the angels are praying for his Ummah. We should make our duty to remain well-wishers of the Noble Companions and household members of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم so that we may get some charity from him.

8. It is for this reason that Allah Almighty has made the angels your well-wishers. All be Praised!

9. Those who have taken them others besides Allah as protectors, Allah that they. But you are not duty bound to remain their caretaker attorney.

10. By guardian is meant the deities. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse. Or, it could mean they have befriended the enemies of Allah. The friends of Allah are totally different to those who are friends of those other than Allah Almighty.

7. And similarly We revealed to you the Arabic QUR'AN so that you may warn thereby the Metropolis of all the cities (Makkah) and those who live around it; and you may warn them of the Day of Gathering.
therein there is no doubt. A group will be in Paradise and a group will be in Hell.

1. Because you are an Arab you came to Makkah. Thus, the Holy Qur’aan, too, is in Arabic and is revealed in Makkah. This tells us that the Holy Qur’aan will remain where the possessor of the Qur’aan is to be found.

2. At the moment warn the people of Makkah, thereafter the rest of the world. Says Allah Almighty: “That he may be the warner to the entire world.” (S25:V1) The first order was to warn the family members, and then in this verse the instruction was to warn the people of Makkah and thereafter the entire world. In short, from this you cannot deduce that the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet (Sallallahu ‘alayhi wa sallam) was restricted to Arabia.

13. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement everybody will first be assembled. Thereafter they would be separated. Therefore it is also called Yaumul Hasr (Day of Resurrection) and Yaumul Fasal (Day of Separation).

And had Allah willed, He would have made them an Ummah under one faith. But He admits into His Mercy whom He Pleases. And so far the unjust neither have a friend nor a helper.

14. This tells us that everybody will receive sustenance but everybody will not receive guidance. Worry about obtaining guidance.

15. Here, “unjust” denotes the infidels i.e. the infidels have no one in the world to save them from Divine punishment, nor will they have anyone to save them in the Hereafter to enquire about them. This state of hopelessness, too, is a form of punishment for the infidels in which they are caught up. From this we learn that Allah Almighty has appointed helpers for the believers. Says Allah Almighty: “Only Allah is your Friend and His Messenger” (S5:V55).

Have they taken to them others as patrons besides Him? But it is Allah Who is the Patron. And He will give life to the dead and He is Powerful over everything.

16. From this we understand that to make the enemies of Allah Almighty into friends is the practice of the polytheists and infidels, just as making friends of Allah Almighty as your protectors is the practice of the believers. To make the Ka’bah as your Qibla is the very essence of faith while to make any idol as your Qibla is infidelity. There is a big difference between friend of Allah and friend other than that of Allah Almighty.

17. By “Patron” is meant Allah Almighty, the true object of Worship, the creator and the true Helper. Thus, this verse is not against those verses in which the beloved servants of Allah Almighty have been called patron or friend. Their sainthood is in reality patronage of Allah Almighty.

18. On the Day of Judgement, at the time of the second trumpet, Allah Almighty raises the dead to life through the prophets. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) raised the dead to life, and our Holy Prophet (Sallallahu ‘alayhi wa sallam) brought his parents and many dead to life.
By "everything" is meant everything possible: the impossibilities and the obligatory things.

SECTION 2

10. In whatever you differ, the decision thereof is with Allah. This is Allah, the Lord. In Him I put my faith and I turn towards Him.

20. That between the infidel and the believer Allah Almighty will keep a practical decision on the Day of Judgement by rewarding the believers with Paradise and the infidels with Hell. Thus, in this verse there is no proof for the Chakralwi's. They, too, take the cases to court to be decided by the judge. In you differ, address is made to the infidels. This tells us that the believers are on the path of truth, and it is the infidels who are causing dispute.

21. The Islamic scholars' trust is to accumulate the provisions. The trust of the Sufis is to turn away from the provisions and rely only on the provider of the provisions. The Holy Prophet had provided for us the examples of both these forms of trust through his practical life. For greater detail on the topic consult the book "Shaanic Habib Rahman".

22. This means I have placed my trust in Allah Almighty from before and I always turn to Him, that, from wherever I obtain things, I always regard it as receiving from Allah Almighty. Although the arrow leaves the bow, it is sent to the possessor of the bow.

11. The Originator of the heavens and the earth. He has made for you pairs of your own selves and the cattle pairs, whereby He spreads you therein. None is therein like Him, and He is the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing.

23. In that I made your wives from your own kind. From this we learn that the marriage of man in the world cannot take place with jinn or animals. Paradise is another place wherein the Hooms, too, will become the wives of man, although they are neither human nor the children of Adam (On whom be peace).

24. At another place, the Holy QUR'ANAN has stated that everything has its pair, of wood and stones, as well as trees. Says Allah Almighty, "And We have made pairs of everything (51:49)

25. By means of marriage. Children out of wedlock will not be from the offspring of the father, nor will they be entitled for the father inheritance.

12. To Him belong the keys of the heavens and the earth. He expands the provisions for whom so He Pleases and straitens it too. Certainly, He knows everything fully well.

26. This means in the true sense it is Allah.
The Almighty who is the owner of the keys of the treasures of the heavens and the earth. Hence the word “for Him” is being used here and not “by Him”. Allah Almighty is the Master and not the treasurer. The Holy Prophet says: “I have been given the keys of the treasures of the earth.” Thus, there is no contradiction between the Hadith and the Qur’anic verse.

27. From this we learn that the amleness and narrowness of the sustenance is not merely due to the actions of man but it is due to the bounty of Allah Almighty.

28. That is who is worthy of being wealthy and who is suitable for punishment. Thus, do not complain about it.

He has prescribed for you the religion which He enjoyed upon Nuh, and that which We have enjoined to you and that which We enjoined upon Ebrahim, Musa and Isa saying: “Remain steadfast in the religion and cause no division therein. Very difficult upon the pagans is that which you call them to. Allah chooses to Himself whom He pleases and guides those who turn towards Him.

29. It should be remembered that Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) is the first Prophet blessed with Shariah (Code of Laws) and he is the very first Prophet to preach to the infidels, and his disobedient people were the first to receive Divine punishment. It is for that reason that his name has been mentioned with such distinction.

30. From this we learn that in beliefs all the heavenly religions are equal, but they differ in practice. Beliefs are called DEEN (religion) and practices are called Mazhab (a way of life). Thus, the reference here is made to religion.

31. These five prophets are mentioned with distinction because they are Messengers of great stature and status. Otherwise, this command was given to all the Prophets.

32. This means rectify the religion of your followers and keep it in order.

33. Because united body is the mercy of Allah Almighty. To be divided from the united Muslim body is a form of punishment, i.e. do not create difference in the basic fundamental beliefs. Although there is a difference in the religious deeds and acts of worship of the Prophets, Allah Almighty says: “We ordained a law and way for all of you” (55:48).

34. This tells us that polytheists did not recognize the personality of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم as uncarable because they called him ‘The Trustworthy’ and ‘The upholder of promises’, but hard upon them is the propagation of Islam and vilification of the idols.

35. From this we learn that guidance can be obtained through ones deeds, but selection is done through the Grace of Allah Almighty only. By selection is meant Prophethood or special sainthood in which there is no place for deeds. Thus, “whom He wishes” has been used for selection and “he who turns” in guidance.
them, on account of their own jealousy. And had not the saying of your Lord gone forth for an appointed term, the matter would have been settled among them. And surely, those who come to inherit the Book after them are also in doubt and are disturbed regarding it.

36. It means they themselves create the religious difference of the People of the Book in which some are caught up in polytheism and some in infidelity. This had not been the teaching of their Prophets.

37. Every religion desires its own power, therefore it creates dissension.

38. This means punishment does not come upon these contentious people because time has been set aside for their punishment. Thus, no punishment will come beforehand. This punishment is either in the form of the defeat they suffered at the hands of the Companions, or at the time of their death or on the Day of Judgement.

39. If by Book, here, is meant the Holy Qur'aan, in which case the pronoun suffix "afla-them" would be reflecting the Christians and Jews and the inheritors would denote the people of Makkah i.e., after the Christians and the Jews, the people to whom the Book is given are in doubt. Or, if by Book is meant Taurat and Injeel i.e., those Christians and Jews who came after it, and who were in the period of the Holy Prophet, then the Muslims are having a doubt in the Qur'aan or in his Prophethood (Tafsir Roohul Mu and Khazanul Irfan).

15. So for this, you call and remain steadfast as you have been commanded and do not follow their evil desires. But please declare: "I believe in whatever Book Allah has revealed and I have been commanded that I should do justice between you. Allah is our Lord and the Lord of you all. For us are our deeds and for you are your deeds. There is no dispute between you and us. Allah will gather us together, and towards Him is the destination of all.

40. Because here is dispute in them therefore you should invite them towards Islam.

41. Their hearts should not be hardened at propagation of stubbornness and jealousy. This tells us that to be steadfast is the way of the Prophets. The blessed Sufis say that one show of steadfastness is better than showing thousand miracles. Furthermore, that the Holy Prophet is the Prophet for the entire creation until the Day of Judgement because in the Holy Prophet’s call to Islam there is no restriction of the
burying the females alive, disgraceful social customs, oppression of the poor and helpless, etc.
45. Therefore, the right thing should be for all of us to worship Him alone. In it, the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم is turning them towards him with a great deal of grace and favour.
46. In Lakum (for you) the letter LAAM is used as ALA (upon) because the infidels will never receive any reward for their good deeds. Allah Almighty has regarded their good deeds as futile.
47. Because this much has become evident and as such there is no need to debate it. From this we learn that one should not debate or argue with a person who is obstinate and unreasonable. But, if argument is taken to mean contact or connection then this verse is abrogated from the order of Jihad (Holy War) (Tafseer Khazain and Roodhtul Mu’amri).
48. On the Day of Judgement all the believers and infidels would first be assembled at one place, thereafter the believers will go to Paradise and the infidels into Hell.

And those who dispute concerning Allah after the believers had already accepted His call. Their argument is futile in the sight of their Lord and upon them is the wrath and for them is the severe punishment.

9. In this verse refutation is made of those Christians and Jews who were bringing about arguments in respect of the Holy QUR’AAN for the sake of misleading the believers. Our religion is ancient and our Books have been revealed before yours. Therefore we are better than you. From this we learn that arguing about the Holy QUR’AAN is arguing about Allah Almighty as is seen from “in Allah”.
10. A thing which has no foundation because of merely being ancient is a proof of it’s truth, then the religion of Adam (On whom be peace) should be regarded as the true religion because it is the most ancient in terms of time, and all the other religions should be false, and marriage with one’s sister should be regarded as true.
51. These quibbling Jews and Christians are receiving punishment in this world, and they would be punished in the Hereafter as well.

Allah is He Who has revealed the Book with the truth and the balance of justice. And what makes you know that the Hour is not near?
52. Here the word “balance of justice” denotes the Holy Prophet because the blessed personality of the Holy Prophet is the means of understanding the true measurement of Faith. Everyone will have the love for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم according to the scale of his Faith.

53. Reason for its Revelation

The polytheists of Arabia would mockingly ask the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم when the Day of Judgement would take place. In reply to their question, this verse was revealed: the word “perhaps” is not used to indicate doubt but it is used for the purpose of certainty and emphasis, i.e., Day of Judgement is indeed very near because the Final Prophet and the Final Book and the Final Religion have already come. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم says “Me and the Day of Judgement are close, like these two fingers.” Says Allah Almighty: “The Hour came near” (85:4). You should also remember, here the negation is of understanding and not of knowledge.

54. Those who do not believe in it seek to hasten it, and those who believe therein are dreadful of it and know that surely, it is the truth. Beware; certainly those who are in doubt concerning the Hour are indeed on a far-off wrong path.

55. This haste of theirs is for the purpose of amusement.

56. He tells us that even the pious as well as the sinners are afraid of the Day of Judgement. The fear of Qiyamah is a sign of Faith. In fact, the greater the pious the greater will be the fear. May Allah Almighty grant this to us.

57. Because the information of the Day of Judgement is given by him from whose tongue only truth is uttered. From this we understand that a believer does not make haste in seeking death but regards a long life as a boon to do good deeds.

58. As there is no hope of them accepting guidance, because it is the fear of the Day of Judgement, which compels a person to accept faith. Since they are rejecting Qiyamah itself, then what else would they fear, and how would they accept faith?

59. Allah is Gracious to His devotees. He provides for whomsoever He pleases, and He is the Powerful, the Honourable.

60. The grace and favour of Allah Almighty in general i.e. worldly provision is given to every person. It is impossible to enumerate these favours. On every small hair of ours are thousands of Divine favours. Although we commit sins, He does not stop our provisions. We indulge in so many evils, yet He does not disgrace us. What this means is that He bestows Faith, Divine knowledge, piety, santhood, Prophethood, etc. on special servants of His.

61. If by “provision” is meant physical provision, then it would mean He gives to whomsoever He likes and as much as He likes. He keeps the skilful person poor and He makes the uneducated wealthy. This tells us that wealth is not obtained through one’s skills but it is the gift of the Lord of Majesty and Bounty.
But if it is regarded as spiritual provision i.e. faith and piety, then its meaning is quite apparent, as faith and piety are not acquired through one’s intelligence but through His Bounty and favour. Although Abu Jahl was intelligent he remained an infidel, but the simple and humble Bilal (May Allah be pleased with him) was made leader of the believers.

**SECTION 3**

20. Whosoever desires harvest 60 of the Hereafter, We shall give him an increase in his produce 61 and whosoever desires the harvest 62 of this world, We shall give 63 him thereof. But, in the Hereafter he shall have no share 64.

60. In that through his good deeds he should seek the benefits of the Hereafter i.e. the pleasure of Allah Almighty and His beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. He should not do good deeds for show.

61. In that he would be given greater guidance to do good deeds, good works would be made easy for him, and give him countless rewards for his good deeds.

62. That he should merely do good deeds to earn the benefits of this world, become a scholar and Hajee for the sake of name and fame, and an Islamic soldier to obtain sports of war.

63. Only that much as has been rewarded in his destiny (Taqdeer). Thus, the verse is crystal clear.

64. Because he did not perform any good deeds for the Hereafter at all. This tells us that the one doing good deeds is deprived of rewards. However, in terms of religion his good deed itself will be regarded as correct e.g. the Salaah offered for show will fulfill the obligation, but the person will not receive any reward for it. For this reason, “in the Hereafter” has been placed as a restriction.

21. Have they some associate gods who made for them some other law code for which Allah has given no permission 65? And had there not been the promise of a final decision 66 (by Allah) in the (Hereafter), it would have been decided between them here. And surely for the unjust people is a painful 67 punishment.

65. If the conjunction “or” is taken to mean but should be, then it would mean that Oh beloved! Their false deities, like Iblees, etc have created for them false religion against the Religion of Allah Almighty, which they are following. If it were to mean or they should be, then it would mean, it would be seen whether these people would accept faith or they would remain trapped in their fabricated religions created by their false deities.

66. This means because we have decided that the actual punishment for the infidels would be given on the Day of Judgement. For this reason...
We are not sending on them the punishment of Hell as from now.

22. You shall see the wrongdoers fearful 68 of what they had earned and it shall fall on them. But, those who believe and do good deeds 69 will be in the meadows 70 of Paradise. They shall have with their Lord whatever they desire 71. This is the great bounty 72.

68 They would be fearful from the beginning of the Day of Judgement, but this fearfulness will not help them.
69 This means as much opportunity and time they were given to do good deeds, they did them.
70 If someone was not given any opportunity for any good deeds, then he will go to Paradise for the sake of his faith, e.g. that new convert to Islam who dies immediately after accepting faith.
71 That is after their death, and prior to the Day of Judgement the small gardens of Paradise would be placed in their graves. And after the Day of Judgement they themselves would be in the garden of Paradise. May Allah Almighty grant these to us through the medium of His beloved Prophet (pbuh) and the royal throne. If we, as sinners, reach them with the Holy Prophet (pbuh) it would not be surprising.
72 Do in this world what is commanded by Allah, in the Hereafter He will do what you desire.
73 This tells us that Paradise will not be achieved merely through good deeds, but through the grace and bounty of Allah Almighty.

23. This is that of which Allah gives good news to His devotees who believe and do good deeds 73. Please declare: “I do not demand from you any reward 74 for it, but only love to make you (faithful) as obligation of relations 75”. And whosoever requires righteousness 76. We increase goodness in excellence. Undoubtedly, Allah is Forgiving, the Appreciating.

73 From this, emerge a few issues:
1. The work of the Holy Prophet (pbuh) is the work of Allah Almighty. The punishment of disgrace, most painful punishment is especially set-aside for the infidels. No matter how much a sinner, a believer might be, but he would be safe from these types of punishments.

74 Observe, the glad tidings is given by the Holy Prophet (pbuh) but Allah Almighty is saying that We are giving it.
2. Faith precedes deeds, just as Wudu precedes prayer.
3. Faith should be supplemented by good deeds.

4. Do not be satisfied by one good deed; make every effort to accumulate as many deeds as possible. Continue to sow the seeds; you don't know which one may sprout into grain.

74. Reason for Revelation
When the Ansar of Medina realized the shortage experienced by the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم with material things, they collected a huge amount of things and presented it to the Messenger of Allah صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم saying that: “Because of your blessings we have obtained faith, the Holy QUR’AN, and the Benevolent Lord. Oh Messenger of Allah, your needs are many. We

24. Or, do they say, he has forged a lie against Allah? But if Allah had willed, He could have set a seal of His Mercy upon your heart. And Allah wipes out the falsehood and establishes the truth with His Words. Surely, He Knows fully well what is in the hearts.

77. By claiming Prophethood, or by saying the Holy QUR’AN is the Book of Allah.

78. So that their slanderous words do not cause any injury to your pure heart. Here, the meaning of "set a seal" is most appropriate. What it means is that this too can be done, but it will never happen. If your blessed heart were to feel any sorrow in Our path, it would be regarded as an act of worship.

79. Soon after this your sun will shine brightly to dispel the darkness of infidelity. Allah Almighty fulfilled this promise of His. Observe, even till today the two Harams are protected from polytheism. May Allah Almighty protect their sanctity for all times.

25. And it is He Who accepts the repentance from His devotees and pardons the sins, and He knows whatever you do.

80. We should repent from all types of sins. Repentance brings about forgiveness of all sins. There are few important things necessary for repentance: remorse at the sins committed, strong resolve of not repeating these in the future, performing obligations missed, fulfillments of the rights of man. If repentance is done in this way it will most certainly be accepted if, Allah wills. The repentance of infidelity is Faith.

81. From this verse there is a hint that major
sins are forgiven through repentance, while minor sins are forgiven without it through other means because mention here is made of forgiveness of sins after the acceptance of repentance. Says Allah Almighty: "No doubt good deeds of litote evil deeds." (S111:114)

26. And He answers prayers of those who believe and do righteous deeds and gives them more reward out of His Bounty. And as for the infidels, there is a severe punishment for them.

84. From this emerge two issues:
1. The prayers (dua) of the beloved servants of Allah are accepted quicker. If you want your dua to be accepted then become pious. Accept His commands. He will accept your duas. Observe what was commanded to him by Jaleel (Allah Almighty) Khaleel (Ibrahim) on whom be peace carried on and in return what Khaleelullah (friend of Allah's) Hazrat Ibrahim (on whom be peace) asked Rabbe Jaleel (Allah Almighty) responded.

27. And had Allah increased the provisions of all His devotees (even then), they would have certainly rebelled in the earth. But, He sends down according to a measure as He Wills. Surely, He is Aware and Sees His devotees.

86. Because in the world the baser self is with you. If it is not concerned about earning and living it demands name and fame and if everybody will begin to desire honour, then this will result in mischief, murder, etc. This tells us that rejection of the world, too, is a mercy from Allah Almighty.

87. Thus, whoever is fit for any particular thing, it is given to him. A physician has a great deal of honey by him, but he will not give it to any patient for whom it is harmful as this will worsen his illness.

28. And it is He Who sends down rain after they have despaired and spreads out His Mercy. And He is the Protector, the Praiseworthy.

88. Ghufran refers to beneficent rain, and not one that causes harm.
And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and of whatever moving creatures He has spread forth amongst them. And He has the power to gather them together when He Pleases.

It could have two meanings:

1. Allah Almighty has spread the creation throughout the world. One is here while the other is there. One will be found in one time, the other at another time. But on the Day of Judgement all the scattered things will be assembled at one place. Allah Almighty knows how to scatter and to assemble.

2. After death, the limbs of a human body turn into small particles. But Allah Almighty has full power to gather these particles into a whole body i.e. on the Day of Judgement a limb of one person will not mix in the body of another.

Because He had created first without any example, so why should it be difficult for Him to recreate it.

And whatever misfortune befalls you is due to what your own hands earn; but He pardons much.

Regarding this verse the Aryans quibble that every difficulty comes because of some sins. Then the diseases and difficulties of the infants are there because of the sins of their previous lives, because at this point in time they are not in the position to commit any sins. This translation therefore dispels their objection, because it hints at a specific calamity. Otherwise, sometimes difficulty turns out to be a means of gaining higher status.

It means this hardship, which has come upon you, has come due to your negligence. This does not mean that every hardship comes because of sins. If this were the case then the Prophets, minor children and animals would never have experienced any hardships, as they are totally innocent. Thus, in this verse address is made to the believers in general. Prophets, minor children, etc. are totally excluded from it. It should be remembered that minor children and demented people are never addressed by Quranic verses. Thus, neither are they being addressed by this verse, nor does it prove the concept of transmigration of soul of the Aryans.

And you cannot frustrate His control on the earth. You have neither any friend nor any helper, except Allah.

These hardships, which have been predestined for you, will come to you. If you want to safeguard yourself then become pious.

And of His signs are ships running in the sea like the mountains.
95. Huge vessels in which sails are tied, as was customary in Arabia, do not sink despite of being so heavy. They too sing the praises of His power.

96. During that period movement of the vessels was achieved through favourable winds. What is being said here is if Allah Almighty does not provide favourable winds how will you be able to reach your destination? Or, if Allah Almighty were to send unfavourable winds then how will it reach the shores? Therefore be thankful to Him.

97. Those sincere believers who exercise patience when in hardship and are grateful when in comfort can ascertain from those vessels that the vessels of life can only reach the shores of safety through the sea of life when it is piloted by the continuous wind of Divine grace and bounty. The great Sufis say that patience is one half of faith and gratitude is the other half.

98. He will let the vessels sink by sending unfavourable winds, and those among them who are sincere would be saved from drowning.

99. And those who dispute Our signs, should know that for them there is no place to escape.

100. The wealth of this world. From “You have been from” we understand that the bounties of this world are not merely obtained through our own effort, but they are bestowed through the Lord of Majesty and Bounty. The wealth of this world is only a temporary provision of present life, but what is with Allah is better and more enduring for those who believe and place their trust in their Lord.

101. Which you abandon in your lifetime or soon as you die. Do not connect your heart with such a treacherous thing, which is now yours. So why are you coming closer to it?

102. Rewards of the Hereafter. The great
sages say the sincere and accepted deeds, too, are included in it. Those deeds never perish. 103. There are two qualities of the rewards of the Hereafter being mentioned here. They are better as they are not mixed with polytheism. The good of this world is thousand times mixed with the evil. The second quality is that they are eternal and will never abandon you.

4. Reason for its Revelation
Hazrat Ali Murza (May Allah be pleased with him) says that this verse was revealed in honour of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him). When he sacrificed his entire wealth in the path of Allah Almighty for which some of the people censured him. From this two issues emerge: 1. The good of the Hereafter is only for the pious believers and like the good of this world, will not be given to everybody.

2. Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him) in accordance with Quranic testimony is a true believer and one who places his trust in Allah Almighty. Also, after the prophets of Allah Almighty, he is the most superior and most pious. Says Allah Almighty:

*And swear not those among you who are men of excellence* (S24:V22) and *But the most pious one shall be kept far away from it. Who gives his wealth to become purified* (S92:V17-18).

Just as it is important for the believer to declare faith in the Oneness of Allah and Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم in the same way it is important for him to declare faith in the superiority, piety and the best among believers as all of these are proven from the Holy QUR’AAN.

37. And avoid major sins and indecencies and when they are angry, they forgive.

105. The major sins are those for which punishment of the world or the Hereafter has been decreed. *(Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani)*

106. That sin is indecent which even the human intelligence regards as evil and which is regarded as wicked by followers of every religion, e.g. adultery, stealing etc.

107. Who pardon their criminals, but not the offenders of Shariah (laws of Islam). The first condition is included in good manners while the second condition is irreligiousness.

38. And those who obey the Command of their Lord and establish Salaah and their affairs are decided by mutual consultation and they spend of what We have provided.

108. Reason for its Revelation
This verse has been revealed in favour of the Ansar who had accepted the invitation of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم to accept Islam and become his devoted followers. This tells us that accepting the invitation of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is accepting the invitation of Allah Almighty.

109. This means they do not act with haste or according to their own wishes. It should be remembered that there is no counselling required in matters of religious laws. They shall be carried out under all circumstances.

However, in matters of religious national and personal matters, counselling is very beneficial. There should be counselling in matters of Imamat (leadership), Khilafat, Holy War, marriage, etc. For further clarity, consult the book “Nae Taqreeren”.

110. From this we learn that it is not obligatory to spend one’s entire wealth in the path of Allah Almighty. For the public it is sufficient that they spend some of their wealth, and some for themselves. However, if those who are like
Abu Bakr Siddiq, possessing a contented soul, were to give everything in the path of Allah Almighty, they are welcome to do so. Allah be praised! For this reason the preposition 'thou' is used in "they spend something out of their wealth".

39. And who, when aggression is made against them, defend themselves.

In the previous verses mention has been made about forgiveness. In this verse taking revenge is being mentioned. This tells us that forgiveness is superior, but taking revenge, too, is permissible on an unfidel confederate. Taking revenge on an oppressor is a means of establishing peace.

40. And retaliation for an injury is in the similar injury. And whoso forgives and puts the things right, his reward is with Allah. Undoubtedly, He does not love the unjust.

41. And certainly whosoever takes revenge after being victimized of oppression; there is no blame on him.

42. The blame lies only against those who do wrong against mankind and transgress in the earth without right. For them is the painful punishment.

Here "way of blame" denotes hold of the world or the Hereafter and its punishment. By cruelty is meant to cause harm. Causing harm is the most common form of it, i.e. physical harm, monetary harm, etc. In short, cruelties are of different types. Then the punishment for these, too, is different. For one the punishment is death, for another it is cutting off of hands and feet, for one it is imprisonment and flogging. This verse is comprehensive for administration, legal judgments, social affairs, etc.

117 "Without right" is revealing quality disclosure because rebellion is always a wrong form of oppression, it is never a right thing. Should be remembered that oppression is...
two types: one is personal, the other is national. Oppress mankind” is personal oppression, e.g. to hit someone, to swear a person, to steal, etc, while to “rebel” is national oppression to betray a country or the people, to rebel against the Muslim ruler, etc. You should take revenge on both types of oppressors. However, to forgive the first oppressor would be politeness of character, but forgiving the second oppressor is oppression itself. For the second oppressor the verse mentions: “For them is the painful torment”.

18. He who forgives his offenders in his personal matters e.g. he forgives the debtor, forgives one who had used offensive language against him, forgives one who had beat him up, etc. However, if anyone commits treachery against Islam or the Muslims put him under severe pressure and punish him in such a way that it will serve as a warning for others having similar intentions.

19. Because it is a confrontation against your baser self which makes a demand on you to take revenge against your offender. To overpower your baser self is true bravery. It is easy to kill thousands of infidels, but it is difficult to destroy your baser self.

SECTION 5

44. And whom Allah leaves to go on in a wrong way, he has not protector for him, thereafter 120. And you will see the wrongdoers when they see 121 the punishment, saying: “Is there any way 122 to return?”

120. From this we learn there is no helper for the one who is gone astray. The believers have many helpers from Allah Almighty. If you desire to have helpers in this world and the Hereafter then adopt faith and piety. Anyone who says that he has no helper today or on the Day of Judgement, he is openly declaring his infidelity and apostasy.

121. By “unjust” is meant either the polytheists or the infidels. It should be remembered that an infidel would wish to come again in the world to seek atonement for his infidelity.

122. Oh believers! You will see them after the duties of the Day of Judgement, or at the time when the inmates of Hell are being thrown in. This tells us that the infidels would be thrown into Hell in the open. The believers would be seeing their fate. One should further remember that the Messenger of Allah صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is witnessing these events today as well. On the night of Mi'raj the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم had seen the infidels being punished in Hell, although physically they would only be thrown in it after the Day of Judgement.
the believers will say: "Surely, the losers 124 are those who have lost themselves and the families on the Day of Resurrection 125". Behold, certainly the unjust are in lasting punishment 126.

126. Due to fear the infidels would be looking at the fire of Hell with such veiled eyes like how the condemned prisoner looks at the sword of the executioner, which is about to strike off his neck. Oh Allah protect us from this!

124 In total loss which has completely destroyed his earning Those who destroyed their world for the sake of their Religion have travelled well like Imam Husain and his companions (May Allah be pleased with them)
125 They have lost their lives in such a manner that they became entitled for Hell through their infidelity. And the loss of the household members is that due to infidelity they had become deprived of homes and

46. And they have no protectors 127 to help them except Allah. And whomsoever Allah leaves to go on the wrong way 128, has no way 129.

127 This means the friends in whom the infidels had put their trust in the world, or those relatives about whom they had such thoughts, that they would help them on the Day of Judgement none from them would be helping them on that day
128 In that Allah Almighty will create in them apostasy due to their evil doings and impudence just as Allah Almighty places death

47. Obey the Commands 130 of your Lord before the coming 131 of the day that is not to be averted 132 against Allah. You would have no refuge 133 that day, nor can you dare to deny 134 it.

130. By being obedient to his beloved
133. You will have no refuge if you die in infidelity. But if you die as a believer you will obtain bounty of Allah Almighty and the sanctuary of His beloved Messenger صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Oh Allah keep us under the protection of Your beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in this world and the Hereafter.

134. Because the list of your deeds with angels. In fact, your own hands and feet would testify against you.

135. But if they turn aside, then We have not sent you as a warden. Your duty is only to deliver the Message. And certainly, when We let human beings taste the Mercy from Us, they rejoice over it. But, if any evil befalls them, because of what their hands have sent forth, the human beings become most ungrateful.

136. In that after listening to everything they will not accept faith and he obedient to you.

137. So that their apostasy would be accounted for through you, just like teachers are made to give account for the poor results of the school, or when the shepherd is questioned at the loss of any sheep. Oh My beloved you are freed from their accountability.

138. This is an additional portion i.e. only conveying the message of Allah Almighty was obligatory upon him, not of making them accepting it. Thus, this does not necessarily mean that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had no other rights besides propagation. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the judge of the believers in the world, and their pleader and intercessor on the Day of Judgement.

139. To Allah belongs the Authority of the heavens and the earth. He creates whatever He likes. He Bestows daughters on whomsoever He Pleases and bestows sons on whomsoever He Pleases.
142. The true king is He. He can give kingdom to anyone He desires, like how he has granted the kings outer kingdom, and the saints inner kingdom.
143. This tells us that the children are merely a gift from Allah Almighty. Strong people have been seen to be deprived of children, while the homes of weaker people had been filled with children. He can grant sons and daughters, whomever He desires. He can grant only to anyone He wishes, and only daughters whom He wishes.

50. Or, He couples both the sons and the daughters, and He makes whomsoever He wishes, issueless. Undoubtedly, He is All-Knowing, the Powerful.

144. It should be remembered that receiving children through the dua of the pious servants too is a gift from Allah Almighty, e.g. some homes get one child through the treatment of doctors. All these are means of achieving the goal. Through the blessed dua of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) the house of Hazrat Luth (May Allah be pleased with him) was filled with children. Says Allah Almighty, “Allah and His Messenger have enriched them out of His grace.” (S9 V74)
145. All these conditions are found in the Prophets as well. Thus Hazrat Shuaib and Hazrat Luth (On them be peace) only had daughters, Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) only had sons. Our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had been given both sons and daughters, while Hazrat Yaha and Hazrat Iba (On them be peace) had no children (Tafseer Khazainul Ithraa).

51. And it is not fit for a human being that Allah should speak to him, except through revelations, or from behind the veil. Or, He may send any Messenger that He may reveal what He Wills. Surely, He is High, Wise.

146. The restriction of human being is for the purpose of differentiating between angels and other creation in matters of Divine conversation i.e. Allah Almighty speaks directly with the angels but with man through revelation.
147. This means in this world no one can speak to Allah Almighty directly. Although Musa (On whom be peace) spoke to Allah Almighty, it was through a veil. Only our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم spoke to Allah Almighty directly, but it was in another world. In fact, it was from beyond the Throne of Allah Almighty. Thus, the meaning of the verse is crystal clear.
148. Directly through the angel in a dream or

in a wakeful state through inspiration. Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) was given the order of sacrificing the son in a dream, while Hazrat Dawood (On whom be peace) was inspired with the Jабoor in a wakeful state.
149. Like how Allah Almighty spoke to Musa (On whom be peace) at Mt Sinai, being under veil.
150. If Allah Almighty desires, He sends the revelation through the angels, as was the normal method of sending revelation to the Prophets.
151. Reason for its Revelation
A Jew came to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and said that if you are a true Prophet, then why can’t you see Allah.
Almighty at the time of revelation like how our Musa (On whom be peace) could see him at the time of speaking to Him. To this, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم replied that he was not seeing Allah Almighty but merely

52. And thus We have revealed 152 to you a spirit 153 by Our Command. You did not know the Book before it, nor the details of the laws 154 of religion. But We made it a light whereby We guide 155 Our devotees whom We Please. And certainly, you (O Muhammad) guide to the Straight Path 156.

152. As we were sending revelation to the other Prophets. In it there is a hint, that there will be no Prophet after our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. This is because no mention has been made that We will send the revelation in future too.

153. The Holy QUR’AAN, because through it exists the inner world, which is the very essence of Faith.

154. Here, negation is made of understanding i.e. he did not understand faith and Book through mere presumptuous analogy. Here, negation is not of absolute knowledge because prior to revelation the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was already a worshipper, a devout ascetic, and a person of piety. In fact, the first revelation came when the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was in a state of I’tikaf and worship of Allah Almighty. Also, at no stage in their lives were the Prophets unaware of Faith. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) at birth had said: “I was made a Prophet”. You should also remember that when Jibraeel (On whom be peace) brought the first revelation, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم knew with certainty that he was Jibraeel and that whatever he was reciting was the Holy QUR’AAN and that he was sent by Allah Almighty. Therefore, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم did not enquire about his identity, nor that what he was speaking was from him, or that he was reciting the Holy QUR’AAN.

155. From this, emerge a few issues:

1. The Holy QUR’AAN is a light.
2. Not only obtain guidance through it. Only they are guided whom Allah Almighty wishes to guide.
3. The guidance of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is not dependant on the Holy QUR’AAN; but as he was on guidance before the Holy QUR’AAN, as is understood from: “Whom He wishes”.

156. From this we understand that through the permission of Allah Almighty the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم too provides guidance. By “You most certainly guide to the right path” is meant that anyone’s guidance, which is not desired by Allah Almighty, you will not be able to guide that person. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. We further learn that you will only obtain guidance from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as he dispels misguidance and apostasy. But from the Holy
In the Name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Most Beneficent.

SECTION 1

1. In the Name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Most Beneficent.

2. By the Luminous Book!

3. We have sent it (QUR'AN) in Arabic that you may understand.

4. By the Luminous Book is meant the Holy Quran, upon the Holy Prophet (SAW) is revealed the path of Allah Almighty, the most direct path is the path of the Quran. What is revealed to the Holy Prophet (SAW) is explained in the next Verse.

5. The Path of Allah, to whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth. Reheb! All the affairs return to Allah only.

6. In all righteousness, see Allah Almighty, Allah light of the possessor of the QUR'AN. The Holy Prophet (SAW) is the possessor of the QUR'AN.

7. The QUR'AN! Through the most excellent guidance is made evident; guidance, in which all kinds of guidance are made evident. Allah is the Exalted Lord of all the worlds.

8. On the Day of Judgment, you will attain guidance as well as guidance, those whose hearts are glowing with guidance, those whose hearts are glowing with guidance. Allah is the Lord of all benefactors.
were revealed in Hebrew. Presently, this language too is non-existent, but Arabic has remained an international language because of the Holy QUR’AAN. We further learn that Arabic is superior to all the languages because the Holy QUR’AAN was revealed in it. After death, Arabic becomes the language of everybody. The questions in the grave and the reckoning on the Day of Judgement would be conducted in Arabic. The language of the inmates of Paradise would be Arabic. The language of our beloved Prophet ﷺ was Arabic. In short, Arabic is the spiritual language, while all other languages are physical.

3. Oh people of Arabia and through you the rest of mankind understand, that you are everyone’s teacher, while the rest are your pupils.

4. And undoubtedly, it is (safe) in the Mother Book with Us, which is indeed exalted and full of wisdom ⁴.

5. From this, emerge three issues:
1. The Holy QUR’AAN is on the Divine Tablet from beforehand. From there it was revealed to the Holy Prophet ﷺ gradually over a period of twenty-three years. Therefore those whose gaze is on the Divine Tablet are fully aware of the Holy QUR’AAN.
2. The Holy QUR’AAN is the most superior of all the Books of Allah Almighty.
3. You can attribute the qualities of Allah Almighty to some other than Allah Almighty.

5. Should We then take away this Remembrance ⁵ from you, because you are the people exceeding ⁶ the limits?

6. That we do not give you commands of Shariah. We stop revelation of the Qur’aan. Whatever has been revealed we lift it up (from the world) we won’t do so, otherwise you will be parished. The preservation of the QUR’AAN is the means of your safety and peace.

7. This will never take place; in fact you would be reformed. This tells us that man often tends to forget Allah Almighty, but his Creator does not forget him. It has been stated in Hadith Shareef that before the Day of Judgement, the Holy QUR’AAN would be raised to heaven. The death of Islamic scholars, too, is a calamity for the believers.

6. And how many a Prophet did We send ⁷ among the earlier people?

7. This tells us that sending of Prophets for the guidance of the creation is Divine habit. We also learn that there would be no prophet coming after the Holy Prophet ﷺ because here it is not stated that He would be sending them in future. Now, the guidance of the creation is entrusted to the Ulama (scholars) and to the Saints of Allah.

8. And whenever a Prophet came to them, they mocked ⁸ (at him).

In it mention is made of those Prophets who had been sent to the infidels. Thus, Hazrat Adam and Sheeth (On them be peace) are excluded from them. The first prophet to preach Divine Message to the infidels is Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace).
8. And We destroyed those who were stronger \(^9\) in power than these, and the example \(^{10}\) of the earlier people has gone before.

9. Like the people of Aad and Thamud, who had possessed more wealth and power than the Arabs. But in spite of having these, they were destroyed.

10. And if you ask them: “Who has created the heavens and the earth?” they will certainly say: “The Honourable, the All-Knowing \(^{11}\) created them.

11. Thus tells us that believing in Allah Almighty with all His attributes will not be regarded as Faith until Faith in the Holy Prophet \( \text{صُرُّفُ الْحَقَّ } \) is not declared. The infidels of Arabia, despite having belief in Allah Almighty, remained infidels because they had rejected the Holy Prophet \( \text{صُرُّفُ الْحَقَّ } \). It should be remembered, that here those infidels are denoted who were not atheists, they had knowledge of the personality of Allah Almighty, but they were indulging in polytheism. Otherwise, there were such atheists in Arabia who were believers in time as the effecter of everything and who did not acknowledge the existence of Allah Almighty, Mention of them is made in this verse “And none destroys us but time” (54:24)

12. He Who has made the earth for you a cradle \(^{12}\), and He made pathways \(^{13}\) for you therein, that you may follow the right ways.

13. Those that are spread and made stationary like the bedding; neither hard as iron, nor soft as water. All these things are included in preparing the bedding.

14. He Who sends down water from the heaven in measures \(^{14}\), and We thereby give life to dead land, similarly you shall be brought forth (on the Day of Judgement).

15. In that He sent down rain everywhere according to its requirements. Rainfall in Bengal is greater than that in Punjab. Rainfall in the rainy season is more than in other seasons. In the same way, He sends down rain of guidance and Divine knowledge from the heaven of Prophethood through which the fields of Faith are maintained lush green.

16. From the grave, to the Plain of Reckoning. When the second trumpet would be blown, its sound would be like that of the rain, and every dead body would sprout like grain.
And who created all the pairs and made for you ships and cattle that you ride.

16. Physical as well as spiritual. Physical pairs like male and female, black and white, poor and sweet, etc. The spiritual pairs are pious and wretched, believer and infidel, sinner and God-fearing, heart and soul, etc.

17. Just like the carriages in which you travel on land and sea, He has created carriages for the journey of the Hereafter. The issues of Shariah and Tareeqat, our good deeds, etc. are all the conveyances for this journey. The Ulama and Saints are the captains of these conveyances. Just as the passengers are not independent from the captain of the ship, the believers, too, are not indifferent to the Ulama and Saints.

18. During the journey at sea you sit on the support of the ship and during the journey by land you sit on the back of the conveyance, e.g. on the back of the camel.

19. Remember the bounties of Allah Almighty sincerely. This tells us that for every favour granted, we should remember Allah Almighty. This is one form of expressing gratitude.

20. From which we are deriving benefits. If He had not made this possible how would we make use of them to have our work done? Observe, the buck, the white antelope, lion, cheetah, in fact even the ant, fly, mosquito, etc.

21. Allah Almighty has not joined strength and courage together in the animals. Animals and reptiles do have strength but they lack courage. Because of this, we are safe from them. On the other hand, the fly and mosquito are daring, but they lack strength. Therefore they are not able to cause harm to us. The cattle and camels have the strength to serve but they lack the courage to oppose us. Thus, they are utilized for our service. Such is the strange arrangement in nature.

22. The Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وسلم, when beginning the journey on camel or when sitting in a ship would recite the following dua: "Embark therein in the name of Allah it is moving and it is breathing. No doubt, my Lord is assuredly most Forgiving, Merciful." (S11:V41). If a person, before commencing with the journey, recites this dua, he will be protected from the calamities of the journey.

23. Yet, they have made some of His devotees a part of Him (as His children). Undoubtedly, man is clearly ungrateful.

24. (S7:V87)
23. This means, after accepting Allah Almighty as the Creator of the universe, the polytheists tried to prove children for Him by saying that the angels are daughters of Allah Almighty. The Jews claim Uzair and the Christians claim, Hazrat Isa (On them be peace) as sons of Allah Almighty. This tells that children are part of the father.

24. Besides man, no other creation accepted children for Allah Almighty, yet He most kind to man, but it is man who is ungrateful to Him accepting the angels as daughters of Allah Almighty.

SECTION 2

16. Has He taken for Himself daughters from His creation and bestowed sons upon you?

25. The Polytheists of Arabia had regarded females as evil and because of this they would bury them alive. In spite of this, they were still darkened and he is inwardly choked with grief.

26. This tells us that to be displeased at the birth of the daughters is the practice of the infidels. However, to pray to Allah Almighty for a son so that he can be of service to Islam is the way of the Prophet. Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Zakariya prayed for sons. Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) would pray: "Oh Allah, listen to my prayer."

17. And yet, when any of them is given the news that whosoever ascribes the comparison of the Most Affectionate, his face remains darkened and he is inwardly choked with grief.

18. And what! Is the one who is brought up in ornament, and does not speak clearly in disputes (be associated with Allah)?

27. From this we learn that it is forbidden for men and teenage boys to wear jewellery as this is for the women. The jewellery of man is knowledge, skills, piety and purity. Furthermore, in order to gain ascendency in a debate is a great favour of Allah Almighty.

19. And they describe the angels who are devotees of the Most Affectionate as females. Were they present at the time of their creation? Now, their evidence shall be recorded and they shall be questioned.

28. When a woman cites a proof in a debate, she usually ends giving proof against him (Tafseer Khazain).

Marfat.com
He acknowledged children for Allah Almighty.

For himself he accepted sons, but daughters for Allah Almighty.

Accepting angels as females in which there is an insult to angels tells us that to insult an angel is an act of infidelity. We also learn that our own children cannot become our slaves and servants.

30. Because the attributes of angels cannot be understood through our intelligence. Now, there are only two conditions: either you have seen them or you have been informed about them by the Prophet. No Prophet has ever conveyed the information of them being females. Since you have not seen angels, how can you make such nonsensical statements about them?

31. This tells us that the infidelity of the infidels became statements of sins, and not of good deeds. Because the infidels were saying that our forefathers were stating that angels were daughters of Allah Almighty. We are merely testifying that they were true. For this reason it has been labeled as testimony.

32. The infidels were unable to differentiate between Divine intention and Divine approval. The intention to command, approve, etc. are all different. Allah Almighty had given the command for sacrifice of Ismail (On who be peace), but in this command there was neither Divine approval nor intent. The infidels babble that since we are committing infidelity through the intention of the Lord, therefore He is pleased with our infidelity. If He was not pleased with it, He would not have intended this.

33. Although in beliefs, opinions, conjectures, and hearsay talks are not sufficient.

21. Or, did We give them a Book before this to which they are holding fast 34?

34. This too is not a fact, because besides the Holy QUR'AAN no other heavenly Book had been revealed in Arabia. Nor can there ever be permission given to commit infidelity on any Divinely revealed Book.

22. No, but, in fact, they say: “We found our fathers on this system (religion) and we are guided by their footsteps 35”.

35. From this we understand that to act upon the customs and traditions of ignorant forefathers which are against the teachings of Shar-iah-Islamic Laws is the worst form of crime.

23. Similarly, when We had sent any warner in any city before you,
the wealthy from there said 36 to him: "Indeed we found our forefathers on a system (religion) and we are guided by their footsteps 36.

56. This tells us that the poor usually showed devotion to the Prophets. Very few wealthy have become their devotees. Even today, religion is kept alive by the poor. An Alim (Islamic Scholar) Hazir, religious sages are usually found from the poor.

24. He (that Prophet) said: “And what! Even though I may bring to you a better guidance than what you found your fathers 38 upon?” They said: “Surely, we disbelieve 39 in that with which you are sent”.

58. It should be remembered here the tense in the verb “bring better guidance” is not the adjective of the superlative because the beliefs of these polytheists were never based on guidance so that this religion could be called on greater guidance. On the contrary, it was complete misguidance while this is Islam, is true guidance. From this we learn that in opposition to the instruction of the Prophet of Allah 35, every worldly consensus and majority is totally irrelevant.

59. Even if you are on the path of truth, we will still obey our forefathers.

25. Therefore, We took retribution 40 from them. Behold! How was the end of the liars 40!

40. From this emerge two issues:
1. Punishment does not come without the rejection of the Prophet, no matter in what infidelity a person may sink.
2. Allah Almighty takes revenge on behalf of His beloved servants. Likewise, Allah Almighty will give opportunity to the servants of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty of rendering service. Serve Allah’s Prophet and receive its reward from Allah Almighty.

SECTION 3

26. And when Ebrahim said to his father and his people: “I disown 42 what you worship".
27. "Except Him Who created me, and He will surely guide me".

28. And he made it a word of his legacy for his descendants that perhaps they may turn to him.

29. In fact, I allowed them and their fathers worldly enjoyments, until there came to them the Truth (QUR’AAN) and the Messenger preaching clearly.

30. And when the Truth (QUR’AAN) came to them, they said: "This is magic, and we reject it".

32. From this we learn that to assume deceptive behaviour (Taqiyyah) is against the way of Ibrahim (On whom be peace). Allah Almighty has established this religion for eternity through this declaration, and made the concealment of religion through deception a criminal act. Furthermore, Prophets of Allah Almighty are courageous and bold. They were not afraid of anyone other than Allah Almighty. Also, resentment against the infidels is just as important as having love for the beloved servants of Allah Almighty, even if these infidels happen to be your relatives.

33. This verse does not mean that at first Ibrahim (On whom be peace) was not on the path of guidance, thereafter guidance was given to him. Prophets of Allah Almighty cannot be without guidance for even a second. Since he is declaring to you now that he is totally disgusted with you and your young deities, and is a true devotee of Allah Almighty, then how can you still harbour doubt about his guidance?

34. This means after you, all the Prophets, servants and believers have reiterated this to the infidels that we are totally disgusted with your deities. This tells us that to express disgust at the infidels is the way of Ibrahim (On whom be peace). So oh infidels of Makkah, since you are calling yourself followers of Ibrahim (On whom be peace) why are you not carrying out his order? From this verse, we learn that obedience of the misguided forefathers is not permissible, obedience to pious forefathers is extremely important.

QUR’AAN and the Holy Prophet because the Messenger of Allah makes manifest the knowledge of all things unseen, his Prophethood is totally like an open book and his miracles are a clear proof of his truth.
31. And they said: "Why has not this Qur’aan been revealed to any great 48 man of the two cities?"

It tells us that disregarding the loftiness of the Prophet of Allah but instead giving this position to the people of the world is the work of the infidels. The most revered and lofty are the Prophets; thereafter their sincere devotees. Says Allah Almighty: "The hour is for Allah and His Messenger and the believers" (8:23). We further learn that big cities in Arabia are called QAYYMA the infidels had called Makka Mazzamaah and Lut as QARYA.

32. What! Is it they who distribute 49 the Mercy of your Lord? It is We Who apportion 50 their livelihood among them in the present life and We raise 51 some of them above others in rank, so that some of them may take the others in their service. 52 And the Mercy 53 of your Lord is better 54 than what they amass.

The keys of Prophethood are not in their hands. We will give Prophethood to whomsoever We desire. This is obtained through Our Grace. 50 Whom We like We shall bestow. We grant wealth to whom We like and keep poor, whom We desire. Since nobody can question Allah Almighty in these matters of wealth and power, then how can a person question Him regarding His Choice of Prophethood? May Allah be praised!

51 In matters of material wealth and power some have been elevated to high positions. The same is the allocation of religious bounties.

52 That the wealthy infidels tend to mock at the poor believers. Thus, this statement is linked with the end result. This is like how it is said that the thief has stolen so that he can be sent to prison. Or, it means that the wealthy subdue the poor in order to take work out of them so that their work should be done and care is taken of the poor as well.

53 So that one can obtain guidance, faith, Divine knowledge, servitude of the Holy Prophet may Allah be praised. In the world and Paradise and it’s bounties in the Hereafter.

54 Because the wealth and children etc. in this world are all transitory, while the mercy and bounty of the Hereafter are eternal.

Thus Salaatul Jumu’ah can only be performed in a city JIMATHA was QARYA i.e. a big city. Reason for its Revelation. The infidels were saying that if the Qur’aan had to be revealed on man, then it should have been revealed on Walid bin Mugheerah who is an eminent person in Makka, or on Urwah bin Masood Thaqafi, who was the wealthiest person of Taif. In refutation of their claim, this verse was revealed.
mankind was one community, We
would have surely made for those who
disbelieve in the Most Affectionate,
roofs of silver for their homes and
stairs whereon they go up.

55. If regard was not given to this that by
seeing the wealth and comforts of the infidels
everyone would have become infidels, then We
would have been given abundant wealth to the
infidels.

34. And for their houses silver doors
and silver couches upon which
they could recline.

57. It should be remembered that men and
women are totally forbidden in Islam to use
gold and silver as pillows and beds on which

35. And various adornments of
gold. But all this is the provision of
the present life. And the Hereafter
with your Lord is for the God-
fearing.

58. In the eyes of Allah Almighty the glitter of
this world is less honourable than the wings of
the mosquito, while the importance of an infidel
is less than that of a dog. Thus a contemptible
thing is given to a contemptible people. From
this we learn that despite the disobedience and
infidelity, giving wealth for the infidels is
Divine punishment for them and having it
makes a person negligent and sinful.

59. The foundation of which is on the air i.e.
on your breath. Think how strong will that

SECTION 4

36. And he who turns away from the
Remembrance of the Most Affec-
tionate, We assign to him a devil, and
he becomes his companion.

61. In that he becomes blind by the guidance
provided by the Holy QUR’AAN - i.e. he is
unable to see these nor he is able to obtain
benefit from them.
62. Thus Shaitan is different from the one who is kept with every human being as is reported in the Hadith. From this we learn that an evil companion is a punishment of Allah Almighty while a pious friend is the mercy of Allah Almighty for the person.

37. And undoubtedly, he (the devil) hinders them from the right path, but they imagine that they are perfectly guided.

63. This is the highest form of misguidance, which is beyond treatment like the final stages of pulmonary tuberculosis, when the apostate thinks he is on an enduring and those on guidance to be gone astray. When a patient begins to regard himself to be cured, and the doctor to be mad, in such a condition how will the physician cure him? May Allah Almighty protect us from this!

38. Until such one will come to us, he will say: "Ah! Would that there had been between me and you a distance of east and west!" What an evil companion is he!

64. On the Day of Judgement he should be remembered that if Shaitan is attached to a person he deprives the company of the person after his death. Then on the Day of Judgement he will accompany the infidel to take him into Hell. If one can obtain the companionship of the pious, then on the Day of Judgement one's end will be the same as that of the pious. Says Allah Almighty: "Then he will get the company of those who have been blessed by Allah."

39. But it shall not profit you on that day as you committed cruelties that you will be partners in the punishment.

65. This means if infidel today you will derive no benefit from this companion. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement the pious companion would provide a great deal of benefit.

40. What! Can you make the deaf hear, and guide the blind on the way and those who are on the clear, wrong way?

66. Here by "deaf and blind" are meant deaf and blind inwardly, though outwardly the infidels may be possessing sight.

67. In that there will be no misguidance in
him, but he is in the misguidance from which he cannot come out. If the ship is in the sea it

41. And whether We take you away 71, We shall certainly take retribution 72 from them.

71. That is, cause it to die. This tells us that the Holy Prophet is alive even after his demise, but he is out of our vision, like when the sun sets it is out of our sight, yet elsewhere it is shining brightly. This is because Allah Almighty says about it to take away where the departed person is out of sight from people, yet it remains existent.

72. In the world and the Hereafter. Allah Almighty fulfills His promise. During the period the Four Righteous Caliphs Muslims gained many victories.

42. Or, We show 73 you that We promised them, for We have full power over them.

73. During the blessed lifetime of the Holy Prophet. Otherwise even his demise the Holy Prophet is looking at the world like the palm of his blessed hand. Refer to the book “Jaa-al-Haq”.

43. So, you hold fatts to that which has been revealed 74 to you. Undoubtedly, you are on the Straight Path 75.

74. Outward revelation, e.g. the Holy QUR’AAN, and the inner revelation, e.g. Hadith Shareef. Act upon them firmly. In truth, this order is for us.

75. This means you can meet up on the straight path. Those who search for you, would adopt the straight path of Islam. Says Allah Almighty: “Undoubtedly, my Lord has shown me the right path”(S6:V161).

44. And surely, it (the QUR’AAN) is a remembrance for you and for your people 76, and you will soon be questioned 77 about it.

76. This tells us that all the followers of the Holy Prophet are his people, and since the entire world is the followers of the Holy Prophet the entire world is from his people. Every Prophet understands the language of his people. In this way the Holy Prophet understands all the languages because these are the languages of his people. Says Allah Almighty: “And We have sent each

 pued قتما ترَكْنُونَ يكَ قَاَلَوْنَ صِمْمِمُونَ

أَوْ نَصِبْنَكَ الْقِيَمَةَ وَأَعْمَضْنَهُمَا عَلِينَمَهُمْ

عَلَى سَرَابِي مَسْتَقِيمَينَ

وَ أَيُّهَا الَّذِينَ آخَذْتُمُ الْقُوَّاَمَةَ وَ سَوَفْ تَسْتَكْبِرُونَ

Messenger in the language of his own people”(S14:V4). The purpose of the verse is to show that the Holy QUR’AAN is the means of respect of the Holy Prophet and his followers. Whoever wants respect should serve the Holy QUR’AAN.

77. Oh believers! Did you fulfill the right of the Holy QUR’AAN? This question will be asked on the Day of Judgement.
45. And ask "those of Our Messengers whom We sent before you: "Did We appoint some other gods besides the Most Affectionate to be worshipped?"

78. "Oh My Beloved!" Enquire directly from the Prophets. Therefore, on the night of Muharram, after the Namaaz in the Al-Aqsa Mosque, I raised up in whom be peace said to the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.) to ask the Prophets: "Did We appoint any other gods besides the Most Affectionate to be worshipped?" I was told that it was not necessary.

79. From this we learn that after their demise, the pious servants have the power to hear. In fact, they are able to reply as well. I observe, the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.) was told to ask the Prophet (s.a.w.) before him and you only ask that person who is able to hear and give a reply. Furthermore, the blessed Prophets after their death travel in the world and meet one another. They are neither dead nor they are detailed in their graves.

SECTION 5

46. And undoubtedly We sent Musa with Our Signs to Pharaoh and his chiefs, and he (Musa) said: "Surely, I am the Messenger of Him who is the Lord of the entire universe.

81. His signs here means the nine miracles of Hazrat Musa (s.a.w.) whom be peace which have been mentioned in Surah Al-Qasas.

82. This tells us that Prophets of Allah Almighty at first had propagated about their Prophethood because Prophethood is the very foundation of Islamic beliefs. If you have accepted Prophethood, then everything else too is accepted. If you reject the Prophet, you have rejected all the beliefs. Thus, the very first speech given by the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.) at Mount Sinai was about himself i.e. "Oh People what have you said about me?"

47. But when he brought Our Verses to them, they began to laugh at these verses.

83. They were under the impression that he had come back after studying magic and is now claiming to be a Prophet. There are thousands of magicians in our country, but no one has laid claim to Prophethood. The reason for this is that Musa (s.a.w.) first showed them the miracle of the walking stick changing hand, which appeared to be like..."
48. And We did not show them any signs 84, but it had greater 85 (miracle) than the previous one and We seized them in misery, in order that they may turn 86 (to Allah).

84. This tells us that the work of the beloved servant of Allah is the work of Allah Almighty. Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) showed the miracles to the Pharaoh, yet Allah Almighty says that He had shown these.

85. In that every sign in its peculiarity was greater than the other and was superior to the other (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan).

86. These punishments of famine, floods, locusts, lice, etc were small.

49. But they said: “O magician 87, pray to your Lord for us, because of His promise made with 88 you. Surely, we shall then accept guidance”.

87. In those days he used this word for the sake of respect, because in their hearts there was great respect for magic, and looked upon the magicians with great admiration. Otherwise, when making dua how will he utter the word of disgrace?

88. By covenant is meant either of Musa (On whom be peace) being one whose prayer is accepted, or his Prophethood (Khazain). From this, emerge a few issues:

1. Beseeching a pious person to make dua for oneself is one of the ancient practices.
2. The infidels, and even people of the Pharaoh had acknowledged that the Prophet is the fulfiller of needs, remover of difficulties and redresser of grievances. In their times of difficulties they would come to the Prophets to relieve their grievances. Those who reject this are greater in ignorance than the Pharaoh, because Allah Almighty had not declared this action of the Pharaoh as infidelity and polytheism.

3. By going to the Prophets the severest difficulties of the infidels are being solved. The believers get greater care for their problems.
4. To declare Faith in Allah Almighty and His beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم in a state of compulsion and helplessness is unacceptable.

50. Then when We removed from them the punishment 89, they broke their word 90.

89. Through the dua of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). This tells us that the dua of the believer relieves the hardship of the infidels

51. And Pharaoh proclaimed among his people: “O my people! Does not the kingdom of Egypt 91 belong to me along with these streams 92 that flow beneath me? Then, do you not see?”

90. In that they did not fulfill the promise of accepting the Faith.

91. In the sense that the kingdom of Egypt was founded on his rule and over him.

92. In the sense that the Pharaoh meant to say that his people keep their country under their control, but the streams of water in his kingdom were under Pharaoh's control.
91. The Kingdom of Egypt was approximately 194 km long and 190 km broad (Tafseer Roshad Masani). In length it was from Alexandria to Suez and in breadth from the Nile to Assuan. But Musar ibn Saam, ibn Suh, established this city; it was Musar (Egypt).

92. Three hundred and sixty rivers had been taken out from the Nile. Of these the following four were big tributaries: Khaljan, Talum, Dinymut and Leenas which were flowing below the royal palace. From pride of there the Pharaoh had made himself to be a god.

93. "Say, am I not better than him (Musa) who has committed contempt and can hardly express himself in clear speech?"

94. This tells us that to remember the Prophet with derogatory words, to call oneself greater than the Prophet is infidelity of arrogance. The end of such people will be with the Pharaoh. The Ismaili sects need to take a lesson from this. The blessed Prophets are superior to everything in the world.

95. "Why, have the bracelets of gold been bestowed on him, or do angels accompany him in ranks?"

96. This means, it Allah Almighty has made Musa (On whom be peace as a Prophet) then why did He not wear his bracelets of gold like how I am providing my leader to wear.

97. Those who were engrossed in the outer glitter of the world were unable to understand.

98. And when they made us angry, We took retribution on them and We drowned them all.

99. From this we understand that the displeasure of the Prophet is the displeasure of Allah Almighty and the cause of His wrath. Similarly in the pleasure of Prophet be the pleasure of Allah Almighty and the means of obtaining His happiness. If the Prophet is happy with you, Allah Almighty will be happy with you.

100. And We made them a precedent of the past and an example for the coming generations. These examples will be for the people until the Day of Judgement. Thus rebellious people
ill today are being called Pharaohs. They remember him as a man of evil. This tells us that notoriety is Divine punishment while being

SECTION 6

57. And when the example of the son of Mariam is narrated, behold! Your people laughed at it.

100. When this blessed verse was revealed: “Undoubtedly you and whatever you worship beside Allah, all are the fuel of Hell, you have to enter therein.” (S21:V98) i.e. you and your deities are fuel of Hell, ibn Zabari asked if this verse is only for our deities or for the deities of other nations as well. To this, the Holy Prophet ﷺ replied: “It is for your false deities”. At this Ibn Zabari said that the

58. And they say: “Are our deities better than he?” They say this only for dispute. Thus they are a quarrelsome people.

101. Since our deities would be sent into Hell because of our worship of them, then these persons too should be sent into Hell because of their worship by the Christians and Jews. Allah forbid!

102. Because ibn Zabmiary and all the infidels of Arabia fully know that the word used in this

59. He was only Our devotee, whom We favoured and We made him as example for the Children of Israel.

103. This means they are neither gods nor sons of Allah Almighty. They are indeed sincere servants of Allah Almighty. This is for the purpose of restriction of divinity, otherwise there are many other attributes found in them. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) is spirit of Allah, word of Allah, the Messenger of Allah, a Prophet to whom Divine Scripture was revealed and the giver of prophecy about our Holy Prophet ﷺ. In this verse there is a refutation of the Christians who remembered for one’s good is a mercy of Allah Almighty.

Christians are worshipping Isa (On whom be peace) and Bibi Mariam, the Jews are worshipping Hazrat Uzair and the polytheists are worshipping the angels. So, the correct thing is that this verse should include them as well. If these pious persons were to be found in Hell with our deities, what difference will it make? Saying this, he had a good laugh. This verse mentions the quibbling of this infidel.

blessed verse is MA-this which is applied for lifeless and senseless things, while these Prophets and angels are possessors of intelligence. So how can they be included in this verse? These infidels were uttering this nonsense for the sake of getting into a quarrel.

regard Isa (On whom be peace) as God or the son of God, as well as that of the Jews who reject his Prophethood. From this we learn that to support and praise the pious sages is the way of Allah Almighty. Furthermore, even if any person were to accept these sages of God or the son of God, then in refuting them do not insult them, but preserve his lofty status.

104. By His absolute power, by creating them without a father and honoured them with Prophethood.
60. And if We wished, We would have made some of you angels to succeed in the earth, in place of you.

106 Who would have worshipped us, and the earth due to their presence would have become a place of light where no sin would have been committed. But this would be against Divine Wisdom.

61. And certainly, he (Isa) is a sign of the Hour. So do not have doubts about it and follow Me. This is the Straight Path.

106. This tells us that the descent of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) on the earth prior to Qiyamah is a certainty, because it is one of the signs of Qiyamah. But he would come as a follower of our Holy Prophet (PBUH) and as a follower of the Straight Path. By Allah Almighty he will remain as His Prophet but in front of the people as the custodian of Islam. An example of this is one judge who is presented as a witness.

62. And let not Shaitaan misdirect you. Undoubtedly, he is your open enemy.

108 By stopping you from having correct belief regarding the Day of Judgement or regarding the descent of Hazrat Isa (Alaihis Salaam) or from the obedience and emulation of the Prophet (PBUH).

63. And when Isa came with clear miraculous signs, he said: “I have come to you with wisdom and in order to make clear to you some of that wherein you differ. Therefore, fear Allah and obey me.”

110 Verses of the blessed Injeel or his miracles of raising the dead to life, curing the blind and lepers, giving information of the unseen i.e. telling the people what they had eaten and left behind at home.

111 The blessed Injeel and his wise sermons and counselling Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) was incomparable in speaking words of wisdom.

112 Here either the word “some” is used to mean everything just as everything is sometimes used to denote “some.” Says Allah.

Marfat.com
Almighty: "Then put apart of each of them on each hill." (S2:V260) Or it could mean religious

64. Surely, Allah is my Lord and your Lord. Therefore, worship Him only. This is the Straight Path. 114.

113. This means just as Allah Almighty is your Lord; He is mine as well, but not my father. It should be remembered that Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) first linked divinity of Allah towards him then to the others i.e. Allah Almighty is his Lord, then the Lord of others,

65. But some factions differed among themselves. Therefore, woe to the unjust, because of the punishment of a painful 116 day.

115. In that some accepted Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) as God, some as the son of God and some as transmigrate spirit of Allah Almighty.

116. This means among these disputers those

66. Are they waiting for the Hour that would come upon them suddenly and catch them unaware 117?

117. It should be remembered that the Day of Judgement would be of the duration of fifty thousand years. The signs of the Day of Judgement have been appearing from before, but the Day itself will take place suddenly. People would be caught unaware as

67. Friends on that Day shall be foes to one another, except the pious ones 118.

118. This means the friendship and relationship of the world would change into enmity on the Day of Judgement. The believing father will become enemy of the infidel son. In fact even the limbs of the infidels would become their enemies. Just as the world is transitory, its friendship too is

SECTION 7

68. O My devotees! There is injunctions, which are mentioned in the Taurah.

because the Prophets are the greatest medium between the entire creation and Allah Almighty. 114. This means worshipping Allah Almighty is The Straight Path and my worship will be deviated path, which will take you into Hell.

who are tyrants and infidels are all entitled to be sent into Hell and those who are on truth i.e. they accept Isa (On whom be peace) is the servant of Allah Almighty would be entitled for reward.

they would be engaged in their daily chores, and in this state Qiymah would suddenly take place. Here mention is made of this occurrence of it. Says Allah Almighty; "And the matter of the Hour is not but a twinkling of the eye. but even nearer than that" (S16:V77).

transitory.

119. From this we learn the friendships and relationships of the believers will be beneficial on the Day of Judgement but only for the believers. Thus the attachment to the Prophet or Saint will definitely be beneficial.
neither any fear for you for this day, nor shall you grieve 120.
120 Allah Almighty will assemble the believer with his friends and relatives and say that now you will be together eternally. You will neither experience any grief nor separation etc.

69. Who believe in Our Signs and who are Muslims 121.

121 This would be addressed to the pious believer only. Here faith denotes friendship due to beliefs, and Islam denotes good deeds.

70. Enter Paradise, you and your wives 122, joyfully and honourably 123.

122 This means those worldly wives who died in your marriage, because the Hoorat are already in Paradise from beforehand. So making them enter therein is meaningless. The infidel wife is an inmate of Hell. A believing woman who has been married several times would be with her last husband. For this reason, the wives of the Holy Prophet.

71. There shall be dishes passed around them and cups of gold and goblets 124, therein shall be everything the hearts desire 125 and eyes delight 126 in, and therein you shall remain forever. 127

124 In that the lovely young male servant of Paradise would be presenting the pure drinks in the cups of gold. Because the inmates of Paradise would be sitting in circles, these young male servants would be moving around in these circles.
125 Because the inmates of Paradise would not desire anything evil, therefore there will be no baser-self in it.
126 Beautiful gardens and rivers and very pretty wives. In fact they would be blessed with the vision of the Holy Prophet.

72. And this is Paradise that you will inherit, because of your pious deeds 128.

If Allah wills, the sincere devotees of the Holy Prophet will be with him.

Or that Faith denotes correct beliefs and Islam denotes practical publicity thereof.

are forbidden for marriage for anyone else because they would be in Paradise with the Holy Prophet.
123 This means such hospitality whose effects would appear on your faces. In short, Allah Almighty would provide it according to His lofty state.

and ultimately of Allah Almighty, which would be the highest bounty of all other bounties. May Allah Almighty grant this to us! Because those devotees had been yearning for the Holy Prophet and had been inwardly burning in the fire of love for Allah Almighty.
127 In that neither will there be death for your destruction for these bounties. The fruits of the world are all seasonal but the fruit of Paradise would be forever. Says Allah Almighty: "Fruits are everlasting" (S13 V35)
28. From this emerge two issues:
1. You will obtain Paradise purely through the blessing and grace of Allah Almighty; therefore it has been called inheritance, which is not out of his earning.
2. The means of this inheritance are good deeds whether natural or instructional.

29. From this emerge few issues:
1. The trees of Paradise are perpetually laden with fruit whose fruits would never decrease; when one fruit is plucked another will be in its place immediately;

3. Undoubtedly, the culprits will abide forever in the punishment of Hell.

30. By "culprit" is meant the infidel because the eternal stay in Hell is for the infidel only.

31. It shall never be withdrawn from them and they shall remain there, seized and despaired.
32. Neither in happening nor in feeling. The severity, which will be at the beginning of punishment, would be felt by him at all times.
33. Dependency on the mercy of Allah Almighty is a punishment for the infidels. If a sinful believer goes into Hell, he will not become despondent, he will always be hopeful of Divine mercy.

34. And we never wronged them, but they themselves were unjust.
35. That he should reach this situation through his own rebelliousness and disobedience. From this we learn that the minor children of the infidels who had died in infancy would not be sent into Hell. Allah Almighty and His beloved Messenger know best.

36. They shall call: "O keeper (of Hell) let your Lord make an end of us". He shall say: "You shall stay in it forever.

37. From this we learn that those who were rejectors of the medium of approach (Waseela) in the world become acknowledgers of it in the Hereafter.
38. This means that you will not experience death, but live like this forever. This reply from the Master would come to them after one thousand years. In the interim period, the inmates of Hell would be continuously screaming (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).
136. This tells us that the work of the Prophet is the work of Allah Almighty. These are the Prophets who were the bringers of truth in the world, but Allah Almighty says that We had brought the truth.

79. Have they devised any affair in their opinion? Then We are devising (a plan).

138. The scheme that they are planning day and night to cause harm to the Holy Prophet. Thus, this is a confessional question.

139. That Allah Almighty would protect His Prophet from all their wiles.

80. Or, do they think that We do not hear their secrets and what they conspire? Yes, indeed and Our angel messengers are present with them, writing everything.

140. This tells us that a writ or testimony is for the purpose of man's knowledge and not for the knowledge of Allah Almighty. Furthermore, that every word and action of a person who has reached the age of puberty is recorded, whether he is a believer or an infidel. Some Islamic scholars have said that only the evil deeds of the infidels are recorded, and the second angel remains a witness over it. According to them, the meaning of this verse is that whatever secret schemes the planning, We are having them recorded.

141. Reason for its Revelation:
Nadir ibn Harith had said to the Holy Prophet that the angels are daughters of Allah Almighty. In his refutation, this verse was revealed. Nadir became happy that his claim is being verified in the Holy Qur'an.

To this, the Holy Prophet replied to him that in this verse Allah Almighty is refuting your claim. From this, emerge three issues:

1. That the son is on the genius of the father - thus son of Allah would be Allah Almighty.

82. Exalted is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, the Lord of
this we learn that although the Lord of the entire creation is Allah Almighty, the demand of respect is that you should link Him with only good things.

143. This means do not worry about them; do not grieve over their infidelity. Thus this verse is not abrogated. From this we learn that the blessed Prophet of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم does not abandon the believers and his devotees, but keeps them under his sanctuary. Says Allah Almighty: "And spread your wing of mercy for your follower Muslims"(س26:215).

144. By this is meant the Day of Judgement, i.e. until the Day of Judgement remain indifferent about them. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم worries about the believers until the Day of Judgement. After death one's relatives will abandon him, but the merciful beings will not abandon him.

145. This is a highly praiseworthy translation, which leaves no possibility of an objection for the repetition of the noun.

146. Thus there is wisdom in every creation of His. Bad things may be bad, but their creation is not bad.

147. This means the eternal and true property is that of Allah Almighty, but some of His servants are given temporary and worldly possession of it, i.e. we are owners of our homes, the king of his kingdom, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the owner of the entire creation of Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "O Beloved! Undoubtedly,
86. And those, whom they call besides Him, have no power of intercession. But, those who testify to the truth, only they know it (power of intercession).

149. In that, their idols have no authority for intercession, while Hazrat Isa and Hazrat Uzair, may they be peace, have the permission to intercede, but they will not intercede for them, because they are infidels. Thus, the verse is very clear without any type of doubt.

87. If you ask them who created them, they will surely say: "Allah". Then, how are they deluded?

151. Those who have given this reply are the polytheists of Arabia and not the atheists, because they do not believe in the existence of Allah Almighty at all. In spite of this, they are infidels because they do not believe in the Holy Prophet. From this, we learn that one who rejects the Holy Prophet will not obtain faith, even if he believes in the Personality and Attributes of Allah Almighty. An example of this is the Shaaitan who was an infidel because he had rejected the personality of the Holy Prophet, although he believes in all the other factors.

152. In spite of this, he is acknowledging, they are rejecting your Prophethood and the Oneness of Allah Almighty.

88. And by them saying 153 of the Messenger: "O my Lord, these are the people who do not believe".

153. From this, we learn that Allah Almighty loves every action of his Beloved Prophet. Therefore, He has taken an oath on his city, his time, his age, and his beautiful speech. It should be remembered that the oaths of Allah Almighty are not for giving reassurance, but to reveal the love or the importance of the things about which the oath is taken.

89. Overlook 154 them and say: "Peace". And soon they shall know.

154. Do not grieve at the infidelity. It does not mean that do not preach to them. Propagation of Religion will be done to every infidel until the very end.

155. This greeting is for the purpose of disgust and for the sake of cutting off all links and not for the sake of love, as it is forbidden to extend greeting of Salaam to the infidels. This is just like it is said "salaam to you from far". It should be remembered that extending salaam upon the Holy Prophet in Tashahhud is for the sake of humble supplication. Salaam extended to one another is for the sake of...
Salutation. Allah Almighty's Salaam on His special servants is for the sake of honouring them. Says Allah Almighty: "And peace be upon the Messengers" (S37:V181). Extending greetings upon the infidels is an act of dislike and disgust. Salaam upon the angels is one of honour and esteem. In short, there are many kinds and qualities of Salaam.

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1
1. Ha Meem.

2. By this Clear Book.

3. Certainly, We revealed it (the QUR’AAN) in a Blessed Night that We should warn with surety

1. By this night is meant the Night of Qadr, the 27th night of Ramadaan, or the Night of Ascension (Lailatul Me’raaj), or the Night of Acquittal (Lailatul Baraat), the 15th night of Shabaan. On this night, the entire QUR’AAN was brought down from Loh-e-Mahfooz (the Divine Tablet) to the worldly heaven. From here it was revealed portion by portion to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم over a period of twenty-three years. From this verse we learn that the night on which the Holy QUR’AAN was revealed is indeed a blessed night. In the same vein, the night on which the Possessor of the QUR’AAN was born is just as blessed and bountiful.

4. Therein all matters of wisdom are sorted out for Decree.
On this great night, the entire year's programme of sustenance, death, life, honour and disgrace, in short, every affair of man is listed from the Divine Tablet and handed over to the angels of each area on earth in the form of a book, e.g. the Angel of Death is given the list of names of those people who would be dying in that year, etc. From this we learn that angels are made aware of the five types of knowledge, a year prior to their occurrence. Thus, in the light of this, if the Holy Prophet ﷺ is granted every type of information by Allah Almighty, then no objection is there in it.

5. By a Command from Us. Surely, We have always been sending 3 Messengers.

3 The Holy Prophet ﷺ is sent as a Prophet and an intercessor to the entire creation, as is revealed by the following verse:

6. A Mercy from your Lord. Surely, He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.

7. The Lord of the heavens and the earth and whatsoever is between them, if you are sure 4.

4 This means if you are certain that it is Allah Almighty, Who is the Lord of the world, then be certain that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is the Messenger of all the worlds, because premiership of the Prime Minister is in entire kingdom.

8. None is to be worshipped but He. He gives life and causes death 5. He is your Lord and Lord 6 of your forefathers.

5 This means the control of physical life and death is in His Hand. The spirit/soul is the cause of the physical life, while faith is the cause of the spiritual and inner life.

6. Our physical father and our predecessors are Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) and his progeny, while our spiritual father and our predecessors are the Holy Prophet ﷺ and his Noble Companions.

9. But they are in doubt, playing 7.

7 Up to now the infidels have been unable to decide whether there are two or more gods. Everyone is saying as he thinks about it. Likewise, they have no certain knowledge about the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

10. So wait for the day when heavens will bring a clear smoke 8.

8 Which would appear near the time of the Day of Judgement, filling East and West. 
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smoke will cause an influenza type of
convenience to the believers, while the
infidels would be rendered senseless. Or, that
smoke which had appeared in Arabia during the
period of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

1. That will envelope mankind. This
will be a painful punishment.

2. (They will say that day) "O our
Lord, remove from us the
punishment, surely, we believe 9".

3. Thus, when they could not bear the
suffering caused by this famine, Abu Sufyaan
came to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم
and begged his nephew to offer dua in the court
of Allah Almighty to remove this famine. If
this famine were removed, they would accept
Islam (Tafseer Roohul Ma‘ani).

4. At that time how can they accept
admonition 10, where already a
Messenger had come 11 to them,
explaining things so clearly.

5. That is, they are talking lies, for they would
not be accepting Islam, as it had taken place
afterwards. Or, after seeing the smoke towards
Qiyamah, will not give credence to their faith.

6. This tells us that after seeing the
punishment, faith is not acceptable because this
no longer constitutes trust in the word of the
Prophet, but rather in their own intelligence or
sight. Faith is, in reality, having full trust in the
word of the Prophet. This is Faith in the
Unseen. If it denotes smoke of the famine, then
it would mean that since these people had not
accepted Islam after seeing the major miracles
of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, so how
would they accept it by just seeing the smoke?
(Tafseer Roohul Ma‘ani).

7. Yet, they turned away from him
and said: "He is a tutored madman 12".

8. In it mention is made of the stupidity of
the infidels. They were calling the Holy
Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم mad and on the
other hand they were saying that he is fully
tutored and educated, although such a person
cannot be taught.

9. Undoubtedly, if We remove
the punishment for some time 13, you will
indeed again revert 14 to infidelity.

10. It should be remembered that faith, after
seeing the punishment, which comes to destroy,
has no credence, while faith after seeing
punishment, which comes as a warning, is
acceptable. Observe, many punishments of
which had caused severe famine there and
blood, lice, frogs, etc. had been coming on the
Pharaoh. In spite of these punishments he had
been invited to accept faith. But, the faith he
declared at the time of drowning was not
accepted. The previous punishments were as a
warning, but this punishment was to destroy
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And on the day when We shall seize 15 with full might, indeed We are to take retribution.

On the Day of Judgement, or at the time of death of the infidels, because the death of the infidel is a form of punishment for him. The death of a believer on the other hand, is a call towards the Friend.

And undoubtedly, We tried the people of Pharaoh 16 before them, and a Noble Messenger 17 came to them.

By giving the bounties, kingdom and sending Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) to them. This tells us that the worldly bounties are a test from Allah Almighty. We should not become negligent and indifferent after receiving them.

This tells us that the blessed Prophets enjoy a very lofty status because of their excellent mode of conduct and character as well as their pious family lineage. In addition, because of these excellent qualities they become an object of respect and honour in the eyes of the Creator and the creation. From this verse many issues can be deduced. Those who call them contemptuous, are themselves disgraceful and utterly contemptuous.

Hand 18 over to me the devotees of Allah. Indeed, I am a Messenger, faithful to my trust.

Free them from your bondage and deliver them to me. This tells us that we receive the mercies of Allah Almighty through His Prophet. It should be remembered that the original place of the Israelites was Syria. From the period of Hazrat Yusuf (On whom he peace) they moved into Egypt. Here they stayed as guests and travellers. Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) told the Pharaoh to deliver them to him, so that he could take them back to Syria, their place of origin.

And do not rise 19 against Allah. Surely, I bring to you a clear authority 20.

In fact, you should obey me and bring faith in me. Thus he said because he was the Prophet to the Pharaoh and his people as well.

His miracles, e.g the walking stick, the bright hand etc, tells us that miracles serve as proof of Prophethood.
20. "I take refuge with my Lord and your Lord, lest you stone me?"

21. The Pharaoh and his followers had threatened to kill him at which Hazrat Musa

21. "And if you do not believe in me, then keep apart from me".

22. Abstain from your evil intention of murdering me. Do not harbour any enmity against me. Your safety lies in this. But they did not stop from it.

22. Then he called to his Lord: "These are guilty people".

23. Take My devotees away by the night, for surely, you shall be followed.

23. That is, in the darkness of the night take the Israelites and leave Egypt. This was Tuesday night, the 10th night of Muharram. They were ordered to leave at night so that the next morning Pharaoh and his soldiers would set out in pursuit of them and get drowned in the Red Sea. If they had left during the day, this objective would not have been achieved.

24. And leave the river when it is motionless. Surely, they are the group who shall be drowned.

24. This means the dry roads, which have been made for you in the Red Sea, should not be closed by you through the miraculous power of the blessed stick after you have crossed it. Keep them until Pharaoh and his soldiers try to cross the roads. As soon as they are in the middle of the path, let the water once again come together, causing them to drown.

25. How many gardens and fountains they had left behind.

26. And sown fields and nice houses.

26. The gardens of the Pharaoh were spread from Rashid to Aswan. In the space of twenty days journey these gardens were densely laden with fruit (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). Its palaces and buildings were beautifully adorned and were later used by the Israelites.
28. So was it, and We made another people to inherit them (their things).

27. From this we learn that one is not prohibited from occupying the buildings in the localities of the infidels. However, where Divine punishment has come, those areas are prohibited for Muslim occupation. The people of the Pharaoh had not been sent with Divine punishment in Egypt. They were taken away from it and were drowned in the Red Sea. Hence, residing in Egypt became permissible. Thus, there is no inconsistency between the Hadith and the Qur'an. From this verse we further learn that the Israelites themselves settled down in Egypt. This is against history because history is incorrect and the Holy Qur'an is true. Hazrat Musa (On whom peace) had said, "It is near that your Lord will destroy your Jove and make you successor in the land" (S7.V.129). It is stated in Surah Al-A'miş: "And we made a people who were already suppressed inheritors of the Eastern and Western parts of that land" (S7.V.137). From these verses we come to know that the Jews, who were once under the bondage of the Pharaoh became the owners of his property in Egypt. This tells us that the wealth abandoned by the infidels becomes the property of the believers, like the properties of the Hindus, which they had left behind in Pakistan.

29. And the heavens and the earth did not shed tears for them, nor were they (Pharaoh and his people) given respite 29.

28. From this we understand that the heavens and the earth weep at the death of the believer. It is stated in a Hadith Shareef that these weep for forty days (Jamai Shareef Khazamul Islam). The place of worship of the believer, the place where he engages in Zikrullah, those doors of heaven through which prayers are entering the court of Allah Almighty, all weep for him (Tafseer Roohul Maani). At the death of the believer, the creation on the earth and the angels of the heaven cry for him, that his worship has now ceased. On the martyrdom of Hazrat Imam Husain the heavens had shed tears of blood.

29. So that they become believers by repenting from their infidelity.

SECTION 2

30. And undoubtedly, We freed the Children of Israel from disgraceful punishment.

30. The punishment of disgrace was that the Pharaoh had appointed the Israelites as street sweepers and the women were used as domestic workers in their homes. Today they had been freed from all such indignity. This tells us that salvation from the enemy is a mercy from Allah Almighty.

31. From Pharaoh who was undoubtedly a tyrant, haughty and guilty of excesses.

32. And surely We 31 exalted them knowingly 32 above the people of that time 33.
1. This means that in that period we had made the Israelites superior people in the entire world because they were the progeny of Prophets. A few Qibteen who had brought faith in Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) also reached a very high status. The magicians of the Pharaoh and Hazrat Asiya, too, are persons of a very lofty status, but, because the Israelites were the progeny of Prophets, they had enjoyed superiority over all.

2. This tells us that being the progeny of Prophets is a means of gaining honour and respect. The Israelites were superior, only because they were the progeny of Prophets. But, this family nobility is for the believers only. Being a blood relative of a Prophet is useless for an infidel. Kanaan was the son of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace), but this did not save him from destruction.

33. And We gave them the token, which was a clear trial. 

34. Like it was necessary for the Israelites to split the sea, to send down for them Manna and Salva (manna and quails) providing shade through clouds, etc. Because bounties, too, are a test from Allah Almighty, therefore they have been stated here as ‘reward’.

35. “It is only our first and the only death and we shall not be raised again.”

36. This means that if the concept of resurrection is true, then raise our deceased forefathers back to life. This type of talk is just foolish as someone saying regarding a new sapling that if it’s bearing of fruit is true, then obtain fruit from it at once. All the work takes place in its own time.

37. Are they better or the people of Tubba and those before them...
whom We destroyed? Indeed, they were culprits.

38. The title of the king of Yemen would be Hubba. Thus, Hubba was Harith bin Hammal Humair who himself was a believer, but his people were extremely rebellious and powerful infidels who were destroyed due to their infidelity. Thus Hubba established the city of Madina Munawwarah. He had in absence written a letter to the Holy Prophet ﷺ and handed it over to people saying when the advent of the Holy Prophet ﷺ takes place, letter should be presented to him. Thus the Holy Prophet ﷺ stopped in the house of Hazrat Abu Ayub Ansari. Hazrat Abu Yama presented this letter to him.

39. And We did not create the heavens and the earth and whatsoever is between them, in sport.

40. If there was no such a thing as reckoning, reward and punishment, then the creation of the world was an exercise in futility. There is no accountability for play, amusement and useless things.

41. We did not create them but with truthful purpose. But most of them do not understand.

42. They were created so that people would accept faith and obey Us. We will reward the obedient and punish the disobedient culprits.

43. Surely the Day of Decision is the appointed time for all of them.

44. The word 'A' means decision, distance, etc. Since a practical decision will be made between Truth and Falsehood on the Day of Judgement. Or, because on that day the believers would be separated from the infidels. For this reason it is called the Day of Decision.

45. This means the day for the fulfillment of all the promises and warnings is the Day Judgement when the believers would be rewarded according to what was promised them while the infidels would be punished according to the warnings given to them. The world is not the place for the purpose of reward and punishment.

46. The day when a friend shall not help a friend at all and nor shall they be helped.

47. Both these things are for the infidels. Neither will relatives and friends benefit them nor will anyone give assistance to them. However, Allah Almighty will provide both these mercies and blessings for the believers. The minor children of the believers, too, will be beneficial to them. The Prophets and Sals also would give assistance to them. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses as understood from the statement of expectation which follows.
Except those on whom Allah bestows Mercy 44. Certainly, He is the Most Honourable, the Most Merciful 45.

43. From this we learn that he on whom Allah Almighty would be bestowing His mercy, will be receiving assistance from His pious servants, because the conjunction 'but' has cancelled the previous negation. The deceased servants who have divine mercy are believers.

44. It should be remembered that the manifestation of Allah's beneficence is reflected in the world. For this reason both His friends and enemies are given sustenance. In the Hereafter His attributes of Mercy will be seen. But, He will be merciful to the believers and inflict punishment on His enemies.

SECTION 3

43. Lo! The tree of Zaqqum (cactus).

44. Will be the food 46 of the sinners.

45. The nature of this cactus tree of Hell is such that if one drop of its juice were to fall on the earth, it will make the life of the earthlivings unpalatable, as is stated in Hadith Shareef.

46. Like molten copper, it shall boil in the bellies.

47. As the boiling water 47 bubbles.

48. It means if this cactus is in the mouth it will be extremely unpalatable and if it were to reach the stomach it will be like molten copper.

49. "Seize 48 him and push him into the midst of Hell 49".

50. It means, it will be for the infidel. This will be told to the angels on the Field of Reckoning after the completion of accountability.

51. "Then pour over his hand the punishment of boiling water".

52. "Taste it". Yes, certainly you were the mighty and the noble 50.

53. From this, emerge two issues:

1. It is permissible to rebuke the religious enemy.

49. From this it is hinted that if a sinful believer goes into Hell, he will not be dragged into it disgracefully. This disgrace and abjectness are the punishments of the infidels.

This cactus tree will be the fodder of the inmates of Hell. Here, the word 'sinners' denotes hardened sinners, i.e. the infidels.

Because the infidels were devouring forbidden things in the world, they would be provided with this food in the Hereafter.

2. Whatever is spoken in this rebuke is not for the purpose of information. Otherwise, there
will be a likelihood of truth and falsehood in it. The Holy Prophet will tell the hypocrites at the fountain of Kauthar, out of contempt, that these are my companions.

50. Surely, it is that in which you were doubting 51.

51. Here, the word doubt is used to mean to reject or to quarrel. It means that you had been rejecting the Day of Judgement or you were quarrelling with the believers about it. Thus there is no inconsistency in the verse

52. Surely, the pious shall be in a place of security 52.

52. In the world, at the time of death, on the Day of Judgement and after this Day, they will be in safety because they are under the protection of the Holy Prophet and with the angels and the saints.

53. Amidst the gardens and fountains 53.

53. There will be rivers of water, milk, pure drinks and honey flowing in their homes because they had been quenching their thirst in the world with the fountains of Sharia, Tareeqat, etc.

54. Wearing fine silk and brocade 54, facing one another 55.

54. They would be wearing different clothes of silk. Fine silk is called "Sindur" while the thick silk is called "Stabak" or brocade.

55. So it will be, and We shall give them black and bright-eyed, beautiful maidens 56.

56. From this we learn that the marriage of the inmates of Paradise has already taken place with the Helper. Furthermore, genius or being of one's kind is a requirement for marriage in this world, but not in the Hereafter, because the Hoories are not human, yet they are in the marriage of human beings. Because the eyes of the Hoories are extremely attractive, they have been called bright-eyed maidens.

57. They will call therein every kind of fruit 57 in peace and satisfaction 58.

58. They will be given the order to prevent their servants. Therefore, they would ask it.
They will not taste death therein, other than the first death and they shall be guarded from the punishment of Hell.

After the death they had tasted in the world, there will be no other death for them. Although the infidels, too, would not be experiencing death in Hell, yet, their life therein will be far worse than death. For this reason it has been mentioned here with such distinction. Says Allah Almighty: "Then he will neither die therein nor live" (S87:V13).

As a Bounty of your Lord. This is the greatest triumph.

This tells us that to save oneself from Hell is purely through the favour of Allah Almighty and not due to one's own strength. Faith and piety, too, are obtained through His grace.

And We have made this (QUR’AN) easy in your language, so that they may remember it.

It means the purpose of revealing the QUR’AN in Arabic is because your language is Arabic. Or, that the people were able to receive the QUR’AN through your blessed tongue. If you were not the medium, then how can this heavenly encomium be possible for the earthlings to receive? In fact, even to this day people are able to comprehend the QUR’AN through your blessed medium.

There can be three possible meanings of "in your tongue".

1. The Holy QUR’AN was made easy for the Arabs in Arabic, which is your language i.e. the Holy QUR’AN came in Arabic which is easy for the Arabs and difficult for the non-Arabs. This is Allah Almighty's great favour upon the Arabs. Or, the QUR’AN is made easy because it is in your language.

2. People take tremendous effort in memorizing the Holy QUR’AN, learning its laws of recitation and acquiring its knowledge. But you, Oh My Beloved, acquired all this without any effort. Or, that by means of your language the QUR’AN has been made easy for the people. If anyone tries to understand the QUR’AN out of respect for you, for him it will be made easy.

3. Without you, this QUR’AN is extremely difficult. No one will be able to comprehend its message. Without the explanation of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم a person will not be able to give an accurate translation of: "Establish Prayer and give Zakat".

So you wait, they, too, are waiting.

The infidels are, in fact, eagerly awaiting heavenly calamity to fall upon you Oh My Beloved and your followers. Or, that after your demise, Islam will come to an end. This waiting of theirs is selfish and wicked. They will never see the fulfillment of this dream of theirs. On the other hand, you My Beloved, should wait to see Islam becoming victorious very soon and the infidels would be vanquished. Your name will become famous and
Islamic rule will be established in Arabia. Your waiting is from your Lord, which is Divine, and will most certainly be fulfilled.

Praise be to Allah! Expectation of the Holy Prophet had reached fruition and its results are seen till today.

SURAH AL JATHIYAH (THE KNEELING)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah 4 Sections. 37 Verses 488 Words, 2191 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Haaz Meem.

2. The revelation of this Book is from Allah, the Honourable, the Wise.

1. Oh My Beloved Prophet this QUR’AN has been revealed upon you gradually over twenty-three (23) years, according to the needs.

2. Thus, there is wisdom and respect found in the QUR’AN. The one who renders service to the Holy QUR’AN will receive honour in both worlds.

3. Undoubtedly there are signs in the heavens and the earth for the believers.

3. The signs of the heavens and the earth are for everybody but because the believers only derive benefits from these, mention here is made specifically of them. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

4. And in your creation, and in the moving creatures He scatters, there are signs for a people who have faith.
Those who have firm certainty and belief, ponder over that what we were and what we have become and how much change we have undergone to reach this condition.

And in the difference of night and day, and the rain Allah sends down, are the means of the provisions from the heavens, where He gives life to the dead earth, and in the change of the winds, there are signs for the people of understanding.

The coming of day and night, the increase and decrease in their duration, their warmth and cold is telling us that no nation is saved permanently, nor is any individual in one condition all the time. Thus, prepare yourselves for the journey that lies ahead. This world is a proof for that world.

From the visible heaven, visible rain is made to fall on the visible earth to make this dry earth lush green. From the heaven of Prophethood, the Quranic rain is made to pour from the blessed tongue of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to give life to the dead hearts of Faith and mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty and make them lush green.

These are the signs of Allah that We recite to you with truth. In what thing then, leaving the signs of Allah will they believe?

This means, Oh My Beloved, we recite the Holy QUR’AAN upon you, and you should recite it to Our servants.

This tells us that anyone who fails to obtain guidance from the Holy QUR’AAN and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم he will not be able to receive guidance from any other source, because there will be no other heavenly book to be revealed after the Holy QUR’AAN, nor would any other Prophet be coming after our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the final means of obtaining guidance. This question is for negation. In this verse, the word ‘Hadith’ refers to those talks of the infidels and not the Hadith of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and by ‘signs’ is meant the signs of the powers of Allah Almighty. In these, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم his Ahadith and the Holy QUR’AAN are all included. Its purpose is to show that without the Quranic verses and the blessed Ahadith of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, what nonsensical things will they believe? These are the two things in which faith can be brought. Thus, this verse can never become a proof for the rejectors of Hadith and the Chakralwi sect, because it does not mean that besides the Holy QUR’AAN they bring faith in some Ahadith. Otherwise, this would be against these verses; “And remain
7. Woe to every impostor sinner 11.

11. Reason for its Revelation

"Woe to every impostor and sinner". Some scholars have said that this verse has been revealed regarding Nadar bin Harith who would narrate to the people non-Arabic tales in order to prevent the people from listening to the Holy QUR'AAN. Although its revelation is concerning Nadar bin Harith, it serves as a warning to all those who contrive excuses to stop the people from faith and the Holy QUR'AAN.

8. Who hears the signs of Allah being recited to them, yet persist 12 boastfully, denying them as if he had not heard them. So give them the news of a painful 13 punishment.

12. That he does not abandon infidelity and stubbornness. From this we learn that arrogance and obstinacy are a cover to stop a person from faith.

9. And when he comes to know anything from Our Message, he takes it in mockery 14. For such one is a disgraceful 15 punishment.

13. In the world, as well as at the time of death, in the Hereafter, etc. Thus, Nadar bin Harith was tied and killed (Taiseer Roothah, Mu'ain).

14. In that he tells the people that Muhammad Mustapha sânî Allah al-bâli wa al-mastîm tells you stories about the Pharaoh and Hamaan and I narrate to you tales of Rustam and Iskandar. My QUR'AAN is better than his QUR'AAN (Allah forbid).

15. That they would receive punishment in the grave and become disgraced therein, through angels who would scold and reprehend them. In it, proof of punishment of the grave is hinted. The punishment of Hell follows after it.

16. Before them is Hell 16 and nothing will benefit 17 them neither what they have earned, nor those whom they have taken as supporters besides 18 Allah. And for them is the great punishment.

17. This means that infidels will first receive punishment of the grave and later the punishment of Hell.
from their wealth nor from their deeds and not from their children. In short, from nothing that they have earned. From this we learn that if Allah wills, all these will benefit the believers. Their children will intercede for them and the wealth spent in their name would prove beneficial for them.

11. This is the guidance 19. And those who disbelieve the revelations of their Lord will suffer a dreadful 20 doom.

19. The entire QUR’AN, whether its tales or injunctions, guides the believers towards Faith and mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty.

20. This means there is the most severe punishment set aside for the infidels, which is beyond your imagination. This tells us that even if the sinful believer would be punished, it would not be a painful torment.

SECTION 2

12. It is Allah Who has subjected to you the sea that the ships may run on it by His Command, and that you may seek 21 His Bounty, and that you may be grateful.

21. In that you do your trade through journeys by sea, take out pearls and gems through deep sea diving. The other people would perform their Hajj by travelling by sea. In short, he is grateful to Allah Almighty at all times.

13. And He has subjected 22 to you what is in the heavens and what is in the earth by His Command. Surely, in it are signs for the people who ponder 23.

22. The moon, the stars, etc. (all the heavenly things). Trees, animals, rivers, etc. (things of the earth), are all Our creation, but they serve you. Thus, it becomes incumbent upon you that you should fulfill Our works.

23. This tells us that to ponder over religious issues is a lofty bounty of Allah Almighty, while getting engrossed in worldly matters which keeps you away from the remembrance of Allah Almighty is a form of Divine punishment. A moment’s sincere reflection is better than a thousand years of thoughtless verbal zikr. It should be remembered that Reflection in the Creator is infidelity; reflection in the creation is Belief. When pondering about the various creations is an act of worship, then how great is it to ponder about the praiseworthy attributes of the Holy Prophet. This is worship of the highest quality. Those, to whom Allah Almighty grants these types of reflection and thinking, become free from the anxieties of the world.
14. Tell the believers to forgive those who do not fear the days fixed by Allah so that He may award the people for their deeds.

24 This means give the order to the believers that they should bear with the hardships inflicted by the infidels and hypocrites without opposing them. Reason for its Revelation. In the Battle of Bani Mustalih, the soldiers of Islam got off at the Well of Mareaesee. Abdullah bin Ubuy, the leader of the hypocrites was with them. He sent his slave to bring water from the well. Because he was late in bringing the water, he was asked the reason for the delay. In reply he said that Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) was present at the well and he would not allow anyone to take the water until the water bags of the Holy Prophet and Hazrat Abu Bakr (May Allah be pleased with him) were filled. On hearing this, this wretched hypocrite used derogatory words against the Holy Prophet and Hazrat Abu Bakr (May Allah be pleased with him). When Hazrat Umar came to know of it, he made a firm intention of bringing ibn Ubuy to the sword. This verse was revealed in response to it (Tafseer Roohul Mu'am, Tafseer Khazainul Irfan). There are other statements regarding it. Remember that this verse is Madinit.

25 This means your patience and tolerance may become the compensation for the good deeds of the infidels and the hypocrites, and that in the Hereafter they will receive no rewards for their good deeds. Or, that it is Allah's wish that you should not punish them for this nonsensical talk of theirs, that on the Day of Judgement We will give them the full punishment.

15. Whosoever does righteous deeds does it for his own, and whosoever does evil, does it for his own self. Then to your Lord will you all be returned.

26 This means through your action only your obligations would be fulfilled. No one can perform Isha and Sallah on anyone's behalf. Or, it could mean the reward of your good deeds will certainly be given to you even if you had conveyed its rewards to another person. Thus, this verse is not against the concept of Isha and Sallah.

27 The preposition ON is for compulsion. No person can commit sins and convey its punishment to another. Only he himself will suffer the punishment of his sins. Although the one who had misled the person and tempted him to commit the sins will be punished, but this punishment will be for leading the person astray, but not for the sin itself, because that had been the action of the doer himself. Thus, the meaning of the verse is crystal clear. No objection can be raised against it.

28 The believer will go with joy, just like a visitor goes with joy to his dear friend's house. The infidel will go out of compulsion, just as when a criminal is presented before the judge through the police. It is better that you should go happily.

16. And certainly We Bestowed on the Children of Israel the Book, the sovereignty, the Prophet hood.
and We provided them with good things 30 and exalted them over the people of their time 31.

9. Here, 'Book', 'Government' and prophethood signify kind, i.e. We bestowed upon the Israelites the Taurah, Zaboor and Nijel (the heavenly scriptures), as well as kingdoms and Prophets. It should be remembered that after Hazrat Is’haaq (On whom be peace), all the Prophets had come to the Israelites.

10. Allah Almighty sent Manna and Salwa at Taeeha. Besides it, He provided lawful susten-

17. And We gave them bright arguments 32 regarding Our laws, but they did not differ 33 after true knowledge had come to them through mutual jealousy 34. Certainly, your Lord will decide between them on the Day of Resurrection concerning that wherein they differ 35.

32. This means that He provided the Israelites with bright proofs about the advent of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and about his truth, all of which are found in detail in their scriptures, in the form of his beautiful attributes.

33. In that prior to his advent they were all awaiting his coming, but after his blessed advent, many of them have denied his Prophethood.

34. From this we learn that knowledge is there to crush disputes. But, when jealousy creeps into the scholar, it increases the disputes. The knowledge of Shaitaan caused him to sink due to his envy of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace).

35. Verbal decision of Allah Almighty has taken place in the world as well, but his practical decision of sending the evildoers into Hell and the righteous to Paradise will take place in the Hereafter. For this reason the Day of Judgement is called the Day of Separation of good from evil.

18. Then when We set you upon a straight 36 path of religion, so you may follow it, but do not associate with the wishes of those who are ignorant 37.

36. This means that after the Israelites He granted you the bright Religion. By 'Shariah' is meant open and clear path treading on which one will undoubtedly obtain his destination successfully. This is the path on which we are journeying, and on which the Holy Prophet is guiding us. For this reason it is being said here that you have been established on this path firmly, like how a captain is appointed for a ship.
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38. Do not accept the religious counselling and opinion of the infidel Qurash and all the other infidels. The word *desire* denotes opinion.

19. Certainly, they will avail you nothing against Allah. And surely the unjust are the friends of one another. And the friend of the pious one is only Allah.

48. From this the apparent address is to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. In truth, it is made to us that the abundance of wealth of the infidels does not overawe the Muslims. All this is useless. Observe, QARUN could not be saved by his wealth or by his friends. All were destroyed.

59. Only in the world because everyone is fond of or turned towards his own kind. This friendship will break in the Hereafter. Says

20. This (Book) opens the eyes of mankind and is guidance and a mercy for a people who are firm in faith.

41. This tells us that all the benefits of the Holy QUR’AN, i.e., of keeping them alert in the world to show the path to Paradise in the Hereafter, and being a means of mercy in both the worlds is for the believers only.

21. Do those who commit evil deeds think that We shall make them equal to those who believe and act righteously? Is their life and their death equal? What an evil judgement they make.

42. Here *evil* denotes infidelity, which is the root of all the sins. Or it could mean both infidelity as well as sins. This tells us that the believers and the infidels are not equal.

43. Reason for its Revelation: The infidels of Makkah were speaking to the believers that if Qiyamah were to take place, we would be better than you there, like we are here. If not better, we will definitely be equal to you because we are countrymen.

Thus, there can be no doubt on this verse, should be remembered that every infidel ignorant of the true religion.

Allah Almighty: "Fast friends shall be foes to one another on that day, except the God fearing." (543:V67). From this we learn that an infidel can never become a friend of a believer. All of them joint forces to oppose the believers. Never trust their friendship.

40. In the world, at the time of their death as well as in the Hereafter. When Allah Almighty becomes the Friend of the believer, His angels and His pious servants all become his friends.

In refutation of their claim, this verse was revealed (Tafsir Khazaimul Iraan, Rookh Mun'am). From this we learn that in life and death Muslims and infidels are totally different. Those believers who adopt the character and outer appearance of the infidels are totally foolish. A believer should always make himself superior to the polytheist. It should be remembered that the life of a believer is spent in the obedience of Allah Almighty, while that of the infidel is being spent in disobedience.
Allah Almighty. The death of the believer takes place on glad-tidings and miracles while that of the infidel takes place on regret. If Allah wills, the resurrection of the believers will be with the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, while that of the infidels will be with the devils.

SECTION 3

23. And Allah created the heavens and the earth with truth 44 that everyone may be awarded 45 his earnings, and they shall not be wronged 46.

44. That the heavens and the earth are not the same. Even all the regions of the heavens are not the same. The regions of the earth, too, are not the same. The earth on which the Holy Kabah is, is far superior to the rest of the earth. The earth on which the mosque is found is pure, while that on which a toilet is found is filthy. When the portions of the earth are not equal, then how would the believers and infidels be the same. From this, those people should take a lesson who regard the Prophets of Allah as common people.

45. This tells us that the creation of this world is for the sake of Divine justice. The show of mercy would be done on the Day of Judgement. If there would be no Day of Judgement, then the very purpose of creating this world would be futile.

46. In that there should be an increase in the punishment of the criminals or the reward of the obedient should be decreased without any reason. However, forgiveness of the guilty and giving the obedient more than is due to him is His kindness and mercy. Similarly, the confiscation of deeds of some people would be due to their own faults and not due to Divine injustice (Allah protect us!).

24. Have you seen him who has made his desire 47 to be his god, but Allah leaves him to go on the wrong 48 way despite his knowledge, and sets a seal upon his ears and his heart, and lays a covering 49 on the eyes. Who would guide them except Allah? Do you not when heed 50?

47. The polytheists were engaged in worshipping a stone for many days. When they found one better than this, then they would discard the first stone and begin to worship the second stone. In this verse there is a hint towards this practice of theirs, i.e. these people are really worshipping their own whims and fancies only. They are totally controlled by their baser self.

48. By knowledge is meant either the knowledge of Allah Almighty, i.e. Allah Almighty led them astray on the basis of His knowledge because He was fully aware that they are entitled for this only. Or, it is the knowledge of these people, i.e. despite having knowledge they had gone astray. This tells us that without the grace of Allah Almighty knowledge and skills are useless. Guidance is obtained through the bounty of the Almighty and not merely from one's knowledge.
In that due to man's defective beliefs, evil deeds and enmity for the Prophet, their hearts have been sealed and their eyes and ears are covered.

24. And they say 51: "It is only our worldly life in which we die and we live, and none destroys us but time. 52" And they have no knowledge of it. They merely assume 53.

51 Those infidels who deny the existence of Allah Almighty, i.e. the atheists. Even today some atheists say this.
52 From this we learn that some infidels had rejected the existence of Allah Almighty. That which is found in the Qur'aan that the polytheists too, regard Allah Almighty as the Creator and the Master. In this verse, mention is made of other polytheists besides the atheist.
53 This nonsensical talk of the atheists is not based on the respect of the Prophet. Nor do they have any proof about it. They merely say this in accordance with their wild conjecture. It should be remembered that when in difficulty it is absolutely forbidden to talk ill of time.

25. And when Our Clear Verses are revealed 54 to them, they have no argument except that they say: "Bring back our fathers 55, if you are truthful".

54 By this is meant that verses of the Holy Qur'aan in which strong proofs are given regarding the Day of Judgement.
55 This means presently you raise our forefathers to life. This demand of theirs is unreasonable. Every work takes place on an appointed time.

26. Please declare (O Beloved Prophet): "Only Allah gives life 56 to you, then He causes you to die, then He will gather 57 you all on the Day of Resurrection, about which there is no doubt". But most of mankind does not know 58.

56 In that He makes a lifeless sperm into a living thing. Then He keeps it alive for as long as He so wishes and causes it to die when He so desires.
57 Firstly, He will bring all the people together. Then He will separate the pious from the evil making them stand separately. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.
58 For this reason they do not bring faith. This tells us that in matters of religious issues, ignorance will not be accepted as an excuse. The ignorant, too, will be punished for his ignorance.
SECTION 4

7. And for Allah is the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth. And on the Day when the Hour shall be established, on that day the liars will be the losers. 59.

8. The infidels are a lost people even today, but on the Day of Judgement this loss will be revealed to all.

9. And you shall see every Ummah on their knees 60, summoned to see their record. Today you shall be awarded according to your deeds 61.

10. Whether he is a believer or an infidel, everybody's sitting place will be the same. In terms of Divine respect, everyone will be awe-struck by the fear of Qiyamah. On that day the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم will fall into prostration, after which he will intercede for the believers. The verb 'shall see' tells us this will not be the condition of our beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because the Messenger of Allah would, in fact, be assessing the condition of everyone else.

61. Everyone would be commanded to read their books of deeds. This tells us that on that day there will be no one illiterate. Also, everyone's language will be Arabic because these deeds are recorded in Arabic.

9. This is Our Book, which speaks truth against you. We were recording 62 whatever you did 63.

2. From this we learn that the deeds of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty can be linked to the deeds of Allah Almighty, and the works of Allah Almighty can be linked to His servants. Observe, the recording of deeds is the work of the angels, yet, Allah Almighty says We were recording them. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) told Bibi Mariam that I shall be granting you a pure son. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) had said that I raise the dead to life and cure the lepers, etc. Although these works were of Allah Almighty. Thus, we can say that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم gave us faith, granted us honour. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم will save us from Hell and provide us Paradise.

8. Outwardly, it seems that all the good and evil deeds of both the believers and the infidels are being recorded. Some scholars say that only the evil deeds of the infidels are being recorded, because they receive no reward for their good deeds. The second angel becomes a witness to the writing. Under this condition, the word action denotes the sins of the infidels. It should also be remembered that the infidelity of the infidels, too, is recorded as deeds of infidelity. Thus, there is no objection against this verse. The great Sufis say that the fervour and love of the believers are not recorded because this is not a deed, but a saintly state. Paradise will be the reward of all the good deeds, while the reward of fervent love is the communion with Allah Almighty.
30. But those who believed and did righteous deeds, their Lord will admit them to His Mercy. This is the clear success.

64 Whether the good deeds are performed out of true love or in response to the Divine order, like the minor children of the believers who are forgiven due to the good deeds of their parents. It should be remembered that it is important to do good deeds according to one's ability. For this reason its number and quantity is not mentioned. You should further remember that faith precedes action. Therefore faith has been mentioned first followed by good deeds. May Allah Almighty grant us this. Aameen

65 From this we learn that no one become the inmate of Paradise merely through his good deeds, until the mercy of Allah Almighty does not guide him towards it. We further learn that piety should supplement faith. No one can be exempted from good deeds.

66 Thus, everyone should make an effort to achieve this success. Success of this world is indeed baseless.

31. And those who disbelieved, it will be said to them: "Were not My Verses recited to you? But you were arrogant, and you were a guilty people."

67 In this verse mention is made of those infidels to whom the teachings of the Prophet had reached, but they did not accept it. However, those people who had died before the advent of Prophethood would obtain salvation if they had been monotheists, but if they had been polytheists they would be punished without this question being put to them because the verses of Allah Almighty had reached them. The minor children as well as demented people, too, will not be asked this question.

32. And when it was said: "Surely, the promise of Allah is true, and there is no doubt on the Hour," you used to say: "We do not know what the Hour is. We think it only as a conjecture and we do not have faith in it."

68 In the promises of Allah Almighty, there is no probability of any lie or any possibility of going against it. This is against divinity, just like death, i.e. just as death is a certainty, so are all His promises.

69 That is, they neither understand this through their intelligence, nor do they accept what you tell them. This statement of theirs was to belie the Holy Prophet and not for the acknowledgement of ignorance.

70 From this we learn that belief in the likelihood of the Day of Judgement, or believe this from other proofs without the given by the Prophet of Allah is not sufficient for faith. True faith is
believe in Allah Almighty and all those articles of faith, because the Prophet has told them. Never give priority to intelligence in opposition to the Prophet of Allah, nor to any intelligent person. Our intelligence can err, but the statements of the Holy Prophet cannot be an error.

3. And the evil (consequences) of their deeds will become apparent to them, and they will be encircled by the punishment that you mocked at.

1. In that their evil deeds appear before them in an extremely bad form, from which they are running away today with dislike, as is stated in the Hadith Shareef. Or, evil deeds mean punishment of sins and infidelity, which were concealed in the world, but are now revealed.

4. And it will be said to them: Today We forgot you as you had forgotten the meeting of this day, and your destination is the fire, and you have no helper.

3. In that Allah Almighty will keep them in the punishment of Hell eternally. This tells us that even if a sinful believer will be sent into Hell it will be a temporary measure, he will not be left in it permanently. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty is free from error or forgetfulness. Thus, here, the consequence of error, i.e. to leave, is signified.

4. Here, too, by ‘leave you’ is meant not to accept, not to be prepared. It does not mean that errors about which pardon is declared, because an infidel willfully rejects the Day of Judgement.

75. This tells us that not having any helpers on the Day of Judgement is a punishment for the infidels. The pious inmates of Paradise as is stated in the Hadith Shareef would take the sinful believers out of Hell.

5. This is a fact that you took the verses of Allah in mockery, and he present life of this world deceived you. Therefore, that day whether they will be taken out (from the fire) nor any favour of Allah will be allowed to them.

6. By ‘signs of Allah’ is meant miracles of the prophet. All are signs of the Book of Allah Almighty. This tells us that to mock at any religious issue is an act of infidelity.

7. You have been caught up in the material things to such an extent that you had abandoned Hereafter. It should be remembered that there is no harm if your heart is in the world, but if the world sinks in the heart it will destroy you. If the water of the sea gets into the ship, it will sink it.

78. This means that He will not give the infidels an opportunity to be pardoned which would enable him to be taken out of Hell. Nor,
will it be said to them that now gain the
taste of Allah Almighty by doing good
deeds and repenting from infidelity. Today,
Allah Almighty is trying to persuade them but
they are not paying heed to it. Tomorrow, on
the Day of Judgement, they will try to plead and
persuade Allah Almighty, but He will not
listen to them. Allah says: "Today, come
under his protection, today, seek his help. After
this, they will not listen - and perhaps they will
do this on the Day of Judgement if honour is
gone." Thus, it is important for the believer to
try and please Allah Almighty and His Beloved
Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم in this world.

36. All praise belongs to Allah, the
Lord of the heavens, the Lord of the
earth and the Lord of the universe.

37. And for Him is the Greatness in the heavens and in the earth, and
He is the Honourable, the Wise.

79. True greatness belongs to Allah Almighty. However, those to whom He grants greatness,
become great, like the Prophets, the Saints as well as those of His special servants.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1
1. Ha Meem
2. Revelation of This Book is from Allah, the Honourable, the Wise.
3. That is, the Holy QUR’AAN. Because the Holy QUR’AAN was revealed orally, and gradually, therefore “is the sending down” used here. Because it has come from above, “brought down” has been mentioned.
4. In it there is a hint that in the Holy QUR’AAN there is honour as well as wisdom; because its Revealers is both Dignified and Wise. The Book is the mirror of the Revealers of The Book. The Holy QUR’AAN is more resplendent than all the Heavenly Books. Likewise, the Beloved Possessor of the Book, too, is more resplendent than all the Prophets. The Great Teacher is tutoring the Great Book.
5. We have not created the heavens and the earth and what is in between except with truth and for an appointed term. But the infidels turn away from that they were warned of.
6. Like the region, fire, air, cloud, rain and other atmospheric creations. In short, the entire physical world is included in it. Since we only feel this world, mention is made of it. Otherwise, the world of light, the world of command, etc. are all creations of Allah Almighty.
7. Here the word ‘Truth’ denoted wisdom and signs of Divine powers i.e. in these there are Allah Almighty’s wisdoms and Divine symbols. Thus, truth does not mean constant because everything has an end. Thus, this verse does not contradict the Hadith. Allah is Truth; everything else is false because in it truth is used to establish the obligatory.
8. By appointed term is meant of its end, which is within the knowledge of Allah Almighty. Or, it could mean the Day of Judgement on which everything will perish.
This tells us that the rejection of the punishment of the grave, the Day of Judgement or any other categorical religious issue is an of infidelity.

4. Please declare: “Do you see whom you worship besides Allah? Show me what particle of the earth they have created, or have they any share in the creation of the heavens? Bring me a book before this or anything of knowledge, if you are truthful”.

This tells us that being worthy of worship is He who is a Creator. The Polytheists of Arabia were not accepting these idols as creator, yet they believed in them as equal of Allah Almighty and worshipping them Therefore it became appropriate to ask this question of them.

This means there is a categorical proof of the Oneness of Allah Almighty and the refutation of polytheism in the Holy QUR’AN and all the previous heavenly Scriptures Therefore if you are on truth then produce any such heavenly book in which there is a proof of polytheism and the refutation of the Oneness of Allah Almighty.

The gist of teachings of the previous Prophets is that oh you polytheists, you need have an intellectual proof nor any fictitious proof regarding polytheism i.e. judgement or any heavenly book nor any statements from the Prophets Therefore you are liars. From this we learn that like the Holy QUR’AN the statements of the Prophets are obligatory to follow. If only the Book of Allah Almighty was obligatory to follow, then they would have been requisitioned about the second knowledge.

And who is more on the wrong way than the one who worships besides Allah, such ones who may not hear his prayer till the Day of Resurrection, and even they are unaware of such worship to them.

This tells us that polytheism is the greatest of all the sins.

This means who is more ignorant and unintelligent from the polytheists. They are worshipping stones, trees, moon, sun, etc yet they cannot listen to their call nor are they able to answer their complaints Here, listening means listening to their complaints and to give assistance to them. This is being regarded here. Otherwise all these things are fully aware and disgusted with their infidelity and polytheism. On the Day of Judgement they would be testifying about their polytheism.

In this verse the deities denote the idols because these Prophets are being worshipped, they are fully aware of their worship and disgusted at this action of theirs. The servants of Allah are fully aware of the happenings of this world. It is for this reason that these Prophets would be testifying against their followers on the Day of Judgement, while the Holy Prophet ﷺ will be witness in favour of all the Prophets. A person having no knowledge about the events can give testimony.
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6. And when mankind shall be gathered, they shall be enemies 14 to them (idols) and will deny 15 their worship.

14. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement stones and wood will be given sensory perception through which they would be testifying against the infidels, they would be responsible for punishing them in Hell. Similarly, the stones and wood would be testifying about the faith of the Muazzin wherever his voice reaches.

15. The idols would not be saying that these people were not worshipping us. If this was the case then why would they become their enemies? In fact, they would be saying that they had not given them permission to worship them.

7. And when Our clear Verses 16 are recited to them the infidels say about the truth, when it reaches them: “This is clever magic 17”.

16. For the purpose of preaching. This tells us that it is permissible to let the infidels listen to the QUR’AN and to teach the QUR’AN to them, with the intention that perhaps through this they may accept Islam. The Holy QUR’AN should be recited and taught to the Muslims to enable them to act upon it, but to the infidels for the purpose of accepting faith.

17. It does have a tremendous effect on the heart, but in reality this is nothing. This tells us that even the infidels too were affected by the power of the Holy QUR’AN.

8. Or do they say: “He has fabricated it 18”. Please declare: “If I have fabricated it, you have no power to help 19 me against Allah. He knows well what you are stressing 20 upon. And He suffices to be a witness 21 between you, and me and He is the Most Forgiving, the Most merciful 22.

18. In that the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم had composed the verses of the Holy QUR’AN but says that it is the Book of Allah Almighty. This was such absurd and meaningless talk, which they regarded as incorrect themselves. The Holy QUR’AN had declared time and again that if it is the word of man then they should put all their intelligence together to produce one verse equal to it.

19. This means that I am fully aware that forging a lie against Allah Almighty is the cause of Divine punishment. Also, that nobody can save you from His punishment. A person having such knowledge cannot commit a crime like slander and deception.

20. This means that since I am truthful but you are calling me a liar, then you have become entitled for punishment. You should therefore worry about yourselves because Allah Almighty is fully aware of what you are doing.

21. It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is the witness of the Oneness of Allah Almighty, and Allah Almighty is the witness of the Holy Prophet’s صل الله عليه وآله وسلم Prophethood. It is for this
reason that Allah Almighty had shown many miracles through the blessed hands of the Holy Prophet
22 In it the infidels have been persuaded in a very gentle manner towards accepting Islam
9. Please declare: “I am not new among the Messengers, and I do not know what shall be done with me and with you. I only follow what is revealed to me. And I am not but a clear Warner.”

23 This tells us that Bidat (novelty) is that act which is baseless, and not that which is matchless because the Holy Prophet had said that I am not a novel Prophet re although I am matchless, but I am not baseless. Prior to my advent countless Prophets had come into the world.
24 It should be remembered that every type of knowledge couldn’t be called assumed knowledge because this type of knowledge is based on pure conjecture and assumption and not acquired through categorical means. It is for this reason that the knowledge of Allah Almighty cannot be called knowledge based on assumption. The revelation of the Holy Prophet too is beyond assumption. It is categorical and absolute.
25 The purpose of this verse is to show that everything that the Holy Prophet knows about the future is acquired through revelation and not through mere conjecture and assumption because the knowledge obtained through conjecture is not categorical and absolute. The intelligence of man is incapable of understanding the unseen.

10. Please declare: “Do you not see that it (QUR’AAN) is from Allah and you disbelieve it, while the witness from the children of Israel testifies its similarity (to previous scriptures) and believes, while you

It does not mean that the Holy Prophet is totally unaware of what will take place with regard to the affairs of people and of his own affairs. Says Allah Almighty “That Allah may forgive the sins of your fathers and latter” (S48:V2). And regarding the Noble Companions it is said: “And Allah has promised good to all” (S4:V95). The Holy Prophet is fully aware of the end of every human being. Therefore on the Day of Judgement he would be a witness over the deeds of everybody. Says Allah Almighty “That you may be the witness the Prophet over you” (S2:V143).
26 This means that the Holy Prophet is not responsible for anyone’s faith or infidelity and as such he will not be questioned about the infidelity of anyone. Thus, this verse does not mention the Holy Prophet’s helplessness of any nature. On the contrary, it mentions the Holy Prophet’s contentedness i.e. the infidelity of the creation will in no way harm the Holy Prophet.
became arrogant?” Undoubtedly, Allah does not guide the wrong doer 29.

27. It should be remembered that to suspend an obligatory upon the obligatory helps for the purpose of emphasis, just as suspending the present upon the present helps for its presence or its permissibility.

28. By “witness” is meant Hazrat Abdullah ibn Salaam (May Allah be pleased with him) who was a great scholar of Taurah. He was from the progeny of Hazrat Harun (On whom be peace). At first he was a Jew, then he became the Companion of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. His actual name was ibn Harith but after accepting Islam the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم changed his name to Abdullah. When the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم came to Madina Munawwarah he presented himself in the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم to behold his beauteous face. On seeing the resplendent face, he became the total slave of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم. “The eyes communicated with one another. And I became your slave, and you my master.” The Holy QUR’AAN has honoured him in such a way that he is declared a witness of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم of the Holy QUR’AAN and of the truth of Islam.

29. No unjust person can obtain guidance by remaining unjust. Or, on the Day of Judgement the infidel will not find the path to Paradise. Or anyone in whose heart there is envy and enmity for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم will not be guided towards faith.

30. Reason for its revelation
On seeing the poor believers, the infidels of Makkah would say that if Islam was a true religion then why has it reached the poor, before reaching us? Instead of them we should have been its recipients. Because Allah Almighty is pleased with us, He has provided us with the riches of the world. In refutation of their claim, this verse was revealed.

31. The great Sufi sages say that those who obtain guidance from the Holy QUR’AAN see the inner meaning of the QUR’AAN. Those who are left bereft of guidance merely look at its literal meaning, thereby calling it to be magic, etc. Maulana Rumi says: “Just as outwardly every man looks the same but in deeds he is otherwise; similarly in outer form the QUR’AAN appears to be words, but inwardly these words are symbols of great mysteries”. This is the very condition of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم the Possessor of the Holy QUR’AAN. Some who look at his outer form call him an ordinary human being, while others look at him as the most beloved of Allah Almighty.

11. And the infidels said about the believers: “If it had been good they would not have reached to it ahead 30 of us”. And since they have not been guided thereby, therefore they will say: “This is an old 31 calamity”.

12. And before it there was the Book of Musa as a guide and mercy, and this QUR’AAN is a confirming 32 Book in the Arabic language that it
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may warn the wrong doers, and be
good 33 news to the righteous.

32. The meaning of the word MU'ADDIQ is
one that verifies the truth or one that enables a
thing to become true. The Holy QUR'AN has
made everyone call the heavenly scriptures to
be true. Or that through it's coming it upheld
the veracity of these heavenly scriptures
because they had prophesied the coming of the
QUR'AN. From this we learn that after the
Holy QUR'AN there will neither be another

33. Surely, those who say: "Our Lord
14. is Allah", and then are steadfast 35
by it, no fear shall be upon them nor
shall they grieve 36.

34. The truth of believing in Allah Almighty
and Lord is to believe in all His Prophets, Books,
etc. If you accept a person to be one's father,
then you have to accept all his dear relatives as
your respectable relatives too i.e. his father as
your grandfather, his brother as your uncle, his
wife as mother etc. Thus, he who claims to
believe in Allah Almighty yet rejects His
Prophets is false in his claim. In reality he does
not believe in Allah Almighty at all.

15. They are the inhabitants of
Paradise, dwelling eternally therein,
as a reward 37 for their deeds.

35. In that their end was certainly on Faith.
May Allah Almighty grant this to every
believer Ameen.

36. These great fortunate believers neither
have any grief at leaving the world, nor any fear
of punishment on the Day of Judgement. This
commentary does not raise any objection on the
verse, as its commentary has appeared in Surah
Yunus as well.

And We have enjoined man to be
good to his parents 38. His mother
bears him painfully (in the womb)
and gives birth to him painfully 39.
And his bearing and weaning are for
thirty 40 months, till when he reaches
manhood 41 and attains the age of
forty years. He says: "O my Lord
grant me (power) that I may do
righteous deeds which may please

Heavenly Book nor another Prophet come
into the world, because the Holy QUR'AN
verifies the past but does not prophesy the
coming of another Prophet.

He would in reality be obtained through the grace
of Allah Almighty. Action itself is a means or
cause of obtaining this grace.
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43. And make my children righteous 44 for me. I turn towards You and I submit 45 (as Muslim”).

38. Every type of service, life, wealth, etc are all included in “do good”. Even if the parents are infidels, their service is obligatory upon the children because Allah Almighty has mentioned the parents as an absolute concept.

39. This tells us that the right of service is greater for the mother because she has taken care of the child with her own blood while the father has nourished him with his wealth. Furthermore, even if the mother does not bring up the child, the right of motherhood is certainly hers because here the reason for conceiving and giving birth is outlined. Also, if the mother brings up the child by taking wages for it from the husband, the right of the child is hers. Although the mother of Musa (On whom be peace) brought up her baby through the Pharaoh’s wages, the right of motherhood is still hers.

40. From this we learn that the period of pregnancy for a human being is a minimum of six months, while the suckling period is two years. In total, two and a half years or thirty months. This is the opinion of both Imam Muhammad and Imam Abu Yusuf who had cited this verse as their proof. According to Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah have mercy on him) the period of suckling is two and a half years. The proofs can be obtained from books of jurisprudence.

41. Reason for its revelation
This complete verse has been revealed in honour of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him). He was just over two years younger than the Holy Prophet ﷺ. At the age of eighteen he had accompanied the Holy Prophet ﷺ on a business journey to Syria. On the way they rested at a place. The Holy Prophet ﷺ rested under a berry tree. There was a Christian priest residing nearby. When Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq went to him he asked: “Who is this person with you?” He replied: “Muhammad bin Abdullah.” The priest then said: “He is a true Prophet of Allah because no one has taken shelter under this tree but a Prophet of Allah. No one has sat under it since Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace). Thus, he is the Final Prophet of this age. The words of the priest sank deep into the heart of Abu Bakr Siddiq and he sincerely brought faith in the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Thereafter he stayed closely with the Holy Prophet ﷺ. At the time of the declaration of Prophethood, Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq was a few months less than thirty eight (38) years. When he had reached the age of forty, he made that dua which is mentioned in this verse (Khazainul Irfan). Hazrat Siddiq-e-Akbar remained six months in the womb of his mother and was suckled by her for two years.

42. That he honoured them with the status of a Sahabi (Noble Companion of the Holy Prophet ﷺ). From this we learn that both parents of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq are believers as well as Sahaba. This is among his distinctive feature.

43. This prayer of his was accepted in its totality. He performed such noble and pious deeds which none from the followers of the Holy Prophet ﷺ had performed. He enjoys the singular honour of being the Companion of the Holy Prophet ﷺ in the cave, the first compiler of the Holy QUR’AAN, he is the first accepter of Islam, the ardent benefactor of the Muslims, his pious deed of being with the Holy Prophet in the cave is superior to all the pious deeds of the entire believers. Until the Day of Judgement no believer will ever repeat this deed. For this service of the cave, Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) was prepared to give up all his good deeds.

44. This tells us that all the children of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq were believers as well as Sahaba. In fact, some of his grandchildren, too, were Sahaba. Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be
peace) was a Prophet of four generations. Likewise Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him) enjoys the honour of being a Sahabi of four generations, i.e., his parents are Sahabah, he himself is Sahabi, all his children are Sahabah and some of his grandchildren too are Sahabah. Hazrat Abdullah ibn Zubair is the grandson of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq as well as a Sahabi. He is the son of Hazrat Asma, daughter of Hazrat Abu Bakr. The great granddaughter of Hazrat Abu Bakr is Firdah bint Qasim ibn Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr Siddiq. She is the wife of Hazrat Imam Jia Saaid. From this it is perpetuated the progeny of all the Sayeds. Thus, all the Sayeds' grandchildren of Hazrat Ali are from his son and grandchildren of Abu Bakr Siddiq from his daughter. This is the perfection of children and the acceptance of his dua.

45. This means I will become a believer wholeheartedly and will always perform my deeds, which will enable me to gain your pleasure. He practically fulfilled this promise.

46. Those acts which he may have performed prior to accepting Islam. It should be remembered that prior to entering the fold of Islam, Allah Almighty has protected Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq from all major sins like polytheism, adultery, alcohol, etc.

47. From this we learn that Abu Bakr Siddiq is the inmate of Paradise, which has been promised to him by Allah Almighty already. Anyone who harbours the slightest doubt about his faith, purity and the accepted servant of Allah Almighty is rejecting the veracity of this verse. Observe, the dog that is sleeping with the Companions of the Cave is showered with the mercies of Allah Almighty and will become the inmate of Paradise. Thus, if any believer sits with his dearest friend in the cave and his lap becomes the folding stand (Rohi) for the Possessor of the Holy Qur'aan, then he surely deserves honour beyond our imagination.

48. This means the Holy Prophet said to Allah: 'O Allah! You have given Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq the glad tidings of keeping him as his companion in Paradise in the world already. In fact, he has left him to sleep in his company in his blessed chamber.'

16. We shall accept their good deeds and overlook their evil deeds. They are among the dwellers of Paradise, under the true promise made to them.

17. But there is the one who says to his parents: "Fie, I am fed up with you both. Do you threaten me that I shall be brought forth again, whilst generations have already passed before me?" And they both cry to Allah for help. Woe to you. It is better that you believe, that certainly the promise of Allah is true. Then he (son) says: "This is nothing but the tales of the ancients."
From this we learn that it is obligatory upon the parents to guide their children to the Straight Path. Otherwise, they too would be punished for failing in their duty.

52. Their origin is nothing and as such this refutation of theirs is baseless and without any proof.

53. This means the painful end of these infidels will be with the previous infidels. This tells us that on the Day of Judgement birds of a feather will flock together i.e. the believers will be with the believers and the infidels will be with the infidels. May Allah Almighty resurrect us with the pious. We further learn that the non-believing children will not be with their believing parents on the Day of Judgement, but with the infidels because here it is mentioned these children would be with the previous non-believing jinns and human beings. On the Day Of Judgement only relationship of beliefs will be given credence and not just blood relations. Kanaan was the biological son of Nuh (On whom be peace) but since he remained with the infidels, he was destroyed with them and will be going into Hell with them.

54. This tells us that to be resurrected with the evil on the Day of Judgement is a means of loss and harm.

55. On the Plains of Judgement everyone will be allocated a place to stand according to his deeds, or place in Paradise and Hell i.e. the higher the deeds the higher will be the place in Paradise, and the evil the deeds, the lower will be his region of Hell.

56. You had exhausted your good things in your worldly life and fully enjoyed them. Therefore, today you shall be awarded the degrading punishment, a punishment for that you were arrogant in the earth, without justification, and because you acted rebelliously.
56. One of its meaning is whatever good deeds you had performed in the world you had stayed with comfort there. Now what do you desire here? In the same vein it would be said to the believer that the sins he had committed in the world caused you to bear hardship there, which had helped to purify you. In this condition, pure thing is meant the good deeds of the infidels, which outwardly are pure. Another meaning of it is that you had utilized all the bounties of the world for your personal needs. In this case, the pure things will denote the wealth of the world. Its literal meaning would be that you had utilized your physical strength in accumulating the world. Therefore, now don’t bother about the Hereafter. In this condition, pure things would denote physical strengths.

57. No, you have no share in the Hereafter. The believer does not spend his things merely for the accumulation of the world, but his focus is always on the Hereafter. Part of what he spends is for the Hereafter. Thus he will be in contentment and comfort there. The great S says that the believers take out a portion of their time, wealth and children for Zakat.

58. From this we understand that even if the sinful believer would be given punishment, Allah Almighty will protect him from disgrace and embarrassment.

59. Pride based on truth is good but if it is falsehood then it is evil. True form of pride in regard ones self and one’s religion in opposition to the infidels and their infidelity. In fact, this is an act of worship. Pride in opposition to the saint is deprivation and against the Prophet. In infidelity. In short, there are three categories of pride and the injunctions regarding all three are different.

60. Those pious sages who had abandoned the world for the sake of the Hereafter use this verse as a basis for their actions. Hazrat Ummay (May Allah be pleased with him) would say that although I am in the position to eat and work better than you, I am withholding my comfort for the Hereafter.

SECTION 3

21. And make mention of Hud, the brother of Aad 61, when he warned his people along the Ahqaaf 62. Surely, many warners had already come before him and after him 63 (saying): “Worship none except Allah, Surely I fear 64 for you the punishment of a mighty day”.

61. This means that Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) was from the people of Aad and he was sent as a Prophet to his own people. He had not come from another country, nor was he from another nation. This verse does not mean that the people had been granted permission to address him as brother. Thus this verse is crystal clear.

62. Which is situated in one of the localities in Yemen in a sandy place near Hadramaut.

63. Like Hazrat Idris and Nuh (On them be peace) who had appeared before Hazrat Hud (On him be peace) and Hazrat Ibrahim.

64. Hazrat Ismail (On them be peace) who had appeared after Hazrat Hud, when remembrance should be maintained by you. This tells us that to mention the pious and listen to their remembrance are all acts of worship and propagation. This is the purpose of holding and celebrating the Urs of the Saints of Allah Almighty. In this way people are informed about their glorious life and teachings.

64. By stating ‘upon you’, one understands...
that the blessed Prophets are safe from the fear of the Day of Judgement on a personal basis. Says Allah Almighty: “They shall experience no fear” (S46:V13) However, they have the highest form of fear and awe of Allah Almighty in them. This strength of their is the proof of the excellence of their faith. Thus, neither is there any inconsistency in the verses nor any objection. Here, by ‘Big Day’ is meant the Day of Judgement, which is the day of great punishment for the infidels and great mercy for the believers.

22. They said: “Have you come for this that you may turn us away from our gods? Bring us then that with which you threaten 65, if you are truthful”.

65. This means bring the punishment of the hereafter simply today. Those, which you are mentioning would be coming in the world, why not bring it today?

23. He said: “The knowledge 66 thereof is only with Allah, and I only convey 67 to you what I have been sent with. But I see that you are totally ignorant 68 people”.

66. Thus, I will not inform you, because these are from the special secrets of Allah Almighty whose revelation is prohibited. From this restriction it does not necessarily mean that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم did not have the knowledge about the time of the punishment or the Day of Judgement, like Allah Almighty says: “And Allah is sufficient as real Doer” (S4:V132). Although Allah Almighty is sufficient as a power of attorney, we still accept some persons as advocates and counsellors.

67. This means the purpose of my Prophethood is to convey to you the religious injunctions, but not to reveal the Divine secrets to you.

68. Instead of being afraid of the punishment, they are requesting the punishment to be hastened. This tells us that the enemy of the Prophet is a totally ignorant person, even though he may be highly educated.

24. Then when they saw it (punishment) like clouds coming to their valleys, they said: “This is a cloud which will rain 69 over us”. No, rather it is that which you sought to hasten a windstorm 70, wherein is a painful punishment.

69. For a long time it had not rained at Ahqaf. When punishment appeared in the form of black clouds, those people became happy thinking that they will now have torrential rain. On hearing this, Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) uttered these words.

70. These words are spoken by Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) i.e. Oh foolish people, this is not a rain-bearing cloud but one bringing down the punishment. Therefore, do not rejoice at it, but instead seek repentance and declare faith in me. Thereafter he explained the details about this punishment. This tells us that the Prophets are fully aware of the realities.
25. Which will destroy everything by the Command of its Lord. So, in the morning there remained nothing to be seen except their deserted dwellings. Thus, We punish the culprit. 

71. He gave a detailed account about the punishment and the nature of it so that they could still accept faith. The reason being faith after seeing the signs of the punishment holds no credence. However, they were destined to have faith as they still continued to make fun of it. 

72. Thus this strong sandstorm destroyed all the infidels. Their wealth was flying in the air like flakes of cotton. Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) drew a line around the believers and the very wind when coming into this area became calm and fragrant (Tafseer Roohul Muan Khazamul Iraam). This was a tremendous miracle of Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) After this miracle Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace) lived for another hundred and fifty years.

26. And undoubtedly, We had given them the control so that We did not give to you; and We bestowed upon them ears and eyes and hearts. But neither their ears nor their eyes or their hearts availed them anything, as they denied the Verses of Allah. So, they were encircled (by the punishment) that they used to mock at.

73. This means oh people of Makkah! The amount of power, wealth and age that were granted to the people of Aad, is not granted to you. Then on what are you showing arrogance? No strength helps in opposition to the Prophet of Allah. Here, only humility helps.

74. So that they could use these powers of theirs in the service of Allah Almighty. But those arrogant people used those powers of theirs for the oppression of Allah and His Beloved Rasool.

75. In removing the punishment Or these portions did not prove beneficial to them because these people had not utilized these powers in seeking the knowledge of Allah Almighty (Tafseer Roohul Muan). This tells us that the limbs of the believers and the powers of Madina will be beneficial to them. Through their blessings, punishments would be removed, and they will obtain mercies of Allah Almighty.

76. Thus, people of Makkah! Do not make a fool of the punishment. You should be grateful that Allah Almighty had created you after all other nations so that you can take a lesson from them Do not let the others take a lesson from you. Allah he praised.

SECTION 4

27. And certainly We destroyed
the cities around you, and We brought varying signs so that they may return to Us.

77. Like the people of Hijr, the people of Thamud, etc. whose settlements were in Arab localities and were found en route of their journeys. They should be taking a lesson from these desolate places.

78. From these verses is either meant the stories of the previous nations, or the miracles of the Prophets, or simple punishments placed on them i.e. We first made these people listen to the stories of the previous nations, made them see miracles of the Prophets and sent upon them worldly difficulties so that they could accept faith. But after all these failed to frighten them, then eventually Divine Punishment was sent upon them.

79. Why, did those gods then not help them whom they had taken for worship instead of Allah? In fact, they strayed away from them. That was the result of their lies and fabrications.

80. The polytheists had been saying that these idols are small deities, but Allah Almighty is the greatest God. The worship of these idols would gain us the closeness of Allah, and if at any time the Great Allah is angry with us then these idols would save us from Him. Says Allah Almighty that if they were on the true path then why did their idols not save them from the punishment? This verse has no link with the Saints and Prophets of Allah Almighty. For this reason the word God is used here. They accept anyone as god and one worthy of worship. This is an act of polytheism. But to accept the beloved servants of Allah as saints and intercessors is an act of faith. Says Allah Almighty: “And seek the means of approach to Him” (55:V35). These pious servants in times of difficulties certainly give assistance. On the Day of Judgement the first act would be to seek an intercessor. Thereafter people will turn to other work.

81. It should be remembered that it is total infidelity to regard the enemies of Allah as our intercessors or helpers, while regarding the beloved servants of Allah Almighty as our helpers, intercessors and means of obtaining closeness of Allah is the essence of Faith. Observe, prostrating in the direction of the Holy Ka’bah and respecting the water of Zam-Zam are acts of faith, while prostrating to the idol and respecting the water of the Ganges are acts of infidelity. Says Allah Almighty: “Whosoever obeys the Messenger has indeed obeyed Allah” (S8:V60). Thus, to apply this verse to the Prophets and Saints is displaying the highest ignorance.

29. Behold! (O dear Prophet) When we turned towards you a number of jinns, to listen to the Qur’aan and when they came in the presence (of its recitation) they said: “Be silent and when it (recitation) ended, they went back to their people warning them.
81 Before the advent of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم the jinns would go to the heavens. They would listen to the conversation of the angels. But, after the advent of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم they were barred from entering the heavenly regions. When balls of flames struck them, they became worried as to who has come into the world through which their kingdom has been snatched away from them. In search of this, they sent different groups in different directions. The group for the locality of Nasebeen comprised of seven or nine jinns who came towards Arabia. Their names are Nari, Shasaar, Maasar, Haaasir, Hama, Meena, Aleem, Arqam and Uday. These jinns came to the market place of Ukkaz, which is situated between Nakhaa and Taif, in the morning. At that time the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was leading the Noble Companions in Fajr Sалаah in a garden in Ukkaz, an area known as Baten Nakhnah. When the sound of the recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN of the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم reached the ears of the jinns, they all stopped and listening to it attentively. But this Fajr Salah was performed by the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم inspirationally, because incident of the jinns had taken place before Me’raaj.

82 From this we learn that at the time of recitation of the Holy QUR’AAN we must maintain absolute silence to listen to it attentively. Furthermore, some pious servants act upon issues based on truth in a natural way. Observe, the jinns had on their own accord maintained silence to listen to the QUR’AAN. Although this silence is from the Divine injunction, they were not aware of it.

83 This means they accepted Islam on their own accord after listening to the Holy QUR’AAN. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم appointed them as leaders of the jinns. In accordance with the instruction of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, they went to the people and began to preach Islam to them.

30. They said: “O our people, we have heard a Book that has been revealed after Musa, confirming the former (Books) and guiding towards the truth and to the Straight Path”.  

84 This means the Holy QUR’AAN. This tells us that every verse of the Holy QUR’AAN is the QUR’AAN, because these jinns had not listened to the entire QUR’AAN but just a few verses of it.

85 In which there were religious injunctions, in addition to counselling and sermons as were contained in Taurah. In the Injeel and Zaboor there were sermons based on counselling only. They did not contain many religious instructions. For this reason they did not mention Injeel and Zaboor.

86 Of Taurah, Injeel and Zaboor. Therefore mention here is not only made of Taurah but a general word is used. This tells us that the Holy QUR’AAN has not prophesied the coming of any Prophet or any heavenly book, because it is the Final Book, and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the Final Prophet. For this reason the word Mubahasteer (given glad tidings) is not used with Musaddiq (conformer).

87 Outward as well as inner, i.e. it is a comprehensive book of Sharah and Tareeq (Tasheer Rosul Mu’ani).
our sins and save you from the sinful punishment”.

3. That is, regarding the Holy Prophet who was inviting the entire world towards the personality of Allah Almighty, while the previous Prophets had been inviting towards His Attributes.

4. All the sins prior to the acceptance of Islam, besides those linked with the rights of man. For this reason mention is made of “some sins.”

5. From this we learn there is no Paradise for the Jinnas. The reward for their good deeds is their salvation from punishment. This is the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah be pleased with him) because the reward of the righteous as expressed by these jinnas is salvation from punishment only which was not refuted by Allah Almighty. There is no verse in the Holy Qur'aan wherein it is categorically mentioned that the reward of piety for the jinnas is Paradise. However, the wretched, irreligious

6. “And whosoever does not respond to Allah’s Summoner, he cannot frustrate Him in the earth and such one has no helper against Him. Such are in clear error”.

9. This means the rebellious and infidel jinnas cannot escape the punishment of Allah Almighty. They will most certainly be punished

3. Have they not known that Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth, and was not tired while creating them, has the power to give life to the dead? Yes, surely, He has the power over everything.

2. Here, ‘seeing’ denotes pondering and reflection and not just seeing with one’s eyes. What it means is by habit invention takes a shape. After The first creation, repetition of the process becomes easy. Since the infidels of Makkah believe that it is Allah Almighty who

and infidel jinnas will most certainly be sent into Hell. Says Allah Almighty: “Undoubtedly, We have created for Hell many jinnas and human beings” (S7:V179). Why should this not be so? Paradise is the inheritance of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace), which should be given to his children only. The Vision of Allah Almighty is only for the believing human beings, neither for the jinnas nor for the angels. It should be remembered that there are some sayings regarding the believing, pious jinnas. One is that like the believing humans they, too, would be inmates of Paradise. The second statement is that although they will not be sent into Paradise; they will receive its cool breeze, by being residents of A’raaf (the Heights). Thirdly, they will be made to perish like the animals. The third statement lends greater strength to the vices.

in Hell. Although they are not duty-bound to the Islamic Laws, but in the reward of deeds there is a difference.

has created the heavens and the earth, then why do they not acknowledge that He has the power to resurrect the dead? This is a quite an easy thing in comparison to the farmer.

93. By “a thing” is meant things possible, and not the obligatory nor the impossible.
34. And on the Day when the infidels shall be exposed before the fire, it will be said to them: “Is this not the truth?” They will say: “Why not, it is so by our Lord.” It will be said to them: “Taste then the punishment as the award of your insidelity.”

94. In that while they are being taken to Hell they will be made to stand at the edge of Hell and asked through the angels, “Speak is Hell a reality or not.” This question will be asked to disfrace them, which will be done before they are sent into Hell. For this reason the word presented is used here.

95. This tells us that the biggest reason for the punishment of the infidels is their insidelity, thereafter their evil deeds as well. Or, the reason for their eternal stay in Hell is their insidelity. Therefore, the sinful believers will be sent into Hell, but it is for a temporary period. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse. They will stay there for an hour of a single day. This (warning) is conveyed. Then, who shall be destroyed, except the disobedient people?

96. There are five Prophets who are wise and resolute. Hazrat Nuh, Hazrat Ibrahim, Hazrat Musa, Hazrat Isa (On them be peace) and our Holy Prophet (PBUH). They enjoy the most popularity, status and honour in the circle of Prophets. Although every Prophet possesses patience and status, the greatness of these five transcends that of all the Prophets.

97. They ask for punishment because punishment will come to them without any shadow of a doubt.

98. Either for the punishment of the Hereafter, or that of the grave, or that at the time of death. The first meaning is more appropriate.

99. This tells us that physical bounties in comparison to the spiritual punishment are just momentary, or even less than that. Therefore, the intelligent person should take heed that he should not choose physical bounties over the bounties of the Hereafter. Marfat.com
in the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Those who disbelieve and hinder from the path \(^1\) of Allah, render \(^2\) their deeds in vain.

1. This means they are infidels as well as those who had hindered people from the path of Islam. Their punishment in comparison to the other infidels would be much more severe.

2. Like feeding the hungry, to free the captives, help the poor, render service to the Holy Ka'bah, etc of which the infidels were proud. This tells us that no pious deed is accepted without faith, just as Salaah is not accepted without Wudhu.

2. And those who believe and do righteous deeds, and believe in what has been revealed \(^3\) upon Muhammad\(^4\), which is the Truth \(^5\) from their Lord, then He will remove their sins \(^6\) and make their condition good.

3. Allah Almighty has called the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم by his personal name at four places in the Holy QUR'AAN i.e. by Muhammad. Everywhere else he has been called by his attributes. From these four places this is one. It is essential for the believers to take the name of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم at the time of accepting the faith. Just remembering him by his attributes is not sufficient. Therefore it is obligatory to recite Muhammad Rasulullah in Kalimah Tayyibah. Also, because a person may have said that the Holy QUR'AAN was not revealed on the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم but on another Prophet. To obviate this possibility, Allah Almighty used his personal name in this verse to say, “sent down upon Muhammad”.

(S47 : V2) In the second place is used: Rasulullah “Muhammad the Messenger of Allah” (S48:V29), In the third place is used: “And Muhammad is only a Messenger” (S3:V144) and in the fourth place: “Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, yes, he is the Messenger of Allah” (S33:V40).

4. From this we learn that in order to accept faith it is important to accept all those things, which the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had brought from Allah Almighty. If these are rejected, that person will become an infidel as is indicated by the general use of “that” whether they had reached us through the Holy QUR'AAN or through Hadith Shareef. For this reason the word QUR'AAN has not been used here, instead “that which was sent down”
is used. If anyone rejects the number of the five daily Prayers, he is an infidel, although the number has not been mentioned in the Holy Qur'aan.

5. It should be remembered that here the diversion of the first belief from the second is just like that of the other angels, over Hazrat Ibraaheem (On whom be peace), which is merely on the basis of the greatness of status. This is because declaring faith in the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم is true faith. By rejecting the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم, Laa'heen.

3. This is because the infidels follow the falsehood, and believers follow the truth from their Lord. Thus Allah narrates to mankind their descriptions.

Because followers of the devil, or one's baser self or of evil leaders. Thus, all their deeds will be reduced to zero.

8. The Sacred Book of Allah Almighty and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم. It should be remembered, consensus of the Ummah and analogy of the jurists are included with the Sunnah. Or, by truth is meant the personality of the Holy Prophet because every word and action of his is based on truth. Truth is linked to the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم in such a manner like light is linked with the sun or fragrance with the flower.

9. Allah Almighty makes the infidels describe the examples of infidels and believers, the examples of believers, so that the people can safeguard themselves from the habits and customs of the infidels and assume the habits and practices of the believers.

4. So, when you encounter the infidels (in battle) strike at their necks, till you have overcome them efficiently, then tie them fast, and afterwards release them, either by grace or for ransom till the war lays down its burden (ends). This is so (low). And had Allah willed, He would have punished them. Himself, but He tries you one against the other. And those who are killed in the way of Allah, He will never render their deeds in vain.

10. This means during the battles do not show any special favours to the infidel soldiers. Instead, your first step would be to kill them. Thereafter imprison those who have surrend
and dropped their weapons. Thereafter you have the right to grant them freedom by being kind to them, or free them by taking ransom money from them.

11. It should be remembered that the injunction of kindness and ransom are abrogated from the following verse: “Slay the polytheists wherever you find them” (S9:V5). Now, the infidel soldiers will either be put to the sword or be imprisoned. On the day of the Conquest of Makkah, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم neither freed ibn Khatil by taking ransom from him or by granting him amnesty, but had him put to sword. One prisoner pleaded to Abu Bakr Siddiq for amnesty or ransom, but both were refused (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). This is the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifa (On whom be peace) as well.

12. So that the war could be brought to termination, or that the infidels accept Islam, or pledge their obedience. In this case, neither have they killed nor put them into prison.

13. He would send upon them punishment from unseen sources, as He had sent upon the previous people. But under this condition you would have obtained the reward of JIHAD (Holy War). For this reason Allah Almighty ordered you to declare Jihad on the infidels.

14. Thus, the purpose for giving you the injunction of Jihad is to ascertain through the infidels which believer is strong and the extent of his bravery. Those who kill the Kuffaar are the true Ghazis (Muslim soldiers) and those who are killed are martyrs. This tells us that many forms of worship are dependent on the infidels. The infidels and their infidelity are evil but their creation is not evil.

15. To uphold, establish and glorify the name of Allah Almighty through Jihad. This tells us that Jihad is not for the purpose of territorial gains. In Jihad, the intention should be service of religion only.

16. Reason for its revelation
This verse was revealed at the time of the Battle of Uhud in which many believers were martyred and wounded. It declares that the martyrdom of these martyrs will not go in vain.

5. He will guide them and improve 17 their condition.

17. This is due to the blessing of this martyrdom that they will not feel any difficulty at the moments of death. There will be no questioning in the grave. The martyrs will be given the honour to intercede for their families. Allah Almighty will grant them a lofty status in Paradise and guide them towards Paradise.

6. And will admit them to Paradise that He has made known 18 to them.

18. The martyr would enter Paradise in such a manner as if he was it’s resident for a long time. He would be fully aware of his house, his wife and his servants. This is the description of “He will soon guide them”.

19. O believers! If you help the Religion of Allah, Allah will help 19 you, and make your feet firm 20.

20. From this we learn that it is not polytheism to take assistance from the servants of Allah Almighty. Since Allah Almighty, being totally independent, seeks help from His servants, then how can His servant remain indifferent from human aid? By ‘help of Allah’ is meant rendering assistance to His Prophet and His Religion. Providing assistance by Allah Almighty
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is to provide believers with success, raising their status, etc. This tells us that Jihad should only be for the service of Islam.

21. In Jihad against the infidels, in debates and

8. But those who disbelieve, for them is the destruction, and Allah will make their deeds useless.

21. Here, two results of infidelity are outlined, disgrace and total loss in the world and the total rejection of their pious deeds, charities, etc. It should be remembered that even if the infidel enjoys any apparent honour, it is temporary and hardships upon the believer are all incidental and through the grace of Allah Almighty.

22. This is because they hate what Allah has revealed. So He has rendered their deeds futile.

22. That they had disliked the Prophethood of our beloved Prophet, and would not bear to endure religious restrictions. For this reason they are regarded as evil. They tried to maintain the freedom of their band selves. Remember, the wolf easily devours a sheep lost from the flock.

10. Have they not travelled in the land so that they may see what was the end of those who were before them? Allah destroys them utterly, and the infidels shall get the like thereof.

23. So that Divine punishment can come upon the people of Aad, Thamud, etc. in this world, whose ruined and desolate settlements are still to be seen in the territories of Yemen, and which are continuously being witnessed by these Arab travellers during their journeys. This tells us that that it is permissible to travel to witness the desolate settlements of the infidels in order to inculcate in oneself the fear of Allah Almighty. Thus, travelling to the localities of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty and perceiving the scenes of their love, too, is permissible.

24. They, their children and their wealth, all were destroyed.

25. This, the end result of the present day infidels can be the same, if they do not bring faith in you.

11. This is because Allah is the Protector of the believers, but for the infidels there is no protector.

26. Here, the word MAULA is used to indicate friend or a helper i.e. there is no friend or helper for the infidels, neither Allah Almighty, nor their false helpers, friends and acquaintances. On the arrival of the punishment, all run away. As far as the believers are concerned their helper is Allah Almighty as well as his beloved servants.
Allah Almighty: “Only Allah Almighty is your Friend and His Messenger and the believers”

(S0:V55).

SECTION 2

12. Undoubtedly, Allah will make those who believe and do righteous deeds enter Paradise under which streams flow, while the infidels subsist and eat as cattle eat, and the fire is their resort.

Either, they should do good deeds or remain under the control of the pious, like the minor children of the believers.

In Paradise are rivulets, not sea and oceans. From the many reasons one is that a rivulet is easy to be controlled while a sea cannot be controlled. Secondly, a rivulet is attractive while a sea is winding and lacks the beauty of the river. Thirdly, a river is beneficial but when a sea is in flood it can cause a great deal of harm. Fourthly, a rivulet can be directed into one’s place but a sea cannot be diverted into one’s home.

The infidels, after using the bounties of the world for a few days discard them but a believer makes the bounties of the world the medium of earning the Hereafter and in this way uses them continually. His charities and sacrifices will help him in the grave; the wrestships that he had performed through their use would benefit him on the Day of Judgement. May Allah Almighty grant this to us.

This tells us that a person who does not distinguish between the lawful and the prohibited and the one who eats everything indiscriminately, is not just like of an animal but worse than that. They are totally ignorant i.e. animals eat indiscriminately because they do not possess the faculty of intelligence, but man who has been blessed with this faculty, lowers himself to the position worse than that of the animals when he does such a thing. Thus, he who eats merely for physical comforts is indeed an animal. A believer eats to gain energy for the worship of Allah Almighty.

The end result of the sustenance of the infidels is the fire of Hell, because after consuming the food from animals that they had reared, they had committed infidelity.

And how many a city that was stronger in might than your city, We have destroyed then, and they had no helper.

32. Reason for its revelation
This verse was revealed during the Hijrah. On the day of Hijrah, when the Holy Prophet reached the outskirts of Makkah, he looked back at the city of his birth and said: “Oh Makkah, I love you dearly. Had the infidels not forced me to migrate from you, I would not have left you”. On that occasion, this verse was revealed. Thus, this verse is Makkah, which is described in the Madinite Surah. Or, it could be said that the verse, which was revealed on the way to Madina.
during the course of Hijrah, will also be regarded as Madinite. It should be remembered that before the Hijrah, the Holy Prophet was extremely fond of Makkah. It is reported by the author of "Naseem ur Ruud" that before Hijrah, Makka was superior to all the cities, but after Hijrah, this superiority shifted to Madina, in honour of the Holy Prophet. This is the belief in the Maliki Mazhab, as well.

14. Is he who stands upon a clear proof from his Lord, like those whose evil deeds have been shown fair to them, and they followed their evil intentions?

By this it is meant all the believers whose beliefs are proven from the Holy QUR’AAN, the Sunnah, general consensus of the Ulama and the Principles of Analogy of the jurists. A believer has firm belief on the veracity of his religion, but the infidel is not firm about the truth of his religion. In times of sickness, the infidel comes to the believer for the purpose of blowing on him from the Quraanic verses. They go to seek benefits from the tombs of the saints. Observe, how thousands of infidels go to Badayun, Kachocha Shareef and Ajmer Shareef and present themselves in the court of these saints of Allah Almighty to seek bounties and benefits from them.

15. The description of Paradise promised to the pious is that therein are rivers of such waters which never stagnate, and the rivers of milk whose taste does not change, and rivers of delightful drinks, and the rivers of honey purified. And therein for them are every kind of fruit, and forgiveness from their Lord. Can those enjoying such comforts be equal to those who remain forever in the fire, and are given to drink boiling water so that it may cut their bellies into pieces?

In every home there is one river but in the entire Paradise there are countless such rivers. Thus, there is no objection against the verse, that there will not be few rivers of water.

Changed against the taste of the world because the water and milk of this world become bad after a while, the taste changes and they become decayed. There these rivers are in existence for millions of years and will remain permanently until eternity. But they have neither undergone any change or decay. Just as the sun and the moon are performing their functions for millions of years without necessitating any repair work on them nor do
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there any change in their refugence.
7. This means the liquids there will be solely
for the purpose of taste. They will neither be
impalatable nor of pungent odour nor
in intoxicating nor provide any headache as is the
case with the alcohol of this world. All these are
deprived consequences.
8. Like the honey of this world. It will not
have any mixture of wax, nor would it emanate
from the stomach of the bee. This is the
meaning of purified concerning its creation.
This does not mean that first it was a mixture
thereafter it was purified.
9. This means there are tasty fruits of every
type found in Paradise, which will be there
eternally. There will be no seasonal restrictions
on them nor will there be any type of
prohibition for eating them. In the world one
will not find all the fruit at one place or in one
season. Then, all of them are not agreeable to
everybody. The preposition "FROM" tells us
that all these fruits of Paradise are few from the
limitless treasures of Providence. Thus, there is
no inconsistency in this word a few and all,
because Allah's treasures are limitless and all
these fruits are but just one from His reservoir
of treasures. From and all, both are correct in
the context.
40. The forgiveness of the previous errors and
sins and the unconditional future permission to
eat everything does not include any religious
restriction.
41. It should be remembered that stay eternal
in Hell and drinking boiling water therein is
specifically for the infidels. If Allah wills, the
sinful believers will be protected from this. This
boiling water and hard unpalatable food are the
punishments for them because the infidels
would devour every unlawful thing in the world
as lawful. Even if a believer eats and drinks
unlawful things, he does so by acknowledging
them to be unlawful and as a culprit. If he eats
them by accepting them to be lawful, then he
would become an infidel.

16. And among them are some who
listen 42, so you tell them when they
going forth from before you saying to
the men of learning 43: "What has he
said 44 just now?" These are they
upon whose hearts Allah has set a
seal 45 and they follow their own evil
inclinations 46.
42. This means that some hypocrites attend
your sermons and outwardly pretend to be
listening attentively to your words, so that
people may take them to be sincere believers.
43. Those insincere scholars asking Noble
Companions like Abdullah ibn Abbas, Abdullah
ibn Masood, etc. (May Allah be pleased with
them) do so, so that the people should think that
they are making an effort to understand what the
Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is saying. Their
coming into the gathering of the Holy Prophet
صلى الله عليه وسلم, listening to his blessed talk
and asking questions, is a mere show.
44. The question was not for the sake of
learning but rather for mocking and contempt.
From this we learn that to mock at the words of
the Prophet is infidelity and enmity. Or, this
question is for refutation i.e. "What has he said
by now? Nothing, really". This tells us that to
mock at the conversation of the Prophet is an
act of infidelity.
45. This is due to their infidelity and enmity.
Now, the condition of their heart is such that it
is incapable of accepting the truth. This is just
like the creation of death by Allah Almighty
after a person has eaten poison. Thus, there is
no objection against the verse.
46. It should be remembered that the word
AHWA (caprices) is used to indicate those types
of desires, which are against religious
teachings. Desire for Truth is indeed a mercy of
Allah Almighty.
17. But those who have been guided, Allah adds to their guidance and bestows upon them piety.

47. This means through the blessed sermons of the Prophet of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم and his auspicious company, there is an increase in the faith, piety and guidance of the believers. This very sermon is harmful to the hypocrites but beneficial to the believers. The light of the sun is one, but it is harmful to the bat and beneficial to the rest of creation. It should be remembered that here, ‘increase’ means increase in feeling and nature, and not of quantity, because quantitative increase in faith is impossible. For a detailed discussion on this consult the book “Inshirah Bukhari” Ḥashīyah Bukhari”.

18. What are they then waiting that the Hour should come upon them suddenly? The signs thereof have already come. But of what avail will the admonition be to them when it actually comes upon them?

48. This means those hypocrites and infidels who were unable to obtain guidance from the Prophetic sermons, are they awaiting another guide? There is no Prophet to come after the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Only Qiyamah is now to follow which will give guidance to everyone and convert every infidel to a believer. But, the faith of that time will not benefit the infidels.

49. The advent of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) is the greatest sign of Qiyamah. Since the Final Prophet has come, now only Qiyamah is left. Thus, the splitting of the moon and the other miracles of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are all from the major signs of Qiyamah (the Day of Judgement).

50. On the coming of the Day of Judgement, people will come to understand, but this understanding of theirs is useless.

19. Know that there is none worthy of worship except Allah and (O dear Prophet) ask for forgiveness for the sins of your near ones, and for the general believers, men and women. And Allah knows your moving about and your rest.

51. O My Beloved! Remain firm on this convincing knowledge and certainty! Or, understand through positive truth, otherwise the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had full knowledge about TAUHEED (Oneness of Allah Almighty) and believed in Tauheed from before. Its purpose is to let this be heard by all people in general. Thus, there is no objection on the verse i.e. to obtain anything which is already obtained is not possible.

52. We have accepted Tauheed by word of mouth, while the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم did so by seeing. We have convincing about Tauheed, but the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has positive knowledge about it. On the night of Meeraaj the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم saw Allah Almighty with his naked eye. Just like Hazrat
brahim saw the incident of the dead coming to life with his own eyes. Thus, there is a great
difference between our faith and that of our
dearly Prophet. 
53. Here, this sin has been linked with the
intercession of the Holy Prophet, which is committed by a sincere devotee of his.
This verse is therefore a verse about the Holy
Prophet Great Intercession. Or, the meaning of the verse is something
different i.e. anything which the Messenger of
Allah has declared as sin and is committed by his followers, then they
should humbly beg for it's forgiveness. This is
like it is said that adultery is a sin of Islam, or
when the attorney says this is my case.
Otherwise, a Prophet does not even have the
intention of committing a sin. Hazrat Saleh (On
whom be peace) had said: "And I do not desire,
that I myself begin to do against that which I
forbid you to do" (S11V: 88). Allah Almighty
said to the devil: "Verily over my bondmen you
have no control" (S15V:42) i.e. you oh devil
will not deceive them into committing

SECTION 3

20. And the believers say: "Why has a
Surah not been revealed? 56" But
when a well-defined Surah is
revealed and therein fighting is
ordained, you will see those in whose
hearts is sickness staring at you
with the look of a person fainting to
see the shadow of death 58. So Alas!
Woe be upon them!

56. Before the order for Jihad (Holy War) had
been revealed, a few of the believers desirous of
Jihad had been saying why does the order for
Jihad not come so that we would be able to
display our fervour for faith. At that point in
time this verse was revealed. This tells us that
the verses of Jihad are firm. They were neither
abrogated nor can they ever be abrogated.
Whoever believes Jihad to be abrogated is an
apostate and a Dajjal, like Mirza Qadyani. If
Pakistan today acts upon the teachings of Mirza
and abandons aerial warfare, it will perish. The
 teachings of true Prophets are a life-giving
source while the teachings of Mirza is a source
of death.

57. The disease of enmity. From this we learn
that the desire for Jihad is the duty of the
believer and to fear it is the practice of the
hypocrites. The seekers of this desire have been
called "those who believe", while the others are
called diseased.

58. This means on hearing the command for
Jihad the eyes of the hypocrites begin to stagger and move, just as a person’s eyes begin to waver at the time of death on seeing the angel of death. This tells us that the hypocrites are less courageous, while the believer is full of boldness.

21. They shall obey and speak good words. And when the matter is resolved, if they remain true to Allah, it would be better for them. This means they obey every command, whether they are able to understand them or not, whether they like it or not. They sacrifice their intelligence in the court of the Holy Prophet. This means the issue of Jihad has been categorically divided. It will not be abrogated now.

22. Do you then have the desire, that if you get the authority you would spread disorder in the land and sever your ties of relationship.

23. They are those whom Allah has cursed and made them deaf to the truth and made their eyes blind.

24. Do they yet not ponder over the Qur’aan, or are there locks on their hearts?

25. Surely those that have turned their backs, after the guidance has become clear to them, Shaitaan has tempted them and given them false hopes.

111. All types of killings. If he kills the enemy he will be a Ghazi (soldier of Holy War); if he is killed he will be a martyr. If he is undone and plundered it will be fasting and if he returns it is celebration.
deeds appear good in the eyes of people. Secondly, he makes one believe that since you are getting old you should indulge in nice time activities. Then, just before death you should repent. An intelligent believer takes every breath to be his last and therefore hastens to do good deeds. The first deception is far worse than the second.

26. That is because they said to those who hate what Allah has revealed: "We shall obey you in some matter". And Allah knows their secrets.

27. The subject of "they said" is these hypocrites or the infidels of the People of the Book who are mentioned here, while the subject of "those who hate" are all infidels and polytheists. By "one matter" is meant opposition to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم i.e. the hypocrites and People of the Book tell the polytheists that although your religion is different from ours, we will help you crush Islam and oppose the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Let us all come together to crush Islam. This tells us that in their opposition to Islam all the infidels are united. They demonstrated this practically in the Battle of the Trench. But Allah Almighty intervened in this matter by helping the believers. The commentary of this verse is the following verse: "If you fight against them, we will surely help you" (59:11).

28. Thus, He will punish all of them, in the world as well as in the Hereafter. This tells us that if the believers remain firm on their faith, then all the infidels of the world can cause no harm to them.

The infidel dies by receiving a terrible beating. After death, too, this continues for him.

their charities, sacrifices, etc. had been reduced to zero. This tells us that those with whom Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are not happy, they are displeased with their deeds as well. The result of the good deeds is dependant on the acceptance of Allah Almighty and His beloved Messenger صلى الله عليه وسلم.
SECTION 4

29. Do those in whose hearts there is a disease think that Allah will not bring to light their hatred?

This means at the moment the enmity of the hypocrites is concealed, but it will not be for much longer. Hazrat Aner (May Allah be pleased with him) says that after the revelation of this verse no hypocrite remained hidden.

30. And if We will, We could show them to you, so that you should recognise them by their faces, and you shall certainly recognise them by the tone of their speech. And Allah knows your deeds.

In that just as on the Day of Judgement, today too their face should become black, their lips become blue and they become disgraced everywhere. In it there is no negation of the Holy Prophet's knowledge, but the negation of disgracing the hypocrites openly. This is due to the mercy of the Holy Prophet. It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet knew every hypocrite and through his information his Noble Companions, too, were able to know him or her.

31. And We shall certainly test you until We see those among you who struggle and are steadfast. And We will make known the facts about you.

This means saying from your blessed lips that we are sincere believers is information. The acknowledgement or falsification of information will be done by your own deeds.
should be remembered that knowing the
interests by Allah Almighty is not for His
personal knowledge but to reveal it upon the
creation. It tells us that the Holy Prophet
is the means and criterion
between truth and falsehood.

Surely those who disbelieve and
under 77 others from the Way of
Allah and oppose the Messenger of
Allah after the guidance becomes
clear 78 to them, they shall never
harm 79 Allah and He will make their
works fruitless.

This means they remained infidels
themselves and kept others on infidelity by
stopping them from accepting Islam. This tells
us that the punishment of those infidels who
become obstacles to Islam is very severe.

This tells us that the punishment of that
infidel who has remained on infidelity due to
ignorance will be lighter than that person who
had been on infidelity intentionally. Either by
people of the Book is meant infidels, or the
hypocrites, or common infidels of Arabia
because the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet
33. O believers 80! Obey Allah and
His Messenger 81, and let not your
feeds go in vain 82.

From this call two issues become evident:

1. Islamic worships are not compulsory on
the infidels. First accept faith then perform
Salah, Fasting, etc.

2. In the address to the believers it is not
necessary that the Holy Prophet
should be included in it. Observe, in this
address, the Holy Prophet is
not included.

31. From this, emerge two issues:

1. It is obligatory to accept the commands of
Hadith with those of the Holy QUR’AAN,
because the order concerning obedience to the
Holy Prophet is given separately.

2. The obedience to Allah Almighty is only
in respect of the commands, but the obedience
to the Holy Prophet is both
command and action. For this reason
obedience has been mentioned at two places.
Some believers had been of the opinion that
just as polytheism destroys all good deeds,
through the blessing of the faith all the sins do
not cause any harm, i.e. after accepting faith a
Muslim can do whatever he desires. Regarding
such people, this verse was revealed.

82. This tells us that one should not stop
doing a good deed he had commenced. Once
one begins performing voluntary (Nafi) Salnah
it is forbidden to leave it. The jurists of Islam
say every Nafi act, after commencement
becomes an obligatory act. Their proof for it is
this verse, as well as that action of the Holy
Prophet in respect of wearing the Ihram for Nafi Umrah which he
was unable to perform, but which he completed
on the occasion of the Treaty of Hudaibiyya—a
year later.
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34. Undoubtedly, those who disbelieve and hinder \(^3\) from the Way of Allah, and then die as infidels, Allah shall never forgive them \(^4\).

\(^3\) Or like when they stopped the people from accepting Islam, or stopped the believers from doing good deeds. This tells us that stopping people from doing good deeds is a grave sin. The present day Wahabis should take a lesson from this as they are always trying to stop the people from doing good, but they make no effort to refrain people from doing evil.

35. So, be not slack and call not \(^5\) for peace for you will have the upper hand \(^6\) as Allah is with you. He will never lose you in your deeds \(^7\).

\(^5\) This means, oh believers! Do not show any weakness or negligence when opposing the infidels. Do not ask for terms of peace with them without a valid reason, which will reveal your weakness. Therefore neither is this verse abrogated nor is the following verse: “And if they incline towards peace, then make you also and put trust in Allah” (38 V 61). The meaning of this is only of the infidels negotiate for peace, which is expedient to you or if you are in need of peace then make peace with them.

36. The present life is but sport \(^8\) and diversion. And if you believe and are pious He will give you your rewards \(^9\) and will not ask you your wealth \(^9\).

\(^8\) The life of the world is that which is spent in negligence. This life would be over very quickly. In it, indulgence is harmful. True life is that which is spent in the obedience of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet.

\(^9\) This means, if you are a pious believer then every action of yours, sleeping, waking, walking and moving are all a means of reward for you and will be included in acts of worship.

84. This tells us that a person's end is in accordance with their deeds. If any person remained an infidel till the end of his life, but before his death he accepts Islam, he will be forgiven. And if he remains a believer all his life but at the time of death becomes an infidel, then he will be an inmate of Hell. May Allah protect our faith!

86. If you are a believer. At another place Allah Almighty says: "And you are the very same who shall overcome, if you have faith" (53 V 139). This is the commentary of this verse.

87. At all times, and especially during Holy War Allah Almighty is with you. Place your trust in Him and do not fear your limited resources. Whether you are martyred or victorious, in either case you are a winner.
7. If He asks you for it and presses you, you will be a misery and the miserliness will bring to light the palate of your hearts.

1. This means if Allah Almighty had made it obligatory to spend all your wealth in charity, then most of you would not have complied with it and this would have made your hearts impure and you would become entitled for blame. For this reason Allah Almighty made it obligatory to spend just a portion in charity.

8. Ha! You are those who are called upon to spend in the Way of Allah. Then, of you some are misers. And whosoever is a miser, is only a miser to his soul. And Allah is Self-Sufficient, and all of you are needy. And if you turn your face, He will substitute for you another nation, and they will not be like you.

92. At a place where it is obligatory to spend e.g. Zakaat and in some conditions of Jihad for which spending is very essential. If you have to spend then spend that wealth, and if you have to sacrifice life then sacrifice it.

93. This means any miser who does not give obligatory charity cannot harm Allah Almighty in any way. He is merely harming himself, because the burden of the miser will fall on him i.e. in the world misery will ruin his wealth and be without any bounty, while in the Hereafter it will assume the form of a serpent and be placed in the neck of its master as is outlined in the Hadith Shareef.

94. It should be remembered, that everybody, whether king or beggar, will be totally dependent on Allah Almighty. However, some servant will be dependent on some servant as well, and their dependants, like the poor of the rich, and the entire world will be dependant of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Thus, this verse does not contradict the following verse: "Allah and His Messenger have enriched them" (S9:V74). The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is an embodiment of richness and enriches those whom he wishes.

95. The Islamic scholars say that by "you" is meant the infidels of Makkah, while "another people" denotes the Ansar or Helpers of Madina Tayyibah. Observe, the leaders of the Quraish did not render service to Islam. Thereafter, Allah Almighty chose the people of Madina Munawwarah for this purpose. Religion is not dependant on us; it is we who are dependant on Religion. Religion was in existence long before us. If Allah Almighty chooses us to serve His Religion it is His kindness, which is bestowed upon us.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Undoubtedly, We have granted you a clear victory.

The entire Surah Al-Fatah was revealed at the locality of Kurra Ghameem, which is a few kilometers out of Makkah. Its place of revelation is Asfaan, and its time of revelation is when the Holy Prophet was returning to Madina after the Treaty of Hudaybiyya. Hudaybiyya is the name of a well. When this Surah was revealed, the Noble Companions congratulated the Holy Prophet. Prior to it, the Holy Prophet had seen in a dream that he had gone to the sacred city of Makkah with his Noble Companions and performed their Umrah and shaved the hair from their heads. The Noble Companions had been informed about this blessed dream, which had gladdened all of them. The Holy Prophet, in response to this dream, set out for Makkah with fourteen hundred Companions on 1st Zil-Qadah. On the way, the Companions witnessed many miracles. When they reached Asfaan they heard the news that the Quraysh were ready for a military confrontation. The Holy Prophet halted the Companions at a place three miles out of Asfaan. In the meantime, the Quraysh had sent several persons to investigate the reasons for the Holy Prophet coming to Makkah. They returned to Makkah to inform their leaders that the Holy Prophet had not come with the intention of war but to perform Umrah. To allay the fears of the Makkans, the Holy Prophet sent Hazrat Uthman bin Affan (May Allah be pleased with him) as his envoy. The episode of Hazrat Uthman will be mentioned in detail towards the end of this Surah.

Eventually, after much negotiating, a treaty was signed on the following conditions:

1. This year the Holy Prophet shall return to Makkah without performing Umrah. However, he shall return with the believers for a three-day stay in Makkah to perform their Umrah the following year. They would not be permitted to carry any weapons other than their swords.

2. If any infidel from Makkah after accepting Islam, goes to Madina, he shall be handed over to the Makkans. But, if any believer from Madina came to Makkah as an apostate, he would not be allowed to go back to Madina.

3. If we are engaged in war with our enemies, we will not help the enemy against one another. The Holy Prophet accepted these conditions and the Peace Treaty was signed for a period of ten years. This treaty proved favourable to the believers and eventually it is this very treaty, which resulted in the Muslim victory. This very treaty is termed by Allah Almighty as a victory.
That Allah may forgive 2 sins of our forefathers, and of your latters 3 in account of you, and may complete his favours 4 upon you, and may guide you to the Straight Path 5.

This means through the Conquest of Makkah all the Makkans become your followers, and through the blessings of Islam and your mediation all their sins may be forgiven. Thus, this peace is the means of their acceptance of Islam, while Islam is the means of their forgiveness.

We have already mentioned in Surah Al-Fathah Al-Salaah 6 that here ‘sins of the Prophet’ are, really speaking, those sins of his followers whose intercession and forgiveness is being made the responsibility of the Messenger of Allah. Thus, the attorney of the case says that this is my case, meaning, I am conducting it’s proceeding. And give honourable help 6.

Thus, Allah Almighty provided such assistance in respect of the Conquest of Makkah and the Battle of Hunain that it requires a description. The Holy Prophet

It is He Who sends down satisfaction 7 in the hearts of the believers so that they may add to their belief 8. And to Allah belongs all the multitudes 9 of the heavens and the earth. And Allah is All-Knowing, the Wise 10.

In that after this peace treaty the Makkans revolve against the believers softened to some degree.

Here, the use of faith in the first instance denotes inner contentment and in the second instance denotes inner certainty.

This means angels of heaven; animals from the earth, air, water, etc. are all the soldiers of Allah Almighty. He can use any of these to assist His beloved Prophet 11.

That He may cause the believing men and the believing women to triumph.
women to enter the gardens and streams flow, to reside therein, acquitting them of their evils. And this is the great success in the Sight of Allah.

11 So that the believers express their gratitude for this victory, and through this gratitude obtain Paradise. Thus, the Conquest of Makkah is the result of this gratitude and the gratitude is the means of gaining Paradise.

12 That is, the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah. Bari'atul Ridwan then the Conquest of Makkah should become the means of forgiveness of believers.

13 Which is advantageous in the world and beneficial in the Hereafter. Observe, then, Companions are remembered with tremendous glory in this world while the highest form of respect and honour shall be bestowed upon them in the Hereafter.

6. That He may punish the hypocrites, men and women, and the polytheist men and women who have evil thoughts concerning Allah. On them is the evil turn of fortune and the wrath of Allah. And He has cursed them and has prepared hell for them. And that is an evil destination.

14 It means the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah or the Conquest of Makkah is a means of punishment of this world as well as the Hereafter for the hypocrites of Madina Shareef and the rebellious stubborn polytheists of Makkah. It should be remembered that on the occasion of the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah no one from the hypocrites was present there. These people had not left MadinatUN NUR at all, because of the fear of entering into a battle with the Makkans.

15 During the year of Hudaybiyyah when the believers had left MadinatUN NUR with the intention of performing Umrah, the hypocrites thought that since they are going without any weapons a battle will definitely ensue in which all of them would be martyred. For this reason these hypocrites remained in Madina Shareef under some pretext. In the Bari'atul Ridwan, only the pure believers took part. In this verse, mention is made of this.

16 And this is exactly what took place. The hypocrites remained deprived from participating in Bari'atul Ridwan. Their absence helps to reveal their clear enmity to the believers and they had thus become further entitled and deserving of severe punishment in Hell in the Hereafter.

7. And to Allah belongs everything that is in the heavens and the earth. And Allah is Dignified, the Wise.

17 Abdullah ibn Salam, the leader of the hypocrites had been saying that even if the Holy Prophet was to conquer Makkah Mukarramah, how would he conquer Persia and Rome, the two superpowers of the day? Allah Almighty gave a reply in this verse that He is the Possessor of unseen armies.
Certainly We have sent you as a witness 18 and the bearer of glad tidings and a warner 19.

18. The meaning of the word SHAHEED is that beloved who is present and a seeing witness. A witness is called Shaheed, because he is present at the scene of the action. The beloved is called a Shaheed because he is ever present in the heart of the lover. In terms of all three meanings, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم is a perfect and complete witness. The Holy Prophet's صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم seeing man and time do not restrict a beloved. He is the beloved of Allah Almighty and His entire creation. Even wood, stones and animals would weep for being separated from the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم. Today too, millions of people are true devotees and lovers of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم without seeing him. In addition, the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) is the witness over the deeds of the creation in the court of Allah Almighty because everybody's case will be decided on his testimony. He is also the eyewitness of Allah Almighty in the presence of His creation. Therefore, those about whom the Messenger of Allah صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم has testified, as being an inmate of Hell or Paradise is absolutely true.

19. The glad tidings and warnings of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم has been mentioned with his testimony, so that it should be known that the previous Prophets were bearers of glad tidings and warners through hearing, while the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم enjoys these qualities through seeing. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم saw Paradise, Hell, angels and even Allah Almighty with his physical eye on the night of Me’raaj.

So that people should believe 20 in Allah and His Messenger, and honour him 21, and that you may glorify Him in the morning and the evening 22.

20. In it, the entire creation until the Day of Judgement is addressed. From it, two issues emerge:

1. The obedience of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم is obligatory upon every creation.
2. Our faith is dependent on the Holy Prophet’s صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم glad tidings and testimony but not the faith of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم.

21. From this we understand every form of respect which is not against the teachings of Islam is permissible for the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم i.e. besides calling him Allah and giving him qualities of Divinity, address him with all words of respect and honour. Do not prostrate to him, but other than that show him the highest form of loftiness, because in this verse there is no restriction placed on the word ‘honour’. Imam Malik (May Allah be pleased with him) never rode on a horse on the earth of Madina Munawwarah out of respect for the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ و آلہ وسلم.

22. This means establish the five daily prayers regularly. In the glorification of the morning, Fajr Salaah is denoted while the other four Salaahs are included in the glorification of the evening.
to his own 24 loss, and whose fulfils
the promise which he had made with
Allah, then Allah shall soon give him
a great reward 25.

23. By this allegiance is meant the allegiance
sworn by the Noble Companions in Ba'atur
Ridwaan, which the Holy Prophet
سلم الله عليه وسلم had taken from all the
Ansaan and Muhajireen at Hudabiyyah. This
allegiance was in respect of Jihad and not for
Islam, the detailed discussion as to follow later.
From this, a few issues emerge
1. All the Companions, and especially those
who took part in the Ba'atur Ridwaan are
persons of lofty status. Their total is fourteen
hundred.
2. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم
enjoys such closeness to Allah Almighty that
the allegiance on the hand of the Holy Prophet
 صلى الله عليه وسلم is allegiance on the Hand of
Allah Almighty.
3. Hazzrat Uthman (May Allah be pleased with
him) is a person of tremendous status because
this allegiance was sworn because of him
4. Swearing an oath of allegiance on the hands
of the pious is the practice of the Noble
Companions whether it is allegiance of

SECTION 2

11. The desert Arabs (Bedouins) who
were left behind 26 will say to you:
“Our properties and our families 27
kept us busy. Therefore you ask
forgiveness 28 for us.” They say with
their tongues that which is not in
their hearts 29. Please declare! “Who
has any prevailing power for you
against Allah, if He desires 30 to
harm you or if He intends good for
you.” In fact, Allah is aware of your
doings.

26. Reason for its revelation
When the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم
had departed in the year of Hudabiyyah for

Islam of piety, of repentance, of good deeds
etc.
5. At the time of taking this oath it is sunk
to embrace one another. However, the oath for
women will be administered verbally and they
shall not be embraced.

24. Here, an impossible is suspended on
the impossible. Otherwise, those who swear an
allegiance with Allah Almighty cannot turn
back. On the Day of the Covenant, Allah
Almighty had taken an oath of allegiance from
all the Prophets and had said to them: “Now
who so turns away from this, they are the
disobedient ones” (S3:V82). This is
impossible, because neither was there fear of
the Prophets turning back nor the Companions
turning back on their word.

25. Allah be praised! Every Companion of
Ba'atur Ridwaan established a fine example of
faithfulness and duty. Everyone became
titled to a great reward as would be
mentioned later on the topic of Ba'atur
Ridwaan.

Malikah with the intention of performing
Umrah, the neighbouring tribes in Medina like
Ghaffar, Murayyinah, Jaheena, Ashja'a Aslama...
to pray for the hypocrites and the weak, but not of rendering any service to them. It is no great thing to make dua for someone. Wherever the Holy QUR’AN shows negation of acceptance of the Holy Prophet’s صل الله عليه وآله وسلم are those duas, which he was made to offer.

29. This means that the outer action of these people is different to what they harbour in their hearts. Their not going with the Messenger of Allah (Peace be with him) was not due to fear of their families, but out of fear for the infidels of Makkah. They had no trust in the dream of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is the practice of the hypocrites.

30. What it means is that if your wealth and children were to be subjected to calamity, then you would not have been able to overcome these by staying in Madina Munawwarah, but if calamity was not meant to come, by you going they would not have been destroyed. Then why did you deprive yourselves of such a lofty blessing i.e. not participating in Bai‘at’ur Ridwaan?

12. Indeed you thought that the Messenger and the believers would never return 31 to their homes, and the same appeared to you fair in your hearts. But you conceive 32 an evil thought, and you were a people to be ruined 33.

31. In fact they were martyred at the hands of all the infidels. From this we understand that all the fourteen hundred Companions who had journeyed with the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم are all believers of the highest quality because Allah Almighty had addressed them as "believers." If any wretch now doubts the faith of anyone from them, is denying the veracity of this verse.

32. So that infidelity will overcome Islam (Allah forbid) and that the dream of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is not true.

33. That you became entitled to Divine Punishment. This tells us that none of the Noble Companions of Bai‘at’ur Ridwaan shall be entitled to any punishment; otherwise, this distinction would have been wrong.

13. And whosoever does not believe 34 in Allah and His Messenger, We have surely prepared for each infidel a blazing fire.
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14. From this, emerge two issues.

1. The one who rejects the Holy Prophet and information given by him is equal to the one who rejects Allah Almighty. Both are entitled to similar punishment.

2. Not placing trust in the knowledge of the unseen of the Holy Prophet and Allah. Allah is Merciful and Forgiving.

And only Allah has the authority of the heavens and the earth. He forgives whom He pleases and punishes whom He pleases. And Allah is Forgiving, Most Merciful.

15. He, who is under the protection of Allah Almighty, cannot be harmed by anyone. Then how did you come to understand that the united would overpower the believers, when We are their Protector and Helper?

16. This means Allah Almighty will forgive any sinner whomsoever He desires, and punish him whom He wishes. This does not mean that He will punish any pious believer whom He wishes as is claimed by Dayanand Saraswati to accuse Allah Almighty of injustice. Also, this does not help to prove possibility of a lie by Allah Almighty, as is the belief of the Wahabists.

17. Then those who lagged behind said: “When you go to take the spoils of war we will also follow you.” They desire to change the words of Allah. Please declare: “You shall by no means follow us.” Thus, has Allah said before. Then they said: “No, but you envy us.” Not so. Rather, they do not understand except a little.

18. It should be remembered that the Treaty of Hudaibiyya was signed in 6 A.H while the victory of Khairan was achieved in 7 A.H. Khairan was conquered very easily and from here a great deal of spoils of war came into Muslim hands. But only those were given permission to participate in this battle who were present at the Treaty of Hudaibiyya. In this verse there is a prophecy of the unseen that now very soon you would be proceeding to conquer Khairan. Those who had abstained from being present at Hudaibiyya will desire to join you at Khairan out of greed for spoils of war, give them this reply. It should also be remembered that Hazrat Jaffer and his Companions who had just returned from Abyssinia were given a share from the spoils of war. But this was a grant by the sovereignty. Thus there is no objection against the Holy Prophet.

19. Here, by “word of Allah Almighty”, it meant that command of Allah Almighty th
Only those who were present at Hudaibiyah should proceed to Khaibar, and that the spoils of war of it is the share of those participants only. Thus, there is no inconsistency in this verse.

39. This negation is used to mean prohibition i.e. you have no permission to take part in the battle of Khaibar. You cannot go because Allah Almighty has prohibited you from it.

40. From this, emerge two issues:

1. The deeds of these Companions were from Allah Almighty. To raise objection against them is equal to raising objection to Allah Almighty.

2. To call Companions, and especially those who took part in the Bai’atul Ridwaan as jealous and treacherous is the work of the hypocrites. These great persons are the cornerstones of religion.

41. This means these hypocrites only know about the worldly things, not the things for the sake of the world. They refused to participate in Bai’atul Ridwaan but are ready to take part in the Battle of Khaibar, only for the sake of gaining the spoils of war.

42. It should be remembered that the Holy Qur’AAN time and again labels them, as desert Arabs who lagged behind to make it known that staying behind was a severe sin. From those Bedouins some were among those who would be from the sincere repenters, while some would be of those who would remain on their enmity. This has been said to distinguish between the two.

43. These people of Yamamah were from the tribe of Bani Hanef who had become apostates by believing in Musailma the Liar. During the Caliphate of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq, a fierce battle was fought against them in which many Noble Companions were martyred. Musailma was slain in it. Among the martyred were so many Hufaaz that it jeopardized the protection of the Holy Qur’AAN. To obviate this danger, the process of compilation of the Holy Qur’AAN took place to preserve it in the form of a book.

44. Because these people would be apostates. No jizyah is collected from the apostates as their punishment is death or they should reenter the fold of Islam. From this we learn that to accept anyone as a Prophet during the lifetime of the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم or after him, is infidelity and apostasy. The people of Yamamah became apostates because of their acceptance of Musailma as a Prophet. Furthermore, the punishment of apostasy is death.

45. It should be remembered that after the revelation of this verse these people were never invited to participate in any war during the time of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because it was said: "Say you, you shall by no means follow us". During the Caliphate of Hazrat Alli (May Allah be pleased with him) no battle was fought with the infidels or the apostates, only with the rebels and Kharijites. Thus, in this verse only the battles fought in the caliphate of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq are denoted which were fought with the apostates, etc. Thus, this verse is a clear proof about the truth of the Caliphate of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq. You should also remember that Islam or death is for an apostate only, not for a polytheist, from whom jizyah can be taken.
Thus in this verse, death of apostates is meant which took place during the caliphate of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq. Although jizyah will not be collected from the polytheists of Arabia, yet they can be subjugated as slaves. Islam or death is only for the apostates, with whom wars were fought by the first Caliph in the Battle of Yamamah. It should be remembered that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq made Khaulah bint Jaffar a slave girl and handed her over to Hazrat Alli (May Allah be pleased with him) because she was a woman. A male apostate cannot be made into a slave.

46. This tells us that one who rejects Caliphate of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him) or one who deserts him in the Battle of Yamamah is entitled to severe punishment because the verb "you turn away" includes both.

47. There is no binding on the blind, and no binding on the lame, and nor is there binding on the sick. And whosoever obeys Allah and His Messenger, Allah will admit them into Paradise, underneath which streams flow. But whosoever will turn away, he will suffer a painful doom.

48. Reason for its revelation. When the previous verse was revealed, the disabled people said that "Oh Prophet of Allah! We are not in the position to participate in Holy War." This verse was revealed regarding disabled persons.

49. Here, 'illness' denotes that illness which renders a person incapable of attacking an infidel and taking measures of safeguarding himself from the enemy, i.e., taking safety measures.

SECTION 3

18. Certainly Allah was pleased with the believers when they were swearing allegiance to you under the tree, and He knew what was in their hearts. So, He sent down on them tranquillity, and rewarded them with an expeditious victory.

(At Hudaibya)

51. Because those who had participated in the Bara'at ar Ridwaan at Hudaibiya had obtained...
This Oath of Allegiance took place because the Holy Prophet ﷺ had sent Hazrat Uthman -e- Ghani to Makkah Mukarramah as his envoy to the Quraish to inform them that the believers had not come with the intention of waging war but merely to perform their Umrah. And to give glad tidings to the poor and the destitute who are forced to stay in Makkah that very soon Makkah Mukarramah would be conquered. Hazrat Uthman-e-Ghani was chosen for the mission because many of the infidels there owed a debt of gratitude to him and as such would not attack him. Thus, Hazrat Uthman went to the leaders of the Quraish. On hearing the proposal they told Hazrat Uthman that the Holy Prophet ﷺ could only come the following year. However, if Hazrat Uthman wished to make the tawaf of the Ka’bah, he could do so. To this Hazrat Uthman replied: “I will only make tawaf of the Holy Ka’bah when I am accompanied by the Ka’bah of my heart. Thus, he did not perform the Umrah. In the meantime a rumour spread among the believers that the infidels had martyred Hazrat Uthman. This news inflamed the believers. Seeing this spirit among the believers the Holy Prophet ﷺ took an oath of allegiance from them to fight to avenge Hazrat Uthman’s murder. This oath was taken under an acacia tree. The Holy Prophet raised his blessed left hand and said: “Oh Allah this is the hand of Uthman” and raising the right hand said: “This is the hand of Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah”.

52. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. All the Companions involved in Bai’at Ridwaan are sincere believers, as Allah Almighty has called them believers without any condition.
2. Allah Almighty had become pleased with all of them.
3. The purpose of this special pleasure is this Bai’at as is expressed by “they were swearing allegiance to you.”
4. This means an allegiance for War. This tells us that an oath of allegiance can be taken for good deeds, etc. and not just for matters concerning faith.
5. In that they were neither afraid of the infidels of Makkah nor of their unfavourable end. When Allah Almighty has lent the supporting hand they will never fall. Nor did they face any future indulgence in evil and sin. They had become pious believers for all times and the Holy QUR’AAN bears testimony to this.
55. The victory at Khaibar, which was achieved six months after the Treaty of Hudaibiyya.

19. And abundant 56 booties they took. And Allah is Dignified, Wise.
56. Without any hardship or effort, as was the case at Khaibar. Allah Almighty fulfilled this promise of HIs. From this an important issue emerges: Just as the worldly bounties i.e. the bounties of Khaibar were granted to all the participants of Hudaibiyya, the glad tidings of the Hereafter, too, are for all of them. This is because both these promises were made then. One was fulfilled in the world, while this bounty was the symbol of the other.

20. And Allah promised you abundant 57 Booties that you captured. He gave you the same immediately 58 and restrained 59 the hands of men from you, that it may be a definite proof 60 to the believers,
and that He may guide you on a straight path.

It should be remembered that Allah Almighty had called these booties as abundant while the booties of the world are little, because that was booty of the spoils of war. Even a little reward is much like the royal medal. Or that these booties were not merely of the world but were attached to the religion as well. Thus, abundant means just as a zero assumes numerical value after a digit but on its own it is nothing.

When the believers had gone for the Battle of Khairar, the allies of Khairar, Bani Asad and Ghatafani wanted to attack and plunder the homes of the Muslim warriors back in Medina. Munawwarah, but Allah Almighty placed such awe in their hearts that they did not have the courage to put their plan into practice. Mention has been made in this verse regarding this event.

Either awe or fear was placed into the hearts of the people of Khairar, that those who fled and took refuge in their forts.

This means the booties would be the proof of the spirit of justice until the Day of Judgement. I.e., just as these booties were bestowed upon all the participants in Hudaibiyah, Paradise too would be granted to them in the Hereafter and not just four or five as is understood by the Rafis. These people say that just four or five Companions in the Bar'atul Rida'aa were believers, while the others were hypocrites. Thus, in accordance with this, only four or five Companions should have gone to Khairar.

From this we understand that those who had participated in the Treaty of Hudaibiyah were all on guidance. None from them turned away from guidance. Anyone who denies this is rejecting the veracity of this verse.

And the other (benefits of victory), which you had not obtained is with Allah. And Allah has full power over everything.

Conquest of Makkah or the conquest of Roman and Persian empires which the Muslims gained during the Caliphate of Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) . Even the thought of those victories at that time considering the existing conditions of the believers would be beyond the imagination. This verse in an indisputable proof of the truth of the Caliphate of Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him). From this we learn that the splendid victories gained by Muslims during the Caliphate of Hazrat Umar are due to the beautiful grace of Allah Almighty. On their own these would not have been possible for believers to gain on their own accord.

Had the infidels fought; they would have certainly turned back. They would neither have any supporter nor helper.

This means the Qurash of Makkah; the infidels of Khairar and the people of Bani Asad and Bani Ghatafani did not have the courage to take up arms with you. However, even if they had tried to do this they would have been killed and victory would be yours.

The incredible feat of Hazrat Ali (May Allah be pleased with him) at Khairar is a clear proof of this. The detailed account of this victory can be read in Tafseer Roohul Bayan.

Some scholars have stated that even if Muslims take stock of themselves...
3. This is the law of Allah being practiced from before 65, and you shall never find the law of Allah changing 66.

55. In that Allah Almighty gives assistance to the believers in their fight against the infidels as is evident from the incidents of the previous ummahs.

6. It means, this will never happen, that Allah Almighty will not give assistance to the believers against the infidels without reason.

4. And it is He who restrained their hands from you and restrained your hands from them in the valley of Makkah 67, after He had given you victory over them. (The conquest of Makkah) And Allah sees 68 your deeds.

7. This means Oh My Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم on the day of the Conquest of Makkah Allah had placed in the hearts of the Makkans such awe and fear that they did not have any courage to oppose you and the holy city of Makkah was easily conquered by you. You, too, were not required to shed any blood. From this we understand that Makkah was not conquered by force nor through mere peaceful negotiations. Or, it means that at Hudaibiyya Allah Almighty prevented you from confrontation with the infidels, and the infidels from you. Hazrat Anas (May Allah be pleased with him) says that on the day of Hudaibiyya eighty infidels from Makkah landed from Mt. Taneem fully armed in order to attack the Muslims. The believers captured them and presented them in front of the Holy Prophet ﷺ صلى الله عليه وسلم. The Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم released them after their repentance. Mention here is made of this incident.

68. This means that we are pleased with your Treaty of Hudaibiyya and Conquest of Makkah. What you did was worthy of praise.

5. They are the ones who disbelieved and hindered you from the Sacred Mosque, and the offerings (sacrificed animals) were detained 69 from reaching their place of sacrifice. And it had not been for certain believing men and women 70, whom you knew 71 not, you might have sampled them, and there Almighty, they can re-establish the battle scenes of Badr and Hunain.
would have fallen a harm 72 on you for that. Unknowingly, Allah admits into His Mercy whom He wills 73. And had they been separated 74, We would have punished the infidels among them with a grievous 75 punishment.

This means the crimes of these infidels of Makkah were so severe that you should have put these to sword, or that Divine Punishment should have come upon them because they had harmed the beloved of Allah from His House, they had prevented the taking of the sacrificial animals to the place of sacrifice as a result of which they had to be sacrificed at Hudairbayya. But both of these were withheld because of the presence of the poor, destitute believers in Makkah Muazzamah 76 because of these helpless believers permission was not granted for a full-scale attack on Makkah nor was Divine punishment sent on the Makkans 77. They are present in Makkah Muazzamah who could not migrate to Madina Shareef.

In Makkah there were seventy-two such believers who were in such a helpless position so as not to reveal their belief. The writer of Faisal Roohul Bayaan had included Hazrat Abbas and Hazrat Muawiyah (May Allah be pleased with them) among them. Also refer to the book “A Glance On Ameer Muawiyah”.

26. When the infidels harboured obduracy in their hearts, the
The infidels of Makkah became stubborn that they would not allow the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the believers to perform Umrah that year, but that they could do that the following year. This stubbornness of theirs was totally based on arrogance. This is exactly what is meant here.

In that they had signed the treaty in which one of the clauses was that Umrah could be performed the following year, though they were adamant on this, because had the believers too become adamant of performing Umrah that every year, then it would have taken place in which case the victory would have been theirs, but this would have been against the wisdoms mentioned already. From this we learn that all those persons were sincere believers because this tranquillity was sent upon all. If anybody now says that Hazrat Ali was the only believer in that group, he is rejecting the veracity of all these verses. If those persons were not believers then nobody is a believer in the entire world. All of us are believers because of them.

Because this word of piety i.e. faith and sincerity can never be separated from these great persons. In it there is a prophecy of the successful and all of them i.e. piety will never be separated from them either in the world, at the time of death, in the grave or on the Day of Judgement.

The word "most worthy" is a superlative adjective applied to the superlative. By this is indicated either the companions of all the Prophets, or the believers like us until the Day of Judgement or the angels, etc. This means the Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are most worthy of this word piety than the companions of all the Prophets, or all the believers, or all the angels. This tells us that the Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are most superior to the entire creation. After the Prophets, no other companion can ever reach the status of the Noble Companions. By "kanoo" is meant they were or they are.

Because Allah Almighty has chosen them for the companionship of His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم for the service of the Holy QUR’AN, and the protection of His Religion. If there had been any defect in them, they would not have been chosen for the companionship of the leader of these pious. A pearl is not kept in any ordinary casing. A special type of casing is chosen for it. It should be remembered that here the pious word either refers to Kalimah Tayyibah or loyalty or all forms of apparent or concealed piety, everything of which is apparent. This tells us that none of the Companions was a sinner. All are embodiment of piety and justice. Anyone who calls them a sinner is rejecting the veracity of this verse. Those for whom Allah Almighty has made piety and God-consciousness obligatory, who are we to separate them from these penalties?

Undoubtedly, Allah fulfilled the true vision of His Messenger.
You certainly entered 82 the Sacred Mosque as Allah willed, in security, having your heads shaved 83 or hair cut short, without any fear. But He knew what you did not 84 know, so He appointed apart from that a near 85 victory at hand. (Conquest of Makkah without shedding a drop of blood).

81. By this dream of the Holy Prophet 81 is meant that dream which has been mentioned at the beginning at Surah Fatihah whose truth was quickly seen by the believers with their own eyes i.e., in 7th Hijrah they performed Umrah peacefully, and in 8th Hijrah entered Makkah Muazzamah triumphantly.

82. The following year. The gist of this is the delay in the interpretation of the dream is not against the truth of the dream. The interpretation of the dream of Yusuf 82 on whom be peace was revealed after forty years 83. From this emerge two issues

1. Sometimes the entire Haram territory is called the Sacred Mosque. Here, it denotes this, because the pilgrims do not shave their hair in the Sacred Mosque itself.

2. That during Hajj and Umrah shaving the entire head from the head is superior to merely clipping a few locks of hair because Allah Almighty has mentioned shaving before clipping.

84. This means that the delay in the revelation of this dream has the following divine wisdom, that this dream and its delay became the means of the conquest of Makkah.

85. That is before the conquest of Makkah We granted you the victory of Khaybar. Thus, after the Treaty of Hudaybiyya the believers conquered Khaybar. Then the following year they performed the Qaza of Umrah.

28. It is He Who sent His Messenger 86 with guidance and the Religion of Truth that He may make it to prevail over all other religions 87. And Allah suffices as a witness 88.

86. This tells us that the Holy Prophet is the most sublime creation of Allah Almighty through whom the lofty status and splendour of Allah Almighty becomes evident. Even the Hand of Provident is proud of the Messenger of Allah.

87. Therefore it is said, that if you want to see Our splendour then look at that sublime servant. The Lord who had created such a stately and splendid being is indeed the embodiment of splendour and sublimity. Thus Allah Almighty fulfilled this promise in that the Holy Prophet abrogated all the previous religions.

88. The Holy Prophet the eyewitness of the Oneness of Allah Almighty and the Almighty is the testifier of his Prophethood. The miracles of the Holy Prophet are testimony of Allah Almighty, or calling him a Prophet Allah in the Holy QUR'AAN is
and the testimony of the Prophethood of Hazrat Muhammad صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the way of Allah Almighty. But these are found in Kalimah Tayyibah.

9. Muhammad ﷺ, Messenger of Allah, and those with him 90 are ever 91 against the infidels, but compassionately tender 92 among themselves. You will see them bowing and prostrating 93 themselves in prayer) seeking Grace of Allah and His Pleasure. They have the marks on their foreheads from the effect 94 of prostrations. This description of theirs is in the Tauraat and their this description is also in the Injeel 95, as a cultivated 96 seed that puts forth its shoots, then strengthens, than it becomes stout, then rises straight upon the stem, pleasing the cultivators 97, that through them He makes the hearts of the infidels to burn 98 in dismay. Allah has promised to those who believe and do righteous 99 deeds, forgiveness and a great reward 100.

99. To the entire creation, because Prophethood is mentioned without restriction. He whose Lord is Allah, his Prophet is Muhammad صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The fatherhood of Adam (On whom be peace) is for all human beings, but the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is for the entire creation. It should be remembered that Muhammad صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم has been mentioned four times in the Holy QUR’AAN. The letters of the word Allah, Muhammad, the names of the angels, the important revealed books and their Prophets are four in number. The biological combination of a human being too is based on four. Allah Almighty kept the Holy Prophet’s name Muhammad صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because his praise and glory is sung in this world and the Hereafter and will continue at all times. The Station of Mahmood is for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. On the Day of Judgement the banner of Praise will be in the hands of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. For a detailed discussion on this, refer to the author’s book Shaheen Habibur Rahman.

90. The Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم especially Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him), who was his companion in the Cave of Thaur as well as in the blessed Roza.

91. All the Companions are so severe against the infidels like the lion is against its prey. Foremost among them is Hazrat Umar Farouk (May Allah be pleased with him) from who even the devil runs away. In his heart there can never be any love for the infidels and the hypocrites.
92 Every Companion is so kind and compassionate towards one another like the father is on his son and the kind brother is on his sister. Foremost in this is Hazrat Uthman Ghani (May Allah be pleased with him). The battles fought between the Companions between themselves were not in any way against this kindly relationship, which existed among them, but due to difference of opinion, and not any personal animosity.  
93 Every Companion is a worshipper, spending the whole night in devotion and worship of Allah Almighty, especially Hazrat Ali Murtaza (May Allah be pleased with him). In these four sentences the praiseworthy qualities of the four Caliphs are being described. From this we understand that outlining the praiseworthy qualities is the way of Allah Almighty, while attributing anything evil to them is the way of the devil.  
94 By marks due to excessive prostration signifies that light of the faces found on the worshippers, especially those who engage in Tahajjud Prayer. This is displayed on their foreheads in this world as well as in the Hereafter. Their places of prostration would be shining like the moon of the fifteenth night. For this reason the word faces is used here and not foreheads.  
95 This means the praiseworthy qualities of the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم have been described in the Taubah and Injeel as well, with great alacrity. The very same is outlined here. This tells us that just as the praiseworthy qualities of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had been described in the Taubah and Injeel, the same has been described in them about the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.  
96 The reason for comparing the Noble Companions to the tillage field is that just as the life is dependent on the grain fields in the like manner the life of faith of the believers is dependent on them. Just as the tillage fields are guarded carefully, Allah Almighty, too, would be safeguarding the lives of the Noble Companions at all times. Also, those fields at beginning are weak, then gradually begin to gain strength, the Noble Companions too, appeared to be weak at first, then gained strength.  
97 In a like manner the Noble Companions were very dear to Allah Almighty. This tells that love for the Noble Companions is the way of Allah Almighty.  
98 This tells us that those who hear hatred or envy for the Noble Companions are infidels. The Holy QUR’AN has not passed a clear verdict of infidelity against any Muslim sect besides the enemies of the Companions. May Allah Almighty grant everyone love and attachment for the Noble Companions. Amen.  
99 It should be remembered that in prepositional suffix “minimum” (from them) and preposition “min” (from) is narrative and not for exclusion because all the Companions were believers and pious. Says Allah Almighty: “And Allah has promised good to all” (54:40), i.e. Allah Almighty has promised Paradise all the Companions.  
100 This tells us that the rewards of the Companions are greater than all the believers. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم has established that charity of about 4kg of barley given by a Companion is greater in virtue to a mount full of gold given in charity by a non-Companion. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم from eternalvirtuous of guidance and religion. He is no stage, not even for a moment, excluded separated from it. Or, that he came to you with guidance and religion. From this understand that guidance can be obtained from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم only, as every type of guidance is from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. It should be remembered that one can obtain guidance from the Holy QUR’AN as well as misguidance. Says Allah Almighty: “Allah sends many astray by it (guides many)” (52:26). But the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم provides guidance only, well as curative medicine.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. O believers! Do not commit any excess before Allah and His Messenger, and fear Allah. Surely, Allah Hears, Knows.

1. Reason for its Revelation

Some Companions, on the Day of Eid ul Adha, had offered their Qurbani before the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم i.e. prior to Eid Salah; and some Companions would commence fasting a day before the commencement of Ramadaan. This verse was revealed regarding these persons. From it, emerge a few issues:

1. The disrespect of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, in reality, is disrespect of Allah Almighty. When these people tried to exceed or tried to be forward, Allah Almighty warns them not to be forward in respect of Allah Almighty and His Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

2. O believers! Do not raise your voices above the voice of the Nabi (Prophet Muhammad), and do not speak aloud in his presence as you speak aloud to one another, lest your deeds become in vain, while you are unaware.

3. Reason for its Revelation

This verse was revealed regarding Hazrat Thabit bin Qais (May Allah be pleased with him) who was hard of hearing and loud in
speech. When the verse was revealed that keep your voices low when in the presence and company of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, he began to keep away from Masjide Nabawi صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. When the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم noticed his absence, he enquired from Hazrat Sa’d the neighbour of Hazrat Thabit bin Qais, the reason for his absence. Hazrat Sa’d then asked his neighbour his reason for staying away from the company of the blessed Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Hazrat Thabit replied that I have become an inmate of Hell because of my loud voice. When Hazrat Sa’d conveyed this to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, he replied that tell Thabit not to fear, as he is from the inmates of Paradise.

3. Undoubtedly, those who lower their voices in the presence of the Messenger of Allah, are the ones whose hearts Allah has tested for piety. For them is forgiveness and a great reward.

4. Certainly, many of those who call you from behind your private apartment, have no understanding.

5. Reason for its Revelation

This verse was revealed regarding Hazrat Abu Bakr and Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with them). After the revelation of the previous verse, both of them had adopted a very soft tone in their conversations.

6. This tells us that while all forms of worship are the piety of the body, the respect of the Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم to the piety of the heart. Says Allah Almighty: "And whoever respects the signs of Allah, then it is from the piety of the heart." (S22:32) May Allah Almighty grant this to us! We further learn that Allah Almighty has tested the hearts of the Companions for piety. Thus, those who call them transgressors are denying the veracity of this verse.

7. From this we understand that the salvation of Hazrat Abu Bakr and Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with them) is just as certain as is the certainty of the Oneness of Allah Almighty, because Allah Almighty Himself has declared their salvation. It is further said that the rewards of both these pious sages is beyond our imagination. Allah Almighty has called it great. The entire world is small, but their reward is lofty.

8. Reason for its Revelation:

This verse had been revealed regarding the deputation of the tribe of Banu Tameem, who had come to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in the afternoon, when he was resting at home. They began to call out from outside the rooms, in which the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم came out to meet them. In response to it, this verse was revealed.
And if they had patience, until you (O Muhammad) yourself had come as a witness to them that would have been better for them. And Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

9. This means that they should have waited outside patiently and when the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم came outside, then they should have talked to him. This tells us that the court etiquettes of worldly kings are human-made, but Allah Himself taught the etiquettes of the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Also, these etiquettes are not only declared for human beings only, but are for human beings, jinns, angels, etc. Even the angels would present themselves before the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم after seeking permission to do so. In addition, these etiquettes are for all times. It should be remembered that here the word 'most' signifies all.

10. This means that if they repent for this disrespect, Allah Almighty would pardon them. From this we understand that even before the revelation of this order, they were duty-bonded to show absolute respect to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Therefore they were made to repent. Respect of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is a natural duty and is important before its order.

6. O believers! If anyone disobedient comes to you with any news, make a strict enquiry, lest you may punish any people in ignorance. And then later on remain regretful on what you may have done.

11. This verse was revealed regarding Waleed bin Aqabah who was appointed by the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم to collect the charities from Bani Mustaliq. In the Days of Ignorance there was ancient enmity between Waleed and Bani Mustaliq, but when they came to know that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had been sent Waleed as an official, they came to welcome him. But, Waleed thought that they had come to kill him. So he quickly came away and told the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم about it. In response, the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم sent Hazrat Khalid bin Walid to them and he found them giving Azaan and performing their Salaah. They immediately gave their charities as well. In response to it, this verse was revealed.

12. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty had not declared Waleed as a transgressor here, as no Companion is a transgressor. Also, suspicion, danger and fear are not acts of sin, so how can they be regarded as transgression? The purpose, here, is to outline an Islamic law.

13. This tells us that it is permissible to accept the information given by a pious person without having it verified. Thus, a report by a single reporter, who is a person of piety, integrity and of sound mind, would be regarded as reliable.

14. Had the believers attacked this tribe on the instruction of Hazrat Waleed only, then they would have been embarrassed. From this we learn that a judge must not give his judgement on one-sided testimony. We further learn that one should at no time accept the report of a backbiter or a talebearer. One should also not rush into making a decision, lest one has to regret.
to do according to your liking in much of the affairs, you would surely have been in trouble. But Allah has made the faith dear to you, and has made it look beautiful to your hearts. And He has made infidelity and wickedness and disobedience hateful to you. Such are the right-minded people.

18. If you tell lies in his presence, they will not remain concealed, because the Messenger of Allah is fully aware of what is in the deepest recesses of your heart.

19. It is a terrible sin to speak lies in the presence of the Holy Prophet.

20. Those who compose and recite Na'at should make entreaty should remember that they should present their true sentiments of grief. They should not make any exaggeration in their composition.

21. This means Our Beloved Prophet does not accept all your opinions and suggestions so that you do not fall in any difficulties, just as Allah Almighty does not answer all our prayers, or a specialist doctor does no listen to all the suggestions of the patient, otherwise it would worsen his illness.

22. Due to His blessings you do not infringe the rights of the Beloved Prophet and you did not attack the tribe of Mustaliq on the order of Waleed. This tells us that beauty of faith and excellence of faith is a mercy from Allah Almighty. Furthermore, excellence of faith is not obtained from our own effort, but it is due to the blessings of the Almighty.

8. By such grace and favour of Allah, Allah is Knowing, Wise.

9. And if two groups of the believers fight each other, then make peace between them. But if one of them commits excessiveness against the other, then fight the one who has committed excessiveness, till they revert to the Command of Allah. Then if they revert, decide between them in equity and do
 justice impartially. Surely, Allah loves the just ones.

10. From this we learn that sin is not infidelity at battle is an act of sin, but opponents have been called believers. Thus, the Holy Prophet, صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم describing this virtue of Imam Hassan (May Allah be pleased with him), said that he would be responsible for bringing peace between two Muslim groups. The war between Hazrat Alli and Amir Muawiya (May Allah be pleased with them) was such where Amir Muawiya opposed the error of judgement of Hazrat Alli, the righteous leader.

21. Reason for its Revelation

Once, when the Holy Prophet, صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم was travelling on a conveyance, he came across a group of Ansar. Abdullah bin Ubay, the leader of the hypocrites was sitting there as well. When the mule urinated, this hypocrite covered his nose. On seeing this, Hazrat Abdullah ibn Rawaba said to him that the urine of the mule of the Holy Prophet, صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is better than your fragrance. Hearing this, the supporters of Ibn Ubay became displeased and this resulted in a skirmish between the two groups. The Messenger of Allah, صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم then made peace between them. In response to it, this verse was revealed. From this we learn that to make peace between the two warring Muslim groups is a Sunnah of the Holy Prophet, صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and an act of the highest form of worship.

22. If such a group is the oppressor and is not prepared to accept peace. In such a case, O believers, you should come to the assistance of the oppressed and declare war on the oppressors.

23. Because the purpose is not to destroy such a group, but rather to bring them on the correct path in the severest possible way. But as soon as the objective is achieved, the war should be brought to a halt.

24. From this, emerge a few issues:

1. To wage a war against an insurgent Islamic king’s error does not make the person a transgressor - such a person will remain a believer.

2. The Islamic Empire should wage war against the rebels.

3. Such a war will not be regarded as a holy war. The wealth of these rebels would not be taken as spoils of war, nor would their prisoners be made maidservants or slaves. Instead, after breaking their power, they should be treated as brothers. Hazrat Ali, in the Battles of the Camel and Siffin interpreted this verse, in the following way, that after defeating the forces of Sayyeda Aisha, he accorded her the cordiality of a kind mother and sent her to Madina Munawwarah with utmost kindness and respect. If this was a personal war, he could have slain her with a single blow. During the period of battle with Amir Muawiya. Hazrat Muawiya kept Hazrat Aqeeq, the brother of Hazrat Alli, as an honoured guest. On many occasions he had presented Hazrat Aqeeq with hundred thousand dirhams as a gift. For a detailed account of this, consult the book "Ameer Muawiyah".

10. Certainly, all the believers are brothers (unto one another). Therefore, make peace between your two brothers and fear Allah, that mercy may be bestowed upon you.

25. This means that even those Muslims who fight with one another, too, are believers and all believers are brothers unto one another. Thus, make every possible effort to bring about peace between them. Remember that here, believers are called brothers of their fellow believers, but not the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم who is excluded from this
relationship. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the very essence of Faith. Thousands of parents be sacrificed at the blessed shoes of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Thus, it is under no circumstances permissible to address the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as "a brother. Says Allah Almighty: "Make not the summoning of the Messenger among yourselves, like one calls the other among you" (S24:V63).

SECTION 2

11.0 believers! Let not some men among you laugh 26 at other men. Perhaps they may be better 27 than them (who laugh). And the women must not laugh at other women. Perhaps they may be better 28 than them (women who are laughing). And neither should find 29 faults in one another, nor call one another by nicknames 30. What a bad thing it is, to be called disobedient 31 after believing. And those who do not repent, they are the unjust 32.

26. Reason for its Revelation

This verse was revealed concerning the Banu Tameem who had been looking at the poor believers like Hazrat Bilal, Hazrat Hubaib and Hazrat Ammaar (May Allah be pleased with them) with contempt and making fun of them. Or, it was revealed regarding Hazrat Thabit bin Qais who had said to one poor Companion; Oh son of such a person - an expression that was regarded to denote contempt in Arab society.

27. From this, emerge three issues:

1. No Muslim nation is contemptuous. Every believer is a person of respect and honour. Says Allah Almighty: "The honour is for Allah, and His Prophet and the believers" (S63:V8).

2. Honour and greatness are not dependent merely on family lineage, but rather on piety. Says Allah Almighty: "Undoubtedly, the most respected among you in the sight of Allah is he who is more pious". (S 49: v 13)

3. It is totally prohibited to taunt a believer because of his family lineage and is the way of polytheists. Today, this sickness has spread widely among the Muslims.

28. This verse was revealed concerning the Mother of the Faithful, Hazrat Safiyyah bint Huyya who was once called the daughter of a Jew by Hazrat Hafsa. On hearing this, she began to cry and complained to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم pacified her by saying that she is from the progeny of a Prophet, she was from the progeny of Hazrat Harun (On whom be peace) and a consort of the Seal of the Prophets. Turning to Hazrat Hafsa, he said; "Oh Hafsa, fear Allah Almighty". The sickness of taunting a person about family lineage is rife among women. They need to take a lesson from this verse. No one knows who is superior or inferior in the sight of Allah Almighty. The claim of the devil, too, was based on this that he was better than Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) because he was created from fire and Hazrat Adam was from dust.

29. This means no believer should defame another believer, because this, in reality, is defaming oneself. The pious sages say that because the angels once criticized Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace), Allah Almighty commanded them to prostrate to him as a form of their repentance (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).
to the addressee are not prohibited, e.g. nicknames by which the person is better known (Khazainul Irfaan).
31. This means such actions are sinful. Therefore, why are you becoming sinners when you are believers? Abstain from all these sinful activities.
32. From this you should obtain lessons of two sects: those who regard swearing the Noble Companions as an excellent form of worship, and those whose belief is that hurling one verbal abuse at Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) is better than eighty years of sincere worship. Such persons, in the light of this verse, are oppressors and tyrants.

12. O believers! Avoid most suspicious. Certainly some suspicions are sins. And do not search for faults and do not backbite one another. Would any one of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother? Surely you would hate it. And fear Allah. Certainly, Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

33. This means do not be suspicious about your Muslim brothers. If you can extract something beneficial from his word or deed, then do not deduce them to be harmful or evil. It is for this reason that the Islamic scholars have said that if any talk of a believer contains 99% infidelity and 1% faith, do not label him an infidel on the basis of this 1% faith. The present day Wahabis should take a lesson from this, who are labeling the believers as polytheists on silly pretexts.
34. You should remember that some types of suppositions are obligatory, like to have good ideas regarding Allah Almighty that He, out of His Bounty, will forgive sinners like us. Some conjectures are desirable, e.g. having good thoughts about your believing brother; some suspicions are forbidden, e.g. having thoughts about Allah Almighty that He will never forgive me.

35. This means to search for the hidden defects of the believers, which Almighty Allah had concealed through His Kindness because you, too, have many hidden defects in you. Conceal the faults of others, so that yours can be concealed. Therefore, search and identify your own faults and weaknesses and repent.
36. It should be remembered that to disclose people's defects, which they possess, in their absence, is backbiting. However, sometimes this is permissible as well as forbidden. There are a few conditions when it is forbidden:
1. The person about whom you are backbiting is a believer.
2. That person is not just any common person.
3. That the defect you are speaking of is really found in him, if not, then that becomes slander.
4. That the defect should not be found openly in him.
5. That there should not be any religious need to disclose that defect. Thus, disclosing the defects and faults of an infidel is permissible. This is also permissible about an unstipulated person. To disclose the defects of an open drunkard and a continuous sinner is permissible, whose vices are known to all. For the commentators of Hadith to point out the defects of the chain of narrators, or to point out the faults of the students to the teacher, or to safeguard someone from the vices of the wretched persons are all permissible.

13. O Mankind! We created you from one male and one female. Then distributed you into nations and tribes 38 that you may know 39 one another. Indeed, the noblest among you in the Sight of Allah is he who is most God-fearing 40. Undoubtedly, Allah is All Knowing, Fully Aware.

38. The origin of every human being is Hazrat Adam and Bibi Hawa (On them be peace), who were created from dust. Therefore, the origin of all the human beings is dust as well. On what grounds then do you claim superiority over one another?

39. The creation and division of human beings in different races and tribes is for the purpose of recognizing and identifying one another and not for the purpose of claiming superiority and arrogance over one another.

40. Once, when the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم went to the market place of Madina he heard one slave saying that whoever purchases me should not stop me from performing the five daily prayers behind the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. One of the Noble Companions purchased him. After a while he took ill and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم came to nurse him. Afterwards, when he passed away, the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم took part in his burial procedure. At this, some people expressed surprise that the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had shown so much kindness to an ordinary slave. In response to it, this verse was revealed.

14. The desert Arabs said: “We believed.” Please declare (to them): “You do not believe 41.” You better say: “We submitted 42,” for belief has not yet entered 43 your hearts. However, if you obey 44 Allah and His Messenger, He will not diminish 45 anything of your (pious) deeds. Certainly, Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
This verse is revealed regarding that group from Banu Asad who had come to the sacred city of Madina during the time of the famine and had accepted Islam verbally only, inwardly they had remained infidels. Their arrival caused further scarcity in Madina. Prices of goods spiraled, because there were many people. When they would come before the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه و آله وسلم, they boasted of their favour of becoming Muslims. In response to it, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Shazain, Roohul Mu'ani).

22. Some scholars of Islam say that Imaan is the name given to acknowledgement of faith whole-heartedly, while verbal acceptance of faith is called Islam. Thus, to them there is a difference in Imaan and Islam. This verse serves as their proof for this view. Those who regard Imaan and Islam as one say that here, "Islam" is used in a literal sense, i.e. to submit, as Allah Almighty says: "Then when they both submitted to My command" (S37:V103). This expression carries weight. Otherwise, the hypocrite is neither a believer nor a Muslim.

43. This tells us that without correct beliefs the mere recitation of the Kalimah by Allah Almighty is of no value.

44. In that become believers whole-heartedly. Or, it means after declaring faith, perform your outward obligations, otherwise the acts of worship of the hypocrite are a waste and will be without any reward.

45. In fact, He will reward you according to His status, which would be beyond your imagination. The king bestows extravagant gifts to his devotees for their simple gifts to him.

15. The believers are only those who believe 46 in Allah and His Messenger, and then have no doubt 47, and strive with their possessions and their lives in the way of Allah. They are the truthful 48 ones.

46. From the use of the conjunction “and” we learn that declaring faith on the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه و آله وسلم is just as important as in Allah Almighty. Thus, the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه و آله وسلم, in matters of faith, is not equal to us. It is for this reason that Allah Almighty has not included the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه و آله وسلم with the common believers, but has mentioned him separately. “The Messenger believed in that which was sent down to him from His Lord and the believers” (S2:V285). The Holy Prophet is the believer in Allah Almighty, but our essence of Faith.

47. In your faith. Thus, it is forbidden to say that if Allah wills, I am a believer. One should have full certainty in one’s faith.

48. This tells us that all the Noble Companions are sincere believers because all these qualities are fully found in them. Allah Almighty has borne testimony about their truth.

16. Please declare! “Do you teach Allah what is your religion 49?” And Allah knows whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. And Allah knows everything.

49. On the revelation of the previous verse, these people had taken an oath and said that we are sincere believers. In response to them, this verse was revealed. This tells us that to request anything from the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه و آله وسلم is indeed requesting from Allah Almighty.
They had told the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم about their sincerity, but it is said that are you telling Allah Almighty. Allah be praised! If you want to behold Allah Almighty, then behold the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and if you want to say anything to Allah Almighty, then say it to His Prophet. If you want to sit with Allah Almighty, then sit in the company of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Maulana Rumi says: "If you desire to seek the company of Allah, then learn to seek the company of sages of Allah".

17. (O beloved Prophet) they count it as a favour to you that they have embraced Islam. Please declare: "Do not count your embracing Islam as a favour 50 to me. Rather, Allah has conferred a favour upon you to believe 51 (in Islam) if you are truthful.

50. This means you should not think that by accepting faith you are doing a favour to Allah and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. In fact, if you are fortunate to obtain true belief, then this is through the favour of Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم for guiding you towards it.

"Do not think that your service is a favour to the king; but always think that it is the king who is doing a favour to you".

51. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is not under obligation to any of the creation, but it is the entire creation that is under the obligation of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Every bounty, which we have received, is through the favour of our Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. If the entire world were to become infidels, it would not affect or harm the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم one bit. Likewise, if the entire people of the world were to become pious believers they would not be doing any favour to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. If we take the light from the sun we are not doing a favour to the sun, but it is the favour of the sun that it is providing light for us. From this we learn that when we make a distinction between Islam and Faith, then it is Faith which will be reliable and not just Islam, i.e. just apparent obedience. It should be remembered that, here, Allah Almighty has declared the favour of Faith, at another place He has declared the sending of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as His greatest favour.

Says Allah Almighty: "Undoubtedly Allah did a great favour to the Muslims that He sent a Messenger in them from among themselves" (S3:V164). This tells us that Faith and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are synonymous with one another. Or here, the word "Faith" signifies the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

52. This means that Being Who is All Knowing and Omniscient and fully aware of all the unseen things between the heavens, so how can what is in your hearts be concealed from Him? To expose your faith in His presence is useless. It should be remembered that our saying: "If sinners like us or "Oh Allah! We are sinners" or "Oh our Lord we have declared faith in Your Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم" is not for the sake of exposure unto Allah Almighty, but rather to be for His Mercy. Thus, this verse is not contradicting those verses in which we are ordered to expose this. Says Allah Almighty: "O our Lord! We heard a proclaimer You have promised to us..." (S3:V193).
in the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. QAAF. By the Glorious 1 QUR’AAN.

1. The Holy QUR’AAN is a book of great reverence in the world. The paper on which it is written cannot be touched without wudhu. It is forbidden to disrespect the cover in which it is folded. The tongue and heart in which it reaches makes that person a blessed scholar. The Prophet, on whom it is revealed, is the leader of all the Prophets. It is full of dignity in the Hereafter, as well, because it will intercede for him who has believed in it and Allah Almighty will accept its intercession. On the head of the scholar of the Holy QUR’AAN will be placed a golden crown whose jewels would be shining brighter than the sun.

2. But they wondered that a warner 2 has come to them from themselves. And the infidels say: “This is a strange 3 thing.”

2. This means that although the infidels did not believe in him, they showed astonishment at how a human being received Prophethood. This should have been conferred upon some angel. How regrettable it is that these people could accept wood and stones as deities, yet they were hesitant to believe in the Prophethood of the leader of mankind.

3. There are two types of astonishments - one is for acceptance and the other is for rejection. Here, it is one of rejection. This is the expression of the infidels. For a believer to
show bewilderment at the lofty status of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the proof of the excellence of faith.

3. What! When we are dead and become dust. That return (to life) is far (not possible).

4. This remoteness is either due to the occurrence or being beyond our comprehension as there is a huge distance between sand and the human being. The process for the inorganic to the botanical, to the animal and then directly to become a human from sand is difficult to understand.

4. We know that the earth diminishes 6 for them, and with Us is a preserving Book 6.

5. This means the earth devours some of the flesh and bones of the corpse, turning it to sand. But all this remains within the knowledge of Allah Almighty. Is it difficult then to change this sand to flesh and bones? Just as you become sand from the human form, you will become human from sand.

5. But they have falsified the truth 7 when it came to them, so they are in a state of confusion 8.

7. By ‘Truth’ is either meant the personality of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم or his blessed miracles, or the Holy QUR’AAN or the Day of Judgement. This means these people do not ponder over the proofs, they all know how to falsify it.

8. Sometimes they call the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم a poet, sometimes a magician and at other times a soothsayer. They were not consistent in their opinion.

6. Have they not looked at the sky above them? How We have built it and adorned 9 it and there is no rift 10 therein.

9. The sky is held together without any pillars. The moon, the sun and the stars are found in it like bright bulbs in which there is no oil, nor a wick. If He were to resurrect without any apparent materials, it is certainly not far fetched or impossible.

10. By ‘rift’ is meant the opening of all evil: otherwise doors are found in the heavens. Say: Allah Almighty: "When we opened the doors of heaven" (S54:V11).

7. And the earth, We have spread 11 it out, and placed therein firm anchors 12 and made therein...
1. And the earth has been spread over the water in such a way that it does not dissolve in the water. Otherwise, normally sand dissolves in water.
2. Mountains have been anchored on the earth so it will not be able to move, in order that you may stay on it comfortably and establish yourselves easily. This tells us that the earth is motionless.
3. Beautiful pairs of vegetation, fruit and flowers are grown on the earth. This tells us that in the trees, too, there is opposite gender. Even Science has acknowledged this today.

For an insight and understanding for every penitent devotee 14.

4. This tells us that the entire world is the book of the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ وآله وسلم is the teacher of this Book and the believers are the acquirers of what is in it. The benefit from the Book can be derived fully from the teacher.

And We send down from the sky water 15 as a blessing and make to grow thereby gardens and the grain that is harvested 16.

5. This means the rain from which numerous benefits are derived, is the life source of all living things. Its blessing lasts for a year. It should be remembered that the meaning of blessing as enclosed bounty, which does not come into motion.
6. Every year the harvest is cut, like wheat, barley, gram, etc. It should be remembered that the fruits from the orchards are eaten as enjoyment, while the grain from the fields are consumed for maintaining life. But, the growth of both of these is through rain. Likewise, the fruits of Tareeqat are through the bounties of the heaven of Prophethood, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ وآله وسلم through whom faith is eternalized.

And tall date palm trees having compact shoots 17 and fruit stalk, piled over one another.

7. Because dates are considered the best among fruit, it has been mentioned separately.
8. As a provision 18 for the devotees. And We thereby revive the dead 19 land. In a similar way you will come out from the grave 20.

Rain is the source of man's physical and spiritual sustenance, so that by pondering over the benefits of rain one can comprehend the power of Allah Almighty and the mercy of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیہ وآله وسلم. Just as without rain no seed can grow, similarly, no acts of worship would be accepted without the bounty of Prophethood.
19. Through the heavenly rain, He made the dry and desolate lush green, while through the spiritual and religious rain He gave life to the dead heart.

12. The people of Nuh, the people of Raas 21 and Thamud rejected the truth before you.

21. In this territory of Aden was a well near which existed a settlement, the name of which was Rass. The king of this place was Alee. When he died, the devil got into his body and began to talk. Seeing this, the people began to worship him. Hazrat Hanzalah bin Safwaan was sent as a Prophet to them, but instead of obeying him, the people severely tortured and killed him. After this Divine punishment came down upon them. The water of the well sank into the ground, as a result of which these people and their animals became terribly uncomfortable and eventually they too were sunk into the ground (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani and Khazainul Irfaan).

13. And the Aad, the Pharaoh and the brothers of Lut 22.

22. By this is meant the followers of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) or the people of Sodom. Ummah, too, is sometimes referred to as people or nations; otherwise Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) was not a resident of Sodom. He had migrated there. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

14. And the dwellers 23 of the woods and the people of Tubba 24. Every one of them took the Messengers as liars, so the promise 25 of My punishment fell upon them.

23. This means the people of Hazrat Shuaib (On whom be peace) because their settlement was situated between jojoba trees. For this reason they have been called men of wood. A discussion on them had taken place in Surah Hajj.

24. Tubba Humairi, king of Yemen, whose detailed discussion had taken place in Surah Dukkhana.

25. This means all these people had been destroyed because they had belied their Prophets. No punishment comes before the people belie the Prophet, no matter what crimes the people may commit. Observe, the Pharaoh had claimed to be god and he had been responsible for the slaughter of 80 000 Israelite babies; yet Divine punishment did not come. However, after he rejected the Prophethood of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), he was given Divine punishment.

15. What! Were We exhausted by the first creation 26? But, they are in doubt 27, even regarding the new creation.

26. In it is refutation of those people, who after acknowledging Allah Almighty as the Creator and Lord of the world, they were rejecting the Day of Judgement. Its purpose is to show the
Allah Almighty had created these things, human beings, etc. Is it then difficult for Him to recreate them? Re-creation is easier than original creation.

This means their rejection and superstition is as weak as doubt, thus there is no objection on it that these people were vehemently rejecting the Day of Judgement. Then why have they termed it as doubtful?

\[
\text{وَلَقَدْ حَلَّقَناً إِلَىٰ اسْتِغْلَالٍ وَتَعْلَمُ مَا}
\]

\[
\text{نُتْسِيَّاً يَقْرَأُونَ وَيُقْرِئُونَ أَقْرَبِ}
\]

\[
\text{إِلَيْهِ مَنْ خَلِّيَّ التَّوْرَىَّيْنِ}^{\circ}
\]

from time and space. Here, it denotes knowledge and power. The great Sufi sages say that the nearness of Allah Almighty is a form of a veil for us, just as the extreme closeness of life is not visible to us. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty said this about Himself, while regarding His Beloved Rasool صلى الله عليه وسلم He said: *"This Prophet is the owner of the Muslims even more than their own selves*" (S33:V6). This tells us that Allah Almighty is closer to us than our jugular vein, while the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is closer than our very life, Allah be praised! We should further remember that some people say that hearing from far and seeing what is far are the qualities of Allah Almighty alone. This is simply not true. Only those can see and hear from far, who are far, while Allah Almighty is nearer than our jugular vein.

The two Recorders (angels), one sitting on the right and the other on the left٣٠ (of human beings) record the deeds.

There are two angels assigned to every mature person—one to the right side and the other to the left. The one on the right records good deeds, while the one to the left.

Not a word is uttered, but there is an observer ready٣١ with everyone to record it.

Who will record every word that he utters.

Good words being recorded by the one on the
right and the evil words by the one on the left. Only words uttered during the state of relearning oneself are not recorded, as at that point in time both angels separate from him. It is for this reason that talking during this time is forbidden, so that it would not be necessary to inconvenience these angels to be with the person at that time. These angels record even the groaning of the ill person. The angel recording pious deeds writes ten for every one good deed, while the one recording evil, writes one for every evil deed. If a servant of Almighty repents or seeks forgiveness, angels get engrossed. The Sufi sages say the angels do not record love and ease because here, the discussion is regarding speech. After the death of the person, both the angels remain by his graveside engaged in reciting the glorification of Allah Almighty until the Day of Judgement, the reward which is given to that person.

19. And there comes the choking moment of death with truth 32. This is from which you were trying to escape 33.

32. This means the severity of death is coming nearer, therefore be ready for it. The believer, at the time of death, beholds the beauteous vision of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم due to which he does not feel the pain of the pangs of death. This has been mentioned in many traditions. The pangs of death are there for everybody, but not everyone feels its pain.

20. And the Trumpet 34 shall be blown. This is the day 35 of the promised punishment.

34. The second time, so that the dead come to life. Since this incident is an absolute reality, therefore it has been interpreted with the past, although, in truth, this would be taking place in the future.

21. And every soul shall come out being driven along with a witness 36 (angel).

36. This, too, is for the infidels, who would be urged by one angel, like the shepherd urges the flock, while the other angel or the limbs of his body will testify against him. Both these angels would be taking this person with utter disgust, to the field of accountability. The believer would be taken to it on his sacrificial animal in such a way like the groom is taken to the wedding procession. Says Allah Almighty: "The Day We shall carry the duty-bearers (pious) towards the Most Affectionate guests"(S19:V85).

22. Certainly, you were heedless 37 of this. Therefore, we remove from you the covering 38. So, today your sight is sharp.
This means since you were rejectors of the Day of Judgement, you had not prepared yourself for it. Here, the word 'heedless' does not mean negligent, because the Prophets had come into the world to make the people aware of it.

38. In that He had brought before your eyes all that was concealed. Now, you are the acknowledger of everything. Had you accepted this according to the instructions of the Prophet, today you would have obtained peace.

40. And his companion (angel) will say: ‘This account is ready 40 with me.’

41. This tells us that no one on the Day of Judgement would be blind, deaf or suffer weak eyesight. All would have perfect vision.

42. The record of deeds of these infidels in which their sins are recorded, because the good deeds of the infidels had been destroyed in the world already.

43. It will be commanded: “Cast into Hell every ungrateful 41 (soul).”

44. From this, two issues become known:

1. Those angels who had been appointed to record the deeds of the infidels would be placing them into Hell.
2. The infidels would not be taken to Hell, but they would be thrown into it from above. May Allah protect us. Although a sinful believer may be sent to Hell, he will not be hurled into it. It is for this reason that the words “ungrateful, obstinate” are used here.

45. “Forbidder 42 of the good, transgressor of limits and the skeptic doubter 43.”

46. Like the present day Wahabis who come out with numerous excuses to prevent people from doing good deeds, yet they will not make any effort to stop people from indulging in polytheistic activities. Their Fatwas (rulings) are always issued to stop Meelad gatherings, charities for Esaale Sawaab, etc. But they would conveniently turn a blind eye to the consumption of alcohol, gambling, cinema and other social evils. May Allah Almighty give them guidance to think intelligently.

47. The infidel steps out of bound to claim infidelity, thereby rejecting the Oneness of Allah Almighty and the Prophethood of the Messenger of Allah Almighty. Yet, he is not fully certain about his own religion. When beset by minor calamities, he will run to the Muslims to pray for his safety. He sometimes calls the Holy Prophet ﷺ as a poet and at other times a magician. He will not be able to give correct answers to the angels in the grave concerning his religion. This interpretation is in no way inconsistent with the meaning of the verse.

48. “Who had set up other gods with Allah. So cast him into severe 44 punishment.”

49. That punishment is very severe as well as eternal. Both of these will be for the infidels. The punishment of the believers will be much lighter and for a shorter period, i.e. it will not be eternal.

50. His associate devil 45 will say:
"Our Lord! I did not cause him to rebel, but he himself was in a great error."

45. Qareen is the name of that devil that is born with the human being and remains with him until death. It is he who gives the human being evil counselling.

46. The devil would say that although I gave man advice towards evil, he himself went astray on his own free will. It should be remembered that it is Qareen, the devil, who advises the baser self (Nafs e Ammarah), while the adviser of the heart is an angel.

47. On the Day of Judgement the infidels would be saying that Oh our Lord, we are innocent and were misled by the devil. The devil will refute this. It would be said to both of them: "Keep quiet and go into Hell". This tells us that the infidels would not be given any opportunity to argue with the devil. But, the oppressor and the oppressed believers would be putting up an argument. The oppressed would demand what is due to him. Says Allah Almighty: "You will dispute before your Lord" (S37:V31). Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

48. The Almighty Allah had conveyed to you all His promises and punishment through the Prophets and the Books revealed to them. Because the infidels are entitled to the punishments, therefore mention is made of the punishments only.

28. He (Allah) will say: "Do not quarrel before Me for I had already warned you of the punishment."

49. From this we learn that our prayers and good deeds alter our fates by Allah Almighty, but this change comes about due to our own knowledge and thinking. Prayers and good deeds themselves are included in Fate (Taqdeer). Thus, there is no inconsistency between this verse and the Hadith that states that dua alters fate. Also, abrogation of verses is not their alteration, but the mention of the extremity of the law. Thus, abrogation of verses is not contrary to this verse. Or, it could mean that Almighty Allah’s promises and punishments do not alter. Those who have been given the promise of Paradise will be given Paradise, while the infidels would be the inmates of Hell. Thus, the verse is crystal clear.

50. By this is meant to punish any servant who may be innocent. This tells us that the minor children of the infidels will not be sent into Hell.

SECTION 3

30. On that day We shall say to Hell: "Are you filled up?" It will say: "Are there any more?"

51. Allah Almighty has promised to fill both Paradise and Hell. After throwing all the inmates of Hell into Hell, Allah Almighty will ask of it: "Are you full?" In response, it will give this reply.

52. This means: "I am not completely full. There is still some room".
Paradise shall be brought near to the pious, not far off from them.

3. On the Day of Judgement the pious people would be standing on the right side under the Throne of Allah Almighty. From there, Paradise will become visible to them. It should be remembered that for the sake of description, people had been brought nearer to Paradise, but this expression is like that traveller that says we are approaching Lahore, i.e. we are near Lahore. Thus, there is no objection against the verse. Or, it could mean that Paradise is so close to some people that they would enter it without any accountability. The Sufi sages say that Paradise is so close to the pious believer even in the world that as soon as he dies, he enters it. The first interpretation is of greater weight. However, Allah Almighty and His Rasool know best!

32. This is what you were promised. It is for everyone who repents and guards (against sins).

34. (It will be said to them): “Enter into Paradise in peace.” This is the Day of Eternity.

35. For them there is whatever they wish and with Us there is still more than that.
60. The Beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty is totally beyond their expectation or imagination. This bounty is greater than all other bounties. May Allah Almighty grant it to us!

36. How many generations We destroyed before them who were stronger in power than them. So, they ran about in the land 61 (when penalty was imposed). Was there a place of refuge 62 (for them)?

61. This means the previous nations were much stronger than the Arabs who had erected impregnable forts in their cities. But, at the time of punishment, these were unable to rescue them.

37. Surely, there is admonition in it for such a person who has a heart or who gives an ear and is attentive 63.

63. This tells us that only those persons will obtain benefit and take lessons from lectures and counselling who are blessed with a receptive heart and responsive ears. Any work, which is done with the presence of heart, is full of blessings.

38. And undoubtedly, We created the heavens and the earth, and all that is in between, in six 64 days and no fatigue 65 touched Us.

64. From Sunday to Saturday. Sunday was the commencement of creation and reached completion on Friday. The earth was created in two days, all earthly things were created in two days and the sky was made in two days. It should be remembered that mention is made, here, about the period or time of creation, while in "Be and it became!" mention is made of the absolute power of Allah Almighty.

65. From this we learn that the creation of the heavens in six days was not due to any weakness or fatigue, i.e. creating one heaven in one day. In fact, there are thousands of wisdoms hidden in this slowness. It is to teach the human beings that in spite of having the power, Allah Almighty does not make haste, then Oh man, in spite of your helplessness, why do you make such haste. They were saying that Allah Almighty had become tired, therefore He rested for one day, and i.e. He rested on Saturday. In this verse this claim of theirs is being refuted. It should be remembered that to close the business on one day during the week, has been taken from this verse.

39. So, be patient over what they say 66, and praise your Lord, glorifying Him, before the rising of
and before its setting 67.

67. The infidels were hurling many insults at Allah Almighty and were rejecting the Day of Judgement, etc. This would sadden the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم a great deal. Allah Almighty ordered the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم to bear this patiently. If it were taken to mean not to wage war against them, then this verse is abrogated. But, if its meaning is taken to do not retaliate against their nonsensical prattle with harsh words, then

30. And glorify Him in the night 68 and after prostrations 69.

68. This means the times of Maghrib, Esha and Tahajjud. It should be remembered that Tahajjud Salaah was obligatory upon the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, while upon the followers it is Sunnat ul Muakkidah ala Kifaya, i.e. if nobody in the locality offers it, then everybody would be guilty of omitting a Sunnah; but if a few offer it then all will be absolved of it. This is like Salatul Janazah, which is Farde Kifaya.

69. This tells us that to recite the glorification of Allah Almighty after completion of Salaah is an excellent act. After completing the congregational prayer, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the Noble Companions

would recite Zikrullah so loudly that the entire locality would resound with it (Muslim Shareef). The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم said that if anyone recites after every Salaah SUBHANALLAH 33 times, ALHAMDULILLAH 33 times and ALLAHU AKBAR 34 times and follows it with LA ILAHA ILLALLAHU WAHDHU LA SHAREEKALAHU LAHUL MULKU WA LAHUL HAMDU WA HUWA ALA KULLI SHAY’EEN QADEER once, Allah Almighty will forgive all his sins even if they are equal to the foam of the ocean (Muslim Shareef, Khazainul Irfan).

41. And listen attentively, on the day when the caller will call from a nearby place 70.

70. That is the Day of Judgement when Hazrat Israafel (On whom be peace) would be summoning the dead, while standing in the desert of Jerusalem. On hearing the call all will become alive and go to him. The desert is called "nearby" because on that day this place would be very close to the sky. Or, the voice from it will reach the ears of the dead in such a way like the voice from close proximity. This tells us that it is not polytheism to call upon the dead. Hazrat Israafel would be calling upon the dead. Hazrat Uzair (On whom be peace) had called upon a dying donkey and Hazrat Ibrahim (On whom be peace) had called upon dead birds. Their incidents have been mentioned earlier.

42. The day when they will hear the uproar 71 in truth. This is the day of coming forth (from the graves 72).
71. This means all the dead, wherever they may be will hear the call of Hazrat Israfeel (On whom be peace). By this is meant the second Trumpet, which will be for the resurrection of the dead.

72. Immediately on hearing the Trumpet, every dead body will come to life and get out of its grave and walk towards the Field of Accountability. Leading everybody would be the Holy Prophet ﷺ (On whom be peace) would place the crown on the Holy Prophet’s head and put on him the dress of Paradise and take him on the Burraaq. The Holy Prophet ﷺ would be departing with all the inmates of the cemeteries of Madina and Makkah (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

43. Certainly, We give life and cause death and to Us is the return 73.

73. This means to kill and resurrect is Our function. The angels are intermediaries in this. This tells us that the beloved servants of Allah Almighty become the revealers of Divine works. When Allah Almighty conveys orders through mediaries, although He is totally independent, then how can helpless servants like us make ourselves independent of mediation?

44. On the day when the earth will be rent 74 asunder from over them and they will come out hastening. That will be the gathering together, quite easy for Us.

74. And they will go running to the Field of Hashr, i.e. on Syrian territory, some will be riding, some will be on foot and some will be in an inverted condition (upside down).

45. We know best what they say 75 and you are not (assigned) to compel 76 them. So remind those by the QUR’AAN who fear My warning 77.

75. This refers to the bellying of the Holy Prophet ﷺ by the infidels of Quraish, rejection of the Day of Judgement and refusing the power of Allah Almighty. All these things are not concealed from the Almighty and He would punish all these sinners.

76. Making the infidels believers by force. This verse is firm and is not abrogated from the order of Jihad (Holy War), because in war non-Muslims are not compelled to accept faith. Says Allah Almighty: "There is no compulsion in religion"(S2:V256). The aim of Jihad is to break the power of infidelity.

77. Therefore warn the infidels of My censure, the negligent of My punishment and the obedient of My censure. The meaning of the verse is crystal clear.
SURAH AZ-ZAARIYAH (THE SCATTERING WINDS)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah  
3 Sections: 60 Verses 360 Words, 1239 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By the wind that scatters far and wide.

1. This means, I swear an oath on these winds, which scatter dust and particles. They include all four winds: easterly, westerly, northerly and southerly.

2. Then by the burden bearers.

2. This means those winds, which gather all types of clouds, which contain millions of tons of water. As these are winds of mercy, they have been mentioned specially.

3. Then by the smooth runners (the ships).

3. Oath of those ships which sail in the sea with all facilities, conveying to the shore passengers and cargo.

4. And then the distributors by command.

4. This means those groups of angels who distribute rain, sustenance, death, children, etc. and are called managers of Divine affairs. This tells us that the angels are distributors of the mercies and bounties of Allah Almighty. Thus, if you call the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم the distributor of sustenance of Allah Almighty, this is neither forbidden nor polytheism. It should be remembered that Hazrat Jibraeel distributes the winds; Hazrat Mikael distributes the rain, Hazrat Izraeel death and Hazrat Israeel, orders (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

5. Surely, what is promised to you is true.

5. Here, censures are included in the promises, i.e. resurrection and accountability; reward and punishment. In fact, it includes all the future information regarding which man has been given a promise or censure through the Prophet, and all of these are true. There isn’t the slightest possibility of their falsehood.
6. And surely, justice is to be done.

6. On the Day of Judgement the obedient will be granted Paradise; the repentant— the love of Allah Almighty; the Saints the nearness of Allah Almighty; the mystics-union with Allah Almighty; the seekers-ecstasy and the negligent the punishment of the Scale.

7. By the heavens full of ways.

7. Thus, I take an oath on that heaven which is beautified with bright and twinkling stars. I take an oath on that heaven of Prophethood which is beautified with the colourful, illuminating Companions.

8. Surely, you are contradictory to what you say.

8. Some polytheists believe in two deities, some in fifty and others in three hundred and sixty. Some call the Holy Prophet a magician, others called him a poet. Thus, the polytheists have no consistency in what they believe and what they say.

9. As he alone turns away from the Qur'aan who himself is turned away.

9. Whenever the polytheists of Makkah would see anyone inclined towards Islam, or who would desire to be in the court of the Holy Prophet, they would try to mislead them by saying: What does he have? He is a magician and a poet, etc. Mention is being made of it in this verse. Those who are destined to accept faith would not be misled by their mischief. However, if anyone is the victim of fate, he would be misled by their mischief. This tells us that anyone who does not benefit from the Holy Prophet is an eternal wretch and full of misfortune. The Messenger of Allah possesses everything. Make yourself a proper recipient of his bounties.

10. Cursed be the fabricators.

10. Some are intoxicated in the stupor of ignorance, while others are deeply drunk in education. Some are intoxicated by wealth, while others are intoxicated with the stupor of power and position. May Allah Almighty save us from all these intoxicants.

11. They ask: "When will be the Day of Judgement?"

11. This question was not for the sake of asking but for the sake of mocking. Accordingly, they had been given a reply that the day you will find yourself in Hell, that will be the very day of meting out justice, i.e. if you persist in this type of discussion, then this will be your end result.

13. It will be a day when they will be roasted in the fire.
4. And it will be said to them: “Taste your roasting.” This is what you were hastening 12 to.

12. These words would be spoken by Allah Almighty directly. Or, the angels of punishment or the gatekeeper of Hell would speak them. Where it is said that We will not speak to them, words of mercy and love are intended. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

15. Certainly, the pious are in Paradise and springs 13.

13. Today, in the world, too, in the grave as well as in the future, on the Day of Judgement as well as after it. The believer, in the world, dwells in the garden of Shariah and the fountains of Tareeqat. He finds so much ecstasy in the worship and love of Allah Almighty - that Allah be praised! His grave will become the flowerbed of Paradise. On the Day of Judgement they will be provided with a stream from the Fountain of Kauthar from which they will drink to their satisfaction. Even the apostates would come to this stream looking for water, but the angels would chase them away. This is the very meaning of the Hadith Shareef in which the Holy Prophet ﷺ, sarcastically, will speak to them: “Are you my Companions?”

16. To receive bounties of their Lord 14. It is because before that they lived a pious 15 life.

14. The reward of these pious deeds as well as the special mercy of Allah Almighty. Bestowal is included for all.

17. They used to sleep little 16 at night.

16. This means they were spending the nights in offering Tahajjud and in the remembrance of Allah Almighty. Just a little of the time was set aside for sleeping. They considered even this sleeping as an error and they would spend the mornings in seeking repentance of Allah Almighty. From this we understand that it is not good to spend the whole night in sleeping. Similarly, remaining awake for the entire night is not beneficial. The first part of the night should be spent in sleeping and the latter part should be devoted to offering Tahajjud Salaah. Thereafter, one should sleep. This is the sunnah method of spending the night. Some of the Islamic scholars have stated that the Ansar have been praised in this verse, whose habit was to go home after offering their Esha Salaah in the mosque which was near Masjid Quba, which was three miles out of Madina Munawwarah. They would sleep for a while, then get up to offer Tahajjud Salaah. Thereafter they would offer their Fajr Salaah in congregation in Masjid Nabawi. In this way, the verse is Madinite (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). Their coming and going was an act of worship, just as the sleeping of the Islamic scholar, too, is an act of worship.

18. And in the last part of the night (in Tahajjud) they used to seek forgiveness 17
17. This tells us that the time of early dawn is most appropriate for seeking repentance and offering dua, because during the morning no one sleeps, except dogs. To recite Istighfaar seventy times after the two Sunnats of Fajr with eleven Darood Shareef before and after it is excellent for warding off all calamities and means of gaining an increase in one's sustenance.

19. And in their wealth there was the right of the beggar and the deprived 18.

18. In it, a few qualities are described:
1. In all the wealth of these believers, there is a portion for the poor and needy - their food, clothing, money, etc.
2. They give to all types of beggars, whether they know them or not.
3. What they give is not dependent on what the beggar asks. They give to the destitute as well as search for those poor people who are ashamed to ask and because of this shameful-ness they are usually deprived of receiving charities.4. They do not make the poor the butt of their kindness. They take it as the right of these poor in their earnings and are grateful to them for accepting their charity.

It should be remembered that, here, charity denotes voluntary charity because Zakaat only became obligatory after Hijrah. Therefore, here, discussion is not made of all the recipients of Zakaat.

20. And in the earth there are signs for those having conqulion 19.

19. The earth for the believers is the record of the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty. By looking at the conditions of the earth they learn to acknowledge and accept the powers of Allah Almighty. In fact, they learn to accept Judgement Day, accountability, Paradise and Hell. Thousands of issues of Shariah and Tareeqat are solved from the earth. After becoming dry, the earth becomes green once again. This tells us that we, too, would be resurrected after death. Whatever you sow in the earth, you shall reap the same. From this we learn that there is accountability in the Hereafter, but on the earth there is humility. Therefore, on it we find gardens and grain-fields. We further learn that the work of the servant is patience and willingness.

21. And also in yourselves (are similar signs). Do you not see? 20

20. That your creation, the astonishing arrangement of the limbs, your changing conditions in the world, etc. points out that you are under the control of someone. The great Sufi sages say that the heavens and the earth; the land and the sea; the mountains and the rocks; the devil, the Mercy and Compassion; all these qualities are in man, if he can only ponder and reflect. He who has succeeded in recognizing himself, he has recognized Allah Almighty.

22. And in the heavens is your provision 21, and that which you are promised 22.

21. Worldly sustenance, the sun, rain, etc. or it could mean the original treasures of all the sustenance are in the heavens. From there they are carried to the earth. The great Sufi sages say that the physical and spiritual sustenance had all stayed in the heavens. Revelation, too, had been coming down from the heavens.

22. That Paradise is in the heavens, or the Divine Tablet is in the heaven, in which everything is written.
So, by the Lord of the heavens and the earth, certainly, this Qur'aan) is the truth in the same language which you speak.

4. Here, Allah Almighty taking an oath on Himself, has described the truth of the Holy Qur'aan, while in Surah Yasin, He had taken the oath on the Holy Qur'aan to establish the Holy Prophet (sallallahu 'alayhi wa sallam).

SECTION 2

4. (O Beloved Prophet) Has the information of the honoured guests of Ebrahim come to you?

5. They were a group of ten or twelve angels who had come to Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) in the form of guests.

6. When they came to him they said: "Salutations." He replied: "Salutations." They were the unknown people.

7. From this, emerge two issues:

1. Greeting is an ancient custom and was practiced in the followers of other Prophets.

2. The one coming should greet those who are sitting; the reply to the greeting should be extended by all or by one person from them. Here, it is evident that everybody had extended the greeting.

8. This tells us that eating the meat of the cow is the practice of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). And that it is the Sunnah of Prophets to entertain your guests, even if you do not know them.

9. And laid it before them. He said: "Will you not eat?"

10. He conceived a fear on his mind on account of them. They said: "Do not be afraid," and gave him good news of the birth of a knowledgeable son.

11. Thus, it is possible that Prophets may not recognize an angel. But, this will only be when the angel had not come with a revelation. Otherwise, recognition is an important condition.
when he comes down with the revelation, or else the revelation would be suspect.
30. In those days, anyone who came with the

29. Then his wife came forward lamenting and struck her forehead and said: "What? I am just a barren old woman."

30. But they said: "Thus has said your Lord. And surely, He is the All-Wise, the All-Knowing."

31. This tells us that Allah Almighty does provide knowledge of the five sciences to the

31. He (Ebrahim) said: "What is your affair, O messengers?" (Angels)

32. This means, oh angels, besides conveying glad tidings, for what other purpose have you come? This tells us that Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) had understood from their context that these personages had come down

32. They said: "We have certainly been sent to a sinful people."

33. The people of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) who had been established in Sodom and its nearby localities. They will see these people

33. That We may let loose upon them stones of baked clay.

34. Making them from baked clay, therefore mention is made about it, so that it becomes known that hailstones will not be falling on them, but rather stones of baked clay, which had

34. Sent forth from your Lord marked for those guilty of excesses."

35. From this sign is understood that these were Divine stones, as every stone had the name

35. Then We brought forth there from those who were faithful

36. This means when punishment descended upon Sodom, Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) and those who had believed in him were taken

intention of fighting would not eat in the house of the host.

 angels.

with the punishment for a people. Perhaps among them may be those angels who are appointed to mete out punishment. For this reason, he had asked this question.

commit sodomy; thereafter they would be destroying them.

been manufactured in the Divine factory. On each stone is inscribed a name on whom it would be falling. Therefore, the word "as identification" is used.

of the victim inscribed on it.

out of there. As soon as the place consisted of infidels only, then Divine punishment was sent upon them. Allah Almighty does not send His
Punishment on a place where graves of his servants are found. Punishment did not come to the Pharaoh as long as he was in Egypt, because there were Mazaars of Hazrat Musaf (On whom be peace) and his brothers. How unfortunate are those people who believe that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq and Hazrat Umar Farooq (May Allah be pleased with them) are deceiving punishment, when these great perso-

6. But We found there nothing, except one house (of Muslims).

8. This means the house of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) only, in which he lived with his two believing daughters. Some scholars have

7. And We left therein a sign for those who fear a painful punishment.

9. This means after the destruction of the people of Hazrat Lut, Almighty Allah had kept its sign, seeing which one would be reminded that Divine punishment had come to this place. Those stones themselves were the signs of this destruction, which had been seen there for a long time. In addition, stinking water had been flowing therein.

40. So that they could take a lesson by looking at this sign and thereby refrain from infidelity and sins.

38. And in Musa also, when We sent him to the Pharaoh with clear authority.

41. This means that even in the incident of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), there is a lesson for the intelligent. Opposition to Prophets, too, had caused the destruction of many mighty nations. It should be remembered that by "bright authority" is meant the miracles of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), e.g. the walking stick, the bright hand, etc.

39. But, he (Pharaoh) turned away with his forces and said: "A magician or a madman (is Musa)."

43. Neither did he accept faith, nor allowed others to do so. Here, "army" denotes all the followers of Pharaoh.

44. The reason for calling him mad was that he had come alone to oppose a cruel and powerful king like him. The Pharaoh said that if Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) had been intelligent, he would not have done this (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).
40. So, seizing him and his forces We threw them into the sea in a condition that he was blaming himself.

45. Thus at the time of drowning, the Pharaoh accepted faith, which was not accepted in the court of Allah Almighty.

41. And for the Aad too, We sent to them a dry windstorm.

46. The Holy Qur’aan uses the word “Reeh” to denote destructive wind and “Reeh” for wind of mercy.

42. Which made everything it came upon, like a rotten thing.

47. That wind would destroy every human being, animal and anything that would come into contact with it. This tells us that due to the sins of man, even animals are caught in punishment. Even the chaff is ground with the grain.

43. And Thamud too, when it was said to them: “Enjoy yourselves for a while (49).”

48. The people of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) who were extremely rebellious. This tells us that if just by reading the stories of these wretched people can inspire faith in the reader, then stories of the pious, too, is a means of strengthening one's faith.

49. After they had cruelly slaughtered the she-camel, Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) gave them the information that after this they will only live for three more days, i.e. for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. On Saturday they would be destroyed. This tells us that the pious servants of Allah Almighty are fully aware of the time, place and nature of the death of people.

44. But they revolted against the Command of their Lord. Then a thunderbolt overtook them while they were seeing it.

50. This was the sound, which had been made by Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace), which had torn their hearts asunder. Because that sound was extremely terrifying, it has been called a thunderbolt.

45. So they were neither able to rise up nor could they take revenge.

51. They could neither take revenge on Hazrat Jibraeel or Hazrat Saleh (On them be peace).
We destroyed the people of Sinai before them. Undoubtedly, they were the disobedient people.

A transgressor is used to indicate a sinful believer, as well as for an infidel. This means transgression can be in matters of belief, as well as in matters of practice. Here, transgression of belief is denoted, viz., infidelity.

SECTION 3

7. And We have made the heaven with hands, and without doubt, We are the makers of the extent vast.

8. Without the medium of the angels, Allah Almighty created the heavens through the Hand of Power. In fact, He is the Creator of everything.

49. And We made pairs of everything that you may understand.

55. Just like the earth, the sky, day and night, male and female; the sun, the moon, hot, cold, the sea, the land, open ground and mountains; man and jinn; faith and infidelity; good fortune and wretchedness; death and life; truth and falsehood; right and left; poverty and prosperity; in short, everything has its opposite. Allah Almighty is free from gender and opposites.

57. In fact, through scientific research we have today come to know that trees and rocks, too, have been categorized into male and female. When the female tree, through wind, comes into contact with a male tree it generates a better crop, even if the female tree is far. These things have their own offspring. However, their progeny is different from ours.

58. Therefore, hasten towards Allah. Surely, I (Muhammad) am a clear warner to you from Him.

56. In fact, seeking deposition from the preoccupation with that which is strange. In short, there can be many interpretations of this blessed verse.
because presenting yourselves in the court of the Holy Prophet is, in reality, fleeing towards Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "And if when they do injustice unto their souls, then Oh Beloved, they should come to you and then beg forgiveness of Allah." (S4:V64).

51. And do not set any god for worship along with. Surely, I am a clear warner 59 to you from Him.

59. It should be remembered that in "do not set" there is a lesson of Tauheed, i.e. of Oneness of Allah Almighty, while in "to you" is a lesson regarding Prophethood. Thus, both Tauheed and Prophethood are mentioned in this verse. You should remember that joining Allah and His Prophet is the true concept of faith, while regarding them as separate entities is infidelity. It is for this reason that the Holy Qur’aan, in most places, mentions the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم after Allah Almighty. Hazrat Hassan says: "Allah Almighty has kept the name of the Prophet joined with His". Says Allah Almighty: "And those who desire to separate from Allah His Messengers..." (S4:V150).

52. In the same way, whenever any Messenger came to those before them, they only said: "A magician 60, or a madman."

60. This means just as your people are calling you a magician and a poet, the people of the previous Ummahs, too, had said the same regarding their Prophets. Thus, whatever had turned out to be the outcome of those people, a similar fate would be yours, i.e. painful torment in the Hereafter. However, the worldly Divine punishment is withheld from you because Allah Almighty has promised: "And Allah is not One to chastise them, while (O Beloved Prophet) you are in their midst!" (S8:V33).

53. Have they charged each other with this? No! Rather they are a rebellious 61 people.

61. The infidels died by counselling one another on infidelity, because their period and place was different, and their time and place was different. Reason for complicity in infidelity is this, that the one leading them astray is one, i.e. the devil. From this we learn that even if the nature of infidelity is varied, in rebellion and treachery they are one.

54. Therefore (O dear Prophet) keep away 62 from them, and there is no blame 63 on you (for that).

62. Do not worry about their useless prattle. This verse is firm and not abrogated. This does not mean that you should not preach to them. Propagation will be undertaken until the very end. faith, there will be no objection raised against the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because he had conveyed to them the Message of Allah Almighty. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is totally independent of the creation. In fact, the creation is dependent on him.

Marfat.com
And continue to warn, because the admonition benefits the believers.

Reason for its Revelation:

When command, in the previous verse, was given to shun the Noble Companions were addended. They thought that now revelation would be discontinued, but rather Divine punishment would descend upon the infidels, because Allah Almighty has asked His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to show indifference to the infidels and shun away from them. In response, this verse was revealed.

65. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Propagational work should not be stopped under any circumstance.
2. Sermons and counselling are beneficial for the heavens only, or for those who are destined to accept faith. Seeds do not grow in every soil.

And I have not created the Jinns and the human beings except to worship Me.

From this we learn that the optional prayers, for which reward and punishment can be determined, are for human beings and Jinns only. But, compulsory or involuntary worship is performed by the entire creation. Says Allah Almighty: "And there is nothing which might not speak of His Glory praising Him" (S17:V44). But, in these worships there is no reward. The punishment of the Jinns is Hell and the reward is salvation from Hell (Hanafi).

Neither do I ask any provision from them, nor do I desire that they should feed Me.

That He grants sustenance to you, or to My creation, or for himself, because Allah Almighty is the provider of sustenance for everybody. In short, the purpose of creation of man and jinn is not to earn sustenance, but to worship. Sustenance is subordinate to worship, e.g. the king employs servants to serve him, for which he pays them wages. If they leave his employment, they will no longer be entitled to any wage. However, it is the Mercy of Allah Almighty that He is providing sustenance to the worthless persons as well.

Like the worldly kings who desire tax from their subjects for their sustenance, as well as for the administration of the land. Thus, they are dependent on their subjects. But, the Divine Kingdom is totally independent.

Certainly, it is only Allah, who is the Great Provider, the Powerful, the Authoritative.

That He provides sustenance for everybody. It should be remembered that general sustenance is provided to the creation in general, e.g. the light of the sun; air, floor of the earth; canopy from the sky; while the specific sustenance is provided for special persons e.g. faith, mystical knowledge, sainthood, guidance, Prophethood, etc. If sustenance were dependent on the effort of the person, then the baby in the mother's womb would not have obtained it.

Thus, seek refuge of the Lord against the one who is strong. The devil is our powerful enemy and only the refuge of our Lord can save us from him.
59. So undoubtedly, those who were cruel shall have a portion of (comforts) like their companions 71 of times. Therefore, let them not ask Me to hasten 72 (the penalty).

71. Zanoob is a name given to a small bucket to draw water from the well, which sometimes throws water this side, and sometimes on that side. This means there is a time and turn for the punishment of each nation. When that time comes, the punishment will follow suit.

72. Do not ask for punishment before the appointed time.

60. Woe unto those who disbelieve because of that day of theirs, which they are promised 73.

73. That appointed day is either the punishment of Battle of Badr, or the day of their death, or the Day of Judgement.

SURAH AT-TUR
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
2 Sections: 49 Verses 312 Words, 1500 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By the Tur 1 (Sinai).

1. Tur is a mountain situated between Egypt and Madain, in the Valley of Sinai. Its name is Zabeer and its title is Tur. It is here that Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) had spoken to Allah Almighty. The Oath is mentioned because of its sanctity. This tells us that any stone or mountain that is connected with the Prophet of Allah Almighty becomes sanctified as well.

2. And by the written book 2.

2. This tells us that the writings of certain special servants are beloved to Allah Almighty, as He has taken an oath on them. Says Allah Almighty: "By the Pen and by that which they (angels) write" (S68:V1). The verdicts (Fatawa) of the Islamic scholars, the Na'atiyah
the compositions of these poets, the texts of the Holy Qur'an and Ahadith, their commentaries, are all included in this. Or, it could signify the recordings of the angels, i.e. the books of deeds of people, the angel who is the writer of Fate, or the writing on the Divine Tablet, or the Tauraat, or the Injeel, or the writing of the Holy Qur'an. Thus, the interpretation of writing should be made in details like this.

3. Which written in an open scroll.

4. And by the frequently visited House.

3. By "Baitul Ma'moor" meant a populated house. In this verse it denotes either the Holy Ka'bah, which is always populated with pilgrims and worshippers, or the Baitul Ma'moor, which is found in the seventh heaven, which is the Qibla of the angels and which the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم had seen on the Night of Me'raaj. Or, these are the hearts of the pious servants, which are cultivated with the remembrance of Allah Almighty. Or, it refers to homes of those believers, which are established with Zikrullah (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

5. And by the elevated canopy (of Heaven).

4. By this is meant either the heavens, which serve as the canopy or roof of this world, or the Arsh, which is the roof of Paradise. The mentioning of the roof with the house is quite appropriate (Tafseer Khazain and Roohul Mu'ani).

6. And by the burning sea.

5. By this is meant those oceans in which we find water today. On the Day of Judgement these waters would be set alight. This flaming water will encourage the fire of Hell further, as has been stated in the Hadith Shareef.

7. Undoubtedly, the punishment of you Lord is certainly to occur.

6. By this is meant either the punishment of the grave or punishment of the Day of Judgement. The second meaning is more forceful as is visible from the subsequent subject.

8. But there is none to avert (it).

7. From this we understand that nothing can alter Taqdeer e Mubram or inevitable Fate nor evade it. Says Allah Almighty: "The word is not changed with Me"(S50:V29). Likewise, the coming of punishment is an inevitable fate and thus cannot be put off.

9. The day when the heavens will shake with awful shaking.

8. Firstly, they will move like the wheel, then they will burst. It tells us that today the heavens are stationary. In fact, it is the moon and the stars that are in motion.
10. And the mountains will move 9 with an awful movement.

9. First, they will float like the clouds, thereafter fly like the particles of the carded cotton, then like particles of dust. This is the Day of Judgement.

11. Woe, then, on that day to the beliers 10.

10. This is if the infidels had belied the Prophets. From this emerge three issues:
1. Those people who did not get the Prophethood of any Prophet like the parents of our Beloved Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم . For them the Oneness of Allah Almighty is sufficient for their salvation.

12. And those who are playing in idle discourses 11.

11. In matters of infidelity and polytheism, or in worldly business matters and negligence. This tells us that whatever keeps you away from Allah Almighty is mere sport and idle avocation.

13. The day they shall be driven 12 towards the fire of Hell with forceful pushing.

12. In that the angels of punishment would fasten their hands with their necks and their feet with their foreheads and throw them into Hell like a ball, telling them this. This tells us that even if the sinful believers would be put into Hell, it will not be in this manner.

14. This is the fire, which you used to believe.

15. Is this magic 13, or you do not receive?

13. This conversation will be with those infidels who were calling the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم as a magician, and after seeing the miracles, said that we are being deceived.

16. Go into it roasted; now whether you be patient or not 14 be patient, all is equal to you. You are merely rewarded for what you used to do 15.

14. This means that the believers in the world were given great reward for patience. But, now there is no benefit for you even for patience.
7. Undoubtedly, the pious ones are in Paradise and in delight.

8. Although a believer may be a sinner, but in one aspect he is pious because he had safeguarded himself from defective beliefs. Thus, he too after coming into contact with the water of intercession, or after serving a little

18. And they are happy with what their Lord has bestowed upon them. And their Lord will save them from the punishment of Hell.

17. In Paradise, there will be two types of Divine bounties: the reward of piety, as well as the imperial bestowal. The reward of deeds, too, would be given through His kindness. Therefore, the word "Oh Lord!" is stated here.

19. Eat and drink with pleasure, a reward for your pious deeds.

19. Eat eternally, and eat in every way, nothing will be harmful. There will be no one preventing you from enjoying these bounties, because in the world you had observed the limits of Shariah (Islamic Law). The worldly limits of Shariah are the means of freedom of the Hereafter.

20. Reclining on couches set in rows. And We shall unite them with fair maidens having large beautiful eyes.

21. This tells us that there will be no labour in Paradise because reclining takes place in comfort. But, there will be no one remaining idle. People will be engaged in merry-making and beholding the beauteous vision of the Friend (Allah Almighty). Being idle is bad, but rest is good.

22. It should be remembered that in the world the marriage of a human being cannot take place with a non-human. There can be no marriage with animals or jins. But, marriage in Paradise will be with a non-human because the Hoories are neither human nor from the progeny of Hazrat Adam, but yet they will be given in marriage to human beings.

21. And those who believe, and whose children follow them with faith, We shall join them with their children, and shall not diminish.
anything from their deeds. All men are pledged in their deeds.

23. This means if the children of the believers are believers, then they will be kept with their parents in Paradise. They will not be separated from them. The limit of faith is placed to show that the infidel children of the believers will not be with their parents. From this we learn that the status of children are elevated through the medium of the parents. Although the children of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are not prophets, they will be with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم in Paradise. This has proven the issue of “Waseela” or mediation. We have further understood that the minor children of the believers are inmates of Paradise. Also, that the inmate of Paradise will reside therein with his family, i.e. if the status of the father is low and that of the children is lofty, then the status of the father would be raised and then sent to the children. Thus, if Allah wills, Hazrat Amina, Hazrat Abdullah and the children of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم will live with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم in Paradise.

24. This means the elevated and the lowly will not be for the purpose of joining the inmates of Paradise with one another. In fact, the lowly will be raised to an elevated status. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

25. This means every infidel would be deeply plunged in his evil. Here, the word "man" denotes an infidel. If there is a believer from the parents of the minor children, then those children will be with those parents.

22. And We helped them with fruits and meat, as they desire.

26. The bounties of the inmates of Paradise would be increased continuously, not decreasing in any way.

23. They shall pass from one another a cup wherein there is neither anything absurd or sin.

27. This tells us that in Paradise the believers will not possess any capacity to commit a sin, because the baser self induces sin, and that would have been destroyed in Paradise. In addition, drinks, etc. too, will not have the power to create any mischief, i.e. one who consumes these drinks will not be intoxicated, nor commit any sins due to it.

24. And the youths in their service will go round them as if they are well-preserved pearls.

28. These youths are neither their own sons, nor their worldly servants, but are a creation of Paradise like the Hooris who have been created to serve the inmates of Paradise. Angels are besides them. Some Islamic scholars are of the view that the children of the infidels who had died in their infancy would be used to serve the inmates of Paradise. From this we further learn that every inmate of Paradise would receive servants, whether they are common or specific inmates.

29. This means like clean pearls, which had not been soiled by anyone's touch. Every inmate of Paradise will be granted at least one thousand of these servants (Gilmaan) who
And they will turn to one another asking mutual questions.

1. The inmates of Paradise would be inquiring from one another about their deeds in the world, like what deeds did you perform?

6. Saying: “Surely, before this we were full of fear in our families.”

1. From this, emerge three issues:

2. The inmates of Paradise would be able to remember their worldly activities, which they would be discussing therein.

3. The fear of Allah Almighty is the foundation of piety. One should fear Allah Almighty even after doing good deeds.

3. The fear of the world becomes the means of being fearless in the Hereafter.

2. This means the guidance for us to do good deeds in the world, too, is due to the mercy of Allah Almighty. Keeping us firm on them, too,

28. “Surely, we worshipped Him before. He is the Beneficent, the Merciful.”

3. This means it is Him Who gave us guidance to indulge in acts of worship. He said this because we should know that we must not be proud of our acts of worship, but rather be grateful for His Mercy.

SECTION 2

29. Then (O Beloved Prophet) admonish (them) that by the Grace of your Lord you are neither a soothsayer nor mentally sick.

4. For the entire creation, i.e. counsel the infidels towards accepting faith; the believers towards doing good deeds, the devotees towards the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty. In short, Oh My Beloved, no one is free of thy counselling.

35. This means your prophecies about the unseen are not due to soothsaying, but due to Divine revelation. A demented person does not know himself, but you Oh Beloved, have knowledge of both worlds. He whom nobody cares for, you take care of him. Or, the
meaning of Majnoon could be 'Mastoor', i.e. one who is hidden. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is hidden from the creation, but the creation is not hidden from him. Le alone the creation, the Creator, too, is no hidden from him.

30. Or, do they say: “He is a poet 36, for whom we are waiting 37 for an adverse turn of his fortune.”

36. Here, poet does not denote the common poets of today, i.e. the composer of verses in metrical form, because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم never composed verses. Instead, the word poet denotes those reprobate novelists who compose verses and describe them to look true. Says Allah Almighty: "And We have not taught him to compose verses, and nor is it befitting to his dignity"(S36:V69).

37. Just as the names of the previous poets had been removed from the world, after the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم his blessed name, too, would be forgotten (Allah forbid) He is such a true sun, that whomever his rays fall on, they gain eternal life. Observe, the immortality gained by Hazrat Ghouse Paak and Hazrat Imam Husain (May Allah be pleased with them).

31. Please declare! (O beloved Prophet): “Keep on waiting, I, too, am among those who are waiting 38 with you.”

38. Punishment will descend upon you. Thus, those malicious and evil-minded infidels were killed during the blessed lifetime of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, in a most disgraceful manner.

32. Does their reasoning prompt them to this, or are they a rebellious 39 people?

39. This means, Oh My Beloved! Do not be saddened by their nonsensical prattle. They are rebellious and stupid. If they had a little bit of sense, they would have remained firm upon what they had said. They have no conviction over what they say. Sometimes they call him a poet, at other times a demented person. Although a poet is an intelligent person, a demented person lacks intelligence. Thus, it is not worthy of expressing grief over the nonsensical utterances of such fickle-minded persons.

33. Or do they say: “He (the Holy Prophet) has fabricated it (Qur’aan).” In fact, they will never believe it.

34. Let them bring a single declaration (chapter) like this, if they are truthful 40.

40. Because this is the identification of Almighty Allah’s things that its likeness cannot be produced by man like the moon and sun, the ant and the glow-worm. Thus, since you could not produce the like of the Quranic verse, they admit that it is the word of Allah Almighty.
Have they not been created, or are they created 41?

This means they should think if they are in themselves, or, if they had been responsible for their birth themselves, then they did not worship anyone, as no one is their creator. But, if someone, who is their master

6. Or, did they create the heavens and the earth 42? In fact they have no match 43.

2. This means how have the people become indifferent to the worship of Allah Almighty. Are those people self-created? Or, are they themselves creators of the heavens and the earth? If they themselves are their creators - then they have become equal to Allah Almighty in which case they are not in need of worship. But none of these qualities are found in them, i.e. they are neither creators, nor are they mono-created, but they are the creation of Allah Almighty. Therefore, it is incumbent upon them to worship their Creator.

43. Somehow, they verbally acknowledge Allah Almighty as their Creator. This tells us that anyone whose actions are not in accordance with his word, his actions are false. After accepting Allah Almighty, they were worshipping the idols. For this reason they have been addressed in this way.

7. Or, have they treasures of your Lord with them? Or, have they been promised the authority of some treasures?

4. These words are the refutation of their nonsensical prattle, that why was the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم made the Prophet and not one from among them. It is said to them that they do not hold the keys to the treasures of Allah Almighty and that they cannot appoint anyone a prophet whom they like. Allah Almighty is the Master and absolute authority and can give any bounty to whomsoever He wishes. Who are you to object?

8. Or, have they the ladder by means of which they climb to listen? Then let the there listener bring a clear proof.

15. And after having heard, they still say (Allah forbid) that after the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آله وسلم his religion will perish.

9. Or, has He daughters, and you have sons 46?

26. The polytheists of Arabia would state that angels are daughters of Allah Almighty; yet, they would dislike having a daughter for themselves. So much so, that if a daughter was born to them, they would bury her alive. Mention is made of it in this verse.
40. Or, do you ask them some wage that they are overburdened under such expense 47?

47. This verse is a refutation of that speech of the infidels that the Holy Prophet had proclaimed Prophethood in order to seek leadership and wealth. They have been given a reply that if this was his aim, then he would have placed a tax on propagation and asked you for wages for the work. If this is not the case, then he providing, not taking anything from anyone. Hence, your nonsensical claim is baseless as false.

41. Or, have they unseen (power) with them by which they give written command 48?

48. It is the refutation of the nonsensical prattle of the infidels that neither will there be a Day of Judgement, nor any reward and punishment. This means Oh you infidels, My Beloved had given you information regarding this from the Divine Tablet and from Divine Revelation. On what revelation and unseen knowledge are you refuting it?

42. Or, do they intend to stage any deception 49? But it is the infidels who are to get deceived 50.

49. This means Oh My Beloved! These people are not only opposing you verbally, but their committee in Darun Nadwah is planning to cause harm to you, and take your blessed life. 50. Allah Almighty fulfilled His promise, i.e. those who had evil intentions were all destroyed without harming the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in the slightest way. This means Oh My Beloved! Your true Protector and Helper is Allah Almighty Who will save you from their deception. But, who is their helper through whose assistance they would oppose Allah Almighty to take your life? This tells us that to oppose the Holy Prophe صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is, in reality, opposing Allah Almighty.

43. Or, do they have any other god besides Allah? Glorified 51 be Allah from that which they associate with Him.

51. Allah Almighty is free of their polytheism and His Prophet is protected from their wickedness. In fact, those who come under the protection of His Beloved would be protected. The dog in whose neck there is a belt of the owner is not harmed by anyone.

44. And if they see a portion of the sky falling down, they would say: “These are clouds, piled up 52.”

52. This tells us that if a person is not destined to have faith, he will not gain guidance even after seeing major miracles. This is a reply to the utterance of the infidels that if you can, let the mountains fall upon us from the sky.
3. Leave them, till they meet that day of theirs wherein they shall become fortified 53.

4. Explanations to this verse could be the following:

Oh My Beloved! Do not wage war on the infidels until you are not granted permission to do so. But, when that order is given, it must not strike panic in them. By 'refraining' is meant to refrain from Jihad. By 'days of swooning' is meant the day of Jihad, Battle of Badr, etc. In which case this verse is abrogated, the ordinance of Jihad is its abrogation.

2. You should leave them until the Day of Judgement and remain aloof from them. In this way this verse is firm. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم will not leave his devotees in their life, after their death and until the Day of Judgement, because abandoning is for the infidels.

46. The day on which their deception shall not avail them anything, nor shall they be helped 54.

54. This means the believers would be assisted during Jihad (Holy War) through the angels, etc. while the infidels will be left without any help. Or, they will be given help on the Day of Judgement, at the time of their death, in their graves. The believers will receive help from the Prophets and Saints. Anyone who says that I have no helper is merely acknowledging his infidelity.

47. And surely the unjust people shall have a punishment 55 besides that. But most of them don't know 56.

55. The punishment at the time of death and in the grave, prior to the Day of Judgement. From this verse, the punishment of the grave is proven. Or, the punishment of seven years of famine, prior to giving the order of Jihad, which was sent to the infidels of Makkah.

48. And (O Beloved Prophet) wait patiently for the Judgement 57 of your Lord, as you are always before Our eyes. And glorify your Lord, praising Him when you stand 59.

57. Do not wage holy war before the revelation of its ordinance, in which this verse is abrogated from the verses of Jihad. Or, it means do not be saddened by the delay in the coming of the punishment on the infidels.

58. The infidels would not be able to cause any harm to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

59. Or, that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is under the protection of Allah Almighty, as well as no sin would be able to be committed by him. The devil cannot reach him. Or, it means, Oh My Beloved, you are directly in My gaze and I am at all times looking at your deeds of love with the gaze of love. Its commentary
is the following verse: "Who sees you where you stand" (S26:V218). The great Sufis say that whoever desires to come within the gaze of Allah Almighty, he should seek the closeness of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم by attaching himself to his blessed feet, clothes, shoes. In short, the lover looks at everything with utmost love - even the servants as well.

49. And glorify Him in a part of the night, and after the setting of the stars 60.

60. This means offer your Tahajjud and Sunnat raka'ats of Fajr Salah. The great Sufis state that this is the remembrance of Me'raaj, because this also took place during the latter part of the night secretly, i.e. no person was given information about it. Thus, the person intending to offer Tahajjud should do so silently without awakening anybody. Also, he should offer his Sunnat raka'ats of Fajr in some darkness. Thereafter, recite Istighfaar and other azkar, and when it is light he should offer his Fard raka'ats as can be seen from 'after the setting of the stars'.

59. This gives a hint that before commencing with Salaah proper, it is important to recite Thana, to glorify Allah Almighty. After getting up from sleep you should glorify Allah Almighty. Also, before the termination of every gathering, recite the glory and praise of Allah Almighty, because all this is included in standing.

---

SURAH AN-NAJM (THE STAR)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
3 Sections: 62 Verses 1 360 Words 1405 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

1. This is that first Surah which the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had proclaimed and recited before the polytheists (Khazainul Irfaan). This Surah was revealed in Ramadaan, in the fifth year of Revelation. On hearing this Surah, the jinns, man, believers and infidels, all prostrated. This incident is well known.

SECTION 1

1. By the brightly shining star (Muhammad) when he descended 2
from the Ascension (Me’raaj).

The word “Najm” either denotes the star and “Hawa” denotes to be inclined towards the thing. Or, ‘Najm’ could mean shrubs spread in the ground, while ‘Hawa’ would mean this coming into motion. Or, ‘Najm’ denotes the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and ‘Hawa’ his returning from Me’raaj. The third meaning is more strong and pleasant because the discussion, which follows, is about the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم (Khazainul Irfaan, Tafseer Khazain, etc.).

Your companion (Muhammad) was not strayed, nor was he misled.

By ‘Sahib’ is meant companion. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is declared as the companion of all, because he is the companion of the body and faith. Where everyone abandons you, i.e. in the grave, the Day of Judgement, etc. the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآלה وسلم will be with you. Two things have been negated through the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم going astray and being misled;

1. And he does not speak of his own desire.

This verse is the proof for the previous verse, i.e. how can he go astray when he has been on the stage of being drowned in Allah Almighty? Every word and every deed is from Allah Almighty. He had crushed all his desires in the Divine plan of Allah Almighty. When a person reaches this stage, then he begins to perform Divine deeds. He functions through the power of Allah Almighty; just as coal performs the function of fire, when it is totally submerged into it.

2. It is only through the revelations that are sent to him.

The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم got married to Hazrat Zainab, yet Allah Almighty says: “We got him married”. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم threw the stones, which Allah Almighty says that “He threw the stones”. People took an oath of allegiance at the hands of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, which Allah states that the oath was taken on Him. This tells us Allah Almighty directs every word and deed of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم; because this marriage was contracted by the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. This oath of allegiance was taken before the revelation of this verse. Thus, raising an objection against the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is equivalent to raising it against Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that the Holy Qur’aan and the Hadith are both Divine revelation, as can be understood from this verse. However, the Holy Qur’aan is visible revelation and the Hadith is concealed revelation. Those deeds and words of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم against which Quranic verses were revealed are known as errors and those too, in reality, were from Allah Almighty. There are thousands of wisdoms concealed in it. Observe, the eating of wheat by Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was an error, but this too was from Allah Almighty. Due to this error, the world came into being. For a detailed research, consult the book ‘Sultanate Mustapha’.
5. Taught him the One possessing Supreme Power.

6. By this is meant Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "The Most Affectionate taught the Qur’aan to His Beloved" (S55: V1-2). Allah Almighty further states: "And undoubtedly you are being taught Qur’aan by the Wise, the Knowing" (S27:V6). That verse is the commentary of this verse. Thus, Hazrat Jibraeel is not the teacher of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. That is why he would not respect the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

7. Both of these are attributes of Allah Almighty, i.e. the revelation of the Holy Qur’aan, too, was from Allah Almighty, and it’s He who taught every part of it to His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم. Hazrat Hassan Basri said the same (Tafseer Khazain, Roohu Mu’ani).

8. The Lord of mighty strength, who manifested this ascendance (of Muhammad).

9. And he was on the highest horizon (to see Splendid Divine Sight).

8. In these verses there is a discussion of the Holy Prophet’s صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم physical Me’raaj, i.e. Hazrat Muhammad Mustapha went through the high regions of the seven heavens to come to the Empyrean Throne of Allah. At Sidratul Muntaha - the Heavenly Tree - even Jibraeel could not go beyond, but the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم went further. This, too, has been related by Hazrat Hassan Basri and is found in (Tafseer Kabeer, Roohul Bayaan and Khazain-e-Irfaan).

10. Then the spleen did vision drew nearer, and then he came closer.

9. This means the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم came very close to the Divine Light or the Light of Allah Almighty came close to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم.

10. The manifestation of the Divine came towards His Beloved or Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) motioned towards the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم. The first meaning is more appropriate.

11. So this was the distance of two hands, or rather less than that.

11. Here, the purpose is to show the extreme closeness between the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم and the Light of Allah Almighty. When Arabs intended showing extreme closeness, they would use the expression of distance of the two ends of the bow, or two hands. The Sufi saints say when one desires to take a person in the embrace of love, they use the two hands as two ends of the bow and make an orbit in which the beloved is embraced.

12. And He revealed to His servant
whatever He wanted to reveal.

2. From this is understood in the previous verses that all the pronouns were turning towards Allah Almighty and not towards Hazrat Jibraeel, because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the servant of Allah Almighty and not of Hazrat Jibraeel. Also, the sender of revelation is Allah Almighty and not Hazrat Jibraeel.

3. This means the night of Me'raaj, in matters of this specific closeness, is without Hazrat Jibraeel. Allah Almighty spoke all those special things to His Beloved Prophet, which are beyond anyone's imagination. The great Sufis say that in this special closeness, Allah Almighty granted His Beloved Rasool all the knowledge of the Unseen. The Hadith Shareef corroborates this.

4. This means the blessed eye of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم totally absorbed the beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty, and his heart verified that this observation was indeed accurate without any error. If the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم has seen the Vision of Allah Almighty only through the heart, then the heart would not be its verifier. The observer is different to the verifier. In addition, like Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) at the time of the observance of the Vision of Allah Almighty. Our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم did not become unconscious, but instead looked directly at the beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty, in full control of his senses. The heart was able to understand the words of Allah fully, and verify what the eye was seeing. Hazrat Aisha (May Allah be pleased with her) rejects the Holy Prophet’s صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم vision of Allah Almighty directly because those Ahadith had not reached her. Hence, she had not produced any Hadith on this subject. Instead, she based her view on the Quranic verse: "Eyes comprehend Him not"(S6:V103) as her proof. Yet, in this verse, ‘did not comprehend’ means eyes cannot comprehend the vision of Allah Almighty in this world. But, this was a different world where the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم saw and enjoyed looking at this beauteous Vision, not in its perception. Perception comes about through encircling and enclosing.

12. Will you then dispute with him concerning what he saw?

15. O polytheists, why are you rejecting the physical Me'raaj and the seeing of the Vision of Allah Almighty? The Lord gives, the Beloved receives and why does this giving and taking cause you to become bitter and envious?

13. And indeed he saw that Splendid Sight twice.

16. Here, ‘two times’ denotes seeing again and again. On the request of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم went again and again before Allah Almighty to have the fifty Salaahs reduced and every time saw the beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty. In fact, this night the very desire of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was fulfilled. The desire to behold the Vision at Mt. Sinai reached its fulfillment on this night. In the image of the blessed countenance of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم even he was observing the beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty. For this reason he had insisted to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم to go to Allah Almighty for the reduction in the number of Salaahs for the Ummah. The Ummah was the pretext, the motive was his own.
14. Near the farthest Lote Tree.

17. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was at the Lote Tree, meaning he was farthest from it. This is the name of one berry tree whose root is in the sixth heaven and its branches are in all the heavens. In height, it is well beyond the seventh heaven. Because the angels and the souls of the martyrs pass from it, therefore it is called the Farthest Lote Tree. This is the very place of Hazrat Jibraeel.

15. Close to which is Paradise of Eternity.

18. This is one of the stages of Paradise, which was the residence of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

16. When the Lote tree was covered over with the best covering.

19. This means angels and brightness encircled this “Sidrak”, but the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was not attracted to any of these.

20. The eye (of Muhammad) did not deviate, nor exceeded the limit.

21. From this we learn that the power of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is far greater than that of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), because Hazrat Musa became unconscious by beholding the refugence of Attributes, but our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم saw the Personal Light of Allah Almighty face to face, at which neither his eye winked, nor his blessed heart showed any sign of fear. This means the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم sought the beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty. He neither turned to the Lote Tree nor was he pre-occupied with seeing the splendour and light around it. He remained the seeker of the Allah Almighty and when he saw his Lord, he never as much as winked.

18. Undoubtedly, he saw very big signs of his Lord.

21. On the night of Me’raaj, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم did not only see the Beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty, but he also saw all the angels, Paradise and Hell.

19. Have you considered Laat and Uzza (idols) as seen by you?

20. And Manaat, as the third one.

22. This means O polytheists! You are daily seeing Laat, Manaat, Uzza, etc. They are totally lifeless and ignorant. So why do you worship them, by abandoning Allah Almighty and turning away from His Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم?

21. Are these sons for you and daughters for Him?

23. The polytheists of Arabia were calling the angels the daughters of Allah Almighty, ye
for yourselves, the same you are suggesting or proposing for Allah Almighty. Are you not mad?

2. This, indeed, is an unjust division of your idols).

3. There are but some names you and your fathers have replaced for Allah, Who has not sent down any authority for them. They follow mere conjecture and desires of themselves, whereas there has already come to them guidance from their Lord.

4. This means, the idols you are worshipping are but a creation of your imagination. Nowadays, the idols of the Hindus, too, are mere creation of figments of their imagination, i.e. some idols have the body of a human being, but the trunk of an elephant, and others have a tail. Such creations were never in existence. It result as a result of absurd vision. It is a pity on those Muslims who try to prove these things as prophets.

24. Can the man have whatever he wishes?

28. Here, 'human being' denotes polytheists and 'his desire' denotes intercession of the idols. It means this desire of their will not be fulfilled, i.e. the idols will not be able to intercede for them.

25. No Prophet, nor any heavenly scripture, had ever given a prophesy about such creations. These are merely frightening, imaginary faces which have become the deities of the Hindus.

26. This means these idols are based on superstitious vision and their worship is obedience of the baser self.

27. By guidance is meant the Holy Prophet or the Holy Qur'aan.

29. Allah Almighty will empower anyone to intercede, whom He wishes. He has granted permission of intercession to His beloved servants, not the idols.

30. This tells us that even the angels would be able to intercede for the believers. It should be noted that all the angels are the beloved creation of Allah Almighty, but not all the
human beings are beloved. Here, the limitation
27. Surely, then who do not believe in
the Hereafter, name the angels with
female 31 names.

even to this day, most Hindu idols bear
feminine names from which one can ascertain
that this disease has always been prevalent
amongst the polytheists, i.e. worship of
females. The Hindus have regarded their coun-
28. But they have no knowledge of it.
They follow mere conjecture, and
verify the conjecture avails nothing
against the truth 32.

32. This means in opposition to the order of
the Holy Prophet ﷺ, mere conjecture is false, like how the
conjecture of the devil, in opposition to Divine
order, became the cause of his destruction. If
conjecture is in accordance with categorical
statement of Qiyaas, then it will be regarded as
true. Says Allah Almighty: "Those who are
sure that they have to meet their Lord and
return unto Him alone"(S2:V46). Further, it is
stated: "Why it did not happen when your Lord
heard it that the Muslim men and women would
have thought good of their own people, and say
"this is manifest slander"(S24:V12). Thus, this
verse cannot become a proof for the people of
defective beliefs to reject Qiyaas (analogy).

29. Therefore turn aside from them
who turn away from Our
Rememberance 33 and who seek only
the life of this world 34.

33. This means, Oh My Beloved! Remain
aloof and unconcerned of the polytheists. This
tells us that the Holy Prophet ﷺ never remains inattentive and aloof of
the believer, no matter how sinful he may be.

30. That is the utmost limit of their
knowledge. Surely, your Lord
Knows well who went astray from
His way, and He Knows the one who
follows the right guidance 35.

35. This tells us that the reward of one type of
action will take different forms. The intention
31. And to Allah belongs whatever is
in the heavens and whatever is in the
earth, that He awards the evildoers
of being dear is with the human beings.
for their deeds and rewards with the best for those who are righteous.

36. Although 'evil' used here is of a general kind, the evil of the heart is different from the bodily evil. This means Allah Almighty will punish those with defective beliefs as well as evil-doers and those who are negligent. Similarly, those having pure beliefs and doing pious deeds would be rewarded in the best possible way.

37. By 'best' is denoted Paradise or the bounties of it, or gaining the pleasure of Almighty Allah and His Beauteous Vision, or gaining the closeness of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. In this word 'best' there are many possibilities.

32. Those who keep away from major sins and indecencies, except that they approached sins and kept themselves aloof. Surely your Lord is liberal in forgiving. He knows you well. He created you from the dust and when you were foetuses in the wombs of your mothers. Therefore, do not justify your purity. He knows well who are the pious.

38. Major sins are those whose punishment has been laid down by Islamic law (Shariah) whether for this world or in the Hereafter. In addition, committing a minor sin continuously becomes a major sin. From this verse we learn that if a person abstains from committing major sins, then Allah Almighty will forgive his minor sins.

39. It should be remembered that every lewd act is sin, but every sin is not lewd. Shameful sin is that which is regarded as evil by human intelligence and experiences shame from it, e.g. stealing, adultery, etc. Some scholars have stated that a shameful act is that sin for which the Islamic law has set a fixed limit.

40. This standing should be due to the fear of Allah Almighty for which there is a lofty status. Says Allah Almighty: "But for him who fears to stand before his Lord, there are two Paradises" (S55:V46).

41. This verse was revealed concerning those people who expressed arrogance at their good deeds and would proudly say that our prayers (Salah) are so great, our fasts are of such excellence and we are such great people.

42. This means how do you know at this point in time what your end would be, and in which list is your name; in that of the inmates of Hell or the inmates of Paradise. Therefore, why are you blowing on your own trumpet?

43. It is sufficient to have knowledge of this. Therefore why are you proclaiming the verdict of your purity? True taste is acquired by that person who says; "I am a sinner" and Allah Almighty will say that he is a pious person, e.g. Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with him).

SECTION 3

33. Have you seen him who turns away?

44. Reason for its Revelation: This verse was revealed regarding Waleed bin...
Mugheerah who, at first, was inclined towards Islam, or had accepted Islam. But, when the polytheists taunted him that he had turned away from the religion of his forefathers, he replied that he had become the follower of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. They then told him that if he turns away from Islam and gives them sufficient wealth, then they would take over the responsibility of his punishment. On hearing this, he became an apostate, giving some wealth to them and refusing the rest of the amount (Tafseer Khazaimul Irfan, Roohul Mu'ani). It should be noted that at that time the ordinance regarding the death penalty for apostasy had not been revealed.

34. And gave a little and then grudged 45.

45. Some Islamic scholars have stated that this verse was revealed regarding Abu Jahl and the likes of him who would, at times, praise some acts of Islam and at other times renounce them.

35. Has he the knowledge of the unseen so that he can see 46?

46. As if he is looking at the happenings of the Hereafter and saying so and so will bear my

36. Or, has he not been informed of what is in the Scriptures 47 of Musa?

47. By this is meant either the slates of the Taurat or the scrolls of Hazrat Musa (On

37. And of Ebrahim, who fulfilled 48 his trust.

48. This means Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) is a faithful friend of Allah Almighty because whatever Allah Almighty ordered him to do, he carried it out, e.g. present his son to be slaughtered and allow himself to be thrown

38. That not one bearing a burden, bears the 49 burden of others.

49. Neither in the world, nor in the Hereafter, like the punishment for the crime of the criminal is meted out to another person, thereby freeing the culprit. Prior to Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace), people would catch a person for the crime committed by another

39. That man, surely, will not get except what he endeavours 50.

50. This means physical obligations cannot be fulfilled on behalf of another person. The word burden in the Hereafter.

35. ٌأَمَّا لَمْ يَبْنِيَّكَا بِيْنَّ اِبْنِيَّنَا ۙ وَلَذَّا مُؤْسِسَ

whom be peace), which were revealed upon him, like booklets.

37. وَكَبْرَاهُمْ الْمَيْمَا وَقَّالُوا ۗ أَلَا ۛ عَذَابٌ أَخَرُ

into the fire of Namrood. It means that the discussion that is appearing after it is found in the Scrolls of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) as well.

39. "وَأَنَّ تَبْيِيضَ لِلْإِنسانِ إِلَّا مَا سَعَيَ

person, e.g. they would kill the brother or son for the murder committed by the brother or father. Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) declared this as forbidden. For further information on this refer to Tafseer Khazaimul Irfan.

40. 'effort' points towards that. Otherwise, granting the rewards of one's own deeds for another
person is permissible. This has been stated in many Ahadith. It could also mean one's possession is in one's own deeds in a way when the letter laam (for) in the word 'Lil Insaan' for man', the laam is possessive. Thus, do not hope of other's sending rewards of their pious deeds. Some scholars have said that 'man' is meant an infidel. Thus, conveying reward of good deeds for an infidel is not permissible.

40. And that his endeavours shall soon be judged 51.

41. This means verification will be made about the good deeds, whether they were done sincerely or for show; and what is the station of each deed and what should be the reward of each deed. This verification is the responsibility of the angels. Or, it means these deeds will be shown to them i.e. the person will see his deeds in the grave, on the Day of Judgement, in Paradise, recorded in his Book of Deeds. Also, he will see the deeds in pleasant and unpleasant forms.

42. And only then shall he be fully 52 rewarded for it

43. In that in proportion to the sins, the punishment will not be increased, nor rewards would be lessened for the good deeds. Thus,

44. And surely, to your Lord is your return 53.

45. In that everyone has to return to the Lord in the Hereafter, some will go joyously, some

46. And it is surely He Who makes you to laugh and makes you to weep 54.

47. This means that only Allah Almighty will make him happy whom He likes and give grief to who He wishes. The Sufi sages say that Allah Almighty causes the negligent to be happy in the world, but will make them shed tears of grief in the Hereafter. Or, that on the Day of Judgement will grant pleasure to the inmates of Paradise and tears to the inmates of

48. And that it is surely He Who gives death and causes 55 life.

49. This means He causes you to die in the world and will grant life in the Hereafter. Or, He caused your predecessors to die and granted you life through which you became owners of their properties. Or, that He gave the infidels death on infidelity and the believers life on

50. And it is surely He who creates pairs, male and female 56.
56. Males and females of human beings and other animals.

46. From a drop of sperm when it is emitted.

57. This means it is His Absolute Power. The mould is one, but the utensils produced through it are different. The womb is one, the sperm is one, but out of this same sperm sometimes a boy is created and sometimes a girl. Allah be Praised!

47. And it is certainly for Him to bring creation the second time.

58. Because Allah Almighty has promised about resurrection for the Day of Judgement, this obligation has become necessary upon His bounteous responsibility. This obligation is His own.

48. And that it is undoubtedly He Who enriches and grants wealth satisfactorily.

59. This means He granted riches to the wealthy and patience and contentment to the poor. Or, He made the hearts of His beloved servants generous as well as outward contentment. Some wealthy have been given contentment with the wealth as well, thereby protecting them from greed.

49. And that surely it is He Who is the Lord of the star, Sirius.

50. And that surely it is He Who destroyed the first Aad.

60. The people of Aad are two. The first people of Aad are those whose Prophet was Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace). After the people of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) they were the first to be destroyed through a severe sandstorm. They were the offspring of Aad ibn Eram. The second people of Aad were those during the period of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) with whom the Prophet of Allah had fought at a place called Areekah (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). This incident had been discussed earlier.

51. And also the Thamud and then spared none.

61. This is the people of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) who had been destroyed through shrill screams of Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace). None was spared from them. Only their tales now remain.

52. And before this the people of Nuh.

62. Surely, they were oppressors, unjust and most rebellious.

63. This means the people of Nuh were destroyed before the Aad and Thamud. It should be remembered that the very first people to be destroyed were the people of Nuh, through drowning. Because these people had troubled Hazrat...
And He overturned the demolished cities.

This means people of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) whose establishment had been overturned by Hazrat Jibrael (On whom be peace). For this reason these places are called 'overturned'.

Then covered them with what they were to be covered (with).

So many stones were thrown on them that the earth was fully covered under them. Thus, the word 'covered' is used.

(O listener) which of your Lord’s favours would you belie?

In it, Muslims are addressed, i.e. Oh believers, We destroyed these people and by granting you the servitude of the Holy Prophetصلى الله عليه و آله وسلم that in the fundamentals of religion all the Prophets are equal, but in matters of exposition of these principles, they differ from one another.

It (the Hour) has come near that was imminent to come.

This means the Day of Judgement has come nearer because the Final Prophet and the Final Book have come. Now, merely await the declaration of the Day of Judgement.

There is none besides Allah to disclose it.

This means that Allah Almighty alone can provide you relief from the hardships of the Day of Judgement.

Do you then wonder at this news?

Here, wonderment or astonishment denotes the astonishment of rejection, which is an act of infidelity. This means Oh infidels why become rejectors by expressing astonishment at the Holy Qur’an that how has Allah Almighty made a human being into a Prophet?
71. This tells us that to weep on hearing the recitation of the Holy Qur'an is the way of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty, while laughing at its recitation is the sign of the infidels.

61. You are in amusement.

62. Therefore prostrate yourselves to Allah and worship (Him only). (On reciting this verse, or hearing its recitation, perform Sajdah e Tilawat)

72. By worship is meant Salaah. From this we learn that here, Sajdah does not refer to the Sajdah in Salaah. Therefore, it is obligatory to prostrate on reciting this verse.

SURAH AL-QAMAR (THE MOON)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
3 Sections: 55Verses 342 Words, 1423 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. The Hour came near 1 and the moon was split 2.

1. In that one of the major signs of the Day of Judgement, the splitting of the moon has taken place.
2. In this verse, reference is made to one of the major miracles of the Holy Prophet, i.e. the splitting of the moon. Its summary is as follows: Allama Ahmed Zaryooni states in his Sharah Qaseedah Burdah that Abu Jahl called upon his Yemeni friend Habib to assist him to stop the propagation of Islam. When Habib came to the sacred city of Makkah, Abu Jahl listed many complaints against the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to him. In reply, Habib said that he would discuss this with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. He sent a courier to inform the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم that he has come from Yemen and is sitting with the leaders of the Quraish at...
certain place, and that he wishes to see him. It was the fourteenth night. The moon was at its fullest. The Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم responded to the call of Habib. The Yemenite asked: "Towards what are you inviting the people?" "Towards the Oneness of Allah and His Prophet", was the reply. Habib then asked: "What miracle do you have?" "Whatever you desire", was the reply. "Of the miracles that I would like to see, the first is that you should split the moon in two, after which I would request the others", said Habib. The Messenger of Allah صل الله عليه وآله وسلم replied: "Come to the hill of Safa". Habib, accompanied by all the leaders of the Quraish, followed the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم to the hill of Safa. There he pointed his blessed finger towards the moon and, lo and behold! The moon split into two, one half stayed on the one side of the hill and the other half on the other side; i.e. there was quite a distance between the two halves. The moon remained in this split condition for some time, for everyone to see. Thereafter, the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم again pointed to the moon and at once the two halves were joined into one. Then, the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم asked: "Oh Habib, what else do you want to see?" He replied: "Tell me what is in my heart?" The Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم replied: "Oh Habib, you have a daughter who is cripple, deaf and dumb. Your wish is that either she be cured, if not, she should die. Go, she is cured, and I want you now to recite the Kalimah and accept Islam". Habib, and many others present there accepted Islam. Seeing this, Abu Jahl burned with envy and said that this is witchcraft.

2. And if they see a miracle, they turn away their faces and say: "This is perpetual magic."

3. This means that the previous Prophets, too, had practised witchcraft, and the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is doing the same. Yet, it is an absolute truism that the effect of witchcraft does not walk in the heavens. Also, that witchcraft is based on optical illusion and is bereft of any truth.

3. And they falsify it and follow their low desires, and all the affairs have an appointed term.

4. This means these stubborn infidels failed to accept faith even after seeing this glorious miracle of splitting of the moon, calling it the work of witchcraft. Yet, many travelling to Makkah had testified that they had witnessed the splitting of the moon on a certain night. Yet, these infidels were stubborn that it was nothing but witchcraft, purely because of their selfish motives.

4. And certainly some new has come to them wherein there are enough preventive orders.

5. From this, emerge two issues:

1. In Islam, greater credence is given to well-known information because the destruction of the previous nations was well known to the Arabs, so were their localities.

2. It is beneficial to study the events of the
previous nations and to learn lessons there from. Thus, the study of history is excellent. 7. This means the infidels of Arabia were well informed about the destruction and devastation of the previous nations. Had they sincerely reflected on this, they would not have rejected the Prophet. Unfortunately, they do not reflect.

5. Wisdom reached it’s perfection then what will the warners profit them.

8. This means the Holy Qur’aan is extremely eloquent in expression and style and is full of knowledge based on great wisdom. However, a person who is not destined for faith will not obtain this.

6. So, you turn away from them till the day when the caller will call towards a painful taste.

9. This means do not grieve over their infidelity. In terms of this meaning, it is a firm verse. Or, it could mean do not wage holy war on them, in which case, it is abrogated from verses of Jihad.

10. In that Hazrat Israeel (On whom be peace) will stand in the desert of Jerusalem and call out to all deceased persons. On hearing the call they will be raised to life.

7. Their eyes cast down, they will come out of the graves as they are scattered swarms of locusts.

11. Creation in their hordes will run from all directions in such a way like swarms of locusts.

8. Hastening towards the caller. This disbelievers will say: “This day is a hard day.”

12. They would be running towards this call.

13. This means while walking towards the Plain of Reckoning, the infidels would be telling themselves this, because at that time nobody would be able to speak anything. From this we learn that the Day of Judgement would be ominous for the infidels, but easy for the believers. The infidels would be fear-stricken the believers would be happy. Says Allah Almighty: "And they are secure that Day from bewildement”(S2:V89).

9. The people of Nuh falsified before them. They declared Our devotee to be a liar and said: “He is a madman and he was driven away.”

14. They threatened and struck fear in Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) that if he did not stop the propagation, they would kill him.
1. After being patient for a long time. Thus, when the letter “Fa” is used for expressing distance and not immediacy. Or, by threatening means that final threat. In any case, there is no consistency in the verse.

2. From this, emerge two issues:

   To pray for the destruction of the infidels is

1. Then We opened the gates of the sky with water 17 pouring down forcefully.

2. The floods continued for a full forty days.

3. And We made the water of the springs 18 to flow on the earth, so two waters gathered 19 to such a quantity which was already ordered 20.

3. This means that instead of swallowing the water, the earth began to spew it. The entire earth became a fountain of water as it began to pour out water from everywhere.

4. The water from the heavens and the earth

3. And We carried him (Nuh) on a thing of planks 21 and nails (fixed in a boat).

1. This tells us that Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) was the original person to gain salvation, while the rest of the believers had obtained salvation through him. He is the inventor of ships. He had built this ship out of teak.

2. Sailing before Our Eyes 22, a reward for him who was rejected 23.

2. It means the ship had remained safe because of the safety of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). Otherwise, the water of the deluge was rampant. From this we learn that even if those infidels had tried to seek safety from the flood, etc. they would most certainly not have been saved, simply because they were not under the protection of Allah Almighty.

3. And certainly We left it as a symbol (for the future). Is there anyone who would pay attention 24?

3. This means that Allah Almighty has preserved this ship (Ark) as a Divine symbol for a long time. Thus, some of the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet had seen this Ark (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani, Khazainul Irfan, etc.). Or, it could

continuously.

met in such a way that the water was raised above the mountains, almost reaching the clouds.

20. The water had reached the required height, as decreed by Allah Almighty.

وَجَرَّتْ النَّارُ الرَّمْضُ غَيْبًا فَالتَّقَ خَاهِبًا

على أمير قد فلما

23. By ‘him’ is meant Hazrat Nuh, because it is him whom the infidels had rejected. This means that the true salvation was given to Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace), and through his medium it was given to his followers who had believed in him. This tells us that seeking Wasela (medium) is very important.

وَلَقدْ نَزَّلْتُنا إِبْنَيْنِ فَمَنْ كَانَ فَاتِرًا
mean that the ships until the Day of Judgement would serve as a reminder of this punishment, because the originator and inventor of ships is Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). This incident has been mentioned in the Holy Qur’aan as a mark of this event. However, the first meaning lends greater strength.

16. Therefore, how great was My punishment, for which they had My warning.

17. And, undoubtedly, We have made the Qur’aan easy for remembering. Is there then anyone to remember?

25. From this we learn that the Holy Qur’aan is easy to memorize, but difficult to extract religious issues from. Otherwise, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم would not have been assigned this task of teaching it, and Allah Almighty would not have taken it upon Himself to teach the Holy Qur’aan to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Says Allah Almighty: “The Most Affectionate, Taught the Qur’aan to His Beloved”(S55: V1-2). Allah Almighty further states: “And He teaches him the Book and Wisdom”(S3:V164). It is for this reason that none have memorized any book besides the Holy Qur’aan.

26. From this emerge two issues:
1. The recitation of the Holy Qur’aan is an act of worship as well as an acquisition of its knowledge, reflecting upon it, memorizing it.
2. One who makes an effort to memorize the Qur’aan obtains help from unknown sources, i.e. he memorizes it through the blessing of this help. When Allah Almighty helps the Ulama, then only are they able to write the commentaries of the Holy Qur’aan.

18. Aad falsified it, then how was My punishment for which they had My warning?

27. The people of Aad had belied Hazrat Hud

19. Undoubtedly, We sent against them a strong windstorm in a day whose ill fortune remained lasting over them.

28. From this we understand that some days are inauspicious. Inauspicious days are those in which Allah Almighty is not remembered or days on which Divine punishment have been sent. Like-wise some persons are inauspicious, some places are inauspicious. Anything that keeps you away from Allah Almighty is inauspicious. Some people call the last Wednesday of each month as inauspicious and present this verse in support of their claim. This is incorrect. The inauspiciousness of that Wednesday was for them.

20. It used to beat down the men as if they were the trunks of uprooted palm trees.

29. The people of Aad were very tall and strong. Says Allah Almighty: “The like of whom were not created in the cities”(S89:V8). However, when Divine punishment comes power and strength will not help you.
1. Then how (terrible) was My punishment for which they had My warning?

2. And certainly We made the Qur’aan easy to understand. Is there anyone to remember it 30?

30. In this verse Allah Almighty is inculcating in one’s heart the love for memorizing the Holy Qur’aan, i.e., you should make every effort to memorize it, and We will make it easy for you.

SECTION 2

31. Thamud rejected the messengers.

31. They rejected Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace). But, because rejection of one Prophet is equal to rejection of all the Prophets, the verb ‘belied’ is in the plural form.

32. And they said: “Shall we follow a man from amongst us? Surely we will be in error and insane 33.”

33. Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) had said to the people that if they did not obey him then you are people who are lacking intelligence, and gone astray. These wretches replied that if they were to obey him then they are people without any intelligence.

34. In the Holy Qur’aan a Prophet is called a human being by either Allah Almighty or by the Prophet himself or by the infidels. If anyone, presently, calls them a human being then he is neither Allah Almighty, nor the Prophet. So, he will fall in the third category, i.e. he is an infidel.

35. Has the reminder been revealed upon him from all 34 among us? No, rather he (Nuh) is a boasting liar 35.”

35. This means in strength and wealth they are greater than Hazrat Saleh. Thus, if prophethood should have been received by a man, then they were more entitled to it.

36. This is the statement of the infidels. This means Allah Almighty did not make a prophet from among them, because their poverty did not entitle them for it. Their only aim of claiming prophethood is therefore to gain wealth and leadership. This tells us that having evil thoughts about a Prophet has always been the way of the infidels.

37. Very soon, the next day they had known who was a big boasting liar.

37. This means after seeing Divine punishment, they will make decisions themselves as to who is a liar, but at that time their decision will not benefit them.
27. We are to send the she-camel for there trial. Therefore (Saleh) watch them and remain patient.

37. When the people of Thamud asked for this miracle from Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace), Allah Almighty informed him that a miracle will be granted to him, but if anyone, after seeing it, does not accept faith, he would be destroyed.

38. Because after that neither will they remain nor their wicked doings.

28. And inform them that the water has been divided between them (and the she-camel) in shares. He who has his turn should be presented the share.

39. This means one day you must drink the water of the well, and the next day would be for the she-camel to drink. You must not drink when it is her turn. There was only one well in their locality whose water would come to an end in the evening. But, at night it would be refilled. Thus, she would drink all its water, but in return would give so much milk, which was sufficient for all the people.

40. His name was Qaidar bin Salif.

29. Then they called their companions and he took the sword and hamstrung (her).

30. Then how was My punishment for which they had My warning?

41. From this we understand that to commit sins, make others commit sins and to be pleased with sins, are all included in one category of sin. Although only one person killed the she-camel, all were given punishment for it, because this was suggested by all i.e. everyone had a hand in its killing.

31. Certainly, We sent against them a single cry. They became like dry trampled grass.

42. This is just one rebuff of Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) through which their hearts were shattered. Even today, people die from the strike of lightning and peal of thunder.

43. That no one was there to bury them. Their corpses decayed in a disgraceful manner. Let it be said that in the life of a believer and in his death there is honour. The infidel on the other hand will always be bereft of honour. The believer is told in the grave by the angel to sleep like a bride. They do not say to him, "Oh, person of honour, rest.

32. And surely, We made the Qur'aan easy for remembering. Is there anyone to remember it?
33. The people of Lut falsified the warners 44 (Messenger).

44. These people had rejected Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace). The rejection of one Prophet is equal to rejection of all the Prophets. By rejecting Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace), it was as if they had rejected all the Prophets.

45. Surely, We sent upon them a storm of stones, except the followers of Lut. We saved 45 them a little before daybreak.

45. Most Divine punishments had come during the latter part of the night, so that these people would be destroyed while they were not conscious of it, without anyone being able to escape from it. This is the very time during which Divine mercies descend upon the believers. For this reason, Tahajjud Salaah should be perfumed at this time.

46. Those who believe in the Prophets are the grateful servants of Allah Almighty, who are fully entitled to His bounties. From this verse we understand that obtaining salvation from punishment is a great mercy of Allah Almighty and not because of our personal effort or cleverness.

46. Those who believe in the Prophets are the grateful servants of Allah Almighty, who are fully entitled to His bounties. From this verse we understand that obtaining salvation from rejection, because the infidels had totally rejected Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace). In the same way, the word “Zan” is used to mean certainty as well.

47. This means that Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) had given them prior information of this punishment, but they paid no heed to it.

48. Here, the word 'doubt' is used to mean undoubtedly, they endeavoured to turn him away from his guests 49 (angels). But, We blinded 50 their eyes to make futile their sayings. Taste 51 My punishment and My warning.

49. The infidels had said to Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) that hand over your guests to us. By 'guests' is meant those angels who had come in the form of very handsome boys to him.

50. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) rubbed his wing on their faces through which the place of their eyes was erased. At this they were so astonished that they began to run away, but could not find the way. Then, Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) took them out of the door (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). This tells us that the angels are a source of mercy to the believers and a bringer of punishment for the infidels. Only he is entitled to the mercy of Allah Almighty who is a true devotee of His Prophet.
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51. By 'statements' is meant the discourses of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace), which were full of warnings. This means, become an eyewitness to the realities of these discourses.

38. And certainly, early in the morning a lasting punishment overtook them.

52. In that the worldly punishment is linked to the punishment of the grave and the punishment of the grave is linked to the punishment of the Hereafter. Thus, the essence of punishment is an eternal one. Through this verse, there is proof of the punishment of the grave. If the punishment of the grave were not a reality, then their punishment would not be a lasting torment.

39. Taste My punishment and My warning.

53. This speech was spoken unto them by Allah Almighty through the angels.

40. And certainly, We made the Qur’aan easy to remember. Is there anyone to remember?

54. From this we learn that the Holy Qur’aan is easy only to memorize and not to deduce religious issues from. If the mysteries of the Holy Qur’aan were that simple, then Allah Almighty would not have sent the Holy Prophet to teach them.

SECTION 3

41. And certainly the warning messengers came to the people of Pharaoh.

55. Here, the plural form is used for the dual because both Hazrat Musa and Hazrat Harun (On them be peace) were sent to the Pharaoh.

42. They belied all Our Signs. So, We seized them with the grip of the Honourable and the Authoritative.

56. Here, 'signs' signify the miracles of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) and not the verse of Tauraat, because the Holy Tauraat was only revealed after the drowning of the Pharaoh, while what was shown to the Pharaoh by Hazrat Musa, were the miracles. Discussion on this has already been mentioned.

57. This means nobody can free you from the clutches of one who is All-Powerful.

43. Are those (Makkans) infidels among you any better than they?
Have you an exemption in the Scriptures?

This means, Oh people of Makkah! Do you have more power and wealth than these people? Or, are you less in infidelity than them? It should be remembered that here the word “better” does not mean any good, because infidelity is not good. Yet, one cannot say that Christian is better than a Hindu. Instead, you can say that polytheists are worse than Christians.

59. ‘Bara-atun’ refers to a permit, a passport or a visa. This means that have you found a certificate from Allah Almighty in any of the Heavenly Scriptures that you may utter infidelity, but you will not be punished for it.

Or, do they say: “We shall take revenge altogether.”

This means all the infidels have set aside their differences and united to oppose Islam. Their single utterance was to take revenge on the Muslims and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Or, Abu Jahl uttered this on the day of the Battle of Badr.

These multitudes will be routed out and they will turn there backs.

On the day of Badr, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم wore armour reciting this verse. Everything happened as mentioned in this verse, i.e. all the groups of the infidels took to their heels in utter defeat. According to some Islamic scholars, this is a Madinite verse, but others said that it is Makkian. The first statement has greater strength.

No, rather the Hour is promised time and the Hour is the hardest and bitterest.

This defeat at Badr is not the complete punishment of the infidels. This would only be completed on the Day of Judgement.

It should be remembered that the Day of Judgement for the infidels would be severe, but for the believers it would be a means of seeing the Beauteous Vision of the Friend. That is why this is mentioned with the punishment of the infidels.

Surely, the culprits are on the wrong way and gone mad.

In the world, in the grave, in the Hereafter, that they are unable to obtain guidance in this world, in the grave they would not be able

The day when they shall be dragged into the Fire by their feet and it will be said to them: Taste the flames of Hell.”

From this we learn that although the sinful believers would be kept in Hell for a while, they will be safeguarded from this disgrace because this is the description of the punishment of the infidels.
49. Surely, We have created everything properly in the measure. 

66. In it is a refutation of the atheists who believe in the things and incidents of the world on the basis of cause and effect of time.

50. And Our Command is unique, carried swiftly within the twinkling of an eye.

67. Here, mention is made about power and not law. This means Allah Almighty has absolute power to create the entire world in a matter of seconds, although in terms of law everything should be created gradually.

51. And certainly We have destroyed people like you. But, is there anyone who will mind to receive warning?

68. It means infidels like you. This tells us that every infidel, in being, resembles another infidel; although in their nature of infidelity there may be a big difference. Only the rejector of Salaah is like the infidel who rejects Allah Almighty.

52. And whatever they have done is in the records.

69. Here, 'records' refers to the books of deeds. This means whatever the infidels do, the angels record that in their book of deeds. From this we learn that every good and evil of the infidel is recorded, but they will not receive reward for the good deeds, in the Hereafter.

53. And everything small and big is written down.

70. This means on the Divine Tablet so that those who are blessed with the power of having their sight on it, are fully aware about these deficiencies. This group includes special Prophets, angels and some Saints. Otherwise, there was no need for this record. In short, the writing on the Divine Tablet has been recorded from the beginning of time, while that which is recorded in the person's Book of Records is inscribed after the person has completed the action.

54. Certainly the pious will be amidst Paradise and streams.

71. In that these rivers of milk and honey would be flowing in their gardens and homes. It does not mean that they would be diving into these rivers. Thus, the meaning of the verse is clear.

55. On a seat of truth before the Most Authoritative Sovereign.

72. Their gathering will be pure and free of any lies, backbiting and every other sin. They will obtain the nearness of Allah Almighty. Our beloved Prophet has obtained this nearness and presence of heart, in the world already. Says the Holy Prophet: "I spend nights and days by my Lord Who provides for me food and drink".
SURAH AR-RAHMAN (THE MOST AFFECTIONATE)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
3 Sections: 78 Verses 351 Words, 1636 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. The Most Affectionate 1.

1. Reason for its Revelation:
When the blessed verse: "Prostrate to the Most Affectionate" was revealed, the infidels said that we do not know the Most Affectionate. Who is He? In response to this, this verse was revealed that the Most Affectionate is He Who had taught the Holy Qur'aan to His Beloved. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. That Allah Almighty had provided a great deal of knowledge to His Beloved Prophet. This knowledge was provided on the basis of mercy and love. The Kind and Loving teacher teaches everything to His obedient student.
2. The Holy Prophet ﷺ is the greatest teacher among all the Prophets. Allah Almighty had taught the names of all the things to Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace); Hazrat Sulaiman(On whom be peace) was taught the speech of birds; Hazrat Dawood(On whom be peace) was taught how to make armour; Hazrat Khizr(On whom be peace) was taught inner knowledge and Hazrat Nuh(On whom be peace) was taught the knowledge of building ships. But, our Holy Prophet ﷺ is the student of Allah Almighty. Since the teacher is Allah Almighty, the student is the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the book taught is the Holy Qur'aan. Then, what shortage can there be in the knowledge of the Messenger of Allah?
3. The Holy Prophet ﷺ is not the student of Hazrat Jibraeel(On whom be peace).

2. Has taught 2 the Qur'aan (to the Beloved Prophet).

2. This means Allah Almighty has taught His Beloved Prophet ﷺ all the words of the Holy Qur'aan, meanings of the Holy Qur'aan, laws of the Holy Qur'aan, mysteries of the Holy Qur'aan and the secrets of the Holy Qur'aan in a most excellent way. When did He teach all this? The truth of the matter is that these were taught to him before he was sent into the world. Hazrat Isa(On whom be peace) was taught the Book before he came into the world. From this we understand that the knowledge of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is the direct bestowal of Allah Almighty without the medium of the creation. Thus, man cannot understand its estimation and calculation. Just as no instrument has yet been invented to measure the water of the ocean, the power of the word or the light of the sun, although electricity and water consumption from water works can be calculated through a meter, as man invented this. But, all His other discourses can only be understood through His
3. He created (the soul of) mankind (Muhammad).

4. He taught 3 expression regarding whatever had already happened and whatever will happen.

3. It is stated in Tafseer Khazain, etc. that by 'human being' is meant the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم while the word 'speech' denotes the knowledge of what is, what was and what will be. This means Allah Almighty has bestowed every branch of knowledge to His Beloved Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم.

5. The sun and the moon have been set proportionately 4.

4. This refers to the speed of the moon and the sun, which are determined by Allah Almighty. The speed with which they complete the heavenly stages helps man to determine the solar and lunar months of the year.

6. And the green plants and the trees prostrate 5.

5. At all times they are obedient to Him. Or, they are actually prostrating to Him, even though their prostrations are beyond our understanding.

7. And He raised the heavens high 6 and set the balance 7.

6. In terms of sight, the sky is above the earth as well as higher in status as all bounties come from there. It is the dwelling of the angels and where our sustenance is determined. There is no infidelity, polytheism or sins there. From there Divine laws are issued. It should be remembered that partially the heaven is more excellent than the earth, but in a general sense the earth enjoys superiority over the sky because it is the residence of all the Prophets, especially the places of abode of the chiefs of all the Prophets صلی الله عليه و آلی وسلم.

7. This means He created the scale of measurement in the world so that there should be justice and fair play in commerce and trade. Or, that to weigh the deeds in the Hereafter, the scale was made so that the good and evil deeds of servants would be weighed in it. It should be remembered that the scale of measurement was first sent for Hazrat Nuh(On whom be peace). Thereafter, all practised it. Says Allah Almighty: "And We sent down with it the Book and Balance"(S57:V25).

8. That you may not transgress 8 in the balance.

8. This means when weighing or measuring in your trading remember the scale of the Hereafter and in this way maintain accuracy in your weight and measurement. Do give the client what is due to him. It should be remembered that to give a little more and to take a little less, is an act of compassion.
And keep up the weight with justice and do not shorten the balance of measures.

In that do not weigh using the scale in which something is placed in one part to balance the other part. Thus, this verse is not the repetition of the previous one.

And He had set the earth for the creatures.

By 'creature' is meant creatures of land and sea; like man and jinn or aquatic animals. Angels are heavenly creation. This means the earth is spread like a floor in order to benefit all the creatures found in it.

Wherein are fruits and date palms with clusters sheathed.

Although dates, too, is classified under fruit, but because of its superiority, it is mentioned separately because it is the food of all the Prophets, especially that of the Chief of the Prophets صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Some Islamic scholars, basing their opinion on this verse, have classified dates under nutrients and not fruit.

And husked grain and fragrant flowers.

It has been created in this way in order to safeguard the grain in the chaff and so that you can consume the grain and the chaff as a fodder for your animals. The great Sufi saints state that the grains are spiritual nourishment and the chaff is the physical nourishment and food for the baser self.

So which of the bounties of your Lord will you both belie?

Since heaven and the earth, grain and chaff and scale/balance, etc. are linked with both man and jinns, thus mentioning these bounties, both are being addressed; that which of the bounties of Allah Almighty will you belie. Acknowledge Our kindness and be grateful. Angels and other creation are never ungrateful, therefore they have not been addressed.

He created man from ringing clay like (that of) a potsherd.

Here, 'human being' refers to Hazrat Adam(On whom be peace). For his creation Allah Almighty took all types of sand and kneaded it with all types of water and then dried it. After it was dry and began to crack then Allah Almighty bequeath the soul in him.

And created the jinns from the flame of the fire.

By the word 'jinn' is meant Iblees, as his creation is from the fire of Hell, in which there is no smoke, etc. All other jinns are created through him. Thus, Iblees is called the father of jinns.
16. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

17. Lord of the two Easts and the two Wests 17.

17. By 'two easts and two wests' is meant the east and the west of cold and heat, i.e. on the shores towards the east and west from where the sun returns. It does not move beyond these points.

18. So which of the Bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

19. He had made the two seas 18 to flow, looking joined.

18. Sweet and salty are made in such a way that there is no visible covering between them.

20. Between them is a barrier that one cannot cross 19 the other.

19. Observe the power of Allah Almighty that although the water mixes, yet in the ocean there is no visible covering between the sweet and salty water. In spite of this, the two mix with one another. The great Sufi sages say that in every human being there is a heart and soul, but both are clearly distinguishable from one another. From the womb of one mother, He enabled the birth of a boy and a girl. From the loins of one father are born a believer and an infidel, an auspicious and a wicked person - all are distinguishable from one another.

21. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

22. From both of them emerge the pearl and the coral 20.

20. This means pearls and corals are extracted from the Mediterranean and Persian Seas. In terms of this, there is no need for any elaboration. Or, it means these are taken from the sweet and salty seas. In this case its meaning would be from some of them, i.e. only from the salty waters. Just as it is said that both male and female are responsible for procreation. The great Sufi sages say that pearls and corals are extracted from the soul and the heart. From Hazrat Ali and Bibi Fatimah were born Imam Hassan and Imam Husain (May Allah be pleased with them) like pearls and corals.

23. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie 21?

21. This verse has been repeated thirty-one times in this Surah, so that each time man learns to acknowledge his ingratitude to his Creator.

24. And His are the lofty ships raised 22 up in the sea like mountains 23.
2. This means the materials from which you build your different vessels are created by Allah Almighty. In addition, it is He who gave the knowledge to build these vessels. Furthermore, it is Allah Almighty Who provided you with the strength and ability to steer these vessels.

23. The great Sufi sages say that the Path of Tareeqat (mystical way of life) is the boundless ocean. Shariah is the vessel to travel in this ocean. We and our means of faith and mystical knowledge, are the passengers of these vessels. Divine guidance is its suitable wind. The Holy Prophet ﷺ is the captain of this ship and the saints and Islamic scholars are his servants who are appointed to perform different duties. We, through their assistance and guidance, cross these seas and oceans. Although the Prophet, the saints and general Muslims are all travelling in this ship, we are ordinary passengers and the Holy Prophet ﷺ is our Captain.

25. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe?

SECTION 2

26. Everyone upon it (earth) shall perish 24.

24. In this verse is mentioned that all creatures living on the earth shall perish. In another verse, Allah Almighty says: "Every soul shall taste death". (S 3 : V 185) From this we learn that every living thing shall taste death. From this there is no inconsistency in the verses.

27. And there will abide forever 25 the Eternity of your Lord, the Majestic and the Splendid.

25. Only the Personality and Attributes of Allah Almighty is Eternal, while every creation and its qualities shall perish. This tells us that the existence of the qualities of Allah Almighty is binding. This does not mean that only some attributes are binding, because attributes are not separate from Allah Almighty.

28. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe?

29. All that are in the heavens and the earth beg 26 from Him. Every day He has a work 27.

26. Every creation seeks its needs from Allah Almighty. Some seek Allah Almighty from Him, some seek the Holy Prophet ﷺ from Allah Almighty, some may seek the treasures of faith, some may seek the treasures of this world and some seek the treasures of both these worlds. In short, all are beggars in the court of Allah Almighty. Charity is of different types. It should be noted that to seek from the Beloved of Allah Almighty; the seeking of the poor from the rich and seeking something from the rulers by the public, is in reality, seeking something from Allah Almighty. Thus, the verse is very clear and no objection can be leveled against it.

27. In that at all times and at every moving, He is displaying the signs of His absolute Power, to some He grants honour and to some He grants disgrace. The Jews say that Allah mighty takes a holiday to rest on a Saturday.
This verse refutes this claim of theirs.

30. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe?

31. Soon we shall take you to account, two big 28 groups of jinns and human beings.

28. This means, O assembly of jinns and men! That time is coming nearer when Allah Almighty will terminate all work and take an account of deeds from the entire creation. This means, the Day of Judgement on which all worldly affairs would be terminated and everyone would be giving an account of what they had done.

32. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe 29?

29. In this verse there is a proof of those people who say that there is Paradise for the jinns as well, because after mentioning the bounties of Paradise, jinns and humans are addressed, saying which of the bounties of Allah Almighty would you believe? But, this proof is very weak because this address is made at the creation of oceans, vessels and extracting pearls and corals there from as well; although the jinns do not derive any benefit from these. Only human beings derive benefit from these.

33. O company of jinns and human beings, if you can cross the bounds of the heavens and the earth, then do go 30 if you have the ability. Wherever you will go His is the kingdom.

30. The order to go out, is for rendering jinn and human beings helpless. Because infidels and transgressors have been from them, therefore they have been addressed and since the jinns have been created long before the humans, they have been mentioned before the humans. This means, oh sinful jinns and hum-

34. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe?

35. The flames of smokeless fire and flameless black smoke 31 shall be sent on both of you, but you will not be able to defend 32 yourselves.

31. This means that type of fire whose every part is made to burn and such type of smoke in which there is no sign of light. It means the fire would be totally free of smoke and the smoke would be cleansed of it. May Allah Almighty protect us(Tafsir Khazain). Information about it is given today so that you can do good deeds to save yourself tomorrow from it.
2. The oppressed will not have the power to take revenge on the oppressor in Hell. Or, that

6. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

7. And when the heaven will be split, it will become rose-coloured 33, like red hide.

33. In that the colour of the sky would become red and it would be split at places. It should be remembered that although the heavens and the earth would be found on the Day of Judgement, they would be different to the existing ones. Says Allah Almighty: "The day when the earth will be changed, other than this earth" (S14:V48).

38. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

39. On that day none shall be questioned about their sins, neither human beings, nor jinns 34.

34. Because their sins would become visible from the mark on their faces. However, for the purpose of accountability, questions would be asked. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. If anyone, now, says that on that day the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم would not be able to distinguish the hypocrites from the believers, then he is rejecting the veracity of this verse. It should be remembered that by day is meant the Day of Judgement, which is between resurrection from the grave and Divine judgement.

40. So which of the bounties 35 of your Lord will you (both) belie?

35. It should be remembered that the purpose of giving information about the condition of the Day of Judgement in this world is indeed a mercy of Allah Almighty, so that people may be obedient to Allah Almighty, here. For this reason, its mentioning is called Divine bounty. Thus, the verse is free of objection that why is this sentence mentioned after the verses of punishment.

41. The culprits shall be recognized 36 by their marks (on faces) and will be seized by the forelocks and feet and cast into Hell 37.

36. The faces of the infidels will become black and their foreheads would turn yellow, while the face of a pious believer will brighten and his forehead will shine. Just as the effect of the inner sickness in the world is shown on the face. From this we learn that on the Day of Judgement the sinners would become distinguishable from the wicked by their faces. There would be no need to ask. The asking of the angels of the infidels: "What brought you into Hell?" (S74:V42) is for the sake of embarrassing them.

37. In that their feet would be brought from the back to join with the foreheads and then tied
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together and then they will be rolled down into Hell like a ball. Both these punishments would be for the infidels. The sinful believers would be protected from this.

42. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie 38?

38. Providing information about these punishments, too, is a great favour of Allah Almighty. We should be grateful to Him for this.

43. This is the Hell which the culprits belie 39.

39. This means the infidels belie Hell in the world. This tells us that in the previous verse, too, the word culprit denotes infidels.

44. They will go round between it and the fierce boiling water.

40. The inmates of Hell would be subdued into punishment. They would be screaming for food, at which they will be fed with cactus, which will pierce their throats. At this, they would scream for water, at which they would be taken to a place where there is a fountain of boiling water. From this verse we learn that the inmates of Hell will not be given food, water and a place to stay. Instead, they will be taken to the fountain to drink. Thus, stating 'go around' is correct.

45. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie 41?

41. That Allah Almighty made you aware of the unseen punishments here, through the me- dium of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

SECTION 3

46. And for him who stands before his Lord out of fear 42, for him are two Paradises 43.

42. This means that any believing person who fears the accountability on the Day of Judgement must give up all types of sins. This is because there is no Paradise for jinns and animals, although they will be held accountable for their deeds. There is neither accountability, nor Paradise for the angels.

43. This tells us that fear of Allah is the highest bounty, as a person practising this will be given two Paradises - one is for reward of his good deeds, while the other is through the bounty of Allah Almighty. Or, one Paradise is for the fear of Allah Almighty and the other is for being obedient to Him. Or, that our Paradise is for physical comforts and the other is for spiritual delights. Only Allah Almighty knows their capacity of luxury and vastness.

47. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

48. Having overhanging branches (of varied fruits).
This means in one root there are many branches; on every branch there is an abundance of fruit and flowers. Because the bounty of the tree is reflected by the branches as the leaves, fruit and flowers are found on it. Therefore, mention is made of the branch.

49. So which if the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

50. In both of them are flowing two 45 mountains.

51. There are two rivers of water, one is NASNEEM and the other is SALSABEEL. These emanate from a mountain of musk (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). Because tears were flowing from both eyes of these people due to the fear of Allah Almighty, this is the reward of it.

52. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

53. In both of them are two kinds 46 of every fruit.

54. Some of these fruits are those that man has seen in this world. Some are such unique fruits, which have not been seen prior to this. Or, that some are dry and others are juicy. Or, some are purely sweet and others lean towards sourness, but are extremely tasty. Because they had fulfilled the dual form of every piety, i.e. obligatory duties as well as the optional duties, etc. Thus, the fruit given to them, too, are in pairs. The reward of deeds in pairs, is fruit in pairs.

55. (They will be) reclining on couches 47 whose linings will be of brocade 48 and the fruit of both Paradises will be so low 49 that they will be within reach (to pick).

56. Since there is no duty to perform in Paradise - only comforts to enjoy - there will be such gatherings held like there had been gatherings of Zikr of Allah held in the world.

57. Since the lining of the thick silk is such, then how great must double lining be, as this is superior to single lining.

58. In that you may pick and eat them while standing, sleeping or lying down. They will bend and rise by themselves (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

59. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

60. There will be those maidens 50 that glance 51 towards none save their husbands, untouched 52 before any human being or jinn.
50. The Hoories and since the greatest virtue of a woman is piety and modesty, therefore mention of this has been made specifically.
51. The heavenly damsels would be telling their husbands that there is no one dearer to us than you. I am thankful to Allah Almighty that He has chosen you to be my husband and me to be your wife. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Just as a man is not allowed to see a strange woman, a woman is not allowed to see a strange man. Modesty is an important quality of a heavenly damsel.
2. A strange woman is duty bound to veil herself from a pious, God-fearing man as well; because in heaven all the men would be pious, but they will have to maintain privacy from them. Privacy is that great bounty from Allah Almighty, which would be practised in Paradise as well. In fact, the homes and the walls will be for maintaining privacy and not for protection from thieves, cold, rain, etc. as these things will not be found there.
52. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. These heavenly damsels are already born like the other bounties of Paradise they too, are there.
2. Although Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) had dwelt there and enjoyed its bounties, he was never attracted to them, because these damsels would only be given as a reward for man's good deeds.
3. That these damsels would be given to the Jinns as well. This is a weak statement and its proof is weak.

57. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe?

58. As if they are rubies and pearls.

53. This means these damsels in beauty and purity are like rubies and corals. It is stated in a Hadith Shareef that the marrow of the shin of the heavenly damsel would be visible from above, just like the alcohol becomes visible from the glass goblet.

59. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe?

60. Is the reward of goodness, but other than goodness?

54. The first 'goodness' denotes Kalimah Tayyibah and good deeds, while the second 'goodness' denotes Paradise and its bounties. This means those who did good deeds in the world, their reward in the Hereafter would be good. Or, if anyone does good to you in the world, you should reciprocate as well, so that you will see excellent reward of it in the Hereafter. In it is included good treatment of parents and relatives.

61. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) believe?

62. And besides these, there are two other Paradises.

55. This means the two Paradises, which have been mentioned earlier. There are two other Paradises as well, but these are less superior than the first two, as they have been referred to as 'besides them' (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). Or, that they are more superior to the first two if they are nearer to the Divine Throne. The word 'doona' means nearer. They contain rubies and topaz. Both these Paradises are for the special servants of Allah Almighty, the truly pious.
8. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

9. Dark green with lush foliage.

10. This means the leaves of these trees are green, inclined towards black. This is a very pleasing colour and is extremely beneficial for the eyesight.

56. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

57. There will be two springs rushing forth.

58. They are made of water in which there is a fragrance of musk and ambergris or musk and camphor.

59. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

60. In both of them there will be fruits and dates and pomegranates.

61. Although dates and pomegranate are fruit, they have been mentioned specifically, since they are superior. According to Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah be pleased with him) they are not classified under fruit. He bases his opinion on this verse. If anyone takes an oath not to eat fruit and then breaks this oath to eat dates and pomegranate, he will not be a perjurer.

62. In both there are maidens, good-natured and beautiful.

63. This means they are such beautiful damsels who are exquisite in character, beauty and purity. From this we learn that good habits are better than a beautiful appearance, because Allah Almighty has mentioned habit before appearance. Always give priority to a wife who has a good character. Although the believer will be given his believing wife of this world who had died while in his marriage, she will not be a heavenly damsel. In fact, she too has gone there to obtain reward. For this reason 'in it' refers to damsels of Paradise only. Women are not included in 'in it'. For them, the words 'for them' can be used.

64. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

65. There are hooris confinend 60 in tents.

66. By 'tents' is meant heavenly homes, which are like a tent of pearls. This means every believer's heavenly wives are dwelling only in their tents. They do not roam about. From this, emerge three issues: 1. There will be privacy maintained in Paradise.
2. Privacy is a heavenly bounty while going about unveiled is a punishment of Hell, because there men and women will be mixed and naked.

3. To maintain privacy with the pious, too, is obligatory.

73. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you both belie?

74. Neither a man nor a jinn have ever touched them before.

61. This means the heavenly damsels of the above two Paradises were protected from being touched by man and jinn, the damsels of these two Paradises, too, are protected. Thus, there is no repetition in the verse.

75. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

76. Reclining on green cushions and beautiful attractive carpets.

62. Some Islamic scholars have stated that Abqara was a person who would make excellent and high quality clothes. The village in which he lived had become known as Abqar.

77. So which of the bounties of your Lord will you (both) belie?

78. Greatly Blessed is the Name of your Lord, the Majestic and the Splendid.

63. From this we learn that Paradise and all its bounties are a reward for good deeds. However, the Vision of Allah Almighty is not a compensation for any deed, but a Divine favour. Here, Divine Vision has not been mentioned as a compensation of good deeds, but instead it is stated that We are a Majestic Being and can give you things, which are beyond your imagination, i.e. Our Vision.
By the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. When the (inevitable) event will come to pass.
   a. This means when the Day of Judgement will take place. Since the Day of Judgement is certain, this Surah has been named an event.
   b. And there shall be no room for anyone to belie its happening.
   c. This means all will accept it after seeing it, but those who are rejectors of the Day of Judgement in the world, will not benefit from accepting it on that day.

2. Degradation (some) low and exalting (some others).
   a. This means this event will disgrace the infidels by throwing them into Hell. In the word infidels, all types are included, whether they are rejectors of Allah Almighty or His Beloved Prophet, صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

   b. The common believers will be granted common exaltation and the special believers, the saints of Allah Almighty and the noble Islamic scholars, will be granted special exaltation. The highest exaltation of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم too will be revealed on this day. Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas (May Allah be pleased with him) has stated that those who had been assuming arrogance in the world, Qiyamah will disgrace them, while those who are practising humility and modesty in the world, this day will raise them to greatness.

3. When the earth shall tremble with severe shaking.
   a. Through which all the buildings will crumble and all the inner things will be thrown out (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

   b. And the mountains shall crumble in pieces.
7. Like dry barley meal, which will first be like balls of cotton wool, then like the parched barley meal. Thus there is no inconsistency in the verses.

8. They will either become like this after colliding with one another, or after hearing the frightening sound of the Trumpet. Even today mountains are crushed through explosion of dynamite.

9. Oh mankind! From these three groups two are going to be inmates of Paradise: those on the right side and those who have taken the lead.

10. This means those who would be on the right side of the Great Throne, or those whose book of deeds would be given in their right hand, are believers. Or, those who were on the right hand side of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) on the Day of the Covenant.

11. This statement is for the sake of revealing the status. See how happy they are, how comfortable they are. Thus there is no inconsistency in the verse.

12. This means those who are on the left side of the Great Throne, or those whose book of deeds is given in their left hand, or those who were on the left hand side of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) on the Day of the Covenant.

13. See, in what terrible condition they are.

14. This means those who excelled in doing good deeds in the world, are today ahead in status. In this are included those Companions who were the first to migrate, those who were first to accept Islam, those who performed their Salah facing both directions, and those believers who take the initiative in doing good deeds. Some scholars have stated that those are practising Ulama. Some others have said that these are people who would worship Allah Almighty in their youthful years. Also those who abstain from sins. From it there is a hint that those who took the lead in doing good deeds, will not be given a book of deeds; neither in their right hand nor in their left hand nor will they be subjected to accountability because Allah Almighty has mentioned them besides those on the left side. It should be remembered that those who have died in their infancy too will not be given a book of deeds in their hands, because they do not have any deeds for accountability.
1. They will be the favourite, trusted persons (of Allah).

2. These favourite and trusted people are those who are near the Great Throne, or those who would enjoy nearness of the Holy Prophet.

3. In the Paradise of blissfulness.

4. A big group from the earlier believers).

5. And few from the later folks.

6. This means from the earliest believers of the Ummah of the Holy Prophet, i.e., the Noble Companions, many are favourites and trusted in the court of Allah Almighty, but of the latter day believers the favourites are less.

7. The statement of Shia's is contradictory to this. They claim that in the blessed period of the Holy Prophet, there were only ten or twenty believers. Thereafter, many Shias were born. They reject the veracity of this verse. From this we learn that the entire Ummah of the Holy Prophet will not go astray. Until the Day of Judgement there will always be those enjoying the nearness of Allah Almighty.

8. (Seated) on the thrones studded with diamonds and pearls.

9. In that garnets or rubies are framed, and

10. Reclining on them facing each other.

11. This means dwellers of Paradise would sit in a circle. For this reason today, too, people sit in a circle for lessons and zikr of Allah Almighty to resemble the Halaqa of Paradise.

12. Obedient, eternal youths shall wait on them.

13. That they shall never experience death nor will their youth undergo change. These heavenly boys (ghilmaan) have been created in Paradise. Like the heavenly damsel, they, too, are there for the inmates of Paradise. It has been stated in some traditions that the deceased infants of the infidels are included in this group to serve the inmates of Paradise. The saying is similar to that of Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah be pleased with him) (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

14. Carrying goblets and showers are embroidered with stars of gold and silver.
and cups filled with flowing drinks 20.

20. This means that the dwellers of Paradise will not be required to move at all to do any work. The boys in attendance will do all the work. This tells us that there will be no privacy from these boys; otherwise they cannot perform the duties assigned to them inside and outside. In the world, too, there is no privacy from young children.


21. This is because in Paradise a person will not experience sleep, death, fainting, intoxication, unconsciousness, etc. Furthermore the drinks there would be pure. They will be full of taste and joy but not intoxicating.

20. And (carrying) fruit as they choose.

21. And the meat of birds as they may desire 22.

22. But this meat will not be cooked on the fire, as there is no fire in Paradise. It will be roasted on its own through Divine Power, just like the food spread on the heavenly table cloth of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace).

21. And lovely large-eyed pure maidens.

22. Like preserved, hidden 23 pearls.

23. Like the matchless pearl, which has not been touched by anyone. It is very pure and bright. These heavenly damsels are like these pearls.

22. And lovely large-eyed pure maidens.

23. Like preserved, hidden 23 pearls.

24. The reward for their deeds 24.

24. They have entered there through the reward of their own deeds. Or, they had entered Paradise through the medium of the jinns. It is compensation for their deeds; like the minor children of the believers, or demented Muslims.

24. As the reward for their deeds 24.

25. Therein they will not have any nonsense or any sinful 25 talk.

25. In Paradise no one will point out faults or backbite, etc. about one another. However, the inmates of Paradise will degrade the infidels, but this degradation is a lovable act.

25. Therein they will not have any nonsense or any sinful 25 talk.


26. The inmates of Paradise would be greeting one another, the angels would be greeting inmates of Paradise, and Allah Almighty would be sending greetings on them. Says Allah.

27. The companions of the right side.

27. The companions of the right side.
8. (They) will be under the shade of horn less ḍūl lote trees.

27. This tells us that included in the fruit of Paradise are high quality berries, which will not be in bunches. Their pulp will be like the fragrant butter. In the world some berries are found to be so tasty that Allah be praised for it. It should be remembered that the berry tree is very blessed. The dwelling place of Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is Sidratul Muntaha where high quality berries are found. For the virtues of berries read the book "Ismarul Ahkaam".

29. And acacia covered with heaps of bloom. And in the clusters of bananas.

28. These trees are laden with fruit from the bottom to the top. The pulp of the fruit is fragrant

30. And lengthening shade.

29. The time of Paradise will be that of a pleasant early dawn forever. There will neither be sunshine nor heat, because there will be no sun in it. Thus, here the formal meaning of shadow is not Intended. It has been stated in Hadith Shareef that in the shadow of the heavenly Tooba tree a rider can ride for a hundred years. There the growth of this tree is meant i.e. if the sun had been there the shadow of this tree would have been so vast.

31. And the ever flowing water.

32. And plentiful fruits.

33. Neither ending nor forbidden.

30. After breaking off one fruit another will grow immediately in its place. Season is not a condition there for growth nor is there any need for protective measures. Every kind of fruit will be there in abundance at all times. May Allah Almighty provide us with this.

31. No one will be stopped from eating these fruits. No restriction, neither religious, nor medical, nor any restriction by a person, is placed on these fruit. Everyone will be in possession of an abundance of fruit. This tells us that there will be no illness in Paradise because this, too, sometimes deprives a person from the use of certain bounties.

34. And raised couches.

32. By couches is meant beds of rest, not the beds for sleeping because no one will experience sleep in Paradise. This means their couches will be of a grand quality placed on elevated planks. Or, they will be given dignified wires. By couch is meant a wife; therefore the discussion, which follows, is regarding wives.

35. Surely, We have raised perfect maidens.

33. From this we understand that the Hoories of Paradise are already born, and despite millions of years they are still constant in their exquisite beauty and blooming youth. This is
like the sun and the moon, which are in existence for thousands of years but not an iota of their light has decreased. It should be remembered that the wife of this world in Paradise would be young, virgin and very beautiful. Their youth and beauty would be eternal.

36. And made them virgins 34.

34. Even if your wife was old and ugly when she enters Paradise she will be young and beautiful and this physical condition will remain constant for all times. This tells us that the body and its original limbs will be the same as they were in the world, but in structural appearance they will differ.

(Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). (This is an approximate height and broadness calculated at the length of an arm).

37. Loving, attractive, of equal 35 age.

35. A person will be thirty-three years old, ninety feet tall and ten and a half feet broad, like the height of Adam (On whom be peace).

38. For the companions of the right hand 36.

36. This means all these bounties are for those who on the Day of Judgement would be on the right hand side of the Throne of Allah Almighty.

SECTION 2

39. A group from amongst the early (believers.)

40. And a group from among the later 37 ones.

37. This means there will be two groups of those right-sided people, some will be from the illustrious predecessors e.g. the Noble Companions and some subsequent to them i.e. coming after them. But this does not mean that from the Noble Companions some will be on the right hand side and some on the left side, because all of them are inmates of Paradise. Says Allah Almighty: "And to all has Allah already promised the reward of Paradise" (S57:V10). Thus, there can be no objection raised at the verse.

41. And the companions of the left hand 38 how are the companions of the left hand 39?

38. This means the infidels whose record of deeds will be given in their left hands, and they would be standing on the left side of the Great Throne.

42. As (they will be) in the midst of scorching winds and boiling waters.

43. And under the shadow of burning smoke 40.
These punishments would be meted out to them once they have reached Hell and not on the Field of Resurrection. It should be remembered that the infidels receive hot winds and the smoke and heat of Hell on reaching their graves, and not boiling water.

Undoubtedly, before that they lived with bounties.

This tells us that if you are not thankful in the world to Allah Almighty for His bounties then these become hardships and due to them the punishment would be increased.

But persisted in disobedience of great sins.

They remained firm on infidelity in a stubborn way. From this emerge three issues:
1. Infidelity is greater than all the sins, as Allah Almighty has called it great.
2. The minor children of the polytheists will not be sent to Hell, because they are not holding firm on infidelity out of stubbornness.
3. Some people will be granted Paradise without doing any good deeds, because Allah Almighty has laid infidelity here, as a condition for being an inmate of Hell. But good deeds have not been made a condition for entering Paradise; so that one should know that entrance to Paradise is not dependent on one's good deeds. If Allah Almighty shows mercy He can forgive a sinful believer.

And used to say: “Is it that when we are dead and become dead and become dust and bones, are we going to be raised up?”

They would ask this question for rejection.

And so will be our forefathers too?

Please declare: “Surely, all early ones and the later ones.”

Those from the time of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) upto the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are former or previous people, while those from the time of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم until the Day of Judgement are latter people. This tells us that everyone will have to rise on the Day of Judgement, even if they had been on this world for just a moment.

 Shall be altogether gathered on the appointed time of a known day.

On the Day of Judgement everyone at first will be brought together, thereafter believers will be separated from the infidels. Thus, in terms of the first meaning Qiyamah is called Day of Resurrection and from the second meaning it is called the Day of Separation. Allah Almighty, on that day will say: “And today be separate. O you culprits”(S36:V59).
Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. Meeqat either refers to the appointed time or the appointed place. Therefore the place where Ihram is tied is called Meeqat.

Then certainly, O you the misguided and the believers.

In this verse those infidels of Makkah are addressed whose death on infidelity is within the knowledge of Allah Almighty. Otherwise some among them were those who were destined to accept Islam and become Noble Companions. We further learn that only the infidels would be fed with cactus.

Will eat of the tree of Zaqqum (bitter thorny cactus).

And therewith fill your bellies. This means cactus would be your eternal food from which you would be trying to ward off punishment of hunger. You would not be eating this as medicine or fruit. With water, in the second way you will not find satisfaction from it. You will just continue to drink.

This is their hospitality on the Day of Judgement.

This means on the Day of Judgement, whose span will last until everyone is granted Paradise or Hell. Thus, there is no objection that can be raised against the verse.

We created you, then why do you not accept the truth?

Acknowledge the veracity of resurrection after the Day of Judgement or the information of the unseen given by the Holy Prophet . The former meaning is stronger as this has been discussed earlier.

Then you see the semen that you drop?

The sperm, which has been placed in the womb of the mother at the time of cohabitation, linked to man as well. Says Allah Almighty: "That I make a form out of clay like a bird for you, then again breathe in it and it becomes a bird" (S3:V49). According to the first, the verb

Is it you who create human beings from it, or are We the creators?

It should be remembered that the meaning of the word "khalaqa" is to make, to create, to bring the non-existent into existence, to invent. In accordance with the last meaning one can be
Allah Almighty has addressed Himself in the Royal plural. However, for the sake of respect and pointing to His Personality and Attributes, He should be addressed in a singular form at all times, never in the plural form. In doing this there is a danger of committing polytheism. Do not say: "Oh Allah You (plural) do this," instead say: "You (singular) do it."

moment We are revealing millions of miracles. But neither does this cause tiredness to Us nor do We need to rest, nor do We experience any loss. We have determined different ages and life spans for different persons on the basis of thousands of wisdoms.

fact, prior to the Day of Judgement they will be sent. After the advent of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم these types of punishments ceased to come. Thus, there is no contradiction between the Qur’aan and the Hadith.

He can most surely turn you into clay in the future and from it once again a human being.

Allah be praised! We are spoilers but He is the repairer. From this we learn that Allah Almighty cannot be called a tiller, but He is a
65. If We Willed, We could have made it broken 60 pieces then you would have remained lamenting.

60. This means turn the tillage field into dry grass, which can fly in the air.

66. That verily, we are ruined and fallen in debt 61.

61. Say it with regret and grief that our seed may not return fruitfully, and our effort is gone to waste. This is the very condition of our deeds. If it does not receive the wind of acceptance, they will lay waste.

67. Rather we are deprived altogether.

68. Have you considered the water you drink?

69. Do you send it down from the clouds 62 or do We send it 63?

62. It should be remembered that in some countries only rainwater is used for drinking. People live on it for the whole year. For them, this verse is crystal clear. Where people drink water of the well, this verse is correct, because the source of water of the wells is rain. The year when there is no rain, these wells run dry. Thus, the meaning of the verse is clear.

63. It is work of the angels to cause the rain to fall, but since it is due to Divine order therefore it is being said that We cause it to rain.

70. If We Willed, We would have made it bitter 64. Then why are you not grateful?

64. The word "Ujaj" is used to denote salty water, which is not fit for drinking i.e. it is very bitter, like the water of the saline ocean.

71. Have you then seen the fire 65 which you kindle?

65. There are two trees found in Arabia. One is called Mirkh, which is male and female and is called a living tree as well. The other is called Ghaanar, which is also called a living tree. By rubbing them together a flame is produced. In this verse there is a hint towards it.

72. Have you produce it’s tree, or are We the producers?
73. We have made it a reminder and advantageous for the desert dwellers.

66. By seeing the fire of this world remember the fire of Hell. The fire of Hell is seventy times more intense than the worldly fire.

67. Nowadays all our journeys involve fire. The engines, etc. are functioning through fire. It is possible that in this there may be an unseen information regarding the conveyances. Allah says: "And He will create what you know not" (S16:V8). A traveller derives many benefits from fire on his journey. Fire become his source of guide, it helps him to prepare his food during his journey. It is through the fire that he protects himself from the cold.

74. Therefore, glorify the Name of your Lord, the Greatest.

SECTION 3

75. Indeed, By the places where the stars set.

68. This means the graves of the blessed Companions as in these blessed graves are sleeping those Companions who are the stars of guidance of his Ummah. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had said: "My Companions are like the stars." Because the Noble Companions are great persons, their graves too are full of greatness. Since this oath is of something highly sublime therefore the oath too is very sublime (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani).

76. And if you know, that is great evidence.

69. Since this oath is regarding the sleeping times of those beloved to Allah Almighty, or it is the oath of the times of worship of the devo-

77. Surely it is the Magnificent Qur'aan.

70. The Holy Qur'aan itself is a Book of highest respect and it is the bestower of high respect on others. That paper and ink became linked with it; their respect is increased by it.

78. In a well preserved Book.

79. None touch it except those who are in ablution.

71. This means one who is physically impaired should not touch the Holy Qur'aan. Or those with impaired hearts will not touch it. The light of the Holy Qur'aan resides in pure hearts and bosoms. In the first condition is denoted prohibition and in the second negation.

72. It should be remembered that a woman who is in a state of sexual impurity, menstrual course and bleeding from childbirth cannot touch the Qur'aan without it's casing. They cannot touch the Qur'aan even with a corner of a dress. A person without Wudhu is allowed to
touch it from the end point of his clothes. Also, a person can recite the Qur’aan without being in the state of Wudhu without touching it. But the above-mentioned women are totally prohibited from even its recitation. However, besides recitation of the Holy Qur’aan they can recite every other Zikrullah.

80. It is a revelation from the Lord 73 of the Universe.

73. This means that the Holy Qur’aan was revealed from Allah Almighty, gradually, over a period of twenty-three years. Hazrat Jibraeil (On whom be peace) would bring a portion of the Qur’aan and recite it to the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).

81. Why do you then show laziness in this statement 74?

74. Here the word "statement" denotes the Holy Qur’aan because it contains all types of statements: laws, similitudes, stories, codified laws concerning Shariah and Tareeqat. By showing laziness is meant not accepting them or delaying to accept them or to regard them as petty.

82. And do you get your sustenance only in falsifying 75?

75. Here "sustenance" means a portion i.e. from this Qur’aan a few will obtain guidance and some will be in misguidance. By making it’s denial a portion of your life, you have further increased your misguidance. Hazrat Imam Hassan says that a true wretch is that person whose portion of life becomes devoid of the Holy Qur’aan.

83. Then why is it when the breath of the dying one reaches the throat?

84. And you are watching 76 at that time;

76. This means, O people! If you have little strength then why don’t you, on seeing someone dying, bring him back to life? If you are so weak and helpless, then believe in Allah Almighty Who is the possessor of Absolute Power, by accepting His Prophets.

85. And We are near 77 to it than you, but you do not see 78;

77. This means Allah Almighty’s knowledge and Power is much nearer to Him. Or, that His angels and the Angel of Death and their servants are nearer to Him. Otherwise, Allah Almighty is free from space and time. From this we learn that the nearness of Allah Almighty’s special devotees is in reality the nearness of Allah. Those who are the sacred devotees of Allah Almighty are indeed with Him.

78. They do not reflect on the splendours of Allah Almighty. Or they do not observe His angels. The formation of “sight” is either from sight or from insight.
86. Why are you not indebted (to Allah)?

87. Can you not bring it back, if you are truthful 79?

79. If you are true to your word that Allah Almighty will not resurrect i.e. bring you back to life again. Some infidels were of the belief, and they still have the belief that once the soul has left the body it will come in the world in the shape of other animals. This is called reincarnation or the transmigration of the soul.

88. Then if he is one of those who are honoured 80 (by Allah).

80. Let it be known that those who had gained the nearness of Allah Almighty should not be given the Book of their records in their hands, neither in the right nor in their left hand. There is no reckoning for them. The same will be with the minor children, as they do not have any deeds. These people would be entering Paradise without reckoning because mention here is made of the true devotees of Allah Almighty, in opposition to those who will be given their Books of records in their right or left hands. An example of this is the government offices where the common people need to carry an identity document to enter while the staff members do not require any entry pass.

89. For such one is the comfort and fragrance 81 and Paradise 82 a bliss.

81. That the angel of death makes them smell heavenly flowers at the time of death. They die smelling this sweet fragrance.

82. The close devotee of Allah Almighty observes Paradise from his grave. He will be entering it after the Day of Judgement. The souls of the martyrs enter Paradise immediately after their martyrdom. However, their physical entry will only be after Judgement Day. The great Sufi sages say that for the true devotees of Allah Almighty there is the fragrance of union with Allah Almighty and the flowers of the beauty of the Friend (Tafsir Roohul Mu'ani).

90. And if he be the companion of the right hand.

91. Salutations 83 be upon you, being among those on the right hand.

83. The author of Roohul Bayaan writes that at the time of demise of the inmate of Paradise the souls of his deceased family come to welcome him. They extend greetings to him. In this way it's meaning would be that Oh person on the right hand side are extending a greeting to you. The writer of Khazainul Irfaan writes that O My beloved! You have nothing to worry about the people on the right hand side. They are in great comfort. Accept the greetings they extend to you.

92. And if someone being of the believers and the misguided 84.
84. These are those who had been called as people on the left hand side i.e. they are infidels whose books of records would be in their left hand.

93. Then such a person’s entertainment is the boiling water.

94. And the thrusting into the blazing fire (of Hell).

95. Surely, this is the truth of certainty.

85. This means at the time of death of the infidels neither the souls of their deceased family come to welcome them nor do they extend greetings to them. Likewise, there will be no helper for them or anyone to welcome them in their grave nor on the Day of Judgement. They will be entertained in Hell, with boiling water and thorny food. See in the world there is a huge crowd that assembles at the tombs of the pious devotees to extend greetings to them. In the grave yards you will see people making dua for the deceased believers but no one pays attention to the graves of the infidels.

96. Therefore (O dear Prophet) glorify the Name of your Lord, the Greatest.

86. This means what has been described about those three groups is absolutely correct and there is no room for any change therein.

87. When the verse was revealed, the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم said that recite it in your Ruku.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. All that is in the heavens and the earth glorify Allah. And He is the Honourable, the Wise.

2. By “Tasbeeh” is meant to regard Allah Almighty as totally faultless or to say that He is faultless or to vouch for His faultlessness. The first Tasbeeh is for belief, the second is for verbal declaration and the third is for wrath. Here, the second tasbeeh is denoted. This means everything, living and inanimate: between the heavens and the earth recite the glory of Allah Almighty. Some of the Saints have even heard their recitation. Through the blessings of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم even Abu Jahl had heard the Tasbeeh of the pebbles in hands.

3. His is the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He gives life and causes death, and He has power over everything.

4. In that the actual king is Allah Almighty and He can grant temporary kingdom to whomsoever He may desire.

5. This means He keeps you alive as long as He wants, and causes you to die when He wants. Or, it means He will resurrect all the deceased back to life.

6. He is the First, He is the Last, He is the Manifest, He is the Hidden. And He Knows everything.

4. This means Allah Almighty is before every-one and everything. When there was nothing, He was in existence. He is everlasting, i.e. when there would be nothing, He will be in existence. He is eternal. It should be remembered that being first and everlasting is not for the purpose of time because Allah Almighty is pure from time. Or, that the beginning of matter is from Allah Almighty and it’s end too is dependant on Him. Or, that Allah Almighty marks the beginning of the spiritual journey of the mystics. Their limits of achievement, too, are dependent on Him. The excellence of end should be the achievement of the beginning, i.e. the end and the beginning should be Allah Almighty, like the compass is the beginning and the end of the circle. There are many other interpretations of it.

5. This means Allah Almighty is evident from all proofs so clearly that every child and every minute particle accepts and believes in Him. Yet, His personality is hidden; that He is...
beyond our imagination. It should be remembered that only in Paradise would His Beauteous Vision be seen, but without truly perceiving Who He is, because He is hidden. In short, His Refulgence is visible, but His Personality is hidden.

6. From eternity to eternity He is fully aware of everything. Hazrat Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dehlvi (May Allah be pleased with him) states in his “Aladarijun Nabiwah” that even the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم possesses

4. It is He Who created the heavens and the earth in six 7 days, then established Himself on the Throne befitting 8 to His Dignity. He Knows what penetrates 9 the earth and what comes forth from 10 it, and what comes down from the heavens and what goes up 11 into it. And He is with 12 you wherever you may be. And Allah Sees all that you do 13.

7. In this verse mention is made of the period of creation, while in the other verse mention is made of the absolute power of "Be and it becomes". Thus, there is no contradiction in the verses. The first day of this creation was Sunday and the last day was Friday, as is stated in all the books of commentaries.

8. This means He made the Great Throne the object of His Refulgence. All laws were issued from here. It should be remembered that in time, creation of the Great Throne was before the heavens and the earth, but He blessed it with His splendour after their creation. It is this that is mentioned here. Thus, there is no contradiction between this verse and the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم.

9. The drops of rain, grain, treasures, dead bodies, etc.

10. From grain and rain we get vegetation, from the oceans we have the pearls, from the mines we have gold and silver, etc. the

5. His is the Sovereignty 14 of the heavens and the earth. And to Allah those fierce attributes because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم is the first creation and appeared as the Final Prophet; the light of the Holy Prophet (Noor e Muhammadi) is reflected in all creation; no one has ever understood the dimension of the Holy Prophet’s personality; the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم is fully aware of any infidel and believer. For further explanation of this refer to the book “Shaheb Habibur Rahman”.

11. This means those mercies which pour from the heavens like rain, angels and heavenly books revealed there from, too, are all within the knowledge of Allah Almighty. Also, He is fully aware of the prayers and good deeds of men and the souls of the pious which go there.

12. With the common people, Allah Almighty’s knowledge and power is reflected. With the special people, is His mercy and with the enemies is His wrath. Otherwise, the Personality of Allah Almighty is free from space and travelling. He is pure, being in one place. It’s commentary is that verse: “Surely the mercy of Allah is near to the doers of good” (S7:V56).

13. He will give reward and punishment to you for them. If the servant can keep this in mind that Allah Almighty is watching me, I will never become bold to commit any sin.
4. It should be remembered that just as the kingdom of Allah Almighty is everywhere, so is the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The premiership of the Prime Minister is for the entire kingdom. For this reason Allah Almighty described His attribute as "Lord of the worlds" and that of His Prophet as "Mercy unto the worlds" and further said "warner unto the worlds".

5. He brings the night into the day and brings the day into the night. And He Knows the thoughts (in the deepest recesses) of the hearts.

6. In that during summer he makes the day longer and the night shorter, while in winter it is just the opposite. Sometimes He casts the darkness of the baser self on the heart and sometimes enters the light of the heart on the self.

7. Believe in Allah and the Messenger and spend out of that to which He has made you heirs, and those of you who believe and spend, for them is a great reward.

8. Oh people! The address of this verse is not made to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم himself because the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is not just a believer, but the source of our belief i.e. he is our Faith. According to the great sages the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is believer of Allah Almighty and the faith of the servants. Therefore, his name is included with Allah Almighty in the Kalimah Tayyibah, in the Azaan and in the Salaah. For further information regarding this consult the last portion of Surah Baqarah in Tafsir Naeemi.

9. This means just as Allah Almighty gave the wealth of those before you through their death, in a like manner he will give your wealth to others by causing you to die. Therefore, it is better that you spend your wealth in the path of Allah Almighty so that you take this wealth with you.

10. From this, three issues emerge:
1. Faith has priority over all deeds because Allah Almighty has mentioned Faith first.
2. The rewards of the Noble Companions are much more than ours as Allah Almighty has mentioned "from you".
3. The rewards of the Noble Companions are beyond our imagination as Allah Almighty has mentioned the adjective "great" with it.
21. This means Oh the blessed group of the Noble Companions! How is it possible that you will not be sincere believers, since you have seen the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, you have heard his preaching and seen his miracles and you have seen the revelation of the Holy Qur’an? For this reason the discussion that follows is regarding the miracles of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. If the Noble Companions are not believers (Allah forbid) then there is no single believer in the world, because we received Faith through them. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the medium between the Creator and the creation, while the Companions are the contact between the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and the rest of the Ummah, just as the electric wire is the connection between the powerhouse and the bulbs.

22. This means Allah Almighty on the Day of Covenant or the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم at the time of appearance. The second meaning is quite apparent in that first mention is made of the propagation of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. 

23. This conjunction ‘if’ is not for doubt but it is for the purpose of necessity, as Allah Almighty says: “If they are from Allah” (S14:V1) because all the Noble Companions are, without doubt, believers of the highest quality.

9. It is He Who reveals 24 upon His devotees clear verses so that He may bring you forth from the utter darkness to the light 25. And surely, Allah is Compassionate and Merciful to you 26.

24. Revelation of the Quranic verse on the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم or his miracles. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the highest form of Divine phenomenon because Allah Almighty made Himself known through the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

25. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the subject of ‘bring forth’, while by ‘darkness’ is meant every form of infidelity or sin. By ‘light’ is meant faith or piety. This means Allah Almighty revealed these verses and miracles to His bondsmen صلى الله عليه وسلم so that this beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم could bring you forth from infidelity to faith, from sin to piety and from apostasy to guidance. Therefore, it has been followed by: "And verily Allah". If Allah Almighty had been the subject of "He brings forth" then after it “most certainly be” should have been mentioned (Tafsir Roohul Mu’ani) It's commentary is that verse: "That you may bring the people from darkness to light" (S14:V1) or the verse: "And you purify them with it" (S9:V103). This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم brings forth a person out of infidelity and provides faith.

26. It is for this reason, oh believers! He made you from the Ummah of His Beloved.

10. And what reason have you, that you do not spend in the way of Allah, whereas Allah’s is the heritage 27 of the heavens and the earth altogether? Those of you who spent and fought 28 for the victory (of Makkah) are not equal to those who
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and time. In the month of Ramadaan the rewards of Salaah, charity and fasting are greater than in other months.

31. This means Oh believers! Due to this difference you should not level adverse criticism against some of the Noble Companions. Although their status is different, yet their being inmates of Paradise is a certainty because Allah Almighty has assured this through a solemn promise. Through this, emerge two issues:

1. All the Companions are personification of justice and piety because Paradise has been promised for all by Allah Almighty. Promise of Paradise is never made for a wretched sinful person. Any historical event, which attempts to prove anyone’s impiety is false, the Holy Qur’aan is true in this regard.

2. Those Companions, who in times of difficulties, remained in the service of Islam have a very high status. Thus, Bibi Khadijah and Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq (May Allah be pleased with them) are Companions of great calibre, as they stood by the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in his difficult times. Says Allah Almighty: “When they both were in the Cave” (S9:V40).

SECTION 2

11. Who us there who will lend to Allah a good gift, and He will double it for such a person and there is a generous reward for him.

32. This means they should spend cheerfully in the path of Allah Almighty because the promise of Paradise is linked with this charity. For this reason it has been called a debt. The debt without interest should be given with joy. The person should not demand it’s payment from the debtor nor make any profit out of it.

33. In it there is a hint that the profit between the servant and the master is not an interest. Allah Almighty had promised to give in abundance on this loan. It should be remembered that here, double does not denote
an act of sin, but rather, in great abundance whose true amount only Allah Almighty knows. Thus, what it means is that due to the blessing of charity there is increase in worldly things and reward and honour in the Hereafter.

12. And on the day you shall see the believing men and believing women, their light advancing ahead of them and to their right hand. (They will be told) good news is for you today. The gardens beneath which flow the streams, wherein you will reside forever. This is the greatest triumph.

34. Thus, light will not remain behind, or because there is no need for the light to be at the back, or because the infidels would be crossing the Divine Bridge from the back. Even if the light were at the back than those infidels would be benefiting from it as though providing light like the battery. A discussion of it follows.

35. Through this light the inmates of Paradise would be crossing the Bridge with ease to reach their place in Paradise easily.

36. This means you could have found light on the Sacred Bridge, and you could have crossed it safely. You could have found safety from its fears and anxieties. This is not your true joy and success, but it is the prelude of the true happiness and success that is to follow i.e. Paradise and it's bounties. It should be remembered that the happiness of the believer in the world, at the time of death and on the Day of Judgement is the true compensation of his good deeds but rather his true compensation, if Allah Almighty wills, is Paradise which would be received after all these stages.

37. This speech could either be of the angels or that of Allah Almighty. This is evident that it would be said after the Sacred Bridge is crossed.

13. The day when the hypocrites, men and women, will say to the believers: “Look towards us, so that we may take something from your light.” It will be said to them: “Go back to your rear and seek a light there.” Then a wall of separation shall be set up between them, in which will be a door. The inside of it will all be mercy and in the front (outside) will be punishment.

38. It should be remembered that on the Day of Judgement the infidels would be separated from the believers, as it would be said: "And today be separate, O you culprits" (S36:V59).
at the hypocrites in this sifting would not be separate. They would be returning with the believers from the Field of Accountability for crossing the Sacred Bridge. But the foreheads of the believers would be bright due to their prostrations and faith, while the hypocrites would be deprived of this. At that point in time this conversation would take place. Here, the hypocrites would be sifted from the sincere believers. Thus, there is no contradiction in this verse that why are the believers and the hypocrites crossing the Sacred Bridge together, and how is this conversation, taking place?

39. This means that turn back to look at us. This tells us that the sincere believers would be in front when crossing the Sacred Bridge and the hypocrites would be behind them. The foreheads of the believers would, due to their prostration, be shining brightly like the torches.

40. This means go towards the Field of Accountability, from where we have brought the light, you too bring the light from there. Hearing this, they would go back.

41. The writer of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan writes that while walking from the Field of Accountability the hypocrites would be given the light of their outer good deeds. They will walk in this light. But when they would reach the Sacred Bridge, the light of the believers will still remain with them while that of the hypocrites would be extinguished. At that time, they would call for the believers, saying that their light has extinguished. Therefore, please turn your faces towards us so that we too can benefit from your bright foreheads. In response, the believers would give them this reply.

42. It's name is A'raaf. There are many other statements concerning it as well (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani and Tafseer Khazainul Irfan).

43. This means there will be two directions of those walls. It's one direction would be towards Paradise. This would be concealed. One direction would be towards Hell. On one side there will be mercy, and on the other side there will be punishment.

44. They (hypocrites) will call them (believers): "Were we not with you?" They will say: "Yes, but you caused yourselves in temptation and waited and doubted for evils (for the believers). And your vain desires deceived you till Allah's Command came and the great deceiver (Shaitaan) deceived you regarding Allah."

45. This means that the hypocrites would be calling upon the believers from behind the wall to take us with you.

46. In that your outer selves remained with us, and your hearts were towards the infidels.

47. In the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet ﷺ, in the truth about Islam or in this day of today, it should be remembered that sometimes the hypocrites would call Islam as a true religion and at other times, infidelity as true. They would side with those who would gain the ascendency. Thus, the verse is crystal clear.

47. This means you thought that keeping contact with both the infidels and the believers was beneficial to you, keeping both happy was political expediency. Or, that you thought until the end that Islam is just a temporary religion. Thereafter we would eventually have to turn to the infidels. So, we should not strain our relationship with them. Or, that you continued to be with the believers for your worldly gain. In short, there are many possibilities in these safety measures. But, remember that false desire is called hope, while true desire is desire. Hope is bad while desire for religion is good.
Allah Almighty says in Surah A'raaf: "These have not entered into Heaven, but they are greedy for it" (S7:V46).

48. This means until the time of death you had remained hypocrites. This tells us that prior to death repentance from infidelity and hypocrisy will be accepted, but as soon as the signs of death and the angels become visible, faith at that time will not be acceptable.

15. So this day no ransom 49 shall be accepted from you, nor from the infidels 50. Your refuge is the fire. It is your friend. And what an evil destination it is.

49. By giving the ransom you could save yourself from the punishment. From this we learn that infidels would become the ransom of the believers and sincere persons, because there is no ransom for the infidels and the hypocrites.

50. It should be remembered that there are four types of people: A sincere believer, an avowed infidel, a hypocrite in whose heart is infidelity but on whose tongue is faith and a Saatir (a person on whose tongue is infidelity but in whose heart is faith). The hypocrite and the infidel will meet a similar end. As far as the Saatir is concerned, refer to Tafseer Naeemi.

16. Has not the time come for the believers that their hearts should feel humbled at the remembrance of Allah and for what has been revealed 51. But they should not become like those who were given the Book before 52. Then the term was prolonged 53 for them, but their hearts were hardened and most of them are disobedient 54.

51. Reason for its Revelation

Once, when the Holy Prophet ﷺ came out of the house, he saw that the believers were laughing among themselves. He said you are laughing. Until now immunity has not come to you. In response, this verse was revealed. The Noble Companions enquired: "O beloved Prophet! What is the compensation for this laughter?" The Holy Prophet ﷺ replied: "Equal measure of crying" (Tafseer Khazain and Roohul Mu'ani). Excessive laughter deadens the heart, while crying in fear of Allah Almighty and in the love of the Holy Prophet ﷺ enlivens it.

52. This means: O believers! Do not become like the People of the Book (Jews and Christians). Keep yourselves distinguishable from them.

53. This means the end result of the People of the Book was that when the Prophetic era passed them they were caught up in negligence. Allah be praised! The Muslims up to now are firm on guidance. Islamic scholars and saints of Allah Almighty are present among them, although it is almost fifteen hundred years since the departure of the Holy Prophet ﷺ

54. This means that among the People of the Book more are infidels and few are believers, like Abdullah ibn Salaam, Ka'b Ahbaar, etc.

(May Allah be pleased with them).
74. Know that Allah gives life to the earth after its death 55. Indeed We have made the verses clear to you, that you may understand 56.

55. Just as parched earth remains verdant through the rain, likewise the neglectful hearts become soft and full of life through Zikrullah. Therefore always engage yourself in Zikrullah, i.e. remembrance of Allah Almighty so that your heart will remain vigilant.

56. These examples are there for your explanation. Protect yourself from looking at them. When seeing the parched earth become lush green, have strong faith in resurrection on the Day of Judgement.

18. Undoubtedly, the charitable men and the charitable 57 women and those who lend interest-free goods as a loan 58 to Allah, it shall be manifold for them, and for them is a honourable reward.

57. It should be remembered that here Allah Almighty after charity has mentioned about giving a loan. This is either for the purpose of showing that by charity is meant general charity which is inclusive of Sadaqa-e-Jariyah continuous charity e.g. providing wells, building mosques, guest houses, etc. And by loan is meant that charity which is given at the request of a beggar. Or by Sadaqah is meant obligatory charities, while loan signifies voluntary charities. Or Sadaqah denotes giving alms, while loan signifies making intention to do good. In short, there is no contradiction in the verse.

58. From this emerge two issues:
1. There will certainly be compensation for giving charity and alms just as a loan is repaid without faith.
2. The believing beggars are beloved of Allah Almighty, as He has requested loan for them and He has declared showing kindness to them, as a loan upon Him.

19. And those who believe in Allah and His Messengers, they are the truthful 59 ones and witnesses 60 against others before their Lord. For them is their reward and their light 61. But those who disbelieve and belied Our Verses, they are the inmates of Hell 62.

59. A truthful person is he whose tongue is true, while a Siddiq is one whose thoughts, tongue, actions, intentions are all sincere and true. Saadiq is one who would never tell a lie, while Siddiq is one who is unable to speak a lie. A Saadiq is one who talks the truth to the creation, while a Siddiq is one who talks the truth to Allah Almighty and His beloved.
Prophet ﷺ. \textit{Saadiq} is one who is free from all sensuality while \textit{Siddiq} is one who is free from egotism. A \textit{Saadiq} is one who describes things as they take place, while a \textit{Siddiq} is one according to whose narration an incident will be i.e. what he says Allah Almighty will make it happen.

60. In this world and the Hereafter he whom he calls an inmate of Paradise in the world will most certainly to be an inmate of Paradise. "You are witnesses of Allah in the world". Those things, which they regard as permissible, are lawful. It is stated in the Hadith: "Those things which the believers regard as good, are indeed good by Allah as well." They are witne-

SECTION 3

20. Know that this worldly life is only a sport \textsuperscript{63} and diversive amusement and an adornment, and a source of boasting among yourselves and a rivalry in multiplication \textsuperscript{64} of riches and children against one another. It (this life) is like the rain whose vegetation pleases the tillers \textsuperscript{65}. Then it dries up that you see it yellow. Then it becomes \textsuperscript{66} broken pieces. And in the Hereafter there is severe \textsuperscript{67} punishment and forgiveness from Allah and His Pleasure \textsuperscript{68}. And the life of this world is nothing but a cheerful temporary \textsuperscript{69} enjoyment.

63. From this we learn the worldly life is that life which is utilized for promoting the baser self. In such condition all activities of this life are mere foolish and wasteful acts. But, that life which becomes the means of collecting deeds for the salvation in the Hereafter is not a life of this world, but life of the Hereafter. The good deeds of the devil in the world, while the error of Hazrat Adam \textit{(On whom be peace)}, too, is not an act of this world, it was a means of obtaining lofty status and an acceptable repentance. Always remember that vain acts are those in which man is fully submerged but its result is absolutely zero.

64. It should be remembered that national and material pride is associated with the world, while pride about religion is associated with religion. Likewise, to accumulate wealth for the comfort of the baser self is part of the world, while to accumulate wealth to render religious service is part of religion i.e. accumulating wealth for the purpose of Holy War or Hajj.

65. This means the example of the world is like that lush green field which at first appears to be beautiful and pleasing. Then, after the unfavourable wind, or sunshine or rain it is
57. Just as there are many dangers for humanity, the same is the case with the world. It should be remembered that the purpose for calling the farmers infidels is because the meaning of infidelity is to conceal and the farmers, too, conceal the grain in the earth. It could also mean that the infidel shows arrogance at the outward beauty, while the believer places his trust in Allah Almighty.

66. In the same way a worldly person achieves any position after much hard work, and after just one breathing spasm of death he leaves.

21. Compete with each other in seeking forgiveness of your Lord and to obtain Paradise 70, the value of which is equal to the width of the heavens and the earth 71, prepared for those who believe in Allah and His Messenger. This is the Grace 72 of Allah. He bestows it upon whom He Pleases. And Allah is highly Bountiful 73.

70. This means Oh believers! Make every effort to progress better than one another i.e. through repentance and good deeds go ahead of one another. This tells us that in matters of religion, competition, envy, greed and covetousness are acts of worship. The great Sufis says that the open and straight path to Paradise is Shariah which can be threaded through worship, while the complex, yet nearer, path to it is Tareeqat (mystic way of life) which can be reached through the wings of love. However, the people of mystical life cannot become independent from the people of Shariah.

22. No calamity reaches either in the earth or in your own persons 74, but it is recorded in the Book 75 before We bring 76 it into being. Certainly, that is easy 77 for Allah.

74. By earthly difficulties is meant famine and financial loss, while physical problems denote diseases, death of children, etc. From this we learn that all types of calamities will come in
the world because this place is not Paradise where there would be all types of safety and security. These problems are for those who exercise patience and would be a means of gaining higher status, while for those who are impatient; they are a means of ruination of their good deeds.

75. This means the coming of worldly hardships on you is not just incidental and which can be ignored by saying; it took place by chance. This has been ordained before-hand and it has been recorded on the Divine Tablet already. However, some hardships occur for some specific reasons, but these reasons, too, are recorded on the Divine Tablet that a certain person will do a certain task due to which he will be afflicted by a calamity. Thus, neither is a human being an object of mere helplessness, nor is he the possessor of absolute power. This verse is not against the concept of pre-destination (Taqdeer).

76. Therefore, those saints whose sight is on the Divine Tablet are fully aware of the future events because all these are recorded on the Divine Tablet, and the Divine Tablet is within their knowledge. Examples of this are the Prophets of Allah Almighty, some saints of Allah Almighty, and the angels who are managers of affairs.

77. Is the recording of all the major and minor incidents on the Divine Tablet easy for Allah Almighty or sending hardships, and putting off hardships easier for Allah Almighty?

23. You should neither grieve over what you miss, nor rejoice 
over what is given to you. Allah does not love any self-centered boaster.

78. Here, ‘grief’ denotes grief caused by ingratitude and ‘rejoice’ signifies rejoicing due to boasting and arrogance. Both of these are evil. Patience accompanied by grief and rejoicing of gratitude are acts of worship. Thus, this verse is not in contradiction of "Therefore they should rejoice" because the words which follow state "exultant, boastful"

79. Here, lack of love denotes displeasure i.e. Allah Almighty is displeased with them.

24. Those who are misers and bid others to be misers, and those who turn away, (should know) that surely Allah is All-Sufficient, the Praiseworthy.

80. They, themselves are miserly by not spending in the path of Allah Almighty and stop others from spending in the path of Allah Almighty, like the Jews of that time or the Wahabis of present times who go about stopping charity and alms giving. They are intended enemies of the deceased Muslims.

81. This means Allah Almighty and His religion are not dependant on your generosity. It is you who would be reaping the benefits of your generosity.

25. Certainly, We have sent Our Messengers with clear arguments and have sent down with them the Book and the balance of equity, so that men might uphold justice.
And We have sent down iron \(^{85}\), wherein is great strength and benefits \(^{86}\) for mankind, and in order that Allah may see him who helps Him and His Messengers without seeing \(^{87}\). Surely, Allah is All-Powerful, Honourable \(^{88}\).

82. Book or Scroll, new or ancient. Thus, this does not necessarily mean that every Prophet had been given a new Book. Otherwise, there are approximately one hundred and twenty-four thousand Prophets, while Books are four in number and the Scrolls are hundred or one hundred and ten.

83. Scale was sent to Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). Thereafter, it was used by all the Prophets or order was given to them for its use. This tells us that granting a bounty to one Prophet is like granting to all of them. Though the Scale was given to Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace), but it is said that it is given to all.

84. In dealings with the people do not infringe on anyone's rights. According to the great Sufi sheikahs Shariah is the scale of deeds on which pious, evil, major and minor deeds are weighed.

SECTION 4

26. And undoubtedly, We sent \(^{89}\) Nuh and Ebrahim and We placed Prophethood and the Book \(^{90}\) amongst their children. Some of them were guided, but most of them were disobedient \(^{91}\).

89. Because Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) is the very first preacher unto the infidels and Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) is the revered father of Prophets, therefore they have been mentioned with such prominence. Otherwise, these illustrious men are included in the lineage of Prophets as well.

90. This means he only became a Prophet who is from the progeny of both Hazrat Nuh and Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). Thus,

85. In that Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) brought five instruments of iron, namely anvil, hammer, needle, shovel and trough (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). The writer of (Khazainul Irfaan) said that iron; fire, water and salt have come from the heaven.

86. By 'strength' is meant weapons for the battle. By 'uses' is meant industry and trade; swords, lance, spear, gun, cannon, etc. are made from iron. And from it instruments and weapons of every artisan are made. In fact, the shroud of the corpse is sewn with the needle and the needle is made from the iron.

87. In order to please Him, he makes use of weapons of iron in the battle. It should be remembered that by help of Allah Almighty is meant the help of his servants.

88. Allah Almighty, His Prophets and His Religion are not in need of your help. This order is given to make a religious soldier and a martyr.
Prophet during the time of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). Thereafter, all the subsequent Prophets are from the progeny of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace).

27. And then We sent after them Our other Messengers to follow their footsteps 92. And We sent afterwards Isa 93 bin Mariam and bestowed upon him the Injeel. And We placed 94 kindness and mercy in the hearts of his followers. And as for adopting of monkshood by innovations into the religion, it was on their own 95 accord. We never prescribed it for them. Thus they created 96 this for seeking the pleasure of Allah, but they did not observe it as it was to be observed 97. Therefore We gave those of them who believed, the due award 98. But most of them are disobedient 99.

92. This means after Hazrat Nuh and Hazrat Ebrahim (On them be peace), there were many Prophets that came up to Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace). In "their footsteps" the pronoun is the antecedent of these two Prophets because these Prophets were in the progeny and not after it.

93. This means after all these Prophets Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) was sent, who is the final Prophet of the Israelites, just as our beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم is the final Prophet of Allah Almighty or the Seal of Prophethood. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) was given the entire Injeel in the form of a Book at one time. From this verse we learn that Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) was created without a father, but only a mother. Otherwise, he would not be connected with the mother, and would not be mentioned as Isa, son of Mariam. A son is always connected with the father. Says Allah Almighty: "Call them after their fathers" (533:V5).

94. This tells us that the disciples of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) were merciful and compassionate towards one another, like the 91. Under the progeny of these great sages, some became pious believers, but the majority remained sinful wretches.

95. This means to abandon the world and to devise severe forms of worship themselves. Thus, among the Christians to stay in the mountains, to practice celibacy applying austere measures regarding food and clothes are regarded as major forms of worship.

96. This means those Christians who had devised severe forms of worship to please Allah Almighty did so out of good intentions.

97. Thereafter, many Christians became victims of trinity and thus became polytheists and idol-worshippers, entering the religion of kings.

98. This means the believing Christians were given rewards for inventing their innovations. From this we learn that to invent new ways in religion is called "Bidate Hassanah" (beneficial innovation) is a means of obtaining great rewards like compiling the Holy Qur'an in thirty Paras', to compile books of Hadith Melad gatherings, holding Fateha gatherings for the pious sages, etc. However, after
28. O believers! Fear Allah and believe His Messenger. He will give you a twofold portion of His Mercy and will provide a light wherein you will walk, and (Allah) will grant you forgiveness. And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

29. The Followers of the Book may know that they have no control over the Grace of Allah, and that the grace is entirely in the Hands of Allah to give it to whom He Pleases. And Allah is Possessor of all Bounty.

100. The Jews and Christians who had believed in their Prophets. Here, the word “Faith” is used in it’s literal sense and not in terms of Shariah.

101. On the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because without believing in him, belief in the rest of the Prophets is useless. This Prophet is the basis of Faith.

102. This tells us that those People of the Book who believed in our Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are entitled to double reward: one for believing in their own Prophet, and the other for believing in the Holy Prophet as is stated in Hadith Shareef.

103. This means He will grant you Light at the Sacred Bridge through which you would be able to cross that difficult path with ease.

104. This tells us that through the blessing of Faith, the sins of the period of infidelity are forgiven. Only the good deeds remain.

105. This means if you do not believe in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم you will not receive any reward. In it is a refutation of the erroneous belief of the People of the Book that they believe in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم they will receive double reward, if not, they will receive single reward.

106. This means the your account of deeds will avail you not. His bounty and grace is something else. He will grant you double reward on becoming a Muslim. If you do not become a Muslim you will get nothing.

107. In this blessed verse there is a refutation of that thought of the Israelites that
Prophethood is a monopoly of the Israelites, and since the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم is from the progeny of Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace), he cannot be a Prophet. Thus, it is stated here that Prophethood is through the grace of Allah Almighty, which He can grant to whomsoever He desires.

SURAH AL-MUJADALAH (The Pleadine Women) (MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah
3 Sections 22 Verses : 473 Words, 1792 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Allah has indeed heard 1 the plea of the woman who argues with you about her husband 2, and complains to Allah 3. Allah has heard the dialogue of both of you 4. Undoubtedly, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing 5.

1. Reason for its Revelation:
Hazrat Aus bin Thamit told his wife Khaulah bint Tha'alubah that you are like your mother's back to me. Prior to the advent of Islam, this expression was for giving a divorce. The wife came to the blessed court of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم and said that I am old and have children. I don't possess any wealth. My parents are both deceased. If I abandon the children, it will cause me grief and hardship. If this verse was revealed.

2. This tells us that sometimes Allah Almighty loves the discussion of a person with His discussion was not for confrontation or opposition, but for seeking help. The Ummah of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم and his female devotees are his servants and can request his support.

3. In that presenting the hardships to the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم is like petitioning those to Allah Almighty, because whatever was said by Hazrat Khaulah was said to the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم, but Allah Almighty says that this complaint was lodged.
Him. This tells us that lodging every type of complaint to Allah Almighty is not bad, only that which is lodged out of impatience is bad.

This tells us that Allah Almighty listens favourably to what is said to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله و سلم or that which is presented to him through the medium of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله و سلم. Here, favourable listening is being denoted. In "who pleaded with you" signifies speaking to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله و سلم and "her complaint to Allah" denotes complaining through the medium of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله و سلم.

4. Those among you who leave (divorce) their wives in place of them others, they are not their mothers. Their mothers are only those who gave birth to them. And surely, they utter a hateful word and falsehood. Undoubtedly, Allah is Pardoning, Forgiving.

5. This means they make ZIHAAR with them. By ZIHAAR is meant that the husband compares any part of the wife, which is totally forbidden to see, to that of his blood or uterine relative. Like he says; you or your half, or your neck is like the thigh of my mother. From this verse we learn that ZIHAAR can only take place with your wife and not with your slave-girl, because the word used here is "Nisaa"(wives).

6. This means the wife of the utterer of such words does not really become a mother nor forbidden like the mother through such an utterance. In other words, divorce will not take place because of it.

7. This means biological mother who is entitled for inheritance due to a mother, is only that lady from whom he is born. It

8. And those who call their wives as mothers, then wish to revoke what they said, it is incumbent upon them that they should free a captive before they touch each other. This is to warn you (to Allah Almighty. Anyone who states his complaint to Allah Almighty directly, waiving the Waseela (medium) of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله و سلم, will not obtain a favourable response from Him. Says Allah Almighty: "And every prayer of the infidel loses its way" (S13:V14).

5. Generally, Allah Almighty listens to the entreaty of all and sees everybody, but those who first come to the court of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله و سلم, to him He turns with mercy and listens to him with greater mercy.
conform) and Allah is Aware of what you do.

10. Whether for one wife or for a few as can be seen from the plural use of ‘Nisaa’. Thus, if a husband tells his four wives that you are like the back of my mother, then ziihaar will take place with all four.

11. This means that if you want to invalidate ziihaar and cancel its sanctity, then you need to give compensation for it, the description of which is mentioned herein.

12. This tells us that before giving the compensation, copulation and matters relating to it, e.g. any foreplay, etc. are totally forbidden. It should be remembered that since faith is not a restriction in slaves, hence in compensation of ziihaar you can emancipate a believing or infidel slave (Hanafi Fiqh).

4. But whoever does not have such means 13 (freeing a captive) let him fast for two months consecutively, before they touch 14 each other. Then as for him who is not able to fast 15 let him feed sixty 16 needy people. That is in order that you may have 17 faith in Allah and His Messenger. And these are Allah’s limits, and the infidels shall have a painful 18 punishment.

13. Or, if he does not have money to pay the price of the slave, or if slaves are not available like during present times, then he should keep continuous fast for two months.

14. From this, two issues emerge:
1. The fasts for compensating of ziihaar should be kept consecutively without omitting any fast in between. Neither should Ramadan fall in between, nor the 5 days of Tashreek in which fasting is forbidden, nor should a fast be omitted for any other reason. If due to any of these reasons, the continuity breaks, then the process of fasting should begin again.

2. Before these fasts, sexual intercourse or acts leading to it, are forbidden. If you do this in between, the process of continuous fasting for two months have to be re-started.

15. If due to old age or sickness a person is either unable to keep the fasts or maintain the continuity, he should feed the poor; either by giving two and a half kg of wheat or feeding a person with two meals daily. If he feeds sixty poor persons with two full meals, then he has paid the compensation for just one day. He has to feed them for the balance of the fifty-nine as well (Books of Fiqh).

16. This tells us that like in fasting, in feeding too, they must not touch one another. If he has sexual intercourse during this period of fasting, he should re-start the two months fasting period. However, during the days of feeding, if he has sexual intercourse, he must fast the remaining days only, because in this, touching one another is not a restriction.

17. Now forget the customs and thoughts of the Days of Ignorance. Do not regard ziihaar as divorce.

18. From this, emerge two issues:
1. To infringe the limits of Allah Almighty is the work of the infidels.

2. Painful torment is set-aside for the infidels only. Even if the sinful believer is going to be punished, it will, if Allah pleases, not be painful.
Surely, those who oppose 19 Allah and His Messenger shall be laid face down as those before 20 them were laid face down. Indeed We have revealed clear 21 verses, and the infidels shall have a humiliating punishment.

19. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Opposition to the Holy Prophet is, in reality, opposition to Allah Almighty, because no one in the true sense of the word opposes Allah Almighty.
2. To the enemies of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty, there is a declaration of war as well as subjugation, as is being understood from the Hadith and this verse.
20. The previous nations were disgraced.
21. On that day Allah will raise 22 them altogether, then He will in form 23 of what they did. Allah has recorded it while they have forgotten 24 it. And Allah is Witness to all the things 25.
22. Raise them all at one time and gather them all at one place.
23. From this, emerge two issues:
1. At the beginning of Qiyamah, believers and infidels would be gathered together. The preparation will take place afterwards.
2. The works of special servants get attributed to Allah Almighty, because on the Day of Judgement reminding about deeds is the work of the angels, yet Allah Almighty says that He will remind them.
24. In the world, but in the Hereafter everyone will fully remember all his deeds, or they will be reminded about these deeds.
25. Since the ruler himself is a witness of the crime, it will become impossible for the criminal to save himself.

Do you not see that Allah knows 26 whatever is in the heavens and the earth? Nowhere is there a secret deal between three persons, but He is the fourth 27 of them, nor (between) five and He is the sixth of them, nor less than that nor more, but He is with them wherever 28 they are. He will inform them of what 29 they did, on the Day of Resurrection.
Undoubtedly, Allah is Aware well of all the things.

26. Reason for its Revelation:
One day the sons of Amr Rabeeah, Habib and Safwaan ibn Almeejah were having a discussion. One of them said: "Is Allah Almighty aware of what we are saying?" Another said: "He is aware of some and unaware of others". The third said: "If He knows some, then He knows all". On that occasion, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani).

27. In that He is looking at them, He knows them. He listens to every word of theirs. Otherwise, the being of Allah Almighty at one specific place is not possible. The object of the verse is that man should regard Allah Almighty with him in the open and in private so that he does not become bold to commit sins. The thought that Allah Almighty is with him will never embolden him to do any wrong. This is the very essence of piety and trust in Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that on the basis of knowledge and power, Allah Almighty is with everybody, but on the basis of mercy, He is with the believers; and with the infidels, on the basis of wrath.

8. Have you not seen those who are forbidden from secret deals? Then they return to what they are forbidden, and they hold secret deals for sin and revolt and commit disobedience to the Messenger. And when they come to you they greet you with a greeting, which Allah has not greeted you. And they say in themselves: "Why does Allah not punish us for what we say?" Hell is enough for them. They shall sink in it. And what an evil end it is.

31. Reason for its Revelation:
The infidels and the hypocrites would whisper among themselves and point towards the believers to give an impression that they were talking about them. This would cause grief to the believers. So they had complained to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم about it. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم asked
Jews and the hypocrites to refrain from doing this, but they did not pay heed to it. This verse was revealed about these wretches (Qaseer Khassainul Irfan). Thus, the word MAWA in this verse signifies secret talks to cause grief to the believers.

2. Their whispering is sinful in three ways. Firstly, it is sinful whispering; secondly causing harm to the believers through it; thirdly to go against the prohibition of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Thus, it is sin, transgression as well as opposing the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

3. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم should be remembered with these words and one should send salutations with these words, which Allah Almighty has used to remember him. Thus, the Messenger of Allah صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم should not be addressed as grandfather, uncle, brother, father, etc. because Allah Almighty did not address him with these words. Even his family members, too, would address him as Rasul-

4. O believers! When you confer together secretly, do not give deals to each other of sin and revolt and disobedience against the Messenger. But give to each other counsel of virtue and piety. And fear Allah, to Whom you shall be gathered.

5. In it, there is a hint that the believers should restrict their counselling to the believers and not to the infidels. They should not make them their counsellor or sincere friend. Says Allah Almighty: "O believers! Do not make strangers your confidants, they leave no stone untouched in harming you" (S3:V118). And among yourselves, too, give good counselling, not wrong advice.

6. In privacy and in public, a believer should be pure. When alone, he should keep in mind the respect of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Blessed is that scholar who spends his time in solitude to think about the virtues of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

7. Secret deals are only the work of Shaitaan, that he may cause to Allah, Nabi'ullah and not as brother, father, etc. The word BASHAR(human being), too, is from these words, which even Allah Almighty had not used to address His Blessed Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Thus, when extending salutations, one should maintain absolute respect. The Jews would say ASSAAMU AILAika; Saam is used to denote death.

8. Reason for its Revelation: The Jews would babble amongst themselves that if the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is a true Prophet, then why does punishment not come upon us for this insolence? Instead of saying Assalamu Alaikum, we are saying Assaamu Alaikum! In reply to their rudeness, this verse was revealed.

9. For everything there is an appointed time. The time of their punishment, too, is appointed. If immediate punishment does not come for committing a sin, it does not mean that that act is not a sin. Many people have been deceived by this Divine order.

Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and an unfortunate wretch is that person who spends his time in thinking defamatory things about the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

10. Recitation of the Holy Qur'aan, imparting religious education, to enjoin the believers towards good and stopping them from evil things, planning ways of striving in the Path of Allah Almighty, are all included in it. Such gatherings are blessed and participating in them is an act of worship. This tells us that some counselling is obligatory, some are commendable, some are forbidden and some are based on infidelity.

اِفْتَرِيَ لِيَهْرُنَ الْيَتِيمَينَ
grieve 40 those who believe, and he cannot harm them at all, except with the permission of Allah. And in Allah alone should the believers put their trust 42.

39. This means those committees and counselling which are there for evil work, these committees are satanic and the counselling of the devil. Thus, those committees and counselling are for religious work and are faith inspiring. Before declaring any gathering to be lawful and unlawful, see what work they are doing. The gathering doing good work should be regarded as good and the one doing evil work should be called evil. Thus, the gathering of Meelad Shareef is one that inspires faith. In it, blessed discussions take place from where we have obtained faith.

40. That is a devil, or giving such counselling. This tells us that any work, which causes harm
to the believer, is indeed evil, and the devil is party to it.

41. In it, the believers are being consoled that they should not become grieved by the counselling of these evil wretches because they will not be able to cause any harm to you. Whatever hardship that will come to you is from Allah Almighty, and in it there are thousands of wisdoms.

42. Trust is of two types: general trust and specific trust. To place trust in Allah Almighty without consideration for material things is a specific trust, while giving consideration for material things as well as placing trust in Allah Almighty is general trust.

11. O believers! When it is said to you: “Make room in (your) assemblies”, then make ample room 43, Allah will make 44 ample room for you. And when it is said: “Rise up” then arise 45. Allah will exalt 46 those of you who believe from among you, and those who are given knowledge, in high degrees. And Allah is Aware of what you do.

43. Reason for its Revelation:
The Companions who had fought at Badr were held in high esteem by the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Once, some of these Companions came to a gathering of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم, but due to a shortage of space, they found no place to sit. After extending greetings, they waited for a place, but no one gave them any place. Seeing this, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم made space for them by shifting those sitting nearer to him. Those who had to get up felt this unpalatable. In response to their reaction, this verse was revealed. Mercy, or by making your graves spacious. From this, emerge a few issues:

1. To give your place to pious people and to show respect for them is permissible in the mosque as well rather Sunnah as this incident took place in Masjide Nabawi Shareef. While reciting the Holy QUR‘AAN, if a beloved servant of Allah Almighty comes, you should close the Holy Qur‘aan to show respect to this person and then continue with the recitation. The Noble Companions would show the highest respect for the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم in the Salaah itself, e.g. the Imam himself would move to the back row to
take way for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

The respect of a Muslim brother is well liked by Allah Almighty, as He has promised reward for such an act.

45. Either for Salah, for Jihad, for giving a place to someone else or for showing respect to someone. Thus, if the speaker says to the audience to stand and recite salutation, then everyone should stand as is proven from this.

12.0 believers! When you consult the Messenger, then offer something in charity before your consultation. That is better for you and purer. But if you do not find anything then surely, Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

47. Reason for its Revelation:
The wealthy would prolong their entreaties in the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to such an extent that it would deprive the poor Companions of their request. At that point in time, this verse was revealed. Hazrat Ali gave a dinar in charity in order to ask ten questions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Only Hazrat Ali Murtaza acted on this blessed verse. No one else had the chance, as the verse was abrogated thereafer (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan, Roohul Bayaan). It should be remembered that this restriction was imposed on secret entreaty to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and not on listening to his blessed sermons, presence in his august gatherings, entreaty in public, etc. Besides Hazrat Ali Murtaza, no Companion found it necessary during this period to seek counselling, otherwise eminent Companions like Hazrat Abu Bakr and Hazrat Uthman-e-Ghani.

13. Do you fear that you will not (be able to) give in charity before you go for consultation? But when you do not do it and Allah has turned to you (mercifully) then establish Salah and pay the Zakaat and obey Allah and His Messenger. And Allah is Aware of what you do.

50. Is this command of charity burdensome to verse.

46. By knowledge is meant religious knowledge. This tells us that Islamic scholars are persons of high status as they are held in high esteem in the world and in the Hereafter. Allah Almighty has promised about their high status, that they have respect in the world and in the Hereafter.

(47) بَيْنَاهُمَا الدُّنْيَا وَلَيْسَ مَنْ يَتَّقَيْمُؤْهُمَا إِلَّا كَأَجِيَّمُ الرَّسُولُ فَقَدْ وَقَدَّمَهَا بَنِيَّتُ يُذِّبَّنُ نَجْوَانِقَمْ صَدَقَةً ذَلِكَ عِيثَمٌ وَأَطْهَرُ قَالُوا لَن نَّجِدُوا قَالَ اللَّهُ عَزَّ وَجَلَّ رَحْمَتُ

(May Allah be pleased with them) would have given thousands in charity, at a mere hint of the Messenger of Allah Almighty.

48. Its obligation became abrogated, but its desirability is still there. This tells us that if you want to plead to Allah Almighty, i.e. if you want to perform your Salah, then Wudhu is sufficient for it, but if you want to make a request to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, then giving charity for it was obligatory. Just to speak to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is a lofty act of worship.

49. From this sentence we learn that the poor and the destitute were not included in the command of charity. Only those who had the means were duty bound to this command. We further learn that the command regarding charity was of an obligatory nature and not just supererogatory.
you? Fine, We will repeal its obligation. This tells us that Allah Almighty is consoling the Noble Companions by declaring forgiveness for it.

51. Here, 'repentance' signifies rescinding of this command because none of the Companions had infringed this so that their repentance could have been accepted.

52. This tells us that conversing with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is superior to all the acts of worship. Anyone who obtains this, is superior among all the Muslims. Therefore, a command is given that in gratitude for this, spend your subsequent lives in the worship of Allah Almighty. The reciter of the Holy Qur'aan is a Qari; one who visits the Holy Ka'bah is a Hajee but the one who sees the Holy Prophet is a Companion. A Companion is superior and loftier than all the saints. It should be remembered that beholding the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم with the gaze of Abu Bakr Siddiq makes you into a Companion, but not the gaze of Abu Jahl.

SECTION 3.

14. Have you not seen those who befriend a people who deserve the penalty 54 of Allah? They are neither yours nor of themselves 55. And they swear 56 falsely, while they know.

54. Reason for its Revelation
This verse was revealed regarding the hypocrites who had befriended the Jews and looking after their welfare. They would give them information about secrets of the believers. This tells us that those who had Allah's anger are the Jews.

55. Reason for its Revelation
This verse was revealed regarding Abdullah ibn Khabtal who would be present in the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and inform the Jews whatever he would hear. One day the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said to him: "Why do you people talk ill about us behind our back?" He and his friend took an oath that they do not indulge in such things. It is then that this verse was revealed (Tafsir Khaiam Irfan, Roohul Mu’ani). This tells us that a hypocrite is a believer by nationality but an infidel by faith. He is neither here nor there.

56. This tells us that to keep sincere friendship with the infidels and taking an oath to prove his faith, is the way of the hypocrite. A merchant of pure gold does not need to take an oath to prove the purity of his gold. Nowadays, Deobandi scholars say under oath that they are Sunnis. This is the same ploy, which was used by the hypocrites.

15. Allah has prepared for them a severe 57 punishment. Certainly,
what they do is evil.

57. This tells us that the punishment of the hypocrites is much severer than the actual infidel.

58. They make their oaths to serve as a cloak, so they turn away from the path of Allah. Therefore, they shall have a humiliating punishment.

59. This tells us that the hypocrites were safeguarding their life and property through false oaths. In the first verse, punishment of the grave was denoted and here, punishment of the Hereafter. Thus, there is no repetition.

60. They shall remain forever.

61. This means that the children and wealth of the hypocrites will not be able to save them from Divine punishment for whose sake they have become hypocrites. This tells us that the believers will benefit from their children and their wealth, because deprivation of the above is the punishment of the infidels. Through the medium of the pious children, Allah Almighty will forgive their sinful parents.

62. This will take place at the beginning of the Day of Judgement. They would be saying: "By Allah, our Lord, we were never polytheists" (S6:V23). Thereafter, they will acknowledge about the infidelity, etc. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse. From this we learn that denying your sins and making false excuses is double sin. Admission of sin is an act of worship. Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) had said: "O our Lord, we have wronged ourselves." (S7:V23) which helped to reveal his love for Allah Almighty.

63. They had continued to remain friends of the believers as well as the infidels through their false oaths. They would say that they are great politicians and diplomats. This tells us that to express joy at committing a sin is the work of the hypocrites. They would say that they are great politicians and diplomats. This tells us that to express joy at committing a sin is the work of the hypocrites.

64. This tells us that to take excessive oaths, especially when they are false, is the sign of a hypocrite. It is stated in traditions that excessive oaths cause a decrease in one's wealth.

17. Neither their wealth nor their children shall help them in any way against Allah. They are the inmates of the fire, wherein they shall remain forever.

18. On the day that Allah will raise all of them, they will swear to Him as they swear to you, and they think that they have some stand. Surely, they are the liars.

19. Shaitaan has gained the mastery over them. So, he has made them forget the remembrance of
Allah. They are the party of Shaitaан. Surely, Shaitaan’s party is the loser.

65. This means they are so caught up in their cunning schemes, that they have no time to worship Allah Almighty. Their prayers and their oaths are an act of deception and not for Divine worship.

20. Undoubtedly, those who act in opposition 67 to Allah and His Messenger will be among the lowest 68.

67. This tells us that opposition to the Holy Prophet is, in reality, opposition to Allah Almighty, because no one in his right frame of mind will oppose Allah Almighty. An infidel commits infidelity thinking that Allah Almighty is pleased with him. However, they do oppose the Holy Prophet , which Allah Almighty has declared as His opposition.

68. This means most certainly on the Day of Judgement, but sometimes in the world as well. Or, that they are totally disgraced by Allah Almighty, although they may achieve some worldly respect. Thus, there can be no objection against the verse.

21. Allah has decreed: “I and My Messengers shall surely prevail 69.” Indeed, Allah is Most Powerful, the Honourable.

69. For this reason no Prophet was martyred on the battlefield, in active fighting. And those Prophets who were martyred at the hands of the infidels, were not soldiers. Their martyrdom became the cause of their victory as it established their religion.

22. You shall not find a people who believe in Allah and the Last Day 70, loving those who act in opposition to Allah and His Messengers. Even though they may be their fathers, or sons, or their brothers, or their kinsmen 71. These are they in whose hearts He has inscribed faith, and whom He has strengthen with an inspiration from Him. And He will cause them to enter Paradise 74, beneath which streams flow, to remain there for eternity. Allah is well pleased with them and they are well-pleased 75 with Him. Those are
Undoubtedly, the party of Allah is successful.

This means upon all those things connected with faith. By using the word 'few' all are denoted.

This means the sign of a perfect believer is that his heart never inclines towards the infidels, and he does not maintain the slightest friendship with them. If his parents, brothers and sisters happen to be infidels, he keeps no love in his heart for them. The love for Allah Almighty does not leave any room for the love of His enemies in his heart. Says one poet: "Thousands of relatives become strangers through attachment with Allah. Love for One expels from the heart love for everything else".

May Allah Almighty grants us such perfect faith. Those people must take a lesson from this verse who proclaim to regard all believers and infidels as brothers.

The hues of the Noble Companions is the living commentary of this verse, which can never be erased. In the Battle of Uhud, Hazrat Abu Ubaidah ibn Jarrah killed his father Jarrah; Hazrat Ali Murtaza killed Utbah ibn Rabeeah in the Battle of Badr, Hazrat Umar killed his maternal uncle Aas ibn Hisham and Mus'ab ibn Umar killed his brother Abdullah ibn Umar. Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq called his son, Abdur Rahman for a duel, but, the Holy Prophet stopped them. Later, Hazrat Abdur Rahman accepted Islam. In short, it is an outstanding commentary of this verse.

By 'spirit' is meant the Holy Qur'aan, or Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) or the Divine help from unknown sources. It should be remembered that the coming of hardship in this world on the Noble Companions and the believers is not against this verse. Those hardships become a form of compensation for the sinful believers for their sins, and a means of raising the status of the pious deeds. A bubonic plague is a punishment for the infidels, but the same thing is a means of mercy for the believers. The ability to bear this with patience is Divine help for the believer.

This means the reward for such sincere believers in this world is that they shall be guided to be steadfast on their faith. Just as the deep images do not get removed from the coin, in a like manner, faith will never vanish from their hearts. In the Hereafter, their reward is that Allah Almighty will be theirs, and they will be for Him. When Allah Almighty becomes theirs, then everything therein like Paradise and all its bounties, too, will be theirs. May Allah Almighty grant this to us. Aameen.

From this emerge two issues:
1. To gain the pleasure of Allah Almighty is a great bounty, which only a few obtain.
2. Pious sages can be addressed with Radi Allahu Anhu - May Allah be pleased with him. Such a person may be a Companion, a saint or a pious scholar. Says Allah Almighty: "Allah is well pleased with them and they are pleased with Allah" (S98:V8). He who fears Allah is well pleased with Him and He with him.

This tells us that the Noble Companions are Allah Almighty's group, and until the Day of Judgement those who attach themselves to them will all be part of Allah Almighty's group. Those who detach themselves from them are all included in the devil's group.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Whatever is in the heavens 1 and whatever is in the earth glorifies Allah, and He is the Most Honourable, the Most Wise. 2.

1. Reason for its Revelation
This Surah was revealed concerning Banu Nazeer, a Jewish tribe of Madina. When the Holy Prophet  صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم graced this sacred city, they made a pact with the Holy Prophet  صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم on condition that they will remain neutral, i.e. they will neither fight with the believers nor join with their enemies. When the believers gained victory at Badr, they spoke, praising the Holy Prophet  صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم . They said that this is the very Prophet about whom the Tauraat had prophesied. On the occasion of the Battle of Uhud, when the believers had suffered an apparent defeat, they began to show enmity to the believers. Their leader Ka‘b bin Ashraf arrived in Makkah with forty Jews and holding the cloth of the Sacred Ka‘bah entered into a treaty with the Quraish against the Holy Prophet  صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم . The result of this was seen in the form of the Battle of the Trench. The Holy Prophet  صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had Ka‘b bin Ashraf killed through Muhmmad bin Muslima, and then laid siege to Banu Nazeer. The hypocrites tried to show every kindness and sympathy to them, but to no avail. This siege continued for twenty-one days, after which they became so distressed that they agreed to be banished from Madina. Thus, they left Madina and settled in Syria Khaibar, etc. and the believers were saved from their mischief (Khazainul Irfaan). Hazrat Safeyah bint Huyya, was the daughter of the leader of Banu Nazeer, who later came into marriage with the Holy Prophet .

2. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Besides man and jinn there are no infidels among the other creations. All are subservient to the laws of Allah Almighty. The pronoun MA ‘that’ is used for an inanimate object, having no intelligence.
2. Everything glorifies Allah Almighty in its own tongue, which is beyond our comprehension. The effect of everyone’s glorification is different from one another. Through the glorification of green plants, punishment of the grave is removed.

2. It is He who expelled (Jews) the infidels 3 of the people of the Book 4 from their homes at the first 5
assembly. You did not think 6 that they would go forth; while they were certain that their fortresses would defend 7 them against Allah. But Allah came upon them from where they did not expect 8, and filled their hearts with terror. They demolished their houses with their own hands 9, and the hands of the believers 10. Therefore, take a lesson, O you men of vision 11.

3. This means the Banu Nazeer who were infidels as well as treacherous and the enemy of the believers.
4. Those houses of theirs, which were in Madina Shareef through which Muslims had to bear anxiety and grief at all times.
5. The Holy Prophet ﷺ banished the Jews of Banu Nazeer to Khaibar. This was their first banishment or doom. Hazrat Umar banished them to Syria. This was their second banishment because they had become extremely treacherous and wicked.
6. Because the Banu Nazeer were very powerful and possessed a great deal of wealth and properties, they were able to build very strong fortresses for themselves in Madina Shareef.
7. Because the fortresses were impossible to conquer.
8. In that their leader Ka'b bin Ashraf was killed at the hands of his foster brother, Muhammad bin Muslima. As a result of this, the Banu Nazeer lost all courage. It was not in their wildest imagination that this would happen to them. So they became terrified and over-awed.
9. This means at the time of banishment, the Banu Nazeer were demolishing their homes so that whatever beneficial wood, etc. on which they could lay their hands they could take along with them. Or, that those homes could not be suitable for Muslim use.
10. In that the believers are raising the homes left by the Jews to the ground so that the ground becomes level and clean in the event of a war, or they could construct other homes in their place, which could be suitable for living.
11. And take heed that this is the result of those who place their trust in strong fortresses and the victory of the believers is the result of their strong trust in Allah Almighty. Or, understand that this is the end result of the world.

3. And certainly, had it not been that Allah had decreed for them the exile, He would certainly have punished 12 them in this world. But in the Hereafter they would have punishment of the fire 13.

12. He could have had them killed or captured at your hands, as was the case of Banu Quraizah.

13. This means that this banishment of theirs has in no way lightened their punishment of the
Hereafter. They will receive that in full.

4. That is because they opposed 14 Allah and His Messenger. And whoever acts in opposition to Allah, and then surely, Allah is severe 15 in retribution.

14. In that first they signed a treaty with the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Thereafter, they joined hands with the polytheists of Makkah and gave them full assistance in the Battle of the Trench. From this we learn that the opposition of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the opposition of Allah Almighty.

15. Therefore, O Believers! Remain steadfast on the Straight Path. Fulfill your promises made to Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet and take a lesson from this event.

5. The palm tree you (Muhammad) cut down or left standing upon its roots 16, it was by the Command of Allah. And He will disgrace the infidels.

16. Reason for its Revelation:
As Banu Nazeer had taken shelter in their fortresses, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had given an order to destroy their gardens, etc. so that they would come out in the open, out of fear, or they would become grieved by it. Some of the believers cut down the trees, while others said do not do this, as these are spoils of war, which would eventually come into our hands. In response to it, this verse was revealed in which both these groups were praised, saying that those who were in favour of cutting down the trees were correct and those who were against this view, too, were correct. From this, emerge a few issues:

6. And whatever Allah gave to his Messenger as the bootys, you neither urged to get a horse nor a camel 17 for that, but Allah grants authority to His Messenger 18 against whom He pleases. And Allah has Power over everything 19.

17. This means the wealth, which Banu Nazeer had abandoned, came in your hand without any fight. Thus, this would not be distributed like the spoils of war. All this He can use it as he deems fit. Thus, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم distributed his wealth among the Muhajireen while from the Ansar group three persons were given...
7. Whatever Allah has given to His Messenger as booty, from the people of the town, it is for Allah and for the Messenger and for the next of kin 20 and the orphans, and the needy, and the wayfarers 21, so that it may not become wealth of your rich 22. And whatever the Messenger of Allah gives you, take it. And fear Allah. Surely Allah is severe in retribution.

20. This means the family members of the Holy Prophet i.e. the Banu Hashim and the Banu Muttalib who were receiving from 1/5th share given to the Holy Prophet would not be entitled to this after his demise on the basis of family ties, but on the basis of poverty. Under this condition this verse would be regarded as part of spoils of war. But if it is connected with that wealth which comes into Muslim hands without a fight, then it is the detailed explanation of the first statement.

21. It should be remembered that the wealth of Banu Nazeer had fallen into Muslim hands without any fight. Likewise, Khaibar too, came under Muslim control without any fight. The wealth of these people was not regarded as spoils of war. This tells us that the Gardens of Fidak are not the sole property of Hazrat Faatimah but the destitute, travellers, etc. too, have a share in it because it is a trust or endowment property. On the basis of trust the Gardens of Fidak was the property of the Holy Prophet . This is the wealth of the infidels, which comes into Muslim hands without any fight taking place. For this reason Hazrat Alli did not distribute this property.

22. Reason for its Revelation: It was a custom in the Days of Ignorance that 1/4 of the spoils of war were taken by the leader and the other 3/4 was distributed among the soldiers in such a way that most of the wealth was taken by the rich and little was given to the poor. On one occasion, the Noble Companions told the Holy Prophet that 1/4 of the war booty should be taken by the Messenger of Allah and the remainder we will distribute according to this custom. On that occasion this verse was revealed.

23. This means whatever from the spoils of war is given to you by the Holy Prophet you should take it.
their homes and their possessions, seeking grace 25 of Allah and His Pleasure, and assisting 26 Allah and His Messenger. These are the truthful persons 27.

24. This means the abandoned property of the infidels is a special right of those Muhajireen (refugees from Makkah) who had been expelled out of Makkah Muazzamah and the infidels seized their properties. From this we learn that if the believers seize the wealth of the infidels they will become owners of it, because here Allah Almighty has called these refugee Muslims as destitute who had left their entire wealth behind in Makkah. It should be remembered that there were hundred refugee Muslims who were expelled out of Makkah by the infidels. The remaining believers had migrated for the sole pleasure of Allah Almighty as is described in Tafseer Roohil Bayaan.

25. This means the migration of these helpless people, too, is for the pleasure of Allah.

9. And those who had their homes in this city (Medina) and accepted faith 28 before (the arrival of the Holy Prophet there), love 29 those who come to them for refuge, and do not mind 30 a need of what they (refugees) are given, and prefer refugees to themselves, and even though poverty 31 may afflict them. And whoever is away from the miserliness of his own self, (they) are the successful 32 ones.

28. In this verse there is a high degree of praise for the Ansar. They were made up from two tribes Aus and Khazraj. Aus and Khazraj were two sons of Haritha ibn Tha‘alabah and the Ansar are from their progeny. By DAR (city) is meant Madina Munawwarah. It means these blessed people began to reside in Madina Shareef after the migration of the Holy Prophet

29. This means the Ansar did not become distressed at the arrival of the Muhajireen from Makkah, instead they extended their hospitality to them with a great deal of joy and made them their permanent brothers. They shared their homes and gardens by making them owners of half their possessions. From this we learn the
love all the Muhajireen is from the excellence of faith because Allah Almighty had
said this in praise of the Ansar.
29. This means that whenever the Muhajireen are given higher share from the spoils of war,
the Ansar would not begrudge them for that. Through the blessed companionship of the
Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم their hearts had become angelic, totally purified from all
types of envy, jealousy and greed.
30. Reason for its Revelation:
In that they themselves would remain hungry, but feed their refugee brother. This verse was
revealed in praise of Hazrat Abu Talha (May Allah be pleased with him). On one occasion a
poor hungry person came to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم who said that whoever
makes him his guest Allah Almighty will bestow His Mercy on him. On hearing this
Hazrat Abu Talha (May Allah be pleased with him) took him home. There was just a little
food for his children, besides it there was nothing. He told his wife to make some excuse

31. And those who came after 33 them submitted: “O our Lord! Forgive us and our brothers who preceded 34 us in faith.” Do not leave a grudge 35 to remain in our hearts towards those who believe. Our Lord, surely, you are Kind and Merciful 36.

33. It means believers until the Day of Judgement. This is their practice.
34. It means for all the Noble Companions, and the Ansar and all the illustrious
predecessors. From this emerge two issues:
1. Do not pray for yourself only, but include these illustrious predecessors in your prayer.
2. The Urs, Khatam Shareef, Niaz and Fateha of the pious souls, especially the Noble
Companions and the Family of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم are noble acts
because in these there is a prayer for them.
35. This tells us that the identification of the believer is that he keeps the love of the Holy
Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and the progeny
to the children and make them sleep hungry. At night, at the time of supper he told his wife to
put the lights off. She did as she was told. He sat with his guest to eat and pretended eating
with him. His whole family spent the entire night hungry, but filled the stomach of the
hungry guest. This verse is revealed in praise of this laudable action of Hazrat Abu Talha (May
Allah be pleased with him). In the morning when he came to the Holy Prophet
صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, the Messenger of Allah صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم recited this verse to him and
said that Allah Almighty has become pleased with you.
32. This means that he whose soul has been kept purified from covetousness, is successful
indeed, like all the Companions, and especially the Ansar. This tells us that the battles of the
Companions among themselves were not fought for any worldly greed but due to
differences of opinion. For further information on this, consult the book “A glance on Ameer
Muawiya”.
36. From this we learn that there are three groups of believers: the Muhajireen, the Ansar
and the believers who are their devotees. Therefore Rafzis and Khawarij are excluded
from these three groups. In this verse the sign given of the believers, after the Companions are
those who are well-wishers of the progeny of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and the
Noble Companions, and who lean towards the general believers, especially the Noble Compa-
nions.
11. Have you not seen those who are among the hypocrites? They say to their brothers who disbelieve, from among the followers of the Book: “If you are driven as outcasts, we shall certainly turn to you.” And if you obey anyone against you, and we shall certainly witness that they are indeed liars.

12. Certainly, if they are turned out, they will not go against them, and if they are fought against, they will not help them, and if they are helped, they will help them on them. But then they shall not be helpers.

41. Thus, it happened as was predicted. The Bani Nazir were banished from Medina but the hypocrites accompanied them. Battles were joined, and the Bani Quraisy were put to the sword but nothing came to the hypocrites.

42. This means if worse came to worse, even if the hypocrites were to help the Jews, they would run away with them. Then when they were dealt with after their apostasy was exposed, there would be none to help them because this is what they have taken to their heels long before that.

37. This tells us that the hypocrites are brothers of the infidels and not of the believers. Even though they may read the Kalimah in time of need, they will side with the infidels. We further learn that to call the infidels brothers is the practice of the hypocrites.

38. The hypocrites of Medina had made a secret agreement with the Jews of Medina, the Bani Nazir, that in the event of war with the Muslims, the Bani Nazir, in time of need they will side with the infidels. If we further learn that to call the infidels brothers is the practice of the hypocrites.

40. This means when the Bani Quraisy were driven out, there would be no one to help them without weakening their allies, the hypocrites. Instead, the Muslims overpowered them and banished them from from the Mada'in. This verse the practice of the hypocrites.

41. The Holy Prophet (ﷺ) said, “We were to stop their apostasy, but Allah Almighty had said take place.”

42. The Holy Prophet (ﷺ) said, “We were to stop their apostasy, but Allah Almighty had said take place.”

43. The Holy Prophet (ﷺ) said, “We were to stop their apostasy, but Allah Almighty had said take place.”
3. This means these hypocrites express fear of Allah Almighty in front of you, but in reality their hearts are bereft of the fear of Allah Almighty. Instead they fear you. Here, fear of Allah Almighty denotes their verbal expression of fear. Otherwise there was absolutely no fear of Allah Almighty in their hearts.

44. The hypocrites neither know Allah Almighty nor His Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. They only know how to obtain their selfish motives.

45. This means even the combined forces of the infidels and the hypocrites cannot openly do battle with you. The infidels lack that courage.

46. Thus, the same thing happened. The people of the Book and the hypocrites of Madina Shareef never had the courage to oppose the Muslims in an open military confrontation. In fact, after the Battle of the Trench, when the believers fought with them because of their breach of promise, they took shelter behind the closed doors of their homes. Eventually when they were helpless and came out of their hiding, the Banu Quraizah were put to the sword and Banu Nazeer were banished out of Madina. Just as Allah Almighty had predicted, took place. Here, mention is being made of the People of the Book of Madina Shareef only. Thus there can be no objection levelled at the verse that during the time of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم only the polytheists, and during the caliphate of Hazrat Umar Farouk the Christians and Jews had opposed the believers and famous battles were fought between them.

47. This means if the Jews and the hypocrites were to fight between them, they would fight with all their might, but due to the bounty and blessings of Allah Almighty when they oppose the believers they turn out to be chicken-hearted.

48. From this we learn that the infidels for the sake of expediency oppose the believers as a united force. The believers should never trust them. In addition, infidels in reality are not united amongst themselves. There is a great deal of animosity amongst the various sects as can be seen today. The British, the Germans, the Hindus, the Sikhs, the Jews and the Christians have such huge differences amongst themselves, which can never be bridged until the Day of Judgement.

15. They are like those who were just before them. They tasted the evil result of their doings. And they shall have a painful 49 punishment.

49. This means they are the infidels of Makkah who were extremely wealthy and when they faced the poor believers at Badr they were easily defeated. If Allah Almighty wishes He can destroy the elephant through a swallow bird and destroy the mighty Goliath through the weak David.
to a person to disbelieve \(^{50}\). But when he disbelieves, he says: "I have certainly, nothing to do with you. Surely, I fear Allah, the Lord of the entire universe \(^{51}\)."

50. The hypocrites make the infidels to commit infidelity like the devil, then in the time of need leave them in a lurch.

51. This tells us that every type of fear of Allah Almighty is not necessarily piety. Only that fear which becomes the means of obedience to Allah Almighty is piety, otherwise, even the devil fears Allah Almighty.

17. Therefore, the end of both of them will be that both will be in the fire. This is the punishment of the transgression \(^{52}\).

52. In the same way the hypocrites would be eternally in Hell with the outward infidels. This tells us that with whom you have established closeness in the world you will be staying with them in the Hereafter. If Allah Almighty wills, the devotees of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم will stay in his august company.

SECTION 3

18. O you who believe! Fear Allah, and let every soul look forward as to what it has sent on for the tomorrow \(^{53}\). And fear Allah. Surely, Allah is Aware of what you do \(^{54}\).

53. From this we learn that a moment’s sincere contemplation is better than many forms of Zikr. By this is meant self-reflection. The loftiness of Allah Almighty, the laudable qualities of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, the reflection of one’s sins, all of it are included in it. This is the origin of MARAQABAH

19. And be not like those who forget \(^{55}\) Allah, so He puts them in distress of forgetting their own selves \(^{56}\). They are the transgressors \(^{57}\).

55. Like the Jews, the Christians and the hypocrites who had forgotten the rights of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Rasool صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. From this we learn that your rememberance will not be accepted if you follow any other religion besides Islam.
Because these infidels remember Allah Almighty according to their own beliefs, it has been said that they had forgotten Allah Almighty.

56. This was the effect of being negligent about Allah Almighty that they no longer reflect about their purpose of coming in this world and what deeds are expected of them. This tells us that being unmindful of the Hereafter is a form of Divine Punishment.

57. They are defective in beliefs and wicked in deeds.

58. This means the believer, the infidels, the fortunate, the wicked, the transgressors and the pious, are not equal in status, although physically they appear similar in form and shape. When the inmates of Paradise and Hell are not the same, in fact even all the inmates of Paradise are of differing status: some are superior to the others, then how can the Prophet and his follower be the same in status? From this verse those persons need to take a lesson who claim equality with the Prophet. 59. That he spent the life in seeking the pleasure of Allah Almighty and thus became entitled to receive His Bounties. The infidels had been in a state of loss at both places.

60. Here, Qur’aan means the Book of Allah Almighty and by revealing is meant to give information about the secrets and mysteries about this Book i.e. had We informed the mountains about the mysteries of the Holy Qur’aan, they would not have withstood it’s weight and would have torn asunder. Thus, there can be no objection that why do the wooden cupboards in which thousands of copies of the Holy Qur’aan are kept, fall apart. Keeping the pages of the Holy Qur’aan is not the same as revealing the Book of Allah Almighty.

61. From this verse there is a hint that the blessed heart of the Holy Prophet is stronger than the mountain as it has obtained the fear of Allah Almighty through secret of Allah Almighty with full knowledge through the excellence of face, then it is firm on its place. Mount Sinai could not withstand the Refugience of Allah Almighty, but the Holy Prophet saw with his eyes the very Personality of Allah Almighty in such a way that not even his eyelash moved: "The eye deviated not, nor crossed the limit" (S53:V17). Also, it also reveals the hard-heartedness of the infidels, that even after listening to the Holy Qur’aan they do not humble themselves.

62. We should think that since we are the most superior in the creation, then we should make it our duty that our deeds too are superior and lofty.
Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the Affectionate, the Merciful.

63. This means those things, which are hidden and open for man, Allah Almighty is fully aware of all of them. Otherwise, nothing is hidden from Allah Almighty. Everything non-existent and existent is before Him. For them to be unseen is because of us. It should be remembered that there is a big difference between the unseen and the absent. Unseen is that which is concealed in every respect from everyone and cannot become known through the senses, nor through any exploratory action. Absent on the other hand is that which remains concealed from some in some ways.

He is Allah besides Whom there is none worthy of worship, the Sovereign, the Most Holy, the best Source of Peace, the Bestower of Security, the Most Honourable, the best Subduer, the Possessor of every Greatness. Glory be to Allah from what they associate with Him.

64. The true and eternal master of kingship and kingdom. The visible world is called kingdom while the concealed world is called the angelic world, like the world of Light, the world of matter.

65. He is the provider of safety to His devotees in the world from the devil and the baser self and protector in the Hereafter from the punishment of Hell. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty is Mo'min(Giver of Security) the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم also is a Mo'min(absolute in obedience) and a Muslim, too, is a Mo'min(a believer). However, the meaning of each is different. Just by look

23. He is Allah besides Whom there is none worthy of worship, the Sovereign, the Most Holy, the best Source of Peace, the Bestower of Security, the Most Honourable, the best Subduer, the Possessor of every Greatness. Glory be to Allah from what they associate with Him.

24. He is Allah, the Creator, the Maker, the Fashioner. His are the Most Beautiful Names. Whatever is in the heavens and the earth glorifies Him. And He is the Most Honourable, the Most Wise.

67. To provide the outer form and appearance to the servants is Maker and providing them with inner qualities is Creator. Or, to estimate is making, while to bring the non-existent into existence is creation. Thus, Allah Almighty is the Maker and the Creator.

68. He gives such shape to every creation, which is suitable for it.

69. His one name, Allah is Personal while all the other names are Attributive. His total names are ninety nine. According to some traditions there are one thousand. However, every name.
exalted and full of meaning. 6. Absolute honour and mastery and true wisdom belongs to Allah Almighty. But, He also bestows honour and wisdom to His servants as well. Says Allah Almighty:

"Honour is for Allah and His Messenger" (S63:V8). Allah Almighty further says: "He will teach them Your Book and wise knowledge" (S2:V129).

SURAH AL-MUMTAHINA (THE TESTED WOMAN)
(MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah
2 Sections: 13 Verses 348 Words, 1510 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. O believers! Do not take My enemy and your enemy as friends. Would you offer them love while they deny what truth has come to you; driving out the Messenger and yourselves because you believe in Allah as your Lord? If you go out struggling hard in My Path and seeking My Pleasure, take them not as friends. You send them a secret message of love, while I know well what you conceal and what you reveal. And whoever of you do this, he has indeed gone astray from the Straight Path.

1. Reason for its Revelation

Sarah, an infidel lady from Makkah came to Madina after being totally distressed with her destitution. The believers gave her a great deal
of assistance. One of the Noble Companions, Hatim ibn Abi Balta gave her ten dinars (gold pieces) and one sheet as a letter to the Makkans in which he had written that the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآلہ وسلم would soon be attacking, so be ready for the Conquest of Makkah. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآلہ وسلم gave the Companions information about this. He asked Hazrat Alli and a few Companions to go to Khakh Garden to intercept a travelling woman carrying the letter of Hatim ibn Balta. Take the letter from her, if she gives it willingly leave her, but if she refuses, kill her. They found her in that garden and arrested her. At first she refused to hand over the letter, but when she was threatened with death, she took out the letter from the back-knot of her hair and handed it over. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآلہ وسلم asked Hatim to explain what he had done. He began by saying that O Messenger of Allah صلی اللہ علیه وآلہ وسلم that his children are totally helpless in Makkah. He has no other family or relatives there to take care of them. He thought that by doing this favour to the Makkans they may protect his children there, because they are certainly doomed and my letter would be in no way save them from it. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآلہ وسلم accepted his plea, but Hazrat Umar Farooq sought permission to put Hatim to the sword. However, the Messenger of Allah turned down the request by saying that Hatim was from the blessed warriors of Badr. At that point in time this auspicious verse was revealed. This verse reveals the Holy Prophet's صلی اللہ علیه وآلہ وسلم knowledge of the unseen.

2. From this emerge a few issues:

2.1. The enemy of the pious servants of Allah Almighty is the enemy of Allah Almighty. The infidels of Makkah were the enemies of the believers, but Allah Almighty has declared them as His enemies.

2.2. Friendship with the infidels is absolutely forbidden, even if that infidel happens to be one's father, son, wife, etc.

2.3. To inform the infidels about the secrets of the believers is an act of treachery and a rebellion against the religion and the people.

2.4. Man does not become an infidel by committing a sin. Observe, Allah Almighty has called Hatim a believer.

3. By truth is meant the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآلہ وسلم whose every action and every word is true and is from One who is Truth. Or, it could mean the Holy Qur'aan, or Religion of Islam (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani, etc).

4. This means the infidels are compelling you to migrate from Makkah Muazzamah. Otherwise, in truth the intention of the infidels was to martyr him and not to expel him out the sacred city of Makkah.

5. This means they are enemies of your faith, yet you want to help them. How wrong this is. The enemy of faith is far more dangerous. The only reason why they expelled you out of Makkah is because you are believers. Other than that there was no other fault.

6. From this we learn that Jihad in the Path of Allah Almighty will only take place when the heart of the Islamic warrior is full of love for the believer and hatred for the infidel. If there is a little inclination in his heart for the infidel, then he will not be regarded as a soldier striving in the Path of Allah Almighty.

7. This means that you sending such a message to the infidels, which will make them to love you, and due to this love they will protect your children in Makkah. This is what is expected from message of love, because Hazrat Hatim had done exactly this.

8. This means Allah Almighty is fully aware of inner inclination and physical deeds. Thus, keep your hearts clean from love for the infidels.
they ardently desire that you become infidels.

In it there is a censure of blessings on Hazrat Hatim. It should be remembered to maintain religious love with the infidel is infidelity, but love on the basis of nationality is friendship, and personal love is sin. The word "gone astray" includes all of these. However, having an involuntary inclination towards the infidel children is not an inner sin. The saying of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) regarding 'aman that "my son is from my family" is from this fourth type. Thus, there can be no objection levelled against Hazrat Nuh.

10. This means the enmity of the infidels is of such a nature that no matter how many such types of good behaviour or treatment you may show them, the moment they get an opportunity, they will leave no stone unturned to intensify their enmity. He is like the cobra that receives nourishment through the master's milk, yet it will not hesitate to inflict poison in him.

Neither your relationship would profit you, nor your children on the Day of Resurrection. He will separate you from them. And Allah Sees what you do.

11. This means the hands of the infidels will not lessen their hands from killing, their tongues from hurling insults at you and their hearts from harbouring enmity against you. A serpent is dangerous to your life, but an infidel is a danger to your faith. Thus, the infidel is much more dangerous than a serpent.

12. This means "O believers! Your infidel children and relatives will not benefit you on the Day of Judgement, though you indulge in sinful activities because of them". From this is meant those infidel children whose forefathers were believers. However, the believing children of the believers will most certainly benefit them and will intercede on their behalf. They will stay together in Paradise as well. Says Allah Almighty: "Fast friends shall be foes to one another on that Day besides the God-fearing" (S43:V67). It is further stated: "We joined them with their offspring" (S52:V21). In short, those with whom you only have a physical relationship, they would be separated, and those with whom your relationship is of faith they would be joined. Therefore the Day of Judgement is called Day of Resurrection i.e. the day, which brings together as well as YAUMUL FASIL-the day, which separates. Both names are correct.

4. Indeed, there is a good model for you in Ebrahim and those with him.

When they said to their people: "Undoubtedly, we have nothing to do with you and with that which you worship, except Allah. We reject all that you believe. Enmity and hatred have arisen between us and you forever, until you believe in Allah alone." But what Ebrahim said to his father was:
"I would certainly ask forgiveness 19 for you, so I have no authority 20 for any of your favours against Allah. O our Lord, we put our trust in You and to You do we turn and to You is our final return 21."

13. In that a believer will send the parents to Paradise and the infidel children to Hell. Also, the believer will have no love and affection for the infidel relatives.

14. In it all the Muslims are being addressed that dislike the infidels with much vehemence, as was shown by Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). It should be remembered that obedience to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is absolutely obligatory upon every believer, while that of the other Prophets is in respect of certain special deeds, and that too if of Allah and His Rasool صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم have given an instruction for it. Thus, this verse does not contradict the following verse: "You have in the Messenger of Allah an excellent example" (533:V21). Here, under certain conditions, order is given for certain obedience, but there command is given for absolute obedience.

15. Hazrat Sarah and Hazrat Lut (On them be peace) and those who had believed in them. It should be remembered there here, ‘fellowship’ denotes religious fellowship. If Allah wills, the believers, until the Day of Judgement are together with the Blessed Prophets.

16. This means we dislike you a great deal. In matters of belief and practices we are separate from you. This dislike for the infidels is part of faith.

17. This tells us that practising deliberate concealment of truth (TAQIYYAH) is either an act of infidelity or a forbidden act. The practice of the Blessed Prophets is to reveal your faith through your word and deed.

18. We are your enemies in the world and in the Hereafter. This tells us that keeping enmity with the infidels is just as important as keeping friendship with the believers.

19. Declaring faith in Allah Almighty entails declaring faith in His Messengers, His angels, His Books, Paradise, Hell, the Day of Resurrection, etc. Hence, friendship with monotheistic infidels, too, is forbidden like the Sikhs, Aryans.

20. It means regarding this issue do not follow Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) because he had offered a prayer of forgiveness for his uncle Azar due to a special reason. He had hoped that perhaps due to this he might accept faith. When he found out that Azar is firm on his infidelity, Ebrahim (On whom be peace) separated from him. Thus do not make this dun of Ebrahim (On whom be peace) as a proof for friendship with the infidels.

21. This means I can only pray for your forgiveness. But if you remain an infidel, I will not be able to ward off Divine punishment from you. From this we learn that the Blessed Prophets, with the permission of Allah Almighty, would be able to remove punishment of the sinful believers and due to their intercession punishment would be removed. Therefore, the word "for you" is being used here. What the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had said to his daughter Bibi Fatimah was the same, and its meaning, too, was the same i.e. if you do not accept faith then I will not be able to save you from the punishment of Allah Almighty. Thus, this verse cannot be regarded as a proof of no intercession in favour of the believers. Consult Tafseer Khazain regarding this issue.
2. This dua is that of Hazrat Ebrahim (On him be peace) and his Companions. Muslims should make it their duty to offer this dua.

3. In that do not give the infidels victory over us, otherwise they will think that Islam is false and infidelity is true. Our subjugation will be a source of mischief for the infidels, which will enhance their infidelity more.

4. This tells us that the continuous use of RABBANA in a dua is good. It should be remembered that sinners repent for their sins and some pious persons repent after doing pious deeds saying that Oh My Lord my good deed was not worthy of being presented in your court.

5. This tells us that the true identification of a believer is that he should be on the path of the pious. He should try to emulate their deeds as these pious sages are the touchstones of Faith.

SECTION 2

7. It may be that Allah may bring about friendship between you and those whom you hold to be your enemies among you. But Allah is All-Powerful and Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

26. Anyone who shows love for the way of life of the Prophets and at the same time maintains friendship with the infidels, should remember that the religion of Allah Almighty has no need of him.

27. Reason for its Revelation. When the above verses were revealed, the Noble Companions intensified their enmity for their kinsmen who were still infidels. At that point in time, this verse was revealed in which they are being informed that very soon these infidels would be accepting faith to become your brothers and would be rendering tremendous service to Islam. Allah Almighty fulfilled this promise of His. After the conquest of Makkah all infidel Quraish accepted Islam and famous Quraish leaders like Abu Sufyaan, Suhail ibn Amr, Hakeem ibn Haram had rendered praiseworthy service to Islam.

8. Allah does not forbid you to respect those who have not fought against you on account of your religion, and who have not expelled you out of your homes, that you show them kindness and deal with them justly. Undoubtedly, Allah loves those who are just.

28. Thus Allah Almighty had forgiven this giving of information of yours, and in future
He will grant forgiveness to those infidels. Those who are infidels, up to now, will soon become believers.

29. Reason for its Revelation
This verse was revealed regarding Banu Khiz‘ā. Although they were infidels, they had made peace with the Holy Prophet ﷺ on condition that they will neither wage war on the believers nor assist those infidels who attack the believers. The believers were given permission to maintain good relations with them. Or, this verse is revealed regarding Asma bint Abu Bakr, when her mother Qateelah bint Abdul Uzza had come from Makkah with gifts for her. Hazrat Asma neither accepted her gifts nor gave her permission to enter her house. She first asked the Holy Prophet ﷺ regarding this. In response, this verse was revealed in which Hazrat Asma was given permission to accept Qateelah’s gifts and treat her well. Qateelah was Hazrat Abu Bakr’s (May Allah be pleased with him) wife, whom he had divorced. Hazrat Asma was born from her (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani).

9. Allah only forbids you in respect of those who have fought against you on account of (your) religion 30 and expelled you from your home and backed (others) in your expulsion, that you befriend 31 them. And whoever makes friendship with them, those are the unjust 32.

30. It should be remembered that love is one thing, but good treatment is something else. Love is not permissible with any non-believer, but good treatment is allowed with some infidels, like the infidels living under the protection of a Muslim state. Truth of the matter is, that this verse is firm and not abrogated. Even today, too, such good treatment can be meted out to the infidels who are citizens of the Islamic State as well as to infidels who have a peace treaty with the Muslims, so that the heart of these people can incline towards Islam through the good conduct of the believers, especially when the infidels in their countries are extending good treatment to the Muslims (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani, Hidaaya, etc).

31. With the infidels the best treatment is either to kill them or imprison them. The best treatment extended to a serpent is to crush it.

32. Here, ‘friendship’ denotes good treatment and not inner love. Says Allah Almighty: “You will not find a people who believe in Allah and the Last Day taking as their friends those who oppose Allah and His Messenger...” (S58: V22). Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

10. O believers! When believing women come to you as refugees, examine 33 them. Allah Knows best their faith 34. Then if you find them to be true believers, do not send them back to the infidels 35. Neither are these (women) lawful 36 for them, nor are they (men) lawful to these (women). And give their infidel husbands what they have spent 37.
And there is no blame on you if you marry them when you pay them their dowries. And hold not to them ties of marriage with infidel women and ask back what you have spent, and the infidels should ask for what they have spent. This is the order of Allah. He judges between you. And Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.

33. This tells us that no such treatment can be extended to combatant infidels. The ordinance vary regarding plea and necessity.
34. This means those women who migrated from Makkah Muazzamah and came to you, ascertain whether they come for the love of Islam or because of being displeased with their husbands to break the knot of marriage or under guise of hypocrisy to cause harm to the believers.

Reason for its Revelation

The verse was revealed regarding Umme Kulthum bint Qa'ba, the wife of Hazrat Abdur Rahman bin Auf. She was a uterine sister of Hazrat Uthman Ghani. Urwah was the mother of both of them (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). From this we learn that it is better to put a person's faith, deeds and knowledge to the test.

35. This test of those emigrant believing women is for your knowledge and not for the knowledge of Allah Almighty. He is indeed Omnipotent and All-Knowing.

36. It should be remembered that the treaty of Hudai biyya was signed on the condition that if any person from Makkah Muazzamah goes as an infidel to Madina Munawwarah, Muslims will be duty-bound to send him back to Makkah. And if any believer from Madina Munawwarah goes to Makkah in a state of infidelity, the polytheists will not allow him to go back to Madina. Women were not part of this treaty. Thus, there is no objection on the verse that it gives permission for the breach of contract. This Treaty of Hudai biyya was inscribed by Hazrat Ali Mustafa, and words of this clause were: "No man from us will come to you who will be on your religion, he shall not be returned." The word RAJUL means man (Tafseer Khazain).

37. From this emerge two issues:

1. Under no circumstance can marriage take place between a believer and a polytheist, whether the man is a believer and the woman a polytheist, or vice versa.
2. If the infidel wife of an infidel accepts faith and then migrates to Madina, she will be out of the infidelity.

38. The dowry, which these believing emigrant women had received from their husbands, should be returned to them in Makkah. This law applied specifically to women who had migrated to Makkah Shareef. Now it is not necessary for a believing woman to return the dowry to her infidel husband. Also, this law has applied until such time and condition if the infidel husband had given her the dowry and is now demanding its return from the believers. If he had not given it, or he is not making a demand, then nothing will be given (Tafseer Khazain).

39. From this emerge two issues:

1. A believing woman comes out of marriage with an infidel.
2. Iddat or waiting period is not obligatory upon her. If she accepts Islam today, she can marry a believer the same day. However, if she is pregnant, the husband should not have sexual intercourse with her (Tafseer Khazainul Irshad, etc).

40. By giving dowry is meant assuming full responsibility for her, because payment of dowry is not a condition for sexual relation. From this we learn that the dowry which was returned to the husband of the newly convert to
Islam will not be included in this dowry. A new dowry has to be given to her now.

41. "If your wives go away as apostates, or that they had never come from Makkah at all, give them a divorce, do not keep them under custody of your marriage." From this verse we learn that Nikah does not become invalid on the wife becoming an apostate, because here, the husbands have been told to keep them, but do not remain in their marriage i.e. give them a divorce.

42. Thus if your wives become apostates and go to Makkah Muazzamah, then give them a divorce and obtain your dowry from those infidels.

11. And if any one from your wives go away from the custody of believers to the infidels, then you punish the infidels. And give from the spoils of war to those whose women have gone away, the like of that which they have spent (on such wives) and fear Allah in Whom you believe.

43. Reason for its Revelation
In accordance with the revelation of the previous verse, the believers returned the dowry of the newly converted ladies to Islam to their husbands, but infidels did not return the dowry of the apostate women to their Muslim husbands. In response to it, this verse was revealed.

44. This means the wives of those believers left for Makkah Muazzamah after becoming apostates, and the infidels of Makkah did not return their dowries, compensate those believers from spoils of war that will come in your hands as payment of dowry. This ordinance has been abrogated, or it was only regarding those with whom the Treaty of Hudaibiyah had been signed.

12. O Prophet! When believing women come to you for taking an oath of allegiance at your hands, that they shall not associate anything with Allah, and that they will neither steal, nor commit adultery, nor will they kill their children, nor bring a scandal which they have forged between their hands and feet i.e. carrying it in there womb, and will not disobey in what is right, then accept their allegiance, and ask forgiveness for them from Allah. Undoubtedly Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

45. On the day of the Conquest of Makkah on which first the men took an oath of allegiance from the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم followed by the women.

46. It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم took the oath of allegiance verbally from the women. He neither touched their hands, nor the cloth. For
his reason no mention is being made here about his blessed hand. While regarding the allegiance of men it is said: "The hand of Allah is above their hands" (S48:V10); because here embracing would take place.

47. That is, they will remain firm in Islam, and never indulge in infidelity. Otherwise, these women at that point in time were believers. This is to say this steadfastness is an allegiance on Islam.

48. As was the practice in the Days of Ignorance to kill the females or bury them alive. Or, that after life come into the foetus they will not abort it.

49. The Arabs would hate that woman strongly who could not bear children, or who had daughters only. Thus, women out of fear for their husbands would take another person's male baby and say that he was born while you were on a journey. Or, if she had given birth to a daughter, she would exchange it for a son with another lady and tell the husband that she had given birth to a son. In this verse, such a practice is being forbidden.

50. This means she would take another person's child and make it her own as to deceive the husband.

51. This means we will accept all your orders. But not in matters of counselling, wherein you have the right to accept it or reject it. By "MARGROF" is meant all the commands of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم never gives a command to do evil.

52. From this verse emerge few issues:
1. At the time of making a person Mureed (disciple), the Murshid (guide), should in addition to repentance from general sins, make the Mureed to repent from specific sins of which he is guilty e.g. if a person indulges in usury (interest), the Murshid should forbid him from this practice in the future; if the Mureed omits Salaah, he should sternly order him to perform his Salaah at all times.
2. After taking his oath of allegiance he should pray for the salvation of his Mureed, i.e. pray that Allah Almighty forgives all his previous sins.
3. Repentance by oneself has a different command, to that of seeking repentance on the hand of a pious person.
53. From this we learn that for a believer to take Bai'at on the hands of the pious Sheikhs is Sunnah because these believing women would take an oath of allegiance on the hands of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم that they will not commit any sins in future. This is the very purpose of the Bai'at of the Murshid. There are four types of Bai'at: Bai'at of Islam, Bai'at of Khilafat, Bai'at of Piety and Bai'at of Repentance. The Bai'at taken today is concerning piety and repentance. The proof for it is this verse or verses of a similar nature.

13. O you who believe! Do not make friends with people with whom Allah is wrathful 54. Indeed, they are in despair of the Hereafter, just as the infidels are in despair 55 of those who are in the graves.

54. By this "people" is meant the entire infidels, or the Jews upon whom the wrath of Allah Almighty had come in this world on many occasions. From these, some of them were turned into pigs and monkeys.

55. This means the Jews are totally despondent about the rewards of the Hereafter, because after being fully aware about the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم from their Tauraat, they still reject him. Thus, by belief they are infidels and are deprived from the rewards of the Hereafter. One learns from this despondency of theirs that those Jews had accepted the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as a true Prophet, but by not accepting Islam they were regarding themselves deprived of the
mercy and bounties of Allah Almighty simply because of their obstinacy.

SURAH AS-SAFF (THE RANKS) Revealed After Hijrah (MADANT) 2 Sections : 14 Verses 221 Words , 900 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth glorifies Allah; and He is the Most Honourable, the Wise.

1.  Living or non-living, intelligent or unintelligent because the pronoun whatever is general.

2. O believers! Why do you profess which you do not practise?

2. Reason for its Revelation
Some of the Companions, prior to the ordinance of Jihad, had been saying that had they known which action was most beloved to Allah Almighty they would engage themselves in doing that, even if it meant sacrificing our lives and wealth. But after the ordinance was revealed, some of them became afraid. At that occasion, this verse was revealed.

3. In this verse many different conditions are found: inform people of beneficial things without acting upon them himself i.e. preacher without action; making promises without fulfilling them i.e. the defaulter of promises at the time of making a promise firmly resolves that he will not carry out his promise. In other words, he makes a mere verbal promise to deceive the people. In this verse we are being stopped from such actions.

3. It is most hateful to Allah that you say upon which you do not act.

4. From this we learn that it is absolutely necessary to fulfill lawful promises, whether it is made with Allah Almighty, or with your spiritual guide or with any person, or your wife.
To fulfill offerings to the Saints of Allah for which you had taken a vow is proven from this verse. It is also understood that an Islamic scholar, a preacher, etc. must be sincere person.

4. Undoubtedly, Allah loves those who fight in His way in full formation ranks as if they were a firm wall cemented with lead.

5. They wage war against the infidel for the sole purpose of the glory of Islam and without any greed of obtaining the spoils of war, or for territorial gains. Here, it does not mean the believers fighting among themselves because such a war is forbidden.

6. The true purpose of it is to show that Allah Almighty loves brave warriors who oppose the infidels steadfastly and not run away from the battlefield. In those days the Muslim warriors on the battlefield would stand in ranks. It is for this reason that the word rank has been mentioned here. Modern warfare takes place from trenches, which is now loved by Allah.

5. And (remember) when Musa said to his people: “O my people! Why do you give me trouble? And you know indeed that I am Allah’s Messenger (sent) to you.” But when they deviated, Allah caused their hearts to deviate. And Allah does not guide the transgressing people.

7. By levelling false accusations on me they rejected the miracles. This is being addressed to the Israelites when they had refused to fight against the Jabbareen and levelled different types of accusations on Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). Through this, Allah Almighty is informing His Beloved Prophet that the Israelites had been causing grief to their Prophet, Musa (On whom be peace) as well. If they cause any harm to you, it is not beyond them.

8. It is obligatory to obey and honour other sons who act upon what they preach. On the other hand, never fulfill unlawful promises, even if you had taken an oath upon it, you should break it and give compensation for it.

9. This means when they did not obey Musa (On whom be peace), Allah Almighty blocked their path of guidance. This tells us that hostility towards the Prophet of Allah Almighty becomes the means of sealing of the heart. May Allah Almighty protect us from this!

10. Here, transgressor denotes those who are eternal wretches, whose death on infidelity is within the knowledge of Allah Almighty. How can such wretches find guidance? This has been discussed at many places.

Almighty. Truly speaking, Allah Almighty, in reality, loves the ways of the warriors, whatever they might be. Building cemented with molten lead signifies that they stand close to one another so firmly that there is no movement amongst them. The hearts of all the warriors are in total unison without any form of discord amongst them. The commentary of the steadfastness of all the Muslim warriors is the following verse: "O believers! When you encounter any army, then stand firm, and remember Allah much, that you may attain the goal" (S8:V45).
6. And when Isa bin Mariam said 11: “O Children of Israel! Surely, I am the Messenger of Allah (sent) to you confirming, that which is before me in the Taurat, and giving the good news of a Messenger (Prophet Muhammad) who will come after me. His name shall be Ahmad 13.” But, when he came to them with clear proofs they said: “This is clear magic 14.”

11. This tells us that Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) was born without a father. Otherwise he would have not been linked to the mother. Allah Almighty says: "Call them after their fathers"(S33:5).

12. This tells us that Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) is a Prophet unto the Israelis only, while our Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is the Messenger for the entire creation. We further learn that Hazrat Isa was born without a father, because he did not call the Israelis his people as people are from the father.

13. From this we understand that our Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is the Final Prophet of Allah Almighty, because Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) gave a prophecy about him alone. We further learn that besides our Beloved Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم, no other Prophet had come after Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace). Furthermore, the name of our Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم had obtained fame prior to his coming into the world.

14. It should be remembered that the birth of our Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم had taken place five hundred and seventy years after Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace). He had called our Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم as Ahmad, because on the Day of Judgement the Banner of Praise will be in the hands of our Beloved Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم and in the world of souls, too, the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم had been famous as Ahmad. However, in the world of bodies he became well known as MUHAMMAD. The Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم gained the distinction from one through the MEEM of Possibility (Tafsir Roohul Mu'ani). It should be remembered that all praises are due to Allah Almighty. In spite of this, the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is MUHAMMAD-one who is highly praised, and Allah Almighty is MAHMOOD-the Most Praiseworthy. Allah Almighty is worthy of praise by the entire creation, and the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is the Praised One of Allah Almighty. The praise of Allah Almighty is more.

7. But who is more cruel than he who forges a lie against Allah when he is invited 15 to Islam? Allah does not guide the unjust people 16.

15. This means the Christians are extremely cruel, because although the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is inviting them towards Islam, they are attaching wife and children to Allah Almighty and forging a lie against Him.

16. This means He does not give the infidels guidance for doing pious deeds, as Faith is the condition for the acceptance of pious deeds, just as wudhu is a condition for Salaah. Or, anyone who is an eternal infidel is not given...
guidance to accept faith. Or, on the Day of Judgement He will not guide the infidel towards the path of Paradise. Thus, this object-

17. They desire to extinguish the Light of Allah blowing it with their mouths, but Allah will perfect His Light, even though the infidels may hate it.

18. This means, they will try to make the Holy Prophet ﷺ unsuccessful in his propagational work. This tells us that the Holy Prophet ﷺ is the Light of Allah Almighty. For this reason discussion regarding him follows after it, as if to say that the following verse is the commentary of this verse. Hazrat Mullah Ali Qari states in his Maudooate Kabeer that in these verses Light of Allah is the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

It is He Who sent His Messenger with the guidance and the true religion, that He may cause it to dominate over all the religions, even though the polytheists may hate it.

19. From this emerge two issues:

1. The Holy Prophet ﷺ is Noor (Light) of Allah Almighty. No one has the power to extinguish this Light. Observe, the moon, the sun, etc. have been brightened by Allah Almighty, whose light cannot be extinguished by anyone.

2. The Holy Prophet ﷺ is the highest means of obtaining the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty. If you want to understand Allah Almighty, then do so that Allah Almighty is He who has sent the Prophet of such great munificence and status. Furthermore, the Holy Prophet ﷺ is Allah Almighty’s that creation that even the Hand of Providence is proud of it. Therefore, He says: “It is He Who” i.e. Allah Almighty is a Being of such lofty status Who has sent such a Prophet. Also, that guidance and True Religion are inseparable with the Holy Prophet ﷺ, which can never be obtained from anyone besides the

Holy Prophet ﷺ nor are they separated from him at any time. Even prior to Prophethood, the Holy Prophet ﷺ was never away from guidance for a moment. The letter BA in BIL-HUDA is a preposition indicating something indivisible.

20. Even today, too, Islam is the predominant Religion and will be until the Day of Judgement, if Allah wills! Even though Muslims at some time and at some place may be subdued. The Holy Qur’aan is predominant over Tauraat, Injeel and all other religious scriptures. The publicity of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is predominant over the publicity of every religious leader. The honour and dignity of the Holy Prophet ﷺ transcends over all religious leaders. The mosques of the Holy Prophet ﷺ are predominant over all the churches, temples, etc. The religious ordinances of the Holy Prophet ﷺ are predominant over the religious laws of all other
religions. May Allah Almighty preserve them for eternity. This is evident every day.

SECTION 2

10. O believers! Should I point out to you a bargain, which may save you from a painful punishment? 21

21. Reason for its Revelation
The believers had said that had we known which action was most beloved to Allah Almighty we would have performed that very deed. In response to it, this verse was revealed in which guidance is given towards such a trade in which there is no possibility of incurring any loss. There is only profit. May Allah Almighty bless us with it.

11. That is, you believe in Allah and His Messenger and strive hard for the cause of Allah with your wealth and your person. That is the best for you, if you know. 22

22. Because there was a great need for Jihad at that time, therefore it has been mentioned after Faith. Otherwise, Salaah, in rank, comes after Faith.

23. That these pious deeds are trading with Allah Almighty. Just as financial ventures provide hope of making a profit, in the like manner in these pious deeds there is a great hope of spiritual gain. If Allah wills!

12. He will forgive you your sins and cause you to enter into Paradise, beneath which streams flow, and they are pure and best dwellings in the Paradise of eternity. That is the greatest triumph. 24

24. From this we learn that every sin of an Islamic warrior is pardoned, even the rights of man, because Allah Almighty will gain their compromise whose rights had been infringed by granting them Paradise.

25. This means the greatest success is that you become worthy for Paradise and its bounties by doing good deeds in the world. Becoming a leader or a minister, here, is no real success. Observe, Imam Husain gained eternal success by opposing Yazid; Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), by opposing the Pharaoh and Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) by opposing Namrood. Says Allah Almighty: "Undoubtedly, he attained to his goal who purifed" (S88:V14).

13. And yet another blessing that you love is the help from Allah and a victory near at hand. So give good news to the believers. 26

26. Grant these bounties in the world besides the bounties of the Hereafter, although this...
4. O believers! Be helpers 28 (in the cause) of Allah as Isa bin Mariam said to his disciples: “Who will help me in the Way of Allah?” The disciples said 30: “We are helpers 31 in the Way of Allah.” So a party of the Children of Israel believed and another party disbelieved. Then We gave power to those who believed, and they became victorious 32.

28. In that during the blessed lifetime of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم engage in holy war with him, and after him, remain firmly with the Rightly Guided Caliphs (Khulafa-ur-Rashideen) to spread Islam and remain such Mujahids(warriors) until the Day of Judgement.

29. This intimates that seeking assistance from the servants of Allah Almighty in times of difficulties is the practice of the Prophets. This is not an act of polytheism, nor is it against the law and we beg you alone for help”(S1:V4).

30. The sincere disciples of Hazrat Isa(On whom be peace) are called HAWWARI, who are twelve in number and were the first to declare faith in him. From them some were lauders.

31. From this we learn that one reason for calling the Christians by this name is because their ancestors had asked Hazrat Isa(On whom be peace): "We are helpers of Allah." Like the Companions of our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم whose helpers are known as Ansaaar.

If it were forbidden to take help of someone other than Allah Almighty, then both these names would have become polytheism. Furthermore, to assist the beloved servants of Allah Almighty is, in reality, helping the Religion of Allah Almighty. Although the Hawwareen had helped Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace), they had said: “We are helpers of Allah Almighty.”

32. This means after the ascension of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) to heaven, the Christians became divided into three sects: one said that Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace)is God, the second said that he is the son of God and the third said he is the servant of Allah Almighty and His Messenger. The first two sects became infidels while the third remained believers. We helped this third group by sending the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم through the blessing of which this third sect had become dominant.(Tafseer Khazain and Roohul Mu’ani)
SURAH AL-JUM’AH (THE FRIDAY) CONGREGATION
(MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah
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In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth glorifies Allah, the Sovereign, the Most Holy, the Most Honourable, the Wise.

   1. Everything glorifies Allah Almighty, either through the state of affairs or verbally. The second meaning is more forceful. But, there is a difference in the effects of their glorification.

2. It is He Who raised among the unlettered people a Messenger from among themselves, who recites to them His Verses and purifies them, and teaches them the Book and the Wisdom, although they were before that in clear error.

   2. Quddoos is that Being Who is pure from all forms of weaknesses and faults in such a manner that no weakness can reach Him. Lies in terms of His Personality would be impossible.

   3. This means the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم who is called Unimi, i.e. Messenger sent to the people who were uneducated, or appearing in Makkah, the city of all cities, or the son of a most dignified mother, whose likeness is not seen till today, or a Messenger fully taught in all the mystical knowledge, while still in the womb of the mother.

   4. So that the people are able to read the Holy Qur’aan. For this reason ‘them’ is used. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم recites the Holy Qur’aan in order to teach us.

   5. This tells us that purity of the heart is received from the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Faith and deeds are the means of obtaining this purity. Furthermore, that the Holy Qur’aan and Hadith are not easy to understand, that anyone can understand them through his own thinking. If this were the case, then the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم would not have been sent to teach them.

   6. By ‘Book’ is meant the Holy Qur’aan and by wisdom is meant Hadith Shareef. Thus, we learn that Hadith Shareef is also necessary for obtaining guidance. Thus, do not try to understand the Holy Qur’aan merely through your own intelligence, but rather through the teaching of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Otherwise, you will go astray. Says the Holy Qur’aan: "Allah sends astray many by it and guides many"(S2:V26).

   7. This means the common Arabs had gone
stray. There were a few among them who were on the path of guidance, like Waraqa ibn Naufal, Zaid ibn Fudail and Qais ibn Saedah. Or, the ancestors of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم, as none amongst them was a polytheist,

3. And also purifies and teaches 8 the others from among them who had not yet joined 9 them. And He is the Most Honourable, the Wise.

4. This means the Holy Prophet's صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم beneficence is not restricted to the Noble Companions only, but will remain until the Day of Judgement. People become pure through his kind gaze, and will continue to be so. The sun of Prophethood will never set, nor will it experience an eclipse or ever become clouded.

5. In that these people will be after the Noble Companions, or that they would be unable to reach the status of the Companions. This tells us that any non-Sahabi, no matter how great a Saint he might be, can never come near the dust of their feet because they never had that beneficial companionship. Allah be Praised! The observer of the Holy Qur'aan is a Qari, the observer of the Ka'bah is a Hajee, but the observer of the luminous face of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم is a Sahabi. Thus, there will be Qutub, Ghaus, Qari and Hajee until the Day of Judgement, but there will be no Companions. Seeing the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم cannot make a person a Companion. On the same assumption, seeing Allah Almighty or the angelic world in a dream cannot be called Me'raaj. Me'raaj is a specific event of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم only and the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم enjoys special nearness to Allah Almighty. Some pious sages who had seen Allah Almighty, or saw Paradise, etc. cannot become prophets because of this, nor can their seeing this be called Me’raaj.

4. That is Allah's Grace. He grants it to whom He Pleases. And Allah is Lord of immense Bounty.

10. Faith and guidance is either obtained through attachment to Allah Almighty, or that the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم himself is the greatest favour and bounty of Allah Almig

5. They are like those who were given the Tauraat 11, but they did not observe 12 it. It is like an ass, which carries a load of books 13. Evil is the likeness of the people who reject 14 the verses of Allah; And Allah does not guide the unjust people 15.

11. This means the Jews who were made duty-bound to the laws of Tauraat, or the Jewish

hthy. Fortunate persons obtain servitude to him. Maulana Jami says: "Being from your Ummah is for me an act of pride; although a sinner, I am very fortunate."

scholars who were given the knowledge of the Tauraat.
12. In that they did not act upon the teachings of the Taurat, or that the Jewish scholars concealed these praiseworthy qualities of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم, which were mentioned in the Taurat.
13. Like the donkey that carries the books it merely carries a load, but cannot derive benefit from the books. In a like manner, the non-practising Jewish scholars learn the words of the Taurat, but they do not act upon them. The same is the condition of today's irreligious scholars or the faithless preachers.
14. This means these are examples of faithless scholars and not of the ignorant believers. To use this verse for Muslims is pure tyranny.
15. This means the infidels will not find the path to guidance. First faith, then good deeds.

6. Please declare: “O Jews, if you assert that you are the favourites of Allah to the exclusion of the rest of mankind, then wish for death, if you are truthful.”

16. Reason for its Revelation
The Jews had been saying that they were the beloveds of Allah Almighty and His friends, because they were the children of Prophets. Thus, no matter how many good deeds you may do, you will not come to our status. This verse was revealed to refute this claim of theirs.
17. This tells us that to desire death for the purpose of obtaining the vision of the friend, is permissible. It is stated in the Hadith Shareef that do not desire death due to the hardships of the world. Thus, there is no inconsistency between the Hadith and the Qur'aan.
18. If you are sincere in your claim of being the beloveds of Allah Almighty, then desire for death, as it is the means of meeting your Lord.

7. And they will never wish for it because of what their hands have sent before, and Allah Knows well the unjust people.
19. Thus, it is seen today that Jews and the Hindus are extremely afraid of death. Wherever there is a plague, they abandon the patients and run away from there. It can be seen from this fear of theirs that they are certain of their punishment. It should be remembered that some believers are over-awed by death. But, this is a different matter.
20. By 'unjust' is meant infidels, i.e. Allah Almighty is fully aware of the infidels. We will punish them severely. Although infidelity and faith are conditions of the heart, but their signs have been made manifest through which believers and infidels can be distinguished.

8. Please declare: “The death from which you flee, will surely overtake you. Then you shall be sent back to the Knower of the unseen and the seen, and He will inform you of what you did.”
21. Therefore do not try to run away from death, but make preparations for it.
22. By showing you your record of deeds and through the evidence of the angels, in fact, your own limbs. From this we learn that the activities of the pious servants of Allah
mighty are, in reality, activities of Allah. On the Day of Judgement it is the angels who would be informing the infidels about their deeds, yet Allah Almighty says that He would be doing it.

SECTION 2

1. O you who believe! When the call is made for Salaatul Jumu’ah 24, then hasten to the remembrance of Allah, and leave aside business. That is better for you, if you know 27.

2. This means the first Azaan of Friday prayer. It should be remembered that during the blessed time of the Holy Prophet there used to be just one Azaan at the time of the Khutbah. The same was practised during the reign of Hazrat Abu Bakr and Hazrat Umar(May Allah be pleased with them). During the Caliphate of Hazrat Uthman-e-Ghani(May Allah be pleased with him) one more Azaan was added, i.e. the first Azaan. The correct procedure is that after the first Azaan, trade, etc. becomes forbidden and preparation for Jumah becomes obligatory.

24. Another name for Friday in Arabic was AROOBAH. Ka’b bin Luway called it Jumah(Friday). The Holy Prophet arrived in Madina Munawwarah on Monday 12th Rab-ul-Awwal, migrating from Makkah. Until Thursday, he stayed at Quba. On Friday, he left for the city of Madina. On the way, while passing through the Valley of Bani Saalim ibn Auf, it was time for Friday Prayer. The Holy Prophet performed the Jumu’ah prayer at this very place. This was the very first Jumu’ah Salaah performed. On this place a mosque is built, called Masjide Jumu’ah.

25. From this we learn that we should come to the mosque on Friday before the Khutbah and listen to the Khutbah, because Allah Almighty has mentioned about Salaah with Azaan, and for Saaee(to hasten) He has mentioned remembrance of Allah, i.e. the Khutbah. Not listening to the Khutbah is depriving oneself from the mercy of Allah Almighty.

26. From this we understand that the city is a pre-requisite for Jumah Salaah.

27. By ‘better’ is meant material good, i.e. the Friday Prayer and the Khutbah are better than worldly business. This does not necessarily mean that this presence should not be regarded as obligatory, but just desirable.

10. But when the Prayer (Salaah) is completed, then disperse in the land and seek Allah’s Grace 29, and remember Allah much, that you may prosper 30.

28. This tells us that after performing Jumu’ah Salaah, one should not perform Zohr Salaah, because Allah Almighty has commanded that after performing the Friday Prayer, one should disperse to seek one’s sustenance. The person on whom Jumu’ah is obligatory, Zohr is not obligatory. Otherwise, six Salaahs would become obligatory. Some people, after performing Jumu’ah, perform Zohr Salaah as a precaution, taking it to be Nafl and perform it like Nafl. There is nothing wrong in this.

29. This means after having performed your Jumah Salaah, you are given permission to engage in worldly business. This order is for
permission and not for obligation. It should be remembered that Jumu‘ah Salaah is obligatory upon males, those who are free, those who have attained the age of maturity, intelligent, healthy, one residing in a city. It is not obligatory upon the blind, the lame, villager, slave, woman, a child, a traveller and one who is demented.

30. This means besides the Salaah, remember Allah Almighty under all conditions. Remembrance of Allah Almighty should become you routine.

11. And when they see some merchandise or amusement, they leave towards it, and leave you standing while addressing. Please declare: “That which is with Allah is better than sport and merchandise.

31. Reason for its Revelation
On one occasion, while the Holy Prophet was delivering the Friday Khutbah, a trade caravan arrived in Madina. According to custom, its arrival was announced with the beating of the drums. It was a time of hardship and scarcity. Those present in the mosque thought that if they came late, all the goods would be sold and they will not be able to get anything. With that thought in mind, all the people left. Only twelve people remained. On that occasion, this verse was revealed.

32. This tells us that it is Sunnat to give the Friday Khutbah and all other Khutbahs in a standing position. It is Sunnat to sit between the two Khutbahs of Friday.

33. This means reward of the Salaah and the good fortune of being present in the court of the Holy Prophet .

34. It should be remembered that anything that makes you neglect the remembrance of Allah Almighty is regarded as sports. Here, that drum has been called as sports, which was beaten to announce the arrival of the caravan.

35. Here, the means of obtaining sustenance are told by the Provider of Sustenance. For this reason “RAZIQEEN” is used in the plural. Thus, there is no objection to the verse.
SURAH AL-MUNAFIQOON
(MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah
2 Sections : 11 Verses 180 Words , 973 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. When the hypocrites come 1 to you, they say: “We bear witness 2 that you are certainly Allah’s Messenger, Allah indeed Knows 3 that you are certainly His Messenger.” But Allah bears witness that the hypocrites are certainly liars 4.

2. This tells us that to come into the presence of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم with humility, is an act of sin, because Allah Almighty has counted this presence of the hypocrites among their faults, like the seeing of the deleterious countenance of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و وسلم by the infidels, too, is an act of sin for them. Presenting yourself with faith and to see him are outstanding acts of worship. This makes the believer a Sahabi(Companion). The action is one, but the difference in intention changes the law.

3. This means we sincerely accept and know.

4. Whatever has been uttered by him is correct.

5. This means they themselves regard this

6. They make the oaths a shield 5, and thus turn 6 away others away from Allah’s way. Certainly, evil 7 is that which they do.

7. This tells us that to give proof of your faith by taking numerous oaths, is the practice of the hypocrites. A believer does not require this. People accept him as a believer without him taking an oath. Today, too, people stand on the pulpit and take the Holy Qur’an in their hands to say that they are not Wahabis, but staunch Sunnis. The origin of this, is the very practice of the hypocrites.

8. This means these hypocrites say this verbally, but their action is to prevent the people from accepting faith, or staying
steadfast on their faith. They create in their hearts different types of doubts.
7. This means these hypocrites come into your
3. That is because they believe, then disbelieve 8. So a seal is set upon their hearts that they do not understand 9.
8. Now, their inner infidelity is revealed to the people. Here, 'reveal' denotes infidelity; otherwise even at the time of reciting the Kalimah these hypocrites had infidelity in their hearts. Thus, there is no objection to this verse.
4. And when you see them, their presence pleases you. And if they speak, you listen to their speech 10. Yet (they are) as if they were wooden paneling 11 on the wall. They think every rebuke 12 is against them. They are the enemy 13. Therefore, beware 14 of them. Allah’s curse is upon them. How perverted are they 15?
10. This means Oh believers, these hypocrites are so clean in appearance and sharp in speech that you will so easily fall for their outer behaviour. The outer appearance of Abdullah ibn Ubay and his friends and their speech were excellent. Today too, it can be seen that false people are very shrewd.
11. Like the beautiful wooden beams. They are pretty to look at, but they are lifeless and ignorant. Similarly, these people, too, are excellent in outer appearance and speech, but totally bereft of faith and like the beams, exist on the support of others.
12. If any believer makes an announcement, they think that perhaps it is regarding their hypocrisy. Perhaps, some verse may have been revealed concerning us. In short, this causes uneasiness in their hearts.
13. Verbally, they are friends, but inwardly they are your enemies. They pass information about the believers to the infidels. They are spies of the infidels and traitors of religion and people.
14. Do not be deceived by their glibness, their recitation of Kalimah and their recitation of the Holy Qur’aan. All that glitters is not gold. Presently, all enemies of Islam are walking with the Holy Qur’aan.
15. This expression, among the noble Arabs, was spoken to express anger. Its purpose is not to curse. Allah Almighty is pure from offering dua and curses.
6. Reason for its Revelation:
During the Battle of Mearseeh, Jehjah Ghaffari and Sinaan ibn Dehar Jhany began to fight amongst themselves. Sinaan was the ally of Abdullah ibn Ubay. Jehjah called upon the Muhajireen to come to his assistance and Sinaan called upon the Ansar. Ibn Ubay seized this occasion to utter a great deal of nonsense against the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and the Muhajireen said to these people that if they had not given these Muhajireen their leftovers, they would not have pestered them so much. From now on don't give anything to them. He further said that on reaching Madina, we honourable people would expel the dishonourable people out of the city. Hazrat Zaid ibn Aiqam(peace be upon him) became impatient with his nonsense and said: "You are indeed a dishonourable wretch. On the blessed head of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the crown of Me'raaj". Ibn Ubay then said: "I was only joking". Hazrat Zaid informed the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم about this. Abdullah bin Ubay was called to answer for what he had said. His friends supported him and said that Zaid ibn Aiqam may have been deceived. On that occasion this verse was revealed to verify what Hazrat Zaid ibn Aiqam said and falsify what was said by Ibn Ubay.

سُوَّاهٌ عَلَيْهِمْ أَسْتَعَفَرُتْ لَهُمْ أَمْ لَمْ تُسْتَعَفَرُوْلَهُمْ أَنْ يَهْتُمَّ الْلَّهُ لَهُمْ إِنَّ الْلَّهَ لَا يُهْدِي الْقُوُّمَ الْفُسُوْقِينَ

6. It is alike to them whether you beg forgiveness for them or you do not beg forgiveness for them. Allah will never forgive them. Indeed, Allah does not guide the rebellious people.

17. This was said at that time when it was not forbidden to offer prayer of forgiveness for the hypocrites. Thereafter, this was forbidden. Thus, it is totally forbidden now to offer prayers of forgiveness for the infidels and hypocrites.

18. Here, offering dua or not offering dua for them is the same, as they will not benefit from it. But, it is not the same for you, for you will obtain reward for offering the dua. Some scholars have said that it is totally forbidden to offer a prayer of forgiveness for the polytheists, but not for the hypocrites, because they are still duty-bound to some Islamic laws. It should be remembered that the non-acceptance of this prayer of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is a mark of his lofty honour. What it means is that any reprobate who regards himself as independent and the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم out of mercy, prays for him. Allah Almighty will not forgive such a person. He will only forgive those who are the devotees of His Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. It should be remembered to offer a prayer is different to benefiting someone. The Noble Companions would receive beneficience from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, while the hypocrites would sometimes, for show, ask the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to pray for them.

19. Here, 'a transgressor' denotes a hypocrite. This means that that disrespectful wretch who does not have the honour and respect for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, will never obtain guidance.

7. It is they who say 20: "Do not spend upon those who are with the Messenger of Allah till they break 21 up." (Leave him) To Allah belong the treasures of the heavens and the earth, but the hypocrites do not
understand 23.

20. This means Oh My Beloved, how can I forgive them? They are the enemies of your Noble Companions and are preventing the people from serving them. This tells us that the enemy of the Noble Companions will never be forgiven and the service of the Companions is a proof of one's faith.

21. To leave the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم separate from him due to poverty.

22. Allah Almighty will make your devotees wealthy. Allah Almighty fulfilled this promise. Allah be Praised! The Noble Companions became wealthy.

23. The hypocrites are still not aware of the firm faith of the Noble Companions, that under no circumstances will they abandon the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. This sustenance is not dependent on people, but on their Creator, in Whom they have the fullest trust.

8. They say: “If we return 24 to Madina, the stronger will surely turn out the poor 25 there from.” And to Allah belongs the dignity and to His Messenger, and to the believers 26, but the hypocrites do not know 27. After reaching Madina Shareef, on returning from this battle.

25. These wretches had called their group as honourable and the believers as dishonourable.

26. From this, emerge a few issues:

1. Every believer is honourable. To regard any Muslim nation as dishonourable or to refer to it as dishonourable, is forbidden.

2. The honour of the believer is due to his faith and good deeds and not due to worldly riches.

3. The honour of the believer is eternal and not temporary. It is for this reason that his body and grave, too, are objects of respect.

4. The one who calls the believer dishonourable is himself dishonourable in the eyes of Allah Almighty. A poor and destitute believer is full of honour, while a wealthy infidel is worse than a dog.

27. Thus, a few days after this incident, Ibn Ubay died in a most disgraceful manner and to this day, he is an object of ridicule and curse. The one expelled out of his blessed court does not find peace, even after his death.

SECTION 2

9. O you who believe! Let not your wealth, or your children, divert 28 you from the remembrance of Allah. And whoever does that, they are the losers 29.

28. In Islamic Law, 'obligatory Zikr' refers to the Five Daily Prayers while in Tareeqat, 'obligatory Zikr' refers to the Five Daily Prayers, recitation of the Holy Quran, Darood Shareef, etc. This means do not let your indulgence in the children make you unmindful of the remembrance of Allah Almighty. This tells us that neither leave your children nor the remembrance of Allah Almighty. External indulgence must not keep the heart away from the Beloved.

29. Indulgence of the perishable world deprived them of the bounties of the Hereafter. In it, the negligent and unmindful Muslims are
being addressed. Hence, "those who believe" is used. The great Sufi sages say that keep your tongue engaged at all times in the remembrance of Allah Almighty so that when your

10. And spend 30 out of what We have given you before death 31 comes upon one of you, and he says: "My Lord, if you grant me reprieve 32 for a little time, I shall give alms and become righteous 33.

30. This means, deduct Zakaat and all other obligatory charities from your wealth. According to the pious sages, one should spend from everything granted by Allah Almighty in His Path. Breath for the sake of Allah Almighty, walk a few steps in His Path, use some of your sight at observing Divine things, speak a little for the sake of Allah Almighty. In short, "out of Our Provision" is all comprehensive.

31. In that the signs of death will appear, and a person will be unable to speak anymore. Thus, the verse is crystal clear. There can be no objection against it.

32. This means, say to yourself and think that had I been given reprieve, I would have made provision to give alms and charity. By 'reprieve' is meant to utter with total regret inwardly.

33. It should be remembered that the desire of this good deed is not rewardable as this is not a true desire, but rather a false greed. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the Hadith and the Holy Qur'aan. It is stated in the Hadith that charity given during one's good health is twice as better than that given at the time of death.

11. And Allah does not defer any one when his appointed 34 term comes. And Allah is Well Aware of what you do.

34. Here, 'promise' signifies that promise about which a decision had been taken, which is called QAZA-E-MUBRAM - the unalterable or irrevocable fate. Regarding it, Allah Almighty says: "When their turn will come, they cannot remain behind a single hour, nor can they go ahead of it" (S16:V61). However, changes can take place in QAZA-E-MUALLAQ - the suspended fate. Death, which has come can be postponed and ages can increase. Regarding it, Allah Almighty has said: "Allah wipes out what He pleases and establishes what He pleases and the real writing is with Him" (S13:V39). The devil had said: O my Lord! Give me time till the Day when they are being raised"(S15:V36). To this Allah Almighty replied: "You are among those who is given time" (S15:V37). Every verse is true.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION I

1. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth glorifies Allah. To Him belongs the entire kingdom, and His is all the praise. And He has power over all the things.

1. This means He has no associate in the Kingdom or in the Praise. He grants kingdom to anyone from the creation whom He pleases, and He made Mahmood and Muhammad whom He had pleased.

2. It is He Who created you, but some of you are infidels, and others are believers. And Allah Sees what you do.

2. This means after coming into the world, some became infidels and some remained as believers. Or, it was within the Knowledge of Allah Almighty that some would be infidels and some believers. Otherwise, every newborn is born on faith, which was granted to him on the Day of the Covenant. In, "they said, we are!" everyone had declared their obedience. Says Allah Almighty: "The established pattern of Allah upon which He has created mankind" (S30:V30). Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

3. It is stated in the Hadith Shareef that the angel writing Fate writes about the good fortune and ill fortune of the baby when it is still in the mother's womb. Thus, that angel is fully aware of the end of everyone, i.e. who will die as a believer and who as an infidel.

3. He created the heavens and the earth with faith, and He shaped you. Then perfected your forms in beauty. To Him is the ultimate return.

4. In which there are thousands of wisdoms about the world and the Hereafter. By 'truth' is meant wisdoms.

5. This means in the entire creation He granted man the best form. It is therefore important that man should maintain a good character as well. From this we understand that it is forbidden to distort human shape or appearance.
Thus, to cut off the nose and ears; to rub ash on the face to spoil the appearance; for man to assume the appearance of a woman and vice versa are all totally forbidden. The shape and appearance, which Allah Almighty has granted you, is the best. In fact, even the infidel after death should not be disfigured by cutting off his nose, ears.

4. He Knows what is in the heavens and the earth, and He Knows what you conceal and what you reveal, and Allah Knows the thoughts in your hearts.

6. Eventually everyone has to return to Allah Almighty, but some return happily and some out of sadness. It is better that man should return out of happiness.

7. This means Allah Almighty is fully aware of your intentions and inner desires as well as your deeds. Or, He is fully aware of outer and inner deeds.

5. Has there not come to you the news of those who disbelieved before? Then they tasted the evil result of their conduct, and they had a painful punishment.

9. From this we learn that it is important to study authentic history because through it one can obtain Divine fear and hope.

10. Like the people of Aad, Thamud, Lut, etc. Do obtain lessons from their lives.

11. From this, emerge two issues:

1. The coming of Divine punishment on the infidels in the world will in no way decrease their punishment of the Hereafter.

2. The worldly punishment of the infidels is very less in comparison to their punishment of the Hereafter. For this reason it has been called 'to taste'.

6. That is because there came to them their Messengers with clear arguments, but they said: "Shall mortals guide us?" So they disbelieved and turned away, and Allah did not need them. And Allah is Self-Sufficient, All-Praised.

12. Such great miracles, through which their truth and verification was being made to appear like a bright day. This tells us that every Prophet had certainly been given miracles. Someone was given one and others were given more. Our beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was given the most miracles.

13. This tells us that for the sake of claiming equality it is infidelity to call a Prophet an ordinary human being. Like calling Allah Almighty a Lamp by reciting the verse: "The similitude of His light is as a niche wherein is a lamp" (S24:V35). In addition, to call a Prophet an ordinary human being as in common
terminology is infidelity and the practice of the infidels. Says Allah Almighty: "Make not the summoning of the Messenger among yourselves like one calls the other among you"(S18:V63).

14. By declaring faith, through their faith, because these people had not accepted faith from before.

7. Those who disbelieve stress that they shall never be resurrected again. Please declare: "Yes, indeed, I swear by my Lord, you shall certainly be resurrected, then you shall certainly be informed of what your deeds were." And that is easy for Allah.

16. On the Day of Judgement for the sake of reward and punishment. It should be remembered that the rejection of the Day of Judgement is the main cause of all the sins and infidelity. Since there is no fear of any accountability, so man does what he pleases.

8. Therefore believe in Allah and His Messenger, and the Light which We have sent down. And Allah is aware of what you do.

18. From this order of narration there is a hint that belief in the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, as before the Holy Qur'aan. For this reason a person is made to recite the Kalimah and not the Qur'aan, at the time of making him Muslim. In order to reveal the characteristics of things, the Holy Qur'aan is a light, but for the Holy Qur'aan itself, the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, is a light. Says Allah Almighty: "There has come to you from Allah a light and a Book, luminous" (S5:V15). Laws of Shariah are understood from the Qur'aan, but the Qur'aan itself is understood from the teachings of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

19. On the Night of Power the Holy Qur'aan was brought down from the Divine Tablet to the first worldly heaven and from here it was gradually revealed to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم over a period of twenty-three years. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the statement of: "We sent it down" and "We have sent down".

9. On the day when He will bring you together on the Day of Gathering, that shall be the day of loss and gain. But those who believe in Allah and are righteous, He will remove from them their evil and cause them to enter Paradise, beneath which
20. That is the Day of Judgement in which, at first, all will be brought together. Thereafter the believers will be separated from the infidels. Thus, it is called the Day of Resurrection and the Day of Separation.

21. In that the deprivation of the infidels and the success of the believers will be fully revealed. The infidels would be acknowledging their failure.

22. Either, by giving him the guidance in the world to abstain from sins or in the Hereafter.

10. And (as for) those who disbelieve and reject Our Verses, they are the inmates of the fire, to abide therein forever. What an evil resort it is?

25. In reality, this is the commentary of the first statement, because rejecting the Divine signs itself is infidelity. Rejection of Allah Almighty or His Prophet or the Day of Judgement is the rejection of Divine signs, which is infidelity. It should be remembered that the rejection of just one Prophet is equal to the rejection of Allah Almighty and all His signs.

SECTION 2

11. No calamity befalls except by the permission of Allah, He guides rightly his heart. And Allah has full knowledge of everything.

27. It should be remembered that some calamities come as a result of our sins, but they come through the order of Allah Almighty. This verse does not contradict the following verse: "And whether affliction reached you, is due to what your hands have earned." (84:V30). You should further remember that the calamities of the world for a believer are either compensation for his sins, or a means of obtaining a higher status. But, for the infidels...

29. And obey Allah and obey the Messenger, but if you turn away,
then upon Our Messenger is only the responsibility to deliver 30 a clear message.

29. Acting upon the Holy Qur'an is obedience to Allah Almighty while acting on Hadith Shareef is obedience to the Prophet of Allah. Or, carrying out obligatory duties is obedience to Allah Almighty and acting on the Sunnah is obedience to the Prophet of Allah. From this verse we learn that obedience to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is equally important to obedience to Allah Almighty. Both forms of obedience have been described in a similar manner and connected by the conjunction AND, and not with the letter FA.

30. From this we learn that the world can cause no harm to the Messengers of Allah. They are only duty bound to convey the message of Allah Almighty, which they carry out. And Allah Almighty is fully aware that they have carried out their duty.

13. Allah! There is none worthy of worship except Him. Therefore, only upon Allah should the believers rely 31.

31. In that, although you act upon the provisions, but you rely and place your trust in Allah Almighty alone. Thus, medical treatment when ill, seeking the assistance of the worldly authorities, or the Saints of Allah in times of calamities is not against the concept of trust.

14. O believers 32! Undoubtedly, from among your wives and your children there are some who are your enemies 33. Therefore, beware 34 of them. But if you pardon (them) and overlook (their faults). Then surely, Allah is Forgive, Merciful 35.

32. Reason for its Revelation
When some of the believers had decided to migrate from Makkah Muazzamah, their wives and children had stopped them and said that we will not be able to bear your separation. Hearing this, they changed their mind. Then, after some time when they did migrate, they found that the early refugees had made tremendous advancements through the blessed company of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. They regretted this and had wished to cut off all links with their wives and children who had prevented them from migrating. In response to it, this verse was revealed in which all future such actions are being prohibited. These Companions, too, had been stopped from cutting off links with their wives and children.

33. This tells us that those wives and children who prevent you from the obedience of Allah Almighty, e.g. from Salaah, Hajj and migration are our enemies and should not be obeyed. This verse is revealed about those men whose wives and children had stopped them from migrating, although migration had been obligatory upon them. This also tells us that any relative of ours who stops us from obeying Allah Almighty and His Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is our enemy, while that stranger and non-family member who leads us to Allah Almighty and His Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is one dear to us.

"Better than thousands of those relatives who are away from Allah, is one stranger who is nearer to Allah".

34. Do not deprive yourselves of piety by listening to them. This tells us that no obedience of anyone which is against Allah Almighty and His Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is
35. This means that do not punish them for their previous faults by cutting off links with them, don’t stop their financial support. This tells us that to forgive your wives and children is liked by Allah Almighty. He who shows mercy on the creation, the Creator will show mercy on him.

15. Undoubtedly, your possessions and your children are only a trial 36, but with Allah is an immense reward 37.

36. That sometimes due to them a person remains deprived from piety. This, too, is a test from the Almighty.
37. This means in spite of taking care of your wife and children and undergoing obstacles in this respect, if you still remember Allah Almig-

16. Therefore, fear 38 Allah as much as you can, and hear and obey 39 and spend 40. It is better for you. And whosoever guards himself from the greed 41 of his own soul, they are the successful people.

38. From this we learn that every person is duty bound to practise piety according to his capacity. Says Allah Almighty: "Allah places not burden on any soul but to the extent of his strength" (S2:V286). This brings us to the verse: "Fear Allah as rightly He is to be feared..." (S2:V102). This verse is either abrogated from that verse, or this verse is its commentary.
39. Listen to the command of Allah Almighty,
40. Zakaat, charities, in fact, spending on your family with the intention that it is in accordance with the command of the Holy Prophet  صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم . All this would be regarded as spending in the Path of Allah Almighty.
41. In that he did not stop giving charity and alms out of miserliness.

His Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم , the Ulama and rulers obedient to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم .

17. If you lend Allah a good loan, He will double it for you, and forgive 42 you, and Allah is Appreciating, Forbearing.

42. To spend out of joy is called a loan with interest. Because you will most certainly receive reward for it, it is like a loan and since the reward received will be far in excess to the amount spent. Thus, it is an act of good and sometimes this loan is called Qarz Hasanah,

18. The Knower of the unseen and the seen, the Most Honourable, the Most

which can be forgiven. From this we learn that between the slave and the master there is no interest, because Allah Almighty called it a loan and promised to give the reward in manifold, that this, in reality, is no loan, but everything belonging to the Master.

علم الغيب والشهادة والعزيز الحكيم
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43. He is that Lord Who is not unmindful of your charities or of your sincerity, nor is there any shortage in His treasuries. Then, it is not possible that you will not be receiving rewards for your charities, or that you will receive less.

---

SURAH AL-TALAQ (MADAN)
Revealed After Hijrah
2 Sections: 12 Verses 249 Words, 1060 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. O Prophet ¹ (Communicator of the hidden news), when your people divorce your women, divorce them for their prescribed ² time, and calculate the prescribed ³ period and fear ⁴ Allah your Lord. Do not expel ⁵ them out of their houses, nor should they themselves leave ⁶, unless they commit an open indecency ⁷. These are the limits ⁸ of Allah. And whoever goes beyond the limits of Allah, he indeed does injustice to his own soul. You do not know that Allah may after this send a new command ⁹.

1. Inform your followers. For this reason the verb "You divorce" is used in the plural.
2. Reason for its Revelation: Hazrat Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) had divorced his wife while she was in a state of menstruation. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ عیلیه وآله وسلم asked him to revoke it. And if he still wants to give the divorce, it should be done when she is in a state of purity. In response to it, this verse was revealed (Kazazul Irfaan).
3. This tells us that it is important for the husband to have knowledge about his wife’s waiting period, because women are weak in...
matters of calculation. It should be remembered that if the wife is in the period of menstruation and she claims that her period is over, but the husband rejects this, then the wife’s claim would be accepted, on condition that the time is fit for this waiting period.

4. Do not just harass the wives by extending the period of waiting. There are many ways of extending this period of waiting. For a detailed discussion, consult books of jurisprudence.

5. From this we learn that the wife is part of the household members and the house in which she resides is linked with her, even though the husband is the master of the house. Says Allah Almighty: "And remain in your houses..." (S33:V33). We further learn that during the waiting period, a divorced wife should not be taken out of the house. She should be kept in the house with full maintenance, and that during the waiting period; such a woman must not leave the house in the day or at night.

6. During the period of waiting, the woman must not leave the house during the day or at night. This command is regarding the waiting period of divorce. But, during the waiting period resulting from the death of the husband, the wife can leave the house during the day if she is the breadwinner of the family, etc.

7. In that if they steal or commit adultery, they would be taken out to receive their punishment stipulated by Islamic law. Likewise, if the wife is guilty of verbal abuse, i.e. abusing the husband verbally, the husband has the right to throw her out of the house. This is under the command of disobedience. Similarly, if the house is small, the husband is a transgressor and Talaq-e-Baa'alina is given (an irrevocable Divorce), then the wife can leave the house. (For more details consult books of jurisprudence and Tafseer Khazainul Iraan.)

8. The limits, which He had appointed for His servants and which is obligatory for the servants to follow.

9. This means that it is possible that Allah Almighty may incline the heart of the husband towards the wife and go back to her. Thus, do not pronounce three Talaqs at one sitting, lest you regret afterwards.

2. Then when they reach their prescribed term (IDDAT) keep them with kindness 10 or separate 11 from them with kindness, and call the witness, two 12 just persons from among you, and set up witness 13 for Allah. With this one is warned who believes 14 in Allah and the Last Day. And whoever fears 15 Allah, He will make a way for his deliverance 16.

10. In that you go back to them. This command is regarding that divorce which is not of abusive language. Regarding such a divorce, Allah Almighty says: "Then if she is divorced for the third time, then that woman will not be lawful to him, until she lives with another husband..." (S2: V230) This means in less than three Talaqs the husband has the right to take the wife back within the period of waiting. If he had given three Talaqs, he cannot go back to her. Similarly, in Talaq-e-Baa’in there is no returning, he has to get married to her again.

11. In that you do not take her back, but allow the waiting period to be completed, or give the remaining divorce. This tells us that the three Talaqs should be given separately. To give three Talaqs in one sitting is detestable. But if
these are given, they will become binding.

12. This command is concerning giving Talaq or taking the wife back. Otherwise, giving Talaq or taking the wife back is correct even without a witness. From this we learn that the witnesses should be pious believers. The testimony of the infidel and the perpetual transgressor is not acceptable as can be understood from “From you” and “just persons” and “you” signifies two men or one man and two women.

13. This means in matters of testimony do not be partial to one party. Be a witness only to obtain the pleasure of Allah Almighty, i.e. testify honestly. From this we understand that it is not permissible to take money for giving testimony. This has been discussed at the end of Surah Baqarah.

14. From this we learn that the infidels are not

3. And give him sustenance from where he cannot imagine. 17. Whosoever places his trust in Allah, He is sufficient for him. Undoubtedly, Allah attains His purpose. Allah indeed has appointed a measure for everything.

17. Reason for its Revelation:
Salim, son of Hazrat Auf ibn Malik, was taken as a captive. Hazrat Auf complained in the court of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم about his poverty and his son’s arrest. On hearing this, the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم asked him to develop piety, and recite LA HAWLA WALA QAWATTA... in abundance. He did as he was told. A few days later, his son knocked on the door. When the father opened the door, he was overjoyed to see his son back, coming with a hundred camels. The infidels had become totally inattentive to realize that he had taken such great wealth of theirs’ (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). The author of Khazainul Irfaan states that the son had brought along with him four thousand goats. Seeing all

duty bound to religious orders. They are duty bound to beliefs only.

15. In that he should give Sunni Talaq, i.e. one Talaq after every menstrual period, and that during the waiting period after Talaq, the wife must not be taken out of the house, and should not try to extend the waiting period, that you should appoint witnesses as stipulated by Islam, when giving a divorce and when revoking it. In short, you should bear in mind the limits set by Islam in matters and issues of divorce.

16. In that if you regret after giving divorce, there will be an opportunity for taking the wife back, or He will grant the man a good wife, and the wife a good husband, or He will free them of the anxieties of this world and the Hereafter, or He will protect them from the severity of death and the Day of Judgement.

this, Hazrat Auf enquired from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم whether this wealth was lawful for him. The reply was in the affirmative, as this wealth belonged to the combatant infidels. In response to it, this verse was revealed. This tells us that piety removes grief and brings about sustenance from unknown sources and blessings in that sustenance.

18. In this world as well as in the Hereafter. And he for whom Allah Almighty is sufficient, he does not have to knock on any other door. In fact, others will come to him.

19. Whether you place your trust in Him or not, you will only receive what is meant for you. Therefore why do you deprive yourself of the reward of the trust in Allah Almighty.
menstruation course, and in case you have a doubt 20, their prescribed period (for divorce) is three months, and for those too who have not had their courses 21. And for the pregnant women their prescribed 22 time is that they lay down their burden 23 (give birth.) And whosoever fears Allah, He will make easy for him his affairs 24.

20. Reason for its Revelation:
If you have a doubt in keeping an accurate account of what the period of waiting is. The Noble Companions asked the Holy Prophet نَصِيبُهُمْ قِيمَةً مِّنْ ثلَّاثةِ أَشْهُرٍ وَأَيُّهَا ِلَّمْ يَكُونُنِ الرَّكْبَةَ أَوَّلَاتُ الاحْمَالِ أَجْلَهُنَّ أَنْ يَضِعُّنَّ حَضْنَهُنَّ وَمِنْ يَنْبِيِّنَ اللَّهُ ِبَيْلَلْ ِلَّهِ مِنْ أَمَرَأَةٍ يُسَرُّاءٌ. that we understand the waiting period of the lady who menstruates. But what is the waiting period of a woman who does not menstruate? In reply, this verse was revealed.

21. Due to childhood, their waiting period, too, is three months.
22. No matter whether they have been divorced, or their husbands have died, their waiting period is until the delivery of the baby.
23. From this we understand that if the divorcee, who is pregnant, has a miscarriage when the foetus has not developed limbs, her period of waiting will not be completed because this will not be regarded as delivery, but rather as a miscarriage. Thus, the bleeding after it will not be called NIFAAAS bleeding after childbirth. Also, if the woman gives birth to a snake or any animal, this, too, will not complete the period of waiting because this will neither be her child nor will its birth be regarded as normal or natural. In fact, this is a rebellious ailment, e.g. sometimes snake-like worms are discharged from the anus. It is for this reason that there is no Janazah Salaah for such a foetus and bleeding thereafter will not be regarded as Nifaas. However, if the limbs are fully developed in such a foetus and there is life in it, then its delivery would complete the waiting period, as this will be regarded as normal delivery. For further information in this regard, consult books of jurisprudence.
24. In that He will grant you guidance to abstain from future sins and to do pious deeds.

5. That is the Command of Allah, which He has revealed 25 to you, and whosoever fears Allah, He will remove from them evil and give increased reward 26.

25. This means the above mentioned commands regarding Talaq and waiting period are given by Allah Almighty is a straight way. Obey them firmly.
26. From this we learn that piety is the means of obtaining bounties of the world and the Hereafter. Calamities are removed through it. It brings about mercies in the world; and in the

6. Make the women to dwell where you yourselves dwell, Hereafter Allah Almighty will shower His blessings. But, one should remember that there is a condition in piety, i.e. it should not be developed for gaining the world, but for the sake of obtaining the pleasure of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.
according to your means, and do not harm them in order to pose hardship to them. And if they are pregnant, give them maintenance, until they give birth. Then if they suckle (the child) for you give them their due compensation, and enjoin on one another among you to be kind. And if you find it difficult, let another (woman) suckle the child.

27. From this, emerge two issues:
1. That during her period of waiting, the husband shall give the wife maintenance and a house to stay.
2. That he shall give her the house in accordance with his financial position. If he keeps her in his own house, then in the case of irrevocable divorce, he will not maintain privacy with her. Thus, "where they are staying" does not mean that you stay with her against the teachings of Islam. However, in the case of revocable Talaq, there is no need for privacy, because it is possible that the husband may go back to her.

28. This means during the period of waiting do not make life difficult for these women, which will force them to leave the homes. By 'hardship of home' is meant giving them homes that are narrow and dark, or to keep women with them who are cruel and oppressive and will make life unbearable for them.

29. Because the waiting period of a pregnant woman will be completed after delivery. It should be remembered that it is obligatory to give maintenance for the divorced woman until the completion of her period of waiting, whether she is pregnant or not. This is the verdict of Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah be pleased with him).

30. A few issues emerge from this:
1. After the waiting period, the wife can take wages for breastfeeding her baby.
2. If after the waiting period the mother wants to breastfeed the baby, then the baby should not be given to another woman for this purpose.
3. The child belongs to the father and as such its complete maintenance is obligatory upon him, as is understood from 'for you'. It should be remembered that until the divorced woman has not married another person, she is entitled to keep the baby.

31. The parents of the child. This tells us that even after divorce, the mother should be consulted regarding the upbringing of the child because she is more attached to the child.

32. In that if the mother asks for more money for breastfeeding, the father should not be unwilling to pay.

33. From this we learn that if another mid-wife is charging less than the mother, the father can take her to breastfeed the child.

Let him who has abundance of means provide according to his means, and whoever has limited means of subsistence, let him provide out of that which Allah has bestowed upon him. Allah does not lay on anyone a burden except to which He has given that one. Allah brings
About ease 37 after difficulty.

34. From this we learn that it is obligatory upon the father to pay the maintenance according to his financial position. If the wife is poor and the husband is wealthy, then he should pay the maintenance according to his wealth, i.e., during the waiting period the husband is duty-bound to pay maintenance to his wife according to his financial position.

35. This means a poor man will pay maintenance to the wife according to his financial position. It should be remembered that if the husband is poor, it becomes the duty of the mother to maintain the child.

36. Thus, the poor is not placed under obligation to pay maintenance of the wealthy.

37. This means the poor person should not despair of the mercy of Allah Almighty and fulfill his obligations according to his means. Allah Almighty will, in the near future, make him wealthy if He wills.

SECTION 2

8. And how many a town rebelled against the Commandments of the Lord and His Messengers? So We called it to account severely 38 and punished it with a severe punishment.

38. He sent punishment upon them due to their infidelity and sins and made them entitled for severe punishment in the Hereafter. This tells us that the poor are entitled to the first glad tidings while the wealthy transgressors are entitled for the punishment. It should be remembered that here "Qarya" signifies dwellers of the village.

So they tasted 39 the evil result of their conduct and the end of its affair was total loss 40.

39. This tells us that the worldly punishments on the infidels are much lighter in comparison to those that they will be receiving in the Hereafter. Therefore, regarding the worldly punishments, the word 'to taste' is used. But, these punishments will in no way lessen their punishments of the Hereafter.

40. They had been given severe punishments at their time of death and in their graves. Due to the grace of Allah Almighty, the believer is and will remain safe from loss.

10. Allah has prepared for them severe 41 punishment. So fear Allah, O men of understanding, who believe! Allah has indeed sent to you a reminder.

41. By this is meant punishment of the Hereafter, which will be meted out after the Day of Judgement. Thus, there is no repetition in the verse.
recites to you clear 43 verses of Allah so that He may bring forth those who believe and act righteously, out of darkness into light 44. And whosoever believes 45 in Allah and acts righteously 46, He will cause him to enter Paradise 47, beneath which streams flow, to reside therein forever. Allah has surely made for him a best provision 48.

42. By "zikr" is meant to counsel, to remind and to remember, as this is an act of honour and greatness. Here, 'all' is used to mean friend while 'every' applies to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. From this we understand that the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is the true Remembrance of Allah and the heart full of anxiety finds contentment through the remembrance of Allah Almighty. The Holy Qur'aan is a witness to this. Thus, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is the contentment of the hearts. "Most certainly, in the remembrance of Allah lies the contentment of the hearts". Therefore, recitation of Darood Shareef and Na'at Shareef is the best treatment for the anxiety of the heart. Anyone who recites Darood Shareef in abundance, he will not contract any disease, because the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is there to remind Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: "Admonish, for indeed you are an admonisher"(S88:V21). Zikrullah is also the blessed name of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. He is our means of honour in this world and the Hereafter. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is the Remembrance of Allah, the light of Allah Almighty, etc. The physical birth of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم took place in the sacred city of Makkah, but his pure soul is not attached to any place. Because he came down, the word "Anzala - Has sent down" is being used.

43. Here, those wisdoms of the advent of the Holy Prophetصلی الله علیه وآله وسلم are mentioned, like teaching the recitation of the verses of the Holy Qur'aan, bringing everyone from apostasy to guidance; from unmindfulness to wakefulness; from falsehood to truth. The words of the Holy Qur'aan, too, were received from the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, as were its bounties and blessings. It should be remembered that both these attributes of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم are neither confined to time nor place.

44. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. Infidelity is darkness, while Islam is light.
2. Infidelity is of thousands of types, but Islam is one, because Allah Almighty has used the plural form of darkness to indicate infidelity and the singular form of light is used for Islam.
3. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم brings forth a person from infidelity to Faith; from ignorance to knowledge; from transgression to piety. Here, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is the subject of "He brings forth" who have been mentioned in closeness.
45. In that one should sincerely believe in the Personality and Attributes of Allah Almighty, His Prophets, the Heavenly Scriptures, etc. And all the beliefs presented by Islam. Without prophethood, belief in the Oneness of Allah Almighty is a path to Hell. Shaitaan is not a polytheist, but a firm monotheist, yet he is an inmate of Hell, because he rejected prophethood.
46. According to one's capacity and with sincerity.
47. It should be remembered that at the time of his death and in his grave, the believer witness-
It is Allah who created seven heavens, and the same number of earths like 49 them. They continue to get the command 50, that you may know that Allah has power 51 over all the things, and that Allah encircles 52 all the things in His knowledge.

49. This tells us that there are seven regions of earth; or seven foreign lands known as seven clines, or seven regions. But, because all these courts are made of sand and are joined with one another, the Holy Qur’aan refers to the earth in the singular. The heavens are of different things and since they are far from one another they are referred to in the plural.
50. This means the commands of Allah Almighty are prevalent in the heavens and the earth. There is no single place where His law is not in force.
51. This means that the Lord Who is today issuing His laws in the heavens and on earth, will tomorrow be taking accountability on the Day of Judgement and giving reward and punishment.
52. Thus, resurrecting the dead, taking account of the entire creation is not difficult at all. In addition, this accountability is not for His knowledge, but to silence the creation.
SURAH AL-TAHREEM (THE PROHIBITION)
(MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah
2 Sections: 12 Verses 247 Words, 1060 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. O Prophet! Why do you prohibit (yourself) from that which Allah has made lawful for you, only to please your wives? And Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.

1. Reason for its Revelation
Whenever the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم would go to the house of Hazrat Zainab bint Jahash (May Allah be pleased with her), she would always present him with honey. For this reason he would stay there longer. Hazrat Aisha and Hazrat Hafsa (May Allah be pleased with them) were displeased with this extra time spent with Hazrat Zainab and, as a result, they became envious of her. The two of them decided that when the Messenger of Allah صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم now comes to either of their homes, he would be told that he perhaps eaten Maghfeer (a gum-like substance of an exotic tree which gives off a slight offensive smell). When the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم came to their homes and this question was asked, he replied that he did not eat this, but had taken honey at the house of Bibi Zainab. The Holy Prophet then said; I will make the use of honey unlawful upon me, i.e. since I stay longer at the house of Bibi Zainab because of the honey, which is unpleasant to you, I will make honey unlawful for me. In other traditions, it is stated that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had made Hazrat Maria Qibtiyah unlawful for him. Whatever the case, these verses were revealed on this occasion.

2. From this we understand that by taking an oath, the thing becomes unlawful for the taker of the oath; and when he uses that thing, paying of compensation becomes obligatory upon him. Furthermore, the Holy Prophet’s making of honey, or Hazrat Maria Qibtiyah (May Allah be pleased with her) unlawful for him, was only to please his blessed wives and not due to any lack of knowledge, because the strong smell emanating from one’s mouth is not a weakness and will be felt. Thus, the Wahabis cannot use this verse to substantiate their claims of the lack of knowledge of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

3. Allâh Almighty pardoned the fault of both blessed wives of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and described a compensation for him, which made it easy for his entire Ummah.

2. Allah has sanctioned for you to keep firm your oaths. And Allah is your Protector, and He is the
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All-Knowing, Most Wise.

4. From this we learn that to make the lawful
into unlawful is binding by an oath, but to make
the unlawful into lawful does not require an
oath, e.g. if a person says; if I do a certain
thing, my wife will become unlawful for me.
This is an oath. And if he says, if I do a certain
thing, I will eat pork. This is not an oath.
Further, we learn that the compensation for an
oath is only in Islam and not in the previous
religions. For this reason, Allah Almighty did
not command Hazrat Ayub (On whom be
peace) to give compensation, instead he taught
him a means of fulfilling the oath - that strike
your wife with a broomstick.

5. O Prophet and his household members!
Hence, He takes care of the management of
your home and teaches the etiquettes of your
home to the believers.

3. When the Prophet conveyed a piece
of information in confidence to one
7 of his wives, she disclosed it to
others, and Allah disclosed it to the
Prophet. The Prophet made known
to her some part, and overlooked some part thereof. And when he
informed her of it, she said: "Who has informed you of it?" He said:
"The All-Knowing, the All-Aware
has informed me."

6. This wife is Hazrat Hafsa (May Allah be
pleased with her). Therefore we learn that the
lofty status of the Holy Prophet is such that Allah Almighty settles even his
family matters. The Holy Prophet had told Hazrat Hafsa that
she must not divulge that he had made honey or
that Hazrat Maria Qibtiyah is unlawful for him.
She must keep this information to herself.

7. It should be remembered that the wives of the
Holy Prophet were nine
such type; five were Quraisht: Hazrat Aisha,
Hazrat Hafsa, Hazrat Umm Habibah bint Abu
Sufyaan, Umm Salmah bint Umayyah, Sauda
bint Zam’ah; four wives were non-Quraisht:
Zainab bint Jahash Asadiyya, Maimoona bint
Harith Balalija, Safeeyah bint Hay
Khaibariyya, Juwainiyyah bint Harith
Mustalaqiyya (May Allah be pleased with
them). The Holy Prophet told two secrets to Hazrat Hafsa; one was
regarding making honey or Hazrat Maria
Qibtiyah unlawful for him, the other was that
after him, Hazrat Abu Bakr and Hazrat Umar
(May Allah be pleased with them) would
become Caliphs.

8. This means that Hazrat Hafsa divulged
both these secrets to Hazrat Aisha Siddiqah.
9. This means Oh My Beloved! Hazrat
Hafsa has divulged both these secrets to Hazrat
Aisha. She could not maintain your secret.
10. This means that the Holy Prophet had told Hazrat Hafsa that
why did she divulge the fact about the
unlawfulness of honey, but he did not say that
she had revealed the second thing. This was the Holy Prophet’s
lofty kindness that he did not mention about others.
11. When Hazrat Hafsa enquired that Oh
Beloved of Allah, who had informed you about
it? Is it through Divine Revelation, or was it
Hazrat Aisha?
12. This means that Allah Almighty gave this
information to me.
4. If both of you (two wives) repent 13 to Allah, your hearts are already deviated 14 from the path, but if you two force 15 him, then undoubtedly Allah is his helper, and Jibraeel and the righteous believers 16, and further more, the angels 17 are his helpers.

13. In that case, this is obligatory upon you.
14. Here, 'turning away of the heart' does not mean sinfulness and impiety, but make something undesirable, desirable; because no Companion of the Holy Prophet can ever be sinful. Says Allah Almighty: "And made them stick close to the command of piety..." (S48:V26). They can commit a sin, but they will remain firm on it. They will immediately obtain guidance to repent. There are many examples of these.
15. In that you get together and adopt a practice, which will displease the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.
16. This means Oh consorts of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, if you do not serve and assist Our Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, he has many helpers. Even Allah Almighty Himself is his helper, so is Jibraeel, the pious believers and all the angels. Although

5. It is possible that if he divorces 18 you, his Lord will give him in your place, wives better 19 than you, submissive, faithful, obedient, repentant, devoted 20 to Salaah and fasting, whether widows or virgins 21.

18. It should be remembered that the purpose of this is to threaten and frighten the pure consorts of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, and not to divorce them.
19. This means that Allah Almighty will provide them with such wives who will be more obedient and loyal than you. It should be remembered that the consorts of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are superior and

Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is included among the angels, but since he is the leader of all the angels, he has especially been mentioned separately. It should be remembered that Prophets are helpers of the believers, like the king is of his subjects. And true believers are the helpers of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, like the servants and soldiers are of the king. Thus, on the basis of this verse we cannot say that the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is dependent on the believers. Says Allah Almighty: "If ye help (the cause of) Allah, He will help you" (S47:V7).
17. From this we learn that the servants of Allah Almighty are helpers, because in this verse Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) and Saleh are termed as helpers of the believers and the angels are called those who will back him up. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

more virtuous than all the women of the world. But, (Allah forbid) if they had been divorced and other women had come in his marriage, then these would have been superior to those who were divorced. Thus, the verse is crystal clear, as Allah Almighty says: "And if you turn your face, He will substitute for you another people, and then they will not be like you" (S48:V38).
6. This tells us that that wife is good, who is gift from Allah Almighty, even if she is poor. As far as possible choose a wife who is religious, don't search for one who is wealthy.

21. From this, those wives proved to be very effective and they regarded obedience and loyalty to the Holy Prophet as greater than every other bounty.

7. O believers! Save yourselves and your families from the fire whose fuel are men and stones. Over it are angels, stern and strong. They do not disobey Allah in what He Commands them, and act as they are commanded.

2. In that be pious yourself, and urge and guide your family towards piety. This tells us that the wife is included in the household members.

3. By 'mar' is meant an infidel and by 'stone' is meant their idols. This tells us that propagation of Islam is obligatory upon every Muslim. Your wife and children should be the first to be guided on the correct path.

24. Those whose hearts are totally bereft of any mercy, and who will not escape the punishment.

25. This tells us that all the angels are innocent. After Harut and Marut came in the form of human beings, they committed sins. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. E.g., only after the staff of Hazrat Musa would turn into a snake, would it begin to devour.

SECTION 2

8. O you who believe! Repent to Allah in sincere repentance. It may be that your Lord may remove from you your evil and cause you to enter Paradise beneath which streams flow, on the day on which Allah will not humiliate the Prophet and the believers with him. Their light will be moving before them, and on their right hands. They will say: "O our Lord! Make perfect for us our light, and grant us protection. Certainly, you have power over all things."
26. True repentance, whose effect should be to make one give up all sinful deeds and get into the habit of doing pious deeds. It should be remembered that repentance in the true sense of the word is expression of remorse at the previous sins and a firm resolve to abstain from future sins. Repentance takes many forms: to repent from infidelity, transgressions, infringing human rights, etc. By "Taubatun Nasooha" is meant that after repenting, that person must not indulge in any sins, just as milk that has come from the udder will never go back in it (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan).

27. This tells us that repentance is the means of obtaining forgiveness of the sins and the claim for Paradise. To provide expectation of hope for kindness, too, is a promise.

28. From this we learn that even if a believer is a sinner, he will, if Allah wishes, be safeguarded from the embarrassment and disgrace of the Hereafter. Even if he is going to receive punishment, it will be given in such a way that he will not be disgraced, because he is the follower of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Disgrace is specially set-aside for the infidels. Furthermore, the pious believers on the Day of Judgement will be with the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. The author of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan has written that some of the pious people on the Day of Judgement will not be made to give account at all, while the accountability of some will be under cover. Allah Almighty will not maintain privacy from them. He will accept their intercession. Their faces will be radiant.

29. The light of the Faith of the believers, light of the obedience of the obedient, light of the sincerity of the sincere, light of the truth and faithfulness of the true devotees, light of the bright foreheads of the sincere worshippers. It will be in front of the Bridge (Pul Siraat) as well as on both sides but not behind, so that the hypocrites and apostates coming from behind will not be able to benefit from it.

30. This means Oh Allah! Keep this light until we cross the Bridge to safety. The believers would be offering this dua until they see that the light of the hypocrites has extinguished between them. This tells us that at first, the hypocrites will get light, but it will be extinguished on the bridge.

31. Some believers would be crossing the bridge like lightning, some like the strong wind, some like swift riders and some dragging themselves on their buttocks. The dua recited will be by this last group (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). They will be offering the dua of forgiveness because they would be seeing the infidels falling into Hell.

9. O Prophet! Strive hard against the infidels and the hypocrites, and be hard 32 against them. And their abode is Hell. What an evil destination it is 33!

32. They have been striving against the open infidels with the swords and the concealed infidels, i.e. the hypocrites with severe words and strong proofs, because one cannot use the sword on the hypocrites. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is a paragon of beauty and Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was awe-inspiring, because the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم was ordered to be severe, while Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was told to speak gently with the Pharaoh. We further learn that to be severe with the infidels and the hypocrites is the way of life of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. However, those from whom there is hope of faith, be extremely gentle with them. Gentleness on the infidels is just as criminal as being severe on the believers. A serpent is the enemy of one’s life, but the infidel is the enemy of one’s faith. It should be remembered that the
command regarding the combatant infidels is different to that of the infidels who are citizens of an Islamic state.

3. This tells us that the hypocrites and the infidels would remain in Hell permanently. In fact, the hypocrites will be in the deepest pit, because their infidelity is more severe than the open infidels.

4. These examples are regarding meting out punishment and not doing work akin to the believers.

5. The name of the wife of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) was Wa’ala or Waliah, while that of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace) was Wahila.

6. Among the female infidels, Waliah was saying that Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) is mad. She was also a spy for the infidels. It should be remembered that no Prophet’s wife has ever been an adulteress.

7. This tells us that without faith, the company of the pious will not prove beneficial. The son of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) remained an infidel. We further learn that the infidels will not benefit from any relation or blood link with the Prophets. Also, on the Day of Judgement every person will be with him whom he had loved in the world.

8. A believer will not be affected by the sins of the infidels as long as he abhors them, even if they may be living together in one house.

9. Hazrat Asiya bint Mazahim who had declared faith in Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). When the Pharaoh came to know of it, he punished her severely. He tied her hands and feet with four chains and made her stand in the intense heat.

10. This tells us that in Paradise, that home of a greater status in which its occupant enjoys greater nearness to Allah Almighty. An Arabic idiomatic expression says: "Choose the neighbour before the house".

41. In that grant me death with belief. This tells us that it is permissible to pray for one’s death due to encountering religious dangers. Allah Almighty appointed angels for her, who provided her with cover from the sun and showed her her house in Paradise, due to which she would forget all her hardships. It is stated in some traditions that she had been raised into heaven physically. She will be married to our Holy Prophet ﷺ in Paradise.
12. And Mariam 42, the daughter of Imran, who guarded her virginity 43. We breathed into her Our Spirit 44 and she confirmed 45 the truth of the words of He Lord and His Books, and was among the obedient 46 ones.

42. It should be remembered that the name of Bibi Mariam appears twenty-seven times in the Holy Qur'aan. Besides her, no other lady's name has been mentioned in it.
43. No man had ever touched her. The commentary of it is the following verse: "When no man hath touched me" (S3:V47).
44. In that Hazrat Jibraeel blew over her chest through which she fell pregnant. From this verse, emerge a few issues:
1. The work of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty is, in reality, the works of Allah Almighty. Observe, it was Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) who had blown, but Allah Almighty says We have done it.
2. To blow for the purpose of providing blessings is the way of the angels. This verse serves as a proof of the beneficial effect of the blowing by the pious sages.

3. Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) is called the Spirit of Allah, because the origin of his birth is through the blowing of Roohul Ameen, i.e. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace), while through the blowing of Hazrat Isa, the dead would come to life and the sick would be cured.
45. One should declare faith in all the heavenly revealed Books and Scrolls and act upon the laws of Shariah.
46. Because in matters of piety and purity she was in no way less than men. For this reason "devoted servants" is used here in the masculine plural. It should be remembered that there are five ladies who enjoy the highest virtue and excellence: Hazrat Asiya, Sayyadda Mariana, Hazrat Faitimah, Hazrat Khadijah and Hazrat Aisha (May Allah be pleased with them).
There are many excellent virtues mentioned about this Surah. This Surah will intercede for a reciter; it is a means of obtaining salvation from the punishment of the grave. One of the Companions heard the recitation of Surah Mulk emanating from under the ground. On enquiring from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم he was told that there is the grave of a believer whose inmate had been reciting it in his life, and is doing the same, now in his grave.

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Blessed is He 2 in Whose control is the total sovereignty 3, and He has power 4 over all the things.

2. This means Bestower of lofty favours and kindness. Or, a thing on which His name is taken will become full of blessings. By bountiful is meant abundance of mercy.

3. The world of bodies is called territory, while the world of spirits and the world of lights is called the angelic world. Also, outer control is called territory and inner control is dominion.

4. Who created 5 death and life that He may try 6 you as to which of you is best in deeds. And He is the Honourable, the Forgiving 7.

5. From this we learn that death is an existentialist thing because a mere non-existent thing cannot be created. Thus, the meaning of creating is to provide it with existence. For this reason, it is stated in the Hadith Shareef: On the Day of Judgement, death, too, will die, i.e. will be destroyed. It is thus quite clear that only that thing can be destroyed which is in existence.

6. It should be remembered that the deeds of this world are seeds and the rewards and punishment of the other world, are fruit. Also, Allah Almighty has created some for Paradise and some for Hell. Everybody in the world would be given inclination to do deeds for which he is created. This is the Divine Law, but Divine Power is that He can grant a death on faith to a person who had been a sinner and an infidel all his life and to provide him Paradise, e.g. the magicians who had declared...
faith in Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace).
7. He will punish the rebellious sinner because Being of Esteem is dominant. He will forgive
3. Who created the seven heavens, and above 8 another. You see no disparity 9 in the creation of the Affectionate. Then observe again. Can you see any disorder 10?
8. All the seven heavens are pitted one over the other in such a manner that the upper heaven has fully encompassed the lower heaven. This does not necessarily mean that it is joined or fixed with one another. Thus, there is no inconsistency between the verse and the Hadith. Between every two heavens there is a distance of five hundred years.
9. This means that in His creation nothing is inappropriate and improper. He created everything as it should be created. This suitability and appropriateness is found in every creation incl-
uding the heavens and the earth.
10. This means that you will not be able to see any breakage, wear and tear or dilapidation. There are doors in the heavens from which the angels descend, and on the Night of Me’raaj, the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم entered. But these doors are not of obstructive nature. Thus, from this verse it is not proven that there are no doors in the heavens. Says Allah Almighty: "And the sky shall be opened up and it will become doors" (S78:V19).
4. Then turn back the eye again and again; your look shall come back to you confused, while it is fatigued 11.
11. This means every gaze looking for fault and weakness will return every time with failure, i.e. it will not see any weakness, while
5. And certainly, We have adorned this lower 12 heaven with lamps 13 (stars) and We have made these missiles for the devils 14 and We have prepared for them the punishment of burning 15.
12. The first heaven, which is nearer to the earth. The literal meaning of 'world' is to be near, being derived from 'dunoon – to be near'. Thus, the meaning of the verse is clear.
13. It should be remembered that all the stars are not in the first heaven. Only the moon is in it. But, because all the heavens are transparent like glass, it is for this reason that they appear to be on the first heaven.
14. This means there are different benefits from these stars: they are beauty of the first
heaven, lamps of the night; guidelines for the travellers; when one of the infidel jinns tries to go into the heaven to listen to the conversation of the angels, then such a fire emanates from them which either destroys him or injures him like a bullet wounding a hunted animal.
15. From this we learn that the infidel jinns will go into Hell. Although their creation is from fire, they will be punished in the fire, just as we feel pain when injured by a lump of sand.
6. And for those who disbelieve \(^{16}\) in their Lord, for them is the punishment of Hell. And what an evil destination it is!

16. From this we learn that the rejection of one command of the Prophet is equal to the rejection of Allah Almighty because here, every infidel has been included in "those who disbelieve in their Lord", as the Prophet is the sovereign authority of Allah Almighty.

17. That place is full of hardships, its food and water is detestable, the snakes and scorpions are extremely vicious, and its companions are oppressive. In short, every form of hardship is brought together. This tells us that Hell is a place for the infidels only, while the sinful believers will be its inmates for a short period. It will be like the stay of a traveller in a shelter for the work period.

7. When they shall be thrown therein, they will hear a loud moaning \(^{18}\) of it, as it boils.

18. Like the boiling pot, or like the engine of a train. But, this sound will be heard by the inmates of Hell only at the time of falling and in the state of living. Although the inmates of Paradise would be crossing the Bridge, they will not hear the frightening sound of Hell. Says Allah Almighty: "They will not hear the faintest sound" (S\(21:102\)).

8. Almost bursting of fury \(^{19}\). Whenever a group \(^{20}\) will be thrown in it, its keeper shall ask them: "Did there not come to you a warner?"

19. This tells us that in Hell there is feeling. It expresses anger, in fact it speaks. Allah Almighty says "We will ask Hell: Are you full?" It will say "Are there more?" (S\(50:30\)).

20. This tells us that the infidels would be entering Hell in armies. Every category of infidel will be with his own kind. Even if a sinful believer would go into Hell, he will go alone in such a way that nobody will be aware of his condition, so that the Ummah of the Holy Prophet will not be disgraced.

9. They shall say: "Yes, indeed there came to us a warner, but we rejected" (him) and said: "Allah has not revealed \(^{22}\) any thing. You are only in a great misguidance."

22. Since the infidels will perceive through conjecture that now rejection of the advent of the Prophets will become a means of receiving a beating from the angels. Therefore, they will tell the truth. They will not tell lies here, like on the Day of Judgement.

23. This tells us that those people to whom the Teachings of the Prophets did not reach at all; they will be punished for their polytheism only and not for any other thing. An example of this is the people of \(FATRAT\), who had died before the advent of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon
him). No teaching of any of the Prophets was able to reach them.

10. And they shall say: "Had we but listened or used (our) intelligence 24, we would not have been among the inmates of the great fire."

24. This tells us that any intelligence, which fails to understand Religion, is not intelligence. Those ears and eyes, which fail to listen to the commands of the Prophet, and see the signs of Allah Almighty, are deaf and blind even though they may be utilized for worldly things.

11. They will then confess 25 their sins, but cursed be the inmates of the burning fire 26.

25. By 'sin' is meant sin of the heart, i.e. of infidelity and polytheism. It should be remembered that the infidels would be punished for infidelity and polytheism as well as for not carrying out the laws of Shariah, because in matters of punishment they are duty-bound for disobeying the laws of Shariah.

26. This is the command of Allah Almighty, or will be said by the angels at that time, i.e. you are far from the mercy of Allah Almighty. You are at all times entitled for reproach and curse.

12. (As for) those who fear their Lord without seeing 27 (Him) they shall surely have forgiveness and a great reward 28.

27. This means that the instruction of the Prophet inculcated in their hearts the fear of Allah Almighty. Otherwise, at the time of death, on seeing the punishment will be struck by fear. Even the devil had said: "Verily I fear Allah, Lord of the worlds". (S59 : V16) But this fear is not the means of obtaining salvation.

28. The author of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan says that from the blessed chest of Hazrat Abu Bakr (May Allah be pleased with him) would emanate the fragrance of fried liver. His blessed heart had been totally fried in the fear of Allah Almighty. The Holy Prophet ﷺ would weep so much in Tahajjud Salaah that the sound of a boiling pot would emanate from his blessed chest.

13. And whether you hide your word or publish loudly, surely, He knows what is in the hearts 29.

29. At the time of this nonsensical prattle, the polytheists of Makkah had been saying, speak softly; the Lord of Muhammad may hear us. In this verse they have been refuted that none of their private or public deeds are concealed from Allah Almighty. The stately splendour of Allah Almighty is very lofty, His beloved servant Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) would hear the sound of an ant from the distance of three miles.

14. Does He not know, Who created 30? And He is the Knower of the minutest, being Well Aware.
This means that Lord Who had created you, your deeds, and your hazards, how can you or your inner thoughts be concealed from Him. This is like the proof of their previous claim.

SECTION 2

15. It is He Who made the earth subservient to you. Therefore go about in the spacious sides thereof and eat of His sustenance. And to Him is the return (after death).

31. In that He made it soft in a suitable way so that you may reside on it, do your farming, construct buildings, etc. The earth is made neither as hard as iron, nor fluid like water. Allah be Praised!

32. Eat lawful and wholesome sustenance, either of your own earning or from the earning of others, like the inherited wealth. The great Sufi sages say that eat physical sustenance for the preservation of the body, and use spiritual nourishment for the development of the soul. From this we learn that it is obligatory to eat because it preserves life, and life is the basis of all acts of worship. For this reason it is forbidden to fast until death and go on a hunger strike. We also learn that from that which Allah Almighty has provided you eat a little and feed a little. Do not try to eat everything yourself.

33. On the Day of Judgement, for the accountability. Thus, do not eat such a food, which will prove to be a burden for you tomorrow. Thus, after eating, mention is made of the Hereafter.

16. Do you feel secure of Him Whose is the heaven that He shall not make the earth to swallow up as it shakes (as in earthquake)?

34. From this we learn that after the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم specific punishment can come. What is mentioned in another verse: "And Allah is not to chastise them, while (O Beloved (Prophet) you are in their midst)" (S8:V33), refers to general punishments.

17. Or, do you feel secure of Him Whose is the heavens that He shall not send down upon you rain of stones as a punishment? So, you will know how was My warning?

35. This tells us that being bereft of the fear of Allah Almighty is the practice of the infidels, and placing hope in him is the lofty habit of the believer. In times of safety, there is no fear, while in hope there is presence of fear as well. This means be fearful, lest due to your sins such heavenly stones begin to fall upon you like they fall on the people of Lut. May Allah protect us!

36. This means to declare faith after seeing the punishment, because declaration of faith at that time may have no credence. Faith should be in the unseen. It should be remembered that here, saying; "Whose kingdom is in the heaven," He has shown that idols are not worthy of being feared. Fear Him Whose kingdom is in the heavens. However, this does not mean that Allah Almighty resides in the heavens, as He is free from space.
18. And certainly those before them rejected (the truth). Then how was My disapproval 37?

37. That He had sank Qarun in the earth and sent heavenly stones on the people of Hazrat Lut (On whom be peace).

19. Have they not seen the birds above them spreading and closing their wings 38? None withholds 39 them, save the Most Affectionate. Undoubtedly, He Sees 40 everything.

38. From this we learn that only Allah Almighty is preventing the heavens from falling down. Otherwise, any heavy thing has comes down.

39. In "none withholds them" the antecedent of 'them' is either birds, i.e. these birds when flying in the air sometimes open their wings and sometimes keep them closed, yet they do not fall down. This tells us that it is not just their wings that keep them in the air, but it is Allah Almighty Who keeps them from falling. They are just a collection of meat and bones, which should have fallen down. Today, it is Allah Almighty Who protects the aeroplanes from falling down and not their machines and engines, because without the protection of Allah Almighty, how often have we not seen engine failures causing the planes to be destroyed? Or, its antecedent is the heavens, i.e. these heavens are such heavy bodies, which are neither hanging on anything, nor are they placed or set up in anything. Despite this, they do not fall down because it is Allah Almighty Who is preventing them from falling down.

40. This means when flying, the birds spread their wings or fold them. If the spreading of their wings was protecting them from falling down, then the folding of their wings should have caused them to fall down. Yet, they do not fall, although any heavy thing that is up is supposed to fall down.

20. Or, who is it that who will be a host for you to assist 41 besides the Most Affectionate Allah? The infidels are only in deception 42.

41. Wherever it has been stated in the Holy Qur'aan that you have no helper, signifies help in opposition to Allah Almighty i.e. that whom Allah Almighty wants to destroy is being saved by someone opposing Allah Almighty. This is the commentary of all such verses. However, those verses in which help, through the permission of Allah Almighty are mentioned are there to serve as proof for it.

42. They are of the thinking that Divine punishment will not come to them, and even if it were to come, their false deities would be able to save them, are hopelessly being deceived by the devil.
3. In that he can stop rain or heat of the sun, which are the main cause of creation. No one besides Allah Almighty can grant these things.

22. What! Is he who goes along on his face, better guided than he who walks upright upon a straight path?

44. Like the polytheists, who are trapped through their defective beliefs and wrong deeds. This tells us that all the deeds of the infidels are topsy-turvy because they are without faith. All the deeds of the believers are correct because they are based on faith. The charities given by the infidels are an inverted action because it will not help him to reach his destination. This is the very condition of the deeds of the believers and the infidels.

46. This means the believer in the world is treading the correct path and is moving in the correct direction. But, the infidels are on the inverted road as well, moving in the topsy-turvy direction. Are both these paths equal? Certainly not! Islam is the Straight Path. Also, obtaining correct understanding of Islam and doing correct deeds is treading on this Straight Path.

47. How, little is it that you give in thanks.

23. Please declare: “It is He Who brought you into being and made for you the ears and the eyes and the hearts. How, little is it that you give in thanks.”

47. This means Oh My Beloved; tell those polytheists that the invitation I am giving you towards the worship of that Lord Who is indeed the true Lord Who has bestowed upon man such innumerable bounties. From this we learn that the deeds of the special servants of Allah Almighty are indeed His deeds. Thus, the formation of the limbs of the foetus in the mother's womb is done by the angels, yet Allah Almighty has declared these as His works.

48. That they use His bounties to show their ingratitude, in fact, they are used to opposing Him. O ungrateful man, show some justice. Even the believers, too, need to take a lesson from this verse.

24. Please declare: “It is He Who multiplies you in the earth and to Him you shall be gathered.”

49. This means that Allah Almighty is the support and goal of everyone. It should be remembered that here, Divine Attributes have been mentioned with all, i.e. Oh My Beloved Rasul! You tell them so that they can unders

25. But they say: “When shall this promise be (executed) if you are truthful?”

50. This means that if you are true in providing information about the Day of Judgement and Divine Punishment, then tell us when will it take place? From this condition we understand that this question of theirs was merely for the purpose of amusement and not for ascertainment.
26. Please declare: “The knowledge 51 thereof is only with Allah, and I am only a clear warner 52.”

51. No creation is blessed with understanding through assumption, calculation, almanac, etc. till Allah Almighty does not inform them through Divine inspiration or revelation.

52. From this it is proven that Allah Almighty has not given the Holy Prophet ﷺ knowledge of the Day of Judgement, because here it is not stated that I am not given the knowledge. The Arabic expression: “The knowledge is the sword of Allah” is also used to indicate information that is not intended. The truth of the matter is that Allah Almighty has given the Holy Prophet ﷺ knowledge of the Day of Judgement. He himself says: “I and the Day of Judgement are like these two fingers joined”. He has prophesied so many signs of Qiyaamah. He has foretold that it will take place on a Friday.

27. But, when they will realize that it is nearby, the faces 53 of those who disbelieve shall be sorry, and it shall be said to them: “This is that which you used to call for 54.”

53. This means faces of the infidels will become distorted on seeing the signs of Judgement Day, or signs of death or the signs of punishment. From this we learn that at the time of death and on the Day of Judgement, the faces of the believers would be cheerful. Even now, some pious persons, at the time of death have been seen to be smiling.

54. They were demanding this from the Prophets and believers. Now, it is in front of you. See to your heart’s content (May Allah protect us!)

28. Please declare: “Have you considered that Allah will destroy 55 me and those with me? Rather, He will have mercy 56 on us; yet who will protect the infidels from a painful punishment?

55. The infidels of Makkah would eagerly await the demise of the Holy Prophet ﷺ and the Noble Companions. Here, it is stated that our demise will in no way save you from Divine punishment. So why are you hoping for that? This tells us that to wait for the death of believers is the old habit of the infidels.

56. In that You grant us long life spans so that we can accumulate many good deeds. This tells us that even the life of a believer is a form of mercy.

29. Please declare: “Only He is the Most Affectionate. We believe in Him and on Him do we rely 57. So, you shall come to know 58 who is in clear misguidance.”

57. This means the above fissures are for your explanation. Otherwise, Allah Almighty is kind to us because we are obedient to Him and He is Most Compassionate.
58. This means at the time of death, because every infidel at the time of his death acknowledges the truth about Islam, but the acceptance of it at that time is of no avail.

30. Please declare: “Have you considered if your water vanishes into the earth who will bring you the flowing water?”

59. This means that the water of your wells and seas which have been placed under your control, or the water of your eyes, mouth, and stomach will become dry, or the water of your love for Allah Almighty and His Holy Prophet becomes dry, which gathers in the sand of your deeds to make you into a true devotee through the gaze of your Guide. Now, who has the power to grant you this water?

SURAH AL-QALAM (THE PEN)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
2 Sections: 52 Verses 300 Words, 1256 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Nun. By the Pen 1 and what they write 2.

1. This Surah is called Surah Al-Qalam or Surah Nun. It is Makkah. By Pen is meant either that pen which has recorded every event on the Divine Tablet that would be taking place until the Day of Judgement, whose length is equal to the heavens and the earth; or the pens of KIRAMAN KATIBAIN, with which they record the deeds of the people; or the pens of the Islamic scholars with which they write the praises of the Holy Prophet, praises of Allah Almighty, Islamic issues and verdicts. The great Sufi sages say the pen is the blessed tongue of the Holy Prophet, which is the key and solution to everything. For an exquisite commentary, consult the book “SHAANEHABIBURRAHMAN.”

2. By the Oath of the recording of Kiraman Katibain, or by the oath of the writings of the Islamic scholars through which they serve the Religion.
are not at all insane. 3.
3. Or, you are by the Grace of your Lord, not mad, because Prophethood and madness are impossible to be at one place. The burden of faith of the entire world is on the Prophet. If he

3. And surely, for you is an endless reward.
4. Because the reward of all the good deeds of the entire Ummah is for you, as you have taught them these good deeds, and your Religion will never be abrogated. Thus your reward too will never come to an end. The reward, which, you will be receiving, will have no one's obligation in it. In fact, everyone will be obligated to you.

4. And indeed, you are upon the excellent manners.
5. The conduct of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the Holy Qur'aan. This Qur'aan is a silent book and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the walking, talking Qur'aan. This tells us that no one has the power to describe the good conduct of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم in the true sense of the word because it is very lofty. It should be remembered that Allah has stated the world and all its bounties to be little. Says Allah Almighty: "Say you, the enjoyment of the world is little" (S5: V77). In spite of this, no one has the capacity to count the bounties of the world. Says Allah Almighty: "And if you want to count the favours of Allah, you cannot count them" (S14: V34). Since it is impossible to count that which is little, then what power does man have to count that which Allah Almighty has called as huge?

5. So, you shall soon see it, and they too shall see.
6. This means from all those prophecies about the unseen given by you, many of them will be witnessed by the infidels also, and O My Beloved you too, will be seeing them with your blessed eyes. The Holy Prophet is seeing everything today as well, but here, physical seeing is intended.

6. As to which of you suffers such (insanity).
7. Indeed, your Lord best knows him who goes astray from His way, and He best knows the followers of the right guidance.
7. He who is informed will have knowledge due to this information like the angel who is the writer of fate. The animal emerging from the earth, Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to whom Allah Almighty had granted the knowledge of heresy and guidance. Also, the personality of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the true test between sincerity and enmity like Hazrat Adam became the criterion between the worship of the angels and the devil.
8. So do not yield to the beliers.
of the true faith).

In the apparent the address is to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم but in reality its pose is to let the believers become aware of it. From this we learn that the religious obedience of any apostate is either infidelity or forbidden, but at the time of being helpless.

They wish that you should compromise 9. So they too would compromise.

Reason for its Revelation:

The leaders of Quraish came to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and said if you have any illness we will have it treated, if you desire worldly pleasures, we will provide all the means for it. If nothing else is desired then please refrain from talking ill of our idols and we too will stop raising objections against you.

10. But do not yield to any mean wearer.

Reason for its Revelation:

Those verses were revealed concerning Waleed bin Mugheerah who would call the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم mad. The Holy Qur’aan outlined ten faults of his. At the end he was described as a bastard and a scoundrel.

This tells us that Allah Almighty is the Concealer of faults, but those who find faults in His Beloved Rasool صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم; He will unmask them to the public.

Back-biter going about standing.

2. Forbidden of good, transgressor, sinful 12;

1. Waleed bin Mugheerah would tell his family members that if they would accept Islam we would deprive them from his wealth. From this we learn that stopping people from good deeds is the peculiar habit of Mugheerah and his likes. Even today, too, some people will not stop the people from gambling, going to the cinema, alcohol, etc. yet Meelad Shareef, Khatam of Saints, etc. are offensive to them.

12. Ill manner. This reflects poor behaviour and abusive language. Both these vices belong to the infidels. The believers need to stay far away from them. You must always be of soft nature and tongue extremely sweet.

3. Ignoble, mean, besides all that, of doubtful birth 13.

3. This means an illegitimate baby is a baby born out of adultery. On the revelation of this verse Waleed came to his mother and said that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم described him with ten faults. Nine of these I find in myself, the tenth one you know it. Tell me the truth; am I illegitimate or not, or I will strike your neck. In response the mother replied: “Your father lacked manpower. I feared that after his death others would take his wealth. So I called a certain shepherd. You are born from this act (Tafseer Khattain, Roohul Bayaan, Sawi, etc). From this we learn that anyone who bears malice for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and utters evil about him is a bastard.
14. Simply because he possesses wealth and children 14. This means almost all wealth and children's foundations are crooked. From these verses we learn that Allah Almighty Himself takes revenge on behalf of His Prophet.

15. When Our Verses are recited to him, he says: "These are stories of the ancients 15." n't pay attention to them.

16. We shall soon brand 16 upon his swine like snout . this is the face of the abuser of the Beloved of Allah Almighty. Waleed had died before the Battle of Badr.

17. Surely, We shall try 17 them as We tried the owners 18 of the garden, when they swore that they would certainly pluck all the produce in the morning 19; but they did not say: "If Allah wills." father we will soon become beggars. We will harvest the fruit the next dawn without the beggars coming to know about it. In these verses mention is being made about this incident. This incident took place after Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) was taken away to the heavens.

18. But they were not willing to set aside a portion (for the poor).

19. Then a calamity from your Lord
20. At night the garden was devastated by a severe storm and it was totally destroyed.

21. In which no fruit was spared, but they knew nothing about its destruction.

22. Saying: "Go out early to your field, if you want to pluck (the fruit)." Almighty, thereafter commence with the business of the world. He whose beginning is good, his end will be good. That is why Islam has prescribed Salatul Fajr, recitation of the Holy Qur’aan, Zikrullah, etc. in the early morning.

23. So they went, while whispering together.

24. Saying: "Let no needy person enter it today against you."

25. And in the morning they proceeded determined to achieve the purpose.

26. But when they saw it, they said: "Certainly, we adopted the wrong way."

27. “No, in fact, we have been unfortunate.”

25. Those people first thought that they had become misled and come to another place. Our garden had not been so big. After having carefully considered this, they said no, we did not lose the path but the garden had become big.
28. The moderate among them said:
"Did I not say to you, why do you not glorify 26 (Allah)?"

26. From this we learn that the intention of sin is sin and on sin Divine punishment comes in

29. They said: "Glory be to our Lord. Surely, we have been unjust 27."

27. We had tried to stop the good tradition of our deceased father. This tells us that we should keep the habits of our past elders alive which are good; otherwise we will be cut off

30. Then some of them advanced 28 against others, blaming each other.

28. From then it was criticizing one another that you gave one bad advice. Eventually they

31. They said: "Woe to us! Surely, we were disobedient 29."

29. From this emerge two issues:
1. The stopping of good customs of parents and ancestors is a means of approaching evil and

32. "It may be that our Lord will give us, instead, one better (garden) than it. Undoubtedly, we make our humble submission 30."

30. Allah Almighty, before this repentance, gave them a better garden than this whose name was BAAGH HAIWAAN (live Garden), in which many fruit would grow. From this we learn that repentance is the cause of the amends of Divine Mercy. ACTION: If you want to

33. Such is the punishment 31 here and certainly the punishment of the Hereafter is greater 32. Did they but know 33.

31. Oh infidels of Makkah! Think before you! Think of your ending!
32. We learned that the worldly punishment on the infidels will not decrease the punishment of the Hereafter, and no matter how big the worldly punishment may be it will not be ligh-

the world. Zakaat is obligatory on fresh produce.

from the Mercy of Allah Almighty. Khatam Shareef of the pious, Esaale Sawaab gathering. Meelad Shareef and Gyarwee Shareef are good customs of the pious.

said we are all guilty.

rebellion.

cause harm to any person recite this verse after Zohr Namaaz followed by INNA LILLAHI WA INNA ILLAHI RAJOON. If Allah Almighty wills, you will find a better reward.
SECTION 2

34. Certainly, those who are pious shall have with their Lord Paradises of Bliss.

34. Here by pious and people of fear are meant, believers. There are many stages of piety. The first stage, which is called general piety, is obtained by every believer who fears Allah Almighty in the true sense of the word i.e. bringing faith in Him. Second stage which is called specific piety. Pious believers obtain this. Third stage is obtained by the very specific and is obtained by the Saints of Allah. Therefore as the stage of piety so will be its reward and stages in Paradise. This verse includes all the groups of pious; therefore there are many explanations for it.

35. What! Shall we then treat those who are Muslims, as the culprits?

37. This tells us that if the sinner and a believer are not equal than how will a Prophet and non-Prophet be equal? On the compiled difference depends faith. It should be remembered that, here, culprit denotes infidels because opposite to them are Muslims.

36. What has happened to you? How do you judge?

38. Reason for its Revelation:
The infidels of Makkah were saying if after dying you and us were to wake up, we would be better off than you because in the world we were among the wealthy and you were among the poor. These verses have been revealed in their refutation in which it has been said that do not keep in supposition in the world of the Hereafter. In the land grain and chaff seems at one place but after trashing the place of the chaff is different to that of the grain.

37. Or, have you a book wherein you read?

39. That you have surely, therein what you choose?

39. This means oh infidels! From where are you giving this information of the unseen that in the Hereafter you will be better off than the Muslims? Which heavenly book is revealed on you in which this is stated?

39. Or, have you received from Us an agreement confirmed by an oath extending to the Day of Resurrection
that you shall surely have what you

40. This means oh foolish people! We have regarding you some oaths that no matter what you do you will stay in Paradise from which oath we will be helpless to keep you in Paradise. This tells us that after sinning to keep

40. Ask them which of them will guarantee 42 that?

42. From this it is hinted that regarding the rewards of the believers, Allah Almighty is an Authority without any show of mercy. There is no amnesty for an infidel. This is the big differ-

41. Or, do they have associate 43 gods? If they have associate gods let them bring them, if they are truthful 44.

43. Those who can give them Paradise from Us, though themselves are engaged in infidelity.

42. On the day when the leg 45 shall, be exposed (Allah alone knows the meaning) and they will be called upon to prostrate 46 themselves, but they will not be able to do it 47.

45. There will be such severity that out of fear shins will open. Or Allah Almighty will reveal His Frank Power upon mankind.

46. This will not be the prostration (sajdah) of fatigue because on the Day of Judgement no one will be entrusted with a duty. But this prostration will be for the identification between the sincere and the hypocrite. From

43. Their eyes shall be cast 48 down and humiliation 49 shall overtake them. But verily, they were called upon to prostrate 50 themselves, indeed, while they were all safe and sound 51.

48. Due to shame and remorse, or due to being unable to withstand the power of Divine Right (Tafseer Roohul Mu‘ani, Azizi). This tells us that the believers will behold the Vision of

order 41?

41. In spite of infidelity hope of Paradise and Divine mercy.

hope of Paradise is the way of the infidel. Expression of remorse at sins should be with the hope with Divine mercy.

41. In spite of infidelity hope of Paradise and Divine mercy.

Or, do they have associate 43 gods? If they have associate gods let them bring them, if they are truthful 44.

44. This means they themselves are aware that they are liars. They merely talk about this in their stubbornness.

44. This means they themselves are aware that they are liars. They merely talk about this in their stubbornness.

47. On the Day of Judgement every group of the infidels would be sent into Hell with their false gods. The believers and hypocrites will be distinguished.

49. Their faces will turn black. In fact on their entire body signs of disgrace and misery will appear through which their enmity will become
parent. May Allah give us protection!

1. That when the Muazzin was calling out

AYYA ALASSALAH: Come towards Prayer.

they were not coming for Salaah. This tells us

at congregation, too, is obligatory, and being

present in the mosque too is obligatory. To

perform Salaah at home without any valid

reason is a sign of a hypocrite, and

this is its punishment.

51. This tells us that during valid reason and

sickness, congregation and not going to the

mosque is excused and one will not be held

responsible for its default. Not performing

ibaadat during the state of good health is
depressing oneself of good fortune.

4. So leave Me with those who

object this announcement. We shall

overtake to ruin them step-by-step,

which they do not perceive 53.

3. And despite their infidelity and sins, their

worldly favours will grant them relief due to

which they will become more negligent and

indulge in sins. This tells us that any wealth,

which creates neglect of Allah Almighty, is the

punishment from the Almighty. May Allah

protect us from such wealth!

5. And I shall give them respite;

surely, My secret plan is firm.

6. And do you ask from them a

reward 54, but they are burdened

with debt 55.

4. This tells us that the Noble Prophets do not

ask the creation any wages for the propagation of

Prophethood. It is Allah Almighty who pays

them for it. However, it is incumbent upon the

Ummah to thank them. To recite Darood

shareef; to love the family members of the Holy

Prophet, to love the Arabs and to respect the

sacred city of Madina. To express appreci-
ation is not paying wages. Expressing

appreciation is a sign of dutifulness.

55. This means the reasons these infidels did

not bring faith is not this that they had to spend

something for doing this, and they are stingy,
rather it is the eternal wretchedness, which
deprived them of this favour.

7. Or, have they knowledge of the

unseen, so that they write 56 it down?

56. This means these people are not independent

of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because

the Divine Tablet is not in their view, which

they can see to obtain unseen knowledge to

gain guidance by them, and like

8. So wait patiently, for the

Command 57 of your Lord, and be

not like the companion of the fish 58.

When he called to the Lord while he

the Holy Qur’aan, prepare a heavenly book.

Here, unseen means the Divine Tablet and by

writing is meant to write a heavenly book for

guidance.
was in distress 59.

57. Coming of the verses of Jihad (Holy War). In this case this verse is abrogated from the command of Jihad. Or, it refers to the coming of Divine punishment on some infidels and gaining guidance of repentance for some. In that case this verse is a command.

58. This tells us that one should not follow in the errors of the pious, including the Noble Prophets, nor can these errors be called their sunnats. For this reason it has been stated in Hadith Shareef: "Obligatory upon you is my Sunnat- my way of life" and not "Obligatory upon you is my tradition" because Hadith can be referred to every saying and action of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم whether it be from a special quality, but only that which can be called sunnat which can be incumbent to be followed. For this reason Allah Almighty said: "then follow their path" (S6:V 90) Errors are not included under Guidance. The meaning of the verse is this that Oh My Beloved, do not hasten regarding the matters of the people like Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace).

59. Because of grief and anger, his heart was choking on his people. In this condition he prayed for punishment for his people. It should be remembered that this grief and anger of Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) was for the sake of Allah Almighty and not for himself. The censure did not come about due to this anger, but due to the hastiness.

49. Were it not so that the favour 60 from his Lord had overtaken him; he would certainly have been thrown upon the bare tract 61 of the land, while he was condemned (by his people).

60. This means Mercy of Allah Almighty guided Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) in the belly of the fish. Due to his Tasbeeh, glorification and dua made its belly a bright room and grew for him greenery until he came out of it and appointed every vomit for service (Tafseer Azizi).

61. Neither would the pumpkin plant have grown for him, nor would the animals have served him. All this happened due to the Mercy of Allah Almighty.

50. Then his Lord chose him, and placed him among the righteous 62.

62. By this is meant to grant improvement in piety, other Prophets are pious at all times. Hazrat Yunus (On whom be peace) was a Prophet in the belly of the fish as well. His Prophethood had not been revoked or cancelled. The Ulama say that going in the belly of the fish was his Mercy and the belly of that fish was more virtuous than the Divine Throne. Maulana Rumi says: My (Hazrat Yunus) status became lofty though I was in the stomach of the fish. When Allah wants to bestow His mercy He creates such excuses. In short, there are thousands of blessings in the censures of Prophets.

51. And the infidels would strike you with their angry 63 glances when they heard the QUR’AAN 64 and
said: “Surely, he is insane 65.”

63. In Arabia there were some people who were famous for having an evil eye. If they would say in a hungry state to any one by looking sharply at him that: “We have not seen him like this till today. How nice it would have been if you had been such a person or an animal”, that person would immediately die. The infidels of Makkah had brought them by offering them a bribe. According to custom, they kept them hungry for three days, and then brought them in the presence of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم who was engaged in the recitation of the Holy Qur’aan. They repeated their words several times but Allah Almighty protected the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم from their evil eye. This verse was revealed at this occasion. This tells us that to look at the beautiful face of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم with evil intent is an act of infidelity. On the other hand, to look at the glowing face of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم with good belief makes a person a Companion. The same is with the Holy Qur’aan. Reciting it with evil intention is an act of infidelity while reciting it with noble intentions is an act of worship.

64. From this emerge two issues:
1. Evil eye is true.
2. The Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is such a Beloved of Allah Almighty that He protects him from the evil eye. The infidels had asked these people to affect him with their evil eye whose evil eye would destroy the people, but Allah Almighty kept His Beloved safe from it. This verse is an excellent means of protection from the evil eye.

65. This means the infidels call a paragon of intelligence like that of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم as mad due to their lack of intelligence. It should be remembered that just one portion of intelligence is distributed to the entire creation while nine tenths of the intelligence is granted to the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم.

52. And it is not but a remembrance to the universe 66.

66. From this is understood that the Messenger of Allah is the Zikrullah i.e. the remembrance of Allah Almighty. He says: "Undoubtedly Allah has sent down to you remembrance. the Holy Prophet” (S65:V10). He further says: "Beware in the remembrance of Allah lies the contentment of the heart" (S13:V28). This tells us that discontented hearts find contentment with the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم. Also, that the Messenger of Allah صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is at all times the remembrance of Allah for all persons.
SURAH AL-HAQQAH (THE SURE REALITY)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijerah
2 Sections: 52 Verses
256 Words and 1423 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. The concrete reality (is to happen).
2. What is the concrete reality?
3. What would make you realize what the concrete reality is 1?

1. One name of the Day of Judgement is HAQQAH "The inevitable truth." i.e. its occurrence is inevitable and a certainty. From "what did you know" we are told that the terror and dreadfulness of the Day of Judgement are beyond human comprehension, but O My Beloved you are informed of it through revelation. Here, the negation is of understanding and not knowledge.

4. The people of Thamud and Aad called the striking calamity 2 a lie.

2. QARIAH, too, is a name of the Day of Judgement. Because on that day people will be greatly grieved i.e. the people of Aad and Thamud were destroyed due to their rejection of the Day of Judgement. So, the infidels of Makkah, too, should think of their end.

5. Then as for the Thamud, they were destroyed by a violent 3 blast.

3. Hazrat Jibraeel rebuffed it. They were unable to withstand his voice and so they were destroyed, just like some people die from the sound of cannon or loud thunder. It should be remembered that through the sound of Hazrat Jibraeel that earth came into tremor and the people died. Thus, this verse is not in contradiction of: "Then the earthquake took them"(57:V78).

6. And as for the Aad, they were destroyed by a fierce roaring wind 4.

4. From this we learn that Allah Almighty destroyed strong people with simple things, so that His Power could be revealed. The Companions of the Elephants were destroyed through Ababeel (small birds). Mighty Nanrood was destroyed through a mosquito. The incident of the destruction of the people of Aad has been described in detail before.
4. Which He imposed against them for seven nights and eight days continuously, so that you might have seen their people therein prostrate as if they were the trunks of fallen date palm trees.

5. From twenty-two Shawwaal, from Wednesday to the next Wednesday.

6. Death flew there in such a way, like the weak are thrown down by the strong.

7. This means the people of Aad were tall and strongly built. When they were destroyed they became like the broken stems of dates. After their destruction, a strong wind flung their corpses into the river.

8. Do you then see any one of them remaining?

8. This tells us that the vision sees all earlier and latter things because regarding the people of Aad it is being said you are seeing them yet this incident took place much earlier.

9. And the Pharaoh, and those before him, and the overthrown cities continuously committed sins.

9. The localities of the people of Lut whose foundations were turned upside down were five, namely Swaeed, Swa’ dah, Umrah, Dawa and Sadoom (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

10. And they disobeyed the Messenger of their Lord, so He seized them with a severe penalty.

10. Punishment in the world only came to those nations who disbelieved the Prophet. Only disobeying did not bring down Divine punishment. Says Allah Almighty: "And We are not to torment until We have sent a Messenger" (S17:V15). In this instance, their destruction was due to the disobedience of the Prophet i.e. He said that because they had disobeyed the Prophet, they were destroyed.

11. Verily, we carried you in a ship when the water of the flood went high.

11. It should be remembered that favours on the forefathers is indeed favours on the children. The infidels of Arabia themselves had rode in the ships, but because these people were their children who had got into the ship therefore it has been said that you have been placed in the ship. The coming of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is a favour to all of us.
12. That We make it a reminder to you, and that the retaining ears may preserve it.

12. This tells us that it is a good thing to establish the remembrance of an important event. Thus, to celebrate the birth of the Holy Prophet  صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is an act of virtue Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) had said: "Oh Allah descend upon us lay the table from the unseen for us which will become an Eid for our predecessors and those to come."

13. This means after listening to these incidents the people would obtain benefit who remember them and take lessons from them.

14. And the trumpet is blown with a single blast.

14. This verse and verses of this type are used by the great Sufis for blowing over someone and for their incantations. Hazrat Jibreel (On whom be peace) blew in the collar garment of Bibi Mariam. Allah Almighty blew the soul in Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace). At the time of Qiyamah, the Trumpet will be blown. This tells us that to provide blessings by blowing over a person is way of Allah Almighty and the way of the Angels. Thus, even today, the saintly persons read some incantations and blow on the person.

15. And the earth and the mountain are crushed after lifting up all at once.

15. By this blowing is meant the first blowing of the Trumpet through which all living beings will be rendered dead. Then, a complete change will take place in the world.

16. On that day the great event shall come to pass.

16. Then the Day of Judgement will take place. This general occurrence of death will mark the beginning of the Day of Judgement.

16. And the heaven shall be split and on that day it shall fall to pieces.

17. This means the sky, which in spite of being so strong will on that day become feeble and weak.

17. And the angels shall be standing on the sides thereof and above them shall be eight angels carrying the Throne of your Lord, above them.

18. This means the heavenly angels on the tearing of the sky will stand on the side. Thereafter, the order of Allah Almighty, they will descend on the earth and enclose it.

19. This means eight angels or eight rows of angels. Prior to this, bearers of the Throne were four, but on the Day of Judgement they will change to eight. Only Allah Almighty knows the wisdom behind this. In the world four qualities of Allah Almighty have become apparent, but on the Day of Judgement, in addition to these four qualities, another four qualities will become apparent, which will include excellence, grandeur and justice (Tafseer Azizi).
18. On that day you shall be presented 20, and no hiding soul shall remain hidden 21.

22. On the Day of Judgement man will appear before the Lord in three ways. In the first two there will be apology and excuse and reproach and scolding and the third will be for the distribution of the books of deeds: Some will be given in their right hand and some in their left hand.

23. This means no person will be able to conceal himself from Allah Almighty: everyone will have to appear before Him. Or, no person will be able to conceal his good or evil deeds according to his own power. However, if Allah Almighty's Generosity to cover the failings of sinners takes place, it will be His Kindness and Favour. Thus, there is no objection against the verse.

19. Then as for such one who is given his record in his right 22 hand, he will say: “Here, take a read 23 of my record.”

22. Through which he will become certain of being the inmate of Paradise.

23. Out of joy they will ask their friends and relatives to read out of their books of deeds, just as when one receives a happy letter today they read it themselves as well as ask people to read it out. This tells us that while in the world we should recite the Holy Qur’aan ourselves and listen to its recitation from others, because this provides sweetness to the ear, one derives joy from it. This is the Friends’ message and His Letter.

20. “Indeed, I knew that I shall meet my account 24.”

26. Here, the word conjecture denotes certainty i.e. I was certain in the world that on the Day of Judgement I will be judged, therefore I had prepared myself for it. Before being judged, I had put myself through this process.

21. So, he shall be in a life of pleasure 25.

25. He would be in comfort on the Day of Judgement and would be happy and comfortable on reaching Paradise as well.

22. In a lofty Paradise.

23. The cluster 26 of fruits, which are near at hand.

28. They will be eating with comfort in standing, sitting and sleeping position.

24. Eat and drink pleasantly 27, for what you did before hand 28, in the days gone by.

27. The foods and drinks of here should neither cause indigestion nor should be unlawful in terms of Islamic laws, nor is it due to the onus of anyone. It is the reward of your own good deeds, contrary to the foods and drinks of the world.

28. It should be remembered the Paradise for the pious believer is the reward of his own
good deeds, while it for the minor deceased children of the believers and for sinners, is the reward of the parents or some good deeds. Thus, there is no objection against this verse. It becomes apparent from this verse that the good deeds of the world are beneficial. The grave and the Hereafter are not the place for action.

25. And as for him who is given his account in his left 29 hand, he shall say: “O would that my record had never been given to me 30.”

29. This will be the condition of the infidels: both their hands will be tied towards the back and their books of deeds will be placed in their left hand.

30. From this emerge two issues:
1. After this, every person will be able to read. Thus, every ignorant person would be able to read his book of deeds.
2. After death, everyone’s language will be Arabic as the books of deeds will be in Arabic, which would be understood by all. The official language of the Kingdom of Allah is Arabic. Thus, the questions of the grave and of the accountability will all be in Arabic. The language of the inmates of Paradise, too, will be Arabic.

31. Alas! I wish I were not aware of my book of deeds. Knowing this type of accountability is better than not knowing it all.

32. This means I should have been given such a death after which I should not have been given en life so that I would not have seen this embarrassment and this punishment.

33. “My wealth has availed me nothing.”

35. From this we learn that the wealth of the believer will benefit him in the Hereafter. His charities and his legacy, which he had bequeathed to his heirs, too, will be of benefit to him, if Allah wills. No charities or legacies of the infidels will benefit them in the Hereafter, because this regret is for them. And believers will be safeguarded from the punishment of the infidels.

34. “My authority has been stripped from me.”

36. This means being a quibbler and user of abusive language in the world will find that all his strength is finished. This tells us that the power of the proofs of the believers in the Hereafter will be much stronger, because whatever the believer was saying he would see the proof of it.

35. Get hold of him, then put iron collar 35 on him.

35. In that tie both his hands to his neck with his collar.
31. Then cast him into the burning fire.

38. In that place him on the edge of Hell fire and push him that he will fall in it by himself.

32. Then thrust him into a chain, the length of which is seventy cubits, thread him.

37. Its depth is seventy hands more than that of the angels. The length of the hands of these angels is such that it is equal to the distance between Makkah Muazzamah and Kufa.

33. Certainly he did not believe in Allah the Great.

39. This tells us that believing in Allah by rejecting the Prophet is not reliable because Allah Almighty is saying to all the infidels that they did not believe in Allah Almighty, although many infidels believed in Allah Almighty, but they were rejecting the Prophet.

40. Nor did he urge the feeding of the poor.

44. This means he was neither giving charity himself, nor was he telling the people to give.

41. Therefore, he neither has a true friend today.

43. Those guilty of wrong beliefs i.e. the infidels. Thus, the verse is completely clear.
44. This means things that are apparent like the world, the bodies, the entire world, bearing testimony and all outer deeds.

45. Like the Hereafter, souls, the jinns, the angels, the entire unseen world, or the hidden deeds of the pious persons about which no one is aware besides Allah Almighty.

46. Certainly, this Qur’aan is the speech with the Noble Prophet.

47. This tells us that the entire Qur’aan is those words of Allah Almighty, which He had spoken to His Beloved Prophet. Others have listened to them through the medium of the Prophet. Therefore, there are some verses in the Holy Qur’aan, which are not known to anyone besides the Holy Prophet i.e. the Mutashabihat (verses whose meanings are not known to anyone besides the Messenger of Allah Peace be upon him). This reveals the high status of the Holy Prophet .

48. We further learn that the Prophet is very generous because Allah Almighty has said about him that a truly generous person would be he who is the owner of all the bounties of Allah Almighty. Thus, the Holy Prophet is the owner of all the bounties of Allah Almighty.

49. Says Allah Almighty: “O Beloved! Undoubtedly, We have bestowed upon you abundance of good” (S107:V1). We also learn that it is permissible to ask every type of bounty because the beggars’ duty is to seek from the generous. Also, that the Holy Prophet does not turn away any beggar as this is below the dignity of the generous. Says Allah Almighty: “And chide not the beggar” (S93:V10).

50. Qur’aan is poetry. It should be remembered that they were used to poetry and cheap novels i.e. false and decorated literature, which was empty of metre and rhyme, because the Holy Qur’aan is not metrical.

51. Nor is it the word of a poet. Little is that you believe to their idle talks, why have you become so foolish

52. Nor is it the word of a soothsayer. Little is that you mind

53. In the words of the soothsayers there is no such guidance. You have listened many times

54. It is the revelation from the Lord of the universe.

55. The Holy Qur’aan was revealed gradually over twenty-three years, through Hazrat Jibrael (On whom be peace).

56. Thus, the Holy Qur’aan is guidance to the entire world and the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) is the Messenger for all the worlds. The Prime Minister's premiership is for the entire kingdom.
And if he had fabricated against us some of the sayings.

This means that if not the entire Qur’an, just one word of it you could have attributed to Allah Almighty.

We would certainly have taken revenge from him with force.

This means if the Holy Prophet had attributed one false word to us then We would have destroyed him like this. He would not have achieved this much.

Then We would certainly have cut off his life artery.

From this we learn that the end of the false claimants to Prophethood is always bad, like that of Mirza Qadyaan, he died during a journey, in a toilet. People hurled rubbish on his corpse. All his claims were proven false. People should take a lesson from it.

And not one of you could have withheld Us from him.

But it so happened that his sun is continuously on the rise and the entire creation of the Creator is obedient to him i.e. by a mere sign of the finger the moon split into two, the sun that had set came out at his command, it began to rain, stones recited his Kalimah, etc. This tells us that he is the true Prophet: his beautiful actions are all true.

And certainly it is a reminder from those who are pious.

It is not for the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) because he is a fully instructed guide and spiritualist prior to the revelation of the Holy Qur’aan. This tells us that the Holy Qur’aan is not a guide for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم but it is a guide for the rest of the universe. Or, it could mean that whoever accepts Islam after reciting the Kalimah, the Holy Qur’aan provides him with guidance to practise Islam, but it is the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم who provides guidance towards faith.

And surely, we know that some of you deny it.

They will continue till the end falsifying. No proof will be efficacious or effective for them.

And verily, it is a great grief to the infidels.

And undoubtedly, it is the true certainty.

It means the day of Judgement is confirmed not doubtful or, on that day infidels will also have truth of certainty there are 3 stages of this knowledge, knowledge of
certainty, eye of certainty truth of certainty.

52. Therefore glorify 58 the Name of your Lord, the Great.

58. In this gratitude that he made you leader of messengers. Seal of the Prophets.
SURAH AL-MA'ARIJ (THE WAYS OF ASCENT)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah

2 Sections: 44 Verses 224 Words, 929 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most 
Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1
1. A questioner asks for the punishment 1 about to fall.

1. His name was Nadar bin Harith who had been saying Oh Lord, if the Holy Qur’aan is a true Book then pour stones upon us from the sky, which has been mentioned elsewhere in the Qur’aan. From this we learn that to seek Divine Punishment is the way of the infidels, while the work of the believer is to seek protection from punishment.

2. Upon the infidels, which none may avert 2.

2. Reason for its Revelation:
Nadar bin Harith, Abu Jahl, etc. and the leaders of the Quraish, had asked the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم who is entitled to the punishment about which you are warning us? In reply to it, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Khazaimul Irfan). In this condition, by question is meant to ask. The author of Tafseer Azizi said that people would pray holding the Cloth of the Holy Ka’bah, that Oh Allah! If Islam is the true religion, then pour stones upon us. This verse was revealed regarding them. In this condition the question signifies to offer a prayer. The objective of this is whether the people pray or not, the punishment is certain to descend upon the infidels. It will not be warded off by any means.

3. (As it is) from Allah, the Lord of the ways of ascent 3.

3. He is the Lord of the seven heavens, the Divine Throne and the Chair wherein no one has any claim of ownership. Therefore, it has been mentioned specifically. Otherwise, it is Allah Almighty Who is the Supreme Lord of everything high and low.

4. To Him ascend 5 the angels and Jibraeel4 that chastisement will fall on a Day, the measure of which is fifty thousand years 6.

4. From this we learn that Hazrat Jibraeel (On Whom be peace) is most superior among all the angels, because he has been mentioned after all the angels in a special way. We further learn that his name is Rooh (spirit) as well. And Roohullah (the spirit of Allah Almighty),
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Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) was born from his blowing on Bibi Mariam. Here, by angels is meant those angels who always descend on the earth through the permission of Allah Almighty. They do not include those angels who are assigned the duty of only worshipping Allah Almighty.

5. From the heavens to the earth, or they go to their place. The loftiest place of all is that of Hazrat Jibraeil (On whom be peace), which is SIDRATUL MUNTAHA.

6. For some, the punishment is for a thousand years, while for others, it is just a short while. Just as a sick patient finds a night to be long while the healthy person enjoying a good sleep finds the night short. While the one who meets his beloved finds it to be just one moment. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

7. Therefore, be steadfast with an admirable patience.

7. You should not feel straitened at the cruelty of the infidels. Thus, this verse is firm and not abrogated. It should be remembered that excellent patience is that which is made for gaining the pleasures of Allah Almighty. It is for this type of patience that one would be rewarded.

8. Surely, they see it to be far off.

8. This means that take it to be beyond human intelligence, and say that the Day of Judgement and its punishments are impossible. Hence, there is no inconsistency in the verse. Since the infidels did not believe in the punishment, the word is indeed meaningless.

9. But, We see it nearby.

9. As that punishment is closer than human intelligence as well in terms of time. The introduction of this punishment begins soon after a person dies. There is nothing beyond Our power.

10. On the day when the heavens shall be as molten silver.

10. At first, this would be condition of the sky. Thereafter, it would become like a red, tanned sheepskin. Says Allah Almighty: "And when the sky will split, it will become rose like red hide" (SS5:V37). Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

11. And the mountains will be as flakes of wool.

11. And bosom friend will not ask about bosom friend.

11. Not enquiring about this will be for the infidels. Or, during the early part of Judgement Day, then after the great intercession, some believers will intercede for some believers. They will enquire and remedy the situation. Thus, this verse is not in contradiction of other verse.

12. They shall be made to see each other. A culprit would wish to be redeemed from the punishment of that day by offering sons.
12. This means the infidels will see one another but each will be so immersed in his own difficulties that they will have no time to enquire about the condition of the other.

13. And the nearest of his kinsmen, who gave him shelter.

14. And all those that are on the earth, that they altogether might save him.

15. But, never, it is a flaming fire.

16. Dragging skin from the head.

17. It shall invite him who turned and fled (from truth).

18. And amassed (wealth) and then hoarded it.

19. Certainly, man is created of impatient greedy.

20. Being greatly perturbed when evil touches him.

21. And becomes a miser when he even know, those dear to him, etc. In short, let all the people of the world be placed into Hell so that he can be saved from it.

die on infidelity and who will die as a believer. This is like the Hoori of Paradise who censures that woman who fights with her husband, who would be an inmate of Paradise. She says that: "Do not fight with him because he is a visitor by you and would be coming to us."

comply with religious laws and would be punished for not complying with them.

eonce when afflicted by calamities nor express gratitude when placed in comfort.
gets benefitted.  

18. This verse is the commentary of becoming impatient i.e. the impatience of man can be seen from the fact when he is afflicted with a little harm, he abandons the Door of Allah Almighty out of fear, and he is bestowed with good, financial, etc. he does not spend it in the path of Allah Almighty fearing that by spending it, he will become poor. He keeps his wealth for the rainy days, without placing his trust in Allah Almighty.

22. Except those who offer prayer.

23. The people who are regular with their Salaah.

19. From this we learn that punctuality with Salaah is an excellent virtue and becoming irregular with its performance is an evil act. If any person starts to perform Tahajjud Salaah, he should continue with it and would be included in "Those who are constant in their prayer." We further learn that Allah Almighty will protect a believer from worldly defects, greed, covetousness, etc. through the blessings of Salaah. It is indeed a dearest form of worship.

24. And those in whose wealth there is a known right.

20. Whether it is any portion established by Islamic Law, like Zakaat, Fitrah, or a portion determined by oneself. This tells us that to determine the time to spend the amount of one's optional charity is a good act e.g. given eleven rands charity on the eleventh of each month.

25. For the one who asks help and for the one who cannot even ask so deprived.

21. This means those believers who are regular give their charities to the destitute as well as those needy persons who feel ashamed to ask, thereby depriving themselves of the charities of people. These worshippers search for such persons to give their charity.

26. And those who accept the Day of Judgement to be a reality.

22. This means they have faith in the Day of Judgement and it is due to this faith that they give alms and charities. It should be remembered that faith has priority over deeds, even though here it has been mentioned after it. Faith is a condition while other deeds are conditional.

27. And those who are fearful of the punishment of their Lord.

23. In that they do good deeds and fear Allah Almighty, not knowing whether they would be accepted or not. This fear is out of his own indiscretion and not on the lack of confidence in the promise of Allah Almighty. Thus, this cannot be taken as proof of the possibility of a lie.

28. Certainly, the punishment of their Lord gives no security.
4. No matter how much a person may be God-fearing or pious, he always fears about divine punishment, as he is not aware of his end. In fact, those whom the Qur'aan has given glad tidings of entering Paradise too express great fear of Allah Almighty. To express fear and having hope in Him is part of faith.

29. And those who guard their private parts.

25. In that they never exposed their private parts to others, nor look at other people's private parts. Let alone talking about adultery, they abstain from causes leading to adultery. In terms of this, to look at a strange woman is unlawful. Out of necessity, prevent cold in order to prevent fever.

30. Save from their wives, or from those whom their right hands possess, but they surely, are not to be blamed.

26. This tells us that there is no veil or privacy from one's lawfully wedded wife and such maids who are Islamically lawful for cohabitation. They can see one another's exposed body. However, a maid who is unlawful for cohabitation, it is unlawful to see her private parts.

31. But he who seeks to go beyond this, such are transgressors.

27. From this we learn that Muta is unlawful because a woman used for the purpose of Muta is neither a wife nor a maid. For such a woman there is no divorce nor Khula (divorce requested by the wife), nor Lai'aan (mutual cursing by a couple in a case of adultery) nor inheritance. If she were a lawful wife then all these would be applicable. It is obvious that she is not an Islamically accepted maid. Also, a child from such a woman does not have the status of a son nor any parental relation. It is possible that after coming of age he may enter into Muta with the daughter or sister of the father. In short, Muta is a source of promoting countless evils.

32. And those who are watchful of their trusts and their promises.

28. This means they do not violate the trust of the Creator and His creation. Thus, they do not use their limbs to do anything unlawful, as this is violation of trust of the Creator.

33. And those who are upright in their testimonies.

29. This means they remain firm on matters of life, death, the grave, the Hereafter, on the principles of Unity of Allah (Tauheed) and Prophethood (Risalat). They do not give family consideration when testifying on worldly rights. They testify without any fear or personal consideration.
34. And those who keep profound devotion in their Salaah 30.

30. In that they perform their Salaah correctly, punctually and regularly. They maintain consistency with Nafl (optional) prayer, which

35. They shall be honoured in gardens 31.

31. That even the angels would respect them in Paradise even they would respect each other.

SECTION 2

36. But what ails those who disbelieve, that they look towards you with sharp 32 eyes?

32. This tells us that gazing at the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم with faith and love makes a person a believer and a Sahabi (Noble Companion). A gaze of hatred and enmity is the cause of infidelity. The eye is one but its gazes are different. The gaze to look at the mother is different from that which is used to look at the wife. Similarly, the gaze used to look at the father, the children and the friends, differ from person to person. Thus, to look at the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم you require the gaze of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique while the gaze of Abu Jahl will be harmful. You use a telescope to see far off things and a microscope to see minute things. Likewise, you require the beloved’s gaze to see the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Maulana Rumi beautifully portrays this image: "If your gaze is that of Majnoon, you will become oblivious of the rest of the world." Then to strengthen this gaze you will require Mameira (special medicinal root useful for eyesight and

37. From the right hand and left, in different parties.

38. Is every one of them eager that he should be made to enter 33 Paradise of Bliss?

33. Reason for its Revelation:

Even Allah Almighty would honour them out of His Grace and Benevolence.

In order to strengthen this gaze, you will require the dust of the Mazaars of the Saints of Allah: Verse: "Make the dust of the Saints the collyrium for your eyes. That it may strengthen your sight from the beginning till the end." We further learn that if you are not destined to have Divine Guidance, then even being in the company of the Prophet will not benefit you. The company of the Prophet is the rain of mercy. Rain only enables that seed to grow which has been planted. Rain cannot make a thorny plant into a fruit-bearing plant. Also, that an expression will only have an effect on the heart when the lofty status of the speaker is in the heart. The hearts of these infidels were totally bereft of the lofty status of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم; therefore they could not reap any benefits from his discourses. It is or this reason that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in his initial propagation introduced his personality first, saying "How do you find me among you."
This verse was revealed regarding those infidels who would sit in the court of the Holy Prophet staring intently at him and looking at the poor believers would say that if they will go to Paradise, and then we, too, will be granted Paradise. In addition, they would mock at the blessed discourses of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan).

39. By no means. Verily, we have created them of that which they know 34.

34. The creation of man is through the sperm. Being born through a sperm is not sufficient to make him an inmate of Paradise. The means of attaining Paradise are faith and good deeds. How can an impure sperm be worthy of respect?

40. But no! I swear by the Lord of the Easts 35 and Wests that We are certainly powerful.

35. In a year there are three hundred and sixty East and an equal number of West i.e. sunrise and sunset because everyday the place of sunrise and sunset differs. It is for this reason that the plural form is being used.

41. To bring in their place others better 36 than them. And we cannot be frustrated 37.

36. This means O My Beloved! In exchange of them you will be granted better servants and slaves. Thus, Allah Almighty provided him with the pure and clear group like the Ansaar who are more excellent and lofty than even the angels.

37. There this is impossible that out of pressure of any infidel We would yield to grant him Paradise, and show him honour and respect (Tafseer Azizi).

42. Therefore, leave 38 them alone to indulge in idle talk and to play until they come face to face with that day of theirs, which they are promised.

38. This means do not be saddened by their fun and sport and rejection of faith. This does not mean that don’t preach Islam to them. Thus, there is nothing objectionable about the verse.

43. The day on which they shall come forth from their graves 39 in haste, as if they were hastening 40 to a target.

39. They will be running to the Field of Accountability, some will go walking, some on their faces downwards. If Allah Almighty wills, the believers will be on the conveyances as is outlined in the Books of Hadith.

40. Like the people of the Flag would be running in the direction where their flags are pitched. Every person’s wish would be to reach there first.
44. Their eyes cast down. Disgrace shall overcome them. That is the day, which they were promised.

41. This tells us that as soon as they have emerged out of their graves there would be a distinction between the believers and the infidels, in order to distinguish one from the other. The infidels would be walking on their faces.

SURAH NUH (PROPHET NUH) (MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
2 Sections: 28 Verses 224 Words, 999 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Surely, We sent Nuh to the people, saying: “Warn your people, before there comes upon them a painful punishment.”

1. From the beginning till the end this Surah only has a discussion about Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). At that point in time Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) was the prophet of all the people and the human population was very small. His blessed name was either Abdul Ghaffar or Yashkur. He was given the title of Nuh because he would lament a great deal. He is the fourth Prophet, and the first Prophet to propagate the Message of Allah Almighty to the infidels. The first people to receive Divine punishment, too, were the people of Nuh.

2. At the time of death in the world, in the grave and in the Hereafter, that is, warn them before the punishment comes. After the punishment comes both your warning and their fear of the punishment would be an exercise in futility.

2. He said: “O my people, I am a clear warner to you.”

3. This tells us that a believer can call the infidels his people, although to love them and
be attached to them is forbidden. We further learn that there should be gentleness in
3. “That you should worship 4 Allah and fear Him, and obey me.”
4. By worship is meant accepting faith i.e. sincere worship; otherwise no worship is
incumbent on the infidel. By piety is meant
4. “He will forgive 5 some of your sins and grant you a delay to an
appointed 6 term. Certainly the promise of Allah cannot be deferred 7 when it comes. If you but know 8.
5. This means He will not forgive infringement of human rights. From this we
learn that the sins in the state of infidelity would be forgiven after accepting Islam, except
the infringement of human rights. The person will have to fulfill his obligatory duties, and pay
back what is due to the oppressed.
6. In that He will not send punishment in your entire life. Thus, there is nothing objectionable about the verse.
5. He 9 (Nuh) said: “O my Lord, certainly I have called my people night and day 10.”
9. Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) made this dua longer after he had preached the Message of
Allah Almighty, and when he had become despondent about their guidance. He had been
preaching for nine hundred and fifty years.
10. By day and night is meant preaching all the time. This means O my Lord! I had
preached to them all the time in every form, but these unfortunate wretches have reacted
contrary to Your Message, in that their infidel-
ity continued to gain greater strength. It should
be remembered that their increase in infidelity
was not due to any fault of Hazrat Nuh’s
propagation, but it was due to their unsound
mental faculty e.g. sometime food increases the
illness of the patient not because of the fault of
the food, but because his stomach is unable to
digest it or the bat becomes blinded by the sun
for which the sun cannot be blamed.
6. “But the more I call them the more
they run away 11.”
11. From this dua emerge a few issues:
1. At the time of making the dua, Allah Almighty should be remembered with His
Attributes of Mercy.
2. Use the medium of your good deeds.

3. If it is to be used adversely against someone, then lodge a complaint against him
and give a reason to justify the curse.
4. To remain aloof from the company of the
pious is a sign of deprivation i.e. depriving
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yourself from their blessings.
5. Obduracy on sin is an act of wretchedness.
6. To regard the Prophets and Saints as non-
benefactors, and to oppose them with arrogance
is the way of the infidels. Such people are
always deprived of the blessings and mercy of
Allah Almighty. When any beggar knocks on
the door of a person, he always regards himself
as poor and the owner of the house as rich.
Observe, Allah Almighty says here: "And
persisted and waxed great pride." The Wahabis
need to take a lesson from this.

7. "And whenever I called them that
You may forgive 12 them, they put
their fingers in their ears 13, covered
themselves with their garments 14,
and persisted and became arrogant
15."

12. This means my calling them to the Path of
Truth was not of any benefit to me, but only to
benefit them.
13. So that my preaching would not reach
their ears. Such is the nature of their
rep probation.
14. So that they would not be able to see me,
i.e. they are disgusted to even look at my face.

8. "Then I called them openly 16."

16. From this we learn that propagation
should be carried out privately and publicly.
Thus, it is permissible to deliver a lecture on a
loudspeaker, as this is equivalent to public prop-
agation. To take out the procession (Juloos) of
a pious person e.g. a Prophet or a Saint, too, is
permissible as this also is a form of public
propagation.

9. "And then I preached to them in
public and spoke to them in secret
17."

17. I preached to each one separately. I did not
leave any stone unturned in my propagation.

10. I said: "Ask forgiveness 18 of your
Lord. Verily He is Most Forgiving."

18. After accepting the faith, because without
accepting faith the recitation of Istighfaar is of
no benefit.

11. "He will send down upon you
rain in torrents."

12. "And He will strengthen 19 you
with wealth and children, and will
allocate for you Paradise and springs
of water 20."

19. Because through worship and Istighfaar
one can achieve the blessings of this world and
20. From this we understand that there are numerous benefits, worldly and religious, of reciting Istighfaar and repentance. The ideal time for reciting Istighfaar is the true dawn. Says Allah Almighty: "In the last part of the night they used to seek forgiveness" (51:18). Through its recitation Allah Almighty blesses the people with abundance of rain; there is a blessing in ones wealth and children, as has been reported by Hazrat Imam Hassan (May Allah be pleased with him). A few people came to him with the following complaints: one complained about the shortage of rain, another complained about not having children, another complained about shortage of the harvest. He ordered all of them to recite Istighfaar, basing this verse as a proof for it.

13. What happened to you? That you hope 21 not to achieve honour from Allah.

21. That they do not declare faith in the Prophet of Allah, who can grant you honour,

14.“And certainly He has created you in different forms 22 and conditions.”

22. Sometimes a sperm sometimes congealed blood, sometimes a lump of flesh. Thereafter a full-grown baby followed by youth, then old age. And sometimes wealth, sometimes poverty.

15. Do you not see how Allah has created the seven heavens in harmony one upon the other 23?

23. One upon the other and in between a big distance. This does not necessarily mean that the skies are stuck to one another.

16. And placed the moon 24 therein as a light, and made the sun a lamp 25?

24. The moon is in the first heaven. Its half part is illuminated and the other half is dark. Nonetheless all the heavens receive its light because all of them are transparent. Therefore, the pronoun "in them" is correctly used because the light of the moon is found in all the heavens.

17. And Allah has caused you to grow out of the earth like vegetation 26.

25. It is full of light and has the ability to illuminate others. The moon and the stars are illuminated by it. For this reason the moon has been called light and the sun as the lamp, i.e. the provider of the light.

26. Man has been compared to vegetation because it is constantly in need of being nurtured. Likewise, man too is dependent at all times on the protection of Allah Almighty. In addition, vegetation is dependent on heavenly assistance as well. Like rain, sunlight, etc. In the same manner man too is dependent on heavenly help in respect of his deeds in the form of Divine Mercy. Also, vegetation is faced with constant danger i.e. drought, hailstorm, etc. Similarly, man too is constantly faced with dangers.
18. Then He will cause you to return thereto, and bring you forth again.

27. He will let the limbs of your body be eaten by the sand, whether through burial, or through burning to ash or through drowning or being devoured by the beasts. Thus, no objection can be raised against the verse. The souls will be made to reach their destination. In short, everything will reach its origin.

19. And Allah has made for you the earth, a wide carpet.

29. While alive remain on it and after death in it. The earth is neither hard like iron nor soft like water.

20. That you walk through its wide ways.

30. This means Allah Almighty has divided the earth into different parts. Then He has created paths for the purpose of movement so that through this you may gain the benefits of this world and the Hereafter, flourish trade, perform your Hajj, visit holy places and seek knowledge.

SECTION 2

21. Nuh said: “O my Lord! They have disobeyed me and followed him whose wealth and children added nothing but his loss.”

31. The first thing Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) has mentioned is about disobedience to him, because defective beliefs and opposition to the Prophets is the foundation of sins. Shaitaan became the cursed one because of this. Also, worldly punishment does not come without the opposition to the Prophet. Says Allah Almighty: "And We are not to torment until We have sent a Messenger" (S17:V15). Obedience and loyalty to the Prophets is the origin of all good deeds and their opposition is the root of all evils. The devil became accused because of it.

32. This means the wealthy people of my nation became rebellious to me because of their wealth and children, and the poor became likewise because of their loyalty to the wealthy. From this emerge two issues:

1. Due to the opposition to the Prophets ones' wealth and children became a source of punishment.

2. Obedience to the rebellious makes a person rebel.

22. And they have devised a plot of great magnitude.

33. In order to harass me and to mislead the believers. Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) had to bear a great deal of hardship from his infidel nation.
And said: “By no means leave your gods, nor leave Wadd, nor Suwa nor Yaghuth and Yauq and Nasr (idols of the pagans).

The wealthy said to the poor do not give in the worship of your idols because of Hazrat Nuh.

Although the people of Nuh had many idols, the following were accorded great respect: Wadd - in the shape of a man. Suwa - in the shape of a woman. Yaghuth - in the shape of a lion. Yauq - in the shape of a horse. Nasr - in the shape of a donkey.

The worship of these idols reached Arabia. Today the Hindus in India worship idols in the form of men, women, monkey, snake, etc. The origin of these, too, is based on the idols of the people of Nuh.

Indeed they have led many astray. So the unjust are left to increase in their error.

These idols or the leaders of infidelity caused many people to go astray. There apostasy spread like a contagious disease and will remain in future as well. From this we learn that all five idols of the people of Nuh were not from the pious because the pious do not lead you astray. They provide guidance and thus they cannot be called as heretics.

This means now do not give them guidance to accept faith as they had caused a great deal of trouble for me. This tells us that it is not a sin to pray for someone to die on infidelity. Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) said regarding the people of the Pharaoh: "O our Lord! Destroy their wealth and harden their hearts so that they may not believe until they see the painful torment" (S10:V88).

And because of their wrongdoings they were drowned, then made to enter the fire. So they did not find any helpers, except Allah.

This means the people of Nuh were taken from the water into the fire, in that their bodies remained in the deluge of Hazrat Nuh and their souls were in the fire of Hell. After the Day of Judgement their bodies too would be in Hell. Thus, there is no inconsistency in this verse. This verse serves as a proof for the punishment of the grave. We further learn that the punishment of the grave is not dependent on burial, because wherever the body of the deceased may be; the punishment of the grave will take place. The people of Nuh (On whom be peace) were drowned in the water, but they were given the punishment of the grave.

This tells us that there is no helper for the infidel. Says Allah Almighty: "And the unjust have no helpers" (S2:V270). However, Allah Almighty has appointed many helpers for the believers. Says Allah Almighty: "Then undoubtedly Allah is their helper, and Jibrael and the righteous believers and after that the angels are his helpers" (S66:V4). Observe, the believers of the people of Nuh were saved through his help.

And Nuh said: “O my Lord! Do not leave upon the earth a single
dwellers from the infidels 40.”

40. No person on infidelity would be saved. Shaitaan and infidel jinns are excluded from this curse, because they do not inhabit the earth. He was fully aware that Shaitaan would

27. “Undoubtedly, if You would have allowed them to live, they would lead astray your devotees, and will not give birth to none but the immoral and ungrateful 41 (children).”

41. This tells us that the Prophets, through the light of Prophethood, are able to see the wretchedness and piety of the future generations. Thus Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) had said that now no believers would be

28. “O my Lord! Forgive me and my parents and him who enters my house believing, and the believing men and the believing women 42, and do not increase the unjust except in destruction 43.”

42. From this emerge two issues:
1. The parents of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) were believers, otherwise he would not have prayed for their forgiveness.
2. The house of the Prophet is the place of security. Thus, any believer who seeks refuge in him will be in the safety of Allah Almighty.

43. This tells us that the drowning of his son Kanaan, too, was due to this prayer e.g. all those tyrants and infidels who may be in my house, too, must be destroyed, like my wife Wahila and my son Kanaan.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Please declare ¹ (O dear Prophet): 
“It has been revealed to me that the party of the jinns listened ², and they said: ‘Undoubtedly, we have heard the wonderful Qur’aan ³.’”

2. Say O My Beloved, to these infidels so that it would be known that you are the Prophet of the humans and the jinns, and that when non-human species like the jinns declare faith in you, then how regrettable it is about those people who do not accept faith in spite of being humans.

3. When going to the market place of Ukaz at Nakhla, which is situated, between Makkah and Taif, the jinns of Nasebeen carefully listened to my recitation in Fajr Salah.

4. “Guiding ⁴ to the Right Way. So, we believe ⁵ in it and we do not commit polytheism ⁶, with our Lord.”

5. It provides guidance for the correction of beliefs as well as correction of deeds. Thus, guidance signifies guidance of both. This sentence has many meanings.

6. This means believe in the Holy Qur’aan, or through the Holy Qur’aan believe in the possessor of the Holy Qur’aan. In the Kalimah Tayyibah and the questions in the grave, only two articles of faith are reflected i.e. the Oneness of Allah Almighty (Tauheed) and the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet (Risaalat) and about the Day of Judgement, the Angels, etc. From this we learn that these two are the true basis of faith. If you declare belief in them the other articles would be included therein. It is possible in BIHI the letter BA may be one of cause, which may mean that through this Qur’aan, people have brought faith on the Holy Prophet .

7. This means in future, too, we will remain believers. Hence, the same happened. The end
of all of them was on faith. This tells us that the
good opinion of the believer is always correct.
We also learn that to say "If Allah wills" in

3. “And that exalted be the Highest
Glory of our Lord, who has neither
taken anyone as a wife, nor a son 7.”

7. This tells us that these jinns obtained the
knowledge of the Personality and Attributes of
Allah Almighty from just one glance at the

4. “And the foolish 8 amongst us used
to forge senseless lies against 9Allah.”

8. From this we learn that all the jinns were
not polytheists. Some were monotheists as well.
Just as before the advent of Islam there were
some people who were monotheists, like the
parents and ancestors of the Holy Prophet

5. “And that we thought that human
beings and jinns will never utter 10 a
lie against Allah.”

10. This means we, too, were accepting the
words of these polytheists thinking that they do
not forge lies against Allah Almighty. This tells

6. “And the commoners from among
the human beings 11 used to seek
refuge 12 with persons from among
the jinns, so they increased them in
their pride 13.”

11. It should be remembered that when the
word RIJAAL (people) is used without any
restriction it would denote male being. Male
jinns cannot be regarded as RIJAAL without
restriction. Hence, in this verse there is the
restriction of “from the jinn”. Thus in the
following verse: “And We sent not before you
any but men and not jinn.” Prophethood is
specific to human beings because here RIJAAL
is used without any restriction. It is important to
remember this.

12. Thus, when he would stop during the
journey at any dangerous place he would say
that we are taking refuge in the leader of this
jungle, and to ward off any sickness or an evil
eye, he would cook the niaz of the jinns. In
short he would seek protection from the jinns in
many ways (Tafseer Azizi). From this we learn
that it is unlawful to take refuge in the jinns as
this would lead to increase in their rebellion. It
is permissible to seek help from the Prophet Oh
a Saint because this does not lead to any pride
in these pious sages.

13. This means that another reason for the
increase in pride and haughtiness of the jinns is
that some human beings began to seek
protection in them during their journey and
settled state which led the jinns to think that

Holy Prophet  "Accept thee the
answer to each question from the pious, for
their foreheads are like the Divine Tablet.”

9. In that some jinns had been accepted as
partners of Allah Almighty and some as His
wives and children. Both these beliefs are false.

they really have power, as even the most
erior creation i.e. man too is dependent on

"And indeed they thought as you

And that we sought to reach the
sky, but we found it filled with strong
guards and flame shooting stars."

5. This means our going now to the heavens
listen to the secret information of the angels.

On these visits they would find the heavens filled with angels employed as guards and
formed cartridges and round objects, which
blocked their way. From this we learn that
before the birth of the Holy Prophet
the jinns would enter the heavens unhindered and listen to the
conversation of the angels. After the advent
of the Holy Prophet this movement of theirs came to an end. This
tells us that before the advent

9. "And that we used to sit on the
listening observatory ports thereof,
steal any heavenly hearing, but

who would (try to) listen would find
a flame shooting star lying in wait
for him."

16. They would listen to the conversation of
the angels and convey it to the astrologers;
through these astrologers they were able to
tell events to the inhabitants of the earth.

17. From this we learn that after the advent
of the Holy Prophet the jinns

10. "Therefore we do not know
whether it is evil meant for those who
are on earth or whether their Lord
wants to bring them guidance."

18. By sending this Prophet and the Holy
Gur‘aan. We do not say, you must decide for
ourselves. It is apparent that the Holy Prophet

them. These persons became the cause of
increase in transgression of the jinns.

of the Holy Prophet
either there were no meteors at all i.e. the stars would
not fall down at all and if they did, this was a
rare occurrence; or that the movement of the
devils had not been stopped. After the advent of
the Holy Prophet the jinns were barred from entering the heavens. His
blessed advent revolutionized the world. The

were stopped from entering the heavens. As a
result of this, the prophecies of the astrologers
and the pundits began to prove totally wrong.
Prior to this, some of their prophecies used to
be correct, which the jinns had obtained from
the angels.

is a mercy to those before
him and those after him. Now, it is not
necessary for anyone to bring unseen and
prophetic information from the heavens. In the information of the jinns there was tremendous mischief. Thus, their being barred from heaven is a mercy of Allah Almighty.

11. “And that some of us are righteous and some of us are otherwise. We are thus sects following different views.”

19. The author of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan has said that prior to the advent of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, the jinns comprised of infidels polytheists and monotheists. Now, they have among them Shias, Sunnis, Dissenters (Khawarij) oppressors, (Jabarliyyah), naturists etc. like we find among human beings.

20. From this we learn that to turn away from Allah Almighty is an evil act but to turn towards Him is an act of good. Says Allah Almighty: “Therefore flee towards Allah” (SS1:V50). By running away from Allah Almighty means during times of difficulties one turns towards sins, or to the temple of idols or to devilish designs; while fleeing towards Allah Almighty would mean in times of difficulties turn towards piety, towards the mosques, towards the pious sages of Allah Almighty which, in reality, is fleeing towards Allah Almighty. Says Allah Almighty: “And I when they do injustice unto their souls, O Beloved! They should come to you” (S4:V64).

21. Thus, O friends you, too, should declare faith in us. We have seen the beauteous face of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and you may see us. We became Companions (SAHABI); you become our successors (TABI). In short, the purpose of them describing their faith was for propagating Islam to them.

22. This means neither should the good deeds of the believer be confiscated nor should there be excess in the punishment of sins. But, in the case of the infidels let their good deeds be ruined and their sins be fully established. Praise be to Allah! What words of wisdom!

23. This means that among the jinns there are some who are monotheist believers and some are infidels because those who had returned after listening to the recitation from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had all accepted faith. None among them was an infidel. Thus, the meaning of the verse is clear.

24. From this we learn that the believing jinns will not go to Paradise while the infidels among them will go into Hell, because in this verse
5. And as to the deviators, they are the fuel of Hell.

6. This tells us that there is Hell fire for the infidel jinns and they will receive punishment through fire just as a human being through creation.

7. And that is they should keep to the Right Way, we would certainly give them water.

8. This means O My Beloved! Say to them that if man becomes a believer and God-fearing they will receive in the world rain and abundant sustenance, because sustenance is dependent on rain. For this reason mention has been made of water.

9. That We might try them thereby. And whosoever turns aside from the remembrance of the Lord, He will make such one enter into an increasing punishment by Him.

10. This means in giving abundance of wealth there should be a test for them of whether they would be grateful in the future or not.

11. Such punishments would be continuously on the increase. There will be no relenting in them. Like people in the world first feel the severity of difficulty then it becomes less.

12. All the Mosques as places of worship belong to Allah. Therefore do not call upon anyone besides Allah.

13. Every Mosque, whether the Sacred Mosque in Makkah or any other Mosque. From this emerge three issues:

14. In matter of endowment and respect all the ordinances are the same, although in reward and compensation there will be a difference.

15. Mosque is not the property of any person, nor can it ever become the property of any person. It is the property of Allah Almighty alone.

16. Polytheism is a severe sin wherever it may be found, but if this is practised in a mosque it's severity is greater because this will be against the sanctity of the mosque.

17. This does not mean that it is prohibited to call out anyone. We read in Tashahud: Peace be upon you O Prophet. In this, extending a call to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. What it really means is worshipping anyone other than Allah Almighty is a sinful act, as was the practice of the polytheists of Arabia who were worshipping the idols in the Holy Ka'bah.
31. This expression is either the statement of Allah Almighty i.e. this too has been revealed to one that when the special servant of Allah i.e. when the Holy Prophet صللا الله عليه وآله وسلم stood in Salaa then the nature of the enthusiasm of the jinns was such that they were near to crowd upon him. The reason for using the pronoun NEAR is to show that they did not crowd upon him because they were few in number. Or, firstly, the jinns were few and then their number increased. Or, that this incident took place when returning from Nakhlah at a place called juhun when the jinns were more in number (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). Or, this is the statements of those jinns which were made to their people.

32. From this we learn that there is a special taste in making the Zikr of Allah Almighty. Just as there is taste on the physical nourishments, in the like manner it is in the spiritual nourishment as well. We further learn that this taste is experienced by human beings, the jinns, and in fact the animals as well. The trees and stones too feel its taste. This verse serves as the proof of the state of frenzy of the Sufis.

SECTION 2

20. Please declare (O Prophet): “I submit to my Lord alone, and I do not associate 33 anyone with Him.”

33. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the first worshipper of Allah Almighty, in His entire creation and although he came to the polytheists, he remained totally pure from polytheism, infidelity, sins and any other moral defects. This verse is in praise of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. This tells us that one declares his religion, faith and sincerity to the people so that they can act upon it. This has cut the very root of TAQIYA i.e. permissible subterfuges or statements to conceal ones true faith.

21. Please declare: “I do not control for you any harm nor benefit 34.”

34. In this verse the address is made to the polytheists (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). This means you are a polytheist. I am not responsible for your benefit and loss.

22. Please declare: “Certainly no one can protect one against Allah, nor can I find besides Him any place of refuge 35.”

35. If in an impossible situation I were to disobey Allah Almighty (disobedience of Allah Almighty is totally impossible for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم). The commentary of this verse is the following verse: “Then who will save me against Him if I disobey Him? (S11:V63). Otherwise, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم is a sanctuary for millions of sinners like us.

23. “I only convey 36 the revelation from Allah as His Message. And whoever disobeys 37 command of Allah and His Messenger, he shall surely have the fire of Hell, to abide therein for a long, long time.”
to torment until We have sent a Messenger” (S17:V15). For this reason until such time that the laws of prophethood had not been conveyed to the person he cannot become entitled for Hell. The belief in the Oneness of Allah Almighty would be regarded as sufficient for his salvation. Therefore, the Pharaoh and the likes of him did not become transgressors of prophethood. It should also be known here disobedience means disobedience in matter of beliefs, because being hereet is concerning beliefs.

24. Until they see what they are promised. Soon shall they know who is weaker 38 in aid and poorer in number 39.

38. Are the helpers of the infidels strong, or that of the believers?
39. Are the helpers of the infidels more than that of the believers? Without doubt the helpers of the believers are more because their helpers include the Prophets, the angels and the pious believers, while there are no helpers for the infidels at all. This tells us that Allah Almighty has appointed many helpers for the believers and many attendants for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Says Allah Almighty: "Then undoubtedly Allah is their Helper, and Jibraeil and the righteous believers and after that the angels are his helpers” (S66:V4).

25. Please declare: “I do not know whether that which you are promised is near 40 or whether my Lord has appointed for it a term 41?”

40. This means without Divine education I do not know. Thus, this verse does not contradict the following verse: "The Hour came near and the moon was split”(S54:V1). Nor, is it against the Hadith in which the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had said: “We and the Day of Judgement are like these two joined fingers.”
41. Here, there is a negation of understanding and not of knowledge. By DARAYAT is meant to understand through firm analogy, i.e. this knowledge is obtained through revelation and not through determination and analogy. For this it is subsequently said: "Except to His chosen Messengers”(S72:V27). Says Allah Almighty: "And I know not what shall be done with and with you”(S46:V9). He further says: "You did not know the Book before it nor the details”(S42:V52). In all these verses there is a negation of understanding. Sometimes these words are spoken to express displeasure at the question and sometimes they are used for not giving the information.

26. He is the Knower of the unseen. He does not reveal His secrets to any.

42. The objects of the world are the reflection of the attributes of Allah Almighty. But Allah Almighty illuminates some attributes on the entire creation like existence and life, but some are illuminated on the specific persons like dominion and knowledge while others are not
reflected in anyone like eternity and being a creator. A mirror cannot become the sun by just reflecting its light. In a like manner, the servant cannot become Allah Almighty just by reflecting His Attributes.

27. Except to his chosen Messenger. Certainly, He makes a guard to march before him and behind him.

43. By providing them with information about specific unseen knowledge and manifestation of the highest order. Although some of the Saints of Allah Almighty are bestowed with unseen knowledge, but this is done through the medium of the Prophet. But the knowledge of the Prophet is superior to theirs.

28. So that He may see that they have truly delivered the Message of their Lord, and He encompasses whatever is with them, and He has kept count of all the things.

44. This means when Allah Almighty sends revelation regarding unseen knowledge then there is a watch of angels around the Holy Prophet (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Jibraeil (On whom be peace) so that the devils are kept at bay from listening to matters of the unseen, which they can convey to the soothsayers.

45. It means this watch is employed so that the Divine Revelation reaches its rightful place in perfect order i.e. to the Holy Prophet, without getting waylaid in between.

46. It means this watch is for the protection of this unseen information. Allah Almighty is All-Knowing and Omniscient, and all His angels and Messengers are most trustworthy. Their knowledge is due to the grant of the Almighty. From the word "numbers" we learn that things are proportionate and are able to be counted because all those things are limited.
SURAH AL-MUZAMMIL (THE ENWRAPPED ONE)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
2 Sections : 20 Verses 285 Words, 838 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. O you enwrapped 1 one.

1. O the one enwrapped in a sheet. Once the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و وسلم was resting, enwrapped in a sheet. He was addressed in this condition and in this manner. From this emerge two issues:
   1. While the Holy Qur’aan has addressed other Prophets by their names, our Beloved Prophet صلی الله عليه و وسلم has been addressed by his attributes.
   2. The manner of the beloved too is beloved. The Sufi sages describe its meaning as: Oh the Beloved one going to the human being wearing the sheet of human nature. Or O the one who is covered in the dress of worship and austerity! (Tafseer Azizi)

2. Remain arisen (to pray) in the night except some 2 portion thereof.

2. This means spend most of the time at night in the worship of Allah Almighty, do take some time to rest.

3. A half of it, or a little less 3.

3. Spend half the night in the worship of Allah Almighty or more or less or that time. This is left to your discretion. This tells us that perform Salatul Tahajjud with a great deal of fervour. It is left to the person to choose the number of raka’ats, which he wishes to perform. The minimum should be two raka’ats, while the maximum could be from eight-twelve raka’ats. It should be remembered that at the beginning of Islam Tahajjud Salaah was Wajib or Fard.

4. Or a little more, and recite the Qur’aan in slow rhythmic tones 4.

4. This tells us that the Qur’aan in Salaah should be recited with a great deal of composure and ease so that each letter is correctly pronounced. It is obligatory to recite MADD, MUSHADDAD etc. correctly. It should be remembered that it is forbidden to complete the recitation of the Holy Qur’aan in just one night for that person who cannot recite it clearly and with it's proper pronunciation, or the one who recites lazily and without any desire.
5. Certainly We are charging you with a heavy word.

This means very soon We will reveal verses of reinforcing ordinances, which will prove heavy for the people. Therefore, you should

6. Indeed, the rising up by night is the firmest way to subdue the soul and the best corrective (measure) for the words of prayer.

This means waking up at night from sleep for performing Salaah is more unbearable than other Salaahs. This tells us that Salaatul Tahajjud should be performed after waking up from sleep.

7. Verily, you have in the daytime a long (schedule of) engagements.

This means during the day there are many propagation activities for you. Therefore, night

8. And remember the Name of your Lord and devote yourself to Him with (exclusive) devotion.

Before commencing the recitation of the Holy Qur’aan always read BISMILLAH. Or, besides Salaah recite the names of Allah Almighty at different times by reading glorification and declaration of the Unity of Allah Almighty (TASBEEH and TAHEEL).

9. He is the Lord of the East and the West. There is none worthy of worship except He. Therefore, take Him as the Protector.

He is the Lord of the entire world, because everything is between East and West.

10. Act upon the provisions at your disposal, but place your trust in Allah Almighty alone.

And bear patiently all that they say and go apart from them gracefully.

And do not declare war on them. Thus, this verse is abrogated from the command of Jihad

The Tahajjud Salaah is very important and beneficial. The fear of Allah Almighty and humility that one obtains in this Salaah, is not achieved in other Salaahs.

is the best time to communicate with Us.

This means that besides the Salaah, your blessed life should be such that even if you are physically involved in any activity, your heart should reflect nothing besides Allah Almighty. However, this verse does serve as a proof to cut oneself from the world, which Islam forbids.

Thus, having provisions is not against the concept of trust. Observe, Holy War (Jihad) was not obligatory before Hijrah, because there was no provision, causes and motives for it.
not keep friendly ties with them, in which case the verse is firm.

14. This means leave the infidels to me. You must intercede for them. I Know my punishment for them. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم never abandons the believers, but keeps them under his protection.

15. In that I will wreak vengeance on them on your behalf. This tells us that it is mostly the wealthy who stand to oppose the Prophets, while the poor, in most instances, declare belief in them.

16. Until such time that the command for Jihad (Holy War) is not given, do not wreak vengeance on the infidels. In this condition this verse is abrogated. Or, until their death, give them time and allow them to remain in ease. But do not give respite to the believers. Command them with religious laws at all times.

12. Certainly, with Us are the heavy fetters and a flaming furnace.

13. And the food that chokes throats and a painful punishment.

14. And the day when the earth and the mountains shall quake, and the mountains shall become as heaps of sand let loose.

15. Surely, We have sent to you a Messenger, who is a witness against you, as We sent a Messenger towards the Pharaoh.

18. In the pronoun of (to them), the address is either made to the people of Makkah or to all the believers, or to all mankind, or to the entire creation. In all these instances there are amazing benefits in it. By Messenger is meant the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم who is the Prophet of all the Prophets. Says Allah Almighty: "That he may be a warner to the entire world" (S25:V1). Allah Almighty further says: "And We sent you not, but as a mercy for all the worlds" (S21:V107). He to whom Allah is the Lord, His Prophet is our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

19. From this we learn that between us and the Prophet there is a difference, firstly from the time of creation i.e. we are all the creation of Allah Almighty, but the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is created but he is sent as well. An example of this can be seen from the following, that if a citizen from one country goes to another country his status will not be the same as that of an ambassador or minister going to that country. We have come here on our own responsibility, but Allah Almighty has assumed the responsibility for the Holy Prophet.
Therefore all his words and deeds are connected to Allah Almighty. We have learnt after coming into the world, while the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم came into the world fully taught by Allah Almighty. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is a medium to the Creator and the creation just as the medium of contact between the country to which he has come and the country to which he is sent, or like the minister of any country who is the medium of contact between the king or president and the subjects.

20. The Arabic word SHAHID means a witness and one who is present, and a beloved and an observer in every situation it would mean refrain from sins and be bashful of your Beloved Prophet who is continuously observing your deeds and is your witness.

21. It is Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) because Hazrat Harun (On whom be peace) was sent as his Minister.

16. But Pharaoh disobeyed 22 that Messenger. So We seized him with a terrible penalty 23.

22. Disobedience of the Prophet is disobedience of Allah Almighty.

23. This tells us that mere disobedience of Allah Almighty does not bring down Divine punishment until such time that there is opposition to the Prophet. As it is Pharaoh was an infidel before Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) came to preach to him, but punishment came to him after he had opposed Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace). Says Allah Almighty: "And We are not to torment until We have sent a Messenger" (S17:V15). We further learn that guidance is obtained through Divine help. The magicians of the Pharaoh accepted faith instantly, while he himself who had brought up Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) remained an infidel and Bibi Asiya and Mushata became believers.

17. How then, if you disbelieved 24, will you become pious, on the day, which shall make children 25 greyheaded?

24. This means if you became an infidel then there is no way of escaping punishment on the Day of Judgement.

18. When the sky shall be rent asunder, thereby His promise is bound to be fulfilled.

19. Indeed, this is a reminder 26. Then let him, who wills so, take the way 27 to his Lord.

26. This tells us that the Holy Qur’aan is an advice to the negligent or a reminder about the past, a light to the intelligent, guidance to those gone astray, mercy to the believers and a cure for the ill. All these attributes are mentioned in the verses. These are the very attributes, which the Holy Qur’aan has mentioned about the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, which are testified by its verses. A believer will only be successful when he seeks favours from the light of the Holy Qur’aan as well as light from Prophethood as one receives guidance from...
both the light of vision and light of the lamp.
27. Shariah, Tareeqah, Ma'rifah and Haqeeqah,

**SECTION 2**

20. Verily, your Lord knows that you remain standing in devotion nearly two-thirds of the night, and sometimes half of it, and sometimes a third of it, along with a party of your Companions with you. And Allah measures the night and the day. He knows that you are not able to calculate it. So He has turned to you (mercifully.) Therefore, recite how much is easy out of the Qur’aan. He knows that some of you will fall ill, and others will travel in the land seeking the Bounty of Allah, and others will fight in the Path of Allah. Therefore, recite as much of it as is easy (for you) and keep up Salaah and pay the Zakaah and offer to Allah a good loan. And whatever of good you send beforehand for yourselves, you will find it with Allah, better and greater in reward. Certainly, Allah is Most Forgiving, Ever Merciful.

28. This means sometimes half the night, sometimes one third of the night, sometimes more or less than this.
29. This means O My Beloved! Your believing companions are two groups: one engages in worship like you for the duration of half, one third or two thirds of the night, while the second group engages in worship for the entire night, because at that time Tahajjud Salaah was obligatory upon everybody, but the fixing of time was left to their discretion. The purpose of this verse is not to show that one group of the believers performs the Tahajjud prayer with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the second group neglects it. None of the Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم were ever negligent. This verse is quite clear.
30. This means Allah Almighty is fully aware of who worships Him at which part of the day and night. He will reward every one of them for their actual duty, as well as time.
31. Because at that time there were no watches, etc. For that reason some believers engaged them in Salaah for the entire night so that the duration did not become less than half or one third of the night. The believers began to get inflammation in their feet. In response to this, these verses were revealed, which abrogated the previous verses.
32. Then Allah Almighty excused the long standing in Salaah at night. Now, the minimum Qiraat in Salaah is obligatory consisting of one long verse or three small verses.

33. This means Tahajjud Salaah in future will be burdensome for the ill, the travellers and the Muslim soldiers. For this reason Allah Almighty abrogated the obligation of Tahajjud Salaah. But this does not mean that today no one becomes ill among you nor the travellers. Those great people would perform their Tahajjud Salaah under every condition. Nothing would stop them from performing their Salaah.

34. This means Allah Almighty abrogated the obligation of Tahajjud because He Knows that in future some believers will become ill, some will be commercial travellers, some worshippers will be travellers and the obligation of Tahajjud would place a burden on them.

35. In Salaatul Tahajjud recite only that much Qiraat which is easy for you. It should be remembered that from this verse the time of Qiyaam (standing in Salaah) became abrogated. Thereafter the actual obligation of Tahajjud Salaah was abrogated from the Five Daily Prayers (Tafseer Khazainul Irfan).

36. This means when Zakaat becomes obligatory then give it, because Surah Muzammil is Makkan and Zakaat only became obligatory after Hijrah. This is like how Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) had said after his birth: "After reaching the age of puberty I was commanded to perform Salaah" (Ahmed Yaar Khan).

37. By loan here is meant other voluntary charities besides the obligatory Zakaat. These charities should be given with joy and good intention so that you may get reward for it.

38. The good deeds that you perform in your lifetime which include Salaah, charities, extending hospitality, maintaining good relations with your family, etc.

39. This tells us that every person should offer a prayer for forgiveness. Every sinner should repent for his sins; the pious should seek forgiveness after doing good deeds. Allah Almighty is the Forgive of our faults.

---

**SURAH AL-MUDATTHIR (THE MANTLED ONE)**

*(MAKKAN)* Revealed Before Hijra

2 Sections: 56 Verses 255 Words, 1010 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

**SECTION 1**

1. O you who have enfolded yourself within your mantle (of reforms).
2. Arise and warn 2.

2. This means warn every person, in every period and in every way, because your Prophethood is common to everyone, for every period and for every place. From this we learn that Allah Almighty created the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم fully developed as all knowing and omniscient because up to that time the Holy Qur’aan had not mentioned about Hell, etc. but he said that to warn them. If the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم were not aware of these things, then how would he warn them? Therefore, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had said I am an unconcealed Warner, i.e. I see the danger, and then warn.

3. And glorify the Dignity of your Lord.

4. And purify 3 your garments.

4. From this it is understood that do not wear impure clothes, even outside of Salaah, because although Salaah at that time had not been made obligatory, yet command had been given to wear pure and clean clothes.

5. And keep away from idols 4.

5. Do not respect and worship the idols.

Reason for its Revelation:
The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم says a voice called out to me at Mt. Hira, that Oh Beloved! You are the Messenger of Allah. I looked left and right, but I could not see the speaker. When I looked up, I saw the angel. I became over-awed and said to Hazrat Khadijah Kubra, please place a sheet over me. At that point in time, this verse was revealed.

6. And do not bestow favours in expectation of returns 5.

6. This means do not give anyone on the basis of free will. Whatever you bestow upon anyone, do so on the basis of benevolence. It should be remembered that it is permissible to give a gift out of one’s own free will or as compensation. But, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was prohibited by Allah Almighty because of his very lofty status.

7. And be steadfast 6 in the path of your Lord.

7. Remain firm on the Commandments of Allah Almighty or bear the torments and persecution of the infidels.

8. But when the trumpet is sounded 7.

8. When the second trumpet will be blown, then all will be resurrected.

9. That day shall be a difficult day.

10. Not easy for the infidels 8.
8. From this restriction one can understand that the Day of Judgement will be easy for the believers.

11. Leave him to Me, alone whom I have created.

9. Reason for its Revelation:
From the womb of the mother. At that point in time he had no wealth, nor any friends and helpers, nor any children. The people of Makkah would call Waleed bin Mugheerah

12. And gave him abundant riches.

10. Thus, Waleed was in possession of three hundred thousand dinars, owned a huge garden in Taif, which produced all kinds of fruit, which had lasted for the whole year (Tafseer Khazain and Tafseer Azizi).

13. And sons always present by his side.

11. Waleed had ten sons who were not required to go out to seek employment, nor to sell merchandise. They remained with him all the time. From them, three accepted Islam: Khalid, Hisham and Ammarah or Waleed bin Waleed (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

14. And I made for him numerous preparations.

12. Granted him state and honour. Thus, Waleed was the chief of his people. He would decide their cases and everybody looked upon him with respect.

15. And yet he (infidel) desires that I should add more.

16. No, not at all, as indeed he is hostile to Our revelations.

13. This means Waleed is so greedy that he would not exercise patience on the wealth and status provided for him, but is always seeking means to increase this. He wishes that despite his ingratitude, he should receive greater pro-

17. Soon I shall cause him to ascend to the mountain of fire sand.

14. Saood is a name of a mountain in Hell whose height is a distance of fifty years.

18. Indeed he has thought out and has calculated.

15. From this we learn that to ponder over the Na’at verses in praise of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علوی وسلم and verses in praise of Allah Almighty is an act of faith and to ponder over our sins and the bounties of Allah Almighty is an act of worship. But, to think of
results, in those beloved to Allah Almighty and produce baseless uneducated proofs about them is an act of infidelity. This type of thinking is pure, based on the thoughts of Hazrat Hassaan.

19. But he may be ruined as to how he calculated.

20. Then again he accused 16 how he calculated.

16. Once, Waleed heard from the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم a few verses from Surah Haneem Sajdah and when he came to his people, he praised the Holy Qur’aan a great deal, which infuriated them. Abu Jahl said that he would put Waleed right. He went up to Waleed and said that the Quraish are saying that you are praising Muhammad صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم in the hope of gaining some wealth. The Quraish are ready to go on a collection drive for you. Waleed, on hearing this, became very angry and said that don’t the people know how wealthy I am? In comparison, the Companions of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم had never eaten a full meal. What can such people give me? He came to the Quraish with Abu Jahl and said to them: Is Muhammad صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم demented? They said: No. Is he a poet? They said: No. Is he a soothsayer? They replied: No. Is he a liar? They said: No. The people then asked him: you tell us what is he? Waleed replied: He is a magician through which he attracts the people towards him.

21. Then he looked 17 around.

17. This tells us that to gaze at the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم with the vision of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq, is an act of worship through which the status of a Companion is obtained, while gazing at him with the look of Abu Jahl is an act of infidelity. Observe! Here, Allah Almighty describes one of the acts of infidelity of Waleed by looking at the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم with an evil eye.

22. Then he frowned and became gloomy.

23. Then he turned back and became boastful.

24. And he said: “This (Qur’aan) is only a magic narrated (from the ancient).

25. This is only the speech of a person 18 (Muhammad).

18. This means that the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم had acquired the knowledge of magic from an unknown source. Then, through the power of this magic, he had composed such an eloquent and charming QUR’AAN, which instills such an effect in the heart. It should be remembered that Waleed himself was regarding himself to be false in this nonsensical prattle, because the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه و آلہ وسلم had not stayed out of Makkah and there were no magicians in this holy city, nor was there any power of magic in it. In that
case, from whom had the Messenger of Allah acquired his knowledge and from where and when did he acquire it?

26. Soon I shall cast 19 such one into Hell.

19. This means Waleed became the inmate of Hell through this nonsense that he was uttering, and as soon as he died, he entered Hell. He will receive punishment in the grave and after the Day of Judgement; he will be pushed into Hell.

27. And what will make you realise what Hell is?

28. It neither leaves 20, nor spares any.

20. This means that neither will Hell fire spare those who would be entitled to be in it, nor save the flesh and blood of its inmate. It will burn everything. It will then be re-created and burnt again. And this process will continue eternally.

29. It scorches the skin of persons.

30. Over it are nineteen 21 (gaurds).

21. One leader and the rest of the eighteen sub-ordinates whose eyes can see like the flash of lightning. As there are twenty-four hours between the day and night, of which five are for the Five Daily Salaahs. This leaves nineteen hours. Therefore, these angels are nineteen. For every hour from these, there is a separate angel who will be meting out punishment.

31. And We have appointed angels 22, the wardens of the fire, and We have not fixed their numbers except as a trial for those who disbelieve 23, that those who have been given the Book may become certain, and that the believers may increase in faith. And those who have been given the Book as well, as all the believers may not be deceived 26. Those in whose hearts is a disease 27, and the infidels, may say: "What does Allah mean 28 by this example?" Thus does Allah let him err whom He Pleases, and He may guide 29 whom He Pleases. And none knows the forces of your Lord, but He
22. Neither a human nor a jinn, so that they do not show any mercy on the inmates of Hell, because every kind shows mercy upon its own kind.

23. When the previous verse was revealed, Abu Jahl jokingly said to his friends that the angels of Hell are nineteen. Ten of us will cling to each of them. Hearing this, Abul Asad said that I am alone enough for a few of them. You deal with the others. This means that these wretched people do not ponder over the wisdom behind this number nineteen. Instead, by mocking, they are further increasing their infidelity.

24. Because the number of these angels mentioned in the Tauraat and Injeel, too, is nineteen. By finding this verse in accordance with their books, they should accept the truth of the Holy Qur'aan.

25. In that the believer should declare the belief in those angels, without any hesitation and without getting involved in intellectual vagaries which will add firmness to their belief. The People of the Book on seeing the confirmation of this number in their books should accept the Holy Prophetصلى الله عليه وسلمه as a true Messenger, while the infidels should reject this through their intellectual vagaries and mock at it. This tells us that to declare belief in the statement of the Holy Prophetصلى الله عليه وسلمه without seeking proof, is the height of excellence. Here, stupidity is indeed true intellectualism. "May my entire faculty of wisdom be sacrificed on the Holy Prophetصلى الله عليه وسلمة.'

26. First, 'People of the Book' denote their scholars while the believers were people of absolute faith. Here, 'People of the Book' denote their common and ignorant people, while by 'believers' is meant the weak and aged believers. Thus, there is no repetition in the verse.

27. This means the hypocrites. In it there is a prophecy, i.e. after Hijrah, there will be hypocrites in Madina Munawwarah, because there were no hypocrites found in Makkah Mukarramah. Or, that believers were either sincere or concealed infidels. Even today, some who portray themselves as believers are concealed infidels, who mock at verses of this nature.

28. Why did He not appoint approximate angels for Hell? Why only nineteen?

29. This tells us that everyone does not obtain guidance from Quranic verses. Everyone does not receive light from the sun. The bat runs away from it. Those who mock at verses like these go astray, while those who believe in them, come on the path of guidance.

30. This means the categories of Allah Almighty's creation, or Allah Almighty alone knows the number of the creation or the number of the angels. It should be remembered that the biggest creation is that of the angels, while the smallest number are the human beings.

31. In the Quranic verse, or the conditions in Hell or the number of those angels are for the advice of the human beings.
repentance and seeking forgiveness. For this reason Allah Almighty has taken an oath on these three things. Or, by 'morn' is meant the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and the passing of the night denotes the passing of the darkness of the baser self, and the coming of the morning denotes coming of faith in the heart. Both these things are the bounties of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

35. Surely, it (hell) is one of the greatest misfortunes.

36. A warning to man.

33. This means due to the fear of Hell, people strive to tread the path of faith, piety and obtaining mystical knowledge. It is this fear, which helps to straighten the human being.

37. Among you who wish to go forward or remain behind.

34. They came towards the path of faith and shunned infidelity, i.e. the discussion of Hell will be beneficial to them who have this attribute in them.

35. This means the Holy Qur'aan is a warner to every human being, no matter whether he for
goes ahead in life through faith and good deeds or remains behind through infidelity and evil deeds. The Holy Qur'aan is continuously warning mankind. This tells us that man is free to decide his own actions.

38. Every soul is held in pledge for what it earns.

39. Except the people of the right hand.

36. On the Day of Judgement every person will be imprisoned, due to his evil deeds in such a way like a mortgage is by a creditor, besides those pious persons who are on the right side of the Throne of Allah Almighty, who will be completely free of these pressures.

40. In Paradise, they shall ask.

41. From the culprits.

37. From this we learn that all the faculties of the inmates of Paradise will become so strong that in spite of being so far from the inmates of Hell they would be able to see their conditions and would be speaking to them, just like how some special devotees of Allah Almighty are able to see the entire world on the palm of their hand. Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) was able to listen to the sound of the ants from very far.

42. "What has brought you into lower hell?"

38. This question would be to embarrass the inmates of Hell. Otherwise, the inmates of Paradise would be aware that these people are placed in Hell due to their infidelity. It should be remembered that the sinful believers who will be placed in Hell, would not be asked this question by the inmates of Paradise. They would, in fact, be interceding for them and through the permission of Allah Almighty would be taking them out of Hell. Thus, the
There is very clear.

38. They will say: “We were not of those who established Salaah 39.”

39. From this we learn that the infidels, in terms of the punishment of the Hereafter are duty-bound to worship, i.e. they will be punished for not performing their Salaah and not giving Zakaat as well. In matters of Shariah they are not duty-bound to these. It is

44. “And we did not feed the poor 40.”

40. This means that they were not giving accepted charity. Otherwise, many infidels give large sums of money in charity, provide wayside stalls for free drinking water or milk

45. “And we used to enter into vain discourses with those who indulged therein.”

41. In collaboration with the infidels they were smearing defects on Islam and its founder

46. “And we used to belie the Day of Judgement.”

47. “Till death 42 overtook us.”

42. This tells us that the end on faith has full credence. If a person is an infidel during all his

48. So the intercession of the intercessors 43 shall not avail 44 them.

43. From this we learn that non-intercession is for the infidels. There will be intercession for the believers. Also, that there are many to provide intercession as can be seen from the plural form of intercessors. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه والسلام is called the intercessor of the sinners, because he is the intercessor of the

49. What is then the matter with them that they turn away from the admonition 45?

45. In that they do not accept even after listening to the Holy Qur’aan and sermons from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه والسلام. This tells us that those who have received propagation regarding prophethood are not included in this.

for this reason that there is no Qaza of Salaah on new converts to Islam, which they had missed in their days of infidelity. Or, it could mean that we were not from the group that was performing Salaah, i.e. we were not believers. However, the first meaning is more apparent.

and provide food kitchens. But, all this is in vain. Once, the root is cut off, it is useless watering the branches.
50. As if they were frightened asses.
51. Which flee 46 from a lion.

46. This means that because of these infidels' stupidity and foolishness, they are like the donkey. They run away from the Holy Qur'ān and the Possessor of the Holy Qur'ān in such a way like how the donkey takes to flight out of fear for the lion in the jungle. From this verse, two benefits have been outlined:
1. Although human beings are similar in appearance, in nature they are different. Some are by nature like donkeys, some are like dogs, and some like lions and some possess a nature superior than that of the angels. The stones and animals would differentiate between Abu Jahl and the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم . Thus, anyone who regards all human beings as equal is far less intelligent than stones and animals.
2. Allah Almighty has equated these leaders of the Quraish with donkeys who had been regarded in the world as intelligent leaders. This tells us that intelligence through which one cannot find Allah and His Beloved Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم , is not intelligence, but rather stupidity. All the respect and honour, which is showered on them, is, in reality, disgrace. The same is the condition of knowledge, wealth etc.

52. Indeed, every one of them desires that he may be given scrolls of revelations 47 spread out (like Prophets).

47. Reason for its Revelation:
The infidels of Makkah had said to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم that we will only believe in you when books of the unseen knowledge are revealed separately on our names, in which it should be written that O so and so, declare faith; and that the Holy Prophet is a true Prophet. In response to it, this verse was revealed.

53. But by no means (can it be done so). Indeed, they do not fear 48 the Hereafter.

48. This means that there are cunning excuses of the infidels. Had they had fear in their heart, they would not have hesitated to declare faith in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم . They had seen pebbles and stones recite the Kalimah, the moon split into two and the setting sun that had come back.

54. No! It is surely an admonition 49.

49. At every place, at all times, for every person. This tells us that the grace and bounty of the Holy Qur'ān and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is unlimited.

55. So let him who will be warned.

56. But they will not pay heed unless Allah 50 Wills. He alone is worthy to be feared 51 and worthy to forgive.
Nobody can accept Islam and good counsel without Divine intention. Only when the mercy of Allah Almighty begins to descend, does man begin to respond to guidance. This does not necessarily mean that man is helpless, because he is independent and all of intent. However, his independence and intention are under Divine control. It is only when He wills that things will happen.

51. Here, the word 'fear' denotes fear of one worthy of worship and servitude. This fear can only be for Allah Almighty. The other types of fears can be for the creation as well. Thus, there can be no objection to the verse.
SECTION 1

1. I swear By the Day of Resurrection 1.

1. Because the Day of Judgement is extremely important on which there is no sovereignty besides that of Allah Almighty and on which the fate of the entire mankind will be decided, therefore the oath is taken on it for the expression of its importance.

2. And indeed swear by the reprehensive 2 soul.

2. By this is meant either Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) who was always remorseful at his error, or all those people who censure others for committing sins, like the Islamic scholar, the religious guide, a just king, a pious father, etc. or every person who censures himself, or the NAFSE LAWMAH (the name of the conscience of the accusing self), which is found in every person, which censures the NAFSE AMMAH (the baser self).

3. Does the human being think that We shall not gather 3 his bones?

3. Reason for its Revelation: Adi bin Rabeelah had said to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, even if I were to witness the Day of Judgement, I will still not believe in it and will not declare faith in you. How can it be possible for totally disintegrated bones to be brought back together? In response to it, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Khazaainul Irfaan Roohul Mu‘ani). Thus, by 'man', here, is meant Adi or all those infidels who reject the Day of Judgement.

4. Yes, indeed! We are able to make complete his very fingertips 4.

4. This means that the infidels are expressing astonishment at the bones being brought together, yet We will bring together phalanges, every strand of hair, big or small, of every human being, let alone the bones.

5. But man desires to do wrong 5 before him.
5. This means these questions of the infidels are baseless, evil, immoral and wicked thoughts and not due to any doubts. There are numerous established proofs on the Holy Prophet's Prophethood and the Day of Judgement. Or, the word 'evil' could denote to reject, while the word 'front' denotes the Day of Judgement. It means these people are deliberately rejecting resurrection (Qiyamah).

6. He asks: “When is the Day of Resurrection?”

6. On which day, which date and in which month will the Day of Resurrection take place. The Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) had informed the believers about all of this: that this day will take place on Friday the tenth of Muharram.

7. When the eyes are dazzled.

7. When the eyes of the infidels and the transgressors will be dazzled at seeing Divine punishment.

8. And the moon is eclipsed.

8. In that it will become totally black.

9. And the sun and the moon will be joined together.

9. In that both will rise from the west after losing their light. The joining of the sun and moon will take place after they lose their light and when they rise from the west. This specific combination will only take at the time of the Day of Judgement.

10. Man will say on that day where is the place to escape?

10. This means the infidel who is the rejecter of the Day of Judgement, would say where could I go to protect myself from the Divine punishment? The believer would be under the protective shelter of the Holy Prophet Allah Almighty.

11. But there will be no refuge.

11. This would be for the infidels because the shelter of the believers would be the mercy of Allah Almighty.

12. With your Lord on that day will be the destination.

12. On that day only Allah Almighty would not be subject to accountability. Everyone else would be standing in His court for accountability.

13. Man on that day shall be informed what he sent before and left behind.

13. This means that those good deeds which were done in ones young days and those in ones old days. But the rewards of the deeds of the younger days are greater and those of the older days are less. Or, the wealth, which had been given in the path of Allah Almighty, and
the wealth that is left behind. Or, the good deed done immediately at the first opportunity and that, which is done at a later stage and due to the delay, is sometimes not done at all.

14. But man is witness against himself.

14. This tells us that even in the world, most people are not aware of the sins they have committed, although in the Hereafter everything will be fully remembered.

15. Though he puts forth his excuses.

15. This means even though the infidels will try to deny their sins on the Day of Judgement or try to make excuses, but inwardly all will be acknowledging that they are sinful culprits. Everybody will naturally remember his bad deeds. The book of deeds would be placed before them. There would be the testimony of the angels, in fact, his own limbs would be testifying. All efforts of evasion will be in vain. Thus, it is important to refrain from making excuses. Instead, one should admit one’s guilt.

16. Do not move (O Muhammad) your tongue 16 with it (Qur’aan) to make it (to be remembered).

18. Reason for its Revelation:
At the time of the revelation of the Qur’aan, the Holy Prophet صلوا الله عليه وسلم would recite the verses in a state of full hearing due to the fear of forgetting, which was causing difficulty.
At that point in time, this verse was revealed.

17. The collecting 17 of it and reciting of it is certainly on Us 18.

17. From this, emerge two issues:
1. The true compiler of the Holy Qur’aan is Allah Almighty, by collating it sequentially in the heart of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.
2. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and his Noble Companions are the manifestation of Divine qualities of Allah Almighty. Their work is indeed the work of Allah Almighty because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم Allah Almighty each Surah separately together in scrolls. Finally, Hazrat Uthman-e-Ghani collated these scrolls in the form of a book. But, all these deeds are referred to by Allah Almighty as His works. It should also be remembered that during the time of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم each tribe was given the permission to recite the Holy Qur’aan according to their own conventional expression, because it was not possible to change the verbal expression of everyone at one time. During the period of Hazrat Uthman (May Allah be pleased with him) permission had remained for one form of recitation, because the difference in recitation had become the cause of mischief.
18. This means that first Allah Almighty gathered the Holy Qur’aan in the heart of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Thereafter, its correct recitation became the responsibility of the Almighty. From this, emerge two issues:
1. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the Divinely inspired Hafiz, Qari, scholar, and possessor of secrets of the Holy Qur’aan from Allah Almighty and is not the student of anyone from the entire creation.
2. Hazrat Jibraeel is the medium between Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, in conveying the message and he is not the tutor of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. For this reason he is the servant of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. In fact, due to his servitude to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) has gained the superiority over all the angels.
Therefore, when We have recited it, follow the recitation.

This means when We had recited it upon you. This tells us that the recitation of Hazrat Jibraeel is the recitation of Allah Almighty, because Hazrat Jibraeel would recite the Qur'aan before the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, which Allah Almighty says; "When We recite it."

Then on Us is the explaining of its minute detail.

From this, emerge a few issues:
1. The discussion of the Qur'aan can only take place after its revelation.
2. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) was bringing down the words of the Qur'aan only, but its meaning, its laws and its secrets would be directly received from Allah Almighty.

No indeed! But you (people) love the present life.

And you neglect the Hereafter.

Oh infidels! You have abandoned and forgotten the Hereafter due to your extreme love for the world. This tells us that love of the world is an evil act when it makes you forget the Hereafter.

That day some of the faces shall be bright.

Looking towards their Lord.

From this, emerge two issues:
1. On the Day of Judgement the infidels and the believers would be identified from their faces.
2. The vision of Allah Almighty for the believers.

And (other) faces on that day shall be gloomy.

The conditions of the black and ugly hearts will be revealed on their faces like how the diseases of the heart are identified from the faces.
25. Severe punishment and embarrassment. In short, immediately after the resurrection from the grave, everyone will become fully aware about his end. In fact, this will happen at the time of death.

26. But when the soul comes up to the throat.

26. It would be drawn from the rest of the body, because the departure of the soul begins

27. And will say: “Who is there magician” to blow.

27. So that the soul of the dying person can come out with ease, or that he may be cured. The second meaning has greater weight. From this we learn that blowing on the person while reading Darood Shareef, exorcism, etc. are all true.

28. He then will realise that it is the hour of parting (death).

28. This tells us that for the negligent person, death is a means of departure i.e. he departs from his family, children, property, etc. while for the intelligent person it is a means of meeting i.e. he meets the Holy Prophet (SAW). It is for this reason that their days of death are called Urs or wedding. This can be compared to a train, which separates some and joins some.

29. And one leg will cling to the other leg.

29. This means that after death, the feet will be wrapped up in the shroud. Or, at the time of death, there will be severity followed by more severity of the agonies of death and of permanent departure from the home and property. It should be remembered that some sincere devotees at the time of death are granted the beauteous vision of the Holy Prophet (SAW) due to which the dying person does not feel the agonies of death.

30. To your Lord on that day shall be the drive.

30. The infidels will be driven with utter disgrace and the believers will be driven with such honour, like how a beloved meets the beloved.

SECTION 2

31. But he did not accept the truth, nor did he offer Salaah.

31. This means that the infidels will be given this punishment because they had neither accepted Islam while in the world, nor performed their Salaah. From this we learn that the infidels are duty-bound to the worship of Allah Almighty.
32. Instead he called the truth a lie and turned back.

32. From this we learn that to turn your face away from the Qur'an and to show your back to it is the practice of the infidels and a sign of rejection of it. Every believer should guard against this.

33. Then he went to his kinsmen, walking away in arrogance.

33. By expressing arrogance at his infidelity and enmity. This tells us that arrogant behaviour is a sign of infidelity. Believers should abstain from it. One should make humility and lowliness one's mode of life. Says Allah Almighty: "The bondsmen of the Most Affectionate are those who walk on the earth modestly" (S25: V63).

34. Woe to you, and woe again.

35. Again woe to you, and woe again.

34. Thus in the Battle of Badr, Abu Jahl was killed by two boys in a most humiliating and disgraceful way. This tells us that Abu Jahl is a worse wretch than the Pharaoh because his wickedness is mentioned four times: death on infidelity, severity of punishment of the grave, apprehension of the Day of Judgement and disgrace and misery of Hell (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan).

35. Does man think he is to be left to wander without being controlled?

35. From this you learn that all worldly relations are broken at the time of death, but the bond of servitude to Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم will never be broken in this world and the Hereafter. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is presented in every person's grave and not the parents. After the death of our parents we say that so and so were our parents, but regarding the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم we say that he is our Messenger. Also, worldly laws come to an end after death, but those of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم will continue eternally. Enshrouding the deceased, burial procedures, ghusal and Salatul Janazah are the laws of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم which are perpetuated after a person's death. This means man cannot become free from Our laws in this world and the Hereafter. Everywhere he is duty-bound to Divine laws.

36. Was he not a drop of semen spilled forth?

36. This means that a human being has been created from impure, undignified and worthless fluid.

37. Then he became a clot of blood. So He created, then made him perfect.

37. All his limbs were completed and the soul was breathed in it. Now, if it becomes good, it
is pure, otherwise it will be impure as before.

39. Then He made of that two pairs, the male and the female.

40. Has not such One the power to raise the dead?

38. That is the God who is so powerful will he not raise the dead bodies on the day of Qiyamah, certainly he will.

39. Having read this Ayat the believer should say Bala i.e. why not.

SURAH AL DAHR (THE TIME)
(MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah
2 Section: 31 Verses 240 Words, 1054 Letters

1. Surah Ad-Dahr is also named Surah Insaan. According to some scholars this Surah is Makkah, but according to the majority, it was revealed in Madina.

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Was there certainly not a time over the life of a human being when he was a nothing worth mentioning?

2. It means Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) or every human being prior to his birth had at
the stage experienced this time.

3. During the period of being in the womb of the mother, or even prior to this, he was not known to anyone. It should be remembered that our Holy Prophet's name was known from the beginning. Centuries prior to the Holy Prophet's birth, Hazrat Isā (On whom be peace) had informed his people about this blessed Prophet, saying that his name is Ahmad and not that his name would be Ahmad. Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) saw the Holy Prophet's name inscribed on the Divine Throne and on every leaf of Paradise. He would pray to Allah Almighty, seeking his blessed medium. Hence, in this word, 'human being' the Holy Prophet is not included.

4. Through the sperm of the parents. Through the sperm of the father the bony structure is formed, while flesh, blood and hair are formed from the egg of the mother. Therefore, genealogy is perpetuated through the father and not through the mother. It should be remembered that Hazrat Isā and sayyeda Hawa are excluded from this natural phenomenon, because neither is born from the sperm of a father nor that of the mother. Law is one thing, but power is something else.

5. Almost all human beings can see and hear. The difference is that some listen to the devil and see him, while others listen to the Most Compassionate and behold His Beauty. Thus, the visual and auditory capacities of the human beings differ from one to another. The auditory and visual powers of the Prophets are so strong that they hear and see things from a long distance. Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) had heard the sound of ants from a distance of five miles. The Holy Prophet saw Allah Almighty with his naked eye, but not an eyelash moved. Says Allah Almighty: "The eye deviated not, nor crossed the limit" (Sūrat al-Asr: 17). In short, hearing and seeing are different. Observe, the outer vision of some is strong, but others are weak. Then also, the collyrium (surma) to strengthen the outer vision is different to the medicinal root used for strengthening the inner sight.

6. By establishing intellectual reasons and proofs by sending the Prophets, He provided the route to reach Him. Some accepted this, others rejected it.

7. From this reckoning one learns that those chains, iron collars and eternal stay in Hell is specifically for the infidels. Allah Almighty will protect the sinful believers from these. It should be remembered that these chains and iron collars would be put on the infidels at the time of being taken to Hell, (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani) while tying of their hands on the field of Mahshar is separate from this.
5. Certainly, the righteous shall drink 8 from a cup, the mixture of which is camphor.

8. These eighteen verses were revealed in honour of Hazrat Alli, Imam Hassan, Imam Husain, sayyeda Faatimah and their maid servant Fiddah, as these pious people had taken a vow of keeping three fasts at the time when Imam Hassan and Imam Husain became ill. They fulfilled this vow when they gained their health. But at the time of Itfaar, each evening, there was either a beggar, a destitute or a prisoner coming to their door, for whom whatever was cooked was given and they themselves slept without a morsel of food on all three nights. It is for this reason that Hazrat Alli (May Allah be pleased with him) is called the Prince of Generosity. The majority of the scholars are of the opinion that Surah Ad-Dahr was revealed in Madina because the prisoners were in Madina and not in Makkah. Some said that only these verses were revealed in Madina. It should be remembered that at the time of these fasts there was a great deal of hardship in the household of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Each night whatever income came was equal to one bread per person. At the time of Itfaar, in the evening, when they sat to break their fast there would always be someone seeking food. In response each one would give their bread to the beggar and go to bed without eating.

6. A fountain from which the special devotees 9 of Allah shall drink, and make of it to flow a forceful gushing out in abundance wherever they would like in their places 10.

9. Hazrat Alli, Imam Hassan, Imam Husain, sayyeda Faatimah, Fiddah (May Allah be pleased with them) and through their medium their sinful servants. May Allah Almighty grant us their servitude.

10. This tells us that the rivers of Paradise will be under the control of the inmates. Wherever they want it, the rivers will flow there.

7. They fulfil 11 their vows and fear a day the evil of which shall be spreading 12 far and wide.

11. By minnat is meant to give a lesser important worship a condition of obligation. It is Wajib (compulsory) to fulfill this promise (MINNAT). The purpose of this verse is to show that these pious persons in addition to fulfilling Divine obligation they fulfill vows they have taken implicitly.

12. After performing so many good deeds they still display a high degree of fear for the Day of Judgement and Allah Almighty. They perform the good deeds after which they display fear.

8. And they feed out of love 13 for Him to the needy and the orphan and the prisoners 14.

13. From this it is hinted that you should give in charity your favourite food. It is for this reason that the desirable food of the deceased is distributed for Fateha. Also, they devote their life when healthy even when they themselves are in need of it. The charity given in the days
14. By "prisoner" is understood that this verse is Madinite because there was no Jihad prior to Hijrah (migration from Makkah to Madina), and

9. (Saying) we only feed you for Allah’s pleasure, we desire from you neither any reward nor thanks.

15. On the basis of this, some cautious people do not ask the beggars to offer dua after giving them charity, thinking it may become a form of expressing gratitude. Some scholars and spiritual guides, too, do not seek any worldly rewards from their students and disciples saying that knowledge is spiritual nourishment and its charity too should be for gaining the pleasure of Allah Almighty alone. But the students and the disciples must express gratitude and render service. The reward of good is good.

10. Certainly, we fear from our Lord a stern distressful day.

16. We are giving you this charity on the basis that we do not expect any goodness from you,

11. Therefore, Allah will guard them from the evil of that day, and cause them to meet with joy and happiness.

17. From this we learn that Hazrat Alli, sayyeda Fatimah, Imam Hassan, Imam Husain and

12. And He will reward them with gardens and silk robes and Paradises because they were steadfast.

18. This tells us that patience is superior to gratitude because the Holy Qur’aan has established the reward of gratitude as an increase in bounties in the following words: "If you will be grateful, then I shall give you more" (S14:V7), while the reward of patience mentioned here is Paradise and things of Paradise. At another place it is said that Allah Almighty is with those who are patient. If Allah Almighty is with the person then what else will he need? It should be remembered that patience is of four types: patience on obedience, patience from sinful activities, patience at bereavement and patience at the time of calamities and hardships. All four categories of patience are amply found in the household of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Imam Husain is indeed the Prince of the Patient.

13. To recline therein upon raised couches. They shall find there neither (the severe heat of) the sun nor intense cold.

you will not have prisoners without Jihad (Holy War). In Islam there is no life imprisonment for any criminal.

ءَلَا تَتَّبِعُونَ الْوَجْهَ الَّذِي لا نَرْيَى مَنْ مُنْعَمَّ بِهِ عَلَى الْأَرْضِ ۚ لَنْ تَنصُرَنَّ الَّذِينَ كَفَّارٌ أَنفُسَهُمْ وَأَهْلَهُمْ
19. In Paradise there will be no warm or cold seasons, neither the sun nor the moon, etc. The light of Paradise will be provided by Divine light.

14. And close down upon them (shall be) its shadows 20. And its fruits shall be easy to reach 21.

20. The shadows of the trees of Paradise will be close-by.
21. So that the inmates of Paradise can break the bunches whether they are sitting or lying down. This tells us that the height of the trees of Paradise will be in accordance with the wishes of its inmates. Their bunches will be everlasting. They will never come to an end.

15. And they shall be made to go round about them the vessels of silver and goblets of glass 22.

22. From this we learn that the inmates of Paradise would be sitting in circles to eat and drink. Says Allah Almighty: "They will be on the thrones face to face" (S37:V44). It is for this reason that the assembly of the Holy Prophet ﷺ would be in the form of a circle as those were heavenly gath-erings. Even today, the gatherings of Zikr, lectures, meals, should be in circle formation in order to imitate these pure gatherings. However, for Salaah there should be rows as it is in imitation of worshipping angels; the angels form rows to perform their Salaah.

16. And crystal clear bottles of silver 23, they measure them accurately 24.

23. White and durable like silver, protected from breakage, transparent like glass. Things that outside would be fully visible inside. Allah be praised! This is because the glass of this world is made from sand while that glass will be made from heavenly ground, which is made of silver.

17. And they shall be made to drink therein a cup, the mixture which shall be flavoured with ginger 25.

25. In some drinks there will be a mixture of ginger and in some of camphor. Hence, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

18. (It will be from) a fountain therein which is named Salsabeel 26.

26. The water of this fountain would be superior in taste to all other drinks. The sincere devotees would be specifically drinking from it while in the drinks of the other inmates of Paradise there will be a mixture of it.
19. And round about them shall go youths 27 never altering in age. When you see them you will think them to be scattered pearls 28.

27. Among these youths some are heavenly creation like the hoories (heavenly damsels) as well as those children of the infidels who had died as minors. But they themselves would not be able to do good deeds, nor would their parents be believers. Their childhood would be eternal. They will never grow to the prime of their youth. They would be rendering service inside and outside Paradise. This tells us that in the homes of Paradise, strange youths will not be allowed without a veil. Purdah will be practised in Paradise as well. Says Allah Almighty: "There are hoories (heavenly damsels) confined in tents" (S55:V72). The purdah of the world is the bounty of Paradise. Thus, being without a veil and shamelessness is the punishment of Hell.

28. This means these youths in the heavenly homes would be appearing walking and strolling in such a way like water pearls spread on a palm floor.

20. And when you see there, you will see a blessing and a great dominion 29.

29. The bounties of Paradise are beyond one's imagination. The property of a common inmate of Paradise would be spread to cover

21. Upon them shall be garments of fine green silk and thick brocade 30. And they shall be adorned 31 with bracelets of silver. And their Lord shall make them drink 32 a pure beverage.

30. SUNDOOS denotes fine silk while ISTABRAK denotes thick silk or brocade i.e. some dresses will be made of fine silk and others of brocade, or sometimes of fine silk and on others of brocade. It should be remembered that the heavenly dresses would not be to protect from the cold or heat because there will be no cold or heat. They will be for the purpose of covering and adornment and elegance.

31. This means that in the hands of every inmate of Paradise will be three bangles, one of gold, one of silver and the third of pearls. These bangles would be very beautiful and elegant. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. It should be remembered that wars continue to take place in the world. Thus, here it is totally forbidden for men to wear jewellery made from gold and silver so that their lives become disciplined like the soldiers. There is no war in Paradise; therefore men will be allowed to wear jewellery there.

32. Ecstatic love for Allah Almighty in the world, too, is the pure drink of the heart as well as the vision of the pious, the water from their feet, etc. is pure drink because through these one obtains cure for one's physical and spiritual ills. In the Hereafter there will be a fountain of pure drink, which will be free of smell and intoxication.
22. Verily, this is a reward 33 for you and your labour shall be appreciated 34.

33. This means all these bounties are the reward for your obedience in the world. These words will be addressed to them who will earn Paradise through their effort. Some will be granted Paradise out of Divine generosity like the children of the believers or those sinners who will receive Paradise through the blessings of the pious or that creation which has been created to fill Paradisé.

34. In that We had accepted it and bestowed upon you Our Vision and conversation. It should be remembered that the beauteous vision of Allah Almighty would not be in reward for one’s good deeds. It is a result of one’s extreme devotion and love as well as out of Divine Grace.

SECTION 2

23. Undoubtedly, We ourselves have revealed the Qur’aan to you little by little 35.

35. So that your conversation and communication are maintained for all times and the people are not burdened with the Divine laws at one time. Thus, the revelation of the Holy Qur’aan was completed in twenty-three years.

24. So be steadfast 36 for the Command of your Lord. But never obey from among them a sinner or an ungrateful 37 one.

36. And continue to bear the hard work of propagation. And bear with patience the hardships sent from Allah Almighty. Or, be firm in the application of the laws of Islam. In short it is not necessary for this verse to be Makkah.

37. Reason for its Revelation: Some scholars have said that once Waleed bin Mugheerah and Utbah bin Rabeelah presented themselves before the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Utbah said if you stop the propagation of Islam, I will give the hand of my daughter in marriage to you, without any dowry. Waleed said that I will give you so much wealth that you will be pleased with it. In response to it, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Khazainul Iraaan). On the basis of it, this verse is Makkah.

25. And remember the Name of your Lord morning and evening 38.

38. This means be punctual in the performance of Salaatul Fajr, Asr and Maghrib. Fajr comes in the morning and Asr and Maghrib covers the evening period. By Zikr is meant Salaah because in each Salaah Allah Almighty is being remembered.

26. And prostrate 39 to Him during part of the night and glorify Him for long through the night 40.

39. Be punctual with Salaatul Maghrib and Esha. In these two sentences all the five Salaah
are included.
40. This means besides the obligatory prayers perform the optional prayers as well. Tahajjud Salah is included in the optional prayers.

37. Certainly, they love this transitory world and neglect a heavy day.

31. From this is understood that the love of the world is bad only if it is developed by abandoning religion, as this is the practice of the infidels. But if it is done as a means of propagation for the religion then it is good. The world is zero while the religion is numerical. Zero on its own is without any value, but once it is added to a number it increases its value tenfold. If the world is added to the religion in this way then, Allah be praised, like the wealth of Hazrat Uthman and the children of the Prophets.

42. By this is meant the Day of Judgement, which will be heavy on the infidels as they are unmindful about it.

28. We created them and made firm their joints and when We please We shall bring in their place the likes of them by a change.

43. In that you were born weak then became strong and energetic through Our blessings.
44. That We will destroy you and establish others in your buildings. Thus, the leaders of the Quraish were killed in the battles and the believers settled in their homes.

29. Surely, this is a reminder. So, whoever wishes may take a way to his Lord.

45. This means the Holy Qur’an is good advice for all times, at all places for everyone. Its quality of counselling is not restricted to time, place or people because the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is universal and eternal.

46. The Path of Allah Almighty is those beliefs or physical and spiritual deeds by means of which Allah Almighty can be reached. The signs of this Path are the blessed Prophets and Saints. The religion in which saints of Allah Almighty are found is the Path of Allah Almighty.

30. But you (O Muhammad) do not desire except what Allah Wills. Verily, Allah is Knowing, Wise.

47. From this emerge two issues:

1. Man is not helpless as the stone, for he is...
given power of decision and intention.

2. In his intention man is not totally firm and independent from Allah Almighty. His intention is subservient to Allah Almighty. Thus, it is not independent absolutely. The foundation of faith is based on this.

48. On intellectual basis there are four qualities of this mercy: piety in the worldly life; successful end at the time of death; success in the grave; and salvation on the Day of Judgement in the form of Paradise. Or, by mercy is meant obtaining the blessed sanctuary of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. In terms of the Sufis mercy means the love of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet and their true devotion. Only he on whom there is special blessing, obtains this.

31. He causes whom He Wills to enter into His Mercy, and as for the unjust, He has prepared for them a painful punishment 49.

49. By unjust is meant the infidels and by painful torment is meant either eternal punishment or the punishment of disgrace and ignominy from which sinful believers would be protected.

---

**SURAH AL-MURSALAAAT (THE EMISSARIES)**

(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah

2 Sections: 50 Verses 180 Words, 816 Letters

1. Surah Al-Mursalaat is Makkan. It contains two Rukus (sections), fifty verses, one hundred and eighty words and eight hundred and sixteen letters (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan). This Surah was revealed in the mountainous cave of Mina. Today this cave is called Cave of Mursalaat.

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

After its revelation, a snake came out. The Noble Companions tried to kill it but it hid away. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said: "It saved itself from you, and you from him" (Tafseer Khazain, etc).
SECTION 1

1. By those who are sent consecutively 2.

2. These five qualities which are mentioned here are either of the winds or the complete souls which are sent to complete the body, then through the gust of wind of the gardens blow everything other than Allah. Then they spread their effect in all the limbs and besides the Al-

2. And who push on with a force.

3. And then after stirring up, lifting3.

3. This means they are the winds of mercy,

4. Then separating fully the truth and untruth.

5. Then by those bringing down the remembrance 4.

4. One probability is that if all these five qualities are of the angels then its meaning would be I take an oath of the angels who are continuously sent to you. Then they move so swiftly between you and your Lord like the gust of wind and they spread their wings before you in total respect. Then they bring the verses, which help to differentiate between Truth and falsehood. Thereafter these angels present Zikr of Allah on him. From this commentary a few benefits are derived:

6. To end arguments or, to warn 5.

5. This means the movement of the winds, or the bringing down of the Quranic verses by the angels is for the purpose of warning and comp-

7. Certainly, what you are promised 6 must come to pass.

6. The Day of Judgement and the reward and punishment of that day of which the Holy mighty destroy everything. Then they engage in Zikrullah inspirationally. Some have said that all these five qualities are that of angels. There are two more statements regarding this (Khazainul Irfaan). Some have said that these qualities are of the Quranic verses (Tafseer Azizi).

1. The nature of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم being the Beloved is such that Allah Almighty took an oath on the angels serving him.

2. If these angels have achieved such loftiness, that due to little service they became worthy of Divine Oath, then what about those Noble Companions who had been close to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم like a shadow? What can one say about their greatness!

6. The Day of Judgement and the reward and punishment of that day of which the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم has provided full information.
8. So (it will be) when stars 7 are made to lose their light.

7. They should be swept away after extinguishing their light. Hence, this verse is not in contradiction to the following verse: "And when the stars fall off" (S82:V2).

9. And when the sky is split 8.

8. There will be a crack and the sky split apart. Prior to this there was no crack in the sky. Says Allah Almighty: "And there is no rift therein" (S50:V6). Or, the doors of the heaven should open through which the angels should descend. Says Allah Almighty: "And the sky shall be opened up and it will become as doors" (S78:V19). The first explanation has greater strength.

10. And when the mountains are blown away 9 as dust.

9. This means after becoming tiny particles they shall fly in such a way like the dust flies in the wind.

11. And when the Messengers 10 are gathered at their appointed time.

10. And these pious servants shall be assembled to give testimony on their people.

12. For what day they have been appointed 11.

11. It means these testimonies and decisions did not take place in the world, but were left in abeyance for the Day of Judgement. So all this will take place on that day.

13. For the Day of Decision 12 making.

12. From this we learn that accountability; reward and punishment shall take place on the Day of Judgement and not in the world, because the punishments and rewards of Allah Almighty are eternal, while there is not eternity in the world. Also, in His punishment is genuine hardship and in His reward is genuine comfort. This is not possible in the world. The complete accountability of everyone is not possible in the world because everyone can never assemble at one time in the world. Some human rights and deeds are not yet fulfilled. When all the oppressors and the oppressed shall assemble and all the deeds have been performed, then that day will be the Day of Judgement.

14. And what will make you understand what is the Day of Decision making 13?

13. This means Oh the one who can hear the terrors and the horrors of the Day of Judgement are beyond your imagination.

15. Woe on that day 14 to those who believed it (Qur’aan/Islam).

14. By those who falsify are meant the infidels, no matter whether they are rejectors of Marfat.com
the Unity of Allah Almighty or of Prophethood or of any Islamic belief. From this we understand that total disgrace on that Day will be of the infidels. The sinful believers will not be subjected to this disgrace and dishonour. Their going into Hell is for the sake of purification from sins, like impure gold is placed into a furnace to become pure.

16. Did We not destroy the former generations?

17. So We shall cause the later 15 ones to follow them.

15. This means Oh infidels of Makkah! Even if worldly punishments of the previous people had not come to you, but in the Hereafter you and those infidels would be equal because you are equal in beliefs and deeds. From this we learn that the believers would be with those they had loved e.g. the Prophets, the Saints, and the Noble Companions.

18. Thus shall We deal with the culprit 16.

16. We keep every species with its own kind.

19. Woe on that day 17 to those who belied it (the truth).

17. This means when the punishment comes in the world, then disgrace has fallen upon the infidels, in that they had not been given the time to repent. Hence this verse is not repetitive because at first it denoted the Day of Judgement, while it denotes the day of coming of the punishment of the world (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani).

20. Did We not create you from mean water sprout?

21. Then We placed it in a secure place (womb).

22. Till an appointed term 18.

18. This means after pondering over your previous belief in Our Power i.e. We had created you from an impure drop of semen and kept that drop in your mother’s womb until the appointed time of more or less nine months.

23. Then We proportioned 19 it. How well are We at proportioning (things)?

19. Just as your stay in the mother’s womb is for an estimated period, your stay in the world, too, is likewise which We have determined for you. No one can live a little more or a little less than this appointed time.

24. Woe on that day to those who belied it (truth).

25. Have We not made the earth a gathering 20 place?
20. In that all types of human beings live and settle on the earth. The stay of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) in the heaven is of temporary nature. His true habitat is the earth.

26. Of the living and the dead 21?

21. In that the living are on the back of the earth and the dead are gathered in its stomach. Those corpses, which had not received burial,

27. And We placed therein lofty anchors 22 and gave you 23 sweet water to drink 24.

22. From this we learn that the earth is stationary. It does not move, because the mountains have been compared to anchors, and anchors are used to stop the ships from moving.

23. O people! Whether subservient or disobedient, you have all received this benefit.

24. From the earth in that from it the fountains,

25. Woe on that day to those who belied it (truth).

29. Move on to that which you were belying 25.

25. In that you had been rejecting Hell and the punishment of Hell. Now (on the Day of Judg-

30. Move on to the shadow of smoke having three branches 26.

26. That is, walk towards the smoke of Hell fire, which is so abundant that it spreads in three directions: to the top, the right side and the left side as is the case in the dispersal of large quantity of worldly smoke which spreads like hair on top, right and left. Then this smoke would be surrounding the infidels from the top, right and left sides. Therefore it has been called having three branches. From this, emerge two issues:

1. The smoke of Hell will reach the Field of Accountability where the infidels would be kept for the purpose of accountability just as the Fountain of Kauthar would be flowing for

31. Neither having (coolness of) the shade, nor protecting against the

...
32. Verily, the hell sends up sparks like lofty palaces.

33. As if they were camels of golden colour.

34. Woe on that day to those who belied it (truth).

35. This is the day on which they shall not be able to speak.

36. And permission shall not be given to them that they may get themselves excused.

32. It means this shadow will neither protect the person on the Field of Accountability from the intense heat of the sun nor from the heat of the fire, because in itself there will be heat. It will not be like the shadow of the world in order to provide protection from the heat and cold.

thereafter.

and had become unmindful of religion due to their love for them. Thus, this punishment had been prescribed for them.

be in a state of disgrace as well as regret.

Or, after accountability their quibbling will come to an end.

be of another type. It should be remembered that the letter FA in FAYATAZIROON is to express emotion and not a response. Therefore the letter Nun had not fallen i.e. their maintaining of silence will be because they have no legitimate excuses.

judgement is passed in the world as well. Or, it is a day of Decision on which the infidels and
the believers would be separated from one another just as after the threshing of the wheat, the chaff is separated from it.

34. In that all types of infidels are placed together with their own kind and the believer

39. So, if you have a plan, devise 35 to use it against Me.

35. And save yourselves from Divine punishment. This command is used for their expression of humility. Because in the world

40. Woe on that day to those who belie it (truth).

SECTION 2

41. Verily, the righteous 36 shall be amidst shade and fountains.

36. The pious live in the world under the shelter of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the Saints, at the time of death on the wings of the angels and the shelter of the hoarys, in the grave under the shadow of the Holy Qur’aan and the Charity, on the Day of Judgement under the shadow of the Great Throne, at the Pulsiraat (the Narrow Bridge) under the shelter of the Holy Prophet’s سلام الله عليه وآله وسلم prayer and in Paradise under the shelter of repentance. Likewise, these people drink from the cups of Shariat at the hands of the scholars, and from the dazzling cups of Tareeqat (mystic way of life) from the hands of the spiritual guides, while in Paradise they will drink from Salsabeel (heavenly river) and Fountain of Kauthar from the hands of the youths (ghilmaan) and hoarys (heavenly damsels).

42. And amidst fruits such as they desire 37.

37. In the world they did what their Lord required them to do and in the Hereafter their Lord will give them what they desire. There will be no restrictions or prohibitions of any type.

43. Eat and drink pleasantly 38 because of what you did 39.

38. Pleasant, tasty and digestible through which no harm can come to a person.

39. Reward of direct or indirect good deeds, because the minor children of the believers,

44. Certainly, thus do We reward 40 the righteous.

40. The reward of one would be ten or even more. From this there is a hint that everyone will not receive the reward of good deeds. Only the kind will receive it, and the infidels are not
45. Woe on that day to those who believed it (truth).

46. Eat and enjoy yourselves for a little. Surely, you are culprits.

41. It should be remembered that giving permission to eat in the world is like giving food to the obedient servant. Providing food for the believers in Paradise would be like entertaining the guests. Providing food for the infidels in the world is like giving food to the prisoner condemned to death, prior to the date of hanging i.e. his last meal before hanging.

42. From this we learn that the eating and drinking of the infidels, too, are criminal acts because while eating and drinking they are still on infidelity. Hence, the eating and drinking of the believers are pious acts because while consuming these, he engages in deeds of piety. Also, the believers are members of procession and the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم is the bridegroom. In a bridalc procession the food and drinks for them is to entertain these guests, while the food of the stranger is like that for a thief.

47. Woe on that day to those who believed it (truth).

48. And when it is said to them: “perform Salaah,” they do not perform.

43. This means when it is said to the infidels offer your Salaah by becoming a Muslim, they neither become Muslims nor pray their Salaah. Without accepting Islam an infidel is not given the order to offer Salaah. From this we learn Salaah is a very important act of worship. Its omission will subject even the infidel to punishment.

49. Woe on that day to those who believed it (truth).

50. In what discourse (revelation) after it, will they believe?

44. From this emerge two issues:

1. There will be no Prophet coming after our Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم.

2. There will be no heavenly book after the Holy QUR’AAN.
SURAH NABA (THE NEWS)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah  
2 Sections: 40 Verses 173 Words, 970 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. About what do they question one another?

2. This is about the great news.

1. A very dangerous news, i.e. the news about the Day of Judgement. Or, very good news i.e. the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Or, truly grand news about the personality, attributes and the praises of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. The reason for saying the news of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to be truly grand is because the attributes of the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم are neither restricted to place nor time. And Allah Almighty gave the news of the Holy Prophet’s صلى الله عليه وسلم attributes, and the entire creation sang his praises. Thus, any person who becomes the reciter of the Holy Prophet’s صلى الله عليه وسلم praises has achieved greatness.

3. In which they have differences.

2. Some infidels call the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم a magician; others call him a poet, yet others call him insane. Some are rejectors of the Day of Judgement and some acknowledge it.

4. Yes, soon they will know it.

5. Yes, indeed they will soon know it.

3. End result of their infidelity, either at the time of death, in the grave or on the Day of Judgement, or in the lifetime through defeat in battles.

6. Have We not made the earth a bed?

7. And the mountains as the pegs.
8. And We have created you in pairs.

4. Man and women, infidel and a believer; a
    scholar and an ignorant, good fortunate and ill
    fortunate.

9. And We have made sleep for your
    rest.

5. For the common people sleep is comfort
    of the heart, for the special people it is the
    peace of the heart and soul as they join Allah
    Almighty in their sleep. Therefore, the sleep of
    the Prophet is a form of revelation. It should
    be remembered that in sleep there is a proof of
    the Day of Judgement. In sleep, a servant
    hands himself over to his Creator. Sleep throws
    the wrestler on his back. Sleep makes a great
    scholar forget his knowledge. Sleep shows the
    helplessness of man.

10. And We have made the night as
    a covering.

6. This tells us that there will be no sleep; day
    or night in Paradise and Hell because there is no
    tiredness in Paradise and no one is required
    to earn his livelihood. Thus, there is no need to
    rest. In Hell there is no worldly comfort.

11. And have made the day for
    seeking livelihood.

12. And We have built above you
    seven strong layers (firmaments).

7. Seven heavens, which neither break apart
    nor penetrate by force. The march of time has
    no effect on them.

13. And have set therein a glittering
    light (sun).

14. And sent down from the clouds
    rain water pouring forcefully.

15. To bring forth therewith grain
    and vegetation.

16. And lush gardens.

17. Verily, the Day of Decision has
    an appointed time.

8. By FASL means either decision or distance.
   The purpose of the first meaning is to show that
   on the Day of Judgement, decision will be
   passed on accepted and rejected good deeds,
   between forgiven and non-forgiven sins, and
   between beloved and reprobate persons.
   Presently in the world, there is no certainty
   about them. The purpose of the second
   meaning is that on that day those having
   physical relationships without relationships of
faith will be separated. Says Allah Almighty: 
"On that day man will flee from his brother, 
and from his mother and his father" (S80: 
Vs34-35). And those with whom you have 
relations by faith, even if they had been 
separated in the world, there they will be 
brought together. It is stated in a Hadith: "A 
person will be with him whom he loves." It 
should be remembered that this decision had 
already been made on the Day of the Covenant 
about which Allah Almighty and His Beloved 
servants have full knowledge. On the Day of 
Judgement this decision will be made apparent. 
The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has 
already given information about many people 
and their deeds and the Holy Qur'an has 
already proclaimed about some people being 
inmates of Paradise and Hell.

18. The day when the trumpet 10 shall 
be blown, and you will assemble in 
companies 11.

10. Here, the second blowing of the Trumpet 
is denoted at which everybody would be 
resurrected to appear before their Lord. The 
Day of Judgement will commence with the first 
blowing of the trumpet and its termination will 
be with the sending of the inmates of Paradise 
and Hell to their respective places. From this 
we learn that the blowing by the Saints on 
people is true as it is a means of obtaining their 
blessings. This is done when it is needed. 
Observe, Hazrat Jibraeel blew into the collar of 
the garment of Sayaddah Mariam and Hazrat 
Isa (On whom be peace) blew on a person to 
raise him to life. Allah Almighty blew into 
Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace). Thus, 
blowing is very effective.

11. The believers would be appearing in 
separate groups with their leaders. The infidels 
would be appearing in different groups with 
different leaders. Says the Holy Qur'an: "The 
day when We shall call every person with their 
leaders" (S17:V71).

19. And the heaven shall be opened 
up converted as doors 12.

12. There are countless doors in the heavens 
of which some are special and some are 
common. There is a different door for each one's 
descent of sustenance and ascent of deeds, 
which is closed when he dies. There was a spe-
cial door for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to 
enter the heavens on the Night of Me'raaj, 
which Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) had 
opened for him on that night. For this reason 
the guard at the door had enquired who are you? Which tells us that the Messenger of 

Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم had entered through a new door. Common doors are of many kinds, 
like the Door of Repentance, which is left open 
at all times and will close just before the Day of 
Judgement. Here, by these doors is meant those 
doors, which would be specifically opened on 
the Day of Judgement from which the angels, 
who are responsible for management of the 
Day of Judgement, would be descending. 
People would become aware of these doors, 
therefore it is said: "It will become
20. And the mountains shall be removed as sandy mirage.

21. Verily, the hell is waiting.

33. This means that Hell itself is waiting for the infidels. Or, the angels of Hell. From the first point it is proven, that Hell has discerning power. It recognizes those who are entitled for it from those who are not. In fact, every animal and inorganic thing in the world has intelligence. They can hear and speak. The Saints of Allah Almighty understand their speech. The Noble Companions themselves had heard the weeping and talking of the Pillar of Hananah. From the second point it is proven that the angels of Hell are aware of who would die as infidels and who as believers. The knowledge of the Holy Prophet is much more than them. Thus, he too is fully aware of their destiny. From this it is proven that the inmates of Paradise and the hoories and the heavenly youth (ghilmaan) are awaiting the arrival of the believers, as is stated in the Hadith Shareef that when the wife of the inmate of Paradise fights with him, then the hoories of Paradise proclaim do not fight with him because he is a guest of Paradise by you, who will soon be coming to us.

22. As the destination for the rebellious.

14. It is made from disobedience, meaning transcending the limits. Shariah has established the limits for beliefs and deeds and whosoever goes beyond them is a rebel and a transgressor. The one who exceeds the limits in beliefs is an infidel and the one who exceeds the limits in deeds in a transgressor. Here, the first rebel is denoted i.e. an infidel as can be seen from the next verse. It should be remembered that sometimes exceeding the limits of good deeds is praiseworthy. Siddique Akbar gave his entire wealth for the pleasure of Allah Almighty. Also, those things on which Allah has not placed limits like praises of the Holy Prophet . An excess in these would not be regarded as transgression, like the water of the ocean, the light of the sun etc. have no limits. Likewise, there is no limitation to the praiseworthy qualities of the Holy Prophet .

23. To stay therein for ages.

15. The word 'Aqaba' is derived from 'Haqab', which means a lengthy period of time. The Arabs would use this word to show eternity, like it is said in Urdu that Paradise would remain for hundreds of thousands of years, meaning forever. Or, this word shows a period of seventy thousand years. A year is made up of twelve months, a month of thirty days. Because 'Aqaba' is the plural of

24. They will neither taste therein nor drink.
25. Except boiling water and a stinking yellow liquid of Hell.
26. As a befitting retribution.
27. Verily, they had no fear of being accounted for.
16. Because they were rejectors of the Day of Judgement. This tells us that the above-mentioned punishments will only be for the infidels.
28. And they totally denied Our Verses.
29. But We have everything recorded in a register.
17. This means that everyone's good and evil deeds have been recorded on the Divine Tablet from beforehand. From this we learn that those pious servants whose eyes behold the Divine Tablet are fully aware of every condition of everyone. If Allah Almighty had not willed it so then those deeds would not have been recorded on the Divine Tablet. We further learn that the works of the pious servants become linked with Allah Almighty, because writing in the book was the work of the angels and not of Allah Almighty, yet Allah Almighty says We wrote it. Also, just as we had been directed to the visible world so that we can trade in it, likewise those who wish to deal in the unseen world have been provided with the knowledge of that world by Allah Almighty. Without knowledge, no dealings can take place.
30. So, now taste (the penalty). We shall not increase, except your punishment.

SECTION 2
31. Verily, for those who fear Allah is a place of success.
18. From this emerge a few issues:
1. The pious people are the owners of Paradise as is indicated by the letter LAAM of LILMUTAQEEN.
2. They are eternal owners as is understood from the nominal sentence.
3. On the pious are the owners of Paradise as is understood from placing "For the pious" at the beginning of the sentence.
4. Success is not the world but gaining Paradise. He is successful in the world who utilizes his efforts to earn Paradise. It should be remembered that physically pious is he who does good deeds. The discussion of it is the following verse: "It is the guidance for the God-fearing, who believes without seeing" (S2: V2-3). The pious by heart is he who in whose heart there is respect for the pious servants of Allah Almighty. This has been mentioned in these verses: "And who respects the signs of Allah" (S22: V32) and "Undoubtedly those who lower their voices in the presence of the Messenger of Allah" (S49: V3).
2. Of gardens and grapes.

3. And the companions of equal youth. 19.

19. Wives, the heavenly damsels, their worldly believing wives, and the believing wives of the infidels who would be in marriage to these inmates of Paradise. All of them would be of one age.

4. And overflowing cups.

5. They will not hear there any idle talk, nor a lie.

6. As a reward from your Lord, as a sufficient gift. 20.

20. From this emerge a few issues:
1. The world is not the place of rewards. Its place is either Paradise or Hell.
2. Whosoever believes in Allah Almighty according to the understanding of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم is destined for salvation.
3. A believer will be granted with rewards as well as bestowals. The infidels will receive reward only. For this reason the word agreement/concord is being used. Here, grant/bounty/bestowal is being mentioned. It should be remembered that the bounties of Paradise would be visual rewards, which in reality would be the grants and bestowals of Allah Almighty, just as we give some on same pretext. Or, that some bounties are in the form of rewards like the granting of heavenly damsels and palaces, etc. and some bounties are in the form of bestowal, e.g. the Beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty, forgiveness, etc. or that the reward of one deed is multiplied by a thousand which is excess in Divine grant.

7. From Him Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth and whatever is between them. He is the Most Affectionate. None shall have the power 21 to address Him.

21. In that he will not be able to speak.

8. On that day when the Spirit (Jibrael) and all angels will stand in rows 22, who will not be able to speak, except one whom the Most Affectionate permits, and who will speak only what is right 23.

22. From this emerge two issues:
1. Hazrat Jibrael (On whom be peace) enjoys superiority among all the angels because of his service rendered to all the Prophets. This is shown by mentioning him separately from the angels.
2. The rows of Salaah are similar to the rows of the angels; they too would be standing in rows before their Lord. 
23. This means they would have the honour of speaking to Allah Almighty who in the world spoke about piety, reciting Praises of Allah Almighty (HAMD) and the Holy Prophet (NAAT) and today they would be receiving permission for it.

39. That is the day sure to come. Who wants to should adopt a way to his Lord.

24. Coming of which is a certainty and on that day every work will be true and not false.

40. Certainly, We warn you of a punishment which is nearby; the day when man will see whatever his hands have sent forward, and every infidel will say: "Would that I were mere dust."

25. Either they will be seeing the writing of their book of deeds because on that day no one will be illiterate. Everybody's language will be Arabic. Or, they would be seeing their deeds in their form as it has been stated in the Hadith Shareef, and like today, too, future situations are seen in dreams in their form.

26. When the infidels would see animals turned to dust after compensating for another, they would also wish that they were turned into dust and thereby escape punishment.

---

**SURAH NAZIAAT (THE EXTRACTORS)**  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah

2 Sections: 46Verses 197 Words, 753 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By those who extract (life) forcefully

2. And by those who open knots (take life of the pious) smoothly

1. This means I swear on the angels who take out the souls, who take out the life of the infidels with severity and that of the believers gently. It means the believer does not feel the
severity of the pangs of death because he is shown the beauteous vision of the Holy Prophet سلم الله عليه وآله وسلم, in the same way when the ladies of Egypt saw the handsome face of حضرت يوسف عليه السلام they did not feel the pain of cutting their fingers. Or, it is so ordained that the life of the believer should be taken out with care. Nevertheless, the pangs of death of some believers are severe due to some sins so that they can save themselves in this way from the punishment of the Hereafter. Thus, there can be no objection raised against the verse.

3. By those who glide speedily.

4. Then they (advance to others) reach so quickly 2.

2. It means the oath on these angels whose quality is such that the service to which they are appointed to render come there instantly. From this we learn that angels are loved by Allah Almighty because they hasten to obey Him. There are a few aspects to this haste like never question the order that is given to them, do not waste time in unnecessary discussion and debate, place obedience to Allah Almighty above everything else and carrying out the orders of Allah Almighty with a great deal of fervour and enthusiasm without regarding it as a burden. Some human beings, too, are endowed with this quality like the blessed Prophets and the great Saints of Allah Almighty. Observe, the incidents of حضرت إبراهيم عليه السلام are actions of the heart and their fervent performance is its spirit. Fewer deeds performed cheerfully are better than many deeds performed out of disgust and frustration.

5. Then they administer 3 the Command (of Allah).

3. From this emerge a few issues:
1. The administrators of the world are superior to mere worshippers because the trusted angels engage themselves in Divine worship as well as manage the affairs of the world entrusted to them. But in status they are greater because Allah Almighty has taken an oath on them.
2. The Power of Allah Almighty is such that He can have any big or small task done by His order without requiring any mediation, but His law is that every task should be performed through a medium. This is because every task of the world is assigned to the angels managing the affairs. The saints vested with powers of establishment are taking care of the management of these affairs of the world like these angels.
3. Some names are common between Allah and the creation like Ali, Samee. Baseer from these is Mudabbir (manager) i.e. Allah Almighty is Mudabbir, so are the angels who are Mudabbir ul Amr (manager of affairs). Thus it is permissible to say that the Prophets are governors and masters.

6. On the day the blast (of the Trumpet) will convulse (creation).

7. Followed by similar ones (blasts).

8. How hearts will tremble 4 on that day.

4. On the Day of Judgement the hearts of the infidels would be beating fast out of fear. The
hearts of the believers would be at ease.

9. Their eyes will remain cast down.

10. They (infidels) say: “Shall we really be restored to our former state?”

11. “What! Even when we shall be rotten bones?”

12. They say: “That return back will be a total loss.”

5. Or, that again we have to earn the world there, or that we are rejectors of the Day of Judgement here, but if it were to be established then we would be punished. In any case this nonsensical prattle was in the form of jest; but what they uttered was true. Without doubt the Day of Judgement for them is a means of regret. Or, their objective was to show that if they were resurrected on the Day of Judgement, they would once again have to go through the process of childhood, prime of life and old age.

13. But surely, that will be a single cry.

14. And behold they shall all come out in the open.

6. From one trumpet of Hazrat Israfeel (On whom be peace), which would be like browbeating or scolding. The dead will be resurrected from their graves and reach the place of accountability, the land of Syria.

15. Has the tradition about Musa reached you?

7. The story of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) has some resemblance to the Day of Judgement in that he too would transform his walking stick into a snake. After the blowing of the trumpet every being will suddenly come to life. Also, after seeing this miracle the Pharaoh did not accept faith. Even today if the miracle of raising the dead to life were to be shown, the infidels of Makkah would not accept Islam. Thus, through this the blessed heart of the Holy Prophet (صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم) is provided with reassurance and comfort, and the believers are provided with inner satisfaction. In it either the Holy Prophet (صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم) is addressed and the word “HAL” (have you) is used to mean most certainly, or to the believers or the rejectors of the Day of Judgement. From it emerge a few issues: 1. The Holy Prophet (صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم) is such a Beloved of Allah Almighty that in order to comfort him He reveals historical incidents of the previous Prophets. 2. Through the discussion of the pious servants of Allah Almighty, grief and sorrow are removed and joy and comfort are attained. 3. Knowledge of history is beneficial provided it is authentic. 4. Opposition to the Prophet is a cause of destruction. A tyrannical king like the Pharaoh was destroyed because of his opposition to Hazrat Musa. (On whom be peace) Wealthy ministers are afraid of lightning because it is linked with the powerhouse. Similarly, the Prophet is
6. When his Lord called him to the Valley of Tuwa saying:

7. You go to the Pharaoh, who has rebelled.

8. And say to him: “Would you get yourselves purified?”

9. “And I guide you to your Lord so that you may fear Him.”

8. From it emerge a few issues:
1. There should be many prophecies and glad-tidings so as to turn the hearts of the people towards obedience.
2. The biggest criminal and transgressor should not despair at the mercy of Allah Almighty. A king like the Pharaoh too was invited to repent.
3. To guide man towards Allah Almighty is the work of a Prophet as is ascertained from the words: “I should guide you.”
4. The blessed Prophets in matters of knowledge of Shariah and propagation are not tutored by any person. Everything is taught to them by Allah Almighty Himself. Observe, Allah Almighty had taught Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) nuances of propagation and lecturing. He had bestowed upon him complete knowledge instantly.
5. Fear of Allah is His greatest bounty, which is attained through complete faith as can be understood from "You may fear him."
6. Whatever Allah Almighty bestows upon anyone. He does so through the medium of the Prophets as is understood from: "And say to him."

9. It means the walking stick through which Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) had shown many miracles: it would turn into a snake, was serving as a bucket and rope to draw water from the well, elongate according to the depth, it would act as the guard when Hazrat Musa slept, at night it would become bright like a torch, it would assist in caring for the goats, when falling on a stone it would gush out water like a fountain and it would split the water of the sea by coming into contact with it (Tafseer Azizi).

21. But he (Pharaoh) denied it and disobeyed.

22. Then he turned away to strive against him.

23. He gathered (his people) and proclaimed.

24. “I am your lord, the highest one.”

10. It means the idols, which are made for your worshipping, are small deities and I am the
largest from them, because they are my copies and I am the original. The Lord about whom Musa (On whom be peace) is talking, if He really exists, then He is a small Lord because I am the big lord. Observe, the representative of Allah, Musa (On whom be peace) is a destitute while my representatives like Hamaan etc. are all men of splendour.

11. In that Allah Almighty inflicted upon him many punishments in the world like blood, lice, huge frogs, etc. as well as caused him to drown. In the Hereafter he would be thrown into Hell, because that punishment, too, is a certainty for him. As such, that has been interpreted in the past tense.

12. This tells us that it is very important to take a lesson from the hardship and calamities experienced by the previous people. This will help to instill fear of Allah Almighty in you.

SECTION 2

27. What! Is your creation more difficult than the sky He created?

28. He has raised its canopy high and perfected it.

29. And He made its night dark and its morning bright.

30. And after that He spread out the earth.

31. He produces water and pasture therewith.
32. And He has fixed the mountains firmly.

33. For your benefit and for that of your cattle.

34. Then when the greatest disaster will come.

35. On that day man will remember all that he struggled for.

15. From this we learn that on the Day of Judgement everyone would be fully aware of all his deeds. Thus, this statement of the Prophets "We have no knowledge" will be for the sake of respect and not out of lack of knowledge. An example of this is the reply of the Holy Prophet's enquiry about the day: "Allah and His Prophet knows best."

36. And the hell will be in full view to those who see.

16. In that every believer and the infidel would be seeing Hell. From this we learn that the vision there would be so powerful that from the place of accountability Hell would be visible to all, although it would be very far from it. But the seeing of it by the believers will be out of joy i.e. to say I am safe from it while that of the infidel would be out of sorrow, as he has to go into it. This is just like when the prisoner sees the jail and when the Minister of prisons sees it or when the law abiding citizens see it. In fact, all those to whom piety is dear are inmates of Paradise, while those who hold evil and evil deeds dear to them are inmates of Hell.

37. Then as for those who rebelled.

38. And preferred the life of this world.

39. Surely, Hell will be their destination.

17. It means any person who turns away from the obedience of the Prophets and gives preference to the worldly life above that of the Hereafter in his day-to-day living is an eternal inmate of Hell, because he is an infidel. It should be remembered that the life of the world is that which is spent on satisfying personal desires, while the life that is spent on the preparation for the Hereafter is not worldly life, although it is spent in the world. The life of the world is totally different to the life of the Hereafter. The life of the world is temporary, but the life, which is spent in the world for the Hereafter, has no end. As is confirmed by the Holy Qur’aan: "But they are alive by their Lord" (S3:V169).

40. But as for those who fear Allah, to stand before their Lord and restrain themselves from lust.
41. Verily Paradise is their destination.

18. It means those who begin to commit sins in the world and thereafter, out of fear of standing before Allah Almighty for the purpose of accountability, turn away from the sins are inmates of Paradise. Or, anyone out of fear of the Day of Judgement controls his baser self from indulging in evil desires is an inmate of Paradise. The word HAWA means having unlawful desires.

42. They ask you about the Hour, when it is to come?

19. Reason for its Revelation:
The infidels of Makkah would out of sheer jest and amusement ask about the Day of Judgement, its date, etc. This verse was revealed regarding them from which the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم was stopped from revealing it to them. Otherwise, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم has provided the believers with full information about its day, date and month i.e. it would take place on Friday, 10th of Muharram.

43. But what concern do you have to declare it?

20. One meaning given of it is: "As to what they are asking, you have nothing to do with its mentioning or answering it." Of what importance is this question of theirs? You, O My Beloved, are there to remind them of the Day of Judgement as you have come as the Final Prophet. Now, only the Day of Judgement is left to come. From this emerge two issues:
1. You are not duty-bound to answer every question and that every question should not be answered. Allah Almighty did not give a reply to those who were asking for the date of the Day of Judgement.
2. Putting a question to Allah Almighty is the same as asking it from the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم because these infidels had put the question to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم but its reply was given by Allah Almighty.

44. With your Lord is its fixed time limit.

21. That without knowledge provided by Allah Almighty no one can reveal information about the Day of Judgement from mere supposition and personal calculation.

45. You are only a warner to such ones who fear it.

22. It means to fear the Day of Judgement is your official obligation, but to reveal about it is not obligatory upon you because only the believers derive the benefit about its warning.

46. On the day when they will see it will be as if they had stayed just for an evening or up to the morning.

23. It means after witnessing the Day of Judgement the life of the world would be felt like a period of just one night, like to a person who is inflicted by hardships, the period of comfort seems just like a dream.
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful

SECTION 1

1. He frowned and turned aside.  

1. The purpose of using the form of the absent is for expression of intense love. There is Our one Beloved who has become displeased with his one servant. It should be remembered that here the shortcoming was that of Hazrat Abdullah bin Umm Maktoom who had asked a question during the conversation which was against the etiquette of respect. The Holy Prophet’s expression of grief was totally correct. Therefore he called him a blind person i.e. he who is blind in overstepping the etiquette of respect for his love for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Allah Almighty, here, supports the love of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. In it too there is the expression of the Holy Prophet’s lofty status i.e. the shortcomings of his true devotees are pardoned.

2. Because the blind man came to him.

2. It means his coming to you is an act of worship, and you should be happy about worship and not displeased. Also, that blind person reached you with much difficulty. He had no eyes so he was unable to obtain your address from anyone, otherwise the infidels would have told him. Also, because of his blindness he was unable to see the signs of anger on your illuminated face. Also, the one who has become blind out of intense love for you is fully pardoned about the etiquettes of gathering, talking without seeking permission, etc. Rules are for those who are intelligent, not for those who have lost their intellect in love. The Egyptian women cut their fingers on seeing the beautiful face of Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace), which was not regarded as sinful.

3. But what could convince you that he may be seeking to purify himself.

4. Or, be reminded of the remembrance of Allah, may benefit him.

3. Reason for its Revelation:  

3. Reason for its Revelation: Once the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was inviting the leaders of the Quraish towards Islam. At this point in time, Hazrat Abdullah bin Umm Maktoom (May Allah be Pleased with him), the blind Companion arrived. He repeatedly called upon the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم to teach him what was taught to him by Allah Almighty. This interruption of
Hazrat Abdullah displeased the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم so much that its signs appeared on his blessed countenance and the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم went to his house without giving any reply to Hazrat Abdullah. On that occasion these verses were revealed.

5. As to he who is careless 4.

4. From this we learn that to regard oneself totally independent of the Holy Prophet ﷺ is the worst form of infidelity. Everyone is in need of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. These infidels had regarded themselves as independent from Allah Almighty, and indifferent to the Holy Prophet ﷺ. This has been censured by Allah Almighty. It means. Why should you, Oh My Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم care about these leaders of the Quraysh who are so careless and indifferent to you? You should care about these poor devotees who always regard themselves as your obedient servants.

6. You pay to him attention.

7. You are not liable if such a person is not purified 5.

5. It means that from his faith is benefit for him. If nobody believes in you, it will not harm you at all.

8. But as for he who came to you running.


6. This tells us that to come to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, to undergo inconvenience in doing this, and having fear in the heart are major acts of worship.

10. You become neglectful about him.

11. No, indeed it (QUR’AN) is just guidance 7.

7. It means these QUR’ANIC verses serve as a reminder about previous promises or future incidents. Or, they are a means of counselling. All three are meaning of admonition. By counselling is meant solitude. Man acts without hesitation on the advice of his well-wisher, like the advice of the doctor or the parents. A servant should also obey the orders of Allah Almighty without delay.

12. Whoso desires, let such one remember 8.

8. It means whoever desires can remember the former and latter issues and discourses of the Holy QUR’AN. Or, whosoever desires can take its advice, or whoever desires may memo-

13. These honoured scriptures.

9. By this is meant those angels who copy the Holy Qur’ān from the Divine Tablet on sheets and pages. Allah Almighty had praised them. From this we learn that those papers on which the Qur’ān is written, the pens with which it is written and the people who write it, are all sacred. Furthermore, place the Holy Qur’ān on the highest level. Do not turn your feet or backs towards it. An impure person should not touch it as is understood from honoured, exalted and purified. Also, that all the Noble companions are pious because they are the bearers of the Holy Qur’ān. Allah Almighty calls the bearers noble and virtuous.

15. Scribed by hands.

16. Of the noble and the virtuous.

10. The noble Sufi Sages say that the paper is the place on which the words of the Qur’ān are inscribed, the tongue and the ears are the place of the words of the Qur’ān, the brain is the place of meaning of the Qur’ān, the intellect is the place of the mysteries of the Qur’ān while the heart of the Sufis is the passion of the Qur’ān. Thus, these honoured sheets are the hearts of the friends of Allah Almighty, which hold the treasures of the mysteries of the Qur’ān. Just as the paper of the Qur’ān, its volume, its covering are all honourable and worthy of the highest respect, so are the hearts of the Saints of Allah Almighty, their graves, etc. all sacred and exalted as they are the honoured sheets, the coverings, etc. of the Qur’ān.

17. Human beings may perish as to what makes him disbelieve.

18. From what staff He creates him.

19. (He creates) from a drop of semen, creates and proportions to service.

11. In that the limbs of the body, their strengths are granted according to proper estimation. Then the estimation of sustenance, life, death, wealth, honour, etc. had been established and granted these to each person proportionately.

20. Then He makes a way easy.

12. The nourishment to come out from the mother’s womb. Or, that He made guidance for the believer easy in his life.

21. Then He causes him to die, and assigns him a grave.

13. The death of the believer, too, is a bounty of Allah Almighty because through it He frees himself from the hardships of the world to obtain the union with Allah Almighty. The death of the believer is the day of liberation from worldly hardships, while the death of the infidel is the day of his captivity.

14. It should be remembered that the very first murder was that of Hābil at the hands of Qābil.

Allah Almighty taught him the burial procedure through a crow. Then, after the death of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace), the angels came to his children with heavenly camphor and gave him a bath and burial in their presence in order to teach them these procedures. It should be remembered that to bury the dead body in a grave is a means of honour for the deceased because man’s beginning is from dust so his
end should also be in the sand. Also, bad things are burnt, while the grave perpetuates the memory of the deceased. A good thing is buried in the ground as a trust. People derive benefit from it. Roots of the trees are in the ground and their branches are above it. The foundation of a house is in the ground but the structure is above it. Likewise, the deceased believers are in the ground and the living are above it. In cremating the corpse all these benefits are lost, as such, burying the deceased is counted among Divine bounties.

22. Then when He Wills raises him again.

23. By no means he accomplishes what He Commanded.

24. Then let the human being look at his food 15.

15. In "Let man look" the command is for obligation or for permissibility. Sight also means to see with the eye as well as for contemplation and reflection. Only that sight of the eye is beneficial which is accompanied by contemplation. By 'man' is meant man in general whether a believer or an infidel, a sinner or a pious. This type of sight helps the infidel to obtain faith and the mystical knowledge for the believers. One moment of sincere contemplation is better than a thousand years of mere verbal Zikr. In the word "food" all types of foods are included whether cooked food or fruit. When we praise the cook we should include the praise of the Creator of the food.

25. Surely We pour 16 down water abundantly.

16. The freshness and mellowness, which is provided by the rain, cannot be provided by the water from a well, because the water of the rain is distilled water which comes from the distant ocean and falls from above but neither the grain from the earth can come on top nor does it create cavities. In the same manner, your good deeds will not prove beneficial until there is no blessing of Sainthood and Prophethood attached with it. Reflect on the physical nourishment as well as on the spiritual nourishment. Our deeds are the grain and the bounties of Prophethood are the rain of mercy.

26. Then We split the earth 17 into fragments. (Soil)

17. Through which the weak sapling of the grain appears. If Allah Almighty does not split the earth then how would the weak shoot come to the surface?

27. And We cause to grow grain.

28. And grapes and vegetables.

29. And olives and dates.

30. And the lofty and the thick gardens.

31. And fruit and fodder 18.
18. It should be remembered that fodder is called by both Qazab and Abb (grasses) but Qazab is that fodder whose roots are eaten by man and its leaves by the animals like sweet potato, carrots etc. But Abb is that fodder whose roots and leaves are both eaten by the animals.

32. As provision for you and your cattle. 19.

19. The purpose of the verse is to show that since Allah Almighty has made everything for man then it becomes his duty to do something for Him as well.

33. But when the deafening shout sounds.

34. That day man will flee from his own brother.

35. And from his mother and father.

36. And from his wife (husband) and his children. 20.

20. At the beginning of the Day of Judgement everyone would be caught in his own affairs and will not ask anyone. The Prophets when approached will say "each for himself". When the Holy Prophet will open the door of intercession after which every believer will enquire about the next person, until such time that the minor children would be interceding for their parents. Here, mention is being made of the initial time of the Day of Judgement. Hence, there is no inconsistency in the verse.

37. For every man, that day, shall be occupied for himself.

38. Some faces on that day shall be bright 21.

21. Like the sickness of the world, anger, tranquility, wealth, poverty, amazement, perplexity, etc. can be seen from the faces. In the same manner faith, infidelity, piety, sinfulness too would be revealed from the faces on the Day of Judgement. In fact, there will be a difference in the faces of the common believers, Prophets and Saints. A face is the book of Allah Almighty. It is for this reason that it has been prohibited to hit a person in the face or disfigure the face.

39. Laughing, rejoicing 22.

22. It means due to the previous good deeds their faces would be radiant and on the basis of the present bestowal of honour would be laughing and would be celebrating at the thought of the subsequent comforts they would be receiving. This laughter would not be of negligence.

40. And faces of many on that day shall be dust stained 23.

23. This disgrace is for the infidels, as Allah Almighty will not blacken the faces of the believers.
41. Darkness will cover them.

42. Such will be the fate of the infidels, the wicked 24.

24. On the Day of Judgement there will be blackness on the faces of the infidels due to their infidelity and dust due to their wretched deeds. From this, emerge four issues:
1. Although the infidels are not duty-bound to the acts of worship in the world, but in the Hereafter they would be seized for their disobedience. Says Allah Almighty: "They said, We used not to offer prayer"(S74:V43).
2. Like faith and infidelity, good and bad deeds too would be revealed on the faces.
3. Those who had made begging as their routine will have no meat on their faces.
3. Those who had not been just in the treatment between wives will have one side of theirs cut off.
4. Every person on the Day of Judgement will be able to recognize the other from the impressions of the faces. Thus, he who says that the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم will not distinguish a believer from an infidel is rejecting this verse.

SURAH TAKWEER – THE FOLDING UP
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 29 Verses 104 Words, 530 letter

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. When the sunshine is folded up 2.

1. The Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم said anyone who wishes to see the Day of Judgement today, should recite Surah Al-Takweer.
2. In that there will be no light left in the sun but its heat will be increased tremendously.

2. And when the stars fall off.
3. And when the mountains are made to move.

4. And when the pregnant she-camels are abandoned.

3. It means the condition of the horror and terror of the Day of Judgement is such that the Arabs would become totally unaware and unconcerned about their milk bearing she-camels. The Arabs would show a great deal of love for these milk bearing she-camels.

5. And when the savage beasts are gathered together.

4. So that the oppressive animals would be destroyed for their oppression against the oppressed animals.

6. And when the seas are kindled.

5. Oceans would be ablaze with fire and water would be burned and destroyed. This will take place when the Day of Judgement is established. Today, too, We have become ready for this if oceans are set ablaze.

7. And when the human souls are paired.

6. In that the pious servant could be joined with the pious and the evil people with the evil. Or, that the souls could become joined with the bodies. Or, that the inmates of Paradise could be married to the heavenly damsels (hoories).

8. And when the female child buried alive is questioned.

7. So that the one who is going to bury her should be sentenced to death. And if he is a polytheist then he should be given the punishment of both murder and polytheism. That, which is stated in the Hadith that both WAAIDA and MAUODA will be sent into Hell. WAAIDA is that lady who throws herself in the fire willfully, and MAUODA is that lady who is thrown into the fire in accordance with a custom, as was the case in India where the Hindu wife, after the death of her husband she was burnt alive with him. This does not denote minor daughter. Thus, there is no inconsistency between the verses and the Hadith.

9. For what crime was she killed?

8. It means those minor daughters of the infidels of Arabia whom they would bury alive out of poverty or for polytheistic worship will be questioned for what crime had your parents killed you? From this emerge a few issues:
1. It is forbidden to kill minor children of the infidels if the infidels are combatants.
2. On that day, Allah Almighty will grant minor children such intelligence that they would be able to testify against their guiltless and innocent killing.

3. When life is put in the focus, aborting it is totally forbidden as this is equal to murder.

4. Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas (May Allah be Pleased with him) had deduced from this verse that the minor children of the infidels would not be sent into Hell because since their killing was unlawful, then how would Allah Almighty
send them into Hell?

5. Even though the infidels may be the people of FATRAT (period when Divine guidance had been stopped in this case between the time of Hazrat Isa and the advent of the Prophetic mission of our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, they will be punished for their cruelty, in the same manner as the oppressive animals would be avenged for their cruelty perpetrated on the oppressed animals.

10. And when the sheets of (accounts) are opened.

11. And when the sky is laid bare.

12. And when the hell is caused to blaze up 9.

9. That its blaze should be increased and make it ready to burn the infidels. Otherwise, the fire of Hell is blazing even today.

13. And when Paradise is brought 10 near.

10. In that the inmates of Paradise should be sent next to Paradise. Just as the traveller as he is coming near the destination says that the destination is near i.e. I am near my destination. Otherwise, Paradise will remain in its place. It will not be brought forward.

14. Then each soul shall know 11 what it has brought forward.

11. It means at that time everyone will remember all his deeds.

15. I swear by receding planets.

16. That move straight and then disappear 12.

12. Hazrat Alli Murtaza (May Allah be Pleased with him) says by this are meant those five stars, which are called The Amazing Five: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus and Mercury. Sometimes they appear to be in front in their speed due to their spherical movement, sometimes they appear to be stationary and at other times as if they are going backward, as is understood by the astrologists. Allah Almighty refers to their speeds in this verse.

17. And by the night when it is over.

18. And by the morning when it starts 13 breathing.

13. In the last portion of the night, and by morning is meant either every night or daybreak, which are times for the weeping, the devotional prayer and seeking from the Lord of the pious servants of Allah Almighty. They are beloved and their weeping is beloved. Hence, these times too are beloved. From this we learn that those places and times which are linked to the beloved servants of Allah Almighty, become beloved as well. The Sacred Makkah, the hills of Safa and Marwa and Maqaaame Ebrahim are beloved because they are linked with beloved servants. Or, by night is meant the night of Me'raaj and by morning is meant of
the birth of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. In this way great events have taken place in them. For this reason the 27th night of Rajab and the 27th Rabi-ul-Awwal will always be regarded as if taking an oath on them. The night of Mairad and the month of Ramadān have achieved greatness for all times. Or, day and night refers to the conditions of the human soul. Night symbolizes negligence; the day is his wakeful state. Apostasy represents night and guidance the day. Disobedience of Allah Almighty is night, His worship is day. Because these conditions reflect the absolute power of Allah Almighty, oaths on them have been ordained.

19. That certainly this is the recitation by the Noble 14 Messenger.

14. It means the Holy QUR’ĀN was not revealed in the written form like the Injeel and Tauraat, but in a recitation form i.e. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) came and recited to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. For this reason it is called the QUR’ĀN, i.e. a recited book. It should be remembered that the Holy QUR’ĀN was first recited by Jibraeel (On whom be peace) and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was the very first to act upon it. This QUR’ĀN is the work of Allah Almighty, recited by Hazrat Jibraeel and acted upon by the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the believers. It should be remembered that Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is the Messenger of Allah Almighty, so too is the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, but there are many differences in them:

1. Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is the messenger for the Prophets only, while the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is for the entire creation.
2. The Messengership of Jibraeel came to an end after the demise of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, whereas that of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is for eternity.
3. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is a Messenger with full authority while Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is without any authority like the postman and the envoy. Therefore Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) is from the followers of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and not opposite to this.

20. Who is powerfully 15 established in the presence of the Owner of Highest Authority 16.

15. In "who is powerful" Allah Almighty has hyperbolically mentioned all the powers of Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) i.e. he possesses physical powers as well as spiritual powers. His memory is so strong that he would never forget one word of the QUR’ĀN. His verbal power is such that he conveys every word with immaculate articulation. Also, he had full recognition of every man because he never brought a message to a non-Prophet. Thus, through this "who is powerful" the safety of the QUR’ĀN is declared. From this we learn that Allah Almighty had created the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم a man of super power as well, because he conveyed the Message as he had heard it from Jibraeel (On whom be peace). Just as Jibraeel had known every man, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم too knows every angel. Thus, at the time of receiving the first revelation the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم did not ask Jibraeel who he was, although this was their first meeting. If he had not recognized him then the verse "Iqra" (Read) would have been doubtful to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and this is not possible.

16. From this we learn that Hazrat Jibraeel is the most superior angel and most dignified and honourable among all the angels. Therefore he is the servant of all the Prophets, especially the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. It tells us that the Noble Companions are superior to all
the believers and Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be Pleased with him) is more superior among all the Noble Companions, in fact, he is more superior among all mankind after the Prophets and a special servant of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. It should be remembered that respect and love are both acquired as well as inherent. Your obedient and faithful servant is well liked by you and your son too, is dear to you. But the respect for the

21. He is Obeyed and is the trustwo-

17. It means, all the angels obey Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) and he is entrusted with Divine Revelation. From this we learn that for the safety of the Holy QUR’AAN, Hazrat Jibraeel’s trustworthiness is very important so that there is no possibility of any addition to the QUR’AAN from his side. Likewise, the Prophets too have to be trustworthy. Then those Companions who had compiled and gathered the QUR’AAN, too, had to be trustworthy because as the revelation of the QUR’AAN from the heaven had been proven accurate so too is its keeping on the earth accurate and without any blemish. Thus, any person who does not regard any Noble Companion to be trustworthy is regarding this verse to be doubtful, which has been received from this Noble Companion. Some commentators of the Holy QUR’AAN have said that all these are attributes of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is a Prophet for all times and at all places. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is very generous with money and affairs. He is strong in everything as in his blessed eyes, ears, hands, feet etc. is Divine Power as it is reported in the Hadith. In the court of Allah Almighty he enjoys such honour and respect that if anyone becomes his sincere devotee, he too will enjoy respect by Allah Almighty and one worthy of obedience. Allah Almighty listens to them and the entire creation is under his command. He is the trustee of the trusts of Allah Almighty. When the Scripture was recited through his blessed tongue, it became the QUR’AAN. How excellent is the tongue, which turns the Scripture into a QUR’AAN!

22. And your companion is not at all mad 18.

18. This tells us that Prophets remain safeguarded from insanity. Dumbness, deafness and insanity are hindrances for propagation. Furthermore, any objections raised against the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are being replied by Allah Almighty, and any objections raised against Allah Almighty are being

23.And verily he (Muhammad) saw His sign on the clear horizon 19.

19. It means the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم saw Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) in his original form at the corner of the eastern horizon as is reported in the Hadith.
And he (Muhammad) is not a miser as to the disclosing of the Unseen.

1. From it, emerge two issues:
   1. The Holy Prophet has been given the knowledge of the Unseen.
   2. The Holy Prophet has revealed much from it. It is apparent that being a miser or generous can only be the quality of that person who possesses the thing and he continues giving it to people.

By unseen is meant issues of Shariah (Islamic Laws), which had come from Allah Almighty, the Knower of the unseen. Or, it could mean the unseen affairs of the past and future periods. Or, the information of the unseen world. In the first condition two benefits could be obtained:

1. A scholar of Religion should not conceal issues of Shariah (Islamic Laws).
2. The Holy Prophet did not conceal any religious issue. Those people who raise objections regarding Hadith e Qirtas makes it an obligatory issue that the Holy Prophet did not complete his propagation mission. Also, that the Holy Prophet stated some issues under pressure of some of his Noble Companions. This type of belief is contrary to this verse as well as the following verse: "O Messenger! Communicate that which has been sent down to you from your Lord" (5:67). This would then mean that the religion was not fully conveyed, although Allah Almighty says: "Today I have completed for you your Religion" (5:3). We learn from the second explanation that Allah Almighty had bestowed the knowledge of the unseen upon the Holy Prophet and he informed his Noble Companions about them.

And it is the QUR'AN and not the word of any cursed Satan.

21. Reason for its Revelation:
Sometimes the infidels would say that some Jin or the devil recites this book to the Holy Prophet . In refutation of their claim, this verse was revealed.

22. The Holy Prophet is the benefactor of the entire creation. Or, the reminder of everyone's respect or past and future affairs or the Holy QUR'AN. Thus, this verse could be interpreted in ten different ways.

23. For such amongst you, who desire to go straight.

24. Only that person can obtain benefit from the Holy Prophet . The rain is a mercy to the entire world, but only fertile ground can derive benefit from it.

25. But you cannot desire so, except only that Allah, the Lord of the Universe Wills so.
24. This means you can never love anything without the wish of Allah Almighty. Your desires and intentions are subservient to the wishes and intentions of Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that there is a big difference between intention, will and order.
25. From this verse emerge a few issues:
1. A human being has a free will in matters within his power as is understood from the qualifying statement of "Only this that Allah desires."
2. Man's authority is not permanent but it is subservient to Allah Almighty's wishes.
3. Every affair of the world is in accordance with the wishes and intention of Allah Almighty but not in accordance with His command and liking.
4. Allah Almighty states the intention of every work of man but he does not incline him or give him bad advice towards doing evil deeds. In fact, He stops him from doing evil. The desire for doing evil deeds is encouraged by Iblees.

SURAH INFITAAR – THE CLEAVING
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1Section: 19 Verses 80 Words, 127 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. When the sky is split open.
2. And when the stars fall scattering.
3. And when the seas are flowed away.

1. Salty and sweet, all oceans would mix, which will take place on the Day of Judgement.
4. And when the graves are dug out.
2. And the dead would be resurrected to emerge from their graves.
5. Each human soul then knows what it forwarded and what it left behind.
3. It means whatever charities they had given and went ahead, and whatever accumulated wealth they had left behind as inheritance. This knowledge will become known to him by reading his book of deeds, or that every soul will remember their deeds. Says Allah Almighty: "Read your book" (S17:V14).

6. O man! What has deceived you with regard to your Noble Lord?

7. Who created you, then perfected your shape, then proportioned you right.

4. We have placed your limbs in the body where they were supposed to be i.e. no limb would be out of place.

8. Into whatever form He willed, He moulded you.

5. Some are black, some are white, some are tall, some are dwarfish, some are women and some are men.

9. No, but indeed you belie the administering of judgement.

6. It means, O infidels! You are rejecting the Prophet simply because you do not have firm belief in the Day of Judgement. Had you believed in it then you would have certainly believed in the Prophet.

10. And surely, guardians have been appointed over you.

7. From this emerge a few issues:
1. Angels have been appointed for the protection of lives and deeds of the people. For the protection of lives there are sixty, for the deeds there are four, two are for the day and two are for the night.
2. These angels are appointed for people only and not for the other creations; Therefore "upon you" have been stated before.
3. Allah Almighty's works can be linked to His servants because Protector and Helper is Allah Almighty, yet it is said that angels are protecting you. Thus, it is permissible to say that the Holy Prophet protects us, and saves us from hardships and calamities.

11. The honoured recorders.

8. From this emerge two issues:
1. In the court of Allah Almighty angels enjoy a great deal of honour and respect.
2. All our deeds whether apparent or hidden are revealed to them. That is why they are able to record all our deeds accurately. It should be remembered that the plural of KIRAAM (Noble) and KARAM (kindness) is KARIEM (generous). Or, it is derived from KARAMAT or KARAM i.e. to be noble by Allah Almighty. Or, O believers they are so kind to you that they do not appear before you, otherwise you would not have done any clandestine work. They do not reveal your sins on anyone else; they write ten rewards for one pious deed, but one sin for one evil deed committed by you. They record your pious thoughts but not your evil thoughts.

9. In doing this, the heart, the soul and the mind are all included in the actions of the limbs. If only the work of the heart was denoted then how would those angels record our good and evil intentions, good thoughts, the zikr of the heart and breath, faith of the believer, the enmity of the hypocrite? These angels record all these. It could also mean that whatever you do or would be doing, they are fully aware of that as is being revealed by the revered translator (Ala Hazrat R.A.). These angels keep an eye on what is recorded on the Divine Tablet. They complete the daily diary in accordance with what appears on the Divine Tablet. From this we learn that Allah Almighty has provided these angels with extensive unseen knowledge about us, while the unseen knowledge of our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is much more than theirs.

13. Surely, the virtuous will be in delight 10.

10. This leaves the sinful believers. Their fate is dependent on Allah Almighty; He could punish them or forgive them. The minor children of the pious people will be included among the pious due to the piety of their parents. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. Observe, the child of the believer is a believer due to the father these children are not evildoers. Allah Almighty and His Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم know best.

14. And indeed, the wicked shall be in Hell 11.

11. Through this it is hinted that the minor children of the infidels, if Allah Almighty wills, will not become inmates of Hell, because their martyrdom go to Paradise, not their bodies. Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) had not stayed in Paradise for the purpose of reward but for the purpose of training.

15. Therein they shall be burnt on the Day of Judgement 12.

12. From this we learn that physical entry into Paradise and Hell for the purpose of reward and punishment will only take place after the Day of Judgement. The souls of the martyrs after

16. And they will never be allowed absence there from.

17. And what do you know about the Day of Judgement 13?

13. O Man! What do you know what the Day of Judgement is? Even if you were to ponder over it a million times you will not come to terms with its true fear and terror. Or, O Prophet! You will not be able to understand through your intelligence and opinion what the Day of Judgement is. This has been made known to you through Our revelations and the visual stories about it you had seen on the Night of Me’raaj. It should be remembered that the vision of the Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم sees everything past and future, present and absent.
18. Again, what do you know what the Day of Awaard is?

19. (It is) a Day when nobody shall have power 14 to help anybody. And the entire command on that day shall belong to Allah 15.

14. It means that no infidel would be able to intercede for anyone (Tafseer Khazain) or, that no believer would be able to fulfill the needs of any infidel. Thus, this verse does not negate intercession. Intercession will take place through the Permission of Allah Almighty. It could also be said that the authority of command is Allah Almighty alone. The Prophets and Messengers are not the commanders but the intercessors in the Court of the Divine Commander. The attorneys and the witnesses have no authority over the outcome of the case. In this verse there is a negation of ownership.

15. It means, in the world some people are metaphorically speaking commanding authority inwardly or outwardly, but on the Day of Judgement even metaphorically speaking there will be no commanding authority besides Allah Almighty. Therefore out of fear for that day, do good deeds.

SURAH AL MUTAFFIEFFN - MEASURING SHORT
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1Section: 36 Verses 169 Words, 730 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Curse be on those who measure 1 short.

1. This Surah could be Makkah or Madinite, or it was revealed on the way during Hijrah from Makkah to Madina.

Reason for its Revelation:
The Arab merchants adopted different scales, one for receiving, and one for paying, which was less as was the case of Abu Jahniyyah,

2. They are those who when they take from others take it full.

2. In the world as well as in the Hereafter. In the world it results in having to listen to the abusive words of the people, he loses his credibility by weighing less the business will not make any progress, there is no prosperity in the sustenance, this sin of his will not be forgiven in the Hereafter because he infringed human rights. Also, through unlawful sustenance the heart is blackened, it gives rise to evil thoughts and good deeds are destroyed. From this we learn that the trader who weighs less is worse than a thief and a dacoit because he is stealing through the abuse of the scale, although Allah Almighty had sent down the scale for the purpose of justice. In other words, such a person is a noble scoundrel. A concealed criminal is more dangerous than an open criminal.

3. But when they give by measure or by weight to others they reduce it.

3. From this we learn that due to evil intentions a good deed is regarded as a sinful deed because it is not a sin to give the buyer his full right. But because this is obtained with the intention of weighing less in the future, this too has been considered among the sinful deed. It is sinful to come to the Mosque with the intention of stealing.

4. Don’t they imagine that they are to be raised up?

4. Or, that they keep less weight. Or, that they weigh less i.e. they give short weight, or that they keep something in one scale to balance the other i.e. keep something in the bottom scale and weight in the other scale. This scale includes all these discrepancies.

5. On a mighty Day.

5. This means they have firm belief in the Day of Judgement because in it mention is made of those believers who had been in the habit of weighing less before the revelation of this injunction. Or, about the Jews and the Christians, or about the polytheists who had acknowledged about the Day of Judgement and had believed in the idols as their intercessors. Thus, there is no objection against the verse because this question is for negation.

6. The day when mankind shall stand before the Lord of the Universe.

6. They would be resurrected from their graves to present themselves before their Lord, some in the form of criminals, some as witnesses and some as attorneys. There will be difference in the nature and particular of the Day of Judgement.

7. Then the recorded accounts of the lawbreakers are in the Sijjeen (lowest place.)
8. And what do you know what Sijjeen 7 is?

7. It means it is an extremely frightening place under the ground of the seventh region of the earth. There the office of Iblees and his soldiers is found. This tells us that the books of deeds of evil persons are kept in a messy place even though their paper and ink are all from Allah Almighty. The pages of the Holy QUR’AAN are worthy of respect while pages of novels and theatres are worthy of burning.

9. It is a booked record under seal.

10. Cursed are those on that day who belie.

11. They are those who belie the Day of Judgement 8.

8. It means complete destruction is of those people who commit sins by rejecting the Day of Judgement, while lesser destruction is also of those who have firm beliefs about the Day of Judgement but still commit sins as believers.

12. And none will belie it but a transgressor, a sinner 9.

9. A contumacious person is of defective belief while sin is linked with evil action because of the rejection of the Day of Judgement. He is the rejecter of the justice of Allah Almighty, His eternal sovereignty and His power. Or, the contumacious person is a tyrant and the atheem (sinner) is the omitter of worships. From this we learn that the rejection of any religious belief is for the fulfillment of sensual desires. These infidels have been committing sins for the sake of rejecting the Day of Judgement. The present day Wahabis are rejecting the Unseen knowledge of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because he is exposing their hollowness, as he has said that a devilish sect would emerge from Najd. Some free thinkers are enemies of the Islamic scholars because they are an obstacle for their sensual and personal desires.

13. Who when Our Verses are recited to them he says: "(these are) stories of the ancients" 10.

10. For this reason the Holy QUR’AAN does not create an effect in our hearts. It is not important to believe in fairy tales like the common stories, storybooks. This tells us that the words of the QUR’AAN are understood from the ear and the mysteries of the QUR’AAN through the faith.

14. Indeed no! Rather what they have earned 11 has rusted their hearts.

11. From this we understand that sins tarnish the heart. Increase in sins cause the heart to become rusty, while pious deeds; especially being in the company of the pious is the means of purifying the heart.
15. Indeed they will certainly be deprived \(^{12}\) from seeing their Lord that day.

12. On the Day of Judgement the infidels would be deprived of beholding the vision of Allah Almighty. This tells us that believers would be blessed with the vision of Allah Almighty because the deprivation of the Divine vision is the punishment for the infidels. From this emerge three issues:

1. On the Day of Judgement it would be the desire of everyone for the love of Allah Almighty and His Beauteous Vision. Therefore, being deprived of it would be a severe punishment.
2. The believers will see the Beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty but this will not be in compensation of any good deed but only out of Divine Bounty. To obtain this bounty one should be regular with one's Fajr and Asr Salaah.
3. Only he would be able to behold the Beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty who has seen the beauty of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم with his inner eye in the world, i.e. the true devotees of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty will speak to everybody but with the believers it would be words of mercy and with the infidels words of wrath. However, the Divine Vision will only be for the believers. Thereafter Allah Almighty will not be veiled from the infidels but the infidels will be veiled from Him.

16. Then surely they will be roasted in Hell.

17. Then it shall be said to them: “This is what you used to believe.”

18. Then certainly the record accounts of the virtuous are in the highest palace, the Illiyyeen \(^{13}\).

13. It means the names of the pious are written in the Illiyyeen (the highest place), or the books of deeds of the pious are kept in the Illiyyeen. By Illiyyeen is meant the office of lofty dignity and status. This tells us that the books in which the names of the Beloved of Allah Almighty are written, lofty in status. Illiyyeen is a place found above the seventh heaven, below the Throne of Allah Almighty.

19. And what do you know what Illiyyeen is?

20. It is a booked record under seal.

21. Which the chosen \(^{14}\) ones will witness \(^{15}\).

14. The word YASH-HADU (He sees) is derived from either SHUHOOD (omnipresent) or from MUSHAHIDAH (to see) i.e. the favourite angels are always present at the Illiyyeen for the sake of protection or for worship. This tells us that there is a great status for worshipping at blessed places. Or, on the Day of Judgement the angels would present themselves there with great respect so that they appear in the Court of Allah Almighty very
respectfully. Or, the angels would be testifying on them, or that the favourite servants of Allah Almighty are seeing this Illiyyeen. They are fully aware of every believer therein and his/her status.

15. By the chosen ones is meant either the chosen angels who are engaged in the worship of Allah Almighty at all times or the chosen people who enjoy the nearness of Allah Almighty i.e. the chosen people are seeing Illiyyeen. They have detailed information of the inmates of Paradise and Hell. It is stated in Tafseer Azizi that the souls of some pious persons are in the Illiyyeen. Souls of some are in Zam-Zam and some are between the heavens and the earth.

22. Verily, the virtuous persons will be in delight.

23. Who will see on reclining couches.

16. Seeing their entire wealth, or the Beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty, or the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the Noble Companions, or the inmates of Hell and their punishments, despite the fact that Hell is below the seven earths and Paradise being above the seven heavens. This tells us that the visions and strengths of the inmates of Paradise will be extremely sharp. Thus, what is so difficult to understand of the chosen servants of Allah Almighty who have been overpowered by Him to see the entire world?

24. You will recognize the freshness of delight on their faces.

17. O believer! You will recognize the freshness and beauty of Divine bounties on the faces of the inmates of Paradise at the time of their death, or on the Day of Judgement or in Paradise. Or, Oh My Beloved! You are in full recognition of the beauty of these bounties on the faces of the inmates of Paradise. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is seeing the faces of the inmates of Paradise from the time of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) till the last inmate to be born and he recognizes each of them. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم personally had seen Paradise during the Night of Me’raaj and in the Prayer of the Solar Eclipse.

25. They will be given pure sealed beverage to drink.

18. The pure sealed wine is different to other pure drinks, which has been sealed in bottles. It will flow from the river of pure drink. This pure drink would be in compensation for abstaining from alcohol in the world. This drink will be as a reward for drinking deeply.

26. Its seal emits best flavour and for this let the aspirants aspire

27. And its mixture is with the water of Tasneem.
19. From this we learn that there would be three types of drinks provided in Paradise: SHARABAN TAHOORAH whose canal will flow in every home in Paradise; RAHEEQ MAKTHOOM which will be packed in bottles and TASNEEM in which a few drops of RAHEEQ MAKTHOOM would be mixed to give it fragrance. Only the pious would be provided this drink while the chosen ones would drink the pure TASNEEM.

28. A spring of which the chosen ones will drink.

20. It means the general inmates of Paradise would be given TAHOORAH and RAHEEQ mixed with a few drops of TASNEEM, but the chosen servants would be drinking pure TASNEEM all the time because in their homes there would be fountains of TASNEEM. The taste and fragrance of TASNEEM is beyond the imagination of the creation. If Allah Wills, you will come to know it after drinking it. May Allah Almighty bless us with it!

29. Undoubtedly the culprits used to laugh at the believers.

30. That when they pass by them, they wink at each other.

31. And when they return to their families they pass by joking.

21. It means the infidels were committing three major crimes in the world:
1. Making fun of the believers
2. Winking and making evil suggestions on seeing the believers.
3. And expressing joy on committing sins.
From this we learn that backbiting is not done verbally only but through evil suggestions of the eye, etc. as well. We further learn that the infidels are duty bound to keep their affairs straight even if they are not duty bound to acts of worship. Also, that expressing joy at sins is an act of sin and the way of the infidels.

32. And when they see them (believers) they say: “Surely they are the ones gone astray”.

22. From this we learn that calling the Noble Companions as misguided is the work of the infidels and to make fun of them is an act of infidelity.

33. Yet they are not sent as guards over them.

23. Thus, man should make it his duty to worry about himself and not become negligent of his own fate by worrying about others.

34. Thus, today the believers will laugh at the infidels

35. While they look on, seated on couches.
24. It means the inmates of Paradise would be seeing the infidels from the comfort of their thrones and laugh at them. This will be in retaliation for their laughter at the believers in the world. From this emerge two issues:

1. The inmate of Paradise will have no liking for the inmate of Hell, nor feel compassion for him. The father in Paradise will not cry at seeing his infidel son in Hell, but instead will rejoice at it.

36. How the infidels have been retributed for their doings.

25. It means the infidels would be told that did they receive full compensation for what they had done or not? Recall your evil deeds of the world and see the punishment for them here then start their reckoning.

2. That Paradise is above the seven heavens and Hell is below the seven regions of the earth, which is millions of miles deep. Despite this distance, the inmates of Paradise will be seeing everything thereof while sitting on their beds. Thus, if the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is seeing the entire world from the comfort of the blessed Green Dome, then what is wrong with that?
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. When the sky is burst into pieces. Of rending asunder, and immediately rent asunder.

2. And it listens to the Lord, being dutiful.

3. And when the earth is stretched out.

2. In that every declivity and activity will be made equal and all the buildings and the mountains, etc. would reduce to ruins.

4. And casts what is in it, and becomes hollow.

3. In that it would throw out all dead in it, as well as all its treasures and things buried therein, all the mines, etc. If this verse is recited on molasses and fed to the woman in labour she will give birth without much difficulty. If Allah wills.

5. And it listens to its Lord, being dutiful.

4. By this order is meant taking out the things inside it, thus there is no repetition in the verse.

6. O man, surely, you are toiling towards your Lord, with hard labour. Then you are going to meet Him.

5. Getting up from the graves and running to the Field of Accountability. Or, O man! Your breath is taking you nearer to your death and closer to Allah Almighty. Or, O man! You have been created to be in a state of motion and to toil hard until your death and until meeting your Lord. It is not easy to meet your Lord. It requires a great deal of effort to achieve this,
just like meeting your worldly beloved too is achieved through much effort. Remember that

7. Then as to him who will be given his record in his right hand.

8. He will soon receive an easy reckoning.

6. It means those who would be given the Books of deeds in their right hands, their accountability would be done with ease i.e. just presentation of their deeds on which they will be granted salvation. Those who will not be given the books of deeds would be sent to Paradise without any accountability, i.e. the favourite servants of Allah Almighty about whom mention has been made earlier. It should also be remembered that the deeds of minor children, the demented persons, etc. are not recorded. Similarly, the deeds of true devotees of Allah Almighty who are deeply submerged in the love of Allah Almighty, etc. are not recorded. Also, deeds of some favourite servants of Allah are not recorded. Thus, giving the books of deeds is not for all the people. It will be for the majority of them but some will be excluded from it. Likewise the weight of the deeds has a particular nature. From this we learn that by Allah the right hand is superior to the left hand.

9. And he will return to his family joyfully.

7. It should be remembered at the time of accountability the person’s household members, his friends and dear ones will not be with him so as not to be informed about his sins, but they

10. And as to him who will be given his record from behind his back.

8. In that the hands of the infidels would be tied and their books of deeds would be given in their left hand from behind. This is because the right hand is used for good deeds and bad deeds are done with the left hand. Food is eaten with the right hand and the left hand is used in the toilet for cleaning oneself. Because the book of deeds of the infidels has their evil deeds recorded in them, therefore they are not worthy to be carried in their right hands. Also, the infidels had done evil deeds in the world, hence their books of deeds, too, would be given from the inverted way i.e. they would be given from behind their backs.

11. He will soon call for his death.

9. This means he would be praying for death or call for death or express a desire for death so that he could obtain punishment by means of death. The infidel in the world lives in fear of death and tries to protect himself from it but there he will wish for death.

12. And he shall burn in the blazing fire.

10. It means in Hell. From this we learn that the sinful believer and those monotheists would not be given their books of deeds in their left hand as this is set aside for the infidels.
13. Verily, he remained happy in his family 11.

11. From this we learn that arrogance and boasting are forbidden. To express joy at opposing Islam is an act of infidelity. Both these joys are denoted here. To express joy at obtaining the mercy of Allah Almighty is permissible and an act of worship.

14. He certainly imagined not to return 12 (to Allah).

12. It means that the infidels reject the Day of Judgement and the accountability there. For this reason they do not prepare for the Hereafter.

15. But undoubtedly his Lord is seeing him well.

16. Indeed, I swear by the twilight of the evening.

17. And by the night and what it envelopes 13 everything in it.

13. It means an oath is taken on the evening time. They read and engross themselves in the remembrance of Allah Almighty. Also, an oath is taken on the night which is the time of loving talk between Allah Almighty and His beloved servants and an oath is taken on those pious deeds which are performed during the darkness of the night e.g. Tahajjud Salaah, weeping to the Lord, expressing lamentation, offering repentance, etc. because these are beloved to Allah Almighty, their times too are beloved to Him. May Allah Almighty make this statement a practical aspect of our lives!

18. And by the moon when it becomes full 14.

14. According to Islamic scholars the apparent or outer meanings of these three are meant here because during these times believers in general engage themselves in doing lofty deeds. Hence, Allah Almighty has taken an oath on them. According to the great Sufis these three things are conditions after death. For days after death, the soul of the deceased is linked with this world, and from that side as well as though it is evening twilight. Thereafter, it is cut off from the people and is concentrated on that side which is like night. The time of getting up from the grave would be the time of revelation of the deeds, which is like time of the full moon (Tafseer Azizi).

19. You will certainly 15 march by one stage to another.

15. In it the address is made either to the Holy Prophet ﷺ, i.e. O My Beloved, you would always be attaining higher status and there will in no way be a limit to your spiritual progress. And why not? The Holy Prophet ﷺ is the highest reflection of Allah Almighty's Personality and Attributes. And this is the very Attribute of Allah Almighty i.e. "Everyday He is in new splendour" (S55:V29). Thus, it is the attribute of the Holy Prophet ﷺ that he too is passing through changing
have passed these stages and in future too you
would accomplish the stages of death, the
grave, resurrection, etc.

Qura with each day. Although the reflection of the
sun is the mirror of the sun and reflecting its
attributes, it is not the sun. Or, it could be
addressed to the Companions that before you

What is it to them that they do not believe?

And when the Qur’aan is recited to them they do not prostrate 16.
(He who recites or listen to this verb
must perform Sajdah-e-Tilawat)

Reason for its Revelation:
Once the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم recited Surah Alaq. He and all the Companions
offered Sajdah e Tilawat. Those polytheists
who were present there at that time remained
sitting as they were. In response to it, this verse
was revealed. From this emerge two issues:
1. Sajdah e Tilawat is obligatory and not just
Sunnat because one is censured at the omission
of an obligatory act (Hanafi School).
2. Acts of worship are obligatory upon the
infidels as well; that they should accept Islam
and perform acts of worship. They will be
censured or punished for not performing the
acts of worship. Here, Allah Almighty had
censured them for not offering the Sajdah e
Tilawat.

But on the other hand the infidels
deny 17 (it).

By falsifying Allah Almighty, the Holy
Qur’aan, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم. The third point is strong because by
falsifying the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم makes the falsifying of the other two obligatory.

And Allah knows best what is
hidden 18 (in their hearts).

Instead, envy and animosity because the
insults of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is uttered through the very tongue of the
infidel in which is concealed thousands of
mischiefs and whose inner behaviour and
dealing is extremely bad. The rejection of the
Holy Prophet’s صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم excellent
attribute is the expression of your own evil, like
rejection of the sun is the acknowledgement of
one’s own blindness.

Who would be an inmate of Paradise because
without this knowledge he would not be able to
warn or give glad tidings to respective people.

But those who believe and do
good deeds for them is a continuous
reward 20.
20. It means that the believers would be given eternal rewards in Paradise. This tells us that Paradise and its bounties are eternal. There is no end to them. Or, that the believers are given reward in this world until the Day of Judgement. Through their acts of continuous charities people continue to derive benefits. Their children and other believers continue to pray and do ESALE SAWAAB for them.
SURAH BURUJ (CONSTELLATIONS)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section : 22 Verses  190 Words , 465 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By the sky in which are constellations 1. (Cluster of stars)

1. It means there are twelve Zodiac signs. Since the heavens and the towers, zodiac signs are the means of upholding the existence of the world like the changing seasons, growth of the grain and fruit. The sun is linked to the passing through these towers or zodiac signs; therefore Allah Almighty has taken an oath on them.

2. And by the promised day 2.

2. The day of promise, or the Day of Judgement, or the day of everyone's death. On the Day of Judgement the world order would be in total disarray, or the order of the world on that day would be linked with faith. People out of fear of that day accept faith and do pious deeds. For that reason Allah Almighty has taken an oath on that Day. The promise of the Day of Judgement has been made by Allah Almighty with His entire servants and by all the Prophets with their entire followers, therefore it is called the Promised Day. In addition, Allah Almighty has made the promise of Paradise for the believers, of the major intercession to the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم as well as that of the Lofty Praiseworthy place, etc. of His nearness to the pious servants, of the punishment to the infidels and the transgressors on the Day of Judgment. As a result of these promises it is called the Promised Day.

3. And by the witnessing and the witnessed 3.

3. There are about thirteen explanations given of this verse: "And by the day which is a witness, and by the day they are presented," because this word is derived either from witnessed or from witness. If it is from witnessed then the word "Shahheed" denotes present and "Mashhood" is that place worthy of being presented. The Day of Friday is Shahheed, which presents itself to the believers. The Day of Arafat is Mashhood where all the pilgrims present themselves on the 9th day of Zil-Hajj. If it is from Shahadat then Shahced would mean a witness and Mashhood would mean the thing about which testimony is given. The Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is a Shahed (the witness) and all the other Prophets and their followers are Mashhood-about whom he will bear testimony. Or, our limbs are Shaheed and we are Mashhood. The Holy Ka'bah, the Black Stone, the Holy month of Ramadaan, the Holy Qur'aan, are all Shaheed and we are the Mashhood as these things would be our
witnesses on the Day of Judgement or would be testifying against us. If it is derived from Mooshahida then Shaheed will mean the observer and Mashhood would be the thing that is being observed. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is a Shaheed as on the Night of Me’raaj he saw the Personality and the Beauteous Splendour of Allah Almighty while the Vision and Attributes of Allah Almighty are Mashhood. In short, there are many commentaries about this verse.

4. Perish the flowers of the ditch.

5. In the blazing fire.

6. When they will be seated over it ⁴.

4. Many years prior to the advent of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم there lived a very cruel king in Syria whose kingdom was established and maintained on the strength and power of a magician. When this magician became old he told the king that his death is close. Therefore send a youth by me to whom I can teach this magic so that after my death your kingdom will not experience any decline. The king then appointed one youth who would go to the magician to learn the tricks of magic. On the way to this magician lived a Christian priest. While passing there the boy would sit with him. Due to the blessing of the company of this devoted priest, the youth’s heart soon became illuminated with Divine Light. One day, while on his way he came across a huge snake that had barred his path. On seeing this, the boy threw a stone at the snake saying: "Oh Allah if the religion of this Priest is true then destroy this snake. As soon as the stone hit the snake it died. This miracle brought tremendous fame to this boy and he became such a means of acceptance of dua that any person afflicted with sickness who went to him would gain cure through his dua and declare faith in Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace). When the king’s Prime Minister became blind he gained his sight through the prayer of this youth, after which the Prime Minister became a devoted believer. When the Minister reached the court of the king, he asked him the means of his cure. To this the Minister replied: "My Lord cured me." Hearing this the king retorted: "Who is your Lord besides me, and from whom did you learn this religion?" The Minister informed the king about the address of this boy. Through the boy he came to know about this Priest. The king had the Minister and the Priest cut into two through a handsaw because they refused to give up their faith. He then tried to influence the youth to give up Islam but the youth refused. Thereafter he sent the boy with some guards with the instruction of throwing him down from a peak of the mountain. On reaching there the boy prayed to Allah Almighty with the effect of which the mountain began to tremble. This trembling caused the destruction of all the guards, while the boy remained fully protected. When this failed, the king ordered the boy to be drowned. When the ship with the guards reached the middle of the sea, the boy offered a dua through which all the guards sank to the bottom of the sea while the boy remained unharmed. Eventually the boy explained to the king that I will never die through any of your evil designs. If you want to kill me then assemble all the people, then in the presence of the entire crowd crucify me on a palm stick and ask them to shoot an arrow at me with these words: 'In the Name of Allah, the Lord of this servant.' Thus he did as was told. That arrow struck his right temple. The boy then placed his right hand on the right temple and gave his life. On seeing this, all those present declared faith, which infuriated the king so much that he ordered the guards to dig deep trenches and set them alight with the instruction to burn all those in this blazing fire who had refused to give up their faith. But no one flinched from their faith. Among those who were martyred was a lady carrying a baby. The love and pity
for the child made her hesitant, but her infant cried out: "O my mother, do not hesitate because you are on the Path of Truth. This is not fire, it is light." These words of the baby let a huge flame rise from the fire, which burnt the king and his men to cinders. Mention is being made of the above incident in this verse. (Sahih Muslim, Tafseer Azizi, Khaza'in etc). From the above incident the following benefits emerge:
1. The miracles of the Saints of Allah Almighty are true.
2. Sainthood is not dependent on good deeds alone. Small children too can be bestowed with it. Bibi Mariam was a saint before her birth.
3. The blessings of the company of the pious are greater than an act of worship.
4. The existence of the Saints is the proof of the protection of the religion of Allah Almighty. The religion in which there are no saints is false. There are no saints among the Christians today and it is abrogated. Likewise, the Wahabis, Rafzis and Qadyanis have no saints among them because they are false sects.
5. Feigning piety or concealing truth for the sake of convenience is forbidden.
6. Even after their death one can obtain guidance from the Saints of Allah Almighty.

7. And will themselves witness what they did with the believers.

5. It means on the Day of Judgement all the infidels would be testifying against one another. From this one learns committing sins openly is harmful to oneself.

8. And they hated them (the believers) for no reason except that they believe in Allah, the Honourable, the All-Praiseworthy.

6. From this emerge three issues:
1. The infidels are enemies of the believers on account of their faith. Any believer who is a believer in the true sense of the word cannot make an infidel happy. Says Allah Almighty: "And never will the Jews be pleased with you."(S2:V120).
2. The believers should acquire such lofty morals that the infidels should not get an opportunity to point a finger at their morals; they should remain enemies on the basis of faith.
3. The sign of the believer is that the infidels should remain unhappy with him while the believers would be happy with him. One with who the infidel is happy is not a perfect believer, but rather a hindrance in faith.

Who, is the Supreme Ruler of the heavens and the earth. And Allah is a witness on everything.

7. It means Allah Almighty is looking at every object, just like an eyewitness looks at the full incident due to his presence. Thus, nothing is hidden from him. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty presented the testimony before His creation about His Oneness and the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet.
10. Verily, those who persecute believing men and believing women and then do not repent, for them is a punishment of hell, and for them is punishment of burning.

8. It means for those diggers of the trenches who had burnt these believers, for them the fire of the trenches is their punishment in the world and Hell is their punishment in the Hereafter. Or, those infidels who are troubling the believers today, for them is the punishment of fire in the grave and punishment of Hell in the Hereafter. Or, those who spread mischief among the believers in future, for them are these punishments. From this emerge two issues:
1. There is repentance for murder as well. If an infidel, during war, kills a believer, and subsequently accepts Islam then there is no Qisaas (capital punishment) for him nor is payment of blood money obligatory on him. If a believer kills another believer out of oppression then for him to obtain repentance, capital punishment or payment of blood money is necessary.
2. The one who spreads mischief among believers is a terrible criminal. It is important for the Islamic scholar not to describe such irrelevant issues, which could become a cause for mischief. After the reconstruction of the Ka’bah the Holy Prophet \( 	ext{ صلى الله عليه وسلم } \) included every leader of the Quraysh to carry the Black Stone to its place so as to avoid a possible mischief.

9. From this emerge three issues:
1. Faith has priority over deeds, like Wudhu is done before Salaah.
2. After declaration, everyone is in need of good deeds.
3. Obtaining Paradise by the pious is not merely due to their pious deeds but it is because of the bounty of Allah Almighty. But Hell for the sinners is due to their evil deeds and not due to any Divine injustice, because in the previous verse He has said: "For them is the torment of Hell." The letter FA in the word is used as retribution while in the second word no use is made of letter FA on LAHUM (for them).

10. Verily, the seizing by your Lord is very severe.

10. Due to its seizure the criminal will not be able to gain freedom by any means be it through force, wealth, intercession, death, etc.
There is only one way to obtain freedom from it and that is to seek the medium of His Beloved Rasool and weep in his court.

11. Certainly it is He who originates (the creation) and then repeats.

11. It means Allah Almighty keeps His servants alive in the world for doing their deeds
in Hell. Or, that He will give the inmates of Hell initial punishment. Thereafter He will make their bodies repeatedly, twice, thrice to inflict punishment on it as it is reported in Hadith Shareef.

14. And He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Loving.

12. The word WADOOD is used as a case of exaggeration i.e. exaggeration of the subject or of the object. That is, Allah Almighty is the Beloved of His creation, as the entire creation loves Him. But the love of some is evident and clear like that of the believers, while the love of some is suppressed e.g. that of the infidels. Or, that Allah Almighty loves His creation eternally. For that reason He provides them with sustenance, and had sent Prophets for their guidance.

15. The Owner of the Glorious Authority.

16. The Doer of whatever He wills.

17. Have you received the words of the hosts? 13

13. It means O Prophet, or O believer reciting the Qur’aan, or O infidels of Makkah! From this emerge a few issues:
1. To obtain authentic historical data in order to take lessons from them is not only permissible, but a means of obtaining reward.
2. Since it is rewardable to obtain information regarding the punishment of the infidels, then reading, reciting for others, listening and making others to listen about the historical events of the Prophets and Saints of Allah Almighty too is a means of obtaining rewards, so as to inculcate love for the worship of Allah Almighty by treading on their footsteps. This is the very purpose of holding gatherings of Urs, Meelad, etc. during which the audience is provided authentic information about these august personalities.

18. Of the Pharaoh and Thamud.

14. Allah Almighty had bestowed many bounties on the Pharaoh and the people of Thamud, but they had disobeyed their Lord. The Pharaoh was destroyed through drowning and the people of Thamud through cyclonic winds. This tells us that the wealth and honour, which gives guidance towards the worship of Allah Almighty, is mercy and that which becomes a means of rebellion is punishment.

19. But the infidels are busy in falsifications.

15. It is for this reason that they do not gain benefit from these verses and from the previous historical events. This tells us that only those can reap benefits from the Holy Qur’aan and all the tenets of faith in whose heart there is love and verification for the Holy Prophet. The light of the Prophet enters first into the heart, thereafter the Holy Qur’aan will begin to take effect. The Holy Qur’aan is the rain of mercy and only that seed will grow from rain which had been sown in the ground.
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20. And Allah has encircled 16 them from behind.

16. It means if the infidels of Makkah do not have belief in the Quranic verses, then they should first reflect on their lives, which are profoundly besieged by the power of Allah Almighty. They can neither sleep nor be awake nor eat or drink without His Will. It should be remembered that the Mercy of Allah Almighty encircles the believers while the infidel is encircled by His Wrath and Anger.

21. Indeed 17 it is a Glorious Qur’aan 18.

17. It means the words of this Book are not magic, poetry, fairytale nor the words of man but it is the Holy Qur’aan, full of honour, found in the Divine Tablet.

18. Here, three attributes are mentioned of the Divine Book. It being the Qur’aan, it being Glorious and it being in the Divine Tablet. The meaning of the Qur’aan is one that links, i.e. it links man with his Creator, the follower with the Prophet, man to his fellow man and the living to the dead, because the Qur’aan has created a universal brotherhood. Or, the Qur’aan could mean an acquaintance. This beloved friend remains with the believer during his life, his death, in his grave, and on the Day of Judgement. All will part but not the Qur’aan. The meaning of Glorious is one of honour, so honourable that without Ghusal its recitation is forbidden, without Wudhu it is forbidden to touch it. It is forbidden to turn your back and shoes towards it. It provides such honour to others that the angel who brought it down is superior to all other angels. The month, the night and the place where it was revealed i.e. Ramadaan, the Night of Power, and Arabia are superior to all the months, the nights and the countries. The Prophet on whom it was revealed is superior to all the other Prophets. The language in which it was revealed is superior to all the other languages. The mind and heart in which it stays are superior to all the other hearts and tongues. Now, if anyone who regards the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم like him, is an infidel.

22. Inscribed in the Preserved Tablet 19.

19. It should be remembered that the Holy Qur’aan was first found in the Divine Tablet then it found it's place in the blessed chest of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم which is like the Divine Tablet which Allah Almighty has protected from malice, intention of sin, forgetfulness, error, etc. Thereafter this Qur’aan has been made to remain protected in the hearts of the HIFFAAZ (persons who have memorized it) and in the minds of the Islamic scholars until the Day of Judgement. No heavenly book has been memorized like the Holy Qur’aan.
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By the sky 1 and the comet 2.
   (Early morning star)

   1. Reason for its Revelation:
      Once Hazrat Abu Talib brought some gifts to
      the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم In return
      the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم gave
      bread and milk. While he was eating it a star
      came down through which the entire
      environment became illuminated. Out of fear,
      Abu Talib asked the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم what this was? The reply
      was that it was a sign of Divine Power. This is
      that star with which the devils are put to death.
      Abu Talib was astonished at this. In verification
      of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, this
      verse was revealed.

   2. It means an oath on the stars in the heavens,
      which twinkle at night. By "night comer" is meant
      that people can see it. Since the heavens and the
      stars are from the reflective powers of Allah Almighty,
      an oath is taken on them. The sky is the
      treasure of human sustenance, and
      the place from where Divine Laws are
      promulgated. It is free from all impurities like
      polytheism, infidelity, transgression, etc.
      Therefore an oath is taken on the heaven. The
      stars provide light, tell about time and direction
      create colour and juice in the fruit. Therefore an
      oath is taken on them. In short, their oath is to
      reveal their status (Tafseer Azizi). According to
      Sufi exposition the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the heaven, for like the
      heaven he is providing the world with various
      benefits. His Prophethood and mercy have, like
      the heaven, encircled every creation. And like
      the water of the heaven, all the good deeds of
      everyone are suspended in front of his kind
      gaze. By "night comer" is meant the Noble
      Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم who are guides like the
      stars, to the creation and the means of
      preservation of the earth, as is outlined in
      Hadith Shareef.

2. And what makes you understand
   what is the comet?

3. (It is) the bright shining 3 .star.

3. Because the light of the stars shatters
   through the heavens to reach the earth. From it,
   emerge meteors, which shatter the devils like a
   bullet. Likewise, the light of the Noble
   Companions reaches the dungeons and dark
   rooms to illuminate the hearts. No one
   possesses true knowledge of their actual status.
4. There is no soul without a guardian over it.

4. In that in the world of souls the angels had been taking care of us, and in the world too they take care of our life and body from the mother's womb until we reach the grave. They take care of our life, our deeds, and the words that are uttered by the mouth, and after death until the Day of Judgement. Likewise, the Prophets and the Saints are the protectors of our faith and pious deeds. Thus, due to their blessings the good deeds reach their destination safely, otherwise on the way these could be snatched away. In short, these angels and favourite servants of Allah Almighty are our protectors. From this, emerge three issues:
1. Even though Allah Almighty has absolute power Who can take care of everyone by Himself, but the law is that these duties should be performed by His servants.
2. Allah's attributive names can be given to His servants. Observe, one of the names of Allah Almighty is HAFIZ, yet here the angels are called HAFIZ. Thus, we can say that Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are our protectors and helpers.
3. The Prophets, Saints and the angels are repellers of calamities and removers of difficulties, because they are protectors who stop the calamities from coming, who ease the difficulties. The state provides its protectors with ammunition. Allah Almighty, too, has provided His protectors with ammunition. Allah Almighty, too, has provided His protectors with great strength.

5. So let man consider from what they are created? 

5. For those who reject the Day of Judgement. There were two doubts about the Day of Judgement:
1. After the limbs of countless human beings, which had spread in the oceans and on land to bring them together and to select them in such a manner, that no persons' limbs get mixed with one another is impossible.
2. To give these limbs human form again is not possible. Both these doubts have been described in this verse that your botanical and animal limbs from which the sperm was made, then your bodies were formed, were different species in the world. We brought these together and gave human shape. The grain, the vegetation or the meat from which a person's sperm was to be made could not get into the stomach of another person. Likewise, in future you would be created the second time.

6. They are created from gushing water.

6. It means the sperm, which is being formed from the loins of the men and the chest bones of the women, yet the walls of these bones cannot stop this drop of water. Otherwise a sperm emanates from every limb of the body, and from every limb of the parents all the limbs of the child are formed. Thus, research study is not against this verse.

7. Which comes out from between the back and the breastbones.

7. Certainly, He has the power to restore man. (To life)

7. The word RAJ'A denotes to go back to the original form i.e. on the Day of Judgement Allah Almighty will grant each person his worldly shape. Or, in the grave where you will
be reduced to dust. Or, in the world He continues to change the wealthy to paupers, the strong to weak, the handsome to ugly, the learned to ignorant and vice versa. Thus, do not despair. Or, that you have fallen from the world of light to the world of darkness. Thus, He has the power to take you there, which you cannot reach on your own.

9. On the day when secrets shall be disclosed 8.

8. It means all the pious and evil beliefs, good and bad deeds and intentions and desires, the colour of the faces, the hands being loose or tied, the giving of the books of deeds in the right or left hand. Then through the announcement of the angels you will be presented before all the former and latter people. Then enquiry would be made into everyone. It should be remembered that a calamity is called misfortune and a test is called a trial, because through them the sincere are revealed from the insincere and the genuine from the false.

10. Then they (human beings) will neither have strength nor helper 9.

9. It means an infidel on the Day of Judgement will neither have any power nor any helper when he was in the world, he had possessed physical, economic or political power which had come to an end. They had not possessed spiritual and religious powers. The powers of the believers would increase there. His strength, his speed, his speech, his vision and his auditory power will increase so that he would cross the extremely narrow bridge instantly. Despite the huge distance he would be seeing the condition of the inmates of Hell from Paradise and listen to their conversation and speak to them. This is the very condition of the helpers. The helpers of the believers are the Prophets, the Saints, the minor children, the month of Ramadaan, the Holy Qur’aan, etc. In short, the power and help whose foundation was on religion would remain while those whose foundation was on the world that would perish.

11. By the sky (clouds), which pour 10. (Rain)

10. In that the water of the ocean turns into vapour then comes down from the sky as rain. Or the angels go skywards, or the souls and deeds of the people are taken thereto. Or, an oath is taken on the sky of Prophethood, Hazrat Muhammad Mustapha ﷺ towards whom the deeds of people and even the people return. It should be remembered just as the sky has encircled the entire earth and is higher than the entire earth; likewise the Holy Prophet ﷺ is loftier and superior to the entire creation. Bounties and blessings are being constantly received from him. Just as the earth is always dependent on the sky i.e. without the light of the sun and the rainwater it is unable to grow vegetation, in the same manner the entire world is dependent on the Holy Prophet ﷺ that without his blessed gaze no deed is acceptable in the Court of Allah Almighty. Everything and everyone has to return to Him.

12. And by the earth 11 that brings out herbs.

11. At time of taking the grain, sprouting the vegetation, giving the mines and treasures, taking the dead body in it and resurrecting the dead on the Day of Judgement. In short, on this
opening of the earth is dependent the life and
death of earthly creation. Or, the hearts of the
believers which blossom with joy at the time of
receiving bounties from the sky of
Prophethood, in which the gardens of faith,
mystical knowledge, etc. are laid out.

12. Here, the word FASL is used to denote
distance or decision, i.e. a decisive statement
between truth and falsehood. Or, the book that
separates the infidels from the believers. It
should be remembered that Allah Almighty has
described the truth about the Holy Qur'an by
taking an oath on the heaven and the earth, and
regarding the Prophethood of His beloved
Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم . He has taken the
oath in the Qur'an in Surah Yaseen:
"Yaseen. By the Wise Qur'an. No doubt, you
have been sent on the Straight Path."(S36:
Vs1-4). Likewise, He called the Holy
Qur'an as decisive and the Holy Prophet
 صلى الله عليه وسلم as the absolute judge. Says
the Holy Qur'an: "Until they make you judge
in all disputes among themselves"(S5:V65).
This tells us that just as physical sustenance is
obtained through the help of the heaven and the
earth, likewise the spiritual sustenance is
obtained through the help of the Holy Qur'an
and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم . Just
as medicine is practised through the help of the
doctor and the legal system through the judicial
system so are issues decided from the Qur'an,
through the help of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم .

13. Thus, the infidels made plans against
Islam, the Holy Qur'an and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم verbally, financially,
physically and through information. But, all
their plans proved to the cause of success and
progress of Islam. They raised objections and
Allah Almighty in reply provided them with the
praiseworthy attributes of the Holy Prophet
 صلى الله عليه وسلم and proofs about the Day of
Judgement, etc. Their objections became
non-existent, but the verses of praise of the
Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم will sparkle
brightly until the Day of Judgement. The defeat
of the infidels in the battles became a living
proof of the truth of Islam.

14. In that do not declare Holy War on them.
Thus, after fourteen years of the advent of Islam
no battle was declared on the infidels.

13. Verily, it (Qur'aan) is a decisive
discourse.

14. And it is not (at all) useless.

15. Surely, they (infidels) are
devising their own plan.

16. And We have Our own secret plan.

17. So give time to the infidels, only
for a little while.
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Glory 1 to the Name of your Lord, the Most High 2.

1. The meaning of the word TASBEEH is to purify, speak pure and think pure. If there is address to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم in it then its meaning would be O My Beloved! The infidels and the polytheists have defiled My Name by forging children to Me, and associating partners with Me. You must remove these stains. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم purified the Holy Ka’bah from its idols, Hazrat Sayyadah Mariam from all impure accusations, Hazrat Isa and Hazrat Sulaiman (On them be peace) from all types of fabricated accusations, the pure name of Allah Almighty from the defects levelled by the infidels and the polytheists. In the same manner our hearts, minds, faith and deeds will obtain its purity from the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. And if the address is made to man in general then it would mean that regard Allah Almighty pure from all types of defects and orally talk about Him being totally faultless.

2. It should be remembered that the order of Tasbeeh (glorifying Allah Almighty) is without restriction. Thus, it is correct to recite it in whatever manner you like, vocally like SUBHANAKA ALLAHUMA, or softly like SUBHANA RABBI YAL ALA. Similarly, in Darood the words SALLOO and SALLIMOO are absolute and independent. Hence all kinds of Darooods are correct but he recited it vocally or softly, just as the order regarding eating and drinking is absolute “Eat and Drink.”

2. Who creates the creature and perfects 3. (It)

3. From this emerge two issues:
   1. Allah Almighty is the Creator of everything good and evil, big and small.
   2. In the creation of everything there is Divine wisdom. Infidelity and transgression, disobedience and the devil are all evil by themselves but their creation is not bad. There are hundreds of wisdoms in it.

3. And Who determines 4 and guides 5. (Human beings)

4. In that our limbs, conditions, attributes, sustenance, life and death have been measured properly. Those measures, which have been recorded on the Divine Tablet, are for this world. However, the bounties of Paradise would be immeasurable and innumerable and
without limits. Says Allah Almighty: "No doubt Allah gives whomsoever without measure" (S3:V37). Because the world is a place of trade and Paradise is a place of entertainment. There is no measure or limit for the entertainment of the guest. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.

5. Creational and natural guidance by means of which each recognizes his food, medicine and the way of life. Some animals build such homes, which astonishes a human being. The minor child of a human being carelessly calls the mother while crying. Animals in the care of Prophets are well guided, i.e. through their blessings people obtain guidance. Observe, Hazrat Sulaiman's (On whom be peace) Hud-Hud (bird) was the means of guidance of the people of Yemen. Thus, if anyone does not accept the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم as providers of guidance, is very foolish. Or, it could mean that Allah Almighty has provided every angel with the full knowledge about this determined measure, which is linked to the particular angel. Thus, Hazrat Izraeel (On whom be peace) is fully aware of each person's life span of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم on the other hand is far more learned than the entire creation. Hence, he is made fully aware of these measures as is reported in many Ahadith. Or, it could mean to estimate regarding the grave and the Hereafter i.e. so many are inmates of heaven and so many are inmates of Hell. Then each one is guided towards that path for which He is created. Or, the worship and Tasbeeh of each creation is determined differently. Thereafter he gave them guidance towards the recitation of His Tasbeeh (glorification) and acts of worship. It should be remembered that the acts of worship of the plants and the animals, too, is different and their effects too are separate from one another. Or, that kept the guidance and apostasy of the human beings in different measures, then inclined the hearts of everyone towards it for which he was created.

4. And Who brings to growth the fodder.

5. Then turns it dry black.

6. This is the very condition of the world and its bounties. They are beautiful and charming like the green plants but would soon be destroyed.

7. The words of the Holy Qur’aan, its topics, laws and its divine secrets, which are boundless. From this emerge a few issues:

1. Knowledge is the greatest bounty of Allah Almighty, because Allah Almighty did not mention about providing worldly wealth, but mention is being made about His Kindness of providing knowledge. Due to this knowledge Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) became the object of prostration of the angels.

2. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the loftiest and most superior in the entire creation of Allah Almighty because he was tutored by Allah Almighty Himself. From the Teacher of the highest calibre only pupils of that calibre would be tutored.

3. Hazrat Jibraeel is not the teacher of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم but only a servant to bring messages to him from Allah Almighty. For this reason Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) accorded the highest respect for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

4. The knowledge of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is far above that of the entire creation. When the student is perfect, the Teacher is very lofty and the Book is perfection.
of wisdoms. The appearance of the entire world is through the blessing of one unwitting error of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace). Thus, there is a huge difference between our errors and theirs. Our error is sensual or devilish while their error is the Mercy of the Most Merciful. In the Hadith of ANSA in which the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم had said: "I do not forget on my own, but I am made to forget" the ambiguity is regarding forgetfulness only.

9. For the deeds and intentions of man, or apparent and concealed deeds. Or, O My Beloved! For your apparent and concealed attributes which is beyond access to any human intelligence. From the first explanation we learn that a person should rectify his outer and inner life. The physical life will only be established in a proper manner if the heart and mind are both in correct order. The life of faith is dependent on the correctness of form and character. From the second explanation one learns that the believer should perform some deeds openly and some deeds secretly. Perform the Friday Salaa and Eid Salaaah openly, but Tahajjud Salaah secretly. From the third explanation one understands that the personality of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم is apparent to all, but the reality of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم is not known to anyone besides Allah Almighty. If to this day no one has understood that from which power is the light of the sun, then who can understand the underlying power of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم?

8. And We make things easy 10 for you.

10. In that all your worldly work will become easy. The result of this case was that the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم performed his works without any apparent provision in such an excellent manner, which is beyond our imagination. Or, O My Beloved! Through your blessings we will make the problems of the creation easy. Thus, the Noble Companions in all their difficulties would seek the help of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم and would obtain remedy through the blessings of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم. Even on the Day of Judgement the entire creation will seek the assistance of the Holy Prophet صلی اللّه علیه وآله وسلم.
9. Therefore adopt guidance 11, as guidance is profitable 12.

11. The word ZUKKIRA is made from TAZKEER and the meaning of Tazkeer is make it to remember, to give a reminder, a beneficial counselling. It means O My Beloved! You should make your followers remember all the religious laws and beliefs. Or, remind them about the promises of the Day of the Covenant, the incidents of the past and future until the Day of Judgement. Or, only he can give a reminder who is fully aware of things himself. Or, do good for the creation. It should be remembered in the word ZAKKARA there is no restriction of time, place or any specific creation. So, it will mean remind everyone, at all times and at all places. Until the Day of Judgement the succession of the Holy Prophet's صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم making the people remember will continue. The lectures of the Islamic scholars are the reminders of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Also, the reminders of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are verbal as well as practical. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had given order for the commemoration of the
events of the pious. The fast of Ashurah (10th of Muharram), the basic principles of Hajj, Qurbani, are indeed the commemorations of the pious. This tells us that Meelad celebrations, Meeraaj and Urs are all auspicious things as they are all forms of reminders.

12. Surely counselling will prove beneficial. You will be rewarded with it; the listeners will receive guidance from it. Therefore do counsel them. It should be remembered that to keep an existing condition pending is for the purpose of emphasis, like "If you are my son, then become an Alim." Says Allah Almighty: "We'll tell you if this Qur'aan is from Allah and yet you reject it." (S41:V52). And the witness of Hazrat Yusuf had said: "And if his shirt is torn from behind" (S12:V27). The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم says: "If there emerge saints from my followers then Hazrat Umar (May Allah be Pleased with him) will be from them." It means there will be saints for certain, and Umar will be from them. Thus, there is no objection that can be raised against the verse. One should continue with propagation.

10. Soon he who fears 13 (Allah) will accept it.

13. It means among the infidels of Makkah there are some in whose hearts the seed of fear of Allah Almighty is there. Soon they would be declaring faith in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Some are eternal wretches who would be dying on infidelity. It happened as described. From this, emerge a few issues:
   1. KHASHIYAT is that fear of Allah Almighty, which can inculcate a desire of obedience. This is the very basis of faith.
   2. Everyone does not obtain guidance from any preaching e.g. not everyone obtains light from the sun.
   3. The identity of a pious person is that his heart is inclined to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم even if he may be a sinner.
Anyone who has deprived himself from the court of the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, is indeed a terrible wretch. He will never obtain guidance and Allah Almighty has called him unfortunate. Thus, there is no objection against the verse that the fear of Allah Almighty is obtained through counselling and not vice versa, as has been stated by Dayanandan.

11. But the wretched 14 one will shun it.

14. Reason for its Revelation:
The commentator of (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan) says that this verse was revealed in praise of Hazrat Uthman (May Allah be Pleased with him) and to express the weakness of one hypocrite. The actual incident was as follows:
An Ansari lodged a complaint about his neighbour to the Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, that although he is my neighbour, but a branch of this tree is right in my house. If the fruit of this branch happens to fall in my house, he picks it in an angry manner. The Holy Prophet, صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, called for him and said that sell this tree to me and in its place you would be granted a tree in Paradise. But he turned down the offer. Hazrat Uthman e Ghani bought a garden and exchanged it for that tree which he then gave to the Ansari. In response to this, this verse was revealed. Under this circumstance this verse would be Madinite. Allah and His Rasool know best!

intense and severe, in some it is less intense. This is like the heat of the sun, which varies in degree in time and place. Or, fire whose heat differs in degree in different wood e.g. acacia. According to the great Sufi sages this fire is the fire of negligence in the world and in the Hereafter it is the fire of deprivation of Divine intimacy.

12. Who will be roasted in the great fire.

13. Who will neither die therein nor live 16.

16. Comfortable living. Otherwise there is no death in Hell. This is a difficult state other than life and death.


15. And who remembers the names 17 of his Lord and offers Salaah 18.

17. From this we learn that the affect of reciting the name of Allah Almighty through the purity of the heart is something special. There is a huge difference between the Zikrullah of the Saints of Allah and that of the common believers. For this reason entreat the pious to blow on you and make dua for you, for the purity of heart that they have achieved is not attained by us. The bullet certainly does the damage provided it is fired from a good rifle.

18. It means he gave the Sadaqatul Fitrah, then walked to the Eidgah reciting Takbeer, then performed his Eid Salaah there. In this event it is a Madinite verse because Eid Salaah was introduced after Hijrah. Or, purified the body and place properly, then recites Takbeer
Tahrima (i.e. the first Takbeer to start the Salaah) then performed the Salaah. From this we learn that it is not sufficient to recite Allahu Akbar in Takbeere Tahrima only. It is permissible to add any other pure name of Allah Almighty. Furthermore, that Takbeer e Tahrima is a condition for Salaah but not one of the fundamentals of Salaah, because Salaah is joined through Takbeer. According to the Sufis the purity of the heart should be the means of purifying defective beliefs, evil thoughts and thoughts of anyone other than Allah Almighty. Purity of the heart is either inherent, or acquired, or bestowed. The inherent purity is from birth; the acquired is through one’s good deeds while bestowed purity is through the gaze of some pious person. Just as clouds and the sun purify the impure earth although they are so far away from them, likewise the blessed gaze of the pious too purify the hearts of people from a distance.

16. But you prefer 19 the life of this world.

19. It should be remembered that the life of the world is of four types: sinful, devilish, sensual and one of faith. The sinful life is one that is spent in the disobedience of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet e.g. the life of the Pharaoh and Abu Jahl. The sensual and devilish life is that which is spent in nurturing the baser self (Nafs e Ammarah) and negligence from Allah Almighty e.g. the life of common negligent people who are indifferent to the laws of Shariah. The life of faith is that which is spent in the preparation of the Hereafter e.g. the life of the Noble Companions. Here, the first two types are denoted. The worldly life is like a zero. If it remains by itself it is empty. If it is joined to a number it increases not just by ten but upto seven hundred times. May Allah Almighty bestow this life upon us. Ameen.

17. Whereas the Hereafter is better and everlasting 20.

20. By Hereafter is meant the final life which commences after the resurrection from the grave and which has no end. It is superior to the previous three lives i.e. life prior to coming into this world, life spent in the world and the life in the grave. Here, the life of the Hereafter is declared to be superior for two reasons:
1. And the Hereafter is better and eternal. It is better because its comforts are free from any discomfort. In all the bounties there is no master, a doctor or an Aalim to cause any hindrance or prohibition and there is no fear of any displeasure of Allah Almighty.
2. It is eternal because there is no end to it. The thing, which terminates i.e. death, too will be destroyed there. The piety, which becomes linked with the Hereafter, becomes eternal.

18. Verily, this is taught in the earlier 21 scriptures.

21. In Arabic language SAHEEFAH is referred to those pages on which the words of Allah Almighty are written. In technical terminology it is the heavenly message, which had been revealed to the Prophets in the form of a booklet. There are four hundred heavenly SAHEEFAHS in total of which ten were revealed to Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace), fifty on Hazrat Sheeth (On whom be peace) and ten on Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) (Tafseer Azizi). It is stated in the marginal notes of KASHAASF that the total number of SAHEEFAHS are one hundred and ten from which ten were revealed to Hazrat Musa. Thus, Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was given the Tauraat as well as ten SAHEEFAHS. By the first Mosaic SOHAF denotes the Tauraat Shareef.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Has there come to you the news of the calamity that shall overwhelm? 2

1. O My Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم the information about the Day of Judgement has already come to you, because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was made fully aware of the Islamic beliefs prior to the advent of Islam. Among these is the Day of Judgement as well.

2. Faces 3 (of sinners) on that day shall be down cast.

2. On the Day of Judgement there will be fainting in the hearts of the infidels and blackness will be spread on their faces. On the other hand, the hearts of the believers will be full of joy and brightness will be spread over their faces.

3. Those who had been displaying arrogance before the pious persons of Allah Almighty in the world would be disgraced there in every possible way. They will be resurrected from the graves and made to walk on their bellies to the Plain of Accountability. There their faces will be blackened, both their hands will be tied, there will be iron chains in their necks, and in this way they would be begging at every door but would be turned away. They would be cursing one another.


3. On the Day of Judgement, in that until the completion of this day mountains of fire would be raising and falling. Says Allah Almighty: “Soon I shall cause him to ascend to the mountain of fire sand” (S74:V17). Their gold and silver would be made into metal sheets and branded on their ribs and foreheads. Their animals would pierce them with their horns and trample them with their hooves. Or, until the time of his death in the world he should be engrossed in worldly affairs to such an extent that he has no time to remember Allah Almighty.

4. Or, in the world he will perform good deeds that are evident but will not obtain its rewards in the Hereafter like the relinquishing of the world by the Hindu ascetics and undergoing these hardships or like the fasts, Salaah and writing books, etc. of those irreligious Muslims whose eventual end is misery and disgrace because they are not linked to the protection of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Without the power the mere electrical fitting is useless, without the soul the body is useless, and without the love of the Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.
all acts of worship will be in ruin.

4. To be thrown in a scorching fire.

5. Because they did not bear in the world the heat and uneasiness of the fasts of Ramadaan, the Hajj during the midst of summer and Holy War. So now they must bear the heat of his fire, which is seventy times severer than any worldly fire.

5. And made to drink from a fiercely boiling spring.

6. Because they did not bear the religious restrictions regarding water. They consumed alcohol. They drank all types of drinks indiscriminately, without considering whether they were lawful or forbidden for them, in gold and silver goblets. They drank water in standing posture, hold the glass in the left hand. They drank sweet drinks during the day in Ramadaan. Thus, today it is the turn of those who had sacrificed water in the world for the love and pleasure of Allah Almighty.

6. They will have no food, except a bitter thorny plant.

7. DAREE is a type of grass which grows in Arabia. It is thorny and poisonous. When eaten by animals it can cause fiery effects in their bellies. It is extremely unpalatable and harmful. Thus, its translation of thorns of fire is very appropriate i.e., thorns that will set the belly on fire. It should be remembered that the reckoning in this verse is additional, i.e. the food for the people of this strata is only Daree. The food of the inmates of other status would be Zaqqum, which is salinity and pus. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. Because the infidels did not care about unlawful earnings in the world from interest, gambling, pork, etc. they would be given these to eat. By placing "for them" before food is understood that only the infidels would be fed with these. Although the sinful believer would be sent into Hell temporarily, but if Allah Almighty wills, he will be safeguarded for these foods.

7. That neither nourishes nor satisfies hunger.

8. Because the infidels consumed devilish and sensual foods and did not eat spiritual and faith-inspiring foods, therefore they were given this punishment for it. Devilish foods, which is eaten to commit sins, sensual food which is eaten like animal to develop sensual desires. Says Allah Almighty: "And eat like cattle eat" (S47:V12). Or, the faith-inspiring lawful food, which is eaten for the sake of worshipping Allah Almighty. Eating such food, too, is an act of worship. It is for this reason that having Sehri and Iftaar in Ramadaan, the nourishment of the Islamic soldiers are all acts of worship.

8. Faces (of the pious) on that day shall be delighted.

9. Here by "faces" is meant people of the faces i.e. man. It means on the Day of Judgement the pious believers would be in peace and tranquility. Neither the heat of the sun would be causing discomfort to them nor the uneasiness of the earth. Neither will they experience fear nor grief, nor the censure of their Lord, nor the taunts and curses of the angels nor the anxiety of the Day of Judgement. Since they had been restless in the world. The restlessness of the fear of Allah Almighty will become their means of obtaining peace on the Day of Judgement.
9. Pleased with their efforts 10.

10. From this it is hinted that the believer in the world is not pleased or proud of his good deeds because he is not aware of his end. On the Day of Resurrection when he will see the certificate of their acceptance he will express his pleasure. And those who did not get the opportunity of doing good deeds in the world would express debt of gratitude to Allah Almighty and at the intercession of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Or, it could mean that the good deeds of the believers would be accompanying them in good forms whose sight would fill them with joy.

10. In a lofty Paradise 11.

11. It means in Paradise, which is lofty, considering its status and higher with regard to home and place. Because the believers lived in the world in abject humility, remained aloof from conceit and arrogance. In exchange to that Allah Almighty will grant them with exalted status.

11. Where they will hear no vain talk 12.

12. Neither did they listen to anything unlawful, like lies, backbiting, etc. nor caused hardship to anyone like taunting a person, nor engaged in worthless talk, nor made a hue and cry about the inmates of Hell which would disturb the enjoyment. Because the inmates of Paradise would remain aloof from song and music, they received this bounty in exchange for it.

12. Therein is a running fountain 13.

13. Of water, of honey, of milk, of the pure drink. Here, the word spring denotes spring in the material sense, Thus, this is neither contrary to "In them two fountains run" (S55:V50) nor to "Beneath which flows streams" (S98:V8). It should be remembered that these flowing springs are the reward of the Sadaqah e Jariyah (continuous rewards of charities) of the inmates of Paradise like constructing mosques, wells, leaving behind pious children, etc.

13. Wherein are elevated couches 14.

14. Whose height is approximately one hundred and twenty feet, but when the inmates of Paradise would be wishing to sit on them or get down from them they would be able to do so on their own accord (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani, etc).

14. And best selected goblets.

15. And cushions set symmetrically 15.

15. The goblets would be arranged at the edge of the springs and the carpets would be laid out in the homes, which are extremely comfortable and attractive.

16. With (beautifully) spread carpets.

17. Do they not look at the camel 16, how it is created? 17
and water for fifteen days. Thirdly, a camel displays an excellent degree of obedience and love. Thus, just a young boy can lead it to wherever he so desires. In a fit of love it can carry a load exceeding its strength for a long distance. Fourthly, it is an instrument of Hajj and the transport of Prophets. Fifthly, it’s urine; milk and woolly hair are a cure for many illnesses (Tafseer Azizi, Khazain, etc). The great Sufi sages say that learn obedience and love from a camel as both these virtues are found fully in it. Anyone who cannot surge into a fit of passion for his beloved, and he who is not obedient to every devotee of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is worse than a camel. Thus, every believer and an infidel can obtain a lesson from a camel, and is a very beneficial animal.

18. And the sky how it has been raised high? 18

18. That the stars in the sky move so swiftly, yet no star separates from it. Likewise, the couches of the inmates too would be moving swiftly but their goblets would not fall. The great Sufi sages say that in spite of the sky being very far from us, yet thousands of bounties are coming down for us. In the same manner although Madina Shareef is very far from us yet all the bounties for us are coming to us. The sun is a million miles away from the earth yet it is able to purify the earth. In the same way the Sun of Madina صلى الله عليه وسلم is purifying our dirty hearts. Or, just as you are unable to reach the sky, likewise no one can reach the status and greatness of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Or, just as the stars in the sky give guidance to the travelers on dry land or at the sea, likewise, the stars of the sky of Prophethood i.e. the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم provide guidance for the travellers of the Hereafter. Also, just as no person can fly to reach the sky, in the same manner no worshipper or devotee can reach the status of the Prophet through his worship. Also, no person can come down from the canopy of the sky, likewise no person in his life, in the grave, on the Field of Accountability cannot go past the mercy and Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Just as Allah Almighty is the Lord of the worlds so is the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم a mercy unto the worlds.

19. And the mountains 19, how these are set up?

19. Which can neither fly by means of the wind, nor fall by the means of the earthquake. They do not allow the earth to move. From them are extracted rubies, diamonds, sea salt etc. Thousands of things come out from them. The great Sufis say that the Saints of Allah Almighty are spiritual mountains that never waver or digress from the path of faith. They maintain their devotees resolutely. They are the fountains of faith and mystical knowledge and experiences whose chain will continue to the Day of Judgement.
20. And the earth, how it has been spread out?  

20. Although the earth is round, it is spread out due to its largeness i.e. it seems as if it is laid out. Visibly the entire earth is equal but its qualities and substances are different. The earth of Bengal is different to that of Punjab. From some we obtain gold and from others some different ores. From some we obtain large deposits of oil. Likewise, human beings too seem outwardly the same but in reality they are different. From the hearts of some pour out dirt while from the others flow out fountains of the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty.

21. Yes (O Prophet) convey to them (My) guidance as you are surely a guide.  

21. It means O My beloved! The things of the world are the Book of Divine mystical knowledge and you are its teacher because through your medium people should think and reflect on these things and come to know Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that a teacher can teach without a book but the book cannot teach without the teacher. Observe! Allah Almighty has called the Holy Qur'aan a Book, but the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as Light because the Book without the Light is not beneficial. However, the Light is beneficial even without the Book. Many people believed in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم prior to the revelation of the Holy Qur'aan e.g. the parents of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Baheera, the priest, etc. Or, those Noble Companions who had believed in the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم after seeing him and were martyred immediately. But you will not find any person who had become a believer without the medium of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم merely through the Holy Qur'aan.  

22. MUIZAKIR-The Admonisher, is one of the names of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.  

22. But you are not a superintendent to compel them.  

23. Every action of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is propagation i.e. he is responsible for their guidance. If everyone is an infidel it will not harm him in any way. If someone does not try and obtain light from the sun, does not try to derive benefit from the clouds, will it in any way cause harm to the sun or the clouds? Or, it could mean the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم should not force them to accept Islam.  

23. But whoever turns away and disbelieves.  
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24. By rejecting the Personality of Allah Almighty, or His Attributes or His Laws, or by rejecting the revelation of the Holy Qur’aan, or His eternal preservation or His Laws, or by rejecting the Personality of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم or his attributes or turning away from his instructions. From this emerge two issues:

24. Allah will punish such a person with the greatest punishment 25.

25. The eternal punishment of Hell. It should be remembered that there are five types of punishments for the infidels: worldly punishments, the time of death, the grave, the Day of Reckoning and the punishments of Hell. Of these the most severe are the punishments of Hell, while the other four are less severe, because the punishment of Hell is permanent. In Hell there will be disgrace as well. Its punishments are of all types concerning eating, drinking, staying, poisonous animals etc. Because of these it has been called a severe punishment. From this emerge a few issues:

1. The obedience of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is obligatory upon everyone, rejection of obedience is infidelity because the pronoun "who" is unconditional.
2. The minor children of the infidels will not be in Hell, because they did not commit the infidelity of turning their faces.
3. The parents of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم are inmates of Paradise because the one who commits infidelity and curses the orthodox caliphs are inmates of Hell. They did not commit these.
4. Infidelity is worse than all other sins for which there will be the greatest punishment.

25. Surely to us is your return 26.

26. Either at the time of death, or on reaching the grave or on the Day of Judgement when they too would become certain that no one is their helper besides Allah Almighty. Otherwise, even at the present time, too, they under the control of their Lord. It should be remembered that everyone has to appear in front of Allah Almighty. Some will go happily like the groom proceeds with the groom's party to his in-law's place. Others will go despairingly like how the prisoner condemned to death feels at the time of his arrest. Here, the second example is denoted because the object of address is the infidel who would be inflicted with severe punishment.

26. Then undoubtedly, We are to take their account 27.

27. Here, by reckoning is meant the reckoning of the Day of Judgement which would be concerning beliefs and deeds. In the grave the reckoning is regarding faith only, for this reason the adverb "them" is being used that reckoning would be taking much after death, being in the grave, after resurrection. From "upon us" is understood reckoning on the Day of Judgement by Allah Almighty is His Law. If He shows kindness He can forgive any person without reckoning. Thus, this verse is in no way in contradiction of the verse mentioning no reckoning. It should be remembered that for the purpose of this reckoning the Day of Judgement has been chosen. This has not been taken in the world or in the grave because this reckoning would be regarding everything. While in the world the person continues to
perform his deeds until his death. Also, every person at times is good, at other times bad. Hence, full reckoning cannot be taken in the world, otherwise deeds performed after the reckoning would be left unchecked. Even in the grave the believer continues to earn rewards of continuous charities and the benefits from the deeds of the living whose rewards are conveyed to the deceased until the Day of Judgement. In addition, compensation has to be awarded to those whose rights had been infringed or those from whom compensation has to be meted out who are still alive. Thus, full reckoning cannot be taken in the grave as well. Therefore, this reckoning would be taken on the Day of Judgement only. For full discussion on the topic refer to Tafseer Azizi.

SURAH AL-FAJR (THE DAWN)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 30 Verses 139 Words, 597 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By the dawn 1.

1. By “dawn” is meant Salaatul Fajr because the angels of the day and night assemble at that time. Or, it denotes the time of early dawn in which the entire creation of Allah Almighty is engrossed in His Rememberance. Also, that morning time is a sample of the Day of Judgement. All those sleeping are awake. Or, it is the morning of 1st Muharram which marks the beginning of the new year, or the morning of 1st Zil-Hajj, or the morning of the blessed birth of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم on which the sun of Makkah shone on the sky of Prophethood through the blessing of which infidelity turned to night and the sun of faith appeared on the horizon. This tells us that the time, which becomes connected with the pious servants of Allah Almighty, obtains greatness, because Allah Almighty had taken an oath on it. The great Sufis say that night is the cause of man’s negligence, which is the true state of his baser self. Day is the time for him to turn to Allah Almighty, which takes place through the attention of the sun of Madina Shareef. It should be remembered that night is the shadow
2. And by the ten nights.

2. The first ten nights of Zil-Hajj, as during that time the fundamental rites of Hajj are being performed. Or, the last ten nights of Ramadhan in which ‘I’tikaf for the Night of Power (Lailatul Qadr) takes place. Or, the first ten nights of Muharram in which major incidents about the Prophets of Allah Almighty had taken place. From this we learn that Allah Almighty too likes specific times of worship and so are the nights linked with His Beloved servants.

3. And by the even and the odd.

3. This means an oath is taken on the even and the odds i.e. the pairs and the single things. In the creation we find pairs. Allah Almighty is One. The attributes of the creation reflect pairs e.g. knowledge and ignorance, strength and weakness, sin and piety, life and death, etc. But the attributes of Allah Almighty are pure and lofty only. Or, the deeds of man are good and evil while the deeds of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are all based on piety, as commitment of sin from him is totally impossible. Or, four of the daily Salaahs are even and Salaatul Maghrib and Witr have an odd number of raka‘ats. Thus, this verse is in praise of Allah Almighty (HAMD) as well as in praise of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم (NA‘AT SHAREEF). It should be remembered that Allah Almighty in Personality, Attributes and action is Alone, we are even and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in personality and attributes is even but in his pure deeds is unique and individual i.e. he only performs good deeds.

4. And by the night when it departs.

4. By this night is either meant the Night of Me‘raaj, which was full of darkness, as well as Prophets and angels had been walking in it. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had gone above the seven heavens. Or, it could mean the Night of Power (LAILATUL QADR) in which there was the descent of Divine Mercy. Or, the night that the pilgrims spend at Muzdalifah in the remembrance of Allah Almighty after they proceed to Mina or all nights in general in which people get up to perform Salaatul Tahajjud.

5. Indeed in them is an evidence for the persons of understanding.

5. It means those who are intelligent know that these above mentioned times have a connection with the pious servants. For this reason an oath has been taken on them. This tells us that blessed are those times which are spent in the remembrance of Allah Almighty or in the company of the pious.

6. Did you not see how your Lord dealt with the Aad?

6. O Beloved! This tells us that the gaze of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is seeing all the present and past events. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is seeing all the present and past events. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is seeing all the present and past events.
in the Night of Me’raaj saw those people who

7. And with the people of the exclusively tall buildings of Iram ??

7. It should be remembered that the people of Aad are two in number: The First Aad and the latter Aad. Aad bin Aus, bin Iram, bin Saam, bin Nuh are the children of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace). They are also known as Aad Iram. They were residing near Aden. The latter Aad were residing in Aqquaaf, near Hadramut. Their Prophet was Hazrat Hud (On whom be peace). The collective story of the first Aad has been mentioned in the Holy Qur’aan at two places only in Surah Al Najm and in this Surah. Shaddad was from this Aad who was the king of the world. He had his paradise made near Aden, which took three hundred years to complete. Shaddad had lived for nine hundred years.

8. The like of whom have never 8 been created in any cities.

8. Who were tall and handsome. The smallest among them were 36 feet tall. Or, no settlement had been made like the paradise of Iram, which was constructed with the bricks of gold and silver and kneaded clay of musk and ambergris. The pillars were made of rubies and topaz. Rivers were made to flow of pure gems. Instead of stones lustrous gems and refulgent rubies had been laid out.

9. And dealt with Thamud who cut out rocks in the valley 9?

9. The People of Thamud were the maternal cousins of the people of Aad. They had established themselves between Arabia and Syria. They had established seventeen hundred large cities between Hijr and the Valley of Qura. They were expert sculptors, very tall and wealthy. Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) was sent as a Prophet to them. Due to their opposition and disobedience to Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) they were destroyed by Allah Almighty.

10. And dealt with the Pharaoh, the owner of large camps 10?

10. The Pharaoh had four believers pilloried, i.e. he had them laid on the scorching earth with their hands and feet spread out in the burning sun, thumping nails into their palms and feet. Among these was Hazrat Asiya and her waiting maid, the wife of Kharbeel who was pilloried and her three children were slaughtered on her chest. For this reason the Pharaoh has been called the one who pilloried.


11. The people of Aad and Thamud had breached the boundary of Tauheed (Oneness of Allah) and began to indulge in polytheism, and the Pharaoh broke the barrier of servitude and declared himself as god. By TAGHA is meant to exceed the limits. For this reason floods are called overflowing water.

12. And then spread disorder 12, therein.

12. By mischief is meant misleading others, while by excessive mischief is meant either
causing mischief over a long period or to establish and create many types of mischiefs. This tells us that Allah Almighty does not mete out punishment for a sin immediately. It should be remembered that the baser self first creates in a person a desire for wealth and luxury, then to obtain honour, then to disgrace others. These three things are the roots of mischief. Shariah has commanded to pay Zakaat and charity in order to curb the desire in the heart for wealth, made it obligatory to perform the Salaah in congregation in order to obviate an arrogance from the heart by standing shoulder to shoulder with the poor in the worship of Allah Almighty, by rubbing the forehead on the ground.

13. Therefore, your Lord inflicted upon them the whip of punishment with force 13.

13. From this emerge two issues:
1. No matter how severe the worldly punishment may be, but in comparison to the punishment of the Hereafter it is insignificant.
2. These punishments would not be deducted from the punishments of the Hereafter for the infidels, because Allah Almighty has not called punishments as punishment, instead has called it the whip of the punishment which is not of any reckoning.

14. Undoubtedly, nothing is absent from the sight of your Lord.

15. But for man 14, when his Lord tries him and honours him, and bestows favours on him, he says: “My Lord has honoured me 15.”

14. In the Holy Qur’aan man sometimes denotes the personality of man, sometimes a Prophet, sometimes a Saint, sometimes a negligent person, sometimes an infidel. In this verse it either means a negligent person or an infidel who is always impatient and ungrateful as is evident from the subject that follows. This type of man has no connection with the Prophet or a Saint.

15. On the basis of my personal fine skills i.e. he does not do so to express gratitude but says it out of arrogance. Or, now this honour has become my property and would not be separated from me. If it were said out of gratitude, it would not have been mentioned in a form of a censure.

16. But when He tries him and straitens for him provisions, he says: “My Lord has humiliated 16 me.”

16. He complains about his Lord to everyone. Also, he conceals the favours of his Lord. He cries out of agitation at the difficulties sent by Allah Almighty. Or, it could mean that he regards poverty as a form of disgrace for him, although at times this could be in the form of a punishment. Majority of the Prophets, Saints and Ulama (Islamic scholars) had been poor. It should be remembered that the word QADIR reflects power, estimation, honour and hardship.

17. Indeed, you do not honour 17 the orphan.

17. Reason for its Revelation:

Qadama bin Mazoon was an orphan by
Umayyah bin Khalaf, who did not fulfill his rights, nor did he treat him with any kindness. These verses were revealed regarding him (Roohul Mu'ani and Khaizainul Irfan). From this, emerge two issues:
1. The upbringing of an orphan, giving him good education and correct training is the highest form of worship and a religious and social obligation.
2. The infidels too are duty bound for the upbringing of the orphans because Umayyah bin Khalaf was censured for this indiscretion.

Nor do you urge each other to feed the needy. 18.

18. It means that neither do you donate food, nor create desire in others for it, in fact you stop them from this charity. From this emerge a few issues:
1. Generosity is a praiseworthy attribute, but miserliness is a vice.
2. Donations of edible things is superior to other charities as it helps to save lives, so much so, that feeding animals, too, is an act of reward, and feeding a hungry human being is indeed a praiseworthy act.

And you devour the inheritance of others greedily. 19.

19. "To devour greedily" denotes accumulative and by incorrect food is meant utilizing them. This means you lay your hands on the wealth of your relatives and the bequest of the deceased without differentiating between what is lawful and what is unlawful, by not paying the debts and trusts of the deceased, you do not execute his will, you do not separate the unlawful wealth in his possession accrued from gambling, stealing, etc, you do not give his wife and daughters their share due to them. In short, without any careful consideration you want to lay your hands on the legacy. From this verse emerge three benefits:
1. Before the advent of Islam the distribution of legacy was in vogue in Arabia according to the law of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) in which they would commit malpractices. Otherwise, this verse is Makkah while the laws pertaining to inheritance were revealed in Madina.
2. The legacy of the Holy Prophet is not for distribution, otherwise it would become obligatory that during his Caliphate Hazrat Ali (May Allah be Pleased with him) had wrongfully seized the legacy by taking over Holy Prophet territory owned by him without giving it to his rightful heirs, and the conquered territories of Hazrat Abu Bakar, Hazrat Umar and Hazrat Uthman (May Allah be pleased with them) were not handed to their heirs. Thus, Hazrat Ali, too, would be adversely affected by this verse. May Allah protect us!
3. The wrong distribution of the legacy, to deprive the daughter of her share, etc. is the practice of the infidels and a means of severe punishment. From it those Muslims should take a lesson who are afraid to pay the daughters their share from the legacy.

And you love the riches exceedingly. 20.

20. From this we learn that love for wealth is not a bad thing. What is evil is to have an insatiable love for it. This is based on three factors:
1. To hoard the wealth without spending it.
2. To be engrossed in the ways and means of earning wealth day and night.
3. To become heedless and indifferent about the Day of Judgement due to concentration on accumulation of wealth, be heedless about Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and earning wealth by lawful and unlawful means. It should be remembered that love for wealth is permissible within its limit, exceeding its limits is evil. However, love for Allah Almighty and His Rasool is permissible within but exceeding its limit is an act of excellence and a lofty virtue. In fact, there is no limit to it.

21. Indeed, then the earth shall be completely rent into pieces 21.

21. In that the earth would fly in pieces, no buildings, mountains, caves, etc. will remain on it. This will take place after the first blowing of the trumpet. At the sounding of the second trumpet the earth will become solid like iron and fatty and clean like the dough of bread. Says Allah Almighty: "The day when the earth shall be changed other than this earth" (S15:V48).

22. And the Command 22 of your Lord shall come, as well as the angels shall come in row after row 23.

22. By coming of Allah Almighty is meant the coming of His Laws because Allah Almighty is free from physical movement and not governed by space. By ordinance is meant the orders concerning matters pertaining to reckoning and the decisions of the people, and not concerning the laws of Shariah.

23. On the Field of Reckoning the angels of the heavens would be in separate rows. Or, the rows of angels of the different regions of Hell and Paradise would be separate. Or, the favourite angels close to Allah Almighty, or those angels executing duties would all be in separate rows for the purpose of managing the affairs there, bearing testimony, to welcome the inmates of Paradise, to sing the praises of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم . In short, it would be amazing, awe-inspiring and a pleasant occasion.

24. And Hell 24 shall be brought near on that day. On that day man will remember, but how can such remembrance 25 avail anything?

24. It means Hell would be placed before the people on the Field of Reckoning. Or, it would be removed from its place and brought near the Field of Reckoning on the right hand side of the Divine Throne. Seeing everyone would be calling out each one for himself, besides our Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم who would be calling out my followers, my followers! It is reported in one Hadith that there will be seventy thousand sounds emanating from Hell. At every call there would be seventy thousand angels who would be dragging the culprits there. This tells us that Paradise will remain at its place. Or, that Hell would be remaining at its stipulated place but the people of Reckoning would be seeing it nearer from the field.

25. It means the infidel on that day will be reflecting on his previous deeds and expressing regrets. He would be offering repentance. They would be acknowledging the counselling of their Prophets offered to them when they were in the world i.e. they had spoken the truth and if they are given another opportunity they would start doing good deeds. But, at that time
neither will their repentance prove beneficial nor acknowledging the counselling would be of any help to them, because the time for that had passed. The field cultivated out of time will not bear any harvest. That place is not for doing deeds but for receiving the rewards or punishment of the deeds.

24. He will say: “Alas! Had I sent forward some virtues in my life."

26. Here, life denotes the worldly life or the life of the Hereafter. In terms of the first life the meaning of the verse would be: I wish during my worldly life I had done some good deeds and sent them for the Hereafter. In the second instance it would mean: I wish I had sent some good deeds for this permanent life. I had wasted my time in accumulating wealth for the temporary life. It should be remembered that even this expression of regret for the infidels would be a means of punishment. The expression of remorse for not doing good deeds in the world by the believer is a means of obtaining elevation of status for him. The expression of remorse is an act of repentance for the sinful believer while the expression of regret by the infidel on the Day of Judgement is a mere punishment for him.

25. So none can penalize like His punishment on that day.

27. It means that on the Day of Judgement no one would be inflicting punishment on the infidels like Allah Almighty because the angels would be providing him with physical punishment with fire, snakes, scorpions, etc. while Allah Almighty will plunge him into grievous and spiritual punishment, as his heart will experience fear and his soul will experience extreme anxiety. In one form of recitation the verbs YUAZZIBU (none torments) and YUTHAQU (none binds) is used as passive voice, i.e. on the Day of Judgement none will be punished and imprisoned like the infidels. Under this condition two benefits would be obtained from the verse:

1. The punishment of the extremely sinful believer would be lighter than that of the dutiful infidel, because the infidel is a rebel while the sinful believer is a culprit.
2. The infidel on the Day of Judgement would be inflicted with a much severer punishment than the punishments of the world, just as the believer would be provided with greater comfort than the worldly comforts. For this reason this world is a paradise for the infidel and a prison for the believer even if the infidel may be in hardship here and the believer may be in comfort.

26. Nor can anyone bind like His binding.

27. O you contented human soul.

28. Reason for its Revelation:
This verse was revealed in praise of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique, or Hazrat Uthman e Ghani or Hazrat Habib bin Adi (May Allah be pleased with them). But truly speaking, this is a general verse (Tafseer Khazain). By soul is either meant the heat or life or man himself. MUTMAINNA is life full of peace, tranquility and calmness and opposite to agitation. Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas (May Allah be pleased with him) says that by this is meant every believing soul. Hazrat Hassan says that the contented soul is that which in addition to faith has obtained certainty in matters of faith as well. Hazrat Mujahid says that the contented soul is that which accedes to the inevitable. Hazrat Ibn Ata says that the contented soul is that which is unable to exercise patience without the vision of the beloved. Others have
said that the contented soul is that which becomes totally relieved from the anxieties and grief of the world and beyond it by remaining completely engrossed in the remembrance of Allah Almighty (Tafseer Saawi).

28. Return 29 to your Lord, so pleased with Him, as He is Pleased with you 30.

29. This would be spoken to a sincere believer at the time of his death, or at the time of resurrection or after the completion of accountability when he would be going into Paradise (Tafseer Madarik). It should be remembered that it denotes the act of returning to the Lord, entering His Mercy and nearness. There are three stages of the human soul:
Nafse Ammarah: Baser self, which instills in man the desire to commit evil.
Nafse Lawwamah: The Conscience self which censures the person on committing a sin and creates in him the desire to repent;
Nafse Mutmainnah: The contented self which becomes the means of the pious sages engaging themselves in the remembrance of Allah Almighty and on the Day of Judgement obtaining for him the vision of the Beloved through which he would obtain peace and tranquility (Tafseer Azizi).
30. He lived in the world full of patience to bear the hardships sent by Allah Almighty, and full of gratitude at the comforts provided by Him. Thus, in prosperity and adversity he accepted the Divine Will. In spite of your sins your Lord is pleased with you and will grant you great reward for your lesser worship.

29. So you enter among My chosen devotees 31.

31. While in the world be in the gatherings of Zikrullah conducted by the pious servants of Allah Almighty. Or, accept that way of life practised by the pious servants of Allah Almighty. Or, after death join the group of the Truthful, the Martyrs and the pious because you had love for them, for everyone would be with those who were beloved to them. Or, after coming out of the grave join the group of the pious to proceed to the Field of Accountability. Or, after completing your accountability go with the pious servants of Allah Almighty into Paradise. From this we learn that gaining the company of the pious is a great bounty of Allah, which is obtained by those who are fortunate. Observe, Allah Almighty has mentioned this bounty before that of Paradise. Through the support of wood iron is kept fresh, by being with the flowers the grass gets a place of honour, the dog of the Companions of the Cave had obtained eternal life and greatness by being in the company of the saints of Allah Almighty.

30. And you enter My Paradise.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Indeed, I swear by this city ¹ (Makkah).

1. That is, of the holy city of Makkah which is the most ancient city established by Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). In it are found the Holy Ka’bah, Maqasme Ebrahim, etc. From ancient times Hajj has been taking place here. In it there is peace and security for every living creature. It is the place of birth of the leader of the Prophets صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. This tells us that due to its connection with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم every street and market place of Makkah gained such sanctity that Allah Almighty took an oath on it. Then what about those Noble Companions who had lived with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم like a shadow, how lofty will be their dignity?

2. As (O Beloved Prophet) you dwell ² in this city.

2. The word HIL is derived either from HULOOL or HALAAL i.e. O My Beloved! Your stay in the sacred city is a temporary one; otherwise you would not have been kept here, so that you may not be visited because of the Holy Ka’bah. Or, in future, you would be coming back here in regal splendour. Or, that after dwelling you would be returning back to Makkah, on the day of the Conquest of Makkah. It should be remembered that at that point in time an oath was taken on the sacred city of Makkah because it is the place of residence of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Now, because Madina Munawwarah is the permanent place of residence of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم it is a place of great honour. The great Sufi sages say that the heart and soul of the devotees of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is that place in which he is residing. In it the vision of the beloved is on display where one can purchase the love of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Thus, an oath is taken on him. It should be remembered, just as different markets are found in different places, likewise in some hearts there is a market of infidelity and transgression, in some there is a market of faith and mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty, in some is a market of the love of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Here, there is an oath about these hearts wherein there is the market of love. Also remember, that just as the light of the sun can pour into millions of bottles at one time, likewise the light of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم too is found in many hearts at the same time. Furthermore, just as the light of the lamp shines in every corner of the house accompanied by the colour of the chimney, likewise, wherever there is light of Allah, there is light of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. Where there is no light of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم that place is bereft of the light of Allah Almighty. Thus, it is said: "And O beloved! You are
dwell in this city" i.e. you are manifested in these hearts. From this we learn that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the greatest Beloved of Allah Almighty. Anything that becomes connected with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم becomes the Beloved of Allah Almighty as well. Thus, the hearts of the Saints are beloved to Allah Almighty as an oath is taken on them.

3. And by your father 

3. Here, the word father signifies Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) and child denotes his progeny. In this circumstance two issues emerge from it:
   1. Man is the noblest in the entire creation because Allah Almighty has taken oath on him.
   2. The status of the father is greater than that of the mother because Allah Almighty took an oath on the father and not on the mother.

Or, by father is meant Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) and by children is meant the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. From this we learn that in the group of Prophets, Habeebullah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم the Beloved of Allah Almighty is most superior, followed by Khaleelullah (Hazrat Ebrahim) the Friend of Allah Almighty. Or, by father is meant the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and by children is denoted his followers. Just as the father is the origin of the children, likewise, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the origin of the entire Ummah. Just as the father is the one who trains, teaches and looks after the children, likewise the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم too is the cherisher and instructor of his followers. Just as the son cannot become equal to the father in any state, likewise, the follower cannot become equal to the Prophet. Just as the relationship of the father does not terminate even after death, likewise the follower too after death remains a follower. Just as all the kinsmen of the father are dear to him i.e. father's mother (granny), and father's brother (uncle), likewise the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم his family members, the Saints and the scholars of Islam are a source of respect and pride for us. Just as the father generates brotherhood among his children even if they are black or white, learned or ignorant, likewise the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم too made all the believers as brothers. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم has brought about a universal brotherhood of man. In this way a few issues emerge from this verse:

1. Prophets are spiritual fathers of the followers, not brothers. Therefore their wives are not the sister-in-laws of the followers, but their mothers, and as such marriage with them is totally forbidden.

2. To claim equality with them is an act of infidelity. It is essential to remain mere devotees of them, totally subservient to them.

4. Surely, We have created man to work hard 

4. In that man has been surrounded with such creational and religious problems like water is in the container i.e. He had created man without knowledge, inflicted thousands of diseases on him, earning his sustenance has been made his responsibility, made him needy of food, clothes and home. This burden has not been placed on the angels, jinns and animals. In addition, millions of responsibilities of the world and the Hereafter have been placed on man. Also, pangs of death, fear of the grave, fear of accountability on the Day of Judgement too are placed on him. May Allah Almighty let all these pass successfully. It should be remembered that in these numerous hardships and difficulties there are countless Divine wisdoms. Our baser self is like a wild horse. If the rein of these hardships is not placed in its mouth to keep it in check, it will most certainly destroy us. Despite these hardships, it is man
who has claimed divinity. It is man who became false prophets. Oppression, brutality and blood is shed by man. The souls of the beloved servants of Allah Almighty are not base or evil. For them these hardships are a means of obtaining higher status. In short, we are that impure iron which melts in the furnace and with the beating of the hammer is made pure. But the pious servants are pure gold, which is melted in the furnace to gain the nearness of the Beloved like owners of the

5. Does he think that nobody can overpower him?

5. Reason for its Revelation:
This verse was revealed concerning Usaid bin Kaleedah who was a well-known wrestler. He was so strong that if he were to press a skin under his foot ten people would not be able to free it. The skin would tear into pieces but not get freed from under his feet. The Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم preached Islam to him, gave him glad-tidings about Paradise, instilled in him fear about Hell. On hearing this he said that the angels of Hell could do no harm to him. As a single man I am enough for them. In response to it this verse was revealed (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani, Khazainul Irfan). It should be remembered that Allah Almighty had physically kept man under the control of the parents, then the teacher, then the state so that the powers of all of them can become the proof of the power of Allah Almighty. Likewise, spiritually He has kept us under the control of the religious guide, the scholar, the saints, the angels and the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم so that these powers can become the proof of Allah's powers and our helplessness. Those who reject the powers of the Prophets, the Saints, and the angels are in reality keeping the faith of infidels. Since for our physical upbringing we are totally dependant on human beings, then for our spiritual development too we are dependant on the pious servants of Allah Almighty.

6. He says: “I have spent an enormous wealth”.

6. Reason for its Revelation:
This verse was revealed regarding either Walid bin Muheerah who became the enemy of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم and gave people bribes to stop them from accepting Islam. But he could not stop the progress of Islam. Eventually he regretfully expressed these words: “I have wasted heaps of wealth.” From it we can understand that only that wealth is the mercy of Allah Almighty, which is spent on good things. Spending it on evil things can become the means of regret in the world and disgrace in the Hereafter. From this those people should take a lesson who spend extravagantly to obtain membership of social organizations and ministerial posts, as well as irreligious customs during weddings. Or, this verse is revealed regarding Usaid bin Kaleedah who had arrogantly said to the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وسلم that he had spent a large sum of money in service of man; that he is generous and benevolent. Under such circumstances this verse can prove beneficial that any charity whose object is not to obtain the pleasure of Allah Almighty but for name and fame and to maintain irreligious customs is in reality destruction of that wealth. Observe, Allah Almighty has called this spending destruction of the wealth, an exercise in futility.
7. Does he think that none sees 7 him?

7. It means, does the infidel think that Allah Almighty is not looking at his deeds, intentions and desires? From this we learn that when spending wealth, one should consider its expenditures and the intention i.e. it should be spent with good intentions on good things. The good expenditure for charity is like the fertile ground for the seed while the good intention is like providing water for the seed. The seed will grow through the help of both these things.

8. Have We not given him two eyes 8?

8. Although animals too have been provided with eyes, their utility with man is different to that of the animals. Man obtains forgiveness for the sins by shedding tears from the eyes. He becomes a Hajee by seeing the Holy Ka’bah with it and a Companion by seeing the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و آله وسلم with it. He uses the eye to look at the mother, daughter, wife, friend and enemy with a different gaze. In these very eyes are stored the heavens, the earth, the oceans. Light of the sight is neither warmed by the fire nor cooled by ice. It passes through glass. It instantly travels through the heavens, the east and west. By reflecting upon it we can solve thousands of issues concerning beliefs, like the issue of Me’raaj, or the omnipresence and omniscience of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و آله وسلم or the miracles of the Saints of Allah Almighty, covering the earth in the wink of an eye, etc. The Sufi sages say that by two eyes is meant the eyes of the heart and the mind. In the eye of the mind is outer vision while the eye of the heart reflects inner vision. Through the eye of the mind is seen the visual world while through the eye of the heart can be seen the unseen world. Through

9. And a tongue and two lips 9?

9. It should be remembered that the eye looks at someone else but not himself, while the tongue describes his own condition, not of someone else’s. There is an encounter between them. Other outer limbs are in pairs, but the tongue is one, so that man can talk less and work more. Also, he should maintain one tongue i.e. be a man of his word. A person of double tongue is a hypocrite. Also, just as the outer tongue is one, the tongue of the heart i.e.

the physical sight one can see the words of the Holy Qur’aan while the inner sight acquaints you with its mystical meanings. The outer vision enables you to see the human form of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و آله وسلم while the inner vision helps you to see the resplendent light of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه و آله وسلم. Outer vision can be strengthened through worldly collyrium while the inner vision gains its strength through the sacred dust of the Beloveds of Allah Almighty. When the light of the outer vision is pulverized with the inner vision then this outer vision travels the entire world, just as by connecting an electrical wire we are able to hear the sound which emanates from thousands of miles as in the case of telecommunication. The outer vision without the help of the inner vision can enable you to reach infidelity and atheism, but when it joins with the inner vision it will reveal to the person incredible wonders: "As long as intellect is under the control of the dictates of Allah Almighty it is Divine (Good). As soon as it assumes its freedom, it is devilish. (Evil)." In the light of this discussion, now read the verse: "Have We not made his two eyes?"
while on the tongue of some the devil speaks, while on the tongue of some the angels speak and on others Allah Almighty speaks. In short, the human tongue is the absolute manifestation of Divine power. It is for this reason that it has been mentioned among His special bounties. The Quranic verses and all the prayers are like bullets while the tongue is the rifle. A good rifle is able to fire the bullet more effectively. The recitation of the Qur’an and the prayers uttered from the pure tongue will have more effect. Thus keep the tongue pure so that you can see the light of the Holy Qur’an. According to the Sufi sage the tongue of Islam and guidance is the Holy Qur’an while the actions and sayings of the Holy Prophet صلّى الله عليه وآله وسلم are the two lips. Just as the tongue cannot reveal the secret of the heart without the help of the lips, likewise without the actions and utterances of the Holy Prophet صلّى الله عليه وآله وسلم the secrets of the Holy Qur’an cannot be unfolded.

10. And We have guided him to the two 10 paths (good and evil).

10. It means of the milk-laden breasts of the mother, which had taught the child to suckle it and to draw the attention of the mother by crying when hungry. This tells us that you should seek mercy by weeping, and never to despair from the mercy of Allah Almighty. When He has provided us with sustenance at this helpless state according to our need, will He not provide it now? Most certainly He will! Or, that Allah Almighty has taught man different ways of good and evil. Showed him to follow the path of goodness to safeguard him from the path of evil. Or, made man aware of the paths of Shariah (laws of Islam) and Tareeqat (mystic way of life). Shariah is connected with physical purity while Tareeqat purifies the heart. Both these paths are there to reach Allah Almighty. This tells us that religion is correct which is inclusive of Shariah and Tareeqat.

11. But he did not attempt to steep 11 high.

11. It means that man did not perform those pious deeds out of gratitude for receiving these above-mentioned bounties, which are unbearable on the soul. Their discussion follows later, yet he takes a salary from the king to accomplish his heavy duties. Here, Allah Almighty is lodging a complaint about man’s unfaithfulness and ingratitude to His Beloved Prophet صلّى الله عليه وآله وسلم. From this we learn that one should make haste in doing good deeds as is understood from the word "hurried", and that pious deeds are narrow and difficult paths of achieving Paradise as is understood from the word "steep valley".

12. And what do you know what 12 is steeping high?

12. It means O believer! What do you know about that difficult path to Paradise? This tells us that the things of the Hereafter cannot be understood through one’s personal intellect and understanding without the guidance of Divine revelation. Intellect is a worldly commodity, which can only understand the world and matters relating to it. Or, O My beloved! What do you understand by that deep valley? In that case this sentence or expression is to show the importance of the subject matter that follows and not for the negation of the Holy Prophet’s صلّى الله عليه وآله وسلم knowledge, because the Holy Prophet صلّى الله عليه وآله وسلم was fully active on these issues prior to Prophethood which is being mentioned in the discussion that is to follow. That which Allah Almighty has declared as steep and difficult cannot be kept beyond the knowledge of the Holy Prophet صلّى الله عليه وآله وسلم.
13. It is freeing of a person in bondage 13.

13. To free one's slave, or to emancipate the slaves of others, or to free the schools in exchange of writings, or free the debitor of his debt, or free the oppressed prisoner from captivity, or relieve the afflicted person of his hardships. All these are included in it. The Sufi sages say that to free the heart from the captivity of the baser self, to distance oneself from the complications of the world, freeing oneself from the fire of Hell by doing pious deeds, too, is included in this. If fasts and Salaah, etc. have been left under the responsibility of the deceased believer, then freeing him from the captivity of the Hereafter by paying compensation for them is included in it. In fact, this is a highly recommended act of relieving the deceased from its responsibility instead of keeping it in a state of helplessness. This verse provides an excellent proof for Esale Sawaab i.e. conveying the rewards of a good deed to the souls of the deceased, Khatam Shareef, Fateha Shareef, performing third day rites, ten day rites, forty day rites for the deceased, etc. for all these activities entail in relieving the yoke of burden from the neck of the deceased, and a means of granting the deceased freedom from the punishment of Allah Almighty.

أو اطعم في يوم دين مسكينة

14. Or, feeding on a day of hunger 14.

14. By days of hunger is meant the period of famine during which even we have a great desire and need for food, the needy people experience hardship with food. This tells us that at the time of need to distribute things dear to oneself is the means of obtaining great rewards. Or, it denotes the holy month of Ramadaan. This tells us that to distribute food to the needy in the holy month of Ramadaan is an act of tremendous reward.

15. The orphans and the kinsmen 15.

15. Among the human beings that child is an orphan whose father is deceased. Among the animals that offspring is orphan whose mother is deceased. A pearl is an orphan, which is alone in the oyster. You will only obtain good fruit whose seed is good, is sowed timeously, and is nurtured in fertile ground. Lawful food is from pure seed. The period of drought, the appropriate season for cultivation, etc. are closely linked to fertile ground. There are many rewards for this charity. Kinship is general whether on family basis or on basis of in-laws.

16. Or, the poor person, lying in the dust 16.

16. It means one who is extremely destitute who neither has a house to stay nor any bedding and spends his life on an open ground whose carpet is sand. In it there is a proof of Hazrat Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah be pleased with him) that a destitute is that person who owns nothing, while a beggar is he who possesses wealth less than the minimum wealth on which Zakaat becomes obligatory. Or, by one lying in the dust means an Islamic soldier or a poor man without any material resources, or that beggar who does not beg by concealing his poverty and giving charity for them is an act of excellence.

17. Then he should be such who believes 17 and counsels (each other)
to be steadfast 18 and counsel to remain merciful 19.

47. In that he should be beforehand from the group of believers, the pious because faith is the condition for pious deeds and condition precedes the conditional. For this reason the verb "should be" is being used here. Or, it means that any infidel performs the above-mentioned pious deeds in his period of infidelity thereafter he accepts Islam his pious deeds would become beneficial for him. In the first instance the adverb "them" is for maintaining narrative order while in the second instance it is for factual order. From this verse we learn that every believer should remain steadfast on the path of Islam and not adopt a separate way. He should regard himself as one from the Muslim community and not regard himself as a person of pomp and splendour. He should perform his religious duties with the rest of the believers as congregational worship has greater chance of acceptance as is understood "from those".

18. The list of patience is beyond enumeration because the worldly hardships are beyond limits. On every hardship there is a different form of patience. However, patience is of three types: patience relating to the observance of religious duties, to worship at all times and to bear the severity of worship. To exercise patience at committing sins i.e. in spite of the demands of the baser self-sins are committed. To exercise patience during adversity and hardship by not showing signs of fear. Bravery, generosity and austerity too are forms of patience. Patience is an excellent virtue, therefore its command is given before that of Salaah by saying: "O believers! Seek help with patience and Salaah." (S2:V153). The reward of patience is Allah Almighty Himself as is evident from "Allah is with those who are patient" (S2:V153). "And counsel them towards patience" is mentioned in this verse in respect of action. This tells us that every believer should be a propagator and should do propagation according to his ability.

19. To violate someone's full or partial right is an act of cruelty. To give all his rights is an act of justice. To give more than what is due to a person and to give without claim is an act of mercy. Having mercy on oneself means to save oneself from the fire of Hell by doing heavenly deeds. Having mercy on one's children entails teaching them successful life for this world and the Hereafter. Having mercy on kinsmen and friends means admonish them to do good and refrain them from doing evil. Mercy on your personal enemies entails granting them pardon. Having mercy on national and religious enemies means to protect the world from their evil and mischief by annihilating their enmity or even themselves. Uprooting oppression and weeds from the tillage field is an act of mercy. In short, there is a great amplitude or loftiness in showing mercy and kindness.

18. They are the people of the right hand 20.

20. Those who were on the right hand side of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) on the Day of the Covenant, or those who will be on the right side of the Divine Throne on the Day of Judgement, or those who would be given their book of deeds in the right hand, or those who will be in Paradise which is on the right side of the Throne. Or, the People of right means people of good fortune and amleness. The meaning of BARAKAT (an eternal benefit of a bounty), and as such its meaning would be that these people due to their pious deeds will always reap benefits in the world, at the time of death, in the grave and at the Field of Accountability. In short, wherever they will be. Or, through their good deeds the entire creation will reap the benefit. Or, the blessing and bounty is fully aware of each step of theirs. From them some are a means of blessings to their family, some to their nation, some to their
country and some to the entire creation. In short, there are many explanations of this verse. The number of explanations which have provided for MAIMANAH, in contrast to them explanations here would be provided for MASHAMAH i.e. receivers of books of deeds in the left hand, those who would be standing on the left hand side of the Divine Throne, etc. Or, these are those inauspicious people, who did not value their worldly lives, or who had not taken full benefit from their good deeds in the Hereafter. This tells us that infidelity is inauspiciousness while faith is a blessing. It should be remembered that some deeds, too, are inauspicious, like going to bed before performing Esha Salaah, to sleep at the time of Fajr Salaah, disobedience of parents, sweeping after eating, to burn the outer parts of the onions, etc.

20. Over them is fire, closed from above 22.

22. In that in the ceiling of Hell there is neither a ventilator nor any holes through which light or air could filter from outside. Or, that the smoke from inside would come outside.

SURAH AS-SHAMS (THE SUN)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 15 Verses  54 Words, 247 letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. (I swear) by the sun and its brightness 1.

1. In this Surah there are seven oaths mentioned. Firstly, the oath of the sun and its light; because the sun maintains the order of the world like the age of the animals, agricultural;
fields, the gardens, the grain and the ripening of the fruit are connected to it. It is for this reason that the sun has been mentioned first. To the Sufi sage the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the sun, while Shariah and Tareeqat are the lights emanating from him. It should be remembered that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has been called a sun for several reasons. One the entire world benefits from the sun at all times, during the day the benefit is direct while during the night the benefit is indirect through the moon and the stars. Likewise, the bounty and blessings of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم have always remained in the world and will always remain. Before his advent it was received through the previous Prophets and after his worldly demise it will continue to be received through the pious scholars and the Saints. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the sun while the other Prophets are stars and the scholars of the Ummah are the particles.

Secondly, the moon and the stars, generator, electricity, etc. can provide light during the night but they cannot remove the night, whereas the sun removes the night, to bring about the day. Likewise, the night of infidelity from the heart is removed through the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. No matter how many thousands of pious deeds the infidels may perform, they cannot become believers. Thirdly, in spite of being a million miles away from the earth the sun dries the impure earth to make it pure. Similarly, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is purifying our impure hearts from a distance of thousands of miles. "And he purifies them," says the Holy Qur’aan.

Fourthly, the sun melts and flows the ice and dew of the entire night. Likewise, the blessed gaze of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

2. And by the moon when it follows 2 (the sun).

2. In that when the sun sets, the moon comes out, like on the night of the fourteenth night. Or, after the sun has risen, the moon should rise; and after it sets should rise again; like on the first of the month. This rise and fall of the moon is telling us about the rise and uproots from far the ice of sin and negligence from our hearts. It is the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم who had the idols thrown out of the Holy Ka’bah and it is him who cleanses the Ka’bah of the heart of all its idols. Fifthly, after the sun has risen the negligence of every person is removed; everybody is safe from the harm of the robbers. In any heart in which there is the light of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم there is no room for any negligence or the fear of the devil.

Sixthly, every king or a commoner, wealthy or the poor needs the sun. Likewise, every Prophet, saint, the pious and the sinner, is in need of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. Seventhly, while the stars receive their light from the sun, the sun has directly received the light from Allah Almighty. Similarly, everyone obtains bounties from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم while the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has received everything from Allah Almighty. Eighthly, although the basic light of the sun is one yet it enables different colours to be reflected from different stars. Likewise, the resplendent light of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is sparkling different hues of this light in the hearts of the Qadiris, Chishtis, Soharwardis, Naqshbandis, etc. It should be remembered that the refulgence of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is of two types: the outer and the inner. The name of the outer or apparent refulgence is Shariat, which help to rectify and purify our bodies. The inner refulgence and manifestation is called Tareeqat, which safeguards our hearts. The words "and it's brightness" points towards both these manifestations. Or, either the sun denotes the spirit and soul of man, while brightness and light refer to its effects in the body of man.
In addition, he is the successor of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم without separation and after his demise would be buried next to the Holy Prophet. The meaning of 'coming after' is to show the excellence of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq and to prove his Caliphate without separation. Or, by 'sun' is meant the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and by 'moon' is meant the pious saints and the scholars of the Umrah of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم who will continue until the Day of Judgement to convey the light which has encompassed the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Or, by 'sun' is meant the human soul and by 'grace' is meant his heart on which the light of the soul falls, which helps to inculcate faith, mystical knowledge, etc. in the heart; i.e. I take an oath on the heart of the believer when it is linked with the soul and not following the dictates of the baser self (Nafs e Ammarah) and Shaitaan. The heart is like the ground; sometimes it is controlled by the soul and sometimes the baser self.

3. And by the day when it displays its (sun's) brightness 3.

3. It means it should make the sun visible, in that after looking at the light of true dawn, people should understand that sunrise is close, and after seeing sunshine should understand that the sun has risen. In external existence the sun is the cause of the day. Thus, you cannot raise this objection that the day shines because of the sun, nor does the sun shine because of the day.

4. And by the night when it is covered 4 (in darkness).

4. It should be remembered that days and nights cause termination of ones age. It is they that bring about revolution in the world. They are the means to understand death and resurrection. It is through them that one understands that man would experience good health, sickness, prosperity and adversity from time to time. For this reason Allah Almighty has taken an oath on the day and night. The Sufi sages say that time which is spent in the remembrance of Allah Almighty is day, while that which is spent in negligence is night. On the saints of Allah Almighty, the time of expansion is day and the time of seizure is night. But, an oath is taken of that day which connects the sun, i.e. the Noor of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم to shine on the heart. The worship of the infidels and the Hindu deities is not connected with day, while the worship of the believer is the day. There is a difference between the Holy Prophet's صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم generosity and worship. That good deed which is performed through the medium of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is an act of worship for which there is reward. Without this, it is mere habit, for which there is no reward.

5. And by the sky 5 and Him Who made it.

5. Since the sky has encompassed the earth, and since all the bounties on the earth in the form of rain, sunlight, etc. come from the sky, it is therefore the reflection of Divine Power and blessings. For this reason an oath is taken on it. Or, by sky is meant the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, it is, thus, being called the sky (Tafseer Azizi).
6. And by the earth and Him Who spread it.

6. The earth is the reflection of the powers of Allah Almighty, therefore an oath is taken on it, because man, animals, vegetation, etc. are visible manifestations of it, while mines, gemstones and sand fountains of oil etc. emerge from within it. Also, in outer form, all forms of the earth are equal, but its hidden effects are different. In addition, the earth is also the fundamental dwelling place of the Prophets and Saints. On the basis of this, it is superior to the sky. Furthermore, it is providing harvest for thousands of years without rejecting to produce. It is full of humility and modesty; therefore, gardens and crops. Fire is arrogant; therefore it is deprived of these. Also, from one rainfall it reflects many effects. In some places it forms rivers; at other places it sprouts vegetation, etc. The Sufis say that the hearts of the believers are like the earth, which are continuously deriving bounties and blessings from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. In them are found all the above-mentioned attributes of the earth.

7. And by the soul and Him Who perfected it.

7. By soul is either meant the soul of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) or the soul of the entire mankind. Man is the noblest in creation; therefore an oath is taken on him. In Arabic, the word soul is used for person, soul, heart, life, blood, breath, etc. Here, either heart is denoted, or life or personality. Because the human form is better than all the other forms, hence an oath is taken on it. Or, the human soul which initially is bereft of excellence, but which is worthy of countless virtues. Or, the human heart, which is like a blank page, whatever type of writer finds it; he makes an impression on it. Or, it can be the baser self of man, or the conscious self or the contented self. Thus, an oath is taken on these things. It should be remembered that whatever meanings can be given to the soul, the same will be given to the word perfected it.

8. Then inspired (the human soul) with all the wickedness and piety.

8. It means He informed the noble Prophets in a natural way about piety and evil. Therefore, these noble persons are innocent, prior to their Prophethood. Or, He made every person aware of piety through the medium of the Prophets, so that they can do pious deeds and abstain from all sinful activities. Or, that He persuaded some hearts to do evil and some towards piety, so that they could act according to their power.

9. Certainly he prospers who purifies it (the soul).

9. The word to purify in Arabic grammatical terminology is from Baab Tafseel, which means excessively purified, and had always been engaged in purification. There are numerous defects of the soul, but all of them are of three types: defective beliefs, defective actions and negligence. Purify the soul of all these defects and keep it pure from them. The defective beliefs can be purified through correct beliefs, defective actions can be straightened through repentance and pious deeds and the correction of negligence can be achieved through the remembrance of your sins, visiting the graves and being in the company of the pious. It should be remembered that in other religions to obtain the purity of the soul, they are taught to cut off links with the material world, i.e. by becoming
a hermit, on which everyone is not able to act. However, those who do accept this secluded life, are trapped in the life of sin, instead of purifying their souls. Not using the power

10. And he is miserable who corrupts 10 it (soul).

10. In matters of infidelity and sin, the devil first frees the person from Mustahab (desirable) acts, then the Sunnat acts, then the Wajib (obligatory) acts, then Fard (compulsory) acts and then correct beliefs. Stop the thief at the door. Do not allow your enemy to cross the border. Punish the child when he steals a few cents. It should be remembered that man makes an effort to purify his baser self and he succeeds in through the bounty of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم Allah Almighty is the Creator of purification. Or, at times this purification is achieved through one's own efforts, or sometimes through the favourable and bountiful gaze of the pious and sometimes purely through the bounty of Allah Almighty For this reason the process of purification in this verse is linked to man. In other verses it is linked to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم: "And he purifies them"; and sometimes it is linked to Allah Almighty: "Nay, it is Allah Who purifies whomsoever He pleases" (S4: V49). These three connections are with regard to three things. Thus, there is neither any objection on the verses, nor any inconsistency.

11. The Thamud denied (truth) for their rebellion 11.

11. For Hazrat Saleh bin Ubaid (On whom be peace). These people were from the children of Thamud bin Amir bin Iram bin Saam bin Nuh (On whom be peace). They had seventeen hundred settlements, which were found between Saudia and Syria and spread from the Valley of Qura to Hijr (Tafseer Azizi).

12. When the most wretched 12 of them rose.

12. His name was Qaidar bin Salif who had destroyed the she-camel through the help of eight people. Qaidar was in love with a woman named Uzza and he did this despicable deed at her instigation. From these, emerge a few issues:
1. Woman is a huge form of mischief. The first murder, that of Qabil, was perpetrated on account of a woman.
2. In transgression, the infidels are different, some are severe transgressors, and others are of a lesser nature.
3. These animals, which are linked to Allah Almighty, are full of greatness and causing harm to them is an act of utter wretchedness and ill luck. The calf of Saamari was entitled to contempt and destruction, as it was linked to the infidels. But, for this she-camel, veneration was obligatory. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم told Hazrat Alli (May Allah be pleased with him) that in the previous people, the killer of the she-camel of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) was the most despicable wretch, and in my Ummah, your murderer is the most despicable wretch (Tafseer Saawi, Azizi); because that she-camel was the visible manifestation of the Prophethood of Hazrat Saleh, while Hazrat Alli is the visible manifestation of the Holy Prophet's صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم Prophethood. Because the baby of the she-camel was also destroyed, Divine punishment had been inflicted on those people. But the progeny of Hazrat Alli will remain until the Day of Judgement, for this reason the present is not destroyed. The Sayyeds are a means of safety for the world (Tafseer Azizi).
13. The Messenger of Allah said: “Leave alone the she-camel of Allah, and keep her drinking day.”

13. This means, do not usurp its turn for water by killing it. From this, a few issues emerge:
1. By prohibiting a lawful thing, it becomes unlawful. The camel is lawful, but the she-camel became unlawful.
2. Abstention from harmful things becomes obligatory, even if it is lawful. To hunt animals and chop wood from the jungles of some pious sages had proven harmful. Muslims stay away from them. The proof for it is this verse.
3. To deprive the animal of its right and inflict cruelty on it is a criminal act.
4. The she-camel of Hazrat Saleh is sacred as it is called the she-camel of Allah Almighty, as it was not the property of any person. It was not serving any person, just as the Holy Ka’bah and a mosque are called the house of Allah Almighty. Also, that its birth was against the natural laws of birth. Just as Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) is called the Spirit of Allah Almighty. Thus, if on any believer’s heart there is no control of the devil, the baser self or the world and it is not inclined to anything other than Allah Almighty, then such a heart is the heart of Allah Almighty. In fact, any person becomes a true devotee of Allah Almighty, and then his hands, feet, eyes and ears become that of Allah Almighty as Divine power is reflected from them. Says Allah Almighty: “But Allah threw” (the dust) (S8:V17). It is further said: “The hand of Allah is above their hands” (S48:V10). The scholars of Islam have stated that the she-camel of Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) would enter Paradise like the dog of the Companions of the Cave and the donkey of our Beloved Prophet ﷺ.

14. But they denied it, and hamstrung her. So their Lord destroyed them for their sin, which completely swept the town.

14. Although there was only one person involved in the cutting of the hamstrings, i.e. Qaidar, but because the others were either assisting him or had approved of his deed, all had been stated as cutters of the hamstrings. From this we understand that to commit sin, to have the sins committed and to approve of the sins, are all criminal acts, just as performing a pious deed, to persuade others to do these pious acts and to show pleasure at these acts, are all worthy of reward. It should be remembered that the she-camel was the reflection of Divine power, but because it was in the shape of a she-camel, it was possible for one person to slaughter it. These are regulations of prohibition. It is like the Noor (light) of our Beloved Prophet ﷺ in human form, so that he is able to eat and drink.

Or, the walking stick of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) would eat and drink when assuming the form of a snake. Or, Harut and Marut were angels, but when they appeared in human form, they were able to eat and drink. In fact, they would indulge in sexual intercourse. For that reason, mistakes were committed by them.

15. And destroy all the children, the aged, the animals and the buildings; because the human is original and everything else is subservient to him. Thus, when he himself was destroyed, then everything else, too, was destroyed. From this we understand that some of the innocent, too, are inflicted with hardship due to the evils of the sinners. But, this will not happen in the Hereafter.
15. And He feared not for the consequence thereof. 16.

16. It means that there is no fear upon Allah Almighty to take retaliatory measures against them. Or, now Hazrat Saleh (On whom be peace) had no fear of any vengeance because all the infidels had been destroyed. This tells us that a Prophet has no fear of the creation; it is the creation that is dependent on them.

SURAH AL-LAIL (THE NIGHT)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 21 Verses 71 Words, 310 Letters

Reason for its Revelation:
This Surah was revealed regarding Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique who had purchased Hazrat Bilal from Umayyah bin Khalf by paying a large sum of money to emancipate him from this cruel Jew. It should be remembered that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (May Allah be pleased with him) had freed seven male and female slaves who were true, sincere believers and who were being severely persecuted by the infidels. Among these Hazrat Bilal and Hazrat Malik bin Faheera were perfect saints and persons of great stature (May Allah be pleased with them). The land for Masjide Nabawi too had been purchased by the Holy Prophet (Sallallahu alihi wasallam) from the wealth of Hazrat Abu Bakr who spent forty thousand Ashrafis (gold pieces) on the Holy Prophet (Sallallahu alihi wasallam) and in service of Islam after which he chose to wear clothes made from sheets he had sewn with thorns (Tafseer Azizi).

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. By the night when it overcomes.

2. And by the day when it brightens 1.

1. Here, the oath is either on day and night in general because night is reminder of death and day is the reminder of the Day of Judgement. Furthermore, the nights conceal man's knowledge, senses, strengths and power from which one learns that these are not our own things. Also, that reveals who is a transgressor, a pious person, a negligent person and who
engrosses himself in the remembrance of Allah Almighty. It is during the night that, burglars, adulterers and immoral roguish persons engage themselves in these criminal activities, while the true devotees engage themselves in Tahajjud Prayer, weeping to their Lord. Since the night precedes the day and is superior to it, it is mentioned before the day followed by that of the day. Or, by night and day is meant those days and nights of Hazrat Bilal, which he spent at the home of Umayyah bin Khalf in sincere remembrance of Allah under those severe adverse conditions. Since everything of the beloved is dear, therefore oath is taken on those nights and days of Hazrat Bilal. Or, by night and day is meant the nights and days of the true devotees, because their nights are spent in the thinking of their True Friend and the days are spent in the remembrance of the Friend. Therefore, oath is taken on them. Or, by night is meant the moments of negligence of the believer in which he commits errors, while by day is meant the moments of wakefulness in which he repents and weeps to his Lord. Since the sin of the believer is his means of shedding tears, seeking repentance and expressing remorse, therefore oath is taken on them as well. The sin which brings about repentance is superior to worship which leads to pride. The eating of wheat by Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) is superior to the entire worship of Shaitaan.

3. And by Him Who created the male and the female.

2. In the human beings, or in all the animals, or in the entire creation. But the creator is pure and free from being in pairs and the creation is in pairs. From this we learn that the hermaphrodite form, in actuality, is either male or female and not a separate thing. Likewise, the mule too is either male or female because Allah Almighty has created two genders only i.e. male or female. There is no third gender.

4. Certainly your strivings are diverse.

3. "O Abu Bakr Siddique and Umayyah bin Khalf. Or, O reciters of the Qur'aan. Or O mankind." The first meaning is more suitable because these verses have been revealed as mercy on Hazrat Abu Bakr and as a reprimand for Umayyah bin Khalf. From this verse emerge a few issues:

1. Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique is a believer of truth personified, a noble Companion and man of outstanding piety, because Allah Almighty has declared him different to the infidels.

2. A person should not remain idle but continue to make an effort. He should let the machine of the body be rendered ineffective.

3. All the people are not the same; Among them are believers and infidels, pious and transgressors. Religious people are of differing quality; they differ in deeds and efforts. Anyone who tries to group them as one is in direct confrontation with nature. Differences

4. Then as for him who gave (in charity) and feared Allah.
6. And testified to the virtues.
7. We shall provide him with ease.

5. It means that Abu Bakr who gave his pure wealth in the path of Allah Almighty (e.g. for emancipation of slaves) and became a man of piety from the first day, that after coming in the world too he did not commit a sin and who accepted every word and deed of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم as true by his own word, action and belief, for which he will grant him ease in the world, at the time of death, in the grave, on the Day of Judgement, in fact, through his mediation We will relieve the world of its difficulties. After the demise of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم the hardships of Islam and the believers had been relieved through Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique. Or, it could mean that any person who gives every type of wealth to the rightful owners and safeguards himself from showing off, making taunting remarks and causing harm, acknowledge all the articles of faith, will obtain ease in the world, at the time of death, in the grave and on the Day of Judgement. In short, this verse is very comprehensive. It should be remembered that charity could be of wealth and of deeds as well. Thus, this verse is not just for the wealthy but is for both the wealthy and the poor. For this reason Allah Almighty has declared the verb "gave" as independent without the restriction of wealth.

8. And those who became misers and independent.

6. Umayyah bin Khalaf who always spent his wealth to oppose Islam. This tells us that to spend on forbidden things is not generosity. In fact, it is miserliness of the highest order.
7. He regarded himself independent from the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. From it we learn that to regard oneself independent of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is the way of Umayyah bin Khalaf, while to regard oneself dependent on the Holy Prophet at all times is the way of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique. Even the Sacred Ka'bah is dependent on him because the very Qibla came into existence to please the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and it became purified of its idols at the hands of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. 

9. And belied the virtues.
10. We shall soon provide them with distress.

8. During ones lifetime, i.e. desires would be inculcated in him to perform such deeds, which are a means towards Hell. Life would be spent in total negligence; he would experience grief at the time of death of leaving behind his home and the grief of subsequent stages of the grave and the Day of Judgement. In the grave too, because he would find difficulty in answering the questions in the grave, the grave would be made narrow for him, at the time of resurrection, in his accountability as his reckoning will be very severe. May Allah Almighty protect us from it.

11. And their riches will not assist them when they perish.

9. Thus Umayyah bin Khalaf was killed in the Battle of Badr in total helplessness. From this emerge a few issues:
1. The death of an ordinary believer is called \textit{wafaat} and that of the special believer is called \textit{URS} (time of uniting with Allah Almighty), while the death of the infidel and a negligent person is called destruction. A believer dies after fulfilling the goals of his life, like the dedicated worker retires with good reputation receiving a good pension, but the infidel dies without fulfilling his goals of life in such a way like an inefficient and dishonest worker is fired from his job and sent to jail for his dishonesty.

2. The wealth of the infidel and the negligent will not be of any help to him at the time of death, but the wealth of the believer, his children, etc. will all be of help to him, because receiving no help out of the wealth is the punishment for the infidels.

12. Undoubtedly, upon Us rests the guidance 10.

10. It means Our responsibility is to show you the right and wrong path and not to compel you to become good. Otherwise, like the angels, man too would not be entitled for reward and compensation. As example, Allah Almighty has provided eyes, ears, nose, tongue to guide a person in matters of worldly good and evil through which one can differentiate between a rose and a thorn, sweet and sour, hot and cold. Then He provided guidelines of the light of the sun through the indigenous system of medicine based on ancient Greek science. Likewise, to understand and differentiate between spiritual good and evil He has provided a sound mind and created Prophets, Saints and Islamic scholars.

13. And verily, to Us belongs 11 the Hereafter and the present life.

11. Thus, seek the world too through Us, as well as the Hereafter. Some only seek the world, some only the Hereafter and some seek both. People in the first group are wretches, in the third group are the pious and in the second are those inbetween. As one desires to keep both worlds prosperous there Allah Almighty has created the wretches and the pious. It should be remembered that seeking the world and the Hereafter from the Prophets and the Saints is like seeking medical treatment from worldly physicians and this is neither polytheism nor sin, but it is in accordance with Divine command. The Hereafter is superior to the world because it is eternal while the world is transitory, the Hereafter is the goal, and the world is a means to obtaining this goal. In the Hereafter there will be no one disobedient while there are millions of disobedient wretches in the world. There are thousands who reject the Hereafter, but no one rejects the world. Due to these reasons the Hereafter has been mentioned first and the world thereafter. The life in the world is for laying out gardens, to erect homes, to raise children, to acquire education, which is spent in striving while the Hereafter is the time for eating the fruit, to rest. There, there will be peace and comfort, if Allah wills!

14. So We warn them of the flaming fire 12.

12. This fire is specially prepared for Umayyah bin Khalf as is understood from the subsequent reckoning. Or, the fire of \textit{Hawiyyah} from which the other regions of

15. None shall enter it except the most wicked 13.
13. Umayyah bin Khalf, who is truly wretched because after seeing the miracles of the Holy Prophet ﷺ he did not accept faith. Just as those believers who had seen the Holy Prophet are very fortunate, likewise those who had seen the Holy Prophet ﷺ and yet remained infidels are unfortunate wretches, or

16. Who deny the truth and turn their back.

14. It means Islamic laws, or the Holy Qur’aan, or to regard the Holy Prophet ﷺ inwardly as false and oppose him through his own action. In short, he became an offender through body and soul. From this emerge three issues:

1. A sinful believer is not entitled to a severe fire, because his heart is not a negator.

17. He shall be kept far away from it who is most pious.

15. In these verses many praises and good qualities of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique are being described.

1. That he has been kept far away from Hell.

2. Or, that he never committed or will never commit a sin in the world.

3. In the grave and on the field of reckoning there will be such a distance of Hell that let alone its heat, not even its sound will reach him. Says Allah Almighty: “They will not hear the faintest sound of it”(S21:V102).

4. Or, that his children, in fact all those who believe and accept him until the Day of Judgement would be saved from Hell.

16. This is another praiseworthy quality of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique. From this emerge a few issues:

1. Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique is the most noblest and pious person in the entire Ummah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ because “most pious” is used in the superlative.

2. That Hazrat Abu Bakr is the most noblest after the Prophets and his being personification of piety and most superior to the pious are both proven from the Holy Qur’aan. Thus, the excellence of Abu Bakr Siddique is absolutely categorical. Its rejector is a heretic. For this reason Allah Almighty had called him “Possessor of highest excellence.” And swear not those among you who are men of excellence and of means”(S24:V22). In addition, the Holy Prophet ﷺ had appointed him as his deputy to lead Salaah during his illness.

3. Any person or historians who describe defects of Hazrat Abu Bakr are false and baseless, as this would be contradicting the Holy Qur’aan.

18. Who gives wealth to become purified.

17. From this a few benefits are accrued:

1. All the charities and donations of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique are accepted in the court of Allah Almighty because here; “who gives” is used as an aorist tense, which seeks eternal freshness. Hazrat Siddique Akbar on the occasion of the Battle of Tabuk gave his entire wealth for the pleasure of Allah Almighty. The
Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم would spend his wealth like how a father spends the wealth of an obedient son without any hesitation. The land for Masjide Nabawi was endowed by Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique on which stands today the Green Dome, the garden of Paradise, the Pulpit of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم etc. He freed Hazrat Bilal and many other slaves.

2. In every charity of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique is found a high degree of sincerity, which is being testified by Allah Almighty صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

19. And he owes no favours to anyone for recompense 18.

18. Reason for its Revelation:
Some infidels of Makkah had said that perhaps Hazrat Bilal or Umayyah bin Khalf were indebted to Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique in some ways, in exchange for which he had freed Hazrat Bilal by paying such a large sum of money. To refute their claim this verse was revealed in which it is being said that there is no obligation of any of you or Hazrat Bilal on Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique. This does not mean that he is not obligated to Allah Almighty or the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم about his sincerity.

20. But only the righteous seeks the pleasure of his Lord, the Most High 19.

19. It means that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique freed Hazrat Bilal in search of gaining the pleasure of Allah. From this emerge a few issues:

1. The sublime status of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique is such that Allah Almighty is the witness about his sincerity and beauty of intention.

2. Good deeds should not be done with the intention of obtaining Paradise or saving one-self from Hell but should be done for gaining the sole pleasure of Allah Almighty. Once He is pleased with you, then everything is achieved.

3. A person should bear in mind that just as he makes an effort to seek his sustenance, he should seek the pleasure of Allah Almighty more. Just as the doors of sustenance are different, so are the doors of Divine pleasure.

20. And soon He will be well-pleased 20 (with him).

20. It means, very soon Allah Almighty would be pleased with Abu Bakr Siddique. This does not mean that He is displeased with him at this point in time. But He will reveal His pleasure upon the creation. Observe, today He has granted Hazrat Siddique Akbar place in close proximity of His Beloved and tomorrow his reckoning on the Day of Judgement would be with the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. He will be granted closeness of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم in Paradise. Or, it means, very soon Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم will be pleased with him.
would be pleased with his Lord. He will bestow so many bounties upon him that he will be extremely pleased. This does not mean that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique is not pleased with Allah Almighty today. Allah be praised! For His Beloved He said: "And undoubtedly, soon your Lord shall give you so much" (S93:V5). And for Abu Bakr he said: "And undoubtedly, soon he will be pleased" (S92:V21). The manner of speech with both beloveds is the same.

SURAH ADH-DHUHA: (The Forenoon)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section : 11 Verses 40 Words , 172 Lettes

The reason for revelation of this Surah is that once the process of revelation had stopped for a few days. At this, some evil-minded infidels said that Allah Almighty has abandoned Hazrat Muhammad صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and has disliked him. In reply to these infidels, the following Surah was revealed (Tafseer Khazainul Irfaan, Roohul Mu'ani, etc). In Surah Al-Lail taunting remarks from Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique were removed, and in this Surah they are removed from the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. In short, that was Siddiqui Surah and this is Muhammadi Surah (Tafseer Azizi).

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1:

1. (I swear ) by the brightness of the forenoon.

2. and by the night when it is dark

1. Either by CHAASHT (mid-morning) is meant mid-morning in general, and by "the night when it covers" is meant the last portion of the night because during these times Chaasht and Tahajjud Salaah are offered. Furthermore, the first preaching of Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace), victory over the magicians, liberation of the Israelites from the clutches of the Pharaoh, the Holy Prophet's prophethood, took place at Chaasht time. Allah Almighty spoke to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) at Mt. Tur, and the Me'raaj of
the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم took place at night. For this reason an oath is taken at these two times. Or, by Chaasht is meant the bright and charming countenance of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم, which sparkled the hearts of people and by night, is meant his blessed jet-black, sweet smelling hair, through whose blessings the faults of the sinful believers would be covered. Or, Chaasht denotes the external incidents and events of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم, which are visible to everyone like the bright sun, and by night is meant the concealed mystical events of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم about which only Allah Almighty is aware. Or, Chaasht denotes the period of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم when the sun of prophethood was shining brightly, and by night is meant the period after the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. The nights of the period of the Khulafa e Rashideen were starry nights after which is bleak nights in which the torches of the saints and the Islamic scholars are providing light. Or, by Chaasht is meant the period of the rise of Islam to the pinnacle of glory and night denotes the period of the decline of the Muslims, which will be closer to the Day of Judgement.

3. Your Lord has not forsaken ² you, nor is He displeased ³ with you

2. It means that during the previous period the link of Divine Mercy was always with you because the verb "not forsaken you" is in the past indefinite tense. From this, emerge two issues:

1. That is the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is a Prophet prior to his advent in the world although Prophethood became manifest to the world at the age of forty.

2. That the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم possesses Divine powers because he is connected at all times to Allah Almighty, like a machine is connected to the electric power. Just as electric current runs in the machine, in the like manner Divine knowledge and power is running through the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم Many Quranic verses and Ahadith testify this. Sufi sages say that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is connected to Allah Almighty in such a manner like the light of the lamp is linked with the powerhouse. Wherever the light of the lamp falls, the colour of the chimney will be there. Hence. he who is connected to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is linked to Allah Almighty, and he who disconnects himself from the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is disconnected with Allah Almighty.

3. It means Allah Almighty never became displeased with him. This tells us that at no time did the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم do anything, which had displeased Allah Almighty. The errors of the Prophets are the bounties of Allah Almighty. The reprimand of the Lord on them is out of love and not anger.

4. And the Hereafter is better ⁴ for you than the preceding one.

4. The life in the BARZAKH (life after the world and resurrection) is better for the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم than the worldly life because in it the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآلة وسلم at all times enjoys union with Allah Almighty and communication (Me’raaj) with his Creator. This helps to prove the issue of HAYATUN NABI i.e. the issue of the eternal life of the Messenger of Allah صلی الله عليه وآلة وسلم. The soul of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآلة وسلم is the noblest place in Barzakh and the most sacred place is the pure body and the blessed tomb of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآلة وسلم which is more sacred than even the Great Throne and Paradise itself. Or, that his life Hereafter, which will commence after the Day of Judgement is more superior than his worldly life because his worldly life is revealed through what is said, while that life would be revealed through stately circumstances which
5. And soon your Lord shall give so much that you (O beloved Prophet) shall be well pleased.  

5. It means Allah Almighty will grant him such abundance in this world that he will make the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم very happy. Thus, Allah Almighty grants him countless miracles in the world so much so that he is the very embodiment of miracles. He spread his religion from East to West i.e. to the four corners of the world. He granted him a huge progeny and the biggest Ummah (followers). Provided him with every kind of knowledge of the past and the future, He raised and elevated his remembrance, He made the Holy Prophet’s صل الله عليه وآله وسلم recognition in the grave as the criterion for the person’s success in the test of the grave, until the Day of Judgement angels, human beings and jinns would be extending salutation to him at his Sacred Tomb, granted him bounties like general intercession of the sinful believers in the Hereafter, the Lofty Station, medium of forgiveness, the Fountain of Kauthar, etc. At the revelation of this verse the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم said: "By Allah! I will not be pleased i.e. be happy until such time that the last follower of mine is not out of Hell." It should be remembered that here not only the granting of Prophethood, revelation, being beloved of Allah Almighty are denoted as these are already received before the revelation of Surah Al-Dhuha, and not just the Fountain of Kauthar and the abundance of good, the abundant world, because these have already been granted. Says Allah almighty: "O Beloved! Undoubtedly, We have bestowed upon you abundance of good" (S107:V1), but it denotes bounties and favours besides these which are beyond our conjecture and imagination. From this verse emerge a few issues:  
1. All the Prophets seek the love of Allah Almighty, and the desire to please Him, but our Beloved Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم is the Beloved and object of pleasure of Allah Almighty as He seeks to please him. For this reason many laws of Islam had been revealed for the purpose of pleasing the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم e.g. the changing of the Qibla, freeing the prisoners of war by receiving ransom from them, etc.  
2. The parents of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم are inmates of Paradise because no person can ever be pleased to see their parents in Hell and Allah Almighty will do everything to please His Beloved Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم (Tafseer Roohul Bayaaan). Thus, Allah Almighty will never send them into Hell, in order to cause grief to His Beloved.  
3. Allah Almighty will most certainly grant Paradise to the beloved devotees of the Holy Prophet صل الله عليه وآله وسلم as in it lies his pleasure and approval.

6. Did he not find you O Muhammad an orphan, so he gave you shelter  

6. In that when the blessed pregnancy was two months his beloved father Hazrat Abdullah died in Madina Shareef. He never left behind any wealth nor home or any property for him.
7. He found you deeply immersed in His love, so He guided you.

8. And He found you needy so He enriched you.

It means Allah Almighty did not create you in the aristocratic and wealthy family but in the family of the poor and in the state of poverty so that no-one could say the advent of Islam was...
from wealth and government of the time. Thereafter he made you generous through the wealth of Bibi Khadijah, Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique and Hazrat Uthman e Ghani (May Allah be pleased with them) just like the fortunate father becomes wealthy through the wealth of his son, and the king through the wealth of his subjects. Thus, in status the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم is most elevated. From this we learn that Bibi Khadijah and Hazrat Siddique Akbar are very fortunate and very wealthy, because Allah Almighty had made them wealthy for His Beloved Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم. These blessed people were truly fortunate in that they had been given the opportunity to render this great service. We further learn that the disciple (mureed) student or son is fortunate whose wealth is spent on his Religious Guide (Peer) his teacher, his father. Or, that He made him rich by making him the owner of all the keys of the treasures of the earth. Not only that but made him the master of the heavens and the earth. Says Allah Almighty: "O Beloved: Undoubtedly, We have bestowed upon you an abundance of good" (S107:V1). Allah Almighty further says: "Allah and His Messenger have enriched them out of His Grace"(S9:V74). The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم says: "I have been given the keys of the treasures of the earth". He further says: "If I so desire mountains of gold will walk with me." In short, no wealthy person like the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم is ever born or will ever be born. He who is made wealthy by Allah Almighty, there is no limit to his wealth. Allah Almighty has called all the kings of the world as: "You are poor and needy"(S47:V38). Or, it could mean that Allah Almighty had provided the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم with a richness of the heart so that in lofty vision gold was worthless like a small potsherd. On whomever the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم places his blessed sight he becomes rich "When We found you to be a family man we made you wealthy so that you would be able to gaze, he makes him wealthy as is mentioned in Ahadith. It is stated in Bukhari Shareef; take care of your family." The word AYAAAL is derived from AOL and not from EELAH. The entire creation is the Holy Prophet’s صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم’s AYAAAL (family) and are being provided from the court of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم. It should be remembered that in community of Prophets four had been very wealthy namely Hazrat Ebrahim, Hazrat Sulaiman, Hazrat Dawood and Hazrat Yusuf (On them be peace) and the rest were poor. Because our Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم is the collective possessor of qualities of all the Prophets, he was poor as well as wealthy. O My Beloved, since you yourself had been an orphan, you are fully aware of the pain and dejection suffered by orphans. It should be remembered that the meaning of QAHR (Anger) means excess, unlawful pressure, severity and cruelty. The first meaning is appropriate. Through this meaning Allah Almighty is called QAHHAAAR or QAHR. The last meaning is contemptible. In lawful pressure and unlawful severity all types of excess are included. To devour the wealth of the orphans unlawfully, to scold and chide the orphans, to beat them up in a cruel way, etc. are all forbidden. The infidels of Arabia would overpower the wealth of the orphans and deprive them of it, or like the Muslims of India deprive the minor children of their legacy from their ancestral property. The jurists have stated that if the deceased has left behind minor children then it is totally forbidden to spend from the joint wealth on the Khatam, Fateha, even the Kafan (shroud) of the deceased, the upper sheet and Musalla which are given in charity on behalf of the deceased because in this wealth is the right of the orphans.

9. So do not place any pressure on an orphan ⁹

9. It should be remembered that the seeker of wealth goes to the door of the wealthy while the seeker of excellence goes to the door of the person of excellence. The seeker of wealth at the door of the Sheikh, the seeker of medicine goes to the door of the doctor and the seeker of
justice goes to the door of the ruler. But, the door of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم is that door where every seeker finds his desires fulfilled because here the seeker is not confined. All these other doors are shut after the death of these providers but the door of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم will remain open for all seekers at all times, because even on the Day of Judgement everybody would be begging for intercession of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم. Here, there is no restriction of time as well. Just as a kind father becomes happy at seeing the doors of his son open to the poor and needy. Allah Almighty too is happy to see that there should be a multitude of beggars at the door of His Beloved. From the word "seeker" emerge a few issues:

1. It is permissible to seek all types of worldly and religious bounties from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم e.g. O Prophet! Grant me Paradise, children, faith, safety from Hell, etc. because Allah Almighty has declared the world as the seeker from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم. For this reason the Noble Companions had sought cure, Paradise, children from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم. Animals too had lodged their complaints and sought his help.

2. That Allah Almighty had filled the treasures of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم; otherwise He would not have sent the seekers there. Says Allah Almighty: "And if when they do injustice unto their souls, then O Beloved! They should come to you and then beg forgiveness of Allah and the Messenger" (S4:V164). At the depot, first the sugar and other provisions are provided by the state then ration seekers are sent there.

3. It is permissible to seek from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم from every place. Presenting oneself for this purpose in Madina Shareef is not a condition or restriction.

4. That the teacher should scold or chide the students, the Sheikh should not chide the true sincere disciple, the wealthy should not chide the beggar as all these are seekers. Sometimes a pious person appears in the guise of a beggar who comes to our door to test us.

10. And do not scold the needy

10. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty has bestowed three types of bounties upon His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم:

1. Visible bounties about which general declaration he is commanded e.g. Prophethood, intercession, etc. because people's faith is dependent on their acceptance.

2. Concealed bounties about which permission is given for its specific revelation, through the recognition of which people obtain the mystical knowledge of Allah Almighty.

11. And publicize well the Bounty of your Lord.

11. Verbally, by deed and by condition, in all three ways express gratitude to Allah Almighty for the bounties bestowed upon you. These are ways of showing gratitude to Allah Almighty on which people's faith and intimate knowledge of Allah Almighty is dependent. From this, emerge a few issues:

3. Exclusive bounty which is the special bounty of Allah Almighty and there is absolutely no permission for its revelation. It is from Divine mysteries. Says Allah Almighty: "Now He revealed to His bondsman whatever He revealed"(S53:V10). In this verse the first two bounties are denoted. Since whatever Allah Almighty has bestowed upon the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه ورسلم, He has bestowed out of His Bounty. Therefore he has bounty or a gift.

1. The believers should adopt Islamic appearance and character because in it is the bounty of Allah Almighty i.e. one's practical expression of Islam. Since the mosque is superior to the Hindu temple and the Christian church, then those who frequent the mosque should be superior to those who attend the
temples, i.e. Hindus, and churches, i.e.

SURAH ALAM-NASHRAH: (The Expanding)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah  
1 Section : 8 Verses  27 Words, 103 Letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most  
Affectionate, the Merciful.

Reason for its Revelation
The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم had asked  
Allah Almighty: "O Lord, You have bestowed  
the robe of honour upon Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) and granted the  
Tauraat to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace).  
But what have you granted me?" In response to  
this question, the above Surah was revealed  
(Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

SECTION 1:

1. Have We expanded your bosom 1  
for you?

1. By "extended your breast" is meant either  
the chest is to be slit, or is to be opened or to be  
broadened. In the first meaning is denoted then  
it should be remembered the Holy Prophet's  
blessed chest had been  
opened three to four times and his blessed heart  
had been purified: Firstly, at the place of his  
foster mother, Bibi Halima so that there would  
be no inclination in the heart for play and  
games; then at the beginning of his youth so  
that during this period he would not be affected  
by negligence of youth; then just before  
granting of Prophethood so that the heart would  
be able to bear the burden of Prophethood and  
then on the Night of Me'raaj so as to endure  
sights of the angelic world and absorb the  
Vision of Allah Almighty. This is outward  
 opening of the chest. If by it is meant to open,  
then it should be remembered that the heart has  
two doors: one is towards the heart, the other is  
towards the soul. The first is broad, the second  
 is narrow. What is said by Allah Almighty is  
We have opened the door of your heart, which  
is towards the soul so that now, no mischief of  
the baser-self or Shaitaan can ever come in it.  
Thus, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is  
completely innocent. If it is to denote the third  
meaning then it would mean We have  
broadened the blessed heart of the Holy Prophet  
صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم to such an extent that it has  
room to store all knowledge of the Unseen,  
Divine Mysteries and Mystical knowledge of  
Allah Almighty. The link with the world does  
not make him negligent and
has been given knowledge of the unseen as is understood from the commentary of "to extend" as provided by the noble Sufis.

3. This opening of the heart is a great bounty from Allah Almighty, for this reason Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) had prayed for it: "O Lord! Open my heart for me" (S20:V25).

4. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the Beloved of Allah Almighty that without asking Allah Almighty provided him with this bounty. Hearts of others are purified of good deeds or through the company of the pious, but Allah Almighty purified the heart of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم directly. Just as when the reflection of the sun falls on a clear mirror it performs the function of the sun, similarly when Allah Almighty purified the blessed heart of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآيه وسلم and placed in it His Divine refulgence, Divine bounties and favours began to emerge from him. The mirror is not the sun but performs the function of the sun. Likewise, the Holy Prophet is not Allah Almighty but performs the works of Allah Almighty.

2. And removed your burden from you

3. Which had broken your back

brilliance of the sun is appreciated through darkness. Or seeing the evil deeds of the followers until the Day of Judgement, his pure heart was feeling the grief. Allah Almighty comforted him by bestowing upon him intercession. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is fully aware of the conditions of his followers. Otherwise, this would not have grieved him. Because during that period every Noble Companion was pious. The great Sufis say that by "burden" is meant of Prophethood, of intercession, of propagation, the distribution of Divine bounties, the burden of responsibilities of the propagation and elucidation of the Holy QUR’AAN, which was heavy on the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. And by removing this burden is meant
that Allah Almighty had provided him with such devoted and faithful Companions who had eased his burden in carrying out all these duties. Thus, this verse is the Na‘at of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and the Manqabat of the Noble Companions. It should be remembered, that responsibilities are a burden for the people of faith and for the faithless and traitors it is a provision for pleasure. On closer review of this burden Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) had said: "O Lord! Open my heart for me" (S20:25). Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) had said: "O My Lord! Forgive me and bestow upon me a kingdom which may not suit to anyone else" (S38:35). Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) during the period of famine would eat only a few morsels of food. Hazrat Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) during his period of caliphate had given up eating food cooked with butter. Thus, the expression of burden by the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is the reflection of his trustworthiness and not his insult. Or, it could mean that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had feared that after him Islam and the Holy Qur‘aan would perish. To allay this fear Allah Almighty had promised him that until the Day of Judgement there would be saints and scholars from his followers who would be the protectors of the Religion. Due to this, his fears had been removed. This tells us that the Holy Prophet’s صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم Noble Companions and the religious scholars assist him so much in his father. It is for this reason Allah Almighty took the work of compilation of the Holy QUR’AAAN, the Hadith and formulation of different branches of religious knowledge from these pious sages. Or, it could mean, that the responsibilities of Prophethood had caused the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم inner hardship. Allah Almighty removed this burden by granting him inner contentment, courage, boldness, fortitude, spaciousness of the heart, etc. It should be remembered that the inner contentment is of three types: God-given (WAHBI), self-acquired (KASBI), and granted (ATAAI). The God-given contentment is given to the Prophets and some special saints directly by Allah Almighty. It is obtained through some incantations (Zikr) good deeds and through fear of Allah Almighty: "Behold! In the remembrance of Allah alone there is the satisfaction of hearts" (S13:28). The granted contentment and boldness is obtained through the company. Eleven-year-old boys had killed the mighty Abu Jahl. The magicians of the Pharaoh told him with utter disdain: "Do whatever you have to do" (S20:72). This was obtained through the blessed company of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. The remembrance of the heart proves beneficial at the time of death, in the grave and the Day of resurrection. This is a great bounty from Allah Almighty. May we all be recipients of it.

4. And We have exalted high your remembrance

3. This is done through several ways:
1. From the noble Prophets, by making them declare faith in the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) and by taking covenant from them of their service for him.
2. Everyone's remembrance is restricted to the earth but your remembrance has been made on the earth, on the Divine Throne, in the heavens.
3. Joined your name with My name in the Kalimah, in the Azaan, in Salaah, in the Khutbah. Every place the other Prophets have been called by their names but you have been addressed with excellent titles. Affairs, like the competent son assists his

4. I declared your remembrance the appendix of My Remembrance i.e, omitting your remembrance from the remembrance of Allah Almighty will not be beneficial.
5. I have made your remembrance a continuous thing in all places for all times. Every market is closed at some time or the other, but your market will never close.

It should be remembered that "We have raised" is in the Past Tense from which we learn that the remembrance of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is raised and elevated from
eternity. Then, since it has been raised by Allah Almighty none can stop it, just as no one can extinguish the light of the moon and the sun as Allah Almighty has illuminated them, likewise your remembrance too cannot be lowered by anyone. Also, others gain greatness through wealth and kingdom, etc. but you have been granted loftiness directly from Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that we experience three different stages in our lives:

1. Period prior to coming into the world.
2. The period of coming and staying in the world.
3. Period after departure from the world. We become totally non-entity in the first and third periods but in the second stage we earn some name. But the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم is renowned in all three periods. And why should he not be? Because he is the Model of Personality of Allah Almighty. A model can never be concealed. Thus, "We have elevated" is not restricted to time but is for all times.

4. This verse is either the Na'at in praise of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم i.e. O Beloved! Those hardships, which you are experiencing, shortage of provisions and abundance in responsibilities will find ease in the near future. It should be remembered that to place hardships on the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم was also to reveal his lofty status so that all the opposition could be defeated, the sun of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم shine brightly at which a spontaneous utterance emanates on the tongue: "O Beloved Mustapha, millions of salutations at your lofty dignity." Or to comfort and to reassure the Ummah in the future so that they do not become grieved at any hardship by making the blessed incidents of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم a light for their path. Or, that in this verse there is a discussion of the law of nature. In it two laws have been stated:

1. In the world you will always experience poverty and hardships.
2. With every hardship there is ease, and with every poverty there will be easy circumstances. In such a case this verse will mean either actual companionship i.e. in every hardship there is ease; in intense heat there is curative measure for thousands of illnesses, and is beneficial for harvest; unseasonal rain is a treatment for many illnesses and a means of cooling the grain to make them edible. Or, it is a cure for flu, common cold and mental illnesses. It is a protection against diarrhoea and fever. In every injection of the physician there is cure. In bitter medicine there is wisdom. Allah Almighty is indeed the greatest of judges. Or, by "with" is meant metaphorical companionship i.e. after every hardship there is ease, like it is said that after Friday is Saturday. This law is in force on every creation found between the heavens and the earth. After darkness there is light; after severe heat there is cold; after winter there is spring. Similarly, if Allah Almighty wills, after loss there is profit, after sickness there is cure, after defeat there is victory, after weeping there is laughter, after worship there is acceptance, after repentance there is forgiveness, after separation there is union, after love ther is beloved. Thus, turn to Allah Almighty with hope, because hope is an excellent form of worship. It should be remembered that hardship is like that cauldron or furnace, which purifies impure iron, and transforms pure iron into valuable pieces, and smelted gold into gold jewellery, preparing it for the union with the beloved. In a like manner, hardship purifies a person from the impurity of sin, increases the status of the pious and strengthens the closeness of the beloved.

6. Undoubtedly there is ease after hardship

5. In this verse the repetition is either for the purpose of emphasis, or it is used to hint towards a special bounty as at both places. EASE is used as a proper noun and
HARDSHIP is used as common noun so that one should know that after one hardship there is double ease, either in the world, or one in the world and the other at the time of death, or in the grave or at the time of resurrection, because Allah Almighty will grant ease for the patient believers at these places. Remember, when a

common noun is used then the other common noun preceding it becomes unrelated e.g. one person comes to me and another person says: This will mean the person who comes is different to the person who says, i.e. the two are not one and the same person.

7. So when you are free after prayer, then strive hard in invocation

6. Because the dua offered after Salaah is more acceptable, specially after Tahajjud Salaah. Or, it could mean that when you are free after pro-

gagement, then try to do other work because it is prohibited to remain idle.

8. And attend to your Lord alone.

7. In that the hand should be in service and the heart should be fixed towards the Beloved. Or, do not even desire Paradise in compensation for your worship. Remain only to seek the pleasure of your Lord. Or, do not put your heart in the material things of the world because it is transitory. Remain attached to your Lord Who is eternal. If the ship is at sea there is salvation but if the sea gets into the ship there is destruction. Let the heart be in the

world, but do not allow the world to get into the heart. The heart is the residence of the beloved. It should be remembered that there are two specific signs of claiming love for Allah Almighty:

1. To have love for those beloved to Him as well as things beloved to Him.
2. Not to be displeased with Him under any condition.

SURAH AT-TEEN (THE FIG)
(MAKKAN) Revealed before Hijrah
1 Section: 8 Verses 34 Words 105 letters

In the Name of Allah, the Most Affectionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. (I swear) by the fig and the olive.
1. The reason for taking an oath on fig and olive is because both outer and inner qualities are stored in them. Thus, the fig is a food as well as fruit and an excellent medicine. It does not contain any excriment or waste material. The smoke from its wood kills mosquitoes and insects. The life span of an olive tree is three thousand years. It is found in dry mountains and is not dependent on anyone for its growth and water. It is a wild plant. Its oil provides very clear light. It is also eaten in place of curry. Also, Hazrat Adam and Bibi Hawa (May Allah be pleased with them) had come into the world from Paradise covered in the leaves of this tree and fed the earthly buck with them. As a result of which the buck got it's beauty and musk (Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani). The first time Allah Almighty spoke to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was perhaps through the fig tree. Says Allah Almighty: "Out of the tree, O Moosa, I am Allah, the Lord of the entire world" (S28:V30). The fig is the tree under which Hazrat Isla (On whom be peace) was born. From this we learn that any tree which is linked with beloved servants of Allah Almighty are worthy of respect because Allah Almighty has taken an oath on it. Some devotees respect even the jungles that belong to the pious, the basis for which is this verse. Allah Almighty had told this to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace); "Verily I am your Lord, then take off your shoes. Undoubtedly, you are in the sacred valley of Tawa"(S20:V12) i.e. "O Musa take off your shoes, for you are in a blessed jungle."

The true devotees say that by fig is meant the pure words of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم, which are sweet, beneficial and eternally useful, while by olive is meant the blessed thoughts of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم, which are eternally profitable. Or, by fig is meant Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique who is an embodiment of mercy, while olive denotes Hazrat Umar Farooq whose Caliphate was extremely beneficial to Islam. Or, by fig is meant Shariah (Islamic Law) and olive would denote Tareeqat (the mystical way of life).

2. And by Mount Sinai 2.

2. TUR is a mountain and SINAI a lush green jungle. Mount Sinai is the name of the mountain on which Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) spoke to Allah Almighty. This mountain and jungle are both linked to Hazrat Musa therefore their loftiness and sacredness is being expressed here. It should be remembered that Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) was a seeker while the Tauratt was the object of desire. For this reason he went to Mount Sinai to bring this Book. On the other hand, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is the object of desire and the Holy Qur'aan is the seeker. Therefore, the Holy Qur'aan came to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. When the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم was in Makkah then those verses revealed in it became known as Makkian. When the Holy Prophet(Peace be upon him) became Madinite, the verses revered there also became Madinite. Every street and alley of Makkah and Madina are Mount Sinai. The true devotees say that the blessed chest of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم or the treasure house of bounties like Mount Sinai wherein every moment there is refugeence of Allah Almighty. It is this very blessed chest which is the treasury of truth and mystical knowledge. Or, it refers to Hazrat Uthman e Ghani who, too, is Mount Sinai because he is the compiler of the Holy Qur'aan. Through his efforts and medium people had heard the Qur'aan. His hand is the Hand of Allah Almighty because at Hudaibiyya the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had declared his blessed hand as Uthman's hand, for the hand of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم has declared the Holy Qur'aan as Hand of Allah.

3. And by the secure city 3 (Makkah).

3. Of the sacred city of Makkah because things like figs etc. were not found in Makkah.

Holy Makkah was in front, there the pronoun "this" is not used but it is used here. In
common cities needs of specific areas become fulfilled. Currency and people of all countries are found here. Therefore it is a large city. By "AMIEN" is meant peaceful or safe, as here not only human beings but also hunting animals, wild plants and trees are safe. Or, it could mean full of trust because here the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم lived in it in the capacity of trust for some time, thereafter he went to establish the city of Madina. By calling it security there is a hint towards it that due to the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم Makkah became worthy of taking oath on it. Also, besides the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم other sacred places like the Holy Ka'bah, Arafat, Mina, etc. are all found in it. It should be remembered that in the Holy City of Makkah the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم spoke to Allah Almighty by receiving the Holy Qur'an, was blessed with Me'raaj, in the same way as Hazrat Musa spoke to Allah Almighty at Mount Sinai. For this reason Makkah is mentioned after Mount Sinai. According to the way of life of the Sufi sages the city of peace and security is the blessed and pure heart of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وسلم which draws devotees to the vision of the beloved where everybody's needs are being fulfilled, where every type of bounties of Allah Almighty are obtained provided the person brings the currency of devotion and love. Or, by it is meant Hazrat Alli Murtaza who is the gate to the city of knowledge through whom the saints will receive the wares of sainthood until the Day of Judgement. It should be remembered that a thing is manufactured in the factories of nature but they are obtained from the market places.

4. Undoubtedly 4, We have created man in the best nature 5.

4. The polytheists regard human being as the lowest in the entire creation, hence they worship stones, seas, moon, sun, etc. The monotheists were of the opinion that the jinns and angels are superior to human beings because jinns are greater in strength and the angels in the worship of Allah Almighty. It is for this reason that Allah Almighty has stressed the superiority of human beings through six ways: four oaths and through the letter LAAM and use of undoubtedly. If the human can understand his own status he will neither indulge in the worship of idols nor in committing sins, because the possessor of lofty being should also do deeds which are lofty. The Prophets of Allah Almighty came for the purpose of acquainting the human being of his true status. This is the very meaning of: "He who has understood himself has understood his Lord." 5. The meaning of the word TAQWEEM is physical appearance as well as stature and formation. Here, both meanings are correct. Allah Almighty has created the human being with His own Hand of power. That is why he is called BASHAR (human being) i.e. a being created through the Hand of Allah Almighty. The word MUBASHIRAT (copulation) is made from growth. Also, before creating him He declared about his greatness and vicegerency by preparing the angels for his prostration. Then He granted him a unique appearance or form: a straight stature and a beautiful face so much so that even the jinns and angels adore him. In fact, even the Beloved of Allah the Holy Prophet too was created in human form. He was provided with hands to eat so that he does not have to bow before it but bow before Allah Almighty alone. He provided him every limb in correct proportion i.e. neither is his nose as long as the trunk of the elephant nor concealed like that of birds, etc. He provided him with such a body through which he could perform standing in Salaah (QIYAMAM), bowing (RUKU), prostration (SAJDH), sitting between prostration (QA'DAH) and all other forms of worship. This is not found in the other creation. For this reason when Hazrat Jibrael (On whom be peace) would come to
present Salaah to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم he would appear in human form because it was not possible to perform Salaah in the form of Jibraeel. When a human being sits he becomes Muhammad: the head becomes MEEM, the shoulder the letter HA, the waist the letter MEEM and the knees the letter DAL. If the word TAQWEEM were to mean physical stature then it would mean that Allah Almighty has created the human being with appropriate limbs because his limbs perform those deeds which are not performed by the limbs of animals. Through his eyes he can see and make signs and weeps to seek forgiveness for his sins. He can use the tongue to taste, to speak; his heart is the abode of the beloved. In

5. Then We left Him to go to the lowest of the low.

6. It means, since the human being did appreciate the above-mentioned bounties and adopted infidelity and evil deeds, We made him worse than animals, and lower than any insects and filth, by declaring his abode to be Hell. This tells us that an infidel is worse than an animal. For this reason there was place for the animals in the ark of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace) but not for the infidels. It could also mean that in old age man has been reduced lower than children and demented persons by snatching his beauty, intelligence and strength which were once provided to him. This tells us that these things do not belong to us but to Allah Almighty. From "but those" we learn that the true believer is spared from the nervousness and ludicrit of old age.

6. Except those who believe and do righteous deeds, for them there is endless reward.

7. From this emerge a few issues:
   1. That faith precedes deeds. With faith no good is correct.
   2. Good deeds should be performed at all times, do not let it suffice by doing it once.
   3. Perform all types of good deeds, do not leave any by regarding it to be trivial, because Allah Almighty has made faith to precede deed and declared the verb "did" in the Past Continuous Tense. Pious deeds are presented in the plural. It should be remembered that the minor children of the believers would benefit from the pious deeds of their parents. Similarly, sinners like us would be forgiven through the medium of some pious persons.

This verse is not against the concept of ESAALE SAWAAB- i.e. conveying the rewards of your good deeds to the departed souls. The conveyed deed is by law the deed for him whom it is conveyed to.

8. It means eternal, in that the pious servants receive so many rewards in their old age, sickness, travelling like those he had been doing in his youth, good health and dwelling. And after his death his angels appointing for writing his deeds engage in worship at his grave until the Day of Judgement which would continue to accrue to the inmate of the grave (Tafseer Azizi, Roohul Mu'ani).
7. What then now causes you to deny the judgement 9?

9. It means O infidels, how can you reject the Day of Judgement after seeing your own ups and downs? That Lord Who could bring you into existence from nothingness surely he has the power to do this again. Or, O Beloved! Who is there now who can believe your Religion after seeing so many proofs (Roohul Mu'ani)? From it we learn that to ponder over Divine proofs is an act of worship. Because the infidels would accept the Holy Prophet as trustworthy and truthful in worldly matters only, had remained rejectors of his faith. For this reason mention has been made here of religion.

8. Is not Allah the Greatest of all rulers 10?

10. He most certainly is. From it emerge two issues:
1. Allah Almighty has appointed some of His pious servants as rulers. The king of the country is outwardly a ruler while Prophets and Saints are rulers inwardly. Our Beloved Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is the ruler of both the physical and celestial worlds as is being understood from the plural form of rulers.
2. Besides Allah Almighty none is Greatest of all rulers, because the Greatest Ruler is He whose rule should be from eternity and remain till eternity, whose kingdom should be over the entire creation, from whose sovereignty none can escape even after his death, in whose dominion no unjust decisions and rulings can ever take place, from whose rule no one can ever escape. These attributes are not found in any dominion besides that of Allah Almighty. Our Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is the highest reflection of the sovereignty of Allah Almighty. For greater details refer to the book: SULTANAT E MUSTAPHA.
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Read in the name of your Lord Who has created.

1. Reason for its Revelation:
Just before the advent of Prophethood the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم experienced true dreams for six months. Thereafter he sat in seclusion in the Cave of Hira in the Mountain of Light in total worship of Allah Almighty. On Monday, 17 Ramadan at the time of early dawn, Hazrat Jibraeel Ameen appeared before the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and said: "Read! The reply was: "I am not from those who can recite."
After three such requests and replies, Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) held the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم tightly by his chest and after which the first five verses of Surah Al-Alaq were recited by the Archangel (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). From this emerge a few benefits:

1. In the CHILLAH (seclusion for mystic communion) of the pious there is definite forsaking and relinquishing of the world and the animal desires. Allah Almighty granted the Holy Qur’aan to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and the Tauraat to Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) after they had undertaken seclusions i.e. Chilah.
2. Placing attention on someone by another person, granting him blessings and bounties by embracing him is correct and justifiable, because Hazrat Jibraeel (On whom be peace) held the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم tightly to his chest in order to bestow upon him Divine bounties.

2. Prior to Prophethood the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was already an ARIF (possessing intimate knowledge of Allah Almighty), an ABID (devoted worshipper of Allah Almighty) and a ZAHID (an ascetic). Therefore the Holy Qur’aan had said: "Guidance to mankind" or "guidance to the God-fearing." It did not say, We are the guide of the Holy Prophet. While going on the journey of Me’raaj, he led the Prophets in Salaah although Salaah was only officially given to him as a gift at the completion of Me’raaj at the Throne of Allah Almighty.

4. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was fully acquainted with Hazrat Jibraeel prior to this event. Thus, when he appeared before him the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم showed no sign of fear for him nor asked him for his identity. If the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had no knowledge about Hazrat Jibraeel then he would have had doubts about these verses being Divine words. This is not just against the lofty status of Prophethood, but against the lofty status of faith as well.

2. There could be two meanings given to this verse:

1. Recite the name of your Lord, i.e. recite it. Then a few benefits would emerge from it:
1.1. Zikrullah is superior to other acts of worship because Allah Almighty first gave a
1.2. For conducting Zikrullah, seeking the permission of the pious is beneficial. Without this permission Zikrullah will not generate the desired effect. Observe, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله وسلم had been engaging in Zikrullah prior to the event, but today Allah Almighty through Divine inspiration and out of His passionate desire of Love gave the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله وسلم explicit and clear permission for His Zikr, so that in future its effects would become visible, and until the Day of Judgement Muslims would engage in it directly or indirectly without the permission of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله وسلم . The Noble Companions would engage in it directly, while the rest of the believers engage in it indirectly. Observe, if electrical wiring is installed in the house, but permission has not been granted for connection, it will not give light. The Holy Qur’aan and all other forms of Zikr are the spiritual bulks and electrical fans, but they will only provide benefit if connection has been obtained from the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آله وسلم.

1.3. Like other pious deeds, Zikrullah too is an act of worship. Just as the patient is made to eat some medicines and apply some, and some in the form of advice. To show greenery to the patient and to give him good news are means of providing him with cure. From it those people should take a lesson who declare Zikrullah as a useless and unbenevolent activity.

2. O My Beloved! Read in the name of your Lord, and engage in the recitation of the Holy Qur’aan. From this we learn that before commencing with the recitation of the Holy Qur’aan first read TA-AWWUZ and TASMIYYA i.e. AAQOZOO and BISMILLAH. It is reported in the Hadith that any good deed, which is commenced without reading TASMIYA, is defective. It should be remembered that rainwater is full of blessings through which the crop grows in abundance as well. Says Allah Almighty: “And We sent down out of heaven blessed water” (S50:V9). Likewise, there are great blessings in the existence of the saints and friends of Allah Almighty. Prophet Isa (On whom be peace) had said: "And He made me blessed"(S19:V31). There is a great blessing in the name of Allah Almighty. He says: "Greatly blessed is the name of your Lord, Majestic and Venerable"(S55:V78). It is through blessings of Allah’s name that the Ark of Nuh (On whom be peace) safely reached the shore. Because the letter of Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) to Bilqees commenced with BISMILLAH, Allah Almighty granted him the control of Yemen.

2. Who has created man 3 from the blood clot 4.

3. All the people, or you, O Chief of the universe, who is the object of creation, and of whose creation the Hand of the Creator is proud.

4. In that He created from the sand nourishment, from nourishment blood, from blood sperm and from sperm a piece of meat. From it He structured the human body. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses. It should be remembered that the law of creation is being mentioned from which Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) and Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) are excluded because the creation reflects the power of Allah Almighty. Or, it could mean that blood is being produced from nourishment throughout the life. From blood, flesh is produced which helps in the growth of the body. In this Hazrat Adam and Hazrat Isa (On them be peace) are included. In this verse it is being hinted that just as Allah Almighty, by means of the soul creates a lofty and pure human being from insignificant and impure blood, likewise, O My Beloved! Through your medium I will produce from the present degenerate people of Makkah people of such moral loftiness and purity from whom will be flowing fountains of Shariah and Tareeqat (mystical knowledge).
3. Read 5, for your Lord is the most Generous 6.

5. This order of reciting it twice is either for emphasis, or that by first recitation was meant recitation in Salaah while by this is meant recitation other than in Salaah. Or, by this was meant recitation for rewards while here it means recitation for the purpose of teaching it to the people. Or, there was meant recitation from time to time, and here is meant recitation at all times. It should be remembered that our recitation is only for obtaining rewards while the recitation of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is both for the purpose of obtaining rewards as well as for teaching the Ummah. In every type of worship there will be this difference. The passengers travel in the ship to reach their destination while the captain's function is to ensure that they reach their destination safely.

6. Who provides the creation with countless bounties without any selfish motive or any distinction and without anything in exchange. Also, whoever gives anything to anyone in the world is also done through the compassionate order of Allah Almighty. In short, He is absolutely bountiful by Himself while others assume this quality through the favour of Allah Almighty.


7. The meaning of "pen" is to carve or to cut, cut the nails. Since a pen can be cut or carved from all sides, therefore it is a pen. Here pen denotes either all types of pens through which knowledge is written because pen is confined to knowledge. Through it inner thoughts and conditions of the past and present are revealed. Religious and worldly affairs are connected with it. Therefore mention has been made of it. From this we learn that knowledge and pen are great bounties of Allah Almighty. Writing is its specific favour. Pen is the most distinguished object, especially the pen of the Islamic scholars through which religious services can be rendered. To discard such pens and their sawdust obtained from sharpening them, at impure places is forbidden. It should be remembered that first Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) wrote on leaves, thereafter Hazrat Idris (On whom be peace) wrote on potsherds. Then Hazrat Yusuf (On whom be peace) wrote on paper. The invention of Hazrat Yusuf's (On whom be peace) paper is still to be found (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). Or, by pen is meant that pen which has recorded the entire events of the world on the Divine Tablet. It means Allah Almighty taught his angels, Prophets and Saints all the knowledge of the past, present and future. This tells us that the Prophets possess more knowledge than the entire creation because Allah Almighty has taught them in omnipresent schools the knowledge contained in the Divine Tablet. Only the eminent student is taught the superior and great book in the great school by an eminent teacher. Or, by pen is meant that pen of the angels who are scribes of fate with which he writes the fate of the baby, which is still in the womb of the mother. It means by means of this pen Allah Almighty has acquainted the angels and certain special servants of His with the fate of people. The author of Tafseer Roohul Bayaan has said that the Holy Prophet is the pen of Allah Almighty through which the creation has obtained their knowledge, and whatever has emanated from his blessed lips is permanent and unchangeable.

5. He taught man what he knew not 8.

8. It means He taught the first man, Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) the names of all the things. Or, the very life of humanity, Hazrat Muhammad صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was granted every branch of knowledge of the present, past and future, in fact every type of knowledge of
the Holy Qur’aan, not through any school or teacher, but directly through Him (Tafseer Khazain and Mualimul Tanzil). Or, taught man knowledge entirely, or to some of medicine, to some of science, to some of religion, etc. some through the teacher, some through experience, some through inspiration. Or, He granted His beloved servants knowledge of His Personality and Attributes which continue to reach from person to person whose book is the blessed countenance of the Sheikh (the spiritual guide) and the gaze of the Guide is the means of obtaining it.

6. Indeed man is rebellious 9.

9. It should be remembered that in the Madinite verses the word KALLA (Yes), did not appear. Also, in the first fifteen Paras there is no KALLA (Tafseer Azizi). Here, the word ‘man’ denotes infidel or negligent person and not the Prophets, the Saints and the pious. The word YATGHYA (to transgress) is derived from TAGHA (transgression) meaning to exceed the limits. Just as the water of the sea is beneficial as long as it is within its limits. The rivers and brooks appear from it, fields of crops are irrigated through it. But as soon as it exceeds its limits, it becomes destructive: settlements and villages are sunk, likewise man becomes the noblest creation as long as he is within his limits but as soon as he exceeds the limits of humanity he becomes worse than Shaitaan. Just as nature has stipulated medical limits i.e. that those who break these limits will become ill or die, in the same manner Allah Almighty has established limits of Shariah: the one who breaks the limits of beliefs becomes an infidel, the one who breaks the limits of deeds becomes a sinner and an evil person. Freedom is good, but unrestricted freedom is harmful. Islamic law has stipulated restrictions in matters concerning our life, death, eating, drinking, walking, sleeping, wakeful state, etc.

7. As he considers himself independent 10.

10. It means, that person who regards himself as independent of Allah Almighty, the Prophets, the Saints, the Islamic scholars, indeed becomes rebellious, while those who regard themselves as obedient devotees of these eminent personalities will never exceed his limits. Such persons never become rebellious. The actual reason for infidelity and transgression is the dispersion from Prophets and Saints. He who becomes independent from these pious sages becomes independent from Allah Almighty as well. Otherwise, those infidels regarding whom this verse was revealed were not regarding themselves in matters of conduct independent of Allah Almighty. It should be remembered in contrast to other creation, man is much more helpless. Animals are in need of food alone while man is in need of food, shelter, clothing, etc. Also, animals only eat green, etc. but in the nourishment of man there are hundreds of differences. The diseases of animals are few and their treatment is easy but the diseases of man are numerous and their treatment is difficult. These many needs are there because he should not become rebellious by regarding himself independent.

From this verse emerge a few benefits:
1. Just as the earth is never independent of the sky, it is always needy of rain and sometimes of sunshine, sometimes of wind and at times of good weather; in the same manner we can never become independent of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم . The infidel is dependent for his Kalimah, for our success in the test of the grave, on the Day of Judgement for the intercession; we are totally dependent on the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم .
2. To be independent from the fellowmen for the worldly needs is a good thing while remaining dependent on Allah Almighty and His Beloved Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is a cause of pride.
3. The act of self-reflection is not just an act of worship but it can be sinful and at times an act
of infidelity. To reflect on one's sins and on the mercies of Allah Almighty is an act of worship, to ponder over Divine attributes in oneself is an act of mystical experience. To become independent of Allah Almighty after seeing evil

8. Indeed to your Lord is your return

11. It means for every king and beggar, in every worldly condition, then at their time of death, then in the grave, then on the Day of Judgement, they have to turn to Allah Almighty, and they will have to turn to Him. Then how does he become independent of Allah Almighty? For the wealthy to regard himself independent of Allah Almighty is a great folly. The great Sufis say that some turn to Allah Almighty with joy, some with displeasure. The first turning is a means of obtaining reward. Turning to Allah Almighty in accordance of Islamic law is an act of worship; otherwise creational (TAKWEEN) turning is affected by the infidels as well. Or, the meaning of the verse could be O independent transgressor, do not become despondent of the Mercy of Allah Almighty. You have an opportunity at all times to turn to your Lord for repentance. So repent. It should be remembered that repentance from infidelity could only be affected prior to the pangs of death, while repentance from sins can be affected at the time of death.

9. Have you seen him who prohibits?

10. (Allah's) devotee when he offers Salaah

12. Reason for its Revelation
This verse was revealed concerning Abu Jahl. He had stopped the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم from offering Salaah in the Sacred Mosque of Allah and had told his friends that if he ever sees the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم performing Salaah here he would crush his neck (Allah forbid). While the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was offering his Salaah there, these reprobrates came there with this evil intention but soon fled backward. When people asked them what had happened, they replied that between them and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم there is a trench of fire and dangerous birds. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم said that had Abu Jahl come near to him the angels would have cut him to shreds. In these verses "he who forbids" refers to Abu Jahl and "bondsman" denotes the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because through Salaah one expresses his servitude. Also, until the servant is in the service of his master then his opposition is the opposition of the state. It is for this reason that the word "bondsman" is being used here. Thus, this verse expresses the highest greatness of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and the severest anger at Abu Jahl. From this, emerge a few issues:

1. This verse was revealed after the command for Salaah; i.e. after the occurrence of Me'raaj that is, thirteen years after the previous verses because it is quite apparent by Salaah is meant the Salaah prescribed by Shariah, which became obligatory on the night of Me'raaj.

2. When the idols had been in the Holy Ka'bah the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم was performing Salaah at this very building and performed Salaah facing it. Thus, even if forbidden things are found on the mazzars of the Saints, these places would remain sacred.

3. To stop the believers from performing their Salaah is the work of Abu Jahl.
Religious Issue:
It is permissible to stop a person from Salaah under some circumstances: Namaaz offered during undesirable times, Salaah in a usurped place, the husband can stop the wife from offering Tahajjud and Nafl Salaah, the master can stop the servant, and the employer can stop the specific person from offering Nawafil when this would hinder their service. But the jurists have stated that the one who commences to offer Salaah during undesirable times, then don't stop him from his Salaah, but instead explain to him the true issue afterwards in order not to come to adversely affected by this verse.

4. Stopping a Muslim from entering the Mosque is like stopping his Salaah. Because Abu Jahl had stopped the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم from entering the Haram Shareef, and not from Salaah itself, yet Allah Almighty had declared this as stopping from Salaah.

Religious Issue:
A few of the people can be stopped from entering the mosque: a child who has not reached the age of intelligence; a mentally disturbed person who has no control over urination and stool; one from whose mouth emanates the odour of raw garlic, onions and tobacco; one who has sores on the body giving off a bad odour; that irreligious person whose coming to the mosque can cause mischief. Observe, after the conquest of Makkah, the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم had stopped the polytheists from performing Tawaaf and Hajj. In fact he had given the order to expel the Jews and the Christians out of the Arab peninsula.

11. Have you seen he is on guidance?

12. Or instructs others to piety

It means, O My Beloved! Observe. Or, O reciters of the Holy Qur’aan! Ponder that had Abu Jahl been on the path of guidance, or had he counselled others to accept guidance, what would have been his status? He would have been a believer, he would, after seeing the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم in a state of faith have been a Noble Companion, being a relative of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم he would have been dear to Allah Almighty. As he was residing in the Sacred Haram, he would have obtained hundred thousand rewards for one pious deed. As he was the leader of the people, people under him would have accepted Islam and the rewards for all of them would have been received by him. It should be remembered that the word guidance has many meanings. This is just like the one who is guided and the one opposing him, its meanings too are similar. Here, the meaning of transgressor is opponent. Thus, by it is meant humility and softness of the heart. These qualities are great bounties from Allah Almighty. Harvest fields and gardens are grown in soft grounds and not in rocky land. Where something is to be sown that ground is made softer through ploughing. The heart in which Allah Almighty sows the seed of faith and mystical knowledge grants it softness and humility. From this, emerge a few issues:

1. To ponder over the transgression, mystical knowledge and faith of the previous people is indeed an act of worship, as it is a means of obtaining guidance. Meelad Shareef, Urs of the pious Saints, lend themselves to providing guidance.

2. The lofty status that could have been obtained by those who had lived in the times of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم by means of their faith cannot be obtained by those after it. Now nobody can become a Companion of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم.

3. He is indeed a terrible wretch who Allah Almighty has provided with a good opportunity and does not obtain benefit from it.
13. Will you see, if he belied and turned back then what would be his condition? 14?

14. It means even though Abu Jahl’s death was bent on falsifying the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and remaining totally disobedient, it will prove detrimental to him because just as those who had the good fortune of seeing the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are superior in faith than the other believers, likewise those who had remained infidels after seeing the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم are worse than the other infidels. The criminal committing crime in a court before the Magistrate is a big criminal because he had committed a crime as well as is in contempt of the court and that of the Magistrate. It should be remembered that Abu Jahl had been belying the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم as well as being disobedient to him. Then to state “if he belied” is for the end of infidelity or to cause fear and threat. From this verse emerge a few issues:

1. The obedience of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is obligatory upon the infidels as well and they would be punished for disobeying him because here with “if he belied,” “what would be his condition” is added as well.

2. The sinful and evil Muslim, too, is entitled to punishment because Allah Almighty had made “what would be his condition” as a means of punishment.

3. Did you not know that Allah is seeing? 15

15. And when the ruler is Omniscient and All-Knowing, Supremely Wise and All-Powerful, then how will it be that He will not grant bount-

16. Yes, if he desisted not, We will surely drag him by catching his forelock hairs

16. The forelock, due to sinfulness and falsifying 16.

16. It means that if Abu Jahl does not refrain from causing harm to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم then We will be dragging him by his hair on the Day of Judgement from the grave to the Field of Accountability or from this field upto Hell or after his death at the Battle of Badr. Thus, at the termination of the Battle of Badr, Hazrat Abdullah ibn Masood cut the head of Abu Jahl and made holes in his nose and ears and placing a string in them tied the locks of the forehead with a string and dragged it like a dead dog before the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم (Tafsir Roohul Bayaan, Tafsir Azizi). Since the forehead is the noblest limb of the human body- arrogance and pride, humility and modesty are found in it, hence arrogance is called rebellion and haughtiness. Thus, forehead is mentioned here specifically. From this verse emerge a few issues:

1. Causing harm to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the worst form of sin because Allah Almighty has not mentioned this disgrace and abjectness as a punishment of any other sin, and had said here that if Abu Jahl does not refrain from causing harm to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم he would be inflicted with this punishment i.e. if he refrains and he still remains an infidel he would not be given this punishment.
2. Allah Almighty Himself takes revenge on behalf of His beloved servants.
3. Allah Almighty links the deeds of His some specific servants towards Him. Observe, dragging with the hair of the forehead is either

17. Then let him call his associates.
18. We shall just call our guards 17.

17. Reason for its Revelation:
When Abu Jahl had stopped the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم from offering Salah in the Holy Ka’bah the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم scolded him. At this Abu Jahl said: "Don’t you know me? I am the most influential person in the whole of Makkah. If I so wish I can fill the jungle full of young men to oppose you." In response to this, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Khazain, etc.). In it is said that he can call upon his associates and We will call upon Our ZABANIYA angels. ZABANIYA is made from ZABAN, which means to catch, to arrest. It is that group of angels who would be catching the infidels and taking them from the field of resurrection and throw them into Hell (Tafseer Azizi, Roohul Mu‘ani, etc.). From it emerge a few issues:

1. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is so dear to Allah Almighty that his enemy is the enemy of Allah Almighty. Observe, when Abu Jahl had opposed the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم he did not say that I will bring my group of Companions against you, instead Allah Almighty had said that We will call upon our ZABANIYA angels.

2. All the angels are servants of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because these angels form the reserve force of Allah Almighty, which was ready to come to serve the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم only to reveal the lofty status of the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم. Otherwise, just one angel is sufficient to destroy the infidels.

3. Every command is not for the purpose of obligation. Observe, here "Now let him call his associates" is a command but not for the purpose of obligation, but for the expression of wrath.

18. Indeed, do not obey him but prostrate and draw near to Me. (One who recites or listens to the recitation of this verse is duty bound to offer Sajdah Tilawat) 18.

18. It should be remembered that there are many types of SAJDAS-Prostrations. The prostration of worship is SAJDAH of Salaah, Prostration of gratitude, Prostration of recitation of the Holy Qur’aan, SAJDAH E SAHU-Prostration to correct error in Salaah, SAJDAH of Dua (Prayer), etc. Here, Prostration of worship is denoted i.e. O My Beloved! Do not pay any attention to the nonsense spoken by Abu Jahl but continue to offer your Salaah in the Sacred Haram. We are your Protector and your Helper. Or, it could denote Prostration of gratitude i.e. Express gratitude in the form of SAJDAH that We are your Protector and Our angels are your servants. From this emerge a few issues:

1. That SAJDAH (Prostration) is an excellent act of worship by means of which the servant places his forehead on the ground to express his humility, and verbally acknowledge the greatness of Allah Almighty. For this reason there are two SAJDAHS (Prostrations) in every
SURAH AL-QADR  (THE BLESSED)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 5 Verses  30 Words , 112 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Undoubtedly, We revealed it (Qur’aan) in the Night of Power.

1. Reason for its Revelation:

Once the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم told his Noble Companions that Shamsoon, an Israelite observed for a thousand months, i.e. eighty-three years and four months continuous fast and stood in worship during these nights. Hearing this, one Companion asked: "There can be none among us like him. On the Day of Judgement he would be superior to us?" At that point in time, this Surah was revealed in which it is declared that We have revealed the Qur’aan from the DIVINE TABLET (LOHE MAHFOOZ) to the BAITUL IZZAT of the first heaven on the Night of Power. Then any believer who worships Allah Almighty during this night shall be granted the reward of worship in excess of a thousand months. From this emerge a few issues:

1. The works of the servants of Allah Almighty are His works. Observe, the revelation of the Holy Qur’aan is the work of the angels but Allah Almighty says: "We have revealed it."

2. The date on which any great work had taken place will remain virtuous until the Day of Judgement. Observe, the Night of Power was the night on which the Holy Qur’aan was once revealed as a result of which it will be observed as a great night until the Day of Judgement. Thus, the night of the blessed birth of the Holy...
Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم or the Night of Me’raaj, etc. are virtuous for all times.

3. Night is superior to day. Observe, Me’raaj took place during the night. The revelation of the Qur’aan, creation of the angels, laying gardens in Paradise, collection of the revelation, and the seat of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم are the holy and blessed events of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آلاء وسلم.

2. And what will tell you what the Night of Power is?

3. The Night of Power is better than a thousand months.

2. It means O believer! What do you know what type of night is the Night of Qadr? It cannot be described in its actual state. O My Beloved! You did not understand the Night of Qadr out of your personal conjecture but you came to know of its lofty status and power through the revelation. In short, this does not necessarily mean that the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم is not fully aware of the virtues of the Night of Power. By Qadr is meant Honour: "And they esteemed not Allah as was due to Him" (S39:V67). Or, Estimation: "And We do not send it down but with a known measure" (S15:V21). Or, to straiten: "But when He tries him and straitens his livelihood" (S89:V16). This night is called the Night of Power because it is the night of great honour. Or, in it the entire year's list of the things to happen and their measurement are distributed to the angels, and all kinds of angels are informed of the measurements and estimates of their deeds. Or, in this night so many angels descend upon the earth that it becomes straitened and too small. Probably this night is the 27th night of Ramadan because here the verse "The Night of Ramadaan" is mentioned at three places. Since LAILATUL QADR consists of nine letters so $9 \times 3 = 27$. Furthermore, this Surah contains thirty words and the word "it" is the 27th word. It therefore means the complete Night of Power, from sunset until dawn. This night is absolutely greater than these thousand months, which are bereft of the Night of Qadr. Thus, there is no objection that can be raised against this verse. Since the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم had mentioned thousand months concerning the worship of the Israelites, Allah Almighty too had mentioned about him, and not about centuries and years. Here, a thousand months refers to a long period. In Arabic there is no counting in excess of thousand, therefore thousand has been mentioned. It should be remembered by "better" is meant either the nearness or high esteem of the night or that the worship of this night is better in reward than a thousand months. From this verse emerge two benefits:

1. The connection with sacred things is extremely beneficial as the excellence of the Night of Power is due to its connection with the Holy Qur’aan. The dog of the Companions of the Cave gained eternal respect due to its link with these pious sages.

2. The Holy Qur’aan is superior to all the other heavenly revealed books because the date of revelation of Tauraat and Injeel did not receive this greatness.

4. The Angels and the Spirit (Jibraeel) descend in it by the Command of their Lord, for every affair.

3. It means that during the Night of Qadr from the time of sunset until dawn all the favourite ingredients for the creation of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) took place during the Night of Power (Tafsir Azizi). The time for the acceptance of dua is during every latter part of the night, but during the day it is only on a Friday.
the Spirit of Allah, Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace), or the soul of Muhammad or the special spiritual groups of angels, or that angel called Rooh who speaks countless languages, through which he recites the praises of Allah Almighty in various languages and on this night offers prayer of forgiveness in every language for the believers and who specially descends in mosques and the homes of believers and those engaged in the worship of Allah Almighty in this night (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani, etc) so that instead of engaging themselves in worship at Sidrah tonight, they join the believers in the worship on earth and repeat Ameen at the duas of the Muslims. In addition, that these angels could obtain bounties from the pious believers, and that they could obtain the bounties of this night (Tafseer Azizi).

From this verse emerge a few issues:
1. The earth is superior to heaven because the favourite angels on this night descend on the earth to obtain the nearness of Allah Almighty. Observe, Hazrat Jibrael (On whom be peace) would go to Madina Munawarah to offer prayers (Hadith Shareef).
2. In the proximity of the pious, prayers and worships have a greater chance of acceptance as these angels come here at the graves of Prophets and Saints to offer their worship. When the Israelites decided to repent, they were ordered to go to Jerusalem to offer their prostration, and to seek repentance there, as it will be accepted (Holy Qur’aan).
3. The Night of Power, etc. and the bounties of these exalted times descend on the earth in abundance and the angels come here to obtain these.
4. Some angels only remain in the heavens, some only on earth, but some come in the heavens and the earth day and night, some angels are those who descend on the earth during the Night of Qadr.
5. Although the entire night of Qadr is superior in excellence but its latter part is greater in excellence because during that time all the angels assemble together, although they descend prior to this.
6. Although Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) is in the fourth heaven and the blessed soul of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is at the lofty place called ILLEYEEN, but they are observing the entire world from there, but on sacred times like the Night of Qadr they come to the earth to observe the affairs of the entire world as is understood from the commentary of the Rooh (soul) as provided in No’s 4 and 5.

5. It is all-peaceful until the rising of the dawn 4.

4. It means that during the entire night, the Night of Qadr is protected from the Shaitaans, the calamities and Divine punishments in comparison to other nights. In the early parts of these nights the Jinns and Shaitaans spread on the earth, in the middle portion there is negligence and in the last portion there is mercy. From this we learn that due to the blessings of the existence of the pious sages there is protection from punishment and the removal of the Shaitaans. Hence, on the Night of Qadr due to the blessings of the angels and the sacred souls there is peace. All this takes place until the break of dawn.
SURAH AL-BAYYINAH (THE CLEAR PROOF)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
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I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. The infidels among the people of the Book and the polytheists would not change their religion until clear proof is conveyed to them.

1. It means the Christians and Jews of Arabia and the polytheists were so staunch in their infidelity and obduracy that under no circumstances were they prepared to give up their religion. Firstly, the people of Arabia were very stonehearted and rebellious. Secondly, in this region no Prophet had come from Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) until the advent of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, which had helped to increase their ignorance. From this verse emerge two issues:

1. Although both the People of the Book and the polytheists are all infidels, but because the People of the Book have a link with some Prophet their laws are lenient. Observe, here the People of the Book are mentioned first, animals slaughtered by them and their women are lawful. If they accept faith, they will receive double rewards. Hence, if the link to a Prophet can provide the infidels with so many benefits, then any Muslim who can create a special link with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, what can we say about him?

2. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم had reformed such a nation whose reformation apparently seemed impossible.

3. To act upon the heavenly revealed books prior to their annulment was a means of guidance but after their annulment it became heresy, just like the old prescribed medicine now becomes harmful for the patient.

2. By "clear proof" is meant the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because he is the proof of the Oneness of Allah Almighty, of every religious tenet and of his own blessed personality i.e. O My Beloved! The people of Arabia were waiting for their guidance for you. Or, O My Beloved! In this region nobody could have provided guidance besides you. If any awe-inspiring and wrathful Prophet had been sent here, he would have destroyed them out of despondency, by cursing them and made the region totally desolate like what had happened to Thamud and Aad. But you O My Beloved! Have made them believers and your Companions and provided grandeur to the cities of Makkah and Madina. It should be remembered proof is that through which one can prove one's claim, while clear proof is that one against which there can be no criticism or arguments, like sunshine is for the sun, or smoke is for fire, or a state witness among the witnesses. Since the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the embodiment of miracles, then him remaining pure and truthful in a place like Arabia without being tutored by anyone, being all-knowing and omniscient about defection and testimony, Divinity of Allah Almighty, are themselves clear proofs about the Holy Prophet's prophethood. For this reason the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم has been called Proof.
2. By a Messenger 3 of Allah reciting pure Scripture 4.

3. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم. Here, it is not being said to whom is the Prophet sent. This tells us that the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم is the Prophet for the entire creation of Allah Almighty. The prophet and the attorney both do different works, but the attorney does so on his own responsibility while the Prophet does so at the responsibility of the sender because the speeds and deeds of the Prophet are not his own but that of the sender. Every word and deed of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم, in fact, his every expression is from Allah Almighty, because he is Allah's Prophet and a Prophet under every condition. Thus, raising objection against the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم is equal to raising objection against Allah Almighty. The praise of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم is indeed praise of Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that the TANWEEN on RASOOL i.e. RASOOLUN is one of respect i.e. dignified Prophet who is a Prophet from eternity. He was already a Prophet while Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) was still between water and dust i.e. still assuming the nature of man. He will be a Prophet for eternity. A man after death is out of the kingdom of the king but he still remains the follower of the Holy Prophet.صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم even after his death. That is why the follower is made to identify the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم in the grave. Prior to the advent of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم these questions were not asked in the grave. He is a Prophet under all circumstances,

3. Therein are eternally booked true Commands 5.

5. So that all the previous and future incidents, commandments and mysteries, which are found

4. But the people of the Book become divided after clear proof had come to them 6.

in a state of sleep and wakefulness, being in motion, etc. For this reason emulating every habit of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم is an act of worship for us. He is a Prophet unto everybody, so much so, that on the Day of Judgement the Prophets who had been making their followers to recite their Kalimah would now be reciting the Kalimah of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم. Through "From Allah" is told that his Prophethood is not through your votes and support, that you may make him to retire or remove him, but he is a Prophet from Allah Almighty. Just as you cannot extinguish the light of the moon and the sun, likewise you cannot diminish his greatness.

4. It means, the Holy Qur’aan, which is the collection of all the previous revealed books, is pure from interpolation i.e. it has been revealed from a pure place through the pure angels to a pure Prophet. It will remain for eternity on pure tongues, in pure hearts and in the pure hands. Also, it is protected from any addition or alteration. It should be remembered that the recitation of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم is a miracle as he read and taught it to others without anyone's tutorship, understood and made others to understand it. Our recitation is not a miracle because we are taught its recitation, its laws of recitation, its laws and mystical meanings from qualified Huffaaz and scholars of the Holy Qur’aan. Also, it is through the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه و آلّه وسلم that the angels received the heavenly Qur’aan.

فيها كتب قيامة

و ما تفَّقَّرَ الْرَّبِّينَ أَفْرَتَوا الْكِتَابِ إلَآ

in, the Holy QUR’AAN are all perfect and beyond any change.
6. It means prior to the advent of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم all the People of the Book were unanimous that they would believe in the coming of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. But when the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم came into the world, some believed in him and others rejected him. From this emerge a few benefits:

1. Those from the People of the Book who had received only the words of the Book and their meanings did not obtain faith, but those who obtained the light of the book and its mystical meanings received faith. This is the very condition of the Holy Qur’aan that it’s mere recitation and superficial meanings will not provide faith. Even the Aryans and Christians too, read this. Likewise, the mere observation of the Holy Prophet’s صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم human form will not provide anyone with faith.

5. And they were only commanded to worship Allah, being exclusively one sided, and should establish Salahah and give Zakaat 7. And this is the Right Religion 8.

7. It means the People of the Book were given some orders through the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم which were found in the old and new Testaments as well i.e. in Tauraat and Injeel. Like to worship Allah Almighty, acquire and keep good beliefs and to remain afloat from the irreligious people, the firm commitment to uphold the institution of Salahah and Zakaat, although there is a difference in their fulfillment, but the principle is the same. Then why do the People of the Book still flee and flare up with the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآلة وسلم It should be remembered that having pure Islamic beliefs, sincerity in the observance of religion and inner disgust for the infidels, adopting difference in the outer appearance, character and practices is an act of purity. To perform the Salahah regularly, punctually and correctly with the presence of heart and mind, to establish Salahah as an institution, doing all those deeds which will gain the pleasure of Allah Almighty are acts of worship, although Salahah and Zakaat are included in it, but because of their importance they have been mentioned separately.

8. Which is still continuing from the time of Hazrat Adam (On whom be peace) up to now. From this verse emerge two issues:

1. The infidels are duty-bound to different acts of worship as well i.e. after accepting Islam they should perform their Salahah and give their Zakaat as is being understood from "they were commanded".

2. That beliefs and deeds are both important in religion, because Allah Almighty has declared sincerity, Salahah, etc. as right faith. It should be remembered that some Jews and Christians had abandoned true acts of worship and had adopted monastic life, forsaking the world, like the present day mendicants and religious charlatans who are perpetually under the influence of hemp and marijuana and had expressed the thought that there is no need for good deeds, and like the Marjiyya and Rafzis of today. The view of both groups has been
6. Undoubtedly, all the infidels among the people of the Book and the polytheists are in the fire of hell, to remain therein forever. They are the worst of creatures.

9. It means the polytheists and the People of the Book; both are equal in the actual infidelity. Hence, in the actual punishment i.e. eternal stay in Hell, too, both will be equal. Although because of the difference in the nature of infidelity there will be a difference in punishment. Thus, some will be in the highest region of Hell receiving lighter punishment while others will be in the bottom region of Hell receiving severe punishment. Thus, there can be no objection raised at the verse. It should be observed that the People of the Book were proud of their knowledge and being from the household of the Prophets, while the polytheists took pride in being of service to the Ka'bah and being from the progeny of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace). In this verse there is a repudiation of both their views. From this we learn that the punishment of every type of infidelity is the eternal abode in Hell. The one who rejects Allah Almighty is the rejecter of the Prophet, the rejecter of the Holy Qur'an and the enemy of the Noble Companions and the household members of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. They are all equal in punishment. However, knowledge and family lineage are beneficial for the believers, but they would be useless to the infidels.

10. It should be remembered that although the entry of the infidels into Hell would be only after the Day of Judgement, but because this is a certainty, or because infidelity is the certain cause of this entry, entry into infidelity is like entry into Hell, therefore it has been stated here that they are in the fire of Hell. It should also be remembered that some of the infidels would

7. Verily, those who believe and do righteous deeds, they are the best of creatures.

be kept separately from Hell like Hazrat Abu Talib, and some will be in the cooler regions of Hell, but since most of the infidels would be in the fire, hence both these groups would be punished in the fire. In the cooler region fire is at a distance, which would provide coolness. Thus, it has been declared for the infidels that they are in the fire i.e. the punishment of all the infidels is fire, some are punished near the fire and some are punished away from the fire.

11. It means all the People of the Book, despite being scholars or from the progeny of the Prophets, and the polytheists despite rendering service to the sacred Ka'bah or being from the progeny of Hazrat Ebrahim (On whom be peace) are worse than the entire creation, its dogs and pigs and the impurities, etc. because Hell is for them. It is they on whom is the curse of Allah Almighty and His entire creation. There was no place for them in the Ark of Hazrat Nuh (On whom be peace), although all the animals were given refuge in it. This is because they are the traitors of the Divine State. No other creation is a traitor. It should be remembered that by creation is meant the creation of that period. Shaitaan and the Pharaoh are from the earlier creation while Dajjal is from the later creation. Thus, the meaning of the verse is crystal clear. From this verse it is understood that Mirza's, Shias, Wahabis, and apostates are not Sayyeds because Sayyeds are leaders while these people are the worst creation. Also, Sayyeds are bound for respect while these are duty-bound for contempt.
12. It means those people who adhered strictly to the laws of Islam in the world and did all types of good deeds according to their power are superior to the entire creation, angels, jinns, etc. because paradise is created for them. The Beauteous Vision of Allah Almighty is for them. Angels carrying the Throne of Allah Almighty are offering prayers for them. It is for them that the heavens and the earth weep after their death. It should be remembered that all the deeds, which are good will, please Allah Almighty. The sacrifice of sleep by the Companion of the Cave i.e. Hazrat Abu Bakr on the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, the sacrifice of Hazrat Alli Murtaza of his Asr.

8. Their reward is with their Lord, which are Paradises of eternity beneath which streams flow, wherein they will remain forever 13. Allah is well pleased with them, and they are well pleased with Him 14. This is for him who fears his Lord 15.

13. From this verse emerge a few issues:
1. The worldly bounties are no reward for the pious. It is a form of allowance or fringe benefit, as is being understood from "by their Lord." In the world calamities, too, would come.
2. The bounties of the Hereafter are in exchange of faith and good deeds. If you want to reap good then sow good, as is understood from "their reward."
3. The world is a stage, while Paradise is the actual abode as is understood from "habitation". By habitation is meant the actual abode. It is for this reason that the mine is called the quarry, as it is the actual place of minerals.
4. After entry into Paradise for the purpose of reward, there will be no exit from it nor will death take place as is understood from "abiding therein". Hazrat Adam's (On whom be peace) first stay in paradise and the Holy Prophet's صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم therein on the Night of Me'raaj was not for the purpose of reward. Therefore they had come back from it.

Salah at Khaibar and Abu Umayyah Zamri's discarding the word Kuf from his mouth are all examples of pious deeds. On the other hand recitation of the Kalimah by the hypocrites and their construction of Masjide Daraar are examples of evil deeds. From this emerge a few issues:
1. Ordinary believers are better than ordinary angels and special believers are superior to special angels.
2. The deeds of man are better than the deeds of all other creation, because Paradise is only for man.
3. No pious believer is mean. He is the noblest of the creation. Likewise no infidel is noble.

14. This proclamation would either be made after arriving in Paradise that O inmates of Paradise, We are pleased with you, and will never be displeased with you. The ecstatic joy that this proclamation will provide for the inmates of Paradise is beyond description. In short, it should be remembered that pleasure is not opposite to wrath but it means happiness whose revelation would specially be made in Paradise. Otherwise, even in the world Allah Almighty was never displeased with them, nor were they displeased with Him.

From this emerge two issues:
1. The pleasure of Allah Almighty would be His greatest bounty of Paradise. For a lover there is no greater bounty than the pleasure of his beloved. For this reason it has been mentioned separately with greater emphasis. It is to gain this pleasure that Hazrat Khaleelullah Ibrahim (On whom be peace) offered the sacrifice of his son and Hazrat Imam Husain (May Allah be pleased with him) sacrificed his blessed life and that of his kith and kin. It is for this pleasure that the Muslim soldiers strive to gain martyrdom.
2. The pleasure of Allah Almighty and His Beauteous Vision will not be obtained in exchange of any good deeds but it is the special favour of Allah Almighty. Or, that they are pleased with Allah Almighty and He is pleased with them in the world. The signs of Allah Almighty's pleasures are the following: that a person receives guidance to do good deeds; the hearts of the creation turn towards Him and they remember Him well among themselves; the angels too love such persons. The signs of man's pleasure for Allah Almighty means that he is totally pleased with Allah Almighty during bereavement and happiness, during prosperity and adversity i.e. he is pleased with his Lord under all conditions. He carries out all his severe religious commands with absolute joy. When the patient is pleased with the doctor, then he will be pleased with his bitter medicine and surgical procedures. Only some fortunate people obtain this favour.

15. It means pleasure is for fortunate people whose hearts are filled with the fear of Allah Almighty. It should be remembered that fear can be for harm like the snake is afraid of the scorpion, and it can be of oppression like the fear of an oppressive ruler. The result of this is hatred. Fear can be out of love like the awe in the court of a benevolent king, or the fear in the heart of a child for a compassionate father. The outcome of this is obedience. Fear of Allah Almighty should be of this type. This type of fear is in proportion to one's faith; the more complete the faith, the greater will be the fear of Allah Almighty. He in whose heart will be the fear of Allah Almighty, that heart will be bereft of the fear of the creation. In fact, the creation will fear him. From this verse we learn that one can say RADIYALLAHU ANHU (May Allah be pleased with him) with the name of every Saint and pious sage. This word is not restricted to the Noble Companions only. “Who fears” is of general nature.

SURAH AL-ZILZAAAL (THE EARTHQUAKE)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 8 Verses 35 Words, 139 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. When the earth is violently shaken by its full shaking.
2. And the earth throws out its burden 1.

1. This verse has two explanations:
   1. Near the time of the Day of Judgement there will be earthquakes experienced by the earth in general, by means of which the earth will split asunder and expel out of it its treasures, gold and silver mines, etc. In this case weight will denote these buried treasures, etc.
   2. On the Day of Judgement, due to the blow of the second Trumpet there will be a severe earthquake in the earth. It will burst open and throw out the corpses of man and jinn buried in it. It should be remembered that man and jinn in their lifetime are a burden on the earth and after their burial are burden of the earth. It is for this reason that they are called THAQAL-
   3. And man will say: “What has happened to it 2?

2. It means at the time of this earthquake, those who would be present would exclaim out of astonishment that “what has happened to the earth?” Such general earthquakes had never taken place before. If this earthquake had taken place through the force of lava or sulphuric acid then the entire earth would be affected by it, but some specific places would have experienced it. In short, all principles of philosophy would come to an end. Or, the earthquake after the sounding of the second trumpet when people would be resurrected will see the signs and cracks caused by the earthquake; they would say this out of total

4. That day it will narrate all its news 3.

3. It means every nook and cranny of the earth will testify about those good and evil deeds of the people, which were committed on it. For this reason there is a command that give Azaan in a high-pitched voice, make some zikr loudly so that the furthest portions of the earth would be able to testify for your good deeds. When today, due to the wonder of the scientific inventions satellite photos, radio, telephone, etc. are able to produce sound, then if tomorrow, on the Day of Judgement, the speaking of the earth should not pose any problem. It should be remembered that on the Day of Judgement there would be seven types of witnesses: the earth, the heaven, time, our own limbs, angels recording our deeds, our record of deeds and Allah Almighty (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).
5. For your Lord shall Command it to do so.

4. The testimony of the earth against the infidels will neither be out of enmity, because like the mother the earth is the origin of man. A mother cannot be the enemy of her children, nor will it be out of impurity of the soul because the earth is pure from the soul and all sensual impurities. But this will be purely through Divine Command. Hence it will be totally true and accurate. It should be remembered just as the earth has the capacity to absorb water, etc. in it, likewise it has the ability to capture our words and deeds. Today it is absorbing everything. On the Day of Judgement it would be narrating everything. The procedure is the same as when recording sound i.e. sound is first absorbed in the machine and when it is needed it is released by pressing the play button. Further, the earth is able to absorb auspiciousness as well as wretchedness by means of which places of the pious servant become blessed and the places of the reprobates becomes inauspicious. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم had forbidden his followers to stop at the territory of the Thamud. The ground of the two Harms i.e. Makkah and Madina will always remain blessed until the Day of Judgement. Today, Science has proven that every sound from the beginning of time has been captured in the air, while effort is being made to listen to the sound and voices of the previous people. Thus, if the earth can keep our deeds, our conversations, our auspiciousness and ill fortunes and tomorrow narrate them. On the Day of Judgement this should not cause any astonishment.

6. On that day mankind will return in groups, so that they may be shown their deeds.

5. On the Day of Judgement dead bodies would be resurrected from their graves and would be walking to the Place of Accountability in different conditions. Some will be moving swiftly on conveyances, some will be moving on foot, some will be moving flat-faced, some will be blind, some will be seeing, some will be black, some will be white. Or, after giving account some will be walking from the right side of the Divine Throne to Paradise and others from the left side into Hell. From this we learn that on the Day of Judgement the inmates of Paradise and of Hell would be identified. If anyone now says that the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم would not be able to identify them, he is rejecting verses of this nature. Today the state only appoints those doctors as civil surgeons who can identify the ill and diagnose their illnesses. For the purpose of such diagnoses hundreds of instruments had been invented. Then, has Allah Almighty placed the major intercession in the hands of a person who is unable to identify who is entitled for it, or not entitled for it? Will the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم be saying to his followers that he does not know who they are, believers or infidels? This will certainly not be the case.

6. The meaning of this verse is either that whatever little good a believer would be doing he will see the reward of it, and any infidel who would be doing little bit of evil, he will be serving the punishment for it. Thus, this is the commentary of "in different ways." Since the sins of the believers are forgivable due to the mercy and grace of Allah Almighty while the good deeds of the infidels would be seized, therefore mention is not made of both of them. Or, it could mean that every believer and the infidel will see their good and evil deeds in their books of record: the believer with the forgiveness of the sins and the infidel with the seizure of his good deeds. Thus, this verse is neither against intercession or forgiveness nor against the verses relating to seizure.
1. By the pronoun "MUN"(who) are meant only those persons whose deeds are suitable for reward and punishment. Animals, jinns and angels are excluded from it because in "people will return", mention is being made of human beings only. Also, that the deeds of angels and animals are not suitable for reward and punishment. Although there is punishment for the jinns on committing sins, but there is no Paradise for their good deeds.

2. There are several ways of doing good and evil deeds: he should do them himself, have them done by proxy by someone, and introduce a practice so that others may put them into practice.

3. "Khair" are all those permissible deeds, which are done with good intentions. "Shar" are all those forbidden deeds or those lawful deeds done with evil intentions. Thus, this verse is the embodiment of the Holy Qur’aan.

7. Then whosoever has done a good deed of an atom’s weight shall see it.

8. And whosoever has done an evil deed of an atom’s weight shall see it.

SURAH AL-ADIYAAAT (THOSE THAT RUN)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 11 Verses 40 Words, 163 letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful 1.

SECTION 1

1. (I swear) by (horses) who run snorting (in war).

who during Holy War come out of their boundary and enter the boundaries and borders of the infidels. From this emerge a few issues:

1. That Surah Adiyaaat, in all probability, is Madinite because prior to Hijrah there was
neither Holy War nor horses of the Muslim soldiers. If it was Makkan, then it will be said that in it there is a prophecy of the future.

2. The status of a Muslim soldier is very lofty, because Allah Almighty had taken an oath on their horses, in fact on the breadth of these horses and their hooves, etc.

3. When the horse of an Islamic soldier takes the soldier on its back, it has increased its own dignity. Thus, on the night of Hijrah when Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique placed the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم on his shoulders; when Hazrat Alli Murtaza made the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم to sleep on his lap at a place called Sahba; when Hazrat Aisha Siddiqah had placed the blessed head of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم on her chest at the time of his demise; and Hazrat Amina and Bibi Halima Saadia who fed the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in their laps. What would be the lofty dignity of these?

4. Since the breath of the horse of an Islamic soldier is so blessed, that oath is taken on it then the breath of the one who remembers Allah Almighty, too, is blessed through which there is cure of the ills of people. In the life of the Noble Sufis the meaning of this verse could also be Oath is on that Godly Group who have come out of the sensual and devilish boundaries and entered the boundaries of the Most Compassionate through offering Zikrullah.

2. Bringing out sparks from stones striking their hooves.

2. It means when those horses walk on a rocky ground a spark emanates from their hooves. This is so beloved to Allah Almighty that it is mentioned in the oath. This tells us that even the distant contact with the beloveds of Allah Almighty is a means of gaining respect. According to the Sufi practice, a person who is stonehearted too will have a glowing heart if he maintains contact with the pious servants of Allah Almighty.

3. And making raid at dawn.

3. In that after travelling the entire night they attack the infidels in the darkness. This tells us that Jihad in the early hours of the morning is full of blessings. In fact, every deed whether religious or worldly, done in the morning is full of Divine grace.

4. Thereby raising dust clouds.

4. This tells us that the dust raised during Holy War, too, is belonged to Allah Almighty as it is the dust of the Path of Allah. The tears shed out of fear of Allah and fighting in His Path are an excellent form of extinguishing the fire of Hell.

5. And penetrating in the middle of the forces (of enemy).

5. It means those horses of the Muslim soldiers in this attack rush into the infidel forces without any fear. This penetration of theirs, too, is belonged to Allah Almighty. Likewise, that believer who being trapped by the evil people remains steadfast on his faith is accepted in the court of Allah Almighty.

6. Undoubtedly, man is ungrateful to the Lord.
6. Here, person suggests a negligent person or an infidel and not Prophets and Saints. Says Allah Almighty: "Are there very few in My bondsmen that are thankful?" (S34:V13) And regarding the Prophets it is said: "Most certainly he was a thankful servant" (S17:V3). What it means is that some out of ingratitude to Allah Almighty do not believe in Allah Almighty like the atheists and after believing in Allah Almighty regard His bounties to belong to someone else, like the polytheists, while some regard bounties as a creation of their own excellence and some do not ponder over these bounties as to why they have received these and what is the way of expressing gratitude for them. It should be remembered that in the entire creation most favours have been bestowed on man. It is he who is made the noblest creation. It is he who is made the master over all the creation who renders service to him. Prophets and Saints are born from man. The most ungrateful, too, is man. It is he who laid false claims to divinity and Prophethood. It is man who had opposed the Prophets. Gratitude can be of the heart, of the tongue as well as of practice. Practical gratitude is of many kinds. All types of worship and service to mankind are kinds of practical gratitude. Similarly, ingratitude too is of the heart, verbal, practical, etc. Practical ingratitude is of many types. Of these some forms of ingratitude is infidelity, some are transgression. Ingratitude of the heart is one of the worst forms of diseases whose physicians are the grateful persons. To be in their company, to study their books and about their conditions, and to look at those below you in the world, to think about those above in religion, and to think that the bounties of Allah Almighty are not our possessions but a trust from Allah Almighty and to abuse as a breach of trust, etc. are the remedies of this disease.

7. And certainly he is a witness 7.

7. The personal pronoun in "undoubtedly he" either returns to Allah Almighty or towards man (Tafseer Baadawi, Khazain, etc.). Allah Almighty Himself is the witness of the ingratitude of man, as He is observing every movement of man. Or, that man himself is the witness against his ingratitude as tomorrow, on the Day of Judgement all his limbs would be testifying about his deeds. Or, that even today man is the witness over his ingratitude because after committing a sin his own heart censures him and he tries to hide those from the people. Or, that man taunts others at these defects of theirs, which are found in him i.e. he is testifying against himself by calling the names of others (Tafseer Azizi).

8. And surely he is passionate for the love of wealth 8.

8. It means callous man has become hard-hearted due to his love for material wealth because love of wealth is the cause of hard-heartedness just as love of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the means of being softhearted. Observe! Yazid, Pharaoh, Shaddad, were more hard-hearted than the animals simply because of their love for the worldly things. Or, a negligent man is hard-hearted because of his love for wealth, but he is softhearted if he is religiously inclined. It is for this reason that generally people bear difficulties for the sake of the world, which they will never bear for the sake of religion. It should be remembered that the love for the world is of four types: Love of faith i.e. love for wealth for Hajj, etc. love for sensual desire like having love for wealth for personal comforts, love for transgression i.e. love for accumulation and hoarding of wealth; Satanic love i.e. love for wealth for the purpose of sin and rebellion. Here, the latter two types are denoted: The first type of love is acts of worship. Hazrat Sulaiman (On whom be peace) had said: "Most certainly I have loved the love for these" (S38:V32). The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم loved the horses of the Muslim soldiers. Since wealth is the
means of achieving much good, hence it has been called as obtenor of good. Near the pious Sufis that love for a bounty, which saturates the heart is evil in which there is no place for the love of the Bestower of the bounty. The very thing is denoted here. In the deepest recesses of the heart there should be love for the beloved only, without any place for any foreign being. Other types of love are outside the heart. As long as the ship is in the water it is safe but if the water enters the ship it will sink.

9. Does such one know not when those in the graves 9 would be raised again?

9. This question is for negation i.e. although man knows about the Day of Judgement, but he never prepares for it. A believer is aware of it and believes in it. An infidel is aware of it though he does not believe in it. Because the infidels were aware that the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم was truthful, but due to jealousy they had rejected his Prophethood.

10. And what is in their breasts 10 is brought out.

10. In that inner faith, infidelity, hypocrisy, love or enmity for the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم would all be revealed on the faces. At the time of seeking intercession from the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم and seeing him at his lofty station (Maqaaame Mahmood) the faces of the believers would be shining brightly. From this we learn that on the Day of Judgement the believers would be distinguished from the infidels. Or, in that infidelity and belief will appear in different forms before the infidels and believers. Or, in that the writings of infidelity and faith would be before them. It should be remembered that there is no recording of involuntary lurking fears and evil suggestion of the heart nor is there punishment and reward for them. But for intentions, etc. with one’s power there is a record as well as reward and punishment for them. There will be forms for them. Thus, there is no objection that can be raised about the verse.

11. Certainly on that day their Lord will be fully aware of them 11.

11. Although this is known to Allah Almighty from eternity, but their disclosure will only be on the Day of Judgement that His servants would be rewarded or punished. Those people who had rejected in this world would be accepting it there. Thus, the disclosure of the secrets of the heart is not for the knowledge of Allah Almighty but for revealing these to His servants.
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. The dreadful calamity.

2. What is that dreadful calamity? 1

1. It means the Day of Judgement when the hearts of all the human beings would be jolted due to its dread and terrors. One name of Judgement Day is “Frightening Calamity.” It should be remembered that the Prophets and Saints would be protected from the grief of Judgement Day. Says Allah Almighty: "The Great Terror shall not grieve them" (S21:V103). But common as well as the specific people will experience this dread and terror. It is in this terror that people would be forgetting the beloved intercessor and go to the threshold of other Noble Prophets. In fact, even the Prophets themselves would not be able to give the whereabouts of the Holy Prophet yet everyone knew in the world that the blessed Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم of Allah is the intercessor of sinners. This is the meaning of the Frightening Calamity.

2. And what do you know what this dreadful calamity 2 is?

2. In it the address is made to the believers reciting the Holy Qur’aan, i.e. O believer! Although the Holy Qur’aan and the Possessor of the Holy Qur’aan have described every angle of the dread of Judgement Day, you will not be able to have full knowledge of it in the true sense of the word. This you will only have after seeing it. Thus, prepare yourself for that day. If this is addressed to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم then it would mean that O My Beloved! The terror and dread of Judgement Day is such that even you would not be able to perceive it by means of your intelligence and assumption, although your intelligence and understanding is greater than the entire creation. You have got its knowledge through Divine revelation and manifestation. Thus, this verse in no way negates the knowledge of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because he had witnessed the signs of Judgement Day, the Judgement Day itself, in fact Hell, Paradise and the punishment and rewards of these places during the night of Me’raaj, etc.

3. The day when mankind shall be like scattered moths 3.

3. It means at the time of the first Trumpet of Judgement Day people would be running helter-skelter in all directions out of total fear in such a manner like how the crowded moths are dispersed, when the light of the lamp is extinguished. Under this aspect, the meaning of the next verse is clear. The running of the people to seek refuge and the flying of the
mountains broken into particles will take place at the time of the first Trumpet. Or, that at the time of the second Trumpet people after resurrection would be running to the Field of Accountability in every direction in such a manner like how the moths fly in all directions of the burning lamp. Under this circumstance the discussion, which follows, mentions the condition of the first Trumpet. It should be remembered that although the jinns and animals too would be resurrected on Judgement Day, but because the actual purpose is the resurrection of human beings, mention is being made of that. Here, the word human being includes all human beings, whether big or small, good or evil. Since this resurrection and assembling would be taking place in a short time after which silence will prevail upon everyone, no one would be able to display any pride and superiority. Hence, they have been compared to moths.

5. And the mountains become like cotton wool.

4. It means that due to the frightening and pulsating sound of the First Trumpet the colourful mountains would be reduced to tiny particles and flying in the air in such a manner like the particles of the colourful wool at the time of its combing.

6. And then as for him whose scales are heavy.

5. It means on the Day of Judgement the one whose good deeds would be heavy on the scale will be enjoying eternally the pure pleasures of Paradise. Here, keep in mind the following issues:

1. That the weighing of deeds on the Day of Judgement is a certainty.
2. This weighing is for human beings only, that there is Paradise and Hell for jinns but there is no weighing of deeds for the angels and animals, as there is no Paradise or Hell for them. Although there is Hell for infidel jinns but there is no Paradise for believing jinns. Hence, there is no weighing of deeds for them.
3. Weighing will only be of those, which have already been entered in the record of deeds. Thus, the deeds of minor children and the demented people will not be weighed. Likewise, there is no weight for the love of Allah Almighty and the Holy Prophet (صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم) as this is not written.

4. There the weight of deeds is not dependent on approximates but is based on sincerity and love. A single Sajdah of the Holy Prophet (صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم) is far superior than the worship of the entire creation.

5. There will be no weighing for the sinless and beloved servants of Allah Almighty as well as for those infidels who will not be in possession of pious deeds because this weighing is not done with weights but between pious and evil deeds. Says Allah Almighty: "And We shall not establish any weight for them" (Surah Al-Baqarah: 105). Weighing is for sinners like us as well as those infidels who will have visible good deeds but they will be without any weight.

8. And for him whose scale is light.

6. There the weighing is for the purpose of justice and not for bounty. Those on whom there will be the mercy and bounty of Allah Almighty will enter Paradise without any weighing or any accountability. The buyers are given the commodity by weighing but the beggars are given alms without measuring or weighing. The beloved guests are fed at the
banquet without any measurement and weighing.

9. His abode shall be the bottomless pit.

7. The good deeds of the believer will be heavy on the scale but light on himself. Therefore when he will walk towards Paradise with theses pious deeds he will be carrying no burden on him at all. In fact, he will be riding on some of these deeds like on his sacrificial animal. But the sins of the infidel would be heavy on the scale as well as full of weight on his shoulders. Observe, the one who sits in the pond of the water does not feel the weight of the water, but when you fill the water-skin you will feel its weight.

10. And what do you understand what that (bottomless pit) is?

11. It is a blazing fire.

---

SURAH AT-TAKATHUR (PILING UP WEALTH)  
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah  
1 Section : 8 Verses  28 Words  120 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. The piling up of more wealth has diverted you away from Allah.

Reason for its Revelation:  
Once there was a debate between Bani Abd Manaf and Bani Saham regarding family superiority. Each one claimed that they were
greater in wealth, profession, hospitality, and dignity and number than the other. The numerical superiority of the Abd Manaf turned to be greater at which Bani Saham said calculate this by adding the living and the dead persons. If our deceased are added to our living we will be higher in number than you. Saying this they both went to the cemetery and pointing towards the graves began to say that so and so was of such great status. In response to it, this verse was revealed (Tafseer Azizi, Roohul Bayaan).

1. Discussion of death, the worry about the grave through the fear of the Hereafter. Or, due to the obedience and devotion to Allah Almighty, or due to the remembrance of the Holy Prophet . It should be remembered that any activity which makes you neglect Allah Almighty and His Beloved Rasool is LAHWA (amusement). The word ALHA is derived from LAHWA meaning heless.

2. Takathur is derived from abundance and its meaning is to express abundance in opposition to one another or its desire. If it is expressed in the form of gratitude then it is an act of worship, but if done for the sake of arrogance i.e. to be boastful about it, then it is an act of sin, whether this pride is concerning knowledge, wealth, honour or good deeds. Greater desire for religion is an excellent thing but the covetous desire of the world is an act of evil, especially when it makes you negligent about Allah Almighty. Here, the word Takathur denotes this concept.

2. Till you reach the graves 3.

3. It means you remain the victim of greed and lust or arrogance until your time of death. Since the grave, too, is man's one stage of the journey, but his final abode is Paradise or Hell, therefore "you saw" has been used here. The Holy Prophet said that three things go with the deceased: Wealth, kith and kin and deeds. The first two return after his burial, but the deeds remain with him. Your own wealth is that which a person is able to eat and digest, wear it until it wears out or sends it ahead of him by giving charity. Or, the verse could mean that your extent of pride is such that you are boasting about your deceased predecessors. You visit their graves for this purpose. Thus, we learn that to visit the graves for the purpose of pride is prohibited. If this is done for the purpose of taking lessons from them like to serve as a reminder of your death, or for the purpose of conveying the rewards of your Quranic recitation for the inmates of the graves, or to derive blessings from the inmate of the grave, etc. is permissible. To undertake a journey to derive blessings from the inmate of the grave is permissible as well. That is why people travel to Madina Shareef, Baghdad Shareef, etc. Or, O infidels! You make mention about your deceased predecessors for the purpose of expressing pride as well. This tells us that to be boastful about having family links with village headmen and chiefs is forbidden. However, to be proud of having links with the religious and pious persons is acceptable. We are proud to be the followers of the Holy Prophet and the devotees and disciples of Huzoor Ghouse Paak.

3. Indeed soon you will come to know it 4.

4. When punishments like famine, etc. will be inflicted upon you, or when believers would be given victory over you, then you will accept Islam at any event. It would be better for you if you can accept Islam willingly today so that you can be elevated to a great status. Or, accepting faith at the time of death on seeing the angels of punishment. But acceptance of that time will not help you in any way.
4. Again, without doubt, you will soon come to know it.

5. On reaching your graves, or on the Day of Judgement after you are resurrected and had seen the Divine punishment. But the acknowledgement and acceptance of that time will not benefit you in any way. Hazrat Ali Murtaza says that the revelation of this verse gave us the certainty about the punishment of the grave, because here in the first verse mention is being made of the punishment of the grave, while in the second verse mention is being made about the punishment of the Hereafter (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). It should be remembered that in comparison to Barzakh (stay in the grave), the world is a dream, while Barzakh is a dream in comparison with the Hereafter. To the believers in the world have convincing knowledge of the Hereafter, while in the grave he will have positive knowledge of it, while on Judgement Day he will have absolute knowledge of it. Thus, here the address could be to the negligent believer as well.

5. Yes, if you had known with knowledge of certainty, you would not have loved wealth.

6. It means, O infidels! Had you accepted the punishment of the grave, the accountability for your deeds, the Day of Judgement, etc. in the world? Or, O negligent believers! Had you pondered over the acrimony or unpleasantness of death, the horrors of the grave, the occurrence of the Day of Judgement, etc. than the love of the world would not have made you neglect Allah Almighty. Thus, the function of "if" is concealed. It should be remembered that faith after hearing is convincing knowledge but faith after seeing is positive knowledge, while faith after it has manifested on you is absolute knowledge. A classical example of this is accepting the sanctity of Makkah after hearing about it, then accepting it from a distant sight of it and then accepting it after entering the city and travelling in it. Our faith is thus based on convincing knowledge, while the belief of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is based on absolute knowledge; in fact it is of positive knowledge. The Noble Companions, in fact some special saints obtain positive knowledge in matters relating to faith. Though being in the world they see Paradise and Hell, in fact they even have the privilege of meeting the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم.

6. Certainly you will see Hell.

7. After his burial the believer is shown Hell in the grave but it is then quickly hidden from him. Then a window of Paradise is opened for him for all times in order to make him very happy. On the other hand the infidel is first shown Paradise in the grave and is quickly hidden away. Thereafter the window of Hell is opened for all times in order to increase his despondency and grief. But those who are exempt from the accountability of the grave, there is no question of opening the window of Hell for them e.g. the Prophets, the Martyrs, the minor children of the believers, etc.

7. Indeed you will see with sure vision.

8. At the Field of Accountability, from where the believers would be enjoying the sights of Paradise, where the blessed River of Kauthar would be reaching from which they would be drinking the water. Says Allah Almighty: "And the Heaven shall be brought near to the dutiful" (S26:V90). While the infidels would see Hell from there and shivering and shaking like an aspen leaf. Says Allah Almighty: "And the Hell shall be made
apparent to those who have gone astray"(S26:V91). By this seeing all will have convincing knowledge and after reaching there they will have absolute knowledge. It should be remembered that some beloved servants of Allah Almighty see Paradise and Hell in the

8. Then on that day you shall be questioned 9 about the bounties (of Allah).

9. It means O infidels! Or, O neglect person! Allah Almighty Himself or the angels would be asking you questions regarding the bounties and favours at the Field of Accountability or at the edge of Hell, that from where did you obtain these? On what did you spend these, what gratitude did you express for these? Here, keep some of these issues at the back of your mind:

1. After death there will be three stops and accountability at three places: in the grave regarding faith, on the Day of Judgement about faith and deeds and at the edge of Hell regarding the expression of thanks for the bounties and favours.

2. These questions would not be asked of some special servants of Allah Almighty e.g. the Prophets, some Saints of Allah Almighty, minor children, etc. Says Allah Almighty: "Then they shall enter the Paradise and they shall be provided therein without measure"(S40:V40).

3. The Prophets would be questioned about their followers i.e. how did they treat you like how the lover asks the beloved at the time of meeting enquires about the well-being of the beloved. Thus, it will be asked of Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace): "Did you say to the people?"(S5:V116). Or, that testimony would be taken from the Holy Prophet in favour of all the Prophets: "O Beloved Muhammad! We will bring you as a witness and a guardian against all those"(S4:V41).

4. This question will be regarding every bounty, physical or spiritual, be it from the essential things or of pleasure and comfort. In world, like how the Holy Prophet ﷺ saw it in Salaatul Kusuf, or like Hazrat Talha. Hazrat Zaid and the martyrs of Badr who had seen Paradise in their earthly life.

fact, it will be regarding provision of the cold water, shelter of the trees and sleep of comfort as is stated in Hadith Shareef, and the application of favours.

5. Anything, which is provided without privilege or right, is a favour. Every bestowal of Allah Almighty is a favour and a bounty, whether it is physical or spiritual. This is of two types: that which is acquired and that which is bestowed. Those bounties which we have been acquired through our effort are acquired bounties, e.g. wealth, kingdom, etc. Those which are provided purely through the Grace of Allah Almighty are Divine bestowed, e.g. our limbs, the moon, the sun, etc. Regarding the acquired bounties there would be three questions: From where did you acquire them? How did you spend them? How did you express gratitude for them? While concerning the bestowed favours and bounties the last two questions would be asked.

6. It is stated in Ta'aseer Khazain, Azizi and Roohul Bayaan that in this verse NAEEM (favour) denote the person and personality of the Holy Prophet ﷺ. We would be questioned regarding the Holy Prophet ﷺ. Did you obey him or not? The Holy Prophet ﷺ is the origin of all the bounties. The one who succeeds is making him the object of his heart; all the bounties are mercies for him. He whose heart is bereft of the devotion of the Holy Prophet ﷺ all bounties are inconveniences for him. The wealth of Hazrat Uthman is one of mercy; the wealth of Abu Jahl is one of inconvenience and hardship.
SURAH AL-ASR (THE TIME) (MAKKAN)
Revealed Before Hijrah 1 Section: 3 Verses 14 Words , 68 Lettress

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. (I swear) by the time 1 (of My Beloved Prophet).

Reason for its Revelation:

Once Kara bin Umayyah said to Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique that: "You had been a very astute businessman. But what loss have you incurred that after accepting Islam you have chosen the love of the poor for the friendship of the wealthy and accepted the worship of One Allah instead of the many duties. On hearing this Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique replied: "A pious believer is never in the state of loss." In acknowledgement of the view of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique this verse was revealed (Tafseer Azizi). Thus, this Surah is about the virtues of Siddique Akbar (May Allah be pleased with him).

1. Asr is a name given to Salaatul Asr as well. This word denotes time, period i.e. Oath on Salaatul Asr, which is the middle prayer in the cycle of the five daily prayers in which the angels of day and night assemble. Or, oath on the time of Asr when the day's things travel and night falls. Or, oath of the absolute period and time, which brings to an end people's ages, bring about change in kingdoms, brings about change in the condition of the world. Or, the oath of that period and time in which the beloveds of Allah Almighty are separated from their Lord, in which the sinners are engaged in offering repentance, the evil doers are busy weeping for forgiveness and the pious are engaged in the worship of Allah Almighty. But the best translation is the oath of the period of the advent of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم which is greater in excellence than every other period, in which the believers had been seen becoming Noble Companions through the blessed gaze of their beloved. Or, the oath of the period of Prophethood of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, which is, not only until the Day of Judgement but it is for eternity. Or, the oath of the period of blessings of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم which is from eternity to eternity, because the Ummahs of the previous Prophets, too, received blessings from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet's صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم appellation is "Mercy unto the worlds"(Tafseer Roohul Mu'ani, etc.). From this, emerge a few issues:

1. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is the greatest Beloved of Allah Almighty, that He has taken an oath of his period, his place and his age.

2. Any time or thing which becomes linked with the Holy Prophet is also beloved and exalted. Thus, the Noble Companions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and his blessed household members are the beloveds of Allah Almighty.

3. The period of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is KHAIRUL QUROOON-The Most Exalted Period. At that time bounties and blessings were countless. Any person who says that at that time just a handful of people...
accepted Islam, while today there are millions of believers, are in fact regarding the period of

2. Verily man is in a state of loss 2.

2. In that he is wasting his actual life’s capital in infidelity, sin, negligence, seeking the world, sport and amusement. He does not make life the means of brightening his Hereafter. Man is the merchant and life is his shop and the deeds are the waves of trade. If they are good, their purchaser is Allah Almighty and Paradise is their price. Says Allah Almighty: "No doubt Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and their belongings"(9:111). If they are evil their purchaser is the devil and Hell is their price. Like the wares, so is the purchaser. At the alcohol shop the buyer is a drunkard,

3. Except those who believe 3 and do righteous deeds 4, and (those) who exhort one another to accept truth 5, (those who) counsel one another to be patient 6.

3. They are not in a state of loss but in gain. Says Allah Almighty: "Then those have two-fold increase"(30:39). Then as the faith is strong so will the gain be greater. Ask the Prince of Martyrs of Karbala about the taste of this gain, who sacrificed everything to gain everyone. The Sufi sages say that at every breath of the negligent person his age is decreasing, just like the utensil having holes from which every drop flows and is being wasted and the utensil eventually becomes empty. Every breath of the pious believer is being accumulated in the Divine Treasury where it is increasing, like the drops of a distilled mixture from a distilling apparatus in a bottle to provide cure for the patients and are a means of gain for the herbalist. For this reason the martyrs on the conclusion of these breaths do not die, but acquire eternal life: "But they are alive, yes you are unaware"(2:154). The profit of life is for worship; otherwise there will be disgrace. If the angels, jinns, etc. too are believers, yet here believers denote human beings, because the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم as the

while at the Tasbeeh and Musalla shop the buyer will be a performer of Salaah. Also, the profit and loss of a small capital will be small while that of the big capital will be big. The life of a human being is more valuable than the entire creation because by means of it he is able to earn Sainthood, nearness of Allah Almighty and Paradise. The lives of the angels, jinns and animals are not like that of the human beings. Thus, if man earns profit he will become Ghaus and Qutub. If he goes into loss he will be beaten up in Hell. Thus the verse is absolutely true; that man is in a state of loss.

3. They are not in a state of loss but in gain. Says Allah Almighty: "Then those have two-fold increase"(30:39). Then as the faith is strong so will the gain be greater. Ask the Prince of Martyrs of Karbala about the taste of this gain, who sacrificed everything to gain everyone. The Sufi sages say that at every breath of the negligent person his age is decreasing, just like the utensil having holes from which every drop flows and is being wasted and the utensil eventually becomes empty. Every breath of the pious believer is being accumulated in the Divine Treasury where it is increasing, like the drops of a distilled mixture from a distilling apparatus in a bottle to provide cure for the patients and are a means of gain for the herbalist. For this reason the martyrs on the conclusion of these breaths do not die, but acquire eternal life: "But they are alive, yes you are unaware"(2:154). The profit of life is for worship; otherwise there will be disgrace. If the angels, jinns, etc. too are believers, yet here believers denote human beings, because

4. From this emerge a few issues:

1. Faith is precedence over deeds. Without faith no deed is acceptable. The heart is the king and all the limbs are the subjects. If the king is defective the kingdom, too, is defective. If the heart harbours defective beliefs then the good deeds are useless.

2. No believer should be heedless of the good deeds. Only he will eat the fruit who will protect the branches joined to the roots.

3. The believer should perform all types of good deeds as is being known from the generality of pious deeds. It is important to remember that there are many outer and inner limbs and the function of each limb is separate. Each deed is of three types-permissible, rewardable and sinful. Do deeds that are permissible and rewardable, but refrain from deeds that are sinful.

4. Do good deeds at all times as can be seen from the application of "They do". This tells us that a farmer protects and takes care of the field
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until the harvest is cut. Just like that, the believer should do good deeds until the time of his death. He must protect this field from his enemy, the devil.

5. He had at all times commanded one another towards faith and good deeds. Or, until the time of death had counselled the people towards doing good deeds, like how Hazrat Ebrahim and Hazrat Yaqub (On them be peace) had counselled their children, and how our Holy Prophet until his last breath counselled his followers to establish Salah and meting out good treatment to their slaves and servants. From this emerge a few issues:

1. First become pious then counsel others towards piety as can be understood from this narrational format.
2. At all times engage in propagational activities as is understood from the application of “they had counselled.”
3. Every believer should become a preacher. One who knows any issue should explain it to the one who is unaware of it. Propagation is not the duty of the Islamic scholars alone as is understood by the generality of the subject of "they had counselled”.

4. One should propagate under all conditions and at every opportunity and should not be restricted to functions and the stage.
5. Like the Salaah and Fasting, propagation, too, is important.
6. People in general should propagate with all their might verbally and sincerely, while the Ulama (Scholars) should do this verbally and through their writing to spread the laws of Allah Almighty, as is understood from the generality of "they had counselled.”

The literal meaning of patience is to stop, cause to stop, but technically it is used to stop the baser-self from breaking the limits of religion. Hold the reigns of frenzied horses tightly so that they are able to move properly without plunging you in right and left pit. Likewise, straighten your baser-self by pulling it tightly with the reigns of Shariah. Stop the people from indulging in frivolous activities during joyous moments and when in fear. Do not become bored when performing your worships. Thus, there are three categories of patience, while this verse is all comprehensive.

---

**SURAH AL-HUMAZAH (THE SLANDERER)**

(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah

1 Section: 9 Verses 30 Words, 130 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

**SECTION 1**

1. Woe unto every slanderer, backbiter.
Reason for its Revelation:

Al-A'meel bin Shareek, Waleed bin Mugheerah, Al-mawj bin Khalaf, etc. were boastfully bragging their tongues about their wealth and saying words of taunting regarding the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and his Noble Companions. This Surah was revealed regarding them (Tafsir A'zizi, etc.).

1. In the world at the time of death, as well as in the grave and at the time of resurrection. The word WAIL means woe and remorse. It is also one region of Hell, which is very severe in heat. It tells us that slandering about the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم and His Noble Companions is the most heinous form of infidelity.

2. HAMIZ is the plural of HUMAZAH meaning slanderer and LAMIZ is the plural of LUMAZAH meaning backbiter. There are a few differences in these words. To speak evil in the presence of the person is HUMAZAH and to speak evil in his absence is LUMAZAH. To speak evil verbally is HUMAZAH while saying this by hinting is LUMAZAH. To speak evil of someone directly is HUMAZAH while talking ill of anything of his is LUMAZAH. To speak ill clearly is HUMAZAH while speaking ill symbolically or secretly is LUMAZAH. It should be remembered that there are three types of insulting the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, and all three are infidelity:

1. To insult in clear words like saying "certainly you are a madman" (S15:V6).
2. To say such words in the lofty status of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم which could have an evil meaning like, RAINA, which the infidels would use to slight the dignity of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.
3. To praise the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم with evil intention for the purpose of deceiving like the utterance of the hypocrites to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. From this we understand the slightest insult of the Noble Companions and the sacred city of Medina is an act of infidelity. It should be remembered that Praising Allah Almighty is the practice of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم while praising the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the practice of Allah Almighty while insulting the dignity of the Prophet is the practice of Shaitaan. All forms of worship will come to an end but the praises of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم will continue in the grave and on the Day of Judgement. Allah Almighty is the object of Praise of the entire creation and the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the object of praise of the creation as well as object of praise of the Creator. For this reason his blessed name is MUHAMMAD i.e. one who is highly praised.

Who amasses wealth and counts it over and over.

To accumulate wealth, and keep it counted is under some conditions an evil act:

1. To accumulate through unlawful means. Neither is the dua of the consumer of unlawful things accepted nor is there any pleasure in his worship.
2. He cannot fulfill religious duties through such accumulated wealth.
3. He will become so engrossed in the accumulation of such wealth that he will forget Allah Almighty.
4. That he will regard this wealth as the remover of calamities without placing trust in Allah Almighty. Save the rain water according to the needs, let the rest flow. Likewise use the wealth to fulfill your needs. Give some in charity, which will be entered in your account of the Hereafter before you go there. The Sufis say that the earning of wealth by the infidel is a criminal act and his accumulation of it, too, is criminal. For the believer both these acts are worship. The wedding food is for those who are connected with the groom. The presence of the strangers i.e. uninvited guests there is a criminal act as well as eating there. The world is the wedding guests; the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the groom. Believers are guests, the infidels are enemies.
3. Who thinks wealth will remain with him forever 4.

4. It means he is so drunk in the love for wealth that he actually is under the impression that his wealth will remain with him eternally, and due to it he will remain safe from death and the causes of death. Otherwise, the polytheists of Arabia had not rejected death. It should be remembered that any wealth that is spent in the path of the sensual and devilish things is perishable but that which is spent in the Path of Allah Almighty is eternal. Says Allah Almighty: "And He increases charity" (S2:V276). Likewise, that life which is given in the Path of Allah Almighty is immortal: "But they are alive, but you are unaware"(S2:V154).

5. It means the evil minded person will not be taken to Hell, will not be placed in it, but he will be flung into it with utter disgrace and he would be in that region of fire which not only burns the skin but burn the bones and ribs to tiny particles. But it will not cause the person to die. Because this wretch in the world was trying to lower the rank of those beloved to Allah Almighty, this is the punishment he will receive for it. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. These verses are regarding the infidels, because sinful believers will not be thumped and flung into Hell.

5. And what would make 6 you understand what the crushing fire is ?

6. O infidel! Because you did not understand the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. The one who did not believe in him, he neither understood Allah Almighty nor recognized anything about faith. Abu Jahl, etc. had listened to the Holy Qur’aan, but he did not obtain faith because he did not believe in the Possessor of the Qur’aan. Or, those who recite the Holy Qur’aan, since you have seen the heat of the worldly fires, or that of the sun or of the fever, which are all material. But that fire is beyond the material. Thus, these people will not be able to provide accurate information about that fire of Hell. It should be remembered that here the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is not being addressed, because the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم on the night of Me’raj had seen all the regions of Hell.

7. The fire of Hell is called the Fire of Allah Almighty because it is blazing beyond any natural causes. It is blazing directly at the command of Allah Almighty, like how Hazrat Isa (On whom be peace) is called the Spirit of Allah. Otherwise, all the fires belong to Allah Almighty. Just as the sun is full of light without any oil or lamp likewise that fire, too, is blazing without any means. From this we learn that Hell and all things linked with it have already been created. However, the criminals will only enter it after the Day of Judgement.
6. It is Allah’s Fire kept ablaze.

7. Which will mount over the hearts.

8. It means the fire of Hell will burn the outer and inner part of the infidel, in fact up to his heart. The fire of the world does not burn the heart; before the fire can reach the heart the person dies. The heart cannot endure heat. In Hell the heart will burn, but life will not come out. This is because this heart was full of the enmity of the devotees of Allah Almighty, of infidelity and malice. From this we learn that the fire of Hell will not be able to burn the heart of the believer because in it was faith. In fact, even the forehead, which had touched the ground in prostration, too, would be protected. Sand does not eat the bodies of some beloved servants of Allah Almighty.

8. Undoubtedly, it will be closed on them.

9. It means fire will be in their hearts. Neither will cold air reach through breathing, etc. nor will external cold, so that there would be no decrease in the heat, like how cold air, snow, etc. in the world helps to extinguish inner heat. Or, that after they are flung in the fire the doors would be closed. There will be neither ventilator nor any windows. It will shut like the furnace, and whose gas and heat will melt the iron. Because in their hearts was blazing the fire of malice for the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم in the world, there that fire would be blazing. It should be remembered that Allah Almighty has created person’s inner fires in two types: the fire of malice, and the fire of love. The fire of malice destroys faith and worship, but the fire of love burns everything besides the beloved. In the sacrifice of Hazrat Ismail (On whom be peace) and the martyrdom at Karbala the fire of love was in sight. The reprobation of Shaitaan and the oppression of Yazid were due to the fire of malice.

9. In the long columns.

10. It means these infidels would be locked in the dungeons of Hell, which would be further tightened with pillars of fiery iron to bind it completely. Or, that the infidels would be tightly bound with pillars of fire.
SECTION 1

1. (O Beloved) Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the companions of the elephant 1?

It should be remembered that in the previous Surah, mentioned had been made of the punishment of the Hereafter of the enemies of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. But in this Surah mention is being made of the worldly punishment of the enemies of the Holy Ka'bah. Because the status of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is greater than that of the Sacred Ka'bah and the enemies of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم are more entitled to punishment than the enemies of the Sacred Ka'bah, therefore mention had first been made about the enemies of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and now mention is being made about the enemies of the Ka'bah.

1. Abraha and his army with the elephants had come from Sana'a, the capital of Yemen, to Makkah Muazzamah to demolish the Sacred Ka'bah. This army camped at the Valley of Muhassar, three miles out of the holy city of Makkah and where it was destroyed through the stones of Ababel.

INCIDENT:
The Emperor of Abyssinia had appointed Abraha bin Sabah Ashram as Governor of Yemen and sent him to Sana'a, its capital city. Abraha saw that the people of Yemen were sending their sacrificed offerings and gifts to the Sacred Ka'bah. This brought about malice in his heart. As an opposition to the Sacred Ka'bah, he had ordered the construction of a house out of marble, studded with jewels, in Sana'a. The name given to this house was

2. Did He not cause their device to fail 2?

2. In spite of Abraha having a huge army and a great deal of equipment, some of the Arabs had joined him as well, viz. the people of Taif had shown Abraha the road to Makkah. The people of Makkah had gone out of the city, hiding in the caves, thus leaving the city and the Ka'bah unprotected. But, Allah Almighty saved both the city and the Ka'bah. Likewise, O My Beloved, even if you are alone and there are many Abrahams opposing you, Allah Almighty will protect you. That is the physical Ka'bah, but you are the spiritual Ka'bah; that is the Ka'bah of the Qur'aan but you are the Ka'bah of Faith; that is the Ka'bah of heads, but you
are the Ka'bah of the hearts. It should be remembered that the clamour and agitation of falsehood is always loud, but it is short-lived. The life of the newspaper is one day, that of the railway timetable is six months. The life of the observatory and the calendar is one year, that of the university curriculum is usually three years. But, the life span of the Holy Qur'aan is eternity. The life of Abraha was short, but that of the Ka'bah is eternal. The lifespan of Abu Jahl is mortal, but that of the Holy Prophet is immortal.

3. And He sent on them swarms of birds.

3. They came from the direction of the seaside of Jeddah in various groups. In the similar manner, at the time of Hijrah, Allah Almighty saved His Beloved Prophet through the web of the spider and the eggs of the pigeon from the infidels. On the occasion of the Battle of the Trench, He uprooted the huge army of the infidels through a tornado, and on the Day of Badr He brought Abu Jahl to dust through two young boys. Likewise, Allah Almighty on many occasions safeguarded Islam from many enemies like Abraha, through ordinary means.

4. Striking them with stones of baked clay.

4. It means these swallow-type small birds were firing the stones at Abraha's soldiers with accurate aim, i.e. the stone that had the name of a particular soldier, was striking him. It was broken by crushing the head of the soldiers, piercing through their bodies, tearing through their bodies, tearing the elephants apart, and making a hole in the ground. From this we learn that these birds had full recognition of the stones as well as all the infidels as they were delivering each stone to the infidel whose name was on it, like a postman. Animals, too, have intelligence and the ability to differentiate between an infidel and a believer. The wisdom of Hazrat Sulaiman's (On whom be peace) ant and Hud-Hud, a bird from the woodpecker family, is mentioned in the Holy Qur'aan. The lion protected Hazrat Safeena, a devotee of the Holy Prophet. We further learn that these birds were aware of the names written on the stones, and in such a huge crowd were able to sift each infidel and were able to aim so accurately that every stone had fallen on the head of each infidel. From it, those people should take a lesson who reject the intercession of the Holy Prophet on the ground that how will the Holy Prophet be able to recognize his followers?

5. And thus made them like broken straw, eaten up (as chaff).

5. It means, like the eaten straw dungs or dung in the form of tiny particles which are useless and filthy. This is what happened to this army. According to the Sufi sages, the heart of the believer is like the Ka'bah and the baser self (Nafs-e-Ammarah) is like Abraha, evil friends and worldly arguments are the army and elephants of Abraha. The Holy Prophet is the ocean of mercy from where the Ababeel (birds) of Divine guidance fly. The religiously prescribed worships are stones through which the Abraha of the baser self and his army are crushed and thereby the Ka'bah (heart) remains safe. From this Surah emerge a few benefits:

1. The Holy Prophet has been observing the events of the world, prior to his blessed birth. The incident of the "Companions of the Elephant" had taken place prior to his blessed birth, yet the verb used here is "Did you not see?" i.e. you did see. Here, the signs and effects of the incidents are not
intended, because these signs had been obliterated before the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم had reached the age of discretion. Nor is it intended to hear the incident from the people because without a valid reason, mundane meaning is not purported. And since he was looking at the incidents prior to the birth, then after his passing on, too, he is seeing all the events.

2. The Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم saw these events in detail and not in an abridged form. For this reason "What he did" is not used here, but "how he dealt" is used.

3. Some miracles of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم had appeared prior to his blessed birth, of which "Companions of the Elephants" is one.

4. This event took place for the honour of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. For this reason "Your Lord dealt" is used and not "Allah dealt" (Tafseer Azizi). Otherwise, the people of Qaramita and Mulahida and thereafter Yazid and Hajjaj, too, desecrated the honour of the Sacred Ka'bah, but no punishment was sent upon them (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan). Regarding the people of Aad, it is stated: "Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the people of Aad?" and yet the people of Aad had been destroyed thousands of years prior to the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم.

---

**SURAH AL-QURAISH (THE QURAISH)**

(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah

1 Section : 4 Verses 17 Words, 73 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Because of the attachment of the Quraish 1.

1. The children of Nadar bin Kanana are called Quraish. The following is the genealogy of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم: Muhammad son of Abdullah, son of Abdul Muttalib, son of Hashim, son of Abd Manaf, son of Qusay, son of Kilaab, son of Murra, son of Ka'b, son of Luway, son of Ghalib, son of Fahr, son of Malik, son of Nadar bin Kanana. Since the Quraish are from the progeny of Hazrat Ebrahimm (On whom be peace), the inhabitants of the Haram, the servants of the Holy Ka'bah, administrators of Zam-Zam and in the end the compatriots of our Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. Therefore they had enjoyed honour from earlier times, and they enjoy the same now as well. The word 'Quraish' is derived from QARSH, meaning to obtain mastery. It is for this reason that the sea
2. (Allah) kept them attached in their journeys during winter and summer. The holy city of Makkah is surrounded by mountains. It was a desert-like sandy territory where there was no growth of any type. The wealth obtained from the period of Hajj was not sufficient for the people for a year. Therefore, during the winter season they would send trade caravans to Yemen and during summer to Syria. These caravans were very dear to the Quraish and since they were possessors of the above-mentioned attributes, robbers did not attack them en route to those destinations. Wherever these caravans would stop, the others would treat them generously and shower gifts on them. Thus, due to these journeys, the Quraish had become accustomed to travelling, gain experience in it and had become aware of these countries. That is why by means of them, propagation of Islam and many victories were gained in these places and they had learnt the art of governorship. These journeys proved very favourable and blessed for them. For that reason, these journeys have been mentioned specifically.

3. So they should worship the Lord of this House (the Ka’bah).

3. It means, O Quraish of Makkah! People render service to you because you are the servant of the Holy Ka’bah. Then it becomes your obligation to worship the Lord of the Ka’bah (Tafsir Azizi). From this we learn that the one whom Allah Almighty grants religious honour, he should serve the religion, as is the example of the Ulama, the religious guides, the Sayyeds, etc. Since they are enjoying the benefits of the name of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم, they should be loyal to him as well. It should be remembered that this Surah is Makkani and was probably revealed before Me’raaj, when Salaah, Fasting, etc. had not been made obligatory. Here, worship signifies reciting the names of Allah Almighty and His Beloved Rasul, i.e. reciting the Kalimah. To see the blessed face of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم with love, is the first act of worship of Islam and is superior to all other acts of worship. From this, emerge a few issues:

4. Who has fed them against hunger and secured them from a big fear.

4. In that He provided them with sustenance in the mountainous, barren territory of Makkah.
through the glory of the Ka'bah. Or, when the people of Makkah totally boycotted the believers, Allah Almighty stopped rainfall and import and export from them. But, when they ended the boycott, it began to rain again, import and export began once again and they found relief from hunger. From this we learn that in hunger, bread is a bounty from Allah Almighty, for which expressing of gratitude is obligatory. Or, that He granted the people of Makkah relief from spiritual hunger by blessing them with spiritual nourishment through the medium of the Holy Prophet in the form of faith and acts of worship.

5. In that there is peace and security in the Haram Shareef. Or, that He had protected the people of Makkah from the fear of leprosy, i.e. this disease will never take place there. Furthermore, there is safety from all types of epidemics and plagues. Or, due to the blessing of the Haram, He safeguarded the people of Makkah from death and destruction, because everywhere in Arabia plundering and pilfering is rife. Or, that due to the blessings of the Prophet He granted them protection from the fears of the grave and the Hereafter. By accepting faith, they could enter Paradise. The city is on a straight path, which is the place of intercession.

SURAH AL-MA’OON (ARTICLES OF USE)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1Section: 7Verses 25 Words, 125 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Well, have you seen him who belies the Religion 1?

1. The first half of Surah Ma’oon is Makkah and was revealed regarding Abu Jahl or Aas bin Waa’il and the second half is Madinite, which was revealed regarding the hypocrites Abdullah bin Salool, etc.

Reason for its Revelation:
Whenever a wealthy person would be on his deathbed in the holy city of Makkah, Abu Jahl, etc. would go to him and say that leave your children and wealth with us so that they can be taken care of in a proper way. The dying person would do exactly that. After his death, these people would take full control of the wealth, but they would throw out the orphaned children of the deceased. Thus, one such oppressed orphan went to the Holy Prophet to complain about his ill treatment. The Holy Prophet went with him to these people and said: "Do you not fear Allah and the Last Day?" These people began to make fun of the Day of Judgement. The Holy Prophet came back dejected. In response to it, the first part of this Surah was revealed.
2. That is he who drives away the orphan.

2. By "religion" is meant Religion of Islam. Or, the Day of Judgement. By "believes" means belying verbally and practically, i.e. O My Beloved! Ponder over the evil-mindedness of Abu Jahl, etc. that they are belying a pure thing like the creed of Islam, or an apparent thing like the Day of Judgement; being rejectors of these verbally and in oppressing the orphans to belie it practically. Because infidelity is the worst of all sins, therefore mention is made of it.

3. And does not urge the feeding of the needy.

3. In that he devours the wealth of the orphans and oppresses them. Had he remembered about his own helplessness on the Day of Judgement, and then he would not have opressed the orphans and the helpless. From this, emerge two issues:
1. Oppressing the orphan is a sign of rejecting the Day of Judgement. Hence, this has been mentioned with it.
2. Even the infidels are duty-bound to social affairs. The Islamic head of state will force them to stay away from oppression, robbery, etc. and they would be punished for these criminal acts in the Hereafter as well.

4. So curse be to those offering Salaah.

4. It means neither does he give charity nor allows the people to do so. In fact, he stops them from giving. From this we understand that stopping people from giving charity through pretentious means is the practice of Abu Jahl and the likes of him. Wahabists should take a lesson from it, who stop people from holding Meelad Shareef and Gyarwee Shareef, stop the believers from giving charity on the occasion of Muharram, etc. yet they do not stop the people from gambling and drinking alcohol.

5. Who are neglectful of their Salaah.

5. These verses were revealed in Madina Shareef, regarding the hypocrites like Abdullah bin Ubay, etc. who would sometimes perform Salaah with total lack of devotion and love, not out of belief, but in order to show the believers. "WAIL" is the name of a region in Hell. Depravity and woe, too, is called 'WAIL'. Since these hypocrite worshippers were infidels as well as frauds, their punishment is severer than the known and open infidels. By worshippers (Mussalies) is meant those worshippers who only pose as worshippers. It should be remembered that those essentials of Salaah, which are performed through our postures, and the correct conditions, are the postures of Salaah. Fear of Allah Almighty and humility, which are works of our heart and a condition for acceptance, is the very essence of Salaah. Without it, Salaah is of no avail. But this humility can be obtained through the powerhouse only. May Allah Almighty grant this to us. From this we learn that incorrect Salaah is the means of depravity of this world and the Hereafter. The correct Salaah of the believer rectifies the worshipper. Says Allah Almighty: "Undoubtedly, prayer forbids one from indecency and evil" (S29:V45). Thus, there is no inconsistency in the verses.
6. Those who show it (to others).

6. There are a few ways of forgetting Salaah. Not performing it sometimes, not performing it in congregation without any valid reason; not performing it regularly, not performing it in the mosque without any valid reason; not performing it on its prescribed time, not performing it in its correct manner; not performing it with devotion; not performing it with careful consideration and to perform it lazily and in an indifferent way. For this reason the jurists say that it is forbidden to perform Salaah by folding the sleeves, placing a handkerchief over the head or shoulder or leaving the shirt buttons open, as this is a sign of laziness and indifference. It should be remembered that Salaah is the worship of Allah Almighty, a pillar of Islam and a means of obtaining reward for its performer. It is linked in three ways; linked to Allah Almighty, to the subservience of Islam and to the person.

7. And refuse to give daily articles of use (to the needy ones).

7. It means the hypocrites do not perform their acts of worship for the sole pleasure of Allah Almighty, but to show the people. That is why they will perform their Salaah in front of people, but not when they are alone. It should be remembered that in ostentation there are two things worth considering: To whom are you showing and the purpose for showing. To do good deeds in order to show the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم is not showing off. It is by pleasing the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم that good deeds are increasingly accepted. Says Allah Almighty: "And regard what they spend as approaches to Allah and a means of taking blessings of the Messenger"(9:99). It is further stated: "Allah and His Messenger had a greater right, that they should please him" (9:62). It is for this reason that the Noble Companions would perform their acts of worship with the intention of pleasing the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه و آله وسلم. For further details on this, consult the books 'Shaane Habibur Rahman' and Sultanate Mustapha. Likewise, showing an action or a practice for the purpose of education is a form of propagation and not showing off. The Holy Prophet performed Tawaaif on a camel. To perform an action publicly for the purpose of creating a desire in others is inducement and not showing off. To perform a deed openly for the purpose of clearing an accusation is not showing off. Perform the obligatory duties openly, but the general optional acts should be done privately. However, to perform good deeds for show so that people may give him something or begin to respect him is showing off and a concealed polytheism. There are three types of RIYA (showing off): Showing off in the actual deed like performing Salaah in the presence of the people and not alone; showing off in the attribute of the deed, e.g. reciting melodiously in the presence of the people; but when alone, reciting the same in an ordinary way; showing off in intention, although he performs the Salaah in uniformity under all conditions, but loves its revelation. The instructions and laws of all three are different.
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. (O Beloved Muhammad) Undoubtedly, We have bestowed upon you an abundance of good 1.

Reason for its Revelation:
When the Holy Prophet's son Hazrat Cassim died in Makkah and Hazrat Ebrahim died in Madina, infidels like Aas bin Waalil, etc. said that the Holy Prophet has now become issueless. After him his name will not be perpetuated, nor his religion. In order to repudiate their claim and to comfort the Holy Prophet, this blessed Surah was revealed (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan, etc.).

1. This word "Kauthar" in terms of grammatical metre denotes exaggerated case and is formed from abundance. KATHEER indicates many, AKHTAR indicates the superlative form i.e. most. KITHAAR denotes very much and KAUTHAR means abundance of good which is beyond the intelligence and understanding of a person. By it is meant the Fountain of Kauthar, whose area is equal to a month's journey. It is flowing on rubies and pearls. At its edge there are countless tents of single pearl and rows of lush green trees. Its goblets are countless as the stars. Its one tributary is in the homes of the inmates of Paradise, while the second one would be at the Field of Accountability, from which the apostates would be barred. Or, it means the abundance of the Holy Prophet's many children or countless followers, which have spread to every nook, and cranny of the world. Or, the Holy Prophet's boundless knowledge and deeds, or the Holy Prophet's countless virtues and attributes, or his Major Intercession, or it could mean the world of abundance (Tafseer Azizi, etc.). Hazrat Abdullah ibn Abbas (May Allah be pleased with him) said that by "Kauthar" is meant abundance of good. It includes the Fountain of Kauthar (Bukhari Shareef). Here, bear a few things in mind:

1. This topic has been commenced with INNA 'most certainly': because the infidels of Makkah were rejectors of this possession of the Holy Prophet, like how today some people of defective faith deny it, saying that the Holy Prophet possesses nothing, so what will he give? Seek whatever you want from Allah Almighty.

2. Allah Almighty has granted everything to the Holy Prophet and he has taken everything. All the Prophets and angels have obtained all the virtues from the Holy Prophet. He says: "Allah gives and I am the distributor of those bounties". Another thing to remember is that it is Allah Almighty Himself Who has granted all the bounties to our Beloved Propheth. The world has obtained these bounties from the Prophet of Allah given to him.
3. No one can seize anything from the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because this is the bestowal of Allah Almighty. Does anybody have the power to extinguish the light of the sun?
4. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is the master of the entire world, because the world is less; while that which is given to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم is tremendously abundant. The world is the smallest part of the possessions of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم.

2. So offer Salah to your Lord and offer sacrifice ٢.

2. It means be regular with the five daily prayers, or in lieu of gratitude of this imperial gift, offer many Nawafil (voluntary) acts of worship. Or, offer the Salaah of Eid-ul-Adha after which offer your sacrifice. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. Regular performance of Salah is the greatest gratitude for the bounties of Allah Almighty.
2. Sacrifice is a great Islamic custom. It is not acceptable to pay a price in its place.
3. Sacrifice is not specifically for the people of Makkah or the pilgrims, as has been understood, by some ignorant people, because the injunction regarding sacrifice is given to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم in Madina 4. This Surah is Madinite, because Qurban became obligatory after Hijrah. Those who call it Makkah are of the opinion that by NAHR (sacrifice) is meant slaughtering in its totality, because the infidels slaughter their animals in the name of their idols. So, O believers! Sacrifice in the Name of your Lord. However, the first statement has greater strength.

3. Verily, your enemy is deprived of every good ٣.

3. In that he may not get the guidance to receive faith. In addition, he may neither receive guidance to do good deeds, nor receive Divine bounties, nor any other form of good. Nor will he obtain salvation in the Hereafter. Thus, Aas bin Waal had several children, but by granting them faith, Allah Almighty made him issueless. Even now, it is seen that those who had insulted the dignity of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم have usually died without a son.

SURAH AL-KAFIROON (THE INFIDELS)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1 Section: 6 Verses 26 Words, 94 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.
1. Reason for its Revelation:
Some leaders of the Quraish had come to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and said that accept some parts of our religion and we will accept some parts of your religion. Or, for one year you must worship our idols and for one year we will worship your Allah. In this way we will make peace between us. To this, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم replied: "Allah Forbid! I can never commit polytheism". Hearing this, they said: "Why not kiss our idols out of respect? If you do this, we will accept you as a true Prophet. On that occasion, this Surah was revealed (Tafseer Khazaimul Irfan, Tafseer Khazar, Azizi, etc.). From this we learn that a religious truce with the infidels is not only totally forbidden, but that this would amount to infidelity. Furthermore, the respect of the big days of the infidels is infidelity. From this, those Muslims should take a lesson who lay wreaths at the tomb of Gandhi, or who participate in Hindu customs of Holi and Diwali by burning lights and throwing coloured powder, like the Hindus.

SECTION 1

1. Please declare (O beloved Muhammad) “O infidels” 2.

2. By this is meant those infidels who had committed infidelity concerning the Knowledge of Allah Almighty and had been destined to die on infidelity, like Abu Jahl, Aas bin Waa'il, Umayyah bin Khaif, etc. as is understood from the subsequent subject. Thus, after the revelation of this Surah, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم proceeded to the Haram Shareef, where there was a crowd of infidels. He made this proclamation and recited this Surah, which disheartened those people. Thereafter, they began to persecute the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and his Noble Companions. From this, emerge a few issues:
1. In the heart of the believer there should be no fear for the infidel.
2. The infidels should not be remembered with good titles, without a religious reason.
3. To call an infidel an infidel is Islamic culture, because the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم did not address these wretches as brother or uncle, but addressed them as "O infidels".

2. “I do not worship that which you worship” 3.

3. It means that since I have never committed polytheism prior to Prophethood, then how is this possible that after the advent of my prophethood I should worship idols? It should be remembered that the infidels were also worshipping stones, trees, stars and photos of some pious persons as well as worshipping Allah Almighty. But, against the law of Islam, here, used that which rejected the worship of the first type of deity. From this we learn that hiding the truth (Taqiyya) is against the teachings of Islam, because even in such a helpless situation, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم did not conceal his religion but, instead, proclaimed it openly. You should reveal your religion through word and deed.

3. “Nor do you worship that whom I worship”4.

4. It means O Infidels! You are not the worshippers of Allah because you worship idols and this is not the worship of Allah Almighty. The worship of Allah is that which would be according to the teachings of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Secondly, any person who omits the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and invents new acts of worship according to his own plan is not a saint, but a devil, like the present day hippie-idlers who omit Salaah and Fasting and yet people regard them as saints. Thirdly, those
pious persons to whom forty day seclusions (Chillah) and acts of worship are linked which are contradictory to Shariah, are wrong, e.g. a certain pious person hung himself upside down in a well for twelve years, because such pious persons would never neglect Salaah and congregation of that period. Fourthly, any believer who may be a stranger to us is our brother, while an infidel, even if he is your own son, is nothing to us. Observe, here, peace and compromise was not made with the infidels because our and their object of worship is not the same.

4. “And I shall never worship what you worship” 5.

5. It means that even in my future days of life I will never indulge in polytheism. A person goes astray through four ways: 1) Due to unawarness of the true religion the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was fully aware of it at birth. 2) Due to the misguidance of the baser self (Nafs e Ammarah) the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم had no baser self. 3) Due to the misguidance of the devil the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم is totally protected from the devil. 4) Due to evil company others are benefiting from the company of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم because he is deeply hued in the colours of Allah Almighty. Hence, there is no question of misguidance here at all. From this emerge a few issues:

1. In worldly matters a person can adopt leniency, but in matters of religion he must be very strict, so that the infidels should become despondent (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

2. The Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم was fully aware of his future that he would never indulge in infidelity, polytheism and transgression.

3. A believer should make the infidels despondent of him.

5. “And nor will you worship that whom I worship” 6.

6. It means that I am informing you that Allah Almighty, whom I worship, you will never worship. In fact, you will die an infidel and a transgressor. From this we learn that Allah Almighty has provided full knowledge to His Beloved Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم about the good and the bad end of every person, i.e. who will die on infidelity and who on faith. Here, the address is directed to those infidels who had been destined to die on infidelity.

6. (Therefore) “To you your religion and for me my religion” 7.

7. It means, O Infidels! Infidelity, transgression, rebelliousness and faithlessness has become so intensely obligatory upon you like heat is to fire and excreta is to impurity, because infidelity can never be separated from you. While my faith, mystical knowledge and closeness to Allah Almighty has become so obligatory for me like light is to the sun, as these virtuous qualities can never be separated from me. Under this condition it is a prophecy and the verse is firm and not abrogated. Or, it could mean, O Infidels! I have no connection with your infidelity. You are avowed infidels and have no connection with my Religion and faith. In this case, this verse is abrogated from verses of Jihad (Holy War), because although infidelity is not totally obliterated through holy war, its power is certainly broken. If anyone recites this Surah before sleeping will, if Allah wills, die on faith.
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. When the help of Allah and victory comes.

Another name for this Surah is Surah Al-Fatah (The Victory) and Surah Wida (The Farewell), because in it is hinted of the worldly demise of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم (Tafseer Azizi). This Surah was revealed before the Conquest of Makkah. Some scholars have said that this Surah was revealed on the occasion of the Farewell Pilgrimage, but the first view is more accurate (Tafseer Roohul Mu’ani). Two years after the revelation of this Surah, the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم departed from this mundane world (Tafseer Khazin and Madarik).

2. And you see people entering the Religion of Allah in troops.

2. From it, emerge three issues:

1. That the number of the Noble Companions is not just five or seven, but thousands as Allah Almighty has described them as an “army”.

2. The faith of those at the time of the Conquest of Makkah and thereafter, was accepted. In it, Abu Sufyaaan, Amir Muawiyah, Hazrat Wahshi etc. are all included. All of them were of proper faith, as Allah Almighty has testified about their acceptance of faith.

3. These people remained firm on faith, even afterwards, because their acceptance of Religion is proven from this verse; while there is no proof from any source that they had renegaded from Islam. Furthermore, had these people been destined to become apostates, then Allah Almighty would not have described their faith in such glowing terms. From it, those Rafzis should take a lesson that say that besides five companions, the others all accepted Islam out of expediency and all became apostates after the worldly demise of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم. It should be remembered that the number of the Noble Companions is one hundred and twenty-four thousand (124,000). The Companions of Badr are three hundred and thirteen and the Khulafa-e-Rashideen are four, just like the number of Prophets, the Messengers and the Apostles. Also, immediately after the conquest of Makkah, you will see that the people of Makkah will come to you from all directions to enter the Religion of Islam in troops. Prior to this, only one or two persons were accepting
Islam. Thus, after the Conquest of Makkah, Bani Asad, Bani Fazara, Bani Murra, Bani Kanana, Bani Bilal, Bani Tameem, the tribe of Abul Qais, people of Bani Tay, people from Yemen, Syria, Taif and all the people of Makkah came in large numbers and accepted Islam. From it, emerge a few issues:
1. Information of the unseen is given in this Surah, which reached fruition.
2. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم had full knowledge about his blessed life, that it will not end before seeing the Conquest of Makkah and other such incidents. That is why the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم did not perform pilgrimage in the first year after the Conquest of Makkah, as he was absolutely certain about his life span.
3. The most virtuous thing in the period of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم was that people could present themselves to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم to accept Islam.

3. Then celebrate the praise of your Lord and seek His forgiveness. Surely He is Most Relenting.

3. It means O My Beloved! When you see these things happening, then engross yourself in the recitation of Tasbeeh (glorification) of Allah Almighty; Tahleel (verbal declaration) of the Unity of Allah Almighty and offering prayers of forgiveness for your followers, as henceforth your life would be nearing completion. These are the signs of the Holy Prophet’s صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم worldly demise as the purpose of his advent had been completed.

Why should you then be left in the world, which is a prison? You should be with your Lord Who loves you so dearly. A few issues emerge from it:
1. A person should decrease his contact with the world in his old age and increase his worship of Allah Almighty and be engrossed in religious practices. Prepare the necessities for the journey before the journey.
2. The Istighfaar (asking of forgiveness from Allah Almighty) of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم is either to educate the Ummah, or is for the sinners of his Ummah.

Otherwise, the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم would recite the following in abundance: SUBHANALLAH WA BIHAMDIHI ASTAGHFIIRULLAH WA ATOOBOO ILAHI. It is stated in some traditions that this Surah was revealed on the time of the Farewell Pilgrimage. After it was revealed: "Today I have perfected your religion for you..."(S5:V3). The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم remained in the world for eighty days, after its revelation. Thereafter, the verse: "O Beloved Prophet! They ask you for a decree..."(S4:V177) was revealed, after which the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم remained in the world for fifty days. After this, the verse: "And fear the day in which you shall be made to return to Allah..."(S2:V281) was revealed, after which the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم lived for seven days. In short, the traditions are different (Tafseer Khazaimul Irfaan).
I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION I

1. The hands of Abu Lahab \(^2\) (the father of flame) have perished, and he too has perished \(^3\).

Reason for its Revelation:
When the blessed verse "And O Beloved! Warn your nearest kinsmen"(S26:V214) was revealed, the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم went upon the Hill of Safa and called all his kinsmen to gather there and preached to them about the Oneness of Allah and Prophethood. On hearing it, Abu Lahab became infuriated and said: "May you perish! Did you assemble us here for this purpose? In reply to this wretch, this blessed Surah was revealed.

Benefits
From it, emerge a few issues:
1. The Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم had replied to the slanderers of Allah Almighty and those who slandered the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم, Allah Almighty replied to them. Replying to the enemies of Allah Almighty is the blessed practice of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم, while replying to the enemies of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم is the practice of Allah Almighty.
2. The type of prattle, which the infidels made is of no profit to them.
3. The Holy Qur’aan has described the punishment of all the sinners in which the severest punishment is for the one who slanders the dignity of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم. Regarding these wretches, the Holy Qur’aan has sometimes said "Zaneem"(despised) while at other places has used the word "Abtar"(cut off from every good). Sometimes the Qur’aan has used: "Perished be the two hands", other times it describes this as: "Allah will not grant them forgiveness"(S63:V6). Such severe punishment has not been mentioned for any transgressor. Likewise, the types of bounties that have been granted for showing dignity for the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم have never been granted for any act of worship. Consult the book "Sultanate Mustapha" for further discussion.

4. If persons of great nobility, dignity and genealogy and people of wealth have become disgraced and dishonoured because of their opposition and enmity of the Holy Prophet صلی اللہ علیه وآله وسلم, than what about those of lesser rank?
1. Abu Lahab's name was Abdul Uzza and was the son of Abdul Mutallib born from Bani bint...
Hajirah. He was the step-uncle of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم because Hazrat Abdullah was from Faatimah bint Amro bin Aid, who was the second wife of Hazrat Abdul Muttalib. His filial appellation was Abu Lahab because he was very handsome and wealthy. The Holy Prophet’s daughters, Ruqayyah and Umm Kalthum, were given in marriage to his sons, Utbah and Utaibah. After the revelation of this Surah, Abu Lahab had them divorced from his sons. Utbah was torn apart by a lion after smelling his face (Tafseer Azizi, Madarjun Nabuwah). By perishing of his two hands is meant the destruction of himself.

2. Although Abu Lahab’s destruction took place a week after the Battle of Badr. By sickness of the black grain known in Arabic as Adsa. The people of Arabia would regard it as an infectious disease and would thereby safeguard themselves from it. For this reason the dead body of this reprobate remained untouched. Due to the bursting of the stomach, a terrible odour emanated from it. As a result of it, the dead body was thrown away by hiring manual labourers (Tafseer Baidawi). But since this destruction was a certainty, it is mentioned in the past. It should be remembered that ‘perish’ is a word of curse and ‘perished’ is its confirmation. Thus, it is not repetitive. In Allah Almighty’s words, a curse is used for the expression of wrath.

3. Reason for its Revelation:
After listening to the two previous verses of this Surah, Abu Lahab said that in the words of Muhammad صلى الله عليه وسلم, if punishment were to come to me, I will give my wealth and children in compensation for my life. At that point in time, this verse was revealed. By “his wealth” is meant wealth that he had inherited and by “that which he earned” is meant the wealth that he had earned with his own effort. Or, by “what he earned” refers to the status and dignity. In other words, the wealthy, the dignity and the children were unable to save Abu Lahab from the punishment of Allah Almighty, just as Qarun’s wealth was unable to save him from Divine punishment.

Soon shall he enter into a blazing fire.

It means Abu Lahab, after death, will receive punishment of fire in the grave and after the Day of Judgement in Hell. From this we learn that Abu Lahab being an inmate of Hell is a certainty. But this does not necessarily mean that his faith becomes impossible by inference or intellect, so that he does not become duty-bound for faith, because infidelity is not a must for a person to be an inmate of Hell. Many sinful believers would be punished in Hell. Thus, there is no objection to be raised against the verse because, here, abridged faith is insufficient (Tafseer Roohul Bayaan).

4. And his wife too, the carrier of firewood.

Umm Jameela bint Harb ibn Umayyah, i.e. the sister of Abu Sufyaan. Her name was Auran and her appellation was Umm Jameela. She, too, will be sent into Hell because she is an obdurate enemy of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم. She would carry a bundle of thorns from the jungle on her head and place them in the path of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم, so that they could prick his sensitive feet and cause pain and hardship to the Messenger of Allah صلى الله عليه وسلم. From this we understand that the marriages of the polytheists among themselves are in order if they are not performed in accordance with Islamic laws. This can be seen from the fact that Allah Almighty had called Umm Jameela the wife of Abu Lahab. Thus, the children of the infidels are legitimate and would be entitled to inheritance.

7. It means Umm Jameela’s enmity is so severe that in spite of being wealthy, she goes to the jungle herself and from there she makes a
bundle of branches of thorny trees and carries it on her head, which she then places in the path of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم. She does not enlist the help of her maids and servants for this work. It tells us that this, too, was a worldly punishment for this wicked lady, because any head on which there is the enmity of the Holy Prophet صلی الله علیه وآله وسلم, there will be thorns in this world and thorns in the Hereafter. Today, those who harbour enmity for the Noble Companions are beating their chests under the pretext of mourning. Here, they are beating and in the Hereafter, too, they will be beating with the burning chains.

5. Around her neck shall be a rope of twisted fibre.

8. It means Umm Jameela, too, would die in the following manner: the rope of the bundle of thorns would fall in her neck, which would throttle her to death, i.e. she would hang herself. This is exactly what took place. Once, on a very hot day, while she was carrying this bundle she sat on a stone to rest. By the order of Allah Almighty an angel pulled her bundle down, as a result of which the bundle fell backwards and caused strangulation and her death in a disgraceful manner on the spot. Just as, today, some wicked religious charlatans die by beating themselves with knives and chains. This tells us that the enemy of the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم will not find peace in the world, nor in the grave and neither in the Hereafter.

SURAH AL-IKHLAAS (THE SINCERITY OF PURITY)
(MAKKAN) Revealed Before Hijrah
1Section: 4 Verses 15 Words, 47 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Please declare 1: “Allah is One 2, and the Only.”

This Surah has twenty names, some of which are Ikhlaas, Tanzeelah, Tajreef, Najaat, etc. (Tafseer Saawi). There are many virtues of this Surah. Reciting it three times, gives the person the reward of reciting the entire Qur’aan. Any person, on entering his house, should extend greetings. If the house is empty, then he should extend greetings and salutations to the Holy Prophet صلى الله عليه وآله وسلم and recite this Surah once. Due to this, if Allah wills, he will be safeguarded from poverty and hunger (Tafseer Saawi). The recitation of this Surah is extremely beneficial.

Reason for its Revelation.
The infidels of Arabia had been asking difficult questions from the Holy Prophet concerning Allah Almighty, i.e., is Allah Almighty made of gold or silver? What does He eat and drink? What is His genealogy? In reply to all these questions, this blessed Surah was revealed (Tafseer Khatamul Irfan).

1. To whom must it be said? Either to Us, as praise is Ours and Muhammad is your life; that We are the object of praise and you are the one who praises. You say and We will listen. Or, say to the infidels that they should accept Our Oneness through your blessed tongue. Or, say to the believers. Or, say to all mankind or to the entire creation, because you are the Prophet unto the entire creation.

2. "Allah is Independent from every need."

3. He is totally independent of everything; He does not eat, nor drink, nor is He dependent on anyone for anything. In it, there is a refutation for those people who were advocating that just one Allah cannot take care of such a huge universe. He has enlisted help from some of His servants. By accepting them as His servants, they were calling them "Ilah" (deity) or "Shuraka" (partners) and were worshipping.

4. "He begot none, nor was He begotten (from anyone)."

5. Because children are from the genus of the father, but Allah Almighty is free and pure from genus and resemblance. Also, anyone who is born from someone is created. Allah Almighty is from eternity to eternity. The need for children is for the perpetuation of breed and is in need of this. The One Who is from eternity, what need has He for breed. In it is the refutation of the polytheists, the Jews and the Christians. The polytheists believe in the angels as the daughters of Allah. The Jews had believed in Hazrat Uzair and the Christians had believed in Hazrat Isa as the sons of Allah Almighty.

6. In the Personality, nor in His Attributes, because He is Self-existent and the Creator, while everything else is possible creation and created. His Attributes are personal, eternal and limitless. On the other hand, the attributes of the creation are bestowed, are created and are limited. From this we learn that to accept the Holy Prophet as Knower of the Unseen and HAAZIR and NAAZIR (omnipresent) is not polytheism because in it there is no equality with Allah Almighty. This is like accepting man as SAMEE (one who can hear); BASEER (one who can see); HAYY (one who is alive) and QADIR (one who has power). It should be remembered that this Surah is regarding Oneness of Allah Almighty and His Praise, but by stating "say" it has provided the beautiful..."
reflection of Na'at - Praise of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم as in it there is a hint towards the fact that the believer is he who believes in all these Attributes of Allah Almighty through your teachings. By leaving you out and accepting everything else, there is no faith. If the currency notes do not have the government seal, they are useless on the market. Observe, Shaitaan is a monotheist but he is accursed because he rejected prophethood.

SURAH AL-FALALQ (THE DAYBREAK)
(MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Please declare: "I take refuge with the Lord of the Daybreak ²."

Reason for its Revelation:
During the 7th Hijri, just after the Treaty of Hudaybiyya, the Jewish chiefs said to their fellow Jew, Lubaid bin Asim, that your daughters are incomparable in witchcraft. We want you to cast a magical spell on the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم. Lubaid, through the help of a Jewish servant, managed to obtain the teeth of a worn-out comb and a few blessed hair of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم and made an effigy from a candle and pierced eleven needles in it. In one chord, he tied eleven knots. Placing all this in the effigy, he pressed it firmly under a stone in the water of the well of Rawan. The effect of this on the thinking of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم was that he had erred in some worldly matters. This effect remained for a period of six months. Thereafter, Hazrat Jibreel Ameen came down with these two Surahs, Al-Falaq and An-Naas, in which there are eleven verses about this witchcraft and gave it to the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآهل وسلم. Hazrat Alli was sent to take out all these things, used for the witchcraft, from the bottom of the well. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم recited these verses. At each verse, one knot became loose and in this way all the knots became loose and the Messenger of Allah صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم recovered from its effects. From it, emerge a few benefits:

1. Witchcraft and its evil effects are true.
2. Witchcraft can affect the body of a Prophet, just like the effect of sword, arrow and spear on the Prophet is not against Prophethood. The magicians failed against Hazrat Musa (On whom be peace) because their magic was in opposition to Prophetic miracle. In fact, the effect of this witchcraft was felt on the thinking of Hazrat Musa, who began to imagine that these sticks and ropes were moving. Says Allah Almighty: "They looked to him as though they were running by the strength of their magic" (S20:V66). The similar effect took place on the thinking of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم.

3. It is permissible to learn the duas to remove the effect of witchcraft, to wear Ta’weez and recite incantations to ward off such spells.

4. Allah Almighty protects the intellect of the Prophet from the evil effects of witchcraft, so that it does not become an obstacle to the propagation of Religion.

5. One should not throw ones hair and broken combs outside. Throw them in a safe place as many spells of witchcraft can be affected through them.

2. It means that just as Allah Almighty removes the night through the morning, likewise, He grants cure to illnesses through prayers. It tells us that one offering dua should remember Him with His Attributes, in accordance with his needs.

3. Whether man, animals, jinn or inanimate creation. This is a very comprehensive dua.

4. It means that when the moon becomes black during the lunar eclipse, or it remains out of view at the end of the month, because these times are put into much use for witchcraft. From this we understand that some of the times are inauspicious and ominous. Seek the refuge of Allah Almighty from these. Says Allah Almighty: "In the day there is ill-fortune" (S54:V19).

5. It means the daughters of Lubaid who were practising witchcraft had blown on the blessed hair of the Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم through a chord string and made eleven knots. From this we learn that if there is an effect in the blowing of the magician, then surely how much effect will there not be in the verses of Allah and His Blessed Names if they are recited and blown on a person? Thus, to recite the verses of the Holy QURA’AN on the ill persons and blow on them and make them into charms, etc. and knotting them is permissible. The Holy Prophet صلی الله عليه وآله وسلم would blow on sick persons.

5. “And from the evil of the envier when he envies (me)”

6. An envious person is he who desires the decline in the bounties of others while MANGHABAT is that person who desires for himself those bounties that are possessed by others. Envy is totally evil, while Ghabata is permissible in matters of religion. Envy is that first sin which took place in heaven by Shaitaan and by Qabeel on earth. Everyone is fully aware of their consequences. From this we learn that witchcraft and envy are two of the worst sins, because after mentioning the common sins, these two have been mentioned specifically.
SURAH AN-NAAS (THE MANKIND)
(MADANI) Revealed After Hijrah
(1Section: 6 Verses) 1 20 Words, 79 Letters

I begin in the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful.

SECTION 1

1. Please declare 1: “I (Muhammad) seek refuge with the Lord 2 of mankind.”

1. O My Beloved! Say it with your blessed tongue so that with the effect of the prayer, the favourable effect of your blessed tongue, too, can be brought together and through your permission the other believers can say it. Without the rifle, the bullet cannot fire. Without the purity of the tongue, the dua can have no favourable effect. For your dua to produce a favourable effect first purify yourself. Or, let the pure and pious pray for you, or, take permission from them.

2. Allah Almighty is the Lord of the entire creation, but since the human being is the superior creation, mention has been made of him specifically. It should be remembered that Lord is He who is Self-existent and is Present everywhere, at all times, unselfishly. His protection is provided in the world of souls, in the world, in the grave and in the Hereafter. In short, everywhere. The Arabic word "Abb"(father) is that being who provides sustenance and protection for a short time, out of selfish motives. Thus, Allah Almighty is the Lord and not the father. Because a human being, in his childhood, obtains protection only, therefore, this characteristic or attribute is mentioned first.

2.“The King of mankind 3.”

3. The true Master and King of everybody. Because in his youth a person digresses from his path, out of frenzy and insensitivity, he requires to be checked and placed under legal restrictions. For that reason, "God of all" is used here.

3.“The God 4 of mankind.”

4. The true object of worship and intent of every human being. Because a human being engages himself in worship of Allah in his old age, the Divinity and adoration of Allah Almighty is mentioned at the end.

4. “From the evil of him who whispers evil designs in the hearts 5 and slinks away 6.”
5. It means Shaitaan, who places evil thoughts in the hearts of man. Evil thoughts are called "Waswasa" (evil suggestion), while good thoughts are called "Ilhaam" (inspiration). Evil suggestion is from Shaitaan, at the time of which one should recite "La Haul"; while Ilhaam or inspiration comes from Allah Almighty through the angels, for which one should express gratitude to your Creator. When the baser self, Nafs-e Ammaraah, gets the better of the person he will be plagued by many evil thoughts and suggestions; while in the overwhelming of the contented self, Nafs-e -Mutmainnah, the person will experience much inspiration.

6. It means he does not mislead you through word and sound, but straight away exercises influence on your heart. He makes evil appear as good. He is your enemy, but comes in the garb of a friend. May Allah Almighty protect us from him. Then he puts evil suggestions in accordance with the quality of the person.

5. “Those who whisper in the hearts of mankind 7.”

7. In that at the time of callousness and negligence, Shaitaan places many evil suggestions in the heart of people, while during the time of rememberance of Allah Almighty, Shaitaan is overpowered. However, even in this state, he does his work. He places such evil intentions in the heart when the person is in

6. “From among jinn and mankind 8.”

8. This is the description of Shaitaan placing evil suggestions in the heart of man - that he is from the jinns as well as from man. Many, totally misguided, people will come to you in the guise of well-wishers. If you listen to just one word of theirs, they will try to influence you in the future. But, if you keep them far away from the beginning, they will remain aloof from you. Do not be heedless of them. There are many dacoits of the treasures of faith. When going to bed, the Holy Prophet ﷺ would recite both these Surahs, then blow it on his blessed hands and rub his hands over his entire body. Every Muslim should act upon this practice.
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## KNOWLEDGE OF ALLAH
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### ALLAH IS ALL POWERFULL

<table>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>-</td>
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<td>-</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MERCY AND FORGIVENESS OF ALLAH

<table>
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<th></th>
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<th></th>
<th></th>
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WHOM ALLAH DOES NOT LOVE AND WHO IS DEVOID OF GUIDANCE

S 60:V8 - S 61:V4 - S 61:V5 - S 61:V6
S 62:V5 - S 63:V6

PROPHETOOD OF HAZRAT MUHAMMAD

S 33:V1 - S 33:V7 - S 33:V38 - S 33:V39
S 34:V49 - S 35:V33 - S 36:V3 - S 36:V4
MERCY AND THE MOST EXCELLENT CHARACTER OF HAZRAT MUHAMMAD

S 33: V6    -    S 34: V47    -    S 35: V8    -    S 38: V86
S 50: V40  -    S 52: V40    -    S 58: V1    -    S 60: V1
S 68: V4    -    S 70: V1    -    S 70: V5    -    S 73: V10
S 73: V11  -    S 74: V48    -    S 80: V1    -    S 80: V2
S 80: V3    -    S 80: V4    -    S 80: V5    -    S 80: V6
S 80: V7    -    S 80: V8    -    S 80: V9    -    S 80: V10
S 93: V5    -    S 105: V1  -    S 105: V2   -    S 105: V3
S 105: V4  -    S 105: V5   -    S 106: V1   -    S 106: V2
S 106: V3  -    S 106: V4   -    S 110: V3   -

STATUS OF HAZRAT MUHAMMAD

S 29 V52  -    S 30: V2     -    S 30: V3     -    S 30: V4
S 30: V5   -    S 30: V6     -    S 30: V52    -    S 33: V5
S 33: V6   -    S 33: V7     -    S 33: V21    -    S 33: V37
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S 33: V40</th>
<th>S 33: V46</th>
<th>S 33: V50</th>
<th>S 33: V51</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 33: V52</td>
<td>S 33: V53</td>
<td>S 33: V56</td>
<td>S 33: V57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 34: V28</td>
<td>S 35: V24</td>
<td>S 36: V8</td>
<td>S 38: V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 38: V35</td>
<td>S 38: V39</td>
<td>S 38: V40</td>
<td>S 38: V65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 48: V1</td>
<td>S 48: V2</td>
<td>S 48: V8</td>
<td>S 48: V9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KNOWLEDGE OF HAZRAT MUHAMMAD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 72: V26</td>
<td>S 81: V24</td>
<td>S 87: V6</td>
<td>S 87: V7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 91: V12</td>
<td>S 94: V1</td>
<td>S 96: V5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OBEDIENCE OF HAZRAT MUHAMMAD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 33: V71</td>
<td>S 45: V18</td>
<td>S 47: V33</td>
<td>S 48: V17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 58: V13</td>
<td>S 58: V20</td>
<td>S 59: V7</td>
<td>S 74: V12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 75: V16</td>
<td>S 75: V17</td>
<td>S 75: V18</td>
<td>S 75: V19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## HUMILITY OF HAZRAT MUHAMMAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S 28: V86</th>
<th>S28: V88</th>
<th>S 30: V52</th>
<th>S 30: V53</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 33: V1</td>
<td>S 33: V2</td>
<td>S 33: V3</td>
<td>S 33: V48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 52: V49</td>
<td>S 76: V24</td>
<td>S 80: V1</td>
<td>S 80: V2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 80: V3</td>
<td>S 80: V4</td>
<td>S 80: V5</td>
<td>S 80: V6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 80: V7</td>
<td>S 80: V8</td>
<td>S 80: V9</td>
<td>S 80: V10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 108: V3</td>
<td>S 110: V3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PROPHETS

#### PROPHET ADAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S 38: V72</th>
<th>S 38: V73</th>
<th>S 38: V74</th>
<th>S 38: V75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 38: V76</td>
<td>S 38: V77</td>
<td>S 38: V78</td>
<td>S 38: V79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 38: V76</td>
<td>S 38: V77</td>
<td>S 38: V78</td>
<td>S 38: V79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 38: V80</td>
<td>S 38: V81</td>
<td>S 38: V82</td>
<td>S 38: V83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 38: V84</td>
<td>S 38: V85</td>
<td>S 38: V86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PROPHET EBUHIM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V70</td>
<td>S 26: V71</td>
<td>S 26: V72</td>
<td>S 26: V73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V74</td>
<td>S 26: V75</td>
<td>S 26: V76</td>
<td>S 26: V77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V78</td>
<td>S 26: V79</td>
<td>S 26: V80</td>
<td>S 26: V81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V82</td>
<td>S 26: V83</td>
<td>S 26: V84</td>
<td>S 26: V85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 37: V88</td>
<td>S 37: V89</td>
<td>S 37: V90</td>
<td>S 37: V91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 37: V92</td>
<td>S 37: V93</td>
<td>S 37: V94</td>
<td>S 37: V95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S 37: V100 - S 37: V101 - S 37: V102 - S 37: V103
S 37: V112 - S 38: V45 - S 38: V46 - S 38: V47
S 51: V25 - S 51: V26 - S 51: V28 - S 51: V29
S 51: V30 - S 51: V31 - S 51: V32 - S 51: V33
S 51: V34 - S 51: V35 - S 51: V36 - S 51: V37
S 57: V26 - S 60: V4

PROPHET DAWOOD

S 38: V17 - S 38: V18 - S 38: V19 - S 38: V20
S 38: V25 - S 38: V26

PROPHET SHUAIB

S 26: V177 - S 26: V178 - S 26: V179 - S 26: V180
S 26: V181 - S 26: V182 - S 26: V183 - S 26: V184
S 26: V185 - S 26: V186 - S 26: V187 - S 26: V188
S 26: V189 - S 26: V190 - S 26: V191 - S 29: V37
S 29: V36

PROPHET SALEH

S 26: V141 - S 26: V142 - S 26: V143 - S 26: V144
S 26: V145 - S 26: V146 - S 26: V147 - S 26: V148
S 26: V149 - S 26: V150 - S 26: V151 - S 26: V152
S 26: V153 - S 26: V154 - S 26: V155 - S 26: V156
S 26: V157 - S 26: V158 - S 41: V17 - S 41: V18
S 51: V43 - S 51: V44 - S 51: V45 - S 54: V23
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S 54: V28</th>
<th>S 54: V29</th>
<th>S 54: V30</th>
<th>S 54: V31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 89: V11</td>
<td>S 89: V12</td>
<td>S 89: V13</td>
<td>S 91: V11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 91: V12</td>
<td>S 91: V13</td>
<td>S 91: V14</td>
<td>S 91: V15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROPHET LUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S 26: V160</th>
<th>S 26: V161</th>
<th>S 26: V162</th>
<th>S 26: V163</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V164</td>
<td>S 26: V165</td>
<td>S 26: V166</td>
<td>S 26: V167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V168</td>
<td>S 26: V169</td>
<td>S 26: V170</td>
<td>S 26: V171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 29: V33</td>
<td>S 29: V34</td>
<td>S 37: V133</td>
<td>S 37: V134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 54: V33</td>
<td>S 54: V34</td>
<td>S 54: V35</td>
<td>S 54: V37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 54: V38</td>
<td>S 54: V39</td>
<td>S 66: V10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROPHET MUSA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V13</td>
<td>S 26: V14</td>
<td>S 26: V15</td>
<td>S 26: V16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V17</td>
<td>S 26: V23</td>
<td>S 26: V24</td>
<td>S 26: V25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V26</td>
<td>S 26: V27</td>
<td>S 26: V28</td>
<td>S 26: V29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V30</td>
<td>S 26: V31</td>
<td>S 26: V32</td>
<td>S 26: V33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V34</td>
<td>S 26: V35</td>
<td>S 26: V36</td>
<td>S 26: V37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V38</td>
<td>S 26: V39</td>
<td>S 26: V40</td>
<td>S 26: V41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V42</td>
<td>S 26: V43</td>
<td>S 26: V44</td>
<td>S 26: V45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V46</td>
<td>S 26: V47</td>
<td>S 26: V49</td>
<td>S 26: V50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V51</td>
<td>S 26: V52</td>
<td>S 26: V53</td>
<td>S 26: V54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V55</td>
<td>S 26: V56</td>
<td>S 26: V57</td>
<td>S 26: V58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V59</td>
<td>S 26: V60</td>
<td>S 26: V61</td>
<td>S 26: V62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V65</td>
<td>S 26: V66</td>
<td>S 26: V67</td>
<td>S 26: V68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 33: V69</td>
<td>S 37: V114</td>
<td>S 37: V115</td>
<td>S 37: V116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 40: V41</td>
<td>S 40: V42</td>
<td>S 40: V43</td>
<td>S 40: V44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 40: V45</td>
<td>S 40: V46</td>
<td>S 41: V45</td>
<td>S 43: V49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 43: V51</td>
<td>S 43: V52</td>
<td>S 43: V53</td>
<td>S 43: V54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 43: V55</td>
<td>S 43: V56</td>
<td>S 44: V17</td>
<td>S 44: V18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 44: V19</td>
<td>S 44: V20</td>
<td>S 44: V21</td>
<td>S 44: V22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 44: V23</td>
<td>S 44: V24</td>
<td>S 44: V25</td>
<td>S 44: V26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 44: V27</td>
<td>S 44: V28</td>
<td>S 44: V29</td>
<td>S 44: V30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 44: V31</td>
<td>S 44: V32</td>
<td>S 44: V33</td>
<td>S 51: V38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 51: V39</td>
<td>S 51: V30</td>
<td>S 54: V41</td>
<td>S 54: V42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 79: V17</td>
<td>S 79: V18</td>
<td>S 79: V19</td>
<td>S 79: V20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 79: V25</td>
<td>S 79: V26</td>
<td>S 89: V10</td>
<td>S 89: V11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 89: V12</td>
<td>S 89: V13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## PROPHET NUH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V112</td>
<td>S 26: V113</td>
<td>S 26: V114</td>
<td>S 26: V115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V120</td>
<td>S 29: V14</td>
<td>S 29: V15</td>
<td>S 37: V75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 37: V76</td>
<td>S 37: V77</td>
<td>S 37: V78</td>
<td>S 37: V79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 37: V80</td>
<td>S 37: V81</td>
<td>S 51: V46</td>
<td>S 54: V9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 54: V14</td>
<td>S 57: V26</td>
<td>S 66: V10</td>
<td>S 71: V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 71: V2</td>
<td>S 71: V3</td>
<td>S 71: V4</td>
<td>S 71: V5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 71: V6</td>
<td>S 71: V7</td>
<td>S 71: V8</td>
<td>S 71: V9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 71: V14</td>
<td>S 71: V15</td>
<td>S 71: V16</td>
<td>S 71: V17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 71: V23</td>
<td>S 71: V26</td>
<td>S 71: V28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PROPHET HUD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S 26: V125</th>
<th>S 26: V126</th>
<th>S 26: V127</th>
<th>S 26: V128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V129</td>
<td>S 26: V130</td>
<td>S 26: V131</td>
<td>S 26: V132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V133</td>
<td>S 26: V134</td>
<td>S 26: V135</td>
<td>S 26: V136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V137</td>
<td>S 26: V138</td>
<td>S 26: V139</td>
<td>S 26: V140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 41: V15</td>
<td>S 41: V16</td>
<td>S 46: V21</td>
<td>S 46: V22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 51: V41</td>
<td>S 51: V42</td>
<td>S 54: V18</td>
<td>S 54: V19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 69: V8</td>
<td>S 89: V6</td>
<td>S 89: V7</td>
<td>S 89: V8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### PROPHET YUNUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>37: V139</th>
<th>37: V140</th>
<th>37: V142</th>
<th>37: V145</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37: V146</td>
<td>37: V147</td>
<td>37: V148</td>
<td>68: V48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68: V49</td>
<td>68: V50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ISLAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53: V38</td>
<td>53: V39</td>
<td>57: V8</td>
<td>57: V16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57: V27</td>
<td>61: V8</td>
<td>66: V8</td>
<td>70: V19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73: V8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ISLAMIC CHARACTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>53: V40</th>
<th>53: V41</th>
<th>54: V32</th>
<th>58: V9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58: V10</td>
<td>58: V11</td>
<td>59: V9</td>
<td>61: V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61: V3</td>
<td>64: V11</td>
<td>64: V13</td>
<td>64: V14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64: V16</td>
<td>65: V3</td>
<td>66: V6</td>
<td>70: V20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70: V21</td>
<td>70: V22</td>
<td>70: V23</td>
<td>70: V24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70: V25</td>
<td>70: V26</td>
<td>70: V27</td>
<td>70: V28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70: V29</td>
<td>70: V30</td>
<td>70: V31</td>
<td>70: V32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70: V33</td>
<td>70: V34</td>
<td>70: V35</td>
<td>73: V7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73: V20</td>
<td>74: V6</td>
<td>90: V17</td>
<td>92: V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92: V6</td>
<td>92: V7</td>
<td>92: V8</td>
<td>92: V9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92: V10</td>
<td>94: V7</td>
<td>104: V1</td>
<td>104: V2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104: V3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAN AND HIS EXCELLENCE IN THE LIGHT OF THE QUR’AAN

S 29: V15 - S 33: V72 - S 35: V10 - S 38: V27
S 55: V03 - S 55: V14 - S 64: V03 - S 76: V2
S 86: V5 - S 89: V15 - S 91: V1 - S 95: V5

COMMANDS AND PROHIBITIONS

S 31: V15 - S 31: V33 - S 33: V3 - S 33: V70
S 49: V11 - S 49: V12 - S 51: V50 - S 51: V51
S 56: V96 - S 57: V7 - S 57: V21 - S 57: V28
S 58: V9 - S 59: V18 - S 60: V1 - S 60: V13
S 64: V12 - S 66: V6 - S 73: V8 - S 87: V1
S 106: V3 - S 106: V4

ISRAELITES

S 33: V69 - S 37: V115 - S 37: V116 - S 44: V17
FATE / DESTINY

S 22: V46 - S 26: V4 - S 27: V92 - S 35: V8
S 36: V7 - S 36: V8 - S 36: V9 - S 36: V10
S 64: V2 - S 64: V6 - S 64: V11 - S 74: V31
S 74: V56 - S 76: V30 - S 83: V14

HOLY WAR

S 29: V6 - S 33: V9 - S 33: V10 - S 33: V11
S 33: V12 - S 33: V13 - S 33: V14 - S 33: V15
S 33: V16 - S 33: V17 - S 33: V18 - S 33: V19
S 33: V22 - S 33: V23 - S 33: V24 - S 33: V25
S 57: V7 - S 57: V25 - S 59: V2 - S 59: V4
S 59: V5 - S 59: V6 - S 59: V7 - S 59: V14
S 61: V13 - S 66: V9 - S 100: V1 - S 100: V2
S 100: V3 - S 100: V4 - S 100: V5

SUPPLICATIONS

### POLITICAL MATTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V34</td>
<td>S 26: V35</td>
<td>S 26: V52</td>
<td>S 26: V53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V54</td>
<td>S 26: V55</td>
<td>S 26: V56</td>
<td>S 26: V57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V58</td>
<td>S 26: V59</td>
<td>S 26: V60</td>
<td>S 26: V61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V62</td>
<td>S 26: V63</td>
<td>S 26: V64</td>
<td>S 26: V65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 26: V66</td>
<td>S 26: V67</td>
<td>S 26: V68</td>
<td>S 26: V151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 43: V51</td>
<td>S 43: V52</td>
<td>S 43: V53</td>
<td>S 44: V17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 44: V18</td>
<td>S 44: V25</td>
<td>S 44: V26</td>
<td>S 44: V27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 49: V10</td>
<td>S 60: V1</td>
<td>S 60: V2</td>
<td>S 60: V8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 60: V9</td>
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ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT, YOUR ACCOUNTABILITY WILL
BE WITH RELIGIOUS LEADERS

S 48: V10 - S 48: V18 - S 60: V12

IS ONLY USED FOR PROPHETS


ASSLAM O ALAIKAM IS FOR ALL BELIEVERS

S 39: V73

THINGS TO BE CAN BE DELEGATED TO SOME SERVANTS

S 38: V36 - S 79: V5

SHIA ARE NON-BELIEVERS AND MISCHIEF MAKERS

S 28: V4 - S 30: V31 - S 30: V32 - S 34: V54
S 35: V54 - S 37: V83 - S 55: V51 - S 54: V51

THE BELOVED SERVANTS OF ALLAH ARE THE OWNERS OF THE
LAND OF ALLAH AND ARE ENTITLED TO USE AS DESIRED

S 34: V13 - S 38: V36 - S 108: V1

VELING IS IMPORTANT FOR THE WOMEN
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رضائیہ نیوٹنیہت
نکا واقعہ دکھائیں کہ بھی خیال لا
بھور
رضائیہ نہ 59
تاریخ ایرانی 8 مارچ 1996

تاریخی بندی کے نیا اہم
قدیمی کی بھی کہ کہ بندی
طرز غیر فتح کا قرآن پیاک (طلبہ افزار
که بھی اب) 56 کی ظہور، نوزده آندو
ریاضیہ نہ 59

عرض باشر

الله کی احترام کی قربانی عزیزی سے ادارہ نبوتیا قرآن یہی بنیاد کے
غور غور کے استعمال پر آن پاک کی
اشاعت کے مخصوص میزائی فام کے سو ادارہ کا کہ کہ کر کے جن کی خواتر پر خدا عادل یہ-بامری بھیک
کوٹی سے یہ کہ قرآن پاک کی قدر(me) کی عظیم کی چیت وجدہ بندی اور حقیقی کوہ
دیں۔ بحری میں اکثروی
قاری ولی قرآن کے قابو بین قرآن پاک اور قرآن پاک کی درست اشارت سے ادارہ کی
الفیکی کا بہت ممتاز فرمایا جس اوردارین یہ کہ ہم تحقیق کے

محمید بنکر کہ بھی قرآن

 atasya قرآن پاک کے بندی کے اتحاد

قدیمی بندی کے حضرتغیرالمہ کی دعا

وقت ادارہ نبوتیا قرآن پیاک میں معاونین اوران کے دوستین کے
ہر کو بھی مہیاہ کی دعا

فیکی کی اللہ تعالیٰ کا پہ دویشنہ کے

طلائع: نبیل(القرآن پر مشتمل) یا
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